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8 UNDKRUROUND WATER IN VALLEYS OF UTAH.

reported on the Mercur mines, and, more recently, work has been carried on in the Pi

City and Bingham mining districts by J. M. Boutwell.a The following sketch is mail

compiled from these reports.

DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY OF THK HIGHLANDS.

The Wasatch Mountains are composed of a complex mass of sedimentary, igneous, ai [

metamorphic rocks that have been much folded and limited. In age the rocks range fro

pre-('ambrian to Tertiary and constitute a thickness of about 30,000 feet. The follown ;

table shows in epitome the main Paleozoic divisions according to the Fortieth Parall I

Survey:

Paleozoic section in the Wasatch Mountains.

System. Formation.
Average

Feet.

(tipper Carboniferous limestone (including Permian) 2,500 to 3.00

Carboniferous jw'eber quart zi tea with a few thin beds of limestone 5.000 to 7,oa

(Wasatch limestone 7,0ft

Devonian | Ogden quartzlte 1,000 to 1.251

Silurian 1 Ute limestone ! 1.000 to 1.251

Cambrian , Big Cottonwood quartzite series (clay slates at top) i 12.0ft

30,000

The present mountains are the eastern part of a greater mass of rocks, the Wasatch

Range having b:'en raised by faulting several thousand feet higher than the western part

of this mass, which now liis buried beneath the valley deposits. This great fault is the

dominant structural feature of the region. The range rises abruptly 7,000 feet above the

wide lowland at its has1, where the streams, which in their mountain courses occupy deep-

cut narrow gorges, flow in wide valleys. The fault cuU across the range regardless of the

structure of the rocks, and the truncated mountain bases abut against the .plain in marked

alignment.

Beginning at the north and proceeding southward the following features may be noted:

The spur that juts out from the Wasatch Mountains north of Salt Lake City marks the

southern boundary of a series of pre-Cambrian rocks that constitute the crest and western

flanks of the mountains to the northwest, almost as far as Ogden. These rocks for the

most part consist of gneisses and mica-schists, considered to bo of sedimentary origin, with

which are associated quartzites, slates, and some igneous rocks. In general the strike is

N. 20° W., and the prevailing dip is westerly at angles ranging from 15° to 20°. A great

thickness of coarse Tertiary conglomerate lies high up on the northeastern flanks of the

range, but at the southeastern end of the crystalline area Paleozoic sediments abut against

the older series and dip southeastward.

An outlying mass of nearly horizontal coarse Tertiary conglomerate, composed chiefly of

pebbles of limestone and quartzite, caps the spur of the mountains north of Salt Lake City

and conceals the older sediments except along the western base of the spur, where the

Wasatch limestone outcrops. A small isolated body of volcanic rock outcrops in the midst

of the Tertiary area and is bisected by City Creek. The headwaters and upper course of

City Creek lie in Paleozoic rooks, chiefly in the Weber quartzite and Wasatch limestone,

which dip southeastward at angles varying from 30° to 65°. Across the divide a large area

• it' flat-lying Tertiary rocks cap the disturbed Paleozoic series.

a Bcutwell, J. M. Progress reports Park City mining district: Bull. U. S. Oeol. Survey No. 213, 1*03,

pp. 31-40; No. 225, 1904, pp. 141-150; No. 360, 1905, pp. 150-153. Economic geology Bingham mining

district: Prof. Paper U. S. Oeol. Survey No. 38, 1905 (with a section on areai geology by Arthur Keith

and an introduction on general geology by S. F. Emmons).



GEOLOGY. 9

Between City and Big Cottonwood creeks the summit and western face of the mountains

are occupied by an immense syncline striking nearly east and west. Its western end is

terminated by the Wasatch fault, which cuts directly across the fold and exposes the struc

ture so that it can be plainly seen from Jordan Valley. The axis of the syncline coincides

approximately with the course of Emigration Creek. In detail, however, the structure is

complicated by a number of relatively minor disturbances.

East of Salt Lake City upper Carboniferous and Permian strata, consisting chiefly of lime

stone, outcrop between City and Red Butte creeks, and dip southward, forming the northern

limb of the syncline. Red Butte Canyon lies in Permo-Carboniferous rocks, but near the

mouth of the canyon "Red Beds" outcrop and continue along its southern divide. The

"Red Beds" consist chiefly of red shales and sandstones, aggregating over 1,000 feet in

thickness and are overlain by thin-bedded, argillaceous limestones and shales of Jurassic

age. These rocks occupy the. center of the syncline, and outcrop in the valley of Emigration

Greek.

South of Emigration Creek the summit and western face of the Wasatch Mountains are

occupied by the southern limb of the syncline as far as Big Cottonwood Creek, and the

succession of rocks mentioned above is repeated in reverse- order. The dips generally are

northward, but there are minor folds and faults.

Parleys Creek rises in the Cretaceous sandstone and conglomerate' that, east of the main

Wasatch ridge, lie unconformably upon the older rocks. After traversing this area it crosses

a narrow b;0t of Red Beds and, for 5 miles above the mouth of its canyon, flows over calcare

ous and argillaceous Permo-Carboniferous rocks. Carboniferous strata occupy the divide

between Parleys and Mill creeks, the latter of which flows for the greater part of its length

in the Weber quartzites.

Between Mill and Big Cottonwood creeks the lower Paleozoic rocks outcrop. Big Cotton

wood Creek exposes for 6 miles above the mouth of its canyon a great thickness of Cambrian

strata, consisting of siliceous slates and quartzites; in the upper part of its course this creek

crosses the Weber quartzite and Wasatch limestone, and heads in the crystalline rocks of

Clayton Peak. Little is known of the occurrence of Silurian and Devonian sediments in

this area. Their presence was recorded by the early surveys, but the little detailed work

that has been done shows that in a few localities at least these systems do not appear to be

repre'sented by sediments.

Little Cottonwood Creek for about 8 miles from the mouth of its canyon flows through a

crystalline area, and heads in Paleozoic strata and igneous rex-ks at the foot of Clayton

Peak. The western base of the mountains extending north and south of Little Cottonwood

Creek is occupied by a belt of schistose rocks about 10 miles long and averaging perhaps 1

mile in width. These rocks are of prc-Cambrian age and are over a thousand feet thick.

They consist largely of quartzite, but include also slates and mica-schists, having an appar

ent steep western dip. Up Little Cottonwood Creek, beyond the pre'-Cambrian area, lies

a large body of granitic, rocks, which forms high peaks north and south of the cre-ek, and

through which the stream flows for the greater part of its course. The Paleozoic sediments

arch around this granitic area, dipping away from it to the north, east, and south, forming

a dome the western part of which has been cut off by the Wasatch fault.

The age of the "Little Cottonwood granite" has been the subject of some discussion. It

clearly cuts the pre-Cambrian rocks at the mouth of the canyon, but iLs relation to the

Cambrian was not definitely determined by the early surveys, though the granite was

thought to be of pre-Cambrian age. Recently, however, it has be>en shown a that the

"granite" is an intrusive mass that cuts the Cambrian quartzite, though the age of the

intrusion is not yet known.

Partial topographic connection between the Wasatch and Oquirrh range's is maintained

by the Traverse Mountains near tha head of Jordan Valley, but this connection furnishes

little information concerning the relations of the two main mountain masses, bi'cause the

a Emmor.s, S. F., Am. Jour. Sci., 4th ser., vol. lei, August, 1903, p. 139.



 



UNDERGROUND WATER IN THE VALLEYS OF UTAH

LAKE AND JORDAN RIVER, UTAH.

By (!. B. Richardson.

INTRODUCTION.

The valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River are situated in nortli-eentral Utah, in the

extreme eastern part of the Great Basin. The lofty Wasatch Range (PI. I), the western

most of the Rocky Mountain system, limits the valleys on the east, and relatively low

basin ranges—the Oquirrh, Lake, and East Tintic mountains—determine them on the

west. The valleys trend north and south, and are almost separated by the low east-west

Traverse Range, the slopes of which constitute a dam for Utah Lake, which drains through

Jordan River to Great Salt Lake,

The area under consideration is the most populous and flourishing part of the State.

Salt Lake City and Provo, the first and third cities in the State, and many other thriving

settlements are there located. At Bingham Junction and Murray a number of smelters

treat the ores from near-by mines, but agriculture is the main industry. Water for irriga

tion is supplied by mountain streams, and intensive farming is successfully pursued.

The practice of irrigation was l>cgun by the Mormon pioneers in 1847, and has been dis

cussed in several publications; little, attention, however, has been given to the under

ground water resources, and, so far as the writer is aware, they have not before been

described. The present paper outlines conditions of occurrence of the subterranean

waters and describes their development in the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River.

TOPOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE.

The drainage area of Utah Lake and Jordan River is approximately 3,300 square miles,

of which 2,600 are tributary to Utah Lake and 700 to the Jordan north of the Traverse

Mountains (PI. II). ' About 2,000 square miles of the watershed are in the Wasatch

Mountains, while the valleys themselves cover a little less than 1,000 square miles. Utah

Lake Valley is about 38 miles long, averages 15 miles in width, and occupies about 560

square miles, including Utah Lake. Jordan Valley is approximately 28 miles long, 1.5

miles wide, and comprises 420 square miles. These valleys in late geologic time were

occupied by Lake Bonneville, the Pleistocene predecessor of Great Salt Lake, and to

that fact is due their characteristic topography. Almost flat unconsolidated lake sedi

ments underlie the broad valleys, the borders of which are marked by a unique series

of terraces that characterize the shore lines of the old lake. Descriptive details of these

features will be given in the sections devoted to geology and to the occurrence of under

ground water.

The raDge in elevation is considerable. The present level of Great Salt Lake is approxi

mately 4,210 feet above the sea, and that of Utah Lake is about 4,4<SO feet. From these

lowest elevations the two valleys rise to their outer borders, which may conveniently be

taken as the highest level occupied by Lake Bonneville, at approximately the 5,200-foot

contour, above which the Wasatch Range towel's up to 12,000 feet. The mountains on

the west are narrow north-south ranges that rise abruptly from broad valleys. The

5



6 UNDERGROUND WATER TN VALLEYS OF UTAH.

Oquirrh Mountains, west of Jordan River, are 30 miles long, 5 to 10 miles wide, and their

summits rise to elevations of about 10,000 feet. The Lake Mountains, west of Utah

Lake, are about 15 miles long, 5 miles wide, and 3,000 feet above the lake. They are

connected by low hills with the Oquirrh Mountains on the north and with the East Tintic

Mountains on the south. The East Tintic Mountains border Utah Lake Valley on the

southwest, rising al>ove it about 3,000 feet. A spur from these mountains extends north

eastward, constituting the southern border of Utah Lake Valley, and almost unites with

the Wasatch Range. The steep western face of the Wasatch Mountains rises about 7,000

feet abruptly above the broad valley and constitutes the dominant topographic feature

of the region. To the east the range slopes away gradually in a series of broad ridges

and narrow valleys to the mountainous plateau region. ■ The western scarp is deeply

dissected by canyons, through which the entire Wasatch drainage flows to Great Salt

Lake, the chief streams being Bear, Weber, and Jordan rivers.

Utah Lake is a lx>dy of shallow water about 21 miles long and 7 miles wide (PI. Ill, A),

covering a maximum area of 93,000 acres. Its depth over much of its extent is only 8

feet or less, and the maximum depth in the main body of the lake is about 13 feet. In

its northwestern part, however, recent soundings have revealed the presence of several

deep holes, due to springs (p. 49). The shore line of the lake is subject to considerable

variation, owing to the changing relations of evaporation, precipitation, and inflow, and

the margins are characteristically swampy. Two large, shallow bays extend eastward

and southward from the main body of the lake, one south of Provo and the other north

of Goshen. West of the lake the Pelican Hills approach close to the shore, and the region

is barren, but on the north, east, and south the land rises gently toward the base of the

mountains and is dotted with flourishing settlements which are supported by irrigation.

The principal streams tributary to Utah Lake, beginning at the north and proceeding

southward, are: Dry, American Fork, Battle, and Grove creeks, Provo River, Hobble

Creek, Spanish Fork, and Peteeneet, Santaquin, and Currant creeks. Of these, Provo

River is the largest, being approximately 70 miles long and having a drainage area of 640

square miles. It rises in the Uinta Mountains near the sources of Weber, Bear, and

Du Chesne rivers, flows westward and southward through Kamas and Provo valleys, and

passes through the Wasatch Mountains in a deep canyon. On entering Utah Lake Valley

Provo River flows almost due south for 5 miles, skirting the great Provo delta, and thence

westward, entering Utah Lake al>out 3 miles west of Provo.

Spanish Fork has a watershed about equal to that of Provo River, but not so great

a discharge. It rises near Soldier Summit, and, after receiving two main tributaries,

North and Thistle creeks, flows in a canyon through the main ridge of the Wasatch Moun

tains and enters Utah Lake Valley at the head of the large embayment that extends between

Payson and Springville.

Salt Creek rises in the" southern Wasatch Mountains, on the eastern slope of Mount Nebo,

and, after crossing the border of the plateau region, emerges into the broad valley at the

southwestern base of the Wasatch Mountains where, in summer, it ceases to flow at the

surface. The drainage way continues, in a narrow canyon, through Long Ridge which par

tially connects the East Tintic and the Wasatch mountains, and enters the southern end

of Utah Lake in Goshen Valley, where the stream, which is fed largely by seepage, is known

as Currant Creek.

The other tributaries of Utah Lake are relatively small. The chief ones rise in the

Wasatch Mountains and occupy canyons in their mountain courses, where they maintain

perennial flows. At the mouths of the canyons canals divert the wtiter and distribute it

over the valley, so that in the irrigation season practically all of the available supply L>

thus used and the beds of the streams in Utah Lake Valley are commonly dry; but in the

late spring and early summer, during the period of melting snow, large volumes are dis

charged directly into the lake.

Jordan River heads at the northern end of Utah Lake and flows northward in a me nder-

ing course of about 40 miles to Great Salt Lake. For the first 5 miles the river flows slug-
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gishly in a broad valley, and in that distance falls only about 10 feet. In the " narrows,"

however, the river occupies a constricted channel and descends rapidly; in the first mile

below the intake of the canals its fall amounts to about 70 feet. Below the "narrows" the

valley spreads out and at its greatest width is about 18 miles wide. The country rises gradu

ally toward the adjacent highlands to the base of the terraces that mark the shore lines of

Lake Bonneville, whence the ascent is by successive steps. Between Salt Lake City and

Great Salt Lake the topography is almost flat, and a number of small lakt s of shifting out

line occupy local depressions. As the shore of Great Salt Lake is approached there is a

faint slope of the surface which becomes increasingly marshy. This an a west of Salt Lake

City in general is barren and desolate and the surface in many places is white with alkali.

On the uplands, away from the lake, alkali is scare:1, but the western part of the valley,

because of the lack of water, suffers in comparison with the cultivated eastern part, which

is supplied by streams from the Wasatch Mountains.

North of the Traverse Mountains the principal tributaries of Jordan River are City, Red

Butte, Emigration, Parleys, Mill, Big Cottonwood, Little Cottonwood, Dry Cottonwood, and

Willow creeks, all of which issue from the Wasatch. In their mountain courses these creeks

generally occupy narrow canyons from which they emerge on the lowlands and flow in broad

open valleys to the Jordan. Within the mountains they are all perennial streams, but at

the mouths of the canyons their flow is largely diverted by irrigation ditches, so that, in the

dryest part of the year, their lower courses are generally dry. They rise in the main crest

of the Wasatch and have small watersheds, Big Cottonwood Creek, draining about -18 square

miles, being the largest. This stream rises at the base of Clayton Peak, is fed by a number

of small lakes, and discharges a considerable quantity of water through a narrow canyon

(PI. IV, B).

The vegetation is scanty. The valleys in their natural state are occupied by sagebrush,

greasewood, and kindred desert plants, but wherever water is available then; is a marked

contrast, and the irrigated areas of these valleys rival in productiveness any in the country.

Sugar beets are grown in quantity; alfalfa, potatoes, corn, etc., are common crops; and on

the bench lands a variety of fruits are. successfully cultivated. The mountains on the

western border are generally barren; sagebrush and occasional cacti are the chief growths

on the slopes, while scrub oak and stunted spruce and pine here and there grow in

patches; the summits are usually bare. The Wasatch Mountains are more favored, but

they do not support a heavy growth of trees. At the heads of the valleys scattering

pine, juniper, mountain mahogany, and quaking aspen locally occur, and cottonwood, birch,

and maple are often found near the stream beds. The slopes are commonly covered with

underbrush in varying degrees of thickness, sagebrush and scrub oak being prominent.

GEOLOGY.

LITERATURE.

This area has been studied by prominent geologists and has inspired some classic works

on American geology. King, Emmons, and Hague of the Fortieth Parallel Survey" inter

preted the main features of the region, and Gilbert made it famous by his investigation of

Lake Bonneville.* But although this interesting region lies contiguous to one of the main

transcontinental routes and has been visited by many geologists, yet comparatively little

detailed work has been done in it. Walcottc has studied the Big Cottonwood Cambrian

section, G. O. Smith and G. W. Towerd have examined the Tintic district, J. E. Spurrc lias

<• King. Clarence, Systematic geology: Rcpt. Oeol. Explor. "Kith Par., vol. 1, 1872; Hague, Arnold, and

Kmmons, S. F-, Descriptive geology: Ibid., vol. 2, 1877.

& Gilbert, G. K-, Lake Bonneville: Mon. V. S. Geol. Survey, vol. 1, 1890.

e walcott, C. Bull. U. 8. Oeol. Survey No. 30, 188G, p. 38.

'Tower O. W.» and Smith, G. O., Geology and mining industry of the Tintic district, Utah: Nine

teenth Ann. Kept. U. S. Oeol. Survey, pt. 3, 1898, p. 601.

'Spurr J E., Economic geology of the Merctir mining district, Utah. Sixteenth Ann. Kept. V. S.

Geol. Survey, pt- 2. 1865, p. 343.
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reported on the Mercur mines, and, more recently, work has been carried on in the Park

City and Bingham mining districts by J. M. Boutwell.a The following sketch is mainly

compiled from these reports.

DKSCRIPTIVE GEOLOfiY OF THK HIGHLANDS.

The Wasatch Mountains are composed of a complex mass of sedimentary, igneous, and

metamorphic rocks that have been much folded and faulted. In age the rocks range from

. pre-Oambrian to Tertiary and constitute a thickness of about 50,000 feet. The following

table shows in epitome the main Paleozoic divisions according to the Fortieth Parallel

Survey :

Paleozoic section in the Waxaich Mountains.

System. Formation.
Average

thickness.

Weber quart riu-8 with a tew thin beds of limestone

Feet.

2. 500 to 3, 000

5. 000 to 7.000

7,000

1. 000 to 1,250

l.OOOto 1,250

12,000

Devonian Ogden quartzite

Silurian Ute limestone

Big Cottonwood quartzite series (clav slates at topi

30,000

The presi'tit mountains an' the eastern part of a greater mass of rocks, the Wasatch

Range having been raised by faulting several thousand feet higher than the western part

of this mass, which now lies buried beneath the valley deposits. This great fault is the

dominant structural feature of the region. The range rises abruptly 7,000 feet above the

wide lowland at its has:', where the streams, which in their mountain courses occupy deep-

cut narrow gorges, flow in wide valleys. The fault cuts across the range regardless of the

structure of the rocks, and the truncated mountain bases abut against the .plain in marked

alignment.

Beginning at the north and proceeding southward the following features may be noted:

The spur that juts out from the Wasatch Mountains north of Salt Lake City marks the

southern boundary of a series of pre-Cambrian rocks that constitute the crest and western

flanks of the mountains to the northwest, almost as far as Ogden. These rocks for the

most part consist of gneisses and mica-schists, considered to be of sedimentary origin, with

which are associated quartzites, slates, and some igneous rocks. In general the strike is

N. 20" W., and the prevailing dip is westerly at angles ranging from 15° to 20°. A great

thickness of coarse Tertiary conglomerate lies high up on the northeastern flanks of the

range, but at the southeastern end of the crystalline area Paleozoic sediments abut against

the older scries and dip southeastward.

An outlying mass of nearly horizontal coarse Tertiary conglomerate, composed chiefly of

pebbles of limestone and quartzite, caps the spur of the mountains north of Salt Lake City

and conceals the older sediments except along the western base of the spur, where the

Wasatch limestone outcrops. A small isolated body of volcanic rock outcrops in the midst

of the Tertiary area and is bisected by City Creek. The headwaters and upper course of

City Creek lie in Paleozoic rocks, chiefly in the Welter quartzite and Wasatch limestone,

which dip southeastward at angles varying from 30° to 65°. Across the divide a large area

of flat-lying Tertiary rocks cap the disturbed Paleozoic series.

oBcutwell, J. M. Progress reports Park City mining district: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 213, 1903,

pp. 31-40: No. 225, 19U4, pp. 141-150: No. 260, 1905. pp. 150-153. Economic geology Hingham mining

district: Prof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey No. 118, 1905 (with a section ou areal geology by Arthur Keith

and an introduction on general geology by S. F. Kmmons).
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Between City and Big Cottonwood creeks the summit and western face of the mountains

are occupied by an immense synclinc striking nearly east and west. Its western end is

terminated by the Wasatch fault, which cuts directly across the fold and exposes the struc

ture so that it can be plainly seen from Jordan Valley. The axis of the synclinc coincides

approximately with the course of Emigration Creek. In detail, however, the structure is

complicated by a number of relatively minor disturbance s.

East of Salt Lake City upper Carboniferous and Permian st rata, consisting chiefly of lime

stone, outcrop between City and Red Butte creeks, and dip southward, forming the northern

limb of the syncline. Red Butte Canyon lies in Permo-Carbonife.rous rocks, but near the

mouth of the canyon "Red Beds" outcrop and continue along its southern divide. The

"Red Beds" consist chiefly of red shales and sandstones, aggregating over 1,000 feet in

thickness and are overlain by thin-bedded, argillaceous limestones and shales of Jurassic

age. These rocks occupy the center of the syncline, and outcrop in the valley of Emigration

Creek.

South of Emigration Creek the summit and western face of t he Wasatch Mountains are

occupied by the southern limb of the syncline as far as Big Cottonwood Creek, and the

succession of rocks mentioned above is repeated in reverse order. The dips generally are

northward, but there are minor folds and faults.

Parleys Creek rises in the Cretaceous sandstone and conglomerate that, cast of the main

Wasatch ridge, lie unconformably upon the older rocks. After traversing this area it crosses

a narrow belt of Red Beds and, for .5 miles above the mouth of its canyon, flows over calcare

ous and argillaceous Permo-Carboniferous rocks. Carboniferous strata occupy the divide

between Parleys and Mill creeks, the latter of which flows for the greater part of its length

in the Weber quartzites.

Between Mill and Big Cottonwood creeks the lower Paleozoic rocks outcrop. Big Cotton

wood Creek exposes for 6 miles above the mouth of its canyon a great thickness of Cambrian

strata, consisting of siliceous slates and quartzites; in the upper part of its course this creek

crosses the Weber quartzite and Wasatch limestone, and heads in the crystalline rocks of

Clayton Peak. Little is known of the occurrence of Silurian and Devonian sediments in

this area. Their presence was recorded by the early surveys, but the little detailed work

that has been done shows that in a few localities at least these systems do not appear to be

represented by sediments.

Little Cottonwood Creek for about 8 miles from the mouth of its canyon flows through a

crystalline area, and heads in Paleozoic strata and igneous rocks at the foot of Clayton

Peak. The western base of the mountains extending north and south of Little Cottonwood

Creek is occupied by a belt of schistose rocks about 10 miles long and averaging perhaps 1

mile in width. These rocks are of pre-Cambrian age and are over a thousand feet thick.

They consist largely of quartzite, but include also slates and mica-schists, having an appar

ent steep western dip. Up Little Cottonwood Creek, beyond the pre-C'ambrian area, lies

a large body of granitic rocks, which forms high peaks north and south of the creek, and

through which the stream flows for the greater part of its course. The Paleozoic sediments

arch around this granitic area, dipping away from it to the north, east, and south, forming

a dome the western part of which has been cut off by the Wasatch fault.

The age of the " Little Cottonwood granite. " has been the subject of some discussion. It

clearly cuts the pre -Cambrian rocks at the mouth of the canyon, hut its relation to the

Cambrian was not definitely determined by the early surveys, though the granite was

thought to be of pro-Cambrian age. Recently, however, it has been shown " that the

"granite" is an intrusive mass that outs the Cambrian quartzite, though the age of the

intrusion is not yet known.

Partial topographic connection between the Wasatch and Oquirrh ranges is maintained

by the Traverse Mountains near the head of Jordan Valley, but this (-011110011011 furnishes

little information concerning the relations of the two main mountain masses, because the

« Emmor.s, 8. F., Am. Jour. Sci., 4th ser.. vol. ID, August,, 19113, p. 139.
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Traverse; Mountains an' largely composed of younger lavas, which conceal the rocks upon

which they lie.

In the " narrows " where Jordan River flows through the Traverse Mountains, practically

horizontal Pleistocene gravels, which form the great embankment at the point of the

mountain, are nnconformably underlain near the river level by fine-textured sediments

that dip southeastward at an angle of 40°. The lower part of these sediments consists of

light calcareous clay and the upper part of fine sand and gravel. No fossils were found, but

the marked unconformity and the character of the material suggest that the age of the

lower deposits is Tertiary.

East of Utah Lake the great Wasatch fault is impressively shown by the remarkable

alignment of the base of the mountains extending from Spanish Fork Canyon to the Trav

erse Mountains in an approximately straight line, and by the abrupt rise of the mountains

above the broad valley. Second and third lines of faulting, lying parallel to the main fault

and east of it, arc suggested by the topography, which rises steplike, with two intervening

treads between the ascents, to the top of the main ridge, and by the unusual thickness of

limestone exposed, which apparently requires repetition by faulting for the explanation of

its occurrence.

In this part of the range a disturlied belt of rocks with prevailing steep westerly dips

occurs along the western base of the mountains, beyond which the strata dip eastward at

low angles and the summits of the main ridge are capped by limestone lying almost flat.

The streams that cross the mountains, therefore, flow transversely to the strike of the rocks,

in marked contrast to the creeks farther north, whose courses lie approximately parallel to

the strike.

Excellent sections can be measured along the canyons, but very little detailed work

has yet been done. The rocks in general are quartzite and limestone of Carboniferous age,

but locally Cambrian sediments also occur. In Rock Creek Canyon, east of Provo, in the

lower end of the gorge, the rocks are much disturbed and are complexly folded. Here a

considerable thickness of white quart/.ite outcrops, overlain by a great mass of limestone.

In a thin bed near the base of the limestone G. II. Girty obtained a few Cambrian fossils,

and about 600 feet above, in massive gray limestone, the beds l>eing apparently conformable,

he found Lower Carboniferous fossils.

South of Hobble Creek easterly dips prevail from the base of the mountains as far as

Spanish Fork, beyond which the range has been very little studied. It trends southwest-

ward and terminates at Mount Nebo, the main mass of which is composed of steeply west-

dipping limestone and subordinate quartzite of upper Carboniferous age. The highland

farther south consists of a series of plateaus, which are underlain by low-lying Mesozoic and

Tertiary rocks.

The highlands that border the valleys of Jordan River and Utah Lake on the west are for

the most part composed of the same rocks that occur in the Wasatch Mountains, but the

structural relations are completely hidden by the deep filling of the intervening valleys.

The Oquirrh Range is composed mainly of Carboniferous limestones and quartzites,

which, in the southern part of the mountains, are folded into two parallel anticlines with an

intervening syncline. The axes of folding are obliquely transverse to the topography, the

range extending in a north-south direction while the structural trend is northwestward.

The structure of the northern part of the mountains is little known, but the range is proba

bly terminated by a fault. Rocks of Cambrian age are exposed locally by a fault in the

vicinity of Mercur, and igneous rocks, both extrusive and intrusive, also occur. The

intrusive rocks include both acidic and basic porphyries, which are conspicuous in the

vicinity of the mining camps of Bingham and Mercur; the extrusive rocks, largely andes-

itic, occur principally along the eastern base of the range and in the Traverse Mountains.

The Lake Mountains, or Pelican Hills, west of Utah Lake, are composed of Carlxmif-

erous limestones and quartzites which constitute a low synclinal fold, and are separated

from the Traverse Mountains by a narrow strip of Pleistocene deposits. A line of hills,
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composed chiefly of west-dipping limestone, separate the Lake Mountains from the East

Tintic Range—the succeeding highland mass to the south. The northern end of these

hills is capped by horizontal basalt with which light pumiceous tuff is associated.

The East Tintic Range, a complex mass of sedimentary and igneous rocks, forms the

southwestern border of Utah Lake basin. As in Rock Canyon, the sediments consist of

Cambrian quartzite and Carboniferous limestone in juxtaposition, indicating the absence

of the Ordovician, Silurian, and Devonian. The main structure of the sedimentary rocks is

synclinal, but these constitute a relatively small part of the outcrops, igneous rocks, rhyo-

lite, andesite, monzonite, and basalt occupying most of the region. These are of both

extrusive and intrusive origin, and are of Tertiary age. The low spur of the Tintic Moun

tains known asLong Ridge, which lies south of Goshen and connects with the Wasatch—save

for a narrow Pleistocene strip south of Santaquin—consists of andesite in its southern part,

while southeast-dipping Carboniferous limestones outcrop in the gorge of Currant Creek.

LATE GEOLOGIC HISTORY.

The above resume implies for this region a complex geologic history which need not here

be discussed. A statement of late geologic events will, however, add to a clearer under

standing of the valley deposits in which the underground water is stored.

TERTIARY HISTORY.

After many thousands of feet of sediments had accumulated in Paleozoic and Mesozoic

time, during which the general region was occupied by oceanic waters, profound continental

uplift occured in early Tertiary time. Since then the ocean has not invaded the interior of

the continent and during Tertrary time much of the Cordilleran region is believed to have

been occupied by a number of lakes in which a considerable thickness of rocks accumulated.

During the Eocene, according to the geologists of the Fortieth Parallel Survey, a great fresh

water lake occupied the Wasatch Mountain area, and toward the close of thus epoch the

mountains were finally uplifted and the relative depression of the Great Basin originated.

The late Tertiary witnessed the formation of several lakes whoso positions were determined

by different crustal movements, and these lakes persisted with varying relations into the

Pleistocene epoch. The end of Tertiary time was marked by further earth movements that

divided the Great Basin area into two main depressions, following the bases of the recently

uplifted Wasatch Mountains and the Sierra Nevada. In Quaternary time the bordering

mountains were occupied by glaciers, and enormous lakes accumulated in the marginal

depressions of the Great Basin. The two largest of theso have been named after early

explorers. Lake Lahontan covered an immense area in western Nevada and Lake Bonne

ville occupied a considerable part of western Utah and extended into adjacent parts of

Nevada and Idaho.

QUATERNARY HISTORY.

The existence of Lake Bonneville is borne witness to by a number and variety of facts,

chief of which are the remains of shore lines and shore deposits, and the great thickness of

sediments that accumulated in the lake and that now constitute the valley floor. At its

greatest extent the water of Lake Bonneville was approximately 1,000 feet above the

present surface of Great Salt Lake. This large body of water abutted against the adjacent

highlands and the outline of the lake was intricate. Deep bays and jutting promontories

marked the shores, and lone mountains, partly submerged, stood out as islands.

The area considered in this report formed part of one of these bays. This—

was divided by a close stricture.into an outer bay and an inner, the outer covering the valley of the

Jordan River and the inner spreading over Cedar, Utah, and Goshen valleys and a part of Juab Valley.

In the inner bay the Goshen Tlills made two islands, and the Pelican Hills constituted one large

and several small islands. Small estuaries occupied Emigration and Little Cottonwood canyons,

connecting with the outer bay, and the inner bay sent an estuary into Provo Canyon.a

o Gilbert, G. K., Lake Bonneville: Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, vol. 1, 1KBU, p. 103.
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During the existence of Lake Bonneville sedimentation was practically continuous in its

lowest depression, but toward the periphery oscillations of the water level alternately cov

ered the lake deposits and exposed them to suhaerial influences. Evidence of the earliest

Pleistocene history of the Bonneville region is furnished by alluvial cones that extend nearly

to the bottom of the basin. These are composed of detritus derived from the adjacent

highlands under subaerial conditions and could not have been accumulated when the level

of the lake was high. It is therefore concluded- that at this early period in the history of

the lake comparatively arid conditions prevailed, for the stage of a lake in a closed liasni is

determined by the relation of evaporation to water supply. It has also been determined

that at this period of the history of the lake it had no outlet and that the time of duration

of low water was relatively long.

Next succeeded a period of high water, when yellow clay, locally streaked with sand,

was deposited in a large part of the lake. The base of the yellow clay has not l>een observed

and good sections are rare, though an exposure 150 feet thick has been measured. The

deposit locally extends to within 120 feet of the highest level attained by Lake Bonneville,

but a study of the shore line shows that during the deposition of the yellow clay the water

did not rise to the rim of the basin. In the lower part of the basin the yellow clay is

unconformable overlain by a deposit of white marl, local streaks of alluvium occurring

at the contact. The white marl is composed of a fine calcareous clay consisting of calcium

and magnesium carbonates, microscopic siliceous organic, remains, and line clastic dtfbris.

These facts imply (1) that after the deposition of the yellow clay the lake water suit-

aided, (2) that the clay was eroded, and (3) that a second period of high water subsequently

ensued when the white marl was deposited. The extent to which the waters subsided is

undetermined, but the possibility of complete desiccation is suggested by the dill'crencc

in character between the yellow clay and white marl. The extent of the second period of

high water is determined by the highest shore line traceable along the adjacent mountain

flanks. This level is approximately 1,000 feet above Great Salt Lake and is known bs the

Bonneville shore line. The lake then outflowed through Cache Valley into the Snake

River basin.

The Bonneville shore line marks the highest stage of Lake Bonneville and the level of

its initial outflow. Beneath this level the drainage channel was cut down by the outflow

of the lake to a depth of approximately 37.5 feet. That the lake maintained its level at the

stage of lowest outflow for a relatively long time is attested by the well-developed shore

phenomena at the corresponding elevation. This stage determined the Provo shore line,

so named from its great development near that town.

The present conditions have been brought about by the recession of the lake's surface,

due to the excess of evaporation over inflow, so that now Great Salt , Utah, and Sevier lakes

are the sole remnants of the former great body of water. The recession has uncovered the

great expanse of lake beds that underlie the intermontane plains and constitute the fertile

lands at the base of the Wasatch Mountains, and has also exposed the remarkable shore

phenomena that testify to the history of Lake Bonneville, so completely worked out by

Gilbert.

The Bonneville basin is preeminently characterized by its many shore lines (PI. Ill, B),

the highest of which impinges against the mountains and the lowest of which that can l>e

recognized incloses the area covered by the lako sediments. Through a vertical interval

of 1,000 feet the story of the rise and fall of this body of water is recorded by the super

position of shore line upon lake sediment and of lake sediment upon shore line. The record

is not in all cases perfectly legible, but the main features are unmistakable.

The work of waves is recorded by clilfs and wave-cut terraces, from which (he di!bris

was carried along the shore to make benches, bars, spit s, and terraces. The si reams loaded

with the waste of the land areas deposited their burdens in the lake, the coarser detritus

being laid down near shore while the liner sand and clay were carried far out l>efore sedi

mentation occurred. Deltas were formed at the mouths of the larger creeks where so much

debris was carried that the shore currents could nut distribute it. Since the recession of
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the lake from its old shores the streams which formed the deltas have begun their destruc

tion by cutting them in two in their progress toward the shrunken body of water.

The Bonneville is the most conspicuous of all the shore lines, not because of the relative

duration of time during which it was formed but because being the topmost of the scries,

it emphasizes t he contrast between the sharply carved subaerial erosion features of the main

land and the broad horizontal lines due to the influence of the lake. Study of the levels

of bars at this stage shows that the record is complex and that the water surface alter

nately rose and fell a few feet during the formation of the shore phenomena that mark the

general Bonneville level.

Below the Bonneville there are a number of plainly marked shore lines which represent

stages in the level of the lake when it was practically constant for relatively long periods.

Of these shore lines the Provo is the most remarkable, for it records the longest occupancy

of one approximate horizon of any of the stages of the lake. Its embankments arc the

most massive and its wave-cut terraces are the broadest, notwithstanding the fact that the

lake at the Provo stage was considerably smaller than when the surface of the water was

375 feet higher, its area having shrunk from 19,51)0 to approximately 13,000 square miles.

The Provo shore line is characterized particularly by its deltas, which were formed at the

mouths of all the larger streams that entered the lake. •

The fall from the Bonneville to the Provo level was apparently without interruption and

comparatively rapid. But below the Provo stage there are remnants of shore lines and

terraces at a number of horizons that record temporary halts of greater or less extent in the

gradual shrinkage of the lake. The most conspicuous of these lower shore lines, at an

elevation of approximately 750 feet below the Bonneville level, has been named the Stans-

bury shore line, from its prominent development on Stansbury Island, but the others have

not been correlated. As many as ten distinct shore lines can be t raced on the west side

of Jordan Narrows.

In connection with the different shore lines it is of interest to note that Gilbert has found

evidences at a few localities of oscillations of the lake level between the Provo and Bonne

ville horizons, which appear to record halts in the rise of the lake as it approached its

maximum. This is unusual, for most of the observed shore phenomena were formed during

the retreat of the lake.

Local deposits of calcareous tufa occur associated with the various shore, lines, but are

most abundant at the Provo horizon. The tufa appears to have been deposited by precipita

tion from the lake waters due to aeration of the waves, especially during storms, and con

sequent loss of carbon dioxide by which the carbonate of lime was held in solution. The

tufa occurs as a cement to gravel and as a more concentrated deposit, from a few inches to

a few feet in thickness, coating exposed surfaces.

Below the Provo horizon, lake beds consisting of subhorizontal or gently lakeward-sloping

sediments are associated with shore deposits until, as the valley bottom is approached,

shore markings become indistinct and the lake beds prevail. The deposits of yellow clay

and white marl previously mentioned as being widely distributed in the Bonneville basin

apparently are not typically developed in the bay of the old lake, which occupied the area

under consideration. A number of deep wells have been sunk into the valley deposits and

their records indicate the general composition of the sediments (PI. V). The beds are at

least 2,000 feet thick, and consist of gravel, sand, and clay, which constitute the reservoirs

in which ground water is stored.

CLIMATE.

Weather observations have been systematically recorded at Salt Lake City for thirty-

one years, and at near-by stations, including Provo, Thistle, Heber, and Park City, for

eight to fourteen years. The most important mctcorologic. data, compiled from reports of

the United States Weather Bureau, are summarized in the following tables, which give

details of precipitation, temperature, wind velocity, humidity, and evaporation, on which

the supply of underground water directly depends.
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Year.

Year.

Year.

1899..

1900..

1901..

1902..

1903..

1904..

Monthly and annual precipitation at Provo, 1899 to 1904.

[Inches.]

WW).

l'JM.

1902

](>03.

1904.

Jan.

1.54

.46

.22

. 35

2. 66

I. 72

Feb.

2. 89

.85

a. OB

1.12

.66

2.27

Mar. Apr. i May. June

2. 4.5

.06

L08

L30

1.80

S.75

0. 39

1.66

.20

2.14

.51

1.56

1.37

.32

.30

.36

2.68

2.11

July. ! Aug. Sept.! Oct. Nov. Dec.

0.18

. 10

.30

.42

T.

an

.30

.39

Annual.

0.20

.42

.45

0.00

1.13

.72

.04

2.79

.66

T.

.68

.55

1.56

0.94

3.50

.85

1.55

1.14

.iki

1.05

.12

.08

1.28

.40

1.05

12. 31

15. 32

Monthly and annual precipitation at Heber, 1899 to 1904.

[Inches.]

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Not. t Dec. 1 Annual.

1

1S09 2.95 6.85 3.00 0.89 1. 14 0.07 1.61 2.10 0.15 3.20 0.85 1.55 14,26

1900 1.06 1. 50 .34 2.53 . 10 .20 .25 .31 1.20 1.47 4.42 .22 13.06

1901 2.20 2.20 1.66 .31 1.72 .08 . 40 2.00 .16 1.70 1.40 1.50 15.29

1902 50 1.03 1.40 1.88 .49 .37 .15 .60 .45 . 45 1.77 1.04 10.09

1903 .07 1.95 .78 1. 42 .25 .09 .02 1. 17 .70 1.00 1.33 13.32

1904 2.10 3.00 3.48 .96 2.01 .73 .20 .88 . 16 1.22 .00 1.01 10.74

Monthly and annual precipitation at Thistle, 1899 to 1904-

[Inches.]

Ill'
Jan. i Feb. Mar. Apr. May. I June.

1.60

.30

i no

2. 40 1. 30

.47 j .00
2. 35 ! 2. 40

2. 05 2. 00

0 0.1

1.77

1.15

2.23

1.75

.00

0. xx

.06

.85

.35

1.60

2. lis

T.

0.10

.06

.00

.35

July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Doc. ! Annual.

0.10 0.40 1.00

.11 3.05 .25

.36 .20 .85

.53 .10 .66

.32 .46 1.90

0. 40

.75

1. HS

.41

1.43

.27

'J. OS

1.80

.03

2.10

.80

.(«>

0 30

2.00

1.45

1.40

1.50

7. in

13. 89

TKMPEUATTTRE.

Mean monthly and annual temperature at Salt Lake City, 1873 to 1904-

January 27.9

February 33.0

March.

April.

May..

June..

July..

41.6

4'.'. 5

67.8

67.0

7.-,. 5

August 74.8

September 64.3

October 52.3

November 39.8

December 32.7

Annual. 51. J

Mean monthly and annual temperature at Provo, 1890 to 1904-

January. .

February.

March

April

May

June

July

0 r.

20.6

29. 3

39. :(

40.1

68.0

64.7

73.2

o p

August 70.7

September 59.8

October 48.7

November 38.4

December 29.2

Annual 49.2
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Monthly maximum temperature at Salt Lake City, 1899 to 1904.

1° F.]

Year. Jan. I Feb. Mar. Apr. ' May. Junc.l July. Aug. ] Sept.! Oct. I Nov. I Dec.

1891) 54

1900 ' 57

1901 1 51

1902 43

1903 | 53

1904 ] 48

Mean 51
I

51

55

55

62

42 I

lit.

SO ]

78

79

78

80

78

.V> 115 79 1 Hi

9(1

101

IX)

98

'.11

92

95

1(11

96

96

97

91

94

95 I

98

98

94

73

76

85

81

77

83

59

56

59

58

4.',

55

98 95 79 67 55

Monthly minimum temperature at Salt Lake City, 1899 to 1904.

[° F.]

Year.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

1903.

1904.

Mean.

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

"7 -10 20 30 25 34 51 46 46 30 28 9

20 10 26 30 40 47 53 52 32 27 28 2

4 15 25 15 43 40 49 56 39 36 29 11

- 4 12 21 32 35 42 43 52 35 36 21 15

15 - 4 14 25 33 54 46 48 37 32 17 14

7 6 19 30 36 44 46 38 28 26 7

11 10 21 27 35 44 * 50 38 -32" 25 10

WIND VELOCITY.

Average wind velocity at Salt Lake City, 1900 to 1904.

[Miles per hour.]

Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Annual.

1909 3.4 5.2 6.3 7.3 6.8 6.5 6.0" 6.4 6.5 6.5 5.0 4.5 5.9

1901 5.0 4.0 6.2 7.8 7.3 6.6 6.3 6.8 7.0 5.0 4.9 4.8 5.9

1902 3.8 5.5 6.9 &7 7.1 6.7 6.7 6.5 6.7 5.7 6.0 4.7 6.1

1903 4.S 4.5 6.8 7.3 6. 1 6.6 7.2 6.2 6.3 5. 3 5.4 3.7 5.8

1904 4. 1 6.3 7.3 7.2 6.8 6.5 6.5 6.7 (i.O 5 4 4.7 4.9 6.0

Mean 4.2 5.1 ,7 "77 6.8 7.0 6. 5

1

6.1 6.5 5.6 5.2 4.5 5.9

HUMIDITY.

Mean relative humidity at Salt Lake City, 1900 t» 1904.

[Percent.]

Year. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Annual.

1990 78 65 40 59 41 25 24 24 36 48 62 63 47

1901 119 73 55 42 44 36 26 39 30 50 57 71 49

1902 83 62 58 48 43 31 27 27 32 40 56 66 48

1903 73 74 52 44 48 38 30 2-S 38 45 114 75 51

1904 75 62 64 411 49 38 33 38 34 53 45 00 5*

Mean 76

 

07 54 18 34 -*r 31 34 47 57 67 49
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EVAPORATION.

Depth of evaporation at Utah Lake "from August, 190S, to August, 1904.

[Inches.]

1903.

August

September.

October

November .

December..

January .
1904.

8.40

6.78

3.86

2.50

1.50

1.50

1904—Continued.

February 2.00

March 3.50

April 4.63

May 7.72

June 8.80

July 9.41

Total 60.60

SUMMARY.

Tlie climate of the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River is controlled by their location

in the central eastern part of the Great Basin, but is modified somewhat by the proximity

 

|| H 1 | I || | | | | | | | || | | | | | | || | | § |.

Fto. 1.—Diagram showing variation of annual precipitation at Salt Lake City.

of Utah and Great Salt Lakes and the Wasatch Mountains. The tables show that the

climate is characterized by low annual precipitation, moderate temperature, moderate

wind velocity, low relative humidity, and considerable evaporation.

-The mean annual precipitation at Salt Lake City is 16.19 inches, ranging between a maxi

mum of 23.64 inches in 1875 and a minimum of 10.33 inches in 1890. Since 1900 it has

averaged 2.2 inches below normal (fig. 1). Only about 18 per cent of the annual total

"Computed from daily measurements of a tank 3 feet in diameter. Tests were made by the engi

neer of Salt Lake City from 1901 to 1903, and since then they have been kept up by the Reclamation

Service under G. L. Swendsen. See also Newell, F. H., Fourteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. ('col. Survey,

pt. 2, 1894, p. 154.

IKK 157—06 2
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occurs from June to September, and for these four months amounts to less than 3 inches.

Between October and May the variation is not marked, but the greatest precipitation

occurs in March and April (fig. 2). This precipitation is unusually high for the Great

Basin. The Wasatch Mountains serve to condense the moisture, originally derived in large

part from the westerly winds from the Pacific Ocean, that remains in the air after crossing

the Sierra Nevada.

Probably the precipitation is greater on the summits than at the stations where records

have lx>en kept, but data are not available. The melting snow of the winter's accumulation

is the chief supply of the streams of the area under consideration.

The mean annual temperature of Salt Lake City is 51.4°. The mean monthly maximum

ranges from 98° in July to 51° in January, while the mean monthly minimum varies between

10° in December and February and 50° in August.

The dryness of the atmosphere is indicated by the mean relative humidity of 49 per cent,

varying from 28 per cent in July to 76 per cent in January, and by the amount of evapora

tion from a free water surface, which, according to the latest measurements, is about 60

 

a

Jan. Feb. Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1

 —

-

l-

1
,/nches 1.44 1.33 2.03 221 1.62 .79 .53 .72 .33 1.54 1.36 1.64

Flfi. 2.—Diagram showing mean monthly precipitation at Salt Lake City.

Mean
annual

16.19

inches a year. Yet the climate is not nearly as dry as in other parts of the Great Basin.

The dryness lessens the effect of the summer's heat, so that the "sensible temperature " is

not so great as would be suggested by the thermometer, being modified by the cooling

effects of evaporation.

HYDROGRAPHY.

STREAMS TRIBUTARY TO UTAH LAKK AND JORDAN RIVER.

Seepage from surface streams, as shown hereafter, is the most important source of supply

of underground water in the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River. A summary of

discharge measurements therefore throws important light on the subject and, with other

data, furnishes facts for roughly estimating the amount of water available for the annual

replenishment of the underground reservoirs. The figures here given have been compiled

from records of the United States Geological Survey and from data obtained through the

courtesy of the city engineer of Salt Lake City, and are now published for the first time.

Satisfactory measurements of the flow of all the streams in the two valleys have not been

made. However, records have been kept for a number of years of the discharge of several

of the more important, and the combined data, with due consideration for varying con

ditions, may be taken as typical of the drainage of the entire watershed. The measure
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mentis were made at the mouths of the canyons. Bolow these points, during the irrigation

season, the water is diverted and conducted over the valley in an intricate system of

ditches, so that the stream beds in their lower stretches are then often dry. During the

flood season the streams discharge directly into either Utah Lake or Jordan River. Fol

lowing are tables of monthly measurements for 1904, to which annual summaries for several

years are added where figures are available :

Estimated discharge ( at mouths of canyons ) of streams tributary to Jordan River and Utah

Lake.

CITY CHEEK.

[Drainage area, 10 square miles.]

Discharge. Run-off.

Date. Maxi
mum.

Mini
mum.

Mean.

Total. Per
square
mile.

Depth.
Relation
to rain

fall.

Rainfall.a

1904. Sec-feel. Sec-feet. Sec-feet. A cre-feet. Sec-feet. Inches. Per cent. Inches.

6.7 6.0 6.2 381 0.326 0.376 20.9 1.80

7.9 6.0 6.6 380 .347 .374 10.3 3.62

March 11.0 7.3 8.1 516 .442 .510 8.6 5.92

28.8 11.0 22.1 1,315 1.160 • 1.294 66.7 1.94

May 70.1 28 8 55.6 3,419 2.926 3.373 122.2 2.76

S7.0 26.6 39.2 2,332 2.063 2.301 852.2 .27

26.5 16.2 19.7 1,211 1.037 1. 195 202.5 .59

15.3 its 114 824 .705 .813 71.9 1. 13

11.4 9.4 10.4 619 . 547 .610 508.3 . 12

9.3 8.7 9.1 609 .479 . 551 46.7 1.18

87 8.2 8.5 506 .447 .499 .00

9.2 7.7 8.0 492 .421 .485 53.9 .90

Year 70.1 6.0 17.2 12,604 .908 12.381 61.2 20.23

63.1 4.3 13.0 9,440 .685 9.323 63.1 14.77

58.2 3.6 12.3 8,910 .647 8.811 69.5 12.67

72.0 5.0 12.7 9,251 .668 9.126 53.9 16.94

31.3 5.4 9.8 7,054 . 517 7.040 52. 5 13. 41

121.9 3.2 20.0 14,491 1.053 14.306 80.1 17.85

EMIGRATION CREEK.

[Drainage arva, 19 square iriiles.]

1903.

6.3 0.7 1. 1 68 0.058 0.069 2.3 2.99

.8 . 5 .6 33 .032 .033 3. 1 1.08

11.7 .4 3.0 184 . 1.58 . 182 9.2 1.97

12.8 3.7 80 476 .421 .470 45.6 1.03

19.3 5.5 9.5 584 .500 . 576 17.9 :(. '.'2

18.1 ' 4.0 8.6 512 .453 .505 136.5 .37

10 1.6 2.8 172 . 147 . 169 120.7 .14

L7 .6 1.0 61 .053 .061 14.2 .43

LI .6 .8 48 .042 .047 5.3 .88

2.0 1. 1 1.2 74 .063 .073 13.3 . 55

3.2 1.0 1.3 77 .068 .076 5. 5 1.38

.8 .6 . 7 43 .037 .043 5.9 .73
 

19.3 ••» 3.2 2,332 .169 2.304 15.6 14.77

« The record of rainfall given under City, Emigration, Parleys, and Mill creeks is the mean precipita
tion for Salt Lake City and Park City: that under American Fork and Provo River is for Provo and
Heher; that under Spanish Fork is for Provo, Thistle, and Soldiers Summit.
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Estimated discharge (at mouths of canyons) of streams tributary to Jordan River and Utah

Lake—Continued .

PAULEYS CREEK.

[Drainage urea, 50 square miles.]

Discharge.

Date.

VAH.

January

February. . .

March

April

May

June

July

August

September. .

October

November. . ,

December. . .

Run-<ilT.

Year.

1903.

1902.

1901.

1900.

Maxi
mum.

Mini
mum.

Mean.
Total. Per

square
mile.

Depth.
Relation
to rain

fall.

Rainfall.

Sec-feet. See.-feel. Sec-feet. Acre-feet. Sec-fcet. Inches. Per rent. Inches.

9.2 4.8 7.1 137 0.142 0. 164 9.0 1.89

18. 1 4.2 10.3 502 .200 .222 0.1 A 62

39. 3 9.4 19.0 1,205 . 392 . 452 7.6 5.92

207.3 68. 8 123. 2 7,331 2.464 2. 749 141.8 1.94

208.5 88.1 188.5 10,301 3. 370 3.886 140.8 2.76

137. 5 28.5 52.0 3,130 1.052 1.174 434.8 .27

41.1 19.5 26. 1 1,005 . 522 . 602 102. 0 .59

20.2 11.8 16.0 984.! ..SX> .389 32. 7 1. 13

13.0 9.4 11.4 679 .228 . 254 211.7 .12

13.7 11.8 12.9 793 . 258 .297 25. 2 1.18

11.8 8.8 10.3 613 .206 .230

.19110.8 2.5 8.3 510 .160 21. 2 .90

208.5 2.5 38.9 28.240 _ . 777 10.590 52 3 20.20

133.7 2. 1 20. 5 14,879 .410 5.581 37.8 14.77

95.3 2.2 Hi. 7 12,110 . 334 4.544 35.9 12.67

109.5 3.0 19. U 14,490 .398 5. 429 32. 0 10. 94

39.0 2.9 12. (1 9,0j8 .251 3.431 25.6 1 13.41

227. 5 4.0 59.8 39,722 1. 19(1 14. 884 83.4 17.85

i not.

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

, September. . .

Octol)cr

November. . .

DecemlKT. . . .

Year.

1903.

1902.

1901.

1900.

MILL CRKF.K.

[Drainage urea, 21 square miles.]

.__

13.0 6.6 9.9 809 0.47, 0. 543 30.2 1.80

1.1 0 3.7 9.9 569 .471 .508 14.0 3.62

13.0 9. .'i 11.2 089 .480 . 560 9.4 5.92

25.1 11.3 18.8 1,120 .895 .999 51.5 1.94

58.2 25. 1 41.4 2,545 1.971 2.272 82.3 2.76

55.9 2!-. 7 , 40.9 2.434 1.948 2.173 804. 8 .27

29.7 20.8 25.7 1,580 1.224 1.411 239. 2 .59

16.8 13.0 14.9 916 .710 .819 72.5 1. 13

15.9 13.0 15.0 893 .714 .797 064.2 . 12

14.0 13.0 13.7 842 . 052 .752 63.7 1. 18

13. 0 11.3 12.4 738 .590 . 058 .00

11.3 1.0 8.6 529 .410 . 473 .90

58.2 1.1) 18. 5 13,464 .878 11.965 59. 1 20.23

34.4 2.9 12.3 8,916 .580 7. 964 53.9 14.77

39.5 1.9 12. 1 8,753 . 575 7. 814 01.7 12.07

47.4 1.4 12.9 9,391 .015 8.383 49.5 10.94

30. s 1.4 11.5 8,296 . 549 7.406 5.5.7 13.41

66.0 2.4 19. 14,193 .932 12.069 77. 1 17.85
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Estimated discharge (at mouths of canyons) of streams tributary to Jordan Riwr and Utah

Lake—Continued.

BIG COTTONWOOD CREEK.

[Drainage area, 48 square miles./

Discharge.

Maxi
mum.

Mini
mum.

Men n.
Total. Per

square
mile.

1902. Sec-feet. Sec-feet. Sec-feet.

27.(1 13. li 23. 1

2S.4 17.2 24.2

March 27.7 20.4 24.6

April 142.9 27.0 70.4

Jtoy 369.7 108.9 210.2

June 309.5 91.7 194. 5

July 92.3 40.9 «2. 2

38.9 28.4 33.0

31.6 2S.2 27.9

(Jctober 29.0 21.4 2(1. 3

Nowib'xt 28. s 21.8 24.8

29 .1 1G. 1 22.8

»ar 369.7 13.(1 (12.0

1901 407.3 11.3 08. 3

Run-off.

Depth.

Acre-feet. Sec-fret. Inches.

1,421 0.481 0.555

1,344 .504 .525

1,513 . 512 .590

4,189 1.470 1.640

12.925 4.380 5.050

11,574 4.050 4.519

3,825 1.300 1.499

2,029 .688

1,661 .681 .(148

1,617 .548 . (132

1,476 .517 . 577

1,402 .475 .548

44,976 1. 292 17. 57(1

49,(139 1. 422 19.381

Relation
to rain-

full.

Rainfall.

AMERICAN FORK.

(Drainage area, (ill square miles.]

1904.
1

17 15 16.1 990 0.244 0.281 14.7 1.91

February 16 IS 15. 4 88(1 . 2:« .251 9. 5 2. 64

March 24 US 19. 1 1,174 .289 .333 9.2 3.62

April 109 23 46.9 2,791 .711 .793 6a o 1.26-

May 379 95 216.0 13,280 3. 27 3.77 183.0 2.0(i

310 131 201.0 11,960 3. 05 3. 40 596. 0 .57

July 147 06 95.3 5,860 1.44 1.66 488.0 .34

.14 44 52.8 3,247 .800 . 922 140.0 .66

43 .35 38.1 2,267 .577 .1144 644.0 . 10

October 41 34 35.9 2,207 .544 . 027 45. 1 1.39

November 34

28

28 30.0 1 , 785 . 454 .507 .00

December 18 25.3 1,556 .383 .442 29.8 1.48

Year 379 15 66.0 48,000 1.00 13.62 85.0 111.03
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Estimated discharge (at moutiu) of canyons) of streams tributary to Jordan River and Utah

Lake—Continued.

PROVO RIVER.

[Drainage area, 640 square miles.]

Discharge Uun-otl.

Date.
Maxi Mini

Mean.
Total. Per

Depth.
Relation Rainfall.

mum. mum.
square
mile.

to rain
fall.

 _

1904. Sec-feet. Sec-feet. Sec-feet. Acre-feet. Sec-feet. Inches. Percent. Inches.

290 196 244 15,000 0..>81 0.439 23 l.ul

February sin 253 373 21,460 .583 .629 24 2. 64

March (567 331 388 23,860 .606 .699 19 3.62

April (180 353 486 28,920 .759 .847 67 1.26

2,153 461 1,145 70,410 1.79 2.06 100 2.06

June 1,625 371 1,131 67,300 1.77 1.98 347 .57

July 326 136 202 12,420 .316 .364 107 .34

August 182 134 149 9,162 .233 .269 41 .66

September 184 80 117 6,962 .183 .204 204 .10

October 146 79 113 6,948 .177 .204 15 1.39

190 113 139 8,271 .217 .242 . 1HJ

December 205 113 149 9,162 .233 .269 18 L48

Year 2,153 79 386 279,900 .604 8.20 51 16 03

1898 1,212 146 386 279,000 .60 a 19 49 16.71

1897 2,600 225 «571 414,000 .89 12. 12 68 17.76

189.'. 1,760 192 423 ;)06,400 .66 9.07 62 « 14. 63

« Approximate.

SPANISH FORK.

[Drainage area, f»70 square miles.]

1904.
1

January 113 58 77.6 4,771 0. 116 0. 134 ai 1. 68

126 58 79. 1 4,550 . 118 . 127 7.4 1.71

March 240 63 85.8 5,276 .128 . 148 4.4 3. 36

April 229 110 174.0 10,350 .260 .290 28.0 1.02

May 415 236 343.0 21,090 .590 25.0 2.33

June 1 255 111 162.0 9,640 .242 .270 41.0 .66

July 121 80 94.6 5,817 .141 . 163 39.0 .42

1 92 67 75. 8 4,661 . 113 . 130 19.0 .69

75 65 68.0 4,04<i . 101 . 113 13.0 .85

October 69 65 67.8 4,169 . 101 . 116 11.0 1.01

69 49 61.5 3,060 .092 . 102 .00

77 40 54. 3 3,339 .081 .093 a? 1.07

Year 415 40 112.0 81,370 . 167 2.28 15.4 14.78

Comparison of the discharge of several streams shows marked differences. For instance,

during 1901 and 1902, the only years when complete measurements of both Parleys and

Big Cottonwood creeks are available, the discharge of Big Cottonwood (drainage area, 48

square miles) averaged 47,308 acre-feet, while that of Parleys, with a drainage area slightly

greater (50 square miles), averaged only 13,303 acre-feet. Again, during 1904 the dis

charge of City and Emigration creeks, each having drainage areas of approximately 19

Bquare miles, amounted, respectively, to 12,604 and 2,332 acre-feet. Provo and Spanish

Fork rivers also afford similar results. The drainage area of Provo River (040 square miles)
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is slightly less than that of Spanish Folk (670 square miles), yet the discharge of the

former in 1904 was more than three times that of the latter.

It will he noticed that the flows of Spanish Fork and of Emigration Creek, streams

which in the above comparisons figured poorly, have much in common, though their drain

age areas differ greatly. The flow of the two streams, expressed in second-feet per square

mile of their drainage areas, averaged 0.167 for Spanish Fork and 0.109 for Emigra

tion Creek, which may be compared with an average of 0.746 for City Creek and 0.69 for

Provo River. The amount of discharge, expressed in depth of inches, over the watershed is

2.28 for Spanish Fork 2.30 for Emigration Creek, and 10.33 for City Creek. The nm-oir is

approximately 15 per cent of the precipitation for Spanish Fork and Emigration Creek,

and about 63 per cent for City Creek.

These and other discrepancies arc due to a complex set of causes, chief of which arc1 differ

ences in precipitation, topography, vegetation, soils, and rocks of the several drainage areas,

and the care that is taken to prevent fires, grazing, and destruction of timber on the water

sheds. Though in general the main streams in the Wasatch Mountains have many features

in common, the valleys of some of them are narrow and steep, while those of others are

broader and more open. Some valleys are l>etter adapted than others, by configuration

and position, to collect and keep snow. Some of the streams head in lakes, while others do

not. All are poorly clothed with trees, but some are less fort unate in this respect than others.

The soil covering in general is thin, particularly on the steep slopes and in areas where the

absence of much vegetation allows the products of rock disintegration to be washed into the

valleys. But where the slopes are comparatively gentle and vegetation protects the accu

mulated rock debris, more of the precipitation is absortx'd and (escaping flood discharge)

seeps slowly into the valleys to maintain the perennial flow of the streams. Differences

in the porosity of the bed rocks and in the character and quantity of debris in the stream

l>eds, whereby greater or less amounts of water are absorbed, also greatly influence the

amount of run-off.

UTAH LAKE.

I'tah Lake is fed from several sources, including surface streams, seepage, springs U-neath

the lake, and the precipitation that falls upon it. The measurable factors were determined

-
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FlO. 3.—Diagram showing fluctuations oJ the surface of Utah Lake, 188&-1904.
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for the period August 1903, to August, 1904, under the direction of G. L. Swendsen,o of the

United States Reclamation Service, who found that of the total supply of 604,010 acre-

feet only 471,140 were contributed by rainfall on the lake and by the measurable surface

streams, leaving an unmeasured supply of 132,870 acre-feet. Thus considerable amount

appears to be contributed by seepage and by springs, some of which have recently been

found in the northwestern part of the lake.

The surface of the lake is subject to considerable variation in elevation in consequence

of the changing relations of evaporation, precipitation, inflow, and outflow. Fig. 3, pre

pared by the Reclamation Service, shows fluctuations of the surface from 1889 to 1904.

There is a seasonal variation of 1 to 4 feet, ranging from a minimum in the late fall to a

maximum in late spring and early summer. The diagram also shows the variation in

the mean level of the lake. The lowest elevation shown occurred in 1903, when the lake

was about half a foot lower than it was in 1889. Following 1889 was a period of ten years

of relat ively high water.

JORDAN RIVER.

During the last few years anomalous conditions have existed at the outlet of Utah Lake.

The water level of the lake has fallen so low that the normal flow has ceased, and in order to

supply the canals in Jordan Valley it has been necessary to resort to pumping. Accord

ingly a pumping plant has been in operation at the head of Jordan River since August, 1902.

(PI. IV, .4.)

The following table of discharges has \x~en prepared by Mr. J. Fewson Smith, jr., water

commissioner:

Discharge of Jordan Riwr ami the canal systems in Jordan Narrows, and of Jordan River at

pumpiny plant, April to October, 190J).

[Acre-feet.]

Month.
North
Jordan.

East
Jordan.

City.
South
Jordan.

Utah and
Salt
Lake.

Jordan
River at
weir.

Sum of
preced
ing.

Jordan
Kiver at
pumping

1904.

. -
plant."

April (ISO 647 720 75 2,092 222

May 903 3,030 590 5, 107 4, 150 2,911 16,823 18,090

June 2,970 5,701 452 0,648 7,878 4,225 27,874 25,110
July 3,384 5,309 3,199 5,407 0,719 3,894 27,972 25,210

August 3,233 5, 180 3,090 5,(01 7,110 3,608 27,318 24,720
September 2,062 5,280 1,373 5,357 7,992 2,767 25,431 23, 330

753 1,920 399 2,134 3,367 310 8,883 8,363

Total 13,968 27,142 9,109 30,391 37,936 17,850 136,393 125,045

o Figures furnished by (i. L. Swendsen.

From these figures it appears that the gain in the flow of Jordan River between the pump

ing plant and the intake of the canals in Jordan Narrows, a distance of about 13 miles, April

to October, 1904, was 11,348 acre-feet. The gain is partly supplied by seepage and partly

by the flow of wells and springs. Between Jordan Narrows and the head of North Jordan

canal, a distance of about 9 miles, Mr. J. Fewson Smith, jr., found that the seepage into Jor

dan River between May and September, 1904, amounted to 13,789 acre-feet.

<* The writer acknowledges his indebtedness to Mr. Swendsen for many courtesies extended, both In

the field and office, during the prosecution of the work.
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So systematic data have been collected below the head of North Jordan canal, but in

December, 1904, the following measurements were made by Mr. Caleb Tanner ami the

writer :

Ducharoe of Jordan River and tributaries between Little Cotionwtxxl Creek and the ford, in

tee. 4, T. 1 N., R. 1 W., December 6-7, 190^.

Second-fret.

Jordan River above mouth of Little Cottonwood Creek 61.38

little Cottonwood Creek s- 1 4

Flume at Taylorville roller mill 39. 0
liig Cottonwood Creek r'L 2

Ditch south of Mill Creek 2. 1 2

Mill Creek 23 M

Ditch, outlet of Decker Lake -•93

Parleys Creek, north and south ditches :t- "8

Kighth South street ditch '»■ c*

Total 203.58

Jordan River Mow North Temple Street Bridge 190.22 190.22

I.OSS between mouth of Little Cottonwood Creek and North Temple street 13. M

Outlet of Hot Springs Lake , 7.64

Sewer ditch (estimate) 7.50

Jordan River at ford, sec. 4, T. 1 N., R. 1 W 214.00

Total 20S.3fi 205.36

(Iain l>etween North Temple Street Bridge and ford 8.64

Loss in the flow of Jordan River, instead of expected gain, is thus shown between the

mouth of Little Cottonwood Creek and North Temple Street Bridge at the time the measure

ments were made, while a slight gain is shown between the bridge and the ford in sec. 4, T.

l.N.,R. 1 W. It appears that the seepage drains into the tributaries rather than directly into

Jordan River in the area where the tributary streams are numerous and that farther north,

where there are fewer tributaries, a small amount of seepage drains directly into the river.

How far these figures represent conditions the year round remains to U> determined.

(iREAT SALT LAKE.

Except during a lapse from 1893 to 1896, instrumental records of the surface fluctua

tion of Great Salt Lake have been kept since 1875, and there is evidence less exact dating

hack to the survey of the lake by Stansbury in 1849-50. When that survey was made the

level of the lake was extremely low, and since then it has varied considerably. In 1869

the water surface was approximately 11 feet higher than it was in 1850; a comparatively

low stage was reached in 1873, after which the lake rose about 4 feet to a maximum in

1OT6, alsmt equal to that attained in 1869. In 1883 the lake was about 7 feet below the

maximum: then it rose 4 feet until 1886, since when it has gradually fallen until now it is

at an extremely low stage, about 15 feet lower than the maxima of 18(59 and 1876. Fin,

4 illustrates the changes since 1875.

Besides the irregular fluctuations there is a regular annual variation ranging between 1

and 2 feet, the maximum occurring in June and the minimum in the winter This annual

variation is due to the changing relations of precipitation, inflow, and evaporation, high

water occurring after the spring floods, and low water during the season of feeble stream dis

charge and after the period of excessive evaporation. The irregular variation of the

past can lie accounted for chiefly by changes in rainfall, the earlier maxima l»ing associ

ated with unusually large amounts of precipitation. The gradual decrease of late years

in the volume of the lake, after allowing for recent dry seasons, is apparently due to

largely increased irrigation, by which the inflow of surface streams lias been checked
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through diversion into ditches. Because of the considerable evaporation and transpira

tion incident to such use of the water, only a small per cent of the run-off reaches the

 

lake, and with the spread of irrigation it may be expected thai this cause will increasingly

tend to keep the lake level at h low stage.
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UNDERGROUND WATER.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

BOTTRCE

The underground water supply in the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River, as is well

known, is maintained by the snow and rain that fall on their drainage areas. In consid

ering the sources of the supply, the precipitation tributary to Utah Lake and Jordan River

ran conveniently be divided into that on the mountains and that on the main valley.

It has been stated that the actual precipitation in the mountains probably exceeds the

amount shown by the recorded data. Moreover, neither the rainfall nor the snowfall is

evenly distributed. The precipitation is greater in the northern than in the southern half

of the area under consideration, and in contiguous localities there are differences due to

varying topographic conditions. More precipitation is likely to occur in the vicinity of the

higher peaks, and in the mountain recesses that are well protected from the sun large quan

tities of snow linger long after the general mantle has disappeared.

Of the total precipitation on the mountains, part is evaporated, part joins the run-off, and

part becomes underground water. Evaporation occurs either directly—from snow, from

a free surface of water, and from water contained in soils and brought to the surface by

capillary action—or indirectly by transpiration through the growth of plants. Of the por

tion which joins the run-off part runs directly out of the mountains, part flows to small

lakes at the head of Big Cottonwood Creek and Provo River, and part is absorbed by the

soil and rocks over which the streams flow and joins the, subterranean store. A final portion

of the precipitation on the mountains becomes underground water directly by absorption

by the surface on which the rainfall occurs. Part of this underground water reaches the

surface again by capillary action in the soils and by the life activity of plants and is finally

evaporated; another part after remaining underground a shorter or longer time reaches

the surface again by springs and seepage, and, joining the run-off little by little, maintains the

perennial flow of the streams; another part joins the more permanent supply of underground

water. It is impossible, because of the complexity of the subject and the lack of data, to

state the amount of water which annually replenishes this more permanent supply of

underground water, but the quantity is equivalent to the precipitation minus the run-off

and the amount evaporated. From the incomplete facts at hand it appears that the run-off,

measured at the mouths of the canyons, although varying greatly, approximates 50 per cent

of the precipitation, but the total evaporation is unknown. Although exact figures repre-

resenting the amount evaporated can not be obtained, yet experiments on evaporation from

snow, soils, and vegetation in the mountain areas would afford valuable data.

The amount of precipitation in the valley is better known, and the figures for Salt Lake

City and Provo are typical. Here, as in the mountains, part of the. precipitation joins the

run-off, part is evaporated, and part becomes underground water; but there are practi

cally no measurements of these different quantities. Direct run-off of the precipitation

on the valley is comparatively small, owing to the open nature of the country and to the

fact that no great accumulations of snow occur, and the. seepage run-olf probably consti

tutes the main amount. Evaporation from soils and vegetation dissipates probably the

largest part of the rain that falls on the valley, especially during the summer. The increase

of the more permanent underground water supply due to the rainfall on the valley is con

sequently small. A basis for judgment is furnished by comparing the condition of the

valley east and west of Jordan River. Precipitation is perhaps slightly less in the western

part of the valley, but the difference is not enough to-cause the marked contrast. The scarc

ity of ground water within easy reach of the surface in the western part of the valley, com

pared with the abundance easily accessible in the eastern part, implies that the rainfall on

the valley contributes a proportionally small amount to the store of underground water.

Existing conditions are due to the fact that on the west only a few feeble and generally

intermittent streams are tributary to the valley, whereas on the east a number of large

perennial streams flow from the Wasatch Mountains, supplying water that is distributed
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over the valley by canals. Seepage from these streams is the main source of underground

supply in the valleys.

The amount of water contributed to the valleys by streams from the Wasatch Mountains

is capable of rough numerical statement. The drainage area in these mountains tributary

to Jordan Valley is approximately 220 square miles, and measurements of five creeks in that

region, given in the section devoted to hydrography, show an average flow of 0.60 second-

foot per square mile of watershed. This amount Ls equivalent to a stream discharging 145

second-feet, or a total amount approximating 105,000 acre-feet a year. The average of

measurements of Provo River and Spanish Fork in Utah Lake Valley gives a How of 0.43

second-foot per square mile of drainage area, which, assuming the flow to he derived from

rainfall on a watershed of about 1,670 square miles, is equivalent to a stream discharging 718

second-feet, amounting to 520,000 acre-feet a year.

Of this amount of water annually contributed by streams to the valleys of Utah Ijake

and Jordan River, part permanently runs off and is added to the supply of Great Salt Lake

by Jordan River. This quantity has not yet been systemat ically measured, but it is esti

mated to average about 200 second-feet. The residue either evaporates, directly and indi

rectly, or becomes underground water. Unfortunately, no figures are available whereby

the amount lost by evaporation can bo estimated, so that the annual replenishment of the

underground supply is unknown. Only the crude statement can now be made that, in the

presence of influences sufficient to cause an evaporation of (50 inches a year from a free body

of water, the amount which is not thus lost from a supply of somewhat more than 000

second-feet joins the underground store.

Seepage measurements which have been made at different times in Ixith valleys from

creeks and ditches offer concrete demonstrations of the maimer in which the underground

supply is maintained. Only a few such measurements have been made in Utah Lake Valley,

but it has been shown that in 1} miles the Timpanogas canal lost slightly more than 25 per

cent of the water taken in at its head.a Another set of measurements has been made on

Provo River. The discharge a short distance above the mouth of the canyon was found to

be 175.04 second-feet; at a station a mile west of Provo the river was dry, while the

sum of several intermediate diversions amounted to 186.22 second-feet. The difference—

11.18 second-feet—represents the return seepage from thevanous canals, b In the valleys

of creeks tributary to Jordan River more measurements have been made, of which those in

Big Cottonwood and Mill valleys are typical. In Big Cottonwood Creek Valley Mr. E. R.

Morgan selected for measurement two sections of the creek on which different conditions exist.

In the upper section, immediately below the mouth of the canyon, the bed of the stream

is composed of large loose bowlders resting on coarse gravel, and the land on either side is

covered with comparatively scanty vegetation. In the lower section, below the head of

Green ditch, the lied of the (-reek is comparatively smooth, and the land on both sides is irri

gated and covered with abundant vegetation The loss in the first section, in a distance of

2J miles, was 7.36 second-feet, a percentage of 22 6, while in the second section, also 2$

miles long, the loss was only 0.30 second-feet, a percentage of 2.4.c In Mill Creek Vulley

Mr. Morgan also made measurements in two sections where different conditions exist. In

one section, 2 miles long, he found a loss of 22.7 per cent ; in the other, three-quarters of a

mile long, he found a loss of 3.6 per cent.d

While seepage from the flow of the creeks and canals furnishes the chief supply of under

ground water to the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River, other sources are the underflow

of the creeks at the mouths of the canyons, springs from lied roc k, seepage at the base of

the mountains, and the small addition, already mentioned, derived from rainfall on the valley.

The underflow of the creeks at the mouths of the canyons is an important source, but the

amount thus contributed Ls unknown. The quantity equals the remainder after subtract

ing the sum of run-off and evaporation from the precipitation, of which factors only the

run-off is established, the precipitation being only approximately and the evaporation not

at all known. The amount of the underflow can lie directly determined, however, by a series

o Bull. U. S. Dept. Agric. No. 124, Office Expt. Stations, 1903, p. 123.

'Ibid., p. 126.

c Morgan, E. H., Irrigation in Mountain water district, Salt Lake County, Utah: Bull. 1". S. Dept.

Agrlc. No. 133, Office Expt. Stations, 1903, pp. 60-61.

a Ibid., pp. 44-45.
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of measurements which should be made in estimating the feasibility of constructing sub

surface dams. The amount of water contributed to the valleys from bed-rock sources is

also important . A remarkable series of thermal springs is associated with the great fault

at the western base of the Wasatch Mountains. These occur at intervals along the entire

extent of the range, and other warm springs, which may also lie connected with faults, are

located within the area under consideration. Association with faults suggests a deep-

seated origin, which accounts for the high temperature of the water. The last source of the

valley water supply to be mentioned is the comparatively small amount which is derived

by seepage from the hase of the mountains from areas that are not drained by creeks.

DISTRIBUTION OF UNDERGROUND WATER.

From the outline of the geology given on pages 7-13 it will lie seen that the valleys of Utah

Lake and Jordan River are occupied by a considerable but unknown thickness of gravel,

sand, and clay derived from the disintegration of the adjacent mountains and deposited in

the valley under alternat ing subaerial and lacustrine conditions. In general, the deposits

are arranged in broad, sheet-like accumulations, the coarser-textured materials abounding

adjacent to the highlands and the finer de'bris preponderating farther out. The beds lie

practically flat in the center of the basins, but are inclined slightly away from their sourc e,

the attitude of deposition being practically unaltered. ' Conditions of deposition, however,

were so varied that over large parts of the area considered the deposits are not widely

uniform. For instance, while clay was lieing laid down in one place sand was accumulating

in an adjacent area and at their border the two deposits were merged. Consequently the

arrangement of the beds is broadly lenticular, as is illustrated by the well records (PI. V).

No two records arc exactly alike, and in most cases it is impossible to correlate deposits

in the different sections. Beds of clay are most widely distributed, but the more localized

accumulations of sand and gravel, which are the most important reservoirs of underground

water, are irregularly distributed.

Underground water derived from the sources stated above occupies the spaces between

the solid particles of the clay, sand, and gravel which constitute the valley filling. In

general, these deposits are saturated below the horizon which marks the surface of ground

water. The position of this surface varies, depending on the supply, on the amount used

or the intensity of evaporation, and on the character and slope of the sediments. The water

is seldom stagnant, but tends to flow with extreme slowness from a higher to a lower level,

the chief factors in the movement being the number and size of the interstitial spaces in

the deposits and the pressure gradient due to gravity. The highest velocity of ground

water ever determined is about 100 feet in twenty-four hours, but the ordinary velocity is

much less than this, common rates in sand being between 2 and 50 feet a day.

The fluctuation of the surface of ground water is considerable. Since the chief replen

ishment of the supply occurs when the creeks discharge the most and when the irrigation

canals are in full operation, ground water occurs nearer the surface in summer than in

winter. Conditions in different areas cause a varied annual range, but 10 feet is common

and 15 feet is not infrequent. In addition to the annual fluctuation a cumulative change

is in progress, the ground-water surface lieing gradually raised in the lower parts of the

valley in consequence of irrigation and the custom of allowing artesian wells to flow unceas

ingly, leading to swampy condit ions in the valley bottom. Details regarding these changes

are given on subsequent pages.

PI. VI illustrates the approximate average depths at which ground water occurs in the

valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River. The boundaries between the different areas

fluctuate and can not accurately lie determined. A narrow belt contiguous to the base of

the mountains is left blank on the map because of the varying and often unknown condi

tions that exist there, owing to seepage, and the irregular distribution of water in the

adjacent lied rocks. In the absence of topographic maps the position of the water table

can not lie shown by contours.

Below the surface of ground water the saturated lieds contain varying amounts, depend

ing on the character of the deposits. Coarse-textured gravel and sand, having a greater

porosity than fine-textured clay, hold and transmit relatively more water. Beds of sand

and gravel therefore constitute the chief underground reservoirs. Typical illustrations of

tbe distribution of sand and gravel are shown in PI. V. In sinking wells in this region, beds
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of sand and gravel, ranging from a few inches to ft hundred feet or more and separated by

varying thicknesses of clay, are encountered, water being commonly found in each porous

deposit. Because of the prevailing inclination of the deposits away from the mountains,

and of the presence of relatively impervious beds of clay above more porous sand and

gravel, the contained water is under pressure. In the lowland areas this pressure is suffi

cient to cause the deep-seated water, when it is reached in a well, to rise and flow at the

surface, and consequently artesian water is an important source of supply. Above the

lowlands, where the surface elevation is too great for a flow to occur at the surface, the

water rises in deep wells to a greater or less height according to the amount of pressure.

QUALITY OF UNDERGROUND WATER.

The accompanying analyses, gathered from a number of sources and reduced to common

terms, illustrate the character of the water in the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River.

Analyses of water from streams and springs in valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River."

[Parts per million.]
 

No.

17

Source ami date. ; ("a

City. Dec., 1X82 .

Red Butte,
Dec., 1882

Kmigration,
Dec, 1882

Parleys,
1882...

Dec.,

Big Cotton-
wood,Oct. .1X84

Little Cotton
wood,Oct.,1884

Dry Cotton
wood

American Fork .

Payson

Santaqilin. . .

Currant

Warm

RIVERS.

Provo

Spanish Fork..

Jordan:

Utah Lake
(outlet), 1899

Salt LakeCitv!
(near), 1899.

WARM SI'RINOS.

Salt Lake City,
Oct., 1X81 "..

Beck's (hot).

8andy (S mi. s.).
Mar. 1882...

UTAH LAKE.

1883

55.3

88.8

101.0

85.1

48.1

17.5

17.0

45.0

12.0

12.0

47.0

114.0

67.6

111.8

535. a

694.3

141.5

Mg.

IS. 9

31.3

31.6

22.5

18.9

8. 2

27.0

24. oj

IT.ii

31.0

:,4.0

48.0

29.0

36.0

13.8

13.7

27.7

18.6

2.6

25.6

18.1

31.5

Trace.

5.9

15.0

4.0

22.0

31.0

89.0

381.0

K. A1,0,

24.3

Trace

9.9

2.6

8.6

1.7

14.0

10.0

3.0
5.01

44. o'.

92.0

Fe.O, SiO,

2.0

3.3

2.6

1.8

1.6

1.3

19. 9|

35

24.4

27.2

12.0

M. 9

7.3

100.6

126.2

.Ml. 5

42.1

12.3

2X.0

46.0

233.7

251. 1

3,039.0

3,754.9

17.

22.0

17.0

178.0

196 9

0.7

9.0j...

5. 1

21.3

31. S

86. 0i 230.0, 22.0.

HC0» COi.

19. .I

22.9

2S.I,

19.7

7.9

2.8

34.0 121.0 1 14.0

42.0 145.0 Trace

32.0 121.0 14.0

33.0 212.0 14.0

115.0 181.0 15.0 211.0]

114.0 333.0 28.0 T03.o!

95. 1

108.8

1112.7

122.1

63.6

32.2

CI. Total.

44.0

64.0

236.7

334.5

7X7. 5

Mil.:,

53.8

205. 0

277.0

Trace

442. 9

204.5

272. 7

10.0 130.6 60.9!

28.0 378.0 194.0 11. 0

244. 9

416.5

445.1

369.0

203.4

121.8

242.0

270.0

221.0

338.0

756.0

1,813.0

397.0

536.0

894.0

1,090.0

4,968.0 10,284.0

;6, 743.8 12,584.9

1,658.0

12.4

337.0 1.353.0

• Authorities.—Nos. 1-5, 17, 19. Kingsburv, J. T. Nos. 6-14, Soil survey of the Provo area. Utah:
Bureau of Soils U. S. Dept. Agric, 1904, p. '22. Nos. 15, 20, and 21, Cameron, F. K. Water of I'tah
Lake: Jour. Am. Chem. Soc.. vol. 37, No. 2, 1905. No. 16, ibid.. Kept. No. 64 U. S. Dept. Agric. No.
IX, Uiggs, U.B., Bull. U.S. Geol. Survey No. 42, 1887, p. MS. No. 20, Clarke, F. W. No. 21, Brown, R.E.
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The average of analyses of 12 streams0 coming from the Wasatch Mountains shows a

total solid content of 319 parts per million, ranging from 122 to 536, the varying character

of the water being duo to differences in the rocks of the respective watersheds. Examina

tion of these analyses shows that calcium is usually the most abundant base, with magne

sium a poor second, while sodium and potassium generally are much less plentiful and

van' in relative amounts. Among the acid radicals, carbonic commonly preponderates,

being often several times more abundant than the others; sulphuric ranks next, and in a

few streams is important, while chlorine is generally of minor occurrence. Little Cotton

wood Creek ranks first, having only 121.8 parts per million of dissolved solids. It flows

for most of its course through granitic rock and therefore contains but little calcium car

bonate. The total solids in Big Cottonwood Creek water are also low and relatively little

lime is present because a large part of the drainage is over silicious rocks. The great

abundance of limestone on most of the watersheds accounts for the abundance of calcium

carbonate. Red Butte, Emigration, and Parleys creeks make a relatively poor showing,

the sulphates being especially abundant, because these streams flow over Permo-Carbon-

iferous and Mesozoic rocks containing more or less gypsiferous matter. Provo River and

Spanish Fork drain large areas occupied by a variety of rocks, among which limestone is

prominent, and the analyses show rather high amounts of total solids, the carbonates

being particularly abundant. Currant and Warm creeks are exceptional. The unusual

amount of sodium chloride present in Currant Creek is derived from salt deposits above

Nephi. Warm Creek rises in the springs west of Goshen, and the character of its water,

like that of similar springs in this area, is due to unusual conditions.

The few analyses of the thermal springs in the area under consideration show the presence

of abundant dissolved salts, of which the chlorides are the most plentiful, though consid

erable quantities of sulphates and carbonates are also present. Sodium is several times

more abundant than any other base, calcium ranks second, and magnesium and potassium

are present in small amounts. Some of the hot springs contain considerable hydrogen

sulphide. Most, if not all, of these springs arc associated with faults and have a deep-

seated origin, to which their temperature and composition are due. The mineral matter

is leached from the deposits through which the waters pass, much of the salt content

being probably derived from old lake beds.

Analyses of water from flowing wells are similar to those of surface streams. Different

wells give different results, the quality of the water varying with the source and the nature

of the deposits passed through underground. Analyses from the "Murray" and "Ger-

mania " wells show an unusually small content of total solids, while those from the wells

of the Utah Sugar Company at Lehi and near Provo show amounts above the average.

In the area contiguous to Great Salt Lake the well water contains considerable salt, but

no analyses were obtained. In general the water from flowing wells is of admirable

quality and often forms a marked contrast to the supply from shallow wells.

a Omitting Currant and Warm creeks, which arc exceptional.
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Analyses of waterfrom wells, etc., in valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River."

[Parts per million.]

No. Source and date. Ca. Mg.

22 I Mill Pond at Lehl, July ,1895.1 82 | 54

23 ' Artesianwell.Murray Plant,

Am. Smelting and Refin
ing Co I 23

24 Artesian well. Oermania

Plant. Am. Smelting and j
Refining Co I 24

25 U. 8. Mining Co. well, Bing
ham Junction, Aug., 1MB

U. S. Mining Co. well. West
Jordan, Aug., 11102

Na.

27 Win. Cooper's well, Bing
ham Junction

Beet-cutting station, Utah
SugarCo.wcll,nearProvo,
Jan., 1899

29 Artesian well, Utah Sugar
Co., Lehl, Jul., 1899

30 I R. O. W. Rwy. well, Spring-
ville, May, 1901

31 | R. O.W. Rwv.well, Ooshen.

May, 1901

1 "

[ 38

1 19 14

32 104

All
oa.
Fei
(),.

1.4 114

1 ! 9.'

2.4 14

1 13

I
1.2 lti

i

5 ;58

Tr. 12

SO,. CO,.

ill* M35

-14 42

d 12 64

<so 58

«30

*w 66

cl80

154 '91

41 120

47 127

Nat Nai
CO, SO,
K, K,
CO.. SO,.

124 ."0

88

Na
CI
KC1.

Total
sol
id*.

6.8

27

ii

V,

152

140

290

232

87 ^ 284

103 C5fi

287 648

"Authorities.—Nos. 22, 28. and 20, Dearborn laboratories. Nos. 25 and 2ti, Converse, VV. A. No. 27,
J. II. Parsons Chemical Co. Nos. 30 and 31, De Bernard, J. II.

i> From Mg('Oa.

c From CaCOj and MgCOa.
d From CaSO,.

No analyses of ground water obtained from shallow wells are available, but the general

character of such water is known. In the upland areas above the canals the water from

shallow wells is much like that commonly obtained throughout the region in deeper ones;

it contains a moderate amount of dissolved salts, largely calcium carbonate, and is usually

of good quality. But in the lowlands the surface water is quite different, generally con

taining considerable dissolved salt.s, among which alkalies are abundant. Where ground

water lies within the scope of capillary attraction from the surface, evaporation causes the

mineral matter which is held in solution to accumulate, and in this manner the soil l>ecomes

tainted with alkali. Consequently the water from surface wells in the lowlands is charac

teristically rich in dissolved salts.

Abnormal conditions prevail locally in the vicinity of the smelters in Jordan Valley

south of Salt Lake City. Smelter smoke has lately become a nuisance to farmers by

injuring crops and animals in the path of prevailing winds. Sulphur dioxide is the

most abundant deleterious sulxstance contained in the smoke, and to a minor extent locally

finds its way into the water supply. Occasionally also ground water may become poisoned

from accumulations of flue dust containing copper and arsenic. <•

Natural gas occurs in a number of water wells in the area under consideration. Well

drivers report the common presence of vegetable matter, chiefly fragments of wood, at

different depths in many localities. This was entombed in the old lake deposits, and its

decomposition may account for the origin of the gas. Though gas occurs in numerous

wells it has U'en found in quantity in only a few localities, the greatest development occur-

ing near the shore of Great Salt Lake, about 12 miles north of Salt Lake City, b Here

several wells were drilled averaging about 500 feet in depth: and from Septeml>er, 1895,

a Widtsoe, J. A., Relation of smeller smoke to Utah agriculture: Hull. Agricultural College of Utah

No. 88. 1903.

'Richardson, O. B., Natural gas near Salt Lake City: Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey No. 260, 1905, p. 48f\
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to March, 1897, Salt Lake City was supplied with natural gas from this source, the total

yield being approximately 150,000,000 cubic feet. But the supply finally became insuffi

cient and the field was abandoned. Gas continues to be found in various parts of the valley

and possibly other fields similar to that north of Salt Lake City may yet be found; but

there is little reason for expecting much l>ettcr results than already obtained and it is

impossible to predict the localities where such supplies may be found.

The water of Utah Lake represents the varied sources of its supply; part is derived

directly from surface streams, another part from seepage, still another portion from springs,

and the whole is concentrated by evaporation. The analysis by the Bureau of Soils on

page 30 shows the present condition of the water. Sodium predominates, magnesium and

eali'ium are subordinate, and the corresponding salts are principally sulphates and chlorides.

Comparison with an analysis of Utah Lake by F.W.Clarke twenty-one years earlier alFords

interesting data." The total solids have increased from 308 to 1,3.53 parts per million,

and the character of the water has changed from a preponderating sulphate solution to

one containing large amounts of chlorides; the sodium has increased remarkably and

magnesium is now in excess of calcium. These changes appear to be mainly due to man's

occupancy of the region. The streams have been diverted for irrigation and an increasing

supply has reached the lake as seepage after passing through the alkaline soils of the low

lands. Evaporation in the shallow lake also has tended to concentrate its waters.

The composition of the water of Great Salt Lake has been the subject of much investi

gation, and a list of the more important analyses is given on page 34. The lake receives

the drainage of an enormous area, but by far the greater part of its supply is derived from

the Wasatch Mountains, from Bear, Wober, and Jordan rivers. The mineral content of

Great Salt Lake is the result of the concentration of a vast body of water during a long

period of time, in which Lake Bonneville has given place by evaporation to the present

lake. Great Salt Lake is shallow, and the seasonal and annual fluctuations in its level

cause considerable differences in volume, with consequent changes in composition of the

water. These changes are indicated by the increase of salinity from 13 per cent in 1873

to about 24 per cent in 1892.

In August, 1892, the water of Great Salt Lake contained 238 parts per thousand of

total solids, consisting of predominating sodium and smaller amounts of magnesium, potas

sium, and calcium, in the order named, the corresponding salts being chlorides and sul

phates. The water of the lake is thus a concentrated brine, and in the winter months

the point of saturation for sodium sulphate is actually reached and crystals of mirabilite 6

are deposited. The critical point for calcium carbonate is passed, so that, in spite of its

abundance in the waters that supply the lake, none has been found in it. Apparently

calcium carbonate is precipitated soon after entering the dense body of water.

^Cameron. F. K., Jour. Am. Chem. Soe. vol. 37. 1905, p. 113.

fcTalmaRe. J. E.. "Great Salt Lake, Present and Past," HKM), p. 64.

irr 157—0b 3
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Analyses of waier of Great Salt Lake, a

I I'n ft* per thousand.]

Analyst and date. Ca. Mg. Na. K. SO,. CI..

Cole, L. D., 18.10. . Trace. 0.6 85.3 12.4 124. 5

Allen. 0. D.. sum
mer. 1869 0.2 3.8 49.6 2.4 9.9 84.0

Bassett, H., Aug.,
1873 .0 3.0 3K.3 9.9 8.8 73. 6

Talmage, J. E.:

Dec., 1885 .4 2.9 58.2 1.9 13.1 90.7

Aug.. 1889 .8 5.1 56.3 2.1 11.7 110.5

Waller, E„ Aug.,
2. 424 2.844 75.825 3.925 14. 964 12K. 27S

BjO,. r,t\. Total

; _ i

i

Specific
gravity

; 222.8 1.170

Trace. Trace. 149.9 1.111134.2 1.102

. 167.2 1. 122

. 195.5 1.157

. !>238. 12 1. 156

« Waller. E.. Water of Great Salt Lake: School of Mines Quart., vol. 14, 1893. p. 59.
t> By evaporation, duplicate test gave 237. 93.

Too little care is given to the sanitary character of the waters in the valleys of Utah

Lake and Jordan River. The mountain streams are a source of excellent purity, yet they

are liable to contamination. General supervision of the watersheds of the creeks that sup

ply Salt Lake City is maintained by the municipality, especially on City Creek, but else

where few precautions are taken to safeguard the supply. Commonly the character of

water obtained from the deep wells is of good quality, as is also that of surface wells in

the thinly settled uplands adjacent to the base of the mountains. But surface water gen

erally, especially in the thickly settled lowlands, where, moreover, the mineral content is

high, is undesirable for domestic use because of its liability to contamination.

Salt Lake and Provo are the only cities in the area that have sewer systems. The

Provo sewer discharges through an open ditch into Utah Lake, and thereby pollutes that

body of water. Salt Lake City's sewage is well disposed of on a "sewer farm'' below

Hot Springs Lake, and the surplus enters Jordan River near its mouth. Elsewhere no

systematic sanitary precautions are taken, and locally conditions are bad, with consequent

frequent typhoid fever epidemics.

It can not be too strongly impressed upon inhabitants of country districts that the wel

fare of the community is intimately concerned with preening the water supply uncon-

taminated, and in this connection it may l>e of service to reproduce a section from the ninth

annual report of the Massachusetts State board of health: a

There are a few points to be borne in mind with reference to water supply, drainage of houses, and

sewerage, which have been suggested by the examination of the board in this State, and may properly

be summarized here.

1. The privy system, so common throughout the State, by which filth is stored up to pollute the air,

soil, and water near dwellings, should in all cases be abolished.

2. Cesspools, unless extraordinary precautions be taken as to ventilation and prevention of pollu

tion of soil and air, are little better, and should be given up for something less objectionable as soon as

practicable.

3. Wells can not be depended on for supplies of wholesome water unless they are thoroughly guarded

from sources of surface and subsoil pollution. Some of the foulest well water examined by the board

has been clear, sparkling, and of not unpleasant taste.

4. Where wells have already been polluted and it is not practicable to dig new deep wells remote

from sources of contamination or to introduce pure public water supplies, the storage of rain water,

properly filtered, i.s a satisfactory method of procedure.

5. In small towns where public water supplies have not been introduced, and, indeed, wherever water-

closets are not used, some method of frequent removal and disinfection with earth or ashes should be

adopted in place of privies, by which it should be impossible for the filth to soak into the soil or escape

into the air. Cemented vaults are not always to be depended upon, as their walls crack from frost or

through settling of the ground, and they thus sometimes become sources of pollution of wells, besides

contaminating the air. Nor is the fact of a privy being on a downward slope from the well a sufficient

safeguard, for even then the direction of the subsoil drainage may be toward the well.

"Rafter, G. W., and Baker, M. N., Sewage Disposal in the United States,1894, p. 40.
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6. Earth closets, with proper care, may lw satisfactorily adopted, but the earth, after having been

once used, should W placed upon the land, not stored within doors and dried to be again used, for in

the process of drying there arc emanations from it which are, perhaps, not less dangerous from tho fact

of their being imperceptible by the unaided senses or through chemical examination. With earth clos

ets a plan similar to that in use at the Pittsfleld Hospital « may well be used for the chamber slops,

and the kitchen waste may be uti)i7ed (with the chamber slops too, if desired) in the manner used by

Mr. Field and Colonel Waring. * « » Less intricate methods are used in scattered dwellings, but

with the effect of having the slop water absorbed by the ground and taken up by vegetation so far

from the house as not to involve a nuisance or danger to health.

7. Where water supplies, water-closets, etc., are introduced, sewers should follow immediately in

most kinds of soil. Cesspools should not be used, unless with extraordinary precautions; but with a

lew hundred feet square of lawn the irrigation system by agricultural drain pipes is to be recom

mended, whereby the filth is at once taken up by the roots of gross. In all cases, of course, with or

without cesspools, there should be thorough ventilation of the system of house drainage, with discon

nection from the main outlet d rain by means of either a ventilating pipe or ruin-water spout between the

sew»ir trap and the house, and whose openings at the top should be only at points remote from win

dows and chimney tops.

On the whole, a thoroughly satisfactory arrangement of this kind, if properly looked after, is in

many respects to be preferred to connecting with public sewers.

RECOVERY OF UNDERGROUND WATER.

A crude estimate of the amount of underground water in the valleys of Utah Lake and

Jordan River might be made, based on an assumed thickness and porosity of the unconsoli

dated sediments, and the result would be many cubic miles, yet the figures would be value

less. The important fact is the amount of available water that can be recovered econom

ically: but, unfortunately, this too, because of lack of detailed knowledge concerning tho

distribution and thickness of the beds of sand and gravel which constitute the reservoirs,

ran not be determined. Though definite figures are not available, the general fact is well

known that the lowlands are amply supplied with underground water wit hin easy reach of

the surface and that on the highlands the underground supply is relatively small.

Underground water becomes available for use both naturally and artificially. It reaches

the surface again naturally in springs and by seepage into drainageways, and is commonly

recovered artificially by means of wells, though occasionally tunnels and subsurface dams

prove efficacious. Wells are the main recourse in the area under consideration, and they

can be conveniently grouped into two classes, flowing and nonflowing.

The areas in which flowing wells are obtained in the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan

River are shown on Pis. VIII and IX, and the list of wells, together with the descriptions of

the different localities, gives detailed information concerning the occurrence of artesian

water.

The date when the first flowing well was put down has not been ascertained, but it

appears to have been about 1878. Since then many have been sunk, and the limits of the

areas in which flows can be obtained have been determined with fair accuracy by experi

ment. The map shows that flowing wells exist only in the lower portions of the valley,

the area of flows corresponding closely with that in which ground water lies within 10 feet

of the surface. Higher up on the benches the elevation is too great to obtain flows.

Locally, flowing wells may be obtained at a depth of less than 50 feet, but generally they

range between 100 and 400 feet, while the few that have been sunk to 1,000 feet and more

encountered water under pressure in the successive beds of sand and gravel. As many as

25 distinct water horizons from which flows at the surface were obtained are reported in

the Rudy well, sec. 6, T. 1 N., R. 1 W. The wells are usually 2 inches in diameter, though

occasionally the shallower ones are only 1 inch, while the deeper ones are 4 and 6 inches.

In yield the wells vary considerably, according to location, depth, and size of pipe. The

greatest flow measured was that in the Harry Gammon well, sec. 7, T. 6 S., R. 2 E., which

supplies about 266 gallons a minute from a 3-inch pipe. A number of wells flow less than

1 gallon a minute, though a common yield is between 10 and 60 gallons. The pressure is

comparatively low, the highest measurements obtained being only 15} pounds per square

• Cottage Hospitals: Ninth Ann. Rept. Mass. State Board of Health, pp. SS-95.
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inch, and generally the greatest pressures are little mure than sufficient to raise the water

into railroad tanks.

Temperature measurements of the water from flowing wells afford some data bearing on

the downward increment of heat in the unconsolidated valley deposits, but there are a

number of disturbing factors. Adjacent to the mountains the waters are unusually cool;

the presence of hot springs tends to disturb conditions, and the depths from which the waters

flow are often not known. The common rate of downward increase in temperature appears

to be slightly less than 1° F. in 50 feet, but the facts obtained do not warrant a closer

statement. It may be of local interest, however, to observe that in general the tcm|)era-

ture of the water increases with the depth of the wells at approximately that rate.

Few measurements have been made, but it is common experience that the yield of many

flowing wells in the area under consideration has decreased. The most comprehensive

measurements are those made of the wells owned by Salt Lake City near Liberty Park

(p. -14). Comparing the discharge of 12 of these wells in August, 1890, with the yield of the

same wells in September, 1902, it appears that in the interval of twelve years the flow of

one had increased, but that those of the others had materially decreased. Such decrease,

however, may be due largely to clogging of the pipes, for the total yield of the Liberty Park

area has been maintained with little decrease by sinking new wells.

Decrease in yield is conspicuously apparent in I.ehi and Spanish Fork, where flowing

wells formerly could be obtained much more generally than now, and is notable elsewhere

throughout the valley, especially adjacent to the boundary of the flowing area. Decrease

in flow of individual wells is so iietimes due to " logging up with sand and clay, and often

can be remedied by cleaning or by the use of casing. But the general decrease is to be

explained chiefly by the large increase in the number of wells which draw on the general

supply. It is also to l>e remem!>ercd that for the past few years the annual precipitation

has l>een considerably below the mean.

The artesian wells are used for stock, irrigation, and domestic purposes. The amount

used for stock is comparatively small, and, save for watering small gardens, artesian water

as yet is not extensively used for irrigation, except locally. Probably over a thousand acres

are thus irrigated in Utah Lake Valley, the principal areas U'ing below Lehi and Pavson.

The artesian supply is much used for domestic purposes, and in general furnishes an admi

rable quality of water, containing much less dissolved salts and Ix-ing much purer than

shallow ground water.

An attempt was made to estimate the total numl>er of flowing wells in the area studied,

but the result is to be taken only as a rough approximation. There are al>out ,5,000 flow

ing wells in the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River, and possibly somewhat more than

half of these occur in the southern valley. Assuming an average of 1.5 gallons a minute, a

total yield of h1>ou( 1.50 second-feet is thus indicated.

Outside of the area in which flowing wells are obtained underground water is recovered

either from shallow dug wells that tap the upper surface of underground water or from

driven wells it which the water comes from a relatively deep horizon and is under pressure

which causes it to rise toward the surface. To save the expense of "driving," shallow wells

are often dug within the area in which flowing wells can be obtained. Occupying the center

of the valley and extending approximately to the limit at which flowing wells can be

obtained, ground water lies within 10 feet of the surface, and locally, as has been mentioned,

swampy conditions exist. As the base of the mountains is approached the depth to ground

water increases and is over 50 feet on much of the upland where, over large areas, the dis

tance to water is unknown.

Water is recovered from these wells generally by buckets and hand pumps. Comparatively

few windmills arc in operation. An average wind velocity of not less than 6 miles an hour"

is stated to be required to drive a windmill: and since the mean wind velocity at Salt Lake

« Wilson, H. M., Pumping for irrigation: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 1, U. S. Geol. Survey,

1896, p. 27.
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City from June to September, inclusive, is 6.5 miles an hour and for the entire year averages

only 5.9 miles, the natural conditions are not very favorable for this form of power. Steam

pumps are used only to a limited extent. The Bingham Consolidated Company has three

3-inch wells 250 to 300 feet deep in which the water rises to within about 70 feet of the sur

face; 125 gallons per minute are reported to lx- supplied by each, the water lieing raised by

compressed air. Another instance of successful pumping is at the brickyard in sec. 29,

T. 1 3., R. 1 E., where 40 gallons a minute are reported to be obtained from a well 30 feet

deep. Gasoline for pumping has not been much used. Electric power can Ik' cheaply

developed in the canyons and affords a valuable asset. In the valleys of Utah Lake and

Jordan River pumping on a large scale has not yet l>een resorted to. There is, however, a

considerable quantity of water within easy reach of the surface which probably will not

much longer remain unused.

Underground water is recovered in exceptional circumstances by means of subsurface

dims, or similar contrivances, which impound the underground supply. In unconsolidated

materials, in order that this may be successfully accomplished, certain conditions are nec

essary. Practically impervious bottom must exist within easy reach of the surface to pre

vent excessive lowering of the ground-water level, and competent side walls, not too far

spart. should be present to intercept lateral escape. The presence of the necessary condi

tion.- can lie determined only by prospecting, and the practicability of such structures is an

independent question, but because of the value of water in the area under consideration

their feasibility should be investigated. Possible locations of subsurface dams are suggested

by rock walls at the mouths of the narrow canyons, where borings in search of suitable bot

tom should be made. Tests of the amount and porosity of the valley Idling at and above

the mouths of the canyons, together with measurements of the velocity of the underflow,

would indicate the quantity of available underground water. On Emigration Creek, for

instance, the comparatively low run-off, suggesting an unusual amount of underdrainage,

and the quantity of water obtained from the inefficient city trench invite further testing of

the possibilities. Below the mouths of the canyons in the several creek valleys favorable

conditions also may lie discovered by the drill to warrant the construction of inliltration

galleries.

In the section devoted to geology it is stated that the rocks of this region are more or less

disturbed and broken, and an important part of the precipitation on the mountains finds its

way into the bed rock. The water occurs in the small interstices or pores which are present

in all rocks, in larger spaces such as fissures or solution channels, and along joints, liedding

planes, and igneous contacts. As would be expected, less water is found in the Oquirrh

Mountains than in the Wasatch. Bingham is a dry camp, though more or less water is

encountered in the workings, while the mines of Park City are wet. The Ontario tunnel,

which drains most of the large mines of the latter district, is stated by J. M. Boutwell to dis

charge from 6,000 to 9,000 gallons a minute. Considerable water is being recovered by tun

nels driven into tied rock along the base of the mountains. In some instances the site of

the tunnel marks the presence of a former spring, as, for instance, Wadleys, near Pleasant

drove, and those in Butterfield Canyon. But in one, the Dalton and Lark tunnel, east of

Bingham, water in quantity was not encountered until several thousand feet of rock were

penetrated.

Another method of recovering water from !>ed rock is suggested by the structure of the

mountains southeast of Salt Lake Oty. It will be recalled from the outline of the geology

that a great syncline, modified by local undulations, is there developed, whose axis extends

along the vallev of Emigration Creek. The general structure is favorable for the occurrence

of artesian water, but there are unfavorable complications. The rocks are chiefly compact

limestones, the general disturl>ed and fissured conditions tend to relieve the pressure on the

interstitial water, and the Wasatch fault has cut across the strata. Nevertheless, it is pos

sible that locally the red sandstones contain water under pressure, but because of the limited

intake area a large supply is not to be expected.
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SUGGESTIONS.

It is evident that in general a high degree of efficiency in the use of the water resources of

the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River is not maintained. Conditions can be greatly

benefited by preventing waste whenever possible. Most prominent in this connection is the

conservation of storm waters. Besides the construction of large impounding reservoirs

small ones can profitably be built at many localities within the mountains. Also to a cer

tain extent storm waters can be utilized by diverting them on the uplands and permitting

them to spread over a larger area instead of allowing the run-off to escape rapidly in :he

natural channels. The effect would be an appreciable increase of the downstream seepage

and of the replenishment of the underground store. Moreover, storm discharge may l>c

lessened by planting trees and by protecting the watershed from fire, lumbering, and grazing,

thereby promoting retention of the water by absorption and the increase of seepage run

off long after the storms are over. Another important lass of water occurs because of faulty

methods of transportation for use in irrigation. As the need of economy increases more

efficient conduits will replace crudely constructed ditches. Water thus saved, however,

proportionally diminishes the replenishment of the underground store. Loss also occurs by

allowing artesian wells to flow when the water is not needed. Either the wells should b?

capped or the flow at least be partly checked when water is not used, or it should l>e

collected in reservoirs.

The abundance of water in the lowlands and a dearth of it in the uplands, where the soil

is generally fertile, free from alkali, and well adapted to the growth of fruit, suggest that r.

more efficient application of the available water supply should bo practiced. Because of th?

scarcity of the underground supply on the uplands and the possibility of distributing creek

water there by high-level canals, and since there is not enough water in the creeks to directly

serve both the uplands and lowlands, it would appear that steps should be taken to increase

the upland supply from the creeks and to use wells, either flowing or pumped, in developing

the lowlands. The popularity of pumping plants in irrigation elsewhere, the proximity of

underground water to the surface in the lowlands, and the availability of electric power

that can be developed in the adjacent canyons are facts favorable to the proposed change.

Moreover, seepage from the greater use of creek water on the uplands will increase the avail

able underground supply in the lowlands. The upland water supply may also be increased

by the development of springs, by tunneling into the mountains, and possibly by t he con

struction of subsurface dams and infiltration galleries at favorable localities.

More attention should be given to developing and preserving a pure water supply for

domestic purposes. Surface streams should be protected from pollution, and care should be

taken to reduce to a minimum the contamination of water in wells by using modern methods

in the disposal of household refuse. The common location of the towns, near the base of

the mountains, where sufficient amounts of pure water are generally available either from

creeks or springs renders the problem of public water supply relatively simple; yet it is a

remarkable fact that only a few towns utilize their opportunities.

OCCURRENCE OF UNDERGROUND WATER.

WEST OF JORDAN RIVER.

DIVISIONS OK AREA.

Tlie area west of Jordan River within the region covered by this report is naturally

divided into two parts. One is the lowland which extends from Great Salt Lake eastward

to Jordan River and thence continues in a narrow U'lt southward, adjacent to the river;

the other is the upland which, from the southern and western lx)rder of the lowland, extends

with increasing elevation to the base of the Oquirrh Mountains. No sharp line of division

can be drawn between these areas, for they grade into each other, yet on the whole they

are distinct. The distribution of underground water in the two areas also is distinct, a

convenient line of separation being that which marks the boundary between flowing and
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nonflowing wells. As shown by PI. VII, this line lie3 close to the Jordan in the southern

part of its course, but across the river from Murray takes a westward turn, and, following

the base of the upland, extends to Great Salt Lake at the northern base of the Oquirrh

Mountains. This line also roughly marks the boundary between shallow and deep ground

water. In the lowland area ground water is abundant and generally lies within 10 feet of

the surface, while on the upland water is generally scarce and is found only at a depth of

over 50 feet.

UPLAND AREA WEST OF JORDAN RIVER.

In general the upland has the aspect of a rolling plain which gradually rises to the base

of the mountains, but in detail the plain is varied by the presence of benches and escarp

ments, relics of Lake Bonneville and of a few drainage ways that have incised channels

across the plain. Locally, especially at the northern end of the Oquirrh Mountains and at

the Narrows, where Jordan River flows through the Traverse Mountains, the shore lines

of Lake Bonneville are unusually well marked. Different stages of the lake's history are

recorded by a series of distinct benches, which descend one below another from the Bonne

ville level: at Jordan Narrows, for instance, no less than ten periods of pause in the lake

level are thus recorded. Shore phenomena in general, however, are less prominently

marked on the western margin of Jordan Valley than on the eastern, adjacent to the

Wasatch Mountains.

Bingham Creek is the only perennially flowing stream which runs for any considerable

extent across the plain, though Butterfield Creek flows for a short distance after it emerges

from the mountains southwest of the town of Herriman. This area is also traversed by a

number of arroyos which contain water only for a few days after storms and during the

time of rapidly melting snow. The Utah and Salt Lake and the South Jordan canals,

carrying water from the upper part of Jordan River, extend along the eastern border of

the upland and supply irrigation water to a narrow l>elt. Above the upper canal the area

is desert and practically uninhabited, except for the town of Herriman and a few scattering

ranches which obtain local supplies of water. The Utah Lake project of the Reclamation

Service plans to make available for irrigation a belt from 2 to 4 miles wide west of the Utah

and Salt Lake canal, but a large part of this upland area west of Jordan River has too great

an elevation to be cheaply irrigated from Jordan River. Some amelioration of the present

arid conditions may be effected by constructing reservoirs at the base of the mountains,

but the collecting area is small and no very extensive additions to the water supply are

likely to be derived from this source. More or less dry farming is already practiced here.

The land is fertile, is practically free from alkali, and because of its location would be very

valuable if an adequate supply of water could be obtained. Unfortunately, so far as

known, underground water conditions afford little prospect of a large supply from that

source, though valuable quantities can locally be recovered.

This upland area is largely underlain by gravel and sand, and along the base of the moun

tains coarse gravel predominates. The material was derived from the disintegration of

the adjacent highlands and mostly deposited offshore in the ancient lake. The constitu

ents have been worked over and sorted during the different stages of the lake's history,

l>oth by wave action and by subaerial influences, so that the resulting material is hetero

geneous both as to its composition and arrangement.

Drills have recorded only to a very limited extent the nature of the deposits that underlie

the surface. Judging from the records and from conditions elsewhere, it is probable that

bed rock lies not far from the surface contiguous to the base of the mountains, and that at

a distance from the highland bed rock lies at a considerable, though unknown, depth.

Nearer the mountains the unconsolidated valley filling is doubtless of coarser texture

than farther away, and it is likely that the materials are arranged lenticularly rather than

in continuous beds. That portion of the slight precipitation on the low, small watershed

of the Oquirrh and Traverse mountains that is not evaporated or does not join the permanent

run-off is absorbed by the porous deposits. Under the influence of gravity the water
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penetrates downward until a relatively impervious layer is reached, when it tends to

spread laterally and to slowly move toward a lower level, at the same time rilling, to a

greater or less extent, the voids in the overlying material.

In the greater part of the area occupied by I^ike Bonneville lied rock is so deeply covered

by valley deposits that it is impracticable to recover the water contained in it; but along

the liorder of the old lake, where the rock outcrops, water is obtained from tunnels in a

number of places. In the development of the Bingham mines more or less water has been

encountered, and the town is supplied from mine tunnels. Water has also lieon found in

two tunnels constructed for mining purposes near the base of the mountains. The Butter-

field tunnel, in Butterfield Canyon, a few miles west of Ilerriman, encountered considerable

water, which has caused some litigation. After the construction of the tunnel a number

of springs tributary to Butterfield Creek ceased lo flow, and suit was brought against the

mining company by the inhabitants of Ilerriman. Apparently the source of the springs

was tapped by the tunnel, and judgment was awarded against the mining company. The

Dalton and Lark tunnel, west of the town of Lark, struck water in the spring of 1903.

The tunnel was driven 5,000 feet through igneous rock liefore the water was found. It

occurs in quartzite that is reported to be much broken and fissured. The supply was

estimated at first to be 2,500 gallons a minute, but in the, summer of 1904 this had decreased

to about 1,500 gallons, most of which was used for irrigation at a ranch about 2 miles east

of the mouth of the tunnel. The quantity is reported to l>e greatest shortly after the

time of melting snow, thus indicating the source. The experience of these tunnels indi

cates in general what may l>e expected by driving into the Oquirrh Range.

Springs of greater or less magnitude occur in a number of places along the base of the

mountains. These are either supplied by seepage or by water from a deeper-seated source.

In Rose, Butterfield, and Bingham canyons a numl>cr of springs occur, which help main

tain the flow of the streams. Also at irregular intervals along the l>order of the upland

there are springs which, in general, supply only a few gallons a minute. A conspicuous

locality is in the northwestern part of T. 2 N., R. 2 W., where a lwal area of shallow ground

water occurs. Along the northern base of the Oquirrh Range there is a group of large

springs, which occur in notable alignment and apparently are associated with a fault . The

water issues from unconsolidated debris and is slightly warm and brackish. The springs

have an elevation of only a few feet al>ove the lake, however, and are too low to l>e of much

service without pumping. Analysis of one, known as the Jap Pond, shows a content of 1 14

grains per gallon of dissolved salts, chiefly sodium chloride. The total discharge of 9 of

these springs in April, 1905, amounted to 8.5 second-feet, and it is reported that the flow

remains practically constant throughout the year.

On the upland, lx'tween the base of the mountains und the canals, the little underground

water that is recovered is obtained from wells, but in this. entire region, with' very few

exceptions, ground water lies over 50 feet lwneath the surface. A few wells have l>een

sunk on the upland away from the lines of surface drainage, and in general they have been

failures. The most successful wells are along the courses of creeks and arrovos, and future

search may be carried on with the best prospect by following these drainage ways where

the water tends to accumulate.

Development in Bingham Canyon illustrates the occurrence of underground water

beneath a surface-drainage way. More or less placer mining has been carried on in the

creek gravels, but near the mouth of the canyon, where there is a considerable amount

of d(!bris, work has been seriously interrupted by the abundance of water l>eneath the

bed of the creek. It is in such places, where rock walls confine a narrow channel, that

tests might well be made with the view of constructing subsurface dams to impound the

underflow.

Below the c anals ground water lies nearer the surface, because of the lower elevation of

the country und the increased supply derived by seepage from the canals. Ground water

lies at a greater depth than 50 feet only in a narrow belt below the Utah and Salt Lake

Canal, and in most of the area tiet ween the canals and the line of flowing wells ground water
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can be obtained at 10 to 50 feet from the surface. The effect of irrigation on ground

water in this area, as elsewhere, is marked. Before irrigation was practiced the depth

lo water was considerably greater than at present ; for instance, it is reported that the aver

age level of ground water in several wells in T. 2 S., R. 1 W., now lies 30 to 65 feet nearer

the surface than formerly. Besides this more permanent effect, the ground-water level

fluctuates annually from 10 to 15 feet. It is also stated that the quality of ground water

ha-s deteriorated in recent years, containing now much more alkali than formerly. So

marked has this change been that surface wells are but little valued, and generally water

for domestic use is obtained from deep wells.

Inspection of the list of wel Is will show the typical facts of distribution and occurrence

of underground water in this region. It will b:' observed that many wells are about 250

feet deep and that the range is from less than 100 feet to 1,000 feet. No careful logs

have been kept, but from fragmentary information it appears that there is considerable

variation in the material encountered in drilling, implying that the sediments are irreg

ularly sorted and that they exist in more or less lenticular arrangement. Accordingly

there are no persistent water horizons. Water is generally found in wells wherever sand

and gravel are encountered. In several wells a number of water beds are recorded. This

water is always under pressure; the height to which it risrs varies, according to location

and elevation, from close to the surface down to 100 feet below it. Generally, fairly good

water, within easy pumping distance, is obtainable in this belt of country between the canals

and the line of flowing wells.

At the Cannon farm, in sec. 34, T. 2 S., R. 1 W., a well was sunk 1 ,000 feet in an attempt

to get a flow, but although two thin water-bearing beds were found between 600 and 800

feet, from which the water rose to within 30 feet of the surface, flowing water was not

obtained.

LOWLAND AREA WEST OF JORDAN RIVER.

The lowland that lies topographically below the line of flowing wells west of Jordan

River is almost a level plain which, along its margin, rises gradually toward the southwest.

Local depressions in the plain are occupied by shallow alkaline laki s, which formerly had

no outlet but now are drained into Jordan River. The soils of the lowland are chiefly loam

and sandy loam, but adjacent to the lake and in local low areas considerable clay is present."

The nature of the underlying deposits is revealed by a number of well records, and (as

would be expected) fine-textured materials are more abundant than nearer the mountains.

A few deep wells have been sunk in this general region, proving the great thickness of the

old lake deposits. The deepest is the Guffey-Galey well, drilled near the shore of the lake,

2 miles southwest of Farmington and about 10 miles north of Salt Lake City, in an unsuc

cessful search for oil.!* This well was put down 2,000 feet without encountering l>cd rock.

Another deep well is that of the Rio Grande Western Railway at Salt Lake City, which

tassunk through alternating beds of sand and clay, with very little gravel, to a depth of

1/173 feet. This is the deepest well in the area under consideration, and its record (p. 421,

as given by the driver, Gus Westphal, is as follows:

•A soil nirrey in Salt Lake Valley: Bull. U. S. Kept, of Agriculture No 64, 11X10.

'/Joiilwell. J. M., Oil and asphalt prospects In Salt Lake basin: Bull. U. S. (.Jeol. Survey No. 2Mi,

fill.
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Retard of Rio Grande Western Railway Company's well at Salt Lake City.

Thin strata of clay

and sand

Clay and hardpan .

Red sand

Clay and hardpan.

Gray sand

Clay and sand

Sand

Clay

Sand

Hard clay

Sand

Clay

Sand

Clay

Sand

Clay

Blue sand
Clay.. ■--

Blue sand

Hard clay

Sand and gravel . .

Clay

Gravel

Gray sandy clay . .

Tough blue clay . .

Hardpan

Thickness Depth in

in feet. feet.

130 1-130

40 130-170

30 170-200

(50 200-260

5 260-265

44 265-309

8 309-317

20 317-337

13 337-3.50

6 350-356

8 356-364

10 364-374

18 374-392

20 392-412

4 412-416

10 416-426

12 426-438

5 438-443

30 443-473

10 473-483

1 483-484

12 484-496

4 496-500

. 28 500-528

30 528-5.58

3 5.58-561

Thickness Depth in
feet.in feet.

Sand 8 .561-569

40 569-609

Sandy blue clay . . . . 40 609-649

Hardpan 2 649-6.51

Sand 16 651-667

Sandy gray clay 18 667-685

Red sand 36 685-721

Gravel 10 721-731

Blue clay 76 731-807

Clay and sand, alter

nating every 12 or

84 807-891

8 891-899

Sand and gravel 11 899-910

Blue clav 16 910-926

Gray clay 24 926-950

Sandy gray clay 13 9.50-963

Quick sand 15 963-978

Blue clay 21 978-999

Sandy blu.1 clay 11 999-1,010

Quicksand 10 1,010-1,020

11 1,020-1,031

3 1,031-1,034

Tough blue clay 12 1,034-1,046

Hardpan 2 1,046-1,048

Fine sand 21 1,048-1,069

Hard blue clay 4 1,069-1,073

Although the general composition of the old lake deposits is known, not enough informa

tion has been accumulated to enable very definite statements to be made concerning the

detailed distribution of the sediments. A comparison of available well records shows that

the alternating beds of sand, clay, and gravel, generally, can not be recognized as being

equivalent in the several wells, and from the present evidence it appears that while there

are great thicknesses of both sand and clay, which must have a more considerable lateral

extent than the beds nearer the mountains, the lake deposits are lenticularly arranged.

Sine no correlation has been established, the structure of the lake deposits is not known.

Apparently they are approximately horizontal, but with a slight inclination toward the

lake from the highlands. This is indicated by the pressure obtained in artesian wells and

is proved in a few instances by well records.

In the broad lowland west of Jordan River there is an abundance of water. Throughout

practially all of this area ground water lies within 10 feet of the surface, and water is con

tained in the underlying deposits down to an unknown but considerable depth. Apparently

flowing wells can be obtained anywhere within this area. Although the water is so gen

erally distributed, it is profitably recovered only from the more porous, coarser textured

deposits of sand and gravel, which constitute natural reservoirs and in which the water

moves more readily. Accordingly, water is found at several horizons in the course of

sinking a deep well. In the Rudy well, for instance, 1,002 feet deep, situated in sec. 5, T.

1 N., R. 1 W., 2.5 water horizons from which surface flows were obtained are reported. A

record of this well is not available, but "good strong" flows besides minor ones were

recorded, respectively, at 400, 508, 685, 7.53, and 881 feet.

Though water is so abundant, this lowland region is thinly populated, the chief drawback

to its settlement being the presence of much alkali in the soil over a considerable part of
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the area. The Bureau of Soils of the United States Department of Agriculture, in coopera

tion with the Utah Experiment Station, is at present engaged in a demonstration of the

feasibility of reclaiming this land on a farm 3 miles west of Salt Lake City. But hy no

means all of the soils in this lowland area contain excessive amounts of alkali,a especially

along Jordan River and adjacent to the border between the lowland and highland areas

there are thriving settlements.

The map and list of wells show general conditions. The wells are grouped along the

margins of the area, and few are located in the interior. In general they are 2 inches in

diameter, but they vary in depth greatly. Although flows are obtained locally at only 30

feet below the surface, commonly they are not encountered above 150 feet. Perhaps the

average well is between 200 and 300 feet in depth. It is a striking fact that flows may be

obtained throughout the entire area at similar, but not at regular depths, indicating only a

slight inclination of the water-bearing horizons and their lenticular character. The flows

are usually small, averaging perhaps under 5 gallons a minute, though there are a number

of 15-gallon flows. The supply generally is reported rather constant, except that the

shallowt r wells are subject to seasonal variation. The pressure obtained, too, generally

is small, being only enough to cause the water to rise either barely to the surface or a few

feet above. In general the pressure and the flow are reported to increas.' with the depth

but measurements are not available. Both the flow and the pressure are considerable

in the deep Rudy well, sec. 5, T. 1 N., R. 1 W.

The conditions here not?d apply mostly to the areas contiguous to the eastern and

southern borders of the lowland west of Jordan River. Little information is available

concerning the rest of this area (see list of wells pp. 59-75. ) Th? f?w wells near Groat Salt

Lake were sunk to unusual depths before flowing water was obtained, this being apparently

due to the greater development of clay in that region, though no complete logs have been kept.

The well at the Inland Crystal Salt Company's works, in which, at a depth of 560 feet, water

was struck which rises about 9 feet above the surface and flows about 10 gallons a minute,

is reported 720 feet deep. Underground water in the Pleistocene deposits near the lake

contains considerable salt.

EAST OF JORDAN RIVER.

East of Jordan River the occurrence of underground water will be descril>ed under

the following heads: Salt Lake City, lowland area south of Salt Lake City, and upland

area south of Salt Lake City.

SALT LAKE CITY.

Salt Lake City is built principally on the floor of the main valley, but its outskirts

extend northward on the old delta of City Creek and eastward on the benches at the base

of the Wasatch Mountains. Adjacent to the highlands the underlying deposits are very

irregular in composition and distribution, consisting of sand and gravel with intercalated

streaks of clay. But toward the valley proper the conditions become more regular and

the prevailing clay is interbedded with sand and gravel, though from the records obtained

no definite sequence appears to be applicable to any considerable area.

In the lower purt of the city marshy areas occur, but conditions there have been much

improved since the early days of settlement. Formerly the lower channels of City, Red

Butte, Emigration, and Parleys creeks were ill defined and at high-water stage the part

of the city adjacent to Jordan River was a great slough. But by erecting embankments,

by confining the creeks to definite channels, and by draining the western part of the city

much of the swampy land has been reclaimed. Shallow ground water, except on the

benches, generally lies within 10 feet of the surface.

The line separating flowing and nonflowing wells skirts the lower benches, so that in

the larger part of the area occupied by the city artesian wells are obtained. Flows are found

«Soil survey in Salt Lake Valley: Bull. U. S. Dept. Agric. No. &4, 1900. Reclamation of Alkali

ands: Fifth Rept. Bureau of Soils, 1903, p. 1144.
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at different horizons from about 50 feet downward, a common depth of wells being between

100 and 300 feet. The deepest well is that of the Rio Grande Western Railway Company

near its station, the reoord of which appears on page 42. This well is 4 inches in diameter

and 1,073 feet deep. It was put down in 1895 and 15 horizons were passed through from

which flows were obtained. At a depth of 1,048 feet the greatest flow occurred, amounting

lo 78 gallons a minute at 4 feet above the surface and to 37.5 gallons at 25 feet al)ove.

The most notable group of wells in this vicinity is that put down by Salt Lake City adjoining

Liberty Park. There are 10 or more of these ranging from 2 to 9 inches in diameter and

from 100 to 000 feet in depth. About half a dozen different water-bearing horizons, each

furnishing a flow, are said to have been encountered in driving the wells. The greatest

pressure reported caused the water to rise in a pipe 35 feet above the surface. Discharge

measurements, as furnished by the city engineer, are given in the following table:

Discharge of city wcllx near Liberty Park, Salt Ixike City.

No. of
well.

Diam
eter,

Date of measurement.

No. of
well.

Diam
eter.Aug. 1(1,

1890.
Julv 17,

1900.
Sept. 29,

1902.

Inches. Gallon*. Gallons. Gallons. Inches.

1.... 9 201.000 120,000 91!, 941 10.... 2

2 9 180.000 297,000 60,588 11.... 2

3.... 8 279,132 280.000 302.940 12.... 2

4 8 215,000

5.000

193,882

11,459

13. . . . 2

5.... 8 59,040 14.... 2

(i. . . . 14.400 10,000 5,876 15.... 9

7.... 2 111,000 1,000 010 16.... 2

8.... 2 27,000 ,500 20(1
i

9.... 2 54,000 25.000 19,784 i

1

Date of measurement .

Aur. 10,
]8'.K).

Gallons.

43,200

33. 230

3(1.000

54,00(1

July 17, Sept. 29,
1900.

Gallons.

38,000

19.000

Ki.000

35,000

18,000

98,000

0,000

l<«12.

Gallons.

35,044

15.892

14,213

20,620

13,310

36, 172

2,844

997.602 1,183,500

In the immediate vicinity of these wells there are a number of springs whose supply is

maintained chiefly by seepage. The combined flow from these springs and wells is esti

mated to amount to a maximum of 2,500,000 gallons a day. In order to utilize this

supply in the city mains a pumping plant would have to l>e installed, and a further dis

advantage is the doubtful quality of the water. At present this source is used for street

sprinkling and for feeding the lake in Liberty Park (PI. I).

In the northern part of Salt Lake, City several thermal springs occur, the most conspic

uous of which are the hot and warm springs. The hot springs issue at a temperature of

about 130° from the Wasatch limestone at the western end of the spur of the mountains,

with a discharge of about three-fourths second-foot," and flow into Hot Springs Lake.

The warm springs issue from unconsolidated deposits at the base of the spur al)out 2 miles

southeast of the hot springs. The water is pumped to a slight elevation, from which it is

piped to a sanitarium, the amount delivered being reported to average 350 gallons a minute.

The temperature is 11S° at the springs and about 100° at the sanitarium. Several other

similar, but less important, springs occur, associated with the great Wasatch fault, along

the base of the mountains between hot and warm springs.

The municipal water supply of Salt Lake City is derived from mountain streams and dis

tributed through city mains. From this source there is an excellent supply of pure water

under good pressure. The chief near-by available .streams are C ity, Red Butte, Emigra

tion, Parleys, Mill, Big Cottonwood, and Little Cottonwood creeks. The discharges of

some of these are given on pages 19-22. None of these except I ity'Creek is entirely con

trolled by the city. Red Butte Creek is reserved for the army post at Fort Douglas, Emigra

tion and Parleys creeks partly contribute to the city supply,and the others are used entirely for

a Measured by A. F. Doremua.
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irrigation and domestic purposes, under water rights owned by farmers. In order for

Salt Lake City to utilize these streams it must buy the water rights or exchange with the

farmers an equivalent amount of water obtained cither from Utah Lake or from pumping

plants.

The present public supply accordingly is obtained from City, Parleys, and Emigra

tion creeks. The watershed of City Creek is protected from forest fires and from contam

ination, and many of its springs are developed. The flow is distributed from settling tanks

near the mouth of the canyon and from a reservoir on Capitol Hill having a capacity of

approximately 1,000,000 gallons. The surplus waters of City Creek are allowed to escape

through flood ditches. Water from Parleys Creek to the extent of 81.8 per cent of its flow-

has been obtained by Salt Lake City in exchange for an equivalent amount of water from

Utah Lake delivered through the Jordan and Salt Lake City canal. A settling reservoir,

holding somewhat less than 1,000,000 gallons has been constructed at the mouth of Parleys

Canyon, whence the water is conducted through a concrete conduit to a storage reservoir

with a capacity of alxjut 5,000,000 gallons situated on Thirteenth East street. An addi

tional supply is obtained from a trench in the bed of Emigration Creek half a mile above

the mouth of the canyon. This trench is approximately 150 feet long, 10 feet wide, and

18 feet deep. It was dug in sand and gravel in the bed of the creek and at right angles to

its course. A supply estimated to amount to 1 ,000,000 gallons a day is thus obtained, w hich

is piped to thi" Thirteenth East street reservoir.

No direct record is kept of the amount of water used by Salt Lake City, but discharge

measurements of the creeks at the mouths of the canyons show the amount available.

This is insufficient during the dry months and the use of water is restricted to a per capita

consumption of 120 gallons a day, although it is considered desirable, in this dry climate,

where lawns and gardens have to l>e irrigated, to maintain a per capita supply of approx

imately 300 gallons a day. It is planned to obtain in the immediate future a portion of the

How of Big Cottonwood Creek, by exchanging therefor water from Jordan River, delivered

through the City canal, as is being done in the case of Parleys Creek, and to make the new-

supply available by constructing a pipe line from the mouth of Big Cottonwood Canyon to

the mouth of Parleys Canyon, a distance of about 7 miles.

SOUTH OF SALT LAKE CITY.

iMiiand area.—It will be convenient to divide the area south of Salt Lake City into a

lowland and an upland portion, taking as the dividing line that which separates flowing

and nonflowing wells. PI. VIII shows that this line extends contiguous to, but below,

the Jordan and Salt Lake City canal as far as Little Cottonwood Creek, after crossing

which it turns westward to the flood plain of Jordan River. The lowland area is traversed

hy Parleys, Mill, Big Cottonwood, and Little Cottonwood creeks, which flow in open valleys,

with broad and low intervening divides. The general aspect of the country is that of a

slightly dissected plain that rises gently toward the upland terraces. This urea is relatively

thickly populated, and intensive farming is widely practiced.

The detailed character of the underlying lake sediments is not satisfactorily known, but

from the well records conditions appear to l>e similar to those found elsewhere in the

area under consideration. Beneath the lowlands the stratigraphy is more uniform than

nearer the base of the mountains; fine-textured sediments are more abundant than coarse,

and clay predominates. But a comparison of available well records fails to establish a

correlation between the different beds of sand and gravel throughout the lowland. Well

drivers state that all logs are different, and yet that, on the whole, general sect ions persist

for certain areas in which the differences are minor. It is believed that the sediments

slope toward Jordan River at about the same angle as does the surface. The best-defined

sequence that has been reported occurs immediately south of Salt Lake City, where in

general light-colored clay at the surface overlies blue clay ranging from 30 to 70 feet in

thickness, beneath which water-bearing sands and gravels occur at a depth of about 100
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feet. At greater depths the succession appears to lie more variable, but there are few

satisfactory well records.

Ground water now lies within 10 feet of the surface over practically the entire lowland

area, but it is reported that in the early days it did not lie so near over so large an area.

Present conditions arc largely due to irrigation. Several old residents state that below

the level of the Jordan River canals the ground-water surface has locally risen 40 or 50

feet since their construction. It has already been mentioned that along several of the

drainage ways seepage water reappears at the surface and occasionally forms considerable

streams, as at Spring Creek near its junction with Big Cottonwood Creek, where the Septem

ber flow is estimated to amount to 14,000,000 gallons a day. 1 n many places also, especially

along the bases of twitches, lin^s of seep springs occur that furnish considerable flows, a

notable occurrence lieing those at the nursery in the southeastern part of Salt Lake City.

But locally, as along the bluff east of Jordan River, north of the Bingham Junction

smelters, the water appears at so low an elevation as to l>e of comparatively little use.

When pumping Incomes more generally practiced in the valley this ground water that lies

so near the surface can be easily developed.

Flowing wells in this area arc numerous. They are generally 2 inches in diameter and

100 to 400 feet in depth, and they commonly yield between 20 and 50 gallons a minute,

though there are many variations. The pressure is low, generally less than 10 pounds.

Well drivers say that their best results are obtained in belts extending northwest and

southeast, parallel with the creeks, and that these productive Ix-lts are separated by rela

tively barren ones. The water-bearing sands and gravels apparently mark the courses

of old waterways, while finer-textured material was deposited in the intervening arers

These distinctions have been noticed only in the upper parts of the lowland area, and near

the river they are said to disappear. One of the best wells is at the plant of the American

Smelting and Refining Company at Murray. It is 4 inches in diameter, 400 feet deep, and

is reported to flow altout 400 gallons a minute under a pressure of 3 pounds per square inch.

The record of this well is given as follows, on the authority of II. F. Yeager, well driller:

Record of American Smelting ami Refining Company's irell at Murray.

Thickness

in feet.

Hard pan, very hard 8

Blue clav ti

Thickness

in feet.

Sand and gravel 5

Mud 3

Sand and gravel 4

Blue clay 6

Quicksand 10

Blue clay 8

Loose sand and gravel (good

pump well at 42 feet) 16

Jluc clay 8

Quicksand (flow at 63 feet). . . 6

Blue day 18

Yellow clay 6

Loose sand and gravel (strong

flow at 95 feet) 15

Yellow clay 3

Course gravel and rock (strong

flow at 1 12 feet, and at this

point the well at office

stopped flowing) 8

Coarse gravel and rock 6

Quicksand 20

Clay, very hard -. 10

Quicksand 6

Gravel (small flow at 165 feet) 11

Depth

in feet.

0-5

5-8

8-12

12-18

18-28

28-36

36-52

52-60

60 66

66 84

84-90

90-105

105-108

108-116

116-122

122-142

142-152

152-1.58

158-169

Quicksand (flow at 203 feet). . 20

Quicksand 16

Blue clay 4

Quicksand 7

Blue clay 8

Quicksand 18

Blue clav and quicksand in

layers 2 feet thick 22

Quicksand 8

Blue clay, very hard 12

River sand 2

River sand 7

Cemented gravel 12

Yellow clay 7

I Cemented gravel 17

Likisc gravel 23

Yellow clay 2

Gravel 7

Cemented gravel 12

Loose gravel 12

Depth

in feet.

169-177

177 183

183-203

203-219

219-223

223-230

230 238

238-256

256-278

278-286

286-298

2E8-300

300-307

307-319

319-326

326 343

343-366

366-368

368-375

375-387

387-399
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Decrease in flow and complete failure of some wells are reported throughout this area

»nd arc especially apparent in the vicinity of Murray. These results are directly traceable

to the increased number of wells that have been sunk in recent years and to the fact that

little economy is exercised in the use of the water. Well owners should more fully realize

that the limited water supply comes from a common source, that the wastefulness of one

counteracts the prudence of another, and that the common interest of all demands that

the supply lie conserved.

VjAani area.—The upland south of Salt Lake City includes the area lying between the

base of the Wasatch and Traverse mountains and the area in which flowing wells can be

obtained. This region is characterized topographically by the abundance and perfection

of development of shore phenomena which mark different stages in the history of Lake

Bonneville. As on the western side of the valley, the upland is in general a plain that

rises toward the base of the mountains, but is interrupted by benches and escarpments

and deeply cut by the creeks flowing from the Wasatch Mountains.

The Bonneville terrace extends along the mountains like a narrow shelf, its horizontal

lines contrasting strongly with the deep, vertical furrows on the mountains. Broad deltas

formed by the larger creeks at the Provo stage extend down to the lowlands, and successive

escarpments mark halting places in the retreat of Lake Bonneville. The most prominent

of all the shore phenomena in the area covered by this report is the great embankment at

the point of the mountains cast of Jordan Narrows. Here the waves, gaining energy from the

wide expanse of the old lake, carved a great sea cliff against the mountains and distributed

the debris to form an enormous accumulation of sand and gravel.

Prominent local features of this upland belt are the relics of glaciers adjacent to the mouth

of Little Cottonwood Canyon and the evidences of recent faulting along the base of the

mountains. Little Cottonwood Creek in Pleistocene time was occupied by a glacier which

carved a broad U-shaped valley and deposited lateral and terminal moraines composed of

a heterogeneous mass of coarse- and fine-textured debris. Along the entire front of the

Wasatch Mountains Gilbert has found indications of recent dislocation associated with the

great Wasatch fault. The evidence is varied, but escarpments in unconsolidated material

breaking the even trend of alluvial slopes are conspicuous.

The underlying deposits of the upland are mostly coarse textured, being near their origin,

and consist chiefly of sand and gravel. The creeks, where they have cut deeply, expose

good sections, but few deep-well records were obtained.

This region in general is thinly populated,but where water is available there are settlements,

and wherever the canals extend there are thriving farms. The contrast lietween the

flourishing area which is supplied with water and the dry, barren region is striking. The

map shows the distribution of the principal canal systems, which are supplied by the several

creeks that flow from the Wasatch Mountains and by Jordan River. Underground water

is used only to a limited extent. PI. VI and the list of wells illustrate conditions. Under

ground water is recovered chiefly in the lower (western) part of the upland, where it lies at

depths ranging from the surface to SO feet below. In this productive area both dug and

driven wells are used. The driven wells are commonly 50 to 200 feet in depth, and water

is generally found beneath a lied of clay in sand or gravel under sufficient pressure to cause

it to rise within pumping distance of the surface.

In the eastern part of the upland area ground water generally lies at a greater depth than

•50 feet below the surface, and in a number of places has not been found in test wells over

100 feet deep. In this (eastern) division of the upland, where the greater part of the valley

deposits are coarse textured, the ground water sinks deep before a relatively impervious

bed is encountered, and then it tends to move to the lower part of the valley. Away from

the influence of seepage from the creeks little water is supplied to this area. Between the

creeks the chief source of supply is seepage from the mountains. The most likely localities

for sinking wells are along the courses of waterways, but over a large part of the upland the

prospect is poor for obtaining underground water in quantity within easy reach of the sur

face. In the mouths of the canyons there is the chance of developing the underflow by
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subsurface dams or by tunnels, mentioned on page 40. Other favorable localities for pros

pecting are adjacent to the base of the mountains, where water may Ik- had by developing

springs and by tunneling into the bed rock.

Seep springs occur at several localities along the base of the mountains south of Salt Lake

City, the most important, perhaps, being those about midway between Mill and Big Cotton

wood canyons. The feeble springs there issuing from sand and gravel were formerly allowed

to go to waste, but by developing them a flow of about 2 second-feet was obtained, and a

considerable tract of land thus became available for agriculture. About 4 miles southwest

of the town of Draper, in sec. 12, T. 4 S., R. 1 W., at some distance from the base of the

mountains, there are four warm-water lakes that are fed by springs, some of which an- said

to 1k> quite hot. The westernmost of the group is the largest and covers an area of al>out 5

acres. The temperature is reported to remain at about 70° the year round.

Since underground water is so scarce beneath the upland, the most efficient manner of

developing this area appears to l>c by the use, as suggested above (p. 38), of creek water in

high-level canals to a greater extent than is now practiced.

UTAH LAKE VALLEY.

The following description of the occurrence of underground water in the valley of Utah

Lake begins at the north and proceeds east, south, and west around the lake, the several

towns affording subheadings for convenient reference. (PI. VIII.)

LEHI AND VICINITY.

Lebi is situated in the main valley at some distance from the distinct terraces. Dry

Creek lies adjacent to the town, but, as its name signifies, the creek, after supplying a num

ber of irrigation ditches, usually carries little or no water in its lower course. There is no

public water system in the town, and the supply for domestic purposes is derived from

numerous wells. A few shallow dug wells tap ground water at depths of 5 to 30 feet, but

the majority are deeper and reach water under pressure. The sugar-plant mill pond is fed

by springs and is an important local source of supply.

Lehi was one of the first towns where artesian water was found in the Bonneville area,

flowing wells having been obtained there about 1880. Formerly a feeble first flow- was

found in gravel about 60 feet from the surface and a stronger supply at a depth of about

160 feet, but in recent years flows, even from the second horizon, have failed during part

of the season in consequence of the increased use of artesian wells in the area nearer the

lake, and at times pumping has to be resorted to. However, when water does not

actually flow it rises in the wells to within a few feet of the surface.

The general section in the vicinity of Lehi, as reported by II. C. Corner, shows blue clay

to a depth of SO or 60 feet. Below this is the first water bed, consisting of about 50 feet

of sand and gravel, separated from the second water horizon by 40 feet of light clay. This

section does not apply in the eastern part of the town, where the log of the San Pedro Kail-

road well shows coarse-textured material within 100 feet of the surface. In this well the

main supply is derived from a depth of 330 feet, the water rising to within a few feet of the

surface. These two logs illustrate the variability of adjacent sections.

The Utah Sugar Company's plant at Lehi has several 2-inch wells, and the following flows

in gallons per minute are reported: 80 feet, 15 gallons; 120 feet, 25 gallons; 150 feet, 20

gallons. Ijogs of these wells were not kept. The Rio Grande Western Railway well near

the sugar factory is 3 inches in diameter and 165 feet deep. The water is reported to rise

in a pipe to a point 30 feet above the surface and to flow about 50 gallons a minute at the

level of the ground.

Toward Utah Lake, below I^chi, there is a considerable development of flowing wells

from which a number of square miles are irrigated. In this district there are several

hundred flowing wells which average about 150 feet in depth. A close relationship has

been established between the flow of the wells in the fields below Lehi and those in town.
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During the irrigation season, when the field wells are all flowing, those in Lehi practically

stop, but during the winter it is a general custom to plug the wells used for irrigation, after

which those in town begin to flow. Measurements have not been made, but the general

facts are well established.

.Northwest of Lehi the line separating the areas of flowing and nonflowing wells continues

to Jordan River, reaching it 3 to 4 miles north of Utah Lake. The line extends al>out half

a mile west of the river and approaches close to the northwest corner of the lake near Sara

toga Springs. In the flood plain of Jordan River flows can probably be obtained continuing

into Salt Lake Valley, but outside of the line indicated the surface elevation is too great.

The Salt Lake City authorities, about 1890, sank a number of wells in the flood plain of

Jordan River in sec. 12, T. 5 S., R. 1 W., with the object of increasing the supply of the

Jordan and Salt Lake Canal. These wells, about 130 in number, were mostly 2 inches in

diameter, though a few were 6 inches, and are said lo average 100 feet deep. Clay was

encountered down to the bottom of the wells, which were in gravel. It is stated that

water rose in pipes 30 to 40 feet above the surface, and that individual wells flowed 12.5

galloas a minute. It is also stated that the combined flow amounted to 3,0(X),000 gallons

a day. These wells soon interfered with neighboring ones, stopping their flow, and suit

was brought against the city, with the result that the municipality was compelled to plug

up its wells. After these had been plugged for some time a number of them were tempo

rarily opened, and in about twenty-four hours thereafter the water in one of the wells, the

flow of which was interfered with, situated about half a mile above the city wells, had fallen

24 feet. The city wells were then capped again and in five hours the water in the well

referred to had regained 7 inches of its lost level.

Near the northwestern end of Utah Lake there is a group of hot springs which occur both

on shore and in the lake. On the shore there are several springs which support the Saratoga

resort where the water, having a temperature of 111°, issues through the lake deposits and

is used for bathing and to a limited extent for irrigation. In the summer of 1904, during

the survey of Utah Lake by G. L. Swendsen of the Reclamation Service, three groups of

springs were found beneath the water of the lake. Their existence was shown by the pres

ence of depressions occupying areas of 100 square feet to 3 acres in extent and having depths

of 20 to 80 feet. Since the prevailing depth of the lake is much less and the hot torn is com

posed of slimy mud, a considerable discharge is thus indicated. Hot water that flowed

above the lake surface was obtained by sinking pipes a short distance into the bottom.

About 5 miles up Dry Creek from Lehi is the town of Alpine, located near the mouth of

the canyon on the dissected Bonneville terrace. The settlement is supplied with water

from irrigation ditches, and possibly not more than half a dozen wells have l>eeii sunk.

These are 25 to 80 feet deep, and the water level is reported to vary considerably l>etween

winter and summer. Springs occur in Dry Creek Canyon, but they have not been developed.

AMERICAN FORK, PLEASANT GROVE, AND VICINITY.

The towns of American Fork and Pleasant Grove receive their main water supplies,

respectively, from American Fork and from Battle and Grove creeks. These streams

feed a number of irrigation canals, and are the chief source of underground water in this

vicinity. (PI. IX, B )

American Fork is built at the base of a series of terraces on both sides of American

Fork (creek), which has cut a narrow channel through the old lake deposits. .Wending

the valley from American Fork, five distinct terraces can be traced up to the broad Provo

bench, between which and the Bonneville level, which forms a shelving bench against the

mountains, traces of shore lines of pre-Bonnevillc a*gc have been reported. In its lower

course American Fork is dry throughout most of the year in consequence of the draft

upon its waters for the canal system which supplies the uplands.

Shallow wells in American Fork are commonly less than 50 feet in depth, averaging

possibly 25 to 30 feet, and the ground-water level is reported to vary 10 to 15 feet between

the winter minimum and summer maximum. The water generally is found in gravel.

irk 157—08 1
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Deep wells have boon sunk in the extreme southwestern part of the town in search of

flowing water. The water rises in these nearly to the surface, and furnishes the main sup

ply for domestic purposes. Well records show a variable succession of sand and gravel,

with comparatively little clay. The city well is typical, and probably is the deepest in

this vicinity. It is 440 foot deep and 6 inches in diameter. Two principal water hori

zons arc reported, at 240 and 340 feet, and the water stands in the well at a depth of 22

feet . An electric motor pump supplies water for public purposes, but there is no water

works system. Individual families or groups of families maintain their own wells.

The line separating the areas of flowing and nonflowing wells as mapped between Lohi

and Pleasant Grove lies contiguous to the San Pedro Kailroad, and here, as elsewhere,

ground water commonly lira within 10 foot of the surface. Extensive areas of marshy

land lie contiguous to the lake shore, where conditions have grown worse since the intro

duction of irrigation. The flowing wells in this vicinity vary in depth, but are commonly

about 100 feet deep. As Utah Lake is approached more nearly uniform conditions are

revealed by the logs. Clay is commonly present at the surface and continues to a depth

of 90 or 100 feet, below which the watcr-l>earing gravel occurs. In the deeper wells alter

nating sand, clay, and gravel arc. reported l>elow the first gravel, and flows are obtained

from every coarse-textured bed. One of the l>est wells in this vicinity is in sec. 23, T. 5

S., R. 1 E. It is 147 feet deep, 2 inches in diameter, and throws a stream 3 feet S inches

above the pipe, having a capacity, therefore, of about ISO gallons a minute.

A disturbed belt of rooks, dipping eastward, and locally covered by debris, lies near

the foot of the Bonneville terrace l>otween American Pork and Grove crooks. Springs

occur at about this horizon, and prospecting for water in this belt, in see. 17, T. 5 S., R.

2 E., has brought notable results. William Wadley & Sons, by tunneling into lx-d rock,

have developed enough water to irrigate a number of ai res of fruit land, which is bringing

in handsome returns. Several tunnels have boon dug, the most important of which lies

about 200 feet lx>low the Bonneville level and was driven 318 foot through black shale

into broken and cavernous gray limestone, in which the water occurs.

Pleasant Grove is located on alluvial slopes formed by Battle and Grove creeks. Its

situation is so high that flowing wells can lx- obtained only in the extreme lower part of

the town, which depends for its chief underground supply on wells from which water has

to Im' pumped. Ground water can usually be obtained at 10 to 50 feet from the surface.

No regular sequence of deposits underlies the town, but a variable succession of clay, sand,

and gravel is encountered in wells, the water horizon usually being underlain by clay. In

the southeastern part of Pleasant Grove no successful wells have yet Ix-on obtained, though

prospecting for them has extended to a depth of 1(X) foot : not deep enough to find an

impervious stratum. A continuous succession of gravel bods is reported.

The high, almost flat Provo delta between Pleasant Grove and Provo is scantily pro

vided with water. The surface is generally gravel covered, and gravel is commonly found

in wells to depths of 30 to 60 feet, below which sand is reported. Only a small amount of

clay appears to lx' present. This tract of land is well adapted for the cultivation of fruit,

but the present supply of water is insufficient for its complete development. Water was

first brought to the delta by canals from Provo River in 180S, and the present supply,

whereby a maximum diversion of alx>ut 1 16 second-feet is obtained, was established in 1KS8.

Before irrigation was practiced on the bench the depth to ground water was considerably

greater than it is now. Old wells are over 100 foot deep, but of late years the ground

water surface has risen so that on a large part of the area water can be obtained in wells

averaging SO to 75 feet deep. Toward the lower margins of the bench the depths to ground

water is less than 50 feet. Here, as elsewhere throughout this entire area, ground water

is lowest in the winter and highest during the irrigation season. The annual variation

on Provo bench appears to range from 5 to about 17 foot . A few examples will illustrate

general conditions. In 1875 a dry well 100 foot deep was dug in sec. 14, T. 6 S., R. 2 E.

In the same section, during the winter of 1878 79, N . Knight dug a well 1 10 feet deep which

afforded 3 feet of water in winter and 15 to 20 foot in summer. In 1899 N. J. Knight
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dug a third well only 60 feet deep, near the second, which afforded about 3 feet of water

in winter and 20 in -summer.i

Flowing wells can not be obtained on the l>ench because of its elevation, though several

attempts have boon made, without success. In 1887 and 1888 two deep wells were driven

in the same section as those just referred to. The Colorado Fish Company put down a

3-inch well 250 feet deep and obtained water which rose to within 80 feet of the surface.

This was pumped for several years. In 1888 Mr. Knight drove a 2-inch well 300 feet

deep in which water rose to within 90 feet of the surface. Both of these wells are now

abandoned.

From Provo to Pleasant Grove along the narrow lx>lt of lowland lying between Provo

bench and Utah Lake there is an abundance of underground water. The line that sepa

rates flowing and nonflowing wells coincides approximately with the San Pedro Railway,

which also marks roughly the upper limit of the area in which ground water lies within

10 feet of the surface. Between the railroad and the base of the !>ench few wells have

been driven and little is known of the conditions, but it is thought that water can be

obtained at depths of 10 to 50 feet .

Contiguous to the railroad a number of feeble seep springs occur along the base of a

low bluff between which and the lake the ground is almost flat. Water occurs on the

surface in many places, rendering the land unfit for use. Before irrigation was so exten

sively practiced it is reported that this lowland belt was fertile farming land, but in late

years, due to the rise of the ground-water level, the land has materially decreased in value.

Considerable areas of available land, however, are yet to be found in this area, and flowing

wells are used to irrigate several hundred acres. Conditions can lx> much improved by

drainage. The map and list of wells show the general conditions. The deep wells in

this belt average slightly ovor 100 feet and generally are 2 inches in diameter. North

of Provo River the yield is inconsiderable, averaging, possibly, less than 15 gallons a minute

per well; but in the vicinity of Geneva, a resort on the lake below Pleasant Grove, the

effect of Battle Creek drainage is experienced, and some of the strongest wells of the entire

area covered by this report occur. Harry Gammon's wells, in sec. 7, T. 0 S., R. 2 E., are

among the l>est. One of these is 3 inches in diameter, 110 feet deep, and yields a flow of

aliout 266 gallons a minute, the water rising in a pipe to approximately 28 feet above the

surface. The section in this vicinity is shown on PI. V, the water occurring in gravel in

the bottom of the well.

PBOVO AND VICINITY.

Provo derives its water supply from Provo River. A number of canals tap the river

(as shown on the map, PI. VIII), and distribute a good supply to the town; and water

for household purposes is delivered through city mains from a direct source in the river

near the mouth of the canyon. The quality is unsatisfactory, however, and a new system

Is t>eing installed whereby a better supply is obtained from a number of springs that issue

from unconsolidated de'bris along the base of the canyon for several miles above its mouth.

Well records show fairly uniform stratigraphic conditions about Provo. Gravel usually

underlies the surface to a depth of from 10 to 20 feet, and is succeeded by 20 to 30 feet of

sand, below which is a considerable thickness of clay, averaging possibly 100 feet, the

upper 20 or 30 feet of which is yellowish and the lower part blue. Underlying (he clay a

bed of gravel occurs, which is said to be underlain by clay, though about Provo it has sel

dom been penetrated. With minor variations (his section appears to hold good over a

large part of the territory adjacent to the east shore of Utah Lake. Northwest from Provo

the surface gravel disappears, but clay, light above and dark below and underlain by sand

and gravel, is reported in the vicinity of Geneva, American Fork, and Lehi. South of

Provo, in the vicinity of Springville, similar conditions prevail. (PI. V.)

« These facts were obtained from Mr. Caleb" Tunner. to whom the writer is indebted for many

courteaiee.
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The beds about Provo appear to dip toward the lake at a low angle, approximately cor

responding to the slope of the surface, this being indicated by the fact that the depth at

which the water-bearing gravel is found over large areas is approximately constant. In

the vicinity of Provo some direct data were obtained on this point. Wells have been driven

along Center street from Academy street in Provo westward to the shore of the lake. The

depths at which the top of the gravel was struck in some of these wells was obtained from

the driver, J. West fall, and a line of levels was run along the surface by the United States

Reclamation Service, from which it appears that the lakeward inclination of the gravel is

approximately 9 feet per mile, the rate decreasing as the lake is approached. Similar

conditions probably exist throughout the area studied, the slope being greatest near the

mountains, while beneath the broad lowlands the strata lie more nearly horizontal.

Ground water in the vicinity of Provo can generally be obtained in the upper gravel

within 10 feet of the surface. In the vicinity of the lake the gravel disappears and clay

generally occupies the surface. Here, as is so general throughout the entire area, swampy

conditions prevail, owing to the lowness of the region, the recession of the lake, and the

rise of ground water due to irrigation.

Flowing wells exist in great number in this well-populated region, and in general an

abundance of good water is obtained within 200 feet of the surface. The main water-bear

ing horizon is the l>cd of gravel that underlies the blue clay. Water is generally reached

in this gravel at 1.50 to 200 feet from the surface, but conditions are not absolutely uniform

at all places, and where the prevailing section is varied by local streaks of clay, sand, and

gravel corresponding differences exist. Feeble flows are sometimes found at 100 feet, and

a few wells obtain water from a depth of 360 feet, but this depth is unusual in the vicinity

of Provo. The wells about Provo are generally 2 inches in diameter, and their flow may

possibly average 50 gallons a minute. Among the best wells in this vicinity are those at

the stations of the San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake Railroad and the Rio Grande

Western Railway. These are 3 inches in diameter and 190 and 176 feet deep, respectively.

In November, 190-1, the Rio Grande Western well was found to flow approximately 120

gallons a minute at 2 feet above the surface under a pressure of 15$ pounds per square inch.

SPRINCVUAE AND VICINITY.

Between Provo and Springville the lowland contiguous to Utah Lake extends to the Rio

Grande Railroad, above which the surface rises at a steep grade to the base of the moun

tains. The lowland for the most part is marshy, and the line that separates flowing and

nonflowing wells lies only a short distance east of the railroad. A low scarp, which appar

ently marks a Pleistocene fault, can lie traced immediately west of the county road for a

mile or more beyond the Utah County Infirmary toward Springville. Springs occur at

the base of the scarp, and the large springs at the head of Spring Creek may be associated

with faulting. A number of small lakes mark the presence of these springs, and Spring

Creek, whose main supply is thus derived, flows about 1,000 second-feet.

The deepest well in this area is that of the infirmary, situated near the road al>out mid

way between Provo and Springville. The well is 3 inches in diameter and 270 feet deep,

and water is reported to rise in a pipe to a point 3 feet above the surface, flowing about 30

gallons a minute. In this vicinity a feeble first flow is reported at depths of 65 to SO feet.

Springville is situated on the plain about 3 miles !>clow the mouth of Hobble Creek Can

yon, the channel of the creek passing through the town. During the irrigation season

practically all of Hobble Creek water is diverted by canals that head near the base of the

mountains. •

Ground water in Springville is obtained from wells that usually range in depth from 20

to 30 feet, the water occurring in the top gravel. The general level of ground water in the

town is reported not to have changed since the early days, and only an annual difference

of a few feet is noticed between winter and summer conditions."

f Stevenson, J. B., well driver.
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Records of wells in t he vicinity of Springvillc show rather uniform condit ions. The town

generally is underlain by gravel 5 to 40 feet thick, below which blue clay occurs to a

depth of about 130 feet, underlain by sand and gravel down to 180 feet ; then about 50

feet of light-colored clay is encountered, followed by sand and gravel at a depth of about

230 feet. In the area nearer the lake the top gravel generally is wanting, but otherwise

similar sections are reported in that locality.

Flowing wells are obtained from the two lower gravel horizons at depths of approxi

mately 130 and 230 feet. The common occurrence of water at these two horizons implies

unusual uniformity of underground conditions, and suggests a low lakeward dip, approxi

mately corresponding to the surface inclination. The wells are commonly 2 inches in diam

eter, though a few are 3 inches, and they yield on an average possibly 20 to .50 gallons a

minute. One of the l)est in Springville is a 3-inch well belonging to A. Cox. It is 230 feet

deep, flows about 120 gallons a minute, and its water is reported to rise in a pipe to a point

IS feet almve the surface. The Rio Grande Railway Company has two wells in Spring

ville, which are 216 and 304 feet deep.' In the deeper the first flow was struck at 126 feet,

a second at 216, a t hird at 260, and a fourth at 292. The shallower well is 3 inches in diam

eter, and is reported to flow about 200 gallons a minute at the surface, which is reduced to

about 12 gallons a minute at the top of a tank about 30 feet above the surface.

Mapleton Bench is the local name for the Provo Delta, lying between Spanish Fork and

IIobble Creek. The delta is here prominently developed, and constitutes valuable farm

ing land. Flowing wells are not obtained on Mapleton Bench because of its elevation, but

there are a number of dug wells. It is reported that in the early days the wells on the

bench were 60 feet or more in depth, but since irrigation has l>een practiced the ground

water level has lx'en considerably raised, and now the wells average possibly only 30 feet

in depth. There is a marked difference in the depth to ground water in winter and sum

mer, the rango in some instances amounting to over 10 feet. Along the outer margin of

the bench there is a line of springs, many of which did not exist before the ditches were

dug. Big Hollow Creek, a stream that flows from the bench about 2 miles south of Spring

ville, is a conspicuous example. In the early days scarcely any water is said to have

flowed in its channel, whereas it now irrigates over 100 acres.

Considerable amounts of water are obtained by a few tunnels that have been dug along

the eastern edge of Mapleton Bench. The entrances to the tunnels are commonly at the

sites of springs. Some begin and end in unconsolidated materials, while others penetrate

bedrock. The longest noted is in sec. 24, T. 8 S., R. 3 E. Its length is 275 feet. Water

enough to irrigate about 100 acres comes through crevices in bed rock.

HPANI8U FORK, PAYSON, AND VICINITY.

The town of Spanish Fork Is situated on the general lowland at the base of Mapleton

Bench and immediately north of Spanish Fork, about 5 miles l>elow the mouth of its

canyon. From the few well records available it appears that sand and gravel com

monly underlie the surface to a depth of about 30 feet and are succeeded by 1.50 feet of

day, below which water-bearing gravel is usually encountered at a depth of 180 feet. The

log of the well recently completed at the San Pedro station, about a mile west of the town,

shows a greater thickness of clay, amounting to 205 feet , beneath which sand and clay were

found to 390 feet, where water-bearing gravel occurs.

Spanish Fork Is rather poorly supplied with underground water. Dug wells commonly

reach water at deptlis ranging from 10 to 25 feet, but its quality is not good. Flowing

wells were formerly obtained, but in recent years the flows generally have ceased and pump

ing has to 1* resorted to. A city waterworks system was installed in 1904, the supply

heing derived from Evans Spring, near the mouth of Spanish Fork Canyon, about 5 miles

above the town, and an excellent supply is now available. The line separating flowing

and nonflowing wells now7 lies in the extreme northwest corner of the town. The first flow

occurs at a depth of about 180 feet and a second flow between 350 and 400 feet . The cream

ery well, 2 inches in diameter and 220 feet deep, is typical. Water was struck at 180 feel
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which in 1900 flowed 9 gallons a minute, while in 1904 it stood about 4 feet below the

surface with little or no variation. In 1904 the San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake

Railroad Company put down a well 415 feet deep at its Spanish Fork station and obtained

a flow of 36 gallons a minute through a 2-inch pipe from gravel in the bottom of the well.

Between Spanish Fork and the Goshen divide there are a number of settlements that

arc adjacent to the line separating flowing and nonflowing wells.

Salem is situated at the lower end of the Provo Bench, about midway between Spanish

Fork and Payson. In the northwestern part of the town the water table lies close to the sur

face and throughout the greater part of the settlement water can be obtained within 10 feet of

the surface. There are many springs, the most important of which supply Salem Pond, which

covers about 13 acres and averages possibly 12 feet in depth. The line separating flowing

and nonflowing wells passes alxnit midway through Salem. The flowing wells are gen

erally feeble and the quality of the water is poor. A first flow is commonly obtained at

about 160 feet and a second at about 250 feet.

Payson is situated on and near the delta formed by Petcneet Creek at the Provo stage

of Lake Bonneville, part of the town being built on the delta and part on the subjacent

plain. Flowing wells are not obtainable because of the elevation, and the underground

water supply is furnished by dug wells. These vary considerably in depth because of the

irregular distribution of the delta deposits. Their depth ranges from 15 to 115 feet and

probably averages between 30 and 40 feet. As an instance of local variation it may be

mentioned that in one well ground water is obtained at IS feet while on the opposite side

of the street a well was dug 90 feet without encountering water. The level of ground

water is reported to fluctuate but little. A number of families in Payson are supplied by-

pipe lines, the water being derived from tunnels driven into the base of the bench.

The town of Spring Lake is situated near the base of the mountains. The line separating

flowing and nonflowing wells passes along the foot of the Provo Bench and lies about half

a mile west of the town. In this locality ground water is found commonly within 10 feet

of the surface and there are a number of shallow wells, but the chief supply comes from

springs. Spring Lake covers an area of al>out 12 acres and discharges a stream of about

2 second-feet. It is made by damming a small creek that is fed by springs. Springs occur iu

the vicinity of the base of the mountains l>etween Spanish Fork and Spring Lake. Most of

them appear to he seep springs, but some that lie near faults that adjoin the base of the

mountains may l>e of deeper seated origin. Many of the springs flow 20 to 50 gallons a minute.

Santaquin is built on a delta of Santaquin Creek, near the base of the mountains, far

above the general level at which flowing wells are obtained. The town is chiefly supplied

with water for both household and irrigation uses by Santaquin Creek, and only a few

wells have been dug. About a dozen wells strike water iu gravel at depths of between 15

and 25 feet on a low bench in the southeastern part of the town. Tunnels are also dug into

this bench, from which two pipe lines supply a number of families with water. Below the

bench in Santaquin there are very few wells: two had to be dug about 80 feet before wat<r

was obtained.

Below the line separating flowing and nonflowing wells between Hobble and Santaquin

creeks the valley plain slopes gently to Utah Lake. Throughout this area ground water

lies within 10 feet of the surface, and adjacent to the lake and in certain isolated localities

swampy conditions occur. This area is mostly underlain by clay, which is reported to

predominate in all of the wells. Little or no gravel is encountered in well driving and the

layers-of clay alternate with layers of sand. Few satisfactory well records from this

region have been obtained, and no correlation of the underground deposits has l>cen possi

ble. Different conditions seem to exist in neighboring wells, indicating a lenticular arrange

ment of the deposits.

The towns of Palmyra, Lake Shore, and Benjamin are situated below the line of flowing

wells. Many farms are scattered over this area, but in a few localities— north of Spanish

Fork, for instance—alkali is so prevalent as to discourage settlement. Much of the water

used in irrigating this tract is derived from canals supplied by Spanish Fork, but flowing

wells also are used to a considerable extent.
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Flowing wells have been obtained throughout this area at depths of 50 to 500 feet, ns

shown by the list. Flows are usually found in every considerable bed of sand encountered

in drilling, and six or more water-bearing beds are sometimes struck in a 400-foot well.

Shallow wells are not the rule in this region, for, though many are 150 to 200 feet deep, (be

majority are nearer 400 feet deep. Because of the general absence of gravel and of persist

ent beds of sand there are few especially good wells. The flows obtained are generally

under 50 gallons a minute and frequently are le.-s than 10. The pressure is low, seldom

being sufficient to cause the water to r'ae more than a few feet above the surface.

At the southern end of the lake, north of West Mountain, just above low-water level

there is a warm spring that was estimated to flow 200 gallons a minute. Its temperature

is 88°.

CiOSHEN VALLEY.

Goshen Valley can be divided into a highland and a lowland portion, a convenient line

of division for present purposes being that which separates areas where ground water lies

above 10 feet from the surface, from those in which it lies below that depth. The high

land lies contiguous to the mountains and merges into the lowland which adjoins the lower

course of Currant Creek and the southern extremity of Utah Lake. The lowland is chiefly

underlain by clay and the soils contain abundant alkali." Throughout the entire area

ground water lies close to the surface and marshy conditions exist , especially toward the

lake.

The area of flowing wells in Goshen Valley embraces about 15 square miles and extends

from Utah Lake to within about a mile of Goshen. Within it flowing wells are obtained

at depths ranging from 50 to 400 feet. From the few available records it appears that

varying stratigraphic conditions exist in this area, the prevailing clay being irregularly

interl>edded with sand, usually in thin streaks, with very little gravel. The flows obtained

are small, averaging possibly about 5 gallons a minute, and the pressure is sufficient to _

cause the water to ruse only a few feet above the surface.

Goshen itself is furnished with surface water from ditches supplied by Currant Creek and

by springs located at the base of the hills about 2 miles cast of the town. The underground

supply is derived from wells that usually range from 25 to 75 feet in depth. The wells

are put down through clay to sand in which water is found under pressure sufficient to

cause it to rise almost to the surface, the usual depth to water being 3 to 20 feet. A

number of unsuccessful attempts to get flowing wells have been made, the deepest being

the railroad well put down near the station. It is 334 feet deep, and water is reported to

have risen in it to within a few feet of the surface.

The highland area is underlain chiefly by coarse detritus derived from the adjacent

mountains and distributed either as shore deposits in Lake Bonneville or as alluvial accumu

lations. This higher portion of Goshen Valley is poorly supplied with water, the chief

sources lieing Kimball Creek, a small stream which seldom flows below its mountain course,

and Currant Creek, which flows perennially and supplies the lower valley. The discbarge

of Currant Creek, however, is insufficient for the needs of the upland. A reservoir has been

built by damming Currant Creek at the entrance to its canyon course through Long Ridge,

and a canal constructed which skirts the upper part of Goshen Valley, but the enterprise

has lieen a failure.

A few springs occur along the eastern base of the Tintic Mountains and some successful

attempts have been made there to develop underground water by tunneling. In the upper

valley of Kimball Creek there are a number of springs which flow about 100 gallons a minute,

and smaller ones occur in several gulches. About 2 milt s east of Goshen there is a group

<>l springs at the base of Long Ridge, where water issues through debris and accumulates

in several small ponds, the temperature of which is reported to stay at about 70° F. through

out the year. These springs constitute the source of Warm Creek, and their combined

How in November, 1904, was estimated at al>out 5 second-feet. Water has been developed

•Sanchez. A. M.. Soil survey ot the Provo area, Utah: Bull, llnreau ot Soils, V. S. Dent. Agric,

MM
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by tunneling at several localities along the eastern slope of the Tintic Mountains. In the

valley of Kimball Creek, in see. 11, T. 11 S., R. 2 W., there is a tunnel 200 feet long in vol

canic rock, which furnishes about 20 gallons n minute, and water sufficient for milling

purposes has been developed by drifting into the alluvium and bed rock at the head of

Homansville Canyon.a

Away from the bordering mountains in the highland portion of Goshen Valley, very

little underground water has l>een obtained, and considering the slight run-off and the small

tributary drainage area, not much can be expected. The most favorable locations for sink

ing wells are along the courses of drainage ways. The most successful are along the course

of Kimball Creek, but even there water commonly is not obtained at depths less than 150

feet. A number of dry wells have been sunk in the upland area.

WEST OF UTAH LAKE.

The narrow strip of lowland between the western shore of Utah Lake and the Lake Moun

tains is very scantily provided with water. The low, narrow mountains catch relatively

little precipitation; there are no perennial streams, and the arrovos carry water only for

a few days during the year. From the foot of the Bonneville and Provo terraces that

extend along the base of the mountains the surface slopes gradually lakeward and is under

lain chiefly by coarse-textured deposits.

Along the shore of the lake a number of seep springs occur near water level. They are most

abundant from Lehi southward, and there are also a few 2 or 3 miles l>eyond Pelican Point,

where their presence is marked by low, marshy areas, one of which is utilized in the culti

vation of a few acres of alfalfa. Near Pelican Point there is a feebly flowing well 90 feet

deep, in which water was obtained at a depth of 60 feet; and in a near-by well a feeble flow

is also obtained, which is said to come from a depth of 154 feet.

. Few if any other attempts have been made to recover underground water in this region.

Judging from the wells at Pelican Point one might expect to obtain similar results along

the western shore of the lake, but if flows were obtained the water would l>e at so low an

elevation as to make it of little use without pumping. Away from the shore flows can

hardly be expected. It may be, however, that limited amounts of water can be found to

rise in wells to within pumping distance. Prospecting for shallow wells might be attempted

in the arrovos, but because of the limited watershed and precipitation the prospect is not

good for obtaining enough underground water for extensive irrigat ion. Pumping directly

from the lake presents attractive possibilities.

WELL J)ATA.

The writer is indebted for the subjoined list of wells to Messrs. F. D. Pyle and T. F.

McDonald. Mr. Pyle worked in Utah Lake Valley and west of Jordan River. Mr. Mc

Donald, whose assistance was obtained through the courtesy of Mr. George W. Snow,

engineer of Salt Lake City, collected data ea.st of Jordan River. The yield of flowing wells

was commonly measured by means of tables which are here inserted, together with accom

panying explanation, because the method aroused popular interest and because the edi

tion of the bulletin in which the tables were published has been exhausted.

METHOD OF MEASUREMENT, b

Tables for determining the discharge of water from completely filled vertical and horizontal pipes

were prepared a number of years ago by Prof. J. K. Todd. State geologist of Sotiih Dakota, who issued

a private bulletin describing simple methods of determining uuickly, with fair accuracy and with little

trouble, the yield of artesian wells. In the following notes the tables and explanations relating to

vertical and horizontal pipes are taken from this bulletin. The explanations have been appended by

the present writer.

<• Smith, 0. O., and Tower, O. W., Description of the Tintic district: V. S. Geologic Atlas, special

folio 65, U. S. C.eol. Survey, 1900.

ftS'.ichter, ('. S.: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110, S. Oeol. Survey, 1905, pp. 37-42.
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In determining the flow of water discharged through a pipe of uniform diameter all that is necessary

is a foot rule, still air. and care in taking measurements. Two methods are proposed—one for pipes

discharging vertically, which is particularly applicable before the well is permanently finished, and

one for horizontal discharge, which is the most usual way of finishing a well.

The table [on page 5S] is adapted to wells of moderate size, as well as to large wells. In case the well

is of other diameter than given in the table its discharge can without much difficulty be obtained from

the table by remembering that, other things being equal, the discharge varies as the square of the

diameter of the pipe. If. 0 ' example, the pipe is one-half inch in diameter its dischitri e will be one-

fourth of that of a pipe 1 inch in diameter for a stream of the same height. In a similar manner the

discharge of a pipe s inches in diameter can be obtained by multiplying the discharge of the 4-tnch

pipe by 4.

In the first method the inside diameter of the pipe should first be measured, then the distance from

theend of the pipe to the highest point of the dome of the water above in a strictly vertical direction—

a to bin the diagram [fig. 5]. Find these distances in table [p. 58, A] and the corresponding figure will

five the number of gallons discharged each minute. Wind would not interfere in this case so long as

the measurements are taken vertically.

The method for determining the discharge of horizontal pipes requires a little more care. First meas

ure the diameter of the pipe, as before, then the vertical distance from the center of the opening of the

pipe, or some convenient point corresponding to it on the side of the pipe, vertically downward ti inches,

a to 6 of the diagram, then from this point strictly horizontally to the center of the stream, b to e.

 

Fig. 5.—Diagram illustrating flow from vertical and horizontal pipes.

W ith these data the flow in gallons per minute can be obtained from table [p. 58, B]. 1 1 will readily be

*e*?n that a slight error may make much difference in the discharge, fare must be taken to measure

horizontally and also to the center of the stream. Because of this difficulty it is desirable to check

the first determination by a second. For this purpose columns are given in the tables for corresponding

measurements 12 inches below the center of the pipe. Of course the discharge from the same pipe should

he the same in the two measurements of the same strewm. Wind blowing either with or against the

water may vitiate results to an indefinite amount. Therefore measurements should be taken while

the air is still.

Whenever fractions occur in the height or horizontal distance of the stream, the number of gallons

can be obtained by apportioning the difference between the readings in the table for the nearest whole

numbers, according to the size of the fraction. For example, if the distance from the top of the pipe

to the top of the stream in the first case is 9$ inches, one-third of the difference between the reading in

the table for 9 and 10 inches must be added to the former to give the correct result.

In case one measures the flow of a well by both methods he may think that the results should agree,

but such is not the case. In the vertical discharge, there being less friction, the flow will be larger; so,

also, in the second method differences will be found according to the length of the horizontal pipe used.

As pipes are occasionally at an angle, it is well to know that the second method can be applied to

them if the first measurement Is taken strictly vertically from the center of the opening and the second

measurement from that point parallel with the axis of the pipe to the center of the stream, as before.

The measurements can then be read from the table.
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Table for determining yield of artesian wells.

[Gallons per minute]

A.—Flow from vertical pipes. B.—Flow from horizontal pipes.

lie

Of

Diameter of pipe In inches. Hori
zontal
lenirth
of Jet.

1-inch pipe. 2-inch pipe.

Inches.

1. u. 1 X 3.

Inrhe*.

6-inch
level.

12-inch
level. 1

6-inch
level.

12-inch
level.

3.06 6.2 8.91 15 8 35.0 6 7 01 4.95 | 27 71 19.03

i 5.60 8.7 12.6 22 4 51.4 7 8 18 5.77 32 33 22.90

2 7.99 12.5 18.0 32 (l 71.9 8 9 35 6.60 36 94 26.18

3 9.81 15.3 22.1 :t.i ■_>
88.3 9 10 51 7.42 41 56 29.45

^ 11.33 17.7 25. 5 45 3 102.0 10 11 68 8.25 40 18 32.72

12.68 19.8 28.5 50 7 113.8 11 12 85 9.08 50 80 35.99

6 13.88 21.7 31.2 55 5 124.9 12 14 02 9.91 55 42 39.20

7 14.06 23.0 33.7 59 8 134.9 13 15 19 10.73 00 03 42.54

g 10.00 25.1 30.0 IV) 0 144.1 14 16 36 11.56 64 65 45.81

0 17.01 20.0 38.3 08 0 153.1 15 17 53 12.38 at 27 49.08

10 17.93 28.1 40.3 71 6 161.3 16 18 70 13.21 73 89 52.35

11 18.80 29.5 42.3 ! 75 109.3 17 19 87 14.04 7^ 61 55.62

12 19. 05 30.7 44.2 1 78 6 170.9 18 21 04 14.86 .VI 12 68.90

13 20.46 31.8 45.9 81 8 184.1 1(1 22 21 15.09 87 74 62.17

14 21.22 33.0 47.6 84 (l 190.9 20 23 37 10.51 92 36 66.44

15 21.95 34.2 40.3 87 8 197.5 21 24 54 17.34 96 98 68.71

16 22.67 35.2 50.9 90 7 203.9 22 25 71 18.17 101 60 71.98

17 23.37 36.3 62.5 93 5 210.3 23 20 88 18.99 108 21 75.26

18 24.06 37.5 54.1 96 2 216.5 24 28 04 19.82 no 83 78.53

19 24.72 38.6 55 6 98 9 222.5 25 20 11 20.64 115 45 81.80

20 25.37 39.0 57.0 101 6 228.5 20 30 38 21.47 120 07 85.07

21 26.02 40.6 58. 1 104 2 234.3 27 31 55 22.29 124 69 88.34

■ri
26.60 41.6 .v.i.'.i 100 7 240.0 28 32 72 23.12 129 30 91.62

23 27.28 42.6 I.I 1 1(111 2 245.0 29 33 V 23.95 133 92 94.89

24 27.90 43.5 02.8 111 6 251.1 30 35 06 24.77 138 .'4 98.16

25 28.49 44.4 64.1 114 0 250.4 31 30 23 25.50 143 16 101 . 43

26 29.05 45.3 65.3 116 2 201.4 32 17 40 26.42 147 78 104.70

27 29.59 40.1 (,0.4 118 2 266.1 33 38 57 27.25 152 39 107.98

28 31). 08 46.9 67.5 120 3 270.4 34 39 64 28.08 157 01 111.25

29 30.55 47.5 08.5 121 9 274. 1 35 40 45 28.04 101 63 114.52

30 30.94 48.2 09.4 123 4 277.6 30 41 00 29.46 166 26 117.79

36

48

34.1

39.1

43.8

53.2

61.0

08.4

7fl'.7

88 0

130

ISO

3 306.6

352.1

394.3

Continue by adding fur each inch -' 1.15 0.K2 4.02 3.27

5

oo 98.6 175 2

72 48.2 75.2 108.0 192 :< 434.0

M 51.9 81.0 110.8 207 t; 467.0

90 55.0 86.7 125.0 222 2 500.0

108 58.9 92.0 132.0 235 •i 530.8

IX 02.2 98.0 139.9 248 7 559.5

132 05.1 102.0 140.5 200 1 585.9

111 08.0 100.4 153.1 272 2 012.5 ,

Notl.—To convert results -into cubic feet, divide the numt>er of gallons by 7.5, or. more accurately.

by 7.48.

The flow in pipes of diameters not given in the table can easily l.e obtained in the following manner:

For }-i"ch pipe, multiply discharge of 1-inch pipe by 0.25

For }-Lnch pip*', multiply discharge of 1-inch pipe by 56

For lj-inch pipe, multiply discharge of 1-inch pipe by 1.56

For lj-inch pipe, multiply discharge of 1-inch pipe by 2.25

For 3-inch pipe, multiply discharge of 2-inch pipe by 2.25
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For 4-inch pipo. multiply discharge of 2-inch pipe by . 4.00

For 4J-inch pipe, multiply discharge of 2-inch pipe by 5.06

For 5-inch pipe, multiply discharge of 2-inch pipe by 6. 25

For 6-inch pipe, multiply discharge of 2-inch pipo by 9 00

For 8-inch pipe, multiply discharge of 2-inch pipe by 16.00

LIST OF TYPICAL WELLS.

Wells in Jordan River and Utah Like txiUeyn.

[Height of water above surface indicated by plus + ; below surface indicated by minus — .]

Name of owner.

B. Young

J. L. Haywood

R. R. Anderson

C. R. Savage

<i. A. Hatch

J . Howard

Stockyards

T. German

F. S. Rudy

J. E. Peterson

J. Minegar

Do

R. A. Bosley

J. C. Hansen

W. S. McDonald

Gun Club

J. Herridge

G. Baldwin

(.'. A. Anderson

P. Olene

S. Bamberger

G. Fritt

J. Withers

I. Langton

0. Martin

A.J.Davis

F. W. Kettle

A. M. Davis

Do

E. King

Wantland

J- J. Sears

Do

' Do

P. Cline

R. Weisner

J- W. Evans

W. Pearson

J. W. Haddock

A. Eikins

A. J. Ridges

W.Spicer

J. Sandborg

H. Price

Mrs. Winters

R. Griffith

Location.
D£m'- I Depth.

T. 1 N., R.l F... sec. SI

....do

....do

T.1N..R.1E, sec. 32

T. 1 N., R. 1 W., see. 1

....do

R. 1 W.. sec. 3

R. 1 W., sec. 4

R. 1 W.. sec. 5

R. 1 W., sec. 9

R. 1 W., sec. 10. . .

T. 1 N.

T. 1 N.

T. IN.

T. IN.

T. 1 N.

...do

T. 1 N.. R.

T. 1 N., R.

T. 1 N., R.

1 W.

1 W.

1 W.

sec. 11

sec. 15

sec,

sec. 21

sec. 22

7..

T. 1 N., R. 1 W

T. 1 N.. R. 1 W

....do

T. 1 N.. R. 1 W., sec. 23

....do

T. 1 N., R. 1 W., sec. 25

...do

....do

T. 1 N., R. 1 W., sec. 2G

...do

T. 1 N., R. 1 W., sec. 27

....do

T. 1 N., R. 1 W„ sec. 34

....do

....do

...do

T. 1 N., R. 1 W., sec. 35

....do

do

....do

....do

do

T. 1 N., R. 1 W., sec. 36

....do

do

do

.....do

....do

do

do

do

Inches.

25.

G

2 J

1}

1!

2

2

2 I

1*

2

Feel.

7")

61

48

35

IS

312

Height of
water.

Feel.

1,002

407

ISO

250

50

479

400

450

160

330

28

26

(i0-70

80

70

400

140

1S4

208

408

250

320

350

140

210

350

135

130

68

93

95

123

100 I

7."i

1°
I fl

96 i

200

Yield ]M*r

minute.

Gallons.

-14

+ i

+ 5

+ li

+ Many.

+ 6

+ 11

+ 5

-20-50

+

+ 40

+ 30

+ 3-7

+ 3

 

-t-

+ 2

+ 3

+ 1-2

+ 1

+

+ 25

+ 1

+ 11

+ 1

+

+ 5

+ 1 15

+ 2

+ 3

+ 2

+ 15

+ 35

+ 30

+ 25

+ 5-20

+ 20
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Wells in Jordan River and Utah Lake ralhys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location.

8. A. (iibbs T. 1 N

F. Auerbach T. 1 N

J. Bond 1 T. 1 N

Do <lo

C«Jllen Dairy T. 1 N

J. Walker \ T. 1 8.

P. J. Stone I do

J. Lunn do

\V. J. Kelson do

S. McKay j do

Speirs ' do

Do do

J. E. Wesley , T. 1 S.

J. Warlmrton do

H. 8. Sampson ! do

W. Wheeler do

T. Qollgbtly 1 do

S. K. Hansen ' do

W. N. Sheets T. 1 B.

R. 1 W.,sec. 36...

R. 2 W„ sec. 25. . .

R. 2 W., sec. 2ft. . .

R. 2.W.

R. 1 E.,

sec. 35.

Bee. 5 . .

U. 1 E., sec. 6.

Diame
ter.

Inches.

2-3

City, about 16 wells do

E. O. Butterdeld do

J. S.Wooley and others do

T. Berg do

Do do

W. Colton do

L. Badger I do

J. W. Hicks do

A. Duncan T. 1 S.. R. 1 E., see. 8.

T. Antisill do

8. M. Alley I do

S. H. Calder ' do

S. Sudbury do

J. R. Miller do

P. Hosmason j do

Mrs. M. Larsen

W. Pickens

A. Ames

A. S. Martin.!..

J. A. Shelter....

1>. Hunt

A. Hord

A. Martin

H. E. Thorp....

J. S. Southern. .

A. Buggs

J. E. Nailor

T. Y. Taylor. . .

(»)

W. H. Miller. . . .

W. H. Burnett.

M. C. Sandford .

....do

....do

T. 1 S.

T. 1 S.

T.

R. 1 E., sec. 9..

R. 1 E., sec. 10.

1 S., R. 1 E., sec. 15.

.do

R. 1 E., sec. Id.T. 1 S.

....do

....do

T. 1 S.

....do

...do

....do

....do

....do

...do

....do

R. 1 E.. sec. 17.

H

2

, R. 1 E.. s<<\ 7 2

2

C. Baiter .do 1 1

do....

2-S

2 1

Depth.

Feel.

75-81)

400

401

465

Height of
water.

Fret.

o Owner's name unknown.

.si)

Id

73

I.",

2»

40

12

7"i

82

387

10

100

102

100

125

170

160

100-000

178

150-200

165

160

00

105

11(1

50

50

20

240

390

207

41

28

42

100

130

85

51

54

56

is

32

22

20

100

200

335

i;>

33

f

+

I

+

- 6

+

+

+

+

+

-1-35

+

+

+

- 1

+

-t

)•

+ 12

- 5- li

-65

-30-50

- 4-16

- 5-14

3-11
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Welh in Jordan River and Utah Lake vatteyx—Continued.

Name of owner.

J. A. -lames

(«)

G. Hemsley

J. Hemsley

J.J. Hurtt

T. Furg^sou

W.N. Sheets

M. Gray

F. H. Woodbury...

M. P. Holmes

E. H. Stout

J. H. Cochran

F. l'rittish

Salt Lake Co

E. Jepson

F. Wittich

L. A. Kelsh

D. Evans

Ericksnn

I. Riehes

M. Chophussen

E. S. Pierce

(•)

W. H. Wolstezhoh.

C. B. Stock

J. I. Freeman

H. Best

A. Best

J. A. Bush

J. H. Tipton

L. W. Burton

Do

Do

Do

J. Riley

0. Hall

J C. Hogan,

J. 0. Young

K. B. Young

M. W. Taylor

L. H. Kimball

Do

W. C. Winder

Do

A. Walker

(»)

E. P. Parrot

H. Behling

n. Eldridge

T. R. Cutler

S. Love

M.C.Morris

N*- J- Hansen

A. iloskuison. ......

Ixn'ation.
Diame- n-nth ' Height of Yield per

ter. uepm. wttt,.r. minute.

Inches.

T. 1 S.. R. 1 E-, sec. 17.

....do

....do

....do

T. 1 S., R. 1 E., Bee. IS.

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do.!

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

R. 1 E., ice. 19.T. 1 S..

...do

....do

do

do

....do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

do

T. I S.. R. 1 E., sec. 20.

Feet.

33

in

14

is

.sr.

300

100

164

160

20

72-82

500

600

636 ,

ISO

40

325-3.'.0

601

382

17

250-300

322

500

to

296

100

50

ieo-170

323

296

2X5

150

437

100

04

ISO

176

ixo

!io

1X1

84

212

75

240

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

a Owner's name unknown.

150 .

150-160 .

23

26 .

65 .

40

162

156

21

Feel.

2X

CI

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

(lallons.

4-5

30-40

,10

10

IX

211

+

+

+

-14-15 .

30-40

5

12-14

(?) 150

10

18

30-40

80

(?) 100

1-13

55

20-30

10-12

5-6

x

50-(i0

1)0

25

io-;:o

+ 17-20

• 1 1

+ IS

+ 20-25

+ 20-25

• (?) 100

4- 10'

+ 1

+

+

+ 30

III

40

.Vi',

2s
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Wellx in Jordan River and Utah Ixike valley* -Continued.

Name of owner. Location.

Inches.

0. Hansen T. 1 S., R. 1 K., sec. 20...

P. R. Ryon do

G. Cusiman do

W. C. Smoot do

J. NelT T. 1 S.. R. I.E., sec. 26.

C. Banford ...do

J. Fisher T. 1 8., R. 1 E.. sec. 27...

do

T. 1 S.. R. 1 E., sec. 28.

T. 1 S.. R. 1 E.. Bee. 29.

....do

J. Young

F. Ereickson

J. Childs

W. M. Tillman. . .

F. Degenhart | -do.

J. P. Cahoon do.

W. S. Timmons do

J. T. Guest do

R. Pike do

J. Madsen do

J. S. Gustavensen do

H. HUrard do

Mrs. C. Green do

Do do

S. F. Evans do

O. Recce do

Do do

Do do

L. Stutts do

S. Hicks do

E. E. Keithley do

II. Burnett do

Do do

W. .1. Miller ...do

G. Falrbourne do.

J. Tremayave T. 1 S., R. 1 E., sec. 30.

G. Taylor do

W. Chantron do

J. J. Spencer -. do

M. M. Listen do

J. Cotxrt do

School do

G. Calder do

R. Norman do

Mrs. A. S. Berg do

A. Johansen do

(a) do

Murray Live Stock Co do

M. Knudsen do

I,. White do

E. J. Williams 1 do

Do do

C. Halford do

A. M. Rymarson T. 1 S., R. 1 E.. sec. 31..

Do do

L. Parks do

J. Uulsc ; do ,

Feet.

22

158

is

2'1

23

Km

33

1X4

21

.V,

68

i A

2ii

194

187

in

260

190

200

184

215

.'IIS

Height of Yield per
water. minute.

Feel. Gallons.

- 18

+ 80

- 15

- 19

- 20

-104

- 25

- 34

- 10

+

+

.'in + 30

245 + M

246 + 13

2 141-143 + 40

2 100 + 30

3 120 + (?) 100

202 + 27

24

2 200 + 20

2 Us + .11

2 25 1 • 20

104 +

1! 235 + 30

2 240 + 17

2 no + 0

216 + 24

J 218 + 12

130 + 45

100 + 0 .:

2 + 28

2 175 + 8

2 + 30

2 + m-m

300 + 20

185-230 + 60

2 82-83 + 25

2 50 + 1

11 160 + 10

J 202 + 35

'-' 72 + 6

J 237

2 160 + 20

a Owner's name link nowti. —
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ICA in Jordan River and Utah Ixikt ixdltys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location.
Diame

ter.
Depth.

Height of
water.

Yield per
minute.

Im hrs. Feel. Feet. Gallons.

J. Hulse 1 S., R. 1 E., 2 130 + 20

Do do 2 259 + 30

do 83 +

C. Bell do 2 209 + 40

Do do 211

203

+ 20

J. Bert fin , ' 2 + 12

C. Cramer do 150 + (7) 110

Do do 90 +

N. White do 130 + i 15

J. Anderson do HO + ! ■ J

S. Haslam do 2 244 + 8

E. Huish . ••! T- 1 8., R. 1 E., sac. 32 2 210 + 28

Do ! d-> 70 + 35

S. W Moyle do 196 + l)

J. Cornwell do 235 I 20

Do do ltf) +

Do. do \m t 1-12

Do do
1

165 +

do ..-! 193 + 1

Do do 2 55 +

A. Young . . do !
33 - 24

K. Bailev do 25 - 22

do I 54 -5ti

J. W. Murphy do 70-1.50

C. A. North T. 1 8., R. 1 E., 25

W . H . Thuers ... . do 3 5211 -419

3 350 + 25

Mrs. M. Cold .. T. IS., R. 1 W. lj 317 + 1

2 300 + 20

Mrs. E. R. AVarisen
I

do lj 202 2

(«) 1 T. 1 8., R. 1 W. 2 r.ii +

do
* 1
3 1,100 + 30

F.J. Outh do 2 114 + •

Mrs. C. Bickson dn 2 HIV + li

J. H. Haward
1

do 2 335 + 4

115 + A

Rio Grande Rwy . . . dn 4 1,072 + 30 so

H. L. Eyler ..[ T. 1 8. R. 1 W. , sec. 3 2J 381 + lr,

■T. 1 8., R1W., 2*1 + 3

R. Bobs .. T. 18., R. 1 W. . .. 2 350 + a 7

... 2 m + 6

J. Rodgers T. 1 8., R. 1 W. u 1 54

do 2 105 ■ 10

Do dn n 154

1 8. R 1 W., 2 325 + i 1

Brighton School .. T. 18. R. 1 W. , sec. 9 2 320 + 5-6

dn 1J '.IS + i 1

H. E. Evans .. T. 1 8. R. 1 W. , sec. 10 3 624 + 30-40

W. Baden .. T. 1 8. R. 1 W. , sec. 11 2, 377 + '.1

dn 2 130 + 20-30

dn lli.5 + 6-7

dn 2 + | 25

A. Bailey dn 2 367-387 +
|

5-6

2 , m + 1 60-70

" Owner's name unknown.



64 UNDERGROUND WATER IN VALLEYS OF UTAH.

Welte in Jontan River and Utah Lake valleys—•Continued.

Nainc of owner. Location.

K. 1 W.,sec. 14...

H. 1 W., sec. 16...

B. 1 W., sec. 17...

R. 1 VV., sec. IS.. .

R. 1 W.,sec. 21...

R. 1 W., sec. 24...

K. Kidd T. 1 8.. R. 1 W., sec. 12

A. H. White do

J. Anderson T. 1 8.. R. 1 W., sec. 13

J. H. Shatter do

Lambert Paper Co . . . . j do

R. Cutler do

J. Clabbot do

(n) ' do

J. S. McCallan T. 1 8.

J. 0. Gumman T. 1 S.

Schootbouse [ T. 1 S.

S. C. Sudbury T. 1 S.

L. S. Hansen I T. 1 8.

N. Hansen 1 T. 1 8.

S. Sorensen do

Gilchrist I T. 1 8.

Rockhill do

P. Austin do

G. H. Walton do

B. Harmon T. 1 8., R. 1 W.. sec. 26

(a) T. 1 8., R. 1 W., sec. 28

Murray do

C. J. Lambert i T. 1 8., R. 1 W., sec. 29

L. Burden ' do

N. P. Peterson. . .

J. C. Poulton

(•)

T. R. Jones

Do

(<■)

, R. 1 W., sec. 25.

J. P. Anderson.

(«)

C)

Wolstenholm . . .

8|>oneer

Oslen

Butterworth. . .

T. 1 8., R. 1 W.,sec. 31

....do

T. 1 8

T. 1 S

....do

T. 1 S., R. 1 W

R. 1 W., sec. 32. . ..

R. 1 W., sec. 35....

sec

T. 1 8., R. 2 W., secdo

T. 1 8.,

T. 1 8.,

do.

do.

....do.

R. 2 W., sec. 14.

R. 2 W., sec. 21.

T. West |,T. 1 8., R.2 W., sec. 22.

N. T. W est : do

Diame
ter.

Depth.

Feet.

475

300

400

18

177

315

380

277,

,'t.Vi

330

-ICR)

412

145

2 385

1! 130

2 120

2 145

2 350

2 350

H 290

J. Michaels T. 1 S., R. 2 W., sec. 23.

J. Hayhoe J T. 1 S., R.2 W., sec. 26.

Goodwin T. I 8., R. 2 W., sec. 27.

A. Cockerill I T. 1 8., R. 2 W., bcc. 29.

Speirs [ T. 1 8., R. 2 W., sec. 33.

J. Kersey T. 1 8., R. 2 W., sec. 34.

Inland Crystal Salt Co. T. 1 S., R. 3 W., sec. 2..

Salt Lake and Los An- do

Kelcs Rwy. Co.

P. J. Reid 1 T. 1 S., R. 3 W., sec. 24.

J. Bertock do

J. Neilson T. 2 S., R. 1 K., sec. 3...

G. Coleman do

T. Newman do

T. Gundesser. jr i T. 2 8.

o Owner's name unknown.

Height of Yield per

water. minut*\

182

7(1

50

60

290

345

75

140

160

2li()

150

30

fiS

150

17.",

in

III

!KI

177

Feel. Gallons.

+

+

■>:,

5-15

nO

10

+ 45

+ 10-15

+ 16

+ 25

+ r.

+ 12

+ 12 25

+ [.',

+ 5

~~ I

+30 !

+30
i

+ «

+ 1

-30 ^

-51 j

♦ ! 2

-i

+

+

+

+

+ 3

+ 8

+

-21

118 -11

84 -

\m -68

720 + 9

330 + 12

134 +

73 +

540 -

62 -

65 -

18 -

3

10

2

15

fi

12
■2".

5

S

211

Dry.



LIST OF TYPICAL WELLS. 65

Welfa in Jordan River and Utah Lake valleys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location.
Diamp-

ter.
Yield per
minute.

Inches.

T. R. Brockbank T

Do ...

J. Southerland

Do

Do

Do

W. Templeman

F. Hopp

A. Fuller .--

Do

P. C. Brizen

J.Wright T

E. Pugh |...

Mrs. A. D. Park.

0. Lemon

T. Powell

H. Park

W. Hill, sr

Do

W. Hill, jr

G. E. Christensen.

J. Godfrey

I. Hackley

Mrs. B. Erickson . .

L. Williams

T. Martin

E. Wareneki

r. E. Warenski.

Do.

T. H. Pierce

C. West

J. Walker

State fish hatchery .

Do

Do

A. Gillard

H. Brinton

J- R- Hansen

L. B. Howard

A.Scott

H. Bagley

"o

W. Reynolda

F. Brinton

C Bagley

 

8' Anderaon

ibk 157—06 5

2S., R. 1 E.,sec. 4

..do

..do 2

..do 2

..do 2

..do 3

..do 2

..do 2

..do 2

..do

..do 3

2 8., R. 1 E., sec. 5

..do 2

..do 2

..do

..do

2 S.. R. 1 E.,sec. 6 2

..do 2

..do 2

..do 2

..do 2

..do 2

..do 2

2 S., R. 1 E., sec. 7 2

..do 3

..do 2

..do 2

..do 2

..do

..do 2

do

..do

2S., R. 1 E., sec. 8 1

do

..do

..do 2

do

..do

..do H

4..do

..do 4

..do 2

..do

..do 2

2 S., R. 1 E., sec. 9

..do 2

..do 2

..do 2

..do 3

..do 2

..do

..do ,. U

2..do.

2 S.. R. 1 E.. sec. 10

a Dry 9 months in year.

Fret.

III!

102

7« ]

78

99

232

22.1

70-100

65

335

122

200

10K

ISO

HO

:tM

100

194

90

2.1.1

Ml

25.1

2 10

150

115

SO

315

100

190

189

2M

300

215

230

85

S2

SO

172

Ml

310

120

148

91,

275-250

00

100-103

92-96

100

14 I

Feet.

+

+

+

+

+

-70

+

-

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-

■

+

-

+

-

+

-

+

+

Gallons.

48

2S,

15

24

4

20-34

4

20

11

2.1

3-8

2

,")

10

III

32

2S

4

40

20

40

1

30

15

1

10

2

10

(?)160

22

20

111

20

(?)IS0

( ?) 100

40

17

311

ti

18

20

(?>100

43

2.1

20

30

C)



66 UNDERGROUND WATER IN VALLEYS OF UTAH.

Well* in Jordan River and Utah Lake valleys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location.
D£me- | Depth. Height <i(

water.

, R. 1 E., sec. 15.A. Olander T. 2 8

J.Soillet do

J.Smith T.2 8., R.lE.,«e,16

J. Hemmert do

S. Neilson do

S. F. Smith do

A. L. Hansen do

J. W McIIenry do

J. Ilotilis ! do

J. Furgeaon do

I. Furgeaon | do

O. Headman do

.1. Hrlghouse T. 2 S.. R. 1 K., see. 17

H. V. Ballard do

0. Peterson do

District school do

It. Brown do

R. M. Ballard do

Mrs. Shumann do

II. E. Howe do

P. A. Hauser do

J. T. Erickson do

F. C. Howe do

Do do

J. B. Thompson do

l>o do

E. Taylor T 2 S., It. 1 K.. sec. 18

E. Oillen do

H. Berger do

C. Turner do

H. Chambers do

J. Jones > do

J. II Wheeler do

South Cottonwood do

Ward.

Do do

MrB. J. Clark do

M. SIMM 1 T. 2 S.

N. Nelson do

C.Atkinson T. 2 S.

H. Wheeler ' do

C. B. Walder do

C. J. Wright do

W. Barrett T. 1 S.

J. E. Brown do

II. C. L. Russell do

J. W. Fawlke i T. 2 S.

A. Fawlke do

S.Jones 1 T. 2 S.

A. I). Brown , T. 2 S.

(a) j T. 2 S.

W. Baggas ' T. 2 S.

D. M. (irlffin do

J. A. Wagstafl | do

2

2

2

2

H
■ ■

R. 1 K. sec. 19 2
1

R. 1 K. see. 20

 

R. 1 E. sec. 21

R. 1 E. sec. 22

R. 1 K

R. 1 F

R. 1 E. sec. 28

It. 1 E.

u Owner's nam* unknown.

Feet. Feet.

18 - 16

15 - 10-11

20

78 - 411

18-20 - 8-10

20 - 10

22 - 11

18 - 12

113 - 9

60 +

60 +

92 -

58 + lti

83 + 8

14 - 9

250 - 12

40 + 8

46 +

50-60 +

60 +

45 +

175 +

'.«!

I'M +

7.") +

80 +

125 -117

20-30 -

',«> - 10'

70-S0 - 4-13

21 XI - 10

22 -

7.5-100 +

75-100 +

110 +

18

22 - 8

12 _

22 -

in -

1'. -

13 -

:ji - M

i; -

i.' -

so -65

<«, , - 93

125 -

18 -

22 _

35 -

Yield per
minut'1.

Gallons.

SI

i;

2>i

Hi

I.'

,,,



LIST OF TYPICAL WELLS. 67

Well* in Jordan River and Utah Lake valleys—Continued.

Xame of owner. Location.

N. Morquist T. 2 S., R. 1 E., soe.29 .

M. Holmes T. 2 S., R. 1 E., sec. 30.

c. 31.

II. Chambers do

J. Jones do

0. G. Nelson ] T.2 8., R. 1 K., i

C. G.Johnson do

G. L. Rosengren. do

H. M. Pearson do

A. Neilson do

n. Larsen 1 do

I. . Jacobson do

W. Dugger T.2S., R.1E., sec. 32

A. Hansen do

E. E. Osbund do

H.C. Monten j T. 2 S., R. 1 E., sec. 33

J. F. Proctor ' T.2 8., R. 1 E., sec. 34

W. Rasmanson.

H. Covert

Clark

J. M. Wood

E. Krickson

Lumston

■•■

G!t>asnn

J. Hays

J. Harrier

J M. Mantell

J. Maekey . . .

Barker

Parker

School

Snider

McAllister...

T. 2 S., R. 1 E., sec. 35.

do

T. 2S., R. 1 W., sec. 1.

do

do

do :.

R. 1 \V., sec. 2.

....do.

....do.

do.

T.2f

do

T. 2 8., R. 1 W., sec. 3.do

T. 2S.,

T. 2S.,

do

....do....'....

T. 2 S., R. 1 W.,

R. 1 W., sec. 6.

R. 1 W., sec. 8.

T. 2 S„ R. 1 W., sec. 13.

do

do

do

T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 14.

Diame
ter.

Incite*.

sec. 9

H. McKay T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 10

H. Harker J T. 2 S., R. 1 W.. sec. 11

W. H. Hague I do

P. Swi>ndsen ; do

B. Williams J do

0. Bueger T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 12

Western PicklingCo... do

S. Benson do

D. Adamson do

Creamery 1 do

A. E. Erickson do

J C.Cahoon

Mrs. A. J. Plummer.

(•)

M. Bishop

E. B. Tripp

A. S. White I do.

R P. Binghurst I do.

Jones | do.

Depth.
Height of Yield per

Feel.

30

36

200

22

40-50

29-30

Feet.

~ 211-27

Gallons.

7-10

- 25-34

- 28

51 - 41

90 - CO

S3 -

2t; -

15 -

100 — 75

14

200 -200

22 -

40 -

.VI -

■111 - 26

■111 +

100 +

287 +

140 +

90 +

05 +

280 -

372 - IS

240 +

212 - 10

2H0 - 25

SH -

157 - 37

120 - HO

ISO - 50

1 III -

1 II - 40

31S +

222 - 15

323 +

85 -

77 - 36

100

350 +

249 +

117 +

345 - 8

ISO -

HO .10

■J) - 6|

.Ml - 10

80 - 40 1

2J - 12 t

175 - 6 1

ISO + 1

oDry in winter. l> Owner's name unknown.



68 UNDERGROUND WATER IN VALLEYS OF UTAH.

Wettfin Jordan River and Utah Lake valleys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location.
Diame
ter.

J. Anderson T. 2 8., It. 1 W., sec. 15.

School do

W. Diamond T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 22.

M. Parker do

M. Hansen do

(«) T. 2 S.. It. I W., sec. 23.

C. Erickson T. 2S., R. 1 W., sec. 24.

E. Bateman T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 25.

(<■) I do

Bingham School do

J. B. Wright I T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 26.

E. Gardner do

(») T. 2 8., R. 1 W., sec. 27.

Cooper do

W. D. Runsal do

A. L. Cooley ' T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 30.

Olsen T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 33.

Cannon Farm T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 34.

R. Egbert do

P. T. Runilquist do

M. Pusler T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 35.

J. Peterson do

N. L. Gardner do

G. Hunt T. 2 S., R. 1 W., sec. 36.

S. M. Wilmorc do

N. Nelson do

(<•) do

P. Jansen do

P. J. Wolff T. 2S., R. 2 W., sec. 11.

Olsen T. 2 S., R. 2 W., sec. 27.

11. Brown T. 3 8., R. 1 E., sec. 2...

W. L. Bateman T. 3S., R. 1 E., sec. 5...

E. Johnson I T. 38., R. 1 E., sec. 6...

C. Peterson do

A. Yelter T. 3 S., R. 1 E., sec. 7.. .

H. P. Hansen T. 3S.. R. 1 E., sec. 8...

P.Anderson T. 3 S., R. 1 E., sec. 9. ..

R. Despain

C. Williams

F. Olsen

P. A. Yastrop

J. P. Jenson

E. N. Fish

J. L. Johnson

J. W. Smith

II. Pearson

J. Tarry

N. Brown

J. R. Stocking

, A. J. Wilson T. 3 S., R. 1 E., sec

J. R. Allen do

J. Ennls , do

J. Boulter T. 3 S , R. 1 E., sec. 33

F. B. Ladler do

a Owner's name unknown.

T. 3 S., R. 1 E., sec. 11.

T. 3S., R. 1 E., sec. 17.

T. 3 S., R. 1 E., sec. 18.

T. 3S., R. 1 E., sir. 19.

....do

T. 3 8., R. 1 E., sec. 21.

T. 3S., R. 1 E., sec. 22.

T. 3S., R. 1 E., sec. 28.

T. 3S., R. 1 E., sec. 29.

....do

....do

....do

32.

Depth. "ei«ht ot YU*a Pr
v water. minute.

Inches. Feel.

117

165

345

225

140

1S.">

;ai

251

20

325

231)

ISO

llll

M

137 ;

2N

178

1,000

Nil

217

127

306

21

225

W

so ,

30

174

150 '

Feet.

- 50

- 50

-110

- 40

- 90

- 24

- 12

- 16

- liO

- 40

- 20

- 3°
-

Gallon*.

20-30

30

24

18 '

|

53

25

17

8

75

- 17

38-40

14-10 - 6

40 -

28 - 25

75 - 70

56 - 45-52

125

16 !.

30 _ 28

40 - 24

SO -

95 -

34 '.

65 1
10 1

-

18 -

, 18-20 -

16 -

-

70 | - 62

24 - IS

41 1 - r,

66

- 17

1" Dry in winter.

Dry.

Dry.

Dry.

1")



LIST OF TYPICAL WELLS. 69

Wells in Jordan River and Utah Late valleys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location-
Diame

ter.
Depth.

P. Swindsen

E. Densley do

C. Densley do

D. Densley. jr do

J. r. Palmer T. 3 S., R. 1 W., sec. 2.

H. Gardner ; T.3S..R.1W., sec. 3.

J. A. Egbert 1 do

J. God * T. 3 8., R. 1 W., sec. 12

B. Wellington ' T. 3 S., R. 1 W., sec. 13

A. J. Holt T. 3 8., R. 1 W-, sec. 15

School do

B. W. Osborne T. 3 8., R. 1 W., sec. 23

W. R. Wellington do

C. Erielrson j T. 3 S., R. 1 W., sec. 24

E. Atwood j do

R. Carlson do

A.Yoblong T. 3 S.

J. 0. Smith do

Creamery I T. 3 S.

G. H. Domy

C. H. Roberts

I. Langton

G. Newbold

R. 1 W., sec. 25.

R. 1 W., sec. 2fi.

T. 3S., R. 1 W., sec. 27.

T. 3 S., R. 3 W., sec. 20.

T. 4 S., R. 1 E., sec. 5...

....do

G. Sproul do.

4 S., R. 1 E.. sec. 6..

4 8., R. 1 E., sec. 32.

.do

E., sec. 7.

Thomas College.

J- Wanless

.1 do

do

G. Jacobs do

Do

D. J. Thurman

H. T. Davis...

G. Geraey I do

T. R. Jones I do

B. W. Brown do

J. Gougb , do

P. Austin.

.do

.do

..In

.do

Do ; do

Do do

Do do

J- Brown.

3an Pedro. Los Ange
les and Salt Lake
R. R.

Inches.

2. R. 1 W., sec. 1

3

L. Andrews

J. Ennis

H. J.Allen

W. H. Garfield T. 4 S., R. 1 E., sec. 33

W. Cnrne do

Alpine j T.4S..R.1E .,sec. 24

W. L. Parry j T. 4 8., R. 1 W., sec. 3

M. Densley do

J. Stedman do

J. Beveridge T. 5 S.. R. 1 E., sec. 4

Lehi Junction T. 5 8., R. 1 E., sec. 5

I. Anderson T. 5S., R. 1

L'

11

1}

1)

?

, R. 1 E., sec. 8

1

11

M

R. 1 E., sec. 9 2

2

...J 2

11

2

i u

11

3

Height of Yield per
water. minute.

Feel.

323

Li XI

30

412

250

i'lL"

137

1S6

255

;,ik)

50

2S

liii

127

2S

1.1

133

90

225

102

100

40

125

20

41

15

42

21

25-81)

;«i

091

130

32

15-50

134

125

125

90-100

193

90-100

12

145

75

12

20

145

130

135

:»«>

a:*i

run

mm

14(1

Feel.

+

-40

Gallons.

- r,s

-43

-20

-40

-45

-85

-75

1'J

- 4

-40

+12

-60

-r

-10

-3:.

s

III

-40

-20

-10-40

+ 25

12-15

12-15

■f

23

3.1

o Owner's name unknown.



70 UNDERGROUND WATER IN VALLEYS OF UTAH.

Wells in Jordan River and Utah Lake valleys—Continued.

Name ol owner.
T Location.

W. Hunger [ T. 5 S., R. 1 E., sec.

Rhodes do

Wing do

Anderson I do

Gilchrist ' do

Diame- | n__.,h Height of Yield per
ter. I'epm. water, minnlo.

Inches.

T. 5 S.,

T. 5 8.,

....do.

....do.

R. 1 E., sec. 10.

R. 1 E., sec. 14 .

T. 5 S., R. 1 E., sec. 15.

....do

T. 5 S., R. 1 E., sec. 16 .

...do

Barney

1). WagstafT

A. L. Thornton

American Fork, city
well.

A. Green

J. B. Greene

J . Stewart

Broadltent

A. K. Thornton j do

T. J. Chipman do

J. Peters ..do

A. Field I do.

Mrs. K. Fox ' do

(a) do.

(«») do.

("I do

(a) T. 5 8., R. 1 E., sec. 17.

O. Ellington do.

E. A. Bushman do,

Anderson i do.

D. J. Thurman do

J. Donaldson I do.

J. Stewart do.

P. Jacobs I do.

J. Woodhouse do.

M. Evans do

Rio Grande Western | do
Rwy.

G. Webb : T. 5 S., R. 1 E., sec. 18.

8. R. Taylor ' do

W. H. Chipman T. 5 8., R. 1 E., sec. 23.

Do T. 5S., R. 2 E., sec. 11.

B. Willis T. 5 8.. R. 2 E., sec. 18.

M. Evans do

(o) | T. 5S., R.2E., sec. 19.

J. D. Godey do

8. E. Davis do

W.Howe T. 5S., R.2E..sec. 20.

Clarke ■ do

Lott T. 5S., R. 2 E., sec. 21.

io) I T. 5 S.. R. 2 E., sec. 23.

Elgin creamery do

A. F. Adams do

American Fork City do

W.Anderson T. 5 8., R. 2 E., sec. 25.

W. D. West T. 5S., R. 2 E., sec. 29.

Do do

t«) do

Wadley d„

W. 1). West do

a Owner's name unknown.

2

1}

M

2 I

li

u

2

2

3

Feet.

145

140

1.5N

132

13(1

14.-,

27(1

201

im

1130

HUI

140

150

,VI:i

263

33

182

130

90

I■
■Al

147

I.tO

350 |

132

150

143

14(1

140

164 j

200 j
165

195

ISti

147 .

135

lrt)

■M)

ISO ;

200

*

Km

2t,4

2M)

2S0

t,4

70

74

200 |

70

feel. Gallons

- 2 (?.)25

+ I »

+

+

+

+ I

- H'-

- 2 .

+

+

+ 3

+30

+ 3

+ 10

+

+46

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

-33 .

+ 18 ,.

211

2.1

2

4,1

10

—

+ 5

+ 10

+ 10

+ 15

+ 20

+

+ 20

+ 10

2(1

(T)100

50

(?)150

(?)200

30

LI l

Ml

■XI

14)

III

15

10

1.1

35-50
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Wells in Jordan River and Vtali Lake valleys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location.
Diame
ter.

D M. Smith T. 5 S , R . 2 E .see. 29.

,.«) T. 5S., R. 2E.,sec. 32.

(«) do

L. Olsen do

F. Newman do

Do T. 5S.. R. 2 E., gee. 35.

Pastures do

P. H. Aldred T. 5 8., R. 1 W., sec. 1.

I. Fox j T. 5S., R. 1 W., sec. 12

Salt Lake City (atxmt do

130 wells).

J. M. Roberts T. S S., R. 1 W., sec. 13

(«) 1 do

M..Norman T. 5 S., R. 1 W., sec. 24

I. Cole T. 6 8., R. 2 E., sec. 5..

J. S. Johnson do

II. Gammon T. ti S., R. 2 E., sec. 7. .

H. Gillies I do

D. A. Gillis T. 6 8., R. 2 E., sec. 8..

J. K. Parcell T. 6 S., R. 2 E., sec. 10.

X. Knight I T. 6 8., R. 2 E., sec. 14.

Colorado Fish Co do

V J. Knight do

W. Knight I do

J.S.Park T. OS

A. .V Holdaway T. 6 S

M. Hcldway do

B. Larsen T. 6 8., R. 2 E., sec. 18

Wride & Allen do

r.. A. Slumway T. 6 S.

J. -V. Loveless T. 6 8.

A. L. Meehum T. 6 S

D.C. Daniels | T. 6 8.

H.C.Scott

J. H. dinger

Inches.

1

2

2

2

2

2

, R. 2 E.. sec. 15.

, R. 2 E., sec. 17.

Creamery

J. w. Park

W. G. Williams

8. L. Aldred

W. Gammon

P. H. duff

T. W. Whisble

LA. Johnson

X. Lydian

S- McFee

A. Holliday

W.Coji

P. C. BumreU

Utah Sugar Co

w . L. Camp

N. A. Nelson

R. A. Hills

Provo resort

0. Baum

D. Roberts

R. 2 E., sec. 21

R. 2 E., sec. 23

R. 2 E., sec. 24

R. 2 E., sec. 26

T. 6 S., R. 2 E., sec. 28

....do

2

2-6 |

2 I

2

2

2

2

:t

2

2-:i

2

4S

2

•5

T. 6S..R. 2 E., sec. 34

....do

....do

T. 6 8., R. 2E., sec. 35

....do

T. 6 8.. R. 3 E., sec. 31

T. 7 S., R. 2 E., sec. 1

....do

T. 7 S., R. 2 E., sec. 2

....do

....do

....do

T. 7 8., R. 2 E., sec. 3

....do

....do , 2

....do

T. 7 S., R. 2 E., sec. 4

T. 7 S., R. 2 E., sec. 9 1 2

T. 7 8., R. 2 E.. sec. 10

T. 7 8., R. 2 E., sec. 11 2

» Owner's name unknown.

Depth.
Height of
water.

Yield per
minute.

Feet.

115

150

Ml

ItKI

1.71

90

100

100

1IKI

100

2.VS

112

mi

2111

130

110

112

no

72

110

250

60

300

72

12C-140

100

UK)

11(1

104

52

40

05

110

ys

125

110

130

210

24

■VI

217

145

1 45

145

150

130

135

110

12S

35

50

342

12

1S4

Feet.

+20

+

+

+

+ 15

+ 7ins.

+ 30

+

+

+ 14

+

+

+

+ 11

+

-67

Gallons.

-80

-40-55

-02

+ 1-10

+

+ 12

+

+

-50

-30

-00

+

+

+

f

H

- 40-45

+

+

+

-t

+ 10

+

■t-

+

40

25

SO

(?)2,000

(?)200

(?)100

(?)l-2O0

30

(?)100

25

10

10

48

0

S5

2.-,

SO

'.12



72 UNDERGROUND WATER IN VALLEYS OF UTAH.

Wells in Jordan River and Utah Lake valleys—Continued.

Name 01 owner. Location.

sec. 16

sec. 6

. R. 3 E., sec. 8. .

. K. 3 E., sec. 17.

Westron T. 7 S . R. 2 E., sec. 11 .

W. Ii. Johnson do

M. Christens™ do

B. Johnson do

W. Carter do

Rio Grande Western T. 7 S., R. 2 E.. sec. 12

Rwy.

San Pedro, Los Ange- do.
les and Suit
R. R.

W. R. Pike do.

Do do

W. J. Woodhead do

H. Manney do

Hospital I do

W. Scott do

S. W. Sharp do

Farris Bros do

8. Copp do

Watkins & Taylor i do

(a) T. 7 8., R.2E., sec. 14. ..

A. B. Johnson do

G. T. Peay T. 7 S., R. 2 E.

A.W. Hanrer T. 7 8., R. 3 E.

T. E. Thurnian do

J. Anderson j T. 7 8

Utah Co. Infirmary • • • T. 7 8

H. M. Dougal T. 7 S., R. 3 E., sec. 29

Do T. 7 8., R. 3 E., sec. 30

Clubhouse do

Do do

P. Boyer T. 7 8., R. 3 E., sec. 31

Rio Grande Western j T. 7 8., R. 3 E., sec. 32
Rwy.

(a) | do.:

J.B.Stevenson T. 7 S., R. 3 E., sec. 33

D. Wheeler do

I). Clark do

A. Cox do

W. Findley do

(a) j do

A. Oakley do

(a) | do

J. McCurdey do

(a) [ do

T. L. Mendenhall do

S. Fuller I do

M. Dougal do

E. P. Brinton do

McKenzie do

Daley do

F. W. rhilllps do

(a) do

W. Brookes , T. 8 8., R. 1 E., sec. 11

(°) | do

(a) | T. 8 8., R.

Diame- n<.nth ' Height of Yield per
ter. , ^P1"- i water. minute.

Inches.

1J

I!

2

2

14

2

3

2

2

li

-'

2

3

u

1*

2

2

3

2

2

5!

U

2

1 E., sec. 24

a Owner's name unknown.

14

2 |

1»

li

2

2

Feet.

180

ieo

168-178

ISO

170

175

192

248

198 j.
168

168

180

160 I

197

185

175

300

145

170 .

137

140

333

150 |

270

180

220

299 i

128

150

220 ,

I

232

101 I

131

240

230

135

115

128

105

22

120

2i;.

25

230

130

132 j
145

217

138

160 i.

100

water.

Feet.

+

+

+

+

+ 35

+ 12

Gallons.

-

+

+

+

+

+

+ 5

+ 2

+20

+20

+

+ 10

+ 4

+

+

+30

+

+ 18

+

+

+

+
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Wdk in Jordan Rirer and Utah Lake valleys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location.
Diami- y*,,-, Height of Yield yer

ter. "<l>»i- water. minute.

.I.P.Evans I T. 8 8

E. L. Oltijon T. 8 8.

H. Otis do

('. Barney do

.do

.do

J.Hall T.8 8.

J. S. Bellows T. 8 3

W. 1. Soloman do

R. Hunter do

J. E.Creer T.8 8.

P. Poulsen do

P. Neilaon T.8 8.

E. P. Thomas do

A.Green. T. 8 8.

Do do

Creamery | T. 8 8.

San Pedro, Los Ange-

.do

A. T. Money

R. W. Money

W. R. Simmons. .

A. M. Furgeson. ..

P. E. Nelson.

Irrigation Co

Lake Shore Canal

E. M. Robertson.

H. P. Hansen

(•1

, R. 2 E., sec. 2

R. 2 E., sec. 4

. R. 2 E., sec. 7.

. R. 2 E., sec. 8.

R. 2 E.. sec. 9

, R. 2 E., sec. 10

R. 2 E., sec. 12

R. 2 E.. sec. 13

G. McClellan

Do

Do

Do

N. Thompson ....

D. L. HofT

E. Ludlow

C. Howe

T. Cahoon

T

0. Christensen

D. r Markham. . .

G. Hales

(">

N. P. Jensen.

B. Isaac

(•)

P. Thomas

F. Malley

Howe

T. 8 S.

. . . .do

T. 8 8.

....do

....do

....do

....do

T. 8 S.;

....do

T. 8 S.

....do

T.8 8.

....do

....do

....do

T. 8 S

T.8 8.

....do

...do

....do

T. 8 8.

....do

T.8 8

....do

....do

T. 8 8.

T.8 8

....do

T. 8 8.

...do

T. 8S.do

R. 2 E., sec. 14

, R. 2 E., sec. 15

R. 2 E., sec. HI.

R. 2 E., sec. 18.

R. 2 E., sec. 19.

, R. 2 E.. sec. 20.

, R. 2 E., sec. 21.

R. 2 E., sec. 22.

, R. 2 E., sec. 23.

. R. 2 E., sec. 2.5.

. R. 2 E.. sec. 2(i.

R. 2 F... sec. 27..

, R. 2 E., sec. 28..

G. Howe I T. 8 8., R. 2 E., sec. 29.

Stewart's ranch.

Do

.do.

.do.

.do.

2

>»'■

IJ

4o:>

380

423

374

380

400

BOO

373

160

380

Ml

412

387

170

130

4.1

475 .

333 |

250

rm

400

I'm,

385

•360

■m

137 |

318-320

390

42.-,

;iv.

415

450

IT.-.

lnchtn. Feet. Feet. Gallons.

2 438 + 25

2 366 + 72

is 380 + 20

2 175 + 10 20

'1 112
+ i

111

2 lTr, + 12

2 225 +

400 + 12 8-26
■ •

230 + 10 .V,

2 350 + H
■>

4im +

_> 390 ! 40

15 142 -f- .

3 430 + 1 15

2 280 + 11 in

2 260 +

2 220 - 4

I

+

+

-

+

■

-

+

+

-

-

+

-

30

ir,

no

i

no

M

+ (?) 118

+ 3

.in

I.'i

11

2

3

!n

Hi

s

211

In

8

r,

r.

64

14

1,0

35

20

III

a Owner's name unknown.



74 UNDERGROUND WATER IN VALLEYS OF UTAH.

Name of owner.

Wells in Jordan River and Utah hake valleys—Continued.

Location. D£me- I Depth.

Stewart's ranch T. 8 S., R. 2 E., sec 29

C. Hickman do

S. P. Lorcnsen do

P.J. Lundale T. 8 S., R. 2 E., sec. 32. . . .

J. Howe ^ T. 8 S., R. 2 E., sec. 33....

J. J. Hansen do

0. Staley do

Do do

W. O. Creer j T. 8 8., R. 2 E., see. 35....

Creamery T. 8 S., R. 3 E., sec. 4

J.Anderson T. 8 S., R. 3 E., sec. 5

M. C. King j T. 8 8., R. 3 E., sec. 7

Do do

(a) 1 T. 8 8.. R. 3 E., sec. 8

Sugar factory do

T. B. Jones T. 8 S., R. 3 E., sec. 21

(a) T. 8 S., R. 3 E., sec. 30....

H. A. Harlan do

J. P. Holt do

J. G. Robertson do

O. LcBaron T. 9 8., R. 1 E., sec. 7

McBeath T. 9 8., R. 1 E., sec. 12. ..

J. Webb T. 9 S., R. 1 E., sec. 13....

F. House T. 9 8., R. 1 E., sec. 32....

J. E. Gardner - T.9S..R.2E., sec. 1

(o) do

(a) T. 9 S., R. 2 E., sec. 2

la) 1 do

(«) T. 9 8., R. 2 E., sec. 3

^a) I do

(a) do

S. Douglas T. 9 S., R. 2 E., sec. 5

Do do

Dixon Bros do

P. Windward do

T. E. Daniels

C. Long.

D. LcBaron

(")

A. Bingham

Do

Creamery

C. Hanks

A. Burke

J. Sheen

O. R. Thomas

H. Boyle

J. Job

Do

W. M. PhiUlppi...

(«)

Rudd estate

A. Steele

E. Hawkins

II. Johnson

Height of Yield per
water. minute

Inches.

2 .

2

2

1*

2 '

2 1

2 J
2

1J

2

2 [

2

2

l!

2

Feel

T. 9 S., R. 2 E., sec. 6

....do

T. 9 S., R. 2 E., sec. 7

T. 9 S., R. 2 E., sec. 10

T. 9 S., R. 2 E-, sec. 11

....do

....do

....do

...do

....do

T. 9 S., R. 2 E., sec. 29

T. 9 S., R. 2 E c. 30

T. 9 8., R. 1 W., sec. 25

T. 9 S., R. 1 W., sec. 26

T. 9 8.. R. 1 W., sec. 33

T. 9 8., R. 1 W., sec. 35

T. 9 8., R. 1 W.. sec. 30

T. 10 S., R. 1 E., sec. 6

T. 10 8.. R. 1 E., sec. 17

T. 10 8., R. 1 W., sec. 2

o Owner's name unknown.

172

163

17.'.

200

:ini

185

:wi

Jo

144

145

170

1.-.4

30

123

22

140

30

lixi

3iKI

247

INI

290

155

2<io

200

IliO

375

228

.-j i

130

300

140

116

1IK)

217

438

1%

27,'.

225

175

296

279

211

90-126

.50- 60

220

165

.'IK I

58

130

•KIT

Feel. Gallon*.

+ .-.

+ l.-i

+ 25

+ 1

+
|

1

+ Si

+ :o

+ 35

+ ! 10-25

+ 30

+

+ 30

+
'

12

+

+ j
in

-15 1

+ 2

+ 1!

+ H

+■

+

+ 27

+

8

+ 30

+ (?) 125

+ 15

30

+ (7) 100

+

-

+

-16J

+

+

4-

-125

+

-

4-

- 80

- 9
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Wells in Jordan River and Utah Lake valleys—Continued.

Name of owner. Location.

W. M. Phillippi

W. C. Albertson

J. RUey

Do

Baxter

P. OkJebeny

W

Creamery

Rio Grande Western
Rwt

W. finch

L. E. Thomas .

Goshen Wells. .

Do

A. Lewis

H. L.Cook....

Allen

Rowe

(•)

10 S., R. 1 W., sec. 4..

10 S., R. 1 W., sec. 9..

-do

.do

.do

10 S., R. 1 W., sec. 11.

10 S., R. 1 W., sec. 12.

.do

, sec. 14.

, sec. 15.

do....

T. 10 S.. R. 1 W.

T. 10 S., R. 1 W.

do

do

do

do

T. 10 S., R. 1 W., sec. 21.

T. 10 S., R. 1 W., sec. 30.

T. 10 S., R. 1 W., sec. 33.

Diame
ter.

Inches.

_>

2

2

>

2

Depth.

Feet.

Ins

178

31)7

300

430

77

412

70

334

lffl

8

.-,1)

70

60

53

116

238

13s

Height of
water.

Feet.

- 86

222

a Owner's name unknown.
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A. Page.

Alpine, water supply of 49

American Fork (town), water supply of,

source of 49

wells in 49-50

American Fork (stream), description of . . .. 6,49

discharge and run-off of, table showing. 21

mew of 50

water from, analysis of 30

use of 46

American Smelting and Refining Company,

well of, record of 46

wells of. water from, analysis of 32

Analyses of water from various streams and

springs 30,32

Artesian wells. See Wells, flowing.

B.

Battle Creek, description of 6

drainage of, effect of, on wells 51

water of, use of 49

Bear River, description of 6

Beck's hot spring, water from, analysis of . . 30

Bed rock, water from 50,53

water from, methods of obtaining 37,40

Benjamin, underground waterconditions at. 54

BigCottonwood Creek, description of 7,45

discharge and run-off of, table showing. 21,25

rocks on 9

water from, analysis of 30

use of 44,45

Big Cottonwood Creek Valley, seepage

measurements in 28

Big Hollow Creek, description of 53

Bingham, mines at, water in 37,40

rocks near 10

water supply of , source of 40

Bingham Canyon, placer mining in 40

Bingham Consolidated Company, wells of. 37

Bingham Creek, description of 39

Bingham Junction, smelters at 5

wells at, water from, analyses of 32

Bonneville region, Pleistocene history of... 12-13

Bonneville Bhore line, description of 12-13

Bonneville terrace, description of 47

Bnntwell, J. M., on discharge of Ontario

tunnel 37

on Park City and Bingham mining dis

tricts 8

on well drilled for oil 41

Brown. R. E , analyses of water by 30

Bureau oi Soils, Department of Agriculture,

erperiments in reclaiming land

near Salt Lake City made by 43

Butterfield Canyon, springs in 40

tunnels driven for water in 37

Butterfield Creek, description of 39

Butterfield tunnel, water In, litigation

caused by 40

C. Page.

Cambrian fossils, occurrence of 10

Cambrian rocks, occurrence of 9,10,11

Cameron, F. K., analyses of water by 30

Cannon farm, well on 41

Capitol Hill, reservoir on 45

Carboniferous rocks, occurrence and char

acter of 9, 10,11

City canal, discharge of 24

City Creek, description of 7

discharge and run-off of, table showing. 19

rocks on 8

water from, analysis of 30

use of 44,45

Clarke, F. W., analysis of water by 30,33

Climate, character of 13-18

Colorado Fish Company, well of, descrip

tion of 51

Comer, H. C, on general section In vicinity

of Lehi 48

Converse, W. A., analyses of water by 32

Cooper, William, well of, water from, anal

ysis of 32

Cottonwood Canyon, view in 24

Cox, A., well of 53

Currant Creek, description of 6

reservoir on, failure of 55

rocks on 11

water from, analysis of 30

use of 55

D.

Dalton and Lark tunnel, description of 40

water in, occurrence of 37

Dams, subsurface, recovery of underground

water by 37

De. Bernard, J. IT., analyses of water by 32

Dead Mans Falls, Cottonwood Canyon,

plate showing 24

Dearbomlaboratories, analyses of water by. 32

Decker Lake, ditch at outlet of, discharge of. 25

Devonian rocks, occurrence of 8,9,11

Doremus, A. F., spring discharge measured

by .' 44

Drainage, character of 5-7

Drainage area discussed, map showing 6

Draper, warm-water lakes near, description

of 47

Dry Cottonwood Creek, description of 7

water from, analysis of 30

Dry Creek, description of 6,48

Dry Creek Canyon, springs in 49

Du Chesne River, source of -. 6

E.

East Jordan canal, discharge of 24

East Tintic Mountains, location and eleva

tion of 6

structure of 11

Eighth South street ditch, discharge of— 2S

77
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Page.

Electric power, development of 37,311

Emigration Creek, description of..

discharge and run-off of, table showing.

valley of, rocks in

syncline developed in

water from, analysis of

use of

Emmons, S. F., on descriptive geology

Evans Spring, water of, use of

Evaporation at Utah Lake

Fault in Wasatch Mountains, description

of 8,9,10

Flowing wells. See Wells, flowing.

Fort Douglas, water supply of, source of . . 44

Gammon, Harry, wells of

Gas, natural, occurrence of

Geneva, wells at

Geologic history, discussion of

Geology of the region

Gilbert, G. K., on Lake Bonneville 7,

on oscillations of lake level between

Provo and Bonneville horizons.

Girty, G. II., fossils found by

Goshen, springs near

water supply of, source of

well at, water from, analysis of

Goshen Valley, underground water condi

tions in

Great Salt Lake, elevation of

fluctuations of

natural gas near

supply of, sources of

water of, analyses of

Grove Creek, description of

water of, use of

Guifey-Galey well, description of

35,51

32-33

51

11-13

7-13

11,13

13

in

55

:>:.

32

55-56 |

5

25-26

32

28,33

33,34 1

6

49 I

41 I

H.

ology.Hague, Arnold, on descriptive go

Heber, rainfall at, table showing

Highlands, descriptive geology of

Hobble Creek, description of

Horaansville Canyon, water developed In...

Hot Springs Lake, outlet of, loss in flow at.

Humidity at Salt Lake City, table showing.

Hydrography of the area .' 18-26

I.

Igneous rocks, occurrence of 8,9, 10, 11

Inland Crystal Salt Company, well of 43

Irrigation by artesian wells 36

15

8-11
■ 6

.v,

25

Itl

J.

Jap Pond, water of. character of 40

Jordan and Salt Lake City canal, head gate

of, view of 12

wells sunk to increase supply of 4<j

Jordan Narrows, Jordan River and canal

systems in, discharge of 24

shore lines on west side of 13

Page.

Jordan River, area west of, divisions of 38-39

discharge of 24-25

flood plain of, wells sunk in 49

gate at head of. view showing 24

lowland area west of, description of 41-43

sewage discharge into 34

source and course of 6-7

tributaries of 7,18-23

underground water east of, occurrence

of 43-48

underground water west of. occurrence

of 38-43

upland area west of. description of 39-41

water from, analyses of 30

Jordan River Valley, area of 5

drainage area of, map showing 6

ground water in, depth to, map show

ing 30

flowing wells in. area of. map showing.. 38

location and trend of 5

seepage in 24-25

topography and drainage of 5-7

K.

Kimball Creek, springs in upper valley of. . 55

water of, use of 55

wells along 50

King, Clarence, on geology of the region. . . 7

Kingsbury, J. T., analyses of water by 30

Knight, N. J., wells of. description of 50-v>l

L.

Lake Bonneville, description of 11-13

location of 5

shore deposits of 39,55

Lake Lahontan. location of 11

Lake Mountains. See Pelican Hills.

Lake shore, location of 54

Lakes, warm water, occurrence of. 47

Lehi, artesian wells at. irrigation from 30

flowing and nonflowing well near, line

separating 49

wells at 48

flow of, decrease in 30

water from, analyses of 32

Lehi and vicinity, underground water con

ditions of 48-49

Liberty Park, wells at and near, flow of— 36,44

Literature, geologic 7-8

Little Cottonwood Canyon, glaciers adja

cent to, relics of 47

Little Cottonwood Creek, description of 7,45

discharge of 25

rocks on 9

water from, analysis of 30

use of 44

" Little Cottonwood granite," age of 9

Long Ridge, springs at base of 55

structure of H

Lower Carboniferous fossils, occurrence of. . 10

M.

McDonald, T. F., acknowledgment to 56

Mapleton Bench, descripton of 53
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Ftte

Massachusetts State Board of Health, on

preservation of water supply

from contamination 34-35

Measurement of wells, method of 56-59

Mercur, roclca near 10

Mesozole rocks, occurrence of 10

Metamorphie rocks, occurrence of 8

Mill Creek, description of 7, 45

discharge and run-off of. table showing 20,25

ditch south of, discharge of. 25

rocks on 8

water of, use of 44

Mill Creek V alley , seepage measurements in 28

Morgan. K. R.. seepage measurements by.. 2K

Mormon pioneers, irrigation by 5

Murray, smelters at 5

well at, record of 46

well near, decrease in 47

N.

Natural gas, occurrence of 32-33

North Jordan canal, discharge of. 24

O.

Ogden quartette, thickness of 8

Oil, search for 41

Ontario tunnel, discharge of 37

Oquirrh Mountains, elevation and extent of. 6

springs in 40

structure of 10

Ordovician rocks, occurrence of 11

P.

Paleozoic rocks, occurrence of 8,9

Paleozoic section in Wasatch Mountains,

table showing 8

Palmyra, location of 54

Park City, mines of, water in 37

rainfall at, table showing. 14

Parleys Canyon, reservoir at 45

Parleys Creek, description of 7,45

discharge and run-off of, table showing 20,25

rocks on 'J

water from, analysis of 30

use of 44,45

Parsons Chemical Company, analyses of

water by 32

Payson, artesian well at, irrigation from 36

location of 54

water supply of, source of 54

Parson Creek, water from, analysis of 30

Pelican Hills, location and altitude of 6

structure of 10-11

Pelican Point, flowing wells near 56

seep springs near 56

Permian rocks, occurrence and character of. 9

P^teeneet Creek, description of 6

Pipes, flow from vertical and horizontal,

diagram illustrating 57

Placer mining in Bingham Canyon 40

Pleasant Grove, location and underground

water conditions of 50-^51

water supply of, source of 49

Pleistocene fault, occurrence of. 5?

Page.

Pleistocene rocks, occurrence of 10

water in, character of 43

Porous deposits, rainfall absorbed by 39-40

Pre-Cambrian rocks, occurrence and char

acter of 8,9

Precipitation, tables showing 14-15,19-22

Provo, location of 5

rainfall at. table showing 15

sewage of, disposal of 34

temperature at, table showing IS

vicinity of, underground water con

ditions in 51-52

water supply of, source of 51

wells at 32,52

Provo horizon, tufa at, occurrence and

character of 13

Provo River, discharge and run-otf of, table

showing 22

drainage area of 6

source and course of 6

valley of, l*»low month of canyon, view

of 50

water from, analysis of 30

Provo shore line, description of 12-13

Pumping plants for irrigation, favorable

conditions for 39

Pyle, F. D., acknowledgment to 56

Q-

Quaternary history of the region 1L-13

R.

Rainfall, tables showing 14-15,19-22

Reclamation Service, levels run by 52

plans of, for Utah Lake project 39

''Red Beds," occurrence and character of.. 9

Red Butte Canyon, rocks in 9

Red Butte Creek, description of 7

water from, analysis of 30

use of 44-45

Reservoirs, profitable locations for 38

Richardson, 0. B.. on natural gas near Salt

Lake City 32

Riggs.R. B., analyses of water by 30

Rio GrandeWestern Railway, wells of 32,

42, 44, 48, 52

Rock Creek Canyon, rocks in 10

Rose Canyon, springs in 40

Rudy Well, description of 35, 42, 43

S.

Salt Creek, source and course of 6

Salt Lake City , authorities of, wells sunk by,

in 1890 49

humidity , mean relative, at 16, 18

location of 5, 43

lowland area south of, description of 45-47

natural gas supply of, source of 32-33

rainfall at 14,17-18

rocks in vicinity of 8,9

sewage of, disposal of 34

temperature at 15. 16, 18

thermal springs at, description of 44

underground water conditions of 43-45
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l*age.

Salt Lake City, upland are* south of, de

scription of 47-48

water supply of, precaution to avoid

contamination of 34

source of 44-45

wells at 42,44

How of, decrease in 36

wind velocity at, table showing average. 10

Salt Lake City Spring, water from, analysis

of 30

Salem, location of 54

underground water conditions in 54

San Pedro. Los Angeles and Salt Lake Rail

road, wells of 48,52,53,54

Sandy Spring, water from, analysis of. 30

Santaquin, location of 54

water supply of, source of 54

Santaquin Creek, description of 6

water from, analysis of 30

use of 54

Sedimentary rocks, occurrence of 8,9,11

Seepage, measurements of 28

Sewage, disposal of, precautions taken for. 34

Silurian rocks, occurrence of 8.9. 11

Slicnter, C. Z., on measurement of water

How from pipes 56

on method of measurement of wells 56-59

Smelters, smoke from, injury by 32

Smith, O. O.. and Tower, Q. W., on ground

water in Homansviile Canyon.. 56

on the Tintic district 7

Smith, J. F.. Jr., discharge data furnished

by 24

Snow, G. W., acknowledgment to 56

South Jordan canal, description of 39

discharge of 24

Spanish Fork (town), location of 53

water supply of, source of 53-54

wells at 53-54

flow of, decrease in 36

Spanish Fork (stream), discharge and run-

olf of. table showing 22

drainage area of 6

source and course of 6 j

water from, analysis of 30

use of 54

Spring Creek, How of 46.52

Spring Lake, location of 54

water supply of, source of 54

Springs, occurrence of 40,44,47,50.55

water of, character of 31

Springs, hot, occurrence of 29.49

Springville, description of 53 ,

vicinity of, underground water condi

tions in 52-53

wells at 53 |

water from, analysis of 32

Spurr, J. E.. or the Mercur mines 7-8

Stanbury Island, shore lines on 13

Streams, water of. character of 30,31

Structure of the Highlands 8-11 ,

Swendsen, G. L., acknowledgments to 24

hot springs discovered by 49

T. Page.

Tanner, Caleb, acknowledgment to 51

discharge measurement by 25

Taylorville roller mill, flume at, discharge

at 25

Temperature, tables showing 15-16

Tertiary history of the region 11

Tertiary rocks, occurrence of 8,10,11

Thistle, rainfall at, table showing 15

Timpanogas canal, seepage of 28

Tintic Mountains, springs in 55

Todd, J. E., on measurement of water flow

from pipes 56

Topography, features of 5-7

Tower, G. W., and Smith, G. O., on ground

water in Homansviile Canyon. . 56

on the Tintic district 7

Traverse Mountains, structure of 8-9.10

Tufa, calcareous, occurrence and character

of 13

U.

Underground water. See Water, under

ground.

United States Mining Company, wells of,

water from, analyses of 32

United States Weather Bureau, meteoro-

logic data from records of 13-17

Utah and Salt Lake canal, description of .. 39

discharge of 24

Utah County Infirmary, well at 52

Utah Experiment Station, experiments in

reclaiming land near Salt Lake

City made by 43

Utah Lake, description of 6

elevation of 5

evaporation at 17

fluctuations of 23-24

hot springs at 49

northern end of. view of 12

sewage discharge into 34

streams tributary to 6.18-23

supply of, source of 23-24

underground WHter west of, occurrence

of 56

water from, analyses of 30

Utah Lake project, plans for 39

Utah Lake Valley, area of 5

drainage area of, map showing - 6

flowing wells in, area of, map showing. . 48

ground water in, depth to, map show

ing 30

location and trend of 5

topography and drainage of 5-7

undcrgrond water in, occurrence of. . . . 48-56

Utah Sugar Company, wells of 48

wells of, water from, analysis of 32

Ute limestone, thickness of 8

V.

Vegetation, character of 7

Volcanic rock, outcrop of 8
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W. Page.

Wadley, William, £• Sons, water developed

by annehng into bed rock 50

Walcott, C. D.f on Big Cottonwood Cam

brian section 7

Warm Creek, source of 31,55

water from, analysis of 30

Wasatch fault, description of 8,9, 10

Wasatch limestone, occurrence, thickness,

and dip of 8

Wasatch Mountains, elevation of 5,6

geology of 8-9

Paleozoic section in 8

rainfall caused by 18

vegetation on 7

view of 5

Water, analyses of 30,32

contamination of, precaution taken to

avoid 34

sanitary character of 34

Water, underground, depth to, map show

ing 30

distribution of 29-30

occurrence of 38-56

quality of 30-35

recovery of 35-37

source of 27-28

Water resources, use of, efficiency in 38

Weber quartzite, occurrence, thickness, and

dip of 8

Weber River, description of 6

IBB 157—06 6

I'agc.

Well sections, plate showing 28

Wells, data concerning 56-75

method of measurement of 5&-50

water from, analyses of 32

Wells, flowing, area of, in Jordan stiver Val

ley, map showing 38

area of, in Utah Lake Valley, map

showing 44

decrease in, cause of 36

location and description of 35-36,

46,50,52,53,54-55

recovery of water by 3fi

water of, use of 36

yield of, table for determining 58

Wells, shallow, recovery of water by 36

Wells, typical, list of 59-75

West Jordan, well at, water from, analysis

of 32

West Mountain, warm spring near 55

Westfall, J., information furnished by 52

Westphal, Gus, well record furnished by... 42

Widtsoe, J. A., on effects of smelter smoke. 32

Willow Creek, description of 7

Wilson. H. M., on wind velocity required

for windmills 36

Wind velocity at Salt Lake City, table

showing average 16

Windmills, wind velocity required for 36

Y.

| Yeager, H. F., well record furnished by 46





CLASSIFICATION OF THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL

SURVEY.

[Water-Supply Paper Xo. 157.]

The serial publications of the United States Geological Survey consist of (1) Annual

Reports, (2) Monographs, (3) Professional Papers, (4) Bulletins, (5) Mineral

Resources, (6) Water-Supply and Irrigation Papers, (7) Topographic Atlas of

United States—folios and separate sheets thereof, (8) Geologic Atlas of the United

States—folios thereof. The classes numbered 2, 7, and 8 are sold at cost of publica

tion; the others are distributed free. A circular giving complete lists may be had

on application.

Most of the above publications may be obtained or consulted in the following

ways:

1. A limited number are delivered to the Director of the Survey, from whom they

may l>e obtained, free of charge (except classes 2, 7, and 8), on application.

2. A certain number are delivered to Senators and Representatives in Congress, for

distribution.

3. Other copies are deposited with the Superintendent of Documents, Washington,

D. C, from whom they may be had at prices slightly above cost.

4. Copies of all Government publications are furnished to the principal public

libraries in the large cities throughout the United States, where they may be con-

mlted by those interested.

The Professional Papers, Bulletins, and Water-Supply Papers treat of a variety of

subjects, and the total number issued is large. They have therefore been classified

into the following series: A, Economic geology; B, Descriptive geology ; C, System

atic geology and paleontology; D, Petrography and mineralogy; E, Chemistry and

physics; F, Geography; G, Miscellaneous; H, Forestry; I, Irrigation; J, Water stor

age; K, Pumping water; L, Quality of water; M, General hydrographic investiga

tions; X, Water power; O, Underground waters; P, Hydrographic progress reports.

This paper is the eighty-sixth in Series B, and the fifty-third in Series (), the compete

lists of which follow (PP= Professional Paper; B=Bulletin; WS=Water-Supply

Paper) :

SERIES B, DESCRIPTIVE GEOLOGY.

B'J3. Observations on the junction between the Eastern sandstone and the Keweenaw series on

Keweenaw Point, Lake Superior, by R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1886. 124 pp.,

17 pis. (Out of stock.)

B Si. Notes on geology of northern California, by J. S. Diller. 1886. 23 pp. (Out of stock.)

BS9. The upper beaches and deltas of Glacial Lake Agassiz, by Warren Cpham. 1887. 84 pp., 1 pi.

(Out of stock.)

BlO. Changes in river courses in Washington Territory due to glaciation, by Bailey Willis. 18*7,

10 pp., 4 pis. (Out of stock.)
B 15. The present condition of knowledge of the geology of Texas, by R. T. Hill. 1887. 94 pp. (Out

of stock.)

B.Mi. The geology of Nantucket, by N. S. Shaler. 1889. 55 pp., 10 pis. (Out of stock.)

B57. A geological reconnaissance in southwestern Kansas, by Robert Hay. 18!K). 49 pp., 2 pis. (Out

of stock.)

B58. Theglacial boundary**1 western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois, by G. F.

Wrtjht, with introduction by T. C. Chamberlin. 1890. 112 pp., 8 pis. (Out of stock.)

I
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B 67. The relations of the traps of the Newark system in the New Jersey region, by N. H. Darton.

1890. 82 pp. (Out of stock.)

B 104. Glsciation of the Yellowstone Valley north of the Park, by W. H. Weed. 1893. 41 pp., 4 pis.

(Out of stock.)

B 10S. A geological reconnaissance in central Washington, by I. C. Russell. 1893. 108 pp., 12 pis.

(Out of stock.)

B 119. A geological reconnaissance in northwest Wyoming, by G. H. Eldridgc. 1K9-1. 72 pp., 4 pis.

(Out of stock.)

B 137. The geology of the Fort Riley Military Reservation ami vicinity, Kansas, by Robert Hay.

1896. 35 pp., 8 pis.

B 144. The moraines of the Missouri Coteau and their attendant deposits, by J. K. Todd. 1896. 71

pp., 21 pis.

B 158. The moraines of southeastern South Dakota and their attendant deposits, by J. E. Todd.

1899. 171 pp., 27 pis.

B 159. The geology of eastern Berkshire County, Massachusetts, by B. K. Emerson. 1899. 139 pp.,

9 pis.

B 165. Contributions to the geology of Maine, by H. S. Williams and H. E. Gregory. 1900. 212 pp.,

14 pis.

WS 70. Geology and water resources of the Patrick and Goshen Hole quadrangles in eastern

Wyoming and western Nebraska, by G. 1. Adams. 1902. 60 pp., 11 pis.

B199. Geology and water resources of the Snake River Plains of Idaho, by I. C. Russell. 1902. 192

pp., 25 pis.

PP 1. Preliminary report on the Ketchikan mining district, Alaska, with an introductory sketch of

the geology of southeastern Alaska, by A. H. Brooks. 1902. 120 pp., 2 pis.

PP 2. Reconnaissance of the northwestern portion of Seward Peninsula, Alaska, by A. .1. Collier.

1902. 70 pp., 11 pis.

PP3. Geology and petrography of ( rater Lake National Park, by J. S. Diller and H. B. Patton.

1902. 167 pp., 19 pis.

PP 10. Reconnaissance from Fort Hamlin to Kotzebue Sound, Alaska, by way of Dall, Kanuti, Allen,

and Kowak rivers, by W. C. Mendenhall. 1902. 68 pp., 10 pis.

PP 11. Clays of the United States east of the Mississippi River, by Heinrich Ries. 1903. 29.X pp., 9 pis.

PP 12. Geology of the Globe copper district, Arizona, by F. L. Ransome. 1903. 108 pp., 27 pis.

PI' 13. Drainage modifications in southeastern Ohio and adjacent parts of West Virginia and Ken

tucky, by W. G. Tight. 1903. Ill pp., 17 pis.

B 208. Descriptive geology of Nevada south of the fortieth parallel and adjacent portions of Cali

fornia, by J. E. Spurr. 1903. 229 pp., 8 pis.

B 209. Geology of Ascutney Mountain, Vermont, by R. A. Daly. 1903. 122 pp., 7 pis.

WS78. Preliminary report on artesian basins in southwestern Idaho and southeastern Oregon, by

I. C. Russell. 1903. 51 pp., 2 pis.

PP 15. Mineral resources of the Mount Wrangell district, Alaska, by W. C. Mendenhall and F. C.

Schrader. 1903. 71 pp., 10 pis.

PI* 17. Preliminary report on the geology and water resources of Nebraska west of the one hundred

and third meridian, by N. H. Darton. 19U3. 69 pp., 43 pis.

B 217. Notes on the geology of southwestern Idaho and southeastern Oregon, by 1. C. Russell. 1903.

S3 pp., 18 pis. (Out out stock.)

B 219. The ore deposits of Tonopab. Nevada (preliminary report), by J. E. Spurr. 1903. 31 pp.. 1 pi.

(Out of stork.)

PP20. A reconnaissance in northern Alaska in 1901, by F. C. Schrader. 1901. 139 pp., 16 pis.

PP21. The geology and ore deposits of the Bisbee quadrangle. Arizona, by F. L. Ransome. 1904.

168 pp., 29 pis.

WS 90. Geology and water resources of part of the lower James River Valley, South Dakota, by J. E.

Todd and C. M. Hall. 1904. 47 pp., 23 pis.

PP25. The copper deposits of the Encampment district, Wyoming, by A.C.Spencer. 1904. 107 pp., 2 pis.

PP 26. Economic resources of northern Black Hills, by J. D. Irving, with chapters by S. F. Emmons

and T. A. Jaggar, jr. 1904. 222 pp., 20 pis.

PP 27. Geological reconnaissance across the Bitterroot Range and the ClearwaterMountains in Mon

tana and Idaho, by Waldemar Lindgren. 1904. 122 pp., 15 pis.

PP31. Preliminary report on the geology of the Arbuckle and Wichita mountains in Indian Terri

tory and Oklahoma, by J. A. Tail, with an appendix on reported ore deposits in the Wichita

Mountains, by H. F. Bain. 1904. 97 pp., 8 pis.

B 235. A geological reconnaissance across the Cascade Range near the forty-ninth parallel, by G. O.

Smith and F. C. Calkins. 1904. 103 pp., 4 pis.

B 236. The Porcupine placer district, Alaska, by C. W. Wright. 1904. 35 pp., 10 pis.

B 237. Igneous rocks of the Highwood Mountains, Montana, by L. V. Ifrsson. 1901. 208 pp., 7 pis.

B238. Economic geology of the Iola quadrangle, Kansas, by G. 1. Adams, Erasmus Haworth, and

W. R. Crane. 1904. 83 pp., 1 pi.
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PP32. Geology and underground water resources of the central Great Plains, by N. H. Darton. 1905.

433 pp.. 72 pis.

WS 110. Contributions to hydrology of eastern United States, 1904; M. G. Fuller, geologist in charge.

1905. 211 pp., 5 pis.

Bit! Geology of the Hudson Valley between the Hoosic and the Kindcrhook, by T. Nelson Dale.

1904. 63 pp., 3 pis.

PP34. The Delaran lobe of the Lake Michigan glacier of the Wisconsin stage of glaciation and

associated phenomena, by W. C. Alden. 1904. 100 pp., 15 pis.

Pl'Si. GixJogy i.f the Perry Basin in southeastern Maine, by G. O. Smith and David White. 1905.

JOT pp., 6 pis.

B243. Cement materials and industry of the Tinted Suites, by E. C. Eckel. 1905. 395 pp., 15 pis.

B 246. Zinc and leail deposits of northwestern Illinois, by H. F. Bain. 1901. 56 pp., 5 pis.

B 2IT. The Fairhaven gold placers of Seward Peninsula, Alaska, by F. II. MoBlt. 1906. 85 pp.. 14 pis.

B 2ts. Limestones of southwestern Pennsylvania, by F. G. Clapp. 1905. 52 pp., 7 pis.

B2*>. The petroleum fields of the Pacific coast of Alaska, with an account of the Bering River coal

deposit, by G. C. Martin. 1905. 64 pp., 7 pis.

B241. The gold placers of the Fortymlle, Birch Creek, and Fairbanks regions, Alaska, by L. M.

Prindle. 1905. 89 pp., 16 pis.

W5118. Geology and water resources of a portion of east central Washington, by F. C. Calkins. 1905.

96 pp.. 4 pis.

B251 Preliminary report on the geology and water resources of central Oregon, by I. C. Russell.

1905. 138 pp.. 24 pis.

PP 36. The lead, zinc, and fluorspar deposits of western Kentucky, by E. o. l lrich and W. S. Tangier

Smith. ' 1905. 218 pp., 15 pis.

I'PSS. Economic geology of the Bingham mining district of Utah, by J. M. Boutwell, with a chapter

on areal geology, by Arthur Keith, and an introduction on general geology, by S. F. Emmons.

1905. 413 pp., 49 pis.

PP 41. The geology of the central Copper River region, Alaska, by W. C. Mcndenhall. 1905. 138 pp.,

20 pis.

B2.H Report of progress in the geological resurvey of the Cripple Creek district. Colorado, by Walde-

mar Lindgren and F. L. Ransome. 1904. 36 pp.

B'AW. The fluorspar deposits of southern Illinois, by II. Foster Bain. 1905. 7"> pp.. 0 pis.

B2.16. Mineral resources of the Elders Ridge quadrangle, Pennsylvania, by K. W. Stone. 1905.

86 pp., 12 pis.

B257. Geology and jwleontology of the Judith River beds, by T. W. Stanton and J. B. Hatcher, with

a chapter on fossil plants, by F. H. Knowlton. 1905. 174 pp., 19 pis.

PP 42. Geology of the Tonopuh mining district, Nevada, by J. E. Spurr. 1905. 295 pp.. 23 pis.

WS123. Geology and underground water conditions of the Jornada del Muerto, New Mexico, by

C. R. Keyes. 1905. 42 pp., 9 pis.

WS 136. Underground waters of Salt River Valley. Arizona, by 'A'. T. Lee. 1905. 194 pp., '21 pis.

PP 13. The copi>er deposits of the Clifton-MorencI district, Arizona, by Waldemar Lindgren. 1905.

375 pp., 25 pis.

B2fS. Geology of the Boulder district, Colorado, by N. M. Fenneman. 190T). 101 pp., 5 pis.

B ffiT. The copper deposits of Missouri, by H. F. Bain and E. O. I'lrieh. 190">. 52 pp.. 1 pi.

PP44. Underground water resources of Long Island, New York, by A. C. Veatch and others. 1905.

394 pp., 34 pis.

it*. Geology and water resources of Oklahoma, by C. N. Gould. 1905. 178 pp., 22 pis.

B270. The configuration of the rock floor of Greater New York, by W. H. Hobbs. 1905. 96 pp.. 5 pis.

B 272. Taoonic physiography, by T. N. Dale. 1906. 52 pp., 14 pis. (Out of stock.)

PP4">. The geography and geology of Alaska, a summary of existing knowledge, by A. H. Brooks,

with a section on climate, by Cleveland Abbe, jr., and a topographic map and description

thereof, by R. U. Goode. 1906. 327 pp., 84 pis.

B273. The drumlins of southeastern Wisconsin (preliminary paper), by W. C. Alden. 1905. 4f> pp.,

9 pis.

PP16. Geology and underground water resources of northern Louisiana and southern Arkansas, by

A. C. Veatch. 1906.

PP49. Geology and mineral resources of part of the Cumberland Gap coal field, Kentucky, by G. H.

Ashley and L. C. Glenn, in cooperation with the State Geological Department of Kentucky,

C. J. Norwood, curator. 1906. 239 pp., 40 pis.

fPSO. The Montana lobe of the Keewatin ice sheet, by F. H. H. Calhoun. 1906.

B277. Mineral resources of Kenai Peninsula, Alaska: Gold fields of the Turnagain Arm region, by

F. H. Mofiit. and the coal fields of Kachemnk Bay region, by R. W. Stone. 1906.

W's the geology and water resources of the eastern portion oi the Panhandle of Texas, by C. N.

Gould. 1906. 64 pp., 15 pis.

B27* Geology and coal resources of the Cape Lisburne region. Alaska, by A. J. Collier.

B 279. Mineral resources of the Klttanning and Rural Valley quadrangles, Pennsylvania, by Charles

Butts.
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B 280. The Rampart gold placer region, Alaska, by L. M. Prindle and F. L. Hess.

B 282. Oil tielils of the Texas-Louisiana Gulf coastal plain, by N. M. Fenneman.

W8 157. Underground waterin the valleys of Utah Lake and Jordan River, Utah, byG. B. Richardson.

1906. Stl pp., 9 pis.

SERIES O—UNDERGROUND WATERS.

WS 4. A reconnaissance in southeastern Washington, by I. C. Russell. 1897. 96 pp., 7 pis. (Out of

stock.)

WS 6. Underground waters of southwestern Kansas, by Erasmus Haworth. 1897. 65 pp., 12 pis.

(Out of stock.)

WS 7. Seepage waters of northern Utah, by Samuel Fortier. 1897. 50 pp., 3 pis. (Out of stex'k. )

WS 12. Underground waters of southeastern Nebraska, by N. H. Darton. 1898. 56 pp., 21 pis. (Out

of stock.)

W8 21. Wells of northern Indiana, by Frank Leverett. 1899. 82 pp., 2 pis. (Out of stock.)

WS 26. Wells of southern Indiana (continuation of No. 21), by Frank Leverett. 1899. 64 pp. (Out

of stock, i

WS 30. Water resources of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan, by A. C. Lane. 1899. 97 pp., 7 pis.

(Out of stock.)

WS 31. Lower Michigan mineral waters, by A. 0. Lane. 1899. 97 pp., 4 pis. (Out of stock.)

WS 34. Geology and water resources of a portion of southeastern South Dakota, by J. E. Todd. 1900.

3-1 pp., 19 pis.

WS 53. Geology and water resources of Nez Perces County, Idaho, I*t. I, by I. C. Russell. 1901. 86

pp., 10 pis. (Out of stock.)

WS 54. Geology and water resources of Nez Perces County, Idaho, Pt. II, by I. C. Russell. 1901.

87-141 pp. (Out of stock.)

WS 55. Geology and water resources of a portion of Yakima County, Wash., by G. O. Smith. 1901.
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PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE GEOLOGY AND UNDERGROUND WATERS OF

THE ROSWELL ARTESIAN AREA, NEW MEXICO.

By Cassics A. Fisher.

INTRODUCTION.

The area to which this report relates is located in southeastern New Mexico. It comprises

about 1,800 square miles lying along Pecos River and extending from a point 5 miles north

of Roswell to below the mouth of Seven Rivers, as shown in PI. I. In addition to the discus

sion of the artesian waters, the report includes a brief description of the geology of the sedi

mentary rocks, their structure, and their relation to the underground waters. The area of

flowing wells is indicated on the map, PI. VI, and records of representative wells are given,

which are intended to illustrate the character and succession of the water-bearing beds)

Information respecting surface waters available for domestic and irrigation purposes and

a brief description of the climatic and agricultural features of the region are also given.

The investigation was conducted under the direction of Mr. N. II. Darton.

The writer was assisted in the field by Messrs. E. M. Mitchell and R. Patterson, and theso

gentlemen obtained a portion of the well data upon which this report is based. The system

atic measurement of well pressures was carried on under the direction of Mr. W. M. Reed,

district engineer of the Reclamation Service, who has done much to promote the work. The

chemical analyses of the surface and artesian waters have been kindly furnished by Mr.

E M. Skeats, of El Paso, Tex., and the paleontological collections have l>een examined by

Dr. G. H. Girty. I am indebted to Messrs. Hagerman, Goodart, Phillips, Hortenstein,

Spurlock. Hale, and others for information concerning artesian irrigation.

An excellent report on the soils of the Roswell basin by Messrs. T. II. Means and F. 1).

Gardner was used in the preparation of this report .

TOPOGRAPHY.

Relief.—The topographic features of the Roswell basin present little variety. Across the

east side of the district there are irregular bluffs rising 200 to 300 feet above Pecos River,

while to the west the surface rises gradually toward the high limestone plateau bordering

the Capitan, Sierra Blanca, and Sacramento mountains. The region has an average eleva

tion of 3,600 feet above sea level. The highest portion is along the west side of the district,

where the altitude is about 4,000 feet. In the southeast corner the altitude is about 3,200

feet. Near the junction of the North and South forks of Seven Rivers there is a high bluff

having a north-facing escarpment, which rises high above the valley of the South Fork, and

on the north side of Eagle Draw is a small but prominent plateau.

Drainage.—The principal drainage channel is Pecos River, which enters from the north

and flows in a southerly direction across the district. The flow is not large, but it carries a

small amount of water during the entire year. There are a number of tributaries from the

west, the largest being the Hondo, Felix, Penasco, and Seven rivers. Hondo and Penrsc >

rivers, perennial streams throughout their upper courses, have their sources high on the

5



6 ROSWELL ARTESIAN AREA, NEW MEXICO.

slopes of the Capitan, Sierra Blanca, and Sacramento mountains. The Felix and Seven

rivers rise in the limestone plateaus lower down, and drain a much smaller area. Hondo

River east of Roswell is joined on the north by North Spring and Berrcndo rivers, and on

the south side near its mouth by South Spring River. These streams are fed by springs, and

they carry abundant water at all seasons. There are also several small intermittent streams

which enter Pecos River. Those from the west are Gardners Arroyo, Fourmilc Creek, Eagle

Draw, Cottonwood Creek, Walnut Draw, and Zuber Hollow; those from the east are Coman

che Draw and Long Arroyo.

Lakes.—At the heads of North and South Spring rivers and Middle and South Berrendo

rivers are lakes of moderate size. These lakes are fed by a number of small springs, which

derive their water mainly from the unconsolidated deposits underlying Hondo, Blackwater,

and Eden valleys. Water rises to the surface in the lower courses of Felix River, Cotton-

wood Creek, Penasco River, Gardners Arroyo, and North and South Forks of Seven Rivers.

In the vicinity of Lake Arthur, Hagerman, Greenfield, and Dexter, and north along the east

side of the Northern canal there are lakes fed in part by springs and in part by seepage from

the Northern canal.

On the east side of Pecos River, about 12 miles southeast of Roswell, are several deep lakes

lying along the base of the gypsum bluffs, which are locally known as the " Bottomless Lakes."

Dimmit Lake, the largest of these, is situated at the head of a short ravine about 2J miles

from Pecos River. Near the mouth of this ravine, on the north side, is Dee Lake, and along

the base of the bluffs for some distance to the north several smaller lakes occur. The loca

tion of these lakes is shown on the geologic map, PI. IV. They have probably been formed

by flood water from the high slopes to the east, which, in flowing over the exposed gypsum

ledges at the edge of the bluffs, has dissolved the gypsum and formed subterranean passages

that now extend to some of the shallow artesian flows in Pecos Valley. A view of one of the

"Bottomless Lakes" is shown in PI. Ill, A. The water from some of these lakes is used for

irrigation.

OUTLINE OF GEOLOGIC RELATIONS.

GENERAL STATEMENTS.

The rocks of the district comprise limestone, sandstone, clay, and gypsum which are

believed to l>e of Permian age. Overlying these deposits throughout the Roswell basin

are extensive sheets of sand, gravel, clay, and silt, probably of Quaternary age, which have

been deposited in successive terraces between Pecos River and the high limestone slopes

to the west. The so-called Permian series of this district consists of an upper red bed

member of gypsum, red sand, limestone, and clay 600 to 800 feet thick, forming the high

bluffs along the east side of Pecos River and underlying the recent deposits of Pecos Valley,

and a lower member of massive limestone, clay, and gypsum of undetermined thickness,

which constitutes high rugged slopes to the west. Overlying the red-bed division east of

Pecos River is a reddish-brown sandstone about 100 feet thick, which may be of Cretace

ous age. No subdivisions have l>een made of the probably Permian rocks in this region

in the present reconnaissance.

PERMIAN (?) SERIES.

Red-bed division.—These rocks consist o.' alternating beds of gypsum, red sand, and clay,

with an occasional layer of dark-gray, compact limestone. The gypsum predominates

and usually occurs in teds about 10 feet thick. It is often found, however, in thinner lay

ers, interbedded with clay and limestone. The red beds are provisionally placed in the

Permian, although no fossils have been found in them. They are not shown separately

on the geologic map (PI. IV), but are represented with the underlying massive limestones.

The upper part of the l>od.s is well exposed in the bluffs along the east side of Pecos River,

where a number of sections have Ix-cn measured. These sections are as follows:
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OUTLINE OF GEOLOGIC RELATIONS. 7

Sections of gypsum bluffs along the east side of Pecos River, Xew Mexico.

East of Roswell: Feet.

Alternating layers of gypBiim and red sand, with an occasional layer of limestone 50

White gypsum (1

Red sand 6

White, thin-U'dded gypsum 10

Red sandstone containing thin layers of limestone 24

White gypsum 5

Red sand 13

Gypsum 10

Red sand 3

Gypsum 8

Red sand 8

Gypsum 4

Greenish-gray sandstone 25

Gypsum 6

Total 178

At Dimmit Lake:

Gray, sandy limestone 20

Alternating layers of gypsum and red and green clay, with an occasional lied of porous lime

stone 100

Gypsum 4

Red clay 2\

Gypsum 18

Alternating layers of gypsum and red clay (1

Gypsum 11

Alternating layers of gypsum and red sandstone 6

Gypsum 9

Red clay 1

Gypsum 10

Alternating layers of gypsum and red clay. 15

Gypsum 5

Red clay 11

Gypsum 10

Red clay 7

Alternating layers of gypsum and red clay 8

G ypsum 6

Red clay, with thin layers of gypsum 3

Gypsum 0

Total 249

Eight miles northeast of Artcsia:

Gray, compact limestone 5

Gypsum and red, sandy clay in alternate succession 05

Red, sandy clay 10

White, massive gypsum 15

Red, sandy clay ' 5

White gypsum 10

Gray limestone ' 5

Gypsum 18

Red clay 12

Gypsum 5

Total - 150

About 2 miles southeast of the mouth of South Fork of Seven Rivers:

Massive, gray limestone 35

Gypsum and red sandstone in alternate layers, with an occasional limestone ledge 50

Gypsum, thin-bedded porous limestone, and red sandstone arranged alternately, the gyp-

sura predominating 150

Gypsum, with thin layers of gray limestone 50

Total 285

Limestone division.—The massive limestone beds underlying the so-called Permian red

beds of this region consist mainly of gray, compact limestone, with layers of soft sand

stone, clay, and gypsum. In the upper part the limestone is more or less thin-bedded and
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porous, and contains many sandy layers. From these beds some of the strongest artesian

flows in the Roswell basin are obtained. Limestone outcrops along the west side of the dis

trict, and farther to the west forms high rugged plateaus, extending toward the mountains.

Fossils are not abundant in the formation, but in one locality northwest of Roswell a num

ber were collected, which consisted mainly of Schizodus and Pleurophorus, preserved as

casts. According to Doctor Girty the fauna and lithology of these specimens suggest the

highest Carboniferous beds or the Permian of the Mississippi Valley in Texas.

To the east of the. Roswell district the high plains are traversed by dikes of igneous rock.

One of these dikes extends into the area in the northeast corner, but passes beneath the

surface at a point about 5 miles east of Pecos River. Its location is shown on the geologic

map (PI. IV). The dike is about 35 feet wide, and consists of a light-colored rock, which

is much decomposed on the surface.

Extending across the southeast portion of the area, from below Lake McMillan to the

high bluffs east of Artesia, is a narrow zone in which the sedimentary rocks are more or less

metamorphosed, so that in the crevices considerable mineralization has taken place. Cop

per is the principal mineral, occurring mainly as the carbonate and oxide. Some prospect

ing has been done in the hills south and east of Artesia, but no paying ore has been dis

covered.

CRETACEOUS (?) SYSTEM.

The sandstone overlying the Permian (?) red beds along the east side of the district is

possibly, as above stated, of Cretaceous age. A few fossil plants were found in these beds,

but they were too fragmentary to be determined. The distribution of the formation was

not ascertained. It consists of massive, reddish-brown sandstone in beds of varying thick

ness, with an occasional layer of light-gray sandstone. The material is coarse grained and

cross-bedded throughout, and often weathers into rounded forms. The following is a sec

tion of the sandstone near Petty's windmill, about 15 miles northeast of Roswell:

Section ofsandstone overlying Permian (?) red beds near Roswell, N. Mex.

Feet.

Reddish-brown, cross-bedded sandstone 40

Brown, massive sandstone 6

Lighter brown, massive sandstone, somewhat cross-bedded 10

Gray, coarse-grained sandstone 1

Reddish-brown sandstone 18

QUATERNARY SYSTEM.

The formations of the Quaternary period cover an extensive area in the Roswell basin,

comprising approximately 1 ,200 square miles. They occupy the entire central portion of

the basin, and extend far up the limestone slopes to the west. These deposits are mainly

of two kinds—the alluvium of the river valleys and the unconsolidated material of higher

levels.

Alluvium.—The alluvium is confined mainly to Pecos River Valley, although small areas

occur along all the larger and many of the smaller streams. It is a light-colored, fine

grained material, consisting mainly of sand, gravel, and clay, with a small amount of or

ganic matter. In the lower portions of the valley the soil contains much "alkali," often

sufficient to render it unfit for cultivation. There are many small lakes along the river

bottom, and the lowlands are generally swampy. On the east side of Pecos River, from a

point opposite Dexter to beyond Comanche Draw, there are several springs, which have

built cones of spring deposits 6 to 10 feet high.

Hondo, Felix, and Pcnasco rivers have built small flood plains along their lower courses

which are perceptibly higher than the surrounding region. The alluvium along these

streams varies somewhat in character, but it is generally of a light-gray color, and consists

of gravel, sand, silt, and clay, covered by a fertile soil. The fertility is due to the presence

of fine silt brought down by the flood waters from the high mountain rgeions. According
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EXTENT OF ARTESIAN AREA. 9

lo Mr. T. H. Moans the alluvium of Hondo Valley contains more plant food than that of

the Nile in Egypt. The following analyses are taken from Mr. Means's report: o

Vhemical composition of Hondo and Nile sediment.

Hondo Nile mud
Constituent. mud

(Skeats).
(Mac

kenzie).

Insoluble matter and silica . . . 43.6 58.17

21.4 24. 75

Oxidf of manganese .00

2. 1 2.42

5.7 3.31

Potash 1.19 .OS

Constituent.

Soda

Sulphuric acid

Phosphoric acid

Carbonic acid

Organic matter

Nitrogen in organic matter.

Hondo Nile mud
mud (Mac-

(Skeats). kenzie).

I.Oli

.3

!l. S

. 32

.112

.20

.21

1.65

8.00

.12

Unconsolidated deposits.—These deposits consist mainly of sand, gravel, and clay. The

sand is of light-gray color, medium to fine grained, the clay more or less sandy, and the

gravel a moderately coarse variety. The gravel is often firmly cemented by calcium car

bonate, and local deposits of gypsum and a calcareous material known as " caliche " occur

throughout the formation. According to well records the thickness of the formation varies

considerably in different parts of the basin. In several deep wells around Artesia coarse

gravels were encountered 500 to 700 feet below the surface. At Koswell and in the lower

part of Hondo Valley unconsolidated sediments are ISO to 300 feet thick, and in Seven

Rivers Valley they are probably thicker. In John Richey's well, 8 miles northeast of

Artesia, a gravel bed, apparently the base of the unconsolidated sediments, was penetrated

at a depth of 134 feet. At Sigman's well, near Lake Arthur, according to the driller's

statement, the unconsolidated deposits arc only a few feet thick, and aliout 3 miles north

east of Lake Arthur the red, sandy beds of the Permian (?) are exposed.

ARTESIAN WATER HORIZONS.

There are several artesian horizons in the formations underlying the Roswell basin.

Flows of moderate volume are found in the sandstones of the upper member of the Per

mian (?) series and in the overlying unconsolidated deposits, but the strongest are from

porous limestones interstratified with beds of sand, which constitute the upper part of t'le

massive limestone division.

EXTENT OF ARTESIAN AREA.

The Roswell artesian basin is about GO miles long and has an average width of 11 miles.

At the north end it is relatively narrow, but to the south it widens somewhat. It comprises

about 650 square miles, the greater part of which lies along the west side of Pecos River.

The area of flow is shown on PI. VI.

In the vicinity of Roswell the head of artesian water, as determined both by practical

tests and by the pressures of a number of flows in the town of Roswell, is sufficient to raise

water to an altitude of 3,386 feet above sea level, the exact elevation of the water level in the

head of North Spring River. In order to ascertain the western limit of the urea of flow

south of Roswell a line of levels was surveyed, under the direction of Mr. W. M. Reed, dis

trict engineer, from the head of North Spring River as far south as Eagle Draw. From there

to Seven Rivers the western boundary of the artesian basin was ascertained mainly from

evidence of wells in the adjoining lowlands. It is possible that the artesian head increases to

the west and that flows might he obtained higher up the slopes than is indicated on the artesian

»ater sheet, especial lv in the valleys of Felix River, Cottonwood Creek, and Ponaseo River,

but there appears to be no definite evidence of this. The eastern limits of the artesian area

"Means. T. II. and Gardner, F. P., Soil survey in the Pecos Valley: Field operations of Bureau of
Soila, 1889, U. S. Dept. Agric, Rept. No. 04; 1900, p. 49.
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arc indicated by moderately high bluffs, which follow the general course of Pecos River

across the entire district.

About 15 miles northeast of Roswell on the south side of Salt Creek are a number of springs

that furnish considerable water. It is possible that shallow flowing wells would be obtained

in the lowlands of Salt Creek Valley below these springs, but no investigation was made of

this region. At Stockpens, about 13 miles northwest of Roswell and a short distance south

of the mouth of Salt Creek, a deep test well was being sunk at the time this investigation was

made. The boring had reached a depth of 900 feet without obtaining a flow, but it was the

intention of the well owners to continue to a depth of 1 ,000 feet. The head of artesian water

in the northern part of the Roswell basin, as calculated from the pressures of flows in the

vicinity of Roswell, is not sufficient to bring water to the surface in wells at Stockpens.

There is a deep well at Portales, N. Mex., in which a flow was obtained at a depth of about

400 feet. A record of this well is as follows:

Record of well at Portales, N. Mex.

Feel.

Soil 0- *

Gypsum *" 8

Red, sandyclay 8-20

White limestone 20- 32

Red, sandy clay 32-48

White limestone 48- 88

Red clay 88-188

"Flint rock" '. 188-189

Course gravel and sand 189-219

Red clay 219-297

White sandstone 297-309

White sand and clay in alternate layers 309-399

WELLS AND WELL PROSPECTS IN ROSWELL ARTESIAN BASIN.

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

Flowing wells were first obtained in the Roswell basin about ten years ago and for a num

ber of years thereafter development was confined chiefly to this.immediate vicinity. Dur

ing the bust two years, however, strong flows have been obtained near Artesia, and at present

this part of the basin is receiving the greatest development. Owing to the rapid progress in

well sinking throughout the Roswell basin it is difficult to give a complete list of the flowing

wells. Information of about 200 has been obtained, but it is probable that the total number

at present exceeds 250. About half of this number are found in Roswell and North Spring

River Valley, the extreme north end of the basin.

In amount of flow the wells vary from a few gallons to 1,800 gallons a minute, differing

principally with the locality. At Roswell the flow of an average well has been variously

estimated at 500 to 700 gallons, while near Artesia the highest flow recorded exceeds 1,700

gallons. The water is used chiefly for irrigation and domestic purposes. In a few cases,

however, the presence of sulphur renders it unfit for household use. The Formwaltz well

northeast of Hagerman is said to have medicinal properties, but no chemical analysis of

the water was obtained.

As the conditions under which artesian water is obtained throughout the Roswell basin

show considerable variation, the area in the following discussion is divided into four dis

tricts—Roswell, Hagerman, Artesia, and McMillan. The Roswell and Hagerman districts

are in Chaves County, and the Artesia and McMillan districts arc in Eddy County.

CHAVES COUNTY.

RosuvTl district.—This district comprises the northern portion of the area of flow included

in Chaves County, and, as stated above, it is the district where greatest development has

taken place. In Roswell and in Hondo Valley the depths of the wells van' from 150to500

feet, the average being 250 feet. To the southeast in the vicinity of Orchard Park flows are
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obtained at a much greater depth. The formations encountered in sinking a well at Roswell

generally consist of unconsolidated deposits for the first 17.5 feet from the surface. Below

this depth drills penetrate bed rock, composed of hard, light-colored limestone underlain by

alternating layers of porous limestone and sandstone. The following are records of repre

sentative wells in and near Roswell:

Typical well records in and near Roswell, N. Mex.

Record ot the Ogle well at Roswell: Feet.

Soil 0- S

Gravel 5- 30

Blueish clay with layers of gravel 30-150

Gn*enish-yellow clay with rust-colored bands 150-162

Soft red sandstone (water bearing) 162-170

Red clay 170-174

Gray limestone 174-177

Red clay 177-178

flray limestone 178-182

Gray limestone, very hard '. 182-186

Soft gray limestone 186-204

Hard gray limestone 204-218

Light-gray, porous limestone (water tearing) 218-226

Limestone and sandstone in alternate, layers (water tearing) 226-242

Record of the Waskom well, SW. J sec. 32, T. 10 S., R. 25 E.:o

Soil 0- 5

Sand and gravel 5- 15

Yellow clay 15- 40

Oay and decomposed gypsum 40-70

Sandstone, coarse yellow sand, and gravel in alternate succession 70-360

Limestone and sandstone in alternating layers, the limestones predominating 300-5tiO

Record of the Uasmussen well, SW. \ sec. 21, T. 11 8., R. 25 E. :

Soil and One sand 0-30

Gray sand 30- 40

Gravel 40-50

Rock and gravel in alternate layers 50- 60

Red sand 60-65

Gray sand and hard rock in thin layers 65-172

Quicksand 172-212

Red sandstone 212-327

Red sand containing layers of rock 327-400

Limestone 400-560

Part ial list of artesian wells in Roswell district, New Mexico.

Name of owner and location.
Depth. I u^me"

Yield 6

Anderson: | Feet.

SE. J sec. 3, T. 11 8.. R. 25 E 00

Do i <M

Do M

Anderson 4 Skillman. lot 7. block 16. West Roswell 440

'Bottomless Lake"well. SE. i NW. J sec. 10. T. 12 S., R. 26 E 420

Bradley 4 Beal, lot 6. block 53. West Roswell 232

Brink, Fritz, lot 14, block 23. west side Roswell | 235

Brown 4 (reighton, lot 11, block 4, original Roswell 238

Cahoon, E. A.:

NW. 1 XW. } sec. 34, T. 10 S. , R. 24 E 340

Lot 6, block 21. west side Roswell 229

Cumbers. R. M.. lot 4, block 24. original Roswell 244

tltmpion. D., NW. } NW. } sec. 27, T. 10 S.. R. 24 E | 330

Oalln. per
minute.

1

i;

51

5|

51

4

4

urn

500

:,no

402

-•■',<>

Mill

:««i

°In this well, located 4inileseast of Roswell, bed rook was reached at a depth of 3W

'Mainly estimated.

feet.
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Partial list of artesian uxlls in Roswell district, New Mexico—Continued.

Name of owner and location. Depth.
Diame

ter.
Yield."

OalU. per

feel. Inches. minute.

206 51 075

Church, J. P., lot 8, block 45, West Roswell 270 H 500

Cottingham, J. A., lot 13, block 19, original Roswell 202 H >m

Davis, W. P., SE. J NE. } sec. 7, T. 11 S., R. 25 E 4V1 H son

Denning, 8. P., lot 8. block 51, west side Roswell 240 Si ■>S<>

Diamond ice lactorv. lot 1. block 7, Thurber's addition, Roswell 196 ■A 70(1

Dickson, J., northwest corner Washington and 2d sts., Roswell .'70 H tKiO

Dickson. J. M.. lot 5, block 52, west side Roswell 1% 5i 4(1(1

Divers, F., lot 2. block 9, west side Roswell 2:t2 ■•i tsoo

Dunn, G., T. 12 S., R. 26 E : 264 410

.11(1 4 250

Elliott Bros., SW. } SW. J sec. 32, T. 12 8., R. 25 E N.W 6 612

Faulkner, R. L., lot 10, block 12, west side Roswell 198 5 500

Ferguson, W. M. :

Lot 10, block 2. original Roswell 255 *h 320

882 <* 987

354 7| 150

200 H 600

Fitzgerald, lot 12. block 26, original Roswell 190 5| 500

202 5i 600

200 *l 500

Garst, J., lot 2, block 1. original Roswell 271 3 250

Garst, Julius, SE. J SW. J sec. 28, T. 10 8., R. 24 E 279 6|

Gaslin, H., lot 11). block 48. west Roswell 242 41 350

21 5| 680

400 <t 600

405 5 680

301 5J 800

Hamilton, J., SW. J SW. i sec. 26, T. 10 8., R. 24 E 313 61 400

llaynes. l\ W.:

310 5| 750

232 H 750

Do 204 "1 750

Do 232 Si TOO

235 5 400

235 4J 400

270 •r>i 600

Hortenstein, NW. J SW. J sec. 23. T. 12 S , R. 25 E 840 51 349

Jaffa, N., lot 10, block 3, Thurber's addition, Roswell 200 3 200

380 4 450

250 5J 750

Lawndcs. G.. NW. 1 NW. J sec. 35, T. 11 S., R. 25 E 287 300

Lea, J. C, lot 5. block 4, original Roswell 230 »l 750

L. F. D. stock farm. 8E. } NW. J sec. 1, T. 11 8 . R. 24 E
1 383 S| 596

i 333 *i 100

844 H 300

McClenney, M. E., SE. i SE. \ sec. 35, T. 10 S., R. 24 E 375 7| 600

260 5 500

160 4 J.Vt

Miller. J., lot 4. block 30. original Roswell 2.10 58 .-.so

232 (i|

245 5) 675

260 3 250

o Mainly estimated.
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Partial list of artesian wells in Roswell district, New Mexico—Continued.

Name of owner and location.
Depth' Dlame-

Peck. J. ('., NE. J SW. J sec. 27. T. 10 8., R. 24 E

Pecos Valley and Northeastern Railroad. Roswell (pressure 12 pounds). .1

Pettey 4 Miller, lot 6. block 14. original Koswell

Pierce, F.. lot 3, block 10. west side Roswell

Rasmusscn, E. P., SW. i Fee. 21, T. 11 8., R. 25 E.

Ray, J. R„ lot (i. block 21, weat side Roswell

Read, 0. W., lot 9. block «. original Roswell

Redderson, O., lot 11, block 18, west side Roswell

Ried, C. M.. lot 3, block 12, west side Roswell

Roach T . lot 10. block 21, west side Roswell

Roach. T. 8.. lot 9, block 21. west side Roswell

Rogers. A. C, sec. 25. T. 10 8., R. 24 E

Rose. I. B., lot 7. block 40. west side Roswell

Ross. F.. lot 2, block 3. orig nal Roswell

Roswell Wood and Hide Co., lot 7. block 18, original Roswell

Roswell (town.i :

Block 23. west side

Block 41. west side

Block 47, west side

Stay, E.:

Lot 8. block 38, west side Roswell

Lot 11. block 38. West Roswell

Sheridan. ('.. lot 7, block 7, original Roswell

Skipwith, J. II., lot 12, block 8, original Roswell

Slakey, II. B.. lot 9. block 57, west side Roswell

Slaughter. C. C, sec. 34, T. 10 8., R. 24 E„ Center

Slaughter. O., Thurbcr's addition, Roswell

Smith, L. R., SW. i NW. I sec. 27, T. 10 8., R. 24 E

Smock. W. S.. lot 4. block 50, west side Roswell

Spurlock. SW. J sec. 31, T. 11, 8., R. 24 E

Stansell. C. N.. NE. t SW. i sec. 11, T. 11 8., R. 24 E

Stevens. L. A., lot 11, block 19, original Roswell

Sntherland. lot 5. block 27, original Roswell

Tipton, W„ lot 19, block 6, South Roswell

Totiek, S., lot 6. block 42, west side. Roswell

Veal, 0. F„ lot 10. block 5, original Roswell

Waldron. C. E., lot 11. block 22, west side Roswell

Wallace, J. A., lot 5, block 39, west side Roswell

Warren, J. R., lot 1, block 23, west side Roswell

Waskom, A. B., SW. i sec. 32, T. 10 8., R. 25 E

Wells. W. F., lot 1, block 1, Roswell

Whiteman. C, lot 1, block 6. Thurber's addition, Roswell

Wilkcnaon. W. G., lot 6, block 57, west side Roswell

Wilson. B.. lot 8, block 44. west side Roswell

Woorlnifl & Hedgecoxe, lot 13, block 15, original Roswell

Wyllya, O. L., lot 7, block 58. West Roswell

Vater, B. M., lot 7, block 26, original Roswell (pressure about 7 pounds) .

Fret. Inchet.

338

248 H

226

2IS4 H

:,ixi 51

221 5|

224 1

250 5J

175 44

250 51

-MD 5J

142 38

241 5J

24.". 5!

262 4J

163 H

260 fit

270 51

205 H

170 *i

250 H

249 . 5

218 51

276 51

225 6|

330 "I

235 51

917 61

340 71

. 220

:m H

H

_>;tx H

381 H

240 51

155 5

150 *
•,H)

230 5J

17(1 S|

234 •r.l

235 •r>l

20.". «l

249 51

20.'! 61

Yield.'

Qallt. per
minute.

400

S20

7.50

coo

IXXI

41X1

1*10

300

600

.MX)

2

900

500

rxx>

ixxi

500

400

5X0

500

500

5.50

41X1

300

too

324

350

360

(XX)

600

UK)

200

200

75li

(XX)

4IKI

5H0

(XX)

(XX)

780

750

« Mainly estimated.

Hagerman district.—In the immediate vicinity of llagerman there are a few flowing wells,

but about 8 miles north, near Dexter and in the lowlands east of Pecos River, then- are

several. They vary in depth from 300 to 1,000 feet, and the l>eds penetrated dilfer some

what from those of the Roswell district. In the lowlands of Pecos Valley flows of moderate

irk 15
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yield are obtained in soft sandstones at depths of 300 to 500 feet, but on the higher slopes

to the west the main flow occurs in porous limestones 800 to 1,000 feet below the surface.

The Hedgeeoxe well, about 1 mile southeast of Dexter, is 960 feet deep. The main flow

occurs in a porous limestone underlying red sandstone 60 feet thick, which is overlain by

unconsolidated material.

Trw following roouedsof wells were furnished by the drillers:

Tyyiad deep borings in Hagemnan district, New Mexico.

Record of the Hedgeeoxe well, near Dexter: Feet.

Soil and gravel , 0- 19

Coarse sand 19- 71

Quicksand 71- 271

Limestone 271- 273

Red sandy day , 273- 323

Yellow day 323- 343

Limestone 343- 345

Quicksand 345- 545

Limestone 545- Ml

1)1 no day 551- 601

Quicksand 601- 651

"Shell rock" 651- 653

Alternating layers of sand, silt, and clay 653- 800

Coarse gravel 800- 806

Red sandstone 806- 866

Porous limestone 866- 860

Record of Widdem^j well:

Soil 0- 20

Gravel 20- 55

Quicksand 55- 105

Alternating beds of clay and gypsum 105- 360

Sand 360- 440

Red sand witli layers of clay and one 25-foot layer of gypsum near the middle 440- 800

Limestone 800-1,000

Record of Cummins well:

Soil and gravel 0- 40

Sand 40- 44

Clay 44- 60

Gravel 60- 65

Rock, clay, and sand in alternate layers 65- 105

Clay and sand 105- 165

Red sand : 165- 550

Coarse red sand and clay in alternate layers 550- 820

Limestone 820- 840

Partial record of town well at Hagerman:o

Soil 1- 12

Conglomerate 12- 22*

Sand 22- 32

Clay 32- 60

Alternating beds of coarse sand and gravel .■ 60- 535

Gypsum and red sandy clay in alternate beds 535- 610

Gypsum 610- 830

Red clay and sand 630- 675

Hard gypsum 675- 732

Hard, gray sandstone '. 732- 735

Gypsum 735- 745

Red clay and sand 745- 750

Gypsum 750- 760

a Boring in progress at time investigation was made.
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1'nrtial record of II. II. Sigman's well near Lake Arthur:" • Feet.

Soil and conglomerate . s. 0- 5

Hard gypsum (first flow at base) 5- 130

Alternating strata of gypsum and red sand 130- 235

Alternating layers of red sand and clay 23.V 345

White sand 345- 545

Red sand 545- 600

Partial lint of artesian vxtts in Hayerman~d'ixtriet.

Name of owner and location.

Calloway. E. II.. T. 13 8., R. 26 E

Carper. J. E., NW. J NE. J sec. 28, T. 12 8., R. 26 E.

C&siers. T. M.. NE. \ NW. J sec. 7, T. 13 8.. R. 26 E .

Clem, J. A., E. } sec. 11, T. 13 S., R. 26 E

Criser, F. A., E. } NW. \ sec. 33, T. 12 8.. R. 2ti E . . .

rummins. J. Q., SE. \ sec. 33, T. 12 8., It. 25 E

Elliot. I. H

Formwault, SW. J sec. 31, T. 12 8., R. 26 E

Forstad, J.. NE. J sec. 13. T. 13 8.. R. 2B E

Oeyer

(Soodell, S. W., S. i sec. 15, T. 13 8., R. 25 E

iJreenfleM farm i center), sec. 32, T. 13 8., R. 26 E

ilagerman (town;, NE. \ SE. J sec. 10, T. 14 8., R. 26 E.

Hedgecoie. XE. \ NE. J sec. 18, T. 13 8., R. 26 E

Lake Arthur, sec. 20, T. 15 S., R. 26 E

J.arge. Frank:

R.p6 E

R. 26 E

R. 26 E

Sec. 4. T. 13 S.

Sec. 4. T. 13 S.

Sec. 4. T. 13 8.

Townsley, n. W.:

NW. J sec. 4, T. 13 8.. R. 2fi E

NW. i sec. 4. T. 13 8., R. 26 E

Walters, L., SE. 1 sec. 14, T. 13 8., R. 26 E

Widdeman, NW. J sec. 5, T. 13 8., R. 26 E

Wilson. P.. NW. \ sec. 18, T. 13 8.. R. 27 E

Winchell. N. ).. SE. 1 SW. I sec. 30, T. 13 8., R. 2(i E

Depth.
* Diam
eter.

Feet. Inch fa.

454
.■til)

400

525

:,oi)

SU)

760

SKK)

ia;t

.TO

7M>

960

1,000

375

460

41 i0

III)

450

505

1,000

020

1,025

Yield.'

Gallons
(per

minute).

20

377

351

517

300

250

"8

••»!

5?

58

S4X

2T,

H

8

B| 600

10 764

421)

599

.'■«)

310

20

' Mainly estimated.

EDDY COUNTY.

Artexia district.—The Artesia district comprises the northern portion of the area of flow

included in Eddy County. The formations encountered in boring a deep well near Artesia

differ somewhat from those in other parts of the Roswell basin. According to well records

they consist for the first 5(X) to 7(X) feet of unconsolidated beds of sand, gravel, and clay,

which by their loose texture frequently offer considerable difficulty in well construction.

Beneath these beds there are alternating layers of red and gray sandstone, clay, and gyp

sum lying on a series of porous limestones, clays, and sandstones, in which the strongest

artesian flows occur. A number of records of deep borings around Artesia, as reported by

the well drillers, are here given:

1 No satisfactory record, particularly of the lower part, could bo obtained of this boring, which whs
f>rigiiially 1,000 feet deep. There is probably some defect in the casing of the well, for, according lo

the latent reports, the lower part of the pipe appears to be clogging up with sediment, and there is a
perceptible decrease in the pressure of the flow. The best information which could be obtained con-
nrniog the formations penetrated in the upper part of this well is here given.
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Typical deep borings in Artexia district, New Mexico.

Record of the J. C. Hale well, 1J miles southeast o( Artesia: Feet.

Soil 0-10

Red clay 10-30

White, coarse sand '. 30-100

Fine sand 100-120

Bluish clay alternating with sandy layers 120-375

Red clay with layers of gravel 375-540

White sand 540-S50

Yellow sand 550-556

Red, sandy clay 556-581

Limestone 581-585

Red, sandy clay alternating with layers of gravel 585-745

Gravel 745-751

Hard limestone 751-760

Limestone and red clay 760-794

Hard and soft light-colored limestone with layers of sandstone 794-820

Soft, red sandstone 820-R30

Hard, porous limestone and red clay in alternate succession, the limestone predominating. 83O-S50

Record of the .1. S. Majors artesian well, 2 miles north of Artesia:

Loamy soil 0- 6

Bowlders 6-15

Concretionary conglomerate 15- 40

Rock 40-62

Soft sands 62-68

Hocks and bowlders 68- 70

Gray sand 70- 72

Soft clay 72-160

Moderately hard rock 160-174

Red, sticky clay 174-210

Sticky clay arid gravel 210-240

Coarse, white sand 240-275

Clay and gravel 275-290

Soft rock ! 290-295

Clay 295-310

Red quicksand 310-320

Red clay 320-357

Soft rock 357-360

Soft clay (First How yielding about 10 gallons per minute! 360-420

Hard rock 420-428

Clay and grave!; some sand 42S-460

Clay and sand 460-542

Soft rock and clay 542-5rt)

Tough, red clay 560-oW

Hard rock 59SHW

Hard clay 600-617

Hard rock 617-628

Red clay 628-630

Soft rock 630-634

Hard rock 634-640

Sand and clay 640-ftf ">

Soft rock, clay, and sand 665-700

Quicksand 700-704

Hard rock (limestone; second flow at base) 704-714

Alternating strata of soft rock and clay 714-770

Soft and hard rock in alternate layers 770-795

Very hard rock (limestone) 795-798

Clay and soft rock 798-812

Extremely hard rock (limestone) 812-820

Uock, increasing in hardness 820-823

Record of the Hodges At Venahle artesian well, Artesia:"

Soil 0- 10

Bowlders and clay 10-19

Concrete rock 19-26

a In this well flows were obtained at the following depths: First flov/. *50 feet ; second flow, 648 feet,

thiru (low, 785 feet; fourth flow, 802 feet.
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Record oi the Hodges & Venablc artesian well, Artesia—Continued. Feet.

Loose gravel 26 - 41

Concrete rock 41 - 46

Bed clay 46-73

Concretionary gravel 73 - 76

Loose gravel 76-86

Hard limestone 86 -113

Loose gravel containing water 113-120

Limestone 120 -130

Red clay 130 -165

Red clay alternating with conglomerate 155 -185

Alternating strata of concretionary conglomerate and ml clay 185 -250

Red clay 250 -360

Alternating layers of red. sandy clay and sandstone 350 -545

Limestone, with an occasional layer of red clay, very hard at base of series 545 -840

Record of the J. B. Barnes artesian well, 12 miles southwest.of Artesia:

SoU 0 - 6

Bowlders and gravel 6 - 13

Yellow clay and gravel 13 - 53

Red clay 53-153

Quicksand 1*3 -167

Red sand and soft sandstone .* 1*7 -177

Soft, yellowish sandstone 177 -227

Hard limestone 227 -267

Red, sandy clay alternating with soft red sandstone, which gives place to porous lime

stone in the lower half of the series. (First How) 267 -450

Soft, red sandstone 450 -500

Porous limestone 500 -525

Soft, red sandstone 525 -586

Record of the S. L. Roberts artesian well, at Artesia:

SoU 0-7

Bowlders and gravel 7-42

Red. sandy clay containing some gravel 42 -200

Quicksand 200 -260

Red clay 260 -300

Alternating layers of gray sand and red clay 300 -600

Limestone POO -604

Gypsum 604 -634

Red clay '•■ 634 -0™

Limestone 678 -67!l

Red clay 878 -704

Limestone 704 -705J
Red. sandy clay 70.r>i-745J

Limestone 745J-840

Hard limestone ^40 852

Red, sandy clay 852 -880

Limestone, porous 880 -976

Record of the E. N. Heath artesian well, 2 miles southwest of Artesia:

Soil and clay 0 " ,S

Gravel '* 30

Yellow clay 30 - 80

Gravel and sand *0 "2*0

Sand 280 310

Gravel and sand 310 -340 •

Hard, red clay 340 -.144

Gypsum 344 -346

Conglomerate 346-366

Sand with thin streaks of gravel 366 -441

Coarse-grained, porous rock 441 461

Gray sand 461 -481

Red quicksand 481 631

Rock 831 041

Red quicksand 641 -691

Hard, gray limestone "Wl "715

Red sand rock with streaks of clay 715 725

Gray limestone, very hard 72o -745
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Record ol the W. E. Clark artesian well, 4 miles north of Artesla: Feet.

Soli 0- 6

Uowlders and gravel 6- 16

Gypsum 16- 76

Gravel '. 76- 81

Gypsum 81- 90

Concretionary conglomerate- 90- 95

Hani gray sandstone 95-106

Hed clay streaked with white clay 106-126

Dark-gray sandstone 120-157

Yellow sand 1 h'-JK

Hard gray sandstone 200-218

Red sand 218-232

Very hard light-gruy sandstone 232-244

Red sand 244-247

Hard red rock •. 247-250

Red sand 250-268

Hard red rook 268-274

Alternating strata of quicksand and soft red sandstone 274-530

(In this series at :i85 feet, occurs the first llow; second How at 475 feet.)

Very hard limestone 536-540

Hed sandstone, medium ha rdness 540-680

The greatest development in well sinking in this district is around Artesia, where a num

ber of strong artesian flows have liecn obtained at depths of 800 to 1,000 feet. A partial

list of these wells, including their location, depth, and size, is given in the following table:

Partial list of artesian wells in Artesia district.

Name of owner and location.

Artesia (town), NE. J NE. i see. 17. T. 17 S., R. 26 E.»...

Barnes, J. B., NW. J NW. J sec. 23, T. 18 8., R. 25 E

Bruce, J. A., NE. J NE. 1 sec. 14, T. 17 S.. R. 26 E

C. A. P. Cattle Co., SW. J NE. J sec. 23, T. 17 S., R. 26 E.

Clark, W. E. «

Dciss, J. J., sec. 32, T. 18 S., R. 26 E

Gilberts, S. W., SW. j sec. 7. T. IS 8., R. 26 E

Gilliland, .1. W., SE. } sec. 9, T. 18 S.. R. 2ft E.d

Hale, J. C. NW. J SE. i sec. 15, T. 17 S.. R. 20 E

Harris, N. T.. SW'. I SW. J sec. 14, T. 16 S., R. 26 E.c

Heath, E. N., SE. 1 sec. 18. T. 17 8., R. 26 E

Hodges & Venable, SE. J NW. i sec. 23, T. 18 S., R. 25 E.

Majors, J. S.. SW. 1 SW.J sec. 31, T. 17 S.. It. 26 E

Miller. L. C, SW. J SW. } sec. 8, T. 18 S , R. 26 E

Norfleet, A. L., S. J NW. J see. 32. T. 17 S., R. 26 E

Rawl & Robertson, sec. 5, T. 17 8., R. 26 E

Richey, John. SW. J SW. J sec. 11, T. 16 8., R. 26 E. »

Roberts, S. L., SE. J SW. J sec. 8, T. 17 S., R. 26 E

Smith, J. Mack. SW. } NW. 1 sec. 29, T. 17 S.: R. 20 E . . . .

Smith & Beckman, sec. 17, T. 17 8., R. 26 E

Stanford, L. G., NE. } sec. 34, T. 18 S., R . 20 E

Walterschied, W. M., E. J SW. J see. 8. T. 17 S.. R. 20 E..

Depth.! "4-- I

Fret.

771

535

872

viii

.-.so

;,7o

813

Vield.a

QaJlt. per
Inches, minute.

6

5!

1,548

502

746

840

823

68..

6 1.110

67 1 li 1.044

650 1

835

IWfi '

747 I

881

6J| 1.725

797

79.T

6

a Mainly estimated. & 92-J pounds pressure. f 1 ncompli'te. <i 72J pounds prrs*tire.

McSf iUaii district.—This district includes the tirea in the vicinity of McMillan and the

valleys of North and South forks of Seven Rivers. Near McMillan the Walters & Shavers

and the Lakewood Townsite companies' wells have strong flows from the porous limestone

at depths of about 800 feet. The records of these wells indicate that the unconsolidated
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sediments are about 250 feet thick and that the limestone division occurs 500 to 600 feet

below the surface. The records of these wells were supplied by the drillers as follows:

Typical deep borings in McMillan district, New Mexico.

Record of the Walters & Shavers artesian well at McMillan: Feet.

Soil 0- (i

Coarse gravel 6- 13

White clay 33

Coarse sand and gravel containing water .13- 43

White chalky rock :3- 70

Very hard gray sandstone with layers of gravel 70-170

Hard flinty rock 170-177

Ked clay and coarse gravel in alternate succession 177-235

Light-colored sandy clay 235-250

Red clay 250-254

Alternating strata of gypsum and red clay 254-370

Hard gypsum 370-393

Series of gypsum alternating with red clay 393-440

Alternating layers of white gypsum and red sandstone 440-500

Red sand and hard sandstone in alternate layers 2 feet thick 500-1.50

Hard white limestone (150-800

Extra hard limestone 800-820

White limestone becoming softer. (Flow of atiout 300 gallons) 820-845

Record of the Lakewood Townsite Company artesian well at McMillan:

Loam and gravel 0- 49

Soft gypsum in strata 5 to (i feet thick 49-80

White chalky rock 80-120

Sandstone and gypsum in alternating layers 120-135

Pure white gypsum, moderately hard 135-200

Very hard white gypsum 200-460

Soft rock resembling shale 450-490

Alternating layers of hard and soft white rock containing vfew thin layers of sandstone.

(First flow at 770 feet, second How at 810 feet) 490-803

Very soft, white rock 803-877

Alternating layers of soft and hard limestone 877-880

In Seven Rivers Valley wells are generally shallow, ranging in depth from 150 to 300

feet, and the flows so far have been obtained from the unconsolidated rock. It is probable,

however, that wells sunk to a sufficient depth in this region would obtain flows from the

limestone division. A partial list of the wells in the McMillan district is given in the fol

lowing table, and their location is shown on PI. VI: «

Partial lint of artesian wells in McMillan district.

Name of owner and location. ' Depth. ®)^™~ [ Yield.

Oath, per
Brogden. J. ('.: j Feet, inches, minute.

SE. \ SE. J sec. IS, T. 20 S., R. 25 F. 1 305 5J 573

Sec. 21, T. 20 S., R. 25 E 150? 5| 253

Boyd, G. M., SE. J sec. 26, T. 19 8., R. 25 E 549 58

Cde. 8E. i «ec. 7. T. 20 S., R. 25 E 195 ('.

Eatona 400

Hellyer, W. E 190 0 12

Lakewood Townsite Co., sec. 27, T. 19 S., R. 26 E 885 r.

McDonald:

\W. t sec. 8, T. 20 8., R. 25 E 14H ftj. 75

NW. j sec. 8, T. 20 8., R. 25 E 150 Sj'

Plott. J. C, 8. t NE. J sec. 26. T. 19 8.. R. 25 F. 347 , 5J

Walters & Shavers. NW. 1 NW. J sec. 23, T. 19 S., R. 20 E 845 fi 300
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PRESSURE OF ARTESIAN WATER.

In connection with the investigation of the geology and underground water relations of

the Roswell basin a systematic measurement of well pressures has been carried on. At the

time when this investigation was proposed there appeared to be no evidence that the flow-

was decreasing, but it was feared that the multiplicity of wells within such a limited area

would eventually lower the water plane unless greater economy was practiced by the watef

users. In arranging for the testing and comparison of pressures a number of representative

wells were selected at different points throughout the basin, four from Roswell, where many

have been sunk in a relatively small area, and others from near Hagerman and Artesia. In

making these selections care was exercised to obtain only those which were believed to be

representatives of local districts and in perfect condition. In a few instances, however,

defective pipes were discovered after the first monthly pressure had been recorded. Careful

measurements were taken of these wells each month under uniform conditions so far as pos

sible. The result of this investigation extending over a period of twelve months is shown

in the following table:

Record of periodic pressure measurements in pounds per square inch, of artesian wells in the

Roswell artesian basin, New Mexico, for year ending May SI , 1905. a
 

i
|

•
•

X

2. d

No. Name and location.
June. July.

August
Septem (ictohe

E .a
1

April.
May.

Total

orgai

o
s

ARTE8IA DISTRICT.

y. —.

1 (lilliland, ' BW. cor. SE. ) sec. 19, T. 18 8.,
83 82 80 79 80 79 74 74 72) 69 69 -14

2 Hale, ' NW. J SE. J sec. 15, T. 17 S., R. 26 E. 88 87 87 84 84 82 >ji 81 77) 77) 77) -10)

3 Iln<lgcs & Venablc, 6 middle of west line
SE. i NW. ) sec. 23, T. 18 S.. R. 2fl E.... 31) 31) 30) :» 29 27 26 25) 24 . 21 21 -101

4 Norflcct,* NW. cor. ol S. ) NW. J sec. 32,
T. 17 8., R.26E 62) 61 111 58 86 66 54)

92)

53 63 - '■')

5 Richey.&SW.JNE. 1 sec. 14, T. 16 S., R.26
E .... 95) 92 94 tl 91 - H

HAGERMAN DISTRICT.

8 Greenfield farm,* sec. 32 (center), T. 13 8.,

R. 26 E 88 58 57 57 ■V, 53)

41

63 63 64

7 Sigman, H. H., • NW. 1 Me. 30, T. 15 8., R.

33 30)

39)

25 27 -14

8 Widdeman, A. J.,» SW. \ SW. Jsec. 5, T. 13
S., R. 26 E 40 40 111 38 41 UJ 39 3D » - 1

ROSWELL DISTRICT.

9 Hagerman, J. J., *> near center of west line
NW. J SE. ) sec. 13, T. 11 S., R.24 E ... 13 13 13 13) 13) 13) 13) 13) 14 13) 13) + )

10 Hamilton, ' lot 12. block 14 (original town-
site). SW. J SW. 1 sec. 33, T. 10 8.. R. 24

E 6) 6}

16j

~i 7 7 7!

21

7 7! 8 8 8 + 1)

+ 41

+ 1

11 Mct'lenny. ' SE. J SE. i sec. 35, T. 10 S., R.
24 E w 20 20 20 20 21)

7)

22 21)

8

21)

8
12 I'arsons, «■ lot 4, block .54 (west side), NE.)

SE. } sw. 32, T. 10 S., R. 24 E 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 8

IS P. V. and N. E. roundhouse,/ NE. cor.
NW. ) SW. i sec. 33, T. 10 S., R. 24 E... 12 10 10 12 12 12 12 13 13 13 13 + 1

14 Rasmussen, b SW. i NW. J sec. 21. T. 11 S.

25 E 31 31 31 31 31 32)

7

33
31

31)

10

31) 31)

10

+ )

IS Yatcr, 6 lot 7, block 26 (original townsitc),
NE. J SE. J sec. 32, T. 10 8.. R. 24 E 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 + 3

oNo measurements were obtained for December.
& Casings of Nos. 1, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 12, 14, and 15 were in perfect condition, or apparently so; slight leak

age at valve of Nos. 1, .3, and 8.
c Decrease in pressure may be due to escape of water into a higher artesian horizon, which is reached

by a shallow well not far away.
d This is an old well and the casing may be defective.
< Low pressures in the months of June and July due to leakage in pipe.
/ Slight leakage in casing near surface and at valve caused a decrease of pressure in July and August

measurements.
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In most cases in the Roswell and Hagerman districts, where the wells wore in perfect

condition, the pressures of the flows appear to be substantially accordant, but around

Artesia there are several wells in which the flows have materially decreased in pressure

during the last twelve months. Without a thorough knowledge of the conditions under

which artesian water is obtained around Artesia the decrease in pressure of some of the

strongest flows in that vicinity might at first appear alarming, but a comparison of this

district with that of Roswell, where there is no decrease in pressure, introduces many

important factors which have a direct bearing on the case.

At Roswell artesian water is obtained at a depth of about 250 feet, and the materials

passed through offer practically no difficulty : as a result, very per.'ect wells are constructed.

Then, too, in this region wells have been built for the last decade, and the well driller,

is so familiar with the conditions that he can predict with a fair degree of accuracy the

materials to be encountered in sinking a well. Farther south in the basin, in the vicinity

of Artesia, a successful artesian well is not so easily obtained. Here the main flow is

reached at much greater depths, which range from 700 to 900 feet , depending on the loca

tion. The increased depth is due to the presence of beds overlying the porous limestone

series. They consist of red sand and gypsum of the supposed Permian series, and clay,

fine sand, and gravel of the unconsolidated deposits. The sands predominate throughout

and have often a loose texture familiarly known to the well driller as quicksand. This

material is very difficult to drill through because of caving, and in one or two instances

it was so troublesome that the owner was compelled to abandon the project. The pres

sure at the surface in an average well around Artesia is about 80 pounds to the square

inch, which means over 400 pounds to the square inch at the bottom of a well 800 .'eet

deep. Such forces are difficult to manage, particularly where exploitation in the region

has not been sufficiently extensive to enable the well driller to thoroughly acquaint him

self with the nature of the obstacles to be encountered, and make suitable provision for

them. The region is also one that offers considerable inducement to the ambitious well

driller. As a result, new machines are constantly coming into this field, and the opera

tors, though skilled in the art of well drilling, are entirely unfamiliar with this locality.

It can readily be seen that under these circumstances imperfect wells are likely to result.

Some of the strongest flows in the basin are and have been unmanageable since their com

pletion, while others owing to unfavorable conditions arc not working satisfactorily.

COMPOSITION OF ARTESIAN WATERS.

General statements.—The artesian waters of the Roswell basin are all more or less min

eralized, but in only a few cases are the mineral constituents present in sufficient amounts

to materially affect the taste or to be deleterious to plant growth. An average sample

of the waters of North and South Spring rivers contains 75 parts of soluble matter to

100.000 parts of water. About two-thirds of the total solids consists of calcium carbonate

and calcium sulphate, which are regarded as harmless to plants. The more soluble ingre

dients of the water, consisting of sodium chloride, magnesium sulphate, and potassium

sulphate, occur in amounts too small to injure plant growth if the ground is properly
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drained. The following analyses of waters of North and South Spring rivers were made

by Prof. E. M. Skeats, of El Paso, Tex.:

Analyses of waterfrom springs in North Spring and South Spring rivers.

SAMPLES FROM MARGINAL SPRINGS IN NORTH SPRING RIVER.

[Parts per million.]

Total
solids.

Silica
(SiO,i.

Water.
Cal
cium

(Ca).

Magne
sium
(Mg).

Sodium
(Na).

Chlorine
Sul

phuric
Carbonic

acid
(CO,).

(CI). neid
(SO,).

No. 1 820 IS 84.7 122.3 46.8 57.5 93.6 281.9 118. 1

No. 2? 710 20 9(1.9 146.6 48.8 8.5 56.4 240.6 116. 9

No. 3 700 25. 1 65 106.2 45.4 37.5. 78.9 242. 1 102.0

No. 4 635. 6 IS 126.0 43.5 22.5 67.9 245. fi 115. 1

No. S BIO 20 .4.1 102.2 43.4 30.3 49.6 245.5 104.9

Mean im i 19 52. 1 120.7 45. 6 31.2 69. 3 251. 5 111.4

 

No. I.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 4.

No. 5.

No. 6.

SAMPLES FROM MARGINAL STRINGS IN SOUTH SPRING RIVER.

[Parts pt million.)

Total
solids.

Silica
(8iO,i.

Water.
Calcium
(Ca).

So*!ium
(Na).

Chlorine

(CI).

Cirtmnic

acid
(COi).

•
Calc urn
magne
sium sul
phate.

700 26.9 49.4 80.9 23.5 46.7 121.6 351

730 30.8 50.0 72. 1 51.0 63.0 107. 9 355.2

690 22.3 53.0 76. 1 16.8 27.9 114.9 37S

790 Ki.O 63.4 72. 1 32. 1 48.5 107.9 450

1,140 50.0 94.0 80. 1 62.1 63.7 119.9 670

1,070 41. 5 85. 5 SO. 1 52. 8 81.2 119.9 609

853.3 31.2 *9 92.3 44.7 66.2 115.4 468.9

SAMPLES FROM BOTTOM SPRINGS IN SOUTH SPRING RIVER.

To.tf' Silica,
solids. .

No. 1 1 680 27.2

No. 2 650 13.4

No. 3 1 700 9.6

No. 4 670 I 20.5

No. 5 020.8

No. 0 700 50. 2

No. 7 690 38. 3

No. 8 700 41. 6

No. 9 690 i H5.0 |

Mean 678 i 27. 4

Water.

51.8

51.2

57.0

52. 5

27.8

55.0

.V,. 0

53.9

Cn.

Ill

106.2

lofi. 2

106. 2

109.2

106.8

106. 2

105.6

112.5

107. 8

CO,.

7-1

70.8

70.8

70.8

72.8

71.2

70.8

70.4

75.0

71.8

Na.

is. 9

17.1

19.9

18.7

17.3

16.9

18.0

17.5

17. 5

18.0

Calcium
mafrne-
lium sul

phate.

,., : IllUSIie-
sium sul-

29. 1

26.3

30.5

28.8

28.7

26.9

27.7

27.0

27.0

27. 7

368.0

365

406

372.5

367

.171

174

:;m

362

.17-1

The composition of the artesian water at Hoswell differs somewhat from that of North

Spring River. The total solids are greater and also the amount of sodium chloride. The

following analysis will show the composition of the water from a number of representative

wells at Roswell.
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Analyses of waterfrom artesian mils at Roswell.

[Individual data. Parts per million.]

Name and date.

Crowley:

April, 1896

April. 1897

Matthews. Tcnn.,
south of

Cahoon:

UtS

1S96

Poe, J. W

Judge Lea

Captain Clark

Miller. 11. M

Prayer

Steam latlndr>'

Lea, J.C

Tem" Total
l*pth pera- | Silica. Ca.

Fee).

i.v.

l.V.

192

227

2-27

237

225

236

■m

21S

°F.

64.5

64. 5

rtl

71). 5

70.5

n9

71

m. 2a

1130

930

co». ; Mg.

IS. 78. 1

70. 1

(180 I 86. 5 I 5d 1

860

7911

930 |

810

1,330 ,

1,020

1, 170

1,290

I, 100

91.

35.

46.

20.

123.

72.

92.

182.

33.

76.1

71.1

76.1

76.9

70.1

63.1

73.8

tw.o

70. I

113.9

94.9 '

83.9

113.9

10H. 4

113.9

115. 1

94.9

ioi;. 4

110.4

102.0

94.9

I 3.9

J ne waters oi me iai^;ei Liiuuimira x A*..v.. .......

E. M. Skeats, are reported to have the following composition:

rivers.

River and location solid*'

Hondo (above Plea- 1,195

cho).

Silica,
etc..
plus

water.

Ca. : Mg. I Na. CO,. I SO,. CI.

I l_

Cal
cium
mag
nesiumNa. CI.

I

sul-
phate.

KB. 9 247.6 483. 5

114.5 170. 0 395. 0

44.7 R8.8 340.0

92.2 141.8 315. 0

96.5 108.0 316. 6

89.8 138.2 4lifi. 0

86.6 133.2 378.0

154.1 236. 9 (i41.0

111.5 171.5 487.5

100. U 103.0 57a 5

183.6 282.4 472. 0

150.0 230.0 572.0

t, analyzed by Prof.

, Rivers, and Penasco

Tem
pera
ture.

Remarks.

° F.

80.7 | 231.9 I 59.1 I 37.1 ' 104.3 022.4 ,9. 5 1 Water fairly
clear.

Felix (head spring). . .

South Seven (head

spring).

North Seven (head

spring).

Penasco (by Gilberts)

407.2 1 18.8 107.9 j 23.9 I 15.2 | 125.0 152.0 2a 3

1.320.0 I 194.9 231.7 74.7 13.8 , 112.4 I 670.9 21.3

114

111,..-.

1,020.0 75. li

650.0

164. 0 71. 8 '; 38. 9 . 102. 2
•. 7 19. 8

10 0 i 136.7 ! 42.8 I 15.2 ' 107.9 324.3 23.3 Trace of hy
drogen sul
phide.

ORIGIN OF THE ARTESIAN WATER.

The water-bearing formations in the Roswell artesian area outcrop in successive zones

on the higher slopes to the west. There they receive their water supply by direct absorption

from rainfall and by the sinking of streams (see PI. IX). The Hondo, l elix, Penasco, and

Seven rivers are the most important sources. These streams all rise high on the slopes of

the Capitan, Sierra Blanca, and Sacramento mountains, where the rainfall is relatively

large. As a result they carry an abundance of water in their upper courses, all of which

sinks in the outc rop zone of the porous limestones and the overlying formations and passes

underground to the east. After the water has entered these porous formations it is con

fined by impervious layers of limestone or clay, and under the lower lands to the cast it is

under considerable pressure.
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AMOUNT OF ARTESIAN WATER.

It is difficult to make even an approximate estimate of the total amount of artesian

water available in the porous formations underlying the Roswell artesian area. We do not

know definitely how much water is absorbed by the permeable rocks in their western out

crop, and we are unable to calculate the amount which escapes through springs and by

underflow along Pecos River.

The area drained by the larger western tributaries of Pecos River comprises in all

about 4,000 square miles. It lies along the east slopes of the Capitan, Sierra Blanca, and

Sacramento mountains. The location and extent of the combined watersheds of all streams

supplying water to the underlying formations of the Roswell basin is shown in PI. IX. The

annual precipitation for this general region is comparatively large, ranging from 10 to 20

inches. The mean annual precipitation at Fort Stanton, N. Mex., which lies in the area

drained by Hondo River, is about 1.5 inches. The average for seventeen years prior to

1891 was 19 inches, but from 1901 to 1903, inclusive, the annual rainfall was far below

the average. The following table shows the result of observations through a period of

nearly five years, ending with 1901:

Monthly and annual precipitation, in inches, at Fort Stanton, A'. Mex.

Year.

1900.

1901.

1902.

1903.

1904.

Jan. Feb. Mar. j Apr. 1 May. June. July. Aug.

it. in

0.05

0.38

0.02

J -i

0.48 I 0.90 I 1.09 ' 1.63

I I 0.90 0.04 I 1.34

0. 38 0.22 I 0.00 , 1.88 1 0.24

0. 7.5 | 0. 17 I 0. 20 1 0. 38 j 3. 41

0. 10 0. 03 0. 15 0. 14

1.98

2.28

0.62

2.87

L>. IK

1.85

1.87

1.65

2. 92

Sept. Oct.

0.00 1.43

2.00 1.76

0.48 1.81

1.55 0.48

». 0(i 2.68

Nov. Dec.

(I. 40

2.85

0. 10

11.11(1

0. IIS

An
imal.

0.30

0.95

0.57

0.05

0.35

'.I. .">L'

At Lower Penasco, situated on the headwaters of Penasco River, the mean annual pre

cipitation is about 18 inches, as is shown by the following table:

Monthly ami annual precipitation, in inches, at Lower Penasco, N. Mex.

Year. Jan. I Feb. | Mar. J Apr. May. | June.' July. ' Aug. j Sept. Oct. Nov. j Dec.

1890.

1897.

1898.

1X99.

1900.

1901.

1902.

0.80

1.40

0.60

T.

0. 90

0.40

T.

0.25

0.20

0.30

0. Ill

0.35

0.35

0.80 f 0.05 0.00

T.

0.50

1.65

T.

0.30

0.50

T.

T.

0.85

0.70

ll

1.70

1.15

(I. 35

2. 05

0.55

1.80

1.70

2.60

1.05

0. 30

3. .56

5.60

7.40

5.89

4.85

a 68

1.38

3. 15

4.00

1.35

1.95

0. (17

1.57

1.80

1.15

2.90

5.45

.3.90

li.OI

1.05

T.

1. 15

1.06

T.

0.10

0.30

1.50

T. i

0. HI

0.25

2.40

1.05

0. 60

T.

HI 27

20.35

16.09

20. On

From the above statements it is apparent that the total amount of water which falls during

a year of average precipitation throughout the combined watershed of the Hondo, Felix,

Penasco, and Seven rivers is necessarily large. Of course a portion of this water i.s lost by

evaporation and run-off, but a considerable amount i.s absorbed by the water-bearing rocks

and becomes available to the east as artesian water. It has not lieen practicable in the

present investigation to compute the total outflow of all the artesian wells in the Roswell

basin, but at a liberal estimate this amount would probably lie only a small proportion of

the quantity absorbed by the water-bearing rocks throughout their western outcrop area.

This is clearly shown by the large number of wells which it has been possible to sink in the

town of Roswell without materially diminishing the flows of some of the first wells dug. It

is possible that the amount of artesian water available around Artesia is not so great as at
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Roswell, but the only evidence of this is the decrease in pressure of some of the wells at

Artesia. The combined watershed of the streams lying west of this part of the basin is

larger than that of Hondo River, and according to the Weat her Bureau records it has a some

what greater annual rainfall. For these reasons we would expect the formations underlying

the southern part of the basin to contain a large amount of water. While there is evidence

of a general decrease in flow throughout the Artesia district , it is probable that this diminu

tion is largely due to the clogging of the pipes with sediment, the escape of water along the

outside of the tubing from lower to higher horizons, and various other causes which are

known to affect the flow of artesian wells.

It is believed that there is no cause for fear that the water supply throughout the northern

part of the Roswell basin will give out or become inadequate for all requirements under

proper economy of practice. In the region of Artesia and McMillan not enough wells have

been sunk to indicate the amount that the water-bearing beds may l>e expected to yield.

WASTE OF WATER..

There is pressing need for greater econony on the part of the users of well water throughout

the Roswell basin. At Roswell a city ordinance regulates the management of all flowing

wells, but throughout the remainder of the district no restraint whatever is placed upon the

management of the wells, and, with very few exceptions, they are allowed to flow continu

ously. A small portion of this water is stored in artificial reservoirs, but by far the greater

part runs off into pools, evaporates and seeps away on uncultivated lands, or runs directly

into Pecos River. In one case noted a ditch leads from the well directly to the river, a dis

tance of one-half mile, and it is not an unusual thing to find water flowing from the wells to

low, marshy lands adjacent to the river, where by underflow it soon reaches the main channel.

Formerly many of the wells were not even furnished with reservoirs, and the water was car

ried by laterals directly to the fields during the irrigating season, and at other times was

allowed to flow off through wasteways.

Nearly all the wells that are being constructed at the present time in the southern part of

the basin are to be furnished with reservoirs ranging in capacities from ti to 24 acre-feet,

which are filled as often as necessary during the irrigating season. Even these commendable

provisions are quite ineffectual in the case of wells not provided with valves, as they con

serve only a relatively small portion of the total flow. An effort is now being made by a few

of the well owners in the vicinity of Artesia to provide each well with a suitable valve, so

that, when the water is not in use and the reservoir is full, the flow can be shut down. There

is a general prejudice among well owners against shutting o(T the flo«% as they fear that it will

decrease the efficiency of the well. It is true that in a few cases wells have been damaged

in this way, but where they were properly constructed the per cent injured is very small.

SHALLOW WELLS.

More or less water is obtained throughout the Roswell basin at depths varying from 25 to

200 feet. The water usually occurs in coarse gravel of the unconsolidated deposits. The

supply appears to lx> inexhaustible, and in many cases the water is used for irrigation pur

poses. Outside the area of flow from Rosw'ell to Ilagerman there are a number of wells 75

to 100 feet deep, which furnish 5,000 to 7,000 gallons of water a day. The water is generally

pumped with windmills. In the vicinity of Roswell a few- deep nonflowiiig wells are pro

vided with gasoline engines. A gasoline pumping plant on Sherman's farm, at Roswell, is

shown in PI. VIII, B.

Bordering the area of flows throughout the Roswell basin there is a zone of irrigable land

3 to 5 miles wide, in which water would probably rise in dee]) wells to within 100 feet of the

surface, so that it could be profitably pumped for irrigation. The approximate limits of

this area are shown on PI. VI.
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The following list gives the principal features of a numlier of shallow wells in the northern

part of the Koswell basin: ,

List oj shallow wells in the Kosuvll baxin.

Name of owner imd locution.

Albreeht, K, O..NW. 1 sec. 32, T. 12 S.,It.2S E

Altebery.J. R.,8. J NW. J sec. 28, T. 11 S.,R.23 E..

Bethel, H.,W. JNW.J sec. 1,T. 17 S..R.25 E

Bowers, J. 8. ,8W. J sec.23,T.ll S.,R.23E

Brink, F.,E. J NW. J sec. 15, T. 11 S..R.23 E

Clark, J. II.:

NW. 1 si c. 18, T. 17 8. , R. 26 E

SK. i SE. 1 sec. 12, T. 17 S..R.25 E

Com,W. W..8W. } SW.J sec.35,T. 11 8..R.25 E...

Costa, N.,SE.J SE. J sec.8,T. 11 S.,R.24 E

(lillrrt, C.H.,NE.i NE. J sec. 21, T. 11 S.,R.25 E.

c;ishwiller,J.A.,SW.Jsec.l8,T.ll S..R.24 E

Hobhs, J.W

Ilol.bs & Hanney,SE. J sec.2,T.ll S., 11.23 E

Hortenstein.SW.J sec. 23, T. 12 S.,R.25 E

Miller, F.,T. 11 S.,R.23 E

Millhciser,P.:

SW.J SW.J sec. 7, T. 11 S. ,11.24 E

SW.J NE.J sec.7,T. 11 S., 11.24 E

Paulson, P. O..NW.J sec. 30, T. 13 S., R. 26 E

Peck, J. C. , SE. J sec. 27, T. 11 S. , R. 23 E

St. John, J. A., 8E. J SE. J sec. 18, T. 11 S. , R. 24 E . . .

Saunders, J. P.,SW.J NW. J sec. 8, T. 13S..R. 25 E.

Smith, E. L.,T. 11 S..R.23 E

Stockurd, J. W. :

SE. J SE. J sec. 23, T. 11 S..R.23 E

NW.J SE.J sec.23,T.ll S.,R.23E

Turner, W. P., NE.J NE.J sec. 7, T. 11 8.,R. 24 E...

White, 0. A., sec. 18, T. 14 8., R. 26 E

Williams, O. L. , NE. | sec. 7,T. 12 S.,R. 25 E

Depth.
Amount
pumped

| per day.

Feel. Gallons

88

208

72

132 7.000

125

.-*

7,000

100

42

27 0.000

71 8,000

58

1,000

102 0,000

85 | 2.000

30 3.000

175'' 5,000

58

UK) 5,000

(Ml 7.OII0

155

129 7.000

150
1

7.000

92 j
0,000

30 1 (i.000

S4
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IRRIGATION.

Irrigation has been practiced to some extent in the Roswell basin since the first settle

ments were made, but prior to 1SS9 only a few small farms were irrigated. The perma

nent water supply in the vicinity of Roswell was the first to be utilized. Here a number

of small ditches were dug, and by extending these ditches from time to time the present

Roswell irrigation system has been developed. The Northern canal system, which irri

gates the territory south of Roswell, was built by a development company as a part of

a large irrigating project, designed to irrigate Peeos Valley from Roswell to the Texas-

New Mexico line.

Rosirell system.—A number of ditches have been constructed from the head springs of

Middle and South Berrendo and North and South Spring rivers, which furnish water for

the land along their valleys. The surplus water of these ditches is directed into the North

ern canal to be used for irrigation farther down Pecos Valley.

Northern canal.—This canal extends from Hondo River at a point about 5 miles east of

Roswell to near Lake Arthur, a distance of about 35 miles, and irrigates a large district

of well-improved farming land in the vicinity of Hagerman. Besides receiving water from
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the Berrendo and North and South Spring rivers, the Northern canal is supplied with

water to some extent by artesian wells. Though the water of the Northern canal is highly

mineralized from the large amount of seepage water which it receives in the vicinity of

Roswell, the harmful salts apparently are not present in sufficient quantities to affect plant

growth. The following analysis made by Prof. E. M. Skeats shows the average condition

of the Northern canal water:

Analysis of Northern canal uviter.

Parts per million.

Sodium (Na) 25(1. 1

Sodium and potassium sulphates 230.0

Magnesium (Mg) 50. 4

Calcium (Ca) 428.0

Chlorine (CI) 393.9

Carbonic acid (COii 101.9

Sulphuric acid (SO, i 349. 7

Silica, alumina, and iron (SiOjFciO,AIjOa) 20.0

Water of crystallization 190.0

Total solid 2.020.0

Hondo project.—Preparations are now being made by the Government to store the flood

waters of Hondo River for the purpose of irrigating lands along Hondo Valley above Ros

well. The location of the proposed reservoir is in a high natural depression on the divide

between Blackwater Arroyo and Hondo River. The surface rock in the vicinity is a mas

sive blue limestone, weathering to light gray, underlain by alternate layers of gypsum

and red and yellow clay. The bedding was originally uniform, but surface waters have

dissolved the gypsum, causing a settling of the beds in the bottom of the reservoir and

ronsiderable local distortion around its rim. A number of borings were made with a dia

mond drill in the bottom of the reservoir, in order to determine the character of the under

lying rocks. The following is a record of one of these borings:

Record of diamond-drill boring, Hondo reservoir site, New Mexico. .

Feet.

0»y 0 -11.1

Broken limestone 11. 1-22

Clay 22 -25

Cavtty 25 -30

Broken rock cavities 30 -64.4

Gypsum -, 64. 4-70.2

Clay 70.2-71.9

Cavity 71.9-73.4

Loose mck 73. 4-76. 8

Gypsum 76.8-79.8

Clay "9.8-80.2

Limestone 80.2-88.4

Gypsum 88.4-91.8

ARTESIAN IRRIGATION.

The use of artesian water for irrigation in the Roswell area began soon after the first

flowing wells were obtained, and it has been gradually increasing ever since. Irrigation

from the waters of Hondo and North and South Spring rivers has been practiced, as pre

viously stated, for many years, and the use of artesian water was not resorted to until

most of the surface waters of the region had been appropriated. There are now several

farms in the vicinity of Roswell that depend entirely on artesian water for irrigation, and

to the south nearly all the land included in the area of flow lias been filed on with the

intention of reclaiming it by artesian irrigation. Many of the farmers in the vicinity of

Roswell who have practiced artesian irrigation for several years have obtained results

which are highly satisfactory. This has caused considerable interest und enthusiasm among

those living farther south in the less developed portions of the basin, and in this region
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many large wells are now Ix-ing sunk, which will be used exclusively for irrigation. Many

of these wells are being provided with storage reservoirs, so that a larger amount of water

will lx- available during the growing season.

Among many landowners throughout the area there is a tendency to overestimate the

amount of land that can be, irrigated from an ordinary artesian well. According to con

servative estimates made by irrigators who have had considerable experience in this locality

a flowing well with a yield of 450 gallons per minute, provided with a suitable storage reser

voir, will irrigate 30 acres of alfalfa or 70 acres of orchard. In order to accomplish this, how

ever, the land must have the proper slope and the soil must be of uniform texture. Alfalfa

requires more water than any of the staple crops. Under ordinary conditions 90 inches

per year is sufficient, but if the land is irrigated during the winter a larger quantity is re

quired. If this amount of water is properly applied, three or four crops may be cut, the

harvesting period ranging from May to the latter part of August. An average yield of

alfalfa is 1 ton to the acre for each cutting.

It is difficult to make definite statements regarding the irrigation of orchards in this

locality. It is accomplished in many different ways, depending mainly on the age and

condition of the trees. In many instances vegetables are raised between the rows of trees,

and no additional water is required for the irrigation of the orchard. It is generally suffi

cient to water an orchard once a month during the summer and once, or possibly not at all,

during the winter. About 15 to 20 inches of water a year is required.

CLIMATE.

Temperature.—The climate of the Roswell basin does not differ materially in the pre

vailing aridity from that of the remainder of southern and eastern New Mexico. The tem

perature of the region is high, with a low relative humidity. The summers are usually long

and hot and the winters mild and pleasant. The maximum temperature is 110° and the

minimum seldom falls far Mow zero. The following tables compiled from the records of

the United States Weather Bureau give the mean monthly maximum and minimum tem

peratures of the Roswell district. The observations extend over a period of ten years,

1S95 to 1904, inclusive:

Mean monthly temperature at Roswell, N. Met.

' Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1

Maximum 71.6 78.6 85.4 90.1 86.9 101.4 99.2 99.4 97.3 87.5 81.5 74.2

6.5 5.4 18.4 2ti 38.5 49.9 56.8 55 41 28.5 17 7.S

 

Rainfall.—The average annual precipitation at Roswell is 16.6 inches. The greater

part of this amount falls during the months of June and July in frequent showers, which,

although often violent, are generally local and of short duration. Only a small percentage

of the annual precipitation falls as snow. The following record of the monthly and annual

pecipitation at Roswell, extending over a period of ten years, shows considerable variation:
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Monthly and annual precipitation, in inches, at Roswell, .V. Mex.

Year. ! Jan. Feb.

1895 : 0.40 0.48

1896 0.60 0.14

1897 1.12 0

1898 0.26 0.86

1899. a 06 0.15

1900 0.96 1 T.
1901 0.21 1 1.15

1902 [ 1.24 ■ 0.00

■903 0. 22 0. 96

1904 0. 16 ] 0. 14

Mar. . Apr. May. June. July. Aug. Sept.

(i. ii.'

0.02

a 59

T.

0.01)

a so

0.00

0.83

0.10

II. (HI

0.14

T.

1.35

0.34

0.23

0.39

0.97

T.

T.

2. 31

0. 12

3.76

1.03

a 27

1. 62

1.04

0.70

0.74

0.07 | 1.30

1.2s

1.97

L42

il.ii:.

1.62

2.13

a 22

1.03

4.37

I. Ml

145

1.79

2.78

6.53

4.37

2.85

104

2.99

0.40

2.94

2.99 j
1.21 [

1.25 i

0. 60

1. SO

1. 23 0. 8.1

1.0(1

1.80

1.2S

ii mi

3.64

Ii. .13

1.99

108

0.92

:,. in

Oct. Nov. Dec.

2. II

5.46

.44

T.

0.20

3.33

2.21

1.36

T.

2.67

l). s.",

(I

T.

0.50

3.21

0.17

6.15

0.52

0.00

II. 15

An
nual.

0.07

a 64

T.

1.37

1.54

0.07

ii. 2n

0.50

0.00

0. 30

16. 19

13 12

15.65

20.62

16. 56

19.80

17.84

16.58

13. 75

The heaviest rainfall ever recorded at Roswell was on October 31, 1901 , when 5.05 inches

fell in one night , causing considerable damage by flooding.

AGRICULTURE.

The general aridity of the climate renders farming without irrigation impracticable

e.vept in a few low-lying areas adjacent to Pecos River. In consequence agriculture is

restricted to those portions of the valley where water can be obtained from some of the vari

ous canals or from artesian wells. The cultivated portions of the basin at present com

prise about one-eighth of the total area included in this report, the remainder being utilized

for pasturage of cattle—an industry to which the higher lands are well adapted. The chief

products are alfalfa, Kaffir corn, wheat , oats, corn, potatoes, Mexican beans, cantaloupes,

celery, and a large variety of garden vegetable-s. Alfalfa and Kaffir corn are perhaps the

largest crops and both are consumed in the region. Fruit raising is a growing industry and

many large orchards are found in the irrigated district. Peaches, pears, plums, cherries,

and other small fruits have a hardy growth and an abundant yield, but the apple crop is

the most important. At South Spring there is a large apple orchard, comprising about 600

acres, from which many thousand pounds of apples arc shipped annually. Several large

apple orchards have been planted during the last five years, and fruit raising seems destined

to become one of the most important industries of the district. The seasons are ordinarily

of sufficient length to insure the maturity of all cultivated crops.
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SUMMARY OF THE UNDERGROUND-WATER RESOURCES

OF MISSISSIPPI.

By A. F. Cridek and L. C. Johnson.

INTRODUCTION.

GENERAL WATEK <X)NUITIONS IN MISSISSIPPI.

The problem of obtaining potable water in sufficient quantities and at a minimum cost

has long engaged the attention of scientific and practical men in botb Europe and America.

More recently the death of a large number of people from infectious diseases contracted

by drinking contaminated surficial water has directed the attention of the general public

to the necessity of seeking drinking water from some other source.

In the Gulf Coastal Plain, of which Mississippi is a part, conditions are favorable for

reducing to a minimum the death rate caused by drinking impure and unwholesome water.

A study of the geologic conditions of the State shows that there is a great thickness of

unconsolidated sands interbedded with water-tight clays which dip slightly to the south

and west and form large underground reservoirs for the accumulation of water. The State

has a heavy annual rainfall, which enters the upturned edges of the open-textured sands,

collects in these wide reservoirs, and thus becomes available as well water when the over

lying strata are drilled through. Good deep-well water can l>e obtained over almost the

entire State, and there are large areas in which under favorable conditions flowing wells

are obtained. The dip of the strata is so regular and the water horizons are so numerous

that the areas are small in which potable water can not bo found at comparatively shallow

depths.

In most of the localities having flowing wells the supply seems adequate for all demands

so far made upon it. The low cost of drilling wells in the Gulf cmbayment has made it

possible for even the poorest to have plenty of good water. Railroads, cotton mills,

sawmills, canning factories, and various public works have found the deep-well water

cheaper and better than surticial water. Along the southern coast in the rice area water

for irrigation i i in many places obtained from artesian wells.

FIELD WORK.

The field work for this report was done by Messrs. L. C. Johnson and A. F. Crider. Mr.

Johnson has been engaged for a number of years in geologic work in Mississippi and Ala

bama for the Alabama Geological Survey, and later for the United States Geological Survey.

The collection of well records in this report was to a great extent made by him. In the

'all of 1904 Mr. Crider, under the supervision of Messrs. E. C. Eckel and M. L. Fuller, in

charge of geology and water resources, respectively, collected further data on the geology

and its relation to the underground waters of the State. The present report was pre

pared by Mr. Crider from the data obtained from these sources. Much valuable informa

tion was also obtained from owners of wells, drillers, and others interested in the work.
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GEOGRAPHY.

Mississippi occupies the central position of the States Wdering on the Gulf of Mexico,

with Alahama and Florida to the east and Louisiana and Texas to the west. It has a

total urea of 46,810 square miles, with an extreme length from north to south of 330 miles

and a maximum width of 188 miles. It has 85 miles of coast line on the Mississippi Sound

and a water frontage of 500 miles on Mississippi River.

The southern third of the State is largely covered with a fine growth of long-leaf yellow

pine, which is being rapidly removed for lumber. There is still much valuable hard wood

and short-leaf pine in the northern portion of the State. Besides the large areas of virgin

timber, much land in the State that was in cultivation before the civil war has since been

abandoned and now liears second-growth timber of a poorer quality, consisting princi

pally of short-leaf pine.

TOPOGRAPHY.

With the exception of a very small area in the northeast corner, the entire State of

Mississippi lies in the Coastal Plain. There is a gentle slope southward and westward

from the region of northern Mississippi, where the highest hills rise about 7(X) feet above

sea level.

The larger streams, such as the Tombigbcc on the east and the Mississippi on the west,

have cut out large valleys and have worn them down almost to base-level. The smaller

streams have lx?cn constantly cutting back from the larger until there are but few undrained

interstream ureas. The configuration of the State, therefore, has been greatly changed,

so that it can be separated into distinct topographic subdivisions.

The prevailing unconsolidated material of the various geologic formations has affected

the topography of the State but little. The rivers and smaller streams in many cases

flow Ht right angles to the strike, thus cutting across the changing strata of the various

formations.

Tennessee R'wer hills.—The foothills of the Appalachian Plateau reach their south

western terminus in the northeast corner of Mississippi, near Tennessee River. The

streams flowing into the Tennessee are short and have a steep gradient. They have thus

cut deep channels into the older Carboniferous rocks, which stand out as high cliffs and

form the most picturesque scenery of the State.

The western side of the Tennessee River bills slopes more gently to the Tombigbee

Valley. The elevation of the ridge between the Tennessee and the Tombigbee is 600

feet or more. The elevation of the river at Columbus is 146 feet al>ovc sea level. This

gives u total descent of over 450 feet for the waters of the western slope of the Tennessee

River hills.

Tombigbee Valley or Northeast Prairie.—The Tennessee River hills and the high ridge

extending north and south from the town of Pontotoc were once continuous across the

broad valley of the Tombigbee. Then' is still u line of highland connecting the hills of

the northeast with the plateau of the central part of the State, as the following elevations

will show: Iuka is 460 feet above sea level and to the south the hills rise still higher,

forming the divide between Tombigbee River and the waters of the Tennessee and Hatehee.

The towns of Booneville and Ripley are situuted near the crest of the divide; the for

mer is 532 feet , the latter .525 feet, aliove sea level. The broad valley of the Tombiglx»e,

commonly known us the " black prairie," has an elevation ranging from 179 feet at Macon

to 532 feet at Booneville. The Tombigbee Valley is, therefore, a broad spoon-shaped

trough with a high rim on three sides.

North-central ]>lateau.—The large area occupying the north-central part of the State is

a plateau sloping gently westward and southward from the divide between the Tombigbee

basin on the east and the Mississippi and Pearl River basins on the west. The region

has been greatly dissected by streams which still have deep, narrow valleys.
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The plateau ends very abruptly along its western border, which is distinctly marked

by a line of hills or Mull's extending from Memphis, Teim., to Vicksburg, Miss., along the

eastern rim of the Yazoo Delta. The binds stand 200 feet or more above the low-lying

delta to the west. The difference in elevation of the Yazoo Delta and the central plateau

to the east has caused the streams in cent ml Mississippi to cut the bottoms of their chan

nels more rapidly than they have widened their valleys.

The divide between the waters of the Tombigbee and Hatchee basins, which extends

westward from the southern part of Tishomingo County to Ripley, continues unbroken

with a gentle westward slope through central Tippah, northern Marshall, and I)c Soto

counties almost to Mississippi River. The highest known elevation along this divide is

near the town of Holly Springs, where the Illinois Central Railroad reaches 025 feet

above sea level. The elevation of Olive Branch, in eastern De Soto County, is 421 feet,

and near Horn Lake, which is but 12 miles from the Mississippi, the elevation is 340 feet.

Extending north and south, or at right angles to the east-west divide, is the Pontotoc

divide, which separates the waters of the Tombigbee basin from those of the Mississippi,

Pearl, Leaf, and Chickasawhay rivers. The Mobile, Jackson and Kansas City Railroad

follows the ridge from Pontotoc to Louisville. Here the ridge, turns southeast and passes

into Alabama at the southern border of Lauderdale County. This divide has a general

elevation throughout the State of about ,r)00 feet.

Yazoo Delta.—The vast alluvial bottom known as the Yazoo Delta contains over 6,000

square miles lying between Mississippi River and the line of bills extending from Memphis

through Batesville and Yazoo to Yirksburg. South of Vicksburg the Mississippi has

a sharp wall on the east bank and a broad valley on the Louisiana side.

There is but little relief over the entire delta area. The larger streams, such as the

Yazoo, Coldwater, Tallahatchie, Sunflower, and the Mississippi on the western Ixmndury,

have built up their banks by continual deposition so that the highest elevations are near

the rivers, and there are gentle slopes to the inters! ream areas. When the Mississippi

overflows the delta the banks of the larger streams an- the last to lie submerged.

There is a gradual slope southward from the Tennessee Imundary, at an elevation of 217

feet, to Vicksburg, which is 04 feet alx>vc sea level. An east-west line from Greenwood

to Greenville shows very little variation in the three known elevations. That at Green

wood is 143 feet, while the towns of Lcland and Greenville are each 125 feet above sea

level. This shows a very slight westward slope.

Jackson prairies.—Between the roughly carved region of the north-central plateau

and the long-leaf-pine hills to the south is a l>elt of country known as the Jackson or central

prairies. Its extent coincides with the area underlain by the Jackson formation, which

is described on page 10.

The surface is more rolling than that of the regions to the north and south. Between

Pearl River southeast of Canton and the town of Yosburg an' large areas of level prairies

covering hundreds of square miles. The streams on the north side of this l>elt as far east

as Xewton flow north and northwest to the Pearl: the streams on the south side flow to

Strong, Leaf, and Chickasawhay rivers.

The elevation along the crest of the divide ranges from 120 feet at Yosburg to 475 feet

at Forest. There is a gentle southward slo]x» of less than 2 feet per mile from Louisville,

which is 552 feet above sea level, to the Jackson prairies. The western third of the Jackson

prairies is much lower than the region to the east. This is due to the valleys of 1'earl

tnd Big Black rivers. These rivers opposite Canton approach within 1R miles of each

other, but the Big Black flows at a much lower elevation.

l^mg-lfaf-pine hills.—The region from the Jackson prairies to the Gulf presents a diversity

of topographic features. In many particulars it is analogous to the north-central plateau.

The highest elevations rise more than 500 feet above sea level. The largest streams (low

in very narrow valleys and are but little above sea level. The smaller streams are short

and have steep gradients.
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The interstream areas west of Pearl River have a maximum height of perhaps 600 feet.

The Illinois Central Railroad from Beechgrovc to Magnolia has many points al>ove 425

feet in elevation, and reaches a maximum of 487 feet 5 miles north of Hazlehurst. This

high plateau extends westward to within 10 to 15 miles of Mississippi River.

The region cast of Pearl River is much lower except a small area south of Brandon, in

southern Rankin and Simpson counties. Chiekasawhay.Leaf, and Pascagoula rivers arc

but little above sea level, while the areas between have a maximum elevation of only 3.ri(J

feet.

GENERAL GEOLOGY.

STRATIGRAPHY.

Though the geologic structure of Mississippi is very simple, the details of the stratig

raphy are hard to make out. This is due largely to the extent to which the underlying

rocks are covered by the more recent deposits, such as the alluvium and the " orange

sand " or Lafayette formation.

The older rocks of the State represented by the Devonian and Carboniferous form the

old sea floor, on which at a much later period the more unconsolidated l>eds lx'longing to

the Cretaceous were laid down. The older rocks underlie the entire State, but come to

the surface only in the northeast corner along Tennessee River.

The newer rocks outcrop south and west of this older mass in successive, roughly parallel

bands. All dip slightly to the southwest, so that if an observer should start in Tishomingo

County and travel through the State either south or west he would find himself continually

passing over newer and newer series of nicks, until he finally reached the very recent

alluvial deposits which fringe the Gulf and Mississippi River. The newer rocks, overlap

ping the older in the northeast, cover them to a greater and greater depth to the west

and south. At the town of Corinth the hard rocks were struck at a depth of 450 feet

from the surface, but, so far as known, no wells west, or south of this have entered the

hard Paleozoic rocks.

The Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments were deposited in a vast trough comprising the

present States of Mississippi, western Tennessee and Kentucky, and southern Illinois on

the east side; and southeastern Missouri, eastern Arkansas, Louisiana, and southeastern

Texas on the west. To the east, north, and west of the embayment was higher land,

which was worn down by erosion and from which material was carried by the streams

and deposited in the trough-like embayment. Thus we have a series of strata dipping to

the south and west on the east side of the embayment and to the east and south on the

west side. The line artesian-water basin in this region is due to the sandy, unconsolidated

character of the sediments and the gentle slo|ie of the sea floor on which they were deposited.
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The following section shows the geologic groups which are exposed in Mississippi and the

relation of one group to another, the newest formations l>cing at the top of the table and

the oldest at the bottom:

General geologic .section of Mississippi.

System. Scries.

Quaternary.

Tertiary.

Cretaceous. .

Miocene?. .

Miocene.. .

Oligocene.

•Eocene .

Carboniferous

Devonian

Format ion.

Recent alluvium,
loam.

Sands, silts, and

Yellow loam. Surface loam or brick
clays of northwestern Mississippi.

Fossiliferous loess. Gray to buff-
colored calcareous silt, containing
land shells.

Port Hudson. Greenish to bluish
clays, with interbedded sands.
Calcareous concretions in lowest
mem bora.

Lafayette. Red to yellow sands and
iron-stained pebbles. Sands in
places containing large amount of
clay.

Grand Gulf. Gray aluminous sand
stones, interbedded with white to
gray plastic clays in northwest;
darker-colored clays containing lig-
nitlzed wood and vegetable matter
in southeast.

Paseagoula. Calcareous sands, con
taining numerous fossils.

Vickebunr. White, yellow, and blue
crystalline limestone, interbedded
with thin layers of indurated calca

reous clay.

Jackson. Gray calcareous clays, lig-
nltlc clays with gray siliceous
sands, and some greensand.

Lisbon formation.
Calcareous clays
and greensand.**.

Tallahatta buhr-
stone. Alumi
nous and quurtz-
itic sandstones,
greensands. and
clay stones.

Wilcox. Highly stratified sands and
clays of various colors, with some
beds of greensand marl.

Porters Creek. Gray
aluminous clays.

VMidwav group. ,„ _
Clayton. Limestone,
sands, and clays.

Ripley. Limestones, sandstones,

and clays.

Selma chalk. While chalky lime
stone and blue calcareous clays.

Kutaw. Siliceous sands and clays.
with some greensand.

Tuscaloosa. Variegated sands and

clays.

(Sandstone, limestone, and clays

{Limestone and chert

[Siliceous chert

Dark limestone and shale

Claiborne group .

Water supply.

Large supply of unwholesome
water.

Little or no water.

Plenty of soft but unwholesome
water.

Good, wholesome, soft water.
Source of shallow wells and
springs in north-central and
southern Mississippi.

Source of flowing and nonflow
ing wells and numerous min
eral springs.

Probable sou ree of flowing wells
along the Gulf coast.

Little or no water.

Small amount of highly mineral
ized water.

Lit tle or no water.

Plenty of water, which is some-

t i m e s highly mineralized.
Source of deep flowing and
nonflowing wells in the central
and southern parts of the
Yazoo Delta; also in Clarke
County.

Large supplies of soft water.
Source 01 deep-well waters in
the northern area of the Yazoo
Delta. Water frequently min
eralized.

Little or no water.

Plenty of wholesome water.
Source* of flowing wells in

Pontotoc,* and Union counties.

Occasional springs of hard
water.

| Water plentiful. Source of flow
ing and nonflowing wells over

> Selma chalk area. Water fre
quently impregnated with

j iron.

Numerous fresh-water springs;
wells uncertain.

Little or no water.
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DESCRIPTION OF FORMATIONS.

DEVONIAN.

The lowest rooks found in the State consist of a scries of dark-blue limestones, thinly

bedded fine-grained sandstones, and shales representing the Devonian. The lowest visible

strata are a series of Ix'ds of dark-blue limestone 4o to 50 feet thick, above which come 10

feet or more of highly siliceous chert, which has weathered into a sponge-like mass and

contains numerous fossils. These Messrs. Schuchert and Kindle have determined as

equivalent to the "New Scotland" l>eds, which lie at the base of the Devonian in New

York. The fossiliferous cherty layer is overlain by 75 to 80 feet of black, and in places blue,

shale containing more or less iron pyrite.

The Devonian rocks are of no importance as water carriers, but they act as an impene

trable barrier to the suriicial waters and their line of outcrop is marked by numerous

springs. The outcrop, which is limited in this State, forms the bed rock and steep dills

along the west hank of Tennessee River and can lx- traced for a short distance along Yellow

Creek, Indian Creek, and other small streams flowing into the Tennessee. The tops of the

hills between these streams are covered with Cretaceous sediments. The shaly material

which was struck in the Corinth well perhaps belongs to the dark-colored shales coming

above the fossiliferous horizon along Yellow Creek.

CARBONIFEROUS.

Above the Devonian lies the Mississippian (Lower Carboniferous) series of limestones,

sandstones, and shales. The thickness of these beds is not known, but it is perhaps 700 or

800 feet. They arc hut little disturbed and have a perceptible dip to the south and west.

The Carboniferous represents the southwestern extremity of the southern Appalachian

Plateau, whose southern and western slopes arc overlapped by the younger formations.

The heavy-bedded limestones in many places inlerbedded with shales, cause numerous

springs along the watercourses. The coarse-grained sandstone at the top of the Carbonif

erous forms a reservoir for the accumulation of water, but in numerous places it has lieon

cut through to the underlying limestone, and excellent springs arc found at its base. Where

there is no leakage, good water is obtained by drilling through the sandstone.

In the Carboniferous area good water is obtained at the base of the overlapping suriicial

red and yellow sands and from numerous springs, so that very little attention has been

given to the deeper waters.

The area of the Carboniferous outcrop is somewhat greater than that of the Devonian,

but it is likewise confined to the stream valleys in the eastern and southern portions of

Tishomingo County, in southeastern Prentiss, and in northeastern Itawamba County.

Over a large urea along the eastern border of the Lower Cretaceous the Carboniferous lies

near the surface, but the westward dip of the old sea floor and the constantly increasing

depth of the Cretaceous to the west soon carry the Carboniferous strata hundreds of feet

below the surface.

CRETACEOUS.

TUSCALOOSA FORMATION.

Between the uppermost member of the Carboniferous and the next overlying formation

met with in northeastern Mississippi there is a marked unconformity. This overlapping

formation is well shown near Tuscaloosa, Ala., from which it has Ix'on named. In the

Tuscaloosa formation and in those of still younger age the important water horizons of the

State are found. In Tennessee the Tuscaloosa and the overlying Eutaw have lieen grouped

together and descrilx-d under the name of "Colfce'' sands.

In its lower portion the Tuscaloosa is composed of various colored clays, lignite, and

lignitic clays: in the upper part arc variegated, eross-lx-ddcd sands and sandy clays. The

clays at the base are so compact and free from sand that they serve to retain or check the

descending waters.
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Tlie sands of the upper portion supply the water of this formation. They do not extend

in one continuous bed from the top to the bottom, but there are various irregular horizons

throughout the formation, which supply water. The irregularity is due to the noncon-

tinuous beds of clay, wiiich arc not persistent throughout the formation.

Tlie thickness of the formation is estimated from well borings in western Alabama to be

1,000 feet, of which ,'HK) to 400 feet or more are the. compact clays at tlie base. In wells at

Corinth, Miss., the hard rocks of the old sea floor were encountered at 450 feet. At a depth

of 150 feet the upper sands of the Tuscaloosa were found, so that the entire thickness of the

formation in the north is 300 feet.

Tlie area occupied by the formation is a long, narrow strip east of a meandering line

extending north of the town of Columbus to the Tennessee line, including the northeastern

portion of Lowndes, the eastern half of Monroe, and a small strip in the eastern part of

Prentiss and Alcorn counties, and overlapping the Carboniferous and Devonian in Tisho

mingo County.

F.UTAW FORMATION.

Immediately overlying the Tuscaloosa is the Eutaw formation, which is typically exposed

at Eutaw, Ala. The lowest division of the Eutaw is composed of nonfossiliferous, highly

micaceous sands and is distinguished with difficulty from the underlying sands of the

Tuscaloosa. In the upper portion of the formation the sands become lighter in color,

innvase in lime carbonate, and are more or less fossilifcrous. This marks the beginning

of the marine conditions which culminated in the Midway.

The formation is about 300 feet thick near the Alabama line and gradually becomes

thinner to the north. The Cox well at Corinth is reported to have struck the Kutaw water-

Ivariiig sands at a depth of 90 feet.

The area underlain by the Eutaw formation consists of a narrow lie-It of count ry, 5 to 12

miles wide, lying just west of the urea of the Tuscaloosa formation. Under the heading

' Water horizons of Mississippi'' the Tuscaloosa and Eutaw have been taken together as

forming one water horizon. These formations are the most important water Ix'urers in

northeastern Mississippi, and over large areas west of their outcrop these form the only

source of well water.

SKI.MA CHALK.

The subdivision immediately overlying the Eutaw format ion is the Selma chalk or " rotten

limestone." In general appearance the Sclma formation is a mass of loosely cemented

lime carbonate (PI. II, A); but it can be separated into three divisions—(1) the sandy or

transition beds at the base, (2) the "blue rock " or unweathered portion, and (3) the

' rotten limestone '' or chalk near the surface.

The lowest division contains a great amount of free sand, which was washed into the

S'lma sea from the older land surface to the east. This forms the transition lieds from the

extreme sandy- portion of the Eutaw to the purer lime carbonate of the upper Selma.

The "blue rock" or middle portion contains a large amount of clay, and when freshly

exposed is of a bluish color. The clay, which renders the rock impervious, confines the

water in the Eutaw sands lielow, and thus makes it possible to have artesian wells over the

eastern Selma area. The clayey portion contains the only suitable material for holding

cistern water.

Tlie uppermost division contains a greater amount of lime carbonate and much less clay

than the blue rook. It weathers along the rapidly cutting streams into white chalk blulfs,

which are exposed along the western border of the outcrop. The porous chalk of the upper

subdivision absorbs a great amount of water, and streams soon dry up after a rain.

The thickness of the Selma, as determined by many deep wells throughout the region, is

found to vary from aliout 3.50 feet near the Tennessee line to 1,000 feet at Starkville. In

climating the thickness of the formation a small allowance must lie made for the westward

<iip of 35 feet to the mile in the south and 10 to 15 feet in the north.
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The surface of the outcropping Sclma is n level or rolling prairie well adapted to agricul

ture. It embraces the larger part of Noxul>ee, western Lowndes, eastern Oktibbeha, the

larger part of Clay, western Monroe, the eastern half of Chickasaw, almost all of Lee, western

Prentiss, and central Alcorn counties. The west line of outcrop can !«• traced approxi

mately through the towns of Scooba and Flat wood, and .1 miles west of Stark villi- to 1 louston.

From here the line bends more to the cast, through Troy, Blue Springs, Graham, and Anti-

och, and 2 miles west of Kossuth to the Tennessee line.

RIPLEY FORMATION.

Above the Sclma chalk is the uppermost division of the ( 'ret aceous, which has lx>en called

the Ripley formation, and which is made up of three substances. Dark-blue marl, contain

ing abundant well-preserved fossils, occupies the upper part, and thinly l>cdded marly

clays, alternating with sandy limestone, the lower part. The limestones are sufficiently

porous to hold water. They come to the surface along the eastern border of the Kiplev

outcrop, and, with a westward dip of the strata greater than the slope of the surface, a

small artesian basin is formed along the headwaters of Tallahatchie River.

The thickness of the formation, estimated by the width of the outcrop with a westward

dip of 15 feet to the mile, is at a maximum, 280 feet.

The change from the rolling prairie surface of the Sclma to the steep hills of the Ripley is

very noticeable. The Kiplev formation occupies a much smaller area than the Solum chalk,

being widest at the north and wedging out entirely in Chickasaw County, at the town of

Houston. From here south to the Alabama border the high hills of the Kiplev as found in

Tippah, Union, and Pontotoc counties are entirely wanting, except in a small area near the

Alabama l>ordor. It is well exposed in Alabama, but wedges out in Kemper County, Miss.,

near the town of Shuqualak. From here to Houston the level " Flatwoods" of the Midway

border on the prairie lands of the Sclma chalk.

TERTIARY.

MIDWAY GROUP.

Clayton limestone.—The lowest division of the Tertiary is represented in Mississippi by a

series of hard crystalline limestones, known as the Clayton limestone, and calcareous sandy

marls. The limestone of this formation was referred by Iiilgard to the Ripley, but later

investigation by Harris and others has, on paleontologic evidence, placed it in the Midway.

The limestone has a maximum thickness of 20 feel near the town of Ripley. It is overlain

by 20 to 30 feet of reddish to yellow sandy mail containing lime carbonate, and is slightly

fossiliferous. The reddish color is due to a large amount of iron oxide. The color of these

sands is very similar to that of the Lafayette, which is descril)ed on page 12.

The Clayton outcrop forms a narrow strip of territory fiom 2 to Omiles wide, lying just

west of the Ripley area. The line of the Mobile, Jackson and Kansas City Railroad follows

the outcrop approximately from Middleton, Tenn., to Houston, Miss. From here the out

crop turns in a southeasterly direction west of Starkville and Macon and passes into Alabama

southeast of Seooba.

No doubt the sands of the upper division are water bearing, but so far no wells to the west

have penetrated the Clayton.

Porters Creek clay.—In Tennessee the name Porters Creek has l>een given to the clays

immediately overlying the Clayton limestone. The calcareous sandy marl of the upper

Clayton is overlain by 75 to 100 feel of gray nonfossilileious clay, which forms the well-

known " Flatwoods" area, extending from Tennessee into Alabama. This formation pro

duces very stiff clay soils which are little used in the State for agricultural purposes. Roads

through the " Flatwoods" often become impassable during the i amy season.

The Porters Creek outcrop occupies a narrow strip of countty extruding fiom Middleton.

Tenn., into the State of Alabama, and has a width of 2 to 12 miles. In the north it is

hemmed in between the Ripley hills on the cast arid the Wilcox plateau on the west. South
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of Maben the range of hills on the oast border of the Wilcox formation rises 100 feet or more

above the Porters Creek, and is more distinct than the line between the Porters Creek and

the Clayton limestone. The western border is easily traceable from A miles east of Maben

due south through Oktiblieha County: here the line turns in a more southeasterly direction,

running through Shuqualak and Scooba into Alabama.

The Porters Creek clay marks an important horizon between the waters of the Ripley and

W.lcox horizons. The rainfall entering the outcropping sands of the Ripley follows these

beds, which dip gently to the west. The overlying Porters Creek clay prevents the water

from rising, and it is thus confined and given pressure as the reservoir becomes full.

WILCOX FORMATION.

The important division of the Tertiary known as the Wilcox formation occupies a large

ares of northern Mississippi. It was originally named the Lignitic by Ililgard, and Safford,

Stat* geologist of Tennessee, termed it the La Grange group.

The term " Lignitic " as used by Ililgard has been objectionable liecausc it is not a locality

name. As used by Sadord the term "La Grange" included the present Lafayette and por

tions of the Cretaceous, so it has likewise been discarded. The present name, Wilcox, was

first given in some unpublished work by Eugene A. Smith, State geologist of Alabama, for the

reason that typical strata of the former Lignitic of Ililgard are exposed at Wilcox, Ala. The

name has lieen adopted by the United States Geological Survey as the formation name to

include the complex mass of sands, clays, lignites, marls, etc., between the Porters Creek

clays below and the Tallahatta buhrstone above.

Owing to its more or less sandy character throughout, the Wilcox forms the most Impor

tant water horizon of northern Mississippi. The coarse-grained, unconsolidated sand lieds

are often interlK'dded with seams of lignite and white and chocolate-colored clays. The

days of the upper division, as at Grenada, are very dark and may properly be called shale.

In the eastern half of the area loosely bedded sands predominate. The western portion,

which Ls a series of irregularly cross-bedded sands and sandy clays, is separated from the

eastern by a more or less regular line of white and chocolate-colored clays, which are used for

making stoneware.

The thickness of the group is estimated from the width of the outcrop to l>e 750 to 800 feet .

The deep well at Memphis is reported to have passed through the Wilcox at a depth of 963

feet.

In Alabama, Smith has divided the " Lignitic," the equivalent of the Wilcox, into six mem

bers. Each contains one or more marl l>eds from which distinguishing fossils are obtained.

He includes in the " Ligflitic " the Porters Creek clays, which in Mississippi arc mapped with

the Midway.

The Wilcox covers the largest territory of any formation in northern Mississippi. It occu

pies the entire ansa lying between the Porters Creek outcrop and the bluffs on the eastern

rim of the Yazoo Delta as far south as Grenada The west edge south of Grenada is a line

"tending southeast 6 miles cast of Winona, west of Philadelphia, and southwest of Meridian.

The entire Wilcox group is very important as a water-bearing formation. The numerous

beds of sand interbedded with clays form various water horizons throughout the formation.

The shallow artesian wells at Batesville and Coffecvillc, Ix'gun Im'Iow the yellow loam and

Lafayette, show that there are l>cds of clay in the upper division of the Wilcox sufficiently

persistent and compact to confine the water below the clay and to form artesian basins in the

upper Wilcox.

CLAIBORNE GROUP.

The Clailiorne Ls divisible on lithologic grounds into two distinct formations. The lower

of these Ls the Tallahatta buhrstone, or " siliceous Claiborne;" the upper includes the Lisbon

wds, or "calcareous Clail>orne."

TaUahattabuhrxtoiie.—This formation, called "siliceous Clailiorne" by Ililgard, consists

chiefly of glauconitic coarse-grained micaceous sandstone, siliceous and aluminous clay
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stones, and a white siliceous sandstone that is almost quartzite. The estimated thickness is

350 feet.

The formation outcrops in a belt of territory between the Wilcox and Lisbon beds, and

varies in width from 10 miles in northeastern Clarke County to 30 miles in Leake and Win

ston counties. The eastern line of outcrop is traceable from the Alabama line 4 miles south

of Hurricane Creek post-office to Eastville; thence it swings southwest nearly to Sterling,

south of Meridian; thence it Ix-nds northwest past Battlefield, Philadelphia, Plattsburg,

Hinze, and French Camp, (i miles east of Winona, and west of Grenada. No trace of the

Tallahatta has been found north of Yalobusha Kiver.

For the eastern part of the delta and the central portion of the State lying south of the

Tallahatta outcrop, this formation forms a very important water horizon. The extensive

area underlain by the formation and the porous texture of its materials make it well suited

for absorbing a large amount of rainfall. The water-tight clays at the base of the overlying

formation confine the water in the Tallahatta buhrstone.

l'l. II, IS, shows a hard cap rock of sandstone at the top of the section, with loose siliceous

sand immediately underlying it. Over extensive areas in the Yazoo bottom flowing wells

are obtained when the drill passes through the hard layer of sandstone and enters the sands

below. The ledge of sandstone, which varies in thickness from 12 to 30 inches, is very hard,

in places almost a quartzite, and often requires several days' drilling to pass through it.

Lisbon formation.—Above the Tallahatta is a series of l>cds which Hilgard called " calca

reous Claiborne " and which will 1h' termed the Lisbon formation. The series is about 150

feet thick, and is composed of calcareous sands and laminated and lignitic clays. The

character of the surface is little affected by the Lisbon, which is almost everywhere over

lain by the Lafayette.

In Alabama the area underlain by this formation is very limited in extent, but in Missis

sippi it widens out and occupies the territory from southeastern Clarke to southern Carroll

County, varying from 5 to 25 miles in width.

The thick mantle of Lafayette covering the Lisbon area furnishes plenty of good water,

and the water-liearing horizons of the Lisbon have therefore not been developed.

JACKSON FORMATION.

In Alabama the Jackson and the succeeding formation, the Vicksburg, have been classed

together under the name of St. Stevens. In Mississippi, however, they can usually be

separated very readily and will be treated as two distinct formations.

The essential materials of the Jackson group are gray calcareous and lignitic clays and

sands. The outcrop occupies a belt of country 10 to 30 miles wide, extending southeast

and northwest across the State from Yazoo to the Alabama line north of Waynesboro.

The area is known as the "central prairie.''

There are no continuous water horizons in the lower or middle Jackson. It is usually

barren of water, and when found the water is very impotable. Wells in this region obtain

their water either from the base of the Lafayette or from the upper member of the Tallahatta

buhrstone. Flowing wells are obtained along the lower streams.

The Jackson has usually been described as "marls" and clays, but recent investigations

along the line of contact with the Vicksburg have shown that there are between 50 and 75

feet of yellow, gray, or white siliceous sand at the to]> of the Jackson. Whether from a

palcontologic standpoint this should be considered Jackson or Vicksburg we are unable to

say, since no fossils have been found in the sands. They are regularly stratified, showing

that they were deposited in a quiet sea with little or no current. In places near the surface

the sands are slightly cemented with iron oxide, causing some layers to resist erosion more

than others.

l'l. Ill, .1, represents the highly stratified character of the siliceous white to gray sands

of the uppermost member of t he Jackson formation. These sands, which are very porous,

are exposed through erosion over large areas in Mississippi and absorb large amounts of

water, the water table in such cases very nearly reaching the surface (PI. Ill, B).
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This is the only horizon of the Jackson which may become of any importance as a water-

bearer. South of its outcrop there are no deep wells which are known to derive their

waters from this horizon, so that its importance in this respect Ls not known.

VICKSBURG LIMESTONE.

This formation, first studied by Conrad at Vicksburg, occupies a very limited area south

of the Jackson. It consists of crystalline limestone in beds varying from 1 inch to 3 feet

in thickness, alternating with sandy calcareous strata of mar.l of about the same thickness.

There is a marked difference in the appearance of the different beds of limestone. Those

near the surface are soft and yellow, while the more compact beds unaffected by surface

weathering are blue. The rapidity with which the limestone breaks down under the action

of weathering agents makes it unsuitcd for building stone or road material. The Vicksburg

is of no importance as a water-bearing formation.

PASCAGOULA FORMATION.

E. A. Smith has distinguished along Pascagoula River in Mississippi a series of calcareous

sands bearing a Miocene fauna overlying the Vicksburg limestone and underlying the

great mass of liguitic sands and clays of the Grand Gulf. He has given it the name Pasca

goula formation. No other outcrops have as yet been found in the State, but deep-well

borings along the Gulf coast have brought up calcareous sands containing fossils which

L. C. Johnson refers to the Pascagoula. It was at first thought that the Pascagoula was

younger than the Grand Gulf, or doubtless a fossififerous horizon in it, but more recent

investigation has shown that the Pascagoula clearly underlies the Grand Gulf.

At the type locality of the Pascagoula formation, as well as at Mobile and points along

tbeGulf in Mississippi, the Pascagoula beds are overlain by Grand Gulf beds; but further

field work will be required before the relation of the two series (Grand Gulf and Pascagoula)

in other areas can be stated with certainty. Such later work may require a redefinition

of the term Grand Gulf. Owing to the limited area of outcrop the formation is not shown

on the map. The Pascagoula furnishes an important source of line artesian water along

the coast .

CiRAND GULF FORMATION.

The Grand Gulf formation is used in the sense in which it was originally defined by

Hilgard. It is, therefore, not a homogeneous series of beds, but may include formations

of different age. It is certain, however, that everything here included in the Grand Gulf

is newer than the Vicksburg limestone and older than the Lafayette or "orange sand"

formation.

The Grand Gulf Ls made up almost entirely of sandstones and days. The sandstones

are usually but slightly cemented and are made up of sharp grains of silica, with more or

less alumina and iron pyrites. The color varies from a pure white to a rusty yellow, the

latter resulting from the oxidation of the sulphide of iron. These sandstones are especially

common in the northwestern part of the area underlain by the Grand Gulf—that is, northwest

of a line drawn from Fort Adams to Raleigh. Southeast of this line sandstones are very

rare. Elsewhere the formation consists of bluish to black clays, shales, and unconsolidated

sands. The thickness of the Grand Gulf, as ascertained from deep-well borings, is 750 to

800 feet.

The Grand Gulf underlies most of that part of Mississippi south of a line drawn as follows:

Starting at the river a few miles south of Vicksburg it runs parallel to and a mile or so

south of the Alabama and Vicksburg Railroad, and passes a short distance north of Ray

mond. Here the boundary line bends rather abruptly southeast, crossing the, Illinois

Central Railroad between Terry and Byram. It then turns northeast passing through

Monterey to Brandon, at which point it finally assumes a southeasterly direction through

Daniel, Raleigh, Vosberg, and Waynesboro into Alabama. All the State south of this line is

occupied by the Grand Gulf group (except the narrow belt of Port Hudson clays which

ibr 159—06—a
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border the Gulf coast in Hancock, Harrison, and Jackson counties and are described

on page 13.)

The area along the Mississippi from Fort Adams nearly to Yicksburg, and in Lincoln,

Copiah, Hinds, Simpson, and Kankin counties, contains the only outcrops of the sandstones.

In these localities it alternates with the bluish-tinted days. At Raymond and Star the

sandstones attain a thickness of 15 feet and appear near the summit of the hills, with

thinner strata below alternating with semiplastic clays.

The sandstones are want ing south and east of the line mentioned above, and the forma

tion is essentially indurated, laminated sands and clays of yarious characters, from the

white plastic clays to those containing lignitized tree trunks. Beds of lignite are also of

frequent occurrence.

Many of the fine artesian wells along the Gulf derive their waters from the Grand Gulf

formation. In the region of Hatticsburg and Columbia flowing wells are obtained from

its lower division.

LAFAYETTE FORMATION.

Resting unconfornmbly upon all the underlying formations from the Grand Gulf to the

Carbon iferous is a thin veneering of the Lafayette formation. This is a fresh-water deposit ,

composed chiefly of dark-red to light-red, coarse, round-grained sand, which in places

contains more or less day and water-worn pebbles. It varies from a knife-edge to 50 feet

or more in thickness. The latter thickness is very rare, and it is more often found to l>e

less than 10 feet.

In Tishomingo and Itawamba counties the Lafayette contains large deposits of water-

worn pebbles, gravel, flint, chert, and sonic quartz, extending in a north and south belt

5 to 10 miles wide. Another belt of similar material ocelli's along the eastern edge of the

loess formation, in the counties of De Soto, Tate, Panola, and Yalobusha. The shape of

the pebbles is somewhat different in this belt—those of the above-mentioned counties

being worn into an oblong egg shape, while here they have a more rounded form; they

also contain more quartz. Still another belt, which is practically a prolongation of the

western belt, is found in the southern part of the State. The main line of the Illinois

Central Railroad runs along the outcrop of the gravel beds from Jackson to the Louisiana

border.

The Lafayette was deposited upon a deeply eroded surface of the older formations,

which accounts in part for the irregularity in its thickness. Since the deposition of the

Lafayette there has been a large amount of erosion, and in many places the whole forma

tion has been removed. In the ureas of the Selma chalk and the Porters Creek formation

the Lafayette is practically absent. East of the Selma chalk area there is more or less of

the Lafayette covering the Eutaw , Tuscaloosa, and Carboniferous. In northern Missis

sippi, particularly in Marshall and Lafayette counties, where the formation was first

described and named, the Lafayette, when present at all, is only a few feet thick, but in

many places it is wanting. It thickens to the south, reaching its maximum in southern Mis

sissippi, where it is said to be 200 feet thick. No such thickness, however, was ol>served in

the course of the present work.

In various localities in the State the iron in the Lafayette has cemented the Indian red

sands and formed a ferruginous sandstone, which is often mistaken for pure limonite or

brown hematite. These deposits are uniformly of very shallow depth, but may extend

over considerable areas. The ferruginous sandstone is always formed immediately alxne

a bed of clay or some material which checks the downward flow of water. The water

passing through the Lafayette becomes saturated with iron oxide, and, on being cheeked

at the base by the underlying clay, deposits the iron, which cements the sands inio a

compact mass. This mass is constantly increased by the addition of more iron from the

iron-charged waters. Gradually the overlying material is worn away until the ferruginous

sandstone is reached, which resists the action of erosion and often forms a scaq> along the

tops and sides of hills.
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Where the Lafayette is thick enough it forms the source of a very desirable and easily

accessible supply of potable water. The great amount of sand in the formation forms a

natural filter. Many of the springs of the State issue from the base of the, Lafayette,

where it rests on a bed of water-tight clay, a lignite seam, or limestone.

aUATERNARY.

PORT HUDSON FORMATION.

The formation immediately above the Lafayette has been called the Port Hudson, from

the typical exposure at Port Hudson, Miss. It is composed of clays, silts, and unconsol

idated sands containing old cypress stumps represent ing different general ions superimposed

one upon another. The thickness of the formation, as determined from criteria obtained

along the Gulf, is 100 to 125 feet.

The Port Hudson area occupies a narrow belt along the Mississippi south of Vicksburg,

the low-lying belt of country between Yazoo and Mississippi rivers erroneously called the

"delta," and a small area bordering on the Gulf of Mexico. There is a possibility that the

so-called Port Hudson of the Yazoo Delta belongs to a much younger age than the Port

Hudson farther south, but for the present it is all mapped as one formation. The vast

body of land called the "delta" is but a few feet above the common high-water mark of

Mississippi River, and was overflowed in times of very high water until as late as 1884.

The investigations of Ililgard have shown that the formation was deposited in a fresh

water embayment during the slow depression of the continent at the close of Glacial time,

and that it was not due to the successive overflows of the old Mississippi River.

As far east as Union County, along Tallahatchie River, old inhabitants say the bottom

land has been elevated in their lifetime from 2 to 4 feet by successive overflows of the

river, a fact easily proved by notingttie difference in elevation of the surface on the outside

and inside of hollow cypress stumps. The gradual elevation of the bed of the Mississippi

in recent years and the vast alluvial deposits show that the Port Hudson formation may

possibly be of river origin.

Water in large quantities may be obtained very near the surface over the entire area of

the Yazoo Delta by simply driving down a pipe with a strainer attached at the lower end.

The large amount of vegetable matter in the Port Hudson sediments causes a very unwhole

some drinking water.

FOSSIL1EEROUS LOESS.

East of the Mississippi, south of Vicksburg, for a width of 12 to 15 miles, and bordering

the eastern limit of the Port Hudson north of this place, is the loess or "Bluff" formation.

This is made up of a homogeneous, silt y, calcareous loam containing a great number of land

shells.

YELLOW LOAM.

Immediately overlying the loess and extending from 25 to 35 miles farther cast than the

typical loess is the formation which Ililgard has called the "yellow loam." This is an

unstratfiied mass of sandy clay or loam, entirely void of fossils, and of a uniform pale-

yellow to light-brown color. East of the calcareous-loess area it forms a thin covering

over the Lafayette, when that is present, and has a maximum thickness in northwestern

Mississippi of 25 feet. It is also present in the central and southern parts of the State,

but is much thinner here than farther north.

RECENT ALLUVIUM.

The most recent strata of the State, occurring along the larger streams, particularly

along the Mississippi, have been mapped with the Port Hudson format ion.
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UNDERGROUND-WATER RESOURCES.

SOURCE OF UNDERGROUND WATERS.

In a series of sands and clays, such as those of the Coastal Plain deposits of Mississippi,

the deposition of which took place beneath the salt waters of the ocean, the groundwaters

are derived from two diverse sources. The salt waters encountered in certain of the deeper

wells represent, in all probabili y, ocean waters which have been retained in the deposits

since the accumulation of the lat'er beneath the sea, while the fresh waters encountered in

all of the shallow and in a large proportion of the deep wells have been derived from the

rainfall.

RAINFALL.

Mississippi has an average rainfall, according to the Weather Bureau, of about 51 inches,

the preeipi'.ation varying from 49 inches at the northern edge of the S!a:e to 54 inches near

 

Fig. 1.- Rainfall map of eastern United States.

the coast. The greatest annual precipitation recorded in the State was 101.47 inches at

Bay St. Louis in 1900, and the least, 22.49 inches, at Kosciusko in 1889. October and

November are usually the dryest months of the year.
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Not only does the rainfall vary in total amount from year to year, but the. amount in a

given district varies greatly. This fluctuation is so large that a rainfall map for a given

year has little value. Unfortunately no map showing average precipitation in detail is

available, but the general average rainfall for the State and its relation to adjacent areas

is shown in fig. 1.

DISPOSAL OF RAINFALL.

The precipitation is taken up mainly in three ways—(1) by evaporation directly from

the surface before the rain is absorbed, (2) by direct run-off of the water into the streams

without its being first absorbed by the soil, and (3) by absorption into the ground.

A very large proportion, probably 40 to 50 per cent, of the water absorbed by the ground

in Mississippi is returned again to the atmosphere by evaporation, either directly from the

surface or through the vegetation with which the surface is covered. Of the remaining

ground water it is estimated that 1 per cent or less is permanently taken up in chemical

combination by the rocks. The rest joins the underground water body occupying the pores

and crevices within the rocks and other materials. Where the conditions have been such

that water could penetrate the rocks these have long since been filled to saturation up to

drainage level, so that practically all the excess of ground water not removed by evapora

tion finds its way to the valleys and other low spots, where it forms springs or joins the

streams by general seepage. The amount thus returned to the streams is a large propor

tion of the total run-ofl, the immediate run-off, or that portion of the flow which has never

been absorbed by the soil, being estimated at from 5 per cent of the rainfall in the case of

rprtain sandy districts to 33 per cent in an area where the rocks are of several diverse types.

It if thought that in the entire State probably not more than 15 per cent is removed by

the direct run-off.

Detailed observations of the relation of rainfall to run-off have been made in the Tom-

bighee and Yazoo River basins. In the former basin, north of Columbus, there was in 1903

a rainfall of 42.69 inches, while the run-off was 19.88 inches, of which 85 per cent, or 16.87

inches, is estimated to have passed through the soil before joining the streams. In a way

this mav be taken as representing the surplus ground water for the year of the computation.

Reduced to gallons, this surplus amounts to about 458,000 gallons per acre. In the Yazoo

basin the run-off was 17.41 out of 42.68 inches, the surplus computed in the same manner

as above being 402,300 gallons per acre. When it is remembered that a well flowing 100

gallons a minute ranks as a large well, and that the surplus rainfall of every 130 acres would

furnish such a well, the vast amount of available ground water, yielding approximately

5 wells to each square mile, or about 234,000 to the State, will be better unde-stood.

DEPTH OF PENF.TRATTON OF WATKR.

Water penetrates downward through the pores of the rocks and through cracks, fissures,

and other passages. Theoretically it can pass downward until the rock pressure becomes

so great that there are no openings, a condition which is estimated to exist at a depth of

about 6 miles. As a matter of fact, however, active circulation of ground water takes

place mainly in stratified rocks, and then only within a relatively short distance of the sur

face, usually from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. It is commonly useless to expect unmineralized

waters at greater depths.
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CAPACITY OP MATERIAJ.S TO HOLD WATER.

The amount of water which can be held by different materials varies greatly. That

al>sorl>ed by some of the common rocks is shown in the following statement : »

Amount of water absorbed by some common rocks.

[In quarts per cubic foot.]

Granite yjr }

Limestone (dense) i-li

Dolomite (including porous limestones) 1- 5

Chalk 4-8

Sandstone 2- t>

Sand 8-10

Clay 10-12

Rocks have the greatest absorptive power when the grains are of uniform size. Where

there is a mixture of fine and coarse grains much less water is taken up. Unfortunately

the amount which a given material will yield does not depend entirely on the amount

which it contains. For instance, clay, though it has a high porosity, holds water with

great tenacity and will yield but little to a well.

RATE OF PERCOLATION.

In general it may be said that the coarser the sand and the smaller the amount of clay

the more rapid the rate of movement, but this also depends largely on other factors, such as

pressure and temperature. With a given material nearly twice as much water will percolate

through a stated area at a pressure of 20 pounds per square inch as will pass through it at

10 pounds. Likewise, the percolation is nearly twice as rapid with the water at 100° F. as

it is at 50° F.

( t HO1 1 N I ) -WATKR 1) IV ISIOXS.

The earth's crust may be divided into three zones, according to the conditions of under

ground-water circulation: (1) The unsaturated zone, extending from the surface of the

ground down to the upper surface of the ground-water body, or the "water table," as it is

commonly termed; (2) the zone of shallow or, as thoy are frequently termed, "surface

waters," extending from the level of the water table down to the first impervious stratum

of considerable extent; and (3) the zone of deep-seated waters, or those lying below the

first impervious stratum. The unsaturated zone may contain a considerable amount of

water, but it is not stationary, lieing simply in transit from the surface downward to the

water table, or surface of the zone of shallow waters. The zone of shallow waters as here

defined is a unit, but the zone of deep-seated waters is not a unit, as there are in most eases

several subdivisions, depending on the presence of impervious strata within the zone.

GROUND-WATER TABUS.

The water t able i n general shows a somewhat close agreement with the slope of the surface

of the land, tending to flatness under plains and to inequalities, similar to those of the sur

face, in the hilly regions. The undulations of the water table, however, are less marked

than those of the land surface, the water standing considerably l>elow the top of the ground

at the crests of the hills while it is pracl ieally at stream level in the valleys. The depth of the

ground water below the surface depends on the rate of lateral percolation into the streams

as compared with the rainfall. In the eastern United States the permanent ground-water

level is seldom at a great depth lielow the surface, water being commonly obtained within

30 to 40 feet of the top of the ground in lands of moderate elevation, while in valleys sup

plies are often obtained at depths of 15 feet or less. In the arid regions, on the other hand,

the ground-water level may be many hundred feet below the surface.

a Data furnished by M. L. Fullor.
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Tlir relations of the ground-water table to the surface in a region of uneven topography

are shown in fig. 2.

 

Pig. 2 — Ideal section through valley and hills, showing the position of the ground water and the

undulations of the water table with reference to the surface of the ground and to bed rock. (After

Slichtcr.)

RECOVERY OF UNDERGROUND WATERS.

Shallow waters.—The waters of the shallow zone are recovered through springs or seepages

and by open or driven wells. The manner in which the former emerge has already been sug

gested in the paragraph relating to the ground-water table, the water coming to the surface

wherever this table is cut by a valley or other depression. This natural process of recovery

is supplemented by open wells, which are simply circular excavations dug from the surface

to or slightly Ix-low the water table. To the use of this form of well there are many objec

tions, some of which are considered on pages 74 and 75. (PI. VI, B, p. 74) A better form

of well is the driven type, which is made by forcing a pipe with an open end, or with a per

forated point, downward into the ground-water body, by which process the possibility of

contamination by the entrance of surface waters is prevented. (PI. VI, .4.) In both types

of wells the water must I* raised by bucket, pump, or other mechanical means. Two

methods of pumping water which are in common use are shown in PI. IV. Tho use of gas

oline pumps promises to l)c very successful in localities where windmills are not practicable.

Deep-sealed waters.—The deep-seated waters generally occur in gently dipping porous

beds between more impervious strata. In general the water escapes at the surface only

where there is a break in the impervious covering, allowing it to come up along fissures or

other crevices. Springs and wells depending on deep-seated waters are more independent

of rainfall, show relatively slighter changes of temperature, are more free from contamina

tion, and are more stable in flow than those from the more shallow sources. The deep-

seated waters are artificially brought to the surface by means of deep wells. In such wells

the water is generally under pressure and rises far alx>ve the point at which it is encountered,

in some cases reaching to or even considerably alwve the level of the ground at the well,

though in others it may fail to reach the surface, and pumping must be resorted to. In

the present paper the term "artesian" is used to designate all wells in which the water is

under material hydrostatic pressure and will rise in the well when the impervious capping

is penetrated.

ARTESIAN REQUISITES.

The chief artesian requisites are an inclined pervious l>cd lying between two impervious

beds and having its outcrop at a height greater than the surface at the well, an outcrop

favorable to absorption, a rainfall sufficient to furnish the necessary supply, and the absence

of extensive leakage. Until recently these conditions have, in fact, been regarded by every

one as essential, but it has lately been shown that flows can be obtained even in uniform

sand. The arrangement of the grains in horizontal lamintr, due to stratification, so opposes

the passage of the water that it can rise through the well with much greater ease than

throiHi the sand itself. In fact, it seems likely that a difference in the level of the water

tabic in closelv adjacent regions sufficient to furnish a working head is the only essential
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requisite of nn artesian flow,a Four of the most common typos of artesian conditions are

illustrated in the accompanying diagrams (figs. 3, 4, 5, 6).

_b_ a c m s v

Flo. 3.—Section showing certain conditions governing artesian wells. A, a porous stratum: Bt C,

impervious beds below and above A, acting as confining strata; F, height of water level in porous

bed A. or, in other words, height of reservoir or fountain head: D, E, flowing wells springing

from the porous water-filled bed A. (After Chamberlin.)

 

Fig. 4.—Section illustrating thinning out of porous water-bearing bed A, inclosed between imper

vious beds B, C, thus furnishing conditions for artesian well D. (After Chamberlin )

 

Fig. 5.—Section showing transition from porous to impervious bod. A.n close-textured, impervious

bed, inclosed between impervious beds B and ('. furnishing conditions foran artesian well I). (After

Chamberlin.)

 

SPKCIAL, C ONDITIONS IN' COASTAL PLAIN' FORMATION'S.

In early treatises on artesian conditions it was argued that flowing wells could be obtained

only in low regions with higher land on cither side—that is, the artesian well must bo

located in a synclinal basin. But such is not the condition in the Atlantic and the southern

portion of the Gulf Coastal plains.

 

Fig. 7.—Section showing conditions governing artesian and flowing wells in the Costal Plain forma

tions. A, surface sands—clays and sands; II, impervious stratum of clay. C, water-bearing sand;

D, impervious stratum of clay; K, Pre-Coastal Plain deposits of limestone and sandstone, A', I)', E',

common wells; II', flowing well; C. spring

The great series of unconsolidated sediments belonging to the Gulf Coastal Plain wore

deposited upon a sea floor of older rocks sloping gently seaward from their present outcrop

along the foothills of the southern Appalachian plateau. The Coastal Plain sediments

are thickest at the Gulf coast, where they reach a thickness of more than 2,000 foot. They

become thinner and thinner to the north, finally disappearing at the outcrop of the older

rocks.

a Fuller, M. L., Artesian flows from uncon fined sandy strata: Engineering News, vol. .r»2, pp. .TJO-itO.
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The sand and clay sediments of Mississippi were deposited in comparatively shallow

water near the old shore. In these deposits the fine supply of artesian and deep-well

waters are stored. It frequently happens in this State that the sediments which are

water-bearing in one locality change in character in a very short distance and become

impervious to water. We shall present only five conditions, which will serve to illustrate

the character of the sediments and the possibilities of getting water in the State.

In fig. 7, E represents the older rocks on which the Coastal Plain deposits D, C, B, A

were laid down. C is a water-lx>aring sand incased between two impervious strata, D and B,

which prevent the water from leaking out and keep it under hydrostatic pressure. The

stratum C cuts out before reaching A', on the extreme right side of the figure; here there

is a water-bearing sand at the surface, but it will not furnish artesian water because of

the lack of an upper confining stratum. A', B', D', and E' are wells. There is no flow at .V

because the artesian bed C fails to reach it. B' enters the artesian bed C and the water

flows above the surface. C is a spring. The. well at D' is a strong stream of good water,

but doaw not flow because of lack of depth. The well at E' enters the artesian sand and

the water rises to within a few feet of the surface, but does not flow because the elevation

of the mouth of the well is above the head of the water.

irVDERGnOUSfn-AVATKU IIOKIZOXS OF MISSISSIPPI.

The Gulf embayment includes western Florida and Georgia, southern Alabama, all of

Mississippi, western Tennessee and Kentucky, southern Illinois, southeastern Missouri,

eastern Arkansas, Louisiana, and southeastern Texas. Within this vast basin there are
 

Flo. 8.—Cross section from Alabama to Mississippi River, In latitude of Tupelo. J, Port Hudson;

I. loess: II, Wilcox; 0, Porters Creek; F, Clayton; E, Ripley; D, Selma; C, Entaw; B.Tuscaloosa;

A, Paleozoic.

several distinct artesian-water horizons. With the exception of a small area of north

western Alabama the gathering ground of the different water-bearing horizons of Mississippi

lies entirely within the State.
 

Horizontal scale Vertical scale
o to tomilai o aooo -ooo aooofcet

Fig. 9 —Cross section from West Point to Greenville. J, river alluvium; I, Port Hudson; H, loess;

G, Tallahatta: F, Wilcox; E, Midway; D, Selma; C. Eutaw; B, Tuscaloosa; A, Paleozoic.

In the cross sections of the State (figs. 8,9, 10, and 11) an eirort has been made to show

the relations of water-liearing to nonwater-bearing horizons. These have been prepared from

a study of the well records and the surface outcrops of the different geologic formations.
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There are seven distinct artesian-water horizons in Mississippi. Beginning with the

lowest member of the Cretaceous we shall treat them as follows: (1) Tuscaloosa-Eutaw,

(2) Ripley, (3) Wilcox, (4) Claiborne, (5) Pascagoula, (6) Grand Gulf, (7) Lafayette.

TUSCALOOSA EUTAW HORIZON.

The upper division of the Tuscaloosa and all of the Eutaw formation constitute one

artesian-water horizon. The lower division of the Tuscaloosa consists of heavy-l>edded,

compact clays of various colors. These clays form the lower confining beds of the Tusca

loosa-Eutaw horizon. The ''blue rock" of the lower Selma forms the upper confining

beds. Between these two water-tight beds are 1,000 to 1,200 feet of cross-l>edded sands

and gravel, interbedded with more or less irregular strata of sandy clays and occasional

beds of lignite.
 

Fig 10.—Section from Gattman to Fort Adams. I., loess: K, Grand Gulf (sandstone and clay):

J, Vtcksburg (limestone); I, Jackson (clays and marls): II, Claiborne; G, Tallahatta (sandstone);

F, Wilcox (sands and clays); E, Midway (limestone and clays); D, Selma (limestone); C, Eutaw

(sands and clays): B, Tuscaloosa (sands and clays): A. Paleozoic (limestone, etc.).

If the numerous l«>ds of clay were continuous throughout the formations they would

divide the group into separate water horizons, and no doubt some of the beds do extend

over large areas and locally affect the height of the water horizons. Where these forma

tions have been most carefully studied at the surface it has been impossible" to trace any

definite horizon of sand or clay for a great distance. Along some of the river bluirs, where

good exposures are obtained, the material often changes within a hundred feet from a

 

Fic,. II. North-south cross section from Seranton to Tennessee River. L, Quaternary (silts):

K, Grand (lull; J, Vicksburg; I, Jackson; II. Claiborne; G, Tallahatta: F.Wilcox: E.Suearnochee;

I). Selma; C, Eutaw; B, Tuscaloosa: A, Paleozoic.

laminated clay to cross-bedded sands. Because of the, changeable character of these

formations we have considered the Tuscaloosa and Eutaw as forming one artesian-water

horizon.

Catchment area.—The outcrop of the sands receiving waters of the Tuscaloosa-Eutaw

horizon covers al>out 2,000 square miles, including practically all of Tishomingo and

Itawamba counties, the eastern portions of Alcorn, Prentiss, Monroe, and Lowndes counties,
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llisa., and Pickens, Lamar, and portions of Marion and Franklin counties, Ala. The

frpon where the water-hearing sands come to the surface is largely in the hilly districts

■at of Tomhigbee River. In the southern portion of the catchment area the elevation is

lufficirntly high to force the water to the surface over a large area lying to the west. The

bitrlinicnt area from southern Tishomingo County to Tennessee is hut little ahove theter-

ritory lying west, and the result is that it is impossihle to get strong flowing wells north of

B&ldwyn. However, plenty of good water is obtained near the surface and there are flowing

ti lls along the lower streams to the east.

Upper confining stratum.— In an artesian basin it is necessary to have at least a confining

itratum of relatively impervious material above the water-bearing sands. If there is

lot a confining l>ed below these sands the water will fill them and the underlying porous

ri«k until a point is reached where the rocks are nonporous.

I The overlying Selma chalk contains in its lower part a large amount of compact clay,

which forms an impervious layer and prevents the water in the Tuscaloosa-Eutaw from

escaping upward. There are areas, however, in the western region of the Eutaw where

it is possible to get artesian wells. In these areas there is in the upper part of the Eutaw

formation a bed of clay which is sufficiently thick to confine the water below. Farther

west the water is under greater pressure and the Eutaw clay Ix'd perhaps loses its compart

character, so that the water rises to the base of the Selma chalk and overflows the surface

.wherever the Selma is penetrated.

| inclination of the beds.—The diD of the strata in the Tuscaloosa-Eutaw horizon varies

from a westward dip of about 15 feet to the mile in the north to a south-southwest dip of

35 to 40 feet to the mile in the south. With such a steep dip the water-bearing sands

**>n pass tieneath the overlying strata, and the greater the distance from the outcrop the

more difficult and expensive it becomes to reach the artesian waters.

Area of amilable artesian water.—The westernmost location getting its water from the

Tuscaloosa-Eutaw horizon is Starkville. The deepest well here is 1,000 feet, and the water

rises to within 1 .5-1 feet of the surface. Starkville is near the west outcrop of the Selma

formation, in which it is impossible to get good water; but fortunately, it can be obtained

over the entire area by drilling through the Selma into the Tuscaloosa-Eutaw. It must

not he expected, however, that flowing wells can be obtained over the entire area. They

are limited to the eastern half of the Selma prairie, extending from about the northern

boundary of Lee County south to Noxul>ee County.

There are often erroneous ideas among well drillers and those unacquainted with the laws

governing underground waters. One of the commonest is that, by going deep enough,

flowing wells can l>e obtained anywhere. The Tuscaloosa-Eutaw is the lowest known

water horizon in Mississippi, and it would be impossible to get flowing wells from this

horizon west of the Selma prairie region. There are no doubt places west of the prairie

region where the surface is lower than the head of this water horizon. The question may

I* asked, "Why can not flowing wells be obtained west of the Selma under such condi

tions!" But allowance must be made in this, as in all other horizons in the State, for

the friction the water encounters in passing through the porous medium. The possibility

of getting flowing wells decreases as the distance from the head increases. Another obstacle

is the great depth of the water below the surface. If the surface dip of 30 feet to the

mile continues to the west, at a distance of 100 miles from the head of the water it would

require a well 3,000 feet deep to reach the water horizon.

RIPLEY HORIZON.

In going westward from the Tuscaloosa-Eutaw outcrop, or upward in the geologic

column, the next art' ' •• horizon encountered is u small area receiving its water

from th" " ^ . entire area of this formation occupies approximately 600

*|iiiire miles, including a small portion of Chickasaw, Pontotoc, Union, Tippah, and Alcorn

counties. It includes a long tria-igular l«'lt having a maximum width of 18 miles in Tippah

County and forming an «m>x mar Houston.
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Catchment area.—The water of the Ripley occurs in the lower portion of the formation,

which is made up of alternating strata of limestone, marl, and sand. The \vater-l>earing

strata come to the surface in the hills near the eastern border of the Ripley outcrop—that

is. along the western slope of the Pontotoc divide. The country slopes westward and is

drained hy Tallahatchie River and its tributaries.

Upper confining stratum.—The alternating beds of sandstone, clay, and limestone of the

Ripley are overlain by the heavy-bedded, compact clay of the Porters Creek formation.

This clay is impervious, and confines the water in the Ripley.

Dip of the uxiter-bearing stratum.—No accurate measurements have been made of the dip

of the Ripley sands. There is but one line of wells which get their supply of water from

the Ripley, and these wells are about parallel to the strike of the strata. Farther west the

Wilcox has l>een found to have a westward dip of alxnit 10 feet per mile, and the Selma

chalk to the east has a westward dip of 10 to 15 feet per mile, so that we can assume that

the inclination of the Ripley is alxiut 12 to 15 feet per mile.

Area of available artesian water.—Flowing wells have lioen obtained from the Ripley

horizon only along upper Tallahatchie River and some of its upper tributaries. A large

numW of wells have been drilled in the vicinity of New Albany and Ecru. When the

first ones were drilled at New Albany, the water rose 20 to 30 feet above the surface, but

the increasing number of wells soon lowered the head, and they now have to 1* pumped.

The writer observed for six hours the pumping of a new well at Ecru. The depth was

93 feet, and the water, when the well was completed, barely rose to the surface, as it does

in the other wells in the town. After six hours' pumping with a C<x>k pump drawing 120

to 130 gallons a minute, the other wells in town were lowered 3 feet. This indicates that

they all derive their water from the same source and that the supply is limited.

Efforts have been made to get flowing wells at Pontotoc and other places south to Hous

ton, also at places north of New Albany, but without success. The reason is not far to

seek. The elevations of Ecru and New Albany arc 374 and 381 feet, respectively. At these

places the water barely reaches the surface, which indicates that the head is but little

above these elevations. From Cherry Creek to Pontotoc the elevation rises from 375 to

478 feet. Pontotoc is located on the crest of Pontotoc divide, and there is no higher land

to the east to supply artesian water; it is therefore impossible to get flowing wells at that

place From New Albany to Ripley the elevation rises from 381 to 525 feet, thus getting

above the water head to the east. The only place where flowing wells from this horizon

can be expected is down Tallahatchie River, and perhaps along the headwaters of Tippah

Creek in western Tippah and eastern Benton counties, and in northeastern Calhoun County

along Shooner River.

WILCOX HORIZON.

The extensive outcrop of the Wilcox formation covers 8,000 square miles, including

approximately the counties of Benton, Lafayette, Yalobusha. Calhoun, Webster, Choctaw,

and Winston, and the larger portions of Kemper and Lauderdale counties. Only the lower

division of the formation is included in the water-bearing horizon.

Catchment area.—The porous sands and sandy clays which come to the surface in the

eastern half of the area and lie lietwecn the water-tight Ix'ds of the Porters Creek and the

!>elt of clays used for stoneware at Holly Springs and Oxford make up the Wilcox artesian-

water horizon. The catchment area is largely covered by the Lafayette sands, which offer

but little obstruction to the absorption of the rainfall, and a large amount sinks quickly

into the underlying strata.

Upper confining stratum.—The stoneware clays of Holly Springs and Oxford, which form

a narrow belt of country about the middle of the formation, extending from the Tennessee

line south in a semicircular direction into Alabama, form the upper confining stratum of

this horizon. These clays change from a white or gray color in the north to a chocolate-

brown in the central and southern areas.
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Dip of the water-bearing strata.—An east-west line of wells extending from Oxford to

Belen gives the following data for determining the dip of the strata, if it is assumed that

the water comes from the same source:

The elevation of the well at Oxford is about 450 feet. Water was obtained here at a

depth of 100 feet, or 350 feet above sea level. In the Batesville well, water was struck at

2S5 feet, or 51 feet above sea level. This gives a difference of 401 feet in the elevations

of the water horizon. The distance between Oxford and Batesville is 24 miles. By divid

ing 401 by 25 we obtain the dip of the strata, which is over lfi feet to the mile. Similar

calculations l>etweeii Batesville and Belen give a dip of 17 feet to the mile, and between

Batesville and Riverside a dip of 18 feet to the mile. We can therefore assume a westward

dip in this region of 16 or 17 feet to the mile.

There are but few data for determining the dip to the south in the southern part of the

formation. However, we know from the underlying and overlying strata that the dip is much

greater to the south than to the west.

Area of available artesian v:aler.—The area underlain by the Wilcox sands and sandy

clays includes the entire State west and south of their outcrop; but the inclination of the

beds soon carries the water-bearing strata Inflow the reach of the drillers. Two causes

tend to make flowing wells more easily obtained west of the source than south: (1) The

more gentle westward dip keeps the water nearer the surface, while the dip to the south

soon carries the water horizon Iwyond reach; (2) the elevation of the surface lying west

decreases and reaches a lower level than that to the south.

The flowing wells in the Yazoo Delta north of Leflore County obtain their water from

the Wilcox. South of this area water is found in a different horizon. In the western and

southern portions of the delta the distance from the source has become so great that the

water fails to reach the surface on account of the friction it encounters in passing through

the sands. There is but a small area outside of the northern part of the delta where flow

ing wells arc obtained from the Wilcox horizon. Those at Water Valley and Cofleeville,

many in Lauderdale, and a few in southeastern Newton, and perhaps in northern Clarke

County, get their waters from the Wilcox.

CLAIBORNE HORIZON.

We have considered the white and chocolate-colored stoneware clays near the middle of

the Wilcox formation as the division between the Wilcox and Claiborne water horizons.

They form the upper confining beds of the Wilcox and the lower confining beds of the

Claiborne. If there were a water-tight Iwd at the top of the Wilcox, there would be two

water horizons belonging entirely to this formation; but, since this upper impervious bed

is wanting, we should consider the sands and sandy clays above the stoneware clays as a

part of the Claiborne formation.

Catchment area.— Besides the area of the upper Wilcox the catchment area of the Clai-

borne includes a l>elt from 12 to 40 miles wide extending from Grenada County south-

southeast through Carroll, Attala, Leake, southwestern Neshoba, Newton, Lauderdale, and

Clarke counties. The belt is narrowest near the Alabama line and widest in Leake County.

The outcrop of the strata of the Claiborne horizon includes beds of unconsolidated mica

ceous sands, sandy clays, and more or less coarse-grained micaceous sandstone. There is

in the Tallahatta buhrstoue at least one horizon of very compact quartzose sandstone. All

of the Tallahatta, with the possible exception of the quartzose sandstone, is capable of

holding a large amount of water in saturation. Over much of the area the. Lafayette

covers the surface. Along many of the streams and hillsides the Lafayette has been

removed by erosion and the porous sands and sandstones of the underlying formations are

exposed. Besides the direct absorption of the rainfall into the porous strata there are a

number of streams which lose a large amount of their waters iti passing over the inclined

edges of these strata. The water sinks quickly into the open-textured sands, and many of

the smaller streams flow but a short time after even a hard rainstorm. This is particularly
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true along the upper courses, where the streams have not silted up their lieds with imper

vious clays. The absorption is greater in summer than in winter.

Upper conjinimj stratum.—The upper confining stratum of the Cluilmrne horizon consists

of a series of "soapstone" and pipe-clay beds which belong to the basal part of the Lisl>on

formation. Well drillers say that in places flowing water is found just beneath a very hard

"flint" or sandstone, which is perhaps the ((iiartzose sandstone of the upper Tallahatta.

Dip of the imter-biaring strata. The dip of the strata to the west, as shown in the well

records between Winona and Indianola, is as follows: If the waters derive their supply

from the same source, there is a dip in the water horizon between Winona and Greenwood

of 18 feet to the mile, though one well at Greenwood would give a dip of only 10 feet to the

mile; the dip between Greenwood and Ittabena is 20 feet to the mile; between Ittal>ena

and Indianola 35 feet to the mile.

The well at Jackson gets its water at a depth of 1,108 feet. The elevation of the top of

the well is about 280 feet almve sea level. Estimating the head of the water supplying the

well to be 100 feet higher than the surface at Jackson and the distance from the source to

the well to be 50 miles, we get a dip of the water-beating sands of 25 feet to the mile.

Various estimates made from records of the wells along Chickasawhay River give a south

ward dip of the water horizon of from 10 to 20 feet to the mile.

Area of available artesian water.—The area of accessible artesian water coming from the

Clailwrne horizon includes the larger part of the Yazoo Delta lying south of a line running

from Grenada to Rosedale, and the central prairie belt extending from Yazoo to Waynes

boro, on Chickasawhay River.

The area of flowing wells occupies a much smaller territory. In the delta it includes

Leflore County, the larger part of Sunflower County, and the northern part of Holmes

County. West of this the water encounters too much friction to give good flowing wells.

A well 1,567 feet deep at Yazoo failed to obtain a strong flow. The city well at Jackson

is perhaps the most distant one receiving its water from the Claiborne horizon. This

well is 1,108 feet deep and gives a strong stream. The water is highly impregnated with

minerals and too warm to be palatable for drinking. There are numerous ilowing wells

along Chickasawhay River, from Waynesboro to near Decatur, in Newton County; those

south of Enterprise receive their waters from the Clail>ornc horizon.

PAS0AG0TTLA HORIZON.

Immediately underlying the Grand Gulf formation is a series of older Miocene beds which

outcrop along Chattahoochee River in Florida and also along Conecuh River in southern

Alabama. From fossils collected by Mr. Johnson along Chickasaw hay River a few miles alxn e

the mouth of Leaf River it has been shown that there is a horizon here bearing a fauna

which is much older than the Vicksburg. He has called the beds Pascagoula, and refers

them to the Miocene. It has not been conclusively proved t hat the Pascagoulais the same

horizon as the Chattahoochee beds, but the fossils which were collected have U-en referred

to the Miocene. It is quite probable that many of the deeper wells along the coast derive

their supply of water from the Pascagoula, but as the formation has been recognized only

along the Pascagoula River nothing is definitely known about its water-bearing capacity.

GRAND GULF HORIZON.

But little detailed geologic work has been done over a large part of the Grand Gulf area

from Jackson to the Gulf, and the character of the water-beating horizons is known only in

a general way. The southern counties of the State are covered deeply by two great surficial

formations, the Grand Gulf and the Lafayette. The great well at Rose farm and another

at Wilson Springs, north of Moss Point, demonstrate that there is another important water

horizon underneath the Grand Gulf. The greater part of the wells along the coast find

flowing water at 500 feet, more or less, and many toward the west at 300 feet and lower

None of these flow with the great pressure of the deeper wells, nor do they furnish so groat

a supply. From only one of the shallower wells have fossils been obtained— that at Log-

town, on Pearl River— but as yet they are undetermined.
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Mr. L. Sutter, one of the most skillful and observant drillers of the coast, says that there

are four distinct artesian water-bearing strata on the coast. This does not include the one

immediately under the alluvial sands at u depth of MX) to 200 feet, which sometimes flows

and sometimes does not. One horizon is reached at about 300 feet from which water

occasionally rises to the surface; a second at 400 to 500 feet often gives a strong flow, and

the majority of owners are content to stop here; a third is at GOO to 700 feet, in which there

is generally gravel and a good flow of water; the last flow comes from a depth of 800 to

1,000 feet, and has a strong(prcssure and abundant supply.

The lowest meml>er of the Grand (iulf formation is a bed of impervious clay alxmt 75

feet thick. Resting on the clay is a series of sandstones alternating with grayish and often

lignitiferous clays. These sandstones and open clays form the water-bearing strata of the

Grand Gulf.

Catchment area.—The sandstones and lignitiferous clays come to the surface along the

northern area of the Grand Gulf formation. In the northwestern portion the sandstone is

more prevalent than the lignitiferous clays. It alternates with thin strata of gray clay, as

is shown at Star and Raymond, and in various places in southern Rankin, Hinds, Simpson,

Copiah, and Claiborne counties. Along the northern outcrop of the Grand Gulf in the east

ern part of the State the sandstone is wanting. The strata here are lignitiferous, sandy

clays containing leaf impressions and often fragments of lignitized wood. But the material

is porous enough to absorb a large amount of water, which is easily recognized by its charac

ter when it again comes to the surface. The large amounts of gypsum and common and

magnesian salts, the small quantities of iron pyrite, and the decayed vegetable matter

render the water in places unsuitable for drinking.

Upper confining stratum.—The upper confining beds of the Grand Gulf horizon consist of

the extensive clay l>eds outcropping in the vicinity of Hattiesburg.

Dip of tht waterbearing strata.— If the wells at Laurel and Ellisville derive their supply

from the same horizon, the southward dip of the strata is about 11 feet to the mile.

The dip between Ellisville and Hattiesburg is, according to the data in hand, much less.

We have but one well record at Ellisville on which to base our estimates, which are no doubt

too small.

Area ofavailable artesian water.—The sandstones and porous clays forming the catchment

area of the Grand Gulf horizon soon pass beneath younger deposits. Flowing wells arc

obtained at Taylorsville, Hattiesburg, Columbia, and along the coast. There is a large area

lying north of a line drawn from Leakesville through Hattiesburg, Monticello, Brookhaven,

and Natchez, where deep-well water can be obtained at a maximum depth of 800 feet.

Flowing wells should be found along the larger streams at a much shallower depth.

Below is a generalized section of wells between Biloxi and Pass Christian. The record

was given to G. D. Harris, for his '* Underground Waters of Southern Louisiana," by

Mr. A. Dixon, a practical well driller of that region.

Generalized section of wells between Biloxi and Pass Christian.

Depth
in fi-ct.

6. Sand 80

5. Clay 125

4. Sand and clay 425

.1. Li^ht-gray fine Hand 500

2. Clay 800

1. Waier-hcaring sand 685

It will be seen by consulting the section that No. 2 is a bed of clay extending in depth

from 600 to (iS.5 feet, with a water-bearing sand below. .No. 1 is no doubt the water-bearing

sand belonging to the lower horizon, and the clay of No. 2 is the impervious bed at the top.

Some drillers say that the clay coming immediately above the water horizon has a bluish-

^rreen color and is often 150 feet thick.

The large number of wells along the coast which draw their supply from this horizon

indicates a large catchment area. Those who have flowing wells usually let them flow
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at full pressure, the amount of water used being but a small fraction of the amount wasted.

Well owners should bear in mind the possibility of overdrawing the supply. New wells

are being constantly drilled, and this also tends to lessen the amount for each well. Good

water such as that found in the deep wells along the coast is a great blessing to the people

living there, and a cessation of the flowing wells would be keenly felt. Fortunately, the

supply so far has been adequate for all purposes.

LAFAYETTE HORIZON.

The most recent formation in the State furnishing artesian water is the Lafayette. Over

the larger portion of the State it forms a mantle up to 200 feet in thickness resting uncon-

formably upon the older formations. The Lafayette passes beneath still younger strata

at a distance of 15 to 30 miles from the Gulf and is found in the coast w-ells at a depth of

150 to 3.50 feet below tide. North of the point where the Lafayette passes under cover of

the other formations, it forms one of the principal sources of the shallow-well waters of the

State.

Catchment area.—Along the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad south of Hattiesburg there

are thick beds of coarse sand and fine gravel belonging to the Lafayette. They overlie

the bluish-green clays at the top of the Grand Gulf horizon, and are in turn overlain by

more recent clays. The surface between these two clay layers forms the catchment area

of the Lafayette. It is less extensive than the Grand Gulf horizon, but the material is much

more porous and therefore contains more water to the cubic foot.

The elevation of the catchment area is sufficient to force the water to a maximum height

of 20 feet above the surface. At a distance of 25 miles from the Gulf the elevation along the

Gulf and Ship Island Railroad readies 2.50 feet. If this elevation were continuous across

the State from east to west, the water in the coast wells receiving their supply from this

horizon would rise to a much greater height than it does; but the streams have cut their

channels to such a depth that the head of the water is much below this elevation.

Upper confining stratum.—The recent clays along the coast rest unconformably upon

the Lafayette horizon, and form its upper impervious stratum. From the various reports

of the drillers the coast wells from Scranton to Pearl River strike the Lafayette sands and

gravel at from 150 to 380 feet. The upper confining bed of clay is reported to be 35 to

100 feet thick. The following table, compiled from the well records from Scranton to

Pearl River, gives some interesting facts relating to the pressure and depth of the wells:

Wills between Scranton and Pearl River.

Btloxi

Oullport

Longbeuch

Mississippi City.

Pass Christian. .

Fontainebleau. .

Moss Point

Ocean Springs. .

Scranton

Bay St. Louis. . .

Waveland

Locality.
Wells less
than SKI
feel deep.

Wells with
flow less
than 30

teet above
surface.

| Wells with
Wells more llowSOieet
than SOU
feet deep.

and more
above the
surface.

17

4

1

:i

l

s

'J

5

By comparing the depths with the pressures in the table above, it will be seen that the

water coming from a depth less than 500 feet has a different source from that of the water

coming from a greater depth. Wells with an approximate depth of 500 feet or more
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have a much greater pressure than shallower wells. In most of the former the pressure

is sufficient to force the water 30 feet or more above the surface, the maximum height

being 80 feet. A well at Bay St. Louis, 250 feet deep, has a greater pressure than any of

the other shallow wells, and the height of flow above, the surface is 20 feet.

Dip of the water-bearing strata.—By comparing the distance from the outcrop of certain

beds with the depth at which they are found in the coast wells, a southward dip of about

15 or 20 feet to the mile is estimated.

Area of amUable artesian water.—The artesian area of the Lafayette is comparatively

limited. Some of the more shallow wells along the coast obtain their waters from this

horizon. The entire area of the Lafayette which is covered by later formations is but a

few square miles, extending about 20 miles north from the coast and including the southern

port ions of Harrison, Hancock, and Jackson counties.

XOTES ON' WELLS Of MISSISSIPPI, BY COUNTIES."

Adams County.—The surface of Adams County is very irregular. In the eastern part

the Grand Gulf formation is overlain by the Lafayette. Near Mississippi River the loess

overlaps all the other formations and extends from 5 to 10 miles from the river. The wells

of this county derive their waters from two sources. The shallower wells are supplied wiUi

soft, palatable water from the base of the Lafayette, and tho deeper wells from the sands

of the Grand Gulf.

The city waterworks company of Natchez has four wells loeated near together, 56 feet

above the river. An examination of the water from No. la shows 37i parte solids to 100,000

parts of water, and a hardness of 7J. Well No. 2 contains 27 grains of solids to tho gallon,

and shows the presence of a very small number of innocuous bacteria. The log of weH

No. 4 shows 160 feet of loess, 50 feet of Lafayette, and 220 feet of Grand Gulf material.

Well No. 9 is located on the Greenville plantation, 7{ miles from town. There are hun

dreds of wells of this character in the western part of Adams County, the water generally

being obtained at the contact of the Lafayette and the underlying Grand Gulf. The log

of well No. 9 showed 12 feet of Lafayette and 85 feet of Grand Gulf, to which the water

owes its hardness.

Alcorn County.—The Lafayette has been removed from a large part of the surface of tho

county, which is a gently rolling plateau sloping in a northwest direction to Hatcheo River.

When the first wells at Corinth were drilled the water rose to the surface, but was lowered

several feet below the surface by additional wells. An effort has been made here to get

wells which would flow, but the prospects are not very encouraging, since the sofirce of tho

water is but little above the elevation of the town. There is a bare possibility of striking an

artesian flow in the older, hard rocks at a depth of several hundred feet. These rocks come

to the surface in northern Alabama and Tennessee at an altitude sufficiently high to force

water to the surface at Corinth. However, the disturbance of these older rocks has caused

them to be so folded and jointed that it would lie a risk to undertake such a project. The

log of one of the Corinth waterworks wells, No. 11, shows 20 feet of Lafayette, 280 feet of

undifferentiated Cretaceous, and 45 feet of Lower Carboniferous or Devonian.

Amite County.—No well records were obtained from this county. Flowing wells are not

probable.

Attala County.—Tho only well reported from this county is No. 12, at Kosciusko. In this

well two fossiliferous beds of clay were penetrated, the first at a depth of 65 feet and the

second at 1 50 feet. Water first entered the well at a depth of 76 feet and now stands at that

level.

Benlon County.—-All shallow-well water in Benton County is obtained from the Lafayette

and Wilcox formations. There is a possibility of getting flowing wells from the Ripley

sands along Tippah Creek in the eastern part of the count}' at a depth of about 400 feet.

a A partial list of the deep wells lit Mississippi is given in the tabfe on pages 40-59. Tho well nam-

bers in the text refer to this tabic. _

IRR 15! 3
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Bolimr Coun'.y.—This is one of the Yazoo Delta counties bordering on Mississippi River.

The shallow wells receive abundant water from the Port Hudson formation, but it contains

much organic matter and is therefore very unwholesome. These shallow wells are made

by placing a cap on the end of a pipe, perforating the lower portion, and driving the pipe

into the ground. Water enters the pipe through the perforations and is raised to the sur

face by a pump.

The deep wells reach the Claiborne horizon, but are so far from the head that the pressure

is greatly lessened by the friction the water encounters in passing through the sands. In

most of the counties of the Yazoo Delta bordering the Mississippi the water fails to rise to

the surface.

Calhoun County.—This county is traversed by two large streams flowing west, Yalobusha

and Shooner rivers. Between these streams is a narrow divide which rises more than 200

feet above them. On the higher ridges and, in fact, everywhere except along the streams

the Lafayctt e is very thick. At its base is a water supply abundant for all ordinary domestic

uses. Wherever possible, this water should be used in preference to the deeper well waters,

which in this region are apt to be strongly impregnated with mineral salta.

Carroll ( 'ounty.-Carroll is one of the counties bordering the eastern rim of the Yazoo

l>elta. Its western part is therefore biu little above Yazoo River, and flowing wells are

easily obtained. The greater part of the county is in the Claiborne hills, where flowing wells

are possible only along the lower streams.

The town ofCarrollton, near the center of the county, has a large number of flowing wells.

It is situated on Big Sandy Creek and has an elevation of 229 feet above sea level. Well

No. 17 was drilled l,2.r.O feet deep, but failed to get an overflow. The first water from the

upper Clailx>rnc, at 300 feet, rose to within 17 feet of the surface. A second stream at 450

feet came within 12 feet of the surface. These water ImhIs were cased o(T and no further

supply was obtained. Water from well No. 18 is delivered by a ram to a tank, from which

it is distributed over south Carrollton.

Chickasaw County.—The eastern half of this county is underlain by the Selma chalk and

the western half by the Porters Creek and Wilcox heds. The water from the Tuscaloosa-

Eutaw horizon will rise to the surface in a narrow strip in the northeast corner of the county.

Some surficial waters are obtained from the base of the Lafayette where that formation is

present, but the general supply of wholesome water comes from the deep wells which reach

the Tuscaloosa-Eutaw horizon. Water from well No. 20 at Okolona is forced into a tank

by compressed air and is thence distributed over the town.

Choctaw County.—]l is not surprising that no artesian wells are reported from Choctaw

County, as the high Pontotoc divide extends through its eastern part. At Blantons Gap,

2 miles east of Ackerman, the Illinois Central Railroad reaches the highest elevation bet ween

Durant and Aberdeen.

The only possibility of getting flowing wells in the county would be along Big Black River,

on the northern and northwestern boundary. Good surficial water is obtainable from the

base of the Lafayette, which is exceptionally thick over this region.

Claiborne County.—Good water is obtained in shallow Lafayette and Grand Gulf wells,

but there is no artesian flow.

Clarke County.—Clarke County is one of the Alabama-Mississippi border counties King

along Chickasawhay River. The nearness to the catchment areas of the Claiborne and

Wilcox formations and the large area of low-lying territory along the Chickasawhay cause

many artesian wells. The county is crossed by the Lisbon U'ds, the Tallahatta buhrstone,

and the Jackson formation, while the upper Wilcox crosses the northeast comer, and the

Vicksburg the southwest corner. The Lafayette is also very thick back from the larger

streams.

Well No. 22, at Barnett, was started in the Jackson marls, which were 6.5 feet thick.

Water was obtained in the sands immediately underlying, and again in sands at 125 feet.

At a depth of 350 feet all the water left the well and passed off through the sands at that

point. The well was cased for 150 feet. In well No. 23, also at Barnett, water was obtained
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at 65 feet and rose 25 feet in the well. At 125 feet another stream was struck which rose to

within 20 feet of the surface. As in well No. 22, all the water was lost in the sands at a

depth of 350 feet. None was found below that level.

Well No. 24, at De Soto, begins near the top and ends near the bottom of the Lisbon beds.

The water has a reddish color like other water coming from this horizon.

The town of Enterprise has two wells (No. 25) about 100 yards apart and of the about

same depth. They arc affected by a large well drilled at a sawmill a few hundred yards

north. The log from well No. 26 showed 22 feet of Lafayette. When first drilled this well

bad a weak flow. Three other similar wells, from 175 to 200 feet in depth, arc located in the

neighborhood. Well No. 29 is on the west side of the river and on higher ground than those

above mentioned. The Lafayette is here very thin and is underlain by a 10-foot Claiborne

shell bed. When the mercurial barometer is high the well flows, but usually it has to be

pumped.

About 15 wells have been bored in the town of Quitman. The log of well No. 31 showed

40 feet of Lafayette, 40 feet of Lisbon, 150 feet of Tallahatta buhrstone, and 2 feet of Wilcox.

The volume of water has been lessened by the large number of wells. Some of the larger

wells used for supplying water for the Mississippi Lumber Company arc pumped by com

pressed air. During the pumping the flow of other wells in the town is cither decreased or

stopped. Well No. 33 was the first one drilled in Quitman. The flow has been much

reduced by the drilling of other wells. The Lafayette in this well was 30 feet thick. To

the east in the hills the Lafayette is from 40 to 100 feet thick.

Well No. 34 is the public well at Shubuta. A weak overflow of clear water was obtained

at a depth of 175 feet, but the main flow is from 400 feet and is a red water, which is alkaline

in character and carries 62 grains of sodium bicarbonate to the gallon. Sixteen flowing wells

and 1 nonflowing are reported from the town of Shubuta, and they range in depth from

165 to 422 feet. The maximum height to which the water rises above the surface is 30 feet.

There are two distinct water horizons in the Shubuta wells, both of which yield highly

alkaline waters. The first horizon, at 165 to 175 feet, yields a clear alkaline water with a

pressure sufficient to raise it to a maximum height of 15 feet above the surface. The second

horizon, at about 400 feet, yields a red alkaline water which is typical of all waters coming

from the uppermost Lisbon beds. The pressure from this level raises the water 20 to 30

feet above the surface. Well No. 43 is 1 mile east of town, on low ground near the river.

Well No. 45 is 2\ miles north of town.

Clay County.—The whole surface of Clay County is underlain by the Selma chalk, except

a narrow strip 2 to 5 miles wide along Tombigbec River on the eastern border. Over the

entire country the water from the Tuscaloosa-Eutaw horizon will rise in wells to within a

few feet of the surface. In some localities in the eastern part the water flows over the

surface.

The drill in well No. 52 at West Point penetrated more than 500 feet of the Sclma,

beneath which an unusually pure water was obtained. This well has a weak but steady

flow. Later wells, however, have lowered the height of the water.

Coahoma County.—The artesian wells from this part of the Yazoo Delta get their flow

from 700 to 1,000 feet below the surface. There is a marked difference in the pressure and

quantity of water in some of the wells.

At the town of Clarksdale the city well (No. 53a), which is 876 feet deep, flows a very

weak stream of 3 gallons per minute. The well at Lyon (No. 5.5), only 2 miles north, is

975 feet deep and flows a strong stream of 22 gallons per minute. This well, however,

obtains its water from the 970-foot level, which is 94 feet lower than the Clarksdale well.

No doubt the latter would strike the same water at the depth of the Lyon well. An analysis

of the water from well No. 55 shows 3774.6 parts per million of solids, of which 2738.9

parts are sodium carbonate.

Copiah County.—This county is in the region of the Grand Gulf formation, which is in

places deeply covered by the Lafayette sand and gravel. A high ridge extends north and

south across the county, separating the waters of the Pearl on the east from those of the

Mississippi on the west.
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Water was obtained in well No. 56, at Wesson, at a depth of 120 feet in the lignitie rlay

of the Grand Gulf. It was so highly impregnated with vegetable matter and alkalies as

to be unfit for drinking purposes. It is stated that a boring 1,100 feet deep near Wesson

failed to obtain water. The drinking water in this locality is obtained from wells at the

base of the Lafayette.

Comngton County.—The well waters from Covington County come principally from the

lower members of the Grand Gulf. There is more or less mineral matter in the water, often

rendering it undesirable as a constant drinking water.

De Solo County.—The log of a well in Hernando shows the following relations: Flint

gravel 45 feet, yellow clay 20 feet, brown shale 25 feet, light-brown shale 55 feet, hard shell

or hardpan 1 foot, light-gray shale 24 feet, and sand 50 feet.

The well was made in sand, is 10 inches in diameter, and has a capacity of 150 gallons

daily. Water is raised by a deep-well pump and stands 20 feet below the surface. The

quality is about like that of the Memphis water.

Franklin County.—Shallow wells arc obtained in Franklin County from the Lafayette

and Grand Gulf. Artesian wells are not possible.

GreeneCounty.—Artesian wells may be obtained along Chickasawhay River, in the eastern

part of the county. There are as yet no records of any deep wells in this county, perhaps

because of the small population.

Grenada County.—Grenada County is cut from east to west by Y"alobusha River. Along

the lower course of the river on the eastern edge of the Yazoo Delta there are numerous

artesian wells.

The town of Grenada is supplied by deep-well water, which is pumped to a large stand-

pipe on a hill about 1 mile from town and from there distributed over the city through

pipes. The hill on which the. staudpipe is located is about 150 or 175 feet above the city

and a strong pressure is thereby obtained.

Hancock County.— Hancock County is the most western county bordering on the Gulf.

The drainage is toward the south and southwest. The geologic formations belong to the

post-Tertiary period. The region of flowing wells includes a strip along Miasissippi Sound

5 to 10 miles wide and likewise the region along the Pearl River bottom on the west side of

the county.

Twenty-three wells are reported from this county. The temperature of the deeper wells

is reported to be 78°. Notes on some of these wells are given below. The numbers cor

respond with those in the table (pp. 42-45):

No. 57. This well has no strainer at the bottom and liecame clogged, its flow diminishing from 50

gallons per minute to nothing. After partly cleaning, a flow of 15 gallons per minute was obtained,

but this has now decreased to 8 gallons.

No. 58. This second college well Is located 1 000 feet from the first. The original flow was 00 gallons

per minute, but the well later became entirely clogged. A flow of 5 gallons is now obtained.

No. 59. Abundant gravel, similar to that on Bayou de Lisle, 10 miles northeastward, was found at

40 feet, while at from 175 to :MX) feet univalve and elani shells were found.

No. 00. This is one of the shallowest wells at this point. There are some fluctuations of flow of the

shallower wells, thought by drillers to be connected with tidal fluctuations.

No. 61. This is one of the best wells at Kay St. Louis. The water is used in a canning factory. A

eypress log was encountered at 90 feet, and many fossil shells at 200 feet.

No. 62. In the winter of 1893-94 this well ceased to flow, but began again in the spring and has con

tinued ever since. The flow fluctuates a little with the tide.

No. 63. Fossil shells were found at 170 feet, hut none wen1 preserved.

No. 64. This well is 16 feet above tide level. It flows at high tide, but not at low. During storms

which raise the water level the flow is greatly increased.

No. 65. This well does not ordinarily How, but during storms which raise the water of the Gulf it

flows freely.

No. 66. Rotten wood, apparently cypress, was encountered at 100 feet and gravel at 190 feet. Water

was found at this point, but the well was continued to the second water-bearing stratum at 420 feet.

The gravel resembles that at liayou de Lisle. 10 miles northeast.

No. 67. A good water horizon was passed through at a considerable distance above the one from

whieti the supply is now obtained.

No. 69. This well Is located on Uayou Tally, several miles north of town. Fossil shells were foun<i

at 40 feet, but none were preserved*
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No. 71. Three sources of water were found—one under the. Port Hudson, one under the Lafayette at

MiO foet, and one near the top of the Grand Gulf at 225 feet.

No. 73. The elevation of this well, like practically all of those at Waveland, is 16 feet above tide. This

is the shallowest well at Waveland, the well stopping at the first water-bearing horizon.

No. 74. Water was obtained at 320 feet, but was supposed to be insufficient, and the well was con

tinued tO feet into the clay. *

No. 7S. The stratigraphy shown by the wells In Waveland is similar to that at Bay St. Louis.

No. 7fi. West of Day St. Louis.

No. 7S. Tnis well was continued into the clay several feet below the. water-l>earing sand.

Harrison County.—This county offers a diversity of topographic features. The southern

part, bordering on Mississippi Sound, is hut a few feet above tide. Twenty-five miles from

the coast the Gulf and Ship Island Railroad reaches an elevation of 270 feet, while the hills

to the west rise perhaps 100 feet higher. At the northern edge of the county the railroad

teaches 30.5 feet elevation. These, high hills furnish the outcrop of the geologic formations

which supply the high-pressure wells along the coast. The entire coast in the southern

part of the county is perforated by wells, some of which will force the water 80 feet above

the surface with a flow of 450 gallons per minute.

In well No. 102 fossil shells were found at 340 feet, but none were, saved. The well

supplies a large sawmill and furnishes water for the village of Dclisle.

The wells at Pass Christian (Nos. 122-153) are about 16 feet above tide and all have a

strong flow, which increases with depth. The supply of the deeper wells appears to come

from fossiliferous beds which Mr. L. C. Johnson has referred to the Pascagoula. The water

from the shallower wells comes from one or all of the three water-bearing sands al)ove

the so-called Pascagoula. The temperature of wells 700 feet deep is 7 1 °.

Hinds County.—The waters of the eastern part of Hinds County flow to Pearl River and

those of the western part to the Big Black. It is difficult to obtain good drinking water in

the Jackson and Vicksburg formations, which underlie the surfaco in the northern part of

the county. More than half of the southern part is underlain by the Grand Gulf formation,

which is here represented by white to gray sandstone, interl>edded with sandy clays and

unconsolidated sands. The Lafayette covers the surface of the entire county except in

small areas.

The high bluffs along Big Black River are covered with loess, which overlies all the other

formations. It gradually thins out to the east, becoming so closely blended with the yellow

loam that the two are inseparable. The transition zone will stand erosion better than the

unmixed yellow loam. Most of the water in this county is obtained in shallow wells, which

derive their supply from the base of the Lafayette.

There are four flowing wells in Jackson. The city well is located on the bank of Pearl

River, not far from the wagon bridge. The well is 1,1(58 feet deep and flows a strong

stream of strongly alkaline, warm water. It is so highly charged with minerals that it is

not used for any purpose. The source of the water is perhaps the upper Clailx>rne. The

temperature of one of the Jackson wells, 774 feet deep, is reported by Darton to be 74°.

The deepest well (No. 157a) in this section is at Bolton. At a depth of 1,020 feet a fine

stream of excellent drinking water was obtained, which rose to within 80 feet of the surface.

The well was continued to a depth of 1,517 feet, but no further streams were obtained. At

a depth of 1,080 feet the first rocks were found. They occurred in bands 1 to 5 feet thick

to the bottom of the well.

Holmes County.—The topography and stratigraphy of Holmes County is very similar to

that of Carroll on the north. It contains a high north-south ridge near the center and two

k)W-lying regions on either side. In both of these low areas are numerous artesian wells

deriving their waters from the Claiborne horizon.

Water was first obtained in the well at Pickens (No. 159) at 100 feet, but it was of poor

quality. An analysis of the water from the Tchula well (No. 100) shows it to he too alkaline

for Iwiler purposes.

Well No. 162 is located in Attala County, 1 mile from West. It is cased down to solid

nick of the lower Tallahatta at a depth of 100 feet. The water comes from beneath the. hard

rock.

i
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Issaquena County.—Issaquena is a small county bordering on Mississippi River in the

southern part of the Yazoo Delta. The surface formations are recent river deposits and

Port Hudson, both of which furnish plenty of surficial waters of a poor quality. The region

is too far removed to get flowing wells.

Itawamba County.—The Tuscaloosa sands furnish a large amount of fine water over the

entire county. There are numerous springs in the western part of the county which issue

from just above lignite seams and clay beds belonging to the Tuscaloosa. No doubt flowing

wells could be obtained along Tombigbee River, but none are reported.

Jackson County. -The eastern and western parts of Jackson County rise to an elevation

of about 300 feet. The central part along Pascagoula River is but a few feet above tide.

Like the other two coast counties, the southern part of Jackson has a large number of flow

ing wells. Twenty wells are reported from Jackson County, and the following notes are

given in addition to the data in the table (p. 48-51):

No. 163. Fossil shells wore found at 040 f«'t.

No. 104. Fossil shells of the Pascagoula were found at 500 feet. The formation is here probably about

100 feet thick.

No. 106. This well goes 300 feet below the base of the Pascagoula, assuming the latter to have its nor

mal thickness. It does not, however, reach the Jackson or Vicksburg formations. Mr. I.. ('. Johnson

Considers that it may end in the Chickasawhay Miocene lieds.

No. 107. This well was bored for oil. At 080 feet it passed through a thin l>ed of gray sandstone,

probably at the base of the Grand Gulf. The water at this level was of a brownish color and flowed .VI

gallons to the minute, but was cased oil. Woody matter was encountered at 720 feet. The well is

located 4 miles north of Moss Point.

No. 108. Most of the city is supplied from this well.

No. 171. The water of wells of this depth is better than that from the deeper wells.

No. 177. The horizon of the water bed is fixed by fossils.

No. 178. This well is used for irrigation.

No. 170. This well was begun for oii. but was abandoned because of the sticking of the drill. It still

flows considerably, although the main water horizon at 000 feet was cased off. Fossils of the Pasca

goula horizon were encountered U'low 1)00 feet. Some wood, lignite, and pyiite were also found.

No. 180. It Is probable that the water supply is from a sand bed 40 toSOfeet above the Pascagoula

marl .

No. 182. Fossil shells of the Pascagoula formation were found Iwlow 000 leet.

„ Jasper County.—There are 10 wells reported from the town of Paulding, with an average

depth of alHtut 80 feet. The water rises only 10 feet in the. wells. At a depth of 90 feet the

Jackson marls are reached. Water coming from tile base of the Lafayette is reported to be

good and soft, while wells bored into the Jackson have hard water. The wells are bored

with a hand auger.

Jefferson County.—No wells reported.

Jonfx County.—The Grand Gulf clays underlie the entire county. The more sandy clays

are water-bearing, but the southward slope of the land is so gentle that the water does not

rise to the surface except in the southern portion of the county. It rises to within 40 feet

of the surface at Laurel (No. 184 ) and to 20 feet at Ellisvillo, which is 7J miles farther south.

If the dip of the water horizon is constant, the water should rise to the. surface in wells 8

miles south of Ellisville, provided, of course, the elevation is no higher than at Ellisville.

Well No. 180, at Laurel, obtained its first water at 05 feet, and water was found at various

levels until the large supply was reached at 370 feet. The well is cased for 250 feet, the

lower 20 feet l>eing brass screen.

Water has lieen obtained at Ellisville at 70 feet, clearly within the Grand Gulf; and again

at 500 feet, possibly at the base of the Grand Gulf, but this is not certain. In neither case

did the head force the water to the surface.

Kemjter County. -In the eastern part of the county deep-well water, perhaps flowing, can

be obtained from the Tusealoosa-Eutaw horizon by penetrating the Solum chalk. In the

western part numerous shallow wells are obtained at the base of the Lafayette. In some

places, where the Lafayette has been cut through, bold springs of pure, soft water are found.

Leifnyette County.—This county occupies the central portion of the Wilcox area. In gen

eral there is u thin layer of Lafayette overlain by a thicker mantle of the Columbia loam,
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which roaches a maximum thickness of 20 feet. In the eastern and particularly in the.

southeastern part of the county arc numerous outcrops of lignite veins along the streams.

The county is traversed from east to west by two large rivers, the Yocona on the south

and the Tallahatchie on the north. The principal water supply is obtained from the heavy-

bedded sands in the Wilcox.

Lamar County.—This has recently been formed from Marion County, and the wells are

discussed under that head.

Lauderdale County.—The high line of hills forming the divide between the Tombigbee and

Ohickosawhay basins extends in a southeast-northwest direction across the central part < f

the county. The Wilcox and Claiborne strata, outcropping to the south and west, form

the catchment area for the artesian wells in the southern portion of Lauderdale and Clarke

counties.

From well No. 190, at Lauderdale, 35,000 gallons were pumped in a five-hour test. There

is some iron in the water, but it can be used in boilers. The drill passed through solid beds

at about 70 feet below the surface, presumably Wilcox. In No. 192 water was first obtained

at 135 feet, but it was from a bed of lignite and was of poor quality. The well stopped in

a soft, yielding clay which caved badly. The water from well No. 194, coming from the

Wilcox, is very hard, but is used in locomotives. The well has yielded 7,000 gallons per

hour.

Well No. 196, at Meehan Junction, passes through the Tallahatta buhrstone and into the

Wilcox sands. Only 60 feet of casing are used.

Well No. 197 was the second well bored in Meridian. The flow is said to be abundant,

but the amount has never been measured. It is located near Okatibbee Creek, 6J miles

northw est of the courthouse and on much lower ground. Well No. 199 is the public well in

one of the streets. A hydraulic motor pumps a small stream from this well, in which the

water is chalybeate. The water from well No. 201 is a mineral water, but is distilled for

making ice. The flow is ample for the purpose, some of the water l>eing used for drinking

supplies.

Wells Nos. 202 and 203, at Siding, obtain their supply from the buhrstone. The flow is

greatly increased by drilling about 20 feet deeper than the buhrstone and putting in a longer

strainer, as other wells in the vicinity also show.

Lawrenre County.—The only formations outcropping in Lawrence County are the Orand

Gulf clays and the overlying Lafayette. Pearl River crosses the entire county from north

to south.

The water supply comes from both the Lafayette and the Grand Gulf, but the greater

number of wells get their supply from the latter at a depth of 50 to 75 feet. The Grand Gulf

water here, as at many other places, is hard, but is considered wholesome. No flowing wells

are reported from this county.

Lealce County.—Two shallow wells from the Lafayette are reported from Leake County.

The Tallahatta buhrstone outcrops in the eastern part and furnishes u large amount of good

water, but the supply has not been developed. Flowing wells are possible along Pearl River

at moderate depths, particularly west of Carthage.

Lee County.—The Selma chalk forms the surface rock over the western and the Eutaw

over the eastern part of the county. The slope of the surface is southeast, or alx>ut parallel

to the strike of the strata. The artesian waters at Tupelo, Verona, Plantersville, and other

places over the county come from the Eutaw sands, which outcrop in the hills to the east.

Tbc first wells at Tupelo were drilled in the town and had a strong flow. Later, however,

numerous wells along the near-by creek and at the United States fishery have been drilled

at a lower elevation, and the water in the town wells has been lowered below the surface.

Water is obtained in the United States fishery at a depth of 325 feet. There are six of these

wells, which supply the water for the various fish ponds and for domestic use.

The water coming from the Eutaw contains more or less iron oxide, and where tlic Selma

chalk is not cased of! the water is high in lime carbonate. Where the. wells are cased to the

bottom the water is normally soft and wholesome.
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Well No. 210 is near the eastern edge of the Salma chalk. The first water obtained at 125

feet rose to within 10 feet of the surface. The next horizon was at 250 feet and the water

rose to within 3 inches of the surface. The last water was at 322 feet and flowed weakly.

Lejtore County.—Leflore County borders the eastern edge of the Yazoo delta about half

way between Vicksburg and the Tennessee line. The highest altitude does not exceed 175

feet. In the adjacent county to the east the hills rise to a maximum height of 550 feet. The

sands furnishing the strongly flowing wells in Leflore County come to the surface in the Car

roll County hills and in those farther east. The conditions are thus very favorable for

obtaining a large supply of flowing water. Leflore is one of the counties of the delta where

the well drillers will guarantee a flowing well.

In well No. 217, at Greenwood, the first water was obtained at 340 feet, the next at 450,

and a third at 600 feet, all of which are utilized by means of perforations in the pipe at the

proper points. Hard rock, belonging perhaps to the Tallahatta buhrstone,was reported at

a depth of 200 feet.

The following generalized section of the wells in and near Minter City was given by Mr.

Feigler, a sucessful driller of this region: Subsoil 10 feet, sand and silt 100 feet, gravel 5 to

60 feet, sand 80 feet, soapstone and pipe clay interbedded with sand to the bottom of the

wells, which range from 420 to 690 feet in depth. The quality of the artesian water from

this county is considered excellent by those using it.

Below is a generalized section of the wells at Greenwood which receive their water from the

Claiborne: Brown clay 20 feet, common sand 130 feet, coarse gravel 130 to 150 feet, gray

sand 130 to 160 feet, line " sea sand " 160 to 190 feet, gray sand 190 to 220 feet, soapstone or

clay 220 to 300 feet, sand 300 to 380 feet, dark-brown hardpan 380 to 460 feet, and sand rock

for about 20 feet, below which is a stratum of flint rock always about 8 inches thick. Water

is found below this rock in dark-green sand.

Lincoln County.—This county, like Copiah, i(s northern neighbor, contains the elevated

watershed between Pearl and Mississippi rivers, extending in a north-south direction near

the center of the county. The uppermost bed of the Grand Gulf formation is here an imper

vious clay which checks the water collecting in the Lafayette and provides a fine supply of a

soft, wholesome quality. Wells penetrating the compact clay of the upper Grand Gulf

obtain abundant water at various horizons. No flowing wells are reported.

Lowndes County.—Tombigbee River approximately marks the division between the out

crop of the Eutaw sands and the Selma chalk. There are in Lowndes County 140 wells, 15

of which are in the city of Columbus. On the east side of the river they all flow, and on the

west side they rise to a convenient pumping height. In the river valley it is necessary to

bore only 200 to 300 feet for water. One well at Columbus 400 feet deep is reported to have

a temperature of 70°.

Madison County.—Big Black and Pearl rivers form, respectively, the southeast and

northwest boundaries of Madison County, and opposite Canton they approach within 16

miles of caeh other. The divide between the two rivers is quite narrow, with a long slope

to the Big Black and a short steeper slope to the Pearl.

A large part of the county lies sufficiently low to have artesian wells. Flowing wells

should be obtained anywhere along the Pearl River bottom on the east, and also along the

Big Black at a maximum depth of 1,000 feet. At the same maximum depth flowing wells

should be obtained anywhere along the Illinois Central Railroad north of Calhoun, with

possibly the exception of Davis station, north of Canton.

The fine, wholesome water obtained in the Bolton well at a depth of 1,080 feet can be

struck In southwestern Madison County at about 800 feet and less, and in many places it will

rise to the surface. At the town of Canton good water was obtained at 460 feet which rose

to within 40 feet of the surface. The water in the city waterworks well (No. 220), which is

1,020 feet deep, is called soft, but has a mineral taste and odor. Its temperature is 74°.

Marion County.—Artesian wells are easily obtained in Marion County along the low-lying

land adjacent to Pearl River. There are a large number of wells, with an average depth of

425 feet, in and near the town of Columbia. The water is mineralized, containing sulphur,

iron, and sodium, but it is considered soft and is used for domestic purposes.
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MarslinU County.—The high elevation of this county makes it impossible to get flowing

wells, except perhaps along Tallahatchie River in the southeast corner. There is, however,

an abundant water supply for all ordinary purposes in the Lafayette and the underlying

Wilcox sands.

• The Wilcox sands here are often unconsolidated and thus form a natural filter for the

storm waters. On account of the porosity of the sand and the readiness with which the

water sinks into the earth, care should be taken in locating wells in the towns and in places

where the surface water is apt to become contaminated. Filtering water is not sufficient to

remove from it the typhoid germs.

Monroe County.—The western part of Monroe County is underlain by the Selma chalk,the

eastern half by the Tuscaloosa, and a narrow strip along Tombigbee River by the Eutaw.

The highest part of the county is in the Tuscaloosa, which is the source of the artesian waters

to the west. The water-bearing sands have a west to southwest dip of about 30 to 35 feet to

the mile.

A well near Caledonia (No. 233) had a most remarkable flow, the water rising with such

force that it was found impracticable to put down any casing. Enough sand and clay was

washed out to olwtruct Buttahatchie River. The well finally clogged itself and ceased to

Bow. Two others of like dimensions were lx>red by the same, owner with similar results.

Flowing wells are obtained along the valley of the Tombigl>ee at a depth of about 300 feet.

In the prairie region to the west the water rises to within 60 to 75 feet of the surface, but does

not flow.

Montgomery County.—The eastern part of Montgomery County marks the eastern border

of the Tallahatta buhrstone. The hills, however, are not sufficiently high to get flowing

wells over the western part of the county. There is a possibility of getting flowing wells in

the southeastern part, along Big Black River.

The water from the deep wells in Winona is unusually pure and valuable for drinking pur

poses and for use in boilers. The following interesting log of one of these deep wells (No.

235) was kept by Mr. R. A. Allison:

Log of deep well in Winona, Miss.

Fee*..

Soil and clay 25

(» range-colored sand 10

"Bluemarl"(T) : 40

Lignite 5

Quicksand 15

Black clay 50

Course sand and fair supply of water 10

Lignite 10
• Blue mart" (?) 35

Fine sand 15

Clay 10

Quicksand 60

Clay *>

Fine sand, coarse on top 25

Brown clay 35

Coarse, water-bearing sand, with gravels at top 27

Total depth 412

The temperature, of the water is 65° F. The 50-foot l>ed of black clay beginning at a depth

of 95 feet l>elow the surface is the heavy l>ed of black clay at or near the top of the Wilcox.

At the town of Grenada, 24 miles north of Winona, the black clay shows in the bank of Yalo

busha River. At the top of the high hill 4 miles west of Grenada the hard quartzitic sand-

Mone of the Tallahatta forms the cap rock. The same Tallahatta buhrstone is found in the

hills west of Vaiden. The heavy bed of black clay coming at or near the top of the Wilcox

can Ik- traced from Winona, Miss., in well sections and outcrops to Memphis, Tenn.

Meshoba County.—No artesian wells have Ix'on reported in Neshoba County. Good shal

low-well water is obtained in the Lafayette, while water tit a greater depth may l>e had at the

base of the Claiborne in the southwestern part of the county.
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Newton County.—There are five different geologic formations represented in Newton

County. The Wilcox and Tallahatta buhrstone are in the northeastern portion, the Lislx>n

beds in the center, and the Jackson calcareous clays in the southwest. The Lafayette over

lies all these formations.

There are a number of flowing wells in the southeast corner along Chickasawhay River,

which obtain their supply from the buhrstone. At the town of Chunkey the wells are cased

only to the buhrstone, which in well No. 238 was at 16 feet .

An analysis of the water from well No. 242, at Hickory, shows the principal mineral

ingredients to be sodium, calcium, and magnesium bicarbonates, but the water is not

decidedly alkaline.

Noxubee County.—The greater part of the surface of Noxul>cc County is a rolling prairie

sloping southeastward to Tombiglw River. Flowing wells are obtained along the valleys

of Tombigbee and Oaknoxul>ee rivers. Over the remaining part of the Selma prairie

water will rise to within good pumping distance of the surface. Mr. Ladd, of Macon, who

has been in the well business for fifty years, reports that water will in general rise to an alti

tude of 218 feet above sea level in this region. The dip of the beds is reported to be 25 feet

to the mile southwestward.

The water from well No. 249, at Macon, is alkaline and gives trouble in the lx>ilers if used

when fresh, but after standing it can generally be used.

There are three wells (No. 250) on the farm of Mr. Dent, 10 miles east of Macon, which

average 650 feet in depth, and nearly every plantation has one or more.

Oktibbeha County.—The western Imrder of the Selma prairies is in the central part of this

county. The Porters Creek clays and Wilcox formation come to the surface in the western

half. The Lafayette covers but a small part, chiefly in the west. The great thickness of

the Selma, which is barren of water, makes it difficult to get good water. Artesian water

is obtained in the northeast corner at a depth of about 300 feet. At Starkville, 1 1 miles

southwest of Muldrow, water is obtained at a depth of {XX) feet, which shows a west ward dip

of the strata of 33 feet to the mile. The water in the Starkville well (No. 253) rises to within

130 feet of the surface.

Well So. 254, at the Agricultural and Mechanical College, has a 100-foot Cook strainer.

The first water was from a 50-foot bed of sand, beneath which is a stratum of clay 10 feet

thick, and a layer of sand 35 feet thick. The strainer extends through both water-bearing

strata.

Panola County.—The high hills of the Wilcox formation occupy the eastern part of Panola

County, and the low-lying Port Hudson sands and clays the western part. The source of

the artesian water is the Wilcox sands, which outcrop in the hills east of Oxford. The Port

Hudson here, as at all other places in the Yazoo Delta, furnishes a large supply of impure

surficial water.

The only flowing wells reported are in the town of Batesvillc. The city well (No. 255)

flows a strong stream of water which has stained the pipe and trough with iron oxide. It

is used for general domestic purposes and is considered a wholesome drinking water.

Pearl Rmr County.—The population of this county is very small and the water resources

are undeveloped.

Perry County.—Perry is one of the few counties of southern Mississippi, except the Gulf

coast counties, which have artesian wells. A large number of flowing wells, ranging in

depth from 325 to 380 feet, have been drilled in and near Hattiesburg. Very little effort

has been made to get flowing wells in other portions of the county. In the eastern part,

along Leaf River and its northern tributaries, flowing wells should be obtained at about the

same horizon as those ut Hattiesburg.

The town of Hattiesburg is supplied with water from flowing wells, one 4 inches and

another 0 inches in diameter, the water l>eing pumped from a reservoir through the town.

This water is alkaline and chalybeate.

Pike County.— In the greater part of this county the Lafayette lies deep on the Grand

Gulf clays. Wherever the former is cut through by erosion large springs occur.
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Pontotoc County.—The uppermost formation of the Cretaceous comes to the surface in

the eastern part of Pontotoc County, and the lower Tertiary appears in the west. The

Ripley sands are water bearing. Along the headwaters of Tallahatchie River, in the north-

central part, flowing wells are obtained. Over the remainder of the county the elevation of

the country lying west of the catchment area of the Ripley sands is too great to get flowing

wells, except, perhaps, along the headwaters of Shooner River, in the southwestern part.

Efforts have been made to get flowing wells at the town of Pontotoc, but without success.

It should be remembered that this town is located on the crest of Pontotoc Ridge, the north-

em extension of which is the source of the flowing wells in the vicinity of Ecru. Pontotoc

is more than 100 feet higher than Ecru, where the water rises only to the surface. It is

very improbable, therefore, that flowing water could be obtained at Pontotoc. Considering

the dip of the underlying Cretaceous to be constant, good pumping water from the Tusca-

loosa-Eutaw horizon may be expected at a depth of 893 feet, and it should rise to within

230 feet of the surface. The same water in the southern part of the county would be obtained

at a still greater depth.

Prentiss County.—The high east-west ridge across this county makes it impossible to get

flowing wells anywhere within it. Good pumping water could be obtained from the Tus

caloosa sands, at a maximum depth of 500 feet, in the vicinity of Booneville. The water

would rise to within about 260 feet of the surface, and perhaps less, depending on the ele

vation of the catchment area to the east.

Quitman County.—The Wilcox sands, which furnish the flowing wells at Batesville, con

tinue their westward dip of about 16 feet to the mile, and in Quitman County the wells range

in depth from 636 to 860 feet. One well furnishes 100 gallons per minute from a 2J-inch

pipe. One of the deep wells at Riverside (No. 278) has the following interesting log:

Log of well at Riverside.

Feet.

9. Sand and itilt 40

8. Blue mud 45

7. Water-bearing sand "0

6. Gravel sand *°

5. Soapstone alternating with sand 220

4. Rock 1

3. Soapstone and rock *

2. Green sand to lignite which is 10 inches thick 10

L Soapstone containing mica and white sand 180

Total depth 636

Nos. 1 to 5, inclusive, are strata in the Wilcox, while the upper 175 feet belong to the

Port Hudson formation. The 370 feet represented by Nos. 3, 4, and 5 are the upper clay

of the Wilcox, which is shown in the Memphis well and outcrops in the river bed at Grenada.

Rankin County.—Flowing wells are not possible in this county, except along Pearl River.

Wells in the southern part of the county are supplied from the Grand Gulf formation. The

water is often strongly mineral, as it comes from lignitie clays and sands. Strong springs

are common in the western part of the county. Some of these spring waters are hauled to

Jackson in large demijohns and sold for drinking water.

Scott County.—About half of this county is prairie land of the Jackson formation. The

town of Forest is in a belt of level land or "flat woods," 5 to 10 miles wide, running from

the southeast to the northwest corner of the county. When water is found in this prairie

soil it is very unsatisfactory for drinking, as it contains a large amount of lime. At Forest

one well is reported to be 520 feet deep. This failed during the fall of 1903 and a new one

was drilled later. Here and there over the prairie are hills and ridges covered with rem

nants of the Lafayette, which furnish excellent water in shallow wells and springs. Good

deep-well water can be obtained from the Claiborne horizon at 500 to 700 feet. In some

sections of the county the water will rise very near the surface.

Sharkey County.—No wells are reported. Flowing wells are not to be obtained. Good

wholesome water from the Claiborne horizon would be reached at about 1,500 feet.
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Simpson County.—Water is obtained from the Grand Gulf and the Lafayette. Flowing

wells could doubtless be obtained along Pearl River at a maximum depth of 500 feet.

Smith County.—The elevation is high and the water is poor in the northern part of the

county. Flowing wells from the lower Grand Gulf are obtained in the southeastern part,

in the vicinity of Taylorsville. The deepest (No. 281) in the county has a depth of 1,135 feet .

The strata passed through are as follows (no thicknesses are given): Surface clay, sand,

blue sand mixed with sand, sand rock, blue mud, and sand. Water was obtained in white

sand.

Sunflower County.—Only two wells have been reported from Sunflower County. The

temperature of the Moorhead well (No. 287) is 60° ( !)• The Claiborne horizon lies at a depth

of more than 1,000 feet in the western part of the county, and the water will not generally

rise above the surface. In eastern Sunflower County it is possible to get good flowing wells

at about 900 to 950 feet. In boring for water a depth of 900 feet on the eastern border of

the county should be counted on, with an additional 25 feet for each mile to the west.

Tallahatchie County.—This county, like Leflore County, which lies just south of it, has

high hills in the adjoining county to the east. Drillers say that it is more difficult to obtain

flowing wells in Tallahatchie than in Leflore County. This is perhaps due to two causes.

The artesian water in Lefjoro conies from the Claiborne horizon, while that in Talla

hatchie comes from the Wilcox. There is also a possibility that the water-bearing sands

underlying Tallahatchie County may be much finer and mixed with clay, which would

make the water horizon less certain.

Tate County.—No artesian wells are found in Tate Count}7. The wells in the eastern

edge of the Yazoo Delta in this county along Coldwater River have the following general

section: Surface clay 15 to 20 feet, gravel 12 to 15 feet, red sand merging into white sand,

below which come pipe clay and water-bearing sand. East of the delta good shallow

wells and springs are found at the base of the Lafayette.

Tippah County.—The eastern part of Tippah County has a north-south line, of high

hills in which the Ripley formation outcrops. This formation furnishes line water, which

has not been found to rise above the surface. There is a possibility of getting flowing

wells on Tippah Creek, in the western part of the county.

The outcrop of the Midw-ay limestone is marked by a line of springs, the water of which

is chalybeate. It obtains its iron in passing through the sandy marl lying above the

limestone.

Tishomingo County.—This county contaias numerous springs along the contact of the

older Devonian and Carboniferous rocks with the lower Cretaceous. The Iuka Springs

are noted for their curative properties.

Tunica County.—Flowing wells can be obtained in the eastern half of Tunica County at

a maximum depth of 875 feet. The water will probably not. rise above the surface along

the western border, but will reach within an easy pumping distance.

Union Comity.—Central Union and north-central Pontotoc counties contain a small

area of artesian wells. The source of the water is the lower Ripley sands on the west

slope of Pontotoc Ridge, in the eastern part of these counties. The catchment area of

the Ripley is comparatively limited, and the head of the water has been considerably

lowered by increasing the number of wells. The first wells at New Albany had a very

high pressure, but most of them now have to be pumped. Water is generally reached at

a depth of less than 250 feet.

Warren County.—Only one deep well is reported from Warren County. This is the

Vicksburg well, which is 1,060 feet deep, and in which, when it was completed, the water

rose to the surface. Wells south of Vicksburg obtain their supply from the Grand Gulf

and the Lafayette; those north of the town from the Lafayette only.

Washington County.—No flowing wells are reported from Washington County. The

western part, is too far removed from the sources of the water to obtain flowing wells,

but artesian wells should lx' obtained in the eastern part at a maiimum depth of 1,200

feet and perhaps less. Flowing wells are obtained at Tchula, in central Holmes County
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at a depth of about 770 feet. If we assume a westward dip of 25 feet per mile, the same

water can be readied at Belzona at about 1,150 feet.

The following log was given of the deep well (No. 307) at Lcland. This well is 512 feet

in depth and rises to within 14 feet of the surface.

Water was obtained in the last 60 feet of sand. In the 298 feet of hard clay there were

six different strata of rock from 6 inches to 2 feet thick. The driller reports that these

rock strata are persistent over this region of the Yazoo Delta. In some wells ten or twelve

different strata are found, and in others not more than three or four. The maximum

thickness of these rocks is 4 feet. The driller further says that the hard gravel is very

persistent, is always found at about the same depth, and is never less than 10 nor more

than 14 feet thick. The water carries 9 grains of solid matter to the gallon, 7 grains being

soda. t

Wayne County.—There are numerous flowing wells along Ch ickasawhay River in Wayne

County. The water comes from the Claiborne horizon and is usually red and of an alka

line character.

Well No. 309, at Waynesboro, yields red water, which contains 72 grains of sodium

carbonate to the gallon and considerable iron. All the wells at Waynesboro start in a

thin sandy layer, possibly Lafayette, which rests upon the Vieksburg, and reach the lower

Lisbon beds, from which they obtain red water.

Webster County.—No deep wells are reported. Water is supplied from shallow wells.

Wilkinson County.—No deep wells are reported. Water is supplied from shallow open

wells.

Winston County.—Plenty of water is obtained from the Wilcox, but at many localities

it is very bad, owing to the great amount of lignitic clay.

Yalobusha County.—There are two artesian areas in Yalobusha County, one in the vicin

ity of Coffeeville and the other at Water Valley, but there are, no doubt, other undeveloped

areas along the lower streams. The source of the artesian water at the above-mentioned

places is the lower division of the Wilcox.

There are eight flowing wells in the town of Coffeeville and three others near the city

limits. They range in depth from 160 to 400 feet. The log of well No. 315 showed 40

feet of surface sand; 100 feet of greensand; then gravel, lignite, and sand to water, which

was obtained at 238 feet. Where the water-bearing sand was encountered, the drill

dropped 8 or 9 feet into it. This Ls a white sulphur water and is said to be wholesome.

Wells are easily obtained in Shooner River Valley, and the drillers guarantee a flowing

well at a cost of $100.

Yazoo County.—One of the deepest wells (No. 319) in the State was recently drilled at

Yazoo. It failed to get flowing water at a depth of 1,567 feet, though there are flowing

wells in the town of less than half that depth. The temperature of one of the flowing

wells southwest of town is reported to be 70° F.

Log of deep well at Leland.

Feet.

Btickshot clay. . .

Fine sand

.Hard gravel

Hard blue clay. . .

Coarse gray sand

13S

u

60
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DEEP-WELL RECORDS

Partial list of deep wells

IReported to the United
 

County.

Adams.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Alrurn

do..

Attala..

Bolivar.

do..

do..

Carroll..

.do.

.do.

do

Chickasaw...

Choctaw . .

Claiborne. .

Ciarke

....do

....do

...do.

..-..do.

do.

.....do.

... ..do.

... .do.

.....do.do.

Town.

Natchez.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Pine Ridgn .

Corinth

....do

Kosciusko.

Cleveland. .

do

O'Reilly ..

Carrollton.

.do.

.do.

Valden...

Okolona.

.do.

Chester

Hcrmanvillc

Barnett . .. .

do

De Soto....

Waterworks Co.

Oil mills

Gas Company

Electric Light.Heat
and Power Co.

C.8. Bennett

Cotton mills No. 2..

Natchez Ice factory

.do.

W. P. Henderson.

E. 8. Candler

Waterworks Co.

A. M. Hanua

Sillers 4 Owens.

C.S. Olassco..

O'Reilly

\. II. Ci-nrgc.

City

Waterworks Co.

S. E Turner.

City

Mobile and Ohio
Railroad.

J.T. McCallerty

W. O. Herrlngton . . .

A. K rouse

Smith's Mill Co

Town

l.l"\lti<'ll.

Enterprise do | 4

do R.M.Buckley....

do John Kemper

.do Bonny

..do 8. J. Taylor

....do

Quitman

....do

Mrs. O'Ferral .

J. B. Evans

Mississippi Lumber
Co.

Id

4

14

1 1

1.-,

14

4 15

4 14

4 14

1902

1902

1902

lsyti

1900

1903

IK99

1901

1901

1901

1900

1900

| 1901

1892

1878

1902

24 1895

19 1891!

26 1901

2:1 1901

4 I 14 I 23 1900

l'.KXI

189.8

1899

In

1901 I G

-

-

Feet.

340

170

165

430

115

175

517

300

97

100

345

276

1,000

1,000

1,002

85

1,250

a;
O u

Si ~

a

-

A

U-

I i 'f

C OH

2P+ S

Feet A Feet

- 30

HO

264

85

I0Q

2i m

1,000

1,000

900

HQ

-11

- 10

-160

- 85

- 8

- 8

- 85

- 20

- 20

- 76

+ 0

+ 0

+ 0

- 70

100 km + 0

105 105 + 12

550 550 BO

548 473 a

86 80 60

80 75 7.-,

350 125 -

600 -

190 ISO + 1

156 150 4- 20

198 - 2

150 150 t 15

200 + N

210 210 - 3

400 210 _ 20

232 232 + 15

178 179 + 20

• See text, pp. 27-29, lor additional data.
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IX MISSISSIPPI.

in the State of Mississippi.

State-i Geological Survey.]
 

Ilmv ob
tained at
surface.

^iiii lity.

Tump.

....do.

. ...do.

....do.

Bucket

Pump

....do

Coniprvssed

air.

Bucket

Pump

do

do

Flows

....do...

...do

Bucket . .

Flows

-do.

Compressed

air.

Pump

Pulley..

Bucket .

None . . .

...do..

Flows.

...do.

Pump .

Flows.

! do.

Pump .

do.

Flows .

...do.

Hard.

...do.

Good .

Hard .

...do.

Good .

Hard.

...do.

...do.

...do.

Soft...

...do.

...do.

...do.

Soft.

...do.

...do.

nurd .

Soft, al
kaline.

Soft...

...do..

...do..

...do..

...do..

■

no

75

100

100

138

Increase or
decrease of
supply.

Effect of pump
ing on level
of water.

None appar
ent.

Neither

do

None appar
ent.

Neither

....do

None appar
ent.

.do.

None appar
ent.

....do

do

None

None appar
ent.

None

None appar
ent.

None apparent

do

Little

Noneapparent.

.do.

(ieologic
horizon of
well mouth.

Lafayette.

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-bearing

stratum.

....do.

...do.

do

do

Lafayette..

.do.

Easily lowered

None apparent

do

Little

Noncutppurrlll

None appar
ent.

Neither

None appar
ent.

None apparent

Loess

Lafayette. .

....do

Claiborne..

Port Hud
son.

A 1 1 u v i a I
bottom.

Port Hud
son.

Lafayette?

Alluvial
bottom.

Cretaceous..

Lafayette..,

..do..

\ Decreased .

Easily lowered.

Nono

...do..

...do..

...do..

Slight

Decreased

Little

....do

Decreased
slightly.

Decreased

Variable

Lowers easily.

Slight..

Easily lowered.

do

....do

....do....

do....

Jackson . .

do...

Claiborne

Grand Gulf.

Base of LafayettoJ

Lafayette

Grand Gulf...

Lafayette. . .

Grand Gulf.

....do

.do.

Lafayette. ,

Eulaw. . . .

Tuscaloosa .

Wilcox

...do

Claiborne.

Wilcox

Claiborne.do....

Elltaw .

....do..

Wilcox

Grand Gulf.

Claiborne. . .

do

do

Alluvial soil Wilcox .

Lafayette do. .

Alluvium do. .

Lafayette do. .

do do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

•25

•26

27

28

►20

.a i

•31

32
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DEEP-WELL RECTORDS

Partial li.*t o^dttp wells

 

No.

•34

•35

II

County.

Clarke.

do.

do.

do

do

do

do

do

do

42 do

•43 do

44 do

•45 do

4« do

47

49

SO

51

•52

53

•53a

£4

•55

•58

•56ft|

•57

•58

•59

•80

•61

*ta

.d.i.

.cl...

..do.

..do.

..do.

(lny.

do

Coahoma.

do.

do.

....do....

Copiah...

Grenada.

Hancock.

...do

...do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Town.

Quitman .

Shubuta. .

do....

..I"

.do

.do

.do

.do

....do.

.do

.do

.do

.do

.do

.do.

.do.

do

do

Stonewall

West Point. .

Cedar Bluffs .

Eagles Nest. .

Clarksdale. . .

Jonestown. . .

Lyon

Wesson

Grenada

Day St. Louis

..do

do

.do.

...d».

...do.

...do.

Owner.

Town. . .

do...

Weems..

W. P. Cooper....

W. H. Paterson.

F. II. Floyd

D.C.Ward

W. P.Cooper

Moseley .

Patterson. . . .

Cooper's mill.

Stovall

A. Johnston. .

Eggerton

Floyd Hotel

Pooie <t Brown .

Brown's mill

Leggett

T. L. WainWright.

City.

do

James L. Alcorn's
estate.

Town

Geo. Richberger.

Lamar Fontaine . .

Dr. E. A. Rowan...

City

College

....do

R. E.Craig.

G.W.Dunbar Sons'
Co.

....do

Dr. F. Loeber

McCiyde Turpen
tine Co.

• See text, pp. 2S-30, (or additional data.

Ideation.

3 i!5E

J7N

9

.1 W

8E

1901

1897

1900

1896

1900

1N99

l!««)

! 1901

1902

1897

1895

^ 1901

34 IV" I

1892

1901

1898

1VK1

1903

160

145

165

280

17.-.

LIE

175

165

170

1897 2) 876

1902 2 800

975

la

l LI I

738

7.VI

539

In. Feet. Feet. fleet.

1898 3 175 175 4- 15

1898 2 400 + 15

1901 2 422 400 + 20

1902 6 420 375 4- 30

1900 2 400 400 -t- 20

1901 2 400 400 + 20

1902 2 170 + 10

1900 2 165 4- 0

I'.KIl 2 175 160 + 10
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IN MISSISSITm—Continued.

in Ou State of Mixs'ixsippi—Continuod.

How ob
tained at
surface.

Flows .

..do.

..do.

..do

..do

..do

..do

..do

..do

..do

Quality.

Soft . .

...do.

...do.

Oali.

:s

20

Increase or
decrease of
supply.

Variable

Decreased . . .

None appar
ent.

.do..

Flows...

do..

do..

.do.

.do.

..do..

..do..

..do..

.do.

Soft...

...do.

...do.

...do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

40

40

40

15 '

IS '

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Decri; ased
slightly.

None appar
ent.

.t..do

do.

do

Decreased

None appar
ent.

Slight de
crease.

appar-Nono
ent.

....do

....do

Decreased 25

per cent.

None appar-

Kirect of piling
ing on level
of water.

Oeologic
horizon of
well mouth.

Ceologic hori
zon of principal
water-bearing

stratum.

No.

Lafayette . . Wilcox . . .

Jackson.... Claiborne.

Jackson..

.do.

.do.

.do.

-do.

.do.

Claiborne.

..Ic

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

do..

do..

do..

do..

do..

do...

do...

do...

do...

do...

.do.

.do.

.do.

.•I...

....do

....do

Lafavettc. .

do..

do..

Wilcox.

.do Tuscaloosa.
 

*;«

•34

*3a

87

;«

:»

40

42

•«

44

•46

46

47

48

4'.l

50

a

52a

S3

*S3a

r,4

•65

•SO

•87

•58

•59

•60

*<iL>

•63

irr 159—06-
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DKEP-WEliIi RECORDS

Partial list of deep mils

 

No. County.

Hancockdo...

do...

do...

.do.

.do.

.do .

.do.

.do.

.do.

do...

do...

do...

do...

do...

do...

Harrison

V
do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

...do...

....do...

...do...

....do...

....do...

do...

do...

do...

do...

do...

do...

do...

Town.

Bay St. Louis.

..do

..do

..do

..do

..do

Logtown

Nicholson..

Picayune. .

Waveland.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

Biloxi.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

do.

do.

do.

■ I".

do.

do.

Bond..

Owner.

('has. Sanger

do

(St. Stanislaus Col-
I lev.

•sph'St. JC
eray.

R.Thclhiard

Tally Lumber Co..

Hush A Johnson..

Location.

D. Carver

J. W. Simmons.

P. Helwlg.

Mr. Hookta

A. Matranger. .

F. Cascneuve . . .

M. A. Dauphin.

T. R. Fell

l'aul Conrad . . .

Buruturiu Cunning
Co.

Biloxi Canning Co . ,

Biloxi Cemetery

Biloxi Ico Co

J no. Caraway

Mrs. Carter.

City

....do

....do

F. H. Dunbar

Thos. C.ill

H. Howard ,

F. T. Howard

....do

....do

Ice factory.

E.C. Joullian

L. Lopez

do

do

J.H. Keller.

Waterworks Co. .

1. E. North

•Sec text, pp. 3(1-31, lor additional data.

/n. Fret.

1892 3 385

1888

1888

1893

1903

1889

1896

1895

1889

1888

1889

1881)

1902

1896

1894

1896

1889

1889

i.vyi

1891

189S

1885

1885

1886

I vs.,

1901

1886

1886

1897

I.S86

3

-3

3

2J

»J

-'J

1

I!

■i

I

2

n

*k

-'j

3)

n

2

H

3

2i

4)

421)

418

345

150

620

250

500

350

3hii

Cls

376

4N^i

161

4:t2

715

580

920

560

600

420

414

860

420

7211

420

415

920

420

650

620

700

421)

860



DEEP-WELL RECORDS. 45

IX MISSISSIPPI—Continued.

in the State of Mississippi—Continued.

How ob
tained at
surface.

Flows

.Id

Quality.

Soft.

do ....do...

do ....do...

do.. .. do. . .

do ....do..

do ....do...

do ....do..

do do. ..

' do. do...
i

do ....do...

do do...

do do...

do do. ..

do ....do...

do ....do...

do do...

1
do* do...

do ....do...

do ....do...

do ....do...

do do..

do ...do..

do ....do..

...do ...do..

do do..

do do..

do. do. .

do ....do..

do do..

do do..

do ....do..

do do..

do do..

do do. .

do. .. do..

do do. .

.... do do. .

Oah.

5

3(1

4(1

V,

100

60

'.'7

2.i

75

30

30

25

30

30

150

125

70

:«»

70

60

50

35

425

40

150

so

40

175

SO

300

100

50

100

175

60

4.T0

Increase or
decrease of
supply.

Fluctuates..

None appar
ent.

....do

.do.

....do..

....do..

....do..

Neither.

....do..

None appar
ent.

.do,

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

No change.. .

None appar
ent.

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

Effect of pump
ing on level
of water.

(Jeologic
horizon of
well mouth.

Post-Terti
ary.

....do

.do.

.do.

..1...

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-bearing

stratum.

Post-Tertiary . .

.do.

.do ! Post-Tertiary...

do....

Port Hudson

Post-Terti
ary.

do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Grand Gulf'.'

Grand Gulf.

.do Oram! Gulf.



40 UNDERGROUND-WATER RESOURCES OK MISSISSIPPI.

UEE1MVELL ItECOKIW

Partial lint of deep v elh

 

County.

Harrison .do....

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do .

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

•137 do.

Town.

.do

..do

..do

..do

..do

..do

..do

..do

Qulfport.

....do

...do

....do

....do

....do

Handsboro .

....do

....do

Howison .

Longboacb .

....do

Lyman

Missi Salop I
City.

....do

....do

. . . .do

....do

....do

Nupen

Pass l

Man.

....do

....do.

.....1.,

....do

....do

....do

....do.

t

'hrls-

....do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

Owner.

W.8. Keel.

U. s. Harms Hospi
tal, Ship Island.

lee factory

Chautauqua Circle.. .

Q.& 8. 1. R. H

do

do

Zimmerman . .

II. Leinhard

Leonard Lumber

Co.

Howison

Co.

L U tn li

K. Jahenski

I.ik-iiI ion.

8 13

In. Feel.

IT

McCaughn .

City

F. W. Elmer

L. \ N. K. R

Mr. Clcinaecau.

C. P. Ellis

Mr. Do Buys...

Mr. Soria

It. M. Walmsley.

Win. Hardin. .

C. L. Chaptal.

A. Swanson . . .

E. Saunders. .

City

do

do

do

do

do

G. H. Taylor..do

E. Conneryjr.

I.. C. Tallon. ..

1898 -' 380

MK»] 3 760

1891 540

1891 3 680

\m ->» 6S0

1899 3 920

1903 4i 960

1896 21 500

1896 21 700

1895 3 700

1897 2 1,480

I.VHi 24 580

1897 21 600

IS'.Hi

I VS.",

1897

1891)

1895

1885

1902

1902

1892

1892

1892

1884

1885

1887

1893

1890

1890

|V«l

1898

\m

I'Ull

.do I A. Mullinluirgcr

♦See text, p. 31, for additional data.

L' 520

1888 ! 2)| 514

740

720

640

514
■■**>

no

621)

543

560

575

dB

520

640

6Z5

840

420

725

520

640

+ 40 1



DEEP-WELL RECORDS. 47

IN MISSISSIPPI—Continued.

in the Stale of Mississippi—Contiuued.

Quality.

Soft..

...do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

Soft . .

...do.

Soft . .

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

...do.

...do.

....do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

....do.

...do.

...do.

...do.

jX.do.

li.-do.

....do.do.

. ....do.

Increase or
decrease of
supply.

Effect of pump
ing on level
of water.

Qals.

GO

SI)

GO

ISO

17.',

GO

100

IT.".

0

DO

71)

None appar
ent.

.do.

....do...

....do...

....do....

...do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

Variable .

None appar
ent.do

450 None.

1G0

l.K)

7(1

SO

GO

160

170

GO

7(1

GO

40

AO

4(1

150

1.50

22.5

25

200

00

80

60

None
ent.

....do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

appar-

Little.

... .do

....do

....do

....do

....do

None
ent.

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

appar-

None . .

None i
ent.

....do.

Geologic
horizon of
well mouth

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-bearing

stratum.

....do

....do

....do

....do

...do

....do

....do :

Alluvium . .. Pascagoula.

Post Terti
ary.

....do

....do

....do.....

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Grand Gulf.

....do

Post Terti
ary.

....do

....do .

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Post-Tcrti- Lafayette I *102

ary.

do Grand Gulf | 103

Grand Gulf 7 ...
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DEKI'-WEIX RECORDS

Partial list of deep wells

 

No.

*138

•139

*H0

*141

*142

•143

*144

*I45

*146

♦147

♦148

•149

*1C0

*151

•152

•UB

lite

154

IKS

156

157

•I.-.7;.

158

I58a|

158b

County.

Harrison .

....do

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do .

.do.

.do.

Hinds.

....do.

....do..

Holmes .

.do.

.do.

1.58c do Lexington

*1.59 do Pickens

•160 do Tobnla

161 do do

»162 do Wrat

*163 Fontalncliloau

•164 do do

165 do Moss Point...

*1M do do

•ll'.7 do do

Town.

Pass Chris-
tlan.

do

....do

....do

do

do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

....do

Ship Island...

Saucier

Worthain . . .

Jackson.

....do...

Bolton. .

Durant .

do..

Cruger.

Owner.

W. R. Wilson.

Mrs. Watt

E. Connery, sr.

J no. Curran

Jno. A. Sutter

S. F. lleaslip

E. Hocaday

Mexican Gulf Hotel

J. II. Menjre

H. Buddlg

J.M. Ayer

do i..

I'iiss lacking Co.. .

Doctor 1'erault

Magnolia Hotel

H. I'ayne

Gov. light-house

Biloxi Lumber And
Export Co.

J.C. Wilmoth

Location.

Ice factory

Baptist Orphanage

City

I. C. R. R.

City

I'M. Archer.

O. A.Wilson....

W. S. Gordon?.

City

W. B. Jones

Dr. L. S. Rogers.

J. B. Carson

A. E. Lewis

Dantzler Lumber..
Co.

Denny Lumber Co.

F. H. Lewis

* See text, pp. 31-33, for additional data.

26

Yearcompleted.
Diameterofwell.

Depthofwell.

Depthtoprincipalwa

tersupply.
Hi

O OA

a+z

q

In. Feet. Feet. Feet.

1898 2* 510 + 25

1896 3 670 + 75

1887 21 510 + 50

1894 3 620 + 40

1894 2J 514 + 45

1895 21 620 + 40

1895 2 520 + 30

1888 . 24 520 + 30

1890 24 600 + 30

1889 21 600 + 25

1891 2 540 + 25

1V.H 2 .-,40 + 25

1899 3 920 + 80

1903 3 1,020 80

1902 3 900 + 89

1890 21 614 + 30

2 750 700 +

1897 3 720

1902 4 836 786 + 15

1896 6 604 - 58

1900 6-4} 200 ISO -120

1903 6 1,517 1,020 - 80

5 375 + 0

1905 6 500 500 + 1

1897 2 800 700 +
and

2 SKI

800

+

1901 4-2 265 265 + 2

1900 4-2 1,125 + 85

1902 3-2 770 770

190! 3 160 150 + U

In<i:i 21 720 700 + 50

1889 21 625 600 + 40

1889 21 .1(10 + 25

1902 3 900 + 20

1902 fl-4 1,550 650 + 50



DEEP-WELL RECORDS. 49

IN MISSISSIPPI—Continued.

in the State of Mississippi—Continued.

How ob
tained at
surface.

Quality.
Increase or
decrease nf
supply.

Effect of pump
ing on level
of water.

Geologic
horizon of
well mouth.

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-bearing

stratum

No.

Flows .

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Soft . . .

...do..

...do...

Flows.

do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

..do.

Flows .

...do

Steam pump|

....do...

Soft . . .

Good ..

Hani. .

Qals.

CO

1711

60

100

IK)

70

50

60

m

so

50

50

2.V)

250

250

60

50

0

None appar-

Little

Nono appar
ent.

Post Terti
ary-

....do

....do

....do.

Flows .

Soft ..

. . .do .

-do... do.

do .

do .

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Flows.

do.

Hard . .

Soft

...do ...

...do..

.do...

....do.

....do.

Soft . .

nard .

130

200

2(1

Ml

40

25

4(1(1

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do. l'ost-Tertiary..

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Pascagoula marl.

Recent .

Decreased .

Little..

....do.

Lowered
slowly.

Slight

....do

I.afavette?

.do.

.do.

None

None appar
ent.

None.

None.

Grand Gulf.

Second riv
er bottoms.

Lafayette . .

Port Hud
son.

.do.

None appar
ent.

....do

None

Second riv
er bottoms

None appar
ent.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Lafayette
sand.

Post Ter
tiary.

....do

....do... .

....do..

Neither.

.do.

Pascagoula.

Pascagoula.

Upper Claiborne

Under Jackson
marl.

Wilcox

....do

Claiborne .

....do....

.do ..

.do ?.

Wilcox

Pascagoula.

.do.

.do.

Grand Gulf?.

*138

•130

•140

•141

•142

•143

•144

•145

♦146

•147

•148

•140

•150

•151

•152

•153

163a

154

155

150

157

•157a

I.VS

158a

15Sb

158o

•159

•180

IB!

•162

♦I ITS

•164

165

•166

•167
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Partial list of deep wells

 

No.

*M8

UB

1711

•171

172

173

174

175

17fi

♦177

♦178

*179

*180

*1X1

*182

*183

*IK4

1S5

*18G

187

187a|

188

IKS*

180a I

•190

190a

191

•192

193

•194

IN

•190

*197

County.

Jackson .

do...

<lo...

.do

.do

.do

.do

.do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

Jones. .

....do.

.do.

-do.

.do.

Kemper. . .

Lafayette .

....do

Lamar

Lauderdale. .

....do

....do

.do

.do

.do

.do

.do.

.do.

Town.

Ocean Spring?

....do

do

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

do....

Beranton .

....do....

Ellisvillc .

Laurel

.do.

.do.

.do.

Forrest .

Oxford .

....do

Lumlierton.

Lauderdale .

Meridian . . .

Lauderdale.

..do

do

....do

Meehan Junc

tion,

.do.

Owner.

J.J.Kuhn

A. A. McGinnes .

N. I!. Smith

Win. De Tass.

('has. Zeigler. .

Mr. Sullivan. .

J. Feitag

John Blank...

Captain Benson .

People's w a t e
works.

George Rose

George Rose, of New-
York.

Electric Ice Co

City

F. II. Lewis

County

Kingston Luml>er
Co.

Cotton mills

Waterworks

Eastman, Gardner
& Co.

City

.do.

University

Hinton Lumber Co

M.& O. R.R

City

John Nunnery.

Meridian .

M. Smith

John Nunnery

M. & O. R. R

Meehan -Rounds
Lumlwr Co.

...do

City.

Local ion.

1 1 32

1 1 32

J 4

1891

18S5

1885

1898

1901

In.

2i

2J

1901 L'J

\Fttt. Fret.

8MI

c 2 -ST
.5 a s

OU C c

»

-

1888

IMS

1890

1901

lt*7

1903

1903

1897

ISO]

1902

1902

1902

1901

ISM

1897

1902

1901

1901

1901

1902

1902

1902

4

x I

3

S

e

1120

514

520

500

540

525

550

550

905

900

1,200

800

800

720

1,300

305

210

370

215

219

185

185

1.81)0

133

900

108

210

108

132

324

324

305

Feet.

+ 80

+ 40

+ 20

+ 30

+30

+ 25

+30

+50

+50

+ 75

+ 10

900 0

0

+ 43

+30

350 -20

325 -40

200 -40

370 -40

200 - -Ill

217 -90

100 -50

100 -50

- «

-30

+ 1J

- 7

+ u

 - 6J1

0

+ 0

- Si

•See text, pp. 32-;tJ, for additional data.



DEEP-WELL RECORDS. 51

IN MISSISSIPPI—Continued.

in the Staff of Miattutsippi Continued.

How ob
tained at Quality.

Flows Soft.

do do

.do.. .. do

do do

.. ..do do

do do

.....do ....do

do ....do

..1...

.do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Pump .

do

Compressed
air.

do

Pump. .

....do..

Pump .

Flows.

Pump.

Flows.

Pump.

Flows .

.do .

.do.

.do.

Alkaline

Soft

....do...

....do...

Hard ...

Soft ....

...do...

....do...

....do...

Soft..

...do.

Soft.

Soft.

....do..

Pumps.

....do.

Hard.

...do.

Soft . .

...do.

Hard.

Oalx.

I.rv i

2;,

60

80

:a

no
■ji:

100

2.V)

UNI

240

l.V)

ISO

ISO

280

140

Increase or
decrease of
supply.

None appar

ent.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

....do..

Neither.

None appar
ent.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Nono appar
ent.

....do

....do

...do.

Kfl*(X't of pump
ing on level
of water.

Noneapparent.

do

None

...do.

Geologic
horizon of
well mouth.

Post Ter

tiary.

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-bearing

Btratum.

No.

Paseagoula.

Clay above Pas
eagoula.

Post-Tertiary
clays.

....do

....do

....do

....do

Post-Ter t i a r y
Rands.

.do do

-do Paseagoula

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

do Paseagoula..

do I do

Lafayette . . Grand Gulf?.

do I do

.do

.do

.do.

....do.

..•.do.

.do.

.do Claiborne.

None appar- Slight .
ent.

.do None observed.

None appar- Lowered,
ent.

None appar
ent.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Wilcox .

do

Grand Gulf.

Wilcox

....do.

...do.

.do.

100 I do..

11 I Neither.

.do | I Wilcox.

Slight 1 do..

..In.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Lafayette do.

River allu
vium.

Creek bot
tom.

.do.

.do.

♦ins

leg

170

♦171

173

173

174

17S

178

♦177

•178

•179

•180

•181

•182

•183

*184

185

■ *186

187

187a

180

•180

190a

191

•192

193

•194

10.-.

•196

•197
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DEEP-WELL RECORDS

Partial lint of dttp wells

 

No.

196

♦199

200

•201

•202

•203

2(11

206

•205a|

206

206a

207

209

•210

211

212

212a

•212li

212c

213

214

215

215a

216

•217

218

119

230

221

•221u|

222

22S

County.

Lauderdale

.do.

.do.

.do.

....do

....do

Lawrence. .

....do

Lee

....do

..do.do.

.do.

..do

..do

....do

do...

.....do...

..do

do

....do

....do

Leflore

do

do

do

do

..do

..do

do

do

Lincoln

....do.

Town.

Meridian .

.do.

.do.

.do.

Siding

....do

Silver Creek.

do

Baldwyn

Guntown

....do....

Nettleton.

lMiintersville. .

....do.

Rusk..

do...

Shannon .

Tupelo...

....do..

....do..

Verona.

....do

Greenwood...

do

...do

...do

Ittabena.

.1".

do

....do

MlnterCity..

Brookhaven.

do...

Owner.

City .

.do.

.do.

Ice factory.

W. J. Graham

Mrs. Martha Max
well.

A. T. Longino

Dr. B. B. Cowant..

Brick Co

Bolit. Gauibrell

City

Jno. McQaughey. . .

B. S. Rodgen

Robt. Birmingham.

L. B. Gandy

W. S. Brown.

J. K. Whltesldcs...

U. 8. B u re a u of
Fisheries.

Mo. and Ohio R. R .

City

L. T. Taylor

do

A. F. Gardner.

T. B. Minyard.

T. J. Phillips..

Ice factory

L. J. Young & Co. .

Mahoney Bros.

R. W. Baird...

A. Henderson.

C. E. Felgler..

W. R. Norton.

S. P. Oliver.

Location.

M

I

1903

1890

1895

1896

1898

1N7II

§

5

l/n.

-•!

2

5

.1

x

12

10

189S

■>!

:«

36

*i

44

1889

1901

1900

1897

1896

1900

1901

1898 I

3

3

2

2

12

Feet.

257

905

305

77

7;,

380

70

300

1 in

300

436

300

285

400

490

266

650

650

597

596) .

365

450

437

155

•See text, pp. 33-34, lor additional data.



DEEP-WELL RECORDS. 53

IN MISSISSIPPI—Continued.

in the Stale of Mississippi—Continued.

How ob
tained at
surface.

Flows.

Motor.

Pump.

Steam pump

Flows.

do.

Quality.

Hard.

Onis.

.do.

...do..

...do..

Sort..

...do.

...do.

Hard.

Increase or
decrease ol
supply.

None appar
ent.

Effect of pump
ing on level
of water.

.do.

None appar
ent.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Bucket .

Flows.

..do.

Soft.

Hard..

H a r d,
good.

Soft.. .

Pump.

Flows.

.do.

Pump.

Flows.

..do.

Pump.

Flows.

Pumps .

Flows..

.do.,

-do..

..do...

• ■do

..do—

Hard..

Soft...

.do..

.do.

.do.

Small.

Soft and
pure.

Soft

...do...

Soft

...do...

Soft and
good.

Soft

...do...

....do.

...do.

...do.

IS

200

260

275

m

100

ISO

50

27S

None appar
ent.

Neither.

None appar
ent.

....do

Neither

.do.

None. .

....do.

Decreased.

None appar
ent.

.do.

.do.

Easily lowered

Easily lowered.

Little.

Slight.

Slight .

Little.

None. .

do.

Slight.

Decreased . . .

None appar
ent.

.do.

do

Decreased 25
per cent.

Neither

....do

None appar
ent.

....do

Easily lowered

None apparent.

Geologic
horizon of
well mouth.

Wilcox.

....do

Second riv
er bottoms.

Wilcox...

Buhrstone.do

Lafayette.

....do

Selma

Lafay e 1 1 e
clay.

....do

Selma

.do.

.do.

River bot

tom.

Creek bot
tom.

Selma

....do

Lafayette. . .

....do

Selma

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-bearing

stratum.

Wilcox.

....do

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

No.

198

•19J

200

*20I

•202

•303

Lafayette I 204

Grand Gulf 306

Eutaw *205»

Top of Tuscaloosa 206

Eutaw

Tuscalootta .

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Eutaw

....do

Tuscaloosa.

do ' do

Port Hud- Claiborne,
son.

do do

do do

do 1 do

Alluvium ? do.

do Lower Claiborne

Port Hud- Wilcox
son.

do do

do ' Claiborne

Lafayette. . . Base of Lafayettedo Grand Gulf

■-'(Ilia

207

208

208

•210

211

212

212a

•212b

212c

213

214

216

215a

216

•317

218

219

220

221

•221a

222

223



54 UNDERUROUND-WATER RESOURCES OK MISSISSIPPI.

DEKP-WELL RECORDS

Partial list of deep veils

 

Depthofwell.

Depthtoprincipalwa

tersupply.

Heightofwaterabove

(+)orbelow(—)mouthofwell.

Feet. Feet. Feet.

169

082 + 6

420 + 0

967 907 - 18

1,020 + 19

J 890
810 + 16

490 - 40

420 400 + 30

400 400 + 20

429 429 + 25

429 429 + 35

400 320 -175

108 -153

1.94 + 15

ISO 190 + 0

290 190 + 0

140 f 20

700 -110

023

620

620 + 27

- 83

412 399 - 60

400 - 75

79 - 70

100 160 + 4

190 150 + 4

131 128 + 0

190 190 + 8

300 300 + 2

190 150 + 10

900 391 + 20

900 490 - 30

657 657 - 60

491 391 - 0

725 725 - 26

431 431 +■ 16

760 - 0

No.

224

225

»225<>

•2251

•220

227

L'JS

aa

229.1

229c |

•230

231

232

•232.

232b|

•233

233.

234

234a]

•235

230

237

•238

239

M

241

•242

341

244

244.1

•244b1

•245

•246

247

24S

County.

Lincoln . . .

Lowndes.

....do....

do...

Madison.

....do...

....do...

Marion. .

..do

..do....

do....

Marshal] .

....do....

Monroe. .,

...do...

....do....

....do....

....do....

....do....

....do....

Montgomery

....do

NYshnba

Newton. .

....do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

....do...

Nnxnlieo.do...

.do.

..do.

do.

..do.

..do.

Town.

Rrookhaven.

Columbus. . .

do

Owner.

Artesfa. .

Canton. .

....do...

Flora Flora

Columbia City..

S. P. Oliver

City

Mobile and Ohio

R. R.

do

City

W. H. Powell.. t...,

Iyocation.

do

do

do

Holly Springs

Iludsonvillo. .

Ainory

do

do

Caledonia

Crawford. .

Oattman. .

Muldon

B. W. Holloway.

Winona..

.do.

Dixon

< hunkey

....do

....do

Hickory

....do

do

Bigboo Valley

Cooksviile

Brnokville...

0. H. Rankin

Lamar Herrington

City waterworks. .

E. C. Mahon

T. R. Stevens

City

Railroad

L. D. Booth

City

K. C. and B. R. B . .1 I!

Mobile and Ohio

R. R.

Oil and Mining Co . .

Electric Light and
Ice Co.

City.

Chas. C. Roberts 9

Win. Harris 6

Jos. Sharp 5

D. L. Ragland.

J. J. Barlier

W. H. Galaspy.

J. II. Brown.

A. 0. Cunningham..

W. S. I'ermenter

Mobile

R. R.
and Ohio

Cliftonville ...| J. B. Cunningham

Ravino J. O. Poindexter

do Sebo C.avin

Macon | O. N. Ladd

• See text, pp. 34-36, for additional data.

II 32

1896

isws

!*.«'.

1903

1903

l!«>;l

I VP'..

1901 10-

8-6

l«

1898

1900

1850 | 3}]



DEEP-WELL RECORDS. 55

IN MISSISSIPPI—Continued.

in the Slate of M issimiippi—Continued.

How ol>-
taincd ut
surface.

Flows.

....do.

Flows.

.....io.

Pump.

Flows.

Quulity.

Soft . .

...do.

Gals.

27K

Increase or
decrease of
supply.

Noue apparent!do

.do

...do...

...do...

Steam pumpj

Hiickct...

Flows

...do....

...do....

....do....

Flows . . .

Steam pump!

Airlift..

Flows...

....do

do

do

do

Windmill...

Hand pump

W

Soft . .

...do.

...do.

...do.

...do...

...do...

Sulphur

...do...

Hard...

Soft

Iron

Hard .

Hard.

Soft...

Iron
and al
kaline,
soft.

Soft...

...do..

...do..

Soft...

....do..

....do...

...do..

Soft, al
kaline.

1711

25

30

00

100

-.1)

100

Soft.

...do.

.do.

KtTect of pump
ing on level
of water.

None apparent

None apparent! None apparent

Neithor

do

None apparent

.do.

do

do

do

Little

None apparent!do

None apparent

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.'1...

do

Slight

None: apparent]

do

.do.

.do.

None apparent

None appunMit

Easily lowered.

None .

Easily lowered

Geologic
horizon of
well mouth.

Lafayette. . .

Selma

....do

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-beariug

stratum.

(irund Gulf.

Tuscaloosa.

....do

do Eutaw

Jackson Wilcox

do j Claiborne?.

do do

Grand Oulf?.

Grand Gulf.

Second river
bottoms.

River bot
toms.

Bottom

...do

Lafayette.. .

....do

Selma

Eutaw

Lafayette; .J do

Tuscaloosa .1 do

do

Lafayette.. . I do

do 1 do

....do

....do

Wilcox

....do

Tuscaloosa.

....do

Creek bot
toms.

Lafayette? .

....do

Alluvial...

Hivcr bot
toms.

.do.

Wilcox.

....do..

Lafayette..

Wilcox

do

.do.

.do Claiborne.

Lowered.

Second river
bottoms.

River bot
toms.

do

Wilcox.

.do.

' Selma.

..do...

..do...

Aluvium.

Slight I Selma

....do

Tuscaloosa.

Eutaw

....do *245

....do *246

....do 247

Tuscaloosa 248



56 UNDERGROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF MISSISSIPPI.

DEEP-WELL RECORDS

Partial list of deep wells

 

County.

Noxubee .

do.

do.

Oktibbeha.

....do

do..

Panola.

....do..

Perry.. .

....do..

....do..

.do.

.do.

...do...

do

do

....do....

....do....

I'ontntoc.

.do.

do....

....do....

....do....

Quitman.

....do....

.do.

.do.

.do.

....do.

....do.

....do.

Scott..

Smith.

Town.

Macon .

....do

Shuqualak. .

Osborn

Starkville..

....do

Batesville ...

Longtown . . .

Barbara

Brown. ... ..

Hattiesburg.

....do

....do

....do..

....do..

....do..

....do.

Hccla..

Ecru. .

McLauren.

....do

....do

Sherman. . .

Belen

....do

....do...

Lambert.

.do.

Owner.

Mobile and Ohio
R. R.

A. T. Dent

City

A. A. Montgomery.

....do

Agricultural and Me
chanical College

City

Dr. Crenshaw

A. J. Thomaa

A. O. Brown

People's ice factory

M. Hemphill

City waterworks

J. J. Newman Lum
ber Co.

O. L. Hawkins

Gulf ami Ship Island
R. R.

Mike Dunn

George Baylls

Mobile, Jackson and
Kansas City R. R.

J. A. Barrow

R. A. Cooper. . .

V. B. Tucker. . . .

D. C. Longston .

M. E. Denton...

Turner Bros

do

Quitman Develop
ing Co.

Quitman County
Developing Co.

Bacon Nolan Co. . .

L. Marks

Bell A Lawrence

O. B. Triplett

Thomas James

do

Riverside.. .

Sumner

Forest

Taylorsvlllo

* See text, pp. 36-38, for additional data.

Locatiou.

15

l«is

«)
a

In.

3

6-4

1900

1902

1902

1897

1892

1900

1901

1900

I MIS

1902

1902

1897

1905

1899

1901

1902

1902

1904

1904

1904

1901

1904

1896

1902

Feet.

709

800

910

485

908

900

302

580

72

43

335

350

335

380

350

325

BOO

93

82

216

62

250

840

724

7211

700

636

650

220

1,135



DEEP-WELL RECORDS. 57

IN MISSISSIPPI—Continued.

in the Staie of Mississippi—Continued.

How ob
tained at
surface.

Pump.

....do.

Compressed
air.

....do

Flows. .1 . . .

....do

Bucket

Bucket .

Flows . .

...do..

.do.

.do.

.do.

...do..

....do..

Bucket .

Quality.

Soft.

.do.

Alkaline
soft.

Soft.

Soft, al
kaline.

Hard . .

..do...

..do...

..do...

Soft . . .

..do...

..do...

Hard . .

Soft . . .

..do...

. .do . .

Hard .

..do..

Cook-puuip

Flows.

do.

1'iiinp.

Flows .

...do

...do

| do

do

do

i ■

Flows.

Soft . . .

..do..

Hard.

Soft.

...do.

..do.

..do.

.do....

..do.

..do.

..do.

Oals.

145

145

60

50

Few

1>50

Increase or
decrease of
supply.

None apparent!

Little

None apparent

None apparentj

Neither....

None apparent!

None apparent

do

None

250 I Small decrease

Few

I.VI

100

None apparent]do

None.

LI I

100

m

40

10

6

Decreased .

Decreased .

None apparent

do..

Neither

Effect of pump
ing on level
of water.

Lowered.

Lowers IS feet

Little

Slight.

....do.

Slight.

Lowered 3 feet
in 6 hours.

Increased.

<*

None apparent

Same

Geologic
horizon of

well mouth.

Selma. .

....do.

....do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Port Hud
son.

....do

Lafayette. .

....do

Second riverl
bottom.

Lafayette. . .

Second river
bottom.

do

Lafayette. .

Second river|
bottom.

...do

Lafayette. .

....do

Hipley.

Lafayette. .

Ripley

Lafayette. .

Alluvium. .

Port Hud
son.

....do

....do

.do.

....do

....do

....do

Lafayette. .do

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-bearing

stratum.

Tuscaloosa.

....do

....do

.do.

.do.

....do..

Wilcox.

....do

Lafayette. . .

Grand Gulf.

....do

....do

....do

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

.do.

Ripley.

....do..

....do..

....do..

....do..

Wilcox.

....do..

....do..

.do.

....do

...do

....do

Jackson

Grand Gulf.



58 UNDERGKOUND-WATKK RESOURCES OF MISSISSIPPI.

DEEl'-WELL RECORDS

Partial list of deep we2ls

 

Ho.

282

•283

284

285

286

'287

so

201

202

203

204

295

29(1

299

300

*301

:»2

*303

KM

♦;wa

•306

•307

908

♦309

310

311

312

313

314

•315

316

317

•318

•319

320

County.

Sunflower

do

do

do

do

do

do.

do

do

Tallahatchie.

do

do

do

do

..do

..do

....do..

....do..

do..

Tate

Tippah .

Tunica.

do

do

UnioD

Washington.

Wayne

....do

_..do

....do

Webster

Winston

Yalobusha..

....do

do

....do

....do

Yaroo

....do

Town.

Belmont.

Dockery

Doddsville. ..

Indianola

do

Moorhead

Ruleville.

....do

Sunflower.

Albin

Charleston

....do

....do

Crcvi

Glendora

Slut rkt'Y Linn I

ing.

Stunner

Swanlake..

Webb

Staghorn. .

Dumas . . . .

Tunica

lied ItlutT

Waynesboro. .

....do

....do

Walthall

Louisville

Cofleevillc

....do

....do

....do

Water Valley .

Yazoo

Sartartla

Owner.

Stub-.

Will Dockery

K. E. Dodds

City

W. B. Martin

Chester II. l'ond...

Chas. Campliell. . . .

Utile Bros

R. C. Burroughs. ..

Jerry Robinson

J. W. Saunders

If. 1'. Webb

W. G. Harvey

C. W. Neilson

E. D. Graham

T. G. James

1. B. Dudley....

W. A. Hawkins.

E. B. Taylor....

S. T. Clayton...

A. C. Anderson.

City....:

Commerce

Longtown— |

New Albany.. City..

Iceland ' do

U. F. Abbey.

....do

....do

Ice factory

Turpentine distillery

J. L. Lamb

W. C. Hight

J. A. Aston

W. C. Bryant....

W. H. Bailey

J. F. Proovin

City

....do

M. King

Lticatlon.

10

28

1 35

4

1901

1900

1H04

1900

1899

1900

1900

1889

1900

1901

1901

1902

1898

IV I'. I

1901

1901

1N99

1901

1901

1900

1900

I'.IM

WO

wo

1898

1870

1901

1903

1899

1901

1897

1905

In. | Feet. Feel.

1,000 1,000

929

820

i,:«o

1,300

93B

864

865

1J 880

3 517

2J 7>.0

420

450

100

II,.-,

I.VI

552

582

512

I Hi

1,(1

865

531

512

265

525

42

250

238

160

275

60

1,577

588

929

820

1,2110

936

820

700

880

545

O0

4.MI

380

420

390

4S4I

107

s..,',

471

230

1.72

32

230

238

145

250

40

* See text, pp. 38-39, lor additional data.



DEEP-WELL RECORDS. 59

IN MISSISSIPPI—Continuod.

in the Stale of Mississippi—Continued.

 

How ob
tained at
surface.

Quality.

{Supplyparminute.

Increase or
decrease of
supply.

Effect of pump
ing (tn level

of water.

Geologic
horizon of

well mouth.

Geologic hori
zon of principal
water-hearing

statum.

Oalt.

250 Port Hud
son.

C* !& i 1 *ornc

do 80

80

do

do do...

do 200

20

20

do Alkali .. do do

do do

do 100

75

50

25

32

50

25

40

Neither do. . Wilcox

do do do...:.. do

do

do

do  do

do . :

do do

do do

do  do do

do no do do

do 50 do do

do  12

75

75

do

do do

do do

Windlass Lafayette do

Bucket  Ripley

Hows Soft ....

...do

100 Neither Port Hud
son.

Wilcox

do do

do ...do.... 3

15

do do

Soft None I'ort Hud
son.

1 'l.i i 1 orne

do ...do....

...do....

2.",

20-40

V ii'V ^ 1 >i i rtr

do Variable do

do ...do....! 25

60

None apparent do.

Lafayette... Wilcox

ill!

Bucket

Flows 1)

25

Steam pump

2

14 Alluvium

Port Hud
son.

do

308

•309

310

311

312

313

314

•315

310

317

•318

* 319

320

irr 159—06 5



60 UNDERGROUND-WATER RESOURCES OF MISSISSIPPI.

SELECTED RECORDS IN DETAIL.

[Numbers in heavy-faced type refer to preceding table.]

lO. Record of city veils at Corinth, Alcorn County.

[Autliority, city waterworks.]

Feet.

Common soil 15

Blue clay. ..i ( 20

Sand Isclma chalk J 3<>

Hard rock .) I 1

Sand, water l>earing 35

Hard shale, clay, and fine sand, Eutaw-Tuscaloosa 200

Sandstone, limestone, and shale (Chester and St. Louis) 135

Siliceous rock ("flint rock"). Tullahoma 115

12. Record of city veil at Kosciusko, Attala County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. H. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet), (feet).

Clay and sand 30 30

Black clay 10 40

Black clay and rock 25 65

Rock, greensand, and shells 25 90

Sand and shells 50 150

Black dirt (lignite) .50 155

Gray sand 40 195

Black clay and gray sand 50 245

Gray sand, black clay, and rock 30 275

Water-bearing sand 5 280

Water is found at 35 feet, 75 feet, 195 feet, and 275 feet. Water rises to 7"> feet of surface.

Record of shallow veil in sec. 36, T. 20, R. S W., Bolivar County.

[Authority, unpublished notes of K. A. Smith, assistant geologist of Mississippi, 1870.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Surface loam 3 3

Sand, as seen freshly deposited by Mississippi River 3 6

Black buckshot clay 30 36

Red clay, source of water 36

The above is an open dug well. As soon as the red water-bearing clay was reached the water rushed

in so rapidly that the digger had hardly time to get out Ijcfore the well was filled. Water rises to within

15 feet of the surface.

Record of well in sec. 19, T. 19, R. 5 E., Carroll County.

[Authority, unpublished notes of E. A. Smith, assistant geologist of Mississippi, 1870.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Surface soil.

Variegated clay 16 16

Indurated ledge of ferruginous sand, with seams of crystalline salenib alternating with

layers of greensand 4 20

Greensand 9 29

Indurated ledge of ferruginous sand alternating with layers of greensand, as above 4 33

Hard rock, which effervesced in places 3 36

Siliceous, indurated greensand. with shells 6 42

Light-yellow sand, with ledges of indurated sand, containing concretions of sandstone,

also clay nodules embedded in the sand 6 48

Strong mineral water was obtained at 44 feet.



SELECTED WELL RECORDS. 61

Record of railroad well at Okolona, Chickasaw County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and VV. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet), (feet).

Soil, gravel, and clay 20 20

Blue limestone (Selma chalk) 300 320

Ilanl sand rock 3 323

Sundrock 100 423

Greensand. soapstone, and water 50 473

Soapstone > 75 548

Water rises within 22 feet of surface.

21a. Record of well at Hermanville, Claiborne County.

[Authority, W. (i. Ilerrington, driller.]

Red clay

Gray c lay

.Sand rock

Hard blue clay (hardpan)

Fine blue sand, which supplies abundant water .

Total depth
(feet).

25- Record of town well at Enterprise, Clarke County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Sand 6 8

( lay and sand 10 16

Quicksand 6 22

Hard blue rock j 22J

Blue soapstone 97J 120

White sand and blue rook 25 145

Soft soapstone 7 152

White sand and gravel 4 156

35. Record of Weems well at Shubuta, Clarke County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.)
Thickness Depth

(feet), (feet).

Sand and clay 25 25

Marl 125 150

Marl. day. and sand 272 422

Water flows above surface.

52. Section of town well at West Point, Clay County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Soil and loam 20 20

Limestone (SeUna chalk) ' 180 200

Sand and clay 400 600

W'ater flowed at first, but does not now.

52a. Record of town well at Cedar Blu ffs, Clay County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet), (feet).

Soil and loam 10 10

Limestone (Selma chalk) 450 460

Hard rock 2 462

Sand and water 188 650

W'ater rises within 100 feet of surface.
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Record of well 3 milts south of Grenada, Grenada County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Clay 10 10

Sand 30 40

Soapstone 30 70

Sand 10 so

Soapstone (clay) 10 90

Mud 20 110

Soapstone (clay) 10 120

Very coarse sand 95 215

Hard rock 0.25 215.25

Sand 10 225.25

Soapstone (clay) 335 560.25

Two thin rocks 0.7.1 ofil

Soapstone (clay) 40 801

Water-bearing sand 63 664

Soapstone 20 684

Water-bearing sand 37 721

Well flows one-half gallon per minute.

56a. Record of city well at Grenada, Grenada County.

Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Surface loam 60 60

Sand 30 90

Soapstone (clay) 30 120

Sand and soft clay : 40 100

Soapstone (clay) with sand 90 250

Blue sand 30 280

Soft stono (clay?) 30 310

Soft blue sandy rock, very fine 140 450

Soft clay 10 460

Sand and water 30 490

Soft blue sandy rock 1 10 600

Rock 20 620

At a depth of 2S0 feet water rose within 6 feet of surface; at 490 feet the well overflowed.

Record of well 1 mile north of Bay St. Louis, Hancock County.

[Begun October 29, 1904; completed November 20, 1904. Authority, John L. Ford, driller.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (f-*t).

Blue sandy clay 10 10

White sand 50 60

Yellow sand 35 9*

White sand and gravel 50 14j

Green clay 15 140

0 ray sand 60 220

Oreenclay : 130 350

Gray sand 30 370

Green clay 2S" 1150

Water sand, flows 50 gallons per minute *> 690

Blue clay 128 sl*

Water sand, flows 225 gallons jut minute '9

Diameter of well, 3 inches. (From Bull. V. S. Geol. Survey No. 264.1

Generalized section of mils between Biloxi and Pass Christian, Harrison County.

[Authority, A. Dixon.]

Feet.

Sand SO

Clay 125

Sand and clay 425

Light -gray line sand flOO

Clay 600

Water-bearing sand 685
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Record of ivell at Quarantine Station, Ship Island.

[Authority, Dr. P. C. Kallock in Underground Waters of Louisiana (Harris).]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (leet).

White sand 45 45

Soft clay and mud 155 200

Hard l.lueclay 100 300

White sand 5 305

Blue clay 260 565

Sandstone i 565$

Blue clay 156 721$

Water-bearing sand 9 730$

1 lii. Record of well at Howitton, Harrison County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Red clay 100 100

White sand 100 200

Blue clay 1,200 1,400

Water-bearing sand 80 1,480

Water rises within 35 feet of surface.

Log of deep well at Stale Penitentiary, Jackson, Hinds County.

[Authority, E. W. Hilgard.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Surface materials and clay marl 20 20

Blue sandy shell marl 11 31

Dry sand, with streaks of whitish or gray clay containing impressions of leaves 80 111

Wet quicksand, caving very badly 70 181

(Here water rose to within 70 feet of surface.)

Black clays, mostly laminated, interstratified with layers of sand. Fragments of im

pressions of leaves, and, at 400 feet, a catkin of a willow were bored up 2G8 449

Greensand, with shells and streaks of gray and red clay 30 479

Water-ljearing sand, caving badly 20 499

(Here water rose to within 50 feet of surface.)

Greensand with shells, same as above ?

Ledge of gray fossiliferous limestone 1 500

Blue clay, with calcareous nodules and some layers of greensand marl 12 512

Shell marl, with layers of black clay 10 522

Quicksand, with a great deal of mica 5 527

White indurated clay, with iron pyrites, not yet passed through 7

Record of Alabama and Vicisburg Railroad ivell at Smiths, Hinds County.

[Authority, Vf. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Soil and clay 44 44

Limestone and sandstone 104 148

Thin strata of hard rock 4 152

Rock and sand 394 546

Water rises within 23 feet of surface; capacity, 113 gallons per minute; mouth of well about 130 feet

above sea level.

Generalized section of wells on Deer and Silver creeks, Issaquena County.

[Authority, unpublished notes of E. A. Smith, assistant geologist of Mississippi, 1870-71.]

Maxi-
Thick- mum
ness depth
(feet), (feet).

Top clay 4-10 10

Sand... -. 20-30 40

Blue mud (clay) 10-20 60

Light, fine sand 2-4 64

Pebble bed, containing water.

The above section was given by Mr. I. W. Blessing, who had driven about 70 wells along the above-

mentioned creeks. The sand above the pebbles is in very fine, smooth, rounded grains, and comes up

with the water when the well is pumped. The pebbles in the bed from which the water comes are often

cemented together, forming a hard conglomerate.
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167. Record of well near Moss Point, Jackson County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Sand 100 100

Clay and mud 150 250

Hard clay 150 400

Water-bearing sand 20 420

Hard clay 200 620

Water-bearing sand 40 660

Sand and clay 110 770

Water-bearing sand 44 814

Hard rock, sand, mud, and wood 736 1,550

Flowing water at 650 and at 800 feet.

181. Record of city well at Seranion, Jackson County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Sand and gravel 350 350

Blue clay 400 7.50

Clam shells 5 755

Blue clay 25 7S0

Water-bearing sand 20 800

Well flows 150 gallons per minute.

Record of mil at Ocean Springs, Jackson County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Surface soil, sand, and gravel 150 150

Clay 250 iOO

Sand 20 420

Clay 40 460

Sand and gravel 60 520

Clay 400 920

Water-bearing sand 30 1)50

Water flows 250 gallons per minute.

Record of well 1\ miles northwest of Moss Point, Jackson County.

[Begun October 3. 1904; completed October 12, 1904. Authority, John L. Ford, driller ]

Thickness Depth
(feet), (feet).

Hard, yellow clay (sandy) 20 20

Yellow sand '* 35

Clay (sandy, variegated) 15 50

Sand (fine, white) : 50 100

Sand (coarse, white) *> 140

Clay (sandy) 70 210

Sand (fine, white) 10 220

Clay 150 370

Sand (fine, white) 20 390

Clay 320 710

Sand (fine gray) 80 7(10

Clay 190

Main water supply 770 to 790 feel. Yield, 185 gallons per minute. (From Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey

No. 264.)
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Record of city well at Ellisvitte, Jones County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet;.

Sand and gravel SO 80

Green clay 280 360

Sand 10 370

Green clay 230 800

Sand rock 12 612

Greenish marl 288 900

Shell rock 5 905

Green marl 195 1,100

Shells 5 1,105

Green marl 295 1,400

Record of city well at Oxford, Lafayette County.

[Authority, W. N". Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Hay and sand 90 90

Dry sand 15 105

Clay 67 172

Soapstone (clay) 78 250

Hard sandstone 50 300

Water rises to 70 feet of surface.

Record of well at Lumberton, Lamar County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.)

Depth
(feet.

Coarse sand and some gravel 40

Fine sand 85-90

Fine sand and white clay 103

Hard white clay 110

Soft but fine sand 180

Hard white clay 200

Hard and soft spots, water white 210

Hard white clay, pipe goes 28 inches per hour 277

White water 314

Blue mud 512-5S8

Blue mud, still in water 5i O

Hard clay, white water 620

Very soft rock 670

Very soft white clay 682

Hard clay • 720

Blue clay *fi0

Hard rock 770

Softer rock '84

Bluish rock 830

Hard rock *»

3and 860

The well was drilled to a depth of 1,800 feet.
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Record of cotton-mill xndl No. 1, Meridian, Lauderdale County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. H. Perkins. 1
Thiokness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Hay 14 14

Sunt! 16 30

Clay 6 3G

Shale 14 50

Sand 1 51

Lignite 2 53

Sand 3 56

Shale 2 58

Pipeclay 19 77

Lignite 6 83

Pipeclay 7 90

Sand 2 92

Clay 3 95

Sand 4 99

Clay 22 121

Sand 5 126

Clay 5 131

Sand 5 136

Blue clay 4 140

Sand 1 141

Blue clay 18 159

Sand 9 168

Lignite 5 173

Sand 2 175

Lignite 4 179

Sandstone : 1 180

Clay 7 187

Sand 27 214

Lignite and clay 8 222

Clay 2 224

Sand 2 226

Lignite 2 228

Sand 27 256

Clay 12 267

Lignite 4 271

Clay 27 298

Sand 4 302

Clay 4 306

Sand 6 312

Clay 5 317

Pyrites rock 1 318

Sand 3 321

Clay 7 330

Lignite 2 332

Clay 15 347

Sand 43 390

Water rises within 40 feet of surface.

Record of well in sec. 11, T. 9, R. 8 E., Leake County.

[Authority, unpublished notes of E. A. Smith, assistant geologist of Mississippi, 1871.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Red clay, with a little sand 6 6

Variegated clays, containing shells 10 16

Light-colored, fossiliferous rock which effervesces with hydrochloric acid 1 17

Variegated clays, as above 9 26

Yellow sand to water 26 52
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Record of well at Mooremitte, Lee C ounty.

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

■Jelma chalk 155 155

Eutaw sands, source of water 20 175

205a. Record of Brick and Tile Company'* well at Baldwyn, Isf, County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Soil, clay, and sand 40 40

Limestone (Selma chalk i "4 II4

Clay and sand (Eutaw) 220 334

Water-bearing sand 40 380

Water rises within 5 feet of surface.

21*21). Record of Moltile and Ohio Railroad well, Tupelo, Lee County.

[Authority, M. & O. K. II. Co.]
Thickness Depth

(feet.) (feet).

Sand and gravel 15 15

Limcstonei I 200 215

Hard rocklselma chalk \ 1 216

Soft rock ) I 150 366

Greensand, water-bearing 40 406

Clay 30 436

Water flows above surface.

Record ofT. B. Minyard's well, at Greenwood, Isflore County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Ferkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Soil and clay 18 !5

Mud and silt 140 155

Soapstone (clay) 200 355

Greensand. with the strata of hard rock 20 375

221a. Record of uxll at Minter City, I^Jlore County.

[Authority, C. E. Feigler, driller.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Surface soil 10 10

Sand 100 110

Gravel 10 120

Sand • 80 200

Soapstone and pipe clay interbedded with sand to bottom of well 237 437

225a. Record of railroad well at Columbus, Lowndes County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Clay, sand, and gravel 25 25

Sandstone 300 . 325

Greensand and clay 05 420

225b. Record of railroad vvB at Artevia, Lowndes County.

[Authority. W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins. J
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Clay 10 10

Limestone (Selma chalk) 350 360

Hard sandstone 2 362

Soft sandstone and soapstone 175 537

Clay and sand • 150 597

Water rises to within 18 feet of surface.
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Record of well at Canton, Madison County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and \V. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet j. (feet).

Surface sand and clay ISO 150

Clay 175 325

Water-bearing sand 30 355

Clay 00 415

Water-bearing sand 30 445

Record of well in sec. 2, T. 7, R. 2 E., Madison County.

[Authority, E. W. llilgard.]

Thickness Depth
(feet), (feet).

Surface materials and bluish and yellowish clay marls 40 40

Blue clay marl, poor in shells 40 80

Blue sandy shell marl, with well-preserved shells 10 90

Dark-colored, mostly bluish, laminated clays interstratified with layers of sand 185 275

Hard gray sandstone A

Yellow water-bearing sand 15 290

(Here water rose to within 75 feet of surface.)

Dark-colored sandy clay, with crystals of gypsum 85 375

Hard gray sandstone i\

Lignite, interstratified with layers of clay; above it a stream of water rising to within 375

45 feet of surface (as far as penetrated) 40 415

230. Record of town well at Holly Springs, Marshall County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. H. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet), (feet).

Reddish clay (Columbia) 20 20

Red sand (Lafayette) 87 107

Sand rock 1 108

Clay 52 160

Hard sandstone £ lf©i

Clay and sandstone 139J 300

Fine sand, water bearing 40 340

Pipe clay 13 353

Coarse sand 4 357

Sticky clay 43 400

General section of wells in river bottom near Aberdeen, Monroe County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet), (feet).

Surface soil and loam 15 15

Sandstone 200 215

Sand and first water 35 250

Clay and lignite 100 350

Sand and water 30 380

Record of well at Amory, Monroe County.

[Authority, A. F. Crider; section obtained from old well driller.]

Thickness Depth
(feet), (feet).

Lafayette sand 12 12

Lafayette gravel 6 18

Gray sand, water bearing .' 1 19

"Soapstone," or joint clay, with thin layers of shelly sandstone. The clay caved when

drilling well and had to be cased 115 134

More compact clay, which required no casing in drilling (15 199

Sand, source of water.

Water was obtained In sand below the compact clay. It flows at rate of 20 to 25 gallons per minute

from a 2}-inch pipe. The water is highly impregnated with iron oxide. The pipe and gutter which

carry the water from the welt are covered with a thick coating of iron oxide. The same driller reports

that a second stream of water is present here at a depth of from 240 to 250 feet.
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113 300

Well at Gattman, Monroe County.

[Authority, W. F. Riley, owner.]
Thickness Depth

(feet), (feet).

Sandy yellow clay 18 18

Fine sand (quicksand) 65 83

(Jravel and sand 4 87

Yellow sand

Gray sand

Blue clay

Deep-red clay

Lignitic clay

Sand

Hani grayish sand rock : 2 302

Fine sand or opening from which water rose to surface, furnishing about 2 gallons per

minute 0 308

Small, round gravel, about the size of large shot 3 311

Hard gray sandstone (hard as millstone), liocoming softer and darker in color below.

Water rose to surface from this soft sandstone 312 023

Water dows obove surface at the rate of 15 gallons per minute, is full of gas bubbles, and has a taste

of borax and soda.

235. Record of veil at Winona, Montgomery County.

[Authority, Robert A. Allison.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Soil and clay 25 25

Orange-colored sand 10 35

Blue marl 40 75

Lignite 5 80

Quicksand 15 95

Black clay 50 145

Coarse sand, containing fair supply of water 10 155

Lignite 10 165

Blue marl 35 200

Fine sand 15 215

Clay 10 225

Quicksand 00 285

Clay 40 325

Fine sand, coarse on top 25 350
Brown clay ■. 35 385

Coarse sand, gravels on top 27 412

Water is obtained in the lowest layer of coarse sand and gravel at a depth of 395 feet. About 25 or

SOwagonloadsof sand were pumped from the well 'luring the first three or four days. Aft er that the

sand ceased to rise, and the well now furnishes an abundant supply of water, which is not perceptibly

lowered with an air-lift pump. Water is clear and free from minerals, and is reported to have a

temperature of 05° F.

344b. Record of railroad veil at Brookmlle, Noxubee County.

[Allthoritv, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feeti.

Clay S 8

Limestone (Selrna chalk) 450 458

Hard sand 4 402

Soft sand 150 612

Greensand and water 45 657

The water rises within BOleet of surface.

245. Record of veil at Cliftomnlle, Noxubee County.

[Authority, J. H. Cunningham, driller.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Selmachulk 300 300

Greensand 20 320

White sand 20 340

Greensand 10 350

White sand 40 390

Ferruginous sandstone 1 391

Dark greensand. source of water 60 451
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246. Record of well at Ravine, Noxubee County.

[Authority, J. B. Cunningham, driller.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Selma chalk 250 250

Greenish-colored sand (Eutaw) 475 725

249. Record of Mobile and Ohio Railroad ii'ell, Macon, Noxubee County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Clay 8 8

Limestone (Selma chalk) 600 608

Hard sandstone 3 611

Soft sandstone 65 676

Greensand and water 40 716

Soapstonc 53 769

251. Record of Shuqualalc well, Noxubee County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. K. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Clay 10 10

Limestone (Selma chalk) 750 760

Sandstone 100 860

Greensand and water 50 910

Water rises within 10 feet of surface.

254. Record of well at Starhville, Oktibbeha County.

[Authority, Bulletin of the Mississippi Agricultural and Mechanical College, vol. 1, No. 2, page 10.]

Thicknes Depth
(feet I . (feet ! .

Surface soil 14 14

Selma chalk 749 763

Shell rock 4 767

Clay (sandy) 24J 791 J

Shell rock 7 879$

Sand (micaceous) 56 854$

Clay 10 864J

Sand 35i 900

Water rises within 1.10 feet of the surface.

255. Record of town veil at BatemiUe, Panola County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. TYrkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Surface 10 10

While sand : 25 35

Blue clay 10 45

Clayandsand '. .. 215 260

Rock 2 262

Water-bearing sund 40 302

Water rises 20 feet above the surface; flows .ri0 gallons per minute.

257. Record of well at Barbara, Perry County.

[Authority, A. J. Thomas, owner.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Red surface clay 40 40

Coarse sand and sandstone 2 42

Blue pipe clay 7 49

Yellow sand 13 62

White sand and sandstone 10 72
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General section of utlh at Hattiesburg, Perry County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and VV. K. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Finkishelay 100 100

Water and sand 30 130

Greenish clay 150 280

Water-liearing sand and gravel 20 300

There arc about 25 wells In the town flowing from 5 to 50 gallons per minute.

958. Recortl of vxll at Brown, Perry County.

[Authority, A. G. Brown, owner.]
Thicknuss Depth

(feet). (feet).

Red clay 20 20

Variegated sand, of white, red, and yellow color, with occasional thin layers of " rock ". . . 23 43

Water obtained at 38 feet.

467. Record of mil at Ecru, Pontotoc County.

[Authority, Albert Ooldsbury, driller.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Red clay and loam 2.3 23

Blue clay 27 50

Hard limestone 4 54

Reddish muddy sand 5 59

Shell marl 1 60

Sand 3 63

Reddish sand, water-bearing 10 73

Gray clay to bottom of well 20 J 93

Diameter of well. 6 inches. Water barely flows over surface, and is raised to tank by steam pump.

It is clear, and is used in locomotive boilers.

278. Record of L. Maries's well at Riverside, Quitman County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Blue mud 40 40

Mud and water-bearing sand 45 85

Water-tiearing sand and gravel 50 135

Sand and gravel 40 175

Soapstone (clay) 220 395

Rock J 395,

Soapstone (clay) 50 445J

Rock ( 446

Greensand 10 456

Lignite 1 457

Soapstone (clay; and water-beari ng sand 179 636

Record of town well at Forest, Scott County.

[Authority W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]
Thickness Depth

(feet), (feot).

Mud and gumbo 00 60

Black mud 15 75

Grayish sandy clay 25 100

dray sand and iron pebbles 50 150

Lime rock 40 190

Sawlyrock 5 195

Dark-gray hard rock 22 217

Water-bearing sand 2 219

Water rises within 90 feet of surface.
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Record of well in sec. 8, T. 10, R. 7 W., Sharkey County.

[Authority, unpublished notes of E. A Smith, assistant geologist o( Mississippi, 1870.]

Thickness Depth
(feet), (feet).

Sandy loam 1 ,q 20

Dark, sticky clay I

Buckshot clay 30

Fine, sticky, sandy clay, containing water 30

481. Record of well at Taylorsrille, Smith County.

(Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins. 1
ThicknesB Depth

(feet). (feet).

Grayish-brown clav 100 '00

Blue clay 200 300

Sand, gravel, and water 15 315

Brownish clay 85 -WO

Hard rock 23 423

Sand 3 426

Brownish clay 704 1,130

Brown sand, very fine 5 1. 135

Water flows 10 gallons per minute.

283. Record of well at Dockery, Sunfloirer County.

[Authority, Will Doekery, owner.]
Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Whit* sand 60 60

Gravel and sand 115 175

Qmcksaml with strata of clay about SO feet apart: flowing water 600 775

Sand rock in layers 18 inches to 2 feet thick Interbedded w ith sand 25 800

Grecnsand interbedded with rock 129 929

294. Record of well at Charleston, Tallahatchie County.

[Authority. W. G. Harvey, owner.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Sands, silts, and clays. .: 200 200

Sandstone rock 10 210

Lignite and lignitic clays 140 350

Quicksand 100 450

Water rises 8 to 10 feet above the surface. Capacity, 25 gallons per minute.

Record of town well at Charleston, Tallahatch ie County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Clay and blue mud 50 50

Sand 40 90

Soapetone (clay) 100 190

Hard white rock 2 192

Water-bearing sand 100 292

Soapetone (clay) 30 322

Water-bearing sand 40 362

Well flows 32 gallons per minute.

3©1. Record of well at Stayhorn, Tate County.

[Authority, S. T. Clayton, owner.]

Thickness Depth
(foot). (feet).

Surface clay 20 20

Gravel and sand 15 35

Red sand which changes to white sand i _r ^

Pipe clay and sand, furnishing water /

Water rises but a few feet in the well.
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Record of well at Senatobia, Tate County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. It. Perkins.)

Thickness Depth
((cot). (feet).

Chy 24 24

Coarse gravel W 39

Quicksand 21 60

Clay 4 «4

Sand 10 74

Wlute clay 2 76

Sand..... 14 90

Pipcc:ay 2 92

Water-Varin;: sand 28 120

Water stands within 40 feet of the surface.

303. Record of well at Tunica, Tunica County.

[Authority, W. J. Urigham.J

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Alluvial sand and clay 15 15

Fine silt, sand, and clay 75 90

Fine white sand 250 340

Sand and gravel with layers of lignite

Sand

Hard, impervious ciay

White sand containing water

Water is soft and flows above surface.

305. Record of well 5 miles ivest of Longtown, Tunica County.

[Authority, W. N. Logan and W. R, Perkins.)

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Soil and clay 30 30

Sand 110 140

Pipeclay 260 400

Rock '. 1 401

Sand 10 411

Soapstone (clay) 60 471

Sand and water 50 521

Water flows 15 gallons per minute.

306. Record of well at New Albany, Union County.

[Authority, Ed. Baker, driller.)

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

Surface clay 20 20

Calcareous sandstone 4 24

Clayey sand, water bearing 15 39

Blue sandy marl containing shells, with strata of limestone .1 to 4 feet thick at occa

sional intervals 165 204

White sand, source of water 20 224

307. Record of city well at Island, Washington County.

[Authority, E. F. Turner, chairman of water committee.)

Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

Buckshot clay 2 2

Fine sand 138 140

Gravel 14 154

Hard blue clay, containing six strata of sandstone rock, ranging in thickness from 6

inches to 2 feet 298 452

Coarse gray sand 60 512

Analysis of the above water is reported to have given 154.1 parts per million of solid matter, llft.8

of which were soda.
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Record of town xrell at Waynesboro, Wayne County.

[Authority. W. N. Logan anil W. K. Perkins.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (lect).

Surface clay

Sand and water

Marl and chiy with flint "bowlders"

Water-bearing sand

Clay

Water flowed above surface from 180 feet.

30 .10

150 ISO

300 480

20 500

25 525

3 18. Record of weU at Water Valley, Yalobusha County.

[Authority. H. F. Kimmons, mayor.]

Thickness Depth
(feet). (feet).

12 12

15 27

IS 45

15 60

Common surface clay

Water-bearing sand. .

Stiff pipe clay

Water-bearing sand

The city of Water Valley has nine wells similar to the above, which furnish 500,000 gallons of water

per day. Water stands within 12 feet of t he surface. Six of the wells have furnished the above amount

of water without any appreciable variation. All the wells are dug within a radius of 100 feet.

Record of mil in sec. 23, T. H, R. \ W'., Yazoo County.

[Authority, unpublished notes of E. A. Smith, assistant geologist of Mississippi, 1S70.]

Thcro is a widespread popular belief that clear, cold water coining from any kind of well

is pure and wholesome, and until recent veal's the open well has been considered one of

the most valuable adjuncts of the home or farm. In reality, however, wells of the open

type are especially liable to pollution and may be the source of disease. On many premises

the open well is in the lowest ground, and above it on the slopes are burns, outhouses, and

dwellings. Such a case is illustrated in PI. VI, B. The lowest ground is chosen for the

well l)ocause water is found there at less depth than elsewhere. The fact that the impuri

ties from the sources mentioned are carried both by the surface water after each rain and by

underground seepage downward in the direction of the well is commonly lost sight of.

Water laden with impurities may either enter the top of the well, where this is unpro

tected by embankments, or it may enter through the wood, brick, or stone curbing. The

pollution of the well by seepage is especially likely to occur where the soil is porous and the

well shallow, and, in limestone regions, where open underground channels exist.

It is not infrequently the case that open wells are left uncovered, so that impurities car

ried by the winds are free to settle through the open mouth. Where covered, the top of

the well is often but little above the ground level, and the covering is made of unjointed

planks loosely thrown down and having large openings between them. Wooden curbs,

which in dry weather shrink and later admit much surface water to the well, are in

common use. Chickens and pigs tramping around the barnyard and open privies and work

men from the barnyard or manured fields often carry filth on their feet. The first shower

of rain or the drippings from the well bucket may carry these poisonous germs into the well.

There are numerous instances in Mississippi where little cesspools have l>een dug in the

ground near the wells and are kept filled with water for chickens, ducks, turkeys, and pigs.

This water Incomes highly polluted and more or less of it sinks into the earth and finds its

way directly into the well.

Surface soil . . .

Red clay

Buckshot clay

Blue mud

Thickness Depth

(feet). (feet).

21 2i

6 8}
 

30

Water is warm and has slight mineral taste.

SANITARY A8PKCT OF WKLM.
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A. OUTFIT FOR DRIVING TUBULAR WELLS.

Such wells are ordinarily safe, as the shallow polluted waters are shut off.

 

B. A COMMON PUT HIGHLY DANGEROUS WELL LOCATION NEAR BARNS

AND OUTHOUSES.

Drainage is toward well. Photograpn Oy M. L. Fu.ler.
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When in health the human body is resistant to disease, and polluted waters may be used

for years without causing sickness; if, however, the human system for any reason becomes

weakened, disease germs, if present, may rapidly develop. Many outbreaks of typhoid

fever, both in this country and in Europe, have been traced to polluted wells or to milk

distributed in cans washed in the water from them.

The well, if used for drinking water, should occupy a high point on the premises and

should be so situated that polluted waters from any source can not run near it. If the well

is an open one the upper part should be dome-like in shape and sealed with cement, with a

tightly fitting top, so that no impurities of any kind can get in.

Many who are accustomed to the open well have a prejudice against drinking water from

an iron pump. The driven, bored, and drilled wells have, however, many advantages over

the large dug wells, some of which are as follows:

1. There is less possibility of getting impurities into small-bore wells put down with

machinery.

2. There is always a possibility that rats, frogs, and other objectionable animals or matter,

such as filth from the barnyard, will get into an open well if the cover is left off in some

unguarded moment. The well of small diameter which has a pump in it is sealed from

all small animals, bugs, and even dust. A few strokes of the pump will remove the water

which has been standing in the pipe and bring up water which is fresh and uncontaminated.

3. The well of small diameter, when properly made, shuts off all surface waters and

objectionable seepage waters. If a good supply is found, all the objectionable waters above

and below should be cased off, so that only the desirable supply is admitted into the pipe.

The so-called "streams" of water in Mississippi and the entire Gulf embayment area

occur in horizontal sheets of sand. These water-bearing sands are usually overlain by

layers of clay which prevent the waters immediately above the clay from entering the sands

below. Where this tough clay layer is penetrated by the drill the water from above will

flow down to the botlom of the well unless it is shut off. But when iron casing is put in,

packing can be placed between the outside of the pipe and the clay layer, thus sealing up

the hole made by the drill and shutting off undesirable waters.

4. It is not possible to dig wells by hand to a very great depth, and in some instance.-,

as in some localities in the Northeast Prairie and in the Yazoo Delta, it is impossible to dig

them to the desired source of water without putting in some kind of curbing. In the

various artesian basins over the Stat* artesian wells are obtained only by drilling or boring.

If water runs through a sufficient amount of pure sand it will give up a considerable part

of its impurities. A large part of the surface of Mississippi is made up of such sand, which

serves as a natural filter for the waters. In the more hilly sections of the State this sand

contains such a small amount of decayed organic matter that waters even from the shallow

wells in the Lafayette sands rarely show a trace of organic matter. The shallow wells very

seldom have any strong undesirable minerals in their waters, so that such wells in the rural

hilly districts of the State furnish, as a rule, excellent drinking water.

Conditions are different in the Yazoo Delta and in the Northeast and Central prairies.

The delta is a low, recently formed land, made up of sands and clays containing a large

amount of decayed vegetation. The soil is very fertile and produces a vigorous growth of

succulent plants, many of which grow up and decay in a year. Large quantities of free

ammonia, albuminoids, nitrates, and nitrites are thus set free, part of which are carried down

into the soil and thus come in contact with the waters, which rise within a few feet of the

surface.

In the Northeast and Central prairies much of the surface sand has been removed, leaving

a limestone-clay soil, which as a rule is barren of water.

irk 159—06 6
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INDEX.

Page.

A.

Aberdeen, wells at 68,76

Ackerman, well at ■. 76

Adams County, description of 27

rocks of 27, 40-41

wells of 27

Alabama, rocks in 21,24

Alabama-Mississippi River section, figure

showing 19

Albin, well at 58-59

Alcom County, description of 27

rocks in 7,8,20,21

wells in 27,40-41,00

Allison, R. A., well records by 35,09

Alluvium, character of 5

occurrence of 13

water value of 5

Amite County, wells of 27

Amory, wells at 54-55,68,76

Antioch, rocks at 8

Artesia, well at 54-55,67,76

Artesian-water map of Mississippi 20

Artesian wells. See Wells, artesian.

Attala County, rocks In 23

well in 27,31,40-41,60

B.

Baker, Ed., well record by 73

Baldyn, spring at 79

well at 52-53,67

Barbara, well at 56-57,70

Bamctt, wells at 28-29,40-41

Batesville, well at 9,22,36,56-57,70,76

Battlefield, rocks at , 10

Bay St. Louis, rainfall at 14

spring at 79

well at 26,27,42-45,62

Belen, wells at 56-57

Belmont, well at 58-59

Benton County, rocks in 22

wells in 22,27

Big Black River, course of 3,34

rocks on 31

wells on 28,34,35

Big Sandy Creek, wells on 28

Bigbec Valley, well at 54-55

Biloxi, wells at 25,26,44-45,76

Biloxi-Pass Christian, wells along, section

of.... 25,62

Blessing. I. W., well record by 63

Blue Mountain, spring at 79

Blue Springs, rocks at 8

Bluff formation. See Loess.

Page.
Bolivar County, rocks in 28

wells In 28.40-41,60

Bolton, well at 31,34,48-49

Bond, well at 44-45

Booneville, elevation of 2

wells at 37

Brandon, rocks at II

Brigham, W. J., well record by 13

Brookhaven, wells at 52-55,76

Brookville, well at 54-55,69

Brown, well at 56-57,71

Brown. A. G., well record by 71

C.

Caledonia, springs at 79

well at 35,54-55

Calhoun County, description of 28

rocks in 22,28

streams of 28

wells in 22,28

Canton, wells at 34,54-55,68,70

Carboniferous rocks, character of 5,6

occurrence of 4,6,38

water value of 5,6

Carroll County, description of 28

rocks in 10,23,28

wells in 28, 40-41, (X)

Carrollton, wells at 28,40-41

Cedar Bluffs, well at 42-43,01

Chalk, porosity of 16

Chamlwrlin, T. C, artesian conditions 18

Charleston, wells at 58-59,72

Cherry Creek, elevation at 22

Chester, wells at 40-41

Chickasaw County, rocks in 8,21,28

wells in 28,40-41,61

Chlckasawhay River, elevation of 4

rocks on 11,24

- wells on 24, a), 36, 39

Choctaw County, rocks in 22

wells in 28,40-41

Chunkey, wells at 36, 54-55

Claiborne County, rocks in 25

wells in 28,40-41,61

Claiborne group, description of 5.9-10

dip of 24

occurrence of 28,29,31,33,34,35,37,38,39

divisions of." 5

water value of 5,10. 23-24

Clarke County, description of 28

rocks in 10,28-29

wells in 23,28-29,40-43,61

Clarksdale, well at 29,42-43,76

til
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Page.

16

8, 20
•Jfl, 42-4:!, 61

72

Cluy, porosity of

Clay County, rocks in

wells in

Clayton, S. T., well record by. .

Clayton limestone, character of 5,8

occurrence of 8

water value of 5,8

Cleveland, wells at 40-41,76

Cliftonville, well at 54-55,09,76

Coahoma County, wells in 29. 42-43

Coffee sands, components of 6

Coffeeville, well at 9, 23, 58-58

Coldwater Creek, character of 3

Columbia, wells at 25,34,54-55.76

Columbia loam, occurrence of : 32

Columbus, wells at 34,54-55,07,70

Commerce, well at 58-59

Cooksville, well at 54-55

Copiah County, rocks in 12.25,29

wells in 29-30,42-43

Corinth, wells at 4,6,7,27,40-41,01)

Covington County, wells in 30

Crawford, well at 54-55,70

Cretaceous rocks, character of 5,6-8

occurrence of 4,6-8,37,38

water value of 5,6-8

Crcvi, well at 58-59

Crlder, A. F., well record by 68

work of 1

Cruger. well at 48-49

Cunningham. J. B., well records by 09,70

1).
Daniel, rocks at 11

Darton, N. H.r on Jackson well 31

De Soto, well at . 29,40-41

De Soto County, rocks in 12

wells in . 30

Deer Creek, wells on 63

Delisle, well at 31,46-47

Devonian rocks, character of 5,6

correlation of 0

occurrence of 4,0,38

water value of 5,6

Dixon, well at 54-55

Dixon, A., well record by 62

Dockery, well at 58-59,72,70

Dockery, Will, well record by 72

Doddsville, well at 58-59,70

Dolomite, porosity of 10

Dumas, well at '. 58-59

Durant, spring at 79

wells at 48-49,70

E.
Eagles Nest, well at 42-43

Eastville, rocks at 10

Ecru, elevation at 22

well at 22.37,50-57,71

Ellisville, well at 25,32,50-51,05

Enterprise, wells at 29,40-41,01,77

Eocene rocks, character of 5

water value of 5

Eutaw, Ala., Eutaw formation at 7

Eutaw formation, character of 5,7.20

dip of 21

occurrence of 7,20-21,33,35

water value of 5,7,21 i

Pure.

Eutaw-Tuscaloosa horizon, water value of. 20-21

Evaporation, amount of 15

F.

Feiglcr, C. E., well records by 34,67

Field work, scope of 1

Flatwood, rocks at 8

Flatwoods area, location and character of. . 8

Flora, well at 54-55

Florida, rocks in 24

Fontainelileau, wells at 26,48-49

Ford, J. L., well records by 02,64

Forest, elevation at 3

well at 37,56-57,71

Forrest, well at 50-51

Fort Andrews-Gattman section, figure

showing 20

Franklin County, wells In 30

French Camp, rocks at 10

G.
Gattman, well at 54-55,69

Gattman-Fort Andrews section, figure

showing 20

Geography, outline of 2

Geology, description of 4-13

Glendora, well at 58-59,77

Goldsbury, All>ert, well record by 71

Graham, rocks at 8

Grand Gulf formation, characterof 5,11-12

dip of...: 25

occurrence of 11-12,

25 , 27 , 28, 29 , 30, 31 , 32, 33 , 34 , 37 , 38

section of 25

water value of 5,12,24-26

Granite, porosity of 16

G reene County, wells in 30

Greenville, elevation of 3

well at 77

Greenville-West Point section, figure

showing 19

Greenwood, elevation of. 3

wells at 24, 34,52-53, 67, 77

Grenada, rocks at 9,10,35

wells at and near 30,42-43,62,77

Grenada County, rocks in 23

wells in 30,42-43,62

Ground-water table, topography and, rela

tions of 16-17

topography and, relations of, figure

showing 17

GulfCoa8tal Plain, artesian conditions In.. 18-19

artesian conditions in, figure showing.. 18

geologic conditions on 1

water conditions on 1

Oulfport, well at 26,46 47,77

Guntown, wells at 52-53

II.

Hancock, wells at 30-31

Hancock County, description of 30

rocks In 11-12,27,*

wells in 30-31,42-45,62

llansboro, wells at 46-4"

Harris. G. D., on Clayton limestone 8

Harrison County, description of 31

rocks in 11-12,27,31

wells in 31-, 44-49, 62-63



INDEX. 88

Page.

Harvey, W. Q., well record by 72

Hattlesburg, rocks at 25

wells at 36,56-67,71,77

Hazlehurst, elevation near 4

springs at 79

Hecla, well at 56-57

Hermanville, wells at 40-41,61

Hernando, well at 30

Herrington, W. G., well record by 61

Hickory, wells at 54-55,77

Hilgard. E. W., on Claiborne formation 10

on Clayton limestone 8

on Grand Gulf formation 11

on Lignitic formation 9

on Port Hudson formation 13

on yellow loam 13

well sections by 63,68

Hinds County, rocks in 12,25,31

wells in 31,48-49,63

Hinze, rocks at 10

Holly Springs, elevation near 3

well at 54-55,68,77

Holmes County, description of 31

wells in 24,31,39,48-49

Horn Lake, elevation near 3

Houston, rocks at 8

Howison, well at 46-47,63

Hudsonville, well at 54-55

Hurricane Creek, rocks at 10

I.

Indian Creek, rocks on 6

Indianola, wells at 58-59,77

Iron, occurrence of 12

Issaquena County, rocks in 32

wells in 32,63

Itawamba County, rocks In 6,12,20,32

wells In 32

Ittabena, well at 52-53,77

Iuka, elevation of 2

Inka Springs, character of 38

T.

Jackson, rocks near 11

wells at 24, 31 , 32, 48-49, 63, 77

Jackson County, description of 32

rocks in 11-12,27,32

wells in 32,48-51,64

Jackson formation, character of 5, 10

occurrence of 10,28,31,32,36,37

views of 10

water value of 5,10-11

Jackson prairies, Jackson formation on 3, 10

topography of 3

Jasper County, wells in 32

Jefferson County, wells in 32

Johnson, L. C, on Jackson well 32

on Pascagoula formation 11,24

work of 1

Jones County, rocks In 32

wells in 32,50-51,65

lonestown, well at . .-. 42-43

K.

Kemper County, rocks in 8,22,32

wells In 32,50-51

Page.

Kimmons. R. F., well record by 74

Kindle and Schuchert, correlation by 6

Kosciusko, rainfall at 14

well at 27,40-41,60

Kossuth, rocks near 8

L.

La Grange group. See Wilcox formation.

Ladd, , on Noxubee County well 36

Lafayette County, rocks in 12,22

wells In 32-33,50-51,65

Lafayette formation, character of 5, 12

dip of 27

occurrence of 12, 22,

23, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39

water value of 5,12,26-27,75

Lamar County, wells of 33,50-51,65

See also Marion County.

Lambert, wells at 56-57

Lauderdale, wells at 33, .50-51

Lauderdale County, description of 33

rocks in 22,23,33

wells In 23,33,50-53,66

Laurel, well at 25,32,50-51

Lawrence County, rocks in 33

wells in 33,52-53

Leaf Illver, elevation of 4

wells on 36

Leake County, rocks in 10, 23, 33

wells in 33,66

Lee County, rocks in 8, 33

wells in 33,52-53,67

Leflore, well at 77

Leflore County, description of 34

rocks in 34

wells In 24,34,52-53,67

Leland, elevation of 3

section at 39

well at 39,58-59,73,77

Lexington, wells at 48-49,77

Lignitic formation. See Wilcox formation.

Limestone, porosity of 16

Lincoln County, rocks In 12,34

wells in 34,52-55

Lisbon formation, character of 5, 10

occurrence of 10, 28-29, 36, 39

water value of 5.10

Loam, yellow, character of 5, 13

occurrence of 13

water value of 5

Loess, character of 5,13

occurrence of 13,27,31

water value of 5

Logan, W. N., well records by 60,

61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74

Logtown, well at 24,44-45

Longl«?ach, well at 26,46-47

Long-leaf-pino hills, topography of 3-4

Longtown, well at 56-57,58-59.73

Louisville, elevation at 3

well at 58-59

Lowndes County, rocks in 7,8,20,34

wells in 34,54-55,07

Lumbcrton, well at 50-51,65

Lyman, well at 46-47

Lyon, well at 29,42-43,77
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Page.

If.

Mabcn, rocks near 8-9

Macon, elevation of 2

rocks near 8

wells at and near 36,54-57,70,77

McLaurcn, wells at 56-57

Madison County, wells in 34,54-55,68

Mammoth Springs, springs at 79

Map, artesian, of Mississippi 20

Map, geologic and contour, of Mississippi , . 4

Marion County, wells in 34,54-55

Marksville, wcU at 77

Marshall County, rocks in 12,35

wells in 35,54-55,68

Meehan Junction, well at 33,50-51

Memphis, Tenn., well at 9

Meridian, rocks at 9

spring at 79

well at 33,50-53,66

Middleton, Tenn., rocks at and near 8

Midway group, description of 8-9

divisions of 5

water value of 5,8-9

occurrence of 38

Minter City, wells at 34,52-53,67

Miocene rocks, character of 5

water value of 5

Mississippi City, well at 26, 46-47

Mississippi River, rocks on 12

Mississippi River-Alabama section, figure

showing 19

Mississippian rocks, character of 6

occurrence of 6

water value of 6

Mobile and Ohio River Company, well rec

ord by 67

Monroe County, rocks in 7,8,20,35

weUsin 35,54-55,68-69

Monterey, rocks at 11

Montgomery County, rocks in 35

wells in 35,54-55,69

Mooresville, well at 67

Moorhead, well at 38,58-59,77

Moss Point, wells at and near. . . 26, 32, 48-49, 64, 77

Muldon, well at 54-55

N.
Natchez, wells at 27,40-41

Neshoba County, rocks In 23,35

wells in 35.54-55

Nettleton, well at 52-53

New Albany, elevation at 22

wells at .' 22,38,58-59,73

New Scotland beds, correlation of 6

Newton County, rocks In 36

wells in 23.24,36,54-55

Nicholson, well at 44-45

North-central plateau, topography of 2-3

Northeast Prairie, topography of 2

wells on "5

Noxubee County, rocks In 8

wells in 36,54-57,69-70

Nugent, well at 46-47

O.

Oaknoxuboe River, wells on 36

Ocean Springs, well at 26, 50-51, U4, 77

Page

Okatibbee Creek, well on 33

Okolono, well at.* 28,40-41,61

Oktibbeha County, rocks in 8,9.36

wells In 36,56-57,70

Oligocene rocks, character of 5

water value of 5

Olive Branch, elevation of 3

Orange sand, name of 4

See alto Lafayette formation.

O'Reilly, well at 40-41

Osborn, well at 56-57

Oxford, rocks near 36

wells at 23,50-^51,65

P.

Panola County, rocks in 12.36

wells in 36,56-57,70

Pascagoula formation, character of 5, 11

occurrence of 11,24,31,32

water value of 5, 1 1, 24

Pascagoula River, elevation of 4

rocks on 11,24

Pass Christian, wells at 26,31,46-19,77

Pass Christian-Biloxi, wells along, section

Of 25,62

Paulding, wells at 32

Pearl River, course of 3,33,34

wells on 33,34,38

Pearl River County, wells in 36

Percolation, amount of 15

depth of 15

rate of 16

Perkins, W. R., well records by 60,

61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68,69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74

Perry County, wells in 36,56-57,70-71

Philadelphia, rocks near 9, 10

Picayune, well at 44-45

Pickens, well at 31,48-19

Pike County, rocks in 36

springs in '. 36

Pine Ridge, well at 40-41

Plantersvillc, wells at 33,52-53

Plattsburg, rocks at 10

Pollution of wells. See Wells, pollution of.

Pontotoc, elevation at 22

wells at 22,37

Pontotoc County, rocks in 8,21,37

wells in.. 37,56-57,71

Pontotoc divide, elevation of 3

Porosity, amount of 16

Port Hudson, rocks at 13

Port Hudson formation, character of..'.... 5,13

occurrence of 13,32,36,37

water value of 5,13

Porters Creek clay, character of 5,8

occurrence of 8-9,22,28,36

water value of 5,9

Prentiss County, rocks in 6,7,8,20

wells in 37

Pumps, views of 16

Q.

Quaternary rocks, character of 5,13

occurrence of 13

water value of 5, 13

Quitman, springs at 79

wells at 29,40-43,77
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Page.

37

37

wells In 37,56-57,71

R.
1,14-15

15

14

11

Rankin County, rocks In 12,25,37

37

37

54-55,70

11,12,25

79

58-59

69

2,22

8

Ripley formation, character of . . 5,8

dip of 22

8,21,27,37,38

Rivers. See Streams.

5,21-22

VI

wells at . 37,56-57,71,77

79

Rotten limestone. See Selma chalk.

24

58-59,78

15

s.

Satlord, J. M.. on La Grange group 9

St. Stevens formation, divisions of 10

Sand, flltration by 75

16

Sanitation, wells and, relations of. 74-75

78

58-59

Saucier, well at 4R-49

Schuchert and Kindle, correlation by 6

37

37

wells of 37,56-57,71

26,50-51,04,78

Scranton-Tenncssee River section , figure

20

5,7

occu rrence of . 7- 8, 20-2 1 , 29, 32,33,34,35,30

G

5

21,36

52-53

37,72

Sharkey Landing, well at 58-59

56-57

48-49, 63

22,28,37,39

29, 42-43, 61, 78

8,9

Page.

Siding, wells at 33,52-53

Silver ( reek, wells on 52-53,63

Simpson County, rocks in 12,25,37

wells of 37

Slichtcr, C. S., figure by 17

Smith, E. A., on 1'aseagoula formation 11

on Wilcox formation 9

well records by 60,63,60,72,74

Smith County, rocks of 38

wells of 38,56-57,72

Smiths, well at 63

Springs (P. O.), springs at 79

Springs, water of, analyses of 79

Staghorn, well at 58-59,72

Star, rocks at 12,25

Starkville, rocks near 8

wells at 21,36,50-57,70,70,78

Sterling, rocks at ■ 10

Stonewall, wells at 42-43

Strutigraphy, description of 4-5

Streams, deposition by 3

elevations along 3

Sumner, well at 56-57,58-59

Sunflower, well at 58-59,~78

Sunflower County, rocks in 38

wells In 24,38,58-59,72

Sunflower River, character of 3

Sutter, L., on water horizons 25

Swanlake, well at 58-59

T.

Tallahatchie County, description of 38

rocks of 38

wells of 38,58-59,72

Tallahatchie River, character of 3

deposition on 13

flowing wells along 22,37

location of 33

rocks on 8

Tallahatta buhrstone, character of 5,9-10

occurrence of 10,28-29,31,33,34,35,30

outcrop of, view of 6

water value of 5,10

Tate County, rocks in 12,38

wells in 38, 58-59, 72-73

Taylorsvlllc, well at 25,38,50-57,72,78

Tchula, wells at 31,38-39,48-49,78

Tennessee River hills, topography 2

Tennessee River, Scranton section, figure

showing 20

Tertiary rocks, character of 5,8-13

occurrence of 4,8-13,37 .

water value of 5,8-13

Thomas, A. J., well record by 70

Timber, supply of 2

Tippah County, rocks In 8,21,38

wells in 22,38,58-59

Tippah Creek, wells on 22,27,38

Tishomingo County, rocks in 6,7,12,20,38

wells in 38

Tombigbee River, basin of, rainfall and run-

on" in 15

valley of, elevation of 2

topography of 2

wells on 32,35,36
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Page.

Topography, ground water and, relations of 16-17

ground water and, relations of, figure

showing 17

outline of 2-4

Troy, rooks at 8

Tunica, well at 58-59,73,78

Tunica County, wells In 38,58-59,73

Tupelo, wells at 33,52-53.67,78

Tumor, E. F., well record by 73

Tuscaloosa formation, character of 5,6-7,20

dip of..- 21

occurrence of .'. 6-7,20-21,32,35

water value of 5,7,21

Tuscaloosa-Elltaw horizon, water value of. 20-21

Tutwiler, well at 78

V.

Unconformity, occurrence of 6

Union County, rocks in 8,21,38

wells in 38,58-59,73

United States, eastern, rainfall map of 14

V.

Vaiden, wells at 40-41

Verona, wells at 33,52-53

Vicksburg, elevation of 3

well at 38

Vicksburg limestone, character of 5,11

occurrence of 11,28,31,39

water value of 5,11

Vosburg, elevation at 3

rocks at 11

springs at 79

W.

Walthall, well at 58-59

Warren County, well In 38

Washington County, section in 39

wells In 38-30,58-59,73

Water, underground, absorption of 16

analyses of 76-79

discussion of 14-79

divisions of 16

friction of 21

horir.onsof 19-27

nonwater-lH'aring horizons and. rela

tions of, figures showing 19,20

percolation of.*. , 15-16

quality of 75-78

recovery of 17-19,21

sanitary relations of 1,74-75

source of 14-15

supply of 1, 15, 26

at various horizons 5

zones of 16

Water conditions, summary of 1,75

Water Valley, wells at 23,39,58-59,74,78

Waveland, well at 26. 44-45

Wayne County, rocks in 39

wells in 39.58-59,74

Waynesboro, rocks at 11

Page.

Waynesboro, wells at 39.58-59,74,78

Ways Bluff, well at 78

Webb, well at 58-59

Webster County, rocks in 22

wells in 39,58-59

Weems, springs at 79

Wells, dangerous location oi. view showing. 74

drilling of 75

drilling of, low cost of 1

driving of, outfit for, view of 74

pollution of 74-75

view illustrating 74

pumps for, view of 16

records of 40-74

sanitary aspects of 74-75

table of 40-59

types of 17

water of. analyses of 76-78

Wells, artesian, advantages of 75

definition of 17

occurrence of 21

pumps for, views of 16

records of 40-74

requisites for 17-1»,21

figures showing 18

supply for 1

relation of rainfall and 15

table of 40-59

water from, analyses of 76-78

Wesson, well at 42-43

West, well at 31,48-49.78

West Point, wells at 29,42-43,61,78

West Polnt-0 reenvllle section, figure show

ing '19

Wilcox, Ala., rocks at 9

Wilcox formation, character of 5,9

dip of 23

occurrence of.... 9,22,27,28,32,33,35.36,37,38

water value of 5,9.22-23

Wilkinson County, wells in 39

Wilson Springs, well at 24

Winona, rocks near 9,10

section at 35

wells at 35,54-55,69

Winston County, rocks in 10,22,39

wells in 39,58-K>

Wortham. well at 48-49,78

Y.

Yalobusha County, rocks in 12,22,39

wells In 39,58-59,74

Yalobusha Itiver, location of 28,30

Yazoo, wells at 24,39,58-59.78

Yazoo County, weils in 39, 58-59,74

Yazoo Delta, topography of 3

wells on 23,29,75

Yazoo Uiver, basin of, rainfall and run-off

in 15

character of 3

Yellow Creek rocks on 6

Yocona River, location of 33
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UNDERGROUND-WATER PAPERS, 1906.

Myron L. Fuller,'

Geologist in Charge.

WORK OF THE EASTERN SECTION OF HYDROLOGY IN

1905, AND PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO

UNDERGROUND WATERS.

By Myron L. Fuller.

INTRODUCTION.

The present report is the fourth volume of miscellaneous short contributions, the preceding

volumes of which appeared under the title of "Contributions to the Hydrology of East

ern United States." The change in name is made with the view of more clearly indicating

the scope of the report.

The present volume contains eleven papers by six authors, mainly connected with the

eastern section of the division of hydrology- These papers are predominantly of a theo

retical or general character; papers relating to local areas, such as the quadrangle descrip

tions appearing in the previous reports, are omitted, as it lias been shown that there is less

demand for such descriptive contributions than for general or theoretical papers, which

often have practical engineering and geologic applications. The fact that the report makes

available a considerable number of short contributions which could not otherwise be satis

factorily placed before the public is one of the leading reasons for its publication.

As in previous reports, the present volume covers a wide range of subjects, including

papers on (1) artesian nomenclature and the representation of ground-water data on maps,

(2) occurrence of ground waters in igneous rocks, (3) description of the ground-water

resources of special localities, (4) the use of wells in the drainage of wet lands, (5) the

amount of ground water in the earth, (0) a method of tracing underground currents, (7)

spring waters of peculiar composition, (8) depths reached by boring, (9) flowing wells and

springs, (10) problems of water contamination, and (11) improvement of water in wells.

WORK OF THE EASTERN SECTION OF HYDROLOGY.

Personnel.—Of the permanent members of the section, M. L. Fuller has continued in

charge of the work in eastern United States, and in addition to executive duties has given

special attention to the water supplies of Pleistocene and Coastal Plain deposits F. U.

Clapp has been engaged mainly in the investigation ol Pleistocene geology and its relation

to underground waters. E. E. Ellis has devoted the gieatei part of the season to a study

of the occurrence of ground waters in igneous rocks especially those of Connecticut. Isaiah

Bowman has been engaged in field work and in the preparation ol a report on the methods

of well drilling in use in different parts ol the country. Samuel oanford has had ehaigo

1
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of the collection of deep-well records and samples. B. L. Johnson has devoted his time

to a larfc extent to the preparation of a bibliography of the underground waters of the

United States.

In addition to the permanent force the following have been engaged in work for the

section during the year: W. S. Bayley, on underground waters of Maine; G. N. Knapp, in

New Jersey; L. W. Stephenson, in North Carolina; S. YV. McCallie, in Georgia; E. A.

Smith, in Alabama; L. C. Glenn, in Tonmssee and Kentucky; A. C. Veatch, A. F. Crider,

and L. W. Stephenson, in Arkansas; E. M. Shepard, in Missouri; W. H. Norton and How

ard E. Simpson, in Iowa; C. W. Hall, in Minnesota, and Frank Leverett, in Michigan.

E. F. Lines and D. F. MacDonald have assisted in office work.

Office xvorlc.—The oflice work for the year has consisted, in addition to executive duties,

of the preparation of a bibliography of the underground waters of the United States, and

of tables relating to the discharge and other features connected with artesian wells, and of

the systematic collection of well records and samples. Both the executive work and the

collection of samples involve a very extended correspondence and the furnishing of informa

tion in regard to wells and underground-water conditions to a large number of applicants.

Separate reports on the bibliography of underground waters, artesian tables, and collection

of well samples are in preparation.

Theoretical investigations.—The principal theoretical and technical investigations under

taken in 190.5 related to the fluctuations of the water level in wells, by A. C. Veatch, and

the methods of well drilling by Isaiah Bowman. The report on the fluctuation of wells is

in press, and that on well drilling is nearly completed.

Surveys.—Detailed surveys of underground-water problems have been conducted in Con

necticut by II. E. Gregory and E. E. Ellis; in Iowa, by W. II. Norton and Howard E.

Simpson; in Arkansas, by M. L. Fuller, A. F. Crider, and L. W. Stephenson; and in North

Carolina by L. W. Stephenson and B. L. Johnson. In Connecticut and Arkansas the work

is completed and reports are in preparation. In Iowa and North Carolina the surveys are

incomplete and will require further work the coming season.

Kejmrts.—The following reports have been published since January 1 , 1905:

Bibliographic review and index cl papers relating to underground waters published by the United

States Geological Survey, 1879-1904, by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 120, 128 pp.

Contributions to the hydrology of eastern t'nited States, !!KI4, M. L. Fuller, geologist in charge: Water-

Sup, and Irr. Paper No. 110, 211 pp.

Underground waters of eastern United States, M. L. Fuller, geologist in charge: Water-Sup. and Irr.

Paper No. 114, 2X5 pp.

Relation of the law to underground waters, by D. W. Johnson: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 122,

55 pp.
Field measurements of the rate of movement of underground waters, by C. S. Slichtor: Water-Sup.

and Irr. Paper No. 140, 122 pp.

Con tri tuitions to tin* hydrology of eastern United States, HHKS, M. L. Fuller, geologist in charge: Water-

Sup, and Irr. Paper No. 145, 220 pp.

Record of deep-well drilling for 1904, by M. L. Fuller, E. F. Lines, and A. C. Veatch: Dull. No. 204,

I On pp.

Underground water resources of Long Island, New York, by A. C. Veatch: Prof. Paper No. 44, 394 pp.

In addition the following papers have been received from the authors and transmitted

for publication:

Fluctuations of the water level in wells, with special reference to Long Island, New York, by

A. C. Veatch: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 155.

Geology and underground waters of Mississippi, by A. F. Crider and L. C. Johnson: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 159.

Geology and water resources of northern Louisiana and southern Arkansas, by A. C. Veatch: Prof.

Paper No. 46.

The following papers are nearly completed :

Flowing wells of the southern portion of the lower Peninsula of Michigan, by Frank Leverett.

Flowing wells of the northern aivJ central portions of the lower Pemnsula of Michigan, by Frank

Leverett.

Artesian waters of Missouri, by E. M. Shepard.
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Underground water resources of Tennessee and Kentucky west of Tennessee River, and of an adjacent

area in Illinois, by L. C. Glenn.

Underground water resources of Minnesota, by C. W. Hall.

Preliminary reports on the wells and springs of Virginia and South Carolina were pre

pared by M. L. Fuller for the State surveys in accordance with plans of cooperation

approved by the Director.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.

The results of the work of the Survey on underground waters and springs are published

as reports of various kinds. All but the folios and monographs, which are sold at cost,

are for free distribution and can be obtained on application to the Director until the editions

are exhausted. A number have been delivered to members of Congress for distribution.

A full subject index of the Survey publications on underground waters is contained in

Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 120, entitled "Bibliographic review and index of

papers relating to underground waters published by the United States Geological Survey."

A list of papers published by the Survey since Water-Supply Paper No. 120 was prepared,

and brief references to the most important publications of the Survey, are given below:

OENERAL DESCRIPTIVE REPORTS.

ALABAMA.

Alabama (water resources), by E. A. Smith: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 164-170.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

ARKANSAS.

Summary of the water supply of the Ozark region in northern Arkansas, by George I. Adams: Water-

Sup, and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 179-182.

Northern Arkansas (water resources), by A. H. Purdue: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905,

pp. 188-197.

Water resources of the Winslow quadrangle, Arkansas, by A. H. Purdue: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper

No. 145, 1905, pp. 84-87.

Water resources of the contact region between the Paleozoic and Mississippi embwyment deposits

in northern Arkansas, by A. II. Purdue: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 88-119.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

CALIFORNIA.

Water problems of Santa Barbara, Cal., by J. B. I.ippincott: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 1 16, 1905.

For other reports see Water-Supply Papers Nos. 59 and 8b.

COLORADO.

Geology and underground-water resources of the central Great Plains, by N. H. Darton: Prof. Paper

No. 32, 1904.

For other reports see Sixteenth, Seventeenth, and Twenty-first Annual Reports, Bulletin No. 131,

and Folios 36. 68. and 71.

CONNECTICUT.

Drilled wells of the Triassic area of the Connecticut Valley, by W. II. C. Pynchon: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 65-94.

Triassic rocks of the Connecticut Valley as a source of water supply, by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 95-112.

Connecticut (water resources), by H. E. Gregory: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 76-81.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

CUBA.

Notes on the hydrology of Cuba, by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 183-200.

DELAWARE.

Delaware (water resources), by N. H. Darton: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905. pp. 111-113.

For other reports see Bulletin No. 138.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.

District of Columbia (water resources), by N. XX, Darton and M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper

No. 114, 1905, pp. 124-126.

For other reports see Bulletin No. 138 and Folio 70.
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FLORIDA.

Florida (water resources!, by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 159-163.

For other reports see Water-Supply Taper No. 102.

GEORGIA.

Georgia (water resources), by S. W. McCallle: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 153-158.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102 and bulletin No. 138.

IDAHO.

See Water-Supply Papers Nos. 54, 55. 78, Bulletin No. 199, and Folio 104.

HAWAII.

See Water-Supply Paper No. 77.

ILLINOIS.

Illinois (water resources), by Frank Leverett: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 248-257.

For other reports see Seventeenth Annual Report and Folios 67, 81, and 105.

INDIANA.

Indiana (water resources) , by Frank Leverett: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 258-204.

For other reports see Water-Supply Papers Nos. 21 and 20, Eighteenth Annual Report, and Folios

G7, 81, and 105.
IOWA.

Iowa (water lesources), by W. IT. Norton: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905. pp. 220-225.

Water supplies at Waterloo, Iowa, by W. II. Norton: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp.

148-155.

For other reporis see Sixteenth Annual Report.

KANSAS.

Geology and underground-water resources of the central Great Plains, by N. II. Darton: Prof. Paper

No. 32, 1904, pp. 433.
Water resources of the Jopliu district, Missouri-Kansas, by W. S. Tangier Smith: Wrater-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 74-83.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 0, Twenty-second Annual Report, and Bulletin No. 131.

KENTUCKY.

Water resources of the Middlesboro-TTnrlan region of southeastern Kentucky, by George II. Ashley:

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. uo, 1905, pp. 177-178.

Kentucky (water resources), by L. C. Glenn: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 205-208.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

LOUISIANA.

Louisiana (water resources), by A. C. Veatch: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 179-187.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 101.

MAINE.

Maine (water resources), by W. S. Bayley: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 41-56.

Water resources of the Portsmouth- York region, New Hampshire and Maine, by George Otis Smith:

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145. 1905, pp. 120-128.

Water supply from glacial gravels near Augusta, Me., by George Otis Smith: Water-Sup. and Irr.

Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 156-160.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 101.

MARYLAND.

Water resources of the Accident and Grantsville quadrangles, Maryland, by G. C. Martin: Water-

Sup, and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 168-170.

Water resources of the Frostlmrg and Flintstone quadrangles, Maryland and West Virginia, by G. C.

Martin: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110. 1905, pp. 171-17:1.

Maryland (water resources), by N. 11. Darton and M. I.. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114,

1905, pp. 114-123.

Water resources of the Pawpaw and Hancock quadrangles, West Virginia, Maryland, and Penn

sylvania, by George W\ Stose and George V. Martin: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp.

58-63.

For other reports see Bulletin No. 138 and Folios 13, 23, and 70.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Drilled wells of the Trinssie area ol the Connecticut Valley, by W. II. C. Pynchon: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 65-94.
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Triassic rocks of the Connecticut Valley as a source of water supply, by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 110. 1905, pp. 95-112.

Water resources ot the Taconic quadrangle, New York, Massachusetts, and Vermont, by F. B. Taylor:

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905. pp. 130-133.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island (water resources), by W. O. Crosby: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper

No. 114, 1905, pp. 08-75.

Water supply from the delta type of sand plain, by W. O. Crosby: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145,

1905, pp. 101-178.
For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

MICHIGAN.

A ground-water problem in southeastern Michigan, by Myron L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper

No. 145. 1905. pp. 129-147.

For other reports see Water-Supply Papers Nos. 30, 31 , and 102.

MINNESOTA.

Minnesota (water resources), by C. W. Hall: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 225-232.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

MISSISSIPPI.

Mississippi (water resources), by L. C. Johnson: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905. pp. 171-178.

For other reports see. Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

MISSOURI.

Spring system of the Dccaturville dome, Camden County, Missouri, by E. M. Shepard: Water-Sup.

and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905. pp. 113-125.

Missouri (water resources), by E. M. Shepard: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114. 1905, pp. 209-219.

Water resources of the Joplin district, Missouri-Kansas, by W. S. Tangier Smith: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 74-83.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

NEBRASKA.

Geology and underground-water resources of the central Great Plains, by N. H. Darton: Prof. Paper

No. 32, 1904.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 12. Sixteenth, Nineteenth, and Twenty-second Annual

Reports, Bulletin 131, Professional Paper No. 17, and Folios 85 and 108.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Now Hampshire (water resources), by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114. 1905, pp. 57-59.

Water resources of the Portsmouth-York region. New Hampshire and Maine, by George Otis Smith:

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 120-128.

For other reports sec Water-Supply Paper No. 102.
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Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110. 1905, pp. 141-155.

New Jersey (water resources), by O. N. Knapp: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114. 1905. pp. 93-103.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 100 and Bulletin 138.
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Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 123. 1905.

For other reports see Twenty-second Annual Report.

NEW YORK.

The new artesian water supply at Ithaca, N. Y., by Francis L. Whitney: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper

No. 110, 1905, pp. 55-04.

Water resources of the Fort Ticonderoga quadrangle, Vermont and New York, by T. Nelson Dale:

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905. pp. 126-129.

Water resources of the Taconic quadrangle. New York, Massachusetts, and Vermont, by F. B. Taylor:

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 130-133.

Water resources of the Watkins Glen quadrangle. New York, hy Ralph 8. Tarr: Water-Sup. and Irr.

Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 134-140.

New York (water resources), by F. B. Weeks: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 82-92.

Water resources of the Catatonk area. New York, by E. M. Kindle: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145,

1905, pp. 53-57.
Waters of a gravel-flllcd valley near Tuliy, N. Y., by Ueorge B. Ilollister: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper

No. 145. 1905, pp. 179-184.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102 and Bulletin No. 138.
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NORTH CAROLINA.

Water resources of tne Cowee and Pisgah quadrangles, North Carolina, by Hoyt S. Gale: Water-Sup.

and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 174-176.

North Carolina (water resources), by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 136-139.

For other reports see Bulletin No. 138 and Folio 80.

NORTH DAKOTA.

See Seventeenth Annual Report.

OHIO.

Ohio (water resources), by Frank Lcverett: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 265-270.

For other reports see Eighteenth and Nineteenth Annual Reports.

OKLAHOMA.

See Twenty-second Annual Report.

OREGON.

See Water-Supply Papers Nos. 7, 8, and 252.

PENNSYLVANIA.

Water resources of the Chambersburg and Mercersburg quadrangles, Pennsylvania, by George W.

Stose: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 156-158.

Water resources of the Curwensville, Patton, Elwnsburg. and Barneaboro quadrangles, Pennsylvania,

by F. G. Clapp: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110. 1905. pp. 159-163.

Water resources of the Elders Ridge quadrangle, Pennsylvania, by Ralph W. Stone: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 110. 1905, pp. 164-165.

Water resources of the Wayncsburg quadrangle, Pennsylvania, by Ralph W. Stone: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905. pp. 166-167.

Pennsylvania (water resources), by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905. pp. 104-110.

Water resources of the Pawpaw and Hancock quadrangles. West Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsyl

vania, by George W. Stose and George C. Martin: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905. pp. 58-63.

Waynesburg folio, Pennsylvania, by Ralph W. Stone: Geologic Atlas U. S.. folio 121, 1905.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 106.

RHODE ISLAND.

Massachusetts and Rhode Island (water resources), by W. O. Crosby: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No.

114, 1905, pp. 68-75.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

South Carolina (water resources), by L. C. Glenn: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 140-152.

For other reports see Bulletin No. 138.
SOUTH DAKOTA.

Geology and underground-water resources of the central Great Plains, by N. H. Darton: Prof. Paper

No. 32, 1904.

Huron folio, South Dakota, by J. E. Todd: Geologic Atlas U. S., folio 113. 1904.

De Sraet folio. South Etokota, by J. E. Todd and C. M. Hall: Geologic Atlas U. S., folio 114, 1904.

For other reports see Water-Supply Papers Nos. 34 and 90, Seventeenth, Eighteenth, and Twenty-

first Annual Reports, and Folios 85, 96, 97 99, 100, 107, and 108.

TENNESSEE.

Tennessee and Kentucky (water resources), by L. C. Glenn: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905,

pp. 198-201*.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

TEXAS.

See. Eighteenth, Twenty-first, and Twenty-second Annual Reports and Folio 42.

VERMONT.

Water resources of the Fort Ticonderoga quadrangle. Vermont and New York, by T. Nelson Dale:

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No 110, 1905. pp. 126-129.

Water resources of the Taconic quadrangle, New York, Massachusetts, and Vermont, by F. B. Taylor;

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 130-13.).

Vermont (water resources), by G. H. Perkins. Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 60-67.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 102.

VIRGINIA.

Virginia (water resources), by N. II. Darton and M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114,

1905, pp. 127-135.

For other reports see Bulletin No. 138 and Folios 13, 23, 70, and 80.
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WASHINGTON.

See Water-Supply Papers Nos. 4 and 55, and Folio 8t>.

WEST VIRGINIA.

Water resources of the Frostburg and Flintstone quadrangles. Maryland and West Virginia, by G. C.

Martin: Water-Sup. and ]rr. Paper No. 110. 1905, pp. 171-173.

West Virginia (water resources), by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp. 271-272.

Water resources of the Pawpaw and Hancock quadrangles, West Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsyl

vania, by George W. Stoseand George C. Martin: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 58-63.

Water resources of the Nicholas quadrangle, West Virginia, by George II. Ashley: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 64-6fi.
WISCONSIN.

Wisconsin district (water resources), by A. R. Shultz: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 114, 1905, pp.

233-241.

Water resources of the Mineral Point quadrangle, Wisconsin, by U. S. Grunt: Water-Sup. and Irr.

Paper No. 145. 19*5, pp. 07-73.

WVOMING.

Geology and underground-water resources of the central Great Plains, by N. II. Darton: Prof. Paper

No. 32, 1904.

For other reports see Twenty-first Annual Report and Folio 10. .

SPRINGS AND SPRINO DEPOSITS.

Contributions to hydrology of eastern United States, 1904. M. L. Fuller, geologist in charge: Water-

Sup, and Irr. Paper No. 110. 1905.

Spring system of the Decaturville dome. Camden County, Missouri, by E. M. Shepard: Water-Sup.

and Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905. pp. 113-125.

Noteson the hydrology of Cuba, by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper. No. 110, 1905, pp. 183-200.

Waters of a gravel-filled valley near Tully, New York, by George 13. Ilollister. Water-Sup. and Irr.

Paper No. 145, 1905. pp. 179-184.

Notes on certain hot springs of the southern United States, by Walter Harvey Weed: Water-Sup.

and Irr. Paper No. 145, 190.">, pp. 185-200.

Notes on certain large springs ol the Ozark region. Missouri and Arkansas, compiled by Myron L.

Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 207-210.

For other reports see Ninth Annual Report, Bulletins Nos. 32 and 47, and Folio 30.

MINERAL AND POTABLE WATERS.

Bee Fourteenth Annual Report, Bulletins Nos. 32 and 47, and the various reports on Mineral Resources

from 1883 to 1904.

ARTESIAN REQUISITES, MOVEMENTS OF GROUND WATERS, ETC.

Description of underflow meter used in measuring the velocity mid direction or underground water,

by Charles S. Slichter: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 110. 1905, pp. 17-31.

Underflow tests in the drainage basin o( Los Angeles River, by Homer Hamlin. Water-Sup. and Irr.

Paper No. 112. 1905.

Underground waters of eastern United States, M. L. Fuller, geologist in charge. Water-Sup. and Irr.

Paper No. 114, 1905.

Two unusual types of artesian How, by Myron L. Fuller. Water-Sup. and Irr. Puller No. 145. 1905,

pp. 40-45.

Water resources of the Porlsmouth-York region. New Hampshire and Maine, by George Otis Smith:

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905, pp. 120-128.

Field measurements of the rate of movement ol underground witter.*,, by Charles S. Slichter. Water-

Sap, and Irr. Paper No. 140, 1905.

Observations of the ground waters ol the Rio Grande Valley, by Charles S. Slichter: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 141, 1905.

For other reports see Water-Supply Paper No. 67 ami Filth and Nineteenlh Annual Reports.

LAWS RELATING TO UNDERGROUND WATERS.

Relation of the law to underground waters, by I). W. Johnson. Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 122,

1905.

WELL-DRILLING METHODS.

The California or "stovepipe" method of well construction, by Charles S. Slichter: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 32-36.

For other reports see Water-Supply Pupcr No. 101 ami Bulletin No. 212.
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MEASUREMENTS OF FLOW AND HEAD.

Approximate methods of measuring the yield of (lowing wells, by Charles S. Slichter: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 110, 1905, pp. 37-42.

Field measurements of the rate of movement of underground waters, by Charles S. Slichter: Wuter-

Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 140, 1905.

A convenient gage for determining low artesian hcuds, by Myron L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper

No. 145, 1905, pp. 51-52.

LISTS OF WELLS AND BOEINGS.

Record of deep-well drilling for 1904, by M. L. Fuller. E. F. Lines, and A. C. Veatch: Dull. No. 264, 1905.

Contributions to the hydrology of eastern United States, 1903, by M. L. Fuller: Water-Sup. and Irr.

Paper No. 102, 1905.

Preliminary list of deep borings in the United States, second edition, with additions, by N. II. Darton:
Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 149, 190.r).

DRAINAGE OF WET LANDS BY WELLS.

"rainage of ponds into drilled wells, by Ilolicrt E. Horton: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 145, 1905,

pp. ro-39.



SIGNIFICANCE OF THE TERM "ARTESIAN."

By Myron L. Fuller.

INTRODUCTION.

The term artesian, derived from the town of Artois in France, where the first flowing

wells of importance were secured, was originally applied only to those wells in which the

water rose above the surface, but in late years has been used in a number of other senses.

At the present time, in fact, one can not be assured of its meaning in a particular paper

unless its use. is specifically stated. In many cases, fortunately, it is so defined, but the

variability of the usage in different cases is sufficient to emphasize the need of a standard

definition which shall be adhered to in public discussions.

It is doubtful if any definition can be devised which will meet the approval of or be

accepted by all geologists, as opinions will naturally vary greatly according to the locality

and nature of the work on which the geologists arc engaged. But while there is consider

able diversity of practice there is nevertheless a general tendency to give the term one or

the other of two meanings, and a considerable number of geologists have expressed their

willingness to accept any definition agreed on by the majority of active workers on under

ground-water problems.

The n*ed of uniform practice has probably been felt mast severely in the United States

Geological Survey, where a considerable number of men devote their entire time to under-

ground-'water investigations and to related geologic problems, and it has become desirable

either to drop the use of the term entirely or to adopt some definition which will meet the

needs of geologists and Ik? in harmony with the best usage in this country. For the pur

pose of obtaining the views of the different, authorities, circular letters were mailed to those

who have at one time or another been engaged in underground-water investigations or who

are at the head of organizations such as State surveys, etc. Replies were received from

about fifty geologists, and although they showed a considerable range of opinion, they were

of much assistance in the consideration of a definition of the term.

USE OF TERM "ARTESIAN."

ORIGINAL USE.

The question of the early use of the term has been admirably summarized by W. H.

Norton, a The word is derived from Artesium,the Latin equivalent of Artois, the name of

an ancient province of France now included in the department of Pas de Calais, where the

first flowing wells to be extensively known were obtained. The term in its etymology car

ries no definition, but it is unquestionable that it was the overflow of the Artois wells which

attracted attention to them. The water in all wells, except those sunk to the shallow uncon-

fined ground waters, rises when encountered and in many instances stands within a few

feet or even a few inches of the top. Such wells, however, never, even in the earliest times,

excited any comments, while flowing waters have almost invariably been regarded by the

people at large as of some mysterious and unknown but none the less wonderful origin.

o Artesian wells nf Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, vol. 6, 189", pp. 122-128.

9
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In the early days the term bored wells (puits fores) was practically equivalent to flowing

wells, since these alone at that time were bored or drilled. Ijater the terms bored wells,

deep wells, artesian wells, artesian fountains, and even bubbling wells have all been

applied to the same type. As wide a range of terms is found in French scientific literature,

viz, puits for&s, puits artcsiens, fontaines artesiennes, fontaines artificielles, fontaincs jaillis-

santes des puits fores, etc. The term artesian obtained a definite place in literature as early

as 1805, and was applied to those wells which flowed.

USE IN RECENT SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

As the geologic conditions governing artesian waters became known the term artesian

was gradually extended by some writers to include any well in which the water rose under

hydrostatic pressure when encountered, but others, especially teachers and authors of text

books, have continued to use the term in its original sense, while a few have used it to apply-

to deep wells in general. In addition there is a fourth popular use of the word for any

tubular well regardless of depth or other factors.

The varying meanings given to the term in this country are shown by the results of an

examination of underground-water papers by 25 American authors. By "artesian" 6, or

24 per cent , of these authors mean flowing wells; 15, or 60 per cent, wells in which water is

under pressure but does not necessarily flow; and 4, or 16 per cent, deep wells in general.

It should be borne in mind, however, that this is not altogether an expression of present

practice. The use of the term artesian has, in fact, undergone a considerable change in the

last few years, and a number of writers use it in a different sense at the present time from

that adopted by them in their earlier writings. T. C. Chambcrlin, for instance, at the time

of the publication of his report or. the requisite and qualifying conditions of artesian wells,a

in 1885, defines an artesian well as a flowing well, but in the recent text-book of Chaml>erlin

and Salisbury the statement is made that the term is now applied to any deep bored or

drilled well.

EUKOPEAN USE.

As to the European use of the term artesian the following quotation may be given from

the letter from C. S. Slichter, who is probably more familiar with foreign literature on arte

sian waters than any other from whom replies to the circular have been received. "I have

found very little difference of opinion among European writers in the use of the term. Any

area in which the ground water exists under an appreciable pressure is called an 'artesian'

area, and wells drilled in such a water-liearing medium are called 'artesian' wells. If they

flow, they are called 'flowing' wells; if not, they are called 'nonflowing' wells."

PRESENT USE.

Preferences of scientists.—The preferences as to the use of the term artesian by the geol

ogists from whom returns were received are summarized in the accompanying table (p. 11).

The figures do not in all cases express the original preferences of the geologists, several having

modified their opinions since the question has been under discussion. This is especially

true in regard to the administrative heads and gcohydrologists who, after a full discussion

of the question, were nearly unanimous in favoring the use of the term for all waters under

hydrostatic pressure and for all wells in which the water rises. The table therefore repre

sents the present views of the gcohydrologists of the Geological Survey and the Survey geol

ogists interested in underground-water investigations, and the views as expressed in replies

to the circular letter of inquiry sent to geologists outside of Washington. From expressions

in these replies it is believed that a considerable number of others would now accept the use

of the term for all hydrostatic wells. This is especially true of those who were inclined to

drop the term, there being relatively little difference in the opinions of the two classes.

o Kifth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, 1885, pp. 125-173.
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Classified opinions relating to use of word " artesian " as applied to mils.

From-
Drop
term

artesian.

Administrative heads who an* also engaged in field work on 1
underground waters I

tleohydrologists devoting entire time to underground-water
problems

Geologists, other than teachers, who have had experience in
underground-water investigations

Teachers with extensive field experience in underground-
watcr investigations

Teachers with limited field experience in underground-water
investigations 1

Flowing
wells.

All wells
in which
water
rises.

Any deep
wells.

PER CENT FAVOHIN(i THE VARIOUS PROPOSED USAGES.

f Administrative heads.

Mainly Held experience. J "oohydrologists

Geologists with extended field expe-

[ rience

Field and teaching cxpe- (Teachers with extensive field expe
rience I rience

Mainly teaching or theo- /Teachers with limited field experi-
retical experience \ ence

0 20 80

0 14 86

28 IT 4»

9 46 38

33 33 33

In the above classification the figures do not possess the full significance they would

have if a larger number of individuals were represented, but as the views of practically

all those who have been engaged to any extent in underground-water problems are repre

sented the figures may be accepted as illustrating the general trend of opinion.

It will be seen that in general the proportion of those favoring the restriction of the

term artesian to flowing wells varies inversely with the amount of their actual field expe

rience, although there are some variations inside of the main divisions of the classification

due to differences in the standpoint from which the question is viewed.

The administrative heads, including State geologists and the geologists in charge of the

eastern and western sections of hydrology of the United States Geological Survey, who

meet the problem both in the field and in the office, or, in other words, who are familiar

with both the field problems and the problems of logical treatment in reports, favor in

the proportion of 4 to 1 the more extended use of the word.

Of the geoh ydrologists, or those devoting their entire time to the study of underground

waters, only 1 out of 7 favors returning to the original definition of the term, while of

geologists not devoting their entire time to underground-water work, but who have had

extended experience with water problems, only 3 out of 18 favor returning to the original

definition.

In the class of teachers the effect of their characteristic methods of thought is at once

apparent, the percentage of those favoring the original use of the term artesian jumping

to 4ii per cent among those with extensive field experience and to 33 per cent among those

with limited field experience in underground-water investigations.

Popular use.—The popular use of the term artesian is even more variable than the

use by scientists. As pointed out in the letter of T. C. Chamberlin, there were not many

flowing wells in the eastern portion of the country twenty-five years ago, and there was

at that time no dominant practice, but "with the multiplication of wells and the growth

of speech and common literature relative to them usage has drifted strongly toward the

application of the term artesian to deep wells quite irrespective of the rise or flow of water,

and it seems useless to try to stem the tide of this growing practice. It is easy to see

how this arises and how inevitable it is. An individual or a community in considering
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the question of sinking a deep well in hope of a flow naturally uses the term artesian in

reference to the proposed well. The drillers do the same, and the name thus becomes

fixed before the result is determined. Many wells are now designated artesian solely for

the hygienic implications of the term."

The uses mentioned by Professor Chamberlin are widely prevalent throughout the

eastern United States and often in those areas in the West in which flowing wells are absent.

In general the term artesian is used for flows in those areas where flowing wells are common,

but elsewhere the other usage predominates. The use of the term in various parts of the

country, as brought to light by the work of the division of hydrology, may bo summarized

as follows:

Summary of popular use of term " artesian."

Locality. Use of term. Authority.

New England

Atlantic and Gulf
Coastal Plain.

Piedmont Plateau

Paleozoic areas

Great Lakes region . . .

Great Plains

Great Basin

Pacific coast

Any deep well entering rock beneath the drift

Any deep wells and those, shallow wells which flow.
Occasionally also for a shallow tubular welt.

Any deep well

Variable, but generally for any deep drilled well obtain
ing water (not oil or gas).

Any deep rock well drilled for water. Term not always
applied to drift wells even when flowing.

Generally flowing wells

Generally flowing wells, always in flowing-well district**.

Generally for flowing wells

M. L. Fuller.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

N. H. Darton.

G. B. Richardson.

W. C. Mendenhall.

Summary of present use.—From the preceding discussion it is clear that no definite

meaning can be assigned to the word artesian in a publication unless a definition is given

in the same paper, a fact which is emphasized by the various ways in which the term is

used, even the same writer sometimes employing ft differently in different publications.

The predominant scientific usage, as brought out by the table on page 11, is for all wells

in which the water rises; in other words, for those exhibiting the hydrostatic or artesian

principle. In popular practice it is applied, in addition to the uses previously mentioned,

to deep wells in general, especially those in rock, and to a certain extent to any drilled

wells yielding water of good sanitary quality.

ARGUMENTS FOR VARIOUS USES.

DEFICIENCY OP TERMS.

In artesian-water reports several types of wells and waters occurring under a variety

of conditions must, in many cases, be constantly referred to. Of these, the most common

are: (1) Unconfined waters, (2) confined waters, (3) hydrostatic principle, (4) hydrostatic

basin, (5) nonhydrostatic wells, (6) nonflowiug hydrostatic wells, and (7) flowing wells.

The term ground water is commonly used for the unconfined portion of the underground-

water body, the top of which is represented by the water table, while the term flowing

wells can be satisfactorily applied to those wells in which the water rises above the surface.

On the other hand, the term nonflowing is not sufficient to express the character of a

well in which the water rise's but does not flow, as it does not distinguish between such

wells and wells drawing from the water table.

The original use of the term artesian, as has been seen, was for flowing wells, but if

restricted to such wells it can not be logically applied to basins in which the water is under

pressure, but which do not yield flowing wells, nor can it be used to distinguish confined

waters from the ordinary unconfined ground waters, the top of which is represented by

the water table, or for the general result of the action of the hydrostatic principle.
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS.

Most of the arguments urged for the different uses of the term have been outlined or sug

gested in the preceding pages, but a brief statement summarizing them may not be out of

place.

Use. of term for flowing well*.—The arguments brought forward by those favoring the

use of the term for flowing wells are—

(1) The term artesian was first used for flowing wells, and hence such use has priority

over all others.

(2) The advocates of this usage believe that it is the predominating scientific use.

(3) They believe it likewise predominates in popular usage.

(4) The term is capable of precise definition and is based on conditions apparent to

the layman as well as to the scientist.

(5) It is argued that the term is applicable and necessary for the practical discrimination

of flowing and nonflowing waters, a distinction regarded as of great economic importance.

Use for well waters under pressure.—The advocates of the use of the term artesian for

wells in which the water is under hydrostatic pressure present the following arguments:

(1) The definition given to the term should agree with the most common usage.

(2) The common European use of the term is for wells in which the water is under pres

sure, but which do not necessarily flow.

(3) The proposed usage is followed by the majority of field investigators in America.

(4) It is impossible at the present time to return to the original meaning.

(5) The term artesian, if used at all, should be applied to the hydrostatic principle and

not to flows which are an accidental result.

(6) The term flowing describes the well exactly and in terms which can not be mistaken,

making it unnecessary to restrict the term artesian to such wells.

Use for deep wells.—Those favoring the application of artesian to deep wells in general

advance the following considerations:

(1) Depth and not flow was the significant feature of the original wells at Artois.

(2) Such definition of the term is according to popular usage.

DISCUSSION OF ARGUMENTS.

Original use of term.—All geologists, with one possible exception, are agreed that the

original significance of the wells at Artois was their flow and not their depth, the fact

that thev were sunk in rock, nor the fact that they were drilled instead of dug. It can

therefore probably be accepted as a fact that the term was originally applied to flowing

wells (see pp. 9-10).

Predominant usage.—It has been shown (pp. 10-11) that although scientific practice

varies considerably, the majority of geologists, including the European ones, use the term

in the modified sense as applying to the hydrostatic principle and basin, and to wells in

which the water rises. The popular usage is so variable that it would seem as if little

would be gained by conforming to it, even if some one use largely predominated, which,

however, is not the case.

Preeixe definition.—The term artesian, whether applied to all wells in which the water

rises or only to flowing wells, is equally capable of precise definition, since a rise of the

water is as positive a fact as is the flow, hence no argument can be based upon such pre-

ciseness of definition.

Necessity of term artesian for flowing wells.—That some term is necessary for designating

flowing wells will be admitted by all, but that this must necessarily be the word "artesian"

is very doubtful. Any word which will express the meaning will answer and the term

flowing has an advantage over artesian in that it is self-explanatory.

Impossibility of returning to original meaning.—That it is probably impossible to return

to the original meaning of the word artesian, except perhaps by scientists, will be recognized

irr 160—06 2
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by everyone. It will, however, doubtless be equally impossible to secure the uniform

adoption of any other definition, so this argument can not be advanced in favor of any

of the proposed uses.

Basis of nomenclature.—A definition of the term artesian, if it is to be redefined, should,

it is believed, be based on a fundamental principle rather than on accident. The rise of

the water in wells is the result of the action of the hydrostatic principle, which results

from well-defined properties of liquids and definite physical laws, the rise taking place

in all wells regardless of kind, size, depth, material, or location, provided only that confined

waters are encountered. Flows, on the other hand, depend on the location. One well

may flow and another on land a few inches higher may not flow. Again, a well may not

rise to the level of the surface, but may yield flows when piped laterally to a slightly lower

level.

TERMS TO BE SELECTED.

NATURE.

To secure the l>est results it is believed that certain principles should be assumed as a

guide in the selection of terms. These are briefly outlined as follows:

(1) The question of depth should not enter into the probable nomenclature.

(2) Definitions should, if possible, be based on principle and not on accident.

(3) The terms should be scientific and should be capable of accurate definition.

(4) Provision should lie made for terms for the hydrostatic basin and principle.

(5) The terms should meet the needs of the greatest possible number of workers

PROPOSED DEFINITIONS.

Along the line sketched in the preceding pages, the replies received from other geologists

being considered, the terms to be used were thoroughly discussed by the members of the

division of hydrology at the Survey, as a result of which the following definitions were

agreed on with practical unanimity as the most expedient at the present time:

Artesian -princijde.—The artesian principle, which may be considered as identical with

what is often known as the hydrostatic principle, is defined as the principle in virtue of

which water confined in the materials of the earth's crust tends to rise to the level of the

water surface at the highest point from which pressure is transmitted. Gas as an agent

in causing the water to rise is expressly excluded from the definition.

Artesian pressure.—Artesian pressure is defined as the pressure exhibited by water con

fined in the earth's crust at a level lower than its static head.

Artesian water.—Artesian water is defined as that portion of the underground water

which is under artesian pressure and will rise if encountered by a well or other passage

avoiding an outlet.

Artesian system.—An artesian system is any combination of geologic structures, such as

basins, planes, joints, faults, etc., in which waters are confined under artesian pressure.

Artesian basin.—An artesian basin is defined as a basin of porous bedded rock in which,

as a result of the synclinal structure, the water is confined under artesian pressure.

 

Fig. 1.—Conditions in an artesian basin.

Artesian slope.—An artesian slope is defined as a monoclinal slope of bedded rocks in

which water is confined beneath relatively impervious covers owing to the obstruction to
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its downward passage by the pinching out of the porous beds, by their change from a

pervious to an impervious character, by internal friction, or by dikes or other obstructions.

s '£■

a

+ +

+. + 4 -t
+• + +

• + + ^
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Artesian area.—An artesian area is an area underlain by water under artesian pressure.

Artesian well.—An artesian well is any well in which the water rises under aitesian pres

sure when encountered.



REPRESENTATION OF WELLS AND SPRINGS ON MAPS.

By Myron L. Fuller.

INTRODUCTION.

In general there lias been no attempt at uniformity of practice in the delineation on

maps of underground-water features or of wells or springs, but the increase in the number

of men engaged in underground-water investigations both on local and national surveys

and the increasing number of reports issued lias been so rapid within the past two or three

years that it now appears desirable that a concerted movement be made to develop a uniform

system of symbols for use on maps. As by far the greater portion of the underground-

water literature, other than that in engineering magazines, is published by the United

States Geological Survey, it is thought that the adoption of some such system by its mem

bers will go far toward securing uniformity in the country as a whole.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

It is !>elicved that the various types of wells and springs can l:e best shown by symbols

of different colors, but unfortunately colored maps can not always be had, and it becomes

necessary to represent a considerable number of features in black and white. Symbols

which can be readily and quickly made are also a great convenience in note keeping in the

field and result in much saving of time.

The number of symbols devised should be sufficient for the representation of all features

which it is desirable to show. If wholly arbitrary devices are used, confusion will result

whenever a considerable number are used simultaneously, but this difficulty will be largely

avoided if the system adopted is based on a few suggestive forms grouped according to

easily rememl>ered principles. Unnecessary duplication should of course be avoided,

although even a multiplicity of symbols leads to less confusion than the attempt to use a

single device to represent several different things.

The older generalized maps, such as the early topographic sheets of this country, have

given place to maps in which the features are shown in great detail, yet not only are the

maps not crowded and confusing, but their usefulness has been increased many fold. It

is believed that the use of any necessary number of symbols will likewise add to the useful

ness of underground-water maps. The system should in fact be as nearly complete as is

practicable, for although the use of many symbols on a single map nnght he objectionable,

in reality only a few would, in most cases, be used at one time.

The principles to be considered in devising a system of well and spring symbols for

underground-water maps are (1) simplicity, (2) clearness, (3) ease of making, and (4) sug-

gestiveness. Failure to answer these various requirements ruled out many of the arbi

trary systems used in the past, although several of the old symbols have been utilized in

the new system proposed.

SYMBOLS.

It is believed that a system of symbols can be most logically developed if a single arbi

trary device is taken as a base. In common practice a circle is most often used for a well,

while more or less closely allied devices are used for springs. Inasmuch as both wells and

springs are ordinarily approximately circular, this device, which seems to have both the

required simplicity and suggestiveness, is proposed.

16
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WELL SYMBOLS.

Base symbol.—The cross section of all but a few shallow open wells being circular, the

unmodified circle is proposed as a base symbol to indicate all wells.

Successful and unsuccessful wells.—The most significant feature of a well from the economic

and practical standpoints is its success or failure, and provision for its representation has

to l>e made at the very start. It is thought that a successful well—a "full" well in many

instances—can be best shown by a filled circle, or rather a circular dot, while an empty or

unsuccessful well can be best shown by a simple circle.

Nonmineral and mineral wells.—Next to obtaining water its quality is most important

and it becomes necessary to devise a symbol for indicating the mineral property. If an

ordinary nonmineral well is represented by a circle, a mineral well, or one in which the

water includes mineral matter in solution, may well be represented by a circle inclosing a

dot.

Hydrostatic pressure in wells.—Next to quantity and quality the problem of whether or

not the waters will rise is of the greatest importance, and a further symbol for distinguish

ing the wells simply sunk to the water table and in which the water does not rise from those

sunk to confined or artesian waters becomes necessary. It is thought that a vertical line

can be best used to designate the vertical rise of the water. Surh a line, to be superimposed

on any of the other well symbols, is therefore recommended.

Flowing wells.—The welLs in which the waters rise are still further subdivided into those

which fail to reach the surface and those which flow. For the latter the plus sign has

often been used and is proposed in the present instance. It is to be superimposed on

other well symbols as in the case of the vertical line.

Wells from different horizons.—In many areas all of the successful wells do not draw

from the same horizon, in some instances as many as four or five different water-bearing

beds being utilized. As no limit can be put to the number of horizons which it may be

necessary to indicate, and as the horizons do not necessarily have any relation to the

character of the well it has not seemed desirable to devise symbols for their representation.

Iastead it is recommended that the horizon of the supply be indicated by letters placed

to the left of the well symbol, the space to the right being left for the insertion of figures

giving the depth, height of water, elevation, etc.

SPRING SYMBOLS.

Base symbol.—As a base symbol for springs a circle with a short irregular line, indicative

of a stream, leading away from the circumference, is considered as most in harmony with

common usage, especially in topographic maps. All springs yield water, so there is no

demand for distinguishing springs as in the case of successful and unsuccessful wells.

Mineral and nonmineral springs.—The presence of mineral matter in the water may be

indicated by a dot placed in the center of the circle as in the case of the wells.

Superficial and artesian springs.—In some springs the water is unconfined, the flows

taking place where the surface of the water table is cut by a depression. The movement

of the water in such instances is almost entirely downward, and the springs are frequently

spoken of as superficial or gravity springs, since the water has not been to any distance

l>elow the water table and emerges under the direct action of gravity. The water of such

springs will not rise if confined. In artesian springs, on the other hand, the water conies

from below and rises under the influence of hydrostatic pressure, and when confined will

sometimes rise to considerable heights above the spring mouth. In such instances it is

recommended that, as in the case of the wells, the hydrostatic principle be represented by

a vertical line superimposed on the base symbol, but not extending beyond the circumfer

ence pf the circle. Flows do not need to be represented, since all springs possess this

property.

Thermal property.—Springs may lie further divided into cold or warm, but only one

symbol, that for the thermal property, is required. For this a horizontal bar is proposed
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as the simplest device which can be superimposed on all others. It is intended that this

bar shall not extend beyond the circumference of the circle so that there may be no con

fusion with the device indicating flowing wells.

SUMMARY.

Base or primary symbols.—As primary symbols the following devices are proposed:

O = well.

P = spring.

Secondary symlurfs.—The secondary symbols to be superimposed on the primary symljols

are six in number:

• = water (for wells only).

• = mineral property.

| = waters which rise.

-J- = waters which flow (for wells only).

*■ = thermal waters (for springs only).

Afyplieaiion.—The use of the various devices is illustrated below. The arrangement

is not intended as a classification of wells and springs, but is simply for convenience in

showing the use of the symbols.

I Successful . . .

Wells.

Nonmineral. .

Mineral .

Rise . . .

No rise.

Rise . . .

No rise.

Flowing. . . .

Nonflowing.

Flowing

Nonflowing.

+

0

Unsuccessful q

Cold <P

f Artesian.

Springs. .

Nonmineral. .

Mineral .

Warm

Gravity Cold . .

Cold . .

Warm

Gravity Cold . .

Artesian.

P

9

9



OCCURRENCE OF WATER IN CRYSTALLINE ROCKS.

By E. E. Ellis.

INTRODUCTION. *

While the laws governing the occurrence of ground water in unconsolidated materials

and in porous sedimentary formations are now generally understood, little has been writ

ten concerning the sources of supply for wells in the so-called crystallino rocks. For this

reason, when an opportunity was presented in connection with an investigation of the

underground waters of Connecticut, special attention was given to the occurrence of water

in such rocks.

The term "crystalline" is applied to rocks whose component grains have crystallized

into their present relative positions; contrasted with them are the sedimentary types,

which arc laid down under water and which generally consist of fragments of older rocks

mechanically arranged. Under the head of crystalline rocks two main types may bo dis

tinguished—igneous rocks, such as granite, diabase, gabbro, granodiorite, etc., which were

once in a molten condition, and crystallized and consolidated on cooling; and metamor-

phic rocks, such as schists and gneisses, which were originally cither sedimentary or igne

ous, but have been altered by metamorphic processes to their present form. The Con

necticut limestones, or marbles, are classed with the crystalline rocks.

It is the purpose of the present paper to call attention to some of the features of special

economic interest , with the hope that they may lw of value to those seeking for information

as to the probabilities of success in drilling in similar regions elsewhere in New England

or along the Piedmont Plateau to the south. All discussion of the literature of the sub

ject and, so far as practicable, all local references are omitted, being reserved for the special

detailed report on the occurrence of water in the crystalline rocks of Connecticut .

ROCK TYPES.

CBYSTAMJNI! ROOKS.

The principal types of crystalline rocks dealt with are granite, gneiss, and schist, although

some diabase and limestone areas were studied. The granites, although of many varie

ties, are mainly of the ordinary somewhat coarsely crystalline types, consisting mainly of

quartz, feldspar, and mica. The gneiss is more variable, but may be distinguished by

the driller from the granite by its banded appearance. The granodiorite resembles ordi

nary granite, but is darker, frequently being known as black granite.

In the schists the banding is more highly developed, mica is present in large amounts,

and there is a decided tendency to cleave into more or less flat fragments. Some of the

schists, in which little mica is present, much resemble slate. Pegmatite, usually called

19
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"feldspar" by the quarrymen and drillers, occurs as dikes or more irregular masses cut-

ting the older rocks, and is usually recognized by its large crystals and white or light color.

Diabase, or trap rock, may be distinguished by the driller from its crystalline character

 

 

Flo. 3.—Geologic sketch map of Connecticut. The present paper deals with the crystalline and lime

stone areas.

and dark greenish-black color. The distribution of the crystalline rocks and limestones

are shown in fig. 3.

DRIFT.

In the region under investigation the rocks are in large measure covered with deposits

left by the ice sheet which once occupied the region, part consisting of a heterogeneous

mixture of bowlders, sand, and clay known as hardpan or till, and part of stratified sand,

gravel, and clay. The till is seen largely on the hills, averaging about 15 feet in thickness,

while the stratified drift occurs mainly in the valleys, where it has an average thickness

of about 36 feet. In general, therefore, the hills have a configuration corresponding rather

closely to the underlying rock surface, the minor irregularities of which arc masked by the

overlying drift . On the other hand, the valley bottoms are flat and would show a decid

edly different topography if the sand and gravel deposits were removed.

DRILLING PRODUCTS.

The marked characteristics of these rocks give equally characteristic products in drill

ing. In many cases fragments will be yielded by the drill which are large -enough to

show the general texture; in others the drillings will all be in the form of finely broken

fragments. In general the granite drillings yield an even-grained product, with a large

proportion of the white or pink minerals, quartz and feldspar, and maintain the same

character and color of material for a numl>er of feet. Gneiss gives a somewhat similar

product, but will usually have a larger proportion of biotite, or black mica, and the char

acter of the drillings will change rapidly, usually every few inches. Schist is generally

softer and more readily drilled than either of the preceding types and the drillings contain

a conspicuous amount of mica, which occurs in larger particles than the other minerals.
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The drillings maintain a fairly uniform appearance, as in granite. Phyllite is usually a

hard rock to drill, owing to its fineness of grain and the frequent nearly vertical position

of its cleavage. Trap rock is considered the most difficult rock to drill, because of its

hardness, and is readily distinguished. Limestone drillings are ordinarily white, and may

be tested by adding acid or strong vinegar, which will produce an elferveseence, owing

to the escape of carbon-dioxide gas.

WATER IN CRYSTALLINE ROCKS.

OCCURRENCE IN PORES.

The occurrence of water in crystalline rocks is very different from that in sedimentary

rocks, largely owing to the great difference in porosity. The sedimentary deposits, which

are made up of fragments of older materials generally cemented into new rock, arc com

monly very porous and often absorb several per cent of their volume in water. (See table

by M. L. Fuller, p. 61 ) Porosities of sandstone average about 15 per cent, shales about

4 per cent, and limestone 5 per cent. In granites and other crystalline rocks, however,

the absorption is usually less than half of 1 per cent of the volume. The limestones here

discussed have about the same porosity. In such rocks the water moves through the

pores so slowly that it can never escape fast enough to be of value in wells. Fortunately

there are in the crystalline rocks many large passages, some of which are described below.

OCCURRENCE IN JOINTS.

Joints are the more or less extensive and generally smooth and straight planes cutting

the rock in various directions, and are the result of fracturing forces which have split it

into blocks of different shapes and sizes, although usually without any appreciable sepa

ration or movement of the rocks.

TYPES OF JOINTS.

Vertical joints.—The most common type of joint is that having an approximately ver

tical position (70°-90°), but joints with many other inclinations occur. In the region

investigated the character of the joints is as follows:

Inclination of joints in Connecticut rocks.

Inclination.
Number

of localities
observed.

B0°-90° j 40

70°-S0° 17

74° (mean) 75

V-7W 14

liclow 40° *

The joints are mostly straight, but a few that were curved or showed other irregulari

ties were oliserved.

Horizontal joint*.—In many of the rocks there is another class of joints which are very

different from the vertical typo, both in their degree of inclination and in their general

nature. Those occupy an approximately level position, rarely more than 20° from the

horizontal, and usually much less than this. In general this joint structure follows the

surface configuration of the rock, but occasionally is found to pitch at a low angle in a

direction opposite? to the slope of the hillside.

Fixsilily ami .ichixtoxity ope niniju. -The porosity of schist, while probably greater than

that of slat.', is too small to admit artesian circulation through the pores. In the crum

pled schists there appear to l>o openings between the lamimr, but they probably do not

permit sufficient rapid circulation for well supplies. It is upon the more or less pronounced
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fracture planes parallel to the schistosity, especially those near the surface, that the wells

depend.

Faults.—Faults may be considered as extreme types of joints in which there has been

movement of one wall of the joint plane past the other. The work of Hobbs, Davis, and

others has shown that there has been a considerable amount of faulting in Connecticut,

while it is not uncommon to find strongly marked shear zones, indicating slipping in the

crystalline rocks. They are comparatively rare phenomena, however, and are seldom

encountered in well drilling, and accordingly will be treated simply as special oases of joint

ing. They are possibly important as sources for springs, although it is extremely difficult

and generally impossible to ascribe any particular spring to a fault plane.

SPACING AND CONTINUITY OF JOINTS.

Vertical joints.—The vertical joints, which are the important water carriers, have no

regularity of spacing even for the same rock. From a large number of observations it

appears that at the places where jointing is well developed the spacing of all joints is com

monly between 3 feet and 7 feet to a depth of 50 feet, the average spacing, however, between

vertical joints of the same series for the crystalline rocks, excluding trap and limestone, is

more than 10 feet for this depth, while the study of well records indicates that this is not far

from the average spacing for all joints to a depth of 100 feet.

Although there are many exceptions, joints of this type arc generally continuous for con

siderable distances both along the line of outcrop and that of dip. Faults, however, have the

greatest continuity and frequently extend for several miles across the country, occasionally

for tens of miles. The sheeted zones of close jointing are probably nearly as continuous as

faults, and their dimensions should be measured in hundreds of feet . Where there is a well-

defined parallel joint series the prominent joints may extend several hundred feet, while the

minor intersecting joints will l>e much shorter.

Horizontal joints.—There is much greater regularity of spacing in the horizontal joints

than in the vertical joints. They are apparently surface phenomena and diminish in num

ber rapidly with depth, and it is probable that they do not exist as fractures at 200 feet below

the surface. In the first 20 feet below the surface these horizontal joints average 1 foot apart,

in the next 30 feet they average between 4 and 7 feet, and in the next 50 feet they are much

more widely spaced, running from 6 to 30 feet or more apart.

The continuity of individual horizontal joints rarely exceeds 150 feet , but owing to their

intersection of each other a continuous opening might bo formed of several hundred feet

which would be in the form of a curved sheet approximately parallel to the hill slope, each

lower sheet having loss curvature than the other. They are probably better developed on

the hills than in the valleys, as the pitch of the joints is usually loss than the slope of the

surface, which consequently cuts across the joints; and as they are wider spaced with depth

the horizontal joints which cross the valleys will be widely spaced.

DEPTH.

Not only do joints become tighter with depth, but they are farther apart. The applica

tion of this principle in the drilling of wells is of the utmost importance, as it is frequently

asserted that water can always be obtained by going deep enough, whereas, in fact, the

deeper the well the less the chance of striking fractures, which are the only passages permit

ting water transmission in crystalline rooks. It is further evident that , owing to the closing

of joints with depth, there will be a much greater circulation in the upper half than in the

lower half of any individual joint.

The number of fractures supplying water varies greatly in different wells. In some

cases the greater part of the water appears to come from a single opening, while in others the

water comes in slowly from a large number of openings. In the average well there are from

one to four horizons from which the principal supplies of water come, although the yield from

one of them is usually greater than from all the others together. This is particularly true of
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the deeper wells (from 200 to 300 feet), in which the principal source is usually very close to

the bottom of the well.

If an average inclination of 70° from the horizontal and an average spacing of 10 feet be

assumed for the vertical joints for the upper 200 feet of rock, each well 200 feet in depth will

intersect seven joints. This is probably not far from the average for all the wells, the small

and discontinouus fractures near the surface being neglected. Below 200 feet the average

number of joints intersected would be somewhat decreased for the next 100 feet, and

greatly decreased at depths greater than 300 feet.

INTERSECTION OF JOINTS.

The intersection of joints with one another is very important in determining the nature of

the underground circulation. While all joints intersect, the circulation is greatest where

the joints of the principal systems meet and where, in addition to the vertical joints, hori

zontal fractures occur.

WIDTH OF OPENINGS.

At the immediate surface, joints often have an opening of one-half inch to 2 inches and

occasionally much greater. This wide opening is due to various weathering and mechanical

agencies, whicli act only near the surface, and consequently is not found at depths below

which these agents act. In an artificial cut, such as a quarry wall, joints which may be

open ono-half inch at the surface are often found to be too tight to admit a knife blade at 25

feet below the surface.

While the joints at 30 feet below the surface may have only one-twentieth the opening

that they have at the surface, the same proportionate tightening will not continue at lower

depths, although it is certain that the greater the depths the greater must be the tendency

of joints to close, owing to increased pressure and the smaller opportunity for lateral expan

sion below the level of minor topographic relief.

QUALITY OF THE AVATER.

The waters of the crystalline rocks are variable in mineral composition, but in most

instances are relatively soft, the carbonates or sulphates of calcium or magnesium being

present only in small amounts. They arc practically always safe for domestic purposes and

give little trouble in boilers. Some wells on islands or very near the coast on the mainland

yield brackish water.

WELLS.

VARIABILITY OF C OXTMTIONS.

In crystalline rocks it is impossible to foretell the conditions that will lie encountered in a

well, since these often depend on the occurrence of joints of which there may be no indica

tion at the surface. One well may be entirely different in both the quantity and quality of

its waters from another only a few feet away. It is not therefore advisable for a driller to

jmarantee water unless an additional charge is made to insure him against risk of failure.

Among 237 wells of which information was secured only 3, or 1J per cent, failed to get

water, and although there is a general reluctance to give information in regard to such wells,

the probabilities of failure arc probably not more than one in twenty. It should be remem

bered, however, that this applies only to domestic wells, and that the chance of failure when

large supplies for manufacturing or similar purposes are demanded is considerably greater.

It is probable, however, that 90 per cent of the welLs sunk have obtained supplies sufficient

for the use required.

FLOWFNG WELLS.

Although wells in which the water rises above the rock surface are common, very few

instances where it reachas the surface of the overlying drift are known. Only six yielding

permanent flows have l>een reported, although a number of others flowed for a few minutes

when first drilled. All of the flowing wells are located on slopes with considerably higher
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elevations near by, and are generally found only where there is a considerable thickness of

drift resting on the rock surface and serving to confine the water in the rock.

The flows are ordinarily of no especial value if the water is to be utilized at the well, as

the rise above the surface is very slight. In some instances, however, when the wells are

on hillsides, the water can be piped to a point lower down, giving a continuous flow with

out pumping. Flows can occasionally be obtained by the use of siphons when the water

is within 30 feet of the surface and the point where the water is used is more than 30 feet

below the mouth of the well.

WATEH HITPPLY.

(iENERAT. STATEMENT.

The yield of a well depends on ils depth, its topographic location, and the nature of the

rock in which it is made.

As previously, stated, only 3 out of the 237 wells reported were completely dry. Only 17,

or 12J percent, furnished less than 2 gallons a minute. Aliout 15 gallons a minute is the aver

age yield, although some yield over 30 gallons a minute on continuous pumping. They arc

remarkably constant, showing little variation in yield, either annually or through a period

of years. Some have shown increased and others decreased yields, but generally the change

is inappreciable. The level to which the water rises is nearly as unchangeable as the yield,

usually being little if at till affected by dry seasons. Generally the water regains its origi

nal level very quickly after pumping has ceased, although in some wells it returns very

gradually.

Some details are given in the following table:

Yield in gallons per minute at various depths (beneath surface covering) it) various types of

rock.

Schist. Granite. Gneiss.

Depth below
surface cov
ering (feet}.

0- 30.

30- 50.

50- 70.

70- 90.

90-110.

110 200.

200-300.

300-400.

400 son.

500-650.

No.
of

wells.

No.
of

wells.

I

21.6

22.1

8.5

6.7

9.-8

20.5

14.4

13

Hi

II

II

I

No.
of

1.0

11.9

12.4

7.6

5.5

8.3

33.0

22.0

50

14

Grano-
diorite.

No.
of

wells.
Yield.

N.O

II

411

12.7

Qtlart/.ite
schist.

No.
of

wells.
Yield.

Total.

No.
of

wells.
Yield.

4 3.6

9.75

23 11.3

14 12.4

I" 15.2

21 20.2

9 16.7

4 11.5

2 26

3 5.2

There is, in general, a slight increase in the yield of water with increased depth from 15

feet down to 200 feet, beyond which the chances decrease, wells over 400 feet being in

many cases failures. The results of observations on the latter class are summarized in

the following tables:
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Yield of wells over iOOfeet deep.

Location. Depth.
Yield per
minute.

Fret. Oallt.

583 25

Valleys
600 10

503 26

425 50

850 40

Hills.
548 Small.

420 2

485 Dry.

Slopes J 610
12

I 645 4

Island 1,465 "3

» Salty.

The average depth in rock of 163 wells is 88.8 feet and the average total depth, including

the surface material overlying the rock, is 108.4 feet. Ninety per cent of the wells are

less than 300 feet in depth and 82 per cent less than 200 feet in depth. In many of the

wells which have gone below 250 feet the main and in several cases the entire supply has

come from seams at less than 250 feet in depth. From a study of the recorded wells it

would appear, therefore, that if a well has penetrated 250 feet of rock without success the

best policy is to abandon the place and sink in another location. In the case of wells in

granodiorite which have been successful at an average greater depth than in other rocks

this depth might he somewhat too small, while in other rocks it is very possible that a

maximum depth of 200 feet should be adopted.

The following table summarizes the depths of the wells under 400 feet and the proportions

of each in rock and drift:

Average depUis of surface material and of the entire rvell, exclusive of wells over IfiO feel in

depth and of wells known to be dry.

Position.

Valleys

Mills...

Slopes,

rialns.

The average total depth of the ItiS wells is 108.4 feet.

TOPOGRAPHIC LOCATION.

It has been found that on an average water is encountered in the crystalline rocks at a

less depth on the hills than in the valleys, hut this is due largely to the heavier deposits

of drift that must be penetrated before rock is reached in the valleys.

AtwniB° Average Average Number

ne<sof <"<i>th in total I of
drift rock- depth- 1 records.

Ft elI. Feet. Feet.

:tt\ 104.5 140.5 L'f,

17 94.0 111.0 67

21 79.4
100.4 j

:.!

10 74.0 84.0 1 ir.
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Average dtpthfrom surface to water level.

Position.
Depth ', N"™1™

| to water.' ^rds.

Hill?....

Valleys.

Slopes. .

Plains . .

IS 7t;

11 30

16 44

8 :ai

Wells on

the slopes for some reason have an average yield of less than one-half that of those in either

of the other locations.

Average yield of wells in various locations.

Location.

 

Valley

Hills..

Slopes

Plains

Some rather puzzling features are brought out by the following table, showing the rela

tion of the water level to the level of the rock surface (bottom of overlying drift) in wells

in various topographic locations:

Relation of water level to surface of rock {bottom of overlying drift).

POSITION OF WATER LEVEL.

Material.

Hills....

Valleys .

Slopes. .

Plains. .

Hills....

Valleys .

Slopes. .

Plains. .

Hills....

Valleys .

Slopes. .

Plains. .

Hills....

Valleys .

Slopes. .

Plains. .

Topographic loca
tion.

Wells
observed

Granite.

Schist.

Gneiss.

Granodiorite .

Below
rock

surface.

Above
rock

surface.

At rock
surface.

Per cent. Per cent Per cent.

r 37 50 13

1 11 89 0

[ 50

41 50 8

50 0

62.5 37.5 0

0 100 0

50.0 33 17

f 69

| 22

44

21

78

36

50

0

100

40

67

10

0

20

50

29

0

0

0

1 o

1 . 0

60

[ 33

SUMMARY OF ALL WELLS.

Hills....

Valleys.

Slopes . .

42 61.9 26.2 11.9

24 12.5 87.5 0.0

35 48.5 40.0 11.5
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It is seen that in nearly all valley wells, no matter in what kind of rock they may occur,

the water is under artesian pressure and rises above the rock surface. In schists, gneisses,

and granodiorites the percentage of wells on hills and slopes in which the water is below the

rock surface is invariably and rather uniformly greater than those in which the water

level is above the rock surface, the percentage ranging from 62 to 70. In the granites, on

the contrary, exactly the opposite is true, the water failing to reach the rock surface only

in 37 per cent of the wells. In other words, in hill wells the granite waters rise to the rock

surface nearly twice as frequently as in the case of other rocks.

The situation of the wells with reference to the sea is very important, most of the wells

which fail to get pure water being in fact located along the coast or tidal rivers. Wells

within 100 feet of the sea are always liable to be spoiled by the entrance of salt water,

while there arc cases where the latter has penetrated to wells 500 feet distant. There are,

however, exceptions to this rule, some good wells being obtained even close to the water.

Much may depend on the amount pumped, as a well which yields fresh water when only

a little water is used may become salty if heavily pumped. When a choice of location can

be had a point as high and as far removed from the sea as possible should be selected.

NATURE OF ROCK.

The amount of water in a well depends to a considerable extent on the nature of the

rock in which it is made, largely because of the greater frequency of joints in some rocks

than in others. In general the yield from wells in granite, gneiss, and common schist does

not vary greatly from 13 gallons a minute. In those in granodiorite, however, two and

one-half times as much is obtained, in quartzite schist only about one-half as much, while

in the slaty rocks the supplies are very small. The details are well brought out by the

following table.

Yield of wells in various types of rock.

^covering: I'^th In rock. | Total depth. I Yield.

Material.
No. of
rec
ords.

No. of
rec
ords.

No. of
rec
ords.

No. of
rec
ords."

Gallons
Feet. Feet. Feet. per

minute.

Granite * a 20.6 45 102 5 54 122.5 35 13

69 16.3 70 112 6 73 131.4 50 12.3

3 32.5 3 411 0 3 443.5 3 7.25

Schist other than quartzite 23 13.7 23 96 23 109.7 16 13.9

15 24. 1 16 138.5 19 156.6 13 33

Phvllite (slate) 4 14.4 5 80 2 5 93.8 Very poor.

The drift plays a very important part in the occurrence of water in the crystalline rocks.

When drift is absent over the catchment area the rain runs rapidly off the surface of the

smooth, bare rock and little is absorbed, but when there is a considerable thickness of drift

large amounts of water are absorbed by its porous materials and are regularly and con

tinuously supplied to the underlying crystalline rocks through their joints. The importance

of a drift mantle in affording conditions favorable to flows at the well sites has already

been mentioned. It is apparent, then, that in general water will both be more abundant

and rise to a higher level when the crystalline rocks in the catchment areas and at the wells

are covered with drift than when they are bare. This is especially true when the drift

occupies basinlike depressions in the rock surface.
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COST OF WELLS."

The cost of wells is very variable, depending on the diameter of the hole, whether the well

is sunk by the day or by the foot, and whether or not a supply is guaranteed. Two-inch

wells are the most common, and cost about $2 a foot for the wells under 100 feet in depth,

$2.50 for wells between 100 and 200 feet, $3 for wells between 200 and 300 feet, and $3 to

$4 for wells over 300 feet. The cost of a well drilled by the day will van- greatly according

to the depth at which water is struck, but seems to average a little higher than by the foot.

The cost when water is guaranteed is probably slightly higher than under either of the other

methods. For wells of larger diameter the pric« is much higher. The average cost of 123

wells, averaging 108 feet in depth and yielding a mean of 12.7 gallons a minute, is $1.2.5 per

foot.

SUMMARY.

The water of the crystalline rocks occurs, so far as it can Ix; secured by wells, wholly

in joints, faults, or other fracture openings, the pores and schistositv planes being too close

to permit active circulation. The water seems to occur largely in the vertical joints or

faults, especially in the sheeted zones consisting of numerous crowded fracture planes.

In Connecticut a common spacing between the surface joints is 3 to 7 feet, but in some cases

they are much farther apart. At depths of more than 50 feet the space becomes greater

owing to the dying out of subordinate joints.

The spacing of the horizontal joints is rather regular. In the first 20 feet below the sur

face they average 1 foot apart, for the next 30 feet from 4 to 7 feet, and in the following

50 feet they are from 6 to 30 feet or more apart.

The most favorable points for water are at tho intersection of two or more of the joint

systems, the circulation often being concentrated at these points.

It is impossible to foretell the success or yield of a well it, crystalline rocks, but the chances

of a moderate supply are at least as good as !) in 10. The character of the water obtained

is in general excellent, both for domestic and manufacturing purposes, and is usually soft.

Hills and places where the soil is thick are the most desirable locations for drilled wells.

In general, it is better to abandon a well and seek a new location if not successful when a

depth of 250 feet has been reached, as the possibilities of a supply below this depth are much

less than at shallower depths.

a Data mainly by M. L. Fuller.





 



FLOWING-WELL DISTRICTS IN THE EASTERN PART OF

THE NORTHERN PENINSULA OF MICHIGAN.

By Frank Levebett.

GENERAL STATEMENT.

The flowing wells of the northern peninsula of Michigan are obtained in part from the

Pleistocene deposits and in part from Silurian and Cambrian formations. The rocks dip

southward toward the basins of Lakes Huron and Michigan and southeastward toward the

Green Bay basin and the adjacent portion of the Lake Michigan basin. In consequence of

this arrangement of the strata, water absorbed in the part of the peninsula bordering Lake

Superior, which is as a rule an elevated tract, passes toward the basins of Lakes Huron and

Michigan and Green Bay under sufficient hydrostatic pressure to yield flows at moderate

elevations above the surfaces of these water bodies. Already flows have been obtained

along the western side of Green Bay throughout its entire length, in wells ranging from 200

feet or less up to about 800 feet in depth. They have been obtained on Garden Peninsula,

lying between Big Bay de Noc (at the northern end of Green Bay) and Lake Michigan.

They have also been obtained along the northern shore of Lake Michigan at several points

from Manistique eastward. On the borders of Keweenaw Peninsula there are also flowing

wells from the Cambrian sandstones, but these are outside the district covered by the writer.

Wells from the drift have already been extensively developed in a low district lying

north of the "Niagara" escarpment in Chippewa and Luce counties and on the western

shore of Whitefish Bay at Emerson, and there are small areas in other parts of the peninsula

where they are either already obtained or may be expected to be obtained.

Very little information could be secured from drillers or well owners concerning the char

acter of the rock formations which yield flows. In most cases they report that the flows

are obtained under a bed of rock, which was hard to penetrate with the drill, and which

seems to have served as a cover to prevent the natural escape of the water. In some cases,

as at Gladstone and other points along the western side of Green Bay, water is obtained at

more than one horizon, but because of the meagerness of the data the writer did not attempt

to work out the stratigraphy of these water-bearing beds. Some identifications made by

Lane and by Alden appear in the Annual Report of the State Geologist for 1903.

The flowing wells obtained in the drift deposits usually penetrate a bed of clay and obtain

water in sand or gravel. In Chippewa Count}' the clay is a laminated, nearly pebblcless

deposit, apparently laid down in the bod of a great glacial lake, Lake Algonquin, which

covered this region after the retreat of the ice. But in Luce County the clay deposits are

in some cases found to be stony, and are probably of glacial rather than lake deposition.

Beneath the clay deposits of Chippewa County a bod of sandy material full of water gen

erally occurs, but is not a good source for flowing wells, since it is too fine grained to furnish

water rapidly. It is termed slush by the drillers, and it is their custom to continue through

it to a bed of gravel.

In the division of the wells into districts (PI. I) there is usually the probability that over

part of the intervening territory the altitude is too high to permit flows. But in some cases

further exploration may develop wells between districts now placed in separate groups.

An attempt is made to indicate possible extensions of the flowing-well areas as well as their

present limits. The districts are taken in order from east to west, those in the drift deposits

being first considered and then thoso in rock.

IBB 160—06 3 29
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FLOWING-WELL AREAS.

FLOWS FROM DRIFT.

KoCAREON

Two shallow flowing wells have been obtained in a ravine near McCarron post-office,

Chippewa County, at an altitude of about 650 feet above tide. One at the residence of

David McCarron in sec. 4, T. 45 N., R. 1 E., is 30 feet in depth and has a head of about 3

feet. The water is sulphurous and has a temperature of 45° F. About one-eighth mile

northeast of the McCarron well, at the residence of Samuel Boyle, in sec. 34, T. 46 N., R.

1 E., is a well 37 feet deep, with similar head and quality of water, and a temperature of

44.9°. The temperatures were taken August 10, 1905, when the air temperature was

85° F. Both wells penetrate a laminated, pebbleless, red clay and enter a bed of gravel.

DONALDSON.

A flowing well was obtained in the autumn of 1905 at Donaldson, by Robert McKee,

which was reported by the driller, Judson Daley, of Pickford, to be 78 feet in depth and to

flow one-third gallon a minute. It is located in a ravine about 15 feet above a tributary

of Charlotte River, at an altitude of about 650 feet, and penetrated clay to the gravel bed at

its bottom. It lies in sec. 31, T. 46 N., R. 1 E., and is used as a public well.

McEVOT.

This is probably the oldest flowing well in Chippewa County, having been running for

at least twenty-five years. It is located in sec. 14, T. 46 N., R. 1 W., on the Mackinaw

road running from Sault Ste. Marie to St. Ignace. It stands in a slough tributary to Char

lotte River, about 15 feet below the bordering plain at an altitude of 700 feet above tide.

It has a depth of 45 feet and a head of about 5 feet or less above the surface. The well,

which is said to have maintained its strength, yields over a gallon a minute.

PICKFORD DISTRICT.

The Pickford flowing-well district is a narrow strip along Munuscong River and its

tributaries, in the vicinity of the village of Pickford, most of the wells being in Chippewa

County, but a few in Mackinac County. Of the 32 wells already developed 26 are within

the village limits. The outlying wells, however, seem to indicate that flows may be obtained

from the junction of the two forks of Munuscong River northeast of Pickford for a distance

of 5 or 6 miles up the west fork and 2 or 3 miles up the east fork. The water obtained

is suitable for boiler use, there being only a moderate amount of lime present. It has a

little iron and in some cases a slight sulphurous odor. The temperature of the water

where not .surface heated is 43.5° to 45° F, but in most cases the flow is so weak that it

can not overcome the effect of the air on the portion of the pipe above the surface, nor of

the warm soil around the upper portion of the pipe. The data contributed by Mr. Daley

are from careful records in his notebook. They show an interesting variation in the thick

ness of the laminated red clay and the underlying sandy slush, the cause of which is not

clearly understood. It is possible, however, that a change to more sandy texture may

set in at 50 feet or less in wells where t he driller has classified material as red clay to a depth

of over 100 feet. In the table given below several wells are included which would not flow

at the level of the ground, but are. made to flow by being piped into cellars or basins

below the surface.
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In a district so flat as that near Pickford it is somewhat difficult to determine by barom

eter the slight diflerences in altitude of the wells. If we may trust the barometric readings,

there is a slight decrease in the height to which water will rise along a line running south

west and northeast through this district, or in the direction of drainage of the west fork of

Munuscong River. As indicated in the table, the flow from the westernmost well (that of

W. Wise) appears to rise to an elevation 15 feet greater than is reached by flows from the

wells in Pickford, while the wells a mile east of Pickford, in the valley of East Fork, on the

farms of William Bacon and .1. Clagg, have a head several feet less than that of wells in the

village. The high land lying a few miles southwest of Pickford seems likely, therefore, to

be the main catchment area for this district. The drift is loose textured in that region,

the compact laminated clay penetrated by the flowing wells not lx-ing present.

A number of wells with strong hydrostatic pressure have been obtained in the vicinity

of Pickford on ground a little higher than that within the flowing-well district, as indicated

in the table below. They are probably supplied from the same catchment area.

Wells near Pickford having head nearly at surface.

 

Location.
4

Owner.
T. K. Sec.

Driller,a Whenmi Altitude

Depth.
s

s
•c Section and remarks.

a OS

5
a
B

Ft. Fl. In. Fl.

43 N. 1 W. A J. D. 1805 670 160 2 -30 Clay to gravel at bottom.

E. Cottle 43 N. 1 W. 5 J. D. 665 104 3 -30 Largely sand, gravel at
bottom 18 feet.

Branson estate 43 N. 1 w. 5 0. 1905 660 120 -27 Mr. Bronson dug a well
27 feet, which caved In
and killed him. The
well was then driven
to 127 feet. Said to be

mainly sand.

C. Harrison. 43 N. 1 w. 4 J. 1). 1905 650 92 2 -14 Clay to gravel at bot
tom. Cost $23.

F. Bye 43 N. 1 w. 2 J.D. 1905 650 88 2 -10 Clay to gravel at bottom.

Do.44 N. 1 w. 30 J. D. 1905 670 82 2 - 7

W. Best 44 N. 1 E. 31 J.D. 1904 645 91 2 - 11 Red clay 73 feet; sand
and gravel 18 feet.

Kirkbride 44 N. 1 E. 31 J.D. 1903 640 105 2 - 8 Ited clay 95 feet; gravel

10 feet.

43 N. 1 E. 6 J.D. 1905 630 92 2 - 3 Near east Munuscong
Kiver, 8 feet higher
than Bacon flowing
well and 150 yards dis
tant. Clay to gravel
at bottom.

('. Pennington 44 N. 1 E. 33 J. D. 1897 635 92 2 -10 Well entered gravel 8
feet.

I. McDonald Pickfo ■d J.D. I'.ml 635 130 2 - 4 Bed clay 115 feet: gravel
15 feet. Supplies en
gine in planing mill.

J. Hill's store fUsnllm sills 635 125 3 III Mainly bluish gray
"putty sand." Dug
27 feet; driven 3-inch
pipe below.

a J.D. = Judson Daley, driller, Pickford. O. — owner.
& Altitudes are barometric.
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RTTDYARD-ITBER DISTRICT.

This flowing-well district is located in the drainage basin of Pine River and the extreme

headwaters of the west branch of Munuscong River. It occupies about 60 square miles

inTps. 43, 44, and 45 N.,Rs.2,3,and 4 W. The Soo Line Railroad traverses it from a point

2 miles northeast of Rudyard westward to a point 2 miles west of Fiber. At the time of

the investigation, in the autumn of 1905, there were 66 flowing wells. They are obtained

on the general level of the plain, and not, as in the Pickford district, confined to the stream

borders. The general elevation of the plain is about 690 feet, or higher than the head of

any of the wells in the Pickford district.

The wells show greater head in the northern and western parts of the dist rict than in the

southern and eastern parts, thus indicating that the catchment area is on the north and

west. There is a range of high limestone hills south of the eastern portion of the area which

apparently serves as the catchment area for the Pickford district but not for the Rudyard-

Fiber district, there being a decided falling off in head in passing southward toward this

limestone ridge in the latter district. There arc sandy tracts on the northern and western

borders of this district, while an elevated limestone tract lies southwest of it. Both the

sand and the limestone arc readily absorbent, and likely to be sources of supply for the

flowing-well district.

In the flowing-well district there is a heavy coating of red laminated clay nearly free from

pebbles, which, like that in the Pickford district,, appears to have been deposited in the

Glacial Lake Algonquin. This clay is underlain by a sandy slush, which in turn rests upon

gravel. Wells are usually driven through the slush, but if screens are used flows of consid

erable strength may be obtained in it. Without the use of screens the wells soon become

clogged.

The water contains a small amount of iron and is moderately hard, though in most cases

suitable for boiler use. In a few cases it is sulphurous.

It will be observed by reference to the table that the wells differ greatly in rate of flow.

This difference is in part attributable to the texture of the water-bearing bed, the slower

flow being obtained in sand and the more rapid flow in gravel.

The temperature is about 45° F. in wells that are not greatly affected by surface influences.

In one case a well flows so slowly that the stream freezes in the coldest weather, and rises

about 10° above its normal temperature in the hottest; but in wells of rapid flow there

appears to be only a fraction of a degree variation in temperature in the course 01 the year.
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no 689 686 678 688 688 695 680 685 690 685 690 690 690 690 680 697 697 735 685

MM
1806 1897 1902

(?)

1901 1904 1899 1901 1900 1904 190(1 1901 1901 1903 1900 1898 1903

a.l. J.s. J.s.
(?) (?)

J.s. J.s. J.s. J.s. J.D. J.S. G.L. J.P. J.s. J.s. J.s.

12 10 11 11 11 11 9

do do

17 17 17 17 16 16

do

2mileswestofFi 21

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Filler

3

44 ti 44 44 44 44 44
Drvt

44 44 44 44 44 44
ber.

44

Germain
H.Loughheed impnmtli♦»'.......

E.Baril

J.Elferdink
C.Everett

R.G.Trimble

T.Askwith
J.B.Wilson...

H.Ferstncuu

T.Holland

ArmstrongMill

T.Anderson

RossSiBros,mill

Savoie(2wells).

403 165 107 160

±160

+160 145 158 153 147 104 130 138 135 116 115
nor|

no 115 113

1 10
2.5

1.25
.2 1.5

5
2.5

.25

1 1(1

00 0 0 2.5 +10 +5 +3 +2 +15 +13 +13 +13 +3 +12 +17 +18

(?)

+6

45.75

46 46 4:.
47 40

45.5

4.-. 4.'.
45

Finesandbelowredclay.

Flowedfor2years.

Veryweakflow.

FlowedaJ-tnehstreamatfirst.

DischargesthroughJ-inehhole3feetaboveground.«

Headbarelyatsurface.

/Redclay16feet,gravelandclay10fo<

\torn.Flowisdecreasing.

t,redclaytogravelatbot- Hedandblueclay110feet,gravel1foot,clayandsandalternat

ing47feet.Gravelatbottom.

Lowered2feetbyJoyalwell,300yardsdistant.1*

NotaffectedbyJoyalwell,\miledistant.

Redclay102feet,gravel2feet.

Dischargesfrompipe6feetaboveground.

Htadtestedwhenwellwasfirstmade.

Dischargepipe7feetaboveground.

OnbankofBearCreek25feetabovestream.

Redclaytogravelatbottom.*

Discharges7Jfeetabovesurface.Watersuitableforboileruse; verylittlescale.Redclay85feetfromsandundercemented

crust.

Redclay100feet,sand10feet.Discharges8feetabovesurface

andispipedtodwelling.

Mainlyredclay.Pipesnowpulled./

Gravel1footatbottom.

DistancebetweenM

oIftheJohnsonwellisallowedtoflowfreelyitwilllowertheheadoftheDolmanwell7incheswithinanhour,butnotsorapidlyafterthefirsthour,

thewellsaboutone-eighthmile.

l>Awellnearthiswasdug50feetandbored24feet.Itobtainedaflow,butthewaterhadarankodor,comingfromablacksandstruckatabout40feet.Odorappar entlysulphurous.Thewellwasfilledandthepresentwell,whichapparentlymissedtheblacksand,wasdrilled.Itssectionis:Redclay,74feet;bluesandyslush,6feet;

gravel,20feet.

eThiswellisinaravine100to150yardsdistantfromtheLoughheedandPoirierwellsandisthoughtbytheownerstohavecausedthelossofheadInthosewells.It

appears,however,thattheLoughheedwellbegunlosingheadbeforetheTurcotwellwassunk.

<*Theliarilwellisabout300yardsnortheastoftheJoyalwellandappearstol>einfluencedbytheflowinthatwell.WhentheJoyalwellwasopenedtheBarilwellceased

flowingfortwodays,andthencamebacktoahead2feetlowerthanwhenfirstmadeandtohalfitsoriginalrateofflow.

'Anoldboringabout20feetdistantandonground6feethigherstillflows,thoughthepipehasbeenpulled.

/Twowellsonly10yardsaparteachflowedafullpipe,lj-inehstream.Holes3inchesindiameterweredrilledandli-inehpipesinsertedinthem,butsincethemillhas

ceasedoperationthepipeshavebeenpulledandthewaterescapesaroundtheholes.

o ok 2.
QD
inHx o Q 3

00 -3
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About 2 miles northeast of Rudyard there is a tract of land whose altitude is 715 to /30

feet, cr about 30 to 45 feet above Rudyard station. The red clay is comparatively thin

on this prominent tract, and wells are obtained in gravelly sand at depths of 28 to 42 feet.

In three of the wells on ground about 715 feet above tide the water stands only 6 fewt

below the surface. One of these, at the residence of J. C. Sass, will stand pumping 2 bai-

rels in seven minutes without lowering, though it has only a 3-inch pipe. The source of

supply for these wells is probably to the north in the higher land, which is loose textured

and free from the capping of red clay.

STRONGVILLE.

Several deep wells near Strongville, 2 to 3 miles south of the eastern part of the Rudyard-

Fiber flowing-well district, on ground 10 to 20 feet lower than the flowing wells, have a

water level several feet below the surface, as indicated in the table below. As already

stated, the passage of underground water appears to be from north to south, and this natu

rally results in the decrease of head here displayed.

Well* near Strongville (T. h*i N'., R. '2 W.) with strong hydrostatic pressure.

Owner.

L. R. Adamson

(ii orge Potts . .

M. Knauf

D. Perry

Location.! t^je'"„ Depth. Head.

c. 21.

Sec. 26.

Sec. 28.

Sec. 22.

Feet.

670

870

670

670

Feet.

147

120

144

67

Feet.

-12

-20

-16

-20

Red clay 130 feet, black sandy slush 15 feet,
gravel 2 feet. Strong well with 3-inch
pipe in lower part, but dug 4 feet square
to depth of 37 feet.

Similar to Adamson well, but not so
strong.

Weak well.

« Altitudes are barometric.

EMEE80N.

There are nine flowing wells at Emerson, on the shore of Whitefish Bay, all on the prop

erty of the Cheesbrough Lumber Company. They range in depth from 116 to 123 feet.

In each well a 5-inch hole was made and cleaned out, then a lj-inch pipe inserted. The

wells passed through 17 feet of sand and then 90 to 95 feet of bluo clay to sand at bottom.

The clay is said to be laminated and pebbleless and is apparently a lacustral rather than a

glacial deposit. The rate of flow ranges from less than a pint a minute in the weakest to

1} gallons a minute in the strongest wells. The escape pipes are from five-sixteentlis to

three-eighths inch in diameter, and the water will rise to a height of 5 or 6 feet above the

level of Lake Superior. It carries a small amount of iron, but appears to have very little

lime, as is natural, in view of the fact that this well district is north of the limestone forma

tions. The temperature ranges from 44° to 49° F in the different wells. These wells are

distributed over a space of al>out half a section and the area of flows might perha]>s be

extended 2 or 3 miles along the shore of the bay.

TAHQUAMENON DISTRICT.

Occurrence.—The Tahquamenon district embraces several groups of flowing wells dis

tributed along the southern border of a large swamp traversed by the east and west

branches of Tahquamenon River in western Chippewa and southern Luce counties. Flows

have been obtained at Strong and Eckcrman, and near Soo Junction, Newberry, and Dol-

larvillc, and can probably be obtained along the swamp between these stations. This

district, like the Pickford and Rudyard-Fiber districts, lies in the lowland underlain by

the "Lorraine" (Hudson) and "Utica" formations, in a belt of thick drift. There

is no heavy and continuous deposit of laminated clay here as in the other two districts

Instead the wells often penetrate a large amount of fine sand and, in some
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cases, scarcely any clay. Located, as this district is, in a trough-like lowland, it seems

to afford favorable conditions for receiving water both from the south and north. On the

south is a morainic belt with pervious drift, largely of sandy gravel, which will readily

absorb water to supply the low tract where the wells are found. On the north also is a

moraine of loose-textured drift, under which the rocks dip southward beneath this swamp.

The altitude of the wells ranges from about 725 feet at Dollarville and points farther east,

near Tahquamenon River, to nearly 850 feet at Strong. The wells of high-altitude are along

the east branch of Tahquamenon River, a stream that descends rapidly westward, but

the wells of low altitude are along the west branch, a sluggish stream flowing eastward.

It is probable that the underground drainage of the east fork leads westward, conforming

to the slope of the surface, and this may be a leading cause for the westward decline in

head. The head declines northward toward the west fork, from the southern moraine a

distance of from 1 to 3 miles, but it can scarcely be expected to continue farther north,

in view of the northward rise of both the drift surface and the underlying rock formations.

The water is of fair quality for boiler use, though moderately hard. It contains a small

amount of iron.

Strong.—At Strong, in western Chippewa County, are two flowing wells, one at Turner's

mill and one at the boarding house, lx>th driven in 1899 by James Somervillc. The alti

tude of the mill well is about 840 feet and that of the boarding-house well 845 feet. The

mill well was driven to rock at 220 feet, but the pipe was pulled back to 185 feet because

of a flow of water from the sand bed at that depth. The well passed through clay to this

water-bearing sand. The flow is only a quart a minute from a 2-inch pipe and the tem

perature is 45.8° F.

The boarding-house well is 203 feet in depth and discharges about 2 gallons a minute from

a 2-inch pipe. Part of the water is piped to the mill. It has a temperature of 40° F.

After passing through 7 feet of surface sand, the well penetrated 168 feet of clay that

changed in color from red to gray toward the bottom. Beneath this clay was 10 feet of

gravelly hardpan, then 16 feet of quicksand, followed by a hard crust 2 feet thick, under

which a flow of water was struck.

Eckerman.—At Eckcrman three shallow flowing wells have been obtained at about the

level of the railroad station, or 800 feet above tide. They are at the base of the moraine

that passes Eckerman on the south and are probably supplied from it. The well at George

Johnson's hotel, made in 1896, is 47 feet in depth, 3 inches in diameter, and discharges 6

quarts a minute through a half-inch pipe about 5 feet above the surface, or 808 feet above

tide. The flow at first was 2 gallons a minute. The temperature of the water is 44.2° F.

The well penetrated reddish till for 40 feet and sand for 7 feet.

A flowing well at Lake's livery stable is 35 feet deep and flows 2 quarts a minute, the

water having a temperature of 44.8° F.

At the dwelling now used as the post-office, just east of the railroad depot, is a 35-foot well,

which penetrated 15 feet of sand before entering clay, and terminated at the bottom of

the clay bed. Although the water overflowed, a pump is now used, and the temperature

by pumping is 44.8° F.

Soo Junction.—A flowing well 172 feet deep and 3 inches in diameter was made in 1893

by James Somcrville on the White and France property north of Soo Junction, on the

north side of Tahquamenon River at an altitude of about 720 feet above tide. It was

largely through a "putty clay," but there was a thin bed of gravel resting on the rock.

The head was 8 feet above the surface when drilled. This well was not visited by the

writer and its present condition was not ascertained.

Neirherry.—There have been several shallow flowing wells at Newberry, on the low

ground in the northwestern part of the village. These are now drained by deeper wells

at the furnace and chemical works. The shallow wells pass through a thin l>ed of

clay 6 to 18 feet, beneath which is a fine sand that changes to coarser at a depth of about

30 feet. The flows are of moderate strength, one being as high as 3 gallons a minute.

The altitudes are 755 to 760 feet.
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The well at the furnace, at an altitude of 760 feet, is 80 feet deep, and flows if pumping

is discontinued for a few hours.

At the chemical works, 100 yards north of the furnace, are ten wells with depths ranging

from 80 to 108 feet, all 6 inches in diameter. The first well was put down 128 feet and

entered a hard material, possibly bed rock, for a few inches. The pipe was then pulled

back to about 100 feet. All these wells will flow after a brief intermission from pumping.

The water is sufficiently hard to form a coating of lime on the stills. It is struck at about

20 feet from the surface in fine sand under a clay bed. The sand increases in coarseness

below, and for this reason the wells are extended to the depths named. The amount of

water obtained seems unlimited. No temperature observations were taken, since the

water is carried some distance through surface pipes before discharging.

At Harris's celery farm, in the northeastern part of Newberry, is a driven well 60 feet

in depth, which formerly flowed, but now has a pump attached, the water scarcely rising

to the surface. Near this well, at a railroad section house, is a well 765 feet above tide,

which has flowed, but is now pumped. It was sunk in 1889 to a depth of 54 feet. The

temperature of the water is 45° F.

On the Ryberg farm, about half a mile east of the wells just mentioned and at the same

altitude, is a well 142 feet deep which is still flowing 3J feet above the surface, discharging

3 pints a minute. The temperature is 45° F.

The public supply of the village of Newberry is from three 6-inch wells 110 feet in depth,

which have a head of about 10 feet, the ground being about 15 feet above the level of the

railroad station, or 780 feet above tide. The wells are through sand to a depth of 90 feet,

where a bed of gravel is struck which furnishes an unlimited supply of water. It is of

moderate hardness and carries but little iron.

Dollarxnlle.—The Danahcr Lumber Company has three flowing wells at the village of

Dollarville, 2 miles west of Newberry, one of which has a flow of 10 gallons a minute; the

other two are much weaker. There is a fourth well with water near the surface, but it

has a pump attached. The strong well is located about 200 yards east of the railroad

station at an altitude of about 725 feet above tide. It is thought to be 95 feet in depth

and is 3 inches in diameter with a 1-inch discharge pipe. The water supplies several fami

lies and is piped to a livery barn. It has a slight iron taste and is moderately hard. The

temperature is 45° F. A well about 300 yards farther east flows 3 quarts a minute and

has a temperature of 46° F. The water carries considerable iron and stains boards and

other objects over which it flows. The well is thought to be about 130 feet deep and

appears to have struck rock at the bottom. Another well, now plugged, also appears to

have reached rock at 120 feet; its water tastes of sulphur, which seems to indicate that it

may be supplied in part from the rock. All the wells penetrate a bed of cla3T above tho

water bed.

South of Dollarville.—In a recess of the moraine 2 or 3 miles south of Dollarville are

flowing wells at an altitude 15 to 20 feet higher than those in the village, or about 740 feet

above tide. A prominent ridge stands between these wells and the village of Dollarville.

The first well of this group was dug in 1889 on the John Carlson estate in the west part of

sec. 9, T. 45 N., R. 10 W. It was through red clay nearly to the bottom, ending in sandy

slush at a depth of 102 feet. The water barely rises to the top of the well, so a pump is

now attached. About one-fourth mile east of this well and on slightly lower ground John

Hunter has a strong flowing well 103 feet deep, which penetrated only 40 feet ol red clay

and was then in sandy slush to a gravel bed at the bottom. The water in this well rises

at least 11 feet above the surface, or to fully 750 feet above tide. It once discharged a full

stream from an inch pipe at an estimated rate of 20 gallons a minute, but now burst up

around the pipe, thus lessening the discharge through the latter. The water is hard and

carries a little iron. The temperature is 45 F°. There are several strong boiling springs

near this well. About one-half mile southeast of the Hunter well, in the southwestern

part of section 10, is a flowing well 103 feet deep on the farm of A. Pentland. It discharges

2 quarts a minute, with a temperature of 45.5° F. It was largely through red clay to sand
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at 90 feet. In the northwestern part of section 11, on the farm of John Peterson, is a flow

ing well 53 feet deep which yields a gallon a minute, the temperature being 45° F. This

well was mainly through red clay to sandy slush at bottom, in which the pipe is suspended.

If unsupported the pipe would sink several feet into the slush. About 300 yards east of

the Peterson well, in the southwestern part of section 2, on the farm of John Swanson, is

a flowing well 84 feet in depth. The altitude appears to be about 10 feet higher than that

of the other flowing wells of this group, or 750 feet, and the head is only 2 feet above the

surface, so a siphon is used to carry the water into a tub. This well passed through sand

for its entire depth. A 3-inch hole was made, but the pipe is only 1J inches. The flow is

3 quarts a minute and the temperature 45° F. Near this well, along a small stream,

are boiling springs covering an area several yards square, which probably have a similar

source with the wells. Other strong boiling springs occur one-half mile south on the bor

ders of a lake.

The flowing wells near Dollarville are the westernmost yet developed, but it is probable

that flows can be obtained along the swamp westward across the divide between the Tah-

quamenon and Manistique drainage basins, and possibly throughout the southern part of

the great swamp drained by Manistique River. The latter swamp is uninhabited and is

so flooded with surface water that there is no occasion to test for flowing wells. The vil

lage of Gerrafask, which stands near the southeastern edge of the swamp, may, however,

find it worth while to test for such wells.

ISOLATED WELLS IN BASINS.

It is probable that flowing wells may be obtained in small basins on the borders of lakes

or in swamps.

Shdldfake.—One such well is reported to have been obtained in a swamp west of Shell-

drake, in Chippewa County, at a lumber camp in sec. 28, T. 49 N., R. 7 W. It is only 16

feet deep and apparently passed through nothing but swamp muck to the sand bed that

yields the flow. The swamp is surrounded by sand ridges rising 20 to 30 feet above it,

and they probably serve as a catchment area and furnish the head.

flelmer.—Another isolated flowing well is at Helmer post-office at the east end of Manis

tique Lake, in the southwestern part of Luce County. The depth is 70 feet, and water is

from gravel below clay. The head is at least 8 feet, or about 15 feet above Manistique

Lake and 715 feet above tide. Tho water is piped into the hotel owned by Mr. Helmer.

The natural rate of flow could not be determined, because a stone had become lodged at

the bottom of the pipe, greatly obstructing the discharge. The temperature is 46° F.

This lake is in a basin in a morainic belt, and it is probable that flowing wells 'an be obtained

at other points on the shore.
ONTONAGON COUNTY, a

A flowing well 355 feet in depth was made by Mr. Gcismar in 1893 near Ewcn, Ontona

gon County, in sec. 21, T. 48 N., R. 39 W. It is at about the same altitude as Ewen sta

tion—1,134 feet. It penetrated a pebbleless, gritless red clay for 125 feet, under which

was found a gravel bed 13 feet thick, yielding a weak flow. A sandy clay slush was then

struck, which extended to 354 feet, where gravel with a strong flow of water was found.

The well discharged a full 1-inch stream 16 feet above the surface. The well is remark

able because of great variations in the temperature of the water. In the winter months

this is about 44° F., but in the spring, about the time of the snow melting, a lowering of

temperature is noted, which continues till about June 1, when it reaches 38° F. This low

temperature continues well into the summer before a rise begins. Mr. Gcismar refers the

low temperature to the access of snow water to the bed of gravel from which the well flows.

There are three flowing wells at Ewen, belonging to the village, with depths of 208 to

224 feet. They penetrated red clay to the water-bearing gravel at the bottom. Beneath

the gravel is a reddish rock, thought by tho drillers to be granite. The wells flow with

considerable strength.

a Data furnished by Superintendent 1*0 Geismar. o[ the State experimental larm at Chatham, Mich.
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FLOWS FROM ROCK.

NORTHERN BORDER OF LAKE MICHIGAN.

Occurrence.—Flowing wells have been obtained at several points near the Lake Michi

gan shore from St. Ignace westward to Manistiquc, and at various depths. So far as ascer

tained they are all from the rock, and there appear to be two or more horizons from which

flows are obtainable. Part of the data concerning these flows are from the annual reports

of the State geologist for 1901 and 1903, and the only interpretations as to geologic hori

zons are those presented by him. As already stated, the present writer had no opportu

nity to examine samples of well drillings nor to get accurate data on the formations pene

trated. The flowing wells now obtained range in altitude from near lake level up to

about 100 feet above, or from 600 feet or less up to about 680 feet above tide. It is not

certain, however, that wells may generally be expected to flow to levels 100 feet above the

lake. More likely the upper limit will be found to bo generally within 50 feet above lake

level. This opinion is based on the fact that some of the wells near lake level, such as those

at Manistique, have not sufficient pressure to rise 50 feet above the lake.

St. Ignace.—Two deep flowing wells have been made in the vicinity of St. Ignace at an

altitude of 20 feet above the lake, or 600 feet above tide, the first in 1887 and the second

in 1901. In the first the Monroe beds extend down to about 500 feet and yield a small

amout of bitter salt water. The Niagara and "Clinton" limestones extend 400 feet far

ther down, the Medina (?) sandstone being struck at 900 feet and penetrated 19 feet. In

the second well, located about 2 miles north of the old one, in sec. 31, T. 41 N., R. 3 W.,

the Niagara is reached at 400 feet and supplies a flow of water from a depth of 575 to 681

feet and more at 1,040 feet. This well was stopped at 1,155 feet. The temperature of

the flow was found to be. 51° F., or about 6° above the temperature of shallow flowing

wells, though 2° less than in wells of similar depth at Cheboygan and Alpena.

Engadine.—A strong flowing well was made in 1905 on the farm of Peter Praten north

of Engadine, in sec. 4, T. 43 N., R. 10 W., at the altitude of Engadine station (674 feet).

It is only 60 feet deep, but enters limestone for some distance. At the village of Engadine

are two deeper wells, one of which, 206 feet deep, had a weak flow, and the other, 146 feet

deep, had water nearly level with the surface. The deeper of these two was made by the

lumber company in July, 1905, and flowed for a month or more, but became clogged with

sand. The other, located at the mill, has never flowed. The sand is thought to work

down into crevices in the limestone outside the pipe in the deeper well, thus choking it.

Deuel* Lake.—The Simmons Lumber Company has an intermittent flowing well on the

shore of Deuels Lake, about 10 miles southwest of Engadine, in sec. 23, T. 42 N., R. 11 W.

The well is 108 feet in depth and is in limestone from a depth near the surface. The water

rises 3 feet above the surface in the spring and early summer, but in the fall it drops below

the surface, apparently on account of drought. The altitude is estimated to be scarcely

50 feet above Lake Michigan, and the well is less than 2 miles from that lake. It is prob

able that similar flows can be obtained along the shore of Deuels Lake at other points.

Possibly a deeper well might obtain water with sufficient head to flow through the dry

season.

Hunt Spur.—A well was made about 1890 by the Michigan Cedar Company at Hunt

Spur, on the Soo Line Railroad, near the western border of Mackinac County, which dis

charged a stream with sufficient force to throw a jet 20 feet in the air. A hose was attached,

and the flow was used in cleaning off logs. No data were obtained concerning the depth,

but it is thought not to exceed 200 feet. The altitude of the well mouth is 684 feet, and

the well is in limestone from a depth near the surface. ,,Another well at a barn of the same

company has a weaker flow.

Manistique.—There are several flowing wells in Manistique with depths between 200

and 300 feet and one (at the Hiawatha Hotel) with a depth of 800 feet. The shallower

wells have a head in some cases about 16 feet above the surface, or 630 feet above tide,

while the deep well at the Hiawatha Hotel is said to have a head 30 or 40 feet above the.
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surface, or about 650 feet above tide. The State geologist in the report for 1903 interprets

the horizon of the 4eep flow to be Trenton, and of all the others to bo Niagara. The tem

perature of tho shallower wells is 45° to -16° F., as noted by both the State geologist and

the writer.

Several of the flowing wells are furnished with fire hydrants and arc drawn on in case of

fire, the yield by pumping being sufficient to supply all the water needed."

SHORE OF BIO BAY BE NOC

Garden Peninsula.—On the western side of Garden Peninsula, at Vans Harbor and Gar

den village, strong flowing wells have l>een obtained, concerning which the following data

were furnished by the driller, George W. Gray, of Cooks Mill, Mich.:

Flowing wells on Garden Penimula.

Owner.

L. Van Winkle

W. Stillwagon

Bondrcau & Disco

Garden village:

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

When
made.

Alti
tude.

Feci.

im«

aw

592

»

Depth.

Feet.

■s.a

175

693 195

Diam
eter.

Inches.

Flow
per

iimuti'

Oath.

to

■J",

Head.

Feel.

+ 18

+ !''.

+ 1S

Remarks.

Tho only flow at Vans Har
bor. Cased 40 feet; lime
stone ut 18 feet under

bowldery clny.

Deepened an old well 82 feet.
First flow at 107 fi-et;
stronger flow at 173 feet.
Used for fish pond and
bouse.

Two water beds, as in piv-
ccding well. Limestone
under bowldery clay at 20
feet. Cased 38" feet and at
a leakage; at 00 feet.

Limestone under red clay
and sand at 14 feet. Cased
52 feet. Flow weaker
than 25 gallons July to
()ctolM»r and January to
April.

Now plugged liocause it
drained well No. 1, but
water comes up around
pipe. Main flow at 193
feet.

Drift, very' bowldery at 12
feet.

The decrease in the flow of the village well No. 1 seems referable to drought in the late

summer and the frozen condition of the ground in the winter. The second village well,

although on slightly higher ground, apparently has an advantage over the first by drawing

water from a lower depth.

Conditions seem very favorable for obtaining flowing wells along the Lake Michigan

slope of the Garden Peninsula, but no instances of the occurrence of such wells came to

the writer's notice. The shore rises gradually back from the lake and the flowing-well belt

should extend a mile or more inland.

Nahina.—At Nahma, on the western side of Big Bay do Noc, opposite Garden, are two

flowing wells made by the Big Bay dc Noc Lumtx>r Company. One sunk in 1883 is 133 feet

deep, 2 inches in diameter, and flows scarcely a gallon a minute. It ends in limestone.

Another sunk in 1895 is 80 feet de(p, 4 inches in diameter, and mil fill a barrel in about five

minutes. It does not enter rock.

Probably flowing wells arc obtainable at moderate depths both along the shore of the

bay and up the Sturgeon Kiver Valley, but no others have come to the writer's notice.

o The city Is now (1905) building a waterworks plant which will obtain water from Indian Lake,

which lies about 3 miles to the northwest.
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BORDER OF LITTLE BAY BE HOC.

Rapid River.—In the village of Rapid River, at the head of Little Bay de Noc, several

flowing wells are in operation and two flows have been obtained in test wells for oil several

miles north of the village, which show a possible extension of the district in that direction.

It is probable that flowing wells may be obtained along the entire western side of the bay

on ground below the 600-foot contour, and in places at higher altitudes, as in the Hendricks

boring noted below.

Flowing welts at Rapid River.

Owner.

A. Conner

H. W. Coles..

Village No. 1 .

Village No. 2 .

Dr. A. Laing.

A. Schalble...

A. Bodah

Mrs. J. Fish. .

School well. . .

Location.

East of Main street. .do

Main street :

West of Main street.

do

do

North part of town..

Half mile west

Masonvllle

When
made.

Alti
tude.

Depth.

Flow
per

Tem
pera
ture.

min
ute.

Feet. Feet. Galls. 'f.

1895 588 •270
0.75 46.8

1897 586 2.58 2.00 45.0

1897 588 273 4.00 45.5

1898 590 275 1.5 45.5

1903 590 273 2.0 45.5

1904 588 273 6.0 45.2

1899 590 275

1897

1905

593

590

273

I

The wells at Masonville, which are located a mile southwest of Rapid River, and the

Fish and Bodah wells in Rapid River, were not visited. The head was not determined

in any of the wells, though it is known to exceed 8 feet , some of the wells having been car

ried to that height without reaching the full limit.

The two oil-well borings, 7 miles north of Rapid River, in sec. 34, T. 42 N., R. 21 W.,

were each drilled to a depth of 800 feet or more. Samples inspected by the State geologist

form the basis for the following interpretation of the strata penetrated:

Hypothetical log of Rapid River oil well.

Swamp, peat, and muck.

Marl

.4

with strong flow of water, temperature 47.3° F.

Trenton limestone with geodes.

St. Peter (?)

Undifferentiated "Calciferous'

Potsdam sandstone (white) .

Potsdam sandstone (red)

Feldspathic sandstone (Potsdam)

Micaceous red sandstone (Potsdam)

Decomposed chloritic schist, like Arehean rocks, at bottom.

Thick
ness.

Feet.

6
10 1

264 .

350

Ml

.Ml

10

.1(1

Total.

Fret.

li

Hi

630

710

760

770

Gladstone.—At the furnace in the northern part of Gladstone there are several flowing

wells which range in depth from 230 to 700 feet and have diameters of 1 and 6 inches. They

are about 5 feet above lake level, and one has a head 27 feet above the lake, or G07 feet above

tide. There arc two horizons from which flows are obtained, one being at about 230 feet

and the other about 700 feet, with small quantities of water at intervening levels. The low

est water horizon is reported to be the strongest and the water is thought to be softer than

in wells of shallower depth. This, however, was not veritied by chemical analyses. The

earliest well was made about 1899 and others have been sunk from time to time as needed.

ihr 160—06 i
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Temperatures reported by Lane nre found to range from 44.9° to 49.3° in the different wells,

the highest lieing in a well 500 feet deep.

At a boarding house kept by Mrs. Martin adjacent to the furnace is a well 230 feet deep

and 4 inches in diameter, made in 1902, which yields a moderate flow.

At the roundhouse in the western part of Gladstone a well made by the Minneapolis,

St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie -Railway in 1903 reached a depth of about 700 feet and ob

tained a strong supply of water at 090 feet, which stands a test by pumping of 150 gal

lons a minute and has a hardness of 5.86° on Clark's scale. The water rises to 12 feet below

the surface or about 600 feet above tide, the railroad station near by being 612 feet. The

following record appeal's in the report of the State geologist for 1903:

Loy of railroad veil at Gladstone.

Thick-

Feet.

Sand SI.

Clay and hardpan , 10.5

Sand and gravel 15

Clay and limestone bowlders ' 14-5

Trenton limestone 234

Sandstone and limestone (St. l'eter?) 89

Undifferentiated "Calciferous" limestone 228

Potsdam sandstone ! 100

Total.

Feet.

51

81.5

76.5

'.'1

:>l\->

414

642

711

Hendricks.—A boring in sec. 8, T. 41 N., R. 24 \\\, obtained a weak flow from a reddish

sandstone which was struck at 350 feet and penetrated for 146 feet. It is a 4-inch well

and was made in the winter of 1901-2, at a cost of about $1,000. »

WEST SHORE OF GREEN BAY.

Several flowing wells have been sunk in the cities of Escanaba and Menominee, Mich.,

as well as at cities and villages on the !>orders of Green Bay in Wisconsin. The flows are

partly from the St. Peter sandstone and partly from the Potsdam. Possibly the sandy

beds of the "Calciferous'' also yield flows, and they may be obtainable from the Trenton

limestone at certain points. The few data hero presented are from the annual report of

the State geologist for 1903:

Log of Wagner well near Escanaba.

Drift, gravel, and clay

Lorraine (Hudson) shale

Utica bituminous shale

Trenton limestone, with p'odes or quartz inclusions, at 406 and 457 feet and shale at

485 489 and 518-522 feet

St. Peter sandstone (in part)

St. Peter shale

Undifferentiated "Calciferous" limestone, etc

Thick
ness.

Total.

Feet. Feet.

9 9

102 201

50

271

251

522

38

2

560

562

78 640

a Reported by J. M. White, Wells, Mich.
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In a recent well near by, a broken formation, perhaps the conglomerate of the Archean

quartzite, was struck at 860 to 900 feet ; above it was a good body of sandstone.

A flowing well at Flatrock near Escanaba is reported to be 800 to 900 feet deep.

At Menominee S. M. Stephenson has a flowing well in town and another on his farm 3

miles west. The latter is 720 feet deep on ground 30 feet above Lake Michigan and has a

head of only 1 foot. Water was found at various levels, but the main supply is at 620 feet.

The water of the town well has a temperature of 55.5° F., but no data as to depth of the

water bed are reported. A well near the Stephenson Hotel in Menominee is thought to be

in Potsdam sandstone, but no definite data are given as to depth, the statement being

500 to 1,000 feet.

There are a number of other flowing wells in Menominee, Marinette, and Escanaba, but

the writer is not in possession of data concerning them.

LAKE SUPERIOR SHORE.

Grand Marais.—A deep boring was made at Grand Marais a few years ago, with the

expectation of obtaining a flowing well. It is on ground about 30 feet above Lake Supe

rior. It penetrated 100 feet of drift before entering Potsdam sandstone, and was carried

1,100 feet into that rock. The water, though abundant and of good quality, will not over

flow, and in consequence no use is made of it. The dip of the rock formations being south

ward from the shore of Lake Superior, the underground flowage is probably in that direction,

or away from the lake shore. This being the case, the further testing of this shore for flow

ing wells can not be encouraged.

NONFLOWING WELLS.

In the districts where flowing wells can not be obtained a number of records were col

lected which throw light on the distance to water, and in some cases on the head. In general

it may bo stated that an exceptionally good water is obtainable, at moderate depths,

throughout the part of the northern peninsula underlain by Cambrian and Silurian rock

formations. It need scarcely be stated that it is decidedly softer in the sandstone districts

bordering Lake Superior than in the limestone districts bordering Lakes Michigan and

Huron, a feature which also characterizes the lakes. The water table, except in promi

nent glacial and limestone ridges and elevated gravel and sand plains, is near enough to the

surface to be easily reached by dug wells, a common depth being 20 to 30 feet. Probably

80 per cent of the farm wells are less than 30 feet in depth. The records collected are

mainly of wells of exceptional depth, no attempt having been made to compile a complete

list. In the statements which follow, the well districts are taken up in order from east

to west.

CHIPPEWA COUNTY.

Sugar Island.—On Sugar Island wells are 15 to 25 feet deep. On clay plains they pene

trate to underlying sand and gravel, while on gravelly ridges they go down about to the

level of the bordering plains.
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St. Marys River.—Along St. Marys River from Sault Ste. Marie to the mouth of the

Munuseong the wells are generally only 15 to 30 feet in depth, corresponding to their alti

tude above the river. There are, however, places where a solid bed of clay extends some

depth below the river level, as indicated in the following table:

Wells along St. Marys River.

Owner.

Location.
Alti
tude.

Depth. Head.
T. N. R.E. Sec.

Feet. Feet. Feet.

4? 1 22 620 60 -18

Do 47 1 22 615 77 -10

47 1 22 615 70 -10

D. F. Grler 46 1 22 610 70 r - 2

J .W. Hinds 46 I 13 590 100

l -25

John Baylus 46 1 25 600 80 - 4

J. Wright 46 1 26 600 78 - 4

Remarks.

Sand 12 feet, red clay 45 feet, grav
el and sand 3 feet.

Section same as preceding.

Clay to water bed in gravel at
bottom.

Head at first near surface, but
now 25 feet Mow.

No water obtained. Clay to bot
tom.

Sand 9 feet, elity to gravel at bot
tom.

Sand 7 feet, clay 68 feet, gravel 3
feet.

Wells on the high plain above the Nipissing beach, south of Sault Ste. Marie, at alti

tudes between 670 and 700 feet above tide, are from 35 to 100 feet in depth, and obtain

water from gravel or sand under a laminated, nearly pebbleless, clay. The head is gen

erally 30 feet or more below the surface. Temperatures wherever tested were 45° F. or

slightly less.

Pickford.—Wells on the gravelly table-land northwest of Pickford arc 55 to 75 feet or

more in depth when at an altitude of about 775 feet, and the water rises but little in the

wells.

Wellsburg.—On the high sandy plain at Wellsburg, at an altitude of 225 feet above Lake

Superior, a well was sunk by the railroad company in 1885 to a depth of 280 feet, entirely

through sand. The water rises to —45 feet, or about 180 feet above the lake. A well in

the ravine south of the station, about 15 feet lower, obtains water at only 25 feet depth.

North of Wellsburg on the same plain are wells 100 to 160 feet in depth. A well on the

Van Leuven homestead in sec. 25, T. 47 N., R. 4 W., on a morainic ridge overlooking Lake

Superior, and at an altitude about 225 feet above lake level, is 140 feet in depth.

Rexford.—At Rexford, on a high sand plain about 325 feet above Lake Superior, a well

was obtained at only 45 feet, and a similar well was obtained at the target range, alxmt a

mile west of Rexford. South of these high sand plains, in the vicinity of Trout Lake and

Alexander, wells are obtained at slight depth, much of the region being swampy.

Shelldrake.—M Shelldrake, on the shore of Lake Superior, a boring was sunk by Colonel

Culhane to a depth of 250 feet without reaching rock, although at an altitude of only 5 feet

above Lake Superior. It passed through clay with associated thin beds of sand and

obtained a weak supply of water with a head of 60 feet. Several wells in Shelldrake are

from 75 to 85 feet, there being but little water obtainable at less than 75 feet.

LUCE OOUMTY.

Newberry and vicinity.—In the vicinity of Newberry several deep wells have been made

on elevated ground, at the State Insane Asylum, and on surrounding farms. One well at

the asylum, 457 feet deep, struck rock (limestone) at 320 feet, and entered shale in the

lower 70 feet. Water is from near the top of the limestone, and the well will yield by

pumping 200 gallons a minute. It has a diameter of 7J inches. The head is —104 feet ,

and the altitude of the well mouth about 865 feet. Another asylum well is 245 feet, and

there are four wells 186 feet in depth. All these wells struck the first water bed at a depth
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of about 100 feet, and there is little if any rise of water, that depth being apparently the

level of the ground-water table. Other wells have been made at wood camps on the asylum

property, 1 to 2 miles south and east of the buildings, one well being 100 feet and another

170 feet deep. The deeper well penetrated sand 100 feet and below this a blue hardpan

65 feet, obtaining water in sand under the hardpan. The altitude of these wells is about

the same as that of those at the institution. At a schoolhouse near the asylum the well has

a depth of 138 feet. A partial analysis of water from a well adjacent to the asylum grounds,

made in 1893 by Doctor Nicholson of Newberry, showed the presence of only 65 parts per

million of calcium and magnesium carbonates, and but a trace of iron, while chlorides

seemed to be entirely absent. The depth of this well is 128 feet and the head —110 feet.

About 2 miles west of the asylum, on a prominent knoll of similar altitude, are three deep

wells. One at a schoolhouse, in the western part of section 9, is 192 feet deep and has a

head of —135 feet. It was largely through sand. Across the road, in section 10, at the

residence of John Templeton, is a well 196 feet deep, with a similar head. About a mile

northeast of these wells A. Carlson made a well 150 feet in depth, with a head of —130 feet.

The altitude of these three wells is about 850 feet. Another well on lower ground (760 feet

above tide), in the southeastern part of section 4, has a depth of 106 feet and a head of —26

feet. There were nearly 20 feet of clay near the top, but the remainder was through sand.

At a limestone quarry 12 miles southeast of Newberry (sec. 6, T. 44 N., R. 8 W.) are

two wells 100 feet in depth, with a head 80 feet below the surface. The altitude of the wells

is about 900 feet. An analysis of the boiler scale, made by the Dearborn Drug and Chem

ical Company, Chicago, gave the following proportion of mineral constituents:

Analysis of boiler scale from quarry well water.

Per cent.

Silica 3.20

Oxides of iron and alumina 1.16

Calcium carbonate 80.08

Magnesium carbonate 14.01

Calcium sulphate 1.40

Loss, etc 15

• 100.00

McM illan .—At McMillan the schoolhouse well has a depth of 80 feet and an altitude of 785

feet. The water is from sand under clay. The well at the cooperage company's mill, on

ground 35 feet lower, is 60 feet in depth and has a head of —16 feet.

Manistique Lake.—North of Manistique Lake are several wells nearly 100 feet in depth.

One at the schoolhouse in sec. 29, T. 45 N., R. 12 W., is 96 feet and has a head of —60

feet. It entered limestone at 40 feet. Jerry Holland has a well on the eastern side of sec

tion 30, which is 85 feet deep and enters limestone at 18 feet. The head is —20 feet.

Across the road, in section 29, at the residence of Charles McKenna, is a well 86 feet deep,

on ground about 35 feet higher than the Holland well. It has a head of —56 feet and

entered limestone at 40 feet. John Richards has a well in the southern part of section 21

with a depth of 76 feet and a head of —68 feet. It penetrated clay for 12 feet and sand

for 64 feet, striking rock at the bottom.

A well east of Little Manistique Lake on the farm of J. Fyne, in sec. 17, T. 45 N.,

R. 11 W., with a depth of 58 feet, has a head of only —7 feet. It penetrated clay 40 feet,

below which was a sandy gravel.

MACKINAC COUNTY.

Wells on the Niagara limestone, in southeastern Mackinac County, are often sunk to

depths of 60 to 75 feet, and in most cases there is little rise of the water.

Palms.—At Palms (Kenneth post-office) are two wells 108 and 117 feet in depth, made by

W. J. Ross, which have an altitude of 795 feet and a head of —35 feet. Another well at

Leonard's mill, at an altitude of 770 feet, is 75 feet deep and has a head of —8 feet.
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Ozark.—On a limestone hill east of Ozark, a well having an altitude of about 875 feet,

reached a depth of 100 feet. Farther south, near Allenville, wells are difficult to obtain,

because of the large amount of shale in the Monroe beds, and borings 100 to 150 feet are not

rare.

Lewis and Rex.—In wells in the vicinity of Lewis and Rex, water is obtained at very

shallow depths, although the altitude is about 860 feet. Those at Lewis are from sand at

about 16 feet. Some near Rex enter rock at 10 feet, but others are entirely from sand.

Gilchrist.—At Gilchrist, at an altitude of 780 feet above tide, the railroad company made

a well 1,180 feet in depth, which entered rock at 80 feet and has a head of —70 feet.

West end of county.—From Millecoquins Lake southwestward past Engadine and Gould

to Corinno nearly all the wells enter rock at slight depths. The shallowest are about 40

feet and the deepest over 200 feet, the common depth being about 80 feet. The water

seldom rises to more than 40 feet below the surface. A test boring made at Corinne in 1888,

for the purpose of obtaining a flowing well, reached a depth of 180 feet and had a head of

—25 feet, or 748 feet above tide. A well at Ferguson's store, in Gould, is 116 feet deep and

has a head of —12 feet, or 724 feet above tide. The majority of wells around Corinne and

Gould are 65 to 80 feet in depth. Deep flowing wells at Engadine have already been

discussed (p. 43), and also the flowing well at Deuels Lake (p. 43).

SCHOOLCRAFT COUNTY.

Seney.—At Seney wells were made some years ago, with a depth of 110 to 115 feet, which

obtained a strong supply but not a flow.

Germfasi.—East of Germfask arc wells about 80 feet deep, on the Stafford farm, in sec.

12, T. 44 N., R. 13 W., with a head of —45 feet. A well on Thomas Kennedy's farm, on

section 14 has a depth of 70 feet and very little rise of water. A neighboring well at S.

Burns's residence, on a high ridge in section 15 has a depth of only 14 feet.

Blaney.—The William Mueller Lumber Company, of Blaney, sunk a well 214 feet for the

purpose of procuring a supply for waterworks, but an insufficient and unsuitable supply was

obtained. The water tastes "like bog ore." The supply is partly from a depth of 42 feet

and partly from near the bottom of the well. The head is about 40 feet below the surface.

There were 113 feet of drift and 101 feet of shale. The following drift beds were penetrated:

Clay loam and sand, 15 feet; quicksand, 26 feet; gravel, 4 feet; blue bowlder clay with sand

streaks, 68 feet.a

Manistique.—On a table-land east of Manistique wells are 30 to 60 feet in depth without

reaching rock. The deeper wells are near the edge of the table-land, and are reported to be

entirely through sand.

Hiawatha.—In the Hiawatha settlement, about 12 miles north of Manistique, wells are

40 to 65 feet in depth, through gravel and sand, and there is very little rise of water, the

ground-water table being about 40 feet below the surface, or near the level of the small

lakes which occur in that region in basins in the gravel plain.

Indian Lake.—On each side of Indian Lake, from a point near Manistique to Cooks Mill,

is a limestone district in which wells are often 50 to 75 feet in depth, and have very little

rise of water, the ground-water table being near the level of Indian Lake.

DELTA COITlfTY.

Garden Peninsula.—On Burnt Bluff, on Garden Peninsula, are two wells 228 feet in depth,

which have a head of —203 feet, which is about at the Lake Michigan level. Rock was

entered at 3 feet. Several wells in that vicinity are 100 to 140 feet in depth. Rock is

usually entered at a depth of 30 feet or less on Garden Peninsula, and in some cases wells

are carried to 25 to 30 feet below Lake Michigan level before a strong supply is obtained >>.

St. Jacques.—At St. Jacques the hotel well is 35 feet in depth and obtains a supply from

gravel under a bed of sandy loam. Two dug wells near the hotel are only 26 feet in depth,

<■ Data furnished by George W. Gray, driller, Cooks, Mich.

' Data on Garden Peninsula lurnished by George W. Gray, driller.
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but a well one-fourth mile east on slightly higher ground is 65 feet deep. The altitude is 15

to 25 feet higher than at the railroad station, or 630 to 640 feet above tide.

Ensign.—At Ensign rock is struck at about 10 feet, but wells are usually obtained at the

base of the drift, the rock being a shale with very little water.

ALGER COUNTY.

From the head of Little Bay de Noc northward to Lake Superior is a district in which rock

is found at shallow depth, usually less than 20 feet, and wells are obtained either at the base

of the drift or at a moderate depth in the rock, a well more than 40 feet in depth being rare.

The altitude near the head of Little Bay de Noc is only about 600 feet above tide, but on

the brow of the calciferous escarpment in the vicinity of Rumely, Lawson, and Carlshend

it is 1,050 to 1,150 feet, yet the water table is sufficiently near the surface to furnish wells at

very slight depth.

MENOMINEE COUNTY.

The drift is also of moderate depth west of Little Bay de Noc and Green Bay, in Delta

and Menominee counties, and wells are usually obtained at the base of tho drift or in the

upper portion of the rock at depths of 40 feet or less. The drift is a sand}' or clayey loam

with thin beds of clear gravel or sand associated with or underlying it.

MARQUETTE COUNTY.

In eastern Marquette County, from Little Lake northward to Harvey and Mangum, is a

belt of very heavy drift in which wells 90 to 200 feet in depth have not reached rock, while

a boring to test for iron pre near Little Lake found rock at a depth of about 250 feet. A

well at S. C. Miller's, in the southwestern part of sec. 35, T. 47 N., K. 25 \\ ., at an alti

tude of about 1,150 feet above tide, is 205 feet in depth, and strikes water at 191 feet. It

was mainly through sand, though there is a little clayey material near the surface. The

water does not rise above the level at which it was struck. Mr. Miller has a shallow well

only 18 feet in depth, which gives out in dry seasons. A neighboring well on the farm of

James Kindlen is 184 feet in depth , in it the water stands at 164 feet below the surface. The

altitude is slightly lower than at Miller's, being probably 1,130 feet above tide. This well

is thought to have struck bed rock at the bottom, though it may perhaps have been merely

a cemented crust in the drift, for the Miller well penetrated a crust at 186 feet. Both these

deep wells are on a prominent moraine, about 2 miles northeast of Sands station, on the

Chicago and Northwestern Railway. A few miles farther north, on the same moraine, a

well was made some years ago at Frazier's lumber camp, in sec. 21, T. 47 N., R. 25 W.,

190 feet in depth, which penetrated only gravel and sand. It is at an altitude of over 1,200

feet. Near this well in the southwestern part of section 16, at an altitude only a few feet

lower, is a shallow dug well having water standing within 10 feet of the surface, thus

repeating the conditions noted at the Miller wells.

On a moranic ridge west of Mangum are several wells 80 to 90 feet deep on the farms of

James Barry, Carl Whitlcr, William Preab, and Mr. Huebner. They penetrate a large

amount of white sand, but in some cases pass through a thin bed of bowlder clay at the sur

face and another near the bottom of the well.

In the vicinity of Skandia wells are 30 to 50 feet in depth and in some cases enter rock

near the bottom.

PUBLIC WATER SUPPLIES.

About half the population of the Northern Peninsula is found in cities and villages pro

vided with public water supply. The sources of supply set forth in the table below are

chiefly from surface water, only a few villages drawing a public supply from wells. This

is a natural condition, in view of the contiguity of large bodies of fresh water, and, in most

cases, the supply is fully as good as can be obtained from underground sources. The

principal danger appears to be that of sewage contamination around the intake pipes, and

this may be guarded against by placing these pipes out of reach of the sewage.
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Municipal and institutional waitr supplies.

Town.
I Popula
tion, 1900.

Atlantic mine.

Baraga . . .

Bay Mills.

Beacon . . .

Bessemer.

Blaney

Crystal Falls.

Dollar Bay. . .

Escanaba

Ewen

Garden

Gladstone

Grand Marais..

Hancock

Houghton.

Iron Mountain..

Iron River. .

I ronwood. ..

Ishpeming

Lake Linden

L'Anse

Laurium and Red
Jacket.

Mackinac Island.. .

Manistique

Marquette

State prison.

Menominee. .

Munising. .

Negaunee.

Newlierry

State asylum.

Norway

Ontonagon

Palmer

Quinncsec

Rapid River and '
Masonville.

Republic

Rockland

St. Ignaec

Smilt Ste. Marie

Stambaugh

Vulcan

Wakefield .

Owner
ship. «

±3,000 P.

1,185 1*.

1,000 P.?

±1,500 M.T

3,911 M.

± 300 P.

3,231 M.

±1,500 r.

0,540 p.

500 M.

m M.

3,380 M.

2,000 M.

4, aw M.

3, 359 M.

9.242 P.

1,482 M.T

9,705 r.

13,255 M.

2,597 M.

620 M.

10,311 P.

665 P.

4,126 M.

io. aw M.

c300 St.

12,818 P.

2.014 M.

6,935 M.

1,421 M.

rOOO St.

4,170 M.

1,267 M.

T.f.) P.

IV Kl M.

±1,200 M.

±2,500 M.?

±1,000 P.

2,271 M.

10, .ra M.

695 M.

2,000

1,191 M.

Sou rce.

Creek and well.

Keweenaw Bay

Whitcfish Bay

(?)

Springs and im
pounded water.

Creek

Impounded water.

System. (>

Little Bay de Noc D

Flowing wells

Rock wells, 104-220 feet

Little Bay de Noc

Lake Superior

Filter gallery

Springs

Infiltration wells.

Iron River

Montreal River.

Small lake

Well and creek. .

Spring-fed creek.

Lake Superior. ..

 

T.

G.andD

D.

G.

1>.

Lake Huron 1 R

Indian Lake 1 G.andD

Lake Superior I D.

Small stream .

Green Bay

Springs, and Lake Su
perior.

Teal Lake,

Tubular wells

....do

Impounded water

Lake Superior

Springs and wells. . .

Mine water

Rock wells, 275 feet.

Springs and lake.

Springs

Lake Huron

Whiteflah Bay

Iron River

Impounded water

Sandy Lake

 

D.

T.

D.

D.

T.

R.andD

WM.

Remarks.

Partial domestic supply
from well.

Hydrants for fire.

Springs for domestic use.

Operated by lumber com
pany.

Also supplies Vulcan,

Partial distribution for em
ployees of Lake Superior
Mining Co.

Filtration works planned.

Partial system.

Manual American Water
works.

Reservoirs, high pressure
and low pressure.

The wells are developed
springs.

Manual American Water
works.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Runs to reservoir in city.

High parts of city have pri
vate tanks.

Manual American Water
works.

Lake Superior for emer
gency.

Manual American Water
works.

Data given above.

Do.

Manual American Water
works.

Do.

Partial system.

Chiefly f.re protection.

Fire hydrants on flown ^
wells.

Installed in 1006.

Partial system.

Base of tank 114 feet above
Lake Superior.

Manual American Water
works.

Supplied from Norway.

Fire protection.

oAbhreviations under ownership as follows: 1' ^ Private; M - Municipal; St. = State.

^Abbreviations under system as follows: T=Tank or standpipe; It= Open reservoir; Go-Gravity;
D=» Direct pressure; WM- Windmill. c Population in 1906.
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QUALITY OF WATER.

Analyses of Lake Superior water have been published by the State geologist in the

annual report for 1903, pages ] 13 to 1 IS, and analyses of water from Green Bay on pages

119 to 120, while several analyses of Lake Michigan water appear in Water-Supply Paper

No. 31 of the United States Geological Survey. The sanitary analysis of a flowing well at

Menominee also appears in the annual report of the State geologist for 1903, pages 121 to

122. It appears from these analyses that the hardness of the waters in Lake Michigan and

Green Bay is about twice that of Lake Superior, being 7° to 9° or more on Clark's scale,

while on Lake Superior it is only about 3° in several of the analyses.



DRAINAGE OF WET LANDS IN ARKANSAS BY WELLS.

By A. F. Criuer.

INTRODUCTION.

The disposal of surface waters and sewage in level countries where there is insufficient

natural drainage, has long been a serious problem, and one that is Incoming more pressing

as the country becomes more thickly settled.

The method of drainage into the underlying subsoil by means of wells is not new, although

little practiced in the United States. It has long been successfully used in the low provinces

of Franco, and it was tried in Michigan as long as twenty-five years ago. Here, however,

it was found to be impracticable, at least so far as the subsoil and shallow wells were con

cerned. Later, success was attained by the use of deep wells. Such wells will often

penetrate sandy strata into which the water from overlying strata can be drained, thus

lowering the ground-water level. In the Coastal Plain, where there are numerous porous

strata of sand alternating with beds of clay, the possibility of reclaiming swampy districts

by such well drainage is promising and at least deserves a thorough test.

WELL DRAINAGE IN OTHER STATES THAN ARKANSAS.

DRAINAGE BY WELLS IK MICHIGAN.

On the retreat of the glaciers a large part of Canada and the northern United States was

left covered with glacial accumulations. In places large areas were left with a very irregular

surface, marked by numerous sink holes, ponds, and lakes. The glaciated area, in places,

had little relief, so that many of these ponds and lakes are still undrained.

In the spring the heavy rains and melting snows fill these undrained depressions to a

depth depending on the area drained and the amount of precipitation. Many of the larger

ponds contain more or less water throughout the year. The soil in these depressions is

very fertile, and when drained becomes of great value for farming. An attempt was made

about twenty-five years ago, in Parma Township, Jackson County, Mich., to drain one of

these depressions into the subsoil underlying the surface hardpan. The attempt failed,

but within the last few years a large number of ponds in Jackson County have been drained

into the underlying porous strata by means of deep wells. Tho methods used and results

obtained have been described by Robert E. Hon on in Water-Supply Paper No. 145, pages

30 to 39. Mr. Horton describes a deep-drain well on Fred Watkins's place in Parma

Township. The well is located in the center of a pond, which drains about 35 acres of

sloping tilled land of permeable gravelly loam. The water covered an area of about 2J

acres, and rarely dried up. When first drilled, the well was stopped in the first water bed

at a depth of about 90 feet, and the unprotected open pipe was allowed to project upward

in the water near the surface. The water was drawn down very rapidly at first, but was

soon greatly checked by organic material which clogged the pipe and perhaps the water

bed at the bottom of the well. Two months of flow failed to drain the pond. This result

being unsatisfactory, the well was drilled to a depth of 170 feet and tho top of the pipe

protected with a screen. In a short time the pond was completely drained.
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DRAINAGE BY WELLS IN GEORGIA.

During the summer of 1903 Mr. S. W. McCallie, in cooperation with ftie United States

Geological Survey, made some valuable experiments in Quitman, Ga., on the drainage of

sewage into deep wells.

A well was bored to improve the city's water supply. At a depth of 123 feet the drill

entered an apparent opening in the limestone GJ feet deep and the water immediately rose

to within 77 feet of the surface. Efforts were made to lower it by continuous pumping,

but without success. It was likewise found that large volumes of water could be forced

into the well without raising the static bead above 77 feet below the surface. The well was

then bored deeper and a second water-bearing horizon encountered at a depth of 321 feet.

To test the carrying capacity of the upper water-bearing stratum, a second well, 6 inches

in diameter, was bored near Russell's pond, a stagnant pool, the water from which was

drained into the well. About one-half million gallons of water were drawn down in a few

hours without raising or lowering the static head of the water, which stood at 77 feet

below the surface.

The town authorities concluded that the underground water course could be used for

carrying away the city's sewage. The results of an elaborate experiment carried on by

Mr. McCallie, however, proved conclusively that a pollution of the other wells would result

from such a procedure, and the proposed disposition of the sewage was therefore abandoned.

DRAINAGE BY WELLS IN ARKANSAS.

In the Coastal Plain of northeastern Arkansas are millions of acres of flat lands, occupied

by swamps, old sloughs, and shallow lakes. Thousands of acres of this area are covered

with water in the spring and early summer, and thereby made worthless for agricultural

purposes. Attempts have been made in a few instances to drain small portions of this area

by means of deep wells, but the difficulties encountered have not been overcome, and the

success of the work is still much in doubt.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE AREA.

The area of northeastern Arkansas, extending from the Paleozoic hills to Mississippi

River, is a level plain, with a minimum elevation of about 100 feet at the mouth of Arkansas

River on the south and of 296 feet near the Missouri line. The monotony of the surface

is broken by Crowleys Ridge, a low swell, from 1 to 12 miles wide, extending from Commerce,

Mo., to Helena, Ark. The highest points of the ridge are about 120 to 140 feet above the

flat lands on either side.

West of the ridge the country is diversified with wooded lands, prairies, and broad swells

15 to 20 feet above the general level. These low ridges have a general north-south direction

roughly parallel to Crowleys Ridge. The region is drained by White River and its tribu

taries, Black, Cache, and L'Anguille rivers. East of the ridge the country is much flatter.

St. Francis and Mississippi rivers are the only streams of any importance. The St. Francis

and its tributaries are very crooked and have very little grade. In many places near the

Missouri line St. Francis River is little more than a series of broad lakes. The country is

known as the "sunken lands" of St. Francis River. The numerous lakes were caused by

the earthquakes of 1811 and 1812.

After a long rainy season the country east of Crowleys Ridge is completely inundated.

There is not enough drainage to carry off the water in rainy seasons, so it collects in the

lower lands and often remains for months. The great amount of water is a hindrance in

the spring to putting in the crops, and occasionally destroys them after they have become

more or less mature.
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CHARACTER OF SURFACE STRATUM.

A large area adjacent to Crowleys Ridge on the west and a narrow fringe on the east

have a thin surface stratum of light-gray sandy clay nearly impervious to water and con

taining numerous nodules of limonite. Along the present streams and old water courses

of the entire region, the limonitic hardpan has been removed or covered with stream allu

vium, consisting of fine silt and sand. The clay, therefore, where not present as a surface

stratum, spreads over the region as a subsoil. The nodules of limonite and the impervious

clay soils have given rise to the terms "buckshot" and "slash lands." On the higher

ridges, the clay loam is very similar to the Columbia formation, and is doubtless the

reworked product of the loess and Columbia, which are present on the top and sides of

Crowleys Ridge.

CHARACTER OF THE UNDERLYING STRATA.

The material underlying the surface hardpan consists of interstratified beds of sands and

clays. The following are typical well sections, which show the relations of the strata

underlying the surface clay:
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Fio. 4.—Well sections west of Crowleys Ridge In Arkansas, showing the variation ot the strata and

the Bource of the well waters in different localities. The Tupelo section is after Purdue.
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DEPTH OF STANDING SURFACE WATF.R.

The depth of the water on the lowlands depends on the amount of rain and the elevation

of the area compared to the surrounding country.

The average amount of rainfall of northeastern Arkansas is usually between 40 and 50

inches a year. After weeks of continuous rain, especially in the spring, the streams become

swollen and the water often covers the lowlands to a depth of 1 to 10 feet.

In May and June, 1905, much of the country between Blytheville and Jonesboro was

covered with water to a depth of from 6 inches to 2 feet. West of Crowleys Ridge, bet ween

Jonesboro and Wynne, is a flat swampy area which is usually covered with a thin sheet of

water that rarely dries up early enough in the spring to permit cultivation. In this region

deep-well drainage has been tried.

HEIGHT OF THE WATER TABLE.

The height of the water table varies in different parts of the area and in different seasons

of the year. There arc in most places three water horizons, the first at a depth of IS to

20 feet, the second at from 30 to 40 feet, and the third at from 50 to 60 feet. Water in

most places is obtained at the base of the surface clay loam.

During the dry season of the year the water rises in the wells to within 12 to 15 feet of

the surface; in the wet season it stands within 3 to 5 feet of the surface, and occasionally

rises to the top.
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NUMBER OF WELLS NECESSARY TO DRAIN AN ACRE.

The well owned by Fred Watkins, in Parma Township, Jackson County, Mich, (see p. —),

drains about 35 acres; but this is in the center of a depression, and the water has a ten

dency to collect about the mouth of the well. In Arkansas the conditions are somewhat

different. The entire country on which the water stands is practically level. It is hardly

possible that one well will drain so large a territory where the area is level. It is estimated

by an experienced well digger at Harrisburg, Ark., that it will require about four 12- to I

16-inch wells to drain an acre, or one well to each quarter of an acre. This estimate, how

ever, is doubtless too large. A fairer estimate would be one 12- to 16-inch well to the acre,

and this would bring drainage within reach of all.

After a period of four to six months the wells are apt to become clogged and cease to

carry off the water, but the silt and debris can often be removed from a 12- or 16-inch well

with a sand bucket and the well be restored to its former carrying capacity.

COST PER ACRE.

The cost of putting down the wells depends, of course, on their depth. A 12- to 16-inch

well can be bored and curbed with wood for 50 cents per foot. This is the cheapest well,

and is doubtless as good as any other for drainage purposes. Wells of this class usually

can easily be cleaned out with a sand bucket when they become clogged with silt and

vegetable matter.

The first sands encountered, immediately underlying the surface hardpan or clay, are

sufficiently porous to carry off the surface waters. The hardpan varies in depth from 10

to 40 feet over the larger part of the wet areas. The minimum cost, therefore, of a 12- to 16-

inch well, curbed with wood, is $5 and the maximum cost $20. There must be added to

this the cast of tile, ditching, and laying of tile. The cost of tile varies greatly, according

to its size and the distance from the factory. An average price for all sizes is about $12

per thousand. But the smallest tile would be large enough to carry off the water, and the

price per thousand would therefore be much less than $12. So far as known no tile has

been used in carrying water to the drain wells, and the amount of tile necessary to drain

an acre is not known.

VALUE OF DRAINAGE.

When the land is drained it is very desirable for corn, cotton, and alfalfa. Similar land

is found in southeastern Missouri cast of St. Francis River, where a large area has been

drained by means of canals. Dredge boats were used to open up the main canals, at Stato

and national expense, and the landowners then cut small canals to drain into the larger

ones. The land, which could have been bought for from $1.50 to $3 an acre before it was

drained is now selling at from $50 to $100 an acre. Similar results could be expected in

Arkansas if deep-well or surface drainage could be perfected. Before the land is drained

it is practically worthless, except in very dry seasons. After it is thoroughly drained it

will produce to the acre from 75 to 100 bushels of corn or four to five cuttings of about

1 ton of alfalfa which readily sells for $10 a ton.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS.

Well drainage in Arkansas has been considered impracticable, owing to the large amount

of clay in the surface soil, which, when taken into solution and permitted to enter the

well, silts up the water-bearing sands and prevents further escape of the water. The

experiments made have not on the whole been successful. No effort has been made to

overcome the difficulty, but it could be obviated by digging a series of settling pools into

which the water from the surrounding land could be drained and permitted to settle before

it entered the well. The number of pools would depend on the amount of clay in the soil.

The greater the amount of clay the greater the amount of material which would be taken

into solution and the more settling it would require to clear the water. Doubtless two or
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three pools would be a sufficient number to clear the water. The water from the sur

rounding land should be permitted to enter only one of the pools and then should be con

veyed to the second and third by means of pipes or open troughs near the tops of the pools,

the water flowing out of a pool on the opposite side from which it entered. In this way

it would have a chance to settle. The well should be located in the third or last pool,

with the open pipe projecting upward near the surface of the water. The well should be

curbed to prevent the water which enters it from becoming impregnated with clay.

SANITARY EFFECTS OF WELL DRAINAGE.

In the United States few experiments have been made in regard to the sanitary effects

of draining surface waters into underground water beds, the only authentic experiment

being that made by Mr. S. W. McCallie at Quitman, Ga., in which he found that there

was ap intimate relation between wells in the same vicinity deriving their waters from

the same geologic horizon, and that the pollution of the first water-bearing bed at A depth

of 123 feet of the surface likewise contaminated the water in the second bed at a depth

of 321 feet.

Large bodies of stagnant water highly impregnated with organic matter should not be

drained into underground water horizons which supply the wells of a community with

drinking water. It is quite probable that in northeastern Arkansas the surface water

could be drained into the first or second sands from the surface, and the drinking water

be obtained from a much lower horizon without any injurious effects.



TOTAL AMOUNT OF FREE WATER IN THE EARTH'S CRUST.

By Myron L. Fuller.

INTRODUCTION.

The problem of the amount of water in the earth's crust is of paramount interest to

drillers and ot hers seeking deep underground supplies, as well as to those interested in the

problems of underground circulation as affecting mining. Probably no other question is

so frequently asked in the field as that in regard to the water zone which most people sup

pose to exist somewhere below the surface and which they invariably believe will always

be found if a well only " goes deep enough." The present paper considers the subject of the

total free water in rocks of various types, incidentally showing the absence of the immense

"underground lakes" of popular imagination.

By free water is meant the water which occupies the joints, solution passages,, pores, or

other openings of the rock. It should be carefully distinguished from the chemically com

bined water in the minerals of the rocks. The free water is present in the form of a liquid

which possesses a more or less definite circulation even in the densest rocks, while the water

in combination is not in liquid form, but is a part of the mineral compound itself. The free

water should also be distinguished from the available water, since some materials, like clay,

hold great quantities of water and yet often give up only insignificant amounts. It is in

fact possible for a rock to hold 35 or 40 per cent of water and yet yield almost none to a

pump; that is, almost none of its water is available.

From the nature of the case the discussion necessarily deals with average conditions, as

local conditions vary so greatly and so rapidly that generalizations of value can not be made

from isolated regions. While it is believed that the present estimate of the amount of

underground water is fairly close for the earth as a whole, it is to be expected that the

amount in certain materials and at certain localities will depart considerably from the figures

given.

PREVIOUS ESTIMATES.

ESTIMATE OK DELESSE.

Of the many estimates of the total ground water that of Delessc " is among the most widely

quoted, possibly because of the striking results reached. The estimate is based on the

assumption that the water in rocks diminishes from 5 per cent of their weight or 12$ per

cent of their volume at the surface to nothing at a depth of 6 miles, and that water may exist

in liquid form at a temperature of 600° C, which was considered as equivalent to a depth

of 18,500 meters. Under these conditions the amount of ground water is calculated as

1,175,089 million million cubic meters or 1,530,000 million million cubic yards, which is

equivalent to ,3ij of the earth's volume or to a sheet water over 7,500 feet thick surrounding

the earth.

ESTIMATE OF SLrcHTER.

Of the attempts made in America to estimate the total ground water since a definite

knowledge of the porosities of rocks has been available that of C. S. Slichter 6 is among the

most notable. The amount postulated, though less than half that of Delesse. is still im

mense, being equivalent to a uniform sheet from 3,000 to 3,500 feet in thickness.

o Delessc, Achiile, Bull. Soc. geol. t ranee, 2d aer., vol. 19, 1861, p. 64.

» Motions ol underground waters: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 67, U. 8. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. H.

5!)
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As a basis for his estimates Slichter has taken the results of L. M. Hoskins,n accidentally

crediting them, however, to C. R. Van IIise,6 whose statements were in reality based on the

calculations of Hoskins. These calculations, to summarize them briefly, tended to show

that cavities can not exist at depths of more than 0,520 meters when water free, or, where

occupied by waters under hydrostatic pressure, at depths of more than 10,350 meters.

Slichter says:

The writer estimates the entire amount to be about 565,000 million million cubic yards, or about

430,000 million million cubic meters. He has arrived at this result by considering that the geologic

limit of the existence of ground water is at an average depth of 0 miles below the surface of the land and

5 mites below the floor of the ocean. The land surface and water surfiice he has assumed to be 52,000,000

square miles and 144,700,000 square miles, respectively. The average pore space of the surface rocks

which is occupied by water or moisture he has taken as 10 per cent of their total volume. He believes

that the estimate of 10 per cent is too large rather than too small. It forms, however, a convenient

basis for the estimates.

According to these estimates, the total amount of underground water is sufficient to cover the entire

surface of the earth to a uniform depth of from 3,000 to 3,500 feet . Assuming a mean depth of the ocean

of 12,000 feet leads to the conclusion that the total amount of oceanic water is about 1,800,000 million

million cubic yards, so that the total quantity of ground water is nearly one-third the amount of the

oceanic water.
ESTIMATE OF VAN IIISE.C

Van Rise's estimate is the most moderate yet made. Taking one-fifth of Dana's estimate d

(2.67 per cent of the weight of the rock) of the amount of water in the rocks at the surface

and assuming the pore space to diminish to zero at the lower limit of the zone, of fracture at

10,000 meters, he obtained an average porosity of 0.(59 per cent, which would l>e equivalent

to a sheet 69 meters, or 226 feet, thick over the continental areas. No computations were

made regarding the oceanic areas.

ESTIMATE OF CHAMBERLIN AND SALISBURY.

The estimate of T. C. Chamberlin and R. D. Salisbury,' while not based on anything like

a complete analysis of the problem and not claimed to be of the nature oj a measurement, is

of interest in connection with the discussion.

The estimate is based on the assumption that the average porosity of rocks is between 5

and 10 per cent of their volume at the surface and decreases to 0 at a depth of 6 miles. With

the lower value, giving an average porosity of 2J per cent, the water in the earth would be

equivalent to a layer 800 feet deep over its entire surface, while with an assumed porosity of

5 per cent it would form a layer 1,600 feet in depth.

FACTORS IN ESTIMATES OF UNDERGROUND WATERS.

GENERAL STATEMENT.

As a more intimate knowledge of the occurrence of .subterranean waters of the United

States has been obtained through the work of the division of the Geological Survey dealing

with underground waters, it has become clear that the problem is not as simple as has been

postulated by previous writers. Not only are there certain factors affecting the problem

which are not taken into account in earlier computations, but a more careful analysis of the

data appears to show that a closer approximation can be made in the values of the factors

used. It is believed that the pore space of the rocks has been overestimated and that the

assumptions as regards complete saturation are incorrect. This has resulted, it is thought,

in estimates considerably in exceas of the true amount.

The more important factors alfecting the estimates are considered in detail below. Noth

ing need l>e said in regard to temperature, which was once thought to be a limiting factor

to the penetration of water, as it has Ik'civ shown and is now well known that the increase

a Flow and fracture of rocks as related to structure: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Oeol. Survey, pt.

1 , 1896, pp. 845-875.
t> Principles of North American pre-Cambrian geologv: Sixteenth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survev. pt.

1, 1896, p. 593.
f Van Hise, C. R., a treatise on metamorphisni: Mini. V. S. Geol. Survey, vol. 47, 1904, pp. 128-129,

570-571.
4 Dana, .1. D., Manual of Geology, 4th ed., 1S95, pp. 203, 311,

' Geology, vol. 1, pp. 206-207.
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of pressure is sufficient to prevent the conversion of the water into steam at temperatures

under the critical temperature, beyond which point, although a gas, the behavior of the

water, so far as its relations to the rocks arc concerned, differs but little from its behavior

below the critical temperature, since it is far below the depth of critical pressure.

POROSITY OF BOCKS.

The absorptive capacities of rocks are commonly expressed in terms either of porosity or

of the ratio of absorption. The first may l>e defined as the percentage of pore space, while

the second is the ratio between the weight of water absorbed and the weight of the rock

tested. The relationship between porosity and ratio of absorption is not constant, but

varies with the specific gravity of the rock. The tendency of the most advanced workers

is to state porosity rather than the ratio of absorption, but in the table given below, with

the exception of the determinations credited to Buckley, all figures represent recalculations

from the ratios of absorption. The determinations of Buckley are the most recent and are

probably the most accurate of those quoted, but being limited to the rocks of a single State

are in some ways not so representative as those taken from the book of Professor Merrill,

in which the results, which appear to have l>cen the work of several different laboratories,

cover a wider range of rock types. Unfortunately part of the ratios of absorption are ex

pressed as decimals and part as common fractions, but no explanations are given. The

common fractions only have been used in the present computations, as the decimals taken as

the}' are expressed in the book give results manifestly incorrect.

In connection with the figures credited to Delessc and Geikie it should be stated that, in

the absence of statements of the spocific gravity of the specimens tested, this has been

assumed throughout to be 2.65.

Porosity of rocks.

Kock.

Granite, schist, and
gniess.

Do

Gabbro

Diabase

Obsidian

Sandstone.

Do

Quartzite. .

Do

Slate and shale

Limestone, marble,
and dolomite.

Chalk

Oolite...

Gypsum.

Sand (uniform)

Sand (mixture)

Clay..

Do

Soils.

Authority.
Number Mini- Maxl- Average
of tests, mum. mum. or moan.

Buckley.

Merrill!-..

do....

....do

DelesBe e. .

Buckley a.

Merrill t..

....do....

Giekle<I...

Dclessec . .

Buckley a.

Geikie d.

Merrill 6.

GeUdei..

King*..

....do..

...do..

Geikie d.

Many.

...do.

...do.

U. S. Dept . Agr ... Many . .

0.019

.37 1.85

Remarks.

.'.ID 1. 1.1

4. SI

3. Hi

.4"

.53

28. 28

22. *

13. 3<i

3.28

1 . 32

45

12.44

3.98

41)

17

0. 1G

1. a

.84

1.01

.52

15.8!)

10.22

3.95

4.85

7. is

2.C.4

3S

45

53

Wisconsin rocks only.

Specific gravity not
given.

Mainly brownstones.

Specific gravity
given.

not

Wisconsin rocks only.

Specific gravity not
given.

Indiana stone only.

Specific gravity not
given.

Theoretical porosity;
actual results similar.

Specific gravity not
given

Common range.

"Buckley, E. R., Building und ornamental stones (of Wisconsin): Bull. Wisconsin Geol. Survey

No. 4, IfSS, pp. 400-403.
t> Merrill, G. P., Stones for Building and Decoration, Appendix.
c Delesse, A., Bull. Soc. geol. France, 2d sec, vol. 19, 18t>2, p. 64.

J Geikie, A., Text-book of Geology, vol. 1, p. 410.
' King. F. II., Principles and conditions of the movements of ground water: Nineteenth Ann. Kept.

17. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, 1898, pp. 209-215,

i Kit 160—06 5
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THICKNESS OF SEDIMENTS.

Evidence of sections.—From the nature of their occurrence it is usually very difficult to

ohtain any accurate idea of the thickness of the sedimentary rocks, especially in the flatter

portions of the surface when' the outcrops are often covered by drift or by mantles of

residual soil. In mountainous regions, especially where the rocks are strongly folded or

upturned in great monoclines, immense thicknesses are sometimes exposed. A single

section recently measured by C. D. Walcott in Montana shows about 40,000 feet of pre-

Cambrian shales and limestones. The sediments in eastern Pennsylvania have also been

estimated by some to attain a similar thickness, but in the western portion of the State

they are probably not much over a mile thid:. In Europe the sediments in the Alps are

estimated by Judd to have a thickness of nearly 8 miles, and it is not impossible that as

great or greater thicknesses are exposed in other mountain masses.

Evidence offaults.—The evidence of faults is of interest in this connection, for by them

sediments previously deeply buried have frequently been brought to the surface. The

thickness exposed is generally much less than that shown in folded regions, for the great

est faults, such as those of the Appalachians of this country—one of which is estimated

to have a displacement of 5 miles—are often inclined at a low angle to the horizon and the

thickness of sediments elevated is relatively slight. Even if the greatest faults yet recog

nized were vertical the strata brought up would be thinner than in sections such as those

measured by Walcot t in Montana.

Evidence of borings.—While even in the case of the deepest borings only a little over a

mile of sediments has been penetrated, they are of interest as furnishing accurate data

concerning the underlying beds at the points at which they are drilled. The deepest

wells are those sunk in Germany, South Africa, and the United States, the maximum depths

reached being 6,572, 5,582, and 5,575 feet, respectively. There are, however, many deep

wells in other localities.

Estimates of total thickness.—Of the various estimates of the thickness of the sedimentary

beds, one of the earb'est to \k widely quoted was that made by J. D. Dana a in 1875. He

estimated the thickness of the sediments over the land area as not exceeding 5 miles,

which would be equivalent to 1.3 miles over the whole surface. A few years later T.Mil

lard Reade stated 6 that a moderate estimate of the sedimentary crust of the earth is

10 miles, but on a later page c says it may safely be provisionally assumed that the actual

average thickness of the sedimentary crust of the globe is not less than a mile, an estimate

very similar to Dana's.

In 1894 G. K. Gilbert,'' from a study of the chemical analyses summarized by F. W.

Clarke < and of the composition of sea water, calculated the amount of crystalline rocks

necessary to furnish the sodium of the ocean. His conclusions were "that somewhat

more than a mile in thickness of crystalline rocks upon areas equal to all the present land

of the globe must have been worked over to give our sedimentary rocks." Allowing for

an increase of one-third in volume, this would be equivalent to 1 J miles of sediments over the

land or about one-third of a mile over the whole surface. Nothing is said of the sodium

locked up in undecomposed crystalline fragments in the sediments, as in the Carboniferous

conglomerates and in the arkose sands of the Potomac (Cretaceous), as well as in smaller

quantities in nearly all sedimentary rocks. If this was not considered in the estimate

something should be added to the figures given by Gilbert, but in any case it is clear that

the result would be something less than half a mile of sediments over the whole surface

of the earth.

Recently F. W. Clarke has made a similar calculation on the basis of the sodium chloride

in sea water, reaching the conclusion that the total thickness of the sediments, if distributed

a Manual of Geology. 2d cd., 1875, p. 657.
t Chemical Denudation in Relation to Geologic Time, 1879, p. 29.
c Op. cit., p. 53.
d The chemical equivalence of crystalline and sedimentary rocks: Am. Geologist, vol. 13, 1894, pp.

213-214.
c Dull. U. S. Geol. Survey, No. 78, 1801, pp. 34-42.
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oTer the earth's surface as a whole, would be only about half a mile. The details of the

calculation and the results will be published soon.

C. R. Van Hise, in his Treatise on Metamorphism," after quoting previous writers,

estimates the thickness of the metamorphosed sediments at 2 kilometers (1J miles) over

the land surface, which is equivalent to three-tenths of a mile over the entire surface of

the earth.

In view of the fact that later refined investigations have shown that the thickness of

sedimentary series encountered in the field has been almost invariably overestimated when

first studied, it seems probable that the figures given by the earlier writers must be con

sidered in general as representing maximum estimates, especially as considerable thick

nesses of sediments have sometimes been postulated beneath the ocean deeps. The best

evidence seems to show, however, that except in the continental platforms and their

extensions, the deposits of the ocean may be neglected in rough computations of the thick

ness of sediments.

It is believed that, in view of the general tendency to overestimate the thickness of

exposed rock series and the great areas in which crystalline rocks constitute the surface, the

estimates postulating a thickness of sediments of from three-tenths to one-half mile over

the whole earth's surface are most probable. In the present paper the writer has taken

approximately one-half mile, or 2,600 feet, as a conservative estimate of the thickness of

the unaltered sediments.

PROPORTIONS OP THE VARIOUS SEDIMENTS.

Summary of estimates.—A number of interesting estimates of the proportions of the

various sediments have been made. Readc,b in his study of the chemistry of sea and

river waters, estimated a thickness of 528 feet of limestone. Dana/ apparently from

general stratigraphic data, estimated the thickness of limestone as 1,000 feet. Gilbert,d

as a result of his chemical studies, estimated the limestones to comprise 19 per cent, the

shales 42 per cent, and the sandstones 39 per cent of the sedimentary beds.

Van Hisc,« after pointing out several sources of error in the calculations of Reade, com

putes the proportion of limestones on the basis of the depletion of calcium oxide in the sand

stones and shales as compared with the original rocks,/ and reaches the conclusion that

an estimate of 5 per cent of the mass of sediments for limestones is as near the truth as

can be made at the present time. The shales are estimated to comprise 65 per cent and

the sandstones 30 per cent of the total thickness of metamorphosed sediments.

The ■writer's estimate.—It is believed by the writer that Van Hise's estimate of the lime

stone will prove to be somewhat too low, while that of Gill>ert may be slightly high. In

the deposits of this country, which may be taken as fairly typical, shales almost every

where predominate over sandstones. Even in the Carboniferous rocks of the Appalachian

region, where the sandstones reach a great development, they probably do not comprise

more than 40 per cent of the whole. For the purposes of the present discussion the following

values are assumed: Sandstone 40 per cent, shales 50 per cent, aiid limestone 10 per cent.

DEPTH OF ZONE OF FRACTURE.

As already pointed out (p. 60), the studies of L. M. Iloskins have shown that in rocks of

ordinary specific gravities cavities free from water can not exist at depths of more than

6,520 meters, or where occupied by waters under hydrostatic pressure at depths of moro

than 10,350 meters. Rock-inclosed, liquid-filled cavities can, however, exist to an indefi

nite depth at which water and rocks are miscible in all proportions. As this is in no sense

free ground water it need not be considered in the present discussion.

»Mon. U. S. Oeol. Survey, vol. 47, 1904, p. 930.
b Chemical Denudation iu Relation to Geologic Time, p. .33.
c Manual of Geology, 2d ed., p.—.
■I Am. Geologist, vol. 13. 1894, pp. 213-214.

« Mon. U. S. Geol. Survey, vol. 47, l'.XM, p. 941.
/Op. cit., pp. 990-991.
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The results of drilling in sedimentary and crystalline rocks, as well as studies of deep

mines, show that in all probability water does not commonly exist in the rocks under great

hydrostatic pressure, although such may be exerted in an occasional crevice. It is not

believed that hydrostatic waters exist, except possibly in rare instances, at depths of over

10,000 feet, and it is almost certain that water plays no part in preventing the closing of

cavities and that in reality the estimate of a depth of 6,520 meters, or 20,000 feet, as the

limit of the zone of open cavities is closely approximate to the truth.

Beneath the land, then, it seems safe to assume that all physical pores are closed at a

depth of about 20,000 feet, but under the sea the conditions are different. The average

depth of the ocean is estimated at 14,000 feet, and since the ratio of its specific gravity to

that of the rocks is approximately 1 to 2.05, it follows that the pressure at a depth of 20,000

feet will be considerably less than at a similar depth on the land. In reality it is only

where a depth of 28,700 feet from sea level is reached that all cavities will become closed.

Of this depth, as has been seen, 14,000 feet are of water, hence the rock within the zone of

fracture has a thickness of only 14,700 feet.

Assuming 17,400 feet (20,000 minus 2,000 feet, the thickness of the sediments) as the

thickness of the crystalline rocks in the zone of cavities over the land (one-fourth of the

earth's surface) and 14,700 feet as the thickness beneath the sea (three-fourths of the sur

face) we obtain an average thickness of 15,375 feet.

DEPTH OF ACTIVE CIRCULATION.

Evidence of thermal springs.—The evidence of t hermal springs as to the depth of pene

tration of waters is of considerable interest. Notwithstanding the numerous and profound

faults and the even more numerous joints, we have in this country, outside of what may

be considered as igneous regions, or regions of very recent disturbance, only a few seat"

tered examples of hot springs, the Georgia, Virginia, North Carolina, and Arkansas springs

being about the only examples of note. These conditions are similar to those prevailing

on other continents. If waters were freely circulating at great depths within the zone of

fracture, hot springs would certainly be more common along the numerous faults or joints

of the Piedmont, Appalachian, and similar regions.

Again, the temperature of the springs appears to indicate an essentially superficial origin.

Tests made on wells by the writer show t hut with a steady and moderately rapid flow of

water through a pipe witli a diameter of one-half inch the change in temperature, due to

a difference of 15° in that of the surrounding material, amounted to only about 1° for 1,000

feet. It is therefore clear that the temperature of the larger warm springs, if undiluted

by the ingress of surface water, would be essentially that which they possessed at the point

of heating. In most instances, however, there will probably be some dilution, but in no

case could any copious circulation from great depths take place without its being felt in

the temperature of the springs.

Springs with a temperature of over h"0° F. are rare, if they occur at all outside of igneous

regions. As this temperature represents only a depth of 5,000 feet on the basis of an incre

ment of 1° to each 50 feet of depth, it is readily seen that we have ordinarily no truly deep-

seated springs whatever. Springs at the boiling point would represent a depth of only

about 8,000 feet. The rarity, even in igneous regions, of solfataras and fumaroles, which

in some cases may be considered to represent waters approaching the surface at a temper

ature of moro than 212°, is of significance.

Evidence of deep mines.—There are two quite diverse views held in regard to the signifi

cance of the evidence alforded by mines as to underground-water conditions, one l>eing

that they show the waters to increase in amount with depth, and the other that the cir

culating waters are largely of meteoric origin and are essentially superficial. This diversity

of opinion is the natural result of a familiarity with a certain class of mines to the exclusion

of others. In many instances the conditions as regards the ground waters are controlled

by accidents of topography, especially in the case of the shallow mines, the evidence pre

sented by which is, in fact, of slight value. In order to bring out the general underground-

water conditions, the following summary of the conditions in the deeper mining districts

has been prepared, together with statements of the character of the rock and topography:



Summaryofground-waterconditionsindeepminesintheUnitedStates.

Miningdistrict.

Ely,Vt

Calumet,Mich

BoundaryCreek,Canada..

Marysville,Mont

Elkhorn.Mont

Butte,Mont

LincolnCounty,N.Mex

(OldAbemine).
Leadvillc,Colo

CripploCreek,Colo
Ctciird'Alene,Idaho

NevadaCityandCrassVal

ley,Cal.

MotherLode,Cal

Maximum depthof
mines

(foet).

"1,700 5,000 SIX! 1,600 1,800 2,400 1,370 1,500 1,500 1,950 2,200 2,800

Characterofrocks.

Crystallineschists

Interbeddedtrapsandfel-

sitlcconglomerates.

Volcanictuffsandsome limestone;intrusivesnear.

Argilliteanddiorite

Limestone

Graniticrocks

Calcareousshalesandpor

phyry.

Limestones,sandstones, andshales.Faultedand

foldedintolocalbasins.

Closed"basin"ofporous

brecciaingranite.

Quartzite.

Granodioriteanddiabase

Blackslateanddiabase,

somegranite.

Topographicconditions.
Onslope,200feetabove

drainage.
Notelevated

Underground-waterconditions.

NowaterbelowGOOfeet...

Watermainlyinupper500to000feet.Little waterinlowerlevels;issalty.Separated

Localdrainagelevelwith springs200to400feet

belowmines.

Sidehlll,600feetabove

drainage.

Invalley,atdrainagelevel. Sidehlll,400feetabove

drainage.

Sidehill,500feetabove

drainage.

Deepestminesareonmoun- tains1,000feetorthere aboutsabovedrainage.

Othersinvalleys.

Plateauafewhundredfeet

abovedrainage.

Deepestminestartsat

drainagelevel.

Undulatingfoothills,slight

lyabovedrainage.

.do.

fromfreshbysharpline.

Alldry.

Mostofwaterisabove900-footlevel,although

veinisopen.

Opensolutionchannelstobottom,butpresent

watermostlyabove1,400feet.

Waterisdescending,reachingtobottomin cases,butwithlargebodiesofdrvrock.One at1,(100feet,1,200feetinwidth,isabsolutely

dry.

Damp,butonlyafewbucketfillsraisedper

week.

Wateroccursunderartesianpressureineach faultba,sin.Mainlyalongfaults,cspeciallv inlimestone.Not*muchdiminutionwith

depth.

Jointseverywheresaturatedwithwater.No

diminutionwithdepth.

Muchsurfacewater,butnostrongHowsin

lowerlevels.

Waterinfissuresinfirst1,000feet.Little waterinlowerlevel.Somestopesentirely

dry.

Considerablewaterinfissuresinupper1.000

feet.Littlewaterinlowerlevels,butsome

tobottom.

Authority(oralstate mentstowriter,ex ceptwhereother

wiseIndicated).

W.II.Weed.
A.C.Lane.*>

W.H.Weed.

Do. Do. Do.

L.C.Graton.
S.F.Emmons.

W.Lindgren.

F.L.Ransome.

W.Lindgren.

Do.

'AZ n, =; H O
*a

S3 K«
>■

- X S3
Si

K c S3 V.H

o3,600feetoninclineofabout25".

i>Am.Geologist,vol.34,p.303.

a>
trt



Summaryofground-waterconditionsindeepminesintheUnitedStates—Continued.

Authority(oralstate mentstowriter,ex ceptwhereother

wiseindicated). ItossE.Browne/"
F.L.Ransome.

Do.

Watermainlyinupper800feet.Ifthisiscol lectedbalanceofmineisdry.Wateris hoistedwithore,pumpingnotbeingneces

sary.

Muchwatertobottomlevels.Possiblycon

nectedwithfaulting.

Notmuchwateruntilminesstrikefaultscon nectinglaterallywithadjacentgravel-filled

basin.

Underground-waterconditions.

Topographicconditions.
Invalley,within200feetof

drainagelevel.

Hillside,50to200feetabove

drainage.

Characterofrocks.

Limestone

Faultindiabaselimestone

andquartzite.

Maximum depthof
mines

(feet).

1,200 1,200

MotherI.ode,Cal

Globe

Miningdistrict.

<>CaliforniaMinesandMinerals,CaliforniaMinersAssociation,1899,p.06.
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An examination of the foregoing table will show a considerable range of conditions as

regards the occurrence of underground waters in mines. Certain generalizations, how

ever, can be made. For instance, it appears that in the deep mines in the crystalline rocks

of the eastern portion of the country, in which there has been no igneous activity since

early geologic times, water is rarely found below the 600-foot level, the mines in some

instances being practically dry from surface to bottom.

In the West, where igneous activity is more recent, the underground waters are more

abundant, especially where the rocks are severely shattered, as in the Colorado mines,

where much water occurs, even at the lowest levels. In the Arizona mines there is con

siderable water locally along faults, although the amount in other portions of the rock is

not usually excessive. In the Mother Lode, California, water occurs in such slight amounts

that it can bo hoisted with the ore without pumping, although the workings reach a depth

of 2,700 feet. In Nevada City and Grass Valley, Cal., and in some of the Montana mines

the water is generally confined to the upper 1,000 feet. In other of the Montana mines,

however, local water-bearing fissures or solution channels occur to depths of at least 1,600

feet. The mass of the rock, however, is relatively free from water. In three of the fifteen

districts included in the table water occurs in abundance without much diminution to the

bottom of the workings. In four it occurs in abundance, at least locally, up to a depth of

1,500 feet. In the remaining eight, or more than half of the deep mines, there is a general

absence of water below the 1,000-foot level.

Evidence of deep borings.—The nonsaturation of the rocks at many localities is clearly

brought out by deep borings. For instance, a well recently reported to the writer was sunk

to a depth of over 1,000 feet in limestones near Lexington, Ky., without finding any water

whatever. Another conspicuous example is the widely quoted well sunk by the Wheeling

Development Company 4 miles southeast of Wheeling, in which the lower 1,500 feet were

drilled in absolutely dry rock. Still other examples are the deep wells sunk at North

ampton, Mass., to a depth of 4,022 feet, and the 4,000-foot well reported to have been sunk

in red sandstone, etc., at New Haven, by the Winchester Repeating Anns Company, both

of which failed to obtain water.

This absence of water is, moreover, not due to lack of porous rock, as shown by the two

wells last mentioned and by the W. J. Bryan well No. 1 1 , Aleppo Township, Greene County,

Pa. This well is 3,397 feet deep and is cased to 3,110 feet, which represents the last water.

Below the casing, however, were found the Thirty Foot, Fifty Foot, and Gordon sands, 20,

60, and 18 feet in thickness, respectively, making a hundred feet of porous, but perfectly dry

sandstones. The depth at which water was found in this well is greater than the normal,

no fresh water being found in many wells beyond a depth of 500 feet.

Examples of wells failing to encounter water at great depths might be multiplied indefi

nitely, for wells in which water has to be poured for the purposes of drilling are of everyday

occurrence. The above specific citations, however, are sufficient to show the nature of the

evidence. Considerable light is also thrown by wells on the nature of the crevices, including

both solution passages and actual or potential openings along joint and fault planes, which

are frequently encountered in rocks of all types. Frequently the joints are open or are

bordered by sufficiently disintegrated material to cause the drill to "jam." Notwithstand

ing all this, many carry no water whatever, although others may carry considerable. The

theory of the cementing of the portion of the joint planes near the surface, as advanced by

G. O. Smith a to explain the artesian conditions in crystalline rocks near York, Me., may

also offer an explanation of the absence of water in certain joints.

It is well recognized by those who have investigated the occurrence of underground

waters in crystalline rocks that joints sufficiently open to constitute water passages are

almost uniformly a surface feature. While it is true that a watcr-lx'aring joint was encoun

tered at 1,160 feet in the deep Atlanta well,<"> no more were found, although the well was

"Water resources of the Portsmouth-York region, New Hampshire unci Maine: Water-Sup. and

Irr. Paper No. 145, U. S. Oeol. Survev, 1905. pp. 120-128.
t> Metallic, S. W., Artesian-well system of Georgia: Bull. Geol. Survey of Georgia No. 7, 1898, p. 205.
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continued to 2,175 feet, and in general investigators are agreed that it is not advisable to

drill more than a few hundred feet into crystalline rocks in search of water. J. A. Holmes "

concluded, from investigations in the Piedmont area of crystalline rocks in North and South

Carolina, that the chance for obtaining water in deep wells was about one in ten.

The present writer has stated'' in an earlier publication, as a result of his experience

with wells in granites, gneisses, and schists, that water supplies, if obtained in these at all,

are usually found within 200 or 300 feet of the surface and that it is generally useless to go

deeper than 500 feet. These views have received substantial corroboration through the

detailed work of E. E. Ellis on the occurrence of water in the crystalline rocks of Con

necticut. His investigations, which are summarized on pages 19-28 of this report, show

that practically all supplies are obtained at depths not greater than 250 feet.

Evidence of drift waters.—Not only do the consolidated rocks, as outlined in the preced

ing section, in many cases fail to carry water even where porous, but many very porous

unconsolidated sediments are free from water, even where below the water table. Many

examples were encountered in the 300 artesian localities in Michigan examined by Frank

Leverett and others for the United States Geological Survey in 1904. One of the most

conspicuous examples is that found in the extensive sand plain at Clinton, Mass., in which

many hundreds of lx>rings were made in connection with the construction of dikes for the

big metropolitan reservoir. These borings developed a normal, gently sloping water table

in sand. Below the sand an impervious clay was encountered, while below the clay was

found a "hard-packed'' sand destitute of water. The same feature was brought out

repeatedly in boring after lx>ring. In fact, the finding of porous deposits capable of hold

ing immense quantities of water, but in which none whatever is actually found, is a common

experience of almost every driller working in deposits of stratified drift in this country.

Often they are found several hundred feet Mow the surface, far below the true water table

or that lying above the first impervious stratum and, in many instances, much below the

level of the lowest surface drainage.

Evidence of oil, gas, and associated brines.—The evidence afforded by these closely related

substances is very convincing to one who has investigated their occurrence in the field.

Commonly they occur in large amounts only in relatively flat rocks, their tendency being

to accumulate beneath the highest point of the confining impervious roof. When this roof

is broken by a prominent joint or by a fault, or when the beds are highly upturned, the

hydrocarbons are no longer found in any but the smallest amounts. In other words,

as soon as a passage is opened in the impervious cover, either by jointing, faulting, folding,

or erosion, meteoric waters penetrate, a circulation is set up, and the oil, gas, and salt water

are soon removed to the surface, appearing as the oil, gas, and salt springs so common in

certain parts of the country. The oil and gas of the productive pools, so far as known to

the writer, are, however, never associated with fresh waters, and although oil-bearing rocks

near the surface may be invaded by fresh waters, as indicated by the oil and gas springs, the

mere presence of either in pools as ordinarily known indicates an absence of circulation of

meteoric waters.

Evidence of gypsum and anhydrite deposits.—Anhydrite, or anhydrous calcium sulphate,

is deposited from solutions saturated with sodium chloride and calcium sulphate at 26° F.,

a temperature often reached in the summer seasons even in high latitudes, and, although

doubtless formed under a variety of other conditions, it has probably been most commonly

deposited from supersaturated sea water through evaporation.

When fresh waters are brought into contact with the anhydrite, however, water is taken

on and the rocks are converted into gypsum, or hydrous sulphate of calcium. The occur

rence of anhydrite in the rocks, therefore, is of special interest in connection with the prob

lem of underground waters, pointing to the absence of circulation at the points at which the

anhydrite occurs.

a Trans. Am. Inst. Mm. Eng., vol. 25, p. 9.W.
b Underground waters of eastern United Stales: Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper No. 114, U. 8. Geol.

Survey, 1UU5, p. 29.
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When the beds are exposed at the surface the calcium sulphate is usually in the hydrous

form, owing to the circulation of fresh ground waters. In the large quarries near Windsor,

New Brunswick, however, only the upper few feet have been converted into gypsum, the

great mass of the deposit still being in the anhydrous state.

Deposits have been frequently penetrated by deep borings in both this country and in

Europe, but in most cases, unfortunately, no distinction is made between the anhydrous

and hydrous types. At Stassfurt, however, the salt beds, which have an aggregate thickness

of 1,197 feet, include thousands of anhydrite layers averaging about one-fourth of an inch in

thickness and occurring at intervals of from 1 to 8 inches. At Hartlepool, in Yorkshire,

borings show the limestone to be "interleaved with anhydrite and to be overlain by more

than 250 feet of that deposit, "a Again, in the Mont Cenis tunnel in the Alps over 1,500 feet

of alternating anhydrite, talcose schist, and limestone are reported.''

From these and numerous other instances that might be cited it is clear that not only arc

circulating waters practically al>sent in many regions, even near the surface, but intersti

tial water is also al>sent. If any fresh water whatever was present in the pores of the

anhydrite, hydration to gypsum would take place.

Evidence ofsalt deposits.—While less conclusive than that of anhydrite and of oil and gas

deposits, the occurrence of salt, including sodium chloride and the more soluble potassium

salts, affords considerable evidence as to the absence of circulating ground waters. The

evidence of such circulating waters would be apparent at once on the thin lamina? of salt

interstratified with other materials, and even the thick beds would present evidences of

circulating waters if the latter occurred in any considerable amounts. So great is the

rapidity of solution that even the larger masses in any but the mast, recent geologic forma

tions would have long since been removed if active circulation existed. Nothing but

analyses would show the presence of small amounts of interstitial water in the salt itself,

but the evidence of the interlaminated anhydrite conclusively proves the absence of water

in many instances.

Evidence of brines in Coastal Plain deposits of eastern United States—Sear the outcrop of

most, of t he Coastal Plain deposits, at least of those of the coarser types, the waters are fresh,

the salts in solution being practically all obtained from the containing materials. As the

distance from their landward boundary increases, however, and the dip carries the beds

farther below the surface, the waters often become more mineralized and in some instances

are distinctly saline. At Fort Monroe and at Norfolk, Va., about 60 miles from their border,

only salt waters were encountered for about 700 feet down to the granite at about 2,250 feet.

Again, at Wilmington, N. C. about 115 miles from the border, the waters are salt, while at

Charleston, S. C, and Savannah, Ga., wells at similar distances yield fresh waters. The

depth to which circulation extends downward is not, therefore, dependent on distance from

the outcrop. In reality it seems to be related, to some extent at least, to the character of

the materials, being greater in prevailingly sandy beds than in more clayey beds, as at Wil

mington. It is probable that leakage through vertical joints, which are common even in

unconsolidated materials, has much to do with determining the distance of penetration of

surface waters. The age of the strata also appears to be a factor of importance, since the

more recently deposited beds, as in the vicinity of Wilmington, often show higher salinity

than older beds occurring under similar conditions.

It is clear, therefore, that while active circulation may extend to considerable depths and

distances in the Coastal Plain deposits, such circulation is often absent, in which case the

originally inclosed sea water probably constitutes most of the water present.

Evidence of joint studies.— Recent investigations in Connecticut, made by E. E. Ellis for

the United States Geological Survey, have shown that in the ordinary granites and gneisses

of the region the water occurs largely in the vertical joints, which have an average spacing of

between 3 and 7 feet at the surface. At depths of more than 50 feet the spacing is greater,

oGeikie, Text-Book of Geology, vol. 2, 1903, p. 1071.

6 Hunt, T. Stcrry, Chemical and Geological Essays, 1S7:>, p. 335.
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owing to the, dying out of subordinate joints. At still greater depths there appear to he

very few water-bearing joints, 250 feet being the depth fixed us a limit beyond which it is not

advisable to go for water. Of the horizontal joints, almost all are confined to the upper few

feet of the rock, being generally above the water table. Mr. Ellis finds that while the joints

may be half an inch or more in width at the surface, they rapidly narrow with depth, and

that the common width in the upper 200 or 300 feet is 0.01 inch. With a double system of

joints, each with the fractures at an average distance of 5 feet from one another, there would

be, even if they were completely filled with water, only 1 cubic inch of water to 125 cubic

feet of rock, equivalent to or less than O.OtXKMG of the mass.

If we assume an average width of the joints of 0.1 inch, which maybe regarded asa maxi

mum, the amount of water in them would still be only 0.000-Mi of the volume of the rock.

The joints do not always carry water to their full capacity- In fact, water in amounts

sufficient to supply even domestic wells is seldom obtained at depths greater than 300 or 400

feet. The writer estimates the relative amounts of water in joints as follows:

Relation of actual water in joints in crystalline rocks to their full capacity.

~. . , . Proportion of full
Depth in feet. IUJ$UX Cttplu,ity.

0-100 Full.

100-200 One-half.

200-300 One-third.

300-500 Olio-fifth.

500-2,000 j One-tenth.

2,000-34,000 1 Practically no water.

The water present in joints in the upper 2,000 feet of the crystalline rocks is estimated,

therefore, to be only 16 per cent of their capacity, or 0.000007 of the rock volume.

In the case of sedimentary rocks the joints are still farther apart than in crystalline rocks,

and while they carry much water, the proportion so held to that held in the pores is very

small. Caverns may be considered in the same class with joints. Being larger, they carry

large amounts of water, as evidenced by the large springs, etc., coming from such passages,

but even in completely honeycomlied rocks the actual volume is very slight indeed as com

pared with the whole mass of the rock while, moreover, the circulation is essentially super

ficial.

The amount of water in both joints and caverns is so small compared with that in the

pores of the rock itself that they have no material effect on the computations and may be

disregarded.

What the amount occupying the pores may be we have no way of determining, but it is

believed that not over 25 per cent of the pore space is occupied. To be on the safe side,

however, 50 per cent is here assumed.

MAGMATIC WATERS.

In recent years much has been said, in connection with the discussion of ore deposits, in

regard to magmatic waters as a source of -vein solutions. All molten rocks reaching the

surface carry water, usually in considerable amounts, and from contact phenomena it is

equally evident that the same is true of many intrusive magmas, especially those of pegmatites

and other acidic rocks. It is not impossible, therefore, that considerable additions to the

underground-water body may take place from magmatic intrusions which fail to reach the

surface, but the number of such intrusions giving ulf water at any one time will be exceed

ingly small and confined to limited areas. In a consideration of the crust of the earth as a

whole their amount can be practically disregarded.
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DEGREE OF SATURATION.

The theoretical absorptive capacities of rocks are essentially the same as their porosities,

since, as has been shown, tho amount in joints, etc., can bo disregarded. In the preceding

section evidences tending to show that the actual amounts are considerably less than the

theoretical amounts have been adduced along a considerable number of lines. From the

nature of the information available, however, it is impossible to make definite quantitative

statements, but it is believed that a reasonable estimate may be made. The following is

an estimate by the writer, based on his underground-water investigations for the Geological

Survey:

Relation of actual vxtter in sedimentary rocks to theirfull capacity.

----- •

Depth in feet.
Proportion ot full
surface capacity.

0-250. .. Full.

One-half.

One-third.

One-fifth.

250-500 .

500-1,000

1,000-2,000

Average per cent of full capacity, 37.

The relation of the actual water in joints to their full capacity has been discussed, it being

estimated that only 16 per cent of the joint spaces are occupied. What the amount occupy

ing the pores may be we have no way of determining, but it is believed to be much less than

the capacity as indicated by their porosity.

SUMMARY.

PACTORS IN PROBLEM.

Porosity factors.—The various factors assigned in the computation of the underground

waters occurring in the pores of the rocks are summarized below. In the summary the

unconsolidated surface deposits are disregarded, partly for the reason that they arc of incon

siderable thickness as compared with the total thickness of sediments and partly because of

the fact that, while they are more porous than most of the consolidated beds, only a part

of their mass lies below the water table and is saturated, the remainder being relatively

water free. It is believed, therefore, that on the average the amount of water held is not

greatly different from that in the consolidated sediments.

For the s andstones, shales, and limestones full porosity values are given, as in most cases

the pressure has done little toward closing the pores. In the crystalline rocks, on the con

trary it is assumed that the porosity decreases from the normal at the surface to nothing

at the level of no openings, hence one-half of the surface value is used in the computations.

Summarizing the porosity, we have: Sandstones, 15 per cent; shales, 4 per cent; lime

stones, 5 per cent, and crystalline rocks, 0.2 per cent.

Saturation factors.—These have already been discussed in a, preceding paragraph, but

the results may lie repeated as follows:

Average percentage of tho theoretical capacity of stratified rocks actually taken up by water 37

Average percentage of the theoretical capacity of igneous rocks actually taken up by water 50

Thicknessfactor.—The average thickness of the sedimentary rocks, as outlined on page 63,

is taken as 2,600 feet, while that of the portion of the crystalline rocks in which water can

occur is estimated to be 15,375 feet (p. 64).
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Recapitulation.—The various factors affecting the computation of the volume of under

ground water may he tabulated as follows:

Factors in computation of volume of underground uxiters.

Rocks. Thickness. Porosity.
Saturation
factor.

Volume
occupied
liy water.

Feet. Per rent. Per cent. Per cent.

' 1,040 15. 0 1 5 25

Shale 1 1,300 4.0 37 ..48

1 260 .1.0 I 1.75

1 15,375 .2 50 1

17,975 ,

a Sen p. 64.

Average percent of rock occupied by wuter, 0.52.

CONCLUSION.

On the hasis of these factors the total free water held in the earth's crust would be equiva

lent to a uniform sheet over the entire surface with a depth of little less than 100 feet (96

feet), which is only about one seventy-fifth of the amount postulated by Delesse, one thirty-

fifth of that of Slichter, one-sixteenth to one-eighth of that of Ohamberlin and Salisbury,

and three-sevenths of that of Van Ilise.

If the average depth of the ocean is 14,000 feet, its volume is equivalent to a layer 10,XO

feet deep over the whole earth's surface. The underground water would, therefore, l>e

roughly only one one-hundredth of the volume of the ocean, instead of one-half, as indi

cated by the figures of Delesse; one-fourth, as indicated by Slichter's estimates," and one-

ninth to one-eighteenth on the basis of the estimate of Ohamberlin and Salisbury.

It is recognized that locally, where the sediments are very porous and of considerable

thickness, several times the amount of water estimated may exist in unconsolidated deposits,

or in the stratified rocks alone. There is a general tendency, however, to overestimate the

amount of water in the ground owing to the impression of great volume which a large well

often conveys, the fact that a large area is drained being frequently overlooked. The writ

er's studies of the conditions in deep wells in the United States lead him to the belief that

the average amount of water present in the earth is probably under, rather than over, the

amount estimated.

o Slichter takes 12.000 feet as the mean depth of the ocean, which would raise the underground water

factor to one-third of its volume.



USE OF FLUORESCEIN IN THE STUDY OF UNDER

GROUND WATERS."

By R. B. Dole.

NTRODUCTION.

This paper is an account of the use of fluorescein for tracing the course of subterranean

waters. The methods for its application and detection are described, a brief discussion is

given regarding its fitness for use under various conditions, and the results of practical

experiments are cited. Nearly all of the material is taken from reports and papers on work

of this character undertaken by the city of Paris. At the end is given a partial bibli

ography of articles relating to the subject. For copies of the original reports and discus

sions acknowledgment is made to the courtesy of M. Max le Couppey de la Forest, ingeJiieur

agronome de la commission scientifiquc de perfectionnement de l'observatoire municipal

de Montsouris.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

It frequently happens that the chemical and bacteriological examinations of a water do

not show whether it is polluted. This failure results from several causes. Sometimes the

polluting matter has been so diluted that the tests employed are not sufficiently delicate to

find it. Frequently it is intermittent in character, so that the samples examined may have

been taken at a time when no afflux occurred, though at other times the water may be in a

dangerous condition. If a decision is based on chemical results alone, the presence of harm

less organic material may be used to condemn a water, because the data do not distinguish

between the organic matter which is vegetable and that which is animal in its origin. These

troubles are experienced to a greater extent in the study of underground than in that of

surface waters, first because the sources of pollution are obscure in their relation to the

subterranean l>eds, and, second, because variations in the chemical constituents of a given

spring or well under study are usually neither so large nor so diverse in character as the

changes in the same figures for rivers or lakes. Chloride-bearing rocks or drift deposits

sometimes give so high a chlorine content to waters in them that slight changes caused by

the introduction of fecal matter are either inappreciable or can be attributed as well to

natural sources as to dangerous contamination. Other constituents besides chlorine may

change from similar causes without affording the analyst an opportunity to distinguish

harmless from dangerous affluents.

Consequently every means for determining the flow and pollution foci of underground

waters should be used. In studying the potability of a well or spring water it is important

to know not only its chemical composition, but also its source, its rate of flow, the area

tributary to it, the nature of the material through which it passes, and the contaminations

to which it may be subjected before or during its underground journey. It is often a

matter of much importance to know whether the flow is from a cesspool toward a neighbor

ing well or in the opposite direction; it may be necessary to determine whether or not water

a Pn'pare*d in connection with the work of the division of hydrocconomics; M. O. Leighton, hydrog-

rapner in charge.
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seeps from a contaminated brook into wells of a neighboring region; whether collecting

galleries for public water supplies receive seepage from well-established sources of contami

nation; whether, in general, known foci of pollution are in immediate, though obscured,

connection with sources of drinking water. Knowledge of this nature is especially impor

tant in the study of waters passing through formations full of seams or crevices, where there

is opportunity for rapid circulation without much purification. The determination of the

area draining to the underground supply affords data in regard to the quantity of available

water as well as its quality. These and many other considerations make the st.'.dj of con

ditions in the subterranean basin more important than laboratory examinations into the

nature of the water itself.

FLOW INDICATORS.

MATERIALS.

For such liydrologic studies as have been indicated alx>ve much knowledge has been

gained by introducing some foreign material into the aquifer under stud}' and tracing its

journey by samples from wells, springs, or temporary borings along its possible course.

A large number of substances have been proposed for this purpose. A few of those which

have been more or less extensively employed are given in the following lists:

A. Materials dissolved in the water and recognized by chemical or physical tests: Sodium

chloride, calcium chloride, ammonium chloride, potassium nitrate, lithium salts, and iron

salts.

B. Materials dissolved in the water and recognized by their color: Potassium permanga

nate, fuchsine, Kongo red, methylene blue, and fluorescein.

C. Materials suspended in the water and recognized by microscopic examinations:

Starch, flour, etc.

D. Cultures of bacteria suspended in the water and recognized in samples taken by

their cultural characteristics: Bacillus prodigiosu*, B. mbtffi*, Saccharomyces cerevisix, and

Myaxkrma accti.

The principal requisites in the choice of a proper so-called flow indicator are—

1. It should descend to and traverse the aquifer in a manner and rate similar to the water

itself.

2. It should be easily and quickly detectable in the samples of water taken.

3. It should not be decomposed nor its intensity greatly affected by the materials with

which it comes in contact.

For different purposes and in different materials the selection of an indicator is varied.

For determining the percentage of water entering one level from another the chlorides

are especially fitted, because! the amounts present can be accurately and rapidly determined.

When, however, the volumes of water are extremely large and the subterranean journey

is long the amount of salt or other chloride necessary to cause an estimable change in

chlorine content is so great that the experiment is often impracticable. For the study

of underground flows in alluvial deposits the use of ammonium chloride and sodium

chloride as electrolytes appears to be especially good." For investigating the purification

power of strata through which water passes, cultures of beer yeast have proved very

satisfactory.*' For tracing the flow; however, of large or small underground streams

through well-defined channels of size in rocks, especially calcareous formations, fluorescein

has proved superior to anything else which has been tried. Its diffusion is rapid, it is

applicable under many conditions, and it can l>e easily detected in enormous dilutions

by means of the fluoroscope when it is not present in quantities large enough to be visible

to the naked eye. On account of its many admirable qualifications, fluorescein has been

extensively used by the city of Paris in the study of springs from which the major part

a Slichter, C. S., Rate of movement of underground waters: Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper U. S. Oeol.

Survey No. 140, 1905.
!> Lo Oouppcy do la Forest, M., L'etude des euux dc sources: Bull. Soc. sci. hlst.ct nat. do l'Yonnc,

pt. 2. 1902.
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of the drinking water is taken. The records given on page 81 of experiments with

fluorescein are taken from published reports of the Commission scientifique de perfec-

tionnement de l'Observatoire municipal de Montsouris and from various articles published

elsewhere by members of the laboratory staff.

HISTORY

Probably the first coloration experiments to establish the water origin of typhoid fever

were made by Dr. Dionis des Carrieres a in 1882, during a severe epidemic at Auxerre, a

city about 85 miles southeast of Paris. Since that time the use of various dyes has been

frequent for studying the underground movements of water. In 1887 fluorescein was

used in the valley of the Avre.b M. Trillat in 1899 conducted elaborate investigations

into the delicacy of certain dyes for flow indicators and the effect on them of passage

through common soils, c The fluoroscope invented by him and perfected by M. Marboutin i

is capable of detecting minute traces of fluorescein, and has made possible the extensive

studies of ground flow now being conducted with that material. The work has assumed

such proportions that the so-called sanitary analysis of water plays a rather subordinate

role in. the consideration of the springs. Under the direction of the Montsouris commission

geologists, hydrologists, chemists, physicians, and other skilled professional men make a

detailed study of tho region in order to ascertain the purity of the water and the means

for preventing avoidable pollution. Their work embraces a study of the water flow and

of the geology of the formations, determination of the supply basin, inquiry into epidemics

and hygienic conditions on the watershed, as well as the study of the water itself as regards

chemical and bacteriological condition, discharge, temperature, etc. From the results

of all these researches a definite decision concerning the availability of the supply and its

chances of pollution can bo made.

FLUORESCEIN.

CHARACTER AND APPEARANCE.

Fluorescein (resorcin-phthalein, diresorcin phthalein, tetraoxyphthalophenone, uranin,

Kruger's indicator) is a coal-tar product. It can be prepared by heating two molecular

weights of resorcin with one molecular weight of phthalic anhydride, on an oil bath,

between 190° and 200° C, until aqueous vapors are no longer evolved. The mass is then

extracted with hot water and the residue powdered, dissolved in a solution of potassium

hydrate, and rcprecipitated with an acid. It is important to use pure materials in order

to obtain a pure product, otherwise the final purification of the fluorescein is rendered

extremely difficult. It occurs as crystalline powder or amorphous masses, varying in color

from reddish yellow to dark brown. It is insoluble in water, « slightly soluble in cold,

and more readily in hot alcohol, and easily soluble in ether, dilute acids, or alkaline solutions.

The sodium or potassium salts of fluorescein are soluble in alkalies and in water. In the

presence of alkalies its solution is red by transmitted light and bright green by reflected

light—a phenomenon known as green fluorescence. Though fluorescein is not affected by

free carbonic acid, its solution is rendered colorless by acetic and the mineral acids./

The red color shown by transmitted light is not apparent in very dilute solution, but

by the use of a long tube filled with the alkaline liquid the green appearance shown by

a Dionis dea Carrieres, FJtiologie <ic l'epidemie typhoido qui a eclats a Auxerre en septcmbro 1882:

Bull, et mem. Soc. mod. des hopitaux dc Paris, vol. 9, 2d se.r.. 1882, p. 277.
& Brard, Etudo des pertes de l'Avre et de ses affluents: Comptcs rendus Soc. ingenieurs civils do

France, octobrc 1899.
c Trillat, Sur l'emploi des matieres colorantos pour la recherche de l'origino des sources et des eaux

d'inflltration: Coniptes rendus Acad, sci., vol. 128, 1899, p. 098.
Marboutin. Nouvelle methode d'etude des eaux do sources: Mem. Soc. ingenieurscivils de France,

fevrier 1901, vol. 131, p. 3(15; Sur la propagation des eaux soutorraines: Bull. Soc. l>clge geol., etc., vol.
15, 1901. mem., p. 214.

« This statement of insolubility applies especially to chemically pure fluorescein sold ordinarily
in the form of a yellow powder. The fluorescein commonly used in the coloration experiments has a
reddish brown or slightly orange color and is completely and rapidly soluble in water.

/ Cohn, Indicators and Test Papers, 2d ed., p. 75.
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reflected light is apparent when extremely small quantities of fluorescein are used. For a

flow indicator it is important to use fluorescein of good quality, as otherwise the coloration

will not be visible in a solution sufficiently dilute. The commercial article varies greatly

in intensity of fluorescence according to the purity of the materials from which it is manu

factured and the care used in its preparation and storage. Nine different samples from

the market examined by M. Marboutin a had greatly different fluorescent powers. With

the fluoroscope their limits of visibility ranged from 1 part in 500,000,000 to 1 part in

10,000,000,00!). The most practical test of the applicability of a given sample of fluorescein

seems to be that when suspended in water it should show with the fluoroscope a perceptible

fluorescence in a dilution of 1 part in 10,000,000,000. If weaker materials are used it

is of course necessary to use larger quantities of them. Fluorescein costs from $2.25 to

$12 a pound

THE FLUOROSCOPE.

The instrument known as the fluoroscope is used for detecting the presence of minute

quantities of fluorescein in solution by observing the green fluorescence in a great depth

of liquid against a dark background. As perfected by M. Marboutin,a chemist of the

Montsouris laboratory, it consists of 12 tubes of pure-white glass of even bore, each 95 cm.

long and about 15 mm. in diameter. The white tubing used for manufacturing certain

kinds of burettes would answer the purpose very well. Each tube is closed at its lower

extremity by a rubber stopper blackened with powdered plumbago. The box for carrying

the apparatus is provided with a rack in which the tul>es may lie held side by side in a

vertical position. When they are filled with the samples to Ik; examined the presence of

fluorescein is recognized by the appearance, projected on the black stopper, of a greenish

reflection which is entirely different from the natural tint of the water itself, though some

times confused with it by inexperienced observers. It is often convenient to use for com

parison standard tubes containing quantities of fluorescein varying from 0 to 0.002 part

per million. The use of a little ammonia to excite the fluorescein is suggested when the

dye is present in small amount. This is of course impossible in magnesium-bearing waters

on account of the white turbidity produced. The limit of visibility depends a great deal

on the nature of the fluorescein used. It has In-en placed at 0.0001 part per million or 1

part in 10,000,(KX),(X)0 of clear water. For practical demonstrations of its presence 0.0005

part per million is better. The limit of ordinary visibility with the unaided eye seems to

be 0.025 part per million. Therefore a quantity of fluorescein may be used which is

detectable with the fluorescope and still not visible to the naked eye.

By comparison with tubes of known content the amount of fluorescein in the samples mav

be estimated by the intensity of the green coloration. With this and other data the amount

of seepage from one water-bearing stratum to another may be determined.!)

APPLICATION OF FLUORESC EIN.

Fluorescein can be poured down where there is expected to 1m- a connection with the under

ground flow—in general at any point of higher elevation than the water level in the bed under

study. Sink holes, cesspools, privy vaults, temporary (wrings, or the beds of degravelling

streams are all desirable places to introduce the dye. A solution containing about 300 grams

per liter is a convenient one for use. If it is poured down where there is no considerable flow

of water toward the lower strata, such as in a dry lx>ringor in a vault, enough water should be

poured on it to wash it down. The quantity of fluorescein to be used varies with the dis

tance traveled, the time of the journey, the size of the water sheet, and the nature of the

material traversed. The amount generally employed is between one-half pound and 2

pounds, though experiments have Ix-en made with much larger weights. From tables

given later (pp. 79-81), an idea may be formed of the amounts desirable to use. In general

n Marboutin, Contribution a 1'e.tudo des caux soutcrraines: Comptes rendus Acud. sci., vo . 132,

1901. p. :»«.
i> See experiment at Auxerro, p. S2.
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the quantity is 2 pounds of fluorescein per hour for a flow of about 31 ,700 gallons per minute

from the bed. It is of course necessary to add enough to produce a detectable coloration in

the water of the well or spring under examination. Having determined the flow of the

latter, an approximation may be made of the amount of fluorescein necessary to insure tho

presence of between 0.02 and 0.0005 part per million in the effluent. Since, however, all of

the water of the underground bed will probably not be delivered at the points of examina

tion, it will be seen that with the distance traveled tho amount of fluorescein should be

increased.

METHOD OK TAKING SAMPLES.

A preliminary determination of the water level in the wells and springs in the region will

eliminate those points round the spot at which the fluorescein is put down that arc mani

festly outside of the circulation zone. All other wells or springs should be marked for exami

nation, whatever their apparent disconnection with the water sheet under study. The most

economical manner of taking the samples is hourly by concentric circles successively

removed from the point of putting in the color. An agent supplied with 12 bottles is

stationed at each well or spring to be examined in the nearest circle. In general, samples

taken hourly for twelve hours will mark the arrival and departure of the fluorescein. Sam

pling, however, should not cease at any point until the passage of the dye or its nonarrival

is established. The first sample should be a blank taken at the instant when the fluorescein

is put down, and each should be plainly marked with the name of the well or spring and the

date and hour of sampling. After the color has passed one zone of wells, tho agents can

be moved to another circle. Their advance will, of course, depend on the rapidity with

which the coloring matter progresses. The 12 samples representing the water for twelve

hours are then examined in scries as rapidly as possible.

EXAMINATION OF SAMPLES.

The 12 tubes of the fluoroseope are filled from the 12 bottles representing one well water.

Care is taken to arrange them in chronological order. Then, by looking at the tubes along

their axes, those showing fluorescence can be readily selected. It is often convenient for a

beginner to use for comparison tubes containing dilute fluorescein solutions. With practice,

however, the natural tint of the water will not be confused with traces of fluorescein. The

examination should be made in broad daylight before a white wall. Special care must be

taken to avoid a green background. By these tests the hours of arrival and of departure of

the color at each point of examination are determined, and if desired the intensity of the

fluorescein can be estimated.

ACTION OK FLUORESCEIN.

Method ofmovement.—Generally fluorescein progresses more slowly than the water in which

it is suspended; on account of the greater density of its solution it tends to accumulate in

low places along the route traversed. M. le Couppey de la Forest" has noted that, when

fluorescein is poured into a small stream which later widens out into a basin of still water,

coloration is visible for a certain length of time in the stream below the basin; the coloration

grows weaker, till finally not a trace can be found, though relatively large amounts of fluores-

ccin-tinted water remain at the bottom of the basin; if finally the basin lx- agitated by the

sudden influx of larger amounts of water, the more densely colored water will be washed out

and the fluorescein will once more appear in the effluent . It may be conjectured that large

subterranean caverns could effect a retention of fluorescein in a similar manner. The first

appearance of the dye at the outlet might l>c unnoticed on account of its small amount, so

that a later one caused by heavy inflows of water to the caverns would lead to a wrong con

clusion regarding the rate of flow in the bed. Several instances of this character have been

noted where one introduction of fluorescein has caused two or more distinct colored flows at

springs in relation. (Sec p. 81.)

a Le Couppey de la Forest, M.. Mode de propagation de la fluorcsceine sous terre: Bull. Soc. l>elge

geol., etc., vol. 17, 1903, proc.-verb., p. 249; mem., p. 515.

irk 160—06 6
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The usual method of expressing the rate of flow of the fluorescein underground is in meters

per hour or feet per minute, found by dividing the horizontal distance in a straight line from

the point of entry to the point of appearance by the time which elapses between the hour of

putting down the solution and its first appearance at the spring under consideration.

It has been mathematically demonstrated by M. dc la Forest" that the rate thus expressed

is always less than the real rate of progress in the subterranean stream, from the fact that a

certain length of time, generally indeterminate, is consumed by the solution in soaking into

the lower stratum. If V = rate in feet per second, D = distance in feet, and T = time in

seconds, then the rate is calculated thus:

V=D

T

Now T is evidently made up of two parts, or T = f, -\-t2, where <( =time consumed in infiltrat

ing through the material separating the surface where the dye was put down from the bed in

which the water circulates, and t2 — real time during which the fluorescein is traversing the

water stratum. Therefore the true rate V, is found thus:

V-D- D

And the difference l>ctween the true and the calculated rate is:

V-V= D -D=^i

1 T-(, T Tt2

Whence it will be seen that the greater the time consumed by the preliminary iifiltration

the larger will be the error of the calculated rate; and the error will vary inversely with the

permeability of the soil where the coloring matter is put down. If, furthermore, several

wells are sampled at various distances from the entrance of the dye, it is usually found that

the greater the distance traveled the greater is the calculated velocity for this reason:

V=D= D_

T t,+t2

But in the same experiment I, is constant, while l2 varies in proportion with D. It is clear,

therefore, that t2 = KD where K is a constant indeterminate for the same experiment. So,

substituting this value for I., in the above equation,

v ?_=_!_
t,+KD t, „

IV

In other words, the calculated rate varies directly with the distance traveled. In many

cases this has been found to lie true. (See p. 81.)

Decomposition of fluorescein.—In its underground passage certain substances exert a

decomposing influence on fluorescein. Since its color i3 destroyed by acid solutions, it is

evident that it can not be used in waters containing any free acids, except carbonic acid. A

large amount of calcareous matter in solution, especially the carbonates, will decolorize the

dye to some extent. M. Trillat t> has reported the effect on fluorescein of contact with soils of

widely different character. Fluorescein solution containing 1 part per million was passed

through 30 cm. of soils containing large amounts of selected materials. The effluent was

» Op. cit.. p. 251.
b Sur l'emploi des matures coloruntes pour In recherche do I'origine des sources et des eaux d'iufll-

trntion: Bull. Soc. Ii Igo gool., etc., vol. 17, 1903, proc.-verb., p. 301.
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then examined for change in the intensity of the color. The result may be summarized

thus:

Effect ofcertain soils on fluorescein.

Percent
age of
organic
matter.

Percent
age of
clay.

Soil containing— Change in fluorescein.

Lime 0 6.09

0

None.

Sand 4.56

7.96

49. 07

Practically none.

Do.Clay 79.20

35Peat Entirely decolorized.

None. 

1 {

From this table it is seen that peaty soil will destroy the color, but that ammoniacal

organic matter has practically no effect on it. Sandy soils and clay have almost no effect.

By contact with water containing a large quantity of carbonate of calcium for twenty-four

hours M. Trillat found that the intensity of the color was decreased about one-third.

EXPERIMENTS WITH FLUORESCEIN. /

Experiments in the Dhuis region.—The springs of Dhuis, an important part of the city

water supply, are situated about 80 miles from Paris. The geologic strata in the region

are a succession of permeable and impermeable beds—loam, limestone and millstone, (meul-

ieres de Brie), green clay, Champigny travertine, and Pholodomya ludtnsis marl, of which the

travertine is the principal aquifer. This formation, 60 to 80 feet thick, is permeable and

cut by fissures. Water circulates in it with great ease, often excavating large caverns by

its action. It forms the bottom of all the valleys and ravines and a great part of their

slopes. Since it is extremely permeable, it absorbes rain water and frequently engulfs the

waters of brooks through sink holes (b&oires). From this bed the springs of Dhuis flow

at a mean rate of about 3,670 gallons a minute. In 1901 experiments were made to deter

mine the connection of these springs witli possible sources of surface pollution. Fluores

cein in varying amounts was poured into sink holes at different parts of the watershed and

its progress noted by samples taken along its possible course. The results are as follows:

Experiments with fluorescein in Champigny travertine.^

No. of experiment.
Fluores-

IceTn used.

I...

la.

lb.

to..

Id.

2...

2a.

21>.

2c..

2d.

3...

Pounds.

1. 1

Distance
traveled.

Differ
ence in
eleva
tion.

Mean
rate ol
slope.

Time
elapsed.

Rate of
flow.

Hard
ness.!*

Paris per
Feel per million

Feel. Feel. Per cent. Hours. minute. Ca COi.

0

10,004 169 1.6 13 12.8 236

10,332 lfili 1.6 14 12.3 218

9,512 156 1.6 13 12.2

9,676

0

159 1.6 13 12. 4

4,756 162 3.4 7 11.3 762

4,(120 207 4.2 9 9.1 238

6,396 226 3.5 12 8.9 234

8,856

ii

104 1.8 18 8.2 242

17,384 126 .72 33 i 8.8 365

o Commission de Montsourls, Travaux des annecs 1000 et 1901 , p. 208.
ft The hardness of these waters whs expressed in " degree hyd rot i met riques,'* 1° is equivalent to 10 mg.

of calcium carbonate per liter. Tost, Analyse chimique ap~pliqu.ee aux essais industriels, p, 9.
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Experiments with fluorescein in Champigny travertine—Continued.

No. of experiment.
Fluores- Distance

IceYn used, traveled.

3b.

So..

3d.

3e..

4...

4a.

4b.

5...

5a.

Sb.

5c..

5d.

8...

6a.

6b.

Pounds.

1.7fl

Feet.

18,041)

18. 532

18,532

18,532

0

10,824

10,824

0

1,312

1,640

1,640

1,640

0

8,856

8.856

Differ
ence in
eleva
tion.

Mean
rate of
slope.

Fret.

180

188

188

18S

Per cent.

1.04

1.01

1.01

1.01

117

114

1.08

1.05

42

40

-10

40

3.2

2.4

2.4

2.4

Time
elapsed.

Rate of
flow.

Hours.

30

30

so

32

Feet per
minute.

10

10.3

10.3

9. ij

llard-

Parts per
million
Ca COj.

226

21S

232

2 IS

15

15

5.5

5.5

5.5

5.5

8.2

10.5

249

Tin

214

220

210

220

In column 1 the number of the experiment is given; the lettered numbers indicate points

at which samples were taken; in experiment No. 1, for instance, samples were taken at four

different places, numbered, respectively, la, lb, 1c, Id. Column 2 shows the amount of

fluorescein used in each experiment. In column 3 is given the distance in a straight line

between the point at which the fluorescein was put down and the point at which the sample

was taken. In column 4 is shown the difference in elevation between the entering point

of the fluorescein and the sampling point. Column 5 gives the average rate of slope of the

water bed; it is found by dividing the difference in elevation by the distance between the

points. In column 6 the time elapsed between the hour of putting down the fluorescein

and its first appearance at each sampling point is given, while column 7 expresses the rate

of flow of the fluorescein underground in each case. The total hardness of the water in

column 8 is given to show that experiments with fluorescein may be conducted even when

the amount of lime in the water is rather high.

One of the most striking features of these experiments is the distances that the fluorescein

traveled. In experiment 3c, 3d, and 3e it went considerably over 3 miles and the time

taken for the journey was over a day. Even for this great distance, however, the amount of

fluorescein necessary was not excessive, being a little over 2.5 pounds. The rate of flow

varied in different parts of the formation from 5.5 feet to 15 feet per minute, a figure which

is influenced both by the slope of the water bed and the size of the apertures through which

the water passes. In experiment 3 to 3e particular attention is called to the concordance

of the results. In 3a, with a distance traveled of 17,3S4 feet and a total fall of 120 feet, the

fluorescein progressed at the rate of 8.8 feet per minute. With an increase of the slope

and some, increase of distance traveled as shown in 3b to 3d there was, as would be expected,

a corresponding increase in the rate of flow. In 3e, through some underground influence,

there was a slight decrease in the rate of flow. Though these waters contained amounts of

calcium, corresponding to a total hardness of 218 to 7(>2 parts per million, yet no difficulty

was experienced in making the experiments, even when the fluorescein was in contact with

the calcareous rock from five to thirty hours.

These have been chosen as typical results in formations where there is free circulation of

water through well-defined veins or seams, and not a slow seepage through beds of rock

having small interstices. The principal points to be noted are:

1. Fuoresccln is capable of traveling long distances.
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2. Large amounts of calcium may be present without preventing the experiment.

3. Fluorescein is not destroyed by comparatively long contact with underground waters.

Experiments in the region of Yonne and Cure.—The results of only five experiments in the

valleys of Yonne and Cure are noted in the following table, but they are noteworthy on

account of the various conditions under which they were performed:

Experiments with fluorescein in the trolleys of Yonne and Cure.a

Fluorcs- j Distance
coin used, traveled.

Differ- „
Time 1 Rate of

elapsed. | flow.
No. of experiment.

tion. slope-

^—

Feet per
minute.Pounds.

0.8

6.6

Feet.

492

0

Feet. Per cent. Hours.

241« 0.34

2»

2» 15,580

15,744

15, 744

228 1.4

226 1.4

100

100

101

74

2.5

2.6

2.6

3.8

4.6

2b

2c 226 i 1.4

2d 16,794

19,681)

0

224

230

1.3

1. I2e 72

3 c 2.2

3a 4,100

0

1.8 1.25 55

id 4.4

4a 19,680

27,552

38,048

1.5

1. 1

1. 1

1. 1

1. 1

1.1

1.1

1. 1

34

32

42

00

40

66

43

59

9.6

14

15

10

16

4b

4c

38,048

37,884

37,884

38,212

38,212

0

4d

9.6

14.8

10.8

4e

5« 4.4

5a 42,984 322 .76

.76

.75

.75

168

220

172

222

4.3

3.2

4.2

3.3

42,984 322

328

328

5b . 43,558

43. .558

o Lc Couppey de la Forest, M., Commission de Montsouris, Travaux do l'annee 1902, pp. 38, 284.

' Idem, p. 272.
J Idem, p. 286.

' Idem, p. 262.

In experiment 1 a small amount of fluorescein was put into a well about 160 feet deep

bored in the compact limestones of the Rauracian. It required twenty-four hours for the

coloring matter to progress a distance of about 500 feet. This experiment shows how slow

the rate of flow is in limestone when that rock is compact and not cut up by large fissures.

It also shows that fluorescein can permeate fairly solid rock even when it is not full of

Experiment 2 to 2e indicates the progress of the seepage from an irrigated tract of land

about one-fourth mile from the hamlet of Souillc. A brook flowing a little over 10 gallons

a minute was diverted on a field of about .5 acres, where its waters were slowly but entirely

absorbed into the soil. In the belief that this water reached springs of the region 6.6

pounds of fluorescein were poured into the brook; it appeared in these springs after inter

vals varying from seventy-two to one hundred and one hours. The rates of flow were low.

Moreover, the springs farthest removed from the point where the fluorescein was put down

had the highest rates of flow, though the mean slope toward them was less than in the

nearer springs. This fact shows, as discussed on page 78, that the time consumed for the
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infiltration of the fluorescein from the surface to the underground aquifer was considerable

and concealed the true rate of flow in the subterranean channels of the lithographic lime

stones of the Sequanian and the Rauracian. Another interesting fact is that springs 2a,

2b, and 2c, namely, those nearest the irrigated field, wcro but slightly colored for twelve

hours; on the other hand, springs 2d and 2c were colored for thirty-six hours with an

intensity visible to the naked eye. The connection of springs 2d and 2c with the infiltra

tion from the irrigated field would probably never have been suspected from a topographic

survey of the region, l>ec.ause three dry valleys and considerable distances intervened.

On the left bank of Cure River a cavern called La Grotto des Goulettes is in direct com

munication with the river and engulfs a considerable portion of its water at all seasons of

the year. At the time when experiment 3 to 3a was performed the cavern absorbed about

100 gallons a minute. After 2.2 pounds of fluorescein had been put into the water at the

entranco to this cave it appeared in the water of a spring (3a) 4,100 feet distant, in one hour

and fifteen minutes, after traveling at the high rate of 55 feet a minute. In this instance

there was undoubtedly a well-defined subterranean channel of good size connecting La

Grotte des Goulettes with the spring in question.

At Petit-Banny (experiment 4 to 4e), located in the valley of Druyes, 4.4 pounds of fluores

cein were put on the porous bed. It traveled for the extraordinarily long distances of

19,680, 27,552, 38,048, 37,884, and 38,212 feet, through fissured limestone formations.

It will be noted that in this experiment and in others where the distance traveled was less,

with an increase of distance there is a corresponding increase in the rate of flow, showing

that some time is taken for absorption into the underground channel. For springs 4c, 4d,

and 4o two rates of flow are given, corresponding to two successive influxes of colored water,

separated from each other by eighteen, fourteen, and fourteen hours, respectively. Prab

ble reasons for two influxes, as previously discussed (p. 77), are either that the colored

water arrived at the outlets by two different routes or that it became scdimented in some

cavity and was then washed out by a later influx of water.

Experiment 5 to 5b gives the greatest distanco for the underground journey of fluorescein

noted in the reports at hand, namely, 43,558 feet in the experiment at Courson. Courson

Brook is absorbed by progressive infiltration in the permeable beds of the Sequanian in a

distance of about 650 feet along its bed. Four and four-tenths pounds of fluorescein were

put into the stream. It was found at Crisenon (5a) and Grosse-Pierre (5b), over 8 miles

away, after having traversed the fissured limestones of the Sequanian and the Rauracian

at the rate of 4.3 and 4.2 feet a minute, respectively. At both of these springs a second

flow occurred as noted. Even after such long journeys as these there is an apparent influ

ence of the time taken for infiltration through the absorption bed.

Experiment at Auxerre.—An especially noteworthy experiment" was conducted at

Auxerre to demonstrate the passage of polluted water from a ditch through alluvial

deposits of sand and gravel into a collecting gallery from which the city supply was

taken.

A collecting gallery about 300 feet long in the alluvium of the Yonne is situated 130

to 230 feet from the river. Its top is 2.8 feet and its water plane 4.3 feet below the sur

face. A polluted brook ran directly toward the collecting gallery until within 28 feet,

then turned nearly at a right angle and paralleled it at about the same distance. Its

water surface was from 1.2 to 3.5 feet above that of the gallery, from which 1,130,000

gallons of water were pumped daily. Two and two-tenths pounds of fluorescein were put

into the brook 254 feet in a straight line from the collecting galleries, and samples were

then taken of the water pumped from the galleries. Fluorescein was shown two and one-

fourth hours after the dye was put into the brook, and an intense coloration was clearly

visible to the naked eye in about ten hours, lasting thirteen hours. By examining sam

ples from many sources throughout the city and estimating the amount of fluorescein pres

ent, it was found that the city water was colored for thirteen hours at an average of 1

part of fluorescein in 30,000,000. During that period about 000,000 gallons were pumped

• Le Couppey dc la Forest, M., La fi&vro typholde a Auxerre en 1902: Hevue d'hygiene ct do police

eaaitaire, vol. 24, pt. 6, 1902.
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from the galleries, containing, therefore, 0.17 pound of fluorescein. Since 2.2 pounds were

put into the brook and 0.17 pound reached the city water, it may be estimated that the

ditch water reaches the galleries in the proportion of 2.2 to 0.17, or, to allow for some

small error, about one-fifteenth of the brook water infiltrates to the town supply. Since

the stream flowed at that time 950 gallons a minute, or about 1,370,000 gallons a day,

while the gallery consumption was 1,130,000 gallons a day, it will be seen that about 8

per cent of the city supply was water from the polluted brook.

As previously stated, it took two and one-fourth hours for the fluorescein to reach the

filter galleries. Assuming that the infiltration extended from the point at which the fluo

rescein was put down, the coloring matter would have progressed with a rate of 113 feet

an hour through the alluvial deposits. If, on the contrary, the infiltration took place

between the ditch and the gallery at the nearest point, it occurred at the rate of 12.4

feet per hour. Assuming a maximum filtration rate of 3,000,000 gallons per acre per day

for an efficient sand filter, it may be inferred that this brook water reached the collecting

galleries with practically no purification.

SUMMARY.

1. In determining the sanitary value of a well or spring it is more important to study

the underground flow than to analyze the water itself.

2. Foreign substances put into the aquifer and traced from point to point are of great

use in this study.

3. With the fluoroscope one part of fluorescein can bo detected in 10 billion parts of

water.

4. Fluorescein is a particularly valuable flow indicator for fissured or cavcrnized rocks.

5. It is also available in gravels, where it has been used with success.

6. It progresses at a slightly lower rate than the water in which it is suspended.

7. It is not decolorized by passago through sand, gravel, or manure; it is slightly decom

posed by calcareous soils.

8. It is entirely decolorized by peaty formations and by free acids, except carbonic acid.

9. It has been used with much success for several years by the city of Paris.
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PECULIAR MINERAL WATERS FROM CRYSTALLINE

ROCKS OF GEORGIA.

By Myron L. Fuller.

INTRODUCTION.

In this paper are described a number of wells and springs in the Piedmont area of Georgia

which, in view of the character of the rock in which they arc sunk, afford mineral waters

of remarkable character. The attention of the writer was called to the springs by Mr.

S. W. McCallie, assistant State geologist of Georgia, who accompanied him on a visit to

the locality and courteously furnished a number of analyses made by Dr. Edgar Everhart,

of the local survey.

The waters, which, for supplies coming from crystalline rocks, are enormously high in

chlorine and sulphates, are obtained from a number of wells and springs situated near the

town of Austell, on the Southern Railway, m Cobb County, near the Douglas County line,

20 miles northwest of Atlanta and a little west of Sweetwater Creek, a tributary of Chat

tahoochee River. They are included in the Marietta quadrangle of the United States

Geological Survey. One spring and three wells have been developed within a short dis

tance of the town, their waters being placed on the market for medicinal purposes.

DESCRIPTION OF WELLS AND SPRINGS.

BORDEN LITHIA SPRING.

This spring, which is situated about a mile south of Austell and a similar distance north

east of Lithia Springs station, is staled (o be the most important spring in Georgia from

the standpoint of value of shipments. The water issues from a crevice in the bottom of

a basin blasted out to a depth of several feet in the gnoissoid granite, which here outcrops

in strong ledges of almost unweatliered rock. The basin is protected by a glass covering,

and all surface seepage is carefully excluded. The yield, which is about 3 gallons a min

ute, is very constant, and the water has shown no noticeable change in composition since

first discovered many years ago. In fact, the locality, because of the visits of deer to it

for salt, has been known to the Cherokee Indians as the "deer-lick"' from the time of their

earliest traditions.

The composition of the water is shown in the table of analyses on page 88. The tem

perature is normal.

The principal spring at Austell was originally a few hundred feet west and across the

strike from the Borden spring, but was mined some years ago by an ingress of fresh water

brought about by blasting in an effort to increase the flow.

Another salt spring, known as the Medlock spring, is located a short distance from the

Medlock well (sec p. 87), but is no longer used, and no analysis of its water was made. In

composition, however, the water appears to be similar to those of neighboring wells and of

the Borden Lithia Spring.

8G
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ARTESIAN LITIIIA WELL.

This well, which is located near Sweetwater Creek, a little north of Austell, is 2 inches in

diameter and is reported by some to be 900 feet, deep, though others state that it is not

over 750 feet. It appears to have been put down in search of anthracite coal, which some

one imagined could be found in the granite of the region. The well penetrated for most of

the way a gneissic rock, with which, it is said, some thin hornblendic layers were inter-

bedded. The water, which is encountered in fissures at a number of different depths,

rises nearly to the surface. It has a distinct saline taste, similar to that of the Borden

Lithia Spring. An analysis is given in the table on page 88. This water, which is sup

plied at the rate of several gallons a minute without reference to season, is sold somewhat

extensively as a mineral water.

An interesting point in connection with the occurrence of this saline water is that the

Sulpho-Magnesia well, which was drilled to a depth of 750 feet only a short distance from

the Artesian Lithia well, obtained only fresh water, although, so far as could be deter

mined, the same succession of rocks was penetrated.

MEDLOCK WELL.

This well is located near the left bank of Sweetwater Creek, five-eighths of a mile north

west of Austell station and a few hundred yards southwest of the Sulpho-Magnesia well.

It is 6 inches in diameter, 65 feet deep, and yields a supply of several gallons a minute

from a fissure near the bottom of the well, the water rising to within a few feet of the

surface. Except 5 feet of surface alluvium, the well is in a fine-grained gneiss. The com

position of this water, which is highly saline, is shown in detail in the table on page 88.

J. B. LOUCH WELL.

This well, which was drilled in 1903, is located a few hundred feet from the Medlock well.

It is 6 inches in diameter, 80 feet deep, and furnishes 1,500 gallons of water per day of

twenty-four hours, the water rising to within 5 feet of the surface. The rock, as in the

Medlock well, is a fine-grained gneiss. The water, which is very similar to the preceding,

is put on the market in considerable amounts. The analysis is given in the table on page 88.

OTHER WELLS.

In addition to the saline wells already described and the Sulpho-Magnesia nonsaline well,

there are four deep wells within the corporate limits of Austell. Two of these, near the

railroad station, are 133 and 150 feet deep, respectively. Of the two others one is located

at the Lithia Springs Hotel, and is 5J inches in diameter and 150 feet deep. The other is

the Brunk well, near Spring street, one-half mile south of the station. It is 6 inches in

diameter and 110 feet deep.

The water in all four wells is low in mineral matter, soft, and free from salt, and is well

suited for domestic or boiler purposes. So far as can be determined it comes from crevices

similar to those from which the saline waters are obtained and from the same kind of rock.

The locations are not such as to suggest any difference in geologic conditions.

COMPOSITION OF THE WATERS.

ANALYSES.

The composition of the waters is best shown by chemical analyses, a number of which

made by Doctor Everhart, arc given in the table below. The analyses in the first four

columns are of the saline mineral waters, while that in the fifth column is of the nearly

normal water from the Sulpho-Magnesia well, which is given for purposes of comparison.
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Analyses of uxll and spring vmters, Austell, Ga.

[Tarts per million.]

1

1.

116

9

"i

70S

21)

:a

NO

70.

181.

1,101

20.

II,-,

Ionic statement.

Iron (Fc)

Aluminum (AO

Manganese (Mn)

Calcium (('a)

Magnesium (Mg)

Barium (Da)

Lithium (LI)

Sodium (Na)

Potassium (K)

Silica (SiOi)

Carbonate ion (COi) ,

Free, carbon dioxide (COi)

Sulphate ion (SO,)

Phosphate Ion (l'Oi)

Chlorine (CI)

Bromine ( Br)

Arsenic (AS)

Iron oxide and alumina (FetOi+ AliOt)

Analyst's combinations.

Manganese oxide (MnO)

Iron carbonate (FeC()>)

Aluminum sulphate (Alj(SO,)i)

Manganese carbonate (MnCOi)

Calcium carbonate (CaCOi)

Calcium sulphate (CaSOO

Magnesium carbonate (MgCOi)

Magnesium sulphate (MgSO.)

Barium sulphate (BaSOi)

Lithium chloride. (LICU)

Sodium carbonate (NajCOi)

Sodium sulphate (NajSO,) -30

Sodium phosphate (Nail! I'O.) .80

Sodium arsenltc (NaAsOi) ■ 40

Sodium chloride (NaCl) 1785.0

Sodium bromide (NaBr)

Potassium sulphate (KjSOO

Potassium chloride ( KCI ) .30

Potassium bromide ( K Br) 1 30. 8

Saline waters.
Nonsalinc
waters.

Bowden
Lithia
Spring.

A rtesian
Lithia
well.

0.21

. 4.K

120 8

12 '.i

.14

,17 0

650. 9

5.3

24.3

113. 0

80.0

178. 1

.54

1,032.0

Medlock
well.

Trnii'.

473.8

53.8

1 4 5

2, 700 0

64.3

26. 2

Louch
well.

71 K). 8

.IS

4, 7tHl. 3

Trace.

4 4

in '.i

.Ml

156 6

183.9

.90

3.9 !

189.3

153. 2

459

30

34.0

l.l. 2

•17 II

21.1

.so

ii«4. ;t

1.0

Trace.

40 7

787.4

2<i7. Ci

70!«. 8

122.8

0.45

.40

Trace.

194. 5

211.9

.22

s s

1.995.1

63.9

11.6

35.0

70.1

581.2

Trace.

3. 134. 2

2.8

1 '.'■J

1,711. 8

133.3

.38

24. (I

Trace.

;,n7ii :i

119.3

4.2

Total solids 2,28ti . (i 2,159.2 9,058.0 6,0tfo.U

Edgur F.verhart, Geological Survey of Georgia, analyst.

COMPARISON WITH NORMAL WATERS.

A comparison of the analyses of the mineral waters near Austell with the normal waters

of the region brings out some interesting features. Although the total solids in the min

eral waters are from 10 to 70 times as great as in the normal water, the iron constituent is

practically the same and in one case even less than in the ordinary water. The calcium, on

the other hand, varies from 4 to 20 times, the magnesia from 3 to 15 times, the sodium from
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60 to 250 times, and the potassium from about the same to 15 times as much as in the nor

mal water. The silica, though varying from less than the amount in the unmineralized

water to twice this amount, is essentially normal.

Not only does the absolute amount of the mineral ingredients vary greatly, but the pro

portion of the principal mineral substances also varies considerably, as shown in the fol

lowing summary of the relative percentages of chlorine, sodium, magnesium, calcium, and

potassium—five of the more important constituents of the waters.

Summary of percentage composition

Average of
four Aus
tell miner
al waters.

Sea
water.

Normal
Austell
water.

Calcium (Ca) ,2 1.2

3.5

48. 0

6.9Magnesium (Mg1 .6

35.4 28.2

1.0

21.4

8.2

Chlorine (CI)

.9

57.9 06.1 14.9

100.0 100.0 100.0

In no instance does the amount, of an ingredient in the Austell mineral waters occur in

anything like the same proportion as in the normal water. The disagreement in the prin

cipal constituents—chlorine, sodium, and calcium—is especially marked, being as 57.9:

14.9, 35.4:21.4, and 5.2:48.6, respectively.

GEOLOGIC CONDITIONS.

LOCATION.

The Austell springs and wells are situated about 20 miles northwest of Atlanta, and are

therefore located within the limits of the Piedmont Plateau. The distance from Austell

to the borders of the Coastal Plain area to the southwest is about 90 miles, while the meta

morphosed sedimentary Ocoee beds lie at a distance of about 10 miles to the northwest.

The nearest point at which the later Paleozoic rocks occur is over 20 miles to the north

west.

The rocks in the vicinity of the spring and in the adjacent region in general are prevail

ingly of the gneissic type so common in the Piedmont area of this part of Georgia, although

some more basic rocks occur as interbedded bands in the near vicinity. No unaltered sedi

mentary rocks occur nearer than the later Paleozoic border, 20 miles to the northwest.

CHARACTER OF ROCKS.

The rock from which the water issues is a light-gray granite with a well-marked gneis-

soid structure, which strikes with considerable uniformity in a north-south direction and

is inclined at an angle of about 45° to the east. The granite appears to be interrupted by

bands ot a dark hornblende schist, a belt of which outcrops a short distance east of the

wells and springs. The same or a similar rock was also encountered in the deeper wells.

A microscopic examination of the granite by Albert Johannsen showed it to consist essen

tially of quartz, microcline feldspar with a little albite and biotite-mica. The accessary

minerals are titanite, apatite, and a little zircon. The composition was normal, no min

erals being recognized which could have furnished the chlorine that is so abundant in the

waters of the wells and springs.

The dark schist when examined under the microscope was found to consist mainly of

hornblende, with quartz, augite, and a litile plagioclase feldspar. As in the case of the

granite, nothing was recognized which could have afforded the chlorine of the mineral

waters.
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JOINTING.

Owing to tho mantle of decomposed rock constituting the surface throughout the Pied

mont belt, joints are not so noticeable as in many regions. They are, however, to be seen

in greater or loss abundance in practically all the quarries throughout the belt. There are

several different series which in a given district are generally fairly constant in direction.

The best developed joints, according to T. L. Watson, have nearly due east-west or north-

south directions, although in many instances the major series trend northwest and south

east.

SOURCES OF MINERALIZATION.

SURFACE HOCKS.

With the exception of the apatite in the gneissoid granite no mineral capable of yielding

chlorine is present in the surface rocks of the region, and even the apatite is present only

in exceedingly small amounts —no more than in all of the granites of the region—and is

not sufficient to account for the wide variation of the Austell waters from the normal.

The same is true of the hornblende schist, making it clear that the source of mineraliza

tion lies outside the rocks from which the springs issue and from which the wells draw

their supplies.

DEEP-SEATED ROCKS.

The derivation of the mineral matter from the surface rock by meteoric waters being

apparently ruled out because of the absence of minerals capable of furnishing to the water

the dissolved substances, especially the chlorine, a deeper-seated origin suggests itself. To

furnish chlorine in the amounts observed contact of the meteoric waters with some rock

rich in sodalitc or apatite must be postulated. This might bo a sodalite-syenite or other

syenite rich in sodalitc, or a granite or similar rock high in apatite, and might l>e assumed

to occur as a granitic or pegmatite intrusion reaching within the limit of circulating waters,

but failing to roach the surface. An analysis made by N. Sahlborn of a pyroxene-apatite-

syenite from Finland showed 14 per cent of apatite," which if it was a chloro-apatite

would l>e equivalent to 0.9 per cent of chlorine. In the sodalite-syenites the chlorine may

ran even higher, one sample of such rock from Greenland analyzed by N. V. Ussing show

ing 2.2.5 per cent chlorine.'' Rearing in mind that the chloride minerals are in general

much more soluble than the silicate minerals, one easily sees that rocks of the character

indicated might well bo the source of saline waters. No such rocks, however, have been

reported in tho part of Georgia under consideration, and if they occur they must be deep

below the surface.

MAGMATIC WATERS.

It may bo conceived that instead of forming a part of the circulating system of meteoric

waters and deriving its mineral matter from some deep-seated rock with which it came into

contact, the mineral water may represent what is known as magmatic water, or that

excluded on cooling from some molten rook such as may have been intruded at some point

below the surface near Austell. What has been said in regard to the absence of evidence

as to the existence of chlorine-bearing rocks applies with equal force to intrusions capable

of furnishing the magmatic waters. There is little evidence of disturbance of any kind in

this region, either dynamic or igneous, in late geologic time, and if the water is of mag

matic origin it probably represents an intrusion of considerable age.

IMPRISONED SEA WATERS.

As the general character of the Austell mineral water was suggestive of a sea water, figures

showing the relative composition of the latter have boon inserted in tho summary. The

resemblance of the two is very marked in the case of nearly every constituent.

o Washington, H. S., Chemical analyses of igneous rooks: Prof. Paper U. 8. Geol. Survey No. 14,

ino:!, j). :ii3.
»Op. Cit.,p. 303.
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In the case of silica, however (not included in the summary), a difference is noted. The

lowest amoutit in the Austell waters is 11.6 and the highest 32.6 parts per million. In sea

water, however, ordinarily only from 2 to 5 parts per million are present. The difference,

however, is probably not so great as would appear, as in the process of analyses the sea

water was filtered before determination of the silica, while the spring waters were proba

bly not filtered. Unfiltcred sea water often gives results quite as high as that of the Austell

springs.

SUMMARY.

Four possible explanations of the source of mineralization of the abnormal waters of

the Austell springs have been suggested. These are: (1) That the mineral matter has

been derived from the superficial country rock; (2) that it has come from deep-seated

sodalite or apatite-bearing rocks; (3) that it represents water excluded from an igneous

magma, and (4) that the water is in the main an imprisoned sea water conducted by joints

and faults, etc., from the area of sedimentary rocks to the northwest.

The difficulty to be met by the first supposition is that the granite and schist in the

vicinity of the springs and wells are normal and incapable of furnishing the observed chlo

rine. Except near the north-south line, along which the wells and springs described are

located, none of the waters from the granite are saline.

The second and third views seem more probable, but the rarity of rocks high in sodalite

or apatite, and the improbability that buried masses of such rocks or recent intrusions

occur at the particular point under discussion, since they are not known elsewhere in the

region, throw doubt on these explanations.

The origin from imprisoned sea water is favored by the percentage composition of the

mineral waters, which is almost identical with that of sea water. The few minor points of

difference are readily explained by the admixture of the normal fresh waters of the rock.

The presence of such waters in close proximity to the fissures bearing the salt water is

shown by the breaking in of fresh waters when blasting out the basin of the original spring,

and by the fresh waters encountered by tho four nonsaline wells described. The slightly

high calcium in the mineral waters as compared with sea water could be produced by a

very slight admixture of the normal waters of the locality.

The difficulty under the last hypothesis of origin lies in the absence of any source for

the water. The crystalline rocks have not, as far as known, been covered by the sea since

Archean time. The distance of the springs from sedimentary rocks, the metamorphism

of the latter at the points nearest the springs, tho rarity of saline waters even within the

area of the sedimentary rocks, and our present lack of knowledge of any connection by

faulting or jointing with these locks are further difficulties in the way of the acceptance of

such an origin. At the same time the lateral transition of water through joints or similar

passages for long distances is not unknown The writer has called attention to such a

case on Fishers Island, New Y'ork.a the distance in that instance being at least 6 or 7 miles.

While the waters of the sedimentary area are in general not saline, such waters have

been noted in the region. A well in Chickamauga Park, the waters of which were analyzed

by Dr. Edgar Everhart, of the Geological Survey of Georgia, showed a total of nearly

60,000 parts of sodium chloride, or several times the amount in the Austell waters.

CONCLUSION.

It is the opinion of tho writer that of the four sources of mineralization enumerated the

first may be omitted from consideration. Of the remainder the probabilities of the second

and third are primarily about equal and either may well be the true explanation. Owing,

however, to the close agreement in percentage composition between the Austell mineral

and ordinary sea water, the hypothesis of imprisoned sea water conducted from the sedi

mentary area by joints or faults to the point of emergence is not considered entirely impos

sible, notwithstanding the serious difficulties in the way of such transmission.

o Geology of Fishers Island: Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 16, 1905, p. 372.



PROBLEMS OF WATER CONTAMINATION.

By Isaiah Bowman.

INTRODUCTION.

There exists at tne present time a considerable body of legal decisions relating to the

disposition or the pollution of underground waters. These decisions are the outgrowth of

controversies between well owners, and are based on real or supposed facts concerning the

nature and movement of subterranean waters. In recent years our knowledge of the rela

tion of water movement to rock structure and other factors has been greatly extended, and

it is not surprising, therefore, that the decisions which would be affected by new acquisitions

of knowledge should be inadequate when applied to cases at present under consideration.

To secure justice in an action in tort decisions should be rendered not in accordance with

precedent, but in accordance with the principles of justice sought to be established in pre

ceding cases, the present better knowledge of the facts being taken into account.

This condition is illustrated in several sections of the country to-day, and it is desired here

to present such cases in the hope that they may lead to worthy results both in the construc

tion and care of wells of every variety and in the revision or promulgation of statutes

intended to cover adequately the principles involved.

OIL AND GAS WELLS.

In the oil and gas regions of Pennsylvania, Indiana, Kansas, Texas, and other States con

siderable damage has been done by improperly allowing water to enter oil and gas sands to

the exclusion of the oil and gas. Tho results have been so grievous that laws have teen

enacted in nearly every State where these substances are prospected looking toward their

protection. By properly plugging abandoned holes wherever such water is known to enter,

the driller has discharged his duties according to law by preventing contamination.

WATER WELLS.

DECAY ok casings.

In the case of water wells, which, as a ('lass, are of much wider distribution than either oil

or gas wells, the same care is not exercised, though the results are sometimes as pernicious as

in the preceding cases, if not of as groat economic importance. Ill many States, as, for exam

ple, in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Washington, it has been made unlawful for a well owner to

allow water from an artesian well to escape in needless amounts through the opening in the

pipe at thi' surface. Often, however, it can be shown that even where such precautions are

taken largo amounts of water are being lost continually through defective casing.

When iron piping is put into the ground in tho form of a sewer, it is not expected to last

more than ten or fifteen years at the longest, but if it is put into the earth in the form of

well casing there is usually no consideration of its longevity. It is tacitly assumed to last

forever, while observations on casing withdrawn after having teen in the earth both short

and long periods show conclusively that it suffers deterioration and decay, and should be

examined at short intervals for resulting defects.

No rule can be laid down as to the rate of decay, which will depend entirely on the condi

tions in individual cases. Casing withdrawn from wells fifteen to twenty years old has teen

found to be in reasonably good condition except at the joints, though the usual experience is

that casing of this ago is too badly decomposed to be withdrawn at all, except in sections,

and oven this is not always possible. On the other hand, if the waters which come into con

tact with the casing are heavily charged with minerals, their reaction on the pipe usually

results in more rapid decay. At Dallas, Tex., the writer observed holes the size of a cent in

casing withdrawn after having been in the earth but one year. The strong mineral waters

ill'
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in one of the formations of that State, the Glen Rose, had so damaged the easing that it was

little better than a sieve.

CONDITIONS OF CONTAMINATION.

Some general considerations at this time will make clearer the cases discussed in a later

paragraph and may also throw light on future difficulties in problems of water supply or

contamination.

Let us assume a condition which is so frequent throughout the country as to need no spe

cific illustration—that of deep waters under much greater head than those lying nearer tho

surface, and further assume the no less common condition of defective casing—and we arrive

at the result that large quantities of water must be lost before reaching the surface. Again,

let us assume that the deeper water has been found to l>e unsatisfactory for domestic pur

poses because of dissolved minerals and that, while it rises in the well hole with artesian

effect, it does not flow at the surface. If the well is now abandoned, the decay of the casing

will in time allow this water access to higher water-bearing strata, and its entrance will mark

the beginning of pollution of the upper waters. Before the condition is remedied, at the

average speed with which municipal authorities move in matters of this sort, enough of the

mineral substances will have entered and lx-en deposited in the upper strata to make their

redemption by natural filtration long and difficult.

PREVENTION OP CONTAMINATION.

Plugging.—The primary cause of the trouble must be dealt with, the polluting waters

being shut out by plugging the bore hole above the point where such waters enter. This

is done by driving down a wooden plug, which expands under the action of water and fits the

well wall snugly. Earth is then thrown over the plug, which compacts, and by the time the

plug has decayed is itself a preventive of further trouble. Various modifications may be

introduced into specific cases which will complicate the problem, but a remedy can undoubt

edly be found in each case.

I'xe of packers.—Where a hole is drilled in firm rock, throughout its entire length water

may and often is derived from several strata—let us suppose three. If one of the sources

proves unpalatable, it is necessary to separate the different waters and determine the source

of the undesirable water. This may be done by temporarily shutting off two of the sources,

thereby testing each one separately. If it is desired to test the lowest source, an expanding

hollow rublx>r plug or packer is inserted above it, with a pipe connecting the top of the packer

and the well head. Clutches, working automatically, keep the lower part of the packer in

position, while the weight of the attached pipe presses down the upper part of the packer.

By this means the middle part of the packer is forced to expand and to fit the walls of the

well tightly. The lowest water is then drawn from the well through the attached pipe, being

by the above means entirely separated from the waters al>ove. By the proper adjustment of

pipes, packers, and plugs each of the waters can be separated and examined in turn.

The remedy applied to a particular case will, of course, depend on the nature of the above

determinations. If the lowest water is found to be the source of trouble, it may be plugged

off, as already explained. Should the uppermost water be unpalatable, it may lie shut off

by applving a rubber packer below the undesirable water-bearing stratum and drawing

water for use from the pipe connecting with the lower waters. In some cases it may be pos

sible to keep a water of inferior quality in the rock by natural means. For instance, in drill

ing for an additional supply the driller may come to a sand in which the water is of lower

bead than the upper waters through which he has passed. In this event he may allow natu

ral infiltration from the upper waters into the undesirable bed to take place. Unless the

well is pumped too vigorously this will serve as a remedy, but the total yield of sweet water

could in this case be utilized only by plugging the lowermost water.

NEED OF CAREFUL INVESTIGATIONS.

The only way by which municipal interests could be protected under any of the above con

ditions would lie by making a thorough examination of the well hole and an exploration of

ikk 100—00 7
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the amount and quality of t>ai h water contributing to the yield of the well. This would l>e

very greatly facilitated by having at hand a log of the well—that is, a record of the character

and extent of each of the formations through which the l>ore hole had l>een drilled. This

has been recognized by one State at least. South Dakota requires this in the following

statute:

It is hereby made the duty of the township board to embody in the contract for the sinking of said

public artesian wells a proviso that the person sinking said welts shall make a record of the depth of each

well and the formations entered or passed through in the const ruction of the same, and such provision is

hereby made an essence of the con tract, anil a violation thereof shall be const rued lobe a violation of the

contract. ( Laws, 1891, chap. 80. see. 35.)

It is interesting to note that this same State also requires that every person sinking an

artesian well shall provide for such well a proper casing, in order to prevent the well from

caving in, and to prevent the escape of the water when it is desirable that such water l>c con

fined. It is not clear, however, under the terms of the law, precisely what is meant by a

proper casing, inasmuch as through the decay of the casing it may fulfill its function of con-

lining strata or water for several months only, while again it may last for years.

It is not possible at this time to take up in greater detail the means by which the bore hole

in various conditions may l>e explored. It is sufficient here to state that such exploration

can in every case Ik- accomplished along scientific lines, and that more and more this is actu

ally being done.

To further suggest a way in which these ideas may be applied in a practical way to specific

cases, let us take the instance of the partial failure of a given water supply as expressed by a

loss of head. Heretofore this has generally been assumed to indicate that the limit of avail

able waters had been passed and that in some way means should be adopted looking toward

the maintenance of head. May it not l>c that in such cases the loss of head is partly or even

entirely due to defective casing, which allows the water from lower sources to escape

through the pipe and enter porous nonwater-bearing strata at a higher level, or to enter

water-lH'aiing strata the water of which is standing at a lower head i Several cases have

come to the writer's notice in w hich the conditions were almost identical with the assumed

case above, and it can not be too strongly emphasized here that some such result as the one

above outlined must follow.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OK CONTAMINATION.

Two specific illustrations of some of the above-mentioned conditions have been supplied

to the writer by Mr. J. E. Bacon and are a result of experiments conducted by him looking

toward the improvement of the water supply in the cities of Saginaw, Mich., and Dallas,

Tex. Mr. Bacon's kind assistance in gathering these data and putting them at the disposal

of the writer is hereby gratefully acknowledged.

Conditions at Saijiruiif, Mich.—At Saginaw, Mich., there are a large number of salt wells,

many of which have been abandoned for one cause or another. In the abandoned wells

the bore hole allows salt or brackish water to reach the surface under the influence of the

natural head of the water, together with convection currents and diffusion. A part of the

city supply had, previous to 1902, been draw n from a deep-well system consisting of about

20 bored wells having an internal diameter of 1 inches and a depth ranging from 89 to 230

feet. Most of these wells are in the bed rock and draw their supply from sources which

have been contaminated by the infiltration of brine from the salt wells. Up to the time

that Mr. Bacon began his investigations almost no attention had been paid at Saginaw to

the protection of surface water from contamination of this kind. The seriousness of the

situation may be appreciated from the fact that |x>ssible sources of ground-water supply

at Saginaw are limited to the loose sands and gravels which overlie the rock and the top

of the rock itself. Manifestly the only way in which this water can be conserved in its

original purity is by plugging abandoned salt wells at a suitable distance Iwlow the surface

and exercising great care in maintaining the casing in others intact. The condition has
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been partly remedied by the above means and water obtained for municipal purposes from

the glacial sands and gravels overlying the sandstone.

Conditions at Dallas, Tex.—The second case is the one illustrated by conditions at Dallas,

Tex., where Mr. Bacon is at the present time (January, 1908) investigating the source and

yield of potable water for city use. Water is yielded by four formations—the Woodbine,

the Paluxy, the Glen Hose, and the Trinity—named in the order of their occurrence down

ward. While these are locally separated, the Glen Rose is really a part of the Trinity

division. The lower Trinity sands have never been explored in the Dallas region, and their

value as water producers is therefore unknown, but both the Paluxy and Woodbine forma

tions contain sweet water. Most of the city wells derive water at the present time from

the Woodbine, and it is the inadequacy of the supply from these sands which has led to the

present investigations.

The peculiar conditions which are to be recognized here are those arising from the fact

that one of the city wells penetrates the Glen Hose formation, and the water supplied from

these sands is under a greater head than that from the overlying Paluxy. Moreover, the

Glen Hose water is strongly mineral. Its exact composition has not been determined for

this locality, but west of Austin the upper Glen Rose beds yield water containing st rontium,

magnesium, and sodium. Many residents of Dallas use the water for its real or supposed

medicinal value.

This mineral water attacks the well casing so strongly that casing which had been in the

well but one year exhibited breaks and checks in great number, and several of these were

observed the size of a cent. The threads at the joints were completely decayed and

unserviceable, so that when an attempt was made to pull the casing each length was lifted

out as if it had no connection with the next lower length. Its value, therefore, as a tight

casing was practically zero. Add to the conditions outlined the fact that the Glen Hose

water is under greater head than the Paluxy and it is seen that gradually the Paluxy sands

must become impregnated with the mineral substances in the Glen Hose water. While the

water is used for medicinal purposes by a number of the citizens of Dallas, it is unpalatable

as drinking water, and attempts to use it as such have proved unsuccessful. Its tempera

ture is high and the contained salts give it a most unpleasant taste.

By inserting a packer with casing to the surface between the Glen Hose and Paluxy sands

the two waters were separated, the mineral water with high temperature coming up inside

the pipe and the Paluxy coming up between the pipe so inserted and the well casing. Dif

ferences in head and quality and temperature of water were at once noticeable, although the

Paluxy waters were to some extent mineralized. The mineral content, however, steadily

decreased as the experiment was continued.

KECOMMENDATIONS.

These two examples with the general discussion preceding are sufficient to show the vital

character of the problems which they involve, and ought to lead to the following definite

results:

1. An accurate log should be kept of every well drilled.

2. Every water-bearing formation should be carefully examined as to its thickness and

the quality of the watei yielded.

3. The head of each separate water should be accurately determined and its relation

established with respect to other waters encountered.

-1. The casing should be intact when the well is completed and should l>o kept so, its con

dition being determined from time to time by suitable experiments.

5. A change in the head or quality of the water should be interpreted only after the

possible effects of defective casing are taken into account.

6. In those States in which the geologic conditions are known to favor contamination

through the operation of one or the other of the causes noted herein, laws should be framed

making the examination of the well casing and the determination of the exact iclations of

separate water-bearing strata the duty of each well owner or well driller.



INSTANCES OF IMPROVEMENT OF WATER IN WELLS.

By Myron L. Fuller.

INTRODUCTION.

Instances in which well waters which were pure at the time of drilling have later become

mineralized and unlit for use are not uncommon, but cases in which waters originally high

in mineral matter have later become fresh and pure are so seldom reported that they excite

considerable comment.

Such an improvement in the quality of the water, however, is perfectly natural and is to be

expected \inder certain definite conditions which are somewhat widespread. The water in

soaking downward through the ground dissolves a certain amount of mineral matter from

the materials with which it comes into contact. The longer the water remains in the ground

the more mineralized it tends to become. Where underground circulation is active the

water which lias been in contact with the soluble materials of the rock is constantly being

replaced by pure waters from the surface, and in such instances the ground waters are

relatively low in dissolved solids. Where the circulation is slow, on the other hand, the

water remains in contact with the surrounding mineral grains for long periods of time and

often becomes highly mineralized. Such waters are especially likely to be found in beds

which, while porous at the surface, pinch out or become impervious in their lower portions,

thus tending to limit or prevent the free downward circulation of the water. Sometimes

only a slight circulation is needed to improve the water, especially where it is in materials

containing only small amounts of soluble matter. In such instances a single small well may

sometimes effect a change in the composition of the water. A number of such instances

were brought to light by work conducted under the direction of the writer near Wilmington,

N. C, in 1905, and are described in the following paragraphs of this paper. For the facts

regarding the wells the writer is indebted to Mr. L. W. Stephenson.

DESCRIPTION OF WELLS.

The wells here described may be taken as types of their class. They are located on the

Atlantic coast at a point nearly due east of Wilmington, N. C, 10 miles or more from the

city. One of them is on the mainland, near the shore of Greenville Sound, another on

the Hammocks, just inside of the barrier separating the sound from the ocean, while the

other two are on the barrier beach itself.

TARRYMORK HOTEL WELL.

The well of the Tarrymore Hotel, which is situated on the barrier near the inlet opposite

the mouth of Wrightsville Creek, was drilled in 190.5 by .1. D. Lowrv. It is 4} inches in

diameter at the top and 3J inches at the bottom and has a depth of 195 feet. It passed

through alternating beds of sand and thin layers of rock varying from soft to hard. Water

was associated with the rock at 65 feet and at the botton of the well, the principal horizon

being at the latter point. The water rise's to within -1 feet of the surface, or about 5 feet

above the level of the sea, the height varying somewhat with the tide. The well yields 25

gallons a minute when pumped.

When the well was drilled the water possessed a noticeable salty taste, but after it had

been in use for some time the salt became less noticeable and eventally the water became

entirely fresh.

96
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LUMINA PARK WELL.

The Lumina Park well is located on the barrier a short distance south of the well just

descril>ed. It was likewise drilled by J. D. Lowry in 190.5, and is 3 inches in diameter and

198 feet deep. The elevation is somewhat lower than that of the Tarrvmore well, and the

well flows at high tide, although at low tide the water does not quite reach the surface.

Twenty-five gallons a minute are obtained by pumping. This well passes through about

t ho same succession of materials as the hotel well and obtains water from similar sand rocks.

When drilled this well also yielded water which was decidedly salty, but on continued

use the salt taste gradually disappeared until at the present time the amount of chlorine is

not much higher than in the ordinary fresh-water wells of the region.

HAMMOCKS WELL.

The Hammocks well, owned by the Consolidated Railway, Light, and Power Company

of Wilmington, was drilled several years ago to a depth of 259 feet. The diameter is 8

inches at the top and 6 inches at the bottom. At 98 feet a cavity was encountered in hard

shell rock and yielded a large supply of salty water. This was more or less effectively cased

oir and the well continued. Later a supply of fresh water began to appear through the

larger casing surrounding the smaller one, but it is said that no water was encountered in

the 6-inch portion of the well. The water may come from the cavity or along the lower

c asing from some lower horizon. The data were given from memory, and the cavity may

in reality have been struck at a depth considerably greater than was reported, in which

case it may possibly lx' correlated with the horizon in the Tarrvmore Hotel and Lumina

Park wells. At any rate fresh water is now obtained from some horizon which at the

time of drilling yielded salt water or none at all.

QUARANTINE STATION WELL.

The well at the quarantine station is built on piles about half a mile from shore, near the

mouth of Cape Fear River. It was drilled some years ago by Mr. De Witt, of Washington,

D. C, and has a diameter of about 3 inches and a depth of 400 feet. Its elevation is several

feet above high tide. The water level fluctuates with changes of tide, the water generally

standing about 2 feet above tide level. It is pumped by steam at the rate of 4,500 gallons

an hour.

When the pump is started after standing idle for some time, salt water, similar to that

in the wells previously described, is obtained, but after a few minutes the salt rapidly

decreases in amount and in less than twenty minutes it can no longer be detected by the

taste.

CHANGE IN COMPOSITION.

NATURE OF CHANCE.

In the preceding paragraphs two instances of permanent change in the composition of

the water from salt to fresh, under normal conditions of pumping or flow, are described.

These changes were exhibited by the Tarrvmore Hotel and Lumina Park wells. No analyses

of the original waters from these wells were made, but in their saline content they were

similar to the water yielded by the well at the quarantine station before pumping, a partial

analysis of which is given herewith.

Field analysis of valerfront quarantine station veil before pumping.

[L. \V. Stephenson, analyst, 1905.1
Pari s per
million.

Iron (Fe) 1-i

Calcium (Ca) 550

Carlwnatc radicle (COa) 195

Sulphate radicle (SO,) 1.22

Chlorine (CI) 8.374
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The type of water yielded after the wells have been pumped or have flowed for some

time is illustrated by the analysis of water from the C. W. Worth well. This well, which

is located near the shore of Greenville Sound, just south of the mouth of Wrightsville Creek

and about opposite the Tarrymore Hotel andLumina Park wells, was drilled in 1904. It

is 3 inches in diameter and 1.52 feet deep and obtained water from a bluish sandstone

about 1.50 feet from the surface. The well is 8 or 9 feet above sea level and flows at the

rate of 10 gallons a minute at a height of about 0 feet above the surface, the level varying

somewhat with the tide. Like the other wells in the vicinity it was probably salty at the

start. A partial analysis of the water now obtained is as follows:

Field analysis of waterfront C. W. Worth well.

[L. W. Stephenson, analyst, 1905. J

Parts

mifiion.

Iron(Fe) 1

Calcium (Cat 200

Carbonate radicle (COj) £24

Sulphate radicle (S04) None.

Chlorine (CI) 85

The analysis of the water from the quarantine-station well before pumping may probably

be taken as typical of the salty waters obtained from the wells in this region when drilled,

while that of the water from the Worth well represents the maximum purity likely to be

attained in these wells. Between the two there will be all gradations, one of which is repre

sented by a second analysis of water from the quarantine-station well, made on a sample

taken after pumping twenty minutes at the rate of -4 ,.500 gallons an hour. This is as follows:

Field analysis of miterfrom quarantine-station well after pumping.

[L. W. Stephenson, analyst, 1905.]

Parts

million.

Iron (Fe) 1

Calcium (Ca) 209

Carbonate radicle (COj) ; 122

Sulphate radicle (SO.) 36

Chlorine (CI) 298

The decrease of mineral matter in the water of the quarantine-station well is gradual, and

the water is unquestionably even lower in chlorine after pumping for thirty minutes than

after twenty minutes.

It will be noted that the relative as well as the absolute amounts of the mineral ingredi

ents of the fresii waters are entirely different from those of the saline waters. From over

8,000 parts per million at the start the amount of chlorine, for instance, may fall to less than

100, while the sulphates may decrease from 600 to nothing. At the same time the carbon

ates may actually increase, notwithstanding less than a tenth of the original total solids is

present.

CAUSE OF CHANGE.

The change of the water from salt to fresh is believed to be due to the drawing in of fresh

supplies from the surface after the exhaustion of the mineralized waters by pumping or by

their natural removal through flowing wells. Whether the salinity was due to originally

included sea water, to salt dissolved from the sediments, or to a penetration of sea water now

going on can not be absolutely determined. The high percentage of calcium present,

amounting to over 500 parts per million, indicates that sea water was not the only source of

the salinity, since such water rarely carries over 5 parts per million.

The ease with which the salt water was removed and the composition of the water itself

suggest that the derivation of the salinity from contemporaneous leakage of salt water is

very improbable. Some of the salts may come from imprisoned sea water, but the general
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character of the waters indicates that solution of matter from the deposits in which they

occur or from beds with which they have been in contact is the predominating factor in

determining their composition.

It is evident that the wells, although striking the water bed below the limit reached by the

active circulation of the surface waters, were not beyond the limit of feeble circulation, for

otherwise the mineral content of the water would have been much higher and more nearly

that of the deep wells at Wilmington, in which the salinity approaches if it does not exceed

that of ordinary sea waters.

APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLE.

The principle that originally inclosed sea or other highly mineralized waters may be

removed by flowing or pumped wells is one which may prove to be of broad application to

waters in the Coastal Plain and similar regions elsewhere. It means that a well should not

necessarily be regarded as a failure if only salt water is obtained at the start. Instead of

abandoning and plugging such a well it should be allowed to flow as freely as possible. No

harm to underground supplies will in such instances Ik1 brought about by allowing free flow,

while, on the other hand, as shown by the wells described, fresh water may be drawn into the

water-liearing bed as the salt water is removed and a valuable well eventually secured.

After the water has become fresh the flow or pumping, as the case may be, should be regu

lated and only enough water to meet actual needs taken. Otherwise the drain on the ground

water may become so severe that the supply will be exhausted, as has often been the case.
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QUALITY OF WATER IN THE UPPER OHIO RIYER BASIN

AND AT ERIE, PA.

By Samuel James Lewis.

INTRODUCTION.

This paper discusser the quality of water on the most important tributaries of Ohio River

in Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia, and Maryland, and the nature of the water

supply at Erie, Pa. The amount and character of the pollution is described and the results

of drinking contaminated water as shown by typhoid statistics are indicated. The condi

tions on the tributaries of Ohio River in Ohio are discussed in Water-Supply and Irrigation

Paper No. 79, United States Geological Survey, pages 129-187.

The water supplies and sewerage of small towns high up toward the head of a large drain

age system do not in many cases receive the attention they should. Epidemics of a water-

borne disease which affect large municipalities near the mouth of the river and therefore

attract attention must necessarily have their origin in the pollution of the watershed above.

It is evident, therefore, that adequate sanitation of the small towns and a water supply as

carefully guarded as that of a large city would prevent disease at its very source and be far

less expensive than the costly battles which arc waged against epidemics in huge centers of

population after disease has broken out.

Typhoid fever statistics for small towns in this section are seldom available and are more

or less unreliable at best . The few figures given show the existence of virulent typhoid fever

in most towns of the drainage areas in certain years, and as these towns drain into the

streams the liability ofthe water to infection is evident.

The significance of typhoid fever death rates will be better understood from the statistics

presented below, which have been collated from a number of cities having excellent water

supplies.

Typhoid Mali/sties of cities with good water supplies.

Total
death

rate per
1.000.

Typhoid
death
rate per
100,000.

City and year.
Popula
tion.

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

Boston, Mass.:

1900 560,892 11,678 143 20.82 25.6

1901 573,579 11,300 1-12 IS. 70 24.8

584,553 10,983 139 18.79 23.8

1903 600,929 10,632 mi 17.69 19.8

Brockton. Mass.:

614,522 10,757 135 17.54 22.0

40,063 553 18 13.80 45.0

41,606 523 0 10.17 14.4

1902 43,208 475 6 10.99 13.9

44,873 495 G 11.03 11.1

46,601 567 8 12.17 17.1
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Typhoid statistics of cities with good water supplies—Continued.

Total
death

raU' per
1.000

Typhoid
death
rate per
100,000.

City and year.
Popula
tion.

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

Cambridge, Mass.:

1900 91,886 1,547 15 16.83 16.3

1901 •94,084 1,574 10 16.73 10.6

96,334 1,454 17 15.09 17.6

1903 98,639 1,501 14 15.32 14.2

Fall River, Mass.:

100,998 1,444 23 14.30 22.8

1900 104,863 2,206 15 21.04 14.3

1901 108,311 2,143 21 19.78 19.4

1902 111,872 2,223 14 19.87 12.5

1903 115,549 2,290 27 19.82 23.4

1904 119,349 2,047 29 17. 15 24.3

Jersey City, N. J.:

1902 215,921 4,026 44 18.64 20.4

1903 219,462 4,130 36 18.82 16.4

Lawrence, Mass. :

1900 62, 559 1,250 11 19.98 17.6

1901 64,874 1,118 12 17.23 18.5

1002 67,275 1,163 11 17.29 16.3

1903 69,766 1,204 23 17.26 33.0

1904 72,348 1,141 11 15.77 15.2

Newark, N. J.:

1902 258,176 4,831 50 18.71 19.4

1903 265,394 4,901 61 18.43 23.0

Now York City.:

2,053,979 43,227 372 21.04 18.1

1901 2,095.686 43,304 412 20.66 19.7

1902 2,139,632 41,704 399 19.49 18.6

Yonkers, N. Y.:

1900 47,931 810 2 16.89 10.4

1901 842 8 11.8

1902 1 86.5 6

!

OHIO RIVER BASIN ABOVE PITTSBURG, PA.

ALLEGHENY MVER HASIN.

DESCRIPTION OF BASIN.

Allegheny River drains a quick-spilling area. The stream carries so much silt and

otlier ddbris as the result of the rapid run-off that it is generally muddy. This, together

with the sewage which it receives from numerous municipalities, makes it a poor source

of domestic water supply. The towns at t he headwaters have not generally used river

water for public supply, but lower down, where pollution is greater, the unpurified water

is supplied at many places. Springs are numerous and are much used, sometimes supply

ing towns as large as Bradford, which has 17,000 inhabitants. They fail, however, in dry

seasons. Population is sparse, there being but 11 towns having over .5,000 people. Fig. 1

shows the location and approximate population of nearly all the towns within the drainage

area.

The investigations prosecuted by the city of Pittsburg looking toward filtration of Alle

gheny River water showed conclusively that the nature of the watershed permits very

little or no opportunity for self-purification by the processes which are usually more or
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less effective in rivers. Furthermore, "such is the peculiar character of the river, such

the character of the watershed, that infection introduced at much more remote points

than Oil City may be actively dangerous to the health of Pittsburg." a If this be the

case, what is to prevent infection of towns higher up on the river by the sewage and drain

age of others at less distance above them than Oil City is from Pittsburg? It can not be

urged as a palliative of conditions on Allegheny River that most of the towns are not

sewered, for, owing to the nature of the topography, very heavy rain will drain contamina

tion from every town on the watershed into the river. It has long been established that

the increase in turbidity in such a stream has a direct relation to the increase in the quan-

 

Fio. 1.—Map of Allegheny River basin, showing approximate population of towns.

tity of bacteria. The work of Mr. Copeland, of the Pittsburg filtration commission,6

shows conclusively that bacteria abound in the turbid waters of the Allegheny and that

those bacteria which can come only from extensive sewage pollution are generally present.

There are always a number of cases of typhoid fever within the drainage area of the Alle

gheny, and the topography of the country is such that sewage or drainage containing

typhoid bacteria may be delivered to any point down the river within one or two days.

It is obvious that infection anywhere on the watershed may readily reach any point below.

o Sedgwick, W. T., Report Filtration Commission, Pittsburg, p. 19.

t> Ibid., p. 348.
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ALLEGHENY RIVER BASIN ABOVE CONEWANOO CREEK.

Port Allegany, Pa. (population, 1,000).—Has a gravity supply from three small im

pounding reservoirs (capacity about 3,000,000 gallons) fed by Skinners Run and its tribu

taries. The daily consumption is about 100,000 gallons. This is a naturally safe surface

supply, as the drainage area is all uninhabited forest land. In time, safety will require

regular policing of the area. The town is not sewered.

There have been few borings for ground water. The lxvst is the 75- foot well at the Sart-

well House. The water from this well is much harder than that from the public supply,

which contains almost no mineral impurities and would Ik; excellent for any industrial

purpose,. Field assays of water from Port Allegany are given below. Typhoid-fever

figures for Port Allegany are not sufficiently full to be worth quoting, as they merely

establish the presence of typhoid fever in 1897, 1898, and 1899.

Smethport and Eldred, Pa.—Gravity supplies are in use at Smethport (on Potato Creek)

and at Eldred (population of each, 1,000). Neither has a sewerage system. Typhoid-

fever statistics are not available for Smethport, and those for Eldred are so meager that

they arc of little value.

Typhoid mortality at Eldred, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

1894

lC9i j

1897

Typhoid Typhoid
deaths.

1W.IS

1S!K)

l'.HXI

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

...J... 7

2 6

16

1

 2

Field assay* ofwaterfrom Port Allegany, Eldred, and Smethport, Pa.

I Parts per million.]

Port Allegany. Eldred. Smethport.

Determination.
Public
supply.

I)

L'7

(1

Trace.

LI I

HI

II

r.i.-iuut well

at Sartwell
House.

(<>)

r.

l.'10+

M

Public
supply.

('•I

u

17

(*)

28

:>l

1 1

Trace.

.->. c.

Public
supply.

II

122

Trace

Ill

13

0

1.2

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)....:

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCC3)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (so,)

Chlorides (CI)

"Very slight trace. '-■ slight trace

The Eldred water is somewhat harder than most of the spring waters of this section. It

would be excellent for any purpose, the incrusting solids being practically all carbonate of

lime, which is not present in quantity sulficient to cause trouble in a boiler. The supplies

from Eldred and Smethport would be well adapted to industries requiring especially pure

water, like paper making. The high color of Smethport water points cither to a marshy

drainage or to a foul condition of the reservoir.

Olean, N. Y .—At one time the water supply of Glean was pumped directly from the river,

which receives typhoid-fever infection from the sources mentioned above. The supply since

1889 has been obtained from driven wells, but connection has been made wTith the river

for emergency. In 1896 and 1897 the wells were increased from a very few to 50, making

the use of river water unnecessary until very recently. The population of Olean, according

to the Twelfth Census, is 9,462.
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Typhoid mortality at Glean, N. Y.

Year.

1801.

1SS2.

ISC.

1894.

1896.

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

162 2 1897

154 1 1898

162 7 1900

79 4 1901

120 4 !'.»>"

Year.
Total , Typhoid
deaths, i deaths.

W

S2

l:su

110

117

It is evident that even high up on the headwaters, where no large towns pour their sewage

into the stream, the raw water is unhealthy for drinking. The improvement in condition

after the enlargement of the ground-water system is noteworthy. The town is sewered, and

the wastes from the large tanneries located there discharge directly into the stream. It is at

this point that the first extensive pollution enters Allegheny River.

Bradford , Pa.—An unusually large springfurnishes water for Bradford (population, 17,000),

on Tuneangwant Creek. The plant was purchased by the city from the constructing com

pany some years ago. In 1901 the debt was completely paid, in spite of a 40 per cent reduc

tion in the water rate in 1904 and a 28 per cent reduction in 1901. Three masonry reser

voirs, with a capacity of 59,000,000 gallons, impound the waters of a number of small spring-

fed streams. The drainage area of these streams is large; over 12,000 acres immediately

adjacent to the streams are now owned by the city, which maintains a strict patrol of this

area. It may be considered reasonably certain that no immediate pollution of the Bradford

water supply is likely. The daily consumption is now about 1 ,800,000 gallons, or 9b' gallons

per capita. The use of meters is increasing steadily, and the management appears to be

efficient. There is also an auxiliary system of artesian wells averaging 175 feet in depth, for

use in time of drought, from which the supply seems practically inexhaustible. The town

has both sanitary and storm sewers, draining into a little stream which ultimately finds its

way into the Allegheny. It is clear that disease germs may be discharged into the Allegheny

from Bradford.

Typhoid mortality at Bradford, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

Year.
Totul
deaths.

Typhoid ' Typhoid
cases. deaths.

1892 5

4

4

\m> 163

172

149

3 1 :i15

1897 157 1900

1898 1901 20 | 5

That Bradford, in spite of the excellent character of its supply, may occasionally have an

outbreak of disease that will greatly increase the infection in its sewage is shown by the fig

ures for 1900. The public supply is a very pure and soft water; the high color shown in the

assay (on p. 14) is probably due to the nature of a portion of the, drainage area.

Salamanca, N. Y .—Salamanca, (population, 5,000) derives a very excellent gravity sup

ply from springs and has connections with the river for pumping in periods of drought. The

village is practically free from typhoid fever, the annual saving probably representing much

more than the rate of interest on the plant, besides the saving in lives.

Year.
Total
deaths.

1894

55

34

Typhoid mortality at Salamanca, N. Y.

Typhoid
deaths.

I
1897

1898

1900

1901

1902

Year.
Total
deaths.

 

65

Typhoid
deaths.
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Where the annual deaths for a period of years are so few, it seems likely, in the absence of

specific information to the contrary, that the occasional mortality from typhoid fever is due

to other than water-borne infection.

Mount Jewell, Pa, —At Mount Jewett (population, 1,000), on the headwaters of Kinzua

Creek, the public supply is piped from springs to two large tanks. There is no sewerage sys

tem. The only available figures showing typhoid-fever mortality for the village are those

for 1902, when there were two deaths from typhoid fever. In the absence of definite knowl

edge as to the source of infection in these cases, no conclusion can be drawn as to the char

acter of the water supply. There is no doubt, however, of the nature of Mount Jewett's

contribution to the Allegheny drainage. The field assay below shows that the public sup

ply is very similar to that of Bradford, pure and soft, and suitable for any industrial or boiler

purposes.

Kane, Pa.—Kane (population 5,000) has a sewerage system discharging into a small branch

of Kinzua Creek, which empties into the Allegheny just above Warren. This run also

receives drainage from Clarendon, a village of about 1 ,500 population, which has no public

water supply, and is said to have many cases of typhoid fever. The water supply of Kane

is similar to that of Bradford. It is derived from a number of springs along Kinzua Creek,

and is collected in two reservoirs on that, stream and pumped to a standpipe, elevated over

300 feet above the intake, supplying about a half million gallons a day. There are four

wells, averaging 100 feet in depth, at the waterworks, used in case of shortage. The entire

watershed is protected under an agreement with the landowners along the stream quite up

to its source, whereby no sources of pollution—such as cattle pens, privies, and slaughter

houses—and no dwellings are permitted within 200 feet of the stream. It is believed

that the watershed is being kept reasonably clean. No figures showing typhoid mortality

arc available for Kane.

For use in boilers, Kinzua Creek water is stored in a large reservoir, making an auxiliary

supply entirely separate from the public supply. This creek water is never used for drink

ing purposes. The field assays below show pure spring waters:

Field assays of pttolie watei supplies at Bradford, Mount Jewett, and Kane, Pa.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination. Bradford.
Mount
Jewett.

Kane.

0 0 0

61 22 t

(a) Trace. 0

0 0 0

13 13 7

12 12 17

0 0 0

6.2 4.9 <

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOi)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

a Very slight trace.

CONEWANOO CREEK.

Jamesloum, N. Y.—Conewango Creek, which enters Allegheny River at Warren, carries the

sewage of Jamestown, N. Y. (population 25,000), where there are numerous industrial enter

prises, all of which pour their wastes into the creek. In the most densely populated districts

of the city the buildings are directly on and overhang the stream, so that dejecta from typhoid

patients in these buildings enter the creek directly and are carried down Allegheny River.

That there is some pollution of this kind at Jamestown is shown by the typhoid mortality

figures herewith
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Typhoid mortality al Jamestown, N. Y.

Year.

1S91

1892

1893

1894

1896

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

240 10 1897 267 1

299 10 1898 260 5

395 10 1900 280 9

306 7 1901 296 «

224
3 1

1902 299 1

ALLEGHENY RIVER FROM CONEWANGO CREEK TO OIL CREEK.

Warren, Pa.—The public supply of Warren (population 10,000) was formerly derived

entirely from Morrison Run, a small spring run about 4 miles from the city. In recent

years drilled wells have been added to this source. During about eight months of the year

(October to June) a gravity supply is furnished from a 3,.500,000-gallon earth reservoir, sit

uated on the run about 4 miles from the city. The average daily consumption is about

1 ,100,000 gallons. The dam is of rubble masonry, 26 feet 6 inches high; the bottom of

the reservoir is of clean sand. The watershed is uninhabited, Ix-ing almost virgin land.

There is one farmhouse at the lower edge of the drainage area, which has been sewered out

below the reservoir at the expense of the water company. Although there is no regular

patrol, it would seem, from an inspection of the drainage area, that little danger of pollu

tion exists. Five drilled wells, 58 to 60 feet deep, about 40 feet from low-water mark of

Allegheny River, are pumped during the summer. The close proximity of the wells to the

shore has caused considerable local anxiety as to the possibility of the river water seeping

into the wells, as the town sewers into the river above and below. There is reason to sup

pose that no such seepage occurs. Analyses show that the waters from wells and river

are radically different.

Field assays of well and river water at Warren, Pa.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOi) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOi)

Chlorides (CI)

Public sup
ply, wells
58 to 66
feet deep.

State
Hospital
well, 66

feet deep.

Allegheny
Klver.

0 0 «40

5 5 122

m 0 .;

106 96 46

130+ 47

134 96 54

(») ° («)

11 6.4 5.6

a Estimated. b Very slight tran\ c Slight traw.

The ground waters are similar, and, like uncontaminated ground waters, are very clear and

almost colorless. The river water shows the characteristic mineral content of the streams of

this section—very similar to that from French Creek, Oil Creek, Clarion River, and Redbank

Creek, subsequently noted. There are but 46 parts per million of total hardness. The color

is very high, and is duo partly to the marshy drainage of portions of the river bottom and

partly to oil and acid wastes received at Riverside, which probably contribute the traces of

sulphuric acid and iron. The well waters also are hard. There is a layer of blue clay about

17 feet thick between the river bed and the gravel stratum whence the wells draw their sup

ply. The movements of underground waters arc such that wells of this depth prcbably
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draw upon water not seeping from the stream but flowing in the ground toward the river; in

order that river water may enter the wells the natural flow of the underground water would

have to be reversed. This is clearly shown in Professor Slichter's paper on The Motions of

Underground Waters.« For industrial uses requiring small mineral content , such as steam

making, the river water is best. The well waters will cause scale in boilers if not treated.

There is a well-developed sentiment at Warren with regard to the public health. The

local board of health compiles each year a report of vital statistics, which shows that in 1904

there were 3 deaths from typhoid fever. An interesting study was made of the water supply

of typhoid fever patients during this year. It was found that of the 27 cases reported 12

used water from private wells in whole or in part, 5 used city water, and the remainder

used water derived from various sources. Much credit is due to the public-spirited citizens

of this town for the attention they are giving to problems of sanitation and public health, as

well as to the management of the public water supply. The only typhoid mortality figures

at hand are obtained from the reports of the health officer, as follows:

Typhoid mortality at Warren, Pa.

Year.

19(11 .

1902.

IBM.

1904 .

Totnl
deaths.

111!

II.'

1U.S

Typhoid Typhoid
cases. I deaths.

Excepting for the sudden rise in 1902, these figures compare favorably with typhoid mor

tality rates in most towns using pure water supplies. Again, the evidence is strong as to

the kind of pollution going into the Allegheny.

Tidioute and Tionesla, Pa.—Between Warren and Oil City the population is scattered,

there being along this stretch of the Allegheny but two villages, Tidioute and Tionesta, each

of about 1,000 inhabitants. At these places the supply is obtained by gravity from spring-

fed reservoirs in the adjoining hills, and there is no sewerage. As the villages drain directly

into the river it is very likely that more or less infection enters the stream at these points

at all times.

The two supplies are very different, though both are pure and excellent for any purpose.

The Tionesta water is similar to the Bradford and Kane supplies. The Tidioute water con

tains carbonates, mainly those of either magnesium or the alkalies, with a little calcium.

These are both greatly superior to the river water for any industrial uses. (Sec assay on p. 15.)

OIL CKKF.K.

Titusville, Pa.—At Oil City the Allegheny River receives the drainage from Oil Creek,

on which the largest town is Titusville, with a population of about 8,000, with sanitary

sewers discharging into Oil Creek. Much oil-well pollution also enters at this point. The

public supply is entirely from ground water pumped from a system of 10 wells, 50 to 08 feet

deep, located at the station on Oil Creek, about 1$ miles above town, and is so abundant

(2,500,000 gallons daily) that very few meters are in use.

o Slichter, C. S., Water Supply and Irr. 1'aper No. 67, U.S. Geol. Survey, p. 29 et scq.
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Typhoid mortality at Tiiusville, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

1885 2

3

3

6

1 1899... 91

90

84

18

20

10

10

1

41896 94

100

2

1

1900

1897 1901 1

1808 1902

This very excellent showing seems to testify to the purity of the water supply. The Oil

Creek water (see assay on p. 18) is typical of this section and, although somewhat hard, is

far superior to well water for use in boilers, as it contains few impurities besides a little car

bonate of lime. The Oil Creek water, as previously noted, is very similar to that of Alle

gheny River. The high color is due in great part to the extensive oil-well pollution at this

point. For industries requiring water with little mineral content, neither of these waters

would be satisfactory.

Oil City, Pa.—Oil City (population 13,000) is situated at the junction of Allegheny River

and Oil Creek. Up to four years ago the public water supply was pumped directly from

Allegheny River without purification. It was not until the high typhoid-fever rate had

become notable that a change was made in the source. Ten wells were drilled to a depth

of about 50 feet at a point a mile below the town, and the water is piped to a large covered

well 1-10 feet from the river bank. This well is walled with logs, spaced a quarter of an inch

apart, in 3 feet of the loose gravel at the bottom; above this the sides are bricked up tightly.

About 2,000,000 gallons a day are pumped from this protecting well, through a 24-inch

main, 1 ^ miles to tanks and delivered by gravity to the consumers. In order to guard

against a repetition of the scarcity of water experienced in the fall of 1904, four more

wells are about to be drilled near those now in use. The weak point in the system is the

fact that raw river water can be pumped at any time. In June, 15)04, when water was

scarce in this section, it was deemed necessary to use the river water, and official notices

were accordingly printed in the newspapers early in June, warning all consumers of the

temporary change. At the end of about ten days the well water was again used. No fig

ures are available as to the effect of this chango on the typhoid-fever rate, but data are at

hand for the period in 1901, when the city well water was similarly contaminated with raw

river water. Of 63 cases of typhoid fever occurring at that time, 39 originated in the city

and 33 of the 39 used the polluted city water.

Typhoid mortality at Oil City, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
coses.

Typhoid
deaths.

1G

49 9

199 30

1896 156 51 6

132 37 8

Year.

1899.

1900

1901.

1902

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

137 36 4

172 73 0

163 98 7

201 63 6

118 16 a

The notable outbreaks in 1893 and 1895, when so many deaths from this cause occurred

in the city, are examples of the ravages of this preventable disease. The residual typhoid

cases are too numerous, remaining strikingly uniform until 1901, when the change was

made from the polluted river water to the present ground supply. The decrease in the

number of deaths is ample proof, if any were needed, that the raw river water contains the

specific germ of typhoid.

irk 161—06 2
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Field assays of waterfrom public supplies at Tidioute, Tionesta, Titusville, and Oil City, Pa.,

andfrom Oil Creek at Titusville, Pa.

[ Part per million.]

Oil
Creek at
Titus
ville.

Determination.
Tidi
oute.

Tio
nesta.

Titus
ville.

Oil City,

Turbidity 0 0 0 0 • SO

Color +6 17 22 ISO

Iron (Fe) Trace. Tree*. (») Trace. 1.5

o 10 0 94 64 46

20 18 130+ 61 at

61 21 100 77 36

Sulphates (SO») 0 «5 Trace. «5

5.8 4.8 10 13 5.6

a Estimated. & Slight trace.

The Oil City water is much softer than the Titusville supply. Neither, however, is as

good as the pure spring waters of Tidioute and Tionesta.

• FRENCH CREEK.

French Creek enters the Allegheny at Franklin, a little below Oil City. Four towns of

considerable size drain into it—Corry, Union City, Cambridge Springs, and Meadville, Pa.

Corry, Pa.—Corry (population about 8,000) obtains water partly by gravity from a

spring-fed reservoir and partly from deep wells. A number of circumstances have com

bined to give the reservoir water a poor reputation.

Typhoid mortality at Corry, Pa.

Year.
Total

dentils.
Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

1

5 1

93 2 1

These figures are so meager as to be useless except to show that typhoid fever was present

in Corry in the years given. It may reasonably l>e conjectured, in the absence of informa

tion to the contrary, that there was at least as much of the disease in years for which figures

are not available. It is not known how much sewage from Corry gets into French Creek.

With more care in policing the watershed this stream should make a good supply; it is

probable, however, that it will lie entirely abandoned in favor of the ground water.

It would seem likely, from the absence of turbidity (see assay on p. 19), the extremely low

color, and the high total hardness, that the well water is being used very largely, if not alto

gether, as the spring waters of this section are usually low in mineral content. This water is

strikingly similar to that of the city supply at Warren and would give the same trouble in

industrial uses (p. 15).

Union City, Pa.—Union City (population about 3,000), located about 10 miles below

Corn', has a gravity supply from a spring-fed reservoir (see assay on p. 19). The old

mainsare largely wood, and are about to be replaced throughout with cast iron. A pumping

station at the intersection of French Creek with the main street supplies French Creek water

for fire purposes. It is so connected as to pump into the mains in times of scarcity. The

town woulddo well either to build a larger reservoir for gravity suppliesor to install a mechan
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ical filter to handle French Creek water. The town sewers into French Creek, and there is

no pretense at sanitary inspection of its drainage area. With the pumping station in a posi

tion to pump dangerous water into the mains at all times, no confidence can be felt in the

supply under present conditions. There is a striking similarity between the reservoir water

and the creek water in all points, and it is especially significant that their chlorine content

is practically the same.

No figures of typhoid-fever mortality arc obtainable for this town except for 1894, when

there were two deaths.

Cambridge Springs, Pa.—Fourteen miles below Union City is Cambridge Springs, a sum

mer resort which has about 1,500 permanent inhabitants, and is annually visited by many

people. The water of the public supply has been pumped from three drilled wells 66 to 100

feet deep, but as this gains color after standing a short while it has fallen into general disre

pute, and its use has been practically abandoned, French Creek water being pumped instead.

As Union City sewage pollutes this relatively small stream only a short distance above Cam

bridge, it is extremely inadvisable for this town to resort to such a supply. If typhoid-fever

infection should be carried down the creek to Cambridge Springs and pumped into the city

supply enough cases may occur in a single summer to destroy the reputation of the town as a

summer resort. Interest in the public supply is now at a standstill. Most residents who

can do so are drinking mineral water from the numerous wells and springs which have made

the place well known. The present unsatisfactory condition of the supply should be speedily

remedied either by drilling for a new ground-water source or by filtration of the French

Creek water. Without such precaution a serious epidemic of typhoid fever will some day

occur in Cambridge Springs. The town sewers into French Creek.

Field assays of ■public supplies of towns on French Creek.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination. Corry.
Union
City.

Frcnoh
Creek at

Union City.

Cambridge
Springs.

Turbidity 0 0 0 0

Color 5 212 106 22

(«) («) 0.5 0

92 Some. 57 41

Total hardness (as CaCOi) 130+ 75 61 61

96 40 50 223

(») Trace. 0 »5

Chlorides (CI) 5.6 5.8 5.6 42

o Very slight trace. & Slight trace. ' Estimated.

The alkalinity of the Cambridge Springs supply is so much greater than the calcium present

as to point to the probable presence of the carbonates of magnesium and the alkalies. This

water is by no means bad for boiler uses, being strikingly similar in hardness to that of French

Creek.

Meadville, Pa.—The danger of using French Creek water is greatly intensified at Meadville

(population 10,000), about 15 miles farther down the stream. In addition to the farm

drainage along its course, sewage from Cambridge Springs and Union City pollutes the creek

continually, and during those seasons of the year when the turbidity is high it is utterly

impossible to use the water without filtering it. Conditions became so very bad that in 1901

steps were taken to introduce a ground-water supply. It is of interest in this connection to

quote from the Report of the Board of Water Commissionersof the City of Meadville for 1901 :

On the one hand it was asserted that the waters of French Creek were polluted, nonpotable, and

dangerous to human life. On the other hand there were those who contended that the waters of French

Creek were pure and wholesome. Chemical analyses made by the most eminent water specialists In

America demonstrated that the water of French Creek for domestic use could hardly be worse.
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Typhoid mortality figures are as follows:

Typhoid mortality at Mcadtnlle, Pa.

Year.
Total Typhoid
deaths. eases.

1893.

1894.

1895.

1N96.

1897.

122

122

Typhoid
deaths.

Year.

1 , 1888

3 i| 1899

9 4 1'JOO

10 2 1901

7 1 1902

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
(■uses.

Typhoid
deaths.

93 8 2

172 24 12

169 27

174 52

17S 4K 11

The present supply was recommended by Messrs. Hering and Fuller after consideration of

the alternative proposition of filtering French Creek. It is derived from sixteen 8-inch wells

45 to 60feet deep, drilled in the water-bearing gravel underlying much of the valley of Cusse-

wago Creek, a layer of clay between the surface soil and the gravel affording considerable

protection against surface seepage. From these wells the city is pumping about 1,500,000

gallons a day. By putting down 9 additional wells 4,000,(XX) gallons may be made available.

The, pumping station and much of its machinery is new and is the latest step in the improve

ment that has marked Meadville's progress since the city acquired the water-supply plant.

Under present conditions the supply must be considered as good as any of its kind in the

country. If its use should beccome universal in the town typhoid fever would be practically

wiped out in a year or two. The experience of the local board of health in 1904 was encour

aging. There were 29 cases reported, 2 of them foreign, as against 87 for 1903 and 48 for

1902. It should be remembered that the new water supply was first used late in 1902, the

city water previous to that time having been pumped from French Creek. Of the 27 cases

properly chargeable against the town in 1904, 15 occurred in the third and fourth wards,

where most of the wells whose water is used for domestic purposes are located. These wells

draw from ground Abater contaminated by old buried cesspools.

Field assay ind analyses of public supply at Meadville, Pa.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fc)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (us CaCO,) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SO.)

Chlorides (CI)

Albuminoid ammonia

Free ammonia

Nitrates

Nitrites

 

^Estimated.

This water requires a little treatment ; for boiler uses the creek water is much better. The

figures of albuminoid and free ammonia show that there is very little nitrogen in the water,

and the absence of nitrates and nitrites shows that no organic matter had recently been

added to it. For drinking purposes it is excellent.
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«LLEOnENY RIVER BETWEEN FRENCH CREEK AND CLARION RIVER.

Franklin, Pa.—Conditions similar to those, at Meadville have caused like difficulties at

Franklin (population 7,000), on Allegheny River at the mouth of French Creek. The sup

ply for some time was obtained by gravity from several springs, the water being impounded

in a clean, well-constructed reservoir lined with paving brick, and of a capacity of 1 1 ,000,000

gallons. The watershed is unpopulated and is policed immediately -about the reservoir.

The amount of water impounded is, however, totally inadequate in dry seasons for the

needs of the town. Xinc wells have been drilled in sets of three, connected by a 12-inch

line to the pumps, and so equipped with gate valves that any well or set of wells can be

closed while the rest are being pumped. The results are fairly good, but it is likely that a

stratum of ground water containing more storage than the one now drawn upon will have to

be prospected for, as the present wells become low in dry times. During the last season's

drought pumping from the wells had to be stopped entirely for a time, when a temporary

plan of natural filtration was attempted. A trench about 6 feet across and 8 feet deep was

dug at a right angle to the river bed, and the river water was pumped into it and allowed

to percolate through the ground until it reached the stratum into which the wells were

drilled. Not proving very successful in yield the plan was abandoned. This was perhaps

fortunate, for it is not probable that this contaminated river water was purified by the

process, as the wells average but 40 feet in depth. The idea is similar to that of Doctor

Imbeaux, Ingenieur des Fonts et Chausse'es, of Nancy, France, who built an ''open canal

through the gravel and conducts through it the river water parallel to the gallery and on the

opposite side of it from the bank of the river; this has the effect of making both sides of the

filter gallery equally effective. This method has been entirely successful."" A similar

supply at Albion, N. Y., was condemned by the State engineer as unsafe. The city wells

were located near a canal carrying polluted water, and in order to augment the yield from

the wells, the water company dug trenches from the canal, which reached, to the water

bearing gravel that supplied the wells. • The State engineer held that the supply would be

dangerously polluted by the infiltration of the canal water and ordered the trenches

closed". 6

Six additional wells, spaced farther apart than the present bores, would probably yield

enough additional water to supply the town at all times.

Field assay of public supply at Franklin, Pa.

Determination.

Turbidity . ..

Color

Iron (Fe) . . .

Calcium (Ca)

This water is not so good for boiler uses as the creek or river water, nor is it suitable for

industries requiring extremely pure water.

EmUnton, Pa.—Notwithstanding tho pollution that comes in from Franklin and above it,

Emlenton (population 1 ,000) is pumping raw Allegheny River water every day in the year

as a water supply. An analysis of Allegheny River water at the Emlenton intake was made

in 1902 for the State board of health and is relied upon by the people of the town as showing

that the water is safe for drinking. This conclusion is not justified by the analysis, which

is given below. The river is known to be grossly polluted by sewage containing pathogenic

bacteria; the nitrate figure in the analysis shows considerable past pollution, and it remains

o Bechmann. M., Purification of water for domestic use: Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 54, Pt. D

(International Engineering Congress), p. 184.
'Eng. News, Oct., 1904.

Parts perj
million

Determination.

Total hardness (as CaC03) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (S03)

Chlorides (CI)

Parts per
million.

75

80

:t

13
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to be proved that this past pollution is completely inocuous. Certainly no assurance of

safety can legitimately be derived from one or two analyses. Emlenton sewers into Alle

gheny River.

Analysis of waierfrom Allegheny River at Emlenton."

Determination.
Parts per
million.

Determination.
Parts per
million.

Total solids 70

1.1

.16

Free ammonia 0.02

.02

Nitrates

Albuminoid ammonia

oRept. Pennsylvania Stat* Board of Health, 1902, p. 45.

CLARION RIVER.

A number of important towns are located along Clarion River, which empties into the

Allegheny a few miles below Emlenton.

St. Marys, Pa.—St. Marys (population 4,000) is on Elk Creek, one of the headwater

streams of Clarion River. It is supplied by a gravity system from reservoirs on Laurel and

Silver runs, the reservoirs being filled by pumping. Frequent analyses of this water have

been made at various times for the local water company, which takes considerable pride in

keeping it in good condition. It is claimed that there is no typhoid fever here. The water

is excellent for any purpose, either domestic or industrial. It does not seem likely that

much drainage from this town gets into Allegheny River.

Johnsonburg, Pa.—Johnsonburg is a town of about the same size as St. Marys, situated

directly on Clarion River, near its source. The water supply is pumped from a small reser

voir about 1$ miles from the town. This reservoir is located on Powers Run, a mountain

stream with a very uniform rate of flow, and of except ional purity so far as mineral contents

go. The daily consumption is alxrnt 75,000 gallons. No dwellings or privies are allowed

along the banks of the stream, but this precaution is offset by the presence of pig yards,

barns, and chicken yards. During every rain, and for some time after, the run is polluted

by washings from these pens. Similar conditions exist lower down, at a small settlement

containing about -12 families. During the summer of 1905 a contractor's camp was

located directly upon the stream at the headwaters. Many cases of typhoid fever are

reported in the town and the water is in bad repute, yet the meager figures obtainable as to

typhoid mortality indicate a very fair water supply.

Typhoid mortality at Johnsonburg, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

1895 4 1898 23

43

45

4 1

1

1

1896 2

1

1899 1

51897 1902

With intelligent inspection of this watershed Johnsonburg should have a water supply

as good as any in the country. As it is the conditions may readily cause an epidemic of

typhoid fever. The field assay (p. 24) shows ttie Powers Run water to be exceptionally

pure and excellent for any industrial purpose. For domestic use it would be very good if

not contaminated, as shown above.

Ridgway, Pa.—Clarion River above Ridgway (population 3,500) is polluted by the

domestic sewage from Johnsonburg and by contamination from the paper mills there, as

well as by the wastes from a very large tannery. The public supply of Ridgway is derived

partly from a spring-fed reservoir on Gallagher Creek and partly from two wells, 92 and 94
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feet deep, at the lower edge of the town, from which excellent water is pumped. These

wells became infected a few years ago through a defective casing, which allowed leakage

from adjoining sewers. Upon analysis the water was pronounced unsafe, and though the

casing has since been replaced the supply is still somewhat under suspicion by the towns

people. The mineral analysis shows no unusual features for a water drawn from this

depth. If used without treatment, it would give trouble in boilers. The Gallagher Creek

supply becomes scanty in times of drought, so that the. pumps at the wells are now fur

nishing nearly all the water to the reservoir, from which it is brought into the town by

gravity. The. figures available to show typhoid fever mortality are too few to serve as a

basis for any conclusions as to the character of the water other than to prove that the town

is not free from the disease and that its sewage therefore probably contains typhoid bacilli.

The most serious outbreak was in 1895, when there were 36 cases of typhoid fever with one

death.

In order to determine the effect of the industrial pollution mentioned, a sample was

taken from Clarion River about a quarter of a mile below the tannery. It was so highly

colored as to be unreadable by ordinary moans, appearing black in the river, its shade being

equivalent to an iron color of 4 parts per million. It is practically a slightly "diluted tan

liquor at this point. Except for the difference in color and alkalinity traced to the tanning

wastes the two samples at Ridgway are strikingly alike. The influence of the sulphite

wastes from the Johnsonburg paper mill is noticeable in the high sulphur trioxide figure.

BrodcwayvUle, Pa.—Brockwayville (population 1,700) is located on Littlo Toby Creek, a

tributary of Clarion River, entering a few miles below Ridgway. It has a spring-run

gravity supply from a small reservoir on Whetstone Creek, 5 miles lielow the town. There

is little interest in the matter in the village. The company officials state that the water

shed is not populated in any way; but as there is no way of guarding against pollution of

the reservoir, the supply can not be called wholly satisfactory. For manufacturing pur

poses the water is far superior to that of Toby Creek, which receives considerable mine

drainage, as shown in the field assay (p. 24).

The public supply is typical of the spring waters of the section. The assay of water

from Toby Creek shows the influence of mine drainage in the high sulphates and iron con

tents and in the nearly complete neutralization of the natural alkalinity of the stream by

the acid drainage. This water is not suitable for domestic purposes and would cause

much trouble in boilers from incrustation and corrosion. The iron is probably present as

ferrous sulphate.

Clarion, Pa.—The largest town on Clarion River is Clarion (population about 2,500), 25

miles from the Allegheny. Its supply is obtained partly by gravity from a reservoir upon

McLains Run, and it is said that Clarion River affords part of the supply by pumping and

treatment with a mechanical filter. The sample analyzed seems too soft to have come out

of the river. The McLains Run water should 1» a very satisfactory supply if the quantity

remains sufficient during the dry season. The field assay shows the public supply to be a

very fine soft water suitable for any purpose. The town sewers into Clarion River.

The figures available to show typhoid fever mortality at Clarion are few, but the large

number of cases and high percentage of mortality show clearly enough that the polluted

river water has been in use.

Typhoid mortality at Clarion, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

23 19 1

16 16 a

25

30 26 i

18 i4
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Field assay of -public supplies in Clarion River basin.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOj)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

St Ma
rys.

Johnson-
burg.

Ridgway.
Brock,
way-
vilie.

Clarion
River.

Clar
ion.

Toby
Creek.

0 0 0 0 0 0 »5

35 106 5 27 45 17

0 W 3 («) 0 0 4

0 0 119 0 0 113 84

13 22 130+ 13 130+ 90

9 12 133 14 18 63 7

0 0 "28 0 0 41 104

6 4.8 26 ,6 4.4 30 6.1

i> Very slight trace. c Slight trace."Estimated.

ALLEGHENY RIVER BETWEEN CLARION RIVER AND REDBANK CREEK.

Parker, Pa.—Parker (population about 1,000) is built in a line along tbo Allegheny

River front and on top of the bluff overlooking the river. The waterworks station is "at

the extreme southern end of the town, the intake being well out in the middle of the stream. .

All sewage and drainago from the village finds its way into the stream immediately above

the intake. Besides this there are two slaughterhouses located on Toms Run, which enters

into the Allegheny a few hundred yards above the northern edge of the town. The sewage

of Emlenton is emptied into Allegheny River a short distance farther upstream. The

pumping station is a ramshackle building, filthy inside and out (sec PI. I, A). A privy in

the building is located at the edge of the shore, so that every rain washes pollution into the

stream right at the intake. This is one of the grossest cases of ignorance and uncleanliness in

water supply that has been noted in the course of this investigation. The pumping station

is so located as to supply water contaminated not only with all the pollution from above,

but also with that at the very doors of the town. Reliable figures as to typhoid fever here

would bo extremely valuable. During the few hours spent in the town 6 cases were located.

This plant was installed about thirty years ago and has been in continuous operation since.

It is said that the cleaning which the tank has just received was the first that it has had in

many years. The first cost of the pumping plant could not have been more than the few

hundred dollars necessary to purchase the tank and tlje small gas-engine which is doing the

pumping. The plant should be replaced by a ground-water system similar to those of

Warren and Oil City.

Field assays of waterfrom Allegheny River at Parker, Pa.

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca).

Parts per
million.

Determination.

nr.

7

2

M

Total hardness (as CaCOs)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

Parts per
million.

SO

54

■ 5

26

a Estimated.

The field assay of water from the river at Warren (see p. 15) showed 5.6 parts per million

of chlorine at Warren, agreeing very closely with the 5.0 parts per million shown by the

analysis at Emlenton, several miles above Parker. The very high rise in the chlorine at

Parker is probably traceable to the salt used at the slaughterhouses at Toms Run and

i to point to direct pollution of the river above the intake from this source.
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Jl DAM AND RESERVOIR OF PUBLIC SUPPLY AT REYNOLDSVILLE. PA.

Showing flimsy construction.
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REDBANK CREEK.

Redbank Creek, an important tributary of the Allegheny, enters the main stream at Red-

bank Furnace, about IS miles below Parker. There are four towns of consequence on this

tributary drainage area—Dubois, Reynoldsville, Brookville, and New Bethlehem.

Dubois, Pa.—Dubois (population 10,000) has a gravity supply from large reservoirs that

impound the waters of Anderson and Wolf creeks. The Anderson Creek reservoir, 9 miles

from town, has a capacity of 150,000,000 gallons, the daily consumption being 1,000,000

gallons. There was no shortage here in the summer of 1 904 at the time when drought was

felt throughout this section. The supply is allowed to flow "wild" through the mains into

town, and the excess goes on to Wolf Creek reservoir, where it is collected for storage, to be

pumped back in time of need. The watershed is cleared of habitation, is partly owned by

the company, and is patrolled at all times by a paid constable. The reservoirs are cleaned

twice a year, and it is claimed that all cases of typhoid fever are traceable to the use of pri

vate wells, nearly all of which have been abandoned. Judgment as to the water supply

of Dubois can hardly be definite in view of the meager figures at hand as to typhoid fever.

The water seems to be good.

Typhoid mortality at Dubois, Pa.

Year.

1897.

hod..

1901..

Total ! Typhoid
deaths, deaths.

66 2

138 , 3

l.li 3

This water shows (see assay on p. 20) a bright red coloration after being heated to boil

ing point. This is probably due to the presence of iron as iron carbonate, which loses car

bon dioxide on heating, leaving the red ferrous oxide as a precipitate in the water, FeC03—

C02=FeO, which combines with oxygen in the water to form Fe203 as a red precipitate.

Before the present large reservoir was in service, three deep wells, now plugged, were sunk,

in search of an additional supply. Neither quantity nor quality was satisfactory. The

town sewers into Sandy Creek, a tributary of Redbank Creek.

Reynoldsi'ille, Pa.—Ten miles below Dubois is the town of Reynoldsville (population

about 5,000). It has a surfaee supply from two small reservoirs, one of which is held in

reserve. The one actually in use covers about three-fourths of an acre and does not appear

to be in good condition, being apparently foul on the bottom and sides. The primitive char

acter of the works is shown in PI. I, B. The earth dam is but a temporary structure and

the spillway a rough boxing of planks. The pool impounds the little run on whoso course

it is built, and receives the flow of two springs besides. There is evidently but a few days

storage, and the supply is inadequate. In the fall of 1904 the prevalent scarcity led to the

drilling of two wells right at the pumping station, the water from which is said to be a little

harder than the spring water. These are not in operation at the present time, being held

in reserve.

Typhoid mortality at RtynMsp'dU, Pa.

Y , Total Typhoid
lear- deaths, dealhs

1889.

1902.

38 2

44 1

With the reservoir in its present condition, the water supply is certainly not beyond sus

picion. The land around this reservoir is all in cultivation, and there is no policing of the

drainage area. An assay of the water is given on page 26.
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Brookvittt, Pa.—Brookville (population 2/100) is a rapidly growing lumber town, located

between the confluence of the North Fork and Sandy Creek. The town supply is pumped

directly from the North Fork, without purification, into three 3,000-barrel steel tanks,

whence a daily consumption of about 290,000 gallons flows by gravity into the mains, so

that there is little or no opportunity for sedimentation. A field assay is given below.

PI. II, A, shows the pumping station and conditions at the intake, which is in the mill pond

about 30 feet out from the bank. The pond is a stagnant pool whose surface is littered with

scum, chips, logs, oil, and lumber yard refuse, and at the time the sample was taken presented

a most uninviting appearance. Judging by the high-water mark here conditions must be

much worse when the spring freshets sweep debris from the whole course of the stream into

the pond. A mile upstream, at another sawmill, are located the houses of a few families

right on the stream. The water has a high color, doubtless due to the rubbish mentioned

above.

The few statistics available as to typhoid fever show the constant presence of the disease,

sometimes in high rates.

Typhoid mortality at Brookville, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

1885 3

13

1

1899 38 6

3

3

8

2

1896 34 2 1900  

1897 1901 . 28 2

1898 24 11 2 1902

Sandy Creek, although most offensively polluted at Reynoldsville by the tannery, pre

sents a perfectly clear appearance at this point.

New Bethlehem, Pa.—Near the mouth of Redbank Creek is New Bethlehem, a town of

about 2,000 population . Hero there is a very good, well-equipped water-supply plant. The

water, which is rather hard and of the limestone type, is pumped from Redbank Creek into

a settling basin holding approximately 180,000 gallons, whence a small gas pump raises it

into a small mechanical filter. Washout gates on the distributing mains are used for flush

ing out any deposited matter. The reservoir and filters are covered, being brick and cement

structures, and intelligent supervision is exercised over the entire plant. The supply seems

to be good and to give satisfaction. The machinery is all modern. The low alkalinity of

this water in the presence of so much calcium carl>onate probably results from the acidity of

chemicals added in the filtration process. This supply should cause no trouble in boilers

and should be available for many other industrial uses.

Field assays of public suppliesfrom towns in Redbank Creek basin.

[Farts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOi)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOi)

Chlorides (CI)

Dubois.

ii

96

]

0

15

hi

ll

2.2

RCJiTe'.d8" Brookville

ii

35

(■)

Some.

;«i

21

Trace.

3. 9

0

90

Trace,

n

20

21

0

s.g

New Beth
lehem.

n

27

;ti

39

12

eSO

s

a Very slight trace. l> Slight trace. c Estimated.
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MAHONING CREEK.

Punxsutavmey, Pa.—Mahoning Creek flows through a sparsely settled country; the only

important town on it is Punxsutawney, with a population of 4,375 in 1900. This obtains a

gravity supply from Clover Run, whose water is used without purification. The Punxsu

tawney water is of the usual spring type, the great difficulty with it being its occasional tur

bidity. A slight amount of patrolling would make the supply quite safe. The only ty

phoid-fever data available for Punxsutawney arc for 1902, when thero were two deaths from

this cause.

Field assay of waterfrom Punxsuiatimey, Pa.

Determination.

Turbidity...

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Parts per
million.

■ IS

90

0.5

(i

Determination.
Parts per
million.

Total hardness (as CaC03)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (S03)

Chlorides (CI)

15

21

0

5.6

•■Estimated.

ALLEGHENY RIVER BETWEEN REDBANK CREEK AND KI8KIMINITA8 RIVER.

Kittanning, Pa.—Kittanning (population about 4,000) pumps from Allegheny River and

is now installing a filtration plant, after passing through a painful experience with typhoid

fever. The disease may be said to have been continuously epidemic here for years, as

shown by the following figures, the number of deaths being among the highest in the country.

Typhoid mortality at Kittanning, Pa."

Deaths
■ per

100,000.

Deaths Deaths
Year. Year. per

100,000.
Year. per

100,000.

1898 189 1900 128

24

1902 109

1601899 78 1901 1903

Ford City, Pa.—Ford City, Kittanning's near neighbor, had a similar experience in

the epidemic conditions prevailing from March 24, 1903, to January 23, 1901, in which period

eleven deaths from typhoid fever occurred, in an estimated population of 3,000.

KISKIMINITA8 RIVER BASIN.

CONEMAUGH RIVER.

Johnstown, Pa.—Johnstown (population about 40,000) is on Conemaugh River, the prin

cipal tributary of the Kiskiminitas. It has a sewer system draining into the river. This

important city takes its water supply entirely from mountain runs impounded in an exten

sive system of storage reservoirs, holding a total of 283,000,000 gallons, beside which there

are two intakes on Conemaugh River for supplying manufacturing plants through a 36-inch

cast-iron main. For the town supply, however, only the reservoir water is now used, and

the watershed is said to be regularly patrolled by special constables. The greater portion of

the drainage area is owned by the Johnstown Water Company and much of the remainder

by the Cambria Steel Company. The two corporations are said to work together in policing

the entire drainage area. It would seem that radical measures are necessary to bring this

town into the class of cities having a moderate death rate from water-borne diseases, for

a£ng. News, Feb. 11, 1904.
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it has been a plague-spot of typhoid fever for many years, as is shown by the following

statistics:

Typhoid mortality at Johnstown, Pa.

Year.

1891 . .

1892..

1893..

1894. .

1895..

1896..

1897..

1898..

1899..

1901..

1902..

Typhoid
death

rate per
100,000.

Popula
tion.

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

21,805 10 46

22,000 5 22.7

23,300 13 56

23,80(1 10 42

25,000 16 64

427 21

20,000 21 81

32,000 459 10 31

35,936 586 28 78

37,000 689 40 108

40,000 717 14 35

These figures indicate that the water supply of Johnstown is among the worst in the coun

try. The sudden drop in 1902, if permanent, may be the result of more careful inspection

by the new management. The five deaths of 1892 were all traced to pollution of a reser

voir by the drainage from a cesspool on a farm about 1 J miles above. This had received

dejecta from a typhoid patient, which, washing down into the reservoir, caused the infec

tion of consumers of the water.

The daily consumption is about 3,000,000 gallons. With the amount in storage the town

has an abundant supply before drawing upon the Conemaugh. The month's drought in

the fall of 1904 which proved so serious throughout this section necessitated the use of

river water after public notice. Since then the storage capacity of the reservoir., has been

increased 130,000,000 gallons, making the total above stated. Comparison of the quality

of the two supplies is decidedly in favor of the mountain water.

Field assays of water in Kiskiminitas River basin.

[ Tarts per million. J

Johnstown.

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaC03) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (S03)

Chlorides (CI)

 

a Very Blight trace. ft Estimated.

The Johnstown public supply is very soft and pure; but the high color suggests some

marshy drainage. The water of Conemaugh River is much harder and makes serious

trouble in boilers, and is, besides, so contaminated at times as to make its use for domestic

purposes inadvisable without filtration. The well water is very much harder than the city

supply.
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Indiana, Pa.—Indiana (population about 5,000) on Marsh and Whites runs, branches of

Two Lick Creek, which drains into Conemaugh River, has an unfiltered supply from the

creek.

The chief trouble with the water supply seems to be the lack of sanitation on the creek.

As far as mineral contents. go, the water is of fair quality.

KISKIMINITAS HIVEK BELOW COXIUDOB K1VFR.

Vandergrifl, Pa.—Vandcrgrift (population about 5,000) has a combination spring and

well water supply, and Apollo, near by, pumps from Kiskiminitas River. Both drain into

the Allegheny, and the typhoid-fever figures given indicate the character of this contribu

tion to the river water.

ALLEGHENY RIVER BETWEEN KISKIMINITAS RIVER AND PITT8BURO.

The quality of the water of Allegheny River below Kiskiminitas River is described under

the heading " Natural filtration," page 57,

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS IN ALLEGHENY RIVER BASIN.

The work of the Pittsburg filtration commission showed conclusively that in a water

shed of the "quick-spilling" class, like the Allegheny, even a scattered population, not col

lectively a great number as compared to-a great city, can and does pollute the main stream

to a degree tlrat makes its water undesirable and dangerous for drinking.

The foregoing study shows that typhoid fever exists in some form at all points on the

river and its important tributaries. Owing to the character of the physical features of the

country this contamination may enter the stream at any point and be delivered in virulent

form at any other point below. The profile sheet (PI. Ill) shows that the slope of Alle

gheny River is rather abrupt. The elevations used in platting in many cases represent only

approximately the actual level of the river, and the distances are partly scaled from a map.

This inaccuracy of data is of no consequence in a chart drawn to the scale shown, the actual

differences being far too small to plat, so that the profiles given faithfully represent actual

conditions.

At Port Allegany, near the source, of the stream, the elevation is 1,479 feet; at Franklin,

where French Creek joins the main stream, the elevation is 969 feet, a drop of 510 feet in

145 miles, or about 3.5 feet per mile. This is not an exceptionally steep grade, many irriga

tion canals of the West, built in earth, having a fall, roughly speaking, of 1 to 5 feet per

mile, without ordinarily acquiring a velocity sufficient to damage their banks. In view

of the resistance offered to the flow of water in the open channel by rocks and unevenncsses

of surface, it is evident that the velocity given by the slope of the river bed is not sufficient

to account for the rapid delivery of storm water to a point near Pittsburg.

The character of the watershed is a factor whose importance can be surmised when one

recollects the numerous and destructive floods in this stream. The sides of the valley

through which the river flows are steep and the soil does not absorb water.readily. Besides,

numerous side gorges dissect the country in every direction, with slopes so abrupt as to

deliver storm water in torrents to the main stream. Even the larger tributaries have very

steep grades. This is clear from the profiles of the comparatively large tributaries, French

Creek and Clarion River. Between Corry and Franklin, where it enters the Allegheny,

French Creek descends 457 feet in a distance of about 70 miles, making a grade of about

6.5 feet to the mile—a slope about twice as steep as that of the main stream. Clarion River,

between Ridgway and its mouth, a distance of 58 miles, has a fall of .514 feet, or 8.9 teet to

the mile. The facts seem to he, therefore, that a valley with a gradient in the main as

low as 3.5 feet to the mile will deliver storm water very rapidly if its side slopes are steep

and covered mainly with a somewhat impervious soil.

The significance of these conditions and the justness of the judgment thereon by the

filtration commission's experts will be made clear by the following description of the Monon-

gahela River drainage. ■ "<•
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MOSONGAHELA KIVER BASIN.

DESCRIPTION OF BASIN.

Monongahela River is formed by the junction of several streams, the largest being the

Youghiogheny, which enters at McKeesport. Above this point the largest tributary is

Cheat River, which furnishes the greater portion of the water in the Monongahela the year

round. The drainage area of this stream as well as that of West Fork and of Tygart River,

other tributaries of the Monongahela, is very sparsely populated, the towns being few,

small, and far between. The total population of the Monongahela River drainage area in

1900 was almost identical with that of the Allegheny, each consisting of about 184,000

people.

 

Flo. 2.—Map of Monongulu'la Kiver basin, showing population.

TYGART RIVER ABOVE BUCKIIANNON RIVER.

Tygart River is a rapid stream flowing over naked rock (PI. II, B, p. 26) in nearly the whole

of its course, through very thinly inhabited country. The heavy timber in its drainage

area was cut long ago, so that very little lumbering is now carried on there, with its too

frequent accompaniment of pollution of the running streams. The profile of this river

(PI. Ill) points to the fact that on account of the rapidity of its flow there can be but little
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self-purification of its water, the pollution not being detained long enough in the water to

permit much sedimentation.

Elkins, W. Va.—The town nearest to the source of Tygart River is Elkins (population,

about 2,500), whose water supply is pumped directly from the river without purification.

A field assay of this water is given on page 33. In view of the very scanty populalion above

Elkins, a little intelligent sanitary inspection should insure a good supply, the water being

as a rule exceptionally pure and clear. There is, however, more or less pollution at all

times from privies and farms along the stream, putting the city in the position of drinking

from a beautiful reservoir of clear water which is liable to contamination by every one

working along the river. The sewage of Elkins drains into Tygart River, and as the flow

of the stream is swift the harmful character of this contribution is not much lessened in

the short time it traverses the 15 miles between Elkins and Belington.

Bdington, W. Va.—Belington, a town of possibly 800 population, draws its supply

directly from Tygart River. It seems certain that more or less pollution from Elkins

sewage is bound to come down as far as Belington; besides the same liability to careless

or wanton pollution that exists above Elkins would operate to make the water unsafe for

Belington. Sanitary inspection of the stream is needed. A field assay of water from

Tygart River at Belington is given on page 33.

BUCKHANNON RIVER.

Buckhannon River enters the Monongahela at Tygart Junction, about 12 miles below

Belington, carrying at least as much water as Tygart River does up to that point.

Buckhannon, W. Va.—The only town on this tributary is Buckhannon (population,

2,500), whose water supply is drawn directly from Buckhannon River, which is backed up

for several miles above the city by an old milldam. The intake of the pumping station is

above the points of exit of the sewage from the city. The plant is operated in connection

with a modern ice plant using sterilized water. The same laxity exists here as at Beling

ton and Elkins as regards sanitary inspection of the stream.

Field assays of waterfrom Buckhannon and from Buckhannon River.

[Parts per million.]

 

Determination.

Turbid.ty

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as Ca :'Oi)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOi)

Chlorides (CI)

RiK-khitnnon.

40-foot City sup-
well, ply.

0

15

102

130

83

5

29

0

35

Trace.

0

28

12

0

Buckhan
non Itiver
at Tygart
Junction.

(«)

0

12

0

9

° Slight trace.

The well water is obtained from a w-ll that some years ago caused a typhoid epidemic

by becoming infected with drainage from neighboring privies. The water is character

istically hard and would be very poor for any industrial or domestic use, and the liability

of the well to pollution from infected drainage makes it best to avoid it as a source of water

for drinking. The two analyses of the river water show practically the same mineral con

tent and indicate that it is a very excellent water, suitable for any manufacturing or toiler

purposes.

The great objection to the Buckhannon water lies in the deliberate pollution that goes

on all along the river above the town. For 40 miles above Buckhannon the stream winds
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through forest country having a very scanty population scattered along the banks. There

are eight or ten little villages along the course of the stream, and every one of them has at

least two or three privies overhanging the water.

Pickens, W. Va.—Pickens, a town at the head of the river, having a population of a few

hundred, is built on the steep slopes of a little valley draining into the. stream. At the

railroad station the privy stands directly over a tributary within 40 yards of the

main stream. Farther downstream, at the mill, there are two or three more privies

located directly on the stream itself. With this pollution going down the river, rein

forced every few miles with more, it is difficult to see how Buckhannon water can be

safe. The only protection the consumers have is the 7-mile sedimentation basin into

which ♦■he river at Buckhannon has been turned, giving the pollution a chance to settle.

Field assays of waterfrom Pickens, W. Va.

[Parts por million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (('a)

Total hardness (as CaCOi)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SO3)

Chlorides (CI)

" Estimated.

The spring furnishes 11 typical water of this class—soft and pure. The high mineral

content of the shallow well points to a characteristic rock water, the rock l>eing within a

few feet of the surface and dipping down the hill to where the 100-foot well is located.

The latter is used in boilers with unsatisfactory results, as might lx> expected from the

assay.

TYOAUT RIVEB BELOW BUCKHANNON RIVER.

Philippi, W. Va.—The village of I'liilippi (population about 1,000) is located on Tygart

River, about 15 miles below Belington and about 12 miles below Buckhannon. As the

sewage from the towns already mentioned pollutes the stream, it is not believed that the

Philippi supply is safe, pumped as it is directly from the river without purification. It

should be borne in mind that while these streams do not receive a great deal of pollution

from any one of these towns, the amount of water in the river beds becomes very low in

the summer and fall, so that the beneficial effects of dilution, if there are any, must be

very slight, and at the same time sedimentation and storage probably play no part at all

in the purification of the water, owing to the high velocity of the streams.

Although the water is naturally very pure and these little towns are about 15 miles

apart , it seems certain that purification in a stream so small and rapid is not sufficient to

warrant the use of the water for drinking after infection from even a few families has

entered the stream. Although the drainage area as far down as Grafton is so sparsely

inhabited that pollution from all sources except city sewage is extremely slight, the rugged

nature of the country allows storm water to enter the stream very rapidly, increasing the

liability to wash down infection. Nevertheless, the water remains very clear a great deal

of the time, there being comparatively little fine soil to be washed away.

Grafton, W. Va.—Grafton (population about 5,000) is about 20 miles down the river

from Philippi. The city supply, amounting to about 500,000 gallons a day, is drawn

direct from the Tygart River without purification. As very little sewage is added to the

10-foot
well.

100-foot
well.

0 0

17 70

0 ..r. 18

76 62

!» 101

24 78

120 " 10

19 19

Spring.
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stream from Philippi, there is a stretch of about 35 miles that may be regarded as rela

tively free from pollution above Grafton. Distance, however, in the absence of conditions

permitting sedimentation, is of no avail in purifying river waters, and it is believed that

this water is not safe for drinking purposes without treatment. There is so much wanton

defilement in small amounts along the stream that anyone who follows its course from its

source to Grafton will not be inclined to drink the raw water at any point. The city of

Grafton has never taken proper care of its water supply. Until a few years ago the intake

of the city system was a little below the town, so that the people of the town were drinking

a dilution of their own sewage. The consequent high typhoid rate resulted in the removal

of the intake up the stream, by which the conditions were somewhat improved. Filtra

tion of the supply, however, is absolutely necessary to make the water safe.

The change in chemical content below Belington is striking, the hardness and alkalinity

both being reduced about 50 per cent at Tygart Junction and the hardness still further

reduced at Grafton. The reduction is probably due to the acid mine drainage along the

course of the stream neutralizing the alkaline carbonates to a great extent and causing

the precipitation of some of the calcium carbonate. The amounts of these present are so

very small that this water is exceedingly pure, usable for any industrial purpose in its raw

state.

Between Grafton and Fairmont the river flows through a country that is somewhat

more rolling than that at the headwaters. There is little population, only a few hamlets

being on the stream. It is noticeable, however, that every one of them has houses drain

ing into the stream, so that pollution in small quantities is constantly entering it. There

are no public supplies at these points, the inhabitants all using individual wells.

Fidd assays of waterfrom Tygart River at points in West Virginia and of well waterfrom

Colfaj; W. Va.

[Parts per million.]

Colfax.

Determination. F.lkins.
Beling
ton.

Tygart
Junction.

Grafton.
53-foot 36-foot
well. well.

Turbidity 0 0 0 0 0 0

Color 83 180 35 22 17 0

Iron (Fc) a. 5 4 0 Trace. 10 0

Calcium (Ca) 0 0 0 52 133

Total hardness (as CaC03) 45 45 21 7 139 1.39

Alkalinity M 23 13 14 98 14

Sulphates (SO>) 0 0 tl 0 0 155

Chlorides (CI) 9 !> 14 9 19 34

a Estimated.

The well waters are both in the rock, possibly in the coal seam which was uncovered

at the, depth of about 35 feet in building the abutments for the bridge at this point. They

are both very hard. That of the 53-foot well destroys tinware rapidly, probably by the

action on the metal of free C02 in the water. It is possible also that the iron is present

as ferrous bicarbonate (Fell (C03)2), which is decomposed in contact with the metal,

giving off a little free C02.

WEST FORK RIVER.

At Fairmont Tygart River unites with West Fork River to form the Monongahela.

West Fork River is a stream of very different character from the one just discussed. As

may be seen from the profile sheet, it is practically a series of pools connected by the run

ning stream, with a very slight fall, so that purification may go on to a great degree by

the influence of sedimentation and storage. The stream is also very turbid during a large

irk 161—06 3
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portion of the year. This adds to the possibility of purification by the heavy particles

settling in the pools and carrying down the bacteria.

Weston, W. Va.—The city of Weston (population 3,000) is nearest the head of the stream.

Above it there is no sewage and a scattered and scanty population. The public supply is

pumped directly from West Fork River, about 200,000 gallons a day being used. The

supply is to be criticised in three respects. In the first place, it becomes very scarce during

the summer. Secondly, the turbidity is high at certain seasons of the year. The drain

age area of this stream is different from that of Tvgart River in that there is a deeper soil

and much more land in cultivation, so that the frequent rains wash down much fine yellow

cla3T, which settles very slowly in the water. The third objectionable feature, hardly less

serious than the insufficient quantity, is that besides the organic matter which is washed

into the stream above Weston from the dwellings and farms along the shores, the stream

is wantonly polluted above the intake of the waterworks. There are several privies on

the other side of the river from the waterworks just a few feet above the dam.

On the whole, a great deal of improvement is needed in the town's water supply before

it can be said to be satisfactory. The water company is contemplating the purchase of a

mill site farther up the river, which will add about -10,000,000, gallons of storage. If this

purchase is made and vigorous measures arc taken to police the area adjacent to the river,

the result will be an immense improvement in the quality of the water.

The quality of ground water which it is possible to develop here formunicipal use is indi

cated by the field assays, given herewith, of water from three deep wells sunk in search of oil

and gas. The quantity of water obtained from these wells is ample. In quality the water

is fairly good for drinking purposes, though too high in mineral matters for commercial use.

The wells are located rather close together, the Irvin and Woodford wells being on opposite

sides of the river, about a quarter of a mile apart and the Maxwell well about 2 miles dis

tant. The remarkable agreement in the quality of the waters of the two former would seem

to indicate, that they are from the same water horizon. It is believed that a chain of wells

sunk to the depths indicated would yield an ample water supply for the town of Weston.

Such a supply could not, however, lie used in boilers without treatment.

Ficbl assays ofground waterfrom Weston, W. Va.

[Parts per million.]

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (asCaCOi)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

These waters are all hard rock waters, suitable for drinking purposes, but high in incrust-

ing and corroding solids, and therefore unlit for use in boilers. The chlorides corrode the

tubes rapidly, and no treatment ha.s yet been discovered that will prevent this action.

The water of West Fork River itself is very similar in mineral content to that of the two

streams discussed above. The field assay is supplemented by an analysis furnished by the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company made in October, 1900:

Determination.
Ervln

well: 700
feet deep.

Wood
ford well;
700 feet
deep.

Maxwell
well; 635
Icet deep.

0 0 0

20 20 35

> 2 0

53 65 28

104

392 303 440

0 0 0

488 499 426
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Field assay ofwaterfrom West Fori Rmr and analysis ofwaterfrom pool.

Field assays.
Parts

per mil
lion.

Analysis.
Parts

per mil
lion.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOj)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SCh)

Chlorides (CI)

tr.

:«

30

(i

12

7(1

II

Iron and alumina (FeiO?+AljOi)

Calcium

Magnesium

Sodium

Chlorine

Sulphate radicle

Carbonate

Color, brown.

r,i

6

3

13

19

22

2

a Estimated.

Remarks by analyst: Full of organic matter; rotten odor; unfit (or use.

When the stream becomes very low in the fall, it is of uninviting appearance in the pools,

and this feature makes the present supply most unsatisfactory.

Clarksburg, IV. Va.—Clarksburg (population about 0,000) is about 22 miles down West

Fork River from Weston. The city supply is pumped without purification from West Fork

River. Between Weston and Clarksburg there is considerable rural population, the land be

ing rolling and fertile. Although farm pollution takes care of itself to a large extent, a por

tion at least of the drainage from the farms finds its way into Elk Creek and West Fork

River. The most important factor of pollution, however, is the sewage from Weston. If

there were always plenty of water in the river its extremely low rate of flow might insure

sufficient detention of the sewage to cause a high degree of purification. The stream In

comes so nearly dry, however, that, as at Weston, isolated pools have to be drawn upon for

the city supply at certain seasons of the year. Plans are under w ay for rebuilding the Clarks

burg pumping plant and adding to it a settling basin. If efficiently operated this will

improve the appearance of the water and probably lower the bacterial content to some extent.

It is not believed, however, that, this water is safe for public supply without filtration. It is

claimed by the townspeople that it is not used for drinking, spring and well water being sold

and used extensively. A similar claim is made in nearly every town in West Virginia that

has a bad water supply; but in most cases the statement is not warranted by the facts.

Experience has shown that no matter how bad the quality of the water, if it has not an

offensive appearance and odor, and frequently if it has, a large percentage of the population

on the taps will drink it habitually, trusting to luck to escape disease. It is safe to assume

that every dangerous public water supply in West Virginia—and there are many of them—

which it is claimed by the residents is used only for washing, is being drunk by precisely

those who should not drink it—the poorer inhabitants, who can not buy pure water or

take care of themselves after they are infected.

West Fork River water would not be unusually difficult to filter, the experience of the

Hotel Waldo with a small Loomis apparatus, with alum sedimentation, being very encour

aging. This device is in the form of a compact tank inclosing a so-called cutting plate or

diaphragm screen, through which the sand lias to pass up and down in washing, breaking up

the dirty material caught on the sand. An assay of the water treated with this apparatus

shows a remarkable improvement in quality, due largely to the heating of the raw water.

Three analyses of ground water from wells at Clarksburg are given below. These waters

arc derived from widely different levels, the shallowest being in one of a group of flowing

wells 46 feet deep at Union Heights. This well furnishes water for domestic use, but like

the 160-foot well of the Standard Milling Company its yield is not sufficiently great to make

it important for anything but private supply. Not until the drill is sunk to the extreme

depth shown at the Hotel Waldo—500 feet—is a body of water found great enough to stand

pumping. Its quality, however, approximates that of mineral water, its chlorine and iron
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contents being extremely high. The well, which is a 4-inch one, was pumped all summer

and supplied a large portion of the town until the excessive drought of 1904 so exhausted

the stratum as to necessitate a stoppage of pumping. It would seem, however, that an

adequate city supply could be obtained by drilling a number of wells; but the expense of

this system and the fact that the water is unfit for boiler use indicates that it would be

better and cheaper to install a plant for mechanically filtering the wafer of West Fork River.

Field assays of waterfrom Clarksburg, W. Va.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOi)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

46-foot
flowing

160-foot
well.

500-foot
well,

West Fork
River.

well,
T. J.

Francis.

Stand
ard Co.

Waldo

Hotel. Raw.
Fil

tered.

0 0 0 (a) a

0 17 27 88 17

0 6.5 24 M.5 2

88 .56 64 0 0

104 63 21

312 257 381 20 14

0 (c) 0 t>10 0

60 18 423 9 4

a Decided. '> Estimated. cVcry slight trace.

The well waters are too high in mineral contents to Ix- used in industrial plants without

treatment. The river water is shown in its natural slate and as improved by filtration with

the Loomis apparatus, the process rendering it extremely soft and the diminution in bac

terial content making the effluent safer for drinking. It is not known whether the process

can be made cheap enough for use on a large scale.

Salem and Wallace, W. Va.—Salem and Wallace, on the branch lines of the Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad radiating from Clarksburg, present conditions typical of towns that rely on

ground water for their supply. Salem (population 7(X)) derives its supply from six wells,

about 100 feet in depth, all in the sandstone, the source of all the drilled-well water in this

section. The first water stratum is tapped at about "xi feet. Springs in the section are

neither numerous nor strong and practically all fail in times of drought.

The spring water is considerably more mineralized than the pure mountain springs in this

drainage area, yet it may be considered a soft water. The public supply (assay on p. 37) is

very hard, not usable for industrial or boiler purposes without treatment. The high alka

linity suggests the presence of alkaline carbonates, besides the calcium compounds.

At Wallace, W. Va., a little oil (own (population 400) there is no public supply. The

town is built along a little creek draining into West Fork River, and in every case where it

was possible to do so the outhouses have been constructed to overhang the creek, the latter

becoming practically an open sewer.

The extensive drilling for oil has developed the geological structure in this section enough

to show that water may be had at depths ranging from 20 to about 200 feet—in large quan

tity and reputed good qualify—at the latter depth. The assays (p. 37) are of water from

shallower wells in common use, the 108-foot well being on a farm at the edge of the town.

Most of the shallower wells become very low in summer.

The water from the 108-foot well is remarkable for its softness, the probability being

that the carbonates are present as sodium and potassium carbonates, and that calcium

and magnesium are lacking. As the great difficulty with the ground waters of northern

West Virginia is their hardness, which unfits them for boiler uses, this well is important as

indicating a vein of soft water at this depth. The other water assayed is fair, the incrusting
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solids being chiefly calcium carbonate. The yield from the well furnishing this is small,

sufficient only for a half dozen families.

Shinnston, W. Va.—Between Clarksburg and Fairmont there arc many small coal-mining

camps and coke ovens. Shinnston (population 600), on West Fork River, is the largest of

these places. The public supply is pumped unpurified from the river into a 1,000-barrel

tank. This is said to be used for fire service only, drinking water being obtained entirely

from shallow wells 10 to 40 feet deep, the depth depending on the elevation of the top of the

well, the water in all l>eing derived from beds at the same horizon apparently. The town is

located just below the Pittsburg coal seam, which is pierced at East Shinnston, about 3

miles farther northeast, where there are flowing mineral wells. Some years ago a drilling

made through the first rock (40 feet) by William Blair gave good water in great quantity.

There is the usual string of outhouses overhanging the river.

Field assays of waterfrom Salem, Wallace, and Shinnston, W. Va.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCo3)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOa)

Chlorides (CI)

Salem.

 

Wallace.

42-foot I 108-foot : Shinnston.

well, i well.

0

10

Trace.

(I

i)

166

1.25

ii

■r.

111.'!

ii

2!)

II

4.",

1.5

IIKI

139+

73

■17

MONONGAHELA RIVER FROM TYGART RIVER TO CHEAT RIVER.

Fairmont, W. Va.—Fairmont (population 5,000), about 30 miles below Clarksburg,

pumps Monongahela River water for filtration. This was formerly effected by two mechan

ical filters of the Buffalo type, but during the summer of 1905 two slow sand filters 75

feet square were installed and are now used. With proper operation of these filters the

city ought to have an excellent water supply, the mine drainage up to this point not being

sufficient to make the water objectionable and the other mineral impurities being slight.

Analyses of the raw and the filtered waters, given below, agree very closely.

Field assays of Monongahela River water at Fairmont, W. Va.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination.
Raw Filtered
water. water.

Determination.

Turbidity ' 0

Color 83

Iron (Fe) 1 «.8

Calcium (Ca) j (')

ii

S3

Trace.

Total hardness (as CaCoj)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOa)

Chlorides (CI)

Raw Filtered
water. water.

35 35

14 14

■ 8 »5

9 9

o Estimated. >> Slight trace.

The three analyses following, furnished by the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company,

show that the variation in quality at different seasons of the year is great enough to cause

considerable difficulty in handling the water, either in filtration for drinking or in treatment

for industrial purposes.
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Analyses of waterfrom Monongahela River at Fairmont, W. Va

[ Parts per million.]

Determination.

Color

Turbidity

Calcium (Ca)

Magnesium (Mg)

Carbonic acid (CO>)

Sulphuric acid (SOi)

Iron and alumina (AlaCb and FeiOj)

Alkali chlorides ■

Alkali sulphates

Total solids

Feb. 26,
1900.

June 9,
1903.

Sept. 26,
1903.

(•) (») Slight.

(c) Decided. Slight.

8.9 7.2 25

1.8 2.6 S

11.6 12.8 S

0.9 7 65. S

10.3 32 s

3.2 9 23.3

0 0 13

45.7 70.6 146.1

a Yellowish, clay. i> Yellow, muddy. c Considerable.

The variation in total solids is seen to be as high as 100 per cent between June and Sep

tember, though the June sample was taken after a heavy rain.

Buffalo Creek, which enters the Monongahela at Fairmont, drains an extensive coun

try having a population of several thousand. The most important town is Mannington

(population 2,500), which has a very complete waterworks system. The supply is derived

ffom 11 wells, 100 feet in depth, driven close together near the creek about half a mile from

town. As it was feared that summer demands would make it necessary to draw upon the

polluted waters of the creek, a mechanical filter was installed for treating the creek water.

It Ls claimed that, up to date it has not been necessary to use the filter. The creek carries

the town sewage as well as that of Farmington and other small communities, receiving also

drainage from numerous coal camps along its course. A field assay of the water is given on

page 39.

It should now be sufficiently evident that from this point on down stream the Mononga

hela River water is dangerous for drinking purposes unless it can be shown that it has com

pletely purified itself by sedimentation in the lower reaches of the river. The influence of

the Weston and Clarksburg sewage in a stream so small and so subject to failure as West

Fork River certainly extends us far as Fairmont. Besides this the pollution from Grafton

must necessarily add much fresh contamination to the stream above Fairmont. That city

is considering the removal of its waterworks intake so as to draw from Tygart Rivet, which

would certainly be better than the present source, for the West Fork contamination would

thus be completely eliminated.

Morgantoum, W. Va.—Morgantown (population 1,800), about 20 miles farther down the

stream, has one of the most, complete waterworks systems in West Virginia. The water is

pumped from Monongahela River into a settling basin, whence, it passes to four mechanical

filters. There is no clear-water reservoir, the filtered water going directly into the mains

to the average amount of 1,200,000 gallons a day. The water seems to be satisfactory.

The old gravity supply, from a mountain stream about 0 miles from the town, has been

allowed to fall into bad repair with the perfection of the filtration plant on the river.
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Field assays of vxtterfrom Mannington and Morgantown , W. Va.

[ Tarts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (asCaCOj)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOi)

Chlorides (CI)

Mannington.

City
supply.

ii

17

163

I'M

J4

>i organ-
town,

Buffalo city sup-
Creek, ply.

ii

96

I

Trace.

:ta

20

ii

ii

a Too high to read. t> Estimated.

For industrial purposes requiring a water free from any acid content this water might not

prove satisfactory at certain seasons on account of the mine drainage emptying into the

stream. Otherwise it is of good quality, very suitable for a public supply.

CHEAT RIVER.

At Point Marion, Ph., Monongahela River receives its great tributary, the Cheat. This

fine stream flows for much of its length through a deep canyon in rough country, having

almost no population on the watershed. There are but three important villages on the

stream, none of them having over 800 people. The pollution from these is very slight,

none of the towns being sewered, so that the most serious contamination is from the saw

mills and tanneries on the river. A piofile of Cheat River is shown on PI. Ill, page 30.

Shavers Fork and Dry Fork, which unite to form Cheat River, at Parsons, carry w aters of

good quality which differ only in the trace of sulphate in that of the former. (Assays on

p. 40.) The higher color of Dry Fork is due to tannery pollution, which persists in the

main stream a mile or two lower down, as is shown in its equally high color. Both the color

and the sulphur-trioxide content diminish markedly in the course of the flow to Rowles-

burg, alx>ut 20 miles down the river , and in this stretch there is also a slight temporary

diminution of the alkalinity. (See nssnv on p. -10.)

Parsons, W. Va.—At Parsons (population GOO), at the junction of Shaver's Fork and Dry

Fork, there are two tanneries, the effluents from which stain the water perceptibly. Saw

mills are located at various points along the stream, but, as the merchantable tirnl>er will

soon be gone, pollution from these may lie regarded as only temporary. In its present state

the water of the river is exceptionally fine, not greatly contaminated b\ sewage, and the

flow is sufficient to supply a million people. A field assay is given on page -40. The draw

back to its use, however, lies in the extremely steep grade of the stream, which is shown on

the profile sheet. The very rapid fall evidently makes self-purification almost impossible,

and it is by no means improbable that typhoid fever contamination far up on the head

waters of the stream may be delivered in virulent form at points as far down as its mouth,

or even in Monongahela River itself.

Tunnelton, W. Va.—The divide between the Cheat and the Youghioghcny is very narrow

at the highest point, which is Tunnelton, \V. Va., a village of about o00 inhabitants. There

is practically no permanent water supply here; the supplies are derived from individual

wells not over 50 feet in depth, nearly all of which dry up in spells of drought. Much money

has been expended by the coal company iir boring for water, without success; and it may

yet be necessary to pump from the river, costly as such an expedient may be.

The well assayed (p. 41) furnishes water longer than the majority in dry times. The

water is of very poor quality for any purpose except drinking. The very low alkalinity
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would indicate that the calcium present occurs as calcium sulphate and chloride, with simi

lar salts of magnesium, and probably very little alkaline salt.

Point Marion, Pa.—Point Marion (population about 600) has diverted a small portion

of the flow of Cheat River into an earth reservoir some miles above, holding about 1,000,000

gallons. At Point Marion the mineral content of the water is practically the same as at

Parsons, 60 miles upstream. The water is of excellent quality for all industrial purposes.

The daily consumption is about 60,000 gallons, of which half is used by the Baltimore and

Ohio Railroad Company. Figures as to typhoid fever are available for only two years, but

their evidence is strong as to the unhealthfulness of the raw water.

Typhoid mortality at Point Marion, Pa.

Year.
Popula
tion.

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

1899 550

57.5

2

10

5

15

1

1900 3

The significance of these figures will l>e understood from the fact that in Allegheny City

there were, in 1899, 895 cases of typhoid fever reported, the population by the census of

1900 being 129,000; in other words, 0.7 per cent of the population contracted the disease

in one of the worst typhoid plague spots in the world, while here in Point Marion in 1899

0.8 per cent of the whole population and in 1900 2.6 per cent were ill with typhoid fever.

The evidence is strong that the infection was general. Such conditions are usually charge

able to the quality of the water and seem to settle the class in which raw Cheat River water

belongs, as the public supply is widely used. Incidentally, the figures are important in

further suggesting that rivers with such a high rate of flow as the Cheat, and with such a

quick-spilling watershed, do not purify themselves appreciably in their courses—in this case

about 60 miles.

Field asmyis of waterfrom Cheat River basin.

[Parts per million.]

Dry
Fork at
Parsons.

Shaver
Fork at
Parsons.

Cheat
River at
Parsons.

Cheat ! Cheat
River at , River at
Rowles- 1 Point

Determination.

burg. 1 Marion.

Turbidity 0 0 0 0 0

Color 106 (11 106 60 78

Iron (Fe) «o.r> 1 0.8 1.5 1

Calcium (Ca) Trace.

Alkalinity

35

25

0

9

35

17

"20

9

32

19

"W

9

35

14

35

22

Sulphates (SO.,) <*)

Chlorides (CI) 14 t

a Estimated. 6 Very slight trace.

MONONGAHELA HIVEIt FROM CHEAT RIVER TO YOUQ1IIOGHENY RIVER.

Where Cheat River enters the Monongahela, at Point Marion, the difference in the clear

ness of the waters of the two streams is strongly marked, a sharply defined line appearing

right across the mouth of the stream where the clear water of the Cheat meets the muddy

yellow water of the main stream. From this point on to Greensboro, Pa., a distance of

perhaps 12 miles, the steep slopes of the tributary streams quickly disappear, until the

Monongahela River becomes practically a series of slack-water basins, extending from

Greensboro to Pittsburg.
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Waynesburg, Pa.—Waynesburg, with a population of about 2,500, is at such a distance

from Monongahela River, about 22 miles, as to make its drainage of slight importance in

the discussion of that stream.

It has a mechanically filtered supply from Tenmile Creek, pumped to a distributing res

ervoir, and the company is now improving the plant, placing fresh sand and gravel. The

water is very hard for a surface supply, and is unsuitable for laundry or industrial uses.

(See assay below.) Although few figures concerning typhoid fever are available, those

given below show that in the main the filters have been a protection in the past:

Typhoid mortality at Waynesburg, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

1894 7

27

1

4

1

41895 '

1896 1

1SB7 J

1898 37 8 1

The figures for 1895 show a general infection, possibly traceable to the water supply.

Fairchance, Pa.—The borough of Fairchance (population 1 ,200), situated between Monon

gahe'a and Youghiogheny rivers, drains into a small creek emptying into the Monongahela.

There is no public supply, water being drawn from individual wells of the kind noted below.

The town's contribution to the drainage is not innocuous. Records of typhoid-fever mor

tality are available for this place only for 1896 and 1897, but they show a grave situation

in those years.

Typhoid mortality at Fairchance, Pa.

Year.
Total
deat hs.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

1896 20

13

80

4

8

11897

_

The figures for 1896 point to either a general infection from one source or a general use

of water from contaminated wells. The drainage from a town with such a record of typhoid

deaths certainly can not improve the quality of any water.

Field assays of water in Monongaliela basin.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (asCaCOi)

Akalinity

Sulphates (SO>)

Chlorides (CI)

<■ Estimated.

Tunnel-
ton,

W. Va.,
SO-foot
well.

Fairchance, Pa

Waynes

supply

77-foot
well

(.). W.
Byers).
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Both the Fairchance waters are hard rock waters, unfit for laundry use. The carbonates

of the 77-foot well are probably those of magnesium or the alkalies. If properly cased

either one would make a good drinking water, in spite of the red deposit formed by the

oxidation of the iron a few hours after the water is drawn.

Uniontown, Pa.—The city of Uniontown, Pa. (population 10,000), has a gravity supply

from large mountain springs. The water is of excellent quality and suitable for any pur

pose (see assay on p. 44), but the supply proves entirely inadequate as soon as the summer

drought sets in. In 1904 the necessities of the town were so urgent that arrangements had

to be made at considerable cost with the water system of the II. C. Frick Coal and Coke

Company, which has large coking plants here, by which the water consumers could tide

over the summer

An adequate supply for Uniontown must necessarily come from either Cheat River or

Youghiogheny River, the use of ground water being out of the question. Assays of water

from wells sunk to various depths at Fairchance and Dunbar show that ground water in this

section is undesirable for public supply where surface waters can be had. Pumping from

either river would involve considerable expense for pipe line and machinery. Cheat River

would always furnish an adequate supply, as shown by the following table of flow: o

Estimated monthly discharge of Cheat Hirer near Urwra, W. Va.

[Drainage area. 1 ,375 square miles.]

Discharge in second-feet. Run-off.

Month. Second-feet
I>er square

mile.

Depth in
inches on
drainage

area.

Maximum. Minimum. Mean.

1899.

July 1,370 1.00 1.00

2,232 357 924 .67 .77

3,210 404 9.52 .69 .77

465 273 336 .24 .28

November . . . 3,070 538 1,732 1.26 1.41

_1900.

6,442 1,000 2,387 1.74 2.01

July 4,610 730 1,888 1.37 1.58

1,956 273 614 .45 .52

730 190 254 .18 .20

Oetol>er 730 190 340 .25 .29

3,070 273 SI03 .66 .59

December 7/>70 1,136 2,682 1.95 2.03

Assuming that the number of people In Ik- provided for is 50,000 and that the average con

sumption is 100 gallons a day, the amount, needed would bo 5,000,000 gallons a day. The

foregoing table shows that the lowest actual How recorded is 190 cubic feet per second in

September, 1900. This would amount to 122,73.5,574 gallons a day, an amount sufficient

to supply Uniontown many times over.

It would be well if Cheat River could be diverted for this purpose at such an elevation

as to give a gravity supply, but such diversion is impracticable at a reasonable cost, as it

would bo necessary to take water out no nearer to Uniontown than Kingwood, a distance of

about 40 miles, and as the river runs through a deep ravine it would be necessary to carry

the pipe line downstream nearly to the Monongahela, doubling its cost. Another scheme

involves pumping the water up several hundred feet before starting it across country in a

a Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 75. U. S. Gcol. Survey.
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shorter pipe line. The former plan seems out of the question, owing to the great distance

to be traversed and the consequent great expense; but if pumping is to be resorted to, it is

not necessary to make the diversion at a point so far up the river. The topographic sheets

issued by the U. S. Geological Survey show that the shorter line would begin near Cheat-

haven, where the elevation at the bank of the river is about 800 feet above sea level. The

hill immediately southeast of Cheathaven rises to an elevation of about 1,130 feet, so that

a reservoir on this hill could l>e filled by pumping about 330 feet. From Cheathaven the

line would go 15 miles northeastward across the country, approximately parallel to the lino

of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad. It can be kept !>o]ow the 1,100-foot contour without

tunneling except at two points—the first at Outcrop, where the line cuts through the ridge

for 1,500 feet ; the second about 4 miles from Uniontown, where a tunnel three-quarters of

a mile long would have to be built through the rise at that point. The rest of the line seems

to present no notable difficulties, the greater part of the town lying under the 1,000-foot

contour.

If Cheat Hiver were uncontaminated, the above would perhaps be the ideal plan, but in

view of the figures as to typhoid fever at Point Marion, it is evident that, this water would

either have to be filtered or sedimented with great care. Sedimentation might not be

completely efficacious, as is shown below, and if filtration is to be resorted to in addition to

the pipe line the cost is prohibitive. The alternative seems to be to arrange for the use of

filtered Youghiogheny water from Connellsville. It seems improbable that Indian Creek

water from the new pipe line under construction by the American Pipe Manufacturing Com

pany for private interests will be available for Uniontown. The work consists of a rubble

masonry and concrete dam on Indian Creek about 4 miles upstream from the railroad sta

tion of that name. The dam is located just below the mouth of Mill Run, where the drain

age area of the two streams is about 109 square miles. The structure impounds about

250,000,000 gallons. The 3(>-inch supply pipe runs down to the Baltimore and Ohio Rail

road and follows it to Connellsville, where there is a 10,000,000-gallon distributing reservoir.

From that point a 30-inch pipe goes to Everson and thence to Radebaugh Junction via

County Home Junction. Thence it extends toward Pittsburg, its terminus not yet being

decided on. There is a distributing reservoir at Hawkeye (capacity, 13,000,000 gallons),

one at Youngwood (capacity, 1,000,000 gallons), and one at Radebaugh Junction (capacity,

8,500,000 gallons).

The water of Indian Creek, as will be seen later, is excellent. Extension of this line from

Connellsville to Uniontown, if practicable, would solve the question of that city's water sup

ply most satisfactorily, as the Indian Creek drainage basin could be patrolled at very little

expense, there being little pollution on the banks of the stream.

Greensboro to Monongahela,Pa.—Between Greensboro and Monongahela a large and dense

population takes its water unpurified from Monongahela River. Brownsville, which pumps

the river water raw, is only 15 miles above Charleroi. Between these towns the river receives

the sewage of Brownsville, with about 1,800 population: Bridgeport, with 2,000; West

Brownsville, with about 1,000; California, 2,500; Coal Center, 1,000; Stockdale, 1,000;

Fayette City, 2,000, and Bellevcrnon, 2,000, besides that of a number of smaller communi

ties, aggregating not far from 15,000 people. Charleroi is drinking this dilute sewage raw.

Its own population is about 7,000. Moncssen, below it, has a population of about 2,500,

and a dozen smaller places are scattered along the stream, so that at Monongahela the water

contains the sewage from about 26,000 persons.

Typhoid fever mortality statistics for Charleroi are too meager to be of use. The few

available for Monessen show a state of affairs such as might be expected. Every case visited

by the medical inspector of Washington County in Monessen was traceable to the use of

river water.
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Typhoid mortality at Mojwusm, Pa.

Year.
Total I Typhoid . Typhoid
deaths. eases, j deaths.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

 

Even if a numlxT of these cases were foreign, conditions here are very bad. So high a

percentage of mortality from typhoid fever means that the town lias a highly contaminated

water supply.

The conditions in all of these towns are bad; each one pumps its water' supply from the

stream raw and pours its sewage back into the stream for the next town below to pump into

its mains. The sole protection of the consumers is the natural purification taking place in

the river.

Monongahela, Pa.—At Monongahela, 10 miles below Charleroi, the supply is pumped

from a filter well on the shore of the river, about 1(K) feet below low-water mark. The inef

ficiency of such a form of purification is shown on p. 55, and the water from the filter well

here is so turbid as to show that it is coming from the river practically without change.

Field assays of vxiier of Monongahela River at Brownsville and Monongahela and of public

miter at Uniontoxm, Pa.

[ Parts per million.]

Monongahela

liiver.

DctiTniinat ion
Browns

ville.
Monon
gahela.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

t'alcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOi) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SO,)

Chlorides (CI

Public
supply,
Union-
town.

• 10 "30 0

imi 250 s

.5 1 0

46 44 0

46.6 49 28

27.6 24.0 u

31 38 0

9 6.fl t

'» Estimated.

The sulphates shown in the Monongahela Kiver assays are due to drainage from mines and

wells along the stream, which contribute a little ferrous sulphate and at times a small quan

tity of free sulphuric acid. The extremely high color is also due in part to this cause, but

chief!}' results from the huge amount of sewage in the stream, which makes it practically a

septic tank. So far as mineral contents go, this is a very fair water for boiler purposes, the

difficulty being with the varying amount of corrosive acid and sulphate appearing in the

water at different times.

YOLOIUOOHENY RIVER BASIN.

The Youghiogheny does not cany so much water as the Cheat, but it is, nevertheless, a

stream of great importance, because of the large population in its drainage area. Its source

is in the mountains of Maryland, whence it flows northward as far as Confluence, where its

principal tributary, Casselman River, enters. Up to this point the drainage area comprises

only chiefly rural communities and the two small Maryland towns of Terra Alta and Oak

land, the former with a population of about 800, the latter with about 1,000. A profile of

the river is shown on PI. Ill, page 30.
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YOUGHIOGHENY RIVER ABOVE CASSELMAN RIVER.

Oakland, Md.—Oakland is built along Little Youghiogheny River, and drains directly into

it. There is no public supply, most of the stores and some dwellings getting water from

the large OfTut wells, pumped by the principal merchants in the town. The water is too

high in mineral content for industrial uses, for which the Youghiogheny water is much better.

Field assay ofmiterfrom Oakland, Md.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOj) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOa)

Chlorides (CI)

 

235-foot
well (B.
and O).

Youghi
ogheny
Hiver

2 miles
from
town.

0 0 0

5 31 81

1.5 a. 8 1

88 0 0

150 91 28

35 97 (<■)

49 "15 0

39 39

« Estimated. t»\Vater very faintly acid.

The OfTut water, or quasi-public supply, is a typical hard well water from the rock. Its

use for any purpose, but drinking would lead to trouble, unless treatment were resorted to.

The 235-foot well at the Oakland Hotel apparently contains considerable magnesium car

bonate, the total hardness being high, with calcium too small to be determined by field meth

ods. The identical chlorine content is interesting.

The Youghiogheny water is very pure and soft, but even up here near the source of the

stream tlie acid of the mine wastes is determinable.

Terra Alia, Md.—Terra Alta has a supply of a similar nature, derived from a deep well at

the planing mill. The water seems too high in incrusting solids to be best for boiler use. A

very good city supply could be drawn from Terra Alta Lake, about 2 miles from the town, a

body of water covering several acres, whose shores could be patrolled very easily. This lake,

as well as Snowy Creek, drains into the Youghiogheny, which carries more or less drainage

from adjacent farms. Analysis of the waters of the lake and creek are given below.

Field assays of vxiterfrom Terra Alia, Md.

[ L'arts per million.]

Determinations.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fc)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaC03)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

Public
supply
100-foot
well.

Terra
Alta
Lake.

Snowy
Creek.

0 0 0

20 122 to

2 1 1

116 0 0

90 21 21

44 17 19

"10 0 0

14 14 9

» Estimated.
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The public supply is at present piped to but twelve places, but the quantity of water is

sufficient for many more. The two surface waters would undoubtedly be better, however,

on account of their softness, if suitable measures could be enforced to keep pollution out of

them. The high color of the lake water is probably due to vegetable mr tter in solution, the

drainage area being well covered, The creek is a very small stream, flowing little water in

the summer, so that storage would be necessary if it were used for public supply.

Addison and Somerfield, Pa.—From Terra Alta to Confluence, a distance of nearly 40

miles, the population is very scanty, the chief pollution of the stream being from mine

waters. Several small villages drain into the main stream, the most important being Addi

son and Somerfield. At neither place is there a public supply, water being obtained from

individual wells. Addison is about 4 miles from the river and has a population of about 300,

that of Somerfield being t he same.

Field assays of trntirfrom Addison and Somerfield, Pa.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Ke)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOi)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SO,)

Chlorides (CI)

a Slight trace.

Both these wells furnish typical hard rock water, unsuitable for laundry or boiler uses, in

quantity toosmall to be of importance except for private supplies. The sample of river wa

ter analyzed was taken below the National Pike bridge, about 100 yards below the mouth of a

small creek. The acidity found at Oakland is not present at this point, the mineral contents

of the stream being precisely similar to those of the West Virginia mountain stream waters

and of the spring waters considered below. The alkalinity is important in connection with

the later discussion of the germicidal influence of acid drainage, as it shows that the influ

ence of the acid does not extend far.

CASSKLMAN RIVEB.

Casselman River, a typical mountain stream with an exceedingly swift current, drains a

great deal of coal country, so that its waters are nearly always stained a bright yellow with

mine drainage. The drainage area is not densely populated, but along the course of the

stream there are many little villages and coal-mining camps, so that in the aggregate the

drainage is a serious factor. The water supplies of the small communities at the headwaters

are all derived from springs, though many people use individual wells.

Somer
field.

Addison.

Youghi-
ogheny
River

at Somer
field.

II 0 0

17 74 45

0 2.5 («)

130 88 0

139+ 139+ 35

45 95 15

25 15 0

70 9 t
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Field assays of xmlers in upper Casselman River basin.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as Ca0O3)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (S03)

Chlorides (C'l)

oSlipht traw.

Flaugherty Creek at Keystone Junction, Pa.—Flaugherty Creek, which enters Casselman

River at Keystone Junction, above Meyersdale, presents a typical normal water of this

section, soft and pure. It is a very rapid little stream, draining an area having but little

population. Nearly all the inhabitants, however, chiefly coal miners, are collected along

the creek, and all their wastes go into the stream sooner or later. This section is rich in

springs of the typo shown, and a group of these may yield enough water to supply 2,000 or

3,000 people, as at Meyersdale.

Meyersdale, Pa.—This town, with a population of about 3,000, has a gravity supply from

a spring-fed reservoir in the hills about .5 miles distant. The water is piped to near-by

hamlets, supplying in all about 4,000 people, and until recently, in seasons of drought,

proved sufficient in quantity. It is probably as free from contained solids as any natural

water.

Field assays of ivaters from Meyersdale, Pa.

[ Parts per million.]

Elk Lick
well.

II

■I."

(■)

92

132

fix

o

r.i

Elk Lick
Spring.

Flaugherty
Boynton 1 Creek at
Spring. Keystone

Junction.

0

22

Trace.

0

35

12

0

1 1

(«)

I)

36

i)

36

18

(I

9

Determination.

Casselman
Public i River ;<

supt ly at j miles
Meyersdale. south of

j Meyersdale.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCO,)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (S03)

Chlorides (CI)

II "2

5 122

0 «S

0 0

14 91

6 7

ii «20

>.i .9

" Kstimntoil.

It is evident from several points in the assay that Casselman River receives much mine

drainage up to this point. The lack of calcium would indicate the presence of magnesium,

the alkalinity being so low as to make the presence of any great quantity of alkaline car

bonates improbable. The low alkalinity and the trace of sulphates point to the partial

neutralization of the alkalinity of the unpolluted water by ferrous sulphate and free suf-

phunc acid from the mines. The small iron content indicates that the sulphate pollution

results principally from free acid.
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Meyersdale to Confluence, Pa.—Between Myersdale and Confluence are several small vil

lages, none having public supplies but Berlin and Garrett. The analyses subjoined show

that the quality of normal waters here is excellent. They are characteristic of this section.

Field assays of waters collected between Meyersdale and Confluence, Pa.

[ Parts per million.]

Laurel
Public
supply,
Garrett
(spring.)

Public
supply,
Berlin

(spring.)

Spring 18-foot
well at
Cassel-
man.

20-foot
well at
Beach-
dale.

20-foot
well at
Rock-
wood.

Coxes
Creek

Determination.
Creek

at
Markle-
too.

Spring
near at

Ursina.
at

Rock-
wood.

Hays
Mill.

Turbidity 0 Slight. 0 0 0 0 0 0 («)

45 122 22 5 22 22 17 5 113

Iron (Fe) Trace. 0 (») 0 0 0 (») 0 0

Calcium (Ca) 0 0 0 0 70 107 38 162 15

Total hardness (as CaC03) 35 42 28 35 132 139 97 160 35

Alkalinity 20 17 15 13 80 28.5 44 29 14

0 0 0 0 20 63 « 41 o5

Chlorides (CI) 9 9 s 14 14 49 19 181 12

"Decided. o Estimated. c Very slight trace.

The first five analyses show normal spring waters of excellent quality for all industrial

purposes. The high color of the Garrett water is probably due to a foul condition of the

reservoir, for the town comprises only a few hundred people and the supply is left to take

care of itself to some degree. The well waters are too hard to be of use for anything but

drinking. Beachdale is a mere handful of coal-miners' huts and a few farm houses, and

Rockwood is a village of about -100, with no public supply. The Baltimore and Ohio Rail

road Company pumps Casselman River water to its tank at Rockwood for boiler uses, sup

plying it to a hotel also. The assay of the shallow well at this point shows the nearness of

the rock to the surface, the chlorides in particular being unusually high. None of these

supplies are important for anything but private uses, except perhaps Coxes Creek, which

enters the Casselman at Rockwood. This is a fine stream, flowing through a lumber coun

ty, chips and sawdust in quantity polluting the water. The spring at Markleton is piped

to the sanitarium at that point, supplying several hundred persons in the summer. The

Ursina spring fills a 1-inch iron pipe, gushing out under a strong head. Casselman is a ham

let of a few dozen families, all water supplies being either springs like those noted or indi

vidual wells.

Confluence, Pa.—This town, which stands at the confluence of Laurel Creek, Casselman

River, and the Youghiogheny , formerly used Laurel Creek as a source of water supply. The

pollution from coal mines along this creek, however, became so great that a new source of

supply was found in Drakes Run, an exceptionally pure mountain water (see assay on p. 49)

rising in practically uninhabited country and flowing through a sparsley populated farming

section. The town has about l,.r>00 people, with a very large tannery located on the liver.

The town sewage as well as the tannery refuse all go directly into the stream.

The notable thing about the river assay at this point (see p. 49) is the nearly complete

disappearance of the mine drainage, the only traces left being the iron content and the com

paratively low alkalinity, showing that the acid wastes are not considerable enough to keep

the water acid more than a short distance below the points where mine drainage enters.

YOUGHIOGHENY RIVER BELOW CASSELMAN RIVER.

There is no town of over a few hundred population between Confluence and Connellsville.

The water supply between these points is derived entirely from individual wells, such as

those at Ohiopyle, which are not important except as private supplies (see assays on p. 49).

The water of the 50-foot well at Ohiopyle probably contains some magnesium carbonate,
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with iron probably present as a carbonate also. The other well shows a remarkably low

alkalinity, considering its hardness, perhaps due to the carbonates being almost entirely those

of the incrusting solids. The deeper well penetrates the sandstone, the shallower one only

touching the top of the rock.

Indian Creek, Pa.—At Indian Creek station the Youghiogheny receives its large tributary

of that name, a very beautiful and relatively unpolluted stream with a watershed comprising

about 125 square miles. This creek was seriously considered for Pittsburg's water supply

by a gravity system, the quality of the water being excellent. The report of Mr. Kuichling

on the plan showed an estimated first cost of about 813,000,000 for storage reservoir, pipe

lines, etc., as compared with $2,000,000 or $3,000,000 for a filtration plant.

Field assays of vxiters from Confluence, Ohiopyle, and Indian Creek.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron

Calcium

Total hardness

Alkalinity

Sulphates

Chlorides

Confluence. Ohiopyle.

City sup
ply.

Drakes
Run.

Cassel-
man
River.

50-foot
well on
north
bunk of
river.

II

II

111

0

132

50

M0

' 17

19-foot
well on
south
bank of
river.

0

5

II

57

133

111

15

44

Indian
Creek.

0

17

0

0

28

13

0

9

o Slight trace. & Estimated.

This assay shows that Indian Creek is a spring stream carrying pure water like the

normal waters shown above.

The only available measurement of the. Youghiogheny near this point is that made

during the drought of October, 1892, by Kenneth Allen, for the Frick interests, showing

a flow of 106 cubic feet per second. By taking tho October flow of Indian Creek at 15

feet, it may therefore be said that the Youghiogheny at the very driest time carries not

less than about 120 cubic feet per second, while during floods it may carry 2,500 cubic feet

per second.

Connellsville, Pa.—Connellsville, a city of perhaps 9,000 people, is about 28 miles lx?low

Confluence. Its water supply is pumped from Youghiogheny River for filtration in mechan

ical filters of the Pittsburg type. The plant seems to be efficiently operated, but there is

more or less local dissatisfaction with the quality of the water, which contains a strong trace

of mine drainage. The only remedy for this condition is a new source of supply. The

new pipe line from Indian Creek, mentioned above, may remove the objection.

Typhoid-fever statistics are not available for any of the towns of this section except

Connellsville, and even there only for a few years. In 1891, when the population was

5,629, there were 3 cases and 1 death reported in Connellsville from typhoid fever; in

1895 there were 5 deaths from this cause; in 1897, out of a total mortality of 71, there

was 1 death from typhoid, with 6 cases: in 1898 there were 5 deaths in a total mortality

of 104, or 4.8 per cent. These figures are too meager to be of much value except to show

the probable presence of typhoid bacilli in Connellsville sewage, which finds its way into

the Youghiogheny.

A sample of the city water was taken from a hotel tap, and its assay (p. 50) shows

that the mineral impurities in the river have greatly increased. The lack of iron and the

small trace of sulphates indicate that very little mine drainage enters the stream here.

irk 161—06 4
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On account of the use of coagulant in the filters it is likely that the raw river water is a

little softer.

From this point down to Pittsburg the population is dense, towns of from a few hundred

to a thousand people dotting either shore closely. The sewage and drainage from all these

places goes into the stream, making it practically a sewer. Ground waters are of poor

quality a little distance away from the stream, as is shown by the field assay (below) at

Dunbar, which has no public supply, though the population is about a thousand. This is

a very hard water, and none of the wells give a very abundant supply. This town could

very well take water from the Connellsvillc-Uniontown pipe lino suggested above. It

drains into the Youghiogheny above West Newton.

West Newton, Pa.—West Newton (population about 2,500), 1.5 miles below Connells-

ville, uses well water as a city supply, the wells being owned by private parties. The wells

are 190 feet dee]), pumping to a lank, whence the taps are supplied by gravity. The

water is higher in color than it should be for a deep ground water, owing probably to

fouling in the tank or in the pipes. A field assay of the water is given below.

This is a remarkably soft water, considering the depth from which it comes. It would

not be suitable for steam making, the high chlorides being very corrosive. Its softness

and high alkalinity indicate the presence of carbonates and chlorides of the alkalies in

large quantity.

If care is used in casing the wells this supply should \>e very fair for drinking and domes-

tie uses.

The few typhoid-fever statistics available for this town indicate that many of its peo

ple are drinking water from individual wells.

Typhoid mortality at West Newton, Pa.

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

isas 4 4

1897 4

1900 ... . .in  3

It is evident that West. Newton also is a contributor of typhoid drainage to Youghio

gheny River.

McKeesport, Pa.—The largest city on the Youghiogheny is McKeesport, with an esti

mated population in 1004 of 37.IKX). The city water supply is the worst on the Youghio

gheny watershed. It is a mixture of two waters raw water from the river and well water

from wells about -10 feet deep. The field assay herewith shows the quality of the mixture:

Field assays of watersfrom West Newton, Dunbar, Connelly-ilk, and McKeesport.

[Parta per million.]

West New Dunbar,
Youghiogheny Uiver.

Determination. ton, 190-
foot wells.

117-foot
.cells.

Connells-
ville.

McKees
port.

Turbidity 0 0 0 (•)

Color 78 17 22 54

Iron (Fe) 0 Trace. 0 2

Calcium (Ca) 38 119 67 126

Total hardness (as Ca COj) 42 139 56 95

Alkalinity 340 132 22 48. 5

Sulphates (SOi) 58 65 108

Chlorides (CI) 132.3 29 9 9.8

o Slightly cloudy. i> Estimated.
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The dilution of the river water by the pure ground water is insignificant so far as the

healthfulness of the supply is concerned, the mixture l)eing analogous to seeding a pure

water with sewage bacteria, a process that produces conditions under which, as is well

known, the organisms will grow faster for a time than in foul water. When it is remem

bered that in many of the towns along the stream there is always some typhoid fever,

and that there is somo at some time in all, it is difficult to understand how an American

community can drink such disease-polluted water. Furthermore, the river valley for

10 or 15 miles immediately above McKeesport is thickly populated, and small hamlets

along the stream have outhouses along tho banks, so that a trip up the river from McKees

port ought to convince the most skeptical, by tho evidence of their eyes, of the polluted

character of the supply. These facte can fortunately be supplemented by figures showing

typho'd mortality at McKeesport for many years.

Typhoid mortality at McKeesport, Pa.

Year.

1894.

1895.

1896.

1897.

1898.

1899.

1900.

1901.

1902.

1903.

1904.

Popula
tion.

Total Typhoid
deaths. cases.

34,227

35,576

36,925

38,274

Typhoid deaths.

Number. . "j^r

464 123

454 63 8

444 299 29

537 144 13

468 86 8

528 100 15 43.8

589 151 14 40.9

684 315 23 67.3

693 275 29 81.5

799 262 30 81.2

788 313 43 112.3

796 .324 48

It is noteworthy that 162 of the total number of deaths for 1904 from violent causes

were over 20 per cent. If this ratio were not so high the typhoid percentage mortality

would he even more serious.

In 1904 the death rate from typhoid fever in McKeesport was 129 per 100,000 of popula

tion, or 6 percent of the total mortality. This figure is enormously high, placing McKees

port in the same class with Allegheny and Pittsburg as a hotbed of water-borne disease.

Even in the city of Washington, which is popularly thought to be a center of this disease, the

number of deaths per 100,000 in 1904 was only 47, yet the situation there was considered so

grave as to necessitate the erection of a filtration plant. McKeesport, like Pittsburg and

Allegheny, is in the condition of having a continuous epidemic of typhoid fever. The highest

death rate from this disease in Lowell, Mass., before the change from a polluted river supply

to ground water, was 112 in 100,000 from 1886 to 1890, inclusive. The highest recorded

typhoid-fever death rate for Indianapolis was 101 per 100,00!) in 1895. This has been low

ered year by year to 56 per 100,000 in 1903, which is considered so high as to necessitate a

change in the source of supply. Pittsburg, whose water supply from Monongahela and

Allegheny rivers has for years been unspeakably bad, had 144 deat hs per 100,000 in 1900, 125

in 1901, 144 in 1902, and 139 in 1903. Grand Rapids, Mich., which has been very seriously

considering the question of a purer water supply than its present one, has from 31 to 51

deaths from typhoid fever per 100,000 for tho years 1899 to 1903, inclusive. It is evident

that McKeesport is supplied with water that is dangerous and in no sense potable or fit for

consumption by human beings. The ground-water supply should lx> so extended as to fur

nish sufficient for the needs of the town, or, if this extension is impracticable, Youghiogheny

water should be filtered. Analyses of Youghiogheny River water made by Pittsburg engi

neers are relied upon by the city officials to prove its potability. The degree of confidence
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which may be placed in them may be shown by a comparison of the dates of collection and

analysis. The samples were collected January 19, February 3 and 16, and March 3 and 31,

1903. The secretary of the local board of health states over his signature that the analyses

were made "about April and May." Therefore all the determinations, except as to inor

ganic constituents, are worthless, for the conditions under which the samples were kept deter

mined whether the organisms would increase or die out. There may have been, and prob

ably were, thousands of bacteria in the samples when they were collected. By the time the

samples were analyzed, a few days to a few weeks after collection, the food content of the

medium may have been exhausted and the organisms very naturally died. If the samples

had been kept a little longer there would probably have been no bacteria at all left in them.

To be of value bacteria determinations should be made within six hours after collection of

the samples.

The principal claim made for the water is the fact that it contains so much iron and sul

phuric acid as to make it germicidal to bacteria. The purifying action of the iron sulphate

is discussed in detail under the heading "Self-Purification" on pages 69-73. In August,

1905 (see field assay), there were but 2 parts per million of iron in the sample taken,

although the analyses of the river water referred to show 12 to 44 parts per million. Evi

dently, as in the Monongahela water, the coagulating action of the ferrous sulphate could not

be relied upon to go on regularly, on account of the variation in the amount of iron, which

sometimes went far below the required quantity.

MONONGAHELA RIVER BELOW YOUaHIOOIIENY RIVER.

Below McKeesport Monongahela River is lined on both banks with little towns, two of

which, Braddock and Homestead, have a population exceeding 1.5,000. Although these two

are the only large towns along the river, there are so many smaller ones that the banks present

an almost continuous succession of dwellings and mills. All of these drain into the river, some

of them by modern sewers. The drainage of a number of towns in Westmoreland County,

chief among which is Greensburg, also finds its way into the stream through small tribu

taries, although in comparison with the direct pollution by the towns noted above, those

away from the river are negligible so far as sewage is concerned.

Greensburg, Pa.—Greensburg (population G,500) has a gravity supply from a system of

impounding reservoirs on Chestnut Ridge and Dry Ridge, having a capacity of 75,000,000

gallons, the daily consumption being from 1,700,000 to 2,000,000 gallons. The supply is

similar in quality to that of Bradford and Kane, being typical mountain spring water. An

effort is made here to assure safety from pollution by sanitary inspection of the watershed.

The company owns 1 ,200 acres of land on the two main drainage areas, covering nearly all

the watershed drawn upon, and cooperates with the monastery of St. Vincent , which owns

one-third of the entire watershed, in guarding the drainage area. All dwellings and farm

buildings have been cleared o(f and an arrangement has been made with farmers having

holdings around the drainage area whereby they are furnished constable's badges and are

paid $10 a year to warn trespassers olT the land. This plan seems to work well and has

helped to crystallize public opinion in favor of a pure supply. The company claims to be

supplying about 30,000 people all told, including Greensburg, Derrv, Jeanette, Youngwood,

and Lycippus.

Field assay of'Ortensbvtnj iraler.

[ Farts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity.

Calcium . . .

Sulphates.

Determination.

Color

Total hardness

Chlorides

Determination.

Iron

Alkalinity.

<<0

22

a Very slight trace.
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Typhoid-fever statistics for Greensburg are too meager to be of use.

Braddock, Pa.—Many of the towns along the banks of the Monongahela use water from

driven wells. Others, like Braddock, pump the river water raw. The danger is at this point

somewhat disguised by " natural filtration " through a covered well 20 by 20 feet, situated

about 30 feet from the river. A drilled well about 40 feet deep in the bottom of the large

one is drawn on at the same time. From the facts already stated it is evident that the purity

of the well water will by no means diminish the toxicity of the river water. The work of

Frankland and Klein shows that disease germs may live longer in unpolluted well water than

in surface water. The inefficiency of this form of filtration has already been shown (p. 54

et seq). It should be abandoned, either for ground water or proper sand filtration.

The only statistics at hand to show typhoid-fever mortality at Braddock are for 1900,

when, in a population of 15,654, there were 10 deaths from this disease, representing prob

ably 100 cases, enough to show that in that year, and probably in others, typhoid fever was

prevalent in the town to a dangerous extent.

Homestead, Pa.—With regard to the other towns on Monongahela River above Pittsburg,

the facts are similar as to what they take from the river and what they put back into it. The

largest is Homestead, with about 15,000 inhabitants, which, after years of costly experience

with typhoid fever resulting from drinking raw river water, is filtering Monongahela River

water for its public supply. Its own sewage, however, still pours into the stream for the

next town below to drink.

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS IN MONONGAHELA RIVER BASIN.

The discussion of conSitions on the Monongahela above McKeesport has shown the dan

gerous character of the water of that stream for drinking purposes; the discussion of Yough-

iogheny River drainage shows the existence, at all points along its course where typhoid

statistics are obtainable, of sewage pollution containing the germs of water-borne disease.

The smaller stream flow of the Youghiogheny makes dilution of the contamination to any

great degree impossible, and its high rate of flow over most of its course puts detention out

of the question until West Newton is reached, coincidently with a great increase in the num

ber of centers of population. From Oakland to West Newton, a distance of approximately

80 miles, the river falls 1,591 feet, with a slope of nearly 20 feet to the mile. The discussion

of the Allegheny and Monongahela drainage areas has been sufficient to show that the

stream flow through this mountain country, with a fall of 3J feet to the mile, is too rapid to

permit effective sedimentation, and it is clear that the high grade of the Youghiogheny

River channel puts purification by detention out of the question. Casselman River, carry

ing the sewage of Meyersdalc, has a fall of about 600 feet in about 30 miles, making, roughly,

a fall of 20 feet to the mile. It seems evident that the sewage of Meyersdale, Confluence,

md Connellsville are practically unpurified when they come down to West Newton. On

page 67 it is shown that self-purification of Illinois River is not complete within 100

miles of the source of the pollution. With a slope about seven times as great, the Yough

iogheny above McKeesport is expected to perfectly purify, by one agency or another,

the sewage of about 20,000 people, in a stream flowing sometimes only about 125 cubic feet of

water per second, or, roughly, 7,500 cubic feet per minute; while below McKeesport, with

a very low slope, there is a population of approximately 100,000 to take care of with about

the same amount of water. What chance is there for complete self-purification in Yough

iogheny River in the 15 miles intervening between West Newton and McKeesport?

It has been shown in the discussion of the Cheat River drainage that even so compara

tively unpolluted a stream may and does carry typhoid bacilli down from remote and small

sources of pollution to breed disease in a large proportion of the population drinking the

water.

In no way can the conclusion be escaped that water from Youghiogheny River used raw

is in a high degree dangerous to public health. The claim made with respect to the germi

cidal influence of mine drainage results from a misapprehension of the action of such drain

age. Though this water occasionally carries much free acid, the purifying action, such as
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it is, results principally from the sedimentation which goes on through the coagulating

properties of the calcium in the water and the ferrous sulphate coming from the mines.

This action is fully discussed on pages <i5—73, it being shown that even when most efficient,

under the most favorable and well-controlled conditions, such purification is not sufficient

by itself to make a water supply reasonably safe. Finally, if the mine drainage did actu

ally operate to free the water of pathogenic organisms, the typhoid-fever death rate at

McKeesport, where this water is drunk freely without purification, ought to show the effect

of such purification. On the contrary, as the figures given above show, the condition there

is extremely bad and the death rate from typhoid fever is going up.

The foregoing discussion of the Monongahela watershed shows that its waters are as

badly contaminated and as unfit for drinking as those of the Allegheny.

AGENCIES COMMONLY SUPPOSED TO COUNTERACT THE

EFFECTS OF POLLUTION.

NATURAL, FILTRATION.

OENERAL STATEMENT.

There is a strong popular belief that a polluted river water will purify itself in a flow of

from 7 to 30 miles. It need hardly be said that this is not true. Sedimentation, the chief

factor in the self-purification of natural waters, goes on more rapidly in standing than in

running water. Many cities which take water from running streams upon whose drainage

areas typhoid fever is prevalent have been visited by epidemics of the disease. The his

torical Plymouth, Pa., epidemic, the Mohawk Valley epidemic of 1891, the Lowell-Law

rence epidemic of 1891, all show that a streum polluted with typhoid sewage retains toxic

material for a long time.

Experiments made with the typhoid-fever organism have shown that it is able at times

to retain its vitality in potable waters for weeks and months. Even if pollution at any

particular point should be intermittent, the polluted water might contain the bacilli of

disease, and its use for drinking purposes is therefore attended at all times with uncer

tainty and danger. The great majority of towns situated on running streams draw their

supplies from those streams in too many cases without purification of the water.

The delivery to the people of unpurified water is nowadays regarded everywhere as extremely dan

gerous, as such water has too often been found to be a fruitful source of typhoid fever and kindred dis

eases. There is not a town in the eastern United States taking its water unpurified from a large stream

which has not either an abnormal typhoid mortality rate or has been visited by a typhoid epidemic.**

In modern practice it is an axiom that raw surface water is safe as a city supply only

when the entire drainage area of the stream used is subjected to rigid sanitary control. "All

surface waters must be considered dangerous, and their use in the raw state for a general

supply in each part icular ca either has been, is now, or is likely to be the cause of disease

and death,"6 except when properly guarded, when they have no superior as water supplies.

New York City's water supply is impounded from the run-off of a large drainage area from

which whole villages have been removed, the entire area being cleared of habitation. The

typhoid-fever death rate of New York City is very low.

The plan of natural filtration, by causing the polluted waters of a running stream to

seep through the sand and gravel of its own bed, was for a long time considered adequate

purification ; the annual decimation by typhoid fever in towns so supplied has demonstrated

the ineffectivencas of the plan in its three best-known forms. These are, first, filter wells,

with permeable bottom and sides, such as are used at Monongahela, Braddock, and many

West Virginia towns; second, filter galleries, such as those of Lowell, Mass., before 1891,

and C ''imbus, Ohio, at the present day; third, filter cribs, in extensive use all over the

country, and particularly in the vicinity of Pittsburg.

Reliable data as to the efficiency of filter wells are not available. Filter galleries and

cribs, however, have long been in use in places where continuous analyses and fairly accu-

o Sedgwick, W. T., Test, Chicago Drainage Canal Com., vol. 3.
bKerana, Dr. Adolph. Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 54, Pt. D, p. 157.
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rate statistics of typhoid mortality have been kept, making it possible to determine with

accuracy what effect natural filtration has on the quality of polluted surface waters.

A very important distinction must l>e made between galleries and cribs. Cribs are

invariably located in the beds of more or less polluted streams, the waters of which seep

through the superincumbent sand into the interior of the structure and are pumped into

the city mains. Water so obtained is, therefore, practically surface water, the only purifi

cation being produced by its passage through a few feet of sand and gravel. Filter gal

leries, however, being excavated in the river bank, are in a position (o impound ground

water on its way to the stream, besides allowing the seepage of surface water from the river.

The experience of communities using such supplies goes to show that bacterial purity of

the supply is directly proportional to the ratio between the ground water and the river

water in the gallery, as will be evident from facts presented below. Properly speaking,

therefore, galleries do not effect filtration of contapiinated water, being successful only

when the contaminated water has no access to them, paradoxical as that may seem. This

point should be kept in mind in accounting for the wide discrepancies in the bacterial

content of water treated by natural-filtration schemes in various towns.

KILTER GALLERIES.

Woburn, Mans.—At Woburn, Mass. (population 4,000), the supply is taken from so-called

filter galleries impounding ground waters on their way to Horn Pond, which has a drainage

area of 7J square miles and a surface of 103 acres. Prior to 1899, when the galleries were

installed, the typhoid mortality rate was high, as may lx; seen from the figures below:

Deaths per 100,000from typhoidfever at Woburn, Mass.

Years. Deaths. Years. Deaths.

1871-1875 57

20

25 .

38

48

131876-1880 1806-1900

1881-1885 , 1901-1903 a

1886-1890

Although conditions did not immediately improve after 1889, the remarkable reduction

between 1891 and 190.3, bringiiv; the death rate from this cause down to only 2 per 100,000,

shows conclusively that the galleries are supplying good water. That this is ground water on

its way to the pond, and therefore more thoroughly purified than river water can ordinarily

be, is shown by the experience of Lowell, Mass.

Lowell, Mass.—Prior to 1891 Lowell took its public supply from filter galleries near the

Merrimac River. The figures showing typhoid death rate are as follows:

Deaths per 100,000from typhoidfever at Lowell, Mass. ■

1871-1875.

1876-1880. .

1881-1885..

1886-1890..

Deaths. Year.

OS

43

79

112

1891-1895.

1896-1900.

1900-1003.

Dentils.

73
■_>-

Prior to the abandonment of the galleries in 1891 and the substitution of deep wells for

the supply the death rate at Lowell from typhoid fever was steadily increasing. The steady

decrease in the number of deaths since the wells were put in service indicates the badly

polluted condition of the former filtrate from Merrimac River.

The striking difference in results in these two cases, and the fact that no less than 20

towns in Massachusetts get their supplies wholly or in part from filter galleries or similar
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devices, mostly with good effect, shows that a filter gallery is inadequate to purify contami

nated river water for drinking The filtration only clears the water of visihle impurities,

frequently making it doubly dangerous by masking the pollution. The device, when suc

cessful, is merely a form of well that has a much greater collecting surface than an ordinary

well can have, collecting ground water in the same way as an ordinary shallow well and sub

ject to the same contamination from accidental pollution. When unsuccessful, it is noth

ing but a device for straining out turbidity and visible impurities in polluted river water,

frequently making it clear and inviting in appearance, when in fact it is dangerously charged

with the genus of water-borne disease. A few cases are cited below in support of this

statement, out of the many instances on record.

Indianapolis, Ind.—In Indianapolis, Ind., the number of deaths from typhoid fever per

100,000 is given by Mr. Fuller in his report on the supply as follows:

Deathx }ier 100,000 from typhoid fever at Indianapolis, Ind., 1895-1904.

Year.

ISM

lsflti

1897

I M'S

Deaths.

101

56

43

42

40

Year.

I'.NM

1901

1902

1903

I '.Ml I

Deaths.

47

36

4^

56

As a death rate from this disease of over 20 per 100,000 is generally considered sufficient

to justify a serious investigation of the source of infection, it is evident that the figures given

put Indianapolis in the class of cities with notoriously bad water supplies. The supply

is derived from filter galleries about to lx>. abandoned.

Columbus, Ohio.—Similar conditions have existed at Columbus, although the figures are

not nearly so high. In the United States there are so many towns with typhoid death rates

as high as those of Pittsburg, with 132, and Allegheny, with 129, that the significance of

the figures at Columbus is not appreciated as it should be.

Deaths per 100,OCX) from typhoid fever at Columbus, Ohio, 1898-1903.

Year. Deaths. Year. Deaths.

1808 2S

23

42

1901 36

37

34

1899 1902

1900. 1903

The supply is partly from filter galleries about to l)e abandoned.

Findlay, Ohio.— Findlay, Ohio, formerly took part of its water supply from filter galleries

in Blanchard River, also pumping directly from that stream.

Typhoid mortality al Findlay, Ohio, !897-190,i.

Year.
Popula- 1 neaths R"teP"
tion.o | "sains, joaooo.

1897 16,1X10

1898 16,500

1899 17,000

1900 17,613

1901 1 18,000

1902 18,500

1903 19.000

50

12

91

31

38

26

o Estimated, except tor 1900.
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The figures for 1899 and 1900 show a genera] infection, indicating a polluted water supply

Springfield, Ohio.—In Springfield, Ohio, with a population of 38,253 in 1900, and a

supply in part from filter galleries of this kind, the typhoid fever death rate has hcen as

follows:

Deaths per 100,000 from typhoid fever at Springfield, Ohio, 1898-1903.

Year. Deaths. Year. Deaths.

1888 24
j 1901 20

51

42

1899 64

44

1902

1900 1903

Plainly this is contaminated surface water.

Grand Rapids, Mich.—In Grand Rapids, Mich., where water is taken from three filter

galleries beneath the river bed, the mortality as shown in the table is too high.

Deaths per 100,000from typhoidfever at Grand Rapids, Mich.

Year. Deaths. Year. Deaths.

1898 34

31

42

1901 35

51

35

1899 1902

1900 1903

These galleries were installed in 1890, the raw Grand River water being pumped before

then. The death rate since has risen.

Summary.—The evidence shows that filter galleries have no bacterial efficiency, and

that these to be successful must be so constructed as to impound ground water only.

FILTER CRIBS.

Tarentum, Pa.—At Tarentum (population 7,000), about 19 miles above Pittsburg, a crib

in Allegheny River, designed by Messrs. Chapin and Knowles, is the only means of purifi

cation at hand. The sample taken shows such high turbidity as to make it evident that

the crib is out of commission, probably having been damaged by the spring freshets.

Field assay of water from Allegheny River at Tarentum.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Calcium (Ca) . . .

Sulphates (SOi)

i30

88

3.'!

Determination.

Color \ 180

Total hardness (as

CaCOa) 51.4

Determination.

Chlorides.

Iron (Fe).

Alkalinity

24.5

4 +

11

a Estimated.

The statistics of deaths from typhoid fever at Tarentum are too few to justify conclusions

as regards the supply. In 1896 there were 48 cases; in 1897 there were 27 eases, 2 dying;

in 1898 there was 1 death from this disease.

Montrose, near Brilliant, Pa.—The figures below show the results of analyses of Alle

gheny River water before and after it had passed through the Montrose crib, 4 miles

above Brilliant, which furnishes also a portion of Allegheny's water supply.
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Analyses showing efficiency of Montrose crib, near Brilliant, Pa.

[Parts per million.]

Date. \Vat?r analyzed. Turbidity.

1897.

July 28 | River water, raw | Muddy..

Effluent from crib Muddy.

Aug. 9 River water, raw 'slight.

Effluent from crib Slight.

Aug. 16 I River water, raw 1 Very turbid.

Effluent from crib j Decided .

Aug. 23 River water, raw Slight.

Kffluent from crib Slight.

Aug. 30 I River water, raw D«

Effluent from crib Slight.

Sept. 7 I River water, raw Slight .

Effluent from crib Slight.

Sept. 22 | River water, raw Very slight.

Effluent from crib ' Very slight.

Albu
minoid
ammo
nia.

0. 310

.315

.197

.230

.340

.174

.190

. 195

. 1!K)

.175

.140

.178

.122

.180

Free
ammo
nia.

Ni
trites.

0.034

.046

.011

.027

.080

.050

.020

.1)211

.ICS

.018

.024

.032

.014

.034

None.

None.

None.

None.

None

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

Ni- Chlo-
trates. ' rine.

1.036

1.165

.888

.666

.750

.375

.750

.525

1.200

.750

.600

.675

.712

.3110

Bacte
ria per
c.c.

9.1

10.2

12.0

14.0

47.0

15.0

12.4

13.0

18.6

17.5

20.9

21.5

10.8

29.6

9,1,50

9,200

7m

725

2, 225

15,050

3,050

2,575

4,.550

10,0.50

15,050

17,500

2,2.50

2,425

It has already been shown that typhoid fever is constantly present in severe form at

nearly every important town on the watershed of the Allegheny, and the sewage from these

towns unquestionably carries disease-producing bacilli into the river. The efficiency of any

plant for purifying the river water may therefore be rated by its effect on the bacterial

content.

Inspection of the above figures, bracketed together to permit convenient comparison of

analyses made on the same day, shows that the effluent water usually contains many more

organisms than the raw water und never appreciably less. Average analyses of the effluent

water, each representing the average results for one month, follow:

Average analyses of effluent tinier at Montrose, crib, near Brilliant, Pa.

[ Parts |mt million.]

Date.

Albumi
noid am
monia.

Free am
monia.

Nitritea. Nitrates. Chlorine.
Bacteria
per c. c.

1897.

0. 128 0.014 None. 0.637 30.0 97,262

.135 .020 None. .731 33.0 29,250

December .090 .017 None. .975 46.7 27,000

IV IS.

January .090 .045 None. .637 119.4 30,400

February 16 .aw .028 None. 1.125 231.0 13,900

March .076 .024 None. 5.000 257.5 7,967

April .070 .024 None. .675 120.5 7,850

Mav .099 .042 None. .300 110.0 7,600

.126 .026 None. .22.5 51.5 43,000

July .094 .017 None. .975 24.1 19,300

August . Ill .025 None. .562 41.8 21,000

Not one of these effluents can be truthfully called a filtered and safe water, and it isevident

that so far as bacterial purification is concerned the crib might as well not be there. The

crib is of approved form, about 2,.5(X) feet long, 32 feet wide, and 7 feet deep, its framework

having been built of G by 8 hemlock timbers, laid flat. The timbers are spread by blocks
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4 inches thick, spaced about 3 feet apart. It is tightly planked over on top with 3-inch

planks, but its sides and bottom are open. In placing the crib an excavation somewhat

larger than the area of the structure was made and the crib was floated over and sunk into

place. It is covered with stones and coarse gravel with sand upon top. The average

depth of gravel and sand on the crib is 5 feet. The depth of the crib below the surface at

low water is 16 feet at the upper end and 10 feet at the lower. Upon two occasions fresh

sand and gravel have been dumped in places upon the crib to replace material thought to

have been washed away.

Hulton, Pa.—At Hulton, about 11 miles above Pittsburg, a crib similar to that at Mont

rose was built in 1894. Its timbers are 2 by 4 inch hemlock. It is 90 feet long, 16 feet

wide, and 4 feet deep, and is covered to a depth of about 4J feet with large stones, sand,

and gravel. The average dept h of water at low water is about 7 feet. Here similar exhaust

ive analyses were made both of the raw water of Allegheny River and of the effluent from

the crib.

Analyses showing efficiency of crib at Hulton, Pa.

[Paris per million.]

Water analyzed. Turbidity.

River water, raw Slight..

Effluent from crib Clear. . .

River water, raw Decided

Kfiluent from crib j Slight

River water, raw.

Effluent from crib

River water, raw.

Effluent from crib

River water, raw.

Effluent from crib

River water, raw ! Very slight

Effluent from crib Clear

River water, raw Slight

Effluent from crib Very slight

River water, raw Very slight

Effluent from crib Very slight

River water, raw ! Very slight

Slight

Very slight. .

Slight

Very slight. .

Slight

Slight

Effluent from crib. .

River water, raw . . .

Effluent from crib. .

Very slight.

Clear

Very slight.

River water, raw j Slight.

Effluent from crib.

River water, raw . .

Effluent from crib .

River water, raw . .

Effluent from crib.

Clear

Decided

Clear

Slight

Clear

Albu
minoid
ammo-
ma.

Free
ammo-'
nia

0.215

.108

.'.lis

. 130

.185

.130

.133

.094

.174

.102

.162

.(Kit'.

.108

.118

.105

.090

.078

.080

.ni:i>

.llsl

.122

.IKS

.206

.160

.140

.lifts

0.021

.009

.021

.014

.016

.018

.024

.016

.028

.014

.012

.014

-.010

.(H).-.

.012

.010

.014

.016

.012

.014

.016

.(lis

.054

. o.'.s

.010

.in I

Ni- Ni
trites, trates.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None

None.

None.

None.

None.

0.815

. -,:> •

.900

.«),',

.638

. 528:

. i:,n

.450

.'«»!

.750

.775

.825

.mi

. H2.-.

.600

. 117.',

.375

.525

.450

.450

.525

. 525

1.200

. X25

.675

. JVI

Chlo
rine.

In all but one of these thirteen sets of analyses a reduction of bacterial content is noted

in the effluent, varying from the fl per cent, removed September 28, to the 93 per cent,

removed November 16. The highest efficiency, 93 per cent, is not sufficiently high to war

rant the use of this water as a public supply; the lowest needs no comment. Lest it may

be claimed that some further reduction in bacterial content takes place in the taps the

following analyses are presented to show the condition of the effluent from the crib, side by

side with that of samples from the taps in Verona, supplied from this source.
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Analyses of water from Hulton crib and Verona tap.

[Parts per million.]

Date.

1897.

Dec. 7

Jan. 4

Jan. IS

Feb. 1

Feb. 16

Water analyzed.

Effluent

Verona tap.

Effluent

Turbidity.

Clear.

Clear.

Clear.

Verona tap ] Very slight

Effluent Clear

Verona tap , Clear.

Effluent

Verona tap .

Effluent

Verona tap.

Clear.

Clear.

Clear.

Clear.

Albu
minoid
ammo
nia.

(I. 048

.064

.044

.040

.040

.038

.02*

.032

.040

.OIL.'

Free
ammo-i
nia.

Ni
trites.

Ni
trates.

I Bacte
ria pel

c.c.

0.016

.014

.018

.022

JUS

.028

.020

.014

.016

.010

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

0.975

. s-r,

.750

.675

. 825

.600

.750

. si".

. s-r,

.7.50

(iv 1

65.1

22.7

3i.ll

50.4

52. I

61.8

49.2

44. .1

4ft. 2

4S

17.1

93

114

952

w

333

1,980

Mil

130

Analyses are available through August , 1898, but it is unnecessary to quote further. It is

evident that the quality of the water in the taps is sometimes improved and sometimes not.

In the five cases given three show an increase in bacteria; two a decrease. If pathogenic

bacilli are in the water, there is absolutely nothing to prevent this water from carrying con

tagion from the infected river to every tap in Verona.

Sharpsburg, Pa.—At Sharpsburg (population about 7,000), on the west side of the Alle

gheny, a mile below Brilliant, the supply is derived from the river through a crib 100 feet

long, 8 feet wide, and "> feet deep. It has been in use since 1893. There is about 2J feet

of river material over it, but it is t ight near the top, being open on the bottom and the lower

part of the sides. Timbers and openings are G inches wide'. Low water is about 3 feet above

the top of the crib. There are no analyst's at hand of the raw Allegheny water at Sharps

burg, but the average analyses of the Sharpsburg ellluent, taken in connection with analy

ses made to determine the efficiency of the Etna crib, shown below, furnish sufficient data

for judgment on the supply of the former.

Average analyses of effluent from Sharpsburg crib.

[Parts per million. ]

Date Turbidity.

Albu
minoid
ammo

nia.

Free
ammo

nia.

Ni
trites.

Ni
trates.

Chlo
rine.

Bacte- ! Bacteria
ria |mt range in
c.c. | number.

1898.

May 0.056

. 124

.096

.085

0.019

.016

.nifi

0. 19

None.

None.

None.

None.

0. 375

.300

.750

. 52.-1

18.9

19.4

3,710 800- 7,450

15,800 | 11,100-20,500

13,400 13,000-13.800

25,500 ' 18,800-32,200

June

July 20. 5

22.3August

Evidently, whatever may be the nature of the purification this has undergone, its effi

ciency in removing bacteria is not high. Disease-infected water would therefore pass

through this crib without sufficiently complete loss of organisms to make it reasonably safe

for drinking.

Etna, Pa.—Comparative analyses of water at Etna show similar conditions. At this

point there is also a crib in the river. It is a wooden box 40 feet long, 16 feet wide, and 4

feet deep, perforated with many openings and covered to the depth of about 4 feet with

stone, river gravel, and sand. The following analyses show the efficiency of the crib:
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Analyses showing efficiency of Etna crib.

[Parts per million.]

Date. Water analyzed.

1897.

Sept. 7

Sept. 21

Sept. 28

Oct. 5

Oct. 12

Oct. 19

Oct. 26

1898.

June 7

June 21

July 6

Aug. 2

Aug. 16

Turbidity.

River water, raw ! Slight

Effluent ' Clear

River water, raw ' Slight

Effluent Very slight.

River water, raw Very slight .

Effluent Very slight.

River water, raw 1 Very slight.

Effluent Clear

River water, raw Very slight .

Effluent Very slight.

River water, raw Very slight.

Effluent Very slight.

River water, raw Very slight.

Effluent I Clear

River water, raw .

Effluent Clear

River water, raw .

Effluent

River water, raw .

Effluent

River water, raw.

Effluent

River water, raw .

Effluent

Very slight .

Very slight.

Slight

1.8

Clear .

Albu
minoid
ammo
nia

0.222

.126

.186

.118

.118

.ms

.188

.090

.160

.148

.122

.096

.144

.056

.084

.040

.124

.030

.130

.058

.168

.068

.120

.(I7D

Free
ammo
nia

Nl- , Ni
trites, trates.

0.028

.018

.012

.014

.024

.026

.014

.018

.032

.018

.022

.010

.048

.014

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

.042 None.

.006 j None.

.028 None.

.008 ! None.

.030 j None.

.016 ! None.

.036 None.

.018 I None.

.044 None.

.026 None.

0.750

.975

.C,l»)

.900

.812

.900

.900

1.500

.600

.750

.600

1.275

.750

.750

.300

.300

.150

.225

.750

.675

.450

.625

.675

.525

Chlo
rine.

21.0

30.2

28.0

42.3

22.1

28.7

29.4

41.0

32.0

45.8

46.1

48.3

40.0

49.4

23.8

61.6

14.0

48.0

18.7

44.2

3a o

48.6

18.4

54.1

Bacte
ria per

c.c.

6,125

1,288

2,625

133

5,250

1,841

7,200

1,652

28,750

2,730

27,300

13,260

75,000

38,220

65,800

5,200

16,400

325

1,630

1,520

239,000

10,850

159,000

1,600

a Reciprocal scale.

These analyses indicate a higher degree of efficiency at times than has been previously

noted, but they bring out strikingly the greatest drawback to crib filtration; that is, the

lack of regularity in efficiency. During the summer of 1898, when the structure had been

in place a year and should have shown as good results as it ever will, the efficiency is seen

to vary from 98 per cent on June 21, already quoted, to less than 7 per cent on July 6.

Before a city ventures to use the water of Allegheny River it should demand better assur

ance of purification than this.

Millvale, Pa.—At Millvale (population about 7,000), about 4 miles below Brilliant, on

the western side of the river, there arc two cribs, one of which is owned by the Bennett Water

Company. This crib is 100 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 4 feet deep, built of 2 by 4 inch

timber, and covered with stone, gravel, and sand. The flow of the current has necessitated

frequent refilling to replace material washed away. At this crib the bacterial purification

is so slight as to make detailed figures unnecessary. The averages are given below:

Determinations showing efficiency of Millvale crib.

Average
number of
bacteria in
river water

Average
number of
bacteria in
effluent wa
ter perc. c.

1897.

per c. e.

4,600

3,762

69,126

7,533

4,144

41,669October
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That the crib had not improved much by the following August is shown by the fact that

a sample of the effluent water taken August 2, 1898, showed 18,200 bacteria per cubic cen

timeter, and a sample taken August 16 showed 19,500 bacteria per cubic centimeter, both

numbers too large to speak well for the process.

Wildwood, Pa.—A large quantity of water is pumped from the Wildwood crib, on Alle

gheny River, about 1 J miles above the Brilliant pumping station, to supply the town of

kinsburg, part of Pittsburg, and some neighboring places. The crib is in the middle of the

river, 304 feet long, 32 feet wide, and 4 feet deep, built of 2 by 8 inch planks, with 2-inch

open places on top and sides, and open bottom. Upon it and around it there were placed

large stones to the depth of 1 foot, then 1 foot of coarse gravel, and then 3 feet of river .sand.

There is said to be 30 feet of gravel in the bed of the stream under the crib, which should

improve the quality of the water. It was installed in June, 1897.

Analyses showing efficiency of Wildwood crib.

[ Parts \)cr million.]

Date.

1897.

July 13

July 29

Aug. 4

Aug. 11

Aug. IS

Aug. 24

Sept. 7

Sept. 14

Sept. 21

Sept. 27

Water analyzed. Turbidity.

River water, raw j Slight

Effluent | Clear

River water, raw ; Muddy

Effluent.. Clear

River water, raw Slight

Effluent Clear

River water, raw Muddy

Effluent Clear

River water, raw Slight

Effluent Clear

River water, raw Very slight .

Effluent

River water, raw .

Effluent

River water, raw.

Effluent

River water, raw.

Effluent

River water, raw.

Clear

Very slight .

Clear

Slight

Clear

Slight

Clear

Slight

Effluent Clear.

Albu
minoid
ammo
nia.

0.162

.046

.28(1

.032

.240

.Oft!

.395

.110

. 2(Vs

.052

.204

.060

.122

.048

. 112

.Oft!

.108

.ays

.118

.010

Free
ammo
nia.

0.016

.012

.031

.023

.dill

.018

.035

.024

.01s

.023

.028

.028

.HI I

.026

.012

.018

.028

.012

.012

.hi I

Ni
trites.

Ni
trates.

0.003

.001

None.

.005

.001 i

.004

None.

. 003

None.

.003

None.

None.

None.

,001

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

0.015

.010

1.334

. 1 15

.950

. 5(12

.814

.370

.600

. :soo

.450

. 375

.000

. 150

. 575

2.250

.300

. 225

.675

. 150

Chlo
rine.

Bacte
ria per

ls.o

18.6

9.5

22.0

11.5

14.5

37.5

21.2

15.6

is. 1

13.1

IS. 9

18.8

20 .;

21.4

21.9

20. 2

21.5

25.1

26. 2

520

209

11,350

59

1,225

88

3,600

50

11,200

262

5,200

106

7,425

78

i.i

12

825

100

3,600

lis

It is evident, taking the records pair by pair, that this crib has effected a very remarkable

reduction in the organic content of the river water if the effluent really is filtered river water.

On August 24 the efficiency was 98 per cent ; on September 7, 99 per cent; on September

14, 98 per cent; on September 21, 80 per cent; on September 27, 96 per cent. During the

month of October, 1897, it was steadily about 96 per cent. This is as high a percentage of

efficiency as many mechanical filters make; but a noteworthy difference appears in the drop

to 80 per cent on September 21. It is impossible to know just why this happened in the

crib, whereas in the mechanical filter the difficulty could be found and remedied. In other

words, the crib filter may, as in this case, give wonderfully high efficiency at times—even

most of the time—but no one knows when it may fail for a brief period. Its operation is

uncontrollable and uncertain, and in a stream so badly polluted with pathogenic organisms

as the Allegheny the risk is too great to be taken. It is unfortunate that typhoid-fever

statistics are unobtainable for this town except for 1899, when there were 5 deaths from this

cause in a population of 11,886 (census of 1900), the death rate thus being 42 per 100,000.
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[f the efficiency previously noted were maintained, there should not be over 25 deaths per

100,000 from typhoid fever.

Summary.—The foregoing statement discusses filtering cribs operating under different

conditions. Where the crib has been placed in a swift current of water its efficiency is prac

tically too low for serious consideration; under peculiarly favorable conditions, such as

those at the Wildwood crib, an amazingly high efficiency is realized for a time. The mass

of data compiled as to the operation of slow sand filters shows that in time, whether it be

one, two, or three years, the filtering sand and gravel must either become so much clogged

as to diminish seriously the supply, or the bacteria caught by the particles of sand must pass

farther and farther into the mass until the effluent is no longer pure enough to drink. It is

possible to remove the polluted sand from a sand filter and allow the filtering action to

begin over again on fresh material, but no such removal can occur in the case of a crib

except through the scouring of the river bed in time of flood, etc., a very irregular and uncer

tain agency. The important point is that such a mode of filtration is beyond control by-

ordinary means and is only properly efficient when favorable conditions happen to be met

more by good fortune than by anything else.

The inefficiency of the cribs at Allegheny and Pittsburg is well known. The city of Alle

gheny installed a crib in Allegheny River in 1897 at an immense cost. The inefficiency of

this structure in filtering the polluted water may be seen from the following figures showing

typhoid-fever mortality:

Deaths per 100,000from typhoid fever at, Allegheny, Pa., 18'.)S-1902.

Year. Deaths. Year. Deaths.

1898 38

107

93

1901 101

120189fl 1902

1900

For Pittsburg, filter cribs in Monongahela River supplying the South Side and six bor

oughs of the city gave the following results:

Deaths per 100,000from lyphndfever at Pittsburg, Pa., 1898-1903.

Year. Deaths.

12-i

111

139

These figures are worse than Allegheny's. It is evident that the water supplied to these

consumers was totally unpurified, so far as disease bacteria arc concerned.

At Sharpsburg the figures are few, but sufficient to show a general infection every year.

In 1895 there were 47 cases, with -! deaths: in 1898, 33 cases, with 7 deaths: in 1899, 57.cases,

with 6 deaths out of a total mortality of 72, or 8J per cent. In 1902 there were 73 cases.

As the population of the town is only about 7,000, the above figures have startling signifi

cance. Evidently in 1902 one person in every hundred had typhoid fever, many of them

probably through drinking the polluted river water.

The foregoing discussion of crib filtration has reviewed figures showing bacterial purifica

tion and typhoid-fever mortality derived from absolutely reliable sources for several cities.

In every case it has been shown that crib filtration, no matter how excellent the results may

be at times, is absolutely unreliable as a means of ameliorating a public water supply.

FILTER WF.LLS.

General discussion.—The third method of natural filtration is by wells sunk in river sand

and gravel, varying in diameter from a few inches to 20 or 30 feet, and so constructed as to

Y'ear. Deaths.

1898 1 71

1899 ! 110

1900 | 144

1901.

1902.

1903.
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allow the polluted river water to seep through its own bed into the well. As has been

already stated, this method of filtration produces a water of excellent appearance, but the

data given relating to filter cribs and filter galleries show that there can be no real purifica

tion of the water by this means. It has seemed to be very possible that efficient filtration

could bo obtained by a modification of this plan where local conditions are favorable, as in

some islands in Ohio River. If wells are drilled to a moderate depth on some of these

islands of clean river sand, through which the water may percolate before entering the wells,

very efficient purification ought to be secured until the outer layers of sand become clogged.

The frequent scourings to which these islands are subject by the rise and fall of the river

as well as by its strong current should be favorable to the periodical removal of the clogged

layers. The idea is not new.

M. Lcforte, Ingenieur des Ponts et Chaussecs, engaged In improving the water supply of the city of

Nantes, proposed a dozen years ago to secure artificially the most favorable conditions for natural

filtration by creating at many places in the bed of the Loire, a little above the city, islets of fine sand, in

the middle of which were established wells provided with suitable works for their control, from which

water was to be taken. Notwithstanding a satisfactory trial of the process it was not applied."

The same procedure was suggested by M. Janet, engineer of mines, who recommended

that water be pumped from the Seine and the Oiso to the summits of sandy hills at Mont

morency, Fontainebleau, etc., and allowed to percolate to the bottom of the sand to be

collected, thus making use of a natural filter over 50 meters thick.

GaUipolis, Ohio.—It has remained for an American municipality to apply this plan and to

demonstrate its ultimate inefficiency. The city of GaUipolis, Ohio (population about 6,000),

gets its water supply from filter wells drilled on an island in the Ohio River. The records

of typhoid fever mortality show a wonderful temporary efficiency, not a single death from

this cause being reported during two years, at the end of which former conditions recurred.

Typhoid mortality at GaUipolis, Ohio.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

1897 116

146

101

64

2

3

7

0

1901 57

83

65

0

8

4

1898 1902

1899 190.)

1900

Evidently if the decrease in deaths is to be ascribed to the filtration of Ohio River water

through this river sand the return to the epidemic conditions shown in 1902 and 1903 must

have had a similar origin. It is probable that the pathogenic organisms carried in the

river water have grown completely through the sand, so that even the scouring of the top

does not carry away all the polluted sand. The experiment shows the uncontrollable

character of such a purification scheme.

Similar supplies exist at Moundsville, W. Va., and Point Pleasant, W. Va., both described

later in this paper (pp. 87, 92-93).

CONCLUSION.

Every form of natural filtration so far attempted has been unsuccessful except the rather

rare type last described, and that was successful only for a time. At many other places

which could be cited the death rate shows that these devices have no efficiency in removing

bacteria from polluted water, so that towns which attempt to purify water by natural filtra

tion are likely to spend more money annually in avoiding epidemics of water-borne diseases

than many times the interest on the cost of an efficient sand-filtration plant.

"Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 54, Pt. D, p. 184.
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SELF-PUBTTICATIOJf.

OXIDATION, DILUTION, AND SEDIMENTATION.

The conditions on the Monongahela (see pp. 54-55) show the existence of sources of pollu

tion sufficient to moke the river water unsafe as a source of public supply without puri6ea-

tion, unless complete self-purification takes place in the river. If Professor Sedgwick is cor

rect in his conclusions that the population of the Allegheny basin scattered along the main

stream and its tributaries is practically equivalent under present conditions to an equal

population massed at the lowest point considered, then the same conclusion applies to the

more concentrated population of the Monongahela basin with drainage slopes as far down

as Greensboro steeper than those of the Allegheny. It would seem, then, that the contami

nation in Monongahela River from abovo Point Marion is probably equivalent to that of a

city of 25,000 or 30,000 population located at Point Marion, and the question arises whether

complete self-purification takes place below that point.

From a drainage area of 11,400 square miles Allegheny River discharges, as is shown by

official measurements mado by the U. S. Geological Survey, from 1,312 cubic feet per sec

ond (September, 1903) to 40,000 cubic feet per second or more at flood stages. Mononga

hela River has a drainage area of 7,625 miles, 67 per cent of that of Allegheny. Its dis

charge can not be given with accuracy since few figures are available. The discharge of

the Youghiogheny at Ohiopyle, Pa., measured by Kenneth Allen in 1892, was 106 cubic

feet per second at a very dry time; Indian Creek, entering some miles below, usually carries

50 to 100 feet per second, but has been known to go as low as 12 cubic feet per second in

periods of extreme drought. The table herewith shows the flow of Indian Creek as com

puted by the Geological Survey*' from data furnished by Charles II. Knight, Romo,N. Y.,

in 1893.

Estimated mean flow of Indian Creek from August, 1892, to Jvly, 1893.

Sec.-ft. | Sec.-It.

August 31.4 February 659.0

September 15.2 t March 290.5

October 12.6 April 278.0

November 48.8 May 523.3

December 102.8 Juno 41.3

January 193.5 July .■ 13.1

The table giving the discharge of Cheat River shows that that stream at times

carries less than 200 cubic feet per second. In October, when Indian Creek is at its lowest,

Cheat River carries about 700 cubic feet per second. It may be roughly estimated that

Cheat River, Indian Creek, and Youghiogheny River together contribute about 825 cubic

feet per second to tho Monongahela in the full. The discharge of Tygart and West Fork

rivers aggregates about 75 cubic feet per second. No figures are available for these streams,

and this is merely a rough estimate based on experience in measuring similar streams.

Altogether the Monongahela may be said to carry about 900 cubic feet per second in the fall,

or about two-thirds the volume of Allegheny River at that time. The flood flow of the

Monongahela is considerably over 40,000 cubic feet per second, or about the same as that

of the Allegheny. The facts about the Monongahela are therefore as follows:

1. The drainage area of Monongahela River is 67 per cent of that of the Allegheny, and its

discharge is about 70 per cent of that of the latter.

2. The flood discharge is nearly the same for the two streams.

3. As far down as Greensboro the Monongahela drainage area is rugged, the soil lacks fer

tility and therefore absorbs very little storm water, and the run-off is rapid.

4. The region is practically deforested.

These facts indicate that the Monongahela, as far down as Greensboro, is by far the quicker

oRcpt. Pittsburg Kilt. Coin., p. 20.

» Water Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 65, U. S. Geological Survey.
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spilling of the two at reams, and as it has at its headwaters about the same population per square

mile of drainage area it will deliver as much pollution to any point above Greenslxiro in (he

same time or less.

From Greensboro to Pittsburg, a distanee of approximately SO miles, the Mononguhola has

a fall of about 72 feet, or about 0.9 foot to the mile. This is so little compared to that above

Greensboro that evidently it is on the conditions prevailing in this stretch of the stream that

self-purification of the stream will depend. The element of time is of the greatest impor

tance in this process. If the rate of flow of the water is so low as to detain pollution a long

time, then the river will be practically u long, narrow reservoir, affording conditions more or

less favorable for self-purification. But the rate of flow depends on slope, cross section, and

quantity of water. The slope of the Allegheny from the mouth of Clarion River to Pitts

burg, a distance of approximately 85 miles, is about 1.95 feet to the mile. The lower slope

of Monongahela River would tend to lessen the velocity of the water and lengthen the period

of detention. The latter may be said to be inversely proportional to the rapidity of flow, or

Detention= , where V = c y/^g

the Chezy formula usually employed in computation of flow in open channels. If fairly accu

rate data were obtainable for cross sections of the two streams at numerous points, the for

mula could be used to express numerically the degree of detention, and hence the degree of

self-purification going on in a given stream. In this ease the lack of such data is complicated

by the fact that the Monongahela is so completely canalized below Greensboro as to make the

slope above calculated valueless for this discussion, as the fall of each slack-water basin is

practically zero. At low water, therefore, the velocity of the water is so very slight as to

give an enormously high value for detention in the proposed formula, pointing to an infi

nitely high degree of purification. For streams not canalized the degree of self-purification

would seem to be directly determinable.

If pollution be supposed to enter the Monongahela at Greenslwro only and all sources of

contamination below that point to be eliminated, the degree of self-purification going on in

the 80 miles under discussion is so high that it is conceivable that the water might be com

pletely purified. But it is not at all certain that this is the case. It is now agreed by sani

tarians that the process of self-purification can hardly be complete and perfect, and that

therefore it can not be depended upon as sufficient in itself to assure a pure supply.

The main factors in self-purification are evidently oxidation, dilution, and sedimentation,

and for the last the term "detention" is proposed as more properly expressing the time ele

ment necessary. As far as oxygen is concerned it has long been known that the typhoid

bacillus, the very organism it is desired to eliminate from water, ''grows most abundantly in

the presence of free oxygen," though ''it may also develop in its absence, "a It is well known

to bacteriologists that "the great majority of pathogenic bacteria are facultative anae

robes "6—that is, they may develop with or without oxygen. As to dilution of sewage, Pro

fessor Sedgwick believes that 1 gallon of sewage dumped into Illinois River might cause

trouble in the water supplies below. Without going to this extreme, it is perfectly evident

that no lines can be drawn between "sufficient " and " insufficient " dilution. It takes little

sewage, compared to the volume of the stream, to cause an offensive appearance. Very

little is necessary to poison the water for drinking. The question resolves itself into one

of the vitality of pathogenic organisms in water, a question discussed later in this paper.

The exact amount of self-purification due to sedimentation cifn not be stated positively.

Turbidity has a great influence on purification by sedimentation, for turbid water contains

many heavy particles which settle to the bottom, entangling and carrying with them great

numbers of bacteria as they go down. Long detention, therefore, will cause t urbid water to

become not only clearer, but remarkably better in quality, by causing the greater part of the

pollution to settle to the bottom. In running water sedimentation can not occur to any

great degree unless the current is retarded by obstacles, natural or otherwise, which convert

<• Sternberg, Bact., 1S96, p. 3iS t> Muir a. el Kitchic, Ilac!., 1890, p. 23.
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the river into a chain of pools, and the greater the number of pools or reaches on the river

and the closer together they are the more will self-purification be assisted.

The mill pond at Lowell, Mass., is 10 miles long. The well-known epidemic of typhoid

fever at this place was traced to dejecta, principally from one patient , which entered a large

brook from an overhanging outhouse, was delivered into the Merrimac, and reached the

intake of the waterworks. At Lawrence, Mass., an equally well-known epidemic was caused

by contaminated water which had been kept in the storage reservoir two weeks, with excel

lent opportunity for sedimentation. At Covington, Ky., the badly polluted water of Ohio

River is kept at times as long as thirty-two days, yet Covington suffers severely from typhoid

fever. At New Albany, Ind., the water supplied to the city is stored for a month before it is

used, yet then' is much typhoid fever." These instances show that sedimentation alone, under

the best conditions, does not make contaminated water safe. Settling basins alone are not an

efficient and adequate means of purifying the sewage discharged into a stream.

Decisive evidence on this head is supplied by the schematic representation made for the

Report of Streams Examination for the Sanitary District of Chicago, showing the belief of

some water bacteriologists that the polluted water from Chicago is completely purified by the

time it reaches Averyville. The drawing shows pollution in heavy black shading; lightening

as the purification goes on, proceeding down the river. The pollution is heaviest at Chicago

and gradually thins out until it reaches Averyville, when it disappears, to be renewed pres

ently by the sewage of Peoria. This diagram is the result, presented in graphic form, of

numerous bacteriological analyses of the river water by the commission. The distance from

Chicago to Henry, where the sewage has very largely disappeared, is about 114 miles; from

Chicago to Averyville, where apparently it has wholly disappeared, about 142 miles: from

Peoria, with its heavy pollution, to Kampsville, where it is claimed that that pollution has

disappeared, about 1.50 miles. Therefore, without going into the merits of the Chicago-St.

Louis controversy at all, it may be said that both parties agree that within about 100 miles of

the source of pollution self-purification is so incomplete that contamination is recognizable,

and that the infection of a stream of the character of the Illinois by the sewage of Chicago may

be dangerous to the health of communities using the infected water raw within that distance.

Conditions on one stream can not be exactly like those on another. Illinois River, carry

ing the sewage of an immense populat ion, is not in any respect exactly like the Monongahela.

Yet a comparison of the two streams brings out similarities. The discharge of the Monon

gahela has teen computed at roughly 900 cubic feet per second or 54,000 cubic feet per min

ute. That of Illinois River at Peoria at the same season of the same year, in September,

1903, was about 15,000 cubic feet per second or 900,(1)0 cubic feet per minute. The popula

tion of the Monongahela drainage area above and including McKeesport may lx* assumed at

about 131,000. That of the Illinois River drainage area above Peoria would probably be at

least 2,250,000. These figures show the proportion—

54,000: 134,000: : 900,000: x, whence

2=2,233,000,

almost exactly the population of the Illinois drainage area. The volumes of the two streams

therefore, even allowing for errors in estimating, are practically directly proportional to the

population served. There are numerous lakes and sluggish reaches on Illinois River where

the fall is practically zero, so that there is probably as much opportunity for self-purifica

tion by detention in that stream as in any. It is unnecessary to enter into further details.

It is evident that the uncertainty of self-purification on over 100 miles of Illinois River ap

plies with great force to the conditions on the Monongahela, notwithstanding the difference

in population.

The history of epidemics has repeatedly shown that it is not necessarily an extensive out

break of typhoid that starts another below it, but that one or two cases may infect a large

population. A few instances will be given. The typhoid-fever epidemic at Lowell, pre-

o Sedgwick, \V. T., Test., Chicago Drain. Com. vol. 3
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viously referred to, was traced to contamination from but one or two cases. The New Haven

epidemic was caused by dejecta from typhoid-fever patients in one family passing into the

water-supply reservoir. In the Windsor epidemic infection was washed by ordinary rains

into a small thread of a stream and thence into a larger brook, which delivered it into the res

ervoir. The epidemic at Ithaca, which attracted so much attention, was due to the washing

into the city supply of fecal matter deposited on the watershed. Scores of similar cases

could bo cited. The smaller population of the Mouongahela is therefore no bar to the spread

of typhoid fever by the use of the raw w:ater. The industries along the river employ many

foreign lalx>rers—ignorant, uneducated, and of uncleanly habits—whose dejecta all go into

the stream. This fact is well known, and the sole protection of the communities using the

water has been the germicidal effect of detention in the chain of slack-water basins that con

stitute the lower Monongahela. It is clear that such purification is not certain nor perfect,

and that there is grave risk in using this water raw.

The foregoing discussion started from the tentative assumption that no pollution enters

the Monongahela below Greensboro, and it has been shown that contamination introduced

at that point may live to reach the mouth of the river. As a matter of fact, however, fresh

and dangerous sewage pollution enters the stream at hundreds of places below Greensboro,

sometimes in enormous quantity. The real efficiency of the detention going on in the 80

miles of slack water is therefore measured by the efficiency of the last basin receiving pollu

tion or the last basin on the river. The above discussion makes it evident that such a basin,

even several miles long, can not l» relied upon to completely purify polluted water.

Nor should it be forgotten that to settle the bacilli to the bottom of the basin is by no

means to get rid of them. If by any means the mass of corruption at the bottom is dis

turbed, there is nothing to prevent it from l>eing returned to tho stream to l>e carried down

to breed disease in towns below. This has been shown by the typhoid epidemic at Detroit,

which resulted from the disturbance of sewage deposits in the bed of Black River at Port

Huron. This caused sediment to be carried down St. Clair River through St. Clair Lake

into the intake of the waterworks.a Professor Sedgwick well sums up the situation as

follows:

Dams undoubtedly so far as they produce slack water or quiescence favor purification and the disap

pearance of disease germs for the time being; but if the sediment or sludge is allowed to remain in the

bottom of the stream and not removed artificially or taken out and put off out of a position of danger

the chances are good, as experience shows, that in freshets it may be returned to the stream again, be

come a part of it, travel with it, and produce trouble below. That was the ease at Newburyport. * * *

The Merrimac is often a series of mill ponds or a series of quiet lakes in which sedimentation goes on

nicely, and the water shows great purification at such times, but just as soon as a thunder shower comes

[scouring takes place with the rise of tho stream].

In other words, detention while undoubtedly of very great value in many cases docs not

and can not take the place of steady and regular purification of the stream by such a process

as sand filtration, so that however great may be the improvement by detention the detained

water must always be regarded with suspicion and once polluted can not be considered per

fectly safe for drinking without being filtered.

It can not bo held that the greater dilution of sewage in tho Monongahela in times of flood

is of assistance in purification. In the first place it is sufficiently evident that mere dilution

can not be a complete safeguard. In tho second place all the beneficial effects of detention

gained by the slow current in the river may bo nullified by a slight increase in velocity.

The addition of such a volume of liquid as passes through the Dratnagc Canal must often materially

quicken the flow of the Illinois River. It must, therefore, hinder effective sedimentation, and by

thus shortening the tunc required for infectious germs to pass through tho river and by interfering

with their detention aggravate the danger of their arrival at the mouth of the river. * * * The

t:me allowed in these mat ters is very important, so that any quickening of flow is a grave consideration."

How much more grave becomes tho interference with purification when a stream like the

Monongahela rises within a few days, as it did twice in March, 1905, from about 9,000 cubic

a Sedgwick, W. T., Test, Chicago Coin., vol. 3.
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feet per second to over 40,000 cubic feet per second, or from f>40,000 cubic feet per minute,

about six-tenths of the discharge of Illinois River at Peoria, to over 2,100,000 cubic feet, per

minute, nearly three times the discharge of the Illinois. This enormous increase in volume

is bound to wash out the great mass of pollution that has accumulated at the bottom, which

will be carried downstream into tho water supply of every city that uses tho river water raw.

Any increase in the speed of the current increases the liability to the spread of typhoid fever

under the conditions given.

ACID MINE DRAINAGE.

There remains for discussion the theory held by some persons that the mine wastes that

enter Monongahela River along much of its course containing much acid are sufficiently

germicidal in their effects to insure reasonable safety in the use of this water in its raw state.

This conclusion is not warranted by the facts.

The mine wastes present in this stream enter principally in the form of ferrous sulphate,

though free sulphuric acid is sometimes distinguishable. The lime content of the stream is

considerable, and this, together with the free acid and sulphate of iron, evidently brings

about a coagulation and sedimentation which also drags down the organic impurities. This

action is similar to that of the coagulating processes used extensively in mechanical filter

plants as a preliminary to filtration. As is shown by the tables given below, this process is

useful in clearing a muddy or highly colored water, such as that of Mississippi River; but

it is the practically unanimous opinion of engineers that such purification, although exceed

ingly valuable in many cases and indispensable in some, can be regarded only as a prepara

tion of the waterfor filtration -and is by no means as adequato in itself to assure its safety

for drinking.

The treatment of the St. Louis water supply by this process has attracted attention, and

is regarded by local authorities as sufficient to safeguard the public health. Doctor

Snodgrass, city bacteriologist of St. Louis, admitted before the American Public Health

Association, in 190.5, that the chemicals are added for coagulating purposes only, and that

the completion of the process of purification must be accomplished by filtration. This

treatment of contaminated water for use as a source of city supply, without filtration, can

be regarded only as a device for diminishing danger, not as a means of abolishing it. "It

does not provide pure water for the city. It is simply a makeshift. "a

Its percentage of efficiency in removing bacteria seems at first glance very high, as is

shown in the table herewith :

Efficiency of coagulation at St. Louis vxiterivorhi in removing bacteria.

Week commencing—

Number
of bacteria

in river
water.

Number
nl bacteria
in outlet
water.

19,000 8,700

187, 500

34,000 8,225

136,500 2,850

22,500 1,800

103,500 37,500

45,000 600

30, (XXI 3,500

24,000 1,100

16,000 550

38,000 1,600

26, (XX) 4.300

Number
of bacteria

in tap
water.

Percentage Percentage
of bacteria of bacteria
removed
between
river in
take and
outlet.

removed
lietween
river in
take and

tap.

19(41.

March 28.

April 1...

April 22..

April 29..

May 6

May 13...

May 27...

June 3

June 10. . .

June 17. . .

June 24. . .

July 15...

!>:I7

9,200

1,550

3,950

550

16, 250

750

GOT,

2,000

500

liM)

32.;

61

'n

sn
95. •

',17

Wi

M

ill

95

95.5

<I7

lis

IIS

'N

;i2

'.17

','S

;>>-. s

"Weston, Am. Pub. Health, XXX.
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Efficiency of coagulation at St. Louis waterworks in removing bacteria—Continued.

Week commencing—

August 12

August 15

August 19

August 26

September 2. .

September 9..

September 16.

September 23.

September 30.

November 18.

November 2.r>..

Average.

I'.HH.

Numl>er Numlxr ' Number

of bacteria , of bacteria ! of bacteria
in river
water.

(«K>

(KK>
.-,;.■>

160

100

760

275

37:.

,475

125

(XX)

in outlet
water.

2,500

3,200

460

mm

■Jim

4,550

300

:»xi

:«xi

fi, 100

in tap
water.

1,100

1,.VjO

690

;t0

■_'n

.v>

<oo

1,000

Percentage Percentage
of bacteria of bacteria
removed | removt d
between
river in
take and
outlet.

'.>:

91

99

97

ST. I

Tlio efficiency of a purification system may very justly be held to be the lowest percent

age of removal of bacteria that it accomplishes. On this basis the efficiency of this system

would 1m' low indeed, sometimes going down to 76 per cent, and apparently not under such

influences as can be controlled or regulated. The average removal of bacteria at the outlet

of llic sedimentation reservoirs is 79 per cent, and in the city taps is 94 per cent. If the

latter figure be accepted as the regular daily performance of (lie process, it can not be con

sidered thorough enough to warrant the use of the treated water without filtration. Effective

sand filtration will remove over 99. per cent of the bacterial contents of polluted waters.

The difference—about 5 per cent —may mean a great deal if the original bacterial content of

the water be high and the sources of pollution not far removed. The experience of Law

rence, Mass., is significant. At this city 93 or 94 per cent of the total number of the bacilli in

the polluted Merrimac River water were removed by storage in the city reservoir. Never

theless typhoid-fever epidemics recurred year after year, showing that enough pollution

was left to spread disease. The death rate from typhoid fever in this city is now one of

the lowest in Massachusetts, with the filters removing 99 per cent of the pollution. The

dillVrcnce of 5 per cent there was evidently the difference between a poisoned supply and

a healthful one."

The treatment at St. Louis is made with great care, under the best conditions, calculated

quantities of chemicals being added to the water, which is sedimented in basins not exposed

to uncontrolled or irregular variations in depth, wind action, velocity of flow, quantity of

water, etc. Nevertheless, as shown above, the degree of purification is not sufficient to

make a water so treated safe without subsequent filtration.

How much efficiency, in the face of the above evidence, can be claimed for the coagulat

ing process going on in the Monongahela River, with every element of the problem depend

ent on chance* Even if the process were carried on under the most favorable conditions

purification could not l>e expected in the Monongahela water, because the chemicals are

not present in sufficient amount. At St. Louis, iron is added to the water at the rate of

from one-half to three grains per gallon. The minimum rate, one-half grain, is equivalent

to 8} parts per million of iron, which is necessary to purify the water in the partial degree

already described; the water of the Monongahela River generally contains less than one

part per million of iron, and seldom more than four. 6

« Clink. II \V.. Am. Pub. Health. XXX.
b Kept. 1'iUsbiii'g Filtration Coin., Analyses, p. 271.
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The possibility that there is enough free acid in the water to destroy pathogenic bacteria

is worthy of consideration.

The experiments made by various workers to determine the germicidal efficacy of sul

phuric acid have been sufficiently numerous and extended to permit definite conclusions

on the question to be formed. Many years ago Koch « first announced that the cholera

bacillus was fatally affected by acid solutions. Subsequently, Kitasatob showed that

cholera bacilli are destroyed in a few Jiours by hydrochloric and sulphuric acids. Davainec

had shown that the bacilli of anthrax are destroyed by sulphuric acid in the proportion of

1 to 5,001) and that the bacilli of septicemia are destroyed by the acid in the strength of 1 to

1,500. In Sternberg's experiments of 1885 it was shown that the multiplication of putre

factive bacteria was prevented by the presence in a culture solution of sulphuric acid in the

strength of 1 to 800, and the micrococci of pus were destroyed in two hours by the pres

ence of the acid in a solution of 1 to 200. The work of Boer, quoted by Sternberg,d,showed

the germicidal effect of sulphuric acid on the following organisms:

The anthrax bacillus was destroyed in two hours in a solution of 1 to 1,300.

The diphtheria bacillus was destroyed in two hours by a solution of 1 to 500.

The typhoid bacillus was destroyed by a solution of I to 1,550.

The spirillum of Asiatic cholera was destroyed in two hours by a solution of 1 to 1,300.

Stutzer showed ' a solution of 0.05 per cent of sulphuric acid was fatal to cholera bacilli

in fifteen minutes. A weaker solution (0.02 per cent) took twenty-four hours to kill the

organisms, while a 0.03 per cent solution failed to kill the bacteria in five hours. As a

result of his experiments, he est imates that 100 kilos of sulphuric acid at 60° Beaum6 would

disinfect 40,000 liters of water, a strength of 1 :400, or 1 pound of acid to 40 gallons of

water./ In the same year Doctor Ivanhoff showed? that a 0.04 per cent solution of sul

phuric acid destroys cholera bacilli in Berlin sewage and an 0.08 per cent solution destroys

the organisms in Potsdam sewage. Rohe showed that sulphuric acid in a proportion of 1

to 800 is antiseptic in some cases. He does not believe, however, that it can be depended

upon as a general antiseptic* The experiments of Kitasato quoted by Rideal' show that

in a 0.049 per cent solution of sulphuric «cid there is growth of bacteria; in a 0.0(35 per

cent solution growth is restrained; in a 0.08 per cent solution growth cases. The experi

ments of Rideal and Parkes in 1900, to devise a portable disinfectant for use by soldiers in

purifying drinking water, showed that chemically pure sulphuric acid diluted in the pro

portion of 20 minims to the pint of infected water reduced the number of bacilli in fifteen

minutes and killed them in forty-five minutes. The amount of water used was 750 cubic

centimeters, which was infected with 1 drop of a twenty-four-hour 37-degree broth culture

of bacillus typhosus. Further, 100 cubic centimeters of boiled water infected with 1 cubic

centimeter of the same culture gave the following results, the plus (+) sign indicating the

presence of the organisms, the minus ( = ) sign their absence:

Effects ofsulphuric acid on hacilli.

Minims per pint of infected
water.

Results.

7J minutes. 15 minutes. 30 minutes.j45 minutes. GO minutes. 2 hours.

+ + + +

+ + +

+ + +

» Virus de Scpticeraie; Gas. Med., Jan. 10, 1874.
t> Quoted in Sternberg, Bact., 1896.
c Bact., 1896.
d Zeit. fur Hyg., 1893, p. 116, quoted by Rideal.

' Disinfection and Preservation of Food, 1903, p. 375.
/ The English imperial gallon is equivalent to 10 pounds.

t Zeit. filr Hyg., 1S93, p. 86.
» Hyg., 1S90, p. 357.
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The largest amount used, 20 minims to the pint, or 1 : 384, about 2,000 parts per million,

would take an hour to kill typhoid bacilli under conditions closely resembling the actual

conditions.

The most important of all experiments of this kind, perhaps, and those which apply most

closely to the problem under discussion, were those made by Rideal to determine the vital

ity of the typhoid organism. Typhoid-fever bacilli were introduced into impure water,

which was kept at room temperature, with the following results:

Effect ofsulphuric, acid on typhoidfever bacilli.

Strength
of solution.

Time of
exposure.

Results.

Per cent. Hours.

0.025 20 Killed.

.030 1 Alive.

.030 20 Alive.

.030 i Killed.

.035 i Killed.

All these experiments show conclusively that sulphuric acid can and docs kill organisms

in water, but the question remains, How far are these facts applicable to the problem of

the purification of the water in Youghiogheny River?

Certain conditions in the problem under discussion show that the action of the acid is

valueless as a means of purification.

1. There is never sufficient acid to do the work.

2. It is impossible to apply the acid in constant quantity, owing to the wide variation

in the flow both of the stream and the acid, the former being subject to wide and rapid varia

tion, while the flow of acid may be as high as 30j)r 40 parts per million at some periods and

may cease altogether at others, as shown by the analyses.

Rideal's experiments show that a 0.025 per cent sulphuric-acid solution, equivalent to

250 parts per million, requires 20 hours exposure in impure water at room temperature to

kill typhoid bacilli, while a solution of 350 parts per million (0.035 per cent) will kill the

organisms in half an hour. There is never so much sulphuric acid in the water of Monon-

gahela or Youghiogheny rivers. As shown alx>ve, at one time, in August, 1905, the amount

was so small as to be undistinguishable by field-assay methods which readily distinguish a

slight trace, amounting possibly to one-fiftieth part per million. The analyses made for

the city of McKeesport, referred to above, show 44 parts per million of the acid uniformly

distributed through the body of the stream and never as many as 100 parts per million,

except possibly at isolated points immediately below the outflow of mines. It is clear,

therefore, that although sulphuric acid is a germicidal agent under favorable conditions,

such conditions do not and can not exist in the rivers under discussion, and the acid can

not be counted on to purify them of sewage bacteria. Even if there were more acid present,

it is to be remembered that its strength is not entirely available for the elimination of

pathogenic bacteria. "A chemical disinfectant will frequently combine almost instantly

with organic or other matters present in sewage, thereby becoming partially or entirely

inert before it has time to attack the bacteria."" If 200 or 300 parts per million of sul

phuric acid were being poured into the river, there is so much lime and other alkaline

material present that the greater part of the acid would immediately combine with these

to form merely a neutral sulphate instead of persisting as a free germicide. This difficulty

has long been encountered in the various attempts made to chemically sterilize sewage.

Sulphates are not germicidal at all, and only moderately antiseptic; the difference, be it

o Kideal, S. S., Disinfection aud Preservation of Food. Now York, J. Wiley Si Sons, 1903.
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said, for nontechnical readers, being that an antiseptic will restrain or check the growth of

bacteria while germicides kill them. Though the recent notable study of copper sulphate

as a disinfectant of water supplies by Moore and Kellerman and others >' has shown that

under some conditions it is destructive to certain forms of bacteria, the sulphates of lime

and magnesia actually encourage the growth of some organisms, while the sulphates of

iron depend for their antiseptic power not on the acid but on the metallic base present; and

this is probably the effective agent in the copper sulphate. Miquel Classed iron sulphates

as moderately antiseptic; finding that 11 grams per liter, which is equivalent to 1.1 per

cent, were required to prevent the putrefaction of beef juice—that is, to prevent the growth

of putrefactive bacteria in a food medium. Certainly no such enormous proportion of iron

sulphate (11,000 parts per million) is ever present in the river water.

The people who have been using this water on the assumption that it is free from danger

ous pollution have been relying principally on the statement, made by certain persons and

repeated by others without investigation, that sulphuric acid is a germicido and that there

is enough of it in the stream to purify the Youghiogheny River water. In depending on

the antiseptic action of sulphuric acid to kill pathogenic organisms in Youghiogheny River

water, the people of McKeesport and other cities drinking such water are making a mistake

which has cost many lives and many thousands of dollars annually.

PUBLIC WATER SUPPLY AT PITTSBURG, PA.

The attention of sanitarians has for years been focussed on Pittsburg, on account of the

notoriously high death rate from typhoid fever in that city. The Pitt-sburg Filtration

Commission of 1897 so thoroughly investigated the questions of the pollution of the present

sources of supply and of the possible sources of pure water as to make extended remark on

this subject quite unnecessary here. The preceding discussion of the quality of water and

drainage on both watersheds supplying this city should be sufficient to show the character

of the supply. It is drawn directly from the running streams, without attempt at purifi

cation, tojeservoirs too small to permit sedimentation for periods longer than a few days,

after which the water enters the mains. The Filtration Commission showed the necessity

for immediate and thorough filtration of the water if the typhoid death rate is to be in any

great degree diminished, taking up the Allegheny River watershed in detail.

The filtration plant now in course of erection under the superintendence of Mr. Morris

Knowles contemplates the use of Allegheny River water after sand filtration of the most

thorough description. The plant is located on the river at Aspinwall, about 5 miles north of

Pittsburg, nearly opposite tho Brilliant pumping station. The new pumps on the Aspin

wall side will pump the river water into sedimentation basins, two in number, at the upper

edge of the site, whence the somewhat clarified water will enter the central chamber and

proceed to the filter beds, of which there will be 50 or more, as the needs of the town may

require. Although some difficulty is being encountered with soft ground, necessitating tho

driving of, concrete piles, and with the building out of the river bunk, for which gravel is

being dredged from the river, the bank being faced with firmly anchored concrete blocks,

the work is proceeding rapidly, a few of the filter units being already finished. PI. IV

shows sections of the work under way. The vaulting and floors of the filter beds are of

standard construction in essential features. A noteworthy detail is the filter gallery

between beds, a concrete passage where the purified water its it leaves the filters will Iks

caught and carried toward the river, where it will be taken up by the Brilliant pumps and

drawn across the stream. The line in the bed of tho stream is in process of construction, a

cofferdam being built out from the ends of the pure-water pipes to the Brilliant side. On

the Aspinwall side the two pure-water pipes have been so constricted us to form two huge

Venturi meters for the measurement of the pure water supplied from the filters. Tho view

of the main conduit running along the upper side of the beds shows a smull portion com

pleted and the grade blocks set ready for further construction. When completed the plant

o Jour. New England W. W. Assoc., 1905.
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should be one of the finest in America, and will probably add a very important chapter to

the history of decrease in typhoid fever with filtration of a polluted supply.

The quality of these river waters at Pittsburg is shown by the field assays of the two

streams and of Ohio River he-low their confluence:

Field assays of initi r at Pittsburg.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity (SiOi)

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCO>)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOi)

Chlorides (CI)

o Estimated.

It is notable that though the two Monongahela samples are practically identical in iron,

sulphur trioxide, and alkalinity contents, the three factors which best show the effect of

mine drainage, the Carnegie water has a little more calcium, with a consequent increase in

total hardness. This is probably due in part to the absorption of calcium from the reservoir

at Carnegie, in part to the possible admixture of limestone spring water. The South Pitts

burg Water Company, which pumps from Monongahela River, supplies the South Side,

several wards of the city proper, and many thousands of people along the line out to

Carnegie.

The turbidities given in the Allegheny and Monongahela assays are only approximate, the

water being slightly cloudy in both cases. The turbidity given for the Ohio River water,

however, is the result of careful measurement with the turbidity rod, and shows a significant

increase in suspended matter.

OHIO RIVER BASIN BETWEEN PITTSBURG, PA., AND BIG SANDY

RIVER.ii

GKNEltAL STATEMKNT.

With the sewage of half a million people entering the stream, besides an enormous amount

of drainage from mills and factories, as well as a great quantity of material dumped into the

stream from the numerous craft plying in the three rivers at this point, Ohio River below

Pittsburg is to all intents and purposes an open sewer. The increase in color downstream

tends to strengthen this view, as docs the increase in iron content, though the effect of the

dilution by Allegheny River is to lessen the amount of sulphur trioxide in the water. The

calcium content is practically an average of that of the two streams. The chlorides arc so

much higher than those of either the Allegheny or the Monongahela that they are undoubt

edly traceable in part to the enormous sewage contamination. Bearing in mind the con

clusions already reached with respect to the quick-spilling character of these watersheds and

as to the massing of population near the mouth of the stream, we may say that the Alle

gheny above Pittsburg is as highly infected as if 1(K),(KX) people were massed at that point,

and that the Monongahela is as badly contaminated as if there were a similar numl>cr

located on its course immediately above Pittsburg. The population of Pittsburg being at

n Pollution on tribn times of Ohio River in Ohio is discussed in \\ u tor-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 79, U. S.

Ueol Survey, pp. 12'.t-l.s7.
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least 300,000 it may safely bo said that Ohio River below Pittsburg is contaminated by tho

sewage of at least 500,000 people, which enters the stream untreated, currying with it

contamination from thousands of typhoid-fever cases, of a virulence shown by the tables

of death rate from this disease given above. Any water drawn from the Ohio at this point

must be purified to a high degree in order to be safe for drinking. The only sense of safety

in communities using this water is derived from tho belief that there is a tendency in polluted

waters toward the gradual death of the disease-producing organisms it contains—a belief

that is firmly entrenched in the popular mind. The tendency is not always in this direc

tion, the supposition that common water bacteria are more tenacious of life in infected

water than the pathogenic organisms having been shown by some workers to be unfounded.

Konradio has shown that far from being unfavorable to their growth, water is an excel

lent medium for tho culture of many disease-producing bacteria, and that in the long

run it is they which survive over the water bacteria. The work of Mez o showed that

these organisms live longer in sterilized than in dirty water, and that therefore pure drink

ing water once infected is more dangerous than foul water, a conclusion in line with the find

ings of Franklaud and Klein, previously quoted. From this statement as a beginning,

Konradi proceeded to experiment with the anthrax bacillus and its spores, Staphylococcus

-pyogenes aureus, the organism of pus, and the typhoid bacillus, all of the highest importance

in this connection. He found that the ordinary water bacteria multiplied greatly for a time

after the introduction of tho pathogenic organisms, and then began to die out, and that after

varying periods, the foul water, being kept at room temperature, was found to contain pure

cultures of the disease-producing organisms, which retained full virulence up to complete

evaporation. For the anthrax bacillus and its spores the period of life varied from 264 to

816 days, the water bacteria in the medium having completely disappeared after three or four

weeks. The pus organism was found in pure culture after two months, and retained its

virulence for 508 days. The bacillus of typhoid fever showed a similar power of conquering

the^rater- bacteria, which lived in the medium for four months, at the end of which time

the bacillus typhosus was in pure culture, living in ordinary tap water at room tem

perature for 499 days. What more evidence is needed of the ability of the organisms of

water-borne disease to poison a water as far as drinking purposes are concerned for a long

time, admitting the pollution to cease, instead of continuing hourly as in the cases under

consideration t Even sterilized water is found to allow the growth of anthrax and typhoid

bacilli; though not of the pus micrococci.

It remains only to correlate these facts with the long-admitted disease-transmitting

properties of water to make it clear that cit ies on the Ohio River immediately below Pitts

burg might as well mix a well-known poison with pure water and drink it as use tho

river water without purification. "Among the carriers of virus, water is, according to

the present state of our knowledge, by far the most important. "c "Not only is typhoid

one of the leading causes of death in America, but the greater part of it is conveyed directly

or indirectly through water, "d This fact has been so long established not only by scien

tific workers in the laboratory, but by long and costly epidemics, all traceable to the pol

lution of city supplies by typhoid-fever dejecta, that it is unnecessary to go further into

that question. Tho fact is clear that the water of Ohio River below Pittsburg contains

so large a number of pathogenic bacteria as absolutely to prohibit its uso for drinking

in the raw state.

CHABTIEKS f REEK.

Washington, Pa.—The first important tributary stream below Pittsburg is Chartiers

Creek, which receives the drainage of Washington, Pa. (population about 12,000). The

water supply of this town is obtained from filter wells on the banks of Chartiers Creek,

mixed at times with spring water from gravity sources. The position of the wells seems

aCentralblatt fUr Bakt.. 36, May 2S. 1(104.
b Mikroskopischc Wasser Analyse. hS98.
eCurschman, II., Typhoid Fever and Typhus Fever, Philadelphia, 1901.

* Baker, M. N., Municipal Engineering and Sanitation, New i ork, 1902,
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to indicate that they are drawing largely on ground water on its way to the stream and

not from the creek itself. That this is not sufficient protection is shown by the very high

mortality rate for 1902.

Typhoid mortality at Washing/ton, Pa.

Ycnr.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

1895 75  4

1900 110 42 3

1902 158 61 14

Without fuller data it is not possible to speak with certainty of this supply. It certainly

is of doubtful quality. A field assay is given below.

Canonsburg, Pa.—Canonsburg (population 3,000), below Washington, on the same creek,

has a gravity supply from a spring-filled reservoir, supplemented by raw water from Char-

tiers Creek when the water company deems necessary. Tho field assay shows the prac

tical identity of the water with that at Washington, so that it seems likely that creek

water is used much of the time. The presence of typhoid infection in Washington sewage

is undoubted, and the likelihood of its occurrence in the water supply of Canonsburg fol

lows naturally. The use of Chartiers Creek water raw is therefore ill-advised and dan

gerous. No figures showing typhoid mortality at Canonsburg are available.

OHIO ItlVER FROM M'DONALD TO BEAVER RIVER.

McDonald, Pa.—At McDonald, Pa. (population 3,000), which drains into Ohio River

above Sewickley, there is a mixed supply of a highly unsatisfactory character from Rac

coon Creek and from deep wells. The water shed of Raccoon Creek is not, so far as kn^wn,

guarded in any way, and the tap water is nearly always more or less turbid. The field

assay shows a highly mineralized product, the carbonates being largely due to tho well

water, whereas the high turbidity and color show a surface origin from swampy drainage

with inadequate sedimentation. It is not considered a good water for either domestic or

industrial uses in its present condition.

Field assays nf public supplies at Washington, Canonsburg, and McDonald.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.
Washing- Canons-

ton, burg.
McDonald.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CnCOs)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SO,)

Chlorides (CI)

i)

w

1.5

107

130+

1*8

(«)

7

»40

180

Trace.

IHI

130+

120

a 20

36

140

1*)

0.5

ia

130+

134

93

.VI

a Estimated. 6 Slight trace.

Sewickley, Pa.—The greater portion of the population between Pittsburg and Sewickley

(population 4,000) is supplied by the Monongahela Water Company, operating from Pitts

burg. The Sewickley supply is derived partly by gravity from impounding reservoirs

and partly from the Ohio River by pumping from cribs in the stream. The few analyses

of the raw and the effluent water made in 1S97 for (he Pittsburg filtration commission

show very little bacterial purification.
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Analyses of public water at Sewickley.

[Parts per million.]

Date.

1X97.

Nov. 3

Nov. 3

Nov. 22

Nov. 22

IV is.

June 27

June 27

Water analyzed.

 

Turbidity.

Slight.

Clear .

Slight

Slight

Slight

Slight

Albumin
oid am
monia.

0.110

.325

.210

.080

.138

.140

Free am
monia.

0.016

.018

.024

.014

.046

.040

Nitrites.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

Nitrates. Chlorine.
Bacteria
per c.c

0.7.50 53.6 23,400

1.500 37.4 910

.521 20.2 54,000

.600 23.4 9,500

. 525 24.0 15,500

.600 27. 8 14,100

The figures for 1898 show that the degree of purification by this crib is uncertain and

unreliable, and that the water supply from this source is not safe for domestic purposes.

Typhoid-fever statistics confirm this view.

Typhoid-ferer mortality at Sewickley, Pa.

Year.

i

1897

[S!«

IW

1900

1901

1902

KKCi

1904

Total
deaths.

Typhoid
cases.

Typhoid
deaths.

38 o20 2

33 u20 a

31 0 0

47 7 8

54 16 0

53 11 3

57 7 3

49 10 2

42 17 1

The percentages of deaths by typhoid fever are very high, as will be evident by refer

ence to those of Olean and Salamanca, N. Y., and that of Bradford, Pa. The percentages

of mortality from this disease at Allegheny, Pa., a notorious hotbed of typhoid fever, are

as follows for certain years:

Typhoid mortality at Allegheny, Pa.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

1894 1,962

1,995

99

1896 74

1897 1,778

2,036

2, 109

79

1898 73

1899 135

The two places are evidently in the same class, so far as the prevalence of typhoid fever is

concerned. Certainly the water .supply of Sewickley is not beyond suspicion. The experi

ence of New Bethlehem, Pa. (see p. 2(>), a town of only half the size of Sewickley, shows

that a filtration plant is not beyond the means of the latter if the citizens can be aroused to

an appreciation of the loss annually sulfered from this preventable disease.
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Coraopolis, Freedom , and Monaco.—Besides Sewickley there are three or four other small

towns between Pittsburg and Monaca, where Beaver River discharges into the Ohio. Cora

opolis (population 3,000), a little above Sewickley, also pumps from a crib in the river. The

quality of this supply is evident from the Sewickley figures. Freedom (population 2,000)

also planned such a crib, but has succeeded in making arrangements with the filtration

plant at Beaver Falls for a supply. Monaca (population 3,000) pumps its supply from deep

wells in the gravel on the beach of the river. All these places sewer into the Ohio.

BEAVER KIVEH HASIN.

.SHENANGO RIVER.

Greenville, Pa.—Near the head of Shenango River, one of the tributaries of the Beaver, is

the town of Greenville (population about 5,000). Its water supply is obtained by gravity

from a spring-fed reservoir holding about 8,000,000 gallons. The daily consumption is about

1,000,000 gallons. In case of shortage the Little Shenango is pumped raw. This is a pol

luted stream and should not lx' used for drinking purposes without purification. The field

assay (p. 83) shows that the water strikingly resembles those of French and Oil creeks. Ar

rangements should l>e made either for filtering the river water or for adding to the present

storage capacity. Hardly any typhoid statistics arc available for Greenville. In 1894

there were 7 cases and 1 death; in 1895 there were 15 cases and 1 death, enough to show

that the cases were probably not isolated importations. The town sewage discharges

into the creek.

Sharon, Pa.—About 20 miles down the Shenango is Sharon, with a population of aliout

10,000. The city water supply is derived from the river, the water being purified by

mechanical filters, privately operated (see assay on p. 83). The plant consists of four large

sedimentation tanks and eight filter units, the whole having a capacity of 1,700,000 gallons

per day of fourteen hours. During the day the filtered water is pumped into the mains,

whatever water is not used at the taps flowing into a 2,000,000-gallon storage reservoir.

The field assay shows that the effluent from the filters is very similar to the raw water at

Greenville.

The efficiency of mechanical filters is a matter of grave interest to many municipalities in

this region, because of the very turbid condition of the stream waters. Although mechan

ical filtration has been practiced in this country for only a few years, it is very well under

stood that only by the coagulating processes in use as a preliminary to mechanical filtration

can muddy waters be successfully handled day by day. Even if the small towns in this

section could afford to install costly systems of slow sand filtration, it is probable that the

high turbidities would soon so clog the filters as to make their operation very unsatisfactory.

As the muddy stream waters are in this section the natural source of supply—at some places

the only one—water purification lias here developed largely along the lines of mechanical

filtration.

When efficiently operated, with due study of the chemical nature of the water treated

in each individual case, effluent water of satisfactory quality can lie obtained from mechan

ical filters, the bacterial efficiency in many plants being nearly 100 per cent. When results

are not satisfactory the cause of failure is usually found either in the inadequacy of the pre

liminary ^coagulation or in the grade of supervision provided. As the efficiency of the fil

ters depends very largely on the complete combination of the suspended matters in the

water with the chemicals added, failure may lie expected unless each water is treated with

the chemicals best suited to its composition and with a sufficient quantity of the chemicals.

The majority of the processes devised for this purpose are in the experimental stage. The

devices in most extensive use depend mainly on compounds of iron and aluminum. The

processes depend upon the formation in the water of bulky precipitates through the combi

nation of the aluminum or iron with the carbonates in solution. For this reason it is neces

sary to determine the alkalinity, and, if necessary, to increase an alkalinity naturally too

low to allow the requisite chemical combinations. Ten or fifteen years ago, when the proc
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esses were not clearly understood, the coagulation basins were small and the amount of

chemical added was frequently insufficient , so that a high degree of coagulation was seldom

realized. In this respect the advance has been remarkable, the preliminary treatment

receiving careful study, so that it is now very satisfactory. With the building of larger tanks,

more complete chemical combinations are possible, so that a muddy water is very highly

improved before going to the filters at all. Success depends so largely on the even uninter

rupted flow of the chemical into the tanks that improvement in these filters has followed

closely on improvement on the design of automatic devices for regulating the introduction

of chemicals.

The second most common cause of failure of these filters is to be found in the grade of

supervision provided. It would seem axiomatic that to install an expensive plant, designed

to give certain results under carefully adjusted conditions, and then to hire an incompetent

person to operate it is to make the machinery useless for the purpose for which is was de

signed. No business man would Ikj guilty of such an absurdity with apparatus costing him

the most trifling sum, yet such has been the course of action of many municipalities.

A most striking example of the efficiency of mechanical filtration of polluted surface

waters is furnished by the decrease in the typhoid fever mortality of Lorain, Ohio, with the

installation of filters. The town is located on the shore of Lake Erie, about midway l>etween

Cleveland on the east and Sandusky on the west, each about being 30 miles distant. The

large amount of sewage that i>ours into the lake from these towns and others between them

makes the raw water dangerous for a city supply unless taken out at a prohibitive distance

from shore (cf. Erie, p. 104). The degree of healthfulness of this water supply before the

introduction of the filter plant is clearly shown by the following figures showing mortality

from typhoid fever:

DeaVis per 100010from typhoid ferer at Lora in, Oh io, before filtrat ion.

Year. | Deaths.

1889 44

1890 20

1891 57

1892 53

Year. Deaths.

1893 183.3

48.81894

131.fi

S3. 31896

These figures show that the supply ranked with the worst in the country at that time. In

1896 and 1897 mechanical filtration of this water by the Jewell system was resorted to. The

figures showing typhoid fever mortality for the years following this installation are decisive

as to the efficiency of the process in this instance:

Deaths per 1000)0from typhoidfever at Lorain, Ohio, after filtration.

Year. Deaths. Year. ' Deaths.

24.4 1900 11.5

21.2 1901 5.5

24.2 1902 1 'T..3

The present mortality rate is as low as that of towns having carefully guarded surface

supplies, and the filtration plant, judged by its practical results, is all that could be desired.

A chapter of important evidence is furnished by the rise in these figures when, in 1903,

repairs to t he plant made the use of raw lake water necessary for a brief period. For the

first seven months of the year, the filter Ix'ing then in use, there was not a single death from

typhoid fever in the city ; after the unfiltcred water was turned in, although notices to the
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public had been printed in the local papers, the death rate from this disease from August to

November, inclusive, rose to 180 per hundred thousand, dropping to 60 per hundred thou

sand in December and practically disappearing soon after the raw water was shut off a It

is hardly possible to get a clearer demonstration of the value of such a system in safeguard

ing the public health. It may be said positively that no public supply in this section should

be taken from surface waters without filtration. The population is too dense to permit of

the segregation of drainage areas except at a prohibitive cost, and some of the cities aie too

large to be supplied by spring waters without extensive segregation. Accordingly it is

found that the largest towns have installed filtration systems similar to that at Sharon.

Typhoid-fever statistics for Sharon are too few to establish anything except the presence

of the disease in the years given. In 1894 there were 13 cases and 3 deaths; in 1898, 16

cases and 2 deaths—that is, about the same as Sewickley, though Sharon has three times the

latter's population.

NB8HANNOCK CREEK.

Mercer, Pa.—At Newcastle Beaver River receives the waters of Keshaonock Creek, carry

ing the drainage of a number of small towns. Chief of these is Mercer (population 2,000),

about 25 miles above Newcastle. The public supply is pumped from Otter Creek to a

mechanical filter. A field assay is given on page 83. The high color of this water may be

due to drainage from the Half-moon Swamp at the head of the creek. The drainage area of

the stream is sparsely inhabited, but there is sufficient pollution to make filtration necessary.

There is little public interest in the question of water supply.

Newcastle, Pa.—Ncwcastlo (population 35,000) , a large manufacturing town, has a mechan

ical filter plant. The water is pumped from Neshannock Creek to large sedimentation tanks,

thence to 8 filter units. The plant appears to be efficiently conducted. The following

analyses of raw and filtered water at this place were made by Dr. F. E. Witherell for the

American Waterworks and Guarantee Company, which controls this plant and numerous

others. They are furnished through the kindness of that corporation.

Analyses of raw andfilered waterfrom Newcastle, Pa.b

Date.

11)02.

May 1

May 2

May 3

May 4

MayS

May 6

May 7

May 8

May 9

May 10

May 11

May 12

May 13

May 14

May 15

May 16

May 17

May 18

a Engineering News, 189-1.

Bacteria per cubic
centimeter.

Raw Filtered
water. water.

Effi
ciency.

Percent.

TIKI 36 95

740 38 95

670 30 95

Till 19 97

720 41 94

oso 43 96

770 38 95

530 35 93

420 28 93

630 30 95

420 24 94

370 22 94

610 32 95

580 40 93

..Ml 33 94

(Km 33 94.5

Ml) 34 95

;,.'.ii 37 93

Colon bacillus. <•

Raw | Filtered
water, i water.

I' All analyses made by Doeto- Witherell. e+positlve; -negative.

•
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Analyse* of raw and filtered waterfrom Newcastle, Pa.—Continued.

Date.

1902.

May 19.

May 20.

May 21 .

May 22.

June 1 . .

Do..

June 2. .

Do..

Do..

June 3. .

Do.

Do.

Do.

June 26.

June 29.

Bacteria per cubic
centimeter.

Raw Filtered
water. water.

July 6...

Aug. 15.

Aug. 22.

Aug. 27.

Sept. 1..

Sept. 4..

v.m.

1904.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Aug.

Sept.

!>.<■.

Dec.

!>.<•.

10..

11..

12..

13..

14..

IS..

16..

17..

18..

19..

20..

21..

22..

23..

24..

25..

26..

27..

29..

30..

31..

. 10.

26..

28..

31.'.

Effi
ciency.

Per cent.

470 23 95

770 48 94

730 41 94

550 21 96

2,000 70 96.5

1,200 40 97

1,100 37 97

1,400 80 94

900 54 04

1,200 36 97

600 68 89

1,060 44 96

1,100 42 96

45,000 112 99.75

15,000 127 99. 2

12,000 86 99.3

24,000 93 99.6

8,500 03 99.9

1,205 20 98.3

2,500 74 97

9,000 85 99.1

2,300 35 98.5

8,000 27 99.7

1,260 20 98.4

7SII 23 97

1,620 21 98.6

2,800 10 99.6

3,200 15 99.5

4,200 18 99.6

3,320 5 99.8

4,800 25 99.5

3,130 10 99.7

0,200 38 99.4

4,200 8 99. 8

3,720 29 99.2

3,120 43 98.9

3,010 55 98.2

2,760 2 99.90

5, 100 3 99.94

0,«X) 8 99.9

6,400 3 99.95

3,900 2 99.95

3,000 3 99.9

3,800 3 99.92

2,500 5 99.8

2,000 15 99.3

15, 000 71 99.5

21,500 450 98

Colon bacillus.

Raw Filtered
water. water.

+ -

+ +

+ -

+ +

+ +

+ -

+ +

+ + ?

+ -

+

+

+ -

+ -

+

+

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ —

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+
-

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -

+
-

+ -

+ -

+ -

IRE 161 —00 (5
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Analyses of raw andfiltered waterfrom Newcastle, Pa.—Continued.

Date.

[905.

Jan. 5

Jan. 6

Jan. 7

Jan. 9

Jan. 11

Jan. 12

Jan. 13

Jan. 17

Jan 19

Jan. 24

The percentages of efficiency are calculated from the figures given and show marked

improvement since 1902. For May of that year the efficiencies are low, averaging 9-4.5 per

cent. For a water so grossly polluted as tho Neshannock such an efficiency is not high

enough to assure a reasonable immunity from disease, and the condition is reflected in the

high typhoid-fever death rate for 191)2, shown in the table below. For June, 1902, the aver

age efficiency was 95.9 per cent, also a low figure. The figures for July show improvement if

they represent average conditions. For 1903 the few figures given show an average effi

ciency of 98.5 per cent, which is much more satisfactory. The typhoid mortality' in that year

was so high as to suggest that at other seasons of the year the filters were not working so well.

For 1904 the figures are fuller and show a percentage efficiency averaging 99J per cent,

reflected in the .50 per cent decrease in typhoid deaths for 1904. The figures for 1905, so far

as they go, seem to show that this high standard is l>cingkept up; altogether the plant at

Newcastle may be considered to he doing very good work at the present time.

In the foregoing table it is noteworthy that the colon bacillus was positively identified

in the raw water in nearly every case where the test was made, and in the filtered water

during 1902. Since then the results have been negative. Doctor Witherell made the fol

lowing statement in a letter dated November 17, 1905:

The tests made for H. coli communis were as follows: For the first Inoculation a glucose neutral red

bouillon is used, made up of—

1,000 cubic centimeters distilled or soft water.

5 grains beef extract (Licbig's).

20 grams Witte's peptone,

f'n gram (irubler's neutral red.

20 grains grape glucose.

1 gram sodium taurocholate.

Reaction is +1. Fuller's scale. The broth is inoculated with , J5, 1, 5, and 10 cubic centimeter water

samples and incubated 24 to TO hours at 104° F. If the presumptive test is positive -that is. it 30 to 70

percent of gas is formed, approximately one- third being carbon dioxide, with the medium strongly acid

to litmus, and the neutral red changed to canary yellow with green Miiorescencc —samples are plated into

gelatin stab, agar streak, milk, potato, nitrates, Dunham's solution, and confirmatory results are looked

tor. .

Bacteria per cubic
centimeter.

Effi

Colon bacillus.

Raw
water.

Filtered
water.

ciency.
Raw-

water.
Filtered
water

Per cent.

4,700 54 99 + -

4,230 35 99.2 + -

3,950 21 99.5 + -

7,210 12 99.8 + -

3,100 6 99.8 - -

2,800 2 99 93 + -

5,220 9 99.9
"
+ -

12,000 72 99.4 + -

15,200 12 99.92 + -

5,600 20 99.8 + -
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The typhoid statistics below are from the reports of the Pennsylvania State board of

health, except for the years 1903, 1904, and 1905.

Typhoid mortality at Newcastle, Pa.

Year.

1895.

189".

1898.

1899..

1900..

1901..

1902..

1903"

1904"

1905"

" Furnished by C. C. Honne, health officer of Newcastle.
& Up to Nov 11, 190.5.

The figures showing population are roughly estimated from those for the census years 1890

and 1900. The estimates are only approximately correct, but are probably not far from the

truth. As the number of cases is not obtainable for some years, the rate is calculated per

100,000 of population.

The field assays of this water show a very low alkalinity, probably due to acid drainage

from manufacturing establishments on the stream. This is visible in the sulphate content

also. The water is of fair quality for domestic purposes.

Field assays of public supplies in Shenango River ami Neshannoch Creek basins.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination. Greenville. Sharon. Mercer. Newcastle.

Turbidity 0 0 0 0

106 122 122 35

1 .5 .5 Trace.

Calcium (Ca) 42 44 43 76

Total hardness (as CaCOj) 47 47 42 61

43 49 49 26

"5 "10 0 41

Chlorides (CI) 5.6 11.2 9.7 9

" Estimated.

CONNOQUENESS1NU CREEK.

About 15 miles below Newcastle Connoquenessing Creek enter's the Beaver near Ellwood

City. The most important places in its drainage area are Butler, Grove City, Evans City,

and Ellwood City.

Butler, Pa.—Butler (population 10,000), near the headwaters of Connoquenessing Creek,

is well known to sanitarians for a noteworthy epidemic of typhoid fever occurring there a

few years ago, caused by defects in the operation of the filters. The epidemic bus been fully

discussed by leading sanitarians, and in this place it is sufficient to remark that conclusive

evidence was afforded by the costly experience of this period that the raw creek water was

highly dangerous for drinking, and that constant vigilance in the operation of the filters is

necessary to assure safety. The plant is now operated by the American Waterworks and

Guarantee Company. Frequent bacterial analyses are made by Doctor Witherell, the coli

tests being made as at Newcastle, except for the omission of the taurocholic acid control.

'opula-
tion.

Deaths.
Rate per
100,000.

19,600 16

21,000 13 62

24,000 6 25

20,000 29 112

28,350 36 127

30,000 10 33

32,000 39 122

34,000 34 100

35,000 18 51

36,000 11 6 30.6
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The Butler supply (see assay below) is undoubtedly the best of those examined in the

Connoqueucssing Creek drainage, as it contains far less mineral impurity than any other.

Evans City, Pa.—Evans City (population 1 ,200) is situated on Breakneck Creek, a tribu

tary of Connoquenessing Creek. Its supply is obtained by gravity from a hill reservoir

impounding spring runs. The high chlorides and alkalinity suggest the presence of ground

water. This water probably contains calcium chloride and would corrode boiler tubes.

Field assays of public supplies in Connoquenessing Creek basin.

[ Tarts per million.]

Determination.
Grove
City.

Ellwood
City.

Butler.
Evans

City.

Turbidity 0 a20 0 0

Color 35 140 45 44

Iron (Fc) L'.7 1 0 1

Calcium (Ca) ll'J 67 28 94

Total hardness (as CaCOi) 130+ 66 39 68

Alkalinity 201 40 40 191

Sulphates (SOj) <"5 »20 13 Trace.

Chlorides (CI) 23 27 19 78

o Estimated.

Grove City, Pa.—Grove City (population 1,000) is situated on Wolf Creek, one of the head

water streams of Slippery Hock Creek, the most important tributary of Connoquenessing

Creek. Its water supply is pumped from a 200-foot driven well to a standpipe. The field

assay (above) shows the water to be of a fair quality for a ground water, although it is hard

and contains n little more iron than usual. It gives satisfaction for drinking purposes, but

would be wasteful for laundry uses and is so high in incrusting carbonates that it would

certainly incrust tubes.

Ellwood City, Pa.—Ellwood City (population 2,500) draws its water supply from Con

noquenessing Creek. The water is said to bo mechanically filtered. Before entering the

Ellwood supply the creek receives the sewage of Butler (population 10,000), Evans City

(population 1,200), and the two small towns of Harmony and Zelieuople. The water is

undoubtedly too grossly polluted to be safe in its raw state.

The traces of sulphur and iron, shown in the field assay (above), are probably due to a

little mine drainage. The turbidity is higher than it should be for a filtered water and casts

grave doubt upon the efficiency of the process. The color of the water is also high.

It will be clear from the foregoing data that Beaver River drains much sewage pollution

from this section of western Pennsylvania. Filtration of this water is absolutely necessary

before it can be safely used as a public supply.

BEAVER RIVER.

Beaver Falls, Pa.—The largest city on Beaver River is Beaver Falls (population 10,000).

At this point the supply was until 1900 obtained directly from the river without purification.

The result of the use of such water is indicated by the following figures showing the typhoid-

fever mortality, which is among the highest in the country:

Typhoid mortality at Beaver Falls, Pa.

Year.
I Total
deaths.

Typhoid
eases.

Tvphoid
deaths.

1896 ' 124 28 8

1S97 1 134 105 11

1898 1 128 80 15

1899... . 138 27 8

ihoo 1 169 22 15

.

Figures for later years are unobtainable.
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In 1900 mechanical filters were installed, supplying Benver Falls, New Brighton, Roches

ter, Freedom, and other places. Four of the filters are of the Jewell type, the remaining

four of the old closed or oil-tank type. The plant seems to be efficiently operated, and local

physicians speak well of the decrease in the number of typhoid fever cases since its installa

tion. Bacterial analyses of 20 samples collected at the intake and at a tap in Beaver Falls

show an average bacterial content as follows:

Bacterial analyses of water at Beaver Falls, Pa.a

[Bacteria jx!r cubic centimeter.]

Raw water. Filtered water.

Total. B. coli. Total. B. coli. Efficiency.

Per cent.

246,850 195 29,300 12 94

a Data furnished by water company.

This is a low efficiency both for total organisms and for bacillus coli. yet the filtrate is very

much better than the raw water.

The field assay (p. 87) shows a water typical of the river waters of this section. It is

soft enough to bo suitable for any purpose.

OHIO RIVKK BETWEEN BEAVEK RIVEIt AND EISH CHEEK.

Below the mouth of Beaver River the Ohio flows nearly southwest for about 10 miles

through a rolling farming country. It crosses the State line a few miles above Chester,

W. Va., a little town of about 1,000 population. From this point on, notwithstanding the

ejormous pollution in the river, the water is very commonly used as a public supply in its

raw state. It is evident from the foregoing discussion that the inevitable effect of such a

practice is the sacrifice of many lives annually, with the additional waste of thousands of

dollars by the communities affected. Although West Virginia has laws on its statute

books forbidding stream pollution under penalty of $5 fine for each offense, there is wanton

and wholesale contamination of every stream in the State. As no typhoid-fever statistics

are obtainable for towns in this State, except for Wheeling, it is impossible to supply that

concrete evidence of the disease-producing quality of the water which is furnished by such

figures. The quality of the.se supplies will be evident, however, from the following descrip

tions of conditions in this section and from the typhoid-fever records of those towns in Ohio

' which take thair supply from the river unpurified and which have collected figures con

cerning this disease:

Chester, W. Va.—At Chester the public supply is pumped from ft filter well that is sunk

in the fine sand of the river bank. The well is about 8 feet in diameter and is covered with

a brick and concrete dome. The pumping machinery is mounted in a larger well close by,

a gallery connecting the two. The effluent from this plant is beautifully clear and spark

ling at all times, although the river is usually muddy. Thcro can be no question, however,

that so far as organic contamination is concerned no change of importance occurs during

the natural filtration of this water. It can not be regarded as a safe supply for this munic

ipality, and if typhoid-fever statistics were available the town would probably be found

to suffer heavily from the disease. That this is not mere conjecture is evident from the

high typhoid-fever percentages for East Liverpool, Ohio, directly across the river. This

town pumps its water supply from the Ohio River raw, and is seen to be suffering constantly

and heavily from typhoid fever.
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Typhoid mortality at East Liverpool, Ohio.

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

1897 164 g

1900 196 17

1901 187

226

26

1902 15

1903 337 13

The field assay (p. 87) shows the increased mineral content resulting from the passage of

the water through the river sand, the mineral contents being appreciably higher than those

of the river water at Pittsburg. This water is too hard to be considered excellent for boiler

uses, and its muddy condition in the raw state makes it very poor for other industrial pur

poses. It is, however, of better quality than the ground waters in this section, as will be

evident from the field assay of the wells at Wellsburg and Wheeling, given below.

New Cumberland, W. Va.—At New Cumberland, about 15 miles below East Liverpool,

the city supply is also raw Ohio River water. The town has about 1,200 inhabitants,

and is partially sewered. Above it on both banks of the river are visible evidences of

pollution, besides the accumulated filth coming down in the river from Pittsburg. The

supply of StculH-nville, Ohio (population, 14,000), is of the same kind. The officials of

this town have for years made no report of typhoid mortality.

Wellshmg, W. Va.—Wellsburg (population, 2,500), about 10 miles below Steubenville,

also uses raw Ohio River water. The field assay of water from a 00-foot well much used for

drinking purposes on one of the main streets of Wellsburg is given on page 87. There are

are numerous drilled wells on the the streets, to which resort is had for drinking water to

some extent. This water is very hard and not suitable for an}- use except drinking.

Wheding, W. Va.—Wheeling (population, 40,000), on Ohio River about 14 miles below

Wellsburg, has probably one of the worst typhoid-fever records for a town of its size and

wealth in this or any other country. Like the towns just mentioned, it pumps its supply

raw from Ohio River, without any attempt Oven at adequate sedimeutation. Wheeling

Creek, which (lows through most of the town, is an open sewer. The intake of the water

works is located a very short distance above the town. The works are owned by the city,

and considerable thought has been devoted to the regulation of rates, but none to the

quality of the water supply. In view of the conditions above described, under which town

after town turns its disease-polluted sewage into the river, the strange thing is not that

Wheeling should lose many lives and thousands of dollars through the use of polluted water •

for drinking, but that any American community should tolerate such a state of affairs.

The figures shown below are, available from the reports of the United States Public Health

and Marine-Hospital Service. Although for but a portion of the years shown, they indicate

closely the character of the supply:

Typhoid mortality at Wheeling, W. Va.

Deaths
from

Quarter ending—
Total
deaths. typhoid

"lover.

Mmvli 31. l'Kll 200 g

June 30. V.m 187

182

18

7

June 30. 1!XB 141 S

The significance of these percentages may be better understood when they are com

pared to the figures previously given as to Sewickley, Allegheny, Pittsburg, McKeesport,

and other places. The condition here is almost incredibly bad.
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The field assays below shows that the river water is considerably softer than the natu

rally filtered water at Chester. The well of the Acme Box Company is used for all purposes,

both steam making and drinking, in the factory of the concern. It is unfit for any of them,

being so excessively high in sulphates and iron as to corrode boiler tubes very rapidly. The

use of this water represents a heavy annual expense for needless repairs. It is not very

palatable, and its high color is not reassuring as to the safety of the well from contamina

tion by surface water.

Moundsville, W. Va.—At Moundsville (population, 6,000) the water supply is obtained »

from wells on an island in Ohio River of the ruther rare type in use at Gallipolis, Ohio,

described on page 64. The typhoid-fever statistics of the latter town may very well be

applied to the consideration of Moundsville's supply, the conditions being practically iden

tical at the two places. The wells are four in number and 16 feet deep. The borings are

carefully cased, admitting water only through strainers at the bottom. They are connected

near the top so as to be pumped together. The efl'uent is beautifully clear and pleasant

to the taste. The field assay shows considerable diminution of the sulphates in the river

water, with entire absence of suspended matter and color, though at this period the raw

water is a muddy brown.

Field assays of water from towns along Ohio Rii'er.

[ Parts per million.]

Beaver
Falls, Pa.,

public
supply.

Chester,
W. Va.,
public
supply.

Wellsburg,
W. Va.,
60-toot
well.

Wheeling,
W. Va.,
well of

Wheeling,
W. Va.,

Mounds
ville, W.
Va., city
supply.

Determination.
Acme Box

Co.

city
supply.

Turbidity 0 0 0 0 0 0

83 90 5 123 45 0

Iron (Fe) 00 Trace. .5 20 (») 0

45 102 200 274 55 96

Total hardness (as CaCOj) . . . 51

29

128

88

77 111

Alkalinity 267 380 22 63

Sulphates (SOi) c20 40 54 +522 41 15

Chlorides (CI) 12 27 15 99 19 24

a Slight trace. ' Very slight trace. ' Estimated.

FISH CHEEK.

Fish Creek, which enters the Ohio about 8 miles below Moundsville, drains a country

very deficient in water resources. Along the West Virginia Short Line of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad the small communities have to get their supplies from individual wells,

the deep-well water not being of very good quality.

Hundred, W. Va.—At Hundred (population, 300) there is a 118-foot well, which, as

shown by the field assay, is of very good quality for water drawn from such a depth. The

high alkalinity may indicate the presence of magnesium. Although somewhat hard, this

water would make a good public supply.

Littleton, W. Va.—Littleton (population, 700), a few miles farther west, has a public sup

ply very similar in quality to the well at Hundred. It is drawn from 2 wells 145 feet deep

recently drilled to replace the public supply from Fish Creek, a little stream which is prob

ably as highly polluted for its size as any stream could be. The springs in this section are

not very numerous nor very large, most of them drying up in the summer. The Farrell

Spring at Littleton, a limestone .spring of unusual hardness, is piped into a few dwellings

for domestic purposes. Its water is strikingly similar in mineral content to that of the

deep well.

Board Tree and Cameron, W. Va.—The Bill Spring at Board Tree (population, .50), a few

miles west of Littleton, is also very hard, the water seeming to come from a limestone
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formation. It is much used for domestic purposes. The 66-foot well at Board Tree is the

only bored well in this section. Its water is so high in incrusting solids as to be of no use

except for drinking. Fish Creek itself is a small stream that flows over the naked rock in

most of its course and practically dries up in the summer. The field assay shows that its

water is considerably harder than the river waters of the Monongahela basin, but still com

paratively soft and available for industrial purposes. The railroad leaves the stream soon

after passing Board Tree, going north to the terminus at Moundsville. The only important

town in this section is Cameron, which has about 1,000 population. It has a city water

supply pumped to reservoirs from 5 driven wells 100 feet deep. The field assay shows this

water to be far too hard for any use except drinking, the sulphates being so high as to

incrust Imiler tubes. The railroad uses the waters of Graves Creek, a small stream empty

ing into Fish Creek, for steaming purposes. A large brick filter well has been constructed

in the bank of the stream, in which the waU'r is collected. The field assay shows it to be

but little better than the well water.

Field assay* of waters in Fish Creek basin.

[Parts per million.]

Hundred. Board Tree. Littleton. Cameron.

Determination.
118-foot Fish Bill 66-foot Farrell 145-foot 100-foot Graves
well. Creek. Spring. well. Spring. well. wells. Creek.

Turbiditv 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 »4

5 37 35 96 ?5 90 17 10

Iron (Fe) .75 0 0 1.75 0 .8 • A 0

Calcium (t'a) 70 32 87 156 110 119 137 102

Total hardness (as CaCO.) . . 118 63 118 130+ 132 130+ 132

187 35 61 171 78 71 216 47

Sulphates (SOi) 20 5 :ki 58 3.5 42 83 52

Chlorides (CI) 19 14 h SO 24 19 49 19

o F.stimated.

FISHINO C -HKKK.

At New Martinsville another .small stream, Fishing Creek, enters the Ohio, draining also

a poor and sparsely populated country. The industry of this section has always been

dependent on the oil wells, and the decline or failure of these has caused the abandonment

of many habitations.

Smithfield, W. Va.—Smithlield, near the crest of the divide between the Monongahela

and the Ohio, is a typical oil town of a few hundred population, without any public water

supply. The 160-foot well assayed is one of three 8-inch wells bored by the South Penn

Oil Company for boiler uses and also for town supply. It yields a surprisingly soft water,

the total hardness not being much higher than that of Fish Creek. The chlorides, however,

are so enormously high as to make the wak-r very corrodant in boilers (see assay below).

It is probably l>est used for drinking only. A sample from a 46-foot well showed a total

hardness of 91 as compared with the 42 parts per million of the last supply, so that in this

instance it is not necessarily the deep-well water that is harder. There are very few per

manent springs in this section. The water of Carlin Spring (see assay below), which is

80 feet above the house into which it is piped, is of fair quality, the total hardness, it is

noted, being exactly the same as that of the shallow well.

Pine Grove, W. Va.—At Pine Grove, about 10 miles west of Smithlield, a once prosperous

oil town, having at present about 500 population, there is no public supply, the townspeople

using individual wells and small springs. The .r)0-foot well shown in the assay is probably

high in magnesium carbonate and the alkalies. It is of fair quality for domestic purposes.

The Newman Spring is much better in every respect, but is not large enough to supply more

than a few families.
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Field assays of water at Smithfteld ami Pine Grove, W. Va

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Smithflcld.

46-foot 160-foot Carlin
well. well. Spring.

Pine Grove.

50-foot
well.

Newman
Spring.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (CaCOj) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

ii

:«

Trace.

(<■)

42

236

0 (a)

II

17

0

32

77

229

0

HO

II

37

0

35

83

47

(I

9

o Very slight trate.

OHIO RIVER FROM FISHING CREEK TO MIDDLE ISLAND C REEK.

New Martinsville, W. Va.—New Martinsville (population, 2,000) has expended much

money in experimenting with water-supply methods without adequate return. Its supply

is now pumped raw from Ohio River. An attempt was made to get water from filter wells

similar to those at Moundsville, but unsuccessfully. Recently it has been planned to

dig large brick wells in the shore of the rive,r and pump the public supply therefrom.

This would give a very clear water satisfactory for industrial purposes, but it would be no

safer from a sanitary standpoint than the raw water itself. The condition of Ohio River is

well recognized in this town, which has gone to the length of providing a number of drilled

wells scattered over the city, from which pure drinking water is obtainable. The field

assay shows this water to be extremely hard, but it should be excellent for drinking.

Sisterville, W. Va.—The only important town between New Martinsville "and St. Marys,

about 35 miles down the river, is Sisterville, a manufacturing town which had a population

of 3,000 in 1900 and which is growing with great rapidity. Its supply is pumped directly

from Ohio River to tanks.

St. Marys, W. Va.—The public supply at St. Marys (population, 1,000) is also pumped

raw from Ohio River. The high turbidity of the sample indicates that the inhabitants of

this town arc practically drinking diluted mud for a large part of the year. The water of

the 60-foot well at this point seems to be of good quality for drinking, although somewhat

hard. The high hardness as compared to the calcium content would seem to indicate that

the alkalinity is due mostly to magnesium carbonate. The, town is built directly on the

river and contributes liberally to its pollution.

Field assays of water at New Martinsville and St. Marys, W. Va.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity...!

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (fa)

Total hardness (CaCOj).

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SO»)

Chlorides CI)

 

a Slight trace. 1 Estimated.
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MIDDLE ISLAND CREEK.

Middle Island Creek, which discharges into the Ohio a little above this point, drains a

sparsely populated farming country. As far as contamination goes, however, the scatter

ing nature of the population is more than counterbalanced by the directness of the pollu

tion. In nearly every case where it was possible and convenient to build a privy on or

close to the creek it has been built there instead of where it would not pollute the water.

West Union, W. Va.—The only important town on this drainage area is West Union, on

the Parkersburg division of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, about 30 miles wTest of Clarks

burg. The assay below shows the water of the creek to be of very fair quality for indus

trial purposes. The high color is due mostly to organic pollution. West Union (popula

tion, 1,200) hits no public supply, the inhabitants getting their water from wells varying in

depth from 20 to 150 feet. The 128-foot well assayed (below) is in very general use, being

on the public street. The water is of poor quality for any purpose except drinking. That

of the 38-foot well is strikingly similar in its mineral contents.

OHIO RIVER FROM MIDDLE ISLAND CREEK TO THE LITTLE KANAWHA.

Williamstown, W. Va. —Williamstown (population, 4(X)), on Ohio River, about 15 miles

lxilow St Marys has no public supply. The field assay shows that the water from a 60-

foot well at this place is of fair quality though somewhat hard. It is noteworthy that the

field assay of Ohio River at this point shows exactly the same chlorine content. The well

is about 300 feet from the river.

Field assays of waterfrom West Union and Wittiamstomt, W. Va,

[ Parts per million.]

West Union. Williamstown.

Determination. Middle
Island
Creek.

128-toot
well.

SS-foot
well.

60-foot
well.

Ohio
Uiver.

0 0 0 0 0

Color 160 0 17 22 22

0 (») .5 0 0

Trace. 126 133 87 46

Total hardness (C11CO3) 63 130+ 139+ 139+

36 116 0 42 29

'20 £20 44
■■20

Chlorine (CI) 90 70 40 40

a Slight trace. !> Very slight trace. c Estimated.

Marietta, Ohio.—Opposite Williamstown is Marietta, with about 1,5,000 population, dis

charging its sewage into the river. Three streams inOhio—Little Muskingum River, Duck

Creek, and Muskingum River -enter Ohio River within a mile or two of each other at Mari

etta. Euch drains an area comprising considerable population, so that the sewage entering

at Marietta alone would l>c sufficient to make the raw river water unsafe,even if the pollu

tion entering above were eliminated.

Parkersburg, W.Va.—In spite of the pollution at Marietta, which is evident from a cur

sory inspection of the river, Parkersburg, otherwise a growing and progressive town (popu

lation, about 17,000) takes its water supply unpurilied from Ohio River. The supply is

extremely bad, being almost always very turbid and unsatisfactory for any domestic uses.

The cluim is made in the city that this water is used only for fire purposes, spring water

being largely bottled and sold for drinking. The value of this claim has already been esti

mated. There is no doubt that if typhoid-fever statistics were obtainable for this city a

very serious condition of the public health would bo manifest. It may be very well esti
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mated from the typhoid-fever statistics of Marietta, Ohio, except that conditions at Par-

kersburg would be much worse.

•Typhoid mortality at Marietta, Ohio.

Year.
Total
deuths.

Typhoid
deaths.

1897 115

123

163
• 192

7

6

S

10

1B9S

1899

1900

Year.
Total
deaths.

Typhoid
deaths.

1901 256 21

1902 174 13

1903 194 8

These percentages are so high as to need no comment. Both Marietta and Parkersburg

have the distinction of being in the same class with Wheeling as to water supply.

Of great interest in this connection are the filters of the Parkersburg Steel and Iron Com

pany a few miles above the city These wells are atxnit 13 feet in diameter, 34 feet deep,

and about 75 feet from shore. They arc bricked up from the bottom, the pumping ma

chinery bring incased in one of the wells, which is connected with the other. Six hundred

thousand gallons of clear water are pumped from these wells every day, although the Ohio

River water is usually muddy. It is found quite satisfactory in the boilers of the com

pany, but it is hardly necessary to say that in spite of its brilliancy and inviting appearance

it would not bo safe for drinking. The well on the public street in Parkersburg is one of

two or three that are much drawn on for drinking purposes. The water is utterly unfit for

anything else, being very high in sulphates and chlorides (see assays below).

Field assays of waterfront Ohio River and well at Parkersburg.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.
Raw

water.
Filtered
water.

Well
water.

Turbidity ISO 0 0

Color , 90 45 S

(•) 0 .5

Calcium (Ca) SO 142 137

Determination.

Total hardness CaC03.

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOa)

Chlorides (CI) . . :

Raw
water.

Filtered
water.

Well
water.

76 139+

27 100 42

*20 144

19 19 101

a Slight trace. <> F.stimated.

LITTLE KANAWHA RIVER BASIN.

A great deal of drainage enters the river at Parkersburg by way of Little Kanawha River,

which flows nearly west across the State from Upshur County. The principal tributary of

the Little Kanawha is Hughes River, which enters at Newark station.

LITTLE KANAWHA RIVER.

There are several small towns on this stream, the largest being Clenville (population, 400),

Grantsville (population, 300) , Spencer (population, !XX)), Reedy (population, 400), and Eliza

beth (population, 800), comprising a total urban population of 2,.r>00, all of which contribute

privy pollution to the stream. The water of Little Kanawha River is one of the purest in

the State so far as inorganic content goes, being so soft as to rank with the Pennsylvania

spring waters. The field assay at Burnsville, not far from its source, shows a very excellent

water. The field assay of water from Little Kanawha River at Parkersburg shows a com

plete change in its character. The turbidity at the mouth of the stream is very high at all

times on account of the character of the soil through which it flows in the lower half of its

course. It gains very much in hardness also, and is altogether undesirable in its raw state

for domestic use at Parkersburg, although soft enough to be of fair quality for boilers.
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HUGHES RIVER.

Pennsboro, W. Va.—Pennsboro (population, 800) lias no public supply, the inhabitants

using individual wells, which are few and yield water of poor q«ality. The 207-foot well

assayed below is too high in mineral content to be of use for any purpose, there, being too

much calcium to be correctly estimated by field methods and a qualitative test showing

the presence of much magnesium. The water of the 46-foot well is somewhat better in

quality, but only by comparison. Both these wells are subject to shortage in dry times.

The town is built on steep slopes, draining into the North Fork of Hughes River, privy

contamination being conspicuous, and the same is true of the other small stations along the

stream.

Cairo, W . Va.—The most conspicuous carelessness in public supply in this section is at Cairo

(population 800). This town pumps its supply from Hughes River, the claim beingmade that

it is only for fire protection, and that drinking water is taken entirely from individual wells.

About 100 feet above the pumping station on the creek are a privy and barn right on the

banks of the stream, so that at high water filth from both places goes directly into the river

and heavy rains at all times wash pollution into the stream. This is a representative condi

tion in this section. Field assay below shows the creek water to be of fair quality for indus

trial purposes, the well water not so good. It seems probable that the calcium is present

almost entirely as calcium chloride, the alkalinity being extremely low. The color of this

well water is so high as to create a suspicion as to its freedom from contamination.

Field assays of water from Little Kanawha River basin.

[Purts per million.]

Pennsboro. Cairo.

Determination.
207-foot

well.
46-loot

well.
40-foot
well.

Hughes
Creek.

Burns-
ville.

Parkers-
burg.

Turbidity 0 0 0 Cloudy. 0 150

Color 35 17 44 244 70 35

Iron (Fe) (•) 0 2 (») Trace. (a)

Calcium (Ca) nigh. 130 130 61 0 15

Total hardness (as CaCOj) 13!)+ 139+ 132 76 ' 28 104

Alkalinity 424 185 26 41 23 34

Sulphates (S(>i) clO 0 0 0 0 (»)

Chlorides (CI) 60 40 172 40 9 40

n Slight trace. b Very slight trace. c Estimated.

OHIO RIVER FROM LITTLE KANAWHA RIVER TO KANAWHA UIVER.

Between Parkersburg and Point Pleasant there is no important city on the Ohio River.

Little places having a hundred or more inhabitants are dotted along the stream, the largest

being Rnvenswood and Millwood, which are the termini of short branch lines of railroads.

Neither have public supplies.

Point Pleasant, W. Va.—Point Pleasant (population 2,500) has a water supply of the

natural filtration type in use at Gallipolis, Ohio, and Moundsville, W. Va. It is derived

from two wells drilled in the Ohio River sand, the water seeping through the sand and

entering the wells through strainers at the bottom. It is pumped into the city reservoir by

compressed air. The water is of crystal clearness and low temperature in summer, so that it

is very inviting and much used. The experience of Gallipolis would indicate that for a year

or two this will be an ideal supply , but it is doubtful whether it will be safe for drinking a few

years hence. Comparison with the raw river water shows high turbidity eliminated by the

natural filtration and some gain in mineral content by the passage through sand. Except

for its muddiuess the raw water is much more desirable for industrial purposes.
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Field assays ofOhio River uxUerfrom Point Pleasant, W. Va.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity . . .

Color

Iron (Fe) . . .

Calcium (Ca)

Filtered. Raw. Determination.

420 Total hardness (as CaCOj)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOi)

Chlorides (CI)

 

"Estimated.

KANAWHA BIVER BASIN.

Kanawha River lias a drainage area about as large, roughly, as that of the Monongahela.

It drains nearly all the southern half of West Virginia. The principal industries of the

country through which it flows are coal mining and lumbering, but the latter is rapidly dis

appearing. Typhoid-fever statistics arc hardly necessary in this drainage area. Ocular

evidence of the pollution of the surface waters is so plentiful on all sides that the mere

description of conditions is enough to condemn nearly every supply in the section.

The principal tributaries of the Kanawha are Gauley, Greenbrier, and New rivers, the

last being really the Kanawha under a different name.

NEW RIVER BASIN.

New River has its rise in North Carolina and enters West Virginia at its southern boun

dary. It flows through a beautiful mountain country, sparsely inhabited, and is compara

tively unpolluted until it receives the waters of Bluestone River.

BLUESTONE KIVER.

Bluestone River is a very small stream, draining a number of mining camps and flowing

into New River about 5 miles above Hinton. Field assays at Pocahontas, Va., and Gra

ham, Va., (p. 93), show the presence of a great deal of free acid in the mine effluent

waters, probably not, however, in sufficient quantities to be germicidal, even if the flow of

both were constant. It is noteworthy that all along this stream alga; flourish, apparently

unharmed by the acid. The disgusting pollution by privies in this section is therefore car

ried down practically unchanged, except for the worse, into New River. PI. V, B gives a

fair idea of sanitary conditions at the head of this stream at low water. The place pictured

is by no means the worst on the course of the stream. It is evident that rain at all times

washes privy droppings into the stream, and that at high water the contents of the privies

find their way directly into the current. The population of this town is largely composed

of colored coal miners, who live herded together along the banks in squalid huts, under the

most unsanitary conditions. Typhoid-fever dejecta poisoning this water from these people

would have ample time to be carried down for many miles before the case would even be

brought to a physician for treatment.

Graham, Va.—Good water is scarce in this section. The 52-foot well at Graham, Va.

(population 1,500), shows very hard water, unsuitable for domestic use, yet it is considered

one of the best in the town. The water stratum from which this well draws has apparently

been contaminated by a cesspool sunk a few hundred feet above the well. A sample

recently sent to the State University at Morgantown, W. Va., for analysis is said to have

shown the presence of intestinal pollution.

Pocahontas, Va.—The public supply of Pocahontas (population 2,S00) is obtained from

Bluestone River, which is also pumped by the Norfolk and Western Railroad to supply its

shops at BlucQeld and its station at Graham. The partial lield assays show results of quali

tative tests for sulphuric acid in Baby mine drainage at Pocahontas, Va., and quantitative

determinations of iron and sulphates.
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Field assay of water of Bhicstone River at Pocahontas, Va.

[Parts ]ht million.]

Determination.

Laurel
Creek

above mine
waste.

Outfall at
mouth.

1,000 feet
below mine
outfall.

3.000 fret
below
outfall.

Iron (Fc) 2 4 3 3

(») C) M Acid.

Sulphates (SOj) 122 +522 338 410

o Water acid. bMore acid. c Much more acid.

Bluefteld, W. Va.—The public water supply of Bluefield (population 7,000), on Brushy

Fork, forms an exception to the general filthy character of the water supplies in this section.

The supply is derived from two large springs a few miles above town, which are carefully

walled up and protected against pollution, accidental or otherwise. The supply is always

abundant and seeins to be of good quality, though a little hard for laundry uses. The high

color is a little disquieting, but may be due to marshy drainage or a foul condition of the

pipes. It is undoubtedly the best water in this section. The water of the deep wells at

the brewery, one of which was assayed, is very much harder and contains an appreciable

amount of sulphates. It is used for steam making at this establishment and causes con

siderable trouble in the boilers, as might be expected.

Field assays of water from Graliam, Va., and Blutfteld, W. Va.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOj) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SO,)

Chlorides (CI)

Graham,
Va.,

r)2-fOOt

well.

o

10

..-1

130

 

BlueBcld. W. Va.

Public
supply.

i)

122

0

113

111

l-'l

»S

a

700-foot
well.

110

2ti'J

42

21

o Very slight trace. !' Estimated.

GREF.NIIRJEIt KIVF.lt.

At Ilinton, New River receives an enormous amount of pollution from Greenbrier River,

an important tributary, on which the conditions are very unfortunate. It is one of the most

beautiful streams in the Slate, the water almost always being very clear, but it is poisoned

at its very source by privy contamination.

Durhin, W. Fa.—Above Durbin, on the headwaters of the stream, there are a great many

sawmills. Sanitation in these mill camps consists in building the privies directly over (lie

river and in throwing nil waste and refuse either into the stream or on the ground near by, so

that they can be washed into the water. At Durbin fecal pollution is nauseatinglv abun

dant on the banks. The railroad privy is so located a.s to discharge into the river, and a num

ber of the houses drain almost directly into a small run that enters the river at this point.

More heedless contamination of a pure and beautiful river could hardly be imagined. The

field assay (p. 95) shows a water of almost perfect purity, its high color being the only ohjec-
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tionable feature. The water of the 84-foot well at this place is of fair quality, not too hard

for laundry use.

Marlinton, W. Va.—Between Durbin and Marlinton the contamination from mill camps

is as bad as above Durbin. Marlinton, the largest hamlet in this section, is a pretty and rap

idly growing lumber town of al>out o(X) population. It has no public water supply. Green

brier River at this point shows an increase in hardness, but is still n very soft water (see table

below). The pollut ion at Marlinton from outhouses is considerable. A quasi public supply

is piped into the railroad tank, and thence into a few buildings, from Knapp Creek, a little

trout stream, comparatively clean and pure. The field assay shows the Knapp Creek water

to lie of excellent quality for any purpose. Still better is the water of the large spring that

is piped to two banks and a boarding house in the town. There is practically no mineral

impurity in this water except the iron. The high color is probably due to the nature of the

drainage. It is the best supply in this section.

Ronceverte, W. Va.—Between Marlinton and Ronceverte (population about 1,000) there

is a scanty population and but little drainage from houses. It is unfortunate, however,

that at almost every place where there is a house a privy either overhangs the stream or

stands close to it. The Ronceverte water supply is pumped directly from Greenbrier Kiver

into a reservoir, whence it flows by gravity into the mains. It is used unpurified for all pur

poses, and the townspeople regard it as pure water, because there are no houses directly-

above the intake. In the light of the above discussion of Allegheny and Monongahela

rivers it is plain that self-purification in this stream is a negligible factor. While by no

means an unusually rapid stream, it is too small for navigation, and its occasional pools

are separated by numerous stretches of swift water. It is so grossly polluted from its very

source to a point a mile or two above the pumping station as to leave no doubt of its unhealth-

fulness when used raw as a public supply. Ronceverte is not sewered, and its drainage and

that of the railroad shops at this point form an important contribution to the river.

Alderson, W. Va.—At Aldersou, about 8 miles below Ronceverte (population 800), there

is no public supply. The water of the 80-foot well (assay below) is a typical ground water of

this locality. Although very hard, it is a good water for drinking, the well being carefully

cased into the rock. There is much defilement of the river at this point from outhouses.

Talcott, W. Va.—At Talcott, a hamlet of a few families, 10 miles above Uinton, some

privies overhang the river. Dejecta from these drop directly into the river, and could cer.

tainly infect supplies below in a few hours.

Field assays ofwaterfrom Greenbrier River basin.

[ Parts per million.]

Durbin. Marlinton.

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

■ ron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as
CaCOj)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

84-foot
well.

o

22

.5

40

fifi

.-.S

I)

!l

Green
brier
River.

Green
brier
Kiver.

- Marlin-

sse i «

°

40

II

0 .

14

0

to

n

ol

35

2

:il

35

24 I

0

Ronce
verte,
Green
brier
River.

Aider-
son,

Uinton,

80-foot
well.

Green
brier
River.

0 0 0

40 -i 4S

(•■)

1 1 37 49

s 34 ' 183 30

0 0 45 0

9 ' 22 14

a Very slight trace. ' Slight trace.

NEW RIVER FROM OREEXBRIER RIVER TO OAUI.EY RIVER.

Uinton, W. Va.—Uinton (population 4,500) is an important town commercially and

a railroad division headquarters, Sanitary conditions are unfortunate here. The Water
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supply of the town is pumped raw from Greenbrier River, about a mile above Hinton. In

view of the above-described conditions in that stream the quality of this supply needs no

comment.

At the junction of Greenbrier and New rivers there is in the stream a sharply marked

dividing line between the clear Greenbrier water and the muddy brown current of New

River. The drainage area of New River yields to that stream a great deal of silt, and clay,

besides ore washings from mines, so that a summer shower will make its water very turbid

for several days, yet will not appreciably cloud the Greenbrier. Field assay shows that the

water of New River is of fair quality except for this feature. Sedimentation in properly

constructed basins would make it very good for industrial purposes. The accumulated

pollution of Greenbrier and Bluestone rivers should bar it from use as a source of domestic

supply, yet it is so used at some places.

Between Hinton and Thurmond, on New River, there is no town of more than about 1,000

population. The hamlets are massed along the river bank, house after house having its

privy located on the river, so that no one would bo inclined to drink the raw water at Thur

mond (population -ISO) after inspecting the contamination. It is nevertheless pumped for

domestic purposes, though not for drinking by guests, at the large hotel at that town below

the mouth of Thurmond Creek.

Field assays show the turbidity of Thurmond Creek, a rapid mountain stream draining

a coal region, to be somewhat less than that of the main stream and its quality to lie fair in

other respects. It is polluted by drainage from a cluster of houses about 100 feet above the

mouth.

PI. V, A gives some idea of the rapidity of the current of New River at this point and

makes unnecessary the discussion of its profile. It is evident that a stream so rapid will

show very little self-purification, so that pollution entering at any point will be carried down

stream practically unchanged, except, perhaps, as to the coarser matters, for many miles

below. The domestic use of this water raw at Thurmond is very dangerous.

Field assays of waterfrom New River and Thurmond Creek.

[ Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color ,

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOa) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOa)

Chlorides (CI)

New River
at Hinton.

700

38

i)

40

63

64

'10

Thurmond
Critic at
Thur
mond.

(«>

New River
at Thur
mond.

IIS

61

(")

53

'J

a Very slight truce. li Estimated.

Below Thurmond the banks of the river are thickly dotted on both sides with little ham

lets inhabited by coal miners. The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad runs along the west hank

and the Kanawha and Michigan Uailroad along the east bank. At every station privies

overhang the banks, sometimes half a dozen within a few feet. Although the total popula

tion ns far down as Montgomery is not over a few thousand, it is unfortunately true that

nearly all its excrement discharges into the stream.

QAULEY RIVER.

What has been said of New River is also true of Gauley River, a beautiful stream enter

ing New River at Gauley Bridge, a village of a few hundred population. At Camden, near
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the source of the Gauley, the water is very clear and as pure as any found in a state of

nature so far as dissolved mineral solids are concerned. With proper sanitation along its

course the stream would be an asset of great value in the wealth of the State. The privy

of the railroad station at Camden on the Gauley Ls located on the bank of the stream, so that

excreta may seep from it into the water at all times and ordinary rains may wash much

pollution into the stream. As the population of this section is very small the sum total of

the pollution as far down as Gauley Bridge is not great. The field assay at Gauley Bridge

shows that the Gauley at this point is still a very pure and clear stream, its waters being

sharply defined against the yellow current of New River. A sample of Cherry River, the

principal branch of Gauley, taken at Richwood, shows water of the same character, although

somewhat highly colored. Much lumbering is carried on in this section and there is some

pollution of the stream by the floating population of the lumber camps, so that at Rich-

wood the water of Cherry River is not used for drinking. This follows the rule observed in

other sections—that the small towns at the head of a polluted stream are the first to abandon

its use as a water supply. The water supply of Richwood is derived from drilled wells that

range in depth from 200 to 300.feet. The water is of very good quality for a water drawn

from this depth. It is fairly soft and should be quite satisfactory for general use, although

it is by no means equal to the water of Cherry or Gauley rivers if they are kept clean.

Richwood is the principal town drained by the Gauley. There are a number of small

communities besides, but it is probable that the total population of the area drained is not

over 3,000. It would require only the most ordinary care to keep this stream pure and

undefiled.

Field assays of waters of Gauley River basin.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.
Camden,

Richwood.

Gauley
Uiver.

Gaulev
River.

Cherry
River.

Public
supply.

0 0 0 0

40 44 70 17

1 5 Trace. 1

0 0 0 40

7 21 14 90

11 17 IS 85

0 0 0 0

9 9 9 19

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOi)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (S03)

Chlorides (CI)

There are very few springs in this section and most of these fail during the latter part of

the summer.- The spring at Fayette, which comes out of the rock beside the railroad track,

a hundred yards or so below the railroad station, is much used for drinking. Its water is

very soft, but the high chlorides are disquieting. The spring at Kanawha Falls is much

larger and is piped down from the rock for the use of the village, which has a population of

about 100. It is a typical soft water.

KANAWHA RIVER FROM GAULEY BRIDGE TO ELK RIVER.

Below Gauley Bridge, New River becomes the Kanawha and is lined on both banks with

coal-mining hamlets, all contributing privy droppings to the stream.

The field assay of Kanawha River at Gauley shows a poor water in comparison with that

of the Gauley or of Cherry River. The stream was fairly clear at the time of the assay—a

rare condition. The channel is very rocky and rough, the river in many places flowing

over bare ledges of roqk. Although many coal mines discharge into the stream with more

or less regularity, the traces of iron and sulphates are so slight as to show that so far as the

disinfecting influence of mine drainage is concerned the consumers of this water have no

protection.

irr 161-^06 7
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Montgomery, W. Va.—In spite of pollution the raw water is used as a public supply at

Montgomery. At this place the belief is entertained, as at other places in the Monongahela

basin, that the mine drainage entering the river exercises sufficient germicidal influence in

the water to make it safe for drinking. The field assays of water from New and Kanawha

rivers fail to disclose a single instance where there was free acid in the water or where the

sulphate and iron contents indicated the presence of mine drainage to more than a slight

degree. Inspection of both shores of the river from its source down to the mouth at Point

Pleasant reveals no considerable outfall of mine drainage. While there are a large number

of mines, there seems to be very little acid water coming out of them, certainly not enough

to be of any sanitary importance.

The quality of ground water obtainable at this point is shown by the field assay of water

from the 145-foot well at Montgomery. It is too hard to be very satisfactory for domestic

uses and its slight cloudiness casts some doubt on the safety of the well from contamination.

Field assays of watersfrom upper Kanawha basin.

[Parts per million.]

Kana
wha
at

(■auley.

Spring
Spring

at Kana
wha
Falls.

145-foot
well at
Mont
gomery.

Kana
wha

River atDetermination. at
Fayette. Mont

gomery.

Turbidity 0 0 0 0 0

70 17 45 62 70

.5 (°) (») 9 1

Calcium (Ca) 98 (•) 0 100 40

Total hardness (as CaCd) 59 45 31 139+ 45

Alkilinity 44 0 4 28 133 55

Sulphates (SOj) <> 5 0 0 & 5 t 5

Chlorides (CI) 9 20 7 65 9

^Slight trace. & Estimated.

ELK KIVEP..

Sutton and Clay, W. Va.—Elk River is used raw for public supply at Sutton (popula

tion, 1,200), about 10 miles below its source at Webster Springs. Previous to the use of

the stream water as a public supply at Sutton (assay on p. 99) there was much typhoid fever,

traceable to the use of contaminated wells. The local physicians claim that there has

been a great falling off in the number of typhoid-fever cases since the introduction of the

river water. Sutton drains into the stream, and below it a number of small hamlets

contribute their pollution, especially in the neighborhood of Clay (population, 1,000),

the county seat of Clay County. A large mining population drains into the stream from

this town down to Charleston, so that the raw water can not be considered safe for domestic

use at any point below Sutton.

KANAWHA BIVEB AT AND BELOW CHARLESTON, W. VA.

Charleston , W. Va.—The largest town in the southern half of the State is Charleston (popu

lation, 15,000), which has gained amazingly in wealth and population within the last few

years. It is in advance of other places in this section in recognizing the fact that the water

of Kanawha River is unfit for use. Its public supply is drawn from Elk River, a stream of

great natural beauty, similar to Cherry River and Gauley River.

The intake of the Charleston waterworks is about a mile and a half above the mouth of

Elk River; at this point the current of both Kanawha and Elk rivers is very sluggish, form

ing a stagnant pool, polluted by the city sewage outfalls. The water company is planning
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to move the intake upstream, so as to guard against this pollution being backed up to the

intake by wind. The company is also considering the installation of a crib in the bed of Elk

River. The present plant is excellent so far as it goes, there l>eing eight modern filter units

in use. This plant, however, is sufficient to purify only about one-third of the daily con

sumption, so that the present procedure consists of filtering one-third of the supply and

then mixing the pure water with the polluted water from Elk River. The installation of

a crib for Charleston water supply would be of no value whatever, as it would only clarify

the water and would not purify it from organic contamination. In view of the large invest

ment already made in mechanical filters at this point, it would seem best to buy a sufficient

number of additional filters and provide for their economical operation, insuring a safe

water supply from one of the purest streams in the State so far as mineral contents are con

cerned. Public opinion will probably compel some such plan in the near future.

The quality of ground water obtainable at Charleston is not very good for domestic uses-

Field assays (below) of the two deep wells here show that the water of one is fairly soft for

water drawn from so great a depth. It is, however, extremely high in iron, which leaves a

heavy yellow deposit on the tanks through which it passes. The other well is so high in

chlorides that it would probably give trouble in boilers. Both waters are allowed to pour

out of pipes into wooden tanks so arranged as to allow free oxidation. The water is then

used in the manufacture of ice.

St. Albans, W. Va.—St. Albans (population, 1,200), about 1.5 miles below, is located at

the point where Coal River enters the main stream. The field assay of Coal River (below)

shows it to be of good quality except for high turbidity and color, both due to the nature

of the drainage area, which is mostly a heavy red soil in a forest country, rapidly being

denuded. There is no public supply at St. Albans. The 70-foot well assayed is typical

and shows a rather hard water for domestic purposes. From this point the river flows

through a rolling farming country, with scattering hamlets along the banks, the largest

town being Winfield (population, 500). The stream is not used for public supply below

Montgomery.

Field assays of water, Kanawha basin.

[ Parts per million.]

Charlostcm. St. Albans. Sutton.

Determination.
125-foot 200-foot Kanawha Elk 70- toot Coal Elk
well. well. River. River. well. River. River.

Turbidity 0 0 07
°i

0 315 0

Color 78 17 go 70 22 140 96

Iron (Fe) 28 Hi i
°, (») 0 2

Calcium (Ca) 41 81 46
l

49 0

Total hardness (as CaCOj) 49 31 118 21 28

Alkalinity 82 103 44 27 52 20 27

Sulphates (SOj) 0 (») C5 « 0 0 g

Chlorides (CI) 5.5 280 11 H ;si 14 9

' Minute trace. 6 Slight trai ■ Estimated.

OHIO RIVKR FROM KANAWHA RIVER TO BIfi SANDY RIVER.

GUYANDOT AND MI D RIVERS.

Below the confluence of the Ohio and the Kanawha there are no important towns above

Huntington, where two small streams enter, both muddy and sluggish. Guyandot River

drains a rather flat valley in southwestern West Virginia, and there are no large towns on

its drainage area. It is much used to raft lumber down to Ohio River and is much polluted

The field assay (p. 100) of the stream at its mouth at Guyandot (population, 1,800) shows

very high turbidity; otherwise the water is of fair quality for industrial purposes. Mud
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River, a tributary of the Guyandot, joining it at Barboursville, drains a well-populated

section along the lino of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad. The largest town on this

stream is Milton (population, 100). At this point a somewhat interesting experiment was

made by the railroad in the attempt to get boiler water free from high turbidity. A pool,

8 by 8 feet and 18 feet deep, was dug about 100 yards from the river bank, the water seep

ing through the bank from the stream into the pool. This water was pumped to a tank

for locomotive use, but has been for sometime abandoned. Comparison of field assays

show that the water gained about 50 per cent in hardness by its filtration through the

ground and lost only about one-third of its turbidity, the particles of soil probably being

too fine to be caught by the filtration. Both Mud River and the Guyandot would be suit

able for industrial use if properly scdimcnted with coagulant so as to remove the suspended

matter.

OHIO K1VEU AT IIUNTINO.TON, W. VA.

Tho water supply of Huntington (population, 12,000) is drawn from Ohio River, filtered.

As the river receives tho drainage of Kanawha and Guyandot rivers in West Virginia and

Raccoon Creek, Guyandot Creek, and Symes Creek, Ohio, near Huntington, the water

must be purified to a high degree to be safe for drinking. For this reason the complete

ness of the equipment of the Huntington waterworks should be a matter of local pride

and general congratulation. Huntington has the l>est filtration plant in West Virginia—

perhaps the only one employing a bacteriologist. It is controlled by the American Water

works and Guarantee Company, which employs Doctor Witherell to make serial analyses

here as at Newcastle and Butler, Pa. The plant pumps from Ohio River by means of five

large mains, separately controlled by gate valves and opening at varying distances from

the shore so that tho disturbance of the water resulting from variations in the height of

the river can, to some extent, be counteracted by pumping from different levels. The sedi

mentation basins are very large and discharge the clarified water into six modern steel

filter tanks designed by the company, differing slightly from the Jewell type in the form of

cleaning apparatus and in minor details. Tho pure water is caught in a large tank below

the filters and pumped into the mains. The plant is kept in fine condition within and

without and is in every way a credit to the town.

The field assay shows the effluent from the mechanical filters to be of very good quality,

the mineral content being not appreciably higher than that of the raw water at Pittsburg.

The incrusting solids are not high enough to cause trouble in boilers, A fair quality of

ground water is obtained in this section, the field assay below being of water from a .57-foot

well at the machine shop. The wells in this section range from 50 to 70 feet deep, the one

given being typical.

Field ansmjn ofwater from Milton, Guyandot, and II untimjton, W. Va.

[ Parts per million.]

 

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOj)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOj)

Chlorides (CI)

a Very slight trace. 6 Slight trace. c Estimated.
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TWELVEPOLE CREEK.

Twelvepole Creek, whicli enters the Ohio at Kenova, drains a long, narrow valley con

taining a scattering farming population.

Dunloiv, W. Va.—Dunlow, near the head of the stream, is a small village without either

public water-supply or sewerage. The well assayed ( below ) is at the railroad station and is

disused. The high color of the water is due to debris thrown into the well. Evidently a

fair quality of water could be obtained here. The spring water is much softer but is liable

to high turbidity after excessive rain, as at the time the assuy was made. The supply i- too

small to be of value except for private uses. The field assay of the creek ( below ) shows excel

lent water except for the high suspended matter. The hardness is very low, probably being

mostly magnesium carbonate. For any industrial purposes this water could be made avail

able by plain sedimentation. It is somewhut used for drinking purposes in the raw state

and evidences of privy contamination are plentiful.

Wayne, W. Va.—The stream follows the course of the railroad and receives dejecta from

outhouses at every station, so that at Wayne (population 400) the most considerable town

on its drainage area, it is altogether unfit for use. There is a deplorable scarcity of water at

Wayne, the well assayed (a dug well) being the only important source of supply. Although

this water is of good quality so far as mineral matter is concerned, the well is liable to surface

contamination, being partly supplied from the roofs of the court-house, which are guttered

to lead into it. There are no drilled or bored wells in the town. In summer all the ground

water fails, when water is drawn from Twelvepole Creek and used raw. Conditions here are

very bad.

Field arsa>ji> of waterfrom Dunlou- and Wayne, W. Va.

[Parts per million.]

Determination.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCO>) .

Alkalinity

Sulphates (8O1)

Chlorides (CI)

Twelve-
pole

Creek.

:i.mi

as

ii

* Kstimated.

HIG SANDY HIVER BASIN.

TUG FORK Or BIG SANDV KIVEH.

250

35 j
Trace.

•is

36

o!

ii

-1-200

12

36

75

1

Wa'Tie.

„„.,„„ fifc-foot 60-foot
Sf,nm7- well. well.

II

17

.78

Trace.

42

'_•:!

i>5

Tug Fork of the Big Sandy, which forms part of the boundary line between West Virginia

and Kentucky, probably carries more offensive pollution than any stream in West Virginia,

which is saying a great deal. It has its rise near the Virginia line and flows through a

densely populated coal region, its tributaries and its own banks being lined at every possible

opportunity with privies and other sources of pollution.

NorOt Fork, W. Va.—North Fork, a typical coal camp of this section, has a public supply

from a 90-foot well, said to be carefully cased (see assay on p. 103). The only safe water in

this section is that drawn from such sources. The Norfolk and Western Railway hits put

down wells at approximately this depth all along its line. A few of these are not in use, but

the majority of them furnish fair water. The field assay shows this well water to be some
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what hard, the. high sulphates making it undesirable for use in steam making. Tug Fork is

incredibly polluted in its course through this town. A large negro population lives in

squalid huts along its banks and discharges excreta continually into its waters, the privies

being thickly clustered together in places. The stream is very small at this point, running

probably not more than a few second-feet in dry times, so that the state of affairs can be

readily imagined.

Welch, W. Va.—At Welch (population 6(X)), the largest town at the head of the creek, the

extent of the pollution going into the stream is probably greater, but the public supply is

rather carefully guarded. It is derived from 200-foot wells, which are pumped to reser

voirs. The field assay (p. 103) shows this to be very hard water, undesirable for any purpose

except drinking. The assay of the Norfolk and Western well at this point is interesting for

comparison with that at North Fork, which shows a somewhat l>etter water. The chief

impurities are calcium carbonate and chloride. For industrial uses the water of Tug Fork

is far better than either.

Panther, W. Va.—A characteristic case of water-supply pollution in this State may be

seen at Panther, a small lumber hamlet (population 100) situated at the confluence of

Panther Creek with Tug Fork. PI. VI gives two views showing the character of the pollu

tion at this point. The upper picture shows a number of houses located on the creek about

a mile above its mouth.

It is evident that drainage from these privies and from the houses must continually find its

way into the creek. About 100 feet above the mouth of this creek is the intake pipe by

which its water is pumped into a large tank for supplying the mill and the town. The mill-

dam crosses Tug Fork at a point a short distance below the mouth of Panther Creek. The

lower picture shows the greater part of the mill, with a large privy close to the boiler house

and another across Panther Creek on the left bank of the Tug Fork. It is evident that

heavy rains may at any time cause a sufficient rise in Tug Fork to carry contamination

from either or both these privies into the intake pipe on the creek. This supply is filthy.

Typhoid-fever statistics are unobtainable, but a practicing physician in this neighlwrhood

informed the writer that he had more cases of typhoid fever than of anything else.

The field assay ( p. 103) shows the water of Panther Creek to l>e very excellent as to inor

ganic content.

Williamson, W. Va.- -Between Panther and Williamson, a distance of about 35 miles,

numerous thriving little hamlets scattered along the river, each having a population of a few

hundred, add a large amount of privy pollution to its water. Notwithstanding this state of

affairs, which is well known to all who travel on the Norfolk and Western Railroad, the raw

water is used as a source of public supply at Williamson (population 1,800). A number of

the citizens realize the danger of using this polluted water and efforts are being made to raise

enough money to provide a pure supply. It has been planned to build a filter well in the bed

of Tug Fork for this purpose. This would free the supply from the high turbidity which is at

present one of its drawbacks and would make the tap water clear and inviting, but would not

assure safety to the consumers from water-borne disease. No really satisfactory supply can

be gotten for Williamson by this means. Either a complete ground-water system should

be installed or steps should be taken to provide a mechanical filter. The quality of the

ground water obtainable here is shown by the field assay of the Norfolk and Western Rail

road well at the station. Although somewhat hard it is good water, quite satisfactory for

general use, and if the well were properly cased would be free from danger of pollution.
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Field assays of ivaterfrom basin of Big Sandy River.

[Parts per million.]

North-
Tork,
W. Va.

Welch, W. Va. Panther. Williamson. W. Va.

Determination.

90-foot
well.

Well.
200-foot
well.

Panther
t reek.

93-foot
well.

Tug
Fork.

Turbidity 0 0 0 0 0 0

22 10 34 78 70 44

Iron (Fe) 2.5 1 1.25 1 4 0

Calcium (Ca) 96 56 110 0 96 27

Total hardness (as CaCOj) 132  21 62

77 58 43 32 120 28

Sulphates (SOj) 106 »5 115 0 "5 o20

Chlorides (CI) 20 62 7 g 14

a Estimated.

BIO SANDY RIVER BELOW TOO FORK.

Kenova, W. Va.—Kenova (population 1,000), a few miles below Huntington, formerly

took its water from driven wells. The supply is now drawn from Big Sandy River with

out purification. The field assays show this to be a much better water for any purpose

than that of the Ohio River, the extremely high turbidity of the Ohio putting it out of

the question for industrial uses before filtration.

Field assays of waterfrom Big Sandy and Ohio rivers at Kenom, W. Va.

[Parts per million.]

Determination. Ohio River.

Turbidity

Color

Iron (Fe)

Calcium (Ca)

Total hardness (as CaCOj)

Alkalinity

Sulphates (SOi)

Chlorides (CI)

0 422

70 44

0 0

51 50

49 69

78 43

a 10 HO

IS 24

.a Estimated.

SUMMARY OF CONDITIONS BELOW PITTSBURG.

The water-supply problems before municipalities on Ohio River and on the Kanawha

are not fundamentally different from those confronting towns on Allegheny and Monon-

gahela rivers. In the case of the Ohio we have seen that although the water is heavily

contaminated by sewage from over half a million people, it is extensively used for drink

ing in its raw state. The only possible plea for such use is that there is self-purification

going on in the river. No elaborate argument is needed to show the fallacy of this plea

after the discussion already presented. It is sufficient here to say that conditions on the

Ohio are less favorable to purification by detention than on the Monongnhela, where

purification has been shown to be imperfect or inefficient. For this inefficiency there are

two reasons: First, although the Ohio is well canalized, its greater slope and greater quan

tity of water make its velocity considerably higher than that of the Monongnhela; second,
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enormous freshets, which occur in the Monongahela in the spring, happen much more fre

quently in the Ohio, every heavy rain causing a sharp rise, and as the difference between

high and low water in this river is .50 feet or more, it i.s perfectly clear that pathogenic

material deposited at the bottom by sedimentation could be scoured out at frequent inter

vals, poisoning the water for use as a source of public supply. The only way to obtain

pure water from the Ohio is to resort to filtration, and the experience of numerous towns

in the valley and on the Mississippi River has shown that for this turbid water mechan

ical filtration is more practicable than slow sand filtration. This is partly because of the

ability of small towns to purchase and operate a small filter plant, the cost of the English

system being prohibitive, and partly because waters of such high turbidity clog sand filters

very rapidly, causing a greatly increased operating expense.

In spite of these conditions, on the whole stretch of stream between Pittsburg, Pa.,

and Catlettsburg, Ky., there'is but one town—Huntington, with about 12,000 inhabitants—

efficiently operating a filtration plant, and but three towns where natural filtration of any

importance has been attempted—Moundsville and Point Pleasant, in West Virginia, and

Gallipolis, in Ohio. The typhoid fever statistics obtainable for Gallipolis condemn all

three supplies, and it is altogether likely that a heavy percentage of unreported cases

should be added to the official figures. Altogether there is urgent need in this section

for education along sanitary lines.

The tributary streams seem worse than the Ohio, because they are so much smaller

and the contamination is so much more apparent. The cases noted where privies are

located but a few hundred feet or a few miles above the intake of a public supply are not

cited as unusual or extreme cases. On the contrary, in describing these conditions, an

effort has been made to speak as moderately as possible. The facts themselves are suffi

ciently startling. It is a practically universal custom in West Virginia to build privies

on running streams if it is possible to do so without going too far from the house. This

was found to be the case to a greater or less degree on every stream, of whatever size,

in the State. As a result every stream in West Virginia is grossly polluted and at the

same time used without purification for domestic water supply.

On New and Kanawha rivers the conditions are even worse than on the Ohio, on account

of the closely collected coal-mining population along the banks of the streams. The veloc

ity of the water in these streams is so high that detention is a negligible factor although

the Kanawha is to some extent canalized, and the only influence toward self-purification

that need be considered is the germicidal effect of mine drainage and ore washings.

It has been shown above that neither sulphuric acid nor the sulphates are present in this

water in sufficient quantity to make them at all comparable with the waters of the Monon

gahela and Youghiogheny. It lias been shown such influences are ineffective in puri

fying the Youghiogheny. On Kanawha and New rivers they are practically negligible,

being just sufficient to impart unpleasant qualities to the water without having any germi

cidal effects.

ERIE, PA.

The city of Erie (population, 00,000) is located on the south shore of Lake Erie and of

Presque Isle Bay, a small body of water about 4 miles long and 1J miles wide, with an

average depth of 1.5 feet, although a portion of the bay is 22 feet deep. The bay is land

locked save at the eastern end, where a 300-foot channel connects it with Lake Erie.

The first city supply was derived by gravity from a spring-fed reservoir. On the aban

donment of this system, many years ago, the supply was drawn from the bay at a point 975

feet north of the southern shore. As the city grew in population and the sewers of many

thousands of people poured their daily pollution into the bay, the supply speedily became

unfit for use, and in 1896 the present intake was built. It is 60 inches in diameter and

extends for 8,000 feet out into the bay.

The present supply is therefore taken from what is practically a large sedimentation basin

of the dimensions above given, the detention in which, though somewhat disturbed by the
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wind and the rising and falling of the lake level, would yet cause great improvement in the

quality of the water if the pollution were not of the grossest character. The fact is, however,

that the contamination is so offensive in kind and so great in amount as to make the

water utterly unfit for drinking or domestic use in its raw state. The conditions were very

well summarized by Judge Walling in his recent decision of the suit brought by certain per

sons to restrain the commissioners of the city of Erie from proceeding with the improvement

of the supply.

The city is situated on land descending to the bay, into which the contents of 62 miles of

sewers are emptied, and which also receives the washings from 31 miles of paved streets and

much filth from barns and other buildings. Nearly 10,000 water-closets are in daily use in

the city, the discharge from which is carried into the bay. A large amount of garbage and

oflal is also thrown into the bay from ships in the harbor and from fish houses and other

buildings on the shores. The creeks that run through the city into the bay are practically

open sewers from the county farms and other places west of the city. The city of Erie is

thus using the bay both as a cesspool and as a source of water supply. With the sewage

from all these sources daily going into the bay, there to be circulated by the movements of

the water till the whole is simply somewhat diluted sewage, and the city at the same time

pumping its water out of the pollution, the figures showing typhoid mortality seem surpris-

Erie, given in its annual report for 1904, shows the number of deaths in this city from typhoid

fever as well as the rate per 100,000 of inhabitants, from 1876 to 1904, inclusive:

Typhoiii mortality at Erie, Pa.

Year.

1876.

1877.

1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1S82.

1883.

1884.

1S8S.

1886.

1887.

1888.

1889.

1890.

Deaths.
Rate r«r
100,1101).

Year. Deaths.
Rate per
100,000.

13 20 1891 30 71

10 40 1892 24 55

6 23 1893 15 34

7 22 1894 17 37

4 14 1895 21 45

17 ,18. 1896 18 37

19 62 1897 13 26

6 19 1R98 8 16

6 18 1899 18 35

10 29 1900 18 34

11 31 1901 8 15

7 19 1902 13 25

9 23 1903 17 29

19 48 1904 27 46

29 71

That the figures show no uniformity of increase during the earlier years is probably due

in part to incomplete returns and in part to the more accurate methods of diagnosis of the

present day, which distinguish as typhoid fever some diseases that were formerly classified

otherwise. For the years 1887 to 1895 the tendency is seen to be quite clearly upward. The

extension of the intake pipe in 1896 had its effect in lowering the mortality rate for a time, as

is shown by the steady decrease for three years, 1896 to 1898, inclusive. That this improve

ment could continue long with the rapid growth of population and coincident increase in

pollution was not to be expected. With the exception of the year 1901 the figures have

climbed steadily upward until in 1904 there were in the city 46 deaths from typhoid fever to

the hundred thousand—certainly too many.

The dangerous character of this water should be obvious to anyone who sees the sewage

going into the bay and then sees it pumped out as drinking water. Sanitary inspection is

to-day considered more trustworthy, in the absence of conditions allowing perfect control,
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than sanitary analysis. In this instance there are no factors modifying the character of the

supply that can not be accurately estimated, as the water is not subject to great fluctuations

in quality or quantity. The evidence at hand may therefore be well supplemented by sani

tary analyses of this water made by Dr. W. P. Mason, covering the period from 1892 to 1901,

which show the gradual increase in sewage pollution by the steady rise of the chlorine eon-

tent. As the quantities considered in water analysis are very small, a change of a small

fraction of a part per million may be significant, in the absence of adequate cause for it. No

sanitary analysis of water is valuable except when it is considered in conjunction with the

exact conditions. In this case the conditions exclude any factor but the increase in sewage

pollution to account for the increase of chlorine.

Sanitary analyses of water at Erie, Pa.

[Analyses by W. P. Mason, in parts per million.]

Sample
No.

Place and date.

1 Intake June, 1892

2 Pittsburg dock, June, 1892.

3 ] Big Iiend, June, 1892.

4

5

6

Faucet in residence. June, 1892. . .

New intake, June, 1900 ...

New intake, September, 1900

7 New intake, November, 1900

8 New intake, February, 1901

Total
solids.

Albumi
noid am
monia.

132

128

' 138

Ml

115

lie,

171

m

0.175

.200

.146

.190

.148

.133

.048

. 112

Free
ammonia.

0.100

.130

.065

.050

.155

.073

.081

.080

Nitrates. Chlorine.

Trace.

Trace.

Trace.

Trace.

0. 137

.083

.087

.200

6

I)

7

t

2

9.5

8.0

S.5

Aside from the remarkably low figure for June, 1900, the rise in the chlorine content of

this water is too steady and too uniform to be mistaken. The low figure mentioned may

have been due to the fact that the sample was taken just before the seasonal change in the

water strata, due about August at Erie. The. summer's accumulation of sewage was prob

ably stirred up from the bottom, making the chlorine content in the next sample higher and

the figure for the June sample very low. This, however, would only partially explain the

difference. The, final figures, 8.5 parts per million, acquire further significance when com

pared with those of December, 1889, when at the inlet of the water works, then much closer

to the shore, the chlorine content as determined by Doctor Cresson was but 3.188 parts per

million.

The columns headed free ammonia, albuminoid ammonia, and nitrates give the quantity

of nitrogen in this water expressed in the three forms in which it was determined. So

expressed, the amount of nitrogen found in water is an index, under proper conditions,

of the amount of organic matter present. Taken by itself, any one of these factors is mean

ingless; taken in conjunction with a number of others in cases where it is impossible to con

trol the factors of impurity, as in the Mississippi River, they may be misleading: but in the

case of Presque Isle Bay there is no possibility that much organic matter gets into the

water except through sewage contamination. This being admitted, the figures show that

there was much organic pollution at the time of the analyses.

Nor is bacteriological evidence wanting of the contamination of the basin. The following

figures, summarizing analyses made by Doctor Mason from April, 1901, to February, 1903,

shows the presence of bacteria which are invariably associated with wastes from animal

intestines:
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Bacteriological analyses of icater at neiv intake, Erie, Pa.

Date. Taste. Odor. Color.
Turbid

ity.
Alkalin

ity.
Bacteria
per c. c.

Bacillus
coli com
munis.

Apr. 1, 1901 0 0 0.1 6 47.5 5,500 Present.

June 10. 1901 0 0 0 0 ,ri0 Present.

Oct. 1, 1901 0 0 Trace. Slight. 50 119 None.

Jan. 22, 1902 0 0 .22 f«) 50 637 Present.

Apr., 1902 0 0 .2 Slight. 90 402 Present.

Feb. 20, 1903 0 0 10

o Very slight.

All but. one of these samples contained bacillus coli, which could only have entered the

water by faecal contamination. The evidence seems conclusive that Presquc Isle Bay is, as

was said by Mr. George Y. Wisner in his report to the commissioners upon the advisibility

of getting ajiew supply, "little less than a diluted cesspool."

Erie

 

Flo. 3.—Map of Erie. Pa., and Erie Harbor, showing proposed improvement in water supply.

It became necessary either to filter this water or to get a new supply from Lake Erie. The

former course would involve a very large first cost, both for the filtering plant itself and for

the intercepting sewer that would be necessary to convey all contamination out into the

lake, as otherwise the imperfections of practical operation would make the effluent highly

suspicious. The most economical solution of the problem, as well as the best in the long

run, is certainly the plan adopted—that of extending the present intake pipe out into Lake

Erie to a sufficient distance to insure a pure supply for sonic time to come.
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The following analyses of Lake, Erie water show that it is greatly superior to the water of

the bay, and that it contains no bacteria that point to sewage contamination:"

Analyses of Lake Erie water.

[Parts per million.]

Date.

Apr. 1, 1901 .

June 10, 1901

Oct. 10, 1901.

Jan. 22, 1902.

Apr. 19, 1902

Feb. 20, 1903.

Although this water is far superior to the present supply, the increase in alkalinity, proba

bly due to sewage contamination, would seem to indicate that in time filtration will be nec

essary. The direction of the prevailing winds on the lake, together with the eastward cur

rent, causes the sewage from Toledo, Sandusky, Cleveland, and Ashtabula to be drifted east

ward. The great distance of Toledo and Sandusky from Erie make it probable that their

sewage is completely oxidized before it reaches the Erie intake. Ashtabula, a city of 13,000

population, lies about 48 miles west of Erie, and Cleveland, with 3S1,000 people, about 90

miles west. The currents set along the south shore and such sewage from these places as

does not sink to the bottom within the first few miles after leaving the towns is swept east

ward, steadily decreasing in quantity and becoming less dangerous in quality until near

Presque Isle it begins to take a more northeasterly direction. Yet at no time can it proba

bly dangerously afreet the quality of the new supply, as there seems to be every favorable

condition in this immense body of water to insure perfect oxidation of the contaminating

influents before the Erie intake is reached. The contingency of increasing pollution of the

lake water is of less present importance than the turbidity occurring at certain seasons of

the year, which, as may be seen from the foregoing analyses, may be high enough to give

the water an objectionable appearance. This difficulty can certainly be overcome by the

construction of sedimentation basins on Presque Isle, as provided in the plans.

The projected improvements, designed by Mr. George II. Fenkell, and now going rapidly

forward under his direction, contemplate the extension of the. 60-inch steel intake pipe about

10,000 feet northward beyond the present intake, across Presque Isle Peninsula and into

Lake Erie, with 5-foot gate valves for connect ions with the settling basins, etc., and a timber

crib, weighted with stone, protecting the end of the intake pipe, which terminates in a

special opening about 25 feet below mean lake level. The work shows a number of con

struction features of interest, in particular the submarine joint designed for this work. This

has a gasket of lead pipe snugly fitting the steel intake pipe, and when the joint is made the

16-inch bolts are screwed up so as to bring the flanges together, compressing the lead between

them and insuring a tight joint.

o Kept. Dept. Health, 1902 and 190-1.

Color.
Turbid

ity.

Free
ammo
nia.

Alb.
ammo
nia.

Chlo
rine.

Ni- Alka-
trates. : linity.

Total
solid.

0.1 12 0.039 0.075 6.5 0. 15 42.5 140

0 0 .02 .095 6 .075 50 126

0 Slight. .071 .093 6 .037 50 134

.i Slight. .053 .109 7 .125 .55 172

.02.5 .056 .159 . 8 .025 100 142

5 25 .039 .105 5 .1 97.5 147

Bae-
tena.
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Acid mine drainage. See Mine drainage.

Addison, Pa., water from, assay of 40

water supply of 4* »

Albion, N. Y., water supply »f 21

Alderson, W. Va., water from, assay of 95

water supply of 05

Allegheny, Pa., filter crib at 03

typhoid fever at 63,77

Allegheny River, basin of, description of. 10-11,29

basin of. map of 11

pollution in 10-29

fall of 66

flow of : 65

pollution of 12-14,15-10,21-22,24,27,20-30

profile of, plate showing 30

water of, analyses of 12-14,15,21,22,24,74

Allen. Kenneth, flow measurement by 65

Anderson Creek, water from 25

Averyville, 111., pollution at 67

B.

Bacteria, vitality of 74

Boachdale, Pa., water at 48

water from, assay of 48

Beaver Falls, Pa., typhoid fever at 84

water from, assay of 85,87

water supply of 84-85,87

Beaver River, basin of, pollution in 78-85

pollution of 84-85

water from, assay of 85

Belington, W. Va., water from, assay of . . . 33

water supply of 31,33

Berlin, Pa., water from, assay of 48

water supply of 48

Big Sandy River, basin of, pollution in... 101-103

pollution of 103

water from, assay of 103

Bluefield, W. Va., water from, assay of .... 94

water supply of 94

Bluestone River, pollution of 93-94

water from, assay of 94

view at head of 94

Board Tree, W. Va., water from, assay of . 88

water supply of 87-88

Boer, ,on germicides 71

Boston, Mass., typhoid fever at 9

Braddock, Pa., typhoid fever at 53

water supply of 53,54

Bradford, Pa., typhoid fever at 13

water from, assay of 14

water supply of 10,13

Brockton, Mass., typhoid fever at 9

Brockwayville, Pa., water supply of 23,24

Page.

Brookvillc. Pa., typhoid fever at 26

water from, assay of 26

water supply of 26

view ol 26

Brownsville, Pa., water from, assay of 44

water supply of 43,44

Brushy Fork, water of 94

Buckhannon, W. Va., water from, assay of. 31

water supply of 31-32

Buckhannon River, pollution of 31-32

water from, assays of 31,32

Buffalo Creek, water of 38

Bumsville, W\ Va., water from, assay of... 92

water supply of 91,92

Butler, Pa., typhoid fever at 83

water from, assay of 84

water supply of 83-84

C.

Cairo, W. Va., water from, assay of 92

water supply of 92

Cambridge, Mass., typhoid fever at 10

Cambridge Springs, Pa., typhoid fever at . . 19

water from, assays of 19

water supply of 19

Camden, W. Va., water from, assay of 97

water supply of , 90-97

Cameron, W. Va., water from, assay of 88

water supply of 88

Canonsburg, Pa., water from, assay of 76

water supply of 76

Carnegie, Pa., water at 74

Casselinan, Pa., water at 48

water from, assay of 48

Casselman River, pollution of 40-48,53

water from, assay of 47,49

Charieroi, Pa., typhoid fever at 43

water supply of 43

Charleston, W. Va., water from, assays of . 99

water supply of 98-99

Chartiers Creek, pollution of 75-76

Cheat River, flow of 42,05

pollution of 39-40,53

profile of, plate showing 30

water from, assays of 40

Cherry River, pollution of 97

water from, assays of 97

Chester, W. Va., water from, assay of 87

water supply of 85

Clarion, Pa., typhoid fever at 23

water from, assay of 24

water supply of 23-24

Clarion River, fall of 29
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Puge.

Clarion River, pollution of 22-24

water from, assay of 24

Clarksburg, W. Va., water from, assay of. . 36

water supply of 35-30

Clay, W. Va., water supply of 98

Clover Run, water from, assay of 27

water supply from 27

Coagulation, effects of 69-70

See also Sedimentation.

Coal River, water of 99

water from, assay of 99

Colfax, W. Va., water from, assay of 33

water supply at 33

Columbus, Uhio, filter gallery at 56

typhoid fever at 5<S

Conemaugh River, pollution of 27-29

water from, assays of 2*

Conewango Creek, pollution of 14, 15

Confluence, l'a., water from, assay of 49

water supply of 48-49

Connellsville, Pa., typhoid fever at 49

water from, assay of 60

water supply of 49-50

Connoquenessing Creek, pollution of 83-84

water from i assay of »84

Copeland. , work of 11

Copper sulphate, effects of 73

Coraopolis, Pa., water supply of 78

Corry, Pa., typhoid fever at 18

water from, assay of 19

water supply of 18

Covington, Ky„ typhoid fever at 67

Coxes Creek, water of 48

water from, assay of 48

Cribs. Qlter. See Filter cribs.

1).

Davaine, on germicides 71

Derry. Pa., water supply at 52

Detention, meaning of 66

See also Sedimentation.

Detroit, Mich., typhoid fever at 08

Dilution, effects of 00,68-09

Disease-producing organisms, vitality of... 54,

72-73,74

Drakes Run, water of 48, 49

water from, assay of 4'.'

Dry Fork, water from, assay of 40

water of 39,40

Dubois. Pa., typhoid fever at 25

water supply of 25,20

water from, assay of 20

Dunbar, Pa., water from, assay of 50

water supply of 50

Dunlow, W. Va., water from, assay of 101

water supply of 101

Durbin, W. Va., water from, assay of 95

water supply of 94-95

E.

East Liverpool, Ohio, typhoid fever at 85-80

water supply of 85-80

Eldrcd, Pa., typhoid fever at 12

water from, assay of 12

water supply of 12

Elk Creek, water of 22

Page.

Elk I.lck, water from, assays of 47

Elk River, pollution of 98

water from, assay c» 99

Elkins, W. Va., water from, assay of 33

water supply of 31,33

Ellwood City, Pa., water from, assay of . . . 84

water supply of 84

Emlenton, Pa., water from, assay of 22

water supply of 21-22

Erie, Pa., man of. showing new water supply 107

typhoid fever at 105

wafer supply of 104-108

analysis of 105,107,108

Erie. Lake, water from, assay of 108

Etna, Pa., filter crib at 60-01

fllte'- crib at. water from, assay of 61

water from , assay of 61

Evans City. Pa., water from, assay of 84

water supply of 84

F.

Fairohanee, Pa., typhoid fever at 41

water supply of 41-42

Fairmont, W. Va., water from, assays of. . 37.38

water supply of 37-38

Fall of rivers, self-purification and. relations

of 29,53-54,103-104

Fall River, Mass., typhoid fever at 10

Fayette. W. Va.. water at 97,98

water from, assay of 98

Filter cribs, description of 54- 55

efficiency of 63

Instance's of. descriptions of 57-63

Filter galleries, description of 54-55

efficiency of 57

Instances of. descriptions of 55-57

Filter wells, description of 63-64

Instances of. descriptions of 54,87,92-93

Filtration, devices for 35.78-80

Filtration, natural, discussion of .54-64

efficiency of 57,63,64

explanation of 54

methods of 54

See also Filter cribs; Filter galleries:

Filter wells.

Flndlay, Ohio, filter gallery at 56

typhoid fever at 56-57

Fish Cirek. pollution of 87-88

Fishing Creek, pollution of 88-89

Flaugherty Creek, pollution of 47

water from, assay of 47

Ford City, Pa., typhoid fever at 27

Franklin. Pa., elevation at 29

water from, assay of 21

water supply of 21

Freedom, Pa., water supply of 78

French Creek, fall of 29

pollution of 18-20

water from, assay of 19

O.

Gallagher Creek, water from 23

Galleries, filter. See Filter galleries.

Gallipolls, Ohio, filter wells at 64,104

Garrett. Pa., water from, assay of 48

water supply of 48
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Gauley. W. Va.. water at 97,98

Oauli'y River, pollution of 96-97

water from, assay of 97

Grafton, W. Va., water from, assay of 33

water supply at 32-33

Graham, Va., water from, assay of 94

water supply of 93,94

Grand Kapids, Mich., filter gallery at 57

typhoid fever at 51,57

Greenbrier River, pollution of 94-95

water from, assays of 95

Grecnsburg, Pa., typhoid fever at 53

water from, assay of 52

water supply of 52

Greenville, Pa., typhoid fever at 78

water from, assay of 83

water supply of 78,83

Grovo City, Pa., water from, assay of 84

water supply of 84

Guyandot, W. Va.. water at 99,100

water from, assay of .. 100

Guyandot River, pollution of 99-100

water from, assay of 100

H.

Hays Mill. Pa., water from, assay of 48

Henry, 111., water at 67

Hinton, W. Va., water from, assay of 95,98

water supply of 95-96

Homestead, Pa., typhoid fever at 53

water supply of 53

Hughes River, pollution of 92

water from, assay of 92

Hulton, Pa., filter crib at 59-60

filter crib at, water from, assays of 59,60

wator from, assays of 59

Hundred, W. Va., water from, assay of 88

water supply of 87,88

Huntington, W. Va., water from, assay of. . 100

water supply of 100, 104

I.

Illinois River, self-purification in 53,67

Indian Creek, flow of 65

water of 43,49

water of, assay of 49

Indiana, Pa., water from, assay of 28

water supply of 28,29

Indianapolis. Ind., filter gallery at 55

typhoid fever at 51,55

Iron BUlphate, coagulation by 70

Ithaca, N. Y., typhoid fever at 68

Ivanhoff, Doctor, on germicides 71

J.

Jamestown, N. Y., typhoid fever at 14-15

water from, assay of 15

water supply of 14

Jersey City, N. J., typhoid fever at 10

Johnsonburg, Pa., typhoid fever at 22

water from, assay of 24

water supply of 22,21

Johnstown, Pa., typhoid fever at 28

water from, assay of 28

water supply of 27-28

K. Page.

Kampsville, 111., pollution at 67

Kanawha Falls, water from, assay of 98

water supply of 97,98

Kanawha River, basin of, description of— 93

basin of, pollution in 93-99, 104

pollution of 97-98,98-99

water from, assays of 98,99

Kane. Pa., typhoid fever at 14

water from, assay of '. 14

water supply of 14

Kcnova, W. Va., water from, assay of 103

water supply of 103

Keystone Junction. Pa., watoT from, assay

of 47

Kinzua Creek, pollution of 14

Klskiminltas River, basin of. pollution in.. 27-29

pollution of. 29

Kitasato, on germicides 71

Kittannlng, Pa., typhoid fever at 27

water supply of 27

Knapp Creek, water of 95

water from, assay of 95

Knight, C. H., flow data from 65

Koch, A., on germicides 71

Konradi, , on vitality of bacteria 75

L.

Laurel Creek, Pa., pollution of 48

water from, assay of 48

Laurel Creek, W. Va., water of 94

water of, assays of 94

Lawrence, Mass., typhoid fever at 10.54,66,70

water supply of 70

Little Kanawha River, basin of, pollution in 91-92

pollution of 91

water from, assays of 92

Littleton, W, Va., water from, assay of 88

water supply of 87,88

Lorain, Ohio, typhoid foverat 79-80

Lowell, Mass., filter gallery at 54-55

typhoid fever at 51,54,55,67-68

Lycippus, Pa., water supply of 52

M.

McDonald, Pa., water from, assay of 76

water supply of 76

McKeesport, Pa., typhoid fever at 51,54

water from, assay of 50

water supply of 50-52,53-54

McLains Run, water from 23

Mahoning Creek, pollution of 27

Maniungton, W. Va., water from, assay of. 39

water supply of 39

Marietta. Ohio, typhoid fever at 91

water supply of 90

Markleton, Pa., spring at 48

water from, assay of 48

Marlinton. W. Va., water from, assay of... 95

water supply of 95

Mason. W. P., analyses by 106-107

Meadville, Pa., typhoid fever at 20

water from, assay of 20

water supply of 19-20

Mercer. Pa., water from, assay of 83

water supply of 80,83
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rage

Meyersdale, Pa., water from, assay of 47

water supply of 47

Middle Island Creek, pollution of 80

water from, assay of 90

Millvale, Pa., filter crib at 61-02

Alter crib at, water from, bacteria In. . . 61

Milton, W. Va., water from, assay of 100

water supply of 100

Mine drainage, effects of 53-54,09-73,104

qjantity of 72-73

Mohawk Valley, typhoid fever in 54

Monaea, Pa., water supply of 78

Monessen. Pa., typhoid fever at 43-44

water supply of 43

Monongahela, Pa., water from, assay of . . . 44

water supply of 43,44,54

Monongahela River, basin of, description of. 30,

53-54, IB-Wi

basin of, map of 30

pollution in 31-54

drainage of 05

fall of 00

flow of 05,07

pollution of 30,37-44,52-54,05

profile of, plate showing 30

self-purification of 05

water of, analyses of 37-39,41,44,52,74

Montgomery, W. Va., water from, assay of. 98

water supply of 98

Montrose, Pa., filter crib at 57-59

filter crib at, water from, assay of 5S

water from, assays of 58

Morgantown, W. Va., water from, assay of. 39

water supply of 38-39

Morrison Run, water from 15

Moundsvtlle, W. Va., water from, assay of. 87

water supply at 87,104

Mount Jewett, Pa., typhoid fever at 14

water from, assay of 14

water supply of 14

Mud River, pollution of 99-100

water from, assay of 100

N.

Neshannock Creek, pollution of 80-83

water from, assays of 80-83 j

New Albany, Ind., typhoid fever at 07

New Bethlehem, Pa., water supply of 26,77

water from, assay of 20

New Cumberland, W. Va., water supply at. 86,87

New Haven, Conn., typhoid fever at 68

New Martinsville, W. Va., water from,

assay of 89

water supply of 89

New River, basin of, pollution In 93-90

description of 93

pollution of 95-9ti, 104

view on 94 i

water from, assay of 90

New York, N. Y„ typhoid fever at 10,54

Newark, N. J., typhoid fever at 10

Newcastle, Pa., typhoid fever at 82-83

water from, assays of 82,83

water supply of 80-83

North Fork, >f Va., water iroin, assay of . 103

water supply of 101-102,103 i

O. Page.

Oakland, Md., water from, assay of 45

water supply of 4.*»

Ohio River, basin of, pollution in 10-104

description of 74-75,103-104

pollution of 74-75,

70-78,85-87,89,90,92-93,99-101,103-104

water of, analyses of. 74,77,87, 89,90,91, 93, 100

Ohiopyle, Pa., flow at 65

water at 48-49

water from, assay of 49

Oil City, Pa., typhoid fever at , 17

water from, assay of 18

water supply of 17-18

Oil Creek, pollution of ... 16-18

water from, assay of 18

Olean, N. Y., typhoid fever at 13

water supply of 12-13

Oxidation, effects of 66-69

P.

Panther, W. Va.. water from, assay of 103

water supply of 102,103

views of and near 102

Panther Creek, water of 102,103

water from, assay of 103

Parker. Pa., pumping station at, view of . . 24

water supply of 24

water from, assay of 24

Parkersburg. W. Va., typhoid fever at 90-91

water from, assay of 91,92

water supply of 90-91 ,92

Parkes, , on germicides 71

Parsons, W. Va., water from, assays of 40

water supply of 39,40

Pennsboro, W. Va., water from, assay of. . 92

water supply of 92

IVoria, 111., pollution at 07

Phillppl, W. Va., water supply at 32

Pickens, W. Va., water from, assay of 32

water supply at 32

Pinegrove, W. Va., water from, assay of . . . 89

water supply of 88-89

Pittsburg, Pa., filter cribs at 54,03

filtration plant at 73-74

views of 72

typhoid fever at 51,03,73

water from, assays of 74

water supply at 51,54,73-74

Investigation of 10-11,73

Plymouth, Pa., typhoid fever at 54

Pocahontas, Va., water from, assay of 94

water supply of 93-94

Point Marion, Pa., typhoid fever at 40

water from, assay of 40

water supply of 40

Point Pleasant, W. Va.. filter wells at 92,104

water from, assay of 93

water supply of 92-93

Port Allegany, Pa., elevation at 29

water from, assay of 1-

water supply of 12

Potato Creek, water of 12

Powers Run, pollution of 22

Profiles of rivcrsj plate showing 30
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Punxsutawncy, Pa., typhoid fever at 27

water from, assay of 27

water supply of 27

Purification. Sec Self-purification.

R.

Raccoon Creek, pollution of 76

Redbank Creek, Pa., pollution of 25-26

water from, assay of 26

Reynoldsvllle, Pa., typhoid fever ut 25

water from, assay of 28

water supply of 2.5,26 ,

view of 24

Richwood. W. Va.. water from, assay of 97

water supply of 97

Ri'ieal. S. 8., on germicides 71.72

Ridgway. Pa., typhoid fever at 2:i

water from, assay of 24

water supply of 22-23,24

Rivers, profiles of, plate showing 30

Roekwood. Pa., water at 48

water from, assays of 48

Ronceverte, W.Va., water from, assay of. . . 95

water supply of 95 1

Rowlesburg. W. Va., water from, assay of. . 40

water supply at 40

S.

St. Albans,W.Va., water from, assay of— 99

water supply of 99 j

St. Louis. Mo., coagulation at 69 70

St. Marys, Pa., water from, assay of 24

water supply of 22,24

St. Marys, W.Va., water from, assay of 89

water supply of 89 \

Salamanca. N.Y., typhoid fever at 13-14 !

water supply of 13

Salem. W.Va., water from, assay of 37

water supply of 36,37

Sandy Creek, pollution of 25

Sedgwick, W. T., on river pollution .. 54,65,66,68

Sedimentation, conditions favorable to — 54,66

effects of 66-68

Sec also Coagulation.

Self-purification, discussion of 65-73

theory of 54

Sewickley, Pa., typhoid fever at 77

water from, assay of 77

water supply of 76-77 '

Sharon, Pa., typhoid fever at 80

water from, assay of 83

water supply of 78-80,83

Sharpsburg. Pa., filter crib at BO

filter crib at. water from, assay of 60

typhoid fever at 63

Shavers Fork, water from, assay of 40

water of 39,40

Shenango River, pollution el 78-81)

water from, assay of 83

Shinnston, W. Va., water from, assay of 37

water supply of 37

Skinners Run, water Irom 12

Smethport, Pa., water from, assay of 12

water supply of 12

Smithfteld. W.Va., water from, assay of 89 .
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Smithfield, W. Va., water supply of 88,89

Snodgrass, Doctor, on St. Louis coagula

tion 69

Somerfield. Pa., water from, assay of 66

water supply of 46

Springs, water supply from 10

Sternberg. ,on germicides 71

Stutzer, ,on germic ides 71

Sulphuric acid, effects of 71-73

Sutton, W. Va., water from, assay of 99

water supply of 98,99

T.

Talcott, W. Va., water supply of 95

Tarenturn. Pa., filter crib at 57

water from, nsray cf 57

typhoid fever at 57

Tenmile Creek, water from 41

water from, assay of 41

Terra Alta.W.Va., water from, assay of 45

water supply of 45-46

Thurmond, W. Va., water from, assay of 96

water supply of 96

Thurmond Creek, pollution of 96

water from, assay of 96

Tidioute. Pa., water from, assay of 18

water supply of 16, 18

Tioncsta. Pa., water from, assay of 18

water supply of 16, IS

Titusville, Pa., typhoid fever at 17

water from, assay of 18

water supply of 16-18

Toby Creek, pollution of 23,24

water from, assay of 24

Toms Run, pollution of 24

Tug Fork d flig Sandy River, description cf 101

pollutio.i of 101-103

intake on, views of and near 102

water from, assay of 103

Tunnelton, W. Va., water from, assay of . . . 41

water supply of 39-40,41

Twelvepole Creek, pollution of 101

water from, assay of 101

Two Lick Creek, pollution of 29

Tygart Junction, water from, assay of 31,33

water supply at 31,33

view of 26

Tygart River, basin of. pollution In 30-33

How of 65

pollution of 30-31. 32-33

view of 26

water from, assay of 33

Typhoid fever, germs nf, vitality of 54,72-73,74

spread of 67-68

statistics o! 9-10

See alio particular places.

r.

Cneva, W.Va.. Mow at 42

Cnion City. Pa., typhoid fever at 19

water from, assay of 19

water supply of 18-19

Uniontown, Pa., water supply of 42-43,44

L'rsina, Pa., water from, assay ol 48
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Vandergrift, Pa., typhoid fever at 29

water supply of 29

Verona, Pa., water from, assay of 60

water supply of 56-00

\V.

Wallace, W. Va., water from, assay ol 37

water supply of 36-37

Warren, Ph., typhoid fever at 16

water from, assay of 15

water supply of 15-16

Washington, Pa., typhoid fever at 51,76

water from, assay of 76

water supply of 75-76

Wayne, W. Va., water from, assay of 101

water supply of 101

Waynesburg. Pa., typhoid fever at 41

water from, assay of 41

water supply of 41

Weleh, W. Va.. water from, assay of 103

water supply of 102, 103

Wells, filter. See Filter wells.

Wellsburg, W. Va., water from, assay of 87

water supply of 86,87

West Fork River, flow of 65

pollution of 33-37

water from, assays of 34,35,30.37

West Newton, Pa., typhoid fever at 50

water from, assay of 50

water supply of 50,53

West Union, W . Va., water from, assay of. . 90

Page.

West Union, W. Va., water supply of

West Virginia, stream pollution in 85,104

Weston, W. Va., water from, assay of 34

water supply of 34-35

Wheeling. W. Va., typhoid fever at 86

water from, assays of 87

water supply of £6 87

Whetstone Creek, water from 23

Wildwood, Pa., filter crib at 62-63

filter crib at, water from, assay of 62

water from, assay of 62

Williamson, W. Va., water from, assay of . . 103

water supply of 102, 103

Williamstown, W. Va. , water from, assay of 90

water supply of 90

Windsor, typhoid fever at 6S

Withered, F. E., analyses by 80

on analyses at Newcastle 82-83

Woburn, Muss., filter gallery at 55

typhoid fever at 55

Wolf Creek, water from 25

Y.

Vonkers, N Y'., typhoid fever at 10

Youghiogheny River, basin of, pollution in. 44.52

flow of 49,65

pollution Of 45- 16.48-52. .13

profile of, plate showing 30

self-purification of 53-54,72-73

water Trom, assay of i..... 46.50

Yoimgwood, Pa., water supply of 52
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DESTRUCTIVE FLOODS IN THE UNITED STATES IN

1905.

By E. C. Murphy and others.

INTRODUCTION.

There were few very destructive, floods in 1905. The most remarkable flood or series of

floods of the year were those in the Gila River basin in Arizona. From January 15 to

April 30 occurred a series of seven floods—almost a continuous flood—remarkable for the

total volume of flow. In November there was in this basin another flood, which was remark-

ble for its magnitude, being the largest on record on Salt River. The other large floods of

the year occurred on comparatively small streams. Few lives were lost and the damage

was small compared with that of some previous years.

In addition to the credits for data given in the body of this paper the writer desires to

acknowledge his indebtedness to F. H. Newell, chief hydrographer, for valuable suggestions;

and to James Dun, chief engineer Santa Fe Railway System, who has furnished data and

transportation over the Santa Fe lines to flooded sections.

FLOOD ON' PEQUONNOCK RIVER, CONNECTICUT.

By T. W. Norcboss.

INTRODUCTION.

A flood on this stream on July 29 and 30, popularly known as the Bridgeport flood,

destroyed a quarter of a million dollars' worth of property. It was due primarily to a very

heavy local rainstorm, during which 11.32 inches of rain fell in seventeen hours at Bridge

port, Conn., where it was heaviest. The flood wave was enlarged by the failure of four

dams in the watershed.

The Pequonnock is a small stream that rises in the northeastern part of Fairfield County,

Conn., flows south about 14 miles, and empties into Long Island Sound at Bridgeport. Its

fall from source to mouth is 400 feet. Its channel is rather narrow, with numerous bends,

and its banks are low and flat. Its drainage basin is mainly hilly pasture land, with little

timber, and has an area of 25 square miles.

PRECIPITATION.

The following table, prepared from records of the United States Weather Bureau at

Bridgeport, shows the precipitation during this storm:

Table shotting rate of rainfall at Bridgeport, Conn., July 29-30, 1905.

Time of beginning.
Time of
end.

Time
elapsed .

Precipi
tation.

Average
rate per
hour.

h. m.

July 29-11.40 a. m 1.30 p. in. 1.50 0. 10 0.06

1.30 p. in 4.15 p. m. 2. 45 5.90 2.15

7.50 p. in. 3.35 4. 18 1.17

12.00 4. 10 0. 77 0. 18

5.20 a. in. 2.20 0.37 0.10

July 29-11.40 a. in 12.00 p in. 12.20 10.95 0.89

July 29-30-11.40 a. m 5.20 a. in. 17.40 11.32 0.64

1
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The following table gives the precipitation at several neighboring rainfall stations from

July 23 to 31, inclusive:

Precipitation at stations near Bridgeport, Conn., July 23-31, 1905.

Station.

July-

2:;.

Cream IIHla ] 0.07

Hartford 0.02

Hawleyville 0.05

New Haven ' 0.43

Norwalk 0. 20

Torrington ..J 0.02

Waterbury 0. 00

Beaver Dam& I 0.31

Bridgeport

Kttston

Bunnell Pond.

0.

I).

24.

0.53

0.83

0.77

0.37

1.03

Tr.

0.83

0.39

0.G3

0.02

0.48

Tr.

Tr.

II. so

0.04

0.16

0.00

1.43

2.39

0.72

2.22

0.41

0.31

0.97

1.77

9.86

10.95

7.81

<-8.00

li 2,1

Tr.

0. 35

a oi

0.(19

a 40

it 04

a si

0.55

a u

£2.00

a The first six stations are United States Weather Bureau stations. Data furnished by William

Jennings, United States Weather Bureau observer.
t> The last four stations are stations of the Bridgeport Hydraulic Company. Data furnished by S. P.

Senior, superintendent Bridgeport Hydraulic Company.
c Approximate. .

The table shows that the storm was very intense over a comparatively small area, the

greatest rainfall occurring in the Pequonnock Valley in the vicinity of Bridgeport.

DISCHARGE.

The run-off from a rainfall of 8 to 11 inches in seventeen hours on this quick-spilling basin

soon overtaxed the natural capacity of this rather small, crooked channel and overflow

occurred, carrying dtSbris that more or less reduced the channel capacity, especially the spill

ways of dams. Four dams failed, each one increasing the magnitude of the flood wave and

adding debris to the already choked spillway of the dams below.

The rate of flow at Bunnell's dam, about 1 J miles above Bridgeport, at the time of its fail

ure was computed to be 3,930 second-feet, or 157 second-feet per square mile. The length

of the spillway was 52 feet, and the depth of water on the crest at the time of failure was 7.18

feet. Two smaller waste openings discharged 105 second-feet each.

This is a comparatively small run-off from such a large rainfall, and it is very likely that

the maximum rate of flow occurred after the dam failed. By computing the ru..-o(f from

rainfall and using a run-off factor of 0.5, the maximum rate of flow at this dam is found to 1*

218 second-feet per square mile. If 0.0 is used as the run-off factor the maximum rate is

297 second-feet per square mile.

DAMAGE DONE.

The Toucey dam, on a brook entering the Pequonnock from the west near Long Hill, gave

way shortly l>efore midnight of the 29th. It was 100 feet long, 10 feet high, built of rubble

masonry laid in cement. Ward's milldam at Trumbull, on the Pequonnock, failed when

the flood wave from Toucey dam struck it. It was 60 feet long, gave a head of 15 feet,

and was built of rubble masonry laid in cement mortar. It was founded on a ledge and

probably failed by sliding. At about 1 a. m. July 30, the dam at Bunnell Pond, 1} miles

above Bridgeport, failed. It was 800 feet long, 28 feet high, built of eartlrwith a masonry

spillway. It had a puddle core, a top width of 30 feet, upper slope 1 .5 to 1, lower slope 1 to

1. In addition to a spillway 52 feet long, there were two openings 3 feet 10J inches by 1

foot 8J inches and a circular opening 4 feet in diameter. Failure resulted from overflow,

due in part to the blocking of spillway by deltris. The fourth dam to fail was the Berkshire

milldam. This was a masonry tidewater dam 140 feet long and 7 feet high. Its failure

was probably due to undermining.
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Several bridges were damaged, traffic was impeded, and ships at the mouth of the river

were damaged. Fortunately the tide was at ebb stage when the flood wave readied the

mouth of the river, otherwise the damage to shipping would have been greater.

FLOOD ON SIXMILE CREEK AND CAYUGA INLET, NEW YORK.

INTRODUCTION.

On June 21, 1005, occurred the largest and most destructive flood on Sixmile Creek and

Cayuga Inlet in the recollection of the oldest inhabitant of Ithaca, N. Y. Up to that time

 

Fig. 1.—Drainage basin ol Sixmile Creek and Cayuga Inlet. New York.

the flood of 1857 had Ix-en regarded as the largest on this stream, but the depth of overflow

during the flood of June 21, 1905, was at least 1 foot greater than during the flood of 1857,

as shown by well authenticated flood marks. The flood of 1905 was due to a cloud-burst,
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which fortunately did not cover a very large area. Had a storm of the intensity of this one

covered the whole drainage area of these two streams the damage done at Ithaca and vicin

ity would have been very large.

The city of Ithaca is so situated that the effect of a storm in the drainage basin is almost

the greatest possible. It is located on a low, flat area, with sleep hills on three sides. The

drainage area is characterized by steep slopes and nearly impervious soil, and is shaped

somewhat like a fan, so that the three principal streams unite at almut the same place in the

city. Thus a very large volume of water, compared with the size of the drainage basin, is

brought into the city very rapidly. The banks are eroded where the velocity of the water

is high, the protection is poor, and gravel and small bowlders are deposited in a short time

in other places where the velocity is low.

Fall Creek, Cayuga Inlet, Sixmile Creek, and Cascadilla Creek drain the area at the south

ern end of Cayuga Lake. Sixmile and Cascadilla creeks are really tributaries of Cayuga

Inlet near its mouth (see fig. 1). Fall Creek, the largest of these four, drains an area of

about 117 square miles. In about 22 miles it falls from an elevation of 1,306 feet at Lake

Como to 381 feet at its mouth. The upper half of this basin is hilly, cultivated land; the

lower half is more broken, with steep, pastured slopes. Cayuga Inlet drains an area of

about 93 square miles, southwest of Ithaca. The watershed is rough, with steep pastured

slopes, and some of the smaller tributaries extend to an elevation of almut 1,900 feet alwve

the sea level. Sixmile Creek drains an area of about -40 square miles lying directly east of

Cayuga Inlet. Cascadilla Creek drains an area of about 16 square miles lying east of Sixmile

Creek basin. Both of these basins have extremely steep slopes and their beds fall very

rapidly until they resell the city limits.

Floods of considerable magnitude frequently occur on these streams. They are usually

due to large rainfall over only a portion of one or another of the watersheds, and conse

quently all of the streams are not in dest ructive flood at the same time.

PREVIOUS FLOODS.

Flood of June 17, 1857 (").—The flood of 18.57 was due to a heavy rainfall over a com

paratively small area, mainly on the watershed of Sixmile Creek. Almost no damage was

done on Fall Creek and comparatively little on Cayuga Inlet.

There were two dams on Sixmile Creek at this time and both were destroyed. The fallen

timl>crs of these structures formed a temporary dam in front of the stone arch bridge on

Aurora street, and this obstruction caused the water to overflow its banks and run down

State street and other streets parallel to it, flooding a part of the city which was not flooded

during the flood of 1905. This stone arch bridge and other bridges on Sixmile Creek were

destroyed by the flood. Marks left by this flood near State street show that at this place the

flood of 190") was about 14 inches higher than that of lK.r>7.

Flood ofDecember H and 15, 1901.—Tim flood of 1901 , which is one of the three large floods

that have occurred on Sixmile Creek, took place on the night of Decemlwr 14 and the morn

ing of December 15, as the result of heavy rain over a considerable portion of central New

York and northern Pennsylvania. The United States Weather Bureau gage at Ithaca

recorded 3.09 inches of rain from 8 a. m. on December 14 to 8 a. m. on December 15. AH

the streams entering the southern end of Cayuga Lake were in destructive flood. The

maximum rate of flow of Sixmile Creek at Van Xetta dam, about 2 miles above Ithaca, was

computed by Prof. C. L. Crandall to be 6.070 second-feet.

FLOOD OF JUNE 81, H)OB.

GENERAL FEATIUES.

Copious rains had fallen for two or three days previous to the flood of June 21, 1905, and on

the 21st heavy thunderstorms passed over the south-central part of the State, accompanied

a Data tiilccn mainly from Ithaca Journal of Januury 24, 1857.
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by very heavy local rain. Tlie rainfall at six places in or near the drainage basins of Sixmile

and Cascadilla creeks from 8 a. m. on the 20th to 8 a. m. on the 21st was as follows: Ithaca,

1.82; Elmira, 1.05; Binghamton, 1.00; Cortland, 1.38; Waverly, 0.53; Perry City, 1.26,

and Kings Ferry, 1.73. The hourly rainfall at Ithaca from 4 a. m. to 4 p. m. on the 21st

varied from 0.03 inch to 0.58 inch. These figures show only the local character of the storm.

The rainfall indicated by them would not cause even a small flood on these streams. The

intensity of the storm can be judged only by the maximum rate of flow and the damage done

on each of the streams. This damage indicates that an exceedingly heavy rain fell on two

comparatively small areas—on Sixmile Creek, in the vicinity of Brookton and Slaterville,

and on Cayuga Inlet, in the vicinity of Stratton (see fig. 1).

FLOOD ON SIXMILE CREEK.

The heaviest rainfall occurred in the upper part of the watershed in the vicinity of Slater

ville and Brookton. Several bridges here were destroyed and the banks of the streams were

badly eroded. In some places a new channel was formed and the old channels were closed

with bowlders and gravel. Some of the bot tom land along the creek w-as badly damaged by

the deposit of gravel upon it.

The maximum rate of flow is computed from measurements of cross section and slope

between Aurora Street Bridge and Tioga Street Bridge. The channel here is approximately

rectangular. From these data and a value of the coefficient of roughness "n" of 0.030, it

is found that the mean velocity equals 15.8, and that the maximum rate of discharge was

8,980 second-feet, or 195.2 second-feet per square mile of drainage area.

The maximum rate of flow was also computed at the Sixmile Creek dam, 4 miles upstream

from Ithaca, from the head on the dam, length of crest, and length of abutments. The dis

charge at this place was found to be 8,500 second-feet, which agrees closely with the com

puted flow after taking into account the difference of drainage area at the two places.

FI.OOD ON CATTJGA INLET.

The flood on this creek began at nbout 10 a. m. and lasted for about five hours. Mr. G. H.

Ellison, county commissioner, who lives on this stream and who has been over the greater

part of the flooded area, states that the storm covered an area approximately circular in

shape, the radius of the circle Ix-ing about 3 miles. The storm was central over the small

stream southwest of Stratton. Judged from the erosion of its channel the flood in this creek

was exceedingly large. The highway and railroad bridges near the mouth of this stream

were located at a bend in the stream, the width between abutments of the bridges being

about 25 feet. A new channel, between 80 and 90 feet wide and 3 feet deep, was cut around

these bridges, the old channel being filled with bowlders and gravel. The area of the water

shed of this tributary is about 2.6 square miles. The extent of the erosion indicates that the

rainfall on this basin must have been very great. The main stream also cut a channel

around the bridge near the mouth of this gulch. The highway bridge, located about a half

mile l>elow the mouth of the gulch, was washed away, and Uie right bank of the stream was

eroded for a distance of 50 feet back from the abutment.

AREA OVERFI.OWF.D.

The stream began to overflow State street, Ithaca, about 3 p. m., reached its maximum

stage alxmt 5 p. m., and subsided below the street level about 1 a. m. of June 22. This over

flow extended from a point about 1,200 feet east of the creek to a point 1,100 feet west of it,

had a maximum depth of 3 feet, and a cross-section area of 4,120 square feet. The high-

water line at this bridge was 8.9 feet above lake level on August 1 . and about 9.5 feet above

lake level just prior to the flood. The boundary of the area overflowed during this flood is
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shown on fig. 2. This area is probably somewhat less than that overflowed during the flood

of 1901, for Fall Creek was not in flood and there was little overflow from Cascadilla Creek.

But in some sections of the city the overflow reached places it had never reached before—at

least not in thirty years.

DAMAGE.

The Lehigh Valley Railroad, which runs along Cayuga Inlet for several miles, was dam

aged to such an extent that trains could not pass over this part of the line for about a week.

The first estimate of the damage done by this flood along this railroad between Ithaca and

Sayre was $65,000. A later estimate, however, placed it at $100,000. The estimated cost

of replacing bridges, protecting them from floods, and repairing the damage to roads in the

town of Newfield was $8,000.

The dam at the Van Netta mill was swept away by the flood, leaving the city pumping

station on Sixmile Creek without water for the city's supply, and without water power to

work some of the pumps. The highway bridge over this dam was also destroyed.

The new 30-foot dam about 4 miles above Ithaca, on this stream, was uninjured; but the

dam a few hundred feet below it, forming a water cushion for the water flowing over the

30-foot dam, was destroyed. The pipe line extending from the dam down the creek was

considerably damaged by the washing out of the concrete supports.

The bridge at Clinton street was washed away; also the right abutment and the bank for

a distance of about 55 feet back from the abutment (see fig. 3). The flood of 1901 eroded,

to a large extent, the right bank of this stream from this bridge up to a point about 300 feet

above the electric railway car barn. After the flood this bank was protected along a part of

this distance by a concrete wall, along another part by piling and planks, and along a third

part by piling and concrete. The concrete part was not injured by the flood of 1905 along

the portion protected by piling, but the piles were washed away or badly damaged, and the

part protected by piles and concrete was damaged to some extent. The water found its way

back of the piling and eroded the bank in some places back to a distance of 55 feet. Fig. 3

shows a cross section of the channel at Clinton Street Bridge, taken August 1, 1905. The

shaded area was washed away by the flood. The old channel is now filled with gravel to a

depth of 2 to 3 feet.

Meadow Street Bridge was carried 900 feet downstream and left with a large mass of

lumber in front of the Lehigh Valley Railway bridge. About a month after the flood this

bridge was taken apart and replaced in its former location.

State Street Bridge was damaged to some extent and was closed to heavy traffic for about

a month. A mass of drift collected in front of the bridge and prevented the water from

passing freely through the natural channel.

SUOQESTEI) MEANS OF PREVENTING OR LE8SENINO OVERFLOW.

Overflow of the lowland in the vicinity of Ithaca results from two causes—(1) backwater

from the lake, (2) overflow of one or more of the four creeks before mentioned. The eleva

tion of the normal level of Cayuga Lake is 381 feet above sea. Its surface elevation fluctu

ates from about 5 feet above normal to 1 J feet l>elow normal.

A considerable area of land at the south end of the lake stands less than 5 feet above nor

mal lake level, and is consequently subject to overflow from the lake, but it is not within

the scope of this investigation to consider overflow from the lake alone. The elevation of

the lake surface does, however, in a measure, affect the overflow of the creeks, because it

controls the surface slope near the mouth of each. The sidewalk on State Street Bridge Is

about 9 feet alx>vo normal lake level, or 4 feet above high-water lake level. There would,

therefore, be a surface slope of from 2 to 3 feet from the under surface, of State Street Bridge

to the lake, a distance of about 1 mile, when the lake level is at its maximum height.

The effects of floods on Sixmile Creek and Cayuga Inlet are intensified by the smallncss of

the channel and the obstructions in the streamway from State Street Bridge to a point below

Bulfalo Street Bridge. The average width of the c hannel along this portion of it is only 67



 

Flo. 2.—Map showing area overflowed, location 01 bridges, etc., Ithaca, N. Y.
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feet. There are two or three groups of piles under each of these bridges, one being the

group that supports the draw span of the bridge. The water cross section at each of these

bridges up to the bridge floor, not making any allowance for the area of the piles in the

channel, is as follows: State Street Bridge, 1,625 square feet; Seneca Street Bridge, 1,244

square feet; Buffalo Street Bridge, 1,210 square feet. These sections and the portion of

each obstructed by piles are shown in fig. 3. With a surface slope of 2 to 3 feet , Cayuga

Inlet , if unobstructed, would discharge 6,000 second-feet. The maximum flow being more

than 15,000 second-feet, there remains a flow of 9,000 second-feet to 1* provided for, either

by storage or by the construction of an overflow channel, if the overflow of State street is to

be prevented during a flood of the magnitude of that of June 21, 1905.

It is not within the scope of this investigation to determine whether or not storage suffi

cient to control this amount of flow is obtainable. Judging, however, from the topography

of the watershed, one would readily infer that such storage is possible; but the second solu

tion of the problem, namely, the construction of an additional channel to carry off this

surplus water, would be the most feasible. This solution has several times been recom

mended, but satisfactory data have not heretofore been available to determine the proper

size of the channel. This channel would be about a mile long, and would be cut through

low ground of little value and easy of excavation.

IMPROVEMENT OF CHANNEL OF SIXMILF. CREEK. '

The damage done by floods upon this creek, from a point about 800 feet atx>ve Aurora

Street Bridge to Cayuga Street Bridge, would several times pay the expense of suitable

bank protection. The flood of 1905 has taught a useful lesson as to the kind of protection,

its height, and the proper width of the channel. The concrete work near Aurora Street

Bridge was uninjured by this flood, but was not sufficiently high. The width of channel at

this place is about 56 feet and the maximum depth of the water was about 10 feet. The

bed was not injured by scour. Below Cayuga Street Bridge the grade of the stream bed

decreases; hence the widt h of the channel should increase as State Street Bridge is approached.

The height of the banks and the width of channel can easily be computed from the maxi

mum rate of flow and the slope of the bed.

CONCLUSION.

Rainfall records are of little value in estimating the maximum flow of streams, especially

the smaller ones. The maximum rates of flow are due to storms of short duration and great

intensity over small areas, and there is seldom a rain gage in the area of greatest precipita

tion. The maximum rate of flow of Sixmile Creek at Ithaca, June 21, 190.5, was about three

tunes greater than its supposed maximum rate computed from rainfall records.

FLOOD ON THE UNADILLA AND CHENANGO RIVERS, NEW YORK.

By R. E. Horton and C. C. Covert.

. INTRODUCTION.

Considerable damage was done in the, valleys of the Unadilla and Chenango rivers, in

Chenango, Otsego, and Madison counties, New York, on September 3 and 4, by a flood that

caused the overflow of the smaller streams of these basins and the failure of culverts and

reservoirs. The flood was the direct result of a short rain storm, of groat intensity, that

occurred after several days of rain, which had saturated the soil and filled the streams nearly

bank full.

Unadilla River rises in the southern part of Herkimer County, flows southeastward for

about 50 miles, and empties into the Susquehanna near Sydney. Its chief tributary is

Wharton Creek, which enters it at New Berlin. The watershed is long and narrow, with
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numerous side grass-covered valleys and a moderate amount of woodland. The soil is clay

and gravel, of considerable depth, underlain by rock. The smaller streams are precipitous,

with l>cds of bowlders, shingle, and gravel, and as their headwaters are approached the

beds become solid rock.
 

Via. 4.— Map of drainage basins ol Unadilla and Chenango rivers. New York.

Chenango River is located just west of the Unadilla, and its basin greatly resembles that

of the Unadilla, being long and comparatively narrow, with numerous small side valleys.

The side slopes are grass-covered and moderately steep.
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The drainage areas of the streams on which most of the damage was done by this flood are

approximately as follows:

Square miles.

Mill Brook above Ackermun dam 9. 4

Wharton Brook above mouth 95.0

I'nadilla River above South Edmcston 172.0

I'nadilla River, South Kdmeston to electric Ugh I compuny 'I dam at New Berlin :I2.0

Total, I'nadilla River above dam, New Berlin 204.0

Susquehanna River above Sydney 914.0

Mad Brook above storage reservoir, near Sherburne 5.0

Chenango River above South Oxford Branch 423.0

IMIKCIIMTATION.

The following table gives the depth of rainfall, in inches, at several stations of the United

States Weather Bureau in the vicinity of these basins from August 29 to September 4,

inclusive. Fig. 4 shows the watersheds of these streams and the location of some of these

rainfall stations:

Precipitation in vicinity of the Chenango and Unarfilla v-aterstheih August 29 to September 4i

1005.

Station.

\ugust-

30.

- September -

2. 3.
Total.

29. 31.
Jl.

4.

0.31 2. 13 0.00 (I 0 22 0.80 1.35 4.82

0 00 1.50 0.00 0 0. 53 1 13 U 22 3. 42

Cortland 0 30 1.25 0.28 0 0 11 (•J 1.5:1 3. 47

0. (»i 2.B1 0.01 0 0.22 1.30 I) 17 4. 37

0.31 1.70 0. 02 0 0.42 0. 12 1.92 4 49

(") 1 84 o.oo 0 Tr. 0.00 0 28 2 12

Oxford 0. 15 1.41 0. 40 II 0.42 0 90 0.55 3.43

0.00 0.9S 0.0(1 0 0. 49 0 03 0.24 1 72

South Kortnght 0. 18 1 43 0 28 0 Tr. 0.38 0 52 2.79

O.Zi 0 98 0.00 0 0 58 0.55 2 52 4 . SB

Clraelenlierg a :n 0 0 80 1.20 0 87 .1. 31

II. 38 0 .17 0 91 1 21 0. 87 3 74

a Amount included m next measurement

The Graefcnberg and Savage reservoirs are located near LUica, a few miles north of the

Chenango-Mohawk divide

These rainfall data indicate only in a general way the precipitation for this period over

these basins. None of the stations nre located in the areas where the greatest damage was

done. The rainfall,at several of the stations was greater on August 30 than during the

flood, this fact showing that the precipitation over the Hooded basins was probably much

greater than shown by these records The measured rainfall and the damage done indicate

a very heavy rain ol short duration over a comparatively small area. The effect of this

local storm was intensified by the heavy rains or the previous six days.

irr 162—Oo 2
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DISCHARGE.

The maximum discharge of some of the streams in the flooded area is given in the follow

ing table :

Maximum discharge of streams in Unadilla and Chenango basins.

Discharge.

Area
(square
miles).

Second-
feet
per

Stream. Locality. Date.
Second-

feet.
square
mile.

Mill Brook Ackerman dam, near Edmes- September 3,
1905.

4, 9.4 2, 300.0 241.0

ton.

Unadilla River New Berlin Electric Light and
Power Company's dam.

September 3,

1905.

4, 204.0 8,200.0 40.0

Mad Brook Upper storage reservoir, Sher
burne.

September 3,
1905.

4, 5.0 1,300.0 2B2.0

Starch Factory
Creek.

Near Utica September 3,
1905.

4. 3.4 712.0 209. 0

Do ..do June 21, 1905. . . 3.4 647.5 190.4

Do.. . .do 3.4 367.0 108.0

Do do OetolMir 10, 1903 3. 4 313.0 92.0

Do... .do March 25. 1904" 372.0 109.4

« Melting snow.

The discharge of Starch Factory Creek at the gaging stations near Utica has been included

for purposes of comparison. The records of flow at this station have been kept for three

years, and the discharge obtained there is more accurate than that obtained at the other

places mentioned in the table.

It is seen that the flood of September, 1905, on Starch Factory Creek was somewhat

larger than that of June 21, 190.5, and considerably larger than those of 1903 and 1904.

As far as known, the storm that caused the flood of June, 1905, did little damage in the

Unadilla and Chenango basins. The duration of the September flood of 1905 was from

twelve to fifteen hours, and was somewhat longer on the Chenango than on the Unadilla

River. ,

In the Chenango basin the magnitude of the flood, as well as the damage done, was

much less than in the Unadilla basin. This difference was due in part to the interception

of a part of the Hood water for storage in the State reservoirs in the upper Chenango basin.

These reservoirs, which arc located in the vicinity of Hamilton, had been drawn down

during the months preceding the flood to supply the Erie Canal. As a result the run-off

from the area tributary to them—comprising 30 square miles, mostly hillside land—was

intercepted and stored in the reservoirs, and the damage that would have resulted from

the passage of this volume of water down the streams w as thus prevented.

The maximum discharge of Chenango Kiver at Binghamton, near its mouth, during this

flood was 17,400 second-feet at 5 p. m. September 5. On March 2, 1902, the discharge of

this stream at this place was 35,950 second-feet—that is, twice as great as during the flood

of 1905. The maximum discharge of the Susquehanna at Binghamton during the flood

was 29,240 second-feet at 5 p. m. Septeml>er 4. On March 2, 1902, the maximum discharge

here was 60,400 second-feet—that is, more than twice that measured during the flood of

September, 1905. The March flood on the Susquehanna was not only twice as large, but

was of much longer duration, and was due to the melting of ice and snow, as well as to rain.

DAMAGK.

The greatest damage caused by this storm occurred in the village of Edmcston, at New

Berlin, and elsewhere along Wharton Creek and Unadilla River. The failure of the Sher

burne Waterworks reservoir, in the Chenango basin, resulted in severe damage below, it.
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The railroads passing through these basins suffered heavily and wore out of service from

one to two weeks. Three dams at Mill Creek above Edmeston failed, also one at Edmeston

and one at New Berlin. These failures intensified the flood. The damage in the vicinity

of the village of Edmeston is estimated at $2.5,000. The damage at New Berlin resulted

from the choking of a stone arch culvert over a tributary of Paper Mill Brook, three-fourths

of a mile above the village. This culvert became clogged with drift and the stream over

flowed the arch and washed it away, flowing down Main street, scouring in some places to

the depth of 8 or 10 feet, sweeping away the smaller buildings, rilling cellars, and causing

a loss of $10,000 to residences and business houses in the village. In the township of New

Berlin 22 bridges were washed away, ranging in value from $25 to $1 ,400. The villages of

Bridgewatcr, Brookfield, and North Brookfield also suffered heavily from this flood.

The village of Sherburne gets its water supply from two reservoirs on Mad Brook, about

2 miles northeast of the village. The upper or storage reservoir, having a capacity of

10,000,000 gallons, was formed by an earth embankment 300 feet long, 35 feet high, and 10

feet thick on the top. There is a spillway 35 feet wide, G feet deep, with a slope of 1 in 350

at one end. During this flood the water in this reservoir rose to the height of 1 foot above

the top of this embankment and scoured out a U-shaped section 150 feet in width at the top

to the ba.se of the embankment. The lower reservoir also was damaged to some extent.

Nearly every bridge in the towns of Exeter, Columbus, Sherburne, Pittsfield, Edmeston,

and New Berlin were either washed away or badly damaged.

FLOOD ON ALLEGHENY RIVER, PENNSYLVANIA-NEW YORK.

INTRODUCTION.

The spring freshet of March 18-31 on the Allegheny and upper Ohio rivers was not the

largest or most destructive that has occurred on these streams, but nevertheless approached

closely the maximum recorded stage at some places along the Allegheny and caused much

loss of property and inconvenience.

The highest stage at Pittsburg was 29 feet, which is 4.2 feet below the height reached dur

ing the great flood of 1884, but only 1 foot below that of the flood of 1904, when about

$1,000,000 worth of property was destroyed in western Pennsylvania and eastern Ohio.

The highest stage of the Monongahela at Ixx-k No. 4, Pennsylvania, was 27.2 feet , which is

15 feet below maximum recorded stage. The failure of this stream to yield the rate of flow

expected resulted in a stage 2 feet less than was predicted.

The flood was the result of rapid melting of snow on five days (March 10-20), and a rain

fall of 0.75 inch on the 19th and 0.50 inch on the 20th. The ice gorges held back large

volumes of water and augmented the maximum rate of flow.

Allegheny River rises in northern Pennsylvania, at an altitude of about 2,500 feet. It

flows northwestward into New York, then southwestward through Pennsylvania, and joins

the Monongahela at Pittsburg, Pa., to form the Ohio. Its length, measured along the

stream, is 325 miles, and the area drained by it comprises 11,100 square miles. From its

mouth to Olean, N. Y., a distance of 255 miles, the slope is gradual and slightly less than 3

feet per mile. From Olean to Salamanca, N. Y., a distance of 23 miles, the fall is 1.85 feet

per mile.

The greater part of the watershed is mountainous or hilly, with steep, nearly impervious

slopes and no surface storage ; hence the run-off is rapid. The rapid melting of snow, which

in places in the upper part of the watershed has a depth of 3 feet, and the formation of ice

gorges cause great floods, especially in the sluggish stretches of the stream. One of the

largest of these ice freshets occurred January, 1877. «

o Report of Chiei of Engineers V. S. Army for 18S0, pt. 2, p. 1769.
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l'HKCIl'ITATION.

Then- are no authentic records of the depth of snow accumulated during the winter of

1904-5 or its water equivalent. The following record of water equivalent of snow at three

places in New York State a will show in a general way the probable water equivalent of the

snow in the upper part of this basin:

Water equivalent of snow on ground at Hancock and m ar Utica, N. Y., during February and

March, 1005.

Date.

February 6. .

February 13.

February 14.

February 20.

February 21 .

February 27.

February 28.

March 6

March 13

March 20

March 27

Hancock.

Inches.

1.S5

2. D3

3.49

2. 4".

2. 41)

1.30

1.38

Uttca.

Inches.

2. :w

3. 27

3. 27

3. IS

2. 89

G raefen-
bcrg reser
voir, near
Utica.

Inches.

5.06

5. 97

«. 25

7. 30

C,. W,

6. 03

4.SS

3. 37

During the five days comprising March Mi -20 the temperature in this basin was as follows:

Temperalurex in Allegheny Hirer banin March 10-20, 1905.

Date.

March 18

March 17

March IX

Maximum. Minimum.

«F.

Date. Maximum. Minimum.

•F. «F. o F.

55

G2

07

21

31

36

March 19 59

48

42

March 20 32

These high temperatures were accompanied by considerable rain, especially on March 19

and 20, averaging for lti stations in this basin 0.75 inch on the 19th and 0.50 inch on the

20th. Asa result of this rain and melting snow the tributaries rose rapidly during the 19th

and 20th and reached a maximum stage generally on March 20.

» Data furnished by H. E. llorton, district hydrographer.
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TIIK FLOOD.

The gage heights at several points are shown in the following table:

Gage heights in fret, in Allegheny River basin, March 18-31, 1905.

Mononga-
hela River

Redbank
Creek,

Brookvillc,
Pa.<"

Clarion
River,
Clarion,
Pa.o

Conemaugh
River,

Date. Freeport." Oil City.o Redhouse,
N. Y.t at Lock

No. 4, Pa.o
Johnstown,

Pa.o

March 18 10.0 4.2 0.5 9.0 1.4 7.4 0.4

March 19 10.8 15.5 11.4 9.9 5.0 10.8 7.6

r31.2 17.0 11.6 14.4 5.8 10.0 8.8

March 21 28.5 14.9 11.7 in. 5 4.0 11.0 9.0

March 22 26.3 14.1 11. 1 27.2 3.8 9.0 7.0

21..r> 12.3 9.9 20.5 2.8 7.7 5.4

March 24 18.0 11.1 9.0 13.3 2.0 0.8 4.5

March 25 17.4 11.0 9.0 12 9

March 2*1 lfi.8

17.5

18.0

15.0

13.0

11.8

10.8

10.4

10.3

9.4

8.0

7.9

9. 7

9.9

9.8

9.3

8.8

8.2

I

13.2

12.3

10.9

10.0

9.2

1 1

March 28
! 1

March 29

March 30
i

March 31
i

i

a U. S. Weather Bureau Station.

6 This gaging station is described in Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper 128, p. 45.
e Maximum, 32 feet.

The Freeport station is just below the mouth of Kiskiminitas River and is 28 miles

above Pittsburg. The. highest stage at Freeport was 32 feet—that is, 31.3 feet above low

water—on March 20. The highest recorded stage was 32.7 feet on February 18, 1891. The

maximum of 1905 lacked only 0.7 foot of being as high as the highest since 1890 at this place.

The following table gives the maximum stage of the river at Freeport each year from 1890 to

1905:

Flood stages nf Allegheny River at Freeport, Pa., 1890-1905.

Year. Date.
Gage

height."

Feet.

1890.... January 16 16.0

1890.... April 10 20.0

1880:... May 24 22. 1

1891.... February 18 . . 32.7

1892.... March 28. ... . 17.5

1893.... May 18 22.8

1894.... May 22 24.5

Year.

1895. .

1890..

1897..

1900..

Date.

April 10....

March 31 . .

March 0. . .

March 24 . .

March 7 . . .

January 22

Gape
height."

feel.

20.6

20.2

19.5

25.3

17.0

17.5

Year.

1901..

1902..

1903..

1904..

1904..

1905. .

Date.

April 21

March 1

February .5. .

January 2.S..

March 4

March 20

Oa
hoig It/!

Fret.

23.0

28.8

23.5

30./

27.9

t>31.2

a V S Weather Bureau gage heights.

& Maximum, 32 feet.

The greatest stage at Oil City, 123 miles above Pittsburg, was 17.6 feet on the 20th. On

March 17, 1865, the stage at this place was 21 feet—that is, 3.4 feet higher than during this

flood.

The greatest stage at Redhouse, about 15 miles above the New York-Pennsylvania line,

was 11.7 feet on March 21. This is less than 9 feet above ordinary low stage. There was

no overflow worthy of mention here or above this station.
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The maximum stage during this freshet at Look No. 4, on the Monongahela, ahout 40 miles

above its mouth, was 27.2 feet on the 22d. The rate of flow was 94,000 second-feet. The

highest recorded stage is 42 and the highest discharge is 207,000 second-feet. The volume

contributed to this flood by this stream was comparatively small. This small run-off is

partly due to a freshet of greater magnitude, which occurred from the 8th to the 14th, and

which removed most of the snow from the watershed.

The details of river stage at Kittanning, Pa., 45 miles above Pittsburg, are shown below.

The ice jam at Ford City, about 3 miles below, broke at about 10.30 a. m. on March 18.

Cage heights and discharge of Allegheny River at K "Manning, Pa., March 18-2 1905.

Date.'

March IS

March IS

March 18

March Is

March 18

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 19

March 20

March 20

March 20

March 20

Hour.

10.30 a. m.

11.30 a. in.

x.lfl p. m.

4.00 p. m.

i. :io p. m.

11.00 a. m.

12.30 p. m.

2.00 p. m.

2.30 p. m.

3.15 p.m.

4.15 p. m.

4.45 p. m.

5.40 p. m.

5.55 p. m.

6.15 p. m.

0.35 p. m.

7. 15 a. m.

8.15 a. m.

11.15 a.m.

12.30 p. m.

Gage
height.

Feel.

16. 40

15.30

12. 10

11.95

11.85

lfi. 50

17. 60

18. 40

IS. 70

19. .50

20. 45

20.90

22.15

22.50

22.90

23.25

28. 40

2S. 55

28.75

28.80

Dis
charge.

Sec-feet.

82.900

73. 000

47.S.')0

4(1,810

4*1.140

S3. 840

94,560

102, 800

105, 900

114,700

125, «)0

131.000

145.640

151,201)

15(1. (MO

161,300

235,000

237.200

240, 200

240,900

Date,

March 20

March 20

March 20

March 20

March 20

March 21

March 21

March 21

March 21

Ma rch 21

March 21

March 21

March 22

March 22

March 22

Marcli 22

March 22

March 23

March 24

March 25

Hour.

2.00 p. m.

2.30 p. m.

2.45 p. m.

4.00 p. m.

4.30 p. m.

7.15 a. m.

8.15 a. m.

10.30 a. m.

11.15 a. m.

11.50 a.m.

2.10 p. in.

3.10 p. m.

7.45 a. m.

9.00 a. m.

11.00 a. m.

12.45 p. m.

2.00 p. m.

(1.30 a. m.

(1.00 a. in.

7.00 a. m.

Gage. Dis
height. charge.

Feet. Sec-feet.

28. 75 240.200

28.70 239,400

28.70 239,400

28. 60 237.900

28.50 236,400

25.50 192,800

25.30 190.000

24.80 182,900

24. 70 181,500

24. «1 ISO. 100

24. 25 175,200

24. 10 173, 100

22. 35 149.200

22.20 147,300

22.00 144.700

21.75 141,500

21. GO 139,600

19.25 111,900

16.50 83,840

16.05 76,680

The highest stage at Kittanning was 2S.S feet on the gage, or 26.5 feet above ordinary low

water. It lacked 6 to 8 inches of the height reached by the flood of 1863, and probably

lacked 8 inches or more of reaching the height of the flood of 1832. The rise was very rapid,

about 5 feet the first day and 10 feet the second. The maximum daily rate of discharge was

231,990 second-feet, or 26.7 second-feet per square mile.

FLOOD ON OHIO RIVER.

The gaging station on this stream is at Wheeling, W. Va., 90 miles below Pittsburg, Pa.

The drainage above it, including the Allegheny and Monongahela basins, is 23,800 square

miles. Beaver River, which joins the Ohio from the north 25 miles below Pittshurg, is

the only comparatively large stream entering between Pittsburg and Wheeling. Its drain

age area comprises 3,030 square miles. The first comparatively large stream that joins the

Ohio below Wheeling is the Muskingum River. It enters from the north at Marietta, 81

miles below Wheeling, and has a drainage of 7,740 square miles.
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The magnitude and duration of the flood of March, 1905, can he seen from the data in the

following table:

Stages of Ohio River and tributaries during Jlootl of March, J905.

Ohio
River at
Davis
Island
dam.o

Ohio
River at
Mari
etta.'

Ohio
River at
Cincin
nati. «

Beaver
River at

Muskin
gum at
Zanes-
ville.e

Kana
wha at
Charles

ton,
W. Va./Date.

Ohio River at Wheel
ing, W. Va. El wood

Junction,
Pa.«i

Gage
height.

Discharge.
Gage
height.

Gage
height.

Gage
height.

Gage
height.

Gage
height.

Gage
height.

Feet. Sec.-feet. Feet. Feet. Fret. Feet. Feet. Feet.

March 18 10.9 54,340 9.5

14.9 85,700 14. 1 12.6 25.3 4.3 11. 1 6.5

March 20 28.2 205,200 23.2 20.7 22.3 9.6 13.7 7.0

March 21 • 39. 7 ,329,200 26. 1 32.8 21.2 9.0 15.6 8.0

March 22 1 42.3 359,600 27. 1 39. 1 28.8 9 0 17.3 9.8

March 23 41.8 353,700 23. 1 40.4 37.1 6.0 16.9 10.8

March 24 34.0 265,000 17.2 38.8 42.2 5.0 15.9 8.5

26.2 185,500 15.0 33.7 45.0 4.0 14.5 7.3

March 26 23.2 157,000 15. 1 27.2 46.8 4.0 13.0 7.2

March 27 22.6 151,500 14. 5 23. « 47.0 4.0 11.8 7.0

March 28 21.2 138,900 13.8 21.3 45.4 3.9 10.9 6.4

March 29... 19.9 127,500 12.8 19.8 42.2 3.9 10.2 6.0

March 30 17.9 110,400 11.5 18. 1 38.7 3.8 9.8 5.5

March 31 15.9 93,790 10.6 16.4 35.2 3.8 9.5 5.3

April 1 14.0 78,500 31.3

April 2 12.4

10.9

65,920

54,340

28.4

26.0April 3

n Highest stage 32.3 feet February 7, 1884. ' Highest stage .15.9 feet March 24. 1898.

& Highest stage 46.5 feet February 7,1884. / Highest stage 46.9 feet September 29, 1861.

^Highest stage 71.1 feet February 14, 1884. ff Maximum stage 42.7 feet 8 p. m.
d Highest stage is feet May 18, 1893.

The Ohio at Davis Island dam, 5 miles below Pittsburg, reached on March 22 a maximum

stage of 27.1 feet, which is 5.2 feet less than the maximum reached during the great flood of

February, 1884. On the same date it reached a maximum stage of 42.3 feet and a rate of

flow of 3.59,600 second-feet at Wheeling. On February 7, 1884, the river reached a stage

of 53.1 feet at Wheeling and a maximum rate of flow of 494,200 second-feet.

At Cincinnati, Ohio, a maximum stage of 47 feet was reached on the 27th, which is 24.1

feet below the height reached by the flood of 1884. The maximum stage of Beaver Kiver

at Elwood Junction, Pa., was 8.4 feet below the highest recorded stage.

During this flood the Muskingum at Zanesville was 18 6 feet below, and the Kana

wha at Charleston was 36.1 feet below the maximum recorded stage. It is evident,

therefore, that this flood came mainly from the Allegheny River and that its magnitude,

compared with other great floods, decreased as it traveled downstream.
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The following table gives the date of occurrence and daily rate of flow of the Ohio at

Wheeling during the large floods from 1884 to 1905:

Flood flow of Ohio River at Wheeling, W. Va., 1884-1905.

[Danger line, :iti feet; drainage, area, 23,800 square miles.]

Year. Date.
Gag

heigt
"t Discharge. Year.1 Date.

i as.-,

ISM,

1XX7

ism

IS'.']

18'.i:i

February 5. .

February l». .

February 7. .

February 8. .

FVbruary 0. .

February 10.

February It.

January 17. . .

January 18. . .

January 19. . .

April 1

April 2

April 3

April 6

April 7

April 8

April 9

February 8. .

February 9. .

February 10.

February 11 .

February 12.

February 13.

February 14.

August 22. . .

August. 23. . .

August 24. . .

March 23

March 24

March 2.r,

March 26 .

January 3. ..

January 4. . .

January 5. . .

February 17.

February 18.

February i9.

February 20.

February 21 .

February 22.

February 7. .

February 8. .

February 9. .

February 10.

February 11.

February 12.

February 13.

May 18

Fiet.

23.-0

38.0

53.1

46.5

41.3

36.0

32.0

26.0

32.8

27.8

23.8

31.0

28 ii

22.0

31.3

32.0

27.0

25.0

30.9

:« i.

29.4

29.8

33.8

29.8

16.3

32.2

2S.6

26.9

32. 5

30.4

21.8

29.4

32. 9

26.8

25.0

40.0

44.6

40.5

34.5

20. S

20.9

31.6

32.0

28.0

28.9

32.1

27.0

23.8

Sec-feet.

155, 100

309,800

494,200

410,400

347,800

287, 500

244, 300

183, .ri00

252, 800

201,200

162,600

233. 800

203,200

140,000

237,000

244. 300

193,300

173,900

232, 800

229. 700

217,400

231,500

203,500

221,500

97, 001)

240, 40(1

179,700

192. 300

249, UQ0

227, 000

144,200

217,400

2,Vi,stK|

191,300

173, 900

332, 700

387.200

338,500

271,000

221,500

130,200

240,100

244.3011

203.200

212,300

245, 400

193, 300

102, 000

1X93

1X9.-,

I9IX)

1901

May 19

May 20

January 8

January 9

January 10

January 11

February 23

February 24. . . .

February 25

February 26

March 22

March 23

March 24

March 25

March 26

March 27

February 10

April 20

April 21

April 22

April 23

April 24

December 17

March 1

March 2

March 3

March 4

March f>

April 11

March 1

March 2

March 3

January 23

January 24

January 25

January 20

March 8

March 9

March 10

March 11

April.3

March 11

March 21

March 22

March 23

March 24

March 25

Gage
heiglit.

Fret.

31.5

29.5

28.8

36.0

30.7

26.0

19.5

35.3

37.0

27.0

25.6

35.4

a 43.9

42.9

37.0

29.9

25.0

23.8

37.0

»41.3

37.0

32.2

33.9

28.8

42.0

42.0

37.9

30.0

32.9

28.6

39.7

37.3

34.2

43.8

41.0

31.5

28.4

38.3

29.3

22.3

33.9

27.7

39.7

42.3

41.8

34.0

28. 2

Discharge.

Sec-feet.

239,000

218,400

211,300

267,500

230,700

183, 500

124.000

279,800

298,000

193,300

179, 700

280,900

378. 700

366.700

298. 600

222,500

173,900

162.600

298. 600

347,800

298,000

246.400

254.000

211, 300

350,000

356.000

308.700

223,500

253,800

209.301)

329,200

308,000

207.800

378, 700

344, 300

239. 000

207,200

290.800

210.400

148.800

264,600

200.200

329,200

359,600

353,700

265,600

185,500

o Probablo mean for day. Maximum, ;>4 feet.
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The largest flood at this place during the twenty-two years covered by the table occurred

in February, 1884. On February 7 the maximum stage was 54 feet, the mean stage for

the day about 53.1 feet, and the rate of flow 494,200 second-feet, or 20.8 feet per square mile.

During this fl<x>d the river rose 10.8 feet higher, had a rate of flow 134,600 second-feet

greater, and was of two days' longer duration than during the freshet of March, 1905.

Second in rate of flow was the flood of February, 1891, when the stage at 8 a. m. on the 19th

was 44.6 feet, and the greatest daily rate of flow was 387,200 second-feet. Third in magni

tude was the flood of March, 1898; fourth, that of January, 1904; and fifth, that of March,

1905.

All the large floods occurred during the spring or winter months and were due to rapid

melting of snow. The largest summer flood was in August, 1888. The maximum stage

was 32.2 feet and the rate of flow was 24fi,4(X) second-feet. That is about 0.6 the rate of the

maximum spring flood.

The river stood above the danger line for four days, from the 6th to the 9th, inclusive,

during the flood of 1884, and for three days, March 21 to 23, during the flood of 1905.

The total flow for the four days comprising February 6-9, 1884, less the total flow for

these days at the danger line (36 feet) is about 802,100 acre-feet. The total flow for the

three days comprising March 21-23, 1905, when this stream was above the danger line,

less the total flow for the same period at the danger line, is about 357,000 acre-feet. These

figures show approximately the storage necessary to prevent this stream from passing the

danger line at this place during floods.

The following table gives the highest stage each year, from 1860 to 1905, at Cincinnati,

Ohio, for the years that the river rose above 50 feet on the gage:

Flood xtage* of Ohio River at Cincinnati, Oh io.

[Danger line, *»0 feet nf gage: lowest stage, 1.9, September 17-19, 1881.]

Year.

1832..

1847. .

1862..

1865. .

1807. .

1870. .

1875..

1876..

1877. .

Date. Stage. Year. Date.

Feet.

February 18 j 04.3

December 17 | 63.6 ,

January 24 ! 57. 3

March 7 ! 56.3

March 14 1 55.8

January 19 55.3

August 6 55.3

January 29 51.8

January 20 53.8

1SR0.

1821.

1882.

1883.

1884.

1886.

1887.

1890.

1891.

Stage. Year.

Feet.

February 17 53.2

February 16 .50. (i

February 21 58.6

February 15 66.3

February 14 71.1

April 9 1 55.8

February5 ' 56.3

March 26 59.2

February 25 ' 57.3

I

1893.

1897.

189S.

1899.

1901 .

1902.

1903.

1905.

Date.

February 20

February 26

March 29. . .

March 8

April 27

March 5

March 5

March 13...

Stage.

Fret.

54.9

61.2

61.4

67.2

59.7

SO. 9

52.3

4s 3

In these forty-six years the river at this place rose above 50 feet on the gage twenty-

three times. It has been at stages from 0.7 to 0.8 of the maximum stage fifteen times;

at stages from 0.8 to 0.9 of the maximum stage six times; and at stages from 0.9 to 1 of

the maximum stage twice. In the seventy-four years, from 1832 to 1905 there have

l>een three floods, reaching stages from 0.9 to 1 of the maximum stage.
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FLOOD ON GRAND RIVER, MICHIGAN.

This flood, although not so large as that of March, 1904, was probably the largest summer

flood recorded in the history of this stream. The following table, taken from the United

States Monthly Weather Review for .June, 1905, gives the precipitation for May and for

June 1 to June 6 at ten places in this drainage basin:

Precipitation 1n 'Ae basin of Grand River and its tributaries in May arid June, 1905, in inches-

May. June

Station. River. Depar
ture from
normal.

Amount. 2- 3. 4. 5. 6. Total

Jackson 0.12 + 2.49 0.03 Tr. 0.24 0.78 2. 15 0.79 :\.w

3.83Fitch burg Odar 0.37 + 2.01 Tr. 0 0 0.28 0.40 3. 15

Wt'hlHTVillO ...do 4.30 0 0 0 0. 10 1. 13 4. 76 5.99

Agricultural do 5. 17 + 1.95 <> o 0 0. 11 0. 45 5.47 0.03

Collugi'.

Lansing (i rami 5.51 + 1.98 0 0.01 0 0. 18 0.28 4.92 5.39

St. Johns Looking Glass. . 5.46 + 2.37 0 0 0 0.04 2. IS 190 6.12

("ha rlottc Thornapplo 3.79 3. 50

Hustings do 6. GO + 3.22 0 0 0 0. 68 0.50 3.60 4. 78

Ionia 6.31

do 5.97 + 2.49 0 0.20 0 0.36 1.20 3.56 5.32

Average. + 2.36 , Tr. 0.03 I 0.03 , 0.32 1.04 3.77

The rainfall for May exceeded the normal by 2.36 inches, so that the ground was full or

nearly so at the time of this flood. From the 4th to 6th of June 5.13 inches of rain fell;

of this amount 75 per cent fell on the 6th.

The following table gives the daily gage height at Grand Rapids, Mich., from June 5 to

June 17, and the daily gage height and corresponding discharge at this place during the

flood of March, 1904:

Flood flow of Grand River at Grand Rapids, Mich., in 190i and 1905.

[Drainage area, 4,900 square miles.]

Ye«r.

1901

Date.

March 20

March 21

March 22

March 23

March 24

March 25

March 2ti

March 2~,

March 28

March 29

March 30

March 31

April 1..

April 2..

April 3. .

April 4..

April 5. .

.'■^ ! Discharge.

Ft el.

9.20

9.30

10.65

11. 45

15. 00

IN. 09

19. 0.'i

19. 75

19. 3ti

18 22

16. 77

15. 40

14. 45

13 80

13.80

13.80

12.80

Sec.-Itel.

10,700

17.000

19.500

21,400

30.300

3^,800

37.SOO

.19. 400

M,5O0

30.00(1

32,900

29,900

27,800

20,600

20,000

20. 000

24.500

Year. Date.

April 6.

April 7.

April 8.

June 5.

J line 0.

June 7.

June 8.

June 9.

June 10

June 11

June 12

June 13

June 14

June 15

June 10

June 17

Gage
height.

Discharge-

Feet. See.-feet.

11.20 20,700

10.50 18.800

9. .55 17.401

2.65 4,598

io.o 18,820

14.2 31,140

18. 1 47,990

18.4 49.340

17.7 46, 100

16.5 40.580

15.3 35,425

13.8 29,560

12.5 24,850

11.2 20.450

9.9 16,770

8.7 13,930
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This stream rose rapidly on June 6, and reached a maximum of 18.4 feet on June 9.

This flood, compared with that of March, 1904, was of shorter duration, more rapid rise

and fall, and was 1.3 feet lower.

The lower part of the city of Grand Rapids was flooded. The damage done was small,

compared with that of the flood of 1904, the difference in this respect being due largely

to the timely warning of the height and progress of the flood given by the United States

Weather Bureau.

The Muskegon and other streams in western Michigan were bank full, and in place's

overflowed lowlands and injured dams and bridges. Numerous washouts occurred on the

railroads in western Michigan. The Pere Marquette reported thirty, some of them 200

feet long.

The streams in eastern Wisconsin, especially the Fond du Lac, were out of their banks

as a result of the storm of June 6. A portion of Fond du Lac was flooded. Some washouts

were reported on the Wisconsin Central and five on the Chicago and Northwestern.

The Sheboygan River was out of its banks at Sheboygan Falls, and caused damage in

the low part of the town, and the Chippewa River overflowed at Eau Claire.

FLOOD IN EASTERN MISSOURI.

Heavy rains in Missouri and southern Illinois from September 15 to September 19 caused

the Missouri River from Boouville to Hermann, Mo., to rise above the danger line, and

some of the smaller streams of Missouri to be in destructive flood. The flood was remark

able for the time of year of its occurrence and the rapidity of its rise. The rain causing

the flood occurred from the loth to the 19th, but the larger part fell on the 17th. At

Boonville, Mo., 12.98 inches fell from the 15th to the 19th. At Chester, 111., 8.06 inches fell

in 20.5 hours.

The streams rose very rapidly on the 17th. The following table gives the daily gage

height of Meramec River at Meramee, the daily gage height and discharge of Meramec

River at Eureka, Mo., and the gage height of the Gasconade River at Arlington, Mo.,

during this flood.

Flood fow of Meramec and Gasconade riven) during flood of September, 1905.

Meramec Gascon
ade Kiver
Arling
ton. Mo.

Kiver,
Meramec,

Mo.

Meramec Kiver,

Eureka, Mo.
Date.

Gage
height.

Gage
height.

Discharge.
Gage

height.

Feet. Fell. Sec.-lett. Feet.

2.7 4.1) 2, ISO 3 95

September 17 7.0 18 4 2.1,840 13.8

8.2 20. It 28,930 12. 5

7.8 24.5 37,640 16.5

September 20 6.0 29.7 51,160 13 6

5.6 28.5 48,040 14 0

September 22 5. 1 24.5 37,640 10.4

September 23 4.3 13.5 14.040 7.4

4 2 7. 4 4,950 6.3

3.9 6.6 4,030 5.8

3. 1 5.9 3,280 5.8
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Gasconade River rises in the southeastern part of Missouri, flows in a general north

easterly direction, and empties into the Missouri River about 6 miles west of Hermann,

Mo. It is a very crooked stream, with little fall. The basin is mainly hilly or rolling land,

cultivated or grass covered. The area of this basin above the gaging station at Arlington

is 2,725 square miles.

Moramec River rises in the eastern part of Missouri, flows in a general northeasterly

direction, and empties into the Mississippi about 22 miles below St. Louis. The drainage

basin is hilly or rolling, cultivated or grass-covered land, and comprises an area of 3,619

square miles. The area above the gaging station at Eureka is 3,497 square miles.

The maximum daily rate of the Meramec at Eureka during this flood was 51,160 second-

feet, or about 14.63 second-feet per square mile.

During the, flood of January, 1897, the Gasconade at Arlington reached a stage of 26.90

feet—that is, a stage nearly twice as high as that reached by it during the flood of 1905.

The following table shows the daily gage heights at four United States Weather Bureau

stations—Boonville, Hermann, Grafton, and St. Louis—two on Missouri River, and two

on Mississippi River. Boonville is 199 miles above the mouth of the Missouri; Hermann

is 103 miles above the mouth; Grafton is on the Mississippi about 21 miles alx>ve the

mouth of the Missouri, and St. Louis is about the same distance l>elow.

Stages of Missouri River during flood of September, 1905.

Date.

September 15

Septemlier 1<>

Septemlxr 17

Scpteml>er 18,

September 19.

SeptemlK-r 20.

Septemlier 21 .

Septemlier 22.

Bcplemlier23.

Missouri River. Mississippi Kiver,

Boonville,
Mo.n

Hermann, Grafton,
Mo." Mo.t

St. Louis,
Mo.*

Feet. Feet. Feet. Feel.

8.8 9.7 8.2 11.3

10.6 11.2 8.2 11.1

18.9 20.7 8.8 12.9

21.3 24.3 11.0 23.2

21.6 a1;. 4 13. « 27.1

22.0 25.4 15.fi 29.3

21.3 24.fi lfi.4 30.2

19. 5 2.1.3 16.2 30.1

17.9 21. fi 15.2 29.2

Lowest recorded stage, — O.fi feet.
i> Lowest recorded stage, 0.0 feet.

("Lowest recorded stage, —0.3 feet,
rf Lowest recorded stage, —2.5 feet.

Some lowland along Missouri River was flooded and crops were damaged. Several of

the smaller streams overflowed their banks, washed away some of the smaller bridges,

and interfered with railway traffic for several days.

FLOODS IN SOUTH DAKOTA.

Freshets occurred on some of the streams of South Dakota in June, July, and August.

The damage done was confined mainly to the Teton or Bad River in the vicinity of Fort

Pierce. Heavy rain on July 2 and 3 caused this river to overflow its banks in a flood that

swept awaj7 17 houses and drowned 7 persons. There is no gaging station on this stream

and the United States Weather Bureau gage at Pierce was carried away by the flood, so

that records of river stage and rate of flow are not available for points in the eastern part

of the State. There are several gaging stations in the western part of South Dakota, how

ever, and data obtained there show magnitude of the floods in that part of the State.
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The following table gives the gago heights during these freshets at gaging stations on the

Cheyenne at Edgemont, the White at Interior, the Moreau at Bixby, and the Grand at

Seim, and also the daily rate of flow at Edgemont:

Stages and flow of streams of SouOt Dakota during freshets of June-August, 1905.

Cheyenne River at
Edgemont.

White
River at
Interior.

Moreau
River at
Bixby.

Grand
River at
Seim.

Date.

Gage
height."

Discharge.
Gage

height.*

Oage
height, c

Gage
heights

Feet. Sec-feet. Feet. Feet. Feel.

6. 4.5 2,752 4.2 3.0 3.6

9.63 9, 175 16. 0 6. 75 4.0

4.4 1,850 6.0 6.40 4.0

4.8 4.6

July 1 2.7 345 3.75 1.7 2.2

July 2 9.35 8,665 9.20 2. 1 2.2

July 3 5.80 3,460 13.50 6. 1 4.0

July 4 10. 10 5.3 3.6

July 5 8.3

2.1 75 2.35 3.3 2.6

July 20 7.7 6,280 4.05 3.1 2.8

July 21 5.9 3,595 2.95 2. 15 2.9

July 28 6.0 3,730 4.25 2.25 2.1

July 29 10.7 10,960 9.50 1.9 2.6

July 30 9.7 9,280 7.00 1.8 2.4

6.0 3,730 6.30 1.75 2. 1

2.95 562 3.35 1.5 2.1

7.95 6,842 3. or, 1.5 2.0

4.0 1,420 2.85 1.5 1.9

5.0 2,440 2. 15 1.4 1.8

8.4 7,420 5.20 1.4 1.8

August 13 5.8 3,460 .5. 15 1.0 1.8

a Lowest reading, 1.4.
b Lowest reading, 1.6.
<• Lowest reading, 1.0; discharge, 0.

d Lowest reading, 1.5.

These four streams drain the western half of South Dakota, flow in a general easterly

direetion, and empty into Missouri River. Seim is about 90 miles from the western boun

dary of the State, Bixby 72 miles, Edgemont 11 miles, and Interior 100 miles. The drain

age area above Edgemont is 7,350 square miles; above Bixby, 1,600 square miles.

As the table shows, there were six freshets on the Cheyenne during the year—one in

June, three in July, and two in August, the largest of the six being the fourth, during which

the daily rate of discharge was 10,960 second-feet, or about 1.5 second-feet per square mile

of drainage, above station. These floods were of short duration, the high water lasting

only a day.

During only three of these, six flood periods did the flow of White River at Interior rise

more than 5 feet above low water. The flood of June was the largest of the three on the

White, the stage on the 18th being about 14.5 feet above low water.

During these flood periods the stage of the two streams in the northwestern part of the

State—the Moreau and the Grand—was less than 6 feet above low-water.
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FLOOD IN SOUTHEASTERN MINNESOTA.

Heavy rains in Minnesota from July .1 to .Inly 6 caused the upper Mississippi to reach a

stage of 14.8 feet at St. Paul, Minn., the highest since 1897. The flood of April, 1881,

reached a stage of 19.7 feet.

The following table gives the daily gage heights of the Mississippi Kiver at Sauk Kapids,

Minn., during the freshet; also the gage height and rate of How of two of (he tributaries,

the Minnesota, which enters from the west at St. Paul, and the Chippewa, which enters

from the north 70 miles below St. Paul:

Floir of upper Mississippi Hirer and tributaries during the freshet ifJuly, 1905.

Date.

July 5..

July 6..

July 7..

July 8..

July9..

July 10.

July 11.

July 12.

Chippewa River at
Eau Claire, Wis.n

Minnesota River at
Mankato, Minn.*

Mississippi
River at
Sank

Rapids. «

Gage
height.

Discharge.
Gage

height.
Discharge.

Gage
height.

Fret. Sec-feet. Feci. Sec.-feeL Feel.

6.9 8,390 9.4 9,400 IK. 8

10.4 18,960 10.6 11,310 19.8

10. f. 19,640 11.7 13,070 20.1

1 1.3 22,050 12.2 13,870 20.2

10.1 17,940 12.5 14,350 20. 1

7.0 8,650 12.0 13,55© 19. r,

8.1 11,740 11.8 13,230 19.2

6.9 8,390 41.2 12,270 IK 6

a Lowest stupe during 1905. 4.1 feet; discharge, 2.010 second-feet.
t» Lowest stage during 1905, 1.80 feet; discharge, 750 second-feet.

' Lowest stiige during 1905, 11.25 feet.

The Chippewa at Eau Claire reached a stage of 19.0 feet and a discharge of 00,520 second-

feet on June 8, 1905, and the Minnesota at Mankato, Minn., reached a stage of 19.0 feet on

May 29, 1903, so that the greatest stage reached by the flood of July, 190.5, on these streams

was far below the highest recorded stages at these places.

FLOOD ON DEVILS CREEK, IOWA.

By E. C. Murphy and F. W. IIanna.

INTRODUCTION.

Lee County, in southeastern Iowa, and Hancock County, in western Illinois, which

borders lx'f County on the east, were visited by a very heavy rain storm during the night

of June 9, 1905. As a result of this storm the streams in these counties rose to extraordi

nary heights, causing great damage to property. Railroads, highways, and bridges were

severely injured, stream beds and banks were badly scoured in many places, and debris

was transported and deposited throughout the creek valleys, destroying crops and damaging

many acres of valuable land.

The data on which this report is based were obtained by investigating the conditions on

the ground about one month after the flood, through lacihties alforded by the courtesy of

the engineers of the Santa Fe Railway. Owing to the lapse of time between the storm and

the examination of its results the informat ion obtained is necessarily incomplete.

The area affected by this storm is in the central Mississippi drainage basin. Devils

Creek, the stream on which most o( the damage was done, drams directly into the Missis

sippi a few miles below Fort Madison, Iowa. It rises in Marion and Cedar townships and

flows in a general southeasterly direction lor about 20 miles. Panther Creek, the largest
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western tributary of Devils Creek, rises in the southern part of Franklin township, flows

in a general southeasterly direction about 8 miles, and joins the main stream about 3 milps

above its mouth. It drains an area of 14 square miles. The principal tributary of Devils

Creek is Little Devils Creek, which enters it about 1 mile below the junction of Devils and

Panther creeks. It is 7 miles long and drains an area of 19 square, miles. The drainage

area of Devils Creek and that of the lower part of each of these two tributaries consists of

alluvial, sandy soil that erodes readily. The upper drainage area is covered with heavy

 

Fio. 5.—Map of drainage hasin ol Devils Creek. Iowa.

clay soil. There is little timber in the basin except narrow strips in places along the creeks.

The total drainage area of Devils Creek and Its branches at its mouth is about 145 square

miles, while that at the Santa Fc Railway bridge is about 143 square miles.

PRECIPITATION.

The storm causing the damage here discussed is described in the June issue of the Monthly

Review ol the Iowa Weather and Crop Service, as follows.

On ino alter noon and nighi ol J une 'J and morning of the 10th copious showers visited all districts,

ami in a considerable portion ol tne southeast and east -central distuct.* the downpour can only be

described by the term "torrential." The Heaviest amounts reported at stations in the submerged
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section wore as follows: Bonaparte, 12.10 inches; Kcosauqua, 11.09; Stockport, 10.63 (three cooperative

stations in Van Buren County); Mount Pleasant, 7.20; Burlington, 6.10; Fort Madison, 6.40; Keokuk,

4.80; Chariton, 4.22; Albia, 3.44; Iowa City, 4.87; Amana, 3.66; Davenport, 5.67; Wilton, 4.17; Le

Claire, 4.41 inches. The larger part of this heavy precipitation fell in the twelve hours from 8.30 p. m.

of the 9th to 8.30 a. in. of the 10th, and in Bonaparte the average downpour was about an inch nn hour.

The result of such a shower may l>e imagined but can not l>e fully described In detail. Not many build

ings were sufficiently well roofed to keep the occupants dry, and but few streams and water courses

were adequate to carry off the surplus moisture. Those who were driven into the wet say it came down

in sheets and hit so hard it was difficult to stand, though then.1 was no wind. One of the Van Buren

County reporters .states that 85 county bridges were swept away. The aggregate damage to crops by

erosion of soil on slopes and flooding the bottoms was altogether l>eyond estimation in all the area swept

over by that unprecedented storm. Happily such storms are not usual visitations.

The following table, prepared from data furnished by the United States Weather Bureau,

shows the depth of rainfall in inches at several surrounding places in Iowa and Illinois:

Precipitation at jrfaces in southeastern Iowa, June 9, 10, and during June, 1905, in inches.

I'lace.

Davenport, Iowa

Dubuque, Iowa. .

Hannibal, Mo

Keokuk, Iowa...

La Harpe, 111

June 9. June 10.
Total for
Juno.

3.9.1 1.69 7.68

1.20 .38 4.33

. 17 1.95 2 71

2.18 2.62 6. 57

.00 10.25 12.60

THK FLOOD.

Devils Creek at the Santa Fo Railway bridge began to rise about 10 p. m. and continued

to rise gradually until about, 12.30 a. m., when, according to the report of the bridge watch

man, it rose about 4 feet in fifteen minutes. The bridge and about 150 feet of the right

embankment went out about 4 a. m., when the water reached its maximum height, 17.7

feet above low water. This bridge was a Pratt truss bridge of 149-foot span, resting on

masonry piers, with 54 feet of pile approach on the right side and 109 feet on the left . Fig.

6 shows a plan of this stream in the vicinity of the bridge; also a cross section and profile

taken June 24, 1905, fourteen days after the flood. The waterway Mow the high-water

line of June 10 had an area of 4,320 square feet before the flood and al>out 13,000 square

feet after the flood. Thus it seems that the scouring effect at this bridge increased the

waterway to three times its original size.

The daily gage heights and corresponding discharges at the United States Geological

Survey gaging station on Des Moines River at Kcosauqua, Iowa, from June 9 to 14, inclusive,

were as follows:

Gage heights and discharge of Des Moines Hirer at Kensauqna, loim, June 9-74-

June 9. .

June 10.

June 1 1 .

June 12.

June 13.

June 14.

Date. t Discllargv.

Feet.

4.0

>2. S

14.4

10 6

8.1

5.6

Sec-feet.

8,550

75,750

44,1.70

30,610

21,460

13,250
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The table shows that the river at Keosauqua station rose from 4 feet on the 9th to 22.8

feet on the 10th, a total rise of 18.8 feet. Des Moines River at Des Moines rose on the 10th

about 1 foot. Iowa River at Iowa City rose from 2.2 to 7.7 feet on the 10th. There was

no rise on the 10th either in Cedar River at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, or in Rock River at Ster

ling, 111. Skunk River is reported to have been very high, but there is no record of the

amount of rise. Mississippi River at Fort Madison, Iowa, rose from 8 feet on the evening

of the 9th to 11 feet on the morning of the 10th. The gage on the Mississippi River at

Keokuk, Iowa, read 18.4 feet at 2 p. m. on the 10th. The maximum stage here in 1888

was 19.9.5 feet, the maximum in 1903 was 19.6 feet, and the maximum during the great

flood of 1851 was 21.05 feet.

The high-water marks on Devils Creek show that the height of the flood and the flow

were much greater on this crook than on either Panther or Little Devils Creek. The max

imum rate of flow of this stream during this flood is very difficult to compute because it

overflowed its banks and was from a quarter to a half a mile in width, except at some of

the bridges. At the Santa Fe bridge Devils Creek was ultimately about 470 feet wide,

but the stream Ix'd was so much scoured that the cross section affords no basis for deter

mining the size of the stream when the flow was at its maximum. Mr. Gray, the Santa Fe

engineer in charge of the construction work at this bridge at the time of the flood,

believes that the stream bed, which is of sand, scoured down to the clay previous to the

time the bridge failed. The high-water marks above and ljolow this bridge indicate a

slope of 0.0025. The coefficient of roughness has ljpcn assumed to be 0.050. This high

coefficient of roughness is necessary, owing to the many ol>structions in the stream at the

bridge. The channel is extremely crooked and the banks are covered with trees imme

diately above the bridge. The amount of pier and piling at the bridge was great, there

being, in addition to the two piers on which the iron truss was supported, 54 feet of pile

approach on one side and 109 feet on the other.o Undoubtedly immense amounts of drift

were collected in and about these piers and piles. In addition to this there must be taken

into consideration the effect of constriction of channel, for the stream immediately

above the bridge was two or three times as wide as at the bridge. The hydraulic mean

depth has been roughly computed from the maximum area to be 27.3 feet. From these

data and the use of Kutter's formula, c being 56, v is found to be 14.6 feet per second; and

the maximum rate of discharge is approximately 189,800 second-feet computed from the

maximum cross-section area. Inasmuch as the drainage area of Devils Creek at the Santa

Fe bridge is 143 square miles, this gives an approximate maximum run-off of 1,300 second-

feet per square mile.

In order to verify this computation, an attempt has been made to compute, by means

of Kutter's formula, the flow of the tributaries of Devils Creek. Considerable care has

been exercised in selecting the proper coefficients of roughness and although at first they

may seem somewhat large, yet an investigation of the conditions at the cross sections will

show that they are proper From data obtained at the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy

Railway crossing on Devils Creek the maximum rate of discharge was found to be 161,600

second-feet, with a slope of 0.005 and a coefficient of roughness of 0.050; that at the crossing

on the same line on Little Devils Creek was found to be 10,700 second-feet, with a slope of

0.002 and a coefficient of roughness of 0.040; and the maximum rate of discharge at the

crossing of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway bridge on Panther Creek was found

to be 7,300 second-feet, with a slope of 0.0028 and a coefficient of roughness of 0.038. The

sum of these discharges is 179,000 second-feet. The drainage area of Devils Creek at the

Santa Fe bridge exceeds the sum of the areas represented by the three points selected by

about 2 square miles. Adding for this excess drainiage area 1,300 second-feet per square

mile to the discharge found by the summation of the partial discharges, there would be at

the Santa Fc bridge over Devils Creek a discharge of 182,000 second-fect, which differs from

the original computation by about 4 per cent.

oScc Uanguillet and Kutter, flpw ot water, Theiss lrelow Szolnok, Class B, Division VIII.
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It has been noted that the run-off per square mile on the drainage area of Devils Creek

at the Santa Fo bridge is about 1 ,300 second-feet . Like computations show that the run-off

per square mile is about 1,500 second-feet, 560 second-fect, and 520 second-feet for Devils

Creek, Little Devils Creek and Panther Creek, respectively, at points near Viele. This

clearly indicates that the flood Was concentrated in the main Devils Creek Valley.

These maximum rates of flow are greatly in excess of any that have been published for

streams in the United States, and although the data were obtained with care they may be

in error by a large amount. There was no engineer on the ground during this flood from

whom definite information could be obtained as to what happened at each measured section

at the time of maximum flow. Drift undoubtedly lodged in front of the Santa Fe Railway

bridge and abutments, making a difference in elevatidn of the water surface above and

below the bridge, and consequently a greater surface slope than the stream would show

during times of free flow. Again, it is impossible to state with certainty the rate of scour

of the bed and banks. The computed rate of flow is based on the area obtained from sound

ings taken on June 24, fourteen days after the flood. This area is three times larger than

the area at this place just prior to the flood.

The behavior of Devils Creek at the bend (fig. 6), 1.5 miles above Viele, well illustrates

the change of velocity in the channel around a bend when overflow takes place across the

bend. This stream makes a sharp bend about 1,000 feet above the Chicago, Burlington

and Quincy Railway bridgo and flows nearly parallel with the railway. The overflow cut

across this bend and entered the channel below with a velocity which was greater than that

in the channel because of the same fall in a shorter distance. The entry of this overflow

produced backwater in the channel above, reducing the velocity almost to zero. The

overflow across the bend carried a steel bridge over the railway embankment, washed

away the track, and eroded the embankment to a depth of 10 feet, but although the water

was 3 feet deep on the railway bridge, the bridge was not damaged.

DAMAGE.

The damage done was very large considering the small area covered by the storm. In

addition to the damage done at the Santa Fe Railway bridge No. 342, already mentioned,

the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railway bridge over Devils Creek at Viele was swept

away, with 375 feet of the right approach, and the abutments of the railway bridges over

Little Devils and Painter creeks near Viele were badly damaged and 900 feet of embankment

washed away. Besides these, 14 county bridges over Devils Creek in Lee County, varying

in length from 70 to 127 feet ; 6 bridges over the branches of Devils Creek, of lengths ranging

from 30 to 156 feet ; 4 bridges over Little Devils Creek, of lengths ranging from 110 to 136

feet; and 3 bridges over Panther Creek, of lengths ranging from 90 to 156 feet, were either

swept away or damaged. The cost of replacing these county bridges was estimated at

$27,000 by M. E. Bannon, bridge engineer, Lee County, Iowa. Many small bridges in this

county were also swept away, and several miles of road and several acres of land were badly

damaged by scour or by deposit of sand and debris upon it.

INFERENCES FROM FLOOD.

The general inference to be drawn from the effects of the high water on bridges throughout

Devils Creek Valley is that all the waterways were by far too small. The waterways on the

main stream were not more than one-third the size required to carry with safety the immense

volume of water flowing at the time of the maximum stage. However, that it would not be

economical and, therefore, not good engineering practice, to attempt to provide waterways

sufficient for such extraordinary floods as that of June 10, 1905, is certain. The long lapse of

time between storms of such abnormal proportions as the one here described makes the inter

est on the invested capital of the structure exceed several times the cost of replacement.

The most economical bridge is one whose waterway is based on a careful study of the fre

quency' and intensity of storms and the corresponding run-olTs with a view to balancing

interest on the first cos^t against cost of replacement, loss of traffic, etc., duo to washouts.
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Such engineering study is unfortunately hindered by lack of comprehensive data concerning

rainfall. The washout experience of the railroads at their crossings on Devils Creek should

result in enlargements of their waterways. That the new waterways need not be as large as

the openings made by the flood, and that they should be larger than they were before the

flood are equally without doubt.

The following table, taken from Table VI, Bulletin C, of the Weather Bureau, shows maxi

mum rates of rainfall at points surrounding Lee County for periods prior to and including

1891.

Maximum rainfall at certain points in Mississippi River basin.

Location of station. Period.
Maximum
in 72 hours.

Maximum
in 4S hours.

Maximum
in 24 hours.

Yeirt. Inches. Inches. Inches.

Dubuque, Iowa 32 5.8 5.4 4.5

Keokuk, Iowa 20 5.5 5.3 4.8

Omaha, Nebr 22 5.5 5.4 5.0

St. Louis, Mo 52 fi.7 fi.7 4.5

Cairo, HI 20 5.7 5.2 4.2

St. Paul, Minn 22 5.1 4.C. 17

Indianapolis, Ind 22 6.4 6.0 4.3

 

This table indicates that a rainfall of about 5 inches in twenty-four hours may be expected

to occur at least as often as once in twenty years. It would therefore, seem wise to provide

waterways for such storms as far as possible. It is a matter of record, as shown by the table

below, that the major portion of the precipitation in these cases occurs in a few hours, and

is not equally distributed throughout (he twenty-four-hour period. It is also a well-known

fact that as a rule these great rainstorms are local.

Heavy precipitation in upper Mississippi Valley.

Place.

Bright, Ind

Kansas City, Mo.

Omaha, Nebr

Wheatland, Mo..

Olierlin, Kans. . . .

Dresden, Kans. . .

Shelbyville, Ind. .

Avalon, Mo

Englewood, Kans

Vevay, Ind

Tilden, 111

Campbell, Kans. .

Hannibal, Mo

St. Louis, Mo

Columbia, Mo

St. Paul, Minn. . .

Kansas City, Mo.

Omaha, Nebr

Evansville, Ind..

St. Paul, Minn. . .

Columbia, Mo

Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City, Mo .

Hat/'.

September 23, 1898. .

August 17, 1898

July B, 1898

July 29, 1898

July 6, 1898

July 5, 1898

July 25, 1898

June 26, 1898

June 14, 1898

June 9, 1898

June 16, 1898

April 30, 1898

March 2K-27, 1889...

March 18, 1898

Octolor 28, 1900

Septcml-er 11, 1900..

September 27, 1900..

June 16, 1900

June 14 and 15, 1900.

August 9, 1902

August 18, 1902

July 1, 1902

August 13, 1903

Precipi

tation.
Time.

7mA". h. m.

2.00 2

1.97 2

0.98 i a

2.54 2

3.30 2

2.63 2

2.33 2

3.00 2

2.30 2

3.00 2

2.06 2

3.00 2

2.90 2

1.52 1 20

1.92 1 20

1.39 1 20

1.33 1 20

2.19 1 20

1.36 1 20

3.04 1 20

2.04 1 20

3.37 1 20

1.35 2
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Let it be assumed, for streams with small drainage areas, that 60 per cent of the twenty-

four-hour rainfall occurs in two hours; that it takes two hours for the storm water from the

remotest part of the drainage area to reach a given point, and that the proportion of run-off

is 70 per cent, for the per cent of run-off is often very large during heavy rains, as the ground

is likely to be already thoroughly saturated. The amount of water reckoned in second-feet

arriving at the lower end of this drainage area at the end of a two-hour period would be the

total precipitation in cubic feet on that area for one second. Now, if F equals the number

of square feet in a square mile; M, the member of square miles in the drainage area; P, the

precipitation in feet for two hours; H, the percentage of run-o(f; T, the number of seconds

in two hours, and Q, the maximum drainage area run-off; then,

0=F_M PR
V T ■

By substitution,

3

O=5280x 5280xl2x70 ^=B78 M
V r 2 X60X60 '

That is, there would be 678 second-feet per square mile to provide for. Evidently the rate of

precipitation to be used should be the maximum occurring in the time required for the

remotest waters to reach the point considered.

FLOOD IN DES MOINES COUNTY, IOWA.

On the night of August 15, 1898, a storm of great intensity occurred in Des Moines County,

Towa. a This storm and the damage done by it are discussed by Maurice Ricker in a paper

entitled "The August Cloudburst in Iowa," read before the Iowa. Academy of Sciences,

December 28, 1898. This storm was confined to about two-thirds of Des Moines County,

or an area of about 250 square miles. Unfortunately there were no rain gages in this

area, but Mr. Ricker claims that reliable measurements of the depth of water in empty cans

in exposed places indicate that over an area of about 50 square miles the precipitation was

about 16 inches.

Tttenty-three county bridges were swept away by this flood, and the Burlington, Cedar

Rapids and Northern Railway lost 5 bridges and 2 miles of track by it.

FLOOD ON PURGATORY RIVER, COLORADO.

From April 22 to 24, 1905, 2.5 inches of rain and snow fell at Trinidid, Colo., and a greater

depth on the mountains, causing a freshet in Purgatory River for several days. The stream

has a fall of 42 feet per mile in the vicinity of Trinidad, and the sandy loam banks, softened

by the rains, disappeared rapidly into the river. Many acres of fertile bottom land and

thousands of feet of railway were swept away. The stream in places shifted its channel

from one side of the valley to the other, necessitating the moving of some of the bridges.

PI. I isa view of the river above Trinidad. On the right is a bridge, under which the river

passed before the flood of September, 1904. The road and the right bank for several hun

dred feet were washed away. The railroads passing through Trinidad sufiered heavily from

these floods. All the trains on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway from Kansas

City to the Southwest were delayed for several days. Large gangs of men were kept con

stantly at work repairing and rebuilding track washed out by the high water. About 2,000

feet of the pipe line that supplies the city of Trinidad with water were washed out, and the

city was left without drinking water for several days.

o Monthly Review of the Iowa Weather and Crop Service, Decemlicr, 1898.
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The following table gives the gage heights and daily rate of flow of this stream at the

gaging station near Barela, Colo., ,H) miles below Trinidad and about one-eighth of a mile

lx-low the canyon entrance :

Flood flow of Purgatory Hirer at entrance of canyon, Barela, Colo., April 2.) to May 5, 1905.

Date.

April 2.1.

April 24.

April 24.

April 24.

April 24.

April 24.

April 25.

April 25.

April 25.

April 25 .

April 25.

April 26.

April 26.

April 26.

April 26.

April 26.

April 27.

April 27.

April 27.

April 27.

April 27.

April 27.

April 28.

April 29.

April 30.

May 1...

May 2...

May 3...

May 4...

May 5...

s. I.",

8.00

9.00

10.00

11. oo

12.00

8.45

9.45

10.45

11.45

12. 45

8.00

9.00

10.00

11.00

12.00

7.30

8.30

9.30

10. 30

11.00

12.00

8.00

8.00

7.15

s. :«>

8.30

8.00

8.00

8. oo

Gage
height.

Fret.

4.90

8. 61)

8.40

8.30

8.10

a 10

7.35

7.35

7.35

7.40

7.45

9. 80

9. 80

9. --il

9.75

9.70

11.50

11.30

11. 10

10. 75

10. 50

10. 40

10.80

8.9(1

7. HO

7.70

7.30

6.80

6.40

so

Hour.
Gage

height.

Mean
Dis

charge.
gage

height.

p.m. Fret. Feet. Sec-feet.

1.00 8.00

4.90 261

2.00 7.90

3.00 7.80 8,08 1,528

4.00 7.75

5.00 7.70

1.45 7.60

2.+'. 7.90

3. 45 8.40 7.96 1,*56

4.45 9.30

5. 45 9.50

l.OO • 9.70

2.00 9.65

3.00 9.60 9.72 2,676

4.00 9.6.-1

5.00 9.65

1.00 10. 10

2.00 10.00

3.00 10.10 11.01 3,790

4.00 10.50

5.00 10.90

5.00 9.90 10.35 3,198

5.30 8.30 8.60 1,860

5.00 7.50 7.70 1,305

5.00 7.30 7.50 1, 195

7.30 1,095

8656.80
1

6. 10 695

4.00 5.90 5.85 49*

It is seen that the largest recorded gage height was 1 1.50 feet, on the morning of the 27th.

The gage render reports that on the night of the 2(ith the water reached the 15-foot mark

on the gage. The discharge for a 15-foot stage is upward of 7,700 second-feet.

FLOOD ON PECOS RIVER, NEW MEXICO-TEXAS.

During the latter part of July a flood occurred on the Pecos River that approached

closely in magnitude the great flood of September and Octolier, 1904, in that part of the

stream from Carlsbad, N. Mex., to Pecos, Tex. The flood did much damage to bridges and

irrigation works.

Pecos River rises in the northern part of New Mexico, flows in a southerly and south

easterly direction a distance of 550 miles, and empties into the Rio Grande near Langtry,

Tex.

The following table gives the daily gage height at Santa Rosa and Roswell and the daily

gage height and corresponding discharge at Carlsbad and Pecos, Tex., during the flood.
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Daily rate offlow of Pecos River during floods of 1905.

Date.

Santa
Rosa,
N. Mex.

Rosweil,
N. Mex.

Carlsbad, N. Mex. Pecos, Tex.

Gage
height.o

Gage
heights

Gage
height. <■ Discharge.

Gage
height.d Discharge.

Frrt. feel. Feet. Se.c.-fcet. Feci. See.-feet.

July 20 0.7 3.3 0.99 206 0.D 140

July 21 0.9 3.0 1. 4S 476 0.9 140

2.S 3.0 1. 54 .518 0.9 140

July 23 1.6 10.0 2.77 1,504 1.0 150

July 24 1.5 tl.O 8.67 18,620 4.9 1,600

July 2.i 1.5 0.7 '14.38 47,600 7.2 5,380

July 28 1.0 5.6 12.42 37,500 9.4 8,450

July 27 1.0 4.3 10.00 25,000 U7 16,100

July 28 1.0 3.8 7.00 11,300 18.3 25,500

July 29 1.0 3.4 5.35 5.6S5 17.2 22,650

July 30 1.0 3.4 4.50 3,750 13.2 15,200

July 31 1.0 3.4 4. 15 3,140 10.7 9,750

7.6 5,800

August 2

i

6.2 4,170

o Maximum stage during flood of October, 1904, 23 feet.

6 Maximum stage during flood of October, 1904, 16.5 feet.
c Maximum stage during flood of October, 1904. 15+ feet.
d Maximum stage during flood of October, 1904, 19 feet.

' Gage height at 10 a. m., 15.85 feet; discharge, 54,930 second-feet.

It is seen that the stream above Santa Rosa was not in flood at this time, as the gage did

not read above 2.5 feet, not within 21 feet of the gage reading of September 30, 1904. At

Rosweil the maximum stage was 7 feet; it was 16.5. feet on October 1, 1905. The maxi

mum stage at Carlsbad occurred on July 25, and was at least 1.4 less than in October, 1904.

At Pecos, Tex., the highest stage was reached on July 28, and was about a foot less than

the highest stage in October, 1904. The Pecos did not begin to rise at the mouth until

July 30. It rose slowly from a stage of 1.7 feet and a rate of flow of 670 second-feet on

July 29 to a stage of 5.6 feet and a rate of flow of 5,530 second-feet on August 12.

The total rtm-off of the Pecos at Carlsbad, N. Mex., for the nine days, July 23-31, of this

flood was 305,600 acre-feet.

By comparing the gage heights and corresponding rates of flow given in the table above

with those, prevailing during the flood of September and October, 1904, a it will be seen that

the flood of 1905 was much smaller than the flood of 1904 alx>ve Carlsbad and almost dis

appeared above Santa Rosa. In the vicinity of Pecos, Tex., the flood of 1905 almost

equaled in magnitude that of 1904, but was of shorter duration. The stage was 9 feet or

more for twelve days ir. 1904 and only six days in 1905.

a See Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper, V. S. Geol. Survey, No. 147, p. 133.
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FLOOD ON HONDO RIVER, NEW MEXICO.

The Hondo reached a higher stage at Hondo reservoir during 1905 than during 1904.

The following table gives the daily gage height and discharge at Hondo reservoir during

the flood of 1905:

Daily rate offlow of Hondo River during floods of July, 1905.

July 22

July 23

July 24

July 2.5

July 26

July 27

July 28

July 20

July 30

July 31

Reservoir.

Gage
height.

Feet.

Dry.

6.3

8.06

11.4

9.2

8.55

7.0

6.5

4.15

4.35

Discha rge.

Uoawell.

Gage
height.

Discharge.

Sec-feet. Sec.-feet.

400

820 4. 1 422

1,790 5.0 551

1,115 5.7 660

950 4.9 535

600 4.85 528

500 3.6 358

170 2.95 280

260 2.25 202

FLOOD ON RIO GRANDE, NEW MEXICO-TEXAS.

INTRODUCTION.

From May 15 to June 20 the part of this stream between Albuquerque, N. Mex., and

Presidio, Tex., was in destructive flood. The dikes protecting villages and lowlands were

overtopped and considerable damage was done to crops, railway property, buildings, and

land along the river. It was the spring flood, due to the rapid melting of an exceptionally

large winter accumulation of snow on the mountains.

The Rio Grande rises among the mountains of southern Colorado, flows in a general

southerly and southeasterly direction for about 1,800 miles, and empties into the Gulf of

Mexico. Its two largest tributaries are the Pecos, entering from the north near Morehead,

Tex., and the Rio Conchos, entering from the south at Presidio, Tex. (see fig 7). It is a

storm-water stream, subject to large and sudden fluctuations of flow, except in the spring

and early summer, when its water comes from melting snow in the mountains at the head

waters. The basin is long and comparatively narrow, the larger part being mountainous,

with steep, barren, impervious slopes. From its head to Del Norte, Colo., a distance of

144 miles, the fall of the stream is 4,258 feet; from Del Norte to San Marcial, 393 miles, the

fall is 3,342 feet; from San Marcial to El Paso, 203 miles, it is 700 feet; from El Paso to the

mouth, 1,032 miles, it is 3,700 feet. The area of the watershed above El Paso is 38,000

square miles.
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FLOOD FLOW.

There are eight gaging stations on this stream. The daily rate of flow and progress of

 

Fio. 7.—Map of Rio Grande drainage basin.

the flood down the stream can be seen from the record at San Marcial, El Paso, and Upper

Presidio, " given in the following table :

"Data furnished by W. W. Follett, consulting engineer.
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Flood flow of Rio Grande during part cf May and Jvne, t905.

Date.

May 19...

May 20...

May 21...

May 22...

May 23. . .

May 24...

May 25...

May 26...

May 27.. .

May 28...

May 29...

May 30...

May 31 . . .

June 1

June 2

June 3

June 4

June 5

June 6

June 7

June 8

June 9

June 10...

June 11. . .

June 12. . .

June 13. . .

June 14. . .

June 15 . . .

June 16.. .

June 17. . .

June 18. ..

JUne 19...

Juno 20. . .

June 21 . . .

Total How, in acre-feet.

Cenicero Rio G ramie

hefgift) .

San
Marcial

El Paso
Upper
Presidio

(gage
height).

(dis-
eha rge) .

(dis
charge).

(dis
charge).

Feet. Feel. Sec-feet. Sec.-feet. Sec.-feet.

5.9 11.1 15. 380 6,020

6.6 11.0 16,550 6,180

7.0 11.5 17,350 6,980

7.2 11.4 23,400 8,360

7.7 11.5 28,600 9,720

7.95 11.8 29,070 9,80)

8.0 11.8 23.540 10,210 4.800

8.4 11.5 28,000 12,640 4,900

8.15 11.2 27,100 14,720 5, aw

8.0 10. 9 25,580 16,450 5,200

7.7 10.6 23,600 17,860
•5.200

7.1 10.5 20,430 18,920 5,400

6.7 9.4 19,060 18,920 5,650

6.25 9.3 19,360 20,270 5,850

6.5 9.1 19,660 20,720 6,200

7.05 9.2 19,970 20,320 6..W0

7.S5 9.5 17, 110 18,840 6.900

8.25 10.2 16,350 17,620 7,480

8.75 10.5 16,480 15,630 8,860

8.85 10 45 15,810 14, 190 9,640

9.05 10.7 15,440 14, 190 10,620

8.85 11.1 15,070 17,410 11,200

8.6 10.4 15,930 18,300 11,780

8.45 10.05 17,390 20,190 12,360

8.1 9.65 18,460 23.680 12,540

7.6 9.4 16,370 23,050 13,700

li.N 9.05 13,570 23,620 13,700 •

6.7 8.45 12,170 23,270 12,600

6.4 •8.15 11,880 23,270 12,400

6.3 7.7 12,800 20,100 , 12,600

6.05 7.5 13,730 17,250 11,400

5.8 7. 15 lo, aw 13,620 12,300

5. 15 6.85 10,170 9,970 12,100

4.9 6.45 8,810 7,310 11,900

1,276,000 1,070,000 513,400

Therc> were evidently two flood waves, one reaching a maximum rate of 29,070 socond-

feet at San Martini on May 24, the other reaching a maximum of 18,460 second-feet at San

Marcial on June 12, nineteen days later. These two waves reached El Paso on June 2 and

14, the second having there a larger rate of flow than the first. The first wave was lost

before reaching Presidio, and the maximum rate of the second one at that place was

reduced to 13,700 second-feet. The total volume of flow from May 19 to June 21 at San

Marcial is 1 ,276,000 acre-feet. The total volume at El Paso May 19 to June 21 is 1,070,000

acre-feet, and the total volume at Presidio May 2,5 to June 21 is 513,400 acre-feet.

COMPARISON WITH FLOOD OF OCTOBER, 1904.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow at San Marcial and El Paso for the ten

days of the flood of 1904 between October 8-17, and for ten days of the flood of May, 1905.

The former, a fall flood due to rain, had a much more rapid rate of rise and fall and a greater

maximum rate of flow than the latter, which was a spring flood, due to melting snow.

The greatest daily discharge each year from 1895 to 1905 is given on page 83.
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Comparison of daily discharge of Rio Grande at San Marcial and El Paso during th* floods

ofUm-1905.

Date.

Ortolwr s.

October 9.

October 10

October 11

October 12

October 13

October 14

October 15

October IB

Octolior 17

Sun
Marcial.

El Paso.

Sec-fret. Sec -feet.

2,880 5,740 May 21

12,000 7,670 i May 22

24,000 11,370

33,000 10,550 May 24

24,800 12,010 May 25

21,750 13,800 May 26

15,900 16,200 May 27

11,100 17,100 May 2S

6,250 9,300 May 29

1,558 6,300 May 30

Date.
San

Marcial.
El Paso.

Src.-frrt. Sec-feet.

17,350 6,980

23.400 8,360

28,600 9,720

29.070 9,800

23,540 10,210

28,000 12,640

27,100 14,720

25,580 16,450

23,600 17,860

20,430 18,920

DAMAGE.

The damage done by this flood consisted chiefly in the destruction of crops on lands

overflowed and the destruction of clay or adobe buildings. The village of Tome, 35 miles

south of Albuquerque, N. Mex., one of the oldest in the Territory, was reported to have

Imh-ii almost completely destroyed. The river broke through the dike at this place, flooded

the village, softened the walls of the buildings, and caused them to fall. Some of the land

along the river was injured by having the soil washed from it, while other land was enriched

by the deposition of rich sediment upon it.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED EXGLE DAM ON FLOODS.

A reservoir, to be formed by a dam on the Rio Grande, will be located near Engle, N.

Mex., 125 miles above El Paso. It will have a depth of 175 feet at lower end, a length of

40 miles, and a capacity of 2,000,000 acre-feet. The following table gives run-olf, in acre-

feet, at San Marcial each month from October, 1904, to September 30, 1905, and the total

volume for these twelve months.

Estimated monthly discharge of Rio Grande near San Marcial, N. Mex., October 1, 190i, to

September SO, 1905.

Month. Maximum. Minimum.

I'M » t-

October

November.

December. .

1905.

January. . . .

February. .

March

April

May

June

July

August

Septemlier.

A«re-feet (or period.

Sec-feet.

33,000

1.430

1,130

1,005

3,220

5, 620

14.1150

29,070

19,970

2,770

710

470

Scr.-fcct.

1.120

650

355

370

.".in

2,200

1.730

7,500

2.640

65

n

n

Mean.
Total in
acrc-tcct.

Sec-feet.

7,534 463,200

870 51.770

679 41,750

636 39,110

1,150 63,870

3,544 217,900

4,695 279,400

15,650 962,200

12.000 714,300

582 35,780

327 20,090

Si .5,276

2,895,000
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It is seen that the total flow for these twelve months at San Marcial was about 1.45

times the capacity of this reservoir.

SPRING FLOODS IN COLORADO RIVER BASIN.

INTRODUCTION.

In the Colorado River drainage basin, especially its southern portion, a remarkable flood

or succession of floods occurred (luring the period January-April, 1905. The rate of flow

of some of the tributaries may have Ih'cii greater, for a short time, at some previous date

than during this period, but the total run-off of the Gila and Colorado during this flood

was unprecedented. The Hood of 1908 on the Colorado was regarded as one of the largest

up to that time, but the total run-off at Yuma from January to July, 1905, was 1.8 times

greater than during the corresponding period of 1903. The Gila River at Dome, near its

mouth, had a total run-off of 31,000 acre-feet from January to May, 1903, inclusive, and

2,957,800 acre-feet for the same period of 1905.

The Colorado River proper is formed by the junction of the Green and Grand rivers in

the southern part of Utah, flows in a general southwesterly direction for nearly 1,000 miles,

and empties into the Gulf of California. The principal tributaries are the Gila, Little Colo

rado, San Juan, Virgin, and Williams. The following table, prepared mainly from data

in Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 44 (p. 82), gives the distance from the mouth

to places along the river, their height above sea level, and the fall per mile between them.

Distances nitil altitudes atony Colorado River, and fall per mile.

Distance Ucight
above
sea.

Fall per
mile.

Locality. from
mouth.

Miles.

0

150

261

340

3S7

385

440

447

Feet. Feet.

0Month 0

125 0.8

Ehrenberg

375 1.3

Mohave City

454

448 1.6

555 935 2.9

Mouth of Grand Wash (fault) 600 1,000 1.4

650 1,312 6.2

700 1,625 6.3

730 1,810 6.2

7!K1 2,300 8.2

SIX) 2,520 22.0

sir. 2,625 7.0

ssn 3,187 8.6

Mouth of Navajo Creek '.KK 3,220 1.3

'.Ml 3,250 2.0

!«7 3,310 1 li

'.'70 3,325 1.2

1,030 3,434 1.8

1,067 3,750 31.2

1.080 3,775 L9

The Colorado River drainage basin, including the Green and Grand rivers, extends from

43.5° to 31° north latitude, and from 115.5° to 100° west longitude, and comprises an area
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of about 225,000 square miles. Within this basin is found some of the most varied topog

raphy on this continent. The canyon of the Colorado has a depth of 3,000 to 6,000 feet

below the surrounding plateaus. The greater part of the basin consists of elevated pla

teaus bordered with cliffs. The slopes are steep and nearly impervious, hence the run-off

is very rapid.

PREC'IIMTATIOX.

The mean annual precipitation varies from less than 5 inches in the southwestern part

of the basin to more than 15 inches on some of the high plateaus and mountains. On

the headwaters of the Duchesne River the precipitation must be more than 20 inches, as

the measured annual run-off is 14.5 inches.

The following table, prepared from the records of the United States Weather Bureau

gives the monthly precipitation from January to April, 1905, at places in the Gila River

basin and vicinity. It also gives the mean monthly precipitation at some of these places

for comparison :

Monthly precipitation in the Gila and Little Colorado River basins from January I to April

HO, 1905, compared with tfte mean monthly prenpitation of same localities.

 

Jerome. Ariz

Prescott, Arii

Seligman, Ariz

Alma, N. Mex

Young. Ariz

Alpine. Ariz

Fort Apacbe, Ariz

Fort Grant, Ariz

Phoenix, Ariz

Oro. Ariz

Deming, N. Mex

Fort Bayard, N. Mex. . .

San Carlos. Ariz

Camhray, N. Mex

Bowie, Ariz

Gage, N. Mex

Dudley ville, Ariz

Lonisburg, N. Mex

Mesa, Ariz

Luna, N. Mex

Buckeye, Ariz

Maricopa, Ariz

Yuma, Ariz

Hishec. Ariz

Benson, Ariz

Duncan. Ariz

llolbrook. Ariz

Kingman, Ariz

Fort Wingatc, N. Mex . . .

Flagstaff, Ariz

Tuba, Ariz.

January. February.

1905. I Mean. 1905. I Mean.

10

4. 74

1.97

1.44

5.21

a 15

a 45

0.36

a 31

3.61

1.53

3.07

a 46

1.69

1.91

a 57

1.57

2.85

2.09

2.91

1.60

1. 15

1. 12

1.08

2. 10

1.29

1.77

2.30

a20

1.45

1.44

1.55

I. 36

0.99

II. Ml

I. 03

0.43

II. i,i.

1.33

0.22

1.63

l.as

0.53

1.27

1.08

0.74

0.42

7.80

7.92

a27

6.05

7.94

5.88

4. 31

2.34

4.64

6.22

2 IIS

4.26

5.03

2. 01

a29

3.00

5.88

a35

4.86

3.53

6. 46

2.70

a 43

5.71

a34

a72

2.98

4. 47

2.31

5.79

1.21

March.

1(105. Mean.

2.35

1.76

1.80

1. 13

0.70

1.21

0. 31

0.88

1.44

0.60

1. 15

0.37

1.39

0.32

0.94

II Ml

0.70

0.51

?.:»>

6. 17

2.16

5.35

7.50

4.91

6.79

0.99

2.38

6.07

2.15

4.33

a30

1.02

2.65

2.95

a 75

a 24

3 42

2.47

3.61

1.72

333

5.26

4.20

3 36

2.93

3.05

2.85

4.02

II 'Hi

April.

1905 Mean.

1. 35

1.78

1.63

0.71

0.58

0.98

0.42

0.58

0.98

0.23

0.92

0.37

1.02

0.44

0.76

0.72

0. 45

0.26

a 70

3 81

1.65

2.40

4.59

a20

5.00

1.21

2.59

2. :«

1.87

2.93

3.34

0. 55

1. 19

1.78

3.90

1.27

2.70

2.37

2.04

1.71

0. 16

4.04

2. 01

1.74

1. 57

2.42

4.05

2.65

2.58

1.07

0.81

Total.

1905. I Mean.

0.71

0.32

0.44

0.41

0.06

0.24

0.42

0.02

0.21

0.03

0.54

0.09

0.45

0.22

0. 14

0.08

2a 90

22.64

9.05

15.24

25.24

17.14

19.55

4.90

12.92

1 s, 25

7.63

14.59

15. 13

5.27

9.04

7.73

17. 10

9.43

la83

10.46

15.02

7.73

8.07

16. 13

10.63

11.92

8.77

11.71

11.51

15.66

6.20

6. 21

5.90

2.32

5.50

a is

2.52

a 63

1.22

2.34

4.17

1.07

3.91

4.30

1.38

3.42

2.82

2.03

1.27

It is seen that the precipitation for this period at all of these places was several times

greater than the normal. At some places where the rainfall per month is generally about

one-half inch it was from 5 to 7 inches per month. Excessive precipitation for a short
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time over comparatively small areas is not uncommon, but such long periods of excessive

rainfall over so large an area in this section is very remarkable. In a considerable part of

the Salt and Verde River basins the precipitation during these four months was over 20

inches.

TRIBUTARIES OF COLORADO RIVER ABOVE HAHDYVILLE.

The subjoined table shows the discharge of tributaries of the Colorado during the floods

of June, 1905:

Daily rate offlow of Colorado, Green, Grand, Gunnison, and San Juan rivers, during floods of

June, 1905.

[Drainage areas above gaging stations in square miles: Green River, 38,200; Grand River, 8,546; Gun

nison River, 7,803.]

Day.

Colorado River
at Hardyvillc,

Ariz.

Green River at
Grecnriver,

Utah.

Gage Dis Gage Dis
height. charge height. charge.

1

Feet. Sec-feet. Feet. See-feet.

2
, I

3
1

4
I

5 10.8 64,310 9.6 29,260

6 11.83 73,890 9.8 30,970

7 12.5 80,070 9.85 31,400

8 13. 1 85,880 10.05 33,160

9 13.7 91,760 10.3 35,400

10 14.4 98,620 10.55 37,700

11 14.3 96,500 10. 5 37,230

ia 14.0 93,500 10.05 33, 160

13 14.3 94.000 10.2 34, 500

14 14.45 94,500 10.2 34,500

15 14. 6 93,500 9.95 32.280

10 13.8 85,500 9. 85 31, 400

17 13. 3 79.000 9.35 27, 180

18 12.8 73,000 9. 29 26.370

19 12.5 70.500 9. 15 25.580

20 12.2 67.500 !).()'> 24,790

Grand River at
Palisade, Colo.

Gunnison River
at Whitewater,

Colo.

Gage
height.

Feet.

19.35

20.05

20.35

21.0

22.05

22.0

21.8

21.35

22.0

22.0

21.3

21.25

20 6

20. 35

20.4

20.4

19.9

19 45

in. 05

IS. 7

Dis
charge.

Sec.-feet.

25,040

29,200

31.000

35.000

41,620

41,300

40.020

37.180

41,300

41 , :too

36, S«W

36,850

32,530

31,000

31,310

31,310

28.300

25,620

23,290

21,300

San Juan River
at Farmington,

N.Mcx.

Gage Dis Gage Dis
heignt. charge. height. charge.

Feet. Sec.-feet. Feet. Sec.-feet.

11.65 17,780 10.05 15,650

12.45 21,280 10.7 17,600

12.75 22,710 12.4 22,700

13.15 24,660 12.25 22,250

13.85 28,080 12.35 22,550

13.6 26,860 13. 10 24,800

13.05 24,160 11.65 20,450

13.2 24,900 11.8 20,900

13 5 26,370 12.0 21,500

13.55 26,020 11.9 21,200

12.95 23,680 12.0 21,500

12.5 21,520 12.05 21,650

12.25 20,300 11.9 21,200

12 05 19,460 11.6 20.300

11.85 18,600 11.4 19,700

11.7 17,980 11.4 19,700

11. 1 15,680 11.78 20,750

10 45 13,420 10 6 17,300

10.15 12,440 10.7 17,600

9.9 11,650 10.75 17.750

□BEEN RIVER AT GREENRIVER, UTAH.

The daily rate of flow of Green River, the largest of the two streams that form the Colo

rado, at I lie gaging station near Greenriver, is given on page 40. The station is located

about 70 miles above the mouth of the river and the drainage area above this point is 38,200

square miles.

The stage increased gradually from 9.0 feet on June 5 to 10.55 feet on June 10, and the

rate of flow increased from 29,200 second-feet to 37,700 second-feet. From the 11th to the

20th the rate of flow gradually decreased from 37,230 second-feet to 24,790 second-feet. The

greatest daily rale or flow was about 1 second-loot per square mile. In May, 1897, the rate

of flow was 68,300 second-feet, and in June. 1899, it was 58,350 second-feet.

GRAND RIVER AT FAL1SADE, COLO.

The daily rate of flow of Grand River, which unites with the Green to form the Colorado

at the gaging station at Palisade, Colo., is given on page 40. Between June 2 and June 10

the stage varied from 20 to 22 feet and the rate of flow from 29,000 to 41,300 second-feet.
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The greatest daily rate during this period was 4.83 second-feet per square mile. This sta

tion was established in 1902. The greatest rate of flow during these four years prior to

June, 1905, was 24,800 second-feet in May, 1904.

GUNNISON RIVER AT WIIITEWATER, COLO.

The daily rate of flow of Gunnison River during this flood at the gaging station, 10 miles

above its mouth, is given on page 40. From June 1 to June 10 the stage varied from about

11.7 to 13.85 feet and the rate of flow from 17,780 to 28,080 second-feet. The maximum

daily rate during this time was 3.07 second-feet per square mile. This station has been in

operation four years. The greatest daily rate during this period prior to June, 1905, was

17,810 second-feet in June, 1903.

SAN JUAN RIVER NEAR FARMINGTON, N. HEX.

The San Juan is the largest tributary of the upper Colorado, which it enters from the east

about 120 miles below the junction of the Green and the Grand, and about 15 miles north

of the Utah-Arizona boundary line. The daily rate of flow at the gaging station near Farm-

ington, N. Mex., is given on page 40. From June 1 to June 21, the stage varied from about

10 to 13.1 feet, and the rate of flow from 15,000 to 24,800 second-feet. The greatest daily

rate in 1904 was 20,000 second-feet in October.

LITTLE COLORADO RIVER.

The excessive precipitation in the basin of the Little Colorado during the months Jan

uary-April, noted on page 39, resulted in great floods that swept away several large dams

and deprived many thousand acres of irrigated land of water.

A gaging station was established on this stream at Ilolbrook, Ariz., March 17, after the

largest flood that destroyed the dams had passed. The. records at t his place show that during

the period, March 17 to April 30, the discharge varied from 1,000 to 2,075 second-feet.

The maximum stage, due to failure of the St. Johns dam, was 11.5 feet. This stage is

alxjut 3 feet higher than that on November 29, when the discharge was estimated to have

been al>out 20,000 second-feet .

COLORADO RIVER AT IIARDYVILLK. ARIZ.

A gaging station is located on Colorado River about one-fourth of a mile above the

deserted town of Hardyville, 7 miles al>ove Fort Mohave and 297 miles alx>ve Yuma. Dis

charge measurements are made from a car on a cable, and fluctuations ol stage are read

daily on a rod fastened to the lelt bank near the cable.

The daily gage height and rate of flow from June 5 to June 20, during this flood, are given

on page 40

At this station there was a gradual increase from a stage of 10.8 feet and a discharge of

04,310 second-feet, on June 5, to a stage of 14.4 leet and a discharge of 98,020 second-feet

on June 10. From June 10 to June 15 the sftige varied Irom 14 to 14.5 feet. On the 20th

it had fallen to 12.2 feet.

GILA RIVER BASIN.

INTRODUCTION.

Gila River rises in the mountainous country ol southwestern New Mexico, flows in a gen

eral southwesterly direction through Arizona, and empties into Colorado River 1 mile above

Yuma, Ariz. Its principal tributaries are the Salt, Verde, San Francisco, Agua Fria, and

Ilassnyampa from the north and the San Pedro and Santa Cruz Irom the south. The

location of these streams is shown on Pi. 11.

The total area drained by this river is 71 ,140 square miles, 40 per cent of which has an ele

vation of less than 3,000 led and is largely agricultural land il supplied with water. About
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27 per cent has an elevation of more than 5,000 feet and from this part comes the water sup

ply. This high plateau, which lies at the headwaters of the Gila, in the eastern and north

eastern part of the drainage basin, intercepts the moisture-laden winds from the southwest

and causes them to precipitate their moisture. The run-ofT from the remaining 73 per cent

is small, except during an occasional period of heavy storms like that of the winter and

spring of 1905. The run-off is rapid, the slopes being steep and impervious and the fluc

tuations in flow are very great, as can be seen from fig. 8.

PRECIPITATION.

The precipitation in this basin during the floods of 1905 can be seen from the precipitation

records on page 39. Large parts of the Salt, Verde, and Gila basins are in the area of greatest

precipitation, and more than 20 inches of rain fell on them during these four months.

SAN FRANCISCO RIVER.

The San Francisco is an important tributary of the Gila, which it enters from the north

about 30 miles above Solomonsville, Ariz. The gaging station on it is located at Alma,

N. Mex. Tho basin above the station is mountainous and comprises an area of about 18,000

square miles. The following table gives the daily rate of flow at this station during these

floods:

Daily discharge, in second-feet, of San Francisco River at Alma, N. Mex., in 1905.

[Drainage area, 1,800 square miles.]

Date.

January 9. .

January 10.

January 11. .

January 12.

February 3.

February 4.

February 5.

February 6.

February 7 .

February 8.

February 16

February 17

February 18

February 19

February 27

February 28

March 1 . . . .

March 2

March 3

March 4

March S

March (i

Dis
charge

NO

162

I LSI I

357

287

910

910

310

560

370

200

760

OHO

180.

340

010

410

Ml

510

510

MO

4110

Date.

March 7. .

March 8. .

March 9 . .

March 16.

March 17.

March 18.

March 19.

March 20.

March 21 .

March 22.

March 23.

March 24.

March 25.

March 26.

March 27.

March 28.

March 29.

March 30.

March 31 .

April 1...

April 2...

April 3...

Dis
charge.

910 April 4

2.120 April 5

325 April 6

230 April 7

3,092 April 8

2,164 April 9

1,700 April 10

2.280 April 11

1,590 April 12

1,480 April 13

1,480 April 14

1,290 April 15

1,110 April 16

1,110 April 22

1,020

885

April 23

April 24

800 April 25

602 April 26

642 April 27

681 April 28

1,155 April 29

2.048 April 30

Date.
Dis

charge.

1,380

1.932

1,874

1.758

1,590

1,245

1,245

1,200

1.430

1.990

1,400

1,200

975

618

1,535

1,700

1,380

1,020

930

1.020

760

602
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GILA RIVER NEAR SOLOMONSVILLE, ARIZ.

For 20 miles below the mouth of the San Francisco the Gila flows in a canyon. About

10 miles above Solomonsville the topography changes, and from this place to a point 6 miles

below San Carlos—nearly 70 miles—the river flows in a fertile valley where irrigation ditches

take water from it on both sides. This is one of the finest irrigated portions of Arizona.

Great damage was done in this valley by the floods of 1905. The banks of the river are

composed of sandy loam which is easily eroded, and several hundred acres of land were

washed away. The stream bed was doubled or trebled in width by these floods and is now

strewn with uprooted trees that before the flood grew along the banks. On some areas that

were protected from the direct scouring action of the current material has been deposited

to depths ranging from 6 inches to 4 feet, destroying the land for agricultural purposes. The

irrigation works, especially the ditches, were badly damaged, many orchards and fields of

alfalfa were destroyed or badly injured, the railway bridge at San Carlos was washed away

in January, the railway along the river was damaged several times at many places, and

traffic was interrupted for the greater part of the time from January 10 to April 15.

During the flood of January 11 the Gila rose very rapidly in the vicinity of Solomonsville

and overflowed all the land below the level of the Montezuma canal. It overflowed the

river bank above the heads of this canal, flowed through the city, and before the canal could

be cut to allow the water to pass back into the river many adobe houses were destroyed.

The gage at the gaging station at San Carlos was washed away on January 10 at a river

stage of 5J feet above ordinary water. A new gage was put in February 1 and during

February the stage varied from 1.8 feet to 9 feet. This gage was washed away March 17

at a stage of 8 feet. The bed of the stream was changed so much during these floods that

reasonably accurate estimates of the daily rate of flow at this place can not be given.

The daily rate of flow from June 27 to July 14 varied from 4 to 6 second-feet. The maxi

mum rate of flow during these floods was 5,060 second-feet, or 2.8 second-feet per square

mile.

A large amount of damage was done by these floods in the vicinity of Clifton, Ariz. The

steel railway bridge across the river was swept away, the roadbed was damaged, and traffic

interrupted for several days, a few small buildings were swept away, and the smelters along

the river were damaged.

SAN PEDRO RIVER.

The San Pedro enters the Gila from the south at Dudleyvillo, Ariz. The total area

drained by it is 3,456 square miles. The greatest rate of flow in January was 124 second-

feet, in February 235 second-feet, in March 668 second-feet, and in April 145 second-feet.

As this gaging station is about 110 miles above the mouth of the river, these figures afford

little indication of the rate of flow at the mouth.

SALT RIVER.

Salt River is the largest tributary of the Gila, which it enters from the north 14 miles west

of Phoenix, Ariz. Its principal tributaries are the Verde, entering from the north at McDow

ell, and Tonto Creek, entering from the north at Roosevelt. The basin of the Salt above the

mouth of the Verde is mountainous, with deep canyons and very steep slopes.

The precipitation at places in this basin during January-April is given on page 39.

irr 162—06 1
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The daily rate of flow during the floods of these four months as measured at the gaging

station at Roosevelt, Ariz., is given in the following table:

Daily discharge, in second-feet, of Salt River at Roosevelt, Ariz., during floods of January-

April, 1906.

Date.

January 9. . .

January 10. .

January 11. .

January 12. .

Januray 13. .

January 14. .

January 15. .

January Hi. .

January 17. .

January 18. .

January 19. .

February 2. .

February 3. .

February 4. .

Februarys..

February 6. .

February 7. .

February 8. .

February 9. .

February 15.

February 16.

February 17.

February 18.

February 19.

February ill.

February 27.

February 28.

Dis
charge.

346

3,900

i2.:ioo

9,460

4,000

2,400

1,68.5

1,513

1,341

1,170

999

i ',.'.->

3,900

31, tOO

18,800

16,700

8,250

4.500

3,145

2,867

4,040

21,550
■20.4:*)

7.000

4. son

4,400

27,550

Date.

Hareh 1

March 2

March 3

March 4

March 5

March 6

March 7

March 8

March 9.

March 10

March 11

March 12

March 13

Ma rch 14

March 15

March 16

March 17

March 18

Ma rch 19

March 20

March 21

March 22

March 2:1

March 24

March 25

March -v.

March

Dis
charge.

17,100

12. 150

9,250

8,925

11,300

11,330

11,220

11,060

11,220

11,540

11,500

8,200

22.050

,'iS, 700

17,600

12, 160

39,800

36,650

23,200

44,400

23, 440

11,940

9,524

9,895

S.040

7,860

7.480

Date.

March 28

March 29

March 30

March 31

April 1 . .

April 2..

April 3..

April 4..

April 5. .

April 10.

April 11.

April 12.

April 13.

April 14.

April 15.

April lfi.

April 17.

April 23.

April 24.

April 25.

April 26.

April, 27

April 28.

April 29.

April 30.

Dis-

6.740

6,000

6.700

7,300

7,548

8,076

9,819

12,020

8,937

8,937

20,040

43.350

45,470

20,370

14,010

10,620

8,864

8,777

11,500

12,750

12,500

11,160

10,800

9,906

9,370

Note. —The daily discharge during May varied gradually from 9,350 to 1,950 second-feet.

The table shows one flood in January, three in February, four in March, and three in

April. The largest of these floods occurred April 13. The rate of flow was 45,470 second-

feet, or 7.9 second-feet per square mile; on March 20 the daily rate was 44,400 second-feet,

nearly as large as on April 13. The highest stage during these four months at this station

was 23.5 feet and the lowest 6.9 feet.

The following table gives the greatest daily rate of flow of Salt River at Roosevelt each

year, from 1889 to 1905:
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Maximum daily discharge, in second-feet, of Salt River at Roosevelt, Ariz., 1889-1905."

[Drainage area, 5,756 square miles.]

Year. Month. Discharge. Year. Month.

ISM)

1S90.

1S91

IVJ

18M

1895

i m

issr

1S9S.

. . March

..' February.

.. February.

... October. . .

. .| March

. . January--

■ •! JHy

. . January . ■

..' August. ..

. . August . . .

18,930

71,(540

150,000

770

1,430

46,810

5,530

10,420

1,210

3,330

1900... November

1901... | February.

1902.. ' August...

1903... I April

1904... August...

1905... January..

1905...I February -

1905... I March

1905.. ' April

1905...' November

Discharge.

2,220

4,170

4,680

2,050

14,700

12,300

27,550

44,400

45,470

97,710

o This station is described in Water-Supply Paper No. 100, p. 42.

According to these records, the greatest daily rate of flow during these seventeen years

was nearly 26 second-feet per square mile in February, 1891.

The following table gives the maximum, minimum, and mean monthly run-off of the

Salt and Verde rivers for January-April, 1905, and for the same months of 1891 :

Comparison of floods of 1891 a and 1905 b on Salt River at Roosevelt and on Verde River at

McDowell, Ariz.

SALT RIVER AT ROOSEVF.LT.

[Measurements in second-feet.]

1 Maximum. Minimum. Mean.

Date.
1891. 1905. 1891. 1905. 1891. 1905.

1

1 8,900 12,300 651 165 1,777 1,611

150,000 27,550 413 526 19,408 8,207

44,400 753 6,000 2,768 15,300

1 2,180 4.5,470 1,654 6,495 1,922 12,550

6,467 9,417

1,471,000 2,242,000

VERDE RIVER AT McDOWELL.

January

February

March

April

Mean, January-April

Aye-feet, January-April.

7,190 10,060 445 241 1,435 1,419

135,000 32,970 371 499 17,467 7,709

3,4(0 29,410 525 1,887 1,928 8,780

606 32,140 459 1,411 534 5,227

5,341

1,209,000

5,784

1,366,000

a Prepared from data Water Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 73.

6 Discharge obtained by taking proportional part of discharge of i
p. 14 and 26.
lit River at Arizona dam.

The maximum daily rate of flow of both Salt and Verde rivers was more than three

times as great in February, 1891, as at any time during the period January-April, 1905,

but the total flow of Salt River below the mouth of the Verde was 1 .24 times greater dur

ing the period January-April, 1905, than during the same period of 1891.

VERUK RIVER.

The precipitation in the drainage basin of the Verde during the months January-April

can be seen from the table on page 39. The daily rate of flow during these floods, as
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measured at the gaging station at McDowell, near the mouth of the river, is given in the

following table:

Daily discharge, in second-feet, of Verde River at McDowell, Ariz., during floods, January to

April, 1905.

Date.

January 9...

January !0. .

January 11..

January 12. .

January 13..

January 14. .

January 15. .

January 16. .

January 17. .

January 18. .

January 19. .

February 2..

February .1. .

February 4. .

February 5. .

February 6. .

February 7. .

February 8. .

February 9. .

February 15.

February 1H.

February 17.

February 18.

February 19.

February 20.

February 21.

Dis
charge.

■2sr,

8,674

10, 060

7, 394

2, :17<J

1.400

1,100

mi

1,100

944

507

WK

32,970

.'£2.970

19. 310

9. 74.'!

5,400

3,750

1,403

1,387

4.950

9.767

8,041

6, 130

5,004

Date.

February 22.

February 23.

February 24.

February 25.

February 26.

February 27.

February 28.

March 1

March 2

March 3

March 4

March 5

March 6

March 7.....

March 8

March 9

Man* 10

March 11

March 12....

March 13

March 14....

March 15

March 16

March 17

March 18

March 19

Dis
charge.

.

4,311 March 20

5,610 March 21

12,170 March 22

6,126 March 23

4,572 March 24

4,650 March 28

21,050 March 211

25,130 March 27

10,580 March 2S

8,800 Ma rcli 29

8, 107 March 30

7,414 March 31

5,928 April 10

5,276 April 11

4,884 April 12

3,946 April 13

3,289 April 14

2,617 April 15

2,539 April 16

7,612 April 17

25,500 \ April 18

10,580 April 19

10,780 April 20

29,410 April 21

23. 4(H) April 22

12,120

Date.
Dis

charge.

10,630

9.36S

8,110

6,853

5,594

5,070

4,75.5

3.916

3.077

2.770

2. 1.58

1,887

1.493

6,433

32, 140

24. MO

1.5. 160

13.720

10.710

7,566

.5.471

3,639

2.337

1,893

1,617

The greatest daily rate of flow during these four months a! this place was about 33,000

second-feet, on February 4 and 5. The greatest daily rate per square mile during this

period was 5.5 second-feet, and the stage varied from 1 foot to 13.25 feet.

The monthly and total run-off at this station for these four months were given on page 45.

The following tabic gives the greatest daily rate of flow of the Verde River near its mouth

each year from 1889-1905:

Maximum daily discharge, in second-feet, of Verde Rhvr at McDowell, Ariz.. 1SS9-1905.O

[Drainage area, ti.OOO square miles.]

Year.

1889....

1890....

1891....

1894....

1895....

1896....

1897....

Mouth.

March

February.

February.

March

January. .

August. . .

January. .

July

Discharge. Year. Month.

13,180 1899..

Ii4,480 1900.. Novemlier

35,000 1901..

'<•><> 1903. . April

33,000 1904. . July

5,320 1905..

15, «X) 1905. .

1,890 190.5.. November

Discharge.

3,770

2,470

6,lil0

I> 95,000

11,080

32,970

32, 140

61,460

a This station is described in Water-Supply Pai>cr No. 100. p. 31.

» tiage height, 19 feet. Discharge, vjownrd -it i'i.OOO second-feet.
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According to these records the greatest daily rate of flow at this station during these

seventeen years was about 23 second-feet per square mile in February, 1891.

GILA KIVEK AT DOME, AlilZ.

The following table gives the daily discharge of the Gila at Dome (Gila City), Ariz.,

15 miles from the mouth of the river, for January-May, 1905:

Daily discharge, in second-feet, of Gila Hirer at Dome, Ariz., for fieriod January-May, J9()f>.

7..

8..

»..

10..

11..

13..

13..

17..

18..

19..

30..

21..

22..

23..

24..

25..
■><..

27..

28..

29..

30..

31.

Day. January.

Total

Mean

Run-ofl, in acre-feet 189, 200

ii

H

II

0

(l

0

0

(I

■111

2,220

2,600

2,840

2,%0

4,080

18,000

2ti,000

10,200

5,0.50

3,090

3,000

2, 500

1,990

1,000

1,400

1,290

1,180

1,020

830

.Mil)

310

95,400

3.077

Febru
ary.

SO

0

0

0

280

2,200

20,800

82,000

35, 800

14,900

6,900

2,920

60

1,920

300

0

140

230

24,800

42,800

45,200

40,200

630

300

900

9,250

5,150

5,300

March.

5,150

21,500

34,000

11,800

5,000

3,050

1,050

150

370

300

5,000

10,000

3,800

3,500

10,300

39,000

20, (XXI

27,800

62,000

95,000

25,500

20, (XX)

18,000

16, 100

14,500

13, 100

11,800

10,tO0

9,500

8,500

7.700

343.080

12,250

680.300

514.370

16,590

1.020.000

April.

6,800

6,800

6,000

7,300

8,500

12,400

13,800

9,000

8,100

8,500

9,000

8,500

22,000

64,000

34,000

23,000

15,300

10,900

8,300

0,200

5,150

0,400

8,300

7,900

9,250

12,750

12,100

13, 100

12,7.50

11,200

387.300

12,910

768.200

May.

9,500

8,100

8,500

7,700

0,000

6,400

0,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

4,100

5,000

5,000

4,400

4,700

5,000

5,000

4,700

3,800

4,400

3,800

4,100

4,400

3,800

3,500

3,500

3, .500

3,300

2,800

2,350

2, 150

151, 100

4.874

299.700

The table shows one flood in January, two in February, two in March, and one large

and two small ones in April. The greatest rate of flow was 95,000 second-feet, on March 20.

The first flood in February is more characteristic of Hoods on this stream than any of the

others. They are generally of short duration, the rise and fall being very rapid. The

long-continued rains of this period gave a character to these floods not unlike that of streams

in the eastern part of the country.

The total run-off for the five months is 2,957,400 acre-feet. To appreciate the mag

nitude of the run-off on this stream during this ]X'riod it is necessary to rememlxr that

this stream is usually dry at this place about ten months of the year.
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The stream at this place was about 4 feet higher during the great flood of February,

1891, than during this flood. The rate of flow of the river for a given gage height changes

greatly at this station. On February 8, 1905, the rate was found to be 82,000 second-feet

for a gage height of 16.95 feet; on March 20 it was found to be 95.000 second-feet for a

gage height of 13.1 feet The bed is sandy and not only scours out during a flood and

fills in after it, but the channel changes from one side of the l>ottom to the other. The

width when the stream is flowing is generally not more than 100 feet, but during some of

these floods the whole bottom was flooded; thousands of acres of land that were covered

with arrowwood, mesquite, and oottonwood before the floods are now part of the river

bed or bare mud flats. This continual changing of the river l>ed has made it exceedingly

difficult to secure reliable estimates of the rate of flow, and some of the estimates may be

largely in error.

The damage done by the floods along the lower Gila consisted mainly in washing away

large areas of good land along the river, some of which was under cultivation.

SUMMARY.

The following table gives the monthly and total flow in acre-feet, January-April, 1905,

at four of the gaging stations in this basin:

Monthly and total discharge, in second-feet, at stations in Gila River basin, January-April, 1905.

Stream. Place. January.
Febru
ary.

March. April. Total.

San Francisco 17,340 -43,870

428, 100

4.W.800

880,300

79,260

539,900

940,800

1,020,000

72,830

311,000

746,800

768,200

213,300

1,366,000

2,242,000

2,658,000

McDowell, Ariz 87,250

99,000

189,200

Salt

Gila

The flow at the Arizona darn is approximately the sum of the volumes of flow of the

Salt at Roosevelt and the Verde at McDowell, which is 3,608,000 acre-feet. The total

flow at this place is alxnit 1.36 times the volume of flow for the same period at Dome,

near the mouth of the Gila.

COLOHADO UIVER AT YUMA, AltlZ.

The gaging station at Yuma is below the mouth of the Gila, and the records there show

the combined flow of the Gila and upper Colorado. The Hardyville station is about 300

miles above Yuma. The only comparatively large stream entering between these stations

is Williams River. Along the Colorado between these stations there are from 200,000 to

225,000 acres of lowlands subject to overflow during floods. Overflow of these lowlands

begins at a gage height of al>out 24.5 feet," Yuma gage. The Colorado reached a stage

of 24.85 feet at Yuma (S feet Hardyville gage) on May 23 and remained above 24.5 feet

until July 5. These lowlands were therefore flooded lor about forty-five days.

a Second Ann. Kept. U. S. Kecluumtion Services p. 150.
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The following table gives the daily rate of flow of the Colorado at Yuma from January 1

to July 31, 1905:

Daily discharge, in second-feet, of Colorado River at Yuma {or the period January-July, 1905.

Day. January. February. March. April. May. June. July.

1 3,750 5,800 29,070 20,690 41,520 61,500 57,800

2 3,750 6,054 39,260 20,100 39,700 65,300 55,500

3 3,800 6,500 70, 170 19,480 39,700 68,160 50,640

4 3,985 6,632 70,200 19,450 37,280 67,900 45,000

5 4,300 9,800 51,100 21,000 37,100 67,600 44,950

6 4,570 16,560 44,310 30, 100 37,410 67, (W0 42,400

7 4,700 9,400 44,100 29,840 38,000 69,500 40, 100

8 4,500 62,080 43,100 25,800 40,050 72,930 37,200

9 4,170 82,820 36,400 24,800 46,000 70,300 35,500

10 1«,090 52,580 34,400 24,900 49,200 69,600 32,980

11 6,400 37,320 38,620 23,000 52,000 71,000 32,100

12 6,300 29,700 42,000 26,100 48,000 72,590 31,720

13 6,350 22,800 38,870 45,800 38,840 76,000 .30,870

14 7,000 21,900 32,000 93,800 37,800 82,020 29,500

IS 8,370 22,500 36,720 97,500 37,300 82,000 27,710

16 8,600 18,610 60,640 70,100 37,320 83,000 28,300

17 20, 100 14,600 65,820 45,000 37,000 86,000 31,100

18 27,500 16,490 62,400 43,600 33,910 88,500 25,300

19 19,300 31,500 73,440 45,050 34,200 94,320 22,320

20 12,120 47,000 110,800 43,400 34,.580 91,500 22,250

21 9,300 54,200 103,500 39,500 35,700 92,400 22,000

22 10, 170 54,730 91,200 35,900 37,000 92,400 21,500

23 7,8«3 32,990 76,930 33,900 38,400 89,800 20,900

24 7,900 21,990 58,600 31,690 41,500 84,800 20,800

25 7,025 18,850 43,050 33,000 43,700 82,000 20,650

26 6,770 30,500 34,600 37,160 45,300 77,610 20,400

27 6,250 27,730 31,020 41,630 47,600 73,500 19,700

28 5,730 25,000 29,500 39,000 51,100 68,500 18,910

29 5,400 26,900 35,000 54,810 64,370 17,200

30 5,070 24,390 38,700 56,300 61,500 17,500

31 4,900 2J,500 59,020 59,020 16,750

Mean run-off. . . . 8, 130 28, 100 50,540 37,830 42,170 76,470 30,310

Per square mile.. 0.0361 0. 125 0.225 0.168 0 187 0.340 0. 135

Depth in inches. . 0.042 0.130 0.259 0. 187 0.216 0 379 0. 156

Acre-feet 499,900 1,561,000 3,108,000 2,251,000 2,593,000 4,550,000 1,864,000

There were two flood periods in January—one that readied a rate of 10.090 seeond-feet

on the 10th and one that reached a rate of 27,500 second-teet on the 18th; two floods in

February—one that reached a rate of 82,800 second-feet on the 9th and one that reached

a rate of 54,730 second-feet on the 21st; two floods in Match—one that teached a rate of

70,170 second-feet on the 4th and one that reached a rate of 1 10,800 second-feet on the 20th;

one in April, that reached a rate of 97,500 second-fect; one in May. with a rate ol 52,000

second-feet; and one in July, with a maximum rate of 94,300 second-feet. The flood in

July came from the upper Colorado; all the others came from the Gila, as can be seen

from the records at Dome and Hardy ville. The daily flow at this station for this period is

shown on fig. 8. The highest stage of water at the Yuma gage during these floods was

30.3 feet, on March 20, when the rate of flow was 110,800 second-feet or 0.49 second-foot
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ppr square mile. The highest stage of water at the Yuma gage during the great flood on

the (iila in 1891 was 33.2 feet. The greatest flow from the Colorado above Yuma was

92,400 seeond-feet, on June 21.
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Fir,. 8.—Diagram showing flood How of Colorado and Gila rivers.

The flood of 1903 on the Colorado above Yuma is regarded as one of the largest recorded

to that date. In the following fable the monthly run-o(f, in acre-feet, during the floods of

1903 and 1905 are compared.
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The following table gives a comparison of run-off in acre-feet of Colorado River at Yuma

during the floods of 1903 and 1905:

Flow of Colorado River at Yuma, Ariz., in acre-feet, during floods of 1903 and 1905.

Month.

January .

February

March . . .

April

May

1903. 1905. Month. 1903. 1905.

189,935 499,900 3,162,526 4,550,000

187,271 1,561,000 July'. 2,304,494 1,864,000

370. 120 3,108,000
Total 9,147,086 16,426,900

852, 456 2,251,000

2.074,284 2.50.1.000

The run-off for these seven months was 1.8 times greater in 1905 than in 1903.

The following table gives the greatest daily rate of flow at this station each year from

1894 to 1905:

Maximum daily rate of flow, in seeond-feet, of Colorado River at Yuma, Ariz., 1894~1905.a

Year.b Date. Discharge.

1894... 34,700

1895.... May 23 35,550

1896.... 38,100

1897 do 55,300

1898.... 33,100

1899.... 52,700

1900.... June 10 54,400

1901.... July 1 63,450

1902.... May 26 59,200

1903.

1904.

1905.

1905.

1905.

1905.

1905.

1905.

il

Date.

June 28

June 7

February 9. .

March 20

April 15

May 31

June 19

November 30

Discharge.

72,219

51,170

82,820

110,800

97,500

59,000

94,320

102,700

a This station is described in Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 133. p. 25.

6 Discharge prior to 1902 was obtained from the station rating curve of 1902.

The valley immediately above and below Yuma contains about 100,000 acres of irrigable

land, and about 75,000 acres were covered by these floods. The damage done by the floods

in the Yuma Valley proper—that portion on the east side of the river below Yuma—was

estimated as follows:

Damage done in Yuma Valley by food on Colorado Rirar in 1905.

Crops $50,000

Ditches, small levees land along the river, etc 10,000

Buildings _ 10,000

Canals '. 10,001)

Total MI.U00

The town of Yuma is well protected by levees, built by the Government alter the great

flood of the Gila in 1901.
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FLOOD IN GILA BASIN, NOVEMBER, 1905.

There was a short but very large flood in the Gila from November 27 to Deccmtier 2.

The rate of flow and damage done far exceeded that during the spring floods.

PRECIPITATION.

The precipitation for the month of November in Arizona, as determined by the United

States Weather Bureau at .50 stations, was nearly 4 inches al>ove the average for Noveml>er.

There were three wet periods, one from the 4th to the 9th, a second from the 20th to the

23d, and the third from the 20th to the 28th. It was the rain of the third period that caused

the flood. The daily precipitation from the 26th to the 2Stb and the total precipitation for

the month are given in the following table for 20 places in the (iila and Little Colorado

drainage basins:

Daily precipitation in (Iila and Little Colorado Hirer bamn» November 26-28, 1905, in inches.

Place.

November.

Sum.
Month ol
Novem-

Jeromc, Ariz

Prescott, Ariz

Seligman, Ariz

Alma, N. Mox

Young. Ariz

Alpine, Ariz

Fort Apache, Ariz ... .

Phoenix, Ariz

Deming, N. Mcx

Fort Bayard, N. Hex.

San Carlos, Ariz

Cambray, N. Mex

Dudleyvillc, Ariz

Lordsburg, N. Mex . . .

Mesa, Ariz

Luna, N. Mex

Buckeye, Ariz

Maricopa, Ariz

Yuma, Ariz

Roosevelt, Ariz

Benson. Ariz

Duncan, Ariz

Rolbrook, Ariz

Kingman, Ariz

FlagstaO, Ariz

Tuba, Ariz

1.01)

1.02

L'. HI

.83

1.45

1.02

.68

1.30

I. in

1.24

1.0a

I. Ill

. :i2

. K'i

1.01

.48

.98

.12

2. 211

1.90

.61

1.10

1.16

.211

.49

. 49

.01

Tr.

.20

1.00

.85

.61

.14

.<»;

1.02

.58

0.50

.61

. (I.",

.10

1.74

.76

Tr.

Tr.

.02

. is

. (10

.(»',

3. 711

4.13

1.43

1.10
3. -•"

1.09

1.90

LSI

.60

1.30

1.60

LOO

2.27

.id

1.38

1.11

2.14

1. 65

1. 14

2. 62

. 32

. M

1.11

L03

3.32

.94

8. Ml

S.i.s

4 S3

5. ;»

x.

ii. so

4.64

3.1.I

.'. 72

3. Ml

4 m

1. SO

:,. '

2.

3. .v.

6.01

:..ni

3. 47

2.44

5.21

3. Os

2. 90

3. S2

I M,

7.f0

2

It can be seen from the above table that the precipitation at the headwaters of Gila, Salt,

and Verde rivers was from 2 to 4 inches for the three days, November 20-28.
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FLOW.

The following table, gives the daily rate of flow of Colorado River at Yuma, Gila River at

Dome and Cliff, the Salt at Roosevelt, and the Verde at McDowell during this flood:

Daily discharge, in second-feel, of Colorado, Gila, Salt, and Verde rivers duringflood ofNovem

ber and December, 1005.

Colorado
River at
Yuma,
Aril.

(!ila River
ut Dome,
Ariz.o

Gila Kivcr
at Cliff,
N. Mix.

Salt Hiver
at Roose
velt, Ariz.

Verde
River at
McDowell,

Colo.

Date.

November 20 6,580

6,650

24,500

(!2,500

102,700

77, .'160

37, 160

40,200

35,000

28,050

23,300

ISO

480

780

95,000

36,900

30,700

24,400

18,200

11,900

5,700

5,000

419

13,040

9,835

6,700

4,515

3,190

2,387

2,150

97,710

45,250

14,050

9,480

8,700

4,700

1,610

61,460

13,120

5,520

4,240

3,280

2,400

Novemlwr 27

November 2S

November 29

November 30

December 1

Decemljer 2

Decern Iter 3

Decern Iter 4

December 5

a The stream was drv at this place from July 20 to Septt*mb<T 13, and from October 19 to November

13, 1905.

Note.—Highest stage at Yuma, January-Aprii, 1905, was 30.3 feet on March 20.

The greatest daily rate of flow of the Colorado at Yuma during this flood was 102,700

second-feet, only about 8,000 second-feet less than the daily rate on March 20, 1905.

The flow of the Gila at Dome reached a daily rate on November 26 of al>out 95,000

second-feet, the same as on March 20, 1905, and the same as the greatest daily rate during

spring floods on this stream.

The flow of Salt River at Roosevelt reached a daily rate of 97,710 second-feet on the

27th, which is more than twice as great as the greatest rate of flow at this place during

the spring floods of 1905. The water at this place rose to a stage of 35.8 feet—that is,

13 feet alxjve that on April 13, 1905, when the rate of flow was the greatest during the

spring floods. The mean daily stage on November 27 was 20.7 feet—that is, about 9

feet less than the maximum stage for that da}-. The maximum rate of flow on the morn

ing of the 27th is estimated to have been 148,000 second-feet.

The greatest daily rate of flow of the Verde at McDowell was 61,4(30 second-feet on Novem

ber 27, which is nearly twice as great as the greatest daily rate readied during the spring

floods of 1905.

In places where the canyon was narrow the water rose to a height of 40 feet above low

water. Verde and Tonto rivers reached a maximum stage earlier than Salt River, hence

the Salt at Phoenix was not so high as in February, 1891, but indications seem to show

that Salt River alwve the mouth of the Tonto was higher during this flood than at any

time during its history.

DAMAGE.

The damage done by this flood on Salt River was very great. The bridges of the Gila

Valley, Globe and Northern Railway and the Maricopa, Phoenix and Salt River Valley

Railway across Gila River were swept away. The old Southern Pacific Railway bridge

and the new Santa Fe Railway bridge across Salt River near Tempo and the approaches

of the new Southern Pacific Railway bridge at Tempe were damaged. The Arizona dam

and all other dams on Salt River were swept away. The water rose above the top of the

head gates of the canal and greatly damaged the banks where the water passed back into
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the river. The river rose 4 feet above the bridge at the gaging station at Roosevelt and

swept it away. The flume and the cofferdam of the Roosevelt dam were swept completely

away, and the Phoenix-Roosevelt road through the canyon below the dam was badly

damaged.

FLOOD ON LITTLE COLORADO RIVER IN NOVEMBER.

The excessive precipitation in the basin of the Little Colorado River November 28-28

(sec p. 52) produced a sudden and large increase in the flow of this stream. The daily

gage height and rate of flow at the gaging stations at Woodruff and Holbrook, Ariz., are

given in the following table:

Flood flow of Little Colorado River at Woodruff ami Holbrook, Ariz., November 26-30, 1905.

Woodrull. Ariz. Holbrook, Ariz.

Date.
(iago

height.
Discharge.

Gage
height*

Discharge.

Feet. Sec-feet. Feet. Sec.-feet.

November 28 1.0C 33 a 50 160

Noveml>er 27 21.90 10,000 8.55 20,180

November 28 7. 75 2,960 5.75 7,295

Novemlier 29 5.50 1,735 4.05 1,000

November 30 2.00 85 3.80 260

It is seen that the stage at Woodruff rose from 1 foot on the 26th to 21.9 feet on the 27th

and the rate of flow from 33 second-feet to 10,000 second-feet.

At Holbrook the rate of flow increased from 160 second-feet to 20,180 second-feet in

twenty-four hours.

FLOW OF COLORADO RIVER INTO SALTON SINK.

Salton Sink is a body of water in the southern part of California about 90 miles northwest

of Yuma. It is noted for the fact thut its surface is about 290 feet Ix-low sea level. Imperial

Valley, in which it is located, has a length of about 90 miles and an area below sea level

of about 1,000,0(X) acres. Much of the soil of this valley is very productive, and in order

to irrigate it a channel was excavated from Colorado River to Alamo River, an old channel

leading into the valley from a point just north of the California-Mexico boundary line,

10 miles below Yuma. This canal, which passes through material that is easily eroded,

was left without head gates. It had a low grade and dredging was necessary to keep»it

open. In October, 1904, a cut-off channel 50 feet wide and 8 feet deep was excavated

in Mexico from the river to the canal to procure a larger volume of water for irrigation.

The floods from January to April, 1905, scoured the canal to some extent; the flood of

May and June from the upper Colorado scoured it from a width of 100 feet to a width of

300 to 400 feet. As the latter flood subsided silt was deposited in the river channel l>elow

the canal headings and gradually closed the river channel.

The average fall of the Colorado from Yuma to the Gulf of California is about 1.25 feet

per mile, and the average fall from the Colorado River to Salton Sink is about 3 feet per

mile; and as the canal passes through material that is easily eroded, cutting of l>ed and

banks took place rapidly. On June 30. 1905, 22 per cent of the river flow was passing into

the canal. On July 8, 67 per cent passed into the canal, and October 25 the whole flow

passed into the canal. In November an effort was made to turn the river away from the

canal by constructing a diversion dam of brush, piles, and gravel, but the sudden large

November flood (p. 53) swept away the dam and greatly widened and deepened the

cut-off canal. An attempt was also made to divert the flow of the Alamo canal hack

into the gulf by a short channel to Padrone River, which flows into Volcano Lake. A

dam was built across New River at the lower end of this lake to force the lake to discharge
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to the southeast, into the gulf, instead of through New River into Salton Sink. Padrone

River, however, cut a new channel across the country to New River, and thus the water

passed into the sink instead of into the gulf. Near the close of 1905 the wTat<r in the sink

was described as 45 miles long, from 10 to IS miles wide, and 23.5 feet in greatest depth.

It is reported that the water in the sink rose at the rate of one-half to three-fourths of an

inch a day and during the larger floods at the rate of 2 inches a day.

The works of the New Liverpool Salt Company, located on the shores of the sink, have

been drowned out. At the close of 1905 the water was up to the roofs of the buildings.

The Southern Pacific Railway has 60 miles of main line and 40 miles of branch lines in this

valley below sea level. Up to February, 1906, 40 miles of new track had been laid by

this company 50 feet above the old location. It is said that S25,000 were spent on the

construction of the diversion dam at the entrance to the canal that was swept away by

the November flood.

The most serious danger to this valley is that Ix-fore the river is controlled the canal

may be cut so deep that water can not be taken from it to the irrigable land by gravity.

UNUSUAL RATES OF RUN-OFF IN 1905.

The following unusual rates of run-off occurred in the United States in 1905:

Extraordinary rates of run-off in 1905.

Stream and place.
Drainage

urea.
Date

Maximum
rate.

Sq. miles.

9.4

5.0

3.4

3.4

46.0

Sec-feet.

241

262

209

190

195

Mill Brook near Edmeston, N. Y Scptemtjer 3-4

Mad Brook near Sherburne, N. Y

Starch Factory Creek near Utica, N. Y

Do

Six-Milo Creek near Ithaca, N. Y June 21

FLOOD DISCHARGE AND FREQUENCY IN THE UNITED STATES.

INTBODUCTION.

Water-Supply Paper No. 147, "Destructive floods in the United States in 1904," pages

184-189, gives the greatest rate of flow of the largest recorded flood on many streams in

this country. The following pages contain data on the daily rate of flow and frequency

of all the larger floods on some streams. These streams are selected in preference to others

on account of the long record of flood observation on them. The periods over which the

flood records extend vary from eleven to more than one hundred years. The source of

information is given in each compilation: when no statement to the contrary is made,

the data were obtained by engineers and hydrographers of the United States Geological

Survey.

A brief description of each drainage basin is given, especially of the part above the

gaging station where the data were obtained, with a statement of the features that influ

ence flood flow. Brief notes calling attention to the more important facts shown by the

data are also presented.

At flood flow a stream usually carries much drift, overflows its banks, and changes

height rapidly, so that it is very difficult to measure accurately its discharge at maximum

stage. Some of the data here given ure computed from careful measurements made

during or shortly after the flood and some are computed from a single station rating curve,

assuming the channel conditions to have been fairly constant during the period considered.

Primarily the flood flow of a stream depends on—

(1) The extent, duration, and intensity of precipitation, especially the intensity in the

case of small drainage basins.
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(2) The direction of motion of the storm causing the flood. If the storm moves in the

direction of the flow of the stream the flow will l>e greater than if it moves in the opposite

direction or across it.

(3) The amount of snow on the ground and the temperature during the storm. The

large floods on northern streams are due almost entirely to the rapid melting of snow.

When the ground is frozen the measured run-off is occasionally more than three times

the precipitation during the month.

(4) The storage, both natural and artificial, in the drainage basin. In some basins

ground storage may take up 9 inches of precipitation. Storage extends the flood period

and reduces the maximum rate of flow.

(5) The size of the drainage basin. Most great rainstorms cover comparatively small

areas, so that a big storm is likely (o cover a larger part of a small drainage basin t han of

a large one. The maximum rate of discharge per square mile will therefore increase as

the size of the drainage basin decreases.

(6) The physiography of the drainage basin. The maximum rate of flow from a com

paratively long and narrow basin with tributaries entering a considerable distance apart

will l>e less than from a basin of nearly circular shape of the same size but with tributaries

entering the main stream in close proximity. Steep, impervious, deforested slopes of

basin and steep slope of stream bed cause rapid run-off. Narrow, deep, crooked channels

of small slope cause sluggish flow, great variations in stage, and frequent overflow.

Among the more or less artificial conditions that increase the flow may be mentioned—

(1) controlled storage; (2) deforestation and cultivation: (3) reduction in width of

channel by placing the abutments of bridges in the stream; (4) the use of piers that pre

vent scour of bed, collect drift, and hold back a part of the flow for a time, causing greatly

increased flood wave; (5) the formation of ice gorges and the failure of dams and reservoir

walls.

KKNNKJJKC RIVER.

Kennebec River is the outlet of Moosehead Lake, in northwestern Maine. The basin

has a length of 150 miles, a width of 50 to 80 miles, and an area of 6,330 square miles. Its

upper part is mountainous and thickly forested; its lower part is hilly or gently rolling, with

grass-covered slopes. In this basin are 360 square miles of lake storage, controlled mainly

by dams at the outlet of each lake. This stored water is used principally for log driving.

From Moosehead Lake to Augusta, the head of navigation, a distance of 112 miles, the

stream has an average fall of 9.1 feet per mile.

The following (able gives the daily rate of flow of this stream at the Hollingsworth &

Whitney Company's dam at Watcrville, Me., during the greatest annual floods, from 1893

to 1904.

Flood>w of Kennebec River at Waterville, Me., from 1893 to 1904.

[Drainage area above this gaging station, 4,380 square miles.]

Year.

1893....

1894....

189.1

1890....

189ti..\.

1896....

1896

1897...

Date. Discharge.'11 Year.

Sec-feet.

May 18 83,500

April 23 35,280

April 15 86,200

March 1 , 6,260

March 2 ! 111,200

March 3 52,690

March 4 24,810

April 8 66,900

I

1898..

1«W..

191)0..

1901..

1902..

1903..

1904..

Date.

April 1.5.

April 27.

April 21.

April 9..

March 4.

March 20

May 12..

Diseharj^'.*

Sec-feet.

50,380

45,800

62,200

76,600

54,340

35,700

37,840

a Data furnished by Hollingsworth & Whitney Company.
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The largest flood in these fifteen years at Waterville occurred on March 2, 1896, when

the rate of flow for the day was 111,200 second-feet, or 25.2 second-feet per square mile.

The rise was exceedingly rapid, the discharge increasing from about 6,000 to 1 1 1 ,000 second-

feet in twenty-four hours.

The greatest flood in the upper part of this basin occurred on December 15, 1901. At

8 a. m. only a few second-feet of water were flowing over the dam at Madison, Me., where

the drainage area is 2,8.50 square miles. At midnight the depth of water on the crest of

this dam was 14.5 feet and the rate of flow was 105,000 second-feet. At 9 a. m. the next

day the water surface had fallen 5.5 feet.

The large floods in this basin all occur in the spring or winter and are due to rain and

the rapid melting of the winter accumulations of snow. The summer floods are small

compared with the spring floods.

ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER.

The Androscoggin is the outlet of the Unibagog-Rangeley lakes in western Maine. The

basin has a length of about 110 miles, a greatest breadth of 70 miles, and an area of 3,700

square miles. The upper part of the basin Is mountainous, broken, and thickly forested;

the lower part is hilly, with grass-covered or cultivated slopes. There are 148 lakes in the

basin, having a water-surface area of 312 square miles—that is, about one-twelfth of the

basin is water surface. From the foot of Umbagog Lake to the foot of Rumford Falls, a

distance of 81 miles, the stream falls 836 feet. The lakes are largely controlled by dams

and the storage is used mainly for log driving. The range of stage at Lewiston near the

mouth is 8 feet; at Bethel, 28 feet.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow of this stream at Rumford Falls, Me.,

during the greatest annual floods, from 1893 to 1903:

Flood flow of Arulrosmggin River at Rumford Falls, Me.,from 1893 to 1903.

[Drainage ami above paging station, 2,320 square miles.]

Discharge."* ! Year. Date. Discharge."

See.-feet. Sec-feet.

38, 060 1899... May 2 24,080

22, 230 ' 1900... May 20 ' 24,530

55,230 1901... April 22 32,650

27,380 1902... March 30 18,490

22,900 1903... 28,790

16,750

Year.

1893. . .

18*4- -.

1895. . .

1896...

1897. . .

1898...

Date.

May 18. .

April 21.

April 22.

April 1".

July 15..

April 25.

a Data furnished by C. A. Mixer, C. K., resident engineer of the Rumford Kails Power Company.

The greatest flood on this stream at this place in these twelve years occurred April 22,

1895. The greatest daily rate of flow was 55,230 second-feet, or 23.8 second-feet per

square mile.

The larger floods in this basin occur in the spring and are due to rain and the rapid

melting of snow. As a rule, the floods on this river are somewhat less in magnitude than

those on the Kennebec.

MERRIMAC RIVER.

The Merrimac is formed by the union of the Pemigewassct and the 'Winnepesaukee rivers

at Franklin, N. II. The basin is comparatively long and narrow and has an area of 4,916

square miles. The upper part is mountainous, broken, and forested; the central part is

hilly or gently rolling, cultivated and pasture lands; the lower part is flat, with some
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swamps. There arc in this basin more than 100 square miles of controlled storage. From

its head at Franklin Junction to its mouth, a distance of 110 miles, the river falls 20!) feet.

 

Fig. 9.—Map of drainage basin of Merrimac River.

A large part of this total fall is concentrated at six places. Along the stream are extensive

tracts of bottom land, which are subject to overflow during floods,
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The following tabic gives the daily rate of flow and dates of occurrence of the larger

floods since 1846 at Lawrence, Mass.:

Flood flow of Merrimac River at Laurence, Mass., 18Jf6 to 1904. °

[Drainage area, 4,553 square miles.]

Year.

184fi.

1852.

1890.

1892.

1SSM.

1894.

189.5.

lsns.

1897.

1898.

1899.

Date.

Spring ft. .

Spring c. .

October. .

May

May

March

April

March

July

March 15.

April 17. .

Discharged Year.

Src.-feel.

31,450

32,800

44,800

27,900

65,300

82, 150

41,500

3ti,000

38,200

1900.

1901.

1901.

1901.

1901.

1901.

1901 .

1902.

1903.

1904.

Date. Discharge*

February 15.

April 7

Aprils

April 9

April 10

April 11

April 12

March 4

March 13

May 1

See. ■feet.

52,990

33,950

61,200

62,510

48,7fi0

38,020

31,460

61,190

45, 470

46,340

o Data furnished by R. A. Hale, engineer, Essex Water Power Company,
b Largest flood in recollection of inhabitants.

'Stage was 0.8 foot lower than in 1896.

The greatest flood since 1846 occurred March, 1896. On March 3 the stage at Lawrence

was 25 feet above low water, and the maximum rate was 82,150 second-feet, or 18 second-

feet per square mile. This was the spring flood and was largely due to rapid melting of

snow. The floods due to rain alone are scarcely half the magnitude of the spring floods.

The spring floods generally last from one to two weeks.

ikk 162—00 5
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CONNECTICUT HIVKIS.

Connecticut River has its source in Connecticut Lake in northern New Hampshire. It

falls from an elevation of 1,618 feet to nearly sea level at Hartford in a distance of about

312 miles. The basin, shown in fig. 10, is long and narrow and has an area of 10,924 square

miles. The upper part is mountainous, with some forest area; the middle and lower

 

Fig. 10. —Map of drainage ba^in of Connecticut liivrr.

parts are hilly or rolling—grass covered or cultivated. The river receives the water of many

small tributaries and a small amount from lake storage. Above Bellows Falls the stream

has numerous shoals and rapids; below this place its descent is much slower and is broken

by rapids at only three places.
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The following table gives the daily rate of flow and date of occurrence of the large floods

on this stream at Hartford, Conn., since 1801:

Flooti Jiow of Connecticut River at Hartford, Conn., 3801-1904-

[Drainage area, 10,234 square miles. Danger line, 13 feet gage height.]

 

War.

1801..

1841..

1843..

1847..

1850..

1852..

1853..

1854..

1856..

1859..

1861..

1862..

1865..

1866..

1867..

1868..

1869..

1869..

1870. .

1870. .

1873. .

1874..

1876..

1877..

Month.
Gap

height."

April

May

April

November.

May.......

August

March

April

April

March

Fi l .ru.i ry . .

April

March

April

October

February. .

April

April

January. . .

April

March

Feel.

27. 5

26.3

27.2

21.0

20.8

23. 1

20.5

29.8

23.3

26.4

21.5

28.7

24.8

20.5

20.0

21.5

26.7

26.3

21.3

25.3

21.0

23. il

21.9

Discharge.

Sec-feet.

178.400

164,700

175,000

1 09. SOI I

108. 100

129,800

105.400

205. 200

131.900

165,900

114,400

192.300

147.800

105, 400

101,100

114,400

169. 300

164, 700

112.600

153, 400

10!!. 800

138,200

118.200

127,800

Year.

1878.

1879.

IV, I

1886

1887

1888

IXX9

1890.

1891

1892.

1893.

1894

1895

1896.

1897.

1900.

1900.

1901.

1902.

1903.

1904

1905

Month.

Decenther

May

April

May

April

April

Novemlier 30

October 20...

April 17

June 16

May 6

April 25

April 10

March 3

July 10

March 22....

April 27

February 15.

April 22

April 25.. ..

March 4

March 25

April 30

March 31

heig
age

ght.>

Feet.

23. 9

21.4

21.5

21.8

22.5

19.4

15.6

16.0

19.8

18.3

24.0

13.8

25.7

26. 5

20.8

21.2

'22.0

23.4

22.8

22.7

25.5

23.4

21.4

22.8

Discharge. ft

See.-feet.

138,200

113.500

114.400

117,200

124,000

96,060

68, 140

70,700

99,420

ST. 11X1

139,200

157,900

167,000

108,100

110,700

119,100

133,000

126. 900

125.(100

155, 600

133,000

113 MHI

126.900

o Furnished by Edwin Dwight G ravus, chlel engineer Connecticut River bridge and highway district.

^Computed from rating table prepared by T. G. Ellis, C. F.., Report Chief of Kngineers U. S. Army,

1875, pt. 2, p. 364.
c From April 16 to April 31 the stage did not fall below 20 feet.

The flood of May, 1854, was the largest in more than a century, and reached a stage of

29.8 feet above low water at Hartford, Conn. The daily rate was 205,460 second-feet,

or 20 second-feet per square mile.

The flood of April, 1862, was the largest at Holyoke, Mass., and gave a discharge of

162,000 second-feet, or 18.7 second-feet per square mile.

The largest flood that was due entirely to rain occurred in Octobei, 1869. The maximum

daily rate of flow was 16.5 seeond-feet per square mile. High stages in the spring some

times last for two or more weeks. «

HUDSON RIVER.

The drainage basin of Hudson River above the gaging station at Mechanicsville, N. Y.,

comprises 4,500 square miles. It is mountainous, with considerable lake storage and

forest area

Serious flood conditions exist in a stretch of the river extending for 30 miles below Albany.

Here the channel is shallow, narrow, and eiooked, and thele is a tidal action and a large,

inflow from the Mohawk. The tidal action prevents the inpid passing out of ice, and aids

in the loimation of ice dams Floods due to ice come with but little warning at any time

from December to April.
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The following tabic gives the rate of flow and date of occurrence of each of the large Hoods

at Mechanicsvillc, N. Y., since 1869:

Flood flow of Hudson River at Mechanicsville, N. Y., 1869-1904.a

[Drainage area, ■!,">(«) square miles. Danger line, 9.0 feet gage height.]

Year.

1869. . .

1896...

189B.. .

1898. . .

1899...

1900...

1901...

Date.

Spring

April 18

Noveml)er 7

March 14...

April 26

April 23

April 23

Discharge Year.

See.-feet.b 1

70,000 1902... March 3

42,620 1903... March 23

24,550 1903... March 24

39,230 1903. . . March 25

41,480 1903... March 26

43,550 1903... March 27

54,860 1903... March 28.

Dale. Discharge.

See.-feel.

41,360

42,910

54,490

56,280

50,640

41,580

32,930

a Data furnished by the Duncan Company. H. P. Itloss, engineer.
t> Hydrology of the State of New York, 191)5, p. 467.

The largest flood in these thirty-five years was in the spring of 1869, when the discharge

was 70,(KX) second-feet, or 15.6 second-feet per square mile. The large floods all occur in

the spring, and are due to rapid melting of the winter accumulation of snow with rain.

GENESEE IlIVEK.

Genesee River rises in northern Pennsylvania, flows northward across New York State,

and empties into Lake Ontario. Its basin is KKS miles long, 22 miles wide, and comprises

2,400 square miles. The catchment area above Mount Morris has steep slopes with heavy

and impervious soil and little wooded area. In the catchment area below Mount Morris

there are from 60 to NO square miles of flats subject to overflow. These flats act as a reser

voir, decreasing to a marked degree the maximum rate of How at Rochester. Near Portage

the river passes through a narrow canyon and has a fall of .'£50 feet, nearly nil of which is

at Portage Falls.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow of this stream at Rochester, N. Y., of the

large floods from 17N5 to 1904, and the date of occurrence of each:

Flood flow of (lenesee RUvr at Rochester, N. }'., 17S5-1904.O

[Drainage area, 2.-128 si] nam miles.]

Year. Date. Place. Discharge. Year. Date. Place. Discharge.

Strand-fret. Seeond-feet.

1785 Rochester 40,000 1X94. May 18... . Mount Morris.. 500

is;«. . Oetolier... Rochester 36,000 1S94. May 19... . Mount Morris.. 5,530

1857. . February. 30, 000-3.), 000 1S94. May 20... . Mount Morris.. 16,580

1S6.V. March. ... 4.ri,000-.-)4,000 1894. May 21... . Mount Morris.. 42,000

1S67.. February. Rochester 20,000-25,000 1894. May 22. . . . Mount Morris.. at, ooo

1873.. March 30. 0110 :«,ooo ISSM. May 23. . . . Mount Morris.. 15,650

1875. . Mm rch Rochester 30, 000-35, 000 1894. May 24... Mount Morris.. 7,300

1S79. . March Rochester 20,000 1896. April . Rochester 33,000-36,000

1SS9. . June 20,000 1 1902. March. . . . Rochester 35,000-38,000

IS!*).. Septeml>er Mount Morris. 20,000 1902. July 40,000-50,000

1803. . March Mount Morris. 30,000 1903. . Rochester 18,380

^Report of special committee on flood conditions in the (ienesee River affecting the eitv of Rochester,

N. Y., 11HJ4.
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The greatest rate of flow during this period at Rochester was during the flood of March,

1865, when the rate per square mile of drainage was 19 to 22 second-feet. This was a

spring flood and was due largely to the rapid melting of snow.

The flood of May, 1894, which gave a maximum rate at Mount Morris of 42,000 second-

feet, gave a maximum rate of only 20,000 to 21,000 second-feet at Rochester.

The flood of July 5-9, 1902, was without precedent in the high stage of water for the time

of year and the damage done. The ground was saturated at the time. The precipitation for

June and July was more than 12 inches over half of New York Stall' and 18 inches at somo

stations in this basin.

passaic river.

The topography of this watershed has a marked effect on the flood flow of the stream

and on the damage resulting from overflows. The watershed is fan shaped, consisting of a

large central basin with a narrow outlet. The length of the stream from source to mouth is

only 27 miles, hut the length by river is 815. The total drainage area is 949 square miles, the

area above Little Falls, the outlet of the central basin, is 772.9 square miles. All the impor

tant tributaries except one drain highland areas having steep, nearly impervious slopes and

empty into the central basin. This basin is 8 to 12 miles wide, 32 miles long, and contains

29,,'JfX) acres. Much of it is marshy or wet land, flooded during ordinary freshets. As the

outlet of this basin is too small to allow free flow from it, the water is held back for a time

and the duration of each flood is increased.

The fall from this outlet to the ocean is mainly concentrated at three places, leaving little

fall between. The channel cross section in part of the lower reach is also small.

The following table gives the daily rate of the flow of this stream at Dundee dam during

the large floods from 1877 to 1903 and the date of occurrence, of each :

Flood flow of Passaic Hirer at Dundee dam, New Jersey, 3877-19M..

[Drainage urea, 822.7 square miles.]

Year. Date.
Maximum
discharge.

Sec-feet.

1877 Marc* 29 10, 780

1878 September 12 16,590

1882 September 25 18,260

1886 February 14 12,450

1886 April 8 10, 420

1888 February 3 11,880

1888 11. 130

Dura- I
tton in Y>ar. Date.

72

1S.VI

1891

189.1

1893

1902

1 903

April 29 ...

January 24

March 14 ..

March 6 ...

March 2 ...

October 10

Maximum 1 Jl"™-
tion in

discharge.—

Sec-feet.

10.970

11,700

11,220

11. 100

24,800

35,000

66

m

m

72

270

Note.—Records for years preceding 1902 are from Keport Geol. Survey, New Jersey. 1894, vol. ?.
53; records for 1902 and 1903 are from Water-supply and Irrigation Paper U. S. Geological Survey
o. 92, p. 19.

The largest spring flood during (his period occurred from February 27 to March 6, 1902.a

The maximum rate of flow was 30.2 second-feet per square mile. This flood was due to

melting snow, accompanied by rain on frozen ground.

The largest flood due to rain alone occurred October 7-10, 1903,* when the miximum rate

of flow was 43.4 second-feet per square mile—that is, 44 per cent greater than that of March

2, 1902. The precipitation for the three days October 8-11 over this watershed was 11.74

inches. The precipitation during the preceding months was above the normal, so that the

ground and surface reservoirs could absorb only a small part of the water that fell during the

storm.

a This tlood and the damage wrought by it is treated in Water-Supply und 1 miration Paper No. 88.
t» This flood and the damage wrought by it is treated in Water-Supply and Irrigation Paper No. 1ft.
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RARITAN RIVER.

The Raritan is the largest river of New Jersey. Its basin is long and narrow and com

prises an area of 1,105 square miles. The upper part is mountainous and has a rapid run-off.

The lower part is hilly or rolling with grass-covered or cultivated slopes. Less than 13 per

cent of the whole area is forested. The topography of this basin is very different from that

of the Passaic, which lies just north of it. The rain falling on all parts of the basin runs off

quickly, so that the floods are shorter than in the Passaic and inflict less damage.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow of this stream during the large floods from

1810 to 1905, and the date of occurrence of each:

Flood flow of Raritan River at New Brummick and Boundbrook, X. J.a

[Drainage area above Boundbrook, 80*i square miles.]

Year.

IKln

18S5

1874

IKSli

1887

1889

190.1

Date.

November 24. .

July 17

September IS. .

September 22. .

September 23..

September 24. .

September 2.'). .

February 12. . .

February 23. . .

November 28. .

October 8

Octobers -.

height. 1)is('l»"'K''- 'Year.

Feet.

(»)

w

9.0

t 11.5

r 14. 2

t 9.0

r8.0

' 8.0

' 1.8

' 7.9

Sec-feet.

Dale.
Gage

heignt.
Dischargi*.

<17,000

'J'i, 500

i 52, 000

d 7,000

S20

14.900

Octolier 10

October 11

October 12

October 13

February 22. ..

September 15. .

September 16. .

January 7

January 8

March 9

March 10

March 11

Feet.

' 12.0

•6.5

'5.2

'as

9.5

10.1

10.4

5. 7

6.0

7.4

5.7

.-feet.

28.500

10.840

7.500

3,800

19.9.X)

21,940

8. 230

22.960

8,730

9.5O0

13, 410

8.730

a A description of this station is given in Water-Supply :tnd I rrigation Paper No. 97, p. 23.8.

Not as great as in September, 1882.
f At Boundbrook dam.
d Geological Survey, New Jersey. 1894, vol. 3. p. 213.

* U. S. Geological Survey gaging station, Uoundbrook, X. .1.

There were four great floods in these ninety-live years. That of September 24, 1882,

which had a maximum discharge at Boundbrook of 52,000 second-feet, or 61.5 second-feet

per square mile, was probably the largest during this period. It was due to a long, heavy

rain. During four days 12 inches of rain fell over this basin.

During the great flood in the Passaic River basin in October, 1903, the maximum rate of

flow of the Raritan at Boundbrook was only 2!S,500 second-feet, or 35.3 second-feet per

square mile.

DELAWARE HIVER.

The Delaware rises in the southeastern part of New York Stale, on a plateau that stands

1,800 to 1,900 feet above sea level, flows in a general southerly direction a distance of 410

miles, and empties into Delaware Bay (see PI. 111). From its source to Trenton, N. J., a

distance of 280 miles, its average fall is 6.7 feet per mile. The basin is long and narrow,

with steep slopes and little surface storage above Lambertville, N. J. The topographic

features all favor a rapid run-off, hence the stream is subject to great and sudden fluctua

tions of flow.
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The following table gives the daily rate of flow of this stream at or near Lambertville, N. J.,

of the large floods from 1786 to 1905.

Floodflow of Delaware River at LarribertviUe, N. J.a

[Drainage area, (i,855 squaro miles. 1

Year.

1786

ism

1814

1832

IK3H

1836

1841

1843

184(5

1862

1890

1891

1899

1900

1901

ma

Date.

October 6.

March

April

April

January 8

October 13...

March l.">

June 8

November 5. .

January

March 7

February 14.

March 2

March 22

December 16.

March I

March 2

Gage
height. ft

Feet.

16.0

14.0

14.0

12.0

14.5

14.6

20.0

14 0

17.6

Discharge.

9.7

11.4

12.0

10. J

18. «'

18.2

20.2

Second-feet.

175,001)

140,000-160,000

115, 000

115, 000

140,000-150,000

140,000-150,000

254.(100

140,000-150,000

207,000

223, SOU

50, 200

109, 10U

63. 560

81,070

87,251)

71,801)

158,300

151, 100

171,700

Year.

1902

1 1«)3

Date.

March 3

Ma rch 4

March 5

March 14

March 15....

March 18...

March 1

March 2

March 24....

March 25

Octobers...

October 10. .

October 11..

October 12..

October 13..

February 21

February 22

February 23

March 28

tiage
height.b

Feel.

16.4

12.5

9.4

11.1

10.2

11.8

13.6

12.9

12.7

12.4

9.4

20 2

20 7

12.7

9.9

t 10. 0

< 15 1

' 13.5

11.9

Discharge.

Second-feet.

13?, 600

92,450

60,470

77,980

68,710

85, 190

103, 700

96,520

94,460

91,370

• 60, 470

171,700

176,900

94,460

65,620

86,220

"This station is described in Water-Supply ami Unguium Paper U. S. Geological Survey, No. 97

p. 249.
• Height s given for 1786 to 184(i are heights above low water. See Repi. New Jersey Geol. Survey lor

1894. vol. 3. p. 235; and Uepl. ol Chiel Engineer U. S. Army [or 1873 App. U, p. 19. Discharges have
been computed from trie gage height.-, given.

' Due to ice gorge.

According to these records the largest flood on this stream since 1786 occurred January 8,

1841, during which the rate ol flow was 254,600 second-feet, or 37.1 second-feet per square

mile. The largest in recent years was the great flood ol October, 1903, the rate on the 11th

being 176,900 second-feet, or 25.8 second-feet per square mile. The storm that produced

the flood on this stream caused an unprecedented flood on the Passaic River.a

a Water-Sup. ami Irr. Paper .No. 92, U. S. Geological Survey. 1904.
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SUSQUEHANNA BIVER.

The Susquehanna, the largest river on the Atlantic slope, rises in Otsego Lake, New York,

at an elevation of about 1,193 feet above sea level. It falls this height in 422 miles, but its

fall per mile, unlike that of most streams, is greater in the -13 miles just above its mouth than

in any other part of its course. In these 43 miles it falls 231 feet.

 

Fig. 11.— Map of drainage basin < f Susquehanna River.

The basin is fan shaped, being nearly as broad as it is long, and lias an area of 27,<00

square miles. Its topography is extremely varied in character. The upper part is a pla

teau—a rolling country with moderately rapid run-off. Nearly all the remainder is moun

tainous, with steep slopes, little forest area, little surface storage, and comparatively little

ground storage. Spring freshets, due to the lapid melting of the winter's snow and to ice

gorges in the streams, are of frequent occurrence.
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The following table gives the daily rate of flow at Ilarrisburg during the large floods that

have occurred from 1865 to 1905, and the date of each:

FIimuI Jlow of Susquehanna Hirer at Ilarrixlniiq, Pa., ISI>~>-1905.«

[Drainage area, 2-1,030 square miles. Danger line, 17 feet gage height.]

I hetghl
Year. Dale.

1865 j March .

1889 June

1891

1893

1X98

February IS. .

February 19. .

February 20. .

February 21. .

May 4

May 5

May 0

May 7

May 21

May 22

May 23

May 24

March 23

March 24

March 25

March 26

Decern l>er 15.

December 16.

Feet.

14.3

19.0

17.8

13.3

0.8

16.2

16.5

14.6

16.3

25. 0

21.4

15.3

10.9

15.6

15.3

11.7

9.3

21.4

Sec.-feet.

(»)

670,001)

to

735, 001)

217.580

234,500

301.460

198,700

82.900

259,ti60

21,7, 400

223.24(1

262,240

540. 720

404,800

237,780

154,480

244,740

237,780

168.980

126,050

404,800

Year. Date.

1905

; Feet, i
... 18.6 1

...I 14.2

9.8 |

...I 9.7 '

... 20.3

23. 9

23.3

21.4

... 16.3 j

12.3;

13. 4

16.8 1

14.5

March 5 ' 128.0

March 6 <■ 128.0

March 7 ' '12&4 I

March 8 '146.6

March 9 ' 130.2

December 17.

December 18.

December 19.

February 28.

March 1

March 2

March 3

March 4

March 5

March 0

March 1

March 2

March 3

March 11

March 21

c 13a 9

15.7

Sec.-feet.

323, 380

215,720

134,900

133, 150

371.950

483,760

464, 320

404,800

262,240

179,960

200,600

275, 200

221,300

141,100

141,100

118,500

d 300, 000

176,500

180,700

192,000

283,700

a For description ol gaging station and station rating table see Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No 109,

pp. 104 and 115.
t> Approximately the same as during flooci of .lune, 1889.
c At Mct'all Ferry. Above sea level,
d \pproximate maximum discharge, 631,11)0 second-feet.

Four very large floods have occurred during this period. Two of these occurred in March

and were due to rapid melting of snow and to ice gorges, and two occurred later in the year

and were due to rainfall alone. The flood of ,June, 1889, was the largest and had a maximum

rate of from 28 to 30.6 second-feet per square mile at Harrisburg. The storm causing this

flood lasted about thirty-four hours. During this time from 4 inches to 9 inches of rain fell. a

This flood reached a stage of 33.5 feet above low water at Williamsport, on the West

Branch. The highest stage at this place during the flood of 1865 was 27 feet.

This flood was very large on Chemung River, a northern tributary of the Susquehanna.

The maximum rate of flow at Klmira on June 1 from 2,055 square miles was 67 second-feet

per square mile.*

The flood of March, 1904, is descrik'd in Water-Supply Paper No. 1-17, pages 22 to 32.

POTOMAC RIVER. *

The Potomac is formed by the union of its north and south branches 15 miles below Cum

berland, Md. From Cumberland to Georgetown the river falls 610 feet in 185 miles. The

basin is long and comparatively narrow and has an area of 14,500 square miles. The basins

of both branches of the Shenandoah, its principal tributary, are also lung and narrow. The

greater part of the Potomac basin is mountainous, with steep, nearly impervious slopes, little

forest area, and no surface storage. All the topographic features favor rapid run-off; hence

floods arc frequent, sudden, and large. The valley of the Shenandoah is somewhat broader

than that of the Potomac, and the range of surface fluctuation of the stream is not so great.

o Rept. Chief Engr. U.S. Army, 1891, p 1105. Also Kng. News, vol. 21 . p. 528.

" Report of Francis Coilingwood on " Protection of Elmrra, N. Y against floods
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The following table gives the daily rate of flow of this stream during the large floods from

1889 to 1905 and the date of occurrence of each :

Flood flow of Potomac River at Point of Rocks, Md., 1889- 1905.a

[Drainage aren,9,<V>0 square miles.]

Date.

June 2

March 3

September 30

OctolxT 1

October 2

February 22

February 2.1

February 24

February 25

May3

May 4

May 5

May 14

May 15

May 10

August 10

August 11

August 12

August 13

October 22

October 23

October 24

February 22

February 23

February 24

February 25

February 27

February 28

March 1

March 2

March 5

March 0

March 7

March 8

March 11

March 12

March 13

April 15

April 16

April 17

April 20

April 21

April 22

April 23

April 24

April 25

May 22

Feci.

(»)

Sec-feet.

10. (i

5.3

21.9

12.1

6.7

21.2

24. 6

lfi.8

6. 5

14.0

8.5

8.9

12.6

8.0

5. 1 .

14.0

16.1

9. 5

5.4

13. 1

10.1

S. 5

14.8

13.7

9.0

9.3

13.9

11.9

9.2

8.5

16.6

12.9

111 il

4.2

12.4

(I. '.i

9.0

15.0

v ;i

;>. i

II. 4

III. s

15.8

11.2

7.9

l.tl

■•470,000

65,98(1

25,380

159,800

78,430

34,900

154.000

. 1X2.200

117,400

33,480

114.200

48.700

51.900

82,580

44,720

27.340

04,200

111.1.00

511,850

211,020

86,730

61,830

48,700

100. SIX)

91.710

52,700

55. 190

93,370

76, 770

54, 360

48,700

115,800

85,070

61.000

18,680

80,920

110,170

52. 700

102,500

47,100

26,020

72.620

150,000

109,100

70,960

43,940

Year. Date.

May 23

May 24

May 25

DecemlxT 15.

December 16.

December 17.

December 18.

December 29.

December 30.

DecemlxT 31.

January 1

February 25..

February 20. .

February 27..

February 28..

March 1

March 2

March 3

March 4

March 11

March 12

March IS ....

March 14

March 15

"March 16

April 8

April 9

April 10

April 11

April 12

April 13

February 28..

March 1

March 2

March 3

March 24

March 25

March 26

April 14.

April 15

April 16

April 17

April 18

March 10

March 11

March 12

March 13

hS5Stt.,l,taeh"»».

Feet.

1Z6

14.2

9.3

8.1

17.2

IS. 3

6.9

4.4

1&8

18.4

11.7

4.4

17.8

27.2

18.0

22.5

29. ii

16.1

102

12.0

12.4

14.0

13.8

12.0

10.2

6.4

16.4

14.3

12.9

1Z2

11.5

5.4

14.2

15.3

8.9

7.0

111

S. li

5.6

14.4

15.1

14.0

li). i

6.4

11.0

10.1

6.9

Sec.-feet.

82,580

95.8<i0

55, 190

45. 500

120,800

88.390

36.340

19.840

92,540

130.700

75,110

19.840

125,700

203,800

127,400

164,800

218,700

111,600

62. 600

77,1100

80,920

94.200

92,540

77. COO

62,600

28,780

108,700

91,290

79.670

73.8C0

68,050

22, 300

90.460

99.590

46,820

32,820

73,030

44.500

23,560

92,120

97,930

88,800

58.920

28.7S0

63.900

56.430

32,140

o Description of this station is given in Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper U. S. Geol. Survev No. 167. p. .55.
t> See Rept. Chief of Engrs. U. 9. Army, 18S1, p. 940, for comparisons of floods of 18*7 and 1881.
e Discharge at Chain llridge.
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The largest flood, except for that of 1889, in the lower part of this basin occurred in

February, 1881, and was due to an ice gorge." The stage at Long Bridge, Washington,

D. C, was 2.5 feet greater than during the flood of 1877. About 254 acres of the city of

Washington was submerged during this flood.

On June 2, 1889, occurred the largest flood on this stream. Above Harpers Kerry b it

reached a stage of 34 feet alwvc low water and 6.8 feet above that attained during the flood

of 1877. The mean rate of flow June 2 at Chain Bridge, Washington, was 40.9 second-feet

per square mile from 1 1 ,500 square miles of area.

The storm c causing this flood" extended from Kansas to the Atlantic and from the Great

Lakes to the Carolinas. It caused unprecedented floods in the Susquehanna River basin,

and to it was due the great disaster at Johnstown, Pa.

The largest flood since 1889 was on March 2, 1902, when the discharge was 218,700 second-

feet at Point of Rocks.

CAPE FEAR RIVER.

Cape Fear River is formed by the junction of New and Deep rivers in Chatham County,

N. C, flows 192 miles in a general southeasterly direction, and empties into the Atlantic

Ocean. Steamers of light draft ascend the river to Fayetteville, a distance by river of 160

miles. From Fayetteville up to Smileys Falls, a distance of 25 miles, the fall is only 1.25

feet per mile.

The? basin above Fayetteville is long and narrow and has an area of 3,860 square miles.

It is gently rolling or hilly, with thin soil that absorbs moisture slowly. The run-oil into

the main channel is therefore large and rapid and the floods on this stream arc more violent

than those on any other stream in North Carolina.

The following table gives the stages of this stream at Fayetteville during all the large

floods from 1889 to 1902 and the approximate daily discharge during some of them:

a Kept. Chief of Engra. U. S. Army, 1881, p. 9<0.
b Kept. Chief of Kngrs. U. s. Army, 1889, p. 985.
c Eng. News, vol. 21, p. 528.
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Flood flow of Cape Fear River at FayeUemlle, N. ('., lW>-I<J0J,.a

[Drainage urcu. 3..S60 square miles. Danger line, 3.S feet gage height.]

Year.

1SS9

Date.
(luge

height.''

1S91

1802

1893

1894

1*95

February 20.

June 1

June 2

June 3

July 3

July 2J

August I...

March 14...

May 30

August 24..

January 21

Discharge, | Year.

February 15.

October 24. . .

October 12...

January 10. .

January 11 . .

January 12

January 13.

January 14.

January 15.

March 22...

Feet.

43.0

10.0

40.0

30.0

43.9

45.0

44.2

41.0

45.1

43.1

49.5

42.3

42.0

47.9

37.0

52.0

58.0

56.0

47.4

38.0

41.0

Sec-feet.

"1.1,0011
to

.18,1)00

55.000

to
115,000

I '.100

1901

70,1100

to
90.000

1902

I'.'O.I

Date. height' discharge.

April 10

May 1

February 8..

July 11

February 9. .

February 20.

March 17

April 21

April 22

April 5

May 22

May 23

May 24

Fen.

47.7

44.6

48.0

49.5

52.0

4a 0

42.0

44.0

44.0

47.7

14.0

48.0

58.5

54.7

Sec-feet.

70,000
to

90,000

May 25

May 26 42. 0

May 27 ; 33.9

July 15

August 15

September 20.

February 4. . .

March 2

March 25.

11.5

42.0

43.6

40.3

41.7

50. 5
.v., 000

to
65,000

a A description of this gaging station is given in Water-Sup. and Irr. l'aper V . S. Genl. Survey No.

83, p. 31.
o U. S. Weather Bureau gage records.

Note.—The lowest stage was 0.7 foot on the gage October 5, 1895, and the flow was 0.069 second-foot
per Bquare mile.

The largest flood during this period occurred in May, 1901, and reached a stage of 58.5

feet, or alioiit 58 feet above low water. The discharge is estimated to have been from 70,000

to !K),(XX) second-feet, or from IS to 23 socond-feet per square mile. High stages occur often

in this stream, and in nearly all months of the year. The rise and fall arc very rapid. The

very great range of stage at this place is due to the small slope of the stream l>ed and the

small channel, which is U-shaped, with high hanks and small bottom width. At the junc

tion ol New and Deep rivers, where the slope and width are greater than at Fayetteville,

the range of stage is about 25 feet. It is reported that the stage at Fayetteville has been 75

feet.

SAVANNAH RIVER.

Savannah River is formed by the junction of Tugaloo and Seneca rivers in the northern

part of North Carolina, about 100 miles north of Augusta, flows in a southerly direction a

distance of 355 miles by river, and empties into the Atlantic Ocean at Savannah The

stream is navigable to Augusta, a distance by river of 248 miles. The 1 all in this distance

is above 130 feet. From Augusta to Andersonville, a distance of 107 miles, the fall is 270

feet. The basin is long and narrow and eompnses a drainage area above Augusta of 7.500

square miles The upper part extends well up into the Blue Ridge Mountains and has a
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rapid run-off. Numerous comparatively small streams enter the main stream at consider

able distances apart. This stream is subject to large freshets, due to rain and the rapid melt

ing of snow in the mountains in the spring. The greatest flood, however, occurred in Sep

tember, and was due to rain alone.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow of this stream at Augusta, Ga., during all

the large floods from 1840 to 1905:

Flood discharge oj Savannah River at Augusta, On., 18]fl-l90o.a

[Drainage area, 7,500 square miles. Danger line, 32 feet. lowest stage, 2.5 feet.]

Year. Date.

I MO

1

1865

187.8

1SSS

ISM

issr

May 28

August 29

January 11

July 31

September 1 1 .

March 17

March 18

March 19

March HI

April 1

April 2

May 20

May 21

May 22

July 29

July 30

July 31

August 1

August 2

August 3

August 4

August 5

A ugust 9

August 10

August 11

March 29

March 30

March 31

September 9. .

September 10

September II .

h"ghU> Discharge.! Year.

Frrl.

37.8

36.8

36.4

34.5

38.7

28.5

32.2

23.3

30.8

32.2

29.0

28.7

32. j

26 8

14 0

32.3

34. j

32.0

28. I

31.7

32 1

23.9

30.8

33.0

24 0

30.6

32 7

29 8

23 5

34 7

38.1

Sec-feel.

c 253, 000

c 220, 1)00

1 202,000

c 143,000

' 300, 000

90,800

123, 360

47, 660

111, 040

123,360

95, 200

92. 500

1211, 000

75, 840

17. IKK)

124,200

143,000

121,000

87,280

119,000

122.500

51,381)

111.000

130, 401)

52. 1)00

109. 300

127,800

102,200

48,900

148.1,00

276, 500

Date.

1888

1889

1892

189(1

SeptemlM?r 12.

September 13.

February 18. .

February 19..

February 20..

March 9

March 10

March 11

March 12

March 13

March 14

January 20. . .

January 21 ... .

January 22

J uly 9

1902

I90."i

February 7. .

Febiuary 8. .

February 9 .

February 13.

February 14.

February 15

February 28.

March I

March 2

March 3

tenruaryS .

February ■.) .

February 10.

February 14

Gage
heights

Discharge.

Feet. Sec-feet.

33.9 138,300

23.2 47,500

30.0 109, 300

32 9 129,500

29.3 97.840

31.2 114,600

35.3 165,400

32. ('. 126,900

27. 1 83, 71*)

31.2 114,600

29. 5 99,600

31 0 112,800

.12 5 126,000

26. 8 75. 840

29 2 90,960

30.2 105.800

25.8 67,040

28. 0 86,400

31.0 112, SOO

29 9 103. 100

29 (■ 100.500

32 3 124,200

22 1 41.480

25 5 04.400

33 8 13;, 400

.33 3 133 000

28 6 91,680

30 r 110,200

33 0 130,400

28 1 92. 500

25 3 02 . 700

« Description ol station in Water-Sup and Irr
& Property ot city ol Augusta. <!a
c House Document No 213 51st Cong 1st sess

Papei V rt Geoi Survey No 98 p. 57

The largest- flood at this place dining the period covered by the table occurred September

1 1 , 1888.0 The maximum stage was 38 7 leet and i he maximum iate ot llow was 4(1 second-

feet per square mile The normal rainlali loi September at Augusta is 2 to 4 inches. The

rainfall for September, 18.88. was 12 inches The water was fiom 1 foot to 12 feet deep

over a part of the city of Augusta, and the flood did a laige amount of damage

Second in size was the Hood ol 1840, dining which the maximum iate of flow was 33.7

second-feet per square mile

« Kcport on survey of the Savannah River above Augusta Ga., House Doc 213, 51st Cong , 1st soss.
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ALABAMA RIVER.

Alalmma River is formod by the junction of the Coosa and Tallapoosa rivers 6 miles above

Montgomery, Ala. The drainage basin of these streams is hilly country, well wooded, and

about one-fourth of the land is under cultivation. The streams have comparatively little

fall, a sluggish flow, and are subject to great fluctuations of stage. The channel is deep and

the area flooded comparatively small for such extreme fluctuations of stage.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow of the Alabama at Sclma, Ala., of the large-

floods from 1891 to 1904:

Flood flow of Alabama River at Selma, Ala., 1891 to l'.U)J,.a

[Drainage urea, l."i,400 square miles. Lowest wate* - 1 .9 feet, November 9, 1894. Danger line, 35 feet.]

Year.

1S!II

iste

ls'.irt

ISO.")

Date.

March 13

March 14

March 15....

January 1ft..

January 17..

January 18..

January 19. .

January 20. .

January 21...

January 22..

January 23. .

January 24..

January 25..

March 29

March 30

April 14

February 20.

February 21 .

February 22.

March 1ft

March 20

March 22

March 17

March 3

Gage
height.''

Discharge.

Feel.

47.3

48.0

47.(1

, 50.3

52.2

.VI. *

54.0

53.7

52.8

52.4

52.1

52. 1

51.3

48.3

48.5

46.0

11 ii

44.0

4a 9

41.8

42. G

41.8

40.7

Sec. feet.

127,200

129.200

128. 100

135,500

140. S00

145. 200

145,700

144,000

142,400

141..KM)

140. .WO

140,500

138,300

130,000

130,600

123,700

118,200

119,800

117,900

112, LlX)

114.400

112,200

109. 21X1

103,900

Year. Date.

February 17

February 18

April 23

April 24

January 17..

April 23

January 2. . .

January 3. . .

January 4...

March 4

March 5

March II

March 7

March 31

April 1

April 2

April 3

April 4

February 12

February 13

February 14

February 15

February 16

February 17

t.d

Feet.

IV il

47.9

41.0

40.0

ion

39.0

45.0

46.6

46.3

47.1

47.1

46. -

44. 4

48.

5a i

50.7

so. a

48. II

48. II

40.5

50.2

50.6

49.9

49.0

Discharge.

Sec. feet.

129,200

12S.9O0

110,000

107,200

107.200

104. 400

„ 121,000

125,400

124, 500

126,700

126,700

124,200

119, son

131,700

135.000

136. GOO

13-1,700

130.800

129.200

133.300

135.200

136. 400

134.400

132.000

a For description of station, see Water-Sup. iinti Irr. Paper No. 83, p. 131.
t> I'. S. Weather Bureau records.

The largest flood during this period occurred in January, 1892. The stream was nearly

50 feet ubove low water and the maximum rate of flow whs 145,700 second-feet , or 9.5 sec

ond-feet per square mile. High stages occur nearly every year and last from one or two

weeks to a month. The flood flow is comparatively small and these high stages are due to

narrow channel and small slope of stream bed.

BLACK WARRIOR RIVER.

Black Warrior River is formed by the junction of the Mulberry and Sipsey forks at War-

riortown, Ga., flows in a southerly direction and empties into the Tombigbee. The basin

is rolling or flat open country, much of which is under cultivation. The stream has little

fall and its flow is sluggish. The area above the gaging station at Tuscaloosa, Ala., is

■4,900 square miles.
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The following table gives the daily flow at this station during the large floods from 1889

to 1905:

Flood flow of Blade Warrior River at Tuscaloosa, Ala., 1880-1905. a

[Drainage area, 4,900 square miles. Danger line, 43.0 feet gage height. Lowest stage, — 0.8 foot.]

Year.

18S9

1X90

isni

1892

1893

Date.

ISM

January 18. .

February 18.

February 19.

February 20.

February 9. .

February 10.

March 1

March 2

March 3

April 5

February 8. .

February 9. .

February 10.

February 11.

February 12.

February 13.

February 14.

February' 15.

Mareh 7

March 8

March 9

March 10....

March 11....

January 13. .

January 14. .

January 15. .

January 16. . .

April 6

April 7

April 8

April 9

April 10

April 11

April 12

April 13.

April 14

July 11

February IB.

February 17.

February 18.

February 19.

May 4

May 5

May 6

June 3

June 4

January 9. . . ,

January 10. . .

Gage
height.

Discharge.

Feet.

4a 5

56.4

56.6

53.0

54.0

52.9

58.9

57.4

52.4

45.9

51.5

51.5

52.2

53.5

50.5

47.6

51.4

49.5

53.0

58.0

60.4

58. 0

54.0

53.0

57.4

55. II

51.7

11.6

56.3

63.2

62.2

58.0

52.3

45.4

40.7

3fi. .",

4li.2

52.2
l

55.6 t

54.7 i

51.4 '

51.2

52.2 '

48.0

49.6

46.0

50. 6

49.3

Sec. feet.

63,000

126,600

127,400

113,000

117,000

1 12,600

13t>,«00

130,400

110,600

107,000

107,000

109,800

115,000

103,000

91,400

106, BOO

99,000

113,000

133,000

142,600

133,000

117,1X10

113,000

130,600

124,600

107,800

126,200

153,800

149. 800

133, OIK)

110,200

85,800

109,800

123, 400

119,800

106,600

105,800

109,800

93,000

99,400

85,000

103,400

98, 200

Year.

1900

1901

Date.

March 17

March 18

March 22

March 7

March 8

March 9

March 14.....

January 27.. .

April 6

January 8. . . .

February 6. . .

February 7. .

February 8. .

February 9. . .

March 16

March 17

March 18

March 19

March 20

December 13.

February 14. .

March 21

April 12

April 13

April 14

April 17

April 18

April 19

April 20

April 21

April 22

April 23

June 24

June 25

June 26

June 27

June 28

January 12. . .

January 13. . .

January 14. . .

January 15. . .

February 5. .

April 21

Decern ber 30.

December 31 .

January 1 . . . .

February 3. .

MHrch 1

Gage
height. (»

a Description

* U. S. Army
of station in Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 98, p.
Engineers records.

Fed.

52.0

47.3

51.3

51.4

54.8

61.6

51.0

43.5

38.7

49.3

50.6

51.4

51.7

48.6

50.3

60.3

57.7

52.4

49.3

39.5

48.0

51.0

52. 8

53.4

48.7

63.0

54.0

62.2

59.4

56.1

51.7

46.2

50.0

58.4

56.4

52.9

49. 1

52.7

56.5

53.3

47.3

42.0

42. 6

49.0

49.0

410

48.4

49.9

l.V.I.

Discharge.

Sec. feet.

109,000

90,200

106,200

106,600

120,200

107,400

105,000

75,000

55,800

98,200

103,400

106,400

107,800

95,400

138,200

142,200

131,800

110,600

98,200

59,000

93,000

105,000

112,200

114,600

95,800

153,000

157,000

149,800

138,600

125,400

107,800

85,806"

101,000

134,600

126,600

112,600

97,400

111,800

127,000

114,200

90,200

69,000

71,400

97,000

97,000

77,000

94,600

100,600
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Flood flow of Black Warrior R'mr at Tuscaloosa, Ala., 1889-1905—Continued.

Year.

1902

v.m

Date.
G
height.
X. Discharge.

Feet. Sec-feet.

March 28 60.4 142,1100

no. a 143,400

March 30 58.3 134,200

March 31 57.4 130, 600

April 1 52.9 112,600

February 8 56. 4 126,600

February 9 55.9 124,600

51.5 107,000

February 11 52.0 109, 000

February 12 53.8 116,200

February 13 51. 1 105,400

Year. Date.

1903 February 17

February 18

February 19

March 1

May 16

1905 January 14

February 9

February in

February 11

February 22

Gaee
height.

Feet.

56. 7

56. 8

53.0

54.3

43. 4

46. 1

55.5

56. '.I

54.5

47.7

Discharge.

 

Sec-feet.

137,800

128,200

113,000

118,200

74, 600

85.400

123, 000

128,000

119,000

91,800

The largest flood during this period was in April. HXX). The stage on the ISth was 64

feet, or ahout 64.S feet al)ove low water. The maximum daily rale was 1.57 ,(XX) second-

feet, or 32 second-feet per square mile. This great range of stage is due to sluggish flow

and narrow, deep channel. They last from one to three or four weeks.

It is reported that the stage at this place has been 87.6 feet.

MONONGAHELA RIVER.

The Monongahela rises in the north-central part of West Virginia, flows in a general

northerly direction, and joins the Allegheny at Pittsburg to form the Ohio (see PI. IV). Its

principal tributaries are the Cheat, which enters from the east a few miles north of the

southern boundary of Pennsylvania, and the Youghioghenv, which enters from the east at

McKeesport. The basin of the Monongahela has an area of 7,625 square miles, embracing

the west slope of the Allegheny Mountains. It is mainly mountainous or hilly, with no

surface storage and little forest area, and stands at a higher elevation than the Ohio basin,

immediately west of it. From Fainnount to the mouth of the stream, a distance of 123

miles, the fall of the river is about 1.1 feet per mile. This part of tho stream consists of a

series of slack-water basins formed by dams.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow of the Monongahela at Lock No. 4 during

all the large floods from 1886 to 1905:

*'loo<l flow of the Monon'jahela Hirer at ImcIc No. I'ennxylmn'm, 1880-1905.

[Drainage area. 5,4:*) square miles. Lowest stage, 3.2 feet. Danger lino, 28 feet.]

Discharge, j Year. [ Date. ' Discharge.Year.

1886 March 31.

April 1...

April 2.. .

April 3...

April .->...

April 6.. .

April 7...

April 8...

May 8....

May 9....

May 10...

| May 11...

r.age
height.'*

Feet. I Sec-feet.

16.5 33,600 I 18N6 May 12.

27.0 ' 92,600 | May 13.

23.5 70,800 j May 14

16.(1 I 31,300 ' May 15

18 5 1 43,601) May 16

25 0 79,800 | 1887 Februarys..

26.0 85,800 February 4..

19.5 48,600 . February 5..

6.5 February ft..

22.0 62.300 February 26.

Hi. 5 33,600 I February 27.

11.5 I February 28.

a V. S. Weather Bureau records.

Fed.

in.:'

15.3

21.2

24 3

16 5

14.0

:;i ii

24.5

16.3

11.7

28 II

24.0

See.-feet.

28, 150

57,900

75,600

:«..«,)

22,500

120,600

76,800

32,650

14, .W0

99.600
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Flood flow of the Monongahela River at Loch No. Pennsylvania, 1886-1905—Continued.

rear. Date.
Gage

height.

Feet.

1887 March 1 16.3

1888 January 8 19.5

January 9 20.7

1889

1SU0

1891

January 10

July 9

July 10.

July 11

July 12.

July 13

February 17

February 18

February 19

February 20

April 13

April 14

April 15

May 31

June 1

June 2

November 9

November 10

November 11

January 7

January 8

January 9

January 10

February 3

February 4

February 5

February 6

February 20

February 21

February 22

March 22

March 23

March 24

March 25

October 12

Octolwr 13

Octolwr 14

Octolwr 15

October 18

January 1 '

January 2

January 3

January 4

January 5

February 10

February 11

February 12...

February 16

February 17 '

February 18 1

February 19

IRR 162—06 6

Discharge. I Year.

1891

92,600

122,700

55, 700

22,920

36, 100

73,800

4.'), 100

16,210

61,200

54,050

32,650

 

Date.

1V7

February 22

February 23

February 24

January 13. .

January 14. .

January 15. .

January 16. .

April 23

April 24

April 25

January 29. .

January 30. .

January 31. .

January 6..

January 7..

January 8. .

January 9. .

January 10.

January 11 .

January 12.

March 15

March 16

March 17

March 18....

March 19....

March 20....

March 21....

July 30

July 31

August 1. . .

August 2. . .

February 22

February 23

February 24

Februa ry 25

February 26

May 14

May 15

May 16

December 5.

December 6.

December 7.

January 10.

January 11.

January 12.

January 13.

January 16.

January 17.

January 18.

January 23.

January 24.

January 25.

March 17

March 18....

Gage
height.

Feet.

19.0

20.4

15.3

11.0

25.7

28.5

19.3

18.0

21.8

15.5

16. ■'.

23.5

18.2

7.3

245

3a 0

22.0

15.8

21.9

19.0

14.5

21.0

21.7

16.4

II. 2

20.5

18.6

14.2

25.3

24.0

15.6

16.0

36.0

36.0

23.0

14.0

19.7

20.6

14.6

8.0

20 i i

15 ii

14.0

»

20 n

15.8

19.5

21.0

16 0

13.5

21 9

III. 7

8.5

20.0

Discharge.

Sec-feet.

46,100

53,500

28,150

84,000

103, 100

47,600

41,100

60, 100

29,050

33,600

70,800

42, 100

76,800

113,600

62,300

30,400

61,750

46, 100

24,600

56,800

60,650

33, 100

54,050

44,100

23,340

81,600

73,800

29,500

31,300

159,000

159,000

67.800

22,500

49.650

54,600

25,040

54,600

29,500

22, 500

73, 200

51,300

:•), 400

48,600

56,800

111,300

20, 480

61,750

34,600

51,300
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Flood flow of the Monongahela River at Lock No. 4, Pennsylvania, 1886-1005—Continued.

 

March 19

March 20

March 21

March 22

March 23. ... .

March 24

March 25

March 26

March 27

March 28

March 29

March 30

March 31

April 1

August 10. . .

August 11 . .

August 12 ...

August 13 ...

Octol>cr22...

Octol>cr23...

October 24...

January 6. . .

January 7. . .

January 8. . .

January 9. . .

February 4. .

February •>. .

February 6. .

March 5

March ti

March 7

March 28

March 29

March 30

March 31

March 1

March 2

March 3

November 26

November 27

November 28

November 29

April 4

April 5

April IS

April 7

April 8

April 9

April 19

Apnl 20

April 21

April 22

April 23.

May 27

Gage
height.

Feet.

Discharge.

Sec-feet.

Hi. 7 34,600

12.7

13.8 21,680

22.5 65,050

20.7 55,150

20.2 52,400

24.7 78,000

23 8 72,600

16.0 31,300

12.0 15,300

23.9 73,200

20.7 55,150

14.5 24,600

17.3 37,600

23.3 69,600

21.0 56,800

17.8 40, 100

14.0 22.500

21.6 60,100

15.8 30,400

15.0 26,800

23.5 70,800

210 67,800

IS. 6 29,500

11.5

22.0 62.300

17.5 38, 600

14.0 22,500

26 'i 91,900

20.0 51,300

9.5

2a o 67,800

23 0 67,800

16.5 33,600

10. 2

21.0 56,800

19.0 46, 100

17.6 39,100

33.8 141,400

22.6 65,600

14.8 25,920

18.8 45,100

21.6 60,100

20.6 54,600

23 1 68,400

21.6 60,100

17.0 36, 100

12.0 15,300

23.3 69.600

25.5 82,800

21.5 59,550

17.2 37,100

19.4 48,100

Year.

1902

1903

Date.

May 28.

May 29

May 30

December 15.

Decern ber 16.

Decern ber 17.

Decern l>er 29.

DecemlMT 30.

December 31.

January 27...

January 28. . .

January 29. . .

February 26..

February 27. .

February 28. .

March 1

March 2

March 3

March 4

March 9

March 10

March 11

April 9

April 10

April 11

April 12

April 13

April 14

December 12.

Deoember 13.

Deeemlwr 14.

Deeemlier 15.

Decemlier 16.

DecemlKT 17.

December is.

December 19.

January 3

January 4

January 5

February 4. .

February 5. .

February 6. .

February 15. .

February 16. .

February 17. .

February 18. .

February 28. .

March 1

March 2

March 3.

March 23

March 24

March 25

March 26.....

Feet.

21.3

20.0

17. 1

18.5

28.5

18.5

16.5

25.0

22.0

9.5

25.9

19.5

16.4

21.5

18.8

29.5

25.1

20.0

15.6

11.3

21.6

19.6

17.2

20.1

22.0

22.7

21.5

17.7

20.0

25.0

26.2

19.0

17.0

26.0

20.5

14.5

10.9

22.1

18.9

16.0

21.7

17.8

10.5

22.6

28.4

19.2

14.6

32.5

24.6

15.7

130

23.2

21.0
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Flood flow of the Monongahela River at Lode No. 4, Pennsylvania, 1886-1905—Continued.

Year. Date.
Gage

height.
Discharge.

Feet. Sec.-feet.

1904 13.8 21,680

21.2 57,900

20.0 51,300

14.5 ■24. rm

March 23 14.2 23,340

March 24 20.2 62, 400

March 25 16.8 35,100

1905 10.2

January 12 24.3 75,600

19. 5 48. WO

Year.

1!*).-,

Date.

March 8. .

March 9..

March 10.

March 11.

March 12.

March 21.

March 22.

March 2a

March 24.

Gago
height.

Fret.

12.0

21.0

28. 3

29.3

18.5

16.5

27.2

20.5

13.4

Discharge.

Sec.-feet.

15,300

56,800

101,700

108,700

43,600

33,600

94,000

54,050

20,080

The discharge is taken from a station rating table prepared from current-meter meas

urements of the flow at Belle Vernon, Pa., and surface slope data furnished by T. P. Rob

erts, Corps of Engineers, United States Army.

The gage is located at the lower end of the look below the dam; its zero is 717.82 feet

above sea level.

The greatest rate of disc harge during this period was on July 11, 1888. The stream

reached a stage of 42 feet, 158.8 feet above lowest stage, and a daily rate of flow of 207,000

second-feet, or 38.1 second-feet per square mile. Both the rise and fall during this flood

were very rapid. It was due to a very heavy rain of comparatively short duration.

The flood second in size occurred February 23-24, 1897, when a stage of 36 feet was

reached, and a rate of 159,000 second-feet, or 29.3 second-feet per square mile. It was a

spring flood, duo to rain and the rapid melting of snow.

YOUGinOGHENY RIVER.

The Youghiogheny, the chief tributary of the Monongahela, drains an area of about 1,770

square miles. It rises in the mountains about 30 miles south of the Pennsylvania-West

Virginia line, flows northwestward about 85 miles, and enters the Monongahela at McKees-

port, Pa. Its chief tributary is the Cosselman, which enters from the east, at Confluence,

,Pa. The basin is mountainous and quick spilling, without storage. The stream bed is

steep and rocky and the flow rapid.
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Tho following table gives the daily flow just below the mouth of the Cassclman at Con

fluence, Pa., of all the large floods from 1X74 to 1905:

Flood flow of Yoitffhiogheny River at Confltie.net, Pa., 1874-190S."

[Drainage area, 7S2 square miles. Lowest stage. —0.8 foot. Danger line, 10 feet.]

Year.

I --74

1ST.-)

Date.

1K76

1X77

iss;

I8S2

lxss

1H.VI

ISftO

December 28..

December 29. .

December 30. .

July 28".

July 29

July 30.

August 1

August 2

August 3

August 4

September 17.

September 18.

September 19.

November 23.

November 24.

November 2.").

February 11..

February 12. .

February 18. .

February 20. .

February 21 . .

February 22. .

February 6. . .

February 7. . .

February 8. . .

August 21

Cage
height.

May 31....

June 1

J une 2 . . . .

March 22. .

March 23. .

March 24. .

Feet.

8.5

13.2

ii. 1

3.0

10.7

5. 2

5.4

12.3

10.3

6.8

4.4

11.6

7.6

2. 2

11.6

7.8

9.6

11.6

9.4

8.4

10.9

8.3

3.6

13.8

9.2

17.0

9.6

12.0

6.1

D.O

10.9

7.6

Discharge. Year.

Srcond-feet. 1

17.320 1891

30,420

23, 100 1895

27.720

22.0211

25. 030

25.630

20. 170

2.5,(i30

19,640

17,060

22,560

16.810

1901

32,220

19, 120

42.000

to 46. 000

20,170

26,820

18,600

23,650

I <*).->

Date.

February 16. .

February 17 . .

February 18. .

February 19. .

January 7

January 8

January 9

March 29

March 30

March 31

July 24

July 25

July 26

February 21 . .

February 22. .

February 23. .

February 24..

November 25.

November 26.

November 27.

April 6

April 7

April 8

December 14 . .

December 15. .

December 16..

February 27. .

February 28 . .

March 1

January 22...

January 23 . . .

January 24...

March 21

2&t. 1>'*'haIBC.
Gi

height

Frtt.

6. 9

12.3

10.2

6.9

8.5

10.8

7.3

7.6

10.5

8.9

5.4

13.0

5.9

5. s

11.6

lao

9.6

3.3

10.3

7.3

7.6

10.5

8.0

2.6

10.6

7.0

4.0

0.9

10.1

9.0

10.6

5.0

8.0

Seeomt-ffrt.

27. VJO

21,750

17,320

23, 370

22,.MO

18.340

29,820

25. 630

29.820

20. 170

22,020

22,560

16.060

22. 830

21.470

3(1. '.'6(1

18,600

22.830

111,080

« (Jage heights from U. S. Weather Bureau records.

The largest flood on this stream in these thirty-one years occurred in August, 1888. The

maximum rule of flow was then from 42,000 to 40,000 second-feet, or from 53.8 to 59

second-feet per square mile. Second in size to this flood was the spring flood of February

1883, when the maximum daily rate of flow was 41.2 second-feet per square mile.

TENNESSEE RIVEll.

Tennessee River is formed by (he junction of the French Broad and the Holston about

4 miles above Kno.xvillc, Tenn. it is a long, somewhat U-shaped stream and is navigable

to Chat tanooga, a distance of 4.53 miles. The basin above Chattanooga is mountainous,

being made up of a series of parallel ridges. The tributary streams drain the narrow val

leys between these ranges. There is no surface and little ground storage, and the run-oil

is therefore very rapid.
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The drainage area above Chattanooga, where the gaging station is located, is 21,380

square miles. The following table gives the daily rate of flow of this stream at Chattanooga

during all the larger floods from 1867 to 1905.

Flood flow of Tennessee River at Chattanooga, Tenn., 1867-1905.<*

[Drainage area, 21,382 square miles. Danger line, 33 feet gage height. Lowest stage, 0.0.]

. 1

Year.

1807

lS'H

1S92

1893

1*91",

Date.

Mareh 11...

February 28

Mareh I

March 2

March 3

March 4

February 12

February 13

February 14

February 15

March 10....

March 11....

March 12....

January 16. .

January 17. .

January 18. .

April 10

February 20

April 4

April 5

February 2<>.

(luge
height.!'

Feel.

58.0

34.8

40.2

42. 5

41.0

34.4

34.3

30.5

37.5

35. 5

37. 5

38.9

37.6

37.1

37.9

3S.2

34.3

33.4

38.8

40.5

34.8

Discharge. Year.

Sec.-feet. '

1-735,000 I 1897

388, 100

404,200

445. 100

418,400 J 1899

300. 1100

299.200

338, 300

356, 100

320..WO |

356, 100

381,000

357.900 j!
349,000

363,200

315.200 } 1001

299,200

283.200 |' 1902

379, 300

409,500

308,100

Date.

March 14....

I March 15....

March lti

Mareh 17....

[ February 8. .

February 9..

February 10.

March 17....

March IS....

March 19....

March 20. . . .

March 21....

March 22....

March 23....

March 24

December 30

Decern I cr 31

January 1 . . .

January 2. . .

March 4

March 5

height i Discharge.

Feet.

37.9

37.9

37.0

36.0

30. 95

38. 25

3(i. 75

30.90

3(1. 15

35.85

37.05

39.20

40.00

38.70

32. 70

32.00

37.40

40.10

40.80

38.0

35. :i

Sec-feel.

363.200

363,200

' 347.200

329.400

225.100

333.200

223,800

224,800

220.200

218,300

225,700

239,000

244,000

235,900

198.700

202,200

237,300

254,800

259. 400

241,200

227. 000

fl Description of station given in Water-Sup. and lrr. Paper No. 98, p. 255.
t» U. S. Weather Bureau records.

c Two per cent added for overflow passing around gage.

The flood of March, 1867, on this river exceeded all floods in the preceding ninety0 years.

It was one great rise, due to a very great storm that extended over the whole drainage

area. At noon on March 1 1 the stage was 58 feet above low water at Chattanooga. At

Knoxville the stage was 12 feet above that of 1847. The loss of life and property in this

valley was unparalleled.

Second in size was the flood from February 27 to March 5, 1890, which had a maximum

rate on March 2 of 445,120 second-feet, or about ().(> the rate of the flood of March, 1807.

ILLINOIS RIVER.

Illinois River is the largest tributary of the Mississippi above the Missouri. Jt is formed

by the junction of the Kankakee and Dosplaines rivers in northeast Illinois. The basin

including these streams has an area of 29,013 square miles, and its width is about half its

length. It is level or gently undulating land, with a deep, rich, loamy soil, and is nearly

all under cultivation. From I^ake Michigan to Lasalle the fall of the river is 141 feet, and

from Lasalle to its mouth the fall is 33 feet. The Chicago Drainage Canal extends from

Lake Michigan to Illinois River at Joliet, and through it passes into the river 3,000 to

5,000 second-feet of the water of Lake Michigan. A large part of the Kankakee River

basin in Indiana is a swamp formed by a ledge of limestone crossing the valley near the

State line. This swamp exerts a marked influence on the flood flow and also on the low-

water flow of the river.

o Uept. Chief Engr. U. S. Army for 1875, p. 035.
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The following tabic gives the daily rate of flow of Illinois River at Peoria, 111., during

larger floods from 1890 to 190.5. The gage heights arc readings j>f the United States

Weather Bureau gage on a pile of the protecting work of pier of the Peoria wagon bridge.

Floodflow of Illinois River, Peoria, III., 1890 to 1905.a

[Drainage area, 15.700 square miles. Danger line, 14 feet. Lowest water, 2.0 feet.]

Year.

is'*)

1891

1892

1893

1895

IV 17

I .VIS

Date.

Juno 25

April 17

April 18

April 19

May 6

May 7

May 8

May 9

May 10

May 11

May 12

May 13

May 14

March 13

December 31 .

March 24

March 31

Gage
height.''

Feel.

13.3

15.0

15.0

15.0

18. 9

20.9

21.5

21.9

21.3

20.7

20.0

19.9

19.4

19.6

15.0

iv :i

HI. 3

Discharge.

Sec-feet.

18,290

22,960

22,900

22, 9(10

39. 120

47.920

50,480

52, 180

49, 020

47,140

1S99

1900

1901

44,000 jl 1902

43,560 | 1903

41,330

42, 220

22,900

30,500

40,880

1904

1905

Date.
a*g'_t Discharge.

March 22.

March 16.

March 17.

March 27.

March 28.

March 29.

March 30.

March 31.

April 1...

April 2...

July 22...

March 12.

March 12.

March 28.

March 8..

May 19...

Feet.

16.1

19.4

19.9

17.0

17.2

17.4

17.6

17.7

17.6

17.5

21.0

19.3

19.3

»d21.8

d 15.0

•117.4

Sec-feet.

23.330

43,560

43.5130

30.900

31 , 700

32,620

33,480

33,910

33,480

33.050

48.350

40,880

40,880

57,500

24,090

35,500

o Description of gaging stat ion in Water-Sup. and Irr. Pniier No. 128. p. 39.
>> Heights on U. S. Weather Bureau gage.
*• From March 24 to April 7 this stage was above 20 feet, and from January 22 to Mav 19 the stage did

not full Mow 13 feet.
d Heights on U. S. Geological Survey gage.

The largest Hood on this stream in these sixteen years occurred March, 1904. The great

est stage was 21 .8 feet, or 19.2 feet above low water, and the greatest rate of flow was .57,500

second-feet, or 3.60 second-feet per square mile. For fifteen days during this flood the

discharge did not full below 44,0(X) second-feet.

Second in size was the flood of May, 1902, which had a maximum rate of 3.3 second-feet

per square mile.

The floods on this stream are of long dura! ion, but have a very- small rate of flow.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER.

The Mississippi has its source in Itaska Lake, in northern Minnesota, at an elevation of

1,324 feet above sea level. From this lake to St. Paul, Minn., a distance of alxiut .500

miles, it fulls about 1 .(XX) feet. The watershed is mostly hilly, without mountains, with

considerable swampy land and lake surface. The surface covering is drift composed of

sand, gravel, and bowlders. The total area ulmve St. Paul is 30,085 square miles, 16,3.50

square miles of which is Minnesota River drainage.

The following table gives the daily stage and rate of flow of the larger floods from 1867

to 1904. The discharge is taken from a station rating table prepared from observations

made by engineers of the United States Army in April and May, 1897. The daily rate of

flow during the flood of 1881 is in doubt. It was less than 120,000 second-feet and greater

than 95,000 second-feet.
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Floodflow of Mississippi River at St. Paul, Minn., 1867-1904.°

[Drainage area, 36,085 square miles. Highest water, 19.7 feet, April 29, 1881; lowest, 0.9 loot, March 19,

18%. Danger line, 14 feet.]

he^tU!Diseha'Ke-Date.

 

Sec-feet.

62,000

71.5C0

77,460

80,040

84,580

85,500

83,640

82,700

83,640

82,750

80,900

77, 460

73,160

69,900

(15, 840

61,800

a Tabulated results of discharge observations Mississippi River and tributaries, 1897-98, p. 184.

& Records for 1870-71 missing.
tU. S. Weather Bureau gage records.
d Maximum, 19.7 feet.

The largest flood at St. Paul in these thirty-nine years was in April, 1881, when the rate

of flow was from 2.63 to 3.3.3 second-feet per square mile. Second in size was the flood of

July, 1867, which had a rate on the 23d of about 92,000 second-feet.
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KANSAS HIVEU.

The Kansas is formed by the junction of Republican and Smoky Hill rivers in central

Kansas, flows eastward for a distance of ISO miles, and empties into Missouri River.

The two streams that form the Kansas rise in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, in

eastern Colorado. The basin including these streams has a length of 490 miles, a width of

140 to 190 miles, and an area of 01,440 square miles. ]t is rolling prairie country, the

eastern third being under cultivation, the remainder covered with tough buffalo grass sod.

There is little timber and no surface storage. The surface falls gradually from an elevation

of about 5,500 feet to 750 feet at the mouth of the stream. The mean annual precipitation

varies from about 12 inches in the western part to 35 or 40 inches in the eastern part. The

river bottom ranges in width from 1 to 4 miles and is almost entirely submerged during the

largest floods, the natural channel being entirely inadequate to pass the Hood flow, the

average slope of stream bed being only 1.8 feet per mile.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow of Kansas River at Lawrence or Ix'comp-

ton, Kans., during the larger floods from 1881 to 1905:

Flood Jlow of Kansas Hiver at Lawrence ami I^conipton, Kans., 1881- 1903.a

[Drainage an-a at Lawrence, 59.S41 square miles: drainage area at l.*1compton, 5s„ViO square

miles.]

Year. Date. Discharge. Year. Date.

1K.N1 March 7

1882 April 10

is.v; June 25.

1880 May 10

1S89 May 13

1891

July 22

1892

1893

1895

Src.-feel. I Sec.-ftet.

18,700 1895 August 19 17,390

19.370 1890 July 20 53.300

19,370 ' 1897 April 26 07,700

19,370 1 1898 June 10 28.990

24,340 i 1899 1 July 8 '30,250

24.340 | 1900 March 10 &24.9O0

35,000 ; 1901 April 14 I>25,000

07,700 1902 July 15 j <>81,4O0

19,370 ! 1903 May 31 1 »c221.00O

20,020 1904 July7 1 '130,000

17,390 1905 September 18 , <> 50,000

Discharge.

a This station is described in Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 99, p. 208.
f> At Lecompton, Kans.
e From May 28 to June 7 the discharge was above 100.000 second-feet.

The largest flood during this period occurred in May and June, 1903. It is fully descrilied

in Water-Supply Paper No. %. The maximum daily rate of flow was 221,000 second-feet,

or 3.7S second-feet per square mile. Although this rate is very small as compared with

that of eastern si reams of (be same drainage, it was an exceedingly large flood for this stream

and caused the loss of $22,000,000 worth of properly in Kansas and at Kansas City, Mo.

During this flood the greatest daily rate of flow of Blue River, one of the tributaries of

the Kansas, was 7.2 second-feet per square mile.

The spring floods in this basin, due to melting snow, are small compared with those that

occur in May, June, and July.

In 1844 there was a flood in this basin that is said to have equaled or exceeded that of

1903, but there is little data concerning this flood.
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IIIO GRANDE.

The Rio Grande rises in the Rooky Mountains in the southern part of Colorado, flows in

a southerly direction through New Mexico, in a southeasterly direction through Texas,

and empties into the Gulf of Mexico. The basin above San Marcial is long and compara

tively narrow and its area above the gaging station at that place is 28,067 square miles.

The slopes are steep, hare, and impervious, with no surface storage. The precipitation is

small and generally torrential, except that which falls as snow at the headwaters of the

streams.

The following table gives the daily rate of flow of the Rio Grande at San Marcial, N. Mex.,

during the largest floods from 189.5 to 190.5 :

Floodflow of the Rio Grande at San Marcial, V. Mex. 1895 to J906.a

[Drainage area, 28,0*17 square miles.]

Year.

is<r,

IS'. I*

ISiKi

1900

I'.KIl

l'«r_>

I'.IKi

1WI

Date.

April 15

April 29

May 15

May 21

June 3

April 30

July 17

July 20

May 22

Se.ptemtwT 9. .

May 2.5

August 20

June 18

September 29

Se.ptem.lHT :W)

Discharge. Year.

Sec-feet.

7,800

4. son

4. Soil

21,750

10.750

11,300

10,775

1,655

0.250

8,500

.5. 600

10, .500

18,880

3,280

7,5.10

Date.

1904 October!..

October 2..

; October 3..

October 4..

Ocober 9. . .

October 10.

October 11.

October 12.

October 13.

October 14.

1905 May 23

May 24

May 25

May 26

Discharge.

Sec. ■feet.

8.550

18,400

19.700

5,000

12,000

24,000

33.000

24,800

21.750

15.900

2S.IM0

211,070

23, .540

28.000

a A description of this gaging station is given in Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper No. 99, p. 382.

NoTK. -The discharge was zero during the months of July, August, and part of September, 1900.

The greatest rate of flow during this period was in October, 1904. The mean rate for

October 11 was .33,000 second-feet, or 1.17 second-feel per square mile. This fl(x>d is

described in Water-Supply Paper i\"o. 1-17, pages 14.3 to 1.50.

Second in size to this was the Hood of May, 1905, described on pages .34 to 38 of this

paper. The maximum rate of flow was 1.04 second-feet per square mile.
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WKSTUIiN STREAMS.

Tho maximum rate of discharge of some of the important streams in the arid region is

given in the following table:

Maximum rate offlow of certain western streams, by years, 1S8H-1905.

[Drainage areas above gaging stations, in square miles: Colorado, 37,000; Loup, 13,540; Platte, 56,870;
Arkansas, 4,000.]

Colorado River at
Austin, Tex.

Loup River at Colum
bus, Ncbr.

Platte River at Co
lumbus, Nebr.

Year.

Date.
Dis

charge.
Date. ,Dis-

charge.
Date- ' cha'rge.

Sec-feet. ' Sec-feet. Sec-feet.

1886 1

1887

1888.

1889.

1892 . .

1893..

1894..

1895..

1896..

1897 ..

1898..

1899..

1900..

1901 ..

1902..

1903 . .

1904..

1905 . .

October..

January ;

Juno

June 8...

14,100

11,000

29,0011

103,400

April 7 1 123,000

July 13....

July 28....

February 1

Juno 8

April

40, 900

31,250

32, 500

40,140

51 190

June 3...

Juno li...

July....

June

July....

June

June

July....

August .

June

July

9,100

170,000

27,000

0,670

0,980

14,300

5,900

10,900

20,000

20, 000

25,800

June 1...

June 10..

June

June

May....

May .

April....

May

Hay

June

June

27,200

14,900

31,000

24, liOO

25, 770

35,400

2S.400

13.800

21,000

18, 19U

51,100

Arkansas River at
Pueblo, Colo.

Month.

May

July

June

August.

May

June

June

June

June

July

August.

June

July

June

June

May

August.

June

June

June

Dis
charge.

Sec.-feet.

7, GOO

0, 510

» 2, 760

f> 2,020

6 3,270

1-4,230

6 4,750

64,750

5,000

3,440

3,750

5,390

4,890

0,980

11.000

8.320

0, 100

3,310

6,400

• a Mean rale Iroui 7 p. in. June 0 to 2 a. in, June 7.

* At Canyon, Colo.
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Maximum rale offlow of certain western streams, by years, 1886-1905—continued.

.lare miles:
ciser, 894.]

[Drainage areas above gaging stations, in square miles: Bear, 6,000; Humboldt, 10,780; Boise, 2,450

Year.

Bear River at Col-
linston. Utah.

Month.
Dis

charge.

Sec.-/eet.

1890... May 8,220

1891 ... May 5,000

1892... May 0,200

1893... May 6,470

1894... May 7,900

1895... May 5,000

1898 . . . May 5,650

1897... May 10,590

1898... June 5,320

1899. . June 6,640

1900... May 4,650

1901 . . May 4,950

1902... June 3,340

1903... May 3,350

1904... May 6,700

1905... May 2,760

Humboldt River at
Golconda, Nev.

Month.

June.. .

May...

March .

May . . .

J unc . . .

March .

June. . .

J une . . .

April ..

May .

Dis- 0
charge.

Sec-feet.

Boise River at
Boise, Idaho.

Month.
Dis

charge.

1.014

3,100

in:.

2,230

404

3,080

523

740

1,060

3.-i0

May..

June..

April .

May..

May. .

May..

May..

May. .

June..

April.

June. ,

Sec-feet.

7,100

40,130

28.570

8,250

19,0.50

11,900

12,070

8,190

10.750

19,080

0,2011

Weiser River at Weis-
er. Idaho.

Month.

March

May.

April

April

March

March

February...

February . . .

March

March

Dis
charge.

Sec-feet.

0,130

17,940

17, 180

3,880

0,580

8,120

7,140

7.340

10,410

11,620

[Drainage areas above gaging stations, in square miles: Tuolumne, 15000, Kern, 2 345; Kings 1,742.]

Year.

Tuolumne River at Lagrange
Cal.

Kern River at Rio Bravo
ranch Cal.

Kings River at Sanger Cal.

Month.
Dis

charge.
Month.

Dis
charge.

Month
Dis

charge.

1889

Sec-feet. Sec -feet Sec-feet.

1890

1891

1892

1893

1894 May . .. 2.210

5. 3SO

3.610

5.340

1,340

4,930

1,970

4,420

3,760

J. V 1

J 170

3,039

1895 May

1896..

1897..

1898..

1899..

1900..

Marcn 11,800

14,700

7,800

21.8110

14,410

19. 240

Juno May 22,100

22.730

7.820

20,200

May May May

Apru April April

March March Maich

November May November is ;ou

1901 . February May January 43.930

26,380

17.290

15. 700

9,795

1902 .

1903..

1901..

1905..

April 12 OKI

20 340

17.850

Apiu April

April May May

May j une May

March 13 070 June June
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FLOOD- FLOW CHARAC TEHISTIC'S.

The flood-flow data on pages 56 to 85 are summarized in the following tahle, which

gives the drainage area in square miles of each river basin above the place of measurement;

the length of record, or number of years that flood observations have been made: the

largest daily rate of flow during the period of observation; the largest range of stage during

that period, and the number of times Uiat floods of a given magnitude compared with

the largest flood have occurred in the period. This comparison of magnitude is by rate of

flow, not by stage, except in a few cases. The rate of flow per foot increase of stage is

much greater for the higher stages than the lower ones, so that the frequency of the stage

of from, say, 0.8 to 0.9 of the maximum stage is much greater than the frequency of the

rate of flow of from 0.8 to 0.9 of the maximum rate of flow.

An examination of this table will show that the streams in certain sections have definite

flood-flow characteristics. Streams Nos. 1 to (i form a northern group. The larger floods

on these streams all occur in the spring. They are due to the rapid melting of snow and

are intensified at t imes by the formation of ice gorges. The depth of snow on the ground

in the early spring and the rate at which it melts are the controlling flood factors on these

streams. Floods due to rain alone are of about half the magnitude of the spring floods

and of much shorter duration. The maximum rate of run-off of these streams is small (15

to 25 second-feet per square mile) compared with streams elsewhere of the same size of

basin and depth of annual precipitation. Floods of the first or second magnitude (from

0.8 to 1 of the magnitude of the greatest recorded flood) may be expected to occur, on an

average, once in twelve to fifteen years.

Streams Nos. 7 to 11 form a second group. The rate of flood flow is larger than that of

the streams in group 1. Some of the large floods in the spring are due to melting snow

and some are due entirely to rain. The summer floods are. not so long in duration as the

spring floods. Large floods in streams of this group are not so frequent as in those of

group 1. They occur about once in twenty to forty years.

The length of record of the four southeastern streams (Nos. 12-15) is too short, except

that of the Savannah, to include the largest flood. The range of stage is large. The

frequency of occurrence and duration of floods are also large, because of sluggish flow. The

largest flood occurred in the fall, and had a rate of flow somewhat less than the largest

rate of flow in group 2.

The largest floods in the upper Ohio basin occur in the spring. Two exceptions are the

flood of July, 1888, on the Monongahela, and that of August, 1888, on the Youghioghenv.

They resemble somewhat those on streams of groups 1 and 2, but are more like the latter

than the former.

The Illinois and upper Ohio rivers have a remarkably small rate of flood flow—less than

3J second-feet per square mile. The large floods occur in the spring. The largest flood

on Grand River, Michigan," in probably a century had a maximum daily rate of about 8

second-feet per square mile of drainage area.

Streams 23-28 are in the arid and semiarid regions, and their rate of flood flow is very

small. Very large floods occur rarely on those streams, and are due to heavy rain. Ordi

nary floods generally occur in the spring, and are due to melting snow. An exception to

this rule is shown by Kansas River. The two great floods on Kansas River were about

sixty years apart .

Other less important facts can lx' seen from a study of the data.

o Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper No. 147, p. 40.
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INDEX TO FLOOD LITERATURE.

The following index to flood literature in the United States has been eompiled from the

indexes of the principal publications that treat of the subject. The floods have been

indexed by streams and by the principal places affected by the flood. Throughout the

index an attempt has been made to distinguish between the descriptions of flood and the

flood discharges. The index is not exhaustive, but comprises, it is believed, all important

articles:

Adams, N. Y., discharge of Sandy Creek at , 1897 and 1898 Hydrology State of Xew

York, 1905, p. 461

Ager's mill, N. Y., discharge of Moose River at, April, 1869 Hydrology State of New

York, 1905, p. 466

Albany, N. Y., flood damages at Eng. News, vol. 43, 1900, p. 132

freshets and ice gorges nt Hydrology State of New York, 1905, p. 469

Allegan, Mich., discharge of Kalamazoo River at, March, 1903. .. . Water-Supply Paper No.

83, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, pp. 268, 269

Allegheny River, N. Y., floods on, at Red House, 18.32 and 1805 Water-Supply Paper

No. 36, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1900, p. 158

Arizona dam, discharge of Salt River nt, February, 1800, and February, 1901 . . .12th Ann.

Rcpt. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, pp. 312-313

Arkansas City, Ark., flood at, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol.

Survey, 190.5, p. 110

Arkansas River, discharge of, at La Junta, Colo., May, 1894 Bulletin No. 131, U. S. Geol.

Survey, pp. 37, 38

discharge of, at Syracuse, Kans., October, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 169

flood on, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 109

September, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 105

great floods on. .Rcpt. on Physics and Hydraulics of Mississippi River, by

Humphreys and Abbott, p. 46

Augusta, Cm., discharge of Savannah Kiver at, 18S4 and 1891 14th Ann. Rept.

U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, p. 149

levees proposed for protection of Rcpt. Chief Eng. U. S. A., 1900, pp. 1490-1498

Austin, Tex., discharge of Colorado River at, 1889 Water-Supply Paper No. 40.

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1900, p. 31

Baldwinsville, N. Y., discharge of Seneca River nt, July, 1902 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 458

Beaver River, N. Y., discharge of, at Beaver Falls, 1809 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 466

Belle Fourche River, S. Dak., discharge and flood on, at Belle Fourchc Water-Supplv

Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 55, .57

Big Sandy Creek, Ariz., discharge of, August, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U.S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 115-118

Binghuinton, N. Y., discharge of Susquehanna River at, 1865 and 1902 Hydrology-

State of New York, 1905, p. 480; Water-Supply Paper No. 82, U. S. Geol.

Survey, 1903, pp. 147-1.50

discharge of Chenango River at, 1902. .. .Hydrology Stnte of New York, 1905, p. 4S7

Black River, N. Y., discharge of, near Carthage, April, 1809 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 405

discharge of, near Carthage, Forestville, Lyons Falls, Ontario Paper Mills, and Water-

town, April, 1869 Water-Supply Paper No. 65, U. S Geol.

Survey, 1902, p 105

Blue River, Kans., flood on, at Manhattan. May and June, 1903 Water-Supply Paper

No. 96, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 36

flood on, at Manhattan, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol.

Survey, 1905, p. 74
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Boonton, N. J., discharge of Rockaway River at, March, 1902 Water-Suppiy Paper

No. 88, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

Budlong Creek, N. Y., discharge of, near Utica, March, 1904 Kept. State Eng. New

York, 1904, p. 588

Cache Creek, Cal., discharge of, at Yola, February and March, 1904. .Water-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 16

Cache La Poudre River, Colo., flood on, May, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147.

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 154

Canadian River, discharge of , and flood on, October, 1904. Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 120, 124

Carlsbad, N. Mex., flood at, September and October, 1904. . .Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 133

Carthage, N. Y., discharge of Black River at, April, 1869 - . . . Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 105; Hydrology

State of New York, 1905, p. 465

Caslers Mill, N. Y., discharge of Otter Creek at, April, 18(59 Hydrology State of New-

York, 1905, p. 466

Catskill Creek, X. Y., discharge of, at Woodstock's dam, 1901 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 474

Cayuta Creek, N. Y., discharge of, at Waverly, 1904 Rept. State Eng. New York,

1904, p. 647

Chanute, Kans., flood at, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey,

1905, p. 91

Chatham, X. J., discharge of Passaic River at, March, 1902. .Water-Supply Paper No. 88,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

Chemung River, N. Y., protection from floods of, at Corning Eng. News, vol. 38

1897, p. 146

Chenango River, N. Y., discharge of, at Binghamton, 1902 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 487

Coleman, N. Y., discharge of Oriskany Creek at, spring of 1888 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 485

Colorado River, historic floods on Water-Supply Paper No. 40, U. S. Geol. Survey,

1900, p. 33

Colorado River, Tex., discharge and flood of, at Austin, 1899 Water-Supply Paper

No. 40, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1900, pp. 30, 31

Columbus, Nebr., discharge of Loup River at, June, 1896. ...18th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol.

Survey, pt. 4, p. 184

Columbus, Ohio, discharge of Scioto River at, 1898 20th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol.

Survey, pt. 4, p. 214

Colusa, Cut., discharge of Sacramento River at, March, 1879, and January, 1904.. ..Rept.

Commissioners Public Works California, 1895, pp. 52-58

Conemaugh River, flood of, at Johnstown, Pa., 1889. .. .Eng. News, vol. 21, 1889, pp. 517,

540, 569, 578, vol. 22, 1889, p 153, Eng Rec , vol. 19, 1889, pp. 15, 16, 25, 31, 32

flood of July, 1004 Water-Supply Paper No 147, L). S. Geol. Survey 1905, p lid

obstruction of Eng News, vol 25, 1891, p. 614

Connecticut River, discharge of, at Hartlord, Conn Rept. Chief Eng.,

U. S. A . 1887, pp 357, 358

floods on Rept Chief Eng., U. S. A., 1868, p. 761;

1875, p 364, 1878, p. 265, 1880, p. 403

Copper Hill Wash, discharge of, at Globe, Ariz., August, 1904. . .Watei-Supply Paper No.

147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 119

Corning, N. Y , flood protection for Eng. News, vol. 3», 1897, p. 146

Crandalls Mill, N. Y., discharge of Independence Creek at, April, 1869 Hydrology

Stat* of New York, 1905, p. 466
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Croton River, discharge of, nt, Croton dam, 1841, 1853, 1854 Hydrology

State of New York, 1905, p. 473

Crow Creek, Wyo., flood on, May, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 14,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 156

Culverts, discharge of small streams and capacities of Eng. News, vol. 41, 1899, p. 61

Davis Crevasse Levee on Mississippi River. .Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 17, 1887, p. 199

Deer River, N. Y., discharge of, at Deer River, April, 1869 Hydrology

State of New York, 1905, p. 466

Discharge during floods in New York State II. D<x-. 149,

50th Congress, 2d session, pp. 780-816

from small watersheds Technology Quarterly, vol. 4, 1891, pp. 316-327

maximum rate of Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 184

minimum rat* of Rept. on Bargo Canal, 1901, pp. 851-864

of small streams and capacities of culverts Eng. News, vol. 41, 1899, p. 61

of streams during floods Eng. Rec., vol. 39, 1899, p. 163

Dolgeville, N. Y., discharge of East Canada Creek at, August, 1898 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 484

Dundee dam, N. .1., discharge of Passaic River at, 1902, 1903. . .Water-Supply Paper No.

88, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 43; No. 92, 1904, pp. 21, 22

Dunshach Ferry, N. Y., discharge of Mohawk River at, 1S98, 1900, 1901. .Hydrology State

of New York, 1905, p. 475

flood at, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 65, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 181

East Canada Creek, N. Y., discharge of, near Dolgeville, August, 1898, April, 1800,

April and December, 1901 . .Water-Supply Paper No. 65, U. S. Geol.

Survey, 1902, p. 160; Hydrology State of New York, 1805, p. 484

East St. Ixtuis, 111., flood protection works at Eng. News, vol. 51, 1904, p. 118

proposed levies and relief canal at Eng. News, vol. 49, 1S03, pp. 118, 179

El Paso, Tex., discharge of Rio Grande at, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 145

Elmira, N. Y., protection against floods at Report of Mayor of Elmira, Feb. 12, 1890

Ellsworth, Kans., discharge of Smoky Hill River at, May and June, 1!:0.'?.. .Water-Supply

Paper No. 96, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 35

flood at, June, 1S04. .. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 76

Emporia, Kans.. flood near, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 90

Enoree River, S. C, flood on, June, 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 13

Esopus Creek, N. Y., discharge of, at Rosendale, March, 1902 .Hydrology State of New

York, 1805, p. 474

Fall River, Kans., flood on, at Fall River, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1805, p. 104

Feather River, Cal., discharge of, at Oroville, February and March, 1804 .. .Water-Supplv

Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 16

Fish Creek, X. Y., discharge near Camden, 1889, Taberg Station, 1898, and West

Camden, 1884 Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 108

Fish Creek (East Branch), N. V., discharge of, at Point Rock, 1889 Water-Supplv

Paper No. 6.5, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 108; Hydrology State of New

York, 1905, p. 460

Fish Creek (West Branch), N. Y., discharge of, at McConnellsville, 18S4 Water-Supply

Paper No. 65, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 108;

Hydrology State of New York, 1905, p. 4,59
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Floods, causes of Proc. Inst. Civil Eng., vol. 45, p. 63

causes and seasons of, on western rivers Eng. Mag., vol. 8, 1897, p. 1038

discussion of flood problems and Monthly Weather Review, September, 1899

Government engineers responsibility for Eng. News, vol. 49, 1903, p. 566

increasing frequency of Rept. Chief Eng., U. S. A., 1875, vol. 2, p. 510

produced by backwater from dams . . .Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 2, 1873, p. 255

Flood discharge, determination of, and backwater caused by stream contraction .. .Trans.

Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 11, 1882, p. 211

and maximum rate of flow of streams Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 184

and minimum rate of flow of streams Rept. on Barge Canal, 1901, pp. 851-964

of streams in New York State II. I)<x\ 149, 56th Congress, 2d session,

pp. 7E0-816; Eng. Rec, vol. 39, 1899, p. 163

Flood prevention, forest preservation and. .Eng. News, vol. 29, lf.03, pp. 324, 369, 478, 566

general discussions of Eng. Mag., vol. 32, p. 13;

vol. 1.0, pp. 351, 388; Van Nostrand's Eng. Mag., vol. 9, 1873,

p. 65; vol. 24, 1881, p. 131; vol.28, 1883, p. 108; vol. 34,1886,

p. 131; Proc. Inst. Civil Eng., vol. 69, p. 323; vol. 76 p. 395

reservoirs and. .Proc. Inst. Civil Eng., vol. 101 , p. 408; Eng. News, vol. 25, 1891, p. 258

works designed for Proc. Inst. Civil Eng., vol. 67, p. 309

Flood waters, disposal of Proc. Inst. Civil Eng., vol. 60, p. 130

Flood waves, movement of. .. .Rept. Commissioner Public Works, California, 1895, p. 130

Forestville, N. Y., discharge of Black River at, April, 1869. .Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 105

Fort Gibson, Tnd. T., Hood near, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 91

Fort Hunter, N. Y., discharge of Schoharie Creek at, 1892 and lfOl. .Hydrology State of

New York, 1905; p. 483

French, N. Mex., discharge of Canadian River at, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 124

Fulton, N. Y., discharge of Oswego River at. .Hydrology State of New York, V. ,05, p. 458

Gallinas River, N. Y., discharge and flood on, at Hot Springs, September and

October, 1C04 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol.

Survey, 1905, p. 138

Galveston, Tex., flood at, September S, 1900 Eng. News, vol. 44, 1C00,

pp. 173, 180, 196, 205

protection of, plans for Eng. News, vol. 47, 1902, pp. 77, 343

Genesee River, N. Y., discharge of, at Mount Morris, 1890, 1893, and 1894 .Rept.

Special Commission on Flood Conditions of Genesee River, 1C05, p. 45

discharge of, at Mount Morris, May, 1894 Hydrology State of New York,

1S05, p 445: Rept. Special Commission on Flood

Conditions of Genesee River, 1S05, pp. 4-44

at Mount Morris, July, 1902 Hydrology State of New York, 1905, p. 449

at Portage, July, 1C02 Rept. Special Commission on

Flood Conditions of Genesee River, 1S05, p. 45

at Rochester, March, 1865, and June, 1889 Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 141; No. 97, 1904, pp. 400-403

in 1857, 1865, 1867, 1873, 1875, 1879, 1889, 1896, 1902 Rept. Special

Commission on Flood Conditions of Genesee River, 1905, p. 45

in U.04 Rept. State Eng. New York, 1E04, p. 517

flood conditions on, at Rochester Rept. Special Commission on

Hood Conditions of Genesee River, 1905
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Genesee River, X. Y., floods on, in I860, 1869, and March and July, 1902. . .Hydrology Slate

of New York, 1905

floods on, in 1833, 1857, 186.5, 1867, 1875, 1889, 1890, 1893, 1894, 1896, March

and July, 1902 and 1904 Rept. Special Commission on

Flood Conditions of Genesee River, 1905, pp. 4-44

Globe, Ariz., discharge and flood at, August, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 118, 119

Grand River, Mich., discharge of and flood on, at Grand Rapids, March and April,

1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 40-43

Groveville dam, discharge of Fishkill Creek at, in 1882, 1888, 1891, 1893, 1896,

1902 Hydrology State of New York, 1G05, p. 473

Harrisburg, Pa., greatest yearly discharge of Susquehanna River at. .Water-Supply Paper

No. 109, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 178

Hartford, Conn., discbarge of Connecticut River at Rept. Chief Eng. V. S. A.,

1887, pp. 357, 385

Heppner, Oreg., discharge of Willow Creek at, .June 14, 1903. .Water-Supply Paper No.

96, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 11

flood at, June 14, 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 9: Eng. News, vol. 50, 1903, p. 53

Hill Tannery, N. Y., discharge of Woodhill Creek at, April, 1869. .Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 466

Hondo River, discharge of and flood on, at Roswell, N. Mex., September and October,

1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 138-140

Hot Springs, N. Mex., discharge of Gallinas River at, 1904. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 138

Hudson River, N. Y., discharge of, at Mechanicsville Hydrology State of New York,

1905, p. 467

flood damages on, at Albany Eng. News, vol. 43, 1900, p. 132

freshets and ice gorges on Hydrology State of New York, 1905, p. 469

Humboldt. Kans., Hood at, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 87

Ice jams, allowance for, in estimating height of streams. .Eng. .News, vol. 51, 1904, p. 400

Independence Creek, N. Y., discharge of, at Crandalls Mill, April, 1809. .Hydrology State

of New York, 1905, p. 466

Independence, Kans., flood at, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 101

Iola, Kans., flood of 1904 at. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol Survey, 1905, p. 85

Iron Canyon, Cal., discharge of Sacramento River in, February and March, 1904. .Water-

Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol Survey, 1905, p. 16

Johnstown, Pa., flood of 1889 at Eng. News, vol. 21, 1889, pp 517, 540, 569, 578:

vol. 22, p. 153; Eng. Rec , vol. 19, 1889, pp 15, 16, 25, 31, 32

flood of July, 1904, at. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U S. Geol Survey. 1905, p 1 13

obstruction of stream at Eng. News, vol. 25, 1S91, p. 614

Junction, Kans., discharge of Republican River at, May and June, 1903. . . . U a'.er-Supply

Paper No. 96, U. S Geol Survey, 1901, p 35

Hood of 1904 at Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S Geol. Survey, 1905, p 73

Kalamazoo River, Mich., discharge of, at Allegan, March, 1903 Water-Supply f'aper

No. S3, U. S Geol. Survey, 1903, pp 268,209

Kanawha River, great floods of Rept. Chief Eng U. S A., 1»76, vol 2, p. 163

Kansas City, Mo., engineering aspects of floods at. Eng. Rco , vol. 48, 1903. p 300

flood of 1904 at Water-Supply Paper No. 147, V. S Geol. Survey, 1905, p 61

Kansas River, at Kansas City, engineering aspects of floods on £11? Re-..

vol. 48, 1903, p. 300
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Kansas River, at Kansas City, Mo., flood on, in May and June, 1903 Water-Supply

Paper No. 96, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 28

flood on, in 1904. ..Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 61

at Lawrence, Kans., discharge of, June, 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 22: No. 147, 1905, p. 67

flood on, in May and June. 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 28

in 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 66

at Leoompton, Kans., discharge of, June, 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 36

discharge of, June and July, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 67

flood on, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 66

at Topeka, Kans., flood on, in May and June, 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 9(5,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 28

flood on. in 1904. . .Wa'er-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 61

• obstruction of channel of, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 71

changes in channel of, caused by flood of 1903 Scientific American Supplement,

Feb. 13, 1904

prevention of damage from floods on Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 70

La Junta, Colo., discharge of Arkansas River at, May, 1894 Bulletin No. 131,

V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 37, 38

La Plata River, Colo., flood on, October, 1905 Water-Supply Paper No: 147,

U. S. Geol Survey, 1905, p. 169

Las Moras Creek, Tex., discharge of, in 1898 and 1900 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 145

Langi rv. Tex., discharge of Rio Grande at , October, 1904. . .Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 145

Lawrence, Kans., Kansas River at, discharge of, June, 1903. .Wa'er-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 22, No. 147, 1905, p. 67

Kansas River at, flood on, in May and June, 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol Survey, 1904, p. 28

flood on, in 1904. . .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 66

Lecompton, Kans., Kansas River at, discharge of, June. 1903. . . . Wa'er-Supply Paper No.

96, U. S Geol Survey, 1G04, p. 36

Kansas River at, discharge of, June and July, 1904 Watei -Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S Geol Survey, 1905, p. 27

flood on, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S Geol Survey, 1905, p. 66

- Levees, at East St. Louis, III., proposed, and relief canal Eng News, vol. 49, 1903,

pp. 118, 179

on Mississippi River, construction of Eng News, vol 35, 1896, pp. 06, 77;

vol 37, 1897, p. 249

cost of -. Eng. News, vol. 38, 1897, p. 33

criticism by New York runes Eng News, vol. 49,

1903, pp 270, 340, 408, vol. .50, 1903. p. 151

discussion ol Trans. Am. Soe Civil Eng.,

vol. 3, 1874, pp. 267, 289; vol. 17, 1887, p. 199, Rep..

on Physics and Hydraulics of Mississippi River, p. 151

effect onstage and discharge Annual Rept.

Chief Eng. V. S. A , 1888, pt. 4, p. 2220: Eng. News,

vol. 23, 1890, p. 315. vol. 50, 1903, pp. 435, 436
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Levees, on Mississippi River, function of Kept. Chief. Eng. U. S. A., 1883, p. 2373

on Mississippi River, theory of Trans. Am. Soe. Civil Eng.,

vol. .51, 1903, pp. 331-414

vindication of, by levee engineers Eng. News, vol. SO, 1903, pp. 432, 435

on Missouri River, effect on flood of 1881 Rept. Mississippi River Commission,

1881, p. 135

on Neosho River, Kans. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 92

reclaiming lowlands by means of Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 5, 1876, p. 115

theory of, tested by facts Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 13, 1884, p. '.131

Liberty, Kans., Verdigris River at, greatest annual discharge of Water-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p.101

Little Falls, N. J., discharge of Passaic River at, October, 1903 Water-Supply Paper

No. 92, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 17

flood at, in 1902 .-.Water-Supply Paper No. 88, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 39

Little Falls, N. Y., discharge of Mohawk River at, 1899, 1MH), 1C01, 1S02 Hydrology

State of New York, 1905, p. 476; Water-Supply

Paper No. 65, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, pp. 105-177

discharge of Mohawk River at, 1004 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol.

Survey, 1905, pp. 35, 39; Rept. State Eng. New York, 1904, p. 588

Logan, N. Mex., discharge of Canadian River at, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 124

Los Alamos, N. Mex.. discharge of Sapello River at, October, 1S04. . .Water-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 126

Loup River, discharge of, at Columbus, Nehr., June, 1896 18 h Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol.

Survey, pt. 4, p. 184

flood on, June, 1896 18th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 4, p. 184

Lyons Falls, N. Y., discharge of Black River at, April, 1869. . .Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 105

McCalls Ferry, Pa., flood at, March, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol.

Survey, 1905. p. 27; No. 109, 1905, pp. 178-1S0

McConnellsville, N. Y., discharge, of West Branch Fish Creek at, 1884 Hydrology

State of New York, 1905, p. 459; Water-Supply

Paper No. 65, U. S. Geol. Survey. 1902. p. 108

Macopin dam, N. J., discharge of Pequanac River at, March, 1902 Water-Supply

Paper No. 88, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

flood at. October, 1903. .Water-Supply Paper No. 92, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p 16

Manhattan, Kans., discharge of Blue River at, May and June, 1904 Water-Supply

Paper No. 96, U. S Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 36

flood at, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. t. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 74

Meehanicsville, N. Y . discharge of Hudson River at Hydrology State ol New York,

1905, p. 467

Middle I>oup River near St. Paul, Nebr., discharge of, 1866 18lh Ann. Rept. U. S Geol.

Survey, pt 4, p. 181

Mississippi River, flood on, in vicinity of St. Louis, Mo., May and June, 1903 Water-

Supply Paper No 96, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 29

flood on, in 18S2 Rept. Chief Eng U. S. A , 1885, p 2584 „

in 1883 Eng News, vol. 10, 1883. pp 294.313

in 1889 (between Helena and Vicksburg) Trans. Am Soc Civil Eng .

vol. 20, 1889, p. 195

in 1S90 Eng. Sews, vol. 23, 1890, p. 315

in 1897 Eng. News, vol. 38, 1897, pp. 2, 8, 29

33; Harpers Weekly, Apr. 17, 1S97
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Mississippi River, floods on, discussion of. . .Eng. News, vol. 31, 1894, p. 318; vol. 35, 1896,

pp. 66, 77 ; vol. 37, 1897, pp. 242, 248, 259, 264, 283, 314; vol. 41, 1899,

p. 50; Jour. Assn. Eng. Soc.,vol. 2, 1883, p. 115; Rept. U. S. Weather

Bureau, 1896-97, pp. 372-431; Rept. on Physics and Hydraulics of

Mississippi River, pp. 167-183; Rept. to U. S. Senate 55th Congress,

3d session, No. 1433; Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 11, 1882, p. 251

in spring of 1903 Bull. M. I'. S. Weather Bureau

increasing elevation of, on Lower Mississippi Jour. Assn. Eng. Soc,

vol. 26, 1901, pp. .34.5-401

rate of travel of Rept. Chief Eng. I'. S. A., 1892, p. 2905

floods, early, on Jour. Assn. Eng. Soc., vol. 4, 1885, p. 87;

Water-Supply Paper No. 96, U. S.Geol. Survey, 1904, p.19

flood protection on, at East St. Louis. Ill Eng. News, vol. 51, 1904, p. 118

in lower portion of valley Eng. News, vol. 23, 1890. pp. 364, 372: vol. 45,

1901, p. 427; Jour. Assn. Eng. Soc, vol. 3, 1884, p. 169;

Rept. Mississippi River Commission, St. Louis, 1883

methods of Eng. News, vol. 31, 1894, p. 318; vol. 37,

1897, pp. 242 , 259, 264, 283, 314; vol. 38, 1897, pp. 1, 2,

8, 29; vol. 41, 1899, p. 50; Eng. Rec, vol. 39, 1899, p. 184;

Engineering, April, 1891; Harpers Weekly, Oct. 4, 1890;

Rept. on Physics and Hydraulics of Mississippi River,

pp. 330-420; Jour. Assn. Eng. Soc, vol. 25, 1900, pp. 85-106

problem of Jour. Franklin Inst., vol. 147, 1899, pp. 297-308

results obtained and expected from Railroad Gazette, Apr. 22, 29, 1887

levees on. at East St. Ixmis, III., proposed, and relief canal Eng. News. vol. 49,

1903, pp. 118, 179

construction of Eng. News, vol. 35, 1896, pp. 66, 77; vol. 37, 1897, p. 249

cost of Eng. News, vol. 38, 1897, p. 33

criticism of, by New York Times Eng. News, vol. 49, 1903,

pp. 276. 346, 408; vol. 50, 1903, p. 151

discussion of Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 3, 1874, pp. 267, 289; vol. 17,

1887, p. 199; Rept. on Physics and Hydraulics of Mississippi River, p. 151

effect on stage and discharge Annual Rept. Chief Eng. U. S. A., 1888, pt. 4,

p. 2220; Eng. News, vol. 23, 1890, p. 315; vol. .50, 1903, pp. 435, 436

function of Rept. Chief Eng. U. S. A., 1883, p. 2373

theory of Trans. Am. Soc Civil Eng., vol. 51, 1903, pp. 331-414

vindication of, by levee engineers Eng. News, vol. 50. 1903, \>p. 432, 435

reservoirs in basin of, system of, for prevention of floods. .. .Eng. News, vol. 12, 1884,

p. 91; vol. 44, 1900, pp. 293,296, Harpers Weekly, Jan. 9,

1897 , Jour. W . Soc Civil Eng. , Aug., 1900 ; and Apr . , 1901

revetment on, methods of Eng. Mag . June, 1896; Trans. Am. Soc Civil Eng.,

vol. 35, 1896, p. 141, Haipers Weekly, Oct. 4, 1890

snow in basin of, relation of, to the June rises -Eng. News, vol. 51, 1904, p 179

Missouri River, erosion of, ol banks, survey to determine amount of Eng. News, vol.

30, 1893, p. 9; Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol 38, 1898, p. 396

levees on, effect ol, on flood of 1881. .Rept. Mississippi River Commission, 1881, p. 135

Mohawk River, N. Y., discharge of, at Little Falls, 1899, 1900, 1901, 1902. . Water-Supply

Paper No. 65, V. S Geol. Survey, 1902, pp. 165-

177, Hydrology State of New York, 1905, p. 476

discharge of. at Little Falls, 1904 . . . Woter-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey,

1 1905, pp. 35, 39. Rept. State Eng. New Vork, 1904. p 588

at Utica, 1890-1892 Hydrology State of New Vork, 1905, p. 476
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Mokawk River, X. Y., discharge in upper portion of basin of, Mar. 25,26, 1904. . -Kept.

State Eng. New York, 1904, pp. 388, 389

flood on, March, 1904 Water-Supply Paper N'o. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey,

1905. p. 32; Rept. State Eng. New York, 1904, p. 77

Moose River, discharge of, at Ager's mill.- April. 1K69 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905. p. 466

Morehead, Tex., discharge of Pecos River at, September and Octolwr, 1904 Water-

Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905. pp. 133, 137

Neosho Rapids, Kans., flood at , June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, L'. S. Geol.

Survey, 1905, p. 89

Neosho River, Kans., discharge of, at Iola, greatest annual, July, 1904 Water-Supply

Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 86

flood on, at Chanute, 1904 Water-Supply Paper N'o. 147,

■ U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 91

at Emporia, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 90

at Fort Gibson, Ind. T., June, li;()4 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 91

at Humboldt, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 87

at Iola, June, 1904. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 85

levees on Water-Supply Paper No. 147, L'. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 92

New Hartford, N. Y., discharge of Starch Factory Creek a'., March, 1S04. . . Water-Supply

Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 37

discharge of Sylvan Glen Creek at, March, 1904. . . .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S.

Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 37

New York, flood discharge of si reams in H. Doe. 149, 56th Congress, 2d session, pp.

790-816

Report of Water Storage Commission of Eng. News, vol. 49, 1903, pp. 1 15, 183

Nine Mile Creek, N. Y., discharge of, at Stittsville, August, 1898 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 485

North Loup River, Nebr., discharge of, near St. Paul, 1896. .. 18th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol.

Survey, pt. 4, pp. 177-179

Oakdale, Pa., flood near, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 14,

I'. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 114

Ohio River, flood on, 1884 Eng. News, vol. 11, 1884

flood protection on Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, by Charles Ellet, 1853, p. 298

floods, great, on Rept. on Physics and Hydraulics of Mississippi River, p. 79

velocity of, on Mississippi and Ohio Rivers, by Charles Ellet, 1853, p. 300

Oneida Creek, N. Y'., discharge of, near Kenwood, 1S91 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 4.59

discharge of, near Kenwood, 1892 Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 1 11

Ontario Paper Mills, N. Y . discharge of Hlack River at, April, 1869 Water-Supply Paper

No. 65, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 105

Oriskany Creek, N. Y., discharge of, at Coleman, spring of 1888 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 485

discharge of, in 1904 Rept . State Eng. New York, 1904, pp. 58S, 592

Oroville, Cal., discharge of Feather River at, February and March, 1904. . .Water-Supply

Paper No. 147, V. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 16

Osage River, Kans., flood on, June, 1901 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

1'. S. Geol. Survey, 1905. pp. 106, 107

Oswego River, N. Y., discharge of, at Fulton. . . .Hydrology State of New York, 1905, p. 458
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Ottawa. Kans., flood on, June, 190-1 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 107

Otter Creek, N. Y., discharge of, at Caslers Mill, April, 1869 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 466

Patolet River, S. C, flood or;, June, 1903 Water-Supply Paper, No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 13

Passaic Kiver, N. J., discharge of, at Chatham, March, 1902. . .Water-Supply Paper No. 88,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

discharge of, at Dundee dam, February and March, 1902. .Water-Supply Paper No. 88,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1< 03, p. 43

at Dundee dam, October, 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 92,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, pp. 21,22

at Little Falls, October, 1903 Wa'er-Supply Paper No. 92,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 17

flood on, at Little Falls, February and March, 1902. .. .Wa'er-Supply Paper No. 88,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 39

at Paterson, October, 1903 Eng. News, 1903, vol. 50, pp. 352, 377, 388

in 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 92, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904

in February and March, 1902 Water-Supply Paper, No. 88,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903

flood protection on, methods of Eng. News, vol. 50, 1903, p. 388; Water-Supply

Paper No. 92, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, pp. 28, 40

highland tributaries of, discharge of, February and March, 1902 Water-Supply

Paper No. 88, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, pp. 37, 41

Pecos River, N. Mex., discharge of, September and October, 1904 Wa'er-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 133, 137

flood on, September and Octol>er, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 130

Pequanac River, N. J., discharge of, at Macopin dam, March, 1902. . . .Water-Supply Paper

No. 88, L\ S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

flood on, October, 1903. . Water-Supply Paper No. 92, I". S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 16

Pinal Creek, Ariz., discharge of, at Globe, August, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 119

flood on, August, 1904. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 118

Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago and St. Louis Railway, floods along, in 1897 Railroad

Gazette, May 14, 1897

Point Rock, N. Y., discharge of East Branch of Fish Creek at, in 1889 . . . .Hydrology State

of New York, 1905, p. 460; Water-Supply Pa

per No. 65, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 108

Potomac River, discharge of, at Chain Bridge, Washington, D. C, 1892, 1S93. .. 14th Ann.

Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, p. 137

reclamation of flats along, at Washington, D. C Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng.,

vol. 31, 1S94, p. 55

Purgatory River, Colo., discharge and flood of, at Trinidad, September, KI04 Water-

Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1C05, pp. 1.58, 164

Ramapo River, N. J., discharge of, near mouth, March, 1902. . .Water-Supply Paper No. 88,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

Rapid Creek, S. Dak., discharge of, at Rapid, June, 1904. . .Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 57

Red Bluff, Cal., discharge of Sacramento River at, 1879, 1894 Rept. Commissioners

Public Works, California, pp. 52-58

Red House, N. Y., floods at, 1832 and 1865 Water-Supply Paper No. 36,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1900. p. 158
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Red River, great floods of Rept. on Physics and Hydraulics of Mississippi River, p. 40

Redwater River, S. Dak., discharge of. at Belle Fourche, June, 1904. .Water-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Oeol. Survey, 190.5. p. 57

Republican River, discharge of, at Junction, Kaus., May and June, 1903 Water-Supply

Paper No. 96, 1'. S. Geo]. Survey, 1904, p. 35

discharge of, at Superior, Nebr., May and June, 1903. . . . Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 36

flood on, at Junction. Kans., 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 190-5, p. 73

Reservoirs, effect of, on stream flow; a mathematical analysis Trans. Am. Soc. Civil

Eng., vol. 40, 1898, p. 401

efficiency of, to prevent inundation Eng. News, vol. 2.5, 1.S91, p. 2.58:

Proc. Inst. Civil Eng., vol. 101, p. 408

system of, of the Great Lakes and of the St. Lawrence basin Trans. Am. Soc-.

Civil Eng., vol. 40, 1898, p. 3.55

Rio Grande, discharge of. Septeml>er and OctoU'r, 1904 .Water-Supply Paper No. 147.

U. S. Geol. Survey, 190.5, pp. 144-146

flood on, September and October, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 143, 148

Rio Mora, N. Mex., discharge of, at Wat rous, October, 1904.. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 124

discharge of, at Weber, October, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 127

flood on, September and October, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905. p. 127

Robinson Run, Pa., flood on, June. 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 114

Rockaway River, N. J., discharge of. near Boonton, March, 1902. . . .Water-Supply Paper

No. 88, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

Rosendale. N. V., discharge of Esopus Creek al, March, 1902 Hydrology State

of New York, 1905, p. 474

Roswell, N. Mex., discharge of Hondo River at, September and October, 1904. . . .Water-

' Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 190.5, p. 139

discharge of Pecos River at, September and October, 1904 Water-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 133

Sacramento River, Cal., channel obstruction on Eng. Rec, vol. 42, 1900, pp. 491-492

discharge of, above mouth of American River, above mouth of Feather River, at

Colusa. Sacramento, and Red HlulT, March, 1879, and January,

1904 Kept. Commissioner Public Works,

California, 1895, pp. 52-58

at Iron Canyon, February and March, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 16

flood on, March, 1904. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 12

flood basins of Rept. Commissioner Public Works, California, 1895, pp. 38-43

flood protection on Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1906, p. 21

Saline River, Kans., discharge of, at Salina, May and June. 1903. . . .Water-Supply Paper

No. 96, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 35

Salt River, Ariz., discharge of and flood on, February, 1890 12th Ann. Rept. S.

Geol. Survey, pt. 2, p. 312

Sun Marcial, N. Mex., discharge of Rio Grande at, September and Octolier, 1904. . .Water-

Supply Paper No. 147, L". S Geol. Survey, 190.5. pp. 144, lit)

Sandy Creek, N. Y.. discharge of, at Adams. 1897, 1898. . .Hydrology State of New York,

1905, p. 461
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Santa Fe Canyon, flood in, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey,

190.5, p. 148

Santa Rosa, N. Mex., discharge of Pecos River at, Septeml>er and October, 1904. . . Water-

Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 133, 137

Sapello River, discharge of and flood on, October, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 124, 126

Sauquoit Creek, N. Y.. discharge of, 1904 Rept. State Eng. New York, 1904, p. ,588

Savannah River, discharge of, in September, 1888 Rept. Chief Eng., U. S. A., 1900,

pp. 91, 92

discharge of, near Augusta, Ga 14th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, p. 149

flood on, 1888 II. Doc. 213, 51st Congress, 1st session

floods on Rept. Chief Eng., U. S. A., 1888, p. 1026

flood protection, levees proposed for, at Augusta, Ga Rept. Chief Eng., II. S. A.,

1900, pp. 1496-1498

Schoharie Creek, X. Y., discharge of, at Fort Hunter, 1892 and 1901. . . .Hydrology State

of New York, 1905, p. 483

discharge of, near Schoharie Falls. 1901 Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 172

Scioto River, Ohio, discharge of, near Columbus, Ohio. 1898 20th Ann. Rept. U. S.

Geol. Survey, pt. 4, p. 214

Scottdale, Pa., failure of reservoir wall at, July, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 172

Seneca River. N. Y., discharge of, at Baldwinsville Hydrology State of New York,

190.5, p. 458

Smartsville, Cal., discharge of Yuba River at, February and March, 1904. . . Water-Supply

Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 16

Smoky Hill River. Kails., discharge of, at Ellsworth. May and June, 1903. . Water-Supply

Paper No. 96, L'. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 35

flood on, at Ellsworth. June. 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, ■

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 76

at Solomon, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

V. S. Geol. Survey, 190.5, p. 74

Solomon, Kans., flood at, June. 1904. . .Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey,

1905, p. 74

Solomon River, Kims., discharge of, at Niles, May and June, 1903. ...Water-Supply Paper

No. 96, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 35

Southern Railway, floods along Railroad Gazette, July 16, 1897

Starch Factory Creek, N. Y., discharge of, at New Hartford, May, 1904. .. .Water-Supply

Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 37;

Rept. State Eng. New York, 1904, pp. 588, .590, 591

Stittville, N. Y., discharge of Ninemile Creek at, August, 1898 . ..Hydrology State of New

York, 1905, p. 485

Stony Creek, Cal., discharge of, nt Julians ranch, February and March, 1904 Water-

Supply Paper .No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 16

Stream contractions, determination of flood discharge and backwater caused by. .Trans.

Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 11, 1882, p. 211

Sudbury River, yield of watershed during the freshet of February, 18X6. .Trans. Am. Soc.

Civil Eng., vol. 25, 1891, p. 253

Superior, Nebr., discharge of Republican River at, May and June, 1903. . . .Water-Supply

Paper No. 9(5, I'. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 36

Susquehanna River, discharge of, at Harrisburg, Pa. (greatest yearly )..- -Water-Supply

Paper No. 109: U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 178

discharge of, at McCalls Ferry, Pa., March, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U.S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 27; No. 109, 1905, pp. 178-180
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Susquehanna River, discharge of, methods of estimating stream flow and. .. .Eng. News,

vol. 51, 1904, pp. 103, 104

discharge of, near Binghamton, N. Y., 1901, 1902. .. .Water-Supply Paper No. 82,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, pp. 147-150

in 1865, and 1902 Hydrology State of New York, 1905, p. 486

floods on, at York Haven power plant Eng. Ree., vol. 49, 1904, p. 301

causes of Rept. Chief Eng., U. S. A., 1891, p. 1107

in March, 1904 Eng. News, vol. 51, 1904, pp. 393, 400;

Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 22

in 1865 and 1889 Rept. Chief Eng., U. S. A., 1891, p. 1105

in 1865 and 1889, 1894, and 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 109,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 172 178

in 1892 Eng. Rcc, vol. 45, 1902, p. 128

West Branch, June, 1889 Eng. News, vol. 25, 1891, p. 1.52

flood protection on, general discussion of. .. . Rept. Chief Eng. U. S. A., 1891, p. 1109

proposed method of, at Williamsport, Pa. .. . Eng. News., vol. 34, 1895, p. 309

Sylvan lilrn Creek, N. Y., discharge of, near Hartford, March, 1904 Water-Supply

Paper No. 147, V. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 37;

Rept. State Eng. New York, 904, p. 592

discharge of, near Utica, March, 1904 Rept. State Eng. Ne.w York,

1904, pp. 588, 590

Syracuse, Kans., discharge of Arkansas River at, Otohcr, 1904 Water-Supply Paper

No, 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 169.

Taherg station, N. Y., discharge of Fish Creek at, 1898 Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 108

Tavlor, N. Mex., discharge of Canadian River at, 1904. .. . Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 124

Tiger River, S. C, flood on, June, 1903. .Water-Supply Paper No. 96, U. S. Geol. Survey,

1904, p. 13

Topeka, Kans., floods at, 1903, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 27; No. 147, 1905, p. 70

Trenton Falls, N. Y., discharge of West Canada Creek at, December, 1901. . . .Hydrology

State of New York, 1905, p. 484

Trinidad, Colo., flood at, September, 1904 Water-Supply Pa|>er No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, pp. 161, 164

Troxton Canyon, Ariz., flood at, August, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 115

Twin Rock Bridge, \. Y., discharge of West Canada Creek at, December, 1901. .Water-

Supply Paper No. 65, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 155

discharge of West Canada Creek at, March, 1904 Rept. State Eng. New York,

1904, p. 590

Upper Presidio, Tex., discharge of Rio Grande at, October, 1904. . . .Water-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 145

Utica, N. Y., discharge of Budlong Creek, near. .Rept. State Eng. New York, 1904, p. 5£8

discharge of Mohawk River at, 1890-1892. .Hydrology State of New York, 1905, p. 476

of Keels Creek at, March, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 37

of Sylvan Glen Creek, near, March, 1904 Kept. State Eng. New York,

1904, pp. 588, 590

Verdigris River, Kans., discharge of, at Independence, June, 1904. .Water-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey. 1905, p 101

discharge of, at Liberty, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 101
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Vcrdigres River, Kans., floods on, April to July, 1904 Water-Supply Paper Xo. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 94

Wabash River, Ind., discharge of, at Logansport and Shoals, March and April,

1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 48

flood on, March, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 45

Walnut River. Kans., flood on, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol.

Survey, 1905, p. 112

Wanaque River, N. J., discharge of, near mouth, March, 1902 Water-Supply Paper

No. 88, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

Watertown, N. V., discharge of Rlack River at, April, 1869. . . .Water-Supply Paper No.

65, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 105

Watrous, X. Mcx., discharge of Rio Mora at, October, 1904. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 124

Waterways, method of computing cross section area of. .. .Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 182

Waverlv, N. Y., discharge of Cavuta Creek at Rept. State Eng. New York, 1904, p. 647

Welier, N. Mex., discharge of Rio Mora at, October, 1904. . . .Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 127

Weiser River, Idaho, discharge of, near Weiser, 1890 11th Ann. Rept.

U.S. Geol. Survey, pt. 2, p. 92

West Camden, N. Y., discharge of Fish Creek at, 1889. .. .Water-Supply Paper No. 65,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 108

West Canada Creek, N. Y., discharge of, at Trenton Falls, December 1901. .Water-Supply

Paper No. 65, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 155

at Twin Rock Bridge, March, 1904 Rept. State Eng. New York, 1904, p. 590

Whippanv River, N. J., discharge of, at Whippanv, March, 1902. . . .Water-Supply Paper

No. 88, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1903, p. 37

Wichita, Kans., flood at, June, 1904 Water-Supply Paper No. 147,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. Ill

Williamsport, Pa., proposed method of flood protection at Eng. News, vol. 34,

1895, p. 309

Willow Creek, Oreg.,- discharge of, at Ileppner, June 14, 1903 Water-Supply Paper

No. 96, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 1 1

flood on, June 14, 1903 Water-Supply Paper No. 96,

U. S. Geol. Survey, 1904, p. 9; Eng. News, vol. 50, 1903, p. 53

Woodhill Creek, N. Y'., discharge of, at Hill Tannery, April, 1809. .. .Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 466

Woodstocks darn, N. Y., discharge of Catskill Creek at, 1901 Hydrology State of

New York, 1905, p. 474

Yazoo River, great floods on. . Rept. on Physics and Hydraulics of Mississippi River, p. 85

Y'ola, Cal., discharge of Cache Creek at. February and March, 1904. . Water-Supply Paper

No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 16

York Haven, Pa., damage to power plant at Eng. Ree., vol. 49, 1904, p. 361

Y'uba River, Cal., discharge of, at Smartsville, February and March, 1904. .Water-Supply

Paper No. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1905, p. 16
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Alabama River, flood flow and character of

basin of 72,87

Allegheny River, flood on 13-16

heights of 15, 16

Alma. N. Mex., discharge of San Francisco

River at 42

Androscoggin River, flood flow and char

acter of basin of 57,87

Arkansas River, maximum discharge of, at

Pueblo, Colo 84,87 I

Arlington, Mo., heights ct Gasconade River

at 21 |

Augusta. Ga., flood flow of Savannah River

at 71,87

Austin, Tex., maximum discharge of Colo

rado River at 84,87

Bear River, Utah, maximum discharge of,

at Collinston 85,87 j

Beaver River, heights of, at Elwood Junc

tion, Pa 17, 19

Bixby, S. Dak., heights of Moreau River at. 23

Black Warrior River, Ala., flood flow and

character of basin of 72-74,87

Boise, Idaho, maximum discharge of Boise

River at 85 |

Boise River. Idaho, maximum discharge of,

at Boise S5 ,

Boonville, Mo., heights of Missouri River at. 22 !

Boundbrook, N, J.. Hood flow of Rnritan

Rlverat 64,87

Bridgeport, Conn., flood on Pequonnock

River near 1-3

rainfall at and near 1,2

Brookville. Pa., heights of Rodbank Creek

at 15 !

Cape Fear River, N. C., flood flow and

character of basin of fi9-70.87 1

Carlsbad, N. Mex., heights of Pecos Rlverat 33

Cayuga Inlet, N. Y., flood on Sixmife Creek

and 3-9

map of basin of 3

Cenicero, N. Mex . heights of Rio Grande at. 36 i

Charleston, W. Va., heights of Ohio River at 17

Chattanooga. Term., flood flow of Tennessee,

River at 79,87

Chenango River, N. V.. drainage area of 11

flood on I'nadllla Riverand 9-13

map of basins i f Unadilla Riverand 10

Theyenne River, S. Dak., heights and dis

charge of 23 I

Pago.

Chippewa River, Wis., gage heights and dis

charge of 24

Cincinnati, Ohio, heights (if Ohio River at . . 17

Clarion, Pa., heights of Clarion Riverat 15

Clarion River, Pa., heights < f, at Clarion. . . 15

ClifT, N. Mex., discharge of Gila Riverat... 53

Collinston, Utah, maximum discharge < f

Bear River at 85,87

Colorado River bavin, spring floods in 38-51

Colorado River, discharge of,, at Yuma,

Ariz. '. 48-51,53

discharge of, into Salton Sink 54-55

fall of 38

height and discharge of, at llardyville,

Ariz v 40.41

Colorado River, Tex., maximum discharge

of, at Austin 84,87

Columbus, Nebr., maximum discharge of

Loup and Platte rivers at 84,87

ConemaUgh River, heights of, at Johns

town. Pa 15

Confluence, Pa., flood (low of Yougbiogheny

Riverat 77-78,87

Connecticut River, flow flood and charac

ter of basin of 60-61,87

map of basin of tf)

Covert, C. ('., and Morton, R. E., on flood on

Unadilla and Chenango rivers,

X. Y 0-13

Delaware River, flood How and character of

basin of 64-65.87

map of basin of 64

Des Moines County, Iowa, Hood in 31

Dea Moines River, heights and discharge

of, at Keosauqua, Iowa 26

Devils Creek, Iowa, flood on 24-31

map of basin of 25

plan and profile of 27

Dome, Ariz., discharge of Gila River at . 47-48,53

Dundee dam, N. J., flood flow of Passaic

River at 63, 87

Eau Claire, Wis., gage heights and discharge

of Chippewa Riverat 24

Edgemont, S. Dak., heights and discharge

of Cheyenne River at 23

Ellison, G. II., on flood on Cayuga Inlet... 5

El Paso, Tex., discharge of Rio Grande at . 37

heights of Rio Grande at 36

Elwood Junction, Pa., heights of Beaver

River at 17
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Page.

Engle dam (proposal), N. Mex., effect of,

on floods 37

Eureka, Mo. , heights of Mcramee River at. 21

Farmington, N. Mex., height und discharge

of San Juan River at 40.41

Fayctteville, N. C, flood flow of Cape Fear

River at 70,87

Flood flow characteristics, discussion of. . . 80-87

Flood literature, Index to 88-101 1

Freeport, Ph., heights of Allegheny River

at 15 I

Gasconade River. Mo., course Hnd charac

ter of 22

heights of 21

Genesee River. N. Y.. flood flow and char

acter of 1 ui sin of 02-<i3. 87

Gila basin, Ariz., floods in 41-48.52-54

map of 42

Gila River, discharge of, at Cliff. N. Mex.. . 53

discharge of, at Dome, Ariz 47-48,53

diagram showing 50

Goiconda, NYv., maximum discharge of

Humboldt River at 85

Grafton, Mo., heights of Mississippi River at 22

Grand Rapids. Mich., flood flow of 20

Grand River, Colo., height and discharge

of, at l'alisade 40

Grand River, Mich., Hood on 20-21

Grand River. S. Dak., heights of, at Seim.. 23

Green River, height and discharge of, at

Green river, I'tah 40

Grcenriver, Utah, height and discbarge of

Green River at 40

Gunnison River, height and discharge of, n t

Whitewater, Colo 40,41

Hanna, F. \V.. and Murphy, E. C, on flood

on Devils Creek, Iowa 24

Hardy ville, Ariz., height and discharge of

Colorado River at 40.41

llarrisburg, Pa., flood flow of Susquehanna

River at 07,87

Hartford, Conn., flood How of Connecticut

River at 01,87

Hermann, Mo., heights of Missouri River

at 22

Holbrook, Ariz., heights and discharge of

I -it tie Colorado River ut 54

Hondo River, N\ Mex., flood on 34

Horton, R. E.. and Covert, C. C, on flood

on Unadilla nod Chenango riv

ers, N. V 9-13

Hudson River, flood flow and character of

basin of 61-02,87

Humboldt River, NYv., maximum discharge

of. at Goiconda 85

Illinois River, flood flow and character of

basin of 79-80,87

Interior, S. Dak., heights of White River at. 23

Iowa.Des Moines County, flood in 31

Ithaca, N\ V.. floods at 3-9

map of, showing flooded area 7

Johnstown, l'a., heights of Conemaugh

River at 15

Kanawha River, heights of, at Charleston,

W. Va 17

Kansas River, flood flow and character of

basin of 82,87

Pace.

Kennebec River. Me., flood flow and char

acter of basin of 50-57.87

Keosauqua, Iowa, heights and discharge of . 20

Kern River, Cal., maximum discharge of.

at Rio Bravo ranch 85

Kings River, Cal., maximum discharge <»f,

at Sanger 85

Kittanning, Pa., flow of Allegheny RiverSt. 16

Lagrange. Cal., maximum discharge of

Tuolumne River at 85

Lambertville, N. J., flood flow of Delaware

River at 05.87

Lawrence, Kans.. flood flow of Kansas

River at W.S7

Lawrence, Mass.. flood flow of Merriniac

River at 59.87

Lecompton, Kans.. flood flow of Kansas

River at 82

Little Colorado River, flood on 54

Loup River, maximum discharge of. at

Columbus, Nebr 84.87

McDowell, Ariz., discharge of Verde River

at 45-40.53

Mad Brook, N. Y , drainage area of 11

maximum discharge of 12

Mankato, Minn., gage heights and discharge

of Minnesota River at 24

Marietta. Ohio, heights of Ohio River at 17

Mechanlcsville, N. V., flood flow of Hudson

River at «2,87

Merarnec, Mo., heights of 21

Meramee River, Mo., course and character
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BIBLIOGRAPHIC REVIEW AND INDEX OF UNDERGROUND-WATER

LITERATURE PUBLISHED IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1905.

By Myron L. Fuller, Frederick G. Oi.app, and Bertrand L. Johnson.

INTRODUCTION.

To meet the urgent need which was felt for more definite information as to

underground-water publications in the United States, plans for bibliographies

of such literature were made, in 1903, on the organization of the division of

hydrology. A bibliography of the publications of the United States Geological

Survey, which has been the leading contributor to such literature, was prepared

in accordance with these plans and published in 1005.

The scope of the present bibliography has been extended to cover all publica

tions In the United States which seemed likely to contain Important references

to underground waters, technical and trade journals as well as the more strictly

scientific contributions being reviewed. The reports of the Canadian Geological

Survey are also included. The list of publications examined will be found on

page G. The attempt has been made to render this compilation as complete

as iK>ssibIe, to which end not only have the papers dealing mainly with under

ground waters been reviewed but many general papers have been scanned for

incidental references. There are 7'2\ titles in the bibliography.

As in the case of the previous bibliography, two distinct classes of readers

were kept in mind in preparing the index, the first including those who are

interested in the underground-water resources of special regions and the second

those who are interested in some particular type of ground water or in one or

more of the many problems of ground-water occurrence. For the benefit of the

first class, comprehensive entries are given under States and other political or

natural divisions, while the numerous subject entries will appeal to readers of

the second class. The aim has been to assemble the subject entries into com

prehensive groups, each including all references to papers containing material

bearing on the subject of the group. The State entries will be found the most

complete, as they include many which it is impossible to classify satisfactorily.

The subject entries, as in the preceding bibliography, are grouped into series

of what may be termed principal subject entries, but a large number of entries,

including those which it was impracticable to classify, together with numerous

cross references, are included with the view of increasing the usefulness of the

index.
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS EXAMINED.

The publications examined in preparing this bibliography and index include

such of the following as were published in 1905 and received at the Department

libraries in Washington prior to March 1, 1906.

Alabama Geological Survey : Bulletin ; Index to Mineral Resources

American Academy of Arts and Sciences : Proceedings.

American Academy of Natural Sciences : Proceedings.

American Chemical Journal.

American Chemical Society : Journal.

American Geographical Society : Bulletin.

American Institute of Mining Engineers : Bimonthly Bulletin.

American Journal of Science.

American Philosophical Socltey : Proceedings.

American Society of Civil Engineers : Proceedings and Transactions.

American Waterworks Association : Proceedings.

Appalachla.

Association of Civil Engineers of Cornell T'uiverslty : Transactions.

Association of Engineering Societies : Journal.

Boston Society of Natural History: Proceedings.

California Journal of Technology.

Canada Geological Survey : Summary Report for 1904.

Carnegie Institution of Washington : Yearbook.

Cassler's Magazine.

Census of the Philippine Islands for 1903.

Chemical Engineer.

Colorado Scientific Society : Proceedings.

Compressed Air.

Connecticut State Board of Health: Twenty-seventh Annual Report.

Dally Consular Reports.

Ellsha Mitchell Scientific Society : Journal.

Engineering and Mining Journal.

Engineering Magazine.

Engineering News.

Engineering Record.

Engineering Society of Western Pennsylvania : Proceedings.

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia : Proceedings.

Experiment Station Record.

Forestry and Irrigation.

Franklin' Institute : Journal.

Georgia Geological Survey : Bulletin.

Harvard College, Museum of Comparative Zoology: Bulletin.

Illinois Society of Engineers and Surveyors: Twentieth Annual Report.

Indiana, Department of Geology and Natural Resources: Annual Report.

Iowa Geological Survey : Annual Report for 1904.

Irrigation.

Irrigation Age.

Irrigation Aid.

Journal of Geography.

Journal of Physical Chemistry.

Kansas State Board of Health: Second Biennial Report.

Louisiana Geological Survey : Bulletins.

Michigan Geological Survey : Reports.

Mines and Minerals.

Mining and Scientific Press.

Mining Magazine.

Mining Reporter.

Missouri Geological Survey : Biennial Report.

Monthly Weather Review.

Municipal Engineering.

New England Waterworks Association : Journal.

New Jersey Geological Survey : Annual Report.

New Jersey State Board of Health : Report for 1904.

New York Academy of Sciences : Annals.

New York State Museum : Bulletins.
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North Carolina Geological Survey : Bulletins, vol. 1.

North Carolina State Board of Health : Tenth Report.

Philippine Commission : Report for 1904.

Popular Science Monthly.

Proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation CongresB, EI Paso, Tex., 1904.

Progressive Age.

Science.

Scientific American.

Scientific American Supplement.

School of Mines Quarterly.

Smithsonian Institution : Annual Report.

Technical World Magazine.

Technology Quarterly.

United States Department of Agriculture: Annual Reports; Farmers' Bulletins; Secre

tary's Report ; Twentieth Annual Report ; Yearlwok.

United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry : Bulletins ; Circulars.

United States Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Soils : Bulletins ; Field Operations

for 1904.

United States Department of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations: Bulletins.

United States Geological Survey : Twenty-fifth and Twenty-sixth Annual Reports ; Bul

letins ; Folios ; Mineral Resources for 1904 ; Water-Supply an,d Irrigation Papers.

United States National Museum : Proceedings.

University of California : Bulletin of the Department of Geology.

Washington Academy of Science : Proceedings.

Water and Forest.

Western Society of Engineering: Journal.





BIBLIOGRAPHIC REVIEW.

A.

1 Adams (Frank). The distribution and use of water in the Modesto and

Turlock irrigation districts, California.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta., U. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 93-139, 3 pis., 1 fig.

Discusses rise of water table due to Irrigation (pp. 126-129).

2 Adams (George I.). Summary of the water supply of the Ozark region in

northern Arkansas.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 179-182,

1 Hg.

Classifies the springs of the region on the baslB of their relations to

various limestone, sandstone, dolomite, and shale formations, and notes

their extensive tme for health resorts.

3 Alexander (A. B. ). How tile drainage improves a soil.

Twentieth Ann. Kept. III. Soc. Eng. and Surv., pp. 66-68.

A discussion of the benefits obtained by underdralnage. Excess soil

water may be due to rainfall or seepage from soils at higher levels. Dis

cusses the relation of the level of the ground water table to plant life

and the movements resulting In a saturated soil from alternate freezing

and thawing.

4 Allen (Kenneth). The sanitary protection of water supplies.

Jour. Franklin Institute, vol. 160, pp. 297-323.

Mentions the epidemic caused by the pollution of the Broad street well

in London In 1854 ; Frankland's experiments on the life of typhoid bac

teria in deep-well waters ; examination by Whipple of the depth of

penetration of bacteria Into the sands of Long Island ; use of copper sul

phate in the purification of a polluted spring water. States that artesian

waters contain no bacteria.

5 Anderson (George E. ). Well-boring machinery and pumps in China.

Dally Consular Repts. no. 2170, Dept. Com. and Labor, pp. 10-11.

Discusses need of wells, well-boring machinery, pumps, and underground-

water supplies in Chinese cities.

(! Arnold (Ralph). Coal in Clallam County, Washington.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 413-421.

Notes an abandoned 1,500-foot well (p. 415) and gives a well record

(p. 418).

7 Ashley (George II.). Water resources of the Middlesboro-Harlan region of

southeastern Kentucky.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110. U. S. (ieol. Survey, pp. 177-178.

Describes one flowing artesian well from the Lee conglomerate. Men

tions abundance of good springs.
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8 Ashley (George H.). Water resources of the Nicholas quadrangle, West

Virginia.

Wfiter-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 64—66.

Outlines the underground-water conditions, stating that shallow wells

are largely used on the ridges, while springs are an Important source of

water on the slopes and in valleys. A few deep wells and a waterworks

system are located at Rlcbwood. The shallow wells nre likely to go dry

in summer, but the springs, although small, are more cocstant. The hori

zon of the Gauley coal is characterized by many springs. The conditions

are considered favorable for artesian wells.

9 Atkinson (James P.). Shallow-well waters of Brooklyn.

Abstract: Science, new ser., vol. 21, p. 987.

Concludes that the wells are In serious danger of pollution by sewage.

10 Ayrs (O. L.), Mooney (Charles N.) and. Soil survey of the Greenville

:'.ren, Tennessee-North Carolina.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Kept. Agr., pp. 493-

525, 1 map, 1 flg.

See Mooney (Charles N.) and Ayrs (O. L.).

B.

11 Babh (Cyrus C.) and Hoyt (John C). Report of progress of stream

measurements for the calendar year 1904: Part VII, Hudson Bay.

Minnesota, Wapslplnlcon, Iowa, Des Moines, and Missouri River

drainages.

Water-Sup. and lrr. l'aper no. 130, U. S. Geol. Survey, 204 pp.

(■Ives measurements of seepage (p. 102) and of Giant springs in Mon

tana (p. 192).

12 Bain (II. Foster). Zinc and lead deposits of northwestern Illinois.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 246, 56 pp., 5 pis., 3 figs.

Describes enlargement of joint cracks in limestone through solution by

underground waters (pp. 31-32) and depositfon of ores in the cavities (p.

33). Descrllws relation of ores to level and circulation of underground

water (pp. 35-36, 46-50). Gives drill record (p. 42).

13 ■ ■ The fluorspar deposits of southern Illinois.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 255, 70 pp.

Considers the relation of ores to underground waters (p. 42) and notes

the presence of water channels In the ore bodies (p. 47). The conditions

of ore deposition In relation to underground waters are also discussed

(pp. 57, 62, 66).

14 Principal American fluorspar deposits.

Mln. Magazine, vol. 12, pp. 115-119, 1 fig.

Kentucky-Illinois deposits believed to have been formed by heated waters

more or less directly connected with Igneous intrusions.

15 The progress of economic geology in 1005.

Mln. Magazine, vol. 12, pp. 465-473, 2 figs.

A brief summary of recent works on the agency of meteoric and magmatlc

waters In ore genesis Is given (pp. 468-469).

1G Barber (Emmet). Pumping water by compressed air.

Irrigation Age, vol. 21, pp. 9-10, 4 figs.

Describes the use of compressed air in pumping water from an artesian

well 865 feet deep at Wnukena, Cal. A natural flow of 600, gallons jwr

minute was Increased to 2,400 gallons per minute by the use of compressed

air.
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17 Barbour (F. A.). The sewage-disposal works at Saratoga, N. Y.

Jour. Assoc. Kng. Soc, vol. 34, pp. 33-59. 28 flgs.

(iives depth of water table as 10 feet l>elow the surface at the Alter beds

and states that most of the filtrate runs off through the ground without

appreciably raising the water table (p. 50).

18 Bayley (W. S.). Maine.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Papers no. 114, U. S. Oeol. Survey, pp. 41-56, 1 fig.

Mentions conditions necessary for wells (p. 42). Inscribes city supply of

Castine derived from driven wells (pp. 43, 40-47). Describes distribution

of dug, drilled, driven, and bored wells, and gives map of flowing and

nearly flowing wells (pp. 47-40). (lives table of 27 communities obtalulng

public supply from springs (p. 46). Describes distribution of ordinary and

commercial springs (pp. 48-50), and gives table of 47 commercial springs,

with their yields, temperatures, and analyses (pp. 51-56).

1!) Beaumont Journal. Some Texas canals and wells.

Irrigation Aid, vol. 1, no. 6, p. 0.

(lives a list of canals supplied by well water and used for Irrigation.

20 Bennett (Frank) and Ely (Charles W.). Soil survey of Marshall County,

Ind.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 689-

706, 1 map, 1 fig.

Mentions occurrence of springs and flowing artesian wells In the drift

(p. 693).

21 and Griffin (A. M.). Soil survey of the Orangeburg area, South

Carolina.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr.. pp. 185-

205, 1 map, 1 fig.

Mentions depth to water In various sections, and In artesian wells at

Bowman and Branchvllle (p. 188).

22 Bigelow (Henry B.). The shoal-water deposits of the Bermuda Banks:

Contributions from the Bermuda Biological Station for Research,

No. 5.

Proa, Am. Acad. Arts and Scl., vol. 40, pp. 557-592, 4 maps.

The limestones of which the Islands consist were consolidated from wind

blown sand by the action of percolating waters. Short descriptions of the

caves, sinks, and subterranean channels in these limestones are given.

23 Bigelow (W. D.). F(x>ds and food control, revised to July 1, 1905.

Bull. Bureau of ('hem., I'. S. Dept. Agr., no. 69 (revised), pts. 1 and 2,

1905, 200 pp.

States the laws of Connecticut (p. 9(i) and Indiana (p. 179) regarding

pollution of spring and well water.

24 Bingelmann (M.). Ground water.

Jour. Agr. Prat., new ser., vol. 8, pp. 739-741, 5 figs.; pp. 771-773, 7

figs. Alistrnct : Exp. Sta. Record, vol. 17, no. 2, p. 118.

Discusses briefly the conditions which Influence the percolation and level

of ground water and the formation of springs.

25 Blanchard (C. J.). The to-morrow of Nevada.

Irrigation, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 5-6, 3 figs.

Mentions the sinking of the mountain streams into (he sands of the

desert and notes the availability of the underflow of streams and artesian

water for the Irrigation of the arid lands.
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26 Blanchard (C. J.)- Reclamation work in southern California.

Sci. Am., vol. 92, pp. 499.

A general description of the underground water resources of the area is

given. Notes the use of seepage water, artesian-well water, and water

from tunnels in the mountains in Irrigation. Descrihes artesian conditions

in the valleys and plains. Notes decline of water level due to Immense

drain on the underground waters for irrigation and other purposes, and

mentions the work of the United States Geological Survey in making

observations on the fluctuations of ground-water levels in the area.

27 Blatchley (W. S.). The clays and clay industries of Indiana.

Twenty-ninth Ann. Kept. Indiana Dept. Geoi. and Nat. Res., pp. 13-657,

32 pis., 10 figs.

Discusses origin of kaolin through agency of percolating water (pp. 50-

57) I gives records of many bore holes and wells, some flowing (pp. 102-

501), and chemical analyses of spring and well water (pp. 185, 103, 340).

28 The petroleum industry in Indiana in HMI4.

Twenty-ninth Ann. Kept. Indiana Dept. Geol. and Nat. Res., pp. 7S1-790.

Gives several brief records of oil wells (pp. 782-787).

29 Boltwood (Bertram B.). On the radio-active properties of the waters of the

springs on the Hot Springs Reservation, Hot Springs, Ark.

Am. .lour. Sci., 4th scr., vol. 20, pp. 128-132.

Samples of water from 44 of the springs were examined for radio-active

gases and solids. The tufa of some of the springs was also examined.

Describes the results obtained, gives the location, total flow, temperatures,

and total solids in the springs, and states that no connection can be

established between these properties and the radio-active properties.

30 Booth (W. H.). Air-lift pumps.

Compressed Air, vol. 10, pp. 3403-3407, 3 figs. Also In Electrical

Review (Eng.).

Mentions the existence of many artesian wells in the vicinity of London

the water of which Is used In the raising of water cress. The temperature

of the water Is given as 51°. Many of the wells do not flow now because

of excessive use of the underground waters by waterworks.

31 Booth (William M.). Boiler waters and their treatment.

Chemical Engineer, vol. 1, pp. 279-287.

Notes the occurrence of sulphuric acid in the waters of coal mines (p.

282) ; states that the ground waters of central New York are high in

chlorides (p. 285).

32 Boutwell (John Mason), Oenesis of the ore deposits at Bingham, Utah.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., pp. 1153-1192, 13 figs.

Notes a few good springs, but states that I he main sources of supply are

subterranean courses tapped by underground workings (p. 1155); the

agency of mineralized underground waters In the formation of the deposits

is discussed in detail.

33 Ore deposits of Bingham, Utah.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79. pp. 1170-1178. 3 figs.

Discusses the agency of underground waters in the genesis of these

deposits.

34 Oil and asphalt prospects in the Salt Lake basin, Utah.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 200, pp. 408-479.

Among subjects considered are mound springs emitting gas (p. 471). blows

of gas and water from wells (p. 472), pitch springs (p. 474), salt water in

wells (p. 477), thermal wells (p. 477 1 . artesian waters (p. 478), and well

records (pp. 471-472).
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35 Boutwell (John Mason). Economic geology of the Bingham mining district,

Utah.

. Prof. Taper U. S. Geol. .Survey no. 38, pp. 71-385, 34 pis., 10 figs.

Discusses physical and chemical characters of heated ore-bearing solu

tions (p. 176) and present mine waters (pp. 213-214), and summarizes the

process of deposition (pp. 183. 210, 2201. Discusses the relation of As

sures to passage of mineral laden solutions (pp. 100-201) and relation of

water level to depth of superficial alteration (pp. 217-218, 225). Explains

Interference of ground water with placer working (pp. 377-378).

36 Bowie (Aug. J., jr.). Irrigation in southern Texas.

Bull. Office Kxp. Sta., U. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 347-507, 2 pis., 18

figs.

Describes briefly the water-bearing strata (pp. 354-355) and artesian dis

tricts (pp. 355-356) and a number of springs used for irrigation (pp.

356-357). Describes hydraulic-rig method of boring wells (pp. 357-358),

strainers used in wells (pp. 358-362), and cost of well boring (pp. 362-

364). Describes numerous flowing and nonflowing wells and springs used

for Irrigation, and methods and cost of pumping the nonflowing wells (pp.

378-474). Gives well records (pp. 381, 388, 304, 403, 450). Compares

cost of artesian-well and pumped-well Irrigation (pp. 488-400). Gives lists

of flowing artesian wells (pp. 502-504) and pumped wells (pp. 505-506) In

southern Texas.

37 Bowman (Isaiah). Disposal of oil-well wastes at Marion, Ind.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 113, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1005, pp. 36-48.

Gives well records (pp. 38-30, 42). Describes the water bearing con

ditions of the Niagara limestone (pp. 41—42), Hudson River limestone (p.

42) and Trenton limestone (pp. 42—13), and the contamination of the

water-bearing beds by oil and brine from oil wells (pp. 43-48).

38 A classification of rivers based on water supply.

Jour. Geog., vol. 4, pp. 212-220.

Principally a translation by Mr. Bowman of a chapter In Woeikof's " Der

Kllmate der Krde." relating to the periodic rise and fall of streams. Con

tains a short discussion of the relation of ground water to the flow of

streams.

39 Bownocker (J. A.). Salt deposits in northeastern Ohio.

Am. Geologist, vol. 35, pp. 370-376.

Mentions the occurrence of salt springs (p. 370) and gives a number of

well records (pp. 371-376).

40 Bowron (William M.). The origin of Clinton red fossil ore in Lookout

Mountain, Alabama.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Mln. Eng., no. 6, pp. 1245-1262, 3 figs.

Discusses the agency of underground waters In the formation of this ore.

41 Branner (John Casper). Stone reefs on the northeast coast of Brazil.

Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 16. pp. 1-12.

Gives record of boring (p. 3) and ascribes cementation of the reefs to

deposition of calcareous matter from percolating add waters from the land

at the point where they meet the salt waters of the ocean.

42 Breneman (A. A.). Mineral waters at the St. Louis Exposition.

Abstract: Science, new ser., vol. 21, pp. 810-820.

Mentions several features of the American and foreign exhibits, and

compares them with the exhibits at Chicago In 1803.

43 Brittain (Joseph I.). Mineral springs of Baden-Baden (Germany).

Dally Consular ISepts. no. 2103, Dept. Com. and Labor, p. 14.

Summarizes the numl>er, depth, composition, and temperature of the

springs and their economic value to Baden Baden as a health resort.
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44 Brooks (Alfred Hulse). Placer mining In Alaska in 1904.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 259, pp. 18-31.

Notes trouble in mines due to encountering water below frozen ground

(pp. 27, 30).

-

45 Brown (R. Oilman). Some pumping data.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 70, pp. '147-048.

Describes the unwatering of the Brunswick mine, Grass Valley, Cal.,

the flooding of which was caused by the cutting of a large flow of water on

the 1.250-foot level.

46 Brunton (I). W\). Drainage of the Cripple Creek district [Colorado].

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 818-821, 5 figs.

(lives a definition of "ground water;" descrll>es the permeability of the

rocks, the amount of water removed to lower the water level 1 foot, the

history of the previous tunnels, efficiency of tunnel drainage, depth at

which tunnel should be driven, comparison of tunnel sites, etc.

47 Brush (Harlan VV.). Simplon tunnel.

Daily Consular Repts. no. 2274. Dept. Com. and Labor, pp. 4-6.

Mentions hot springs of great volume encountered during work on the

Sfmplon tunnel In Italy and Switzerland and consequent danger to opera

tions (p. 5).

48' Buckley (Krnest Robertson). Biennial report of the State geologist trans

mitted by tlie board of managers of the Bureau of Geology and

Mines to the Forty-third General Assembly.

Jefferson City, Mo., 50 pp., 1 map.

Summarizes the data obtained by the bureau relating to mineral springs

(p. 48).

4!) Burchard (Ernest F. ). Iron ores in the Rrookwood quadrangle, Ambauia.

Hull. I'. S. (ieol. Survey no. 200, pp. 321-334.

(Jives well record and describes spring (p. ."'.27 1 and considers the possi

ble action of water In ore formation (pp. 333-334).

40a Burdick (('. B.), Maury (Dabney II.). Henderson (C. R.) and. Report

of the committee on waterworks.

Twentieth Ann. Kept. Illinois Soc. Eng. and Surv., pp. 132-139.

See Maury ( Dubney II.), Burdick (C. B.), and Henderson (C. R.).

c.

50 Caine (Thomas A.) and Lyman (W. S.). Soil survey of the San Antonio

area. Texas.

Kleld Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr.. pp. 447-

473, 1 map, 1 fig.

Discusses Irrigation and city water supply from artesian wells and

springs, and the effect of the wells on the flow of the springs (pp. 467-468).

51 Calkins (Frank C). Geology and water resources of a portion of east-

central Washington.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 118, U. S. Geol. Survey, 96 pp.

Discusses the topography and geology of the region in detail and describes

the springs from alluvium, basalts, etc., where cut by canyons, and from

fissures. One thermal spring Is noted. The artesian conditions are con

sldered by districts and the wells described. The deep waters are from the

Ellensburg beds and the basalts and tuffs. The cost of drilling, the meth

ods of testing and casing, attesian requisites, etc., are also discussed. Pre

dictions as to supplies are given and the use of tunnels for the collection

of surface supplies suggested.
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52 Cameron (F. K.)- The water of Utah Lake.

Jour. Am. C'hem. Soc, vol. 27. pp. 113-116.

Describes the occurrence of numerous hot and cold springs in the bed of

the lake which supply the greater part of the lake water. Gives several

analyses of the lake water taken in the vicinity of some of the larger

springs.

53 Canfield (R. B.). [Water problems of Santa Barbara, Cal.]

Water-Sup. and lrr. Paper no. 116, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 21-22 (reprint

of portion of private report made in 1896).

Notes use of collecting tunnel and describes unsuccessful efforts to obtain

large supplies from boring.

54 Carr (M. E.), Hearn ( W. Edward) and. Soil survey of the Biloxi area,

Mississippi.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 353-

374. 1 map, 1 fig.

See Hearn (W. Kdward) and Carr (M. E.).

55 Catherinet (Jules). Copper Mountain, British Columbia.

Eng. and Min. .lour., vol. 79, pp. 125-127, 6 figs.

Discusses the agency of underground waters In the formation of the cop

per deposits of this mountain.

56 Chalon (Paul F. ). The genesis of metalliferous deposits and eruptive rocks.

Min. Magazine, vol. 12, pp. 507-610.

This article is an abstract of a memoir presented before the recent Inter

national Congress of Mining, Metallurgy, etc., at Liege. Discusses the

depth to which waters can penetrate, the alteration of the rocks by this

water, its agency In anueo-lgneous fusion, and the formation of ore

deposits and eruptive rocks.

57 Chandler (A. E.), Hinderlider (M. C), Swendsen (G. L.) and. Report

of progress of stream measurements for the calendar year 1904.

Part X, Colorado River and the Great Basin drainage.

Water-Sup. and lrr. Paper no. 133, I'. S. Geol. Survey, 384 pp.

See Hinderlider (M. C), Swendsen (G. L.), and Chandler (A. B.).

58 Clapp (Frederick Gardner). Water resources of the Curwensville, Patton,

Ebensburg, and Barnesboro quadrangles, Pennsylvania.

Water-Sup. and lrr. Paper no. 110, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 159-163.

Describes the iron, alum, and magnesia springs at Cresson, and gives

analyses. Notes the abundance of good springs and describes several town

supplies obtained from springs. Describes well waters used for public, pri

vate, and factory supplies. Notes one flowing artesian well and discusses

the probability of obtaining further artesian supplies In the area.

59 Cleland (Herdman F.) The formation of natural bridges.

Am. Jour. Be!., 4th ser., vol. 20, pp. 119-124, 3 ngs.

Suggests the following theory to account for the origin of the natural

bridges at North Adams. Mass.. Lexington, Va„ Chattanooga, Tenn., In Utah,

and In the Yellowstone National Park : " Before the formation of the bridge

the stream which now flows under then flowed upon the surface of what is

now the arch and probably plunged over a fall a short distance below the

present site of the bridge. A portion of the water percolating through a

Joint plane or crack upstream discharged into the stream under the fall and

gradually enlarged Its passage by Its solvent power. In the course of time

this passage became sufficiently large to contain all of the water of the

stream, and the bridge resulted."

60 Coburn (L, F.). Yreka waterworks system [California].

Municipal Engineering, vol. 29, pp. 437-438.

Notes the sinking of Yreka Creek in a lied of gravel about 25 miles above

Yreka and describes the building of a submerged concrete dam In the gravel

at a narrow place in the creek. The water thus collected furnishes an

abundant supply for the town of Yreka,
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61 Cole (L. H.). The Centre Star mine, Rossland, B. C.

Min. and Scl. Tress, vol. 90, p. 117, 1 fig.

Notes that the water In this mine Is small In amount and nt>ncorrosive.

62 Coleman (A. P.). Geology of the Sudbury district. [Ontario.]

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 189-190.

Criticizes Hiram W. Hlxon's views of the aqueous origin of the Sudbury

nickel ores.

63 Uolles (George Wetmore). Mica and the mica industry: Pt. II, Geology.

Jour. Franklin Institute, vol. 160, pp. 275-294, 11 figs.

Contains a discussion of the agency of underground waters In the for

mation of the mica dikes. Notes also the alteration of the feldspathlc con

tents of the dikes by percolating waters.

04 Collins (A. B.), Wright (A. E.) and. Irrigation near Garden, Kans., 1904.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta., U. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 085-594.

See Wright (A. E.) and Collins (A. B.).

65 Compressed Air. [Water supply from wells at Los Angeles, Cal.]

Compressed Air, vol. 10. p. 3504.

A portion of the city Bupply Is now furnished by 12 wells from 60 to

200 feet deep. The water Is raised by compressed air.

66 The Simplon tunnel.

Compressed Air, vol. 10, pp. 3713-3717, 7 figs.

Contains a description of the springs encountered In constructing the

Simplon tunnel In Switzerland and Italy, Including location, temperature,

and volume.

67 The Simplon tunnel.

Compressed Air, vol. 10, pp. 3811-3813. 1 fig.

Notes the encountering of hot springs In the Simplon tunnel In Switzer

land and Italy and gives the volume and temperature of two of them.

68 Cook (Edward II.). La mina Santa Francisca, Mexico.

Mln. Magazine, vol. 11, pp. 424^29, 5 figs.

Notes the Impregnation of limestone by siliceous solutions (p. 425) ;

gives an analysis of the ground wnter from the 450-foot level (p. 429) ; and

discusses the agency of underground waters in the formation of the ore

deposits (pp. 426-429). .

69 Cooper (K. F.). An" example of the legitimate use of water for domestic

purposes.

Troc. Am. 8oc. Civil Eng., vol. 31, pp. 475-478.

Describes the water-supply systems of the Lick Observatory on MouDt

Hamilton. California. The water for the domestic system Is furnished by

springs on the mountain side.

70 Cooper (W. F.). Wnter supply of the Lower Peninsula of Michigan.

Ann. Kept. Michigan (ieol. Survey for 1903, pp. 47-109, 2 maps.

Describes the arteslan-well areas, giving detailed descriptions, well rec

ords, and analyses, and states use for public and private supply ; describes

springs.

70a Corstophine (George S.), Hatch (Frederick H.) and. The origin of the

Witwatersrand gold. [Transvaal.]

Eng. and Mln. .Tour., vol. 79, pp. 80-81.

See Hatch (Frederick H.) and Corstophine (George S.).

71 Corthell (E. L.). Discussion of paper entitled, "The reclamation of river

deltas and salt marshes." by F. LeBaron.

Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 54, pp. 83-87.

Gives records of several artesian wells in the vicinity of New Orleans
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72 Courtis (W. M.). Potassium salts.

Mineral Resources U. S. for 1904, U. S. Geol. Survey, 16 pp.

Contains a list of saline springs In the United States and partial analy

ses of the spring water showing potassium, sodium, and magnesium. States

that " along the line of the fault on the rim of the Bighorn Basin, Wyom

ing, the waters are rich in potassium salts, running from 5 to 11 per cent

of the total residue."

73 Cox (W. G.). Artesian-water supply.

Agr. Gaz. N. S. Wales, vol. 16, pp. 253-257, flg. 1. Abstract: Exp. Sta.

Record, vol. 17, no. 2, p. 193.

Discusses the theoretical and practical use of artesian wells for water

power In New South Wales and Queensland.

74 Crane (W. R.). The Quapaw zinc district [Indian Territory].

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 488-490, 3 tigs.

Contains a short discussion of the agency of underground waters In the

formation of the deposits.

75 Coal mining in Arkansas.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol 80, pp. 774-777, 3 flgs.

The mines are usually wet and the water Is often acid, but good water

for boilers is usually available (p. 776).

76 Cravetti (A. L.). Water and irrigation in the province of Ban Luis, Argen

tine Republic.

An. Min. Agr. Argentina, Sec. Agr. (Agron), vol. 1, no. 5, pp. 85-119, 6

flgs. Abstract: Exp. Sta. Record, vol. 16, p. 1136.

Summarizes Information regarding subterranean waters and their use for

irrigation, etc.

77 Crider (A. F.). Cement resources of northeast Mississippi.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 510-521.

Gives well sections (pp. 511, 516-517) and describes artesian flows (p.

517).

78 Crosby (William Otis). The limestone-granite contact deposits of Wash

ington Camp, Arizona.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., no. 6, pp. 1216-1238.

Contains a discussion of magmatic water In general and the Improbability

of Its assistance In the development of the garnet contact zone at Washing

ton Camp (pp. 1229-1232) ; suggests the concentration of metallic con

tents of the limestone by the circulation of the normal ground water stimu

lated by Intense and long-continued igneous and metamorphic agencies (p.

1234) ; ascribes the occurrence of native arsenic at this place to thermal

waters rising along a fault line (p. 1237).

79 Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 114, TJ. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 68-75.

Describes briefly the occurrence of water and possibilities of artesian sup

ply in Cambrian quitrtzite in the Berkshjre Valley, in Triasslc strata of the

Connecticut Valley, In Igneous and metamorphic rocks of the highlands, and

In drift deposits (pp. 70—73). Enumerates the principal mineral springs In

the two States (pp. 73-75). Gives list of publications (p. 75).

80 Water supply from the delta type of sand plain.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 161-178.

In connection with the location of dikes for the Metropolitan reservoir at

Clinton, Mass., many hundred borings were made in the sand plains. The

paper describes the evidence presented by these borings as to the water

table, the artesian waters, the deposition of Iron, the oxidation of the drift

at considerable depths, and the phenomenu of " lost water," or that taken

up from the well by unsaturated beds.

ikb 163—06 2
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SI Culbertson (Harvey). Irrigation investigations in western Texas.

Bull. Office Exp. 8ta., D. 8. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 319-340, 4 figs.

Describes wells (some flowing artesian) (pp. 321, 323—325). and springs

(pp. 323, 327-328) used for irrigation. Describes use of windmills for

pumping water from wells (pp. 338-339).

82 Cushing (H. P.). Geology of the vicinity of Little Falls, Herkimer County

[New York].

Bull. N. Y. State Mus. no. 77, 95 pp.. 15 pis., 14 flgs.. 1 map.

t Interprets geology on the basis of churn-drilled wells (pp. 53—56).

S3 Dale (T. Nelson). Water resources of the Fort Tieonderoga quadrangle.

Vermont and New York.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, U. S. (ieol. Survey, pp. 126-129.

Mentions the abundance of Rood springs, and refers to a well known as

"the frozen well " on account of Its extremely low temperature (p. 127i.

84 Darlington (K. H.). Irrigation investigations, upper Snake ltiver, Idaho.

Irrigation Age, vol. 20. pp. 204-207, 1 fig.

N*otes large loss from Irrigation canals by seepage and the reappearance

of this water In springs and creeks. Abundance of water can be obtained

from shallow wells near Rexburg (p. 206).

ST) Darton (Nelson Horatio). Zuni salt deposits, New Mexico.

Bull. V. S. Geol. Survey no. 26ii, pp. 563-566.

Ascribes the supply of the salt lake to springs from the Red Beds.

86 Description of the Sundance quadrangle [Wyoming-South Dakota].

fie >loglc Atlas r. 8., folio 127, IT. S. (ieol. Survey, 12 pp., 5 maps, 1 col.

sect., 1 i I Ins. sheet, 3 figs.

Discusses the water-bearing conditions of the Dakota and Lakota sand

stones. Pahasapa limestone. Iieadwood sandstone. Minnelusa formation, and

Mlnneknhta limestone, and describes the relations of these beds to the

occurrence of well and spring water (p. 12). (Jives analysis of well water

(p. 12). Shows the artesian-water conditions by means of a special col

ored map.

87 Preliminary report on the geology and underground water resources of

the central Great Plains.

Prof. Paper I'. S. (ieol. Survey no. 32, 433 pp., 72 pis.. 18 flgs.

Describes the various water horizons and diBcusses In detail the artesian

wells and artesian conditions in South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas, eastern

Colorado, and eastern Wyoming, giving numerous records. Describes salt

springs und wells (pp. 389-392).

88 Delaware.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 111-113.

Knumerates various water horizons in Cretaceous and Tertiary strata,

gives a partial list of deep wells, and states future prospects for wells.

Notes the principal publications.

89 ■ Preliminary list of deep borings In the United States, second edition.

with additions.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 149, U. S. Geol. Survey, 175 pp.

Contains lists of deep wells reported to the Survey or described in scien

tific publications. They are classified by States, counties, and towns, the

depths, diameter, yield. In- i trli t of water, temperature, and other miscella

neous data being presented In tables for each State and references lieing

given to published records. Bibliographies of publications relating to deep

borings are also Included.
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90 Barton (Nelson Horatio). The Zuni salt lake [Arizona].

Jour. Geol., vol. 13, pp. 185-103.

Quotes C. L. Herrick on suppossed derivation of salt from solution of

salt in underlying strata (pp. 185-180). The salt Is brought up by springs

(pp. 187, 193). Suggests solution of salt beds by hot volcanic solutions as

cause of sinking, producing the crater (pp. 190, 192).

91 and Fuller (Myron Leslie). Maryland.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114. U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 114-123, 2 pis.

Describes the distribution of springs and gives a list of those of com

mercial value (p. 115). Describes the distribution of wells in the

Allegheny Plateau, the Appalachian Mountains, Piedmont Plateau, and

Coastal Plain, and tabulates well statistics (pp. 116-118). Describes water

horizons in the Coastal Plain formations (pp. 118-120), and discusses

more fully the water horizons and well prospects of the Baltimore district

(pp. 121-123). Lists the principal publications.

92 and Fuller (Myron Leslie). District of Columbia.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, U. 8. Geol. Survey, pp. 124—126, 1 pi.

Describes occurrence of water In the crystalline rocks and in the Potomac

formation. Notes several mineral springs, and several publications on the

underground water of the District.

93 and Fuller (Myron Leslie). Virginia.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114. U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 127-135, 1 pi.

Describes various water horizons In the Cretaceous and Tertiary forma

tions and gives sections (pp. 128-129). Gives table of deep wells and sta

tistics (pp. 130-131). Describes underground water conditions In the

Piedmont Plateau. Appalachian Mountain belt, and Cumberland Plateau

(pp. 132-133). Lists the commercial springs (pp. 133-134) and publica

Hons on underground waters of the State (pp. 134-135).

94 and O'Harra (C. C). Description of the Aladdin quadrangle [Wyom

ing-South Dakota-Montana].

Geologic Atlas U. S., folio 128, U. S. Geol. Survey, 8 pp., 4 maps, 1

col. sect., 1 flg.

Describes the water-bearing formations, including the Dakota-Lakota

sandstone, Minnehisa formation, Pahasapa limestone, and Deadwocd sandi

stone, (p. 8), and notes the conditions relative to wells. The artesian-

water conditions are shown by a special colored map.

93 David (T. W. E.), Pittman (K. P.) and. Irrigation geologically considered

with special reference to the artesian area of New South Wales.

Jour, and Proc. Roy. Soc. N. S. Wales. Eng. sect., vol. 37, pp. clll-cllli,

2 pis. Abstract: Exp. Sta. Record, vol. 17, no. 2, p. 193.

See Pittman (E. P.) and David (T. W. E.).

96 Davis (F. S.). An undeveloped country.

Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 90, pp. 204-205, 4 figs.

Describes a spring In Lower California.

!)7 Davis (William Morris). "A journey across Turkestan."

Explorations In Turkestan, with an account of the basin of eastern Persia

and Slstan.

Carnegie Institution of Washington, pp. 23-110. 67 flgs.

Springs furnish a portion of the water supply of Baku (p. 29) ; a boring

2,000 feet deep at Askhabad failed to find water (p. 44). Notices a large

Bpring In FIruza basin used for Irrigation (p. 48). Notes seepage of

water from terrace gravels Into river (p. 103).

98 The Wasatch, Canyon, and House ranges, Utah.

Bull. Mus. Comp. Zool., Harvard Coll., Geological Series, vol. 8, pp. 15-56,

3 pis.

Describes a flowing well at Deseret (p. 35). Notes the obtaining of nood

water at Antelope and Indian Springs (p. 36). Mentions the ocurrence

of springs in the House Range (p. 40).
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99 Davis (William Morris). The geographical cycle In an arid climate.

Jour.Geol., vol. 13, pp. 381-407.

Mentions ground-water conditions in arid regions (p. 382 t and considers

underdralnage of deserts by sandstone in its possible relation to wind

erosion (p. 302).

100 Day (David T.). Summary of the mineral production of the United States

in 1904.

Mineral Resources I". S. for 1004, V. 8. (leol. Survey, pp. 0-36.

(lives the production and value of mineral waters in the I'nited States

for 1004 (p. 21) ; comparison of the production and value for 1003 and

1004 (pp. 22—23) ; production and value of mineral waters each year from

1880 to 1004 (pp. 24-3(1).

101 de Laval (Carl George I'.). Pumping on the Oomstock. [Nevada.]

Kng. and Min. Jour., vol. 70, pp. 510-518, 7 figs.

Describes (he encountering of water in the various mines on the lode and

the quantity, temperature, etc., thereof.

102 Pumping the Couistock lode mines. [Nevada.]

Eng. Rec. vol. 51, pp. 300-301, 1 flg.

Describes the nrrences of hot water in these mines and the pumping

machinery lielng used In the unwatering of the lode.

103 ■ Pumping the Comstock lode mines. [Nevada.]

Mines and Minerals, vol. 20, pp. 78-70. 2 figs.

Describes the encountering of hot water In the mines on this lode.

104 ■ Pumping the Comstock lode mines. [Nevada.]

Set. Am. Supp., vol. 50, pp. 24484-244K0, 0 figs.

Describes the encountering of hot water In the mines on this lode.

105 Douglass (Karl). Source of the placer gold in Alder Gulch, Montana.

Mines and Minerals, vol. 25, pp. 353-355, 3 figs.

Notes the possible agency of heated underground waters in the dejtosition

of the gold occurring in the gravels.

105a Drake (J. A.), Mangum (A. W.) and. Soil survey of the Hussell area,

Kansas.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1003, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 011-

020, 1 fig., 1 map.

See Mangum (A. W.) and Drake (J. A.).

100 Draper (M. D.). The Goldtield district. Nevada.

Min. and Sci. Tress, vol. 00, pp. 15()-1.">2, 10 figs.

Contains a discussion of the agency of solfataric waters In the formation

of the deposits.

107 Dravo (P. R.). Concrete lining for mine shafts.

Troc. Eng. Soc. West. Pa., vol. 21, pp. 310-330, 2 figs.

Discusses the occurrence of springs, seepage water, etc., in mines, with

especial reference to the use of concrete for shaft lining.

108 Drummond (Goyne). Reconnaissance of proix>sed ceded strip of Sho

shone Indian Reservation, Wyoming.

Irrigation, vol. 2. no. 4, pp. 5-0.

Notes the sinking of Meadow Creek Into a cave near the mouth of Little

Wind Itlver Canyon.

E.

109 Eckel (Edwin C). The Clinton hematite.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 70, pp. 807-808. 2 figs.

Quotes C. II. Smyth as to the agency of water in the formation cf the

iron ore.
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110 Eckel (Edwin C). Cement materials and Industry of the United States.

Bull. l\ S. Geol. Survey no. 24.'!. 305 pp., 15 pis., 1 fig.

Discusses the percentage of water in freshly quarried limestone, clay,

shale, and marl (pp. 44-45).

111 Limonite deposits of eastern New York and western New England.

Bull. V. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 335-342.

Notes part taken by water in ore deposition (p. 342).

112 Elliott (C. G.). Report on drainage investigations, 1904.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta.. IT. 8. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 643-743, 4 pla.,

52 figs.

Discusses rise of ground water due to irrigation, and detection of rise

by means of test wells (pp. 645—652). Notes porosity and cavernous

nature of coral rock In Florida Everglades, as Indicated by wells (p. 716).

113 Ellis (Edwin E.). Zinc and lead mines near Dodgeville. Wis.

Bull. V. S. Geol. Survey no. 260. pp. 311-315.

Notes the relation of ore to ground-water level and considers the con

ditions of deposition (pp. 314-315).

114 Ells (R. W.). Nicola coal basin, British Columbia.

Sum. Rept. Geol. Survey Canada. 1904, pp. 42-121, 1 pi., 2 figs., 2 maps.

(Jives records of Iwrlngs (pp. 70—74).

llo Ely (Charles W.), Bennett (Frank) and. Soil survey of Marshall County,

Indiana.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, IT. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 689-

706, 1 map, 1 flg.

See Bennett (Frank I and Ely (Charles W.).

116 and Griffin (A. M.). Soil survey of Dodge County. Ga.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, IJ. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 231-

246. 1 map, 1 fig.

Mentions the occurrence of sink holes (p. 235).

117 Emmons (Samuel Franklin). Copper In the Bed Beds of the Colorado

Plateau region.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 221-232.

Contains brief references to the part of water in ore deposition.

118 The Cactus copper mine. Utah.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260. pp. 242-248.

I>escrll>es town water supply from Wawah springs, sixteen In number

(p. 244).

119 Theories of ore deposition historically considered. (Presidential ad

dress, Geol. Soc. Am., 1903.)

Ann. Kept. Smithsonian Inst, for year ending June 30, 1904, pp. 309-330.

Scl. Amer. Supp., vol. 00, no. 1563, pp. 25046-25047; no. 1564, pp. 25062-

25064; no. 1565, pp. 25078-25079.

In reviewing the various theories of ore deposition, mentions the rela

tions of deposition to circulation of underground waters, and water level,

and the controversy regarding ascending and descending solutions, mag-

matic and meteoric waters, etc.

120 Engineering and Mining Journal. Geology at Siniplon.

Eng. and Min. .lour., vol. 79, p. 180.

Notes the encountering In the Slmplon ti nnel In Switzerland and Italy

of waters much hotter than had been predicted by geologists.

121 Water in the Egyptian Desert.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, p. 812.

Notes the existence of a flowing-well area a few miles north of Kharga

in which flows were obtained a few feet below the surface.
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122 Engineering and Mining Journal. Banket in Rhodesia.

Eng. and Min. .lour., vol. 79, pp. 1236-1237.

Quotes H. D. Griffiths on the agency of underground waters In the enrich

ment of this gold-bearing conglomerate.

123 Gold in banket

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 1241-1242.

Quotes the views of Schoch. Griffiths. Hatch, and Corstorpbine as to the

agency of underground waters In the enrichment of the gold-bearing con

glomerates of the world.

124 A lnrge pumping plant in Tasmania.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 155-1!)", 4 figs.

Notes the encountering of large quantities of water In the Tasmania

gold mine.

125 Gasolene pumps for irrigation.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 80, p. 29(1.

Describes the effect of pumping on the water level in two 10-inch 45-foot

wells at Garden, Kans.

126 Shaft sinking for salt. [Detroit, Mich.]

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 972-973, 1 flg.

Describes the encountering of large quantities of strong sulphur water.

127 The Slmplon tunnel.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 80, p. 1009.

Contains a description of the thermal springs encountered in the con

struction of the Slmplon tunnel between Switzerland and Italy.

128 Engineering News. Vertical and lateral penetration of sewage bacteria

into chalk soil.

Eng. News, vol. 53, pp. 116-117.

Describes experiments made near Amesbury, England.

129 Septic tanks and intermittent sand filters at Saratoga Spring.-.. N. Y.

Eng. News, vol. 53, pp. 118-122.

Notes that the filtrate from the beds passes off through the ground with

out appreciably raising the water table (p. 122).

130 [The Simplon tunnel between Switzerland and Italy.]

Eng. News, vol. 53, pp. 229-230.

Describes the many springs of hot water encountered In the construction

of this tunnel.

131 The Pennsylvania Railroad tunnel under Capitol Hill. Washington.

D. C.

* Eng. News, vol. 54. pp. 267—270.

Notes the penetration of quicksand carrying large quantities of water

and describes the method used In draining the same (p. 267).

132 ■ [Successful use of u divining rod.]

Eng. News, vol. 54. p. 386.

Notice of communication from Mr. G. Frnnzius, of the German Harbor

Construction Bureau, In which Is described the use of the divining rod in the

location of wells nt the Imperial Navy-Yard at Kiel. The geological con

ditions, the dlvlnlu^ rod. and the tests made are briefly described.

133 Engineering Record. Air-lift pumping plant of the Redlands Water Com

pany [California].

Eng. Rec., vol. 51, p. 8, 2 flgs. ; Compressed Air, vol. 10, pp. 3394-3396.

Contains a description of the wells furnishing the supply and the tests

made to determine the effect of pumping on the ground-water level.
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134 Engineering Record. Difficulty with the ground-water drains of n building.

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, p. 17.

Describes the Inability of the underdrain of the New York Stock

Exchange Building to handle ground water collecting below the cellar level.

The drains were clogged by deposition from saturated drainage water.

An analysis of the water Is given.

135 Sewage disposal at Saratoga Springs, N. Y.

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, pp. 82-86, C figs.

Gives the level of the water table at the site of the sewage disposal plant

as about 16 feet below the level of the original surface.

136 Legal _ restrictions on the use of underground-water supplies in New

York.

Eng. Rec., vol. 51, pp. 177-178.

Complete description of the case of Frederick Reisert ». City of New York,

and references to similar cases. The city operated a driven-well plant which

Influenced the value of cultivated ground by drying up a small surface

stream and the city was therefore held responsible for damages.

137 A private irrigation system in Texas.

Eng. Rec. vol. 51. pp. 100-191, 5 Bgs.

Detailed description of the works Is given. The principal source of sup

ply Is a spring with an unvarying flow of 70,000 gallons per minute.

138 The Simplon tunnel.

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, pp. 230-231.

Notes the encountering of large quantities of hot water in the construc

tion of the tunnel between Switzerland and Italy.

139 Deep artesian wells in South Australia.

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, p. 332.

Notes the sinking of a 4,420-foot well with a flow of 600.000 gallons

dally at a temperature of 204° P. Gives the total flow and cost of deep

wells put down by the South Australian Government.

140 Measuring underflow.

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, p. 344.

Notes the use of Prof. C. S. Sllchter's method of measuring underflow

by Homer Hamlin at Los Angeles and In the San Francisco Valley. Sev

eral suggestions concerning the methods are made.

141 Irrigation in Texas.

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, pp. 60-61 of the Current News Supplement.

Describes the use of springs and artesian and surface wells In irrigation

In Texas.

142 Difficulties with a pump well.

Eng. Rec. vol. 51, p. 384, 6 figs.

Describes the construction of a pump well and the sinking of several

artesian wells at the Absecon pumping station of the Atlantic City, N. J.,

waterworks. The handling of a large volume of percolating water under

high pressure was the chief difllculty.

143 [Damage from percolation.]

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, p. 412.

Notice of decision by appellate nlvislon of New York supreme court

In Schwarzenbach v. Electric Water I'ower Company of Oneonta, 02 N. Y

Sup., 187. The court ruled that percolation from the reservoir so as to

flood the land of the plaintiff was unlawful, and that Schwarzenbach was

entitled to damages.

144 The Asyut barrage across the Nile.

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, pp. 428-430, 2 flgs.

Describes the occurrence of Innumerable small springs in the bed of tbe

foundation trench, the trouble caused by them, and the method used In

sealing up the ventholea.
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145 Engineering Record. [Artesian-well pumps at Memphis.]

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, p. 460.

Short notice of the use of special pumps for 04 wells at Memphis, Tenn.

146 Experimental work with wells at Battle Creek [Mich.].

Eng. Rec, vol 51, p. 502.

Describes the sinking of wells, the materials passed through, the flow,

analyses of the water, and the effect of pumping on the level of the water

tnble at Battle Creek, Mich. The Marshall sandstone Is mentioned at

containing water-bearing strata.

147 The First street tunnel. Washington [D. C],

Eng. Itec. vol. 51, pp. r«66-r>67, 8 figs.

Describes the encountering of water-bearing quicksand and the method

of tunneling through it.

148 An unusual water main.

Eng. Rec., vol. 51, p. 5S1.

Describes the laying of a water main through beds of quicksand In Little

Falls, N. Y. Dams were built every 300 feet, the water pumped out of

the section, and the pipe laid, after which work was commenced on the

next section.

149 Fire protection at the Worthington works.

Eng. Rec., vol. 51, pp. 684-08!i, 1 tig.

Describes the wells furnishing the. water supply and the raising of the

water by the air lift. [Harrison, N. J.]

150 Water supply by compressed air, Los Angeles, Cal.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 43 of the Current News Supplement.

Describes the water supply of Los Angeles from deep wells by means of

compressed air.

151 Permeability experiments. North Dike, Wachusett reservoir. [Mass.]

Eng. Rec., vol. 52, p. 64.

Notes variations in the water table In the dike due to varying rainfall

and seasonal changes : results show7 the dike to be nearly Impermeable.

152 The waterworks at Raton, N. Mex.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 72.

The water supply Is largely from springs ; describes the building of

trenches across the site of the dam to cut off the ground-water flow.

153 Sanitation in Manila.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, pp. 76-79.

Notes the large amount of ground water which will infiltrate Into the

sewer pipes because of the laying of the latter at a considerable distance

below sea level In a soil thoroughly saturated with water (p. 78).

154 Sliding hillsides.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 133.

Vibration, etc., of the railroad bridge upon which a water main Is laid

causes frequent leakage of the water, which results In the production of

landslides.

155 [Developing underground water.]

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 181.

Notes a decision of the California supreme court, 77 Pac. Rept. 1113,

regarding the relation between owners of filtration tunnels and the owners

of water flowing in a stream.

15C ——■ Improvements of the Elgin waterworks.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, pp. 188-189.

Describes the deep-well water supply from the St. Peter and Madison

Bandatones at Elgin, 111.
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157 Engineering Record. Port Washington waterworks under air pressure.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, pp. 205-206, 2 figs.

Describes the supplying of Port Wasbtngton, N. Y., with water from

three 8-inch wells in gravel.

158 — [A rock slide.]

Eng. Rec. vol. 52, p. 225.

Description of a slide in one of the quarries of the Lehigh Portland

Cement Company, caused by the penetration of water along the contact of

the limestone and cement rock.

159 Mechanical niters of the Brooklyn, N. Y., waterworks.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, pp. 236-239, 4 figs.

Contains a description of the well and spring supply of Brooklyn.

1»50 An unusual system of wells.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52. p. 266.

Describes the waterworks system at Hastings, England. The water Is

obtained from three wells, 9 feet in diameter, two of the wells being 270

feet deep and the other 210 feet.

161 [Underground-water development in southern California.]

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 266.

Notes the overdevelopment of the underground-water supply of this

region.

162 —— Blowing wells.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 380.

Notes the Investigation of this subject by the United States Geological

Survey, and gives a brief explanation of the cause of the phenomenon.

163 The diminished yield of underground waters in southern California.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, pp. 405-407.

Describes the geohydrologic conditions existing in this area and con

cludes that present diminished yield of underground water Is due to an

overdevelopment of the underground-water supply.

104 (Seepage from irrigation canals.]

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 416.

Short discussion of the case of Howell o. Big Horn Basin Colonization

Company, In Wyoming, In which the Wyoming supreme court decided that

" seepage from Irrigation canals Is not only a waste of water, but may

also result in the payment of damages for injury to property."

165 Sinking machinery foundations in quicksand without excavation.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 526.

Describes the method used In sinking through a bed of quicksand at

Schenectady, N. Y., which prevented, any subterranean flow from under

adjacent footings.

166 The sewage pumping station at the Hampton Institute, Hampton. Va.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, pp. 566-568, 4 figs.

Describes the relation between the sewage system and the high ground

water level at this place.

i(>7 Difficult sewer construction in Minneapolis [Minn.].

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, pp. 639-040. 4 figs.

Describes the encountering of water-bearing quicksands and the methods

used In working through tbem. Notes seepage of water Into tunnel from

the dumping ground.

168 The effect of seepage from ditches on stream flow.

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 663.

Concludes that the use of water from the Platte River has reduced the

size of the spring floods. Improvement in the flow of the stream is due

to return seepage.
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169 Engineering Record. Waterworks of Saugatuck, Mich.

Eng. Rec., vol. 52, pp. 605-666.

Detailed description of the water supply of this village, which Is obtained

from four wells driven along the bank of the Kalamazoo River.

170 [Artesian well.]

Eng. Rec, vol. 52, p. 725.

Describes the equipment of an arteslnn well 10 Inches In diameter and

756 feet deep, belonging to the Fond du Lac Water Company, Wisconsin.

171 Engineering Review. Factory fire protection and water supply.

Eng. Review, vol. 15, no. 8, pp. 5-8, 7 figs.

Gives the location, depth, and material passed through of the wells fur

nishing the water supply at the Henry R. Worthlngton Hydraulic Works,

Harrison, N. J. The water comes from a bed of gravel at a depth of about

•100 feet.

17"J English Mechanic and World of Science. A land of gold and marble.

Bel. Am. Supp., vol. 60. pp. 25034-25035.

Describes the limestone caverns and underground streams In New South

Wales.

173 Ensign (O. H.). Power engineering applied to irrigation problem.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 146, U. S. <ieol. Survey, pp. 37-42.

Includes a statement concerning the practice of pumping from driven

wells (p. 41).

F.

174 Fairchild (Herman Le Roy). Pleistocene features In the Syracuse region.

Am. Geologist, vol. 36, pp. 135-141.

Mentions occurrence of brines In drift In New York.

175 Fenneman (N. M.). The Florence, Colo., oil field.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 436-440.

Notes occurrence of crevice encountered oy an oil well which required two

wagonlonds of gravel to fill (p. 438), and discusses the number and limits

of cracks and the occurrence of water In oil wells (p. 439).

17t> Oil fields of the Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast.

Bull. V. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 459-467.

Mentions the occurrence of salt water In oil wells of Texas (p. 460), tar

springs and others emitting gas In Texas (pp. 462-463), and salt and sour

waters I p. 464).

177 Findley (O. P.). Plant of the Cananea Consolidated Copper Company,

Cananea, Sonora, Mexico.

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 91, pp. 342-343, 4 figs.

The water supply conies from a well sunk to bed rock, with a subterra

nean gallery which taps an underground stream capable of furnishing

3,000,000 gallons per day.

178 Finkle (F. C). Pumping underground water In southern California.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 146, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 56-72.

Describes the underground reservoir In gravel (p. 57) and Its replenish

ment from mountain streams and return waters from Irrigation (p. 58).

The extent of the supply (p. 59), Its decline due to pumping (pp. 60-61), and

the proposed replenishment by decreasing draft and constructing regulating

works to secure distribution and absorption of waters of mountain streams

are considered (pp. 61-63). Other points treated are laws relating to

underground water (pp. 59-60) and pumping methods (pp. 63—72),
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179 Fischer (Theobold). Morocco.

Ann. Rept. Smithsonian Inst, for year ending .Tune 30, 1904, pp. 355-372.

Trans, from (Jeographlsche Zeltsehrlft, Leipzig, February 12, 1003.

Mentions rarity of springs on the lower plain, and necessity for resorting

to bored wells. Refers to salinity and unpalatableness of the water (p.

363).

180 Fitzgerald (William G.). A lost river.

Technical World Magazine, vol. 4, pp. 74-78, 3 figs.

Describes the great limestone cavern through which the river Lesse In

Belgium passes In its subterranean course.

181 Fleming (Burton P.). Seepage investigations In the valley of the Laramie

River.

Bull. Wyoming Exp. Sta. no. 61, 32 pp.. 3 figs,

Discusses the causes, extent, and prevention of loss of water from

canals by seepage, and reports the results of seepage measurements on

Laramie River, Sand Creek, and a number of irrigation canals In Wyoming.

182 Irrigation work on the North Platte River.

Bull. Wyoming Exp. Sta. no. 00. 24 pp., 4 figs.

fllves measurements of seepage losses from canals In Wyoming and

Nebraska (pp. 18-23).

183 Fletcher (R.). Disposal of household wastes at summer resorts, encamp

ments, and farmhouses. Pure water supply and other sanitary

conditions.

New Hampshire Sanlt. Bull., July Supp., 23 pp., 8 figs. Abstract : Exp.

Sta. Record, vol. 17, no. 4, p. 409.

filves Information regarding the construction of wells and their protec

tion from contamination.

183a Fogel (Estelle D. ). Pammel (L. H.) and. Some railroad water supplies.

Proc. Iowa Acad. Scl. for 1904, vol. 12, pp. 151-155.

See Pammel (L. H.) and Fogel (Estelle D.).

184 Ford (A. Q.). Miscellaneous water analyses.

Bull. Oklahoma Agr. Exp. Sta. no. 07, IS pp.

(Jives chemical analyses (if water from 95 wells and 13 springs, and

states t>est locations for wells relative to houses, etc.

185 Forestry and Irrigation. Irrigation in Texas.

Forestry and Irrigation, vol. 11, pp. 230-231.

Describes the irrigation of portions of the State by water from surface

s and artesian wells.

186 The upbuilding of Nevada.

Forestry and Irrigation, vol. 11, pp. 270-274, 3 figs.

Mentions the sinking of mountain streams in the sands of the desert.

187 Fortier (S.). Irrigation in Santa Clara Valley, California.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta.. TJ. 8. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 77-91.

Mentions use of wells for irrigation In this valley and describes methods

of applying water.

188 Franke (Robert P.). Geology of the Cochise mining district, Arizona.

Mln. Reporter, vol. 51, p. 503, 1 fig.

Notes that the descending waters have leached great portions of the beds.

189 Fuller (Myron Leslie). Artesian flows from unennfined sandy strata.

Eng. News, vol. 53, pp. 329-330, 2 flfei.

Describes examples on Long Island, New York, and In Michigan, and

offers an explanation of the cause.
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190 Fuller (Myron Leslie). The measurement of low areslan heads.

Eng. News, vol. 53, p. 503, 1 flg.

Describes a small gage for taking artesian-well pressures.

191 ■ Some results of Geological Survey work in the location of underground

waters.

Eng. News, vol. 54, p. 517.

A letter to the editor of the Engineering News, in which Mr. duller notes

the fulfilling of predictions made by Mr. W. H. Norton as to the under

ground waters at Waterloo, Iowa.

192 Geology of Fishers Island. New York.

Bull. Geol.' Soc. America, vol. 16, pp. 367-300.

(lives well record and descrll>es lateral transmission of water through

Joints of crystalline rocks from mainland, 7 miles distant (p. 372).

193 Objects, development, and results of the work of collecting well rec

ords and samples.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 204. pp. 12-39.

Discusses the Importance and benefit of well records, and describes the

organization of t lie division of hydrology and the methods of collecting

samples and records. Among the points incidentally considered are the

occurrence of oil, gas, and water (p. 12), factors affecting well drilling

(p. 13), use of records (p. 14), problems of depth, character of mate

rials, water supplies, casing, limits of depth, location of oil nnd gas shows,

head, and use of water for Industrial, Irrigation, medicinal and bathing

purposes, and at resorts (pp. 15-20).

194 Introduction.

Contributions to the hydrology of eastern United States. 1004 : Water-

Sup, and In1. Taper no. 110. IT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 9-16.

Summarizes papers Included In the report.

195 Triassic rocks of the Connecticut Valley as a source of water supply.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 95-112, 8 figs.

Discusses the occurrence of water in Triassic conglomerates, sandstones,

shales, and traps : and the influence of structure. Jointing, and faulting

on the waters. Discusses the testing of wells, keeping of accurate records,

and the proper depth of wells. Gives analyses.

196 Notes on the hydrology of Cuba.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 110, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 183-199.

Descriltes the various town and city supplies obtained from ordinary and

artesian wells, underground streams, and springs (pp. 187-19;i). Descrllies

wells sunk by I'. S. War Department (pp. 196-199), and gives record (p.

192) and analysis (p. 198). Discusses abundance of spring* and men

tions submarine springs (pp. 193-104). Descrllies subterranean streams

and their relation to limestone caves (p. 104). Discusses mineral waters

and gives analyses (pp. 194 l!t(i).

1!)7 Occurrence of underground waters.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 114, IT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 18-40. 4 pis..

14 figs.

Describes sources of ground water, relation to rainfall, permeability and

storage capacity of rocks, occurrence and nniount of water, types of water

bearing formations, temperature of underground waters, and their recovery

by seepage, springs, and by wells. Gives a short chapter on artesian flows,

enumerating the essential conditions. Describes briefly the underground

water conditions of eastern United States, including types of rock and

rock-water provinces.

198 New Hampshire.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 114, TT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 57-59.

Summarizes data regarding wells and springs, nnd enumerates 8 commer

ctal springs.
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199 Fuller (Myron Leslie). Pennsylvania.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 104-110, 1 fig.

Describes distribution of wells in the drift, stream deposits, crystalline

rocks, Triassic, Cambrian, Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous rooks, and

Coastal Plain deposits. Enumerates mineral springs, and gives principal

publications on underground waters of the State.

200 North Carolina.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 136-139, 1 tig.

Descriltes briefly the artesian conditions of the Coastal Plain and the

occurrence of water in the Potomac formation, and gives list of wells.

Describes briefly the occurrence of water in the Piedmont Plateau and

Appalachian Mountain belt. Lists the principal mineral springs and publi

cations on underground waters of the State.

201 Florida.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114. U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 159-163, 1 flg.

Describes underground-water conditions of the highland area and the

artesian areas of the west and east coasts. Mentions driven wells In the

sand area. Notes several mineral springs and publications on water condi

tions of the State.

202 Lower Michigan.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 242-247. 2 figs.

Compiles data regarding the underground-water resources of the Lower

Peninsula of Michigan. Lists the principal publications and notes impor

tant mineral springs.

203 West Virginia.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 271-272.

Summarizes the conditions bearing on underground-water supplies In the

Appalachian Mountain belt and the Cumberland Plateau. Lists the prin

cipal mineral springs of the State.

204 Bibliographic review and Index of papers relating to underground

waters published by the United States Geological Survey, 1879-1904.

Water-Sup. Paper no. 120, I:. S. Geol. Survey, 128 pp.

Lists all references to underground waters, springs, well records, and

drilling methods, and gives detailed classified subject Index.

205 Hydrologie work in eastern United States and publications on ground

waters.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 9-29.

DescrilteB the organization of the division of hydrology and gives an

account of the work of the eastern section in 1904. The special work

Included the collection of well records and samples, the preparation of

bibliographies" and hydrologie tables, and a study of the relation of the

law to underground waters. About ."»0 geologists were employed during the

year, work being conducted in Maine, New Hampshire. Massachusetts. New

York, New Jersey, Maryland. Virginia. West Virginia, Georgia, Alabama,

Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky. Arkansas. Louisiana, Missouri, Iowa.

Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Michigan. The paper contains a summary of

the other papers in the report and gives a list of survey publications relat

ing to underground waters.

206 Two unusual tyi>es of artesian flow.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 40-45.

Describes flows from uniform unconfined sands taking place In virtue of

lamellar arrangement of elongated sand grains on Long Island. New 1'ork,

and In Michigan. The lateral transmission of water through joints In

stratified rocks for long distances Independently of structure In south

eastern Michigan is also described. The confinement necessary for the flow

Is afforded by the clayey drift overlying the more porous rock.
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207 Fuller (Myron Leslie). Construction of so-called fountain and geyser

springs.

Water-Sup. and Fit. Fnper no. 145, t\ S. Geol. Survey, pp. 4*5—ro. -

Differentiates confined and uneontined springs, and gives methods by

which the former can be converted into u " fountain," and lK)th Into inter

mlttent or geyser springs.

20» A convenient gage for determining low artesian heads.

Water-Sup. and In*. Taper no. 115, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 51-52.

I>escril>es a 2-Inch nickel gage which, by means of a rubl>er flange, can

be instantly applied to pipes up to 2 inches In diameter and will read pres

sures up to 50 pounds.

209 A ground-water problem In southeastern Michigan.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145. U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 129-147.

Discusses the failure of wells along Huron River. The water occurs in

the jointed upper portion of the Dundee llmestoue and Monroe and Sylvanla

sandstones. In which It is confined by overlying glacial clays. The loss of

head and flow are described and the causes, including the effect of adja

cent deep wells, quarrying operations, deforestation, ditching, frost, and

deficiency of rainfall are considered. Deforestation and ditching are the

most far-reaching causes, but an early frost which fr<ize the ground and

prevented the absorption of late autumn rains of the previous year, in con

nection with low rainfall, was the more Immediate cause.

210 Notes on certain large springs of the Ozark region. Missouri and Ar

kansas.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 207-210.

Outlines the geologic conditions and describes and gives discharge of

Greer, Van Buren, Fanchon, Alley, Blue, Mesamer, and Boiling springs of

Missouri and the Mammoth spring of Arkansas.

211 Failure of wells along the lower Huron River, Michigan, in 1904.

Ann. Kept. Michigan Geol. Survey for 1004, pp. 7-20, pi. 1, figs. 1 and 2.

Describes the relations and conditions of the wells, and ascribes their

decline to the deforesting and ditching of the region and an early frost

followed by a dry summer. Advocates the passing of laws regulating deep

or artesian wells.

212 Cause and period of earthquakes in the New Madrid area. Missouri

and Arkansas.

Abstract : Science, new. ser.. vol. 21, pp. 349-350.

Notes settling of the surface in this area due to undermining by ground

waters under artesian pressure.

213 Artificial fountain and geyser springs.

Sci. Am., vol. 93, p. 07. 4 figs.

Discusses tlie geological conditions resulting In the formation of springs

and the artificial construction of fountain and geyser springs.

1214 Darton (N. H.) and. Maryland.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 114-123,

2 pis.

See Darton (N. II.) and Fuller (Myron Leslie).

215 Darton (N. II.) and. District of Columbia.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, T'. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 124-128. 1 pi.

See Darton (N\ II.) and Fuller (Myron Leslie).

216 Darton (N. H.) and. Virginia.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114. U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 127-135, 1 pi.

See Darton (N. II.) and Fuller (Myron Leslie).

217 Fullerton (Aubrey). A new mammoth cave.

Technical World Magazine, vol. 4, pp. 206-208, 6 figs.

Describes an immense cave in the limestone of Cougar Mountain, in the

Selklrka of British Columbia, and the streams flowing In It
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218 Gale (Hoyt S.). Water resources of the Cowee find Pisgah quadrangles.

North Carolina.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 174-176.

Describes the abundance of good springs, with a few chalybeate and

sulphur springs. Describes the association of carbonate springs with

hornblendlc gneiss and of chalybeate waters with pyrlte deposits along

faults. Mentions the rarity of wells in the area.

219 Garry (G. H.), Spurr (J. E.) and. Preliminary report on ore deposits in

the Georgetown, Colo., mining district.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 99-120.

See Spurr (J. E.) and Garry (G. H.).

220 Geib (W. J.), Bice (Thomas I).) and. Soil survey of the Gainesville area,

Florida.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 269-

289, 1 map, 1 Bg.

See Klce (Thomas D.) and Geib (W. J.).

Bice (Thomas D. ) and. Soil survey of Warren County, Kentucky.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 527-

541, 1 map. 1 fig.

See Rice (Thomas D.) and Geib (W. J.).

222 George (H. ('.). A freak oil field.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 876-877.

Describes the " Grasshopper oil Held " of Warren, Pa. The oil occurs

as a scum on the surface water in the glacial deposits. Notes the rising

and fulling of the water level In the wells with the water of the river.

223 Gerhard (William Paul). The water supply of country buildings. Part I.

Cassler's Magazine, vol. 27, pp. 482-498. 14 figs.

Detailed discussion of wells, springs, and collecting galleries as sources

of supply. Some of the figures show method of arranging well batteries.

224 Getman (F. L.). The new artesian water supply of Ithaca, N. Y.

Eng. News. vol. 53, pp. 412-414. 4 tigs.

Describes the local geology, sinking of wells, details of equipment, and

cost of construction.

225 Gieseler (E. A.). A new form of filter gallery at Nancy, France.

Eng. Rec., vol. 51. pp. 148-149, 5 tigs.

Describes the construction of a filter gallery parallel to the river Mo

selle, designed to collect the subsoil water.

226 Glenn (L. C). South Carolina.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, U. 8. Geol. Survey, pp. 140-152, 1 pi.

Describes briefly the distribution of springs and enumerates those of

commercial value (pp. 141—142). Discusses distribution of open and deep

wells, and their relations (pp. 142-144. 151-152). States the water con

ditions In the crystalline rocks, the Potomac formation, the marine Cre

taceous beds. Eocene, Miocene, Lafayette, and Columbia deposits (pp. 146—

149). Gives table of deep wells with statistics (pp. 149-151). Lists the

principal publications on underground water of the State (p. 152).

227 Tennessee and Kentucky.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, I'. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 198-208.

Decrlbes the underground-water resources of the valley of East Ten

nessee, the CumlK'rland Plateau, the Highland and l*oxlngton Plains, and

the Gulf Coastal Plain. Lists the Important mineral springs and the

principal publications on underground waters of the two States.

221
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228 Goodell (Edwin B.). A review of the laws forbidding pollution of inland

waters in the United States, second edition.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 152, U. 8. Geol. Survey. 149 pp.

Man; of tbe enactments include laws against the pollution of wells and

springs, as well as surface streams.

228a Gould (Charles Newton). Geology and water resources of Oklahoma.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 148. D. S. Geol. Survey. 173 pp., 22 pis., 32

flgs.

Describes gypsum caves (pp. 52, 98), sink holes (p. 74), brine springs

(pp. 41, 100—104), sulphur springs (pp. 104-105). and the occurrence of

salt water In wells (pp. 106-107). Describes the artesian conditions, by

counties (pp. 109-133). Gives detailed statistics regarding a number of

deep wells (pp. 105-100) and records (pi. XXII), and describes the occur

rence of underground water in granite, porphyry, the Arbuckle limestone,

Whitehorn sandstone, Greer formation. Quartermaster formation, con

glomerate, and in red beds and alluvium (pp. 95-100). Describes under

flow of streams ip. 90). Classifies and descril>es the springs of the Terri

tory (pp. 94-105), and discusses the use of springs for public supply

(p. 99) and irrigation (pp. 139-140). Discusses tbe use of well waters for

Irrigation (pp. 140-141). Gives an appendix containing many analyses of

wells (pp. 143-149) and springs (p. 153) and statistics regarding location,

size, depth, method of pumping, quality of water, discharge, and geological

relations of 261 wells.

229 Grant (II. S.). Water resources of the Mineral Point quadrangle, Wis

consin.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 67-73.

(rives p geologic section and discusses underground-water conditions.

Good springs occur at the outcrop of the Galena and Plattevllle limestones

and the St. Peter sandstone, while drilled wells obtain good supplies from

the (ialena limestone and St. Peter and Potsdam sandstones.

230 Gregory (H. E.). Connecticut

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 76-81. 1 fig.

Describes underground-water conditions 111 the limestone area. Trlassl'-

sandstone area, and the crystalline areas. Notes the relation of faults to

water supply. Discusses springs and wells obtaining water In the drift.

Enumerates mineral spring's and gives list of publications.

231 Gregory (John II.). The Scioto River storage dam at Columbus, Ohio.

Eng. Itec. vol. 52, pp. 302-305, 4 tigs.

Describes the well and filtering gallery or conduit system now in use at

Columbus.

232 Gregory (J. W.). Bio Tinto, Spain.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 370-372, 4 figs.

Contains a discussion of the agency of underground waters in the for

mation of the copper deposits at this place.

233 The ore deposits of Mount Lyell. [California.]

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 91, (pp. 75-76, 90-91).

These two articles are devoted mainly to a discussion of the agency of

water In the genesis of these deposits.

234 Griffln (A. M.), Bennett (Frank) and. Soil survey of the Orangeburg

area. South Carolina.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 185-

205, 1 map, 1 fig.

See Bennett (Frank) and Griffln (A. M.).

235 Ely (Charles W.) and. Soil survey of Dodge County, G.i.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 231-

246, 1 map, 1 fig.

See Ely (Charles W.) and Griffin (A. M.).
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236 Griffin (.A. M.), Hearn (W. Edward) and. Soil survey of the Alma area,

Michigan.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1004. I'. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 039-

064. 1 map, 1 fig.

See Hearn (W. Edward I and Griffin (A. M.).

237 Griswold (Lewis). Rice (Thomas D.) and. Soil survey of Acalia Parish,

Louisiana.

Field Operations of the Itureau of Soils. 1003, It. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 461-

485, 1 fig.. 1 map.

See It Ice (Thomas L>. > and Grlswold (Lewis).

238 Gunther (Charles Godfrey). The gold detwsits of I'lonio, San Luis Park,

Colorado.

Econ. Geol., vol. 1, pp. 143-154.

Considers part played by circulating ground waters In deposition of

ores along fissures and faults (p. 153).

2:50 An interesting fault system [California].

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 80, p. 1013, 1 lig.

Contains a description of the manner In which the ore-bearing solutions

passed along the faults.

240 Gilbert (Grove Karl). Pliuis for obtaining subterranean temperatures.

Year Book no. 3, 1904, Carnegie Institution of Washington, pp. 259-260.

(Jives estimate of cost of drilling to various depths and makes recom

mendations.

241 Value and feasibility of a determination of subterranean teuiiierature

gradient by means of a deep boring.

Year Book no. 3, 1904. Carnegie Institution of Washington, pp. 2(!l-2(>7.

Abstract, p. 120.

Considers need for such a determination, conditions to l>c satlslled In

the selection of a site for a l>orlng. and concludes that the Lltbonla dis

trict, Georgia. Is preferable.

242 Goding (F. \V. ). Queensland artesian wells.

Daily Consular Uepts. no. 11106, Dept. Com. and Labor, pp. 6—7.

Gives statistics regarding average depth, flow, temperature, etc., of the

900 wells in the State.

241? Greeley (W. B. ). The effect of forest cover ui>on stream How.

Forestry and Irrigation, vol. 11. pp. 163-108, 309-315, 4 figs.

Discusses the absorption of rainfall by the soils, the effect of under

ground seepage on Btream flow : and. In the second article (pp. 309-315),

describes an Investigation of certain areas In New York.

H.

244 Hale (Harrison). Analyses: Waters from Oklahoma and Indian Terri

tories.

Bull. Bradley Geol. Field Sta. Drury Coll.. vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 100-102.

(Jives the results of examination of a considerable number of well waters

to determine suitability for boiler purposes.

245 Hall (B. M.). Rio Grande project.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 146, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 75-78.

Notes Insufficiency of underllow and Inapplicability of submerged dams

(pp. 70-77).

246 Past and present plans for irrigation of the Rio Grande Valley.

The official proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation Congress, at

El Paso, Tex., November lo-lS. 1904. pp. 213-221.

Discusses underflow of the Itlo Grande Valley as a source of supply for

wells (pp. 210-218),

IRR 163-06 3
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247 Hall (Charles M.) and Willard (Daniel E.). Description of Casselton

and Fargo quadrangles. [North Dakota and Minnesota.]

Geologic Atlas V. S., folio 117, U. S. Geol. Survey, 7 pp.

CIvcs well logs and statistical data (pp. 5-6), describes springs and

drift and artesian wells (p. 4), and the source (probably from Dakota

sandstone) and character of the deep waters. An artesian well section

showing drift and Cretaceous horizons (p. 2) and maps showing flowing

and noutlowlng areas in drift and older formations, head, depth of wells,

etc., are also given.

248 Hall (Christopher Webber). Minnesota.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 114, C. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 226-232, 1 tig.

Describes the underground-water resources of the Cambrian. Ordorician,

Cretaceous, and Quaternary rocks of the State. Describes the artesian

basins and gives a map showing their distribution. Notes the principal

mineral springs, and descrllws the distribution of springs in general. Lists

the principal publications referring to underground waters of the State.

249 Hall (M. R.) and Hoyt (John C). Report of progress of stream measure

ments for the calendar year liMH : Part IV, Santee, Savannah.

Ogeechee, and Altamaha rivers and eastern Gulf of Mexico drain

ages.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 128, V. S. Geol. Survey, 108 pp.

CIvcs description and discharge of Blue (p. 120) and Cave (p. 175)

springs, Georgia.

250 Johnson (E., jr.), and Hoyt (John C). Report of progress of stream

measurements for the calendar year 1904: Part V, Eastern Missis

sippi River drainage.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 128, C. S. Geol. Survey, 108 pp.

Describes and gives discharge of Big Springs, Alabama (p. 102).

251 Halse (Edward). The occurrence of pebbles, concretions, and conglom

erate in metalliferous veins.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Mln. Eng. no. 4, pp. 719-742, 13 figs.

Contains a description of the agency of waters percolating along fracture

planes in the decomposition of rocks and giving rise to concentric struc

turcs which subsequently become rounded by attrition, and are finally

cemented together by the aid of mineralized thermal solutions.

252 Hamlin (Homer). Underflow tests in the drainage basin of Los Angeles

River.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 112, IT. S. Geol. Survey. 55 pp.

Discusses the occurrence of ground waters, nature of water table, and

fluctuations and movements of the water l>ody (pp. 0-11). Describes under

flow tests Including location of wells, methods of driving and drilling,

machinery and materials, well points, underflow meter, charging of wells,

measurement of velocity, etc. (pp. 11-20), and gives summary (p. ~>3).

Porosity, packing, and capacity of sediments are considered (pp. 20-31).

and records of actual tests given in detail (pp. 33-53). Many local well

records are given by diagram.

253 Hammond (G. A.). Diamond-drill methods.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 146. U. S. Geol. Survey, pp 78-80.

Describes apparatus and methods of work under different conditions.

254 Haney (J. G.). Irrigation experiments at Fort Hays, Kans., 1903 and

1904.

Bull. OflJce Exp. Sta., U. S. Dept. Agr., no 158. pp. 507-583.

Describes experiments In using wells for irrigation; discusses methods of

drilling and pumping and cost of wells, and relations to geology.
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255 Hanna (F. W.). The irregular flow of rivers in humid prairie States.

Eng. News, vol. 54, pp. 118-119.

Pasturage, drainage, and cultivation has resulted In an Increase of the

amount of rainfall running off from the surface and a decrease In the

amount of ground water which escapes Into the streams, and, therefore,

causing great irregularity in the flow of the rivers.

256 Harris (Gilbert D.). Underground waters of southern Louisiana.

Bull. Louisiana Geol. Surrey no. 1. pp. 1-77, 7 pis., 12 figs.

Discusses the origin of the artesian and deep-well waters, gives detailed

well statistics, discusses variation In flow and pressure head, methods of

well drilling and pumping, and gives records and analyses.

257 Harrison (Virginlus). Mineral waters.

Bull. Virginia Hosp., vol. 1, no. 8, pp. 41-45.

Discusses briefly the origin of mineral waters and the origin of thermal

springs ; gives Crook's classification according to composition, and outlines

their therapeutic uses.

258 Harroun (Philip E.). The waterworks of Porterville. California.

Trans. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 54, pp. 235-279, pis. 19 nnd 20, 5 figs.

Describes the wells furnishing the water supply as to size, depth, loca

tion, materials passed through, etc. Describes leakage of oil from fuel-oil

storage tank, resulting In contamination of the ground water and conse

quent pollution of the city's supply. In the discussion attached to this

article H. F. Dunham discusses the pollution of well waters and Mr.

Harroun describes the Herron perforator for perforating well casings in

place.

259 Hatch (Frederick H.) and Corstorphine (George S.). The origin of the

Wltwatersrand gold. [Transvaal.]

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 80-81.

Discusses the agency of underground water In formation of the aurifer

ous deposits.

260 Hatcher (J. B.), Stanton (Timothy W.) and. Geology and paleontology

of the Judith River beds.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 257, pp. 1-06.

See Stanton (Timothy W.) and Hatcher (J. B.).

2G1 Haworth (Erasmus), Schrader (F. C.) and. Oil and gas of the Independ

ence quadrangle, Kansas.

Bull. D. S. Cieol. Survey no. 260. pp. 446-458.

See Schrader (F. C.) and Haworth (Erasmus).

262 Hayes (C. Willard). Contributions to economic geology, 1004; Introduc

tion.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 11-18.

Gives list of folios containing discussions of underground and artesian

waters, mineral springs, etc.

263 Hazelhurst (J. N.). Sanitary engineering in the South and the labor

question.

Eng. News, vol. 54, pp. 294-295 ; Municipal Engineering, vol. 29, pp. 249-

252.

Notes the difficulty of construction of sewage-discharge works at New

Orleans due to the complete saturation of the ground at all points beneath

the surface; considerable attention is given to the subject of infiltration of

ground water Into the sewer pipes and the danger of overcharging the same

by excessive infiltration of ground water,
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264 Headden (William P.). The Doughty Springs, a group of nuliuiu-bearins

springs on the North Fork of Gunnison River, Delta County,

Colorado.

Proc. Colorado Bel. Boc., vol. 8, pp. 1-30, 6 pin.

A very complete description of the location, geology, deposits, flow, com

position of the water (many analyses being given), temperatures, etc., of

these springs. Describes the deposition of barium sulphate from the

spring water. Describes the tests made to show the presence of radium in

the deposits of the springs, and reproduces several photographs showing

the action upon photographic plates of the sinter deposited by the springs.

205 ■ Mlneralogical notes, no. II.

Proc. Colorado Bel. Boc., vol. 8, pp. r>.r>-70.

Discusses the origin of the aluminum sulphate occurring In the Alum

Spring, Delta County, Colo., and gives analyses of deposits of alunogen

occurring in the vicinity of the springs (pp. 02-00). (iives n description

and analysis of a hydrated basic aluminlc sulphate deposited by the action

of alkaline spring waters upon spring waters carrying nluinlnic sulphate

In solution at Doughty Springs, Delta County, Colo. (pp. 00-67).

266 Hearn (W. Edward) and Carr (M. E.). Soil survey of the Biloxi area,

Mississippi.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 353-

374, 1 map, 1 flg.

Mentions flowing artesian wells In the area (pp. 358-350).

267 and Griffin (A. M.). Soil survey of the Alma area, Michigan.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1004, I". S. Dept. Agr.. pp. 039-

004, 1 map, 1 flg.

Mentions occurrence of artesian aud ordinary wells, and depths to water

(p. 044).

267a Henderson (C. R.), Maury (Dabney II.), Burdick (C. B.), and. Report

of the committee on waterworks.

Twentieth Ann. Rcpt. Illinois Boc. Eng. and Surv., pp. 132-139.

See Maury (Dabney II.), Burdick (C. B.), and Henderson (C. R.).

208 Hill (John W.). The Torresdale conduit [Philadelphia, Pa.].

Jour. Franklin Institute, vol. 159, pp. 241-297, pis. 1-30. Also in Proc.

Kng. Club of Phlla., vol. 22, pp. 129-189.

Descrll»es the encountering of water In diamond-drill borings and In rock

and gravel excavations along the line of the conduit : discusses the level of

ground water, the leakage of ground water Into the sewer, the head and

leakage of ground water In the case of the Jersey City conduit and several

conduits In New York State; discusses briefly the analyses of the rock and

ground waters encountered (no analyses given).

20!) Hill (Robert T.). El Oro district. Mexico.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 410-413, 11 flgs.

Contains a discussion of the agency of mineral-bearing solutions In the

formation of the deposits.

270 Source of volcanic water.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 13-14, 4 columns.

Discusses two theories: (1) That the volcanoes are fed by Infiltration

of surface waters, and (2) that the water is derived from the gases of the

earth's interior.

271 Pelf' and the evolution of the Windward Archipelago.

Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 10, pp. 243-288.

Mentions the occurrence of warm springs (p. 248), and notes the part of

water In ore deposition (p. 278) ; describes the products of eruptions and

the discharge of water vapor (pp. 250, 271) ; considers the part of water in

producing eruptions (pp. 280, 281, 287) : ascribes an origin of the water of

vulcanlsm from interior gases (p. 284), and quotes Gelkle (p. 280) and

Suess (p. 288) on the magmatic origin of waters of hot springs and

volcanoes.
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272 Hinderlider (M. C.) and Hoyt (John C). Report of progress of stream

measurements for the calendar year 1904: Part VIII, Platte, Kan

sas, Meramee. Arkansas, and Red River drainages.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 131, D. S. Geol. Survey. 203 pp.

Describes and gives discharge of Greer (p. 178) and Meramee springs

(p. 123) In Missouri.

273 Swendsen (G. L.), and Chandler (A. E.). Report of progress of

stream measurements for the calendar year 1904 : Part X, Colo

rado River and the Great Basin drainages.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 133, U. S. Geol. Survey, 384 pp.

Gives discharge of Big Springs, Utah (p. 364), Heitmans and Monfrena

springs, Nevada Ip. 858), and describes seepage Investigations in Arizona

(p. 48).

1274 Hitchcock (A. S.). Alfalfa growing.

Farmers' Bull. no. 215, D. S. Dept. Agr., 30 pp., 8 figs.

Describes Irrigation of alfalfa by artesian wells, streams, etc., (pp.

20-22).

275 Hitchcock (C. H.). Fresh-water springs in the ocean.

Pop. Scl. Monthly, vol. 67, pp. 673-683, 3 figs.

Describes the underground waters of the Hawaiian Islands, Cuba, and

Florida, and the occurrence of fresh-water springs In the ocean off the

coast of these places.

270 Hixon (Hiram \V.). Geology of the Sudbury district

F.ng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 7!), pp. 334-335, 1 fig.

Letter to the editor in reply to article of A. P. Coleman. Defends his

statements that the nickel ores of this district were deposited from under

ground waters.

277 Volcanoes and earthquakes.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 70, p. 1245.

The author ascribes these phenomena to the escape of the water of com

bination held in the Igneous core of the earth.

278 The Sudbury district.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 116-117.

Discusses the agency of heated thermal waters from igneous magmas in

the formation of ore deposits, and quotes C. V. Corless to show the origin of

the Sudbury deposits to be due to deposition from mineralizing solutions.

279 Hobbs (William Herbert). Origin of the channels surrounding Manhattan

Island, New York.

Bull. Geol. Soc. America, vol. 16. pp. 151-182.

Gives several sections based on borings.

280 The configuration of the rock floor of Greater New York.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 270. 96 pp., 5 pis., 6 figs.

Compiles 1.424 records of wells and borings, giving depths to lied rock

and occasionally more complete records.

281 Hollister (George B.). Waters of a gravel-filled valley near Tully, N. Y.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 170-184.

Describes the occurrence and composition of the ground waters of a deep

valley deposit of glacial gravels, and gives analyses of spring waters* The

deposits are typical of their kind, and occur at many points in New York

and New England. The discharge and tufa deposits of the springs are also

described.
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282 Holmes (J. Gnrnett) and Neill (X. P.). Soil survey of the Greeley area,

Colorado.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, V. S. Dept. Art., pp. 951-

093, 1 map, 1 fig.

Discusses briefly the relation of underground and seepage waters to

Irrigation (pp. 083-084).

283 and others. Soil survey of the Yuma area, Arizona-California.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1004, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1025-

1047, 2 maps. 1 fig.

Discusses briefly the occurrence of underground and seepage waters and

their effect on alkali (p. 1043).

284 and others. Soil survey of the Sun Bernardino Valley. California.

Field Operations of the Ilurenu of Soils, 1004, U. S. l>ept. Agr., pp. 1115-

1151, 1 map, 1 fig.

Describes the geologic occurrence of artesian water and " pumped water "

In gravel (pp. 1122-1123), and use for Irrigation (pp. 1142-1143). Dis

cusses seepage waters and Injurious effect on agricultural conditions (pp.

1141-1142).

285 Horton (Koliert E.). The drainage of ponds into drilled wells.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 145, IT. 8. (ieol. Survey, pp. 30-39.

I>escril>es the drainage of ponds and swamps in kettle holes, etc., of the

drift regions of Michigan Into drilled wells, and discusses the underground

conditions, methods, cost, and capacity of the wells, and gives examples of

their successful application.

286 Iiuttortuuce of general hydrographic data concerning hasins of streams

gaged.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 14(1, IT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 87—89.

Points out necessity of knowledge of soils and rocks and their absorptive

capacities.

2S7 Hove (A. M.). The Pecos Valley [Texas and New Mexico].

Forestry and Irrigation, vol. 11, pp. 433—435, 2 figs.

Mentions the use of artesian-well water In irrigation, and a photograph

given shows an artesian well In New Mexico with a flow of 3,000 gallons a

minute.

288 Hovey (Kdmond Otis). The western Sierra Madre Mountains.

Science, new ser., vol. 21, pp. 585-587.

Mentions shallow wells which obtain water from underground water

courses for copper smelters at Douglas, Ariz. (p. 586.).

28!) Hovey (Horace C). Strange mazes and chasms in Mammoth Cave.

Scl. Am. Supp., vol. 00, pp. 24680-24081, 2 figs.

Description of explorations made In 1859, 1803, and 1005 in Mammoth

Cave, Kentucky.

290 Howarth (O. II.). Vein structure.

Mines and Minerals, vol. 25, pp. 360-371, 5 figs.

Discusses the agency of underground water In the formation of veins.

291 Hoyt (John C), Babb (Cyrus C.) and. Report of progress of stream

measurements for the calendar year 1904; Part VII, Hudson Bay,

Minnesota, Wapsipinieon, Iowa, Des Moines, and Missouri River

drainages.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 130, I,'. S. (Jeol. Survey, 204 pp.

See Babb (Cyrus C.) aud Eloyt (John C).
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292 Hoyt (John C). Hall (M. It.) anil. Report of progress of stream measure

ments for the calendar year 1904 ; Part IV, Santee, Savannah,

Ogeeehee, and Altamaha rivers and Eastern Gulf of Mexico drain

ages.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 127, U. S. Geol. Survey, 192 pp.

See Hall (M. It.) and Hoyt (John C).

293 Hall (M. R.), Johnson (E., Jr.) and. Reiwrt of progress of stream

measurements for the calendar year 19M ; Part V, Eastern Missis

sippi River drainage.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 128, U. S. Geol. Survey, 108 pp.

See Hall (M. K.), Johnson (E., Jr.), and Hoyt (John C).

294 Hinderlider ( M. C. ) and. Report of progress of stream measure

ments for the calendar year 1904; Part VIII, Platte, Kansas,

Meramec, Arkansas, and Red River drainages.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 131, U. S. Geol. Survey, 203 pp.

See Hinderlider (M. C.) and Hoyt (John C).

295 Taylor (T. U.) and. Report of progress of stream measurements for

the calendar year 1904; Part IX, Western Gulf of Mexioo and Rio

Grande drainages.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 132, T*. S. Geol. Survey, 132 pp.

See Taylor (T. V.) and Hoyt (John C).

296 and Wood (B. D.). Index to the hydrographic progress reports of

the United States Geological Survey, 1888-1903.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 11!). II. S. Geol. Survey, 253 pp.

This Is a place index, and although the discharges of a number of springs

are given they can he found only when mime of spring Is known.

297 Hulbert (II. B.). The Island of Quelpart [Asia].

Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, vol. 37. pp. 31)6-408, 1 fig.

Mentions the occurrence of a mountain spring known as the " Bushel

well," and gives a legend relating to It.

298 Huntington (Ellsworth). The depression of Sistan, in eastern Persia.

Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, vol. 37, pp. 271-281, 2 Bgs.

Notes the location of wells In dry stream beds where the water was only

a few feet below the surface (p. 276).

299 The mountains and kibitkas of Tian Shan [Asia].

Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, vol. 37. pp. ,r.13-.r.30, 2 figs.

Describes the occurrence of springs and ascribes their origin to water

under artesian pressure In glacial gravels. A figure Is given to show the

conditions.

300 A geologic and physiographic reconnaissance in central Turkestan.

Explorations In Turkestan, with an account of the basin of eastern Persia

and Sistan—Carnegie Institution of Washington, pp. 157-216, 20 tigs.

Notes numerous large springs from gravel In Bokhara (pp. 180-181).

Describes springs near Shor Kul and explains the artesian conditions giv

ing rise to these springs (pp. 210-213).

301 The basin of eastern Persia and Sistan.

Explorations In Turkestan, with au account of the bnsln of eastern Persia

and Sistan—Carnegie Institution of Washington, pp. 217-317, 25 figs.

Notes the use of springs and subterranean drainage tunnels In the Irri

gation of eastern Persia (pp. 220, 304, 305). Mentions absorption of

water of streams by gravels (pp. 247, 240. 252, 270). Quotes Holdlch, who

ascriltes the waterless conditions of portions of southern Baluchistan to a

gradual exhaustion of the subterranean supply (p. .'103). Quotes Sykes to

show that In the higher mountains of this corner of Persia water can

usually be found by digging in the water courses (p. 304). Notes existence

of brackish water in wells In the desert at a depth of 5 feet (pp. 304, 305).

Legends relating to the drying up of the springs are given (pp. 312-314).
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I.

302 Ingalls (O. L.). rresent and prospective sanitation of Manila.

Trims. Assoc. Civil Eng. of Cornell Univ., pp. 105—112.

Gives the ground-water Infiltration into the sewers of Manila as 1,250,000

gallons per square mile per day. Notes that all sewers are laid at a con

siderable distance below sea level In soil saturated with water.

303 Irrigation. Bonlta Valley 1 Colorado].

Irrigation, vol. 2, pp. 3-4, 1 fig.

Notes the existence of numerous wells 10-70 feet deep in the valley

furnishing water for domestic use the year round.

304 Roswell artesian basin.

Irrigation, vol. 2, no. 5, p. 5.

Describes the location, character of rocks, artesian-water horizons, source

of supply, depth of wells, pressure, and decrease In flow of the Roswell arte

sian basin, In the Pecos Valley. New Mexico.

305 [Irrigation by artesian flow].

Irrigation, vol. 2, no. 5, p. 17.

Notes the use of the underflow for Irrigation in Colorado.

306 Idaho's bounteous water supply.

Irrigation, vol. .'t, no. 5, pp. 5-0, 1 fig.

Describes the numerous springs issuing from water-bearing Iteds out

cropping in the Snake River Canyon. Notes the existence of hot, fissure

springs on the Snake River plains. Mentions the use of the spring water

for Irrigation.

307 Wyoming fanners are prosperous.

Irrigation, vol. 3, no. 5, pp. 13-14.

Mentions a Mowing well 1.000 feet deep near Laramie, Wyo., and notes

the existence of many wells in this section, the water of which is used for

stock and domestic and Irrigation purposes.

308 How land is prepared for irrigation and water applied for crops.

Irrigation, vol. 4. no. 2. pp. :t-.r>, .'i figs.

Notes the i se of spring water in Irrigation iu Scott County. Nebr. (p. 5i.

309 Irrigation Age. [Artesian water in the Pecos Valley. New Mexico.]

Irrigation Age. vol. 20. p. SH.

Notes the existence of an Inexhaustible supply of water underlying the

desert land In this vicinity.

310 Artesian wells.

Irrigation Age, vol. 20, p. 174.

Describes the obtaining of flowing wells and their use In the irrigation

of the Snake River lands, Idaho.

311 —-— South Dakota Irrigation.

Irrigation Age. vol. 20, p. 216.

Describes results attained by Irrigation from an artesian well with a

flow of 550 gallons per minute.

312 Measuring the flow in underground streams.

Irrigation Age, vol. 20, p. 283. 2 figs.

Describes electrical method of Prof. C. S. Rllchter.

313 A neglected opportunity in arid reclamation.

Irrigation Age, vol. 21, p. 16.

Describes the disappearance of numerous streams In Idaho In passing

over gravel deposits, and states that the diversion of canals from these

streams would result in an appreciable saving of water.
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314 Irrigation Age. Preparing bind for irrigation and methods of applying

water.

Irrigation Age, vol. 21, pp. 24-26.

Describes the use of springs In Irrigation in Scott County, Nebr.

315 ■ Lake View ranch [Frio Co., Texas].

Irrigation Aid. vol. 1!. no. 4. pp. 10-11, 15.

Describes a well which furnishes water for irrigation, and describes

pumping tests made upon It.

316 San Marcos [Texas].

Irrigation Aid. vol. 2, no. 0, pp. 2-12, 0 figs.

Contains a description of the flowing well at the United States Klsh Cul

ture station at this place.

317 Irrigation Aid. Ho Rn Company's pumping plants.

Irrigation Aid, vol. 1, no. 5, p. lti.

Describes one of the wells of this company and the effect of pumping

upon the level of the water in the well. ,

318 Irrigating from wells near Cotulla [Texas].

Irrigation Aid. vol. 1. no. .">, p. 2.1.

Describes a well 225 feet deep, the wat?r of which Is used for Irrigation.

319 Pumping at Centerpolnt [Texas].

Irrigation Aid, vol. 1, no. 5, p. 2.'t.

Describes a well 22,"> feet deep, the water from which is used for Irri

gation.

320 In the Devine country [Texas].

Irrigation Aid, vol. 2, no. 2. pp. 4—7.

Describes several wells in this section, the water of which is used for

irrigation.

321 Kingsville ITexasl.

Irrigation Aid. vol. no. 3. pp. 5-7. 17-1!), 1 fig.

Describes several flowing wells in this region.

322 Falfurrlas [Texas].

Irrigation Aid, vol. 2. no. 4, pp. 4-7.

Describes several flowing wells which furnish water for Irrigation.

323 Artesia [Texasl.

Irrigation Aid. vol. 2, no. 5. pp. 4-6.

Describes several flowing wells which furnish water for irrigation

purposes.

324 Wells.

Irrigation Aid. vol. 2. no. 5, pp. 21-22.

A brief description of dug. driven, and drilled or bored wells.

325 Lake View ranch [Frio Co.. Texas],

Irrigation Aid. vol. 2, no. 6, pp. 12—15.

Descril)es a well which furnishes water for irrigation, and descrll>es

pumping tests upon it. Notes that water can be obtained in the vicinity of

Dllley at a depth of 40-00 feet.

326 Red River project [Oklahoma 1.

Irrigation Aid, vol. 3, no. 4, pp. 18-19.

Mentions three salt springs which flow into Elm Fork, a branch of the

North Fork of Red River.

327 Irving (John Duer). Ore de|K>sits of the Ouray district, Colorado.

Bull. TT. S. (Jeol. Survey no. 200, pp. 50-77.

Considers part of ground water In ore deposition (pp. 05, 09-71, 75).
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328 Irving (John Duer). The ore deposits of the Ouray quadrangle. Colorado.

Abstract : Science, new ser., vol. 21. pp. 916—917.

(Jives theory of origin due to ascension of alkaline waters and replace

ment of quartzite along Assures.

J.

329 Jackson (Daniel D.). The normal distribution of chlorine in the natural

waters (if New York and New England.

Water-Sup. and In-. Paper no. 144, U. S. Geol. Survey, 31 pp.

Notes the Influence of geologic deposits on chlorine In Inland States (p.

10), and furnishes chlorine maps and tables showing source of waters ex

amined (lakes, streams, ponds, and wells) for each of the New England

States and New York.

330 Jaggar (Thomas A., jr.) and Falache (Charles). Description of the

Bradshaw Mountains quadrangle [Arizona].

Geologic Atlas V. S., folio 120, IT. S. (Jeol. Survey, 11 pp., 4 maps. 1 lllus.

sheet.

Describes deposits of travertine and onyx breccia formed by hot springs

(p. 3). Notes the use of mine water and springs for mine operations

(p. 11).

331 James (George I).). Notes on Death Valley and the Panamint.

F.ng. and Mtn. Jour., vol. SO, pp. 914-918, 7 tigs., 1 map.

Furnishes map showing the location of the springs In this district. Notes

the absorption of water by sands and gravels and Its subsequent reappear

ance In wells and springs, and states that the water from the springs Is

good.

332 Janin (George). The Montreal waterworks [Quebec].

Municipal Engineering, vol. 29, pp. 278-280.

Notes the supplying of the city about 1800 by springs from Mount Royal.

332a Jensen (Charles A.) and Mackie (W. W.). Soil survey of the Baker City

area, Oregon.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1903, D. S. Dept. Agr., pp.

1151-1170, 1 flg., 4 maps.

Discusses the Influence of Irrigation In raising the ground-water level

and In rendering the soli In many localities highly alkaline. Methods of

drainage for alkaline tracts are proposed.

333 and Strahorn (A. T.). Soil survey of the Bear River area, Utah.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr.. pp. 995-

1023, 3 maps, 1 fig. ,

Discusses the occurrence of underground and seepage waters (pp. 1013-

1014), furnishes map showing depths to water table (map 4(i). and dis

cusses it* relations to alkali In the soil (pp. 1014-1018). Mentions occur

rence of springs and flowing artesian wells, and notes their usual comiwsi-

tlon (p. 1018).

334 ■ Lapham (Macy H.) and. Soil survey of the Bakersfield area. Cali

fornia.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, II. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1089-

1114, 3 maps, 1 flg.

See Lapham (Macy II.) and Jensen (Charles A.).

335 Johnson (Douglas Wilson). Relation of the law to underground waters.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 122, U. S. Cieol. Survey, 55 pp.

Discusses the common-law rulings concerning underground waters moving

by general percolation or definite channels, and quotes decisions concerning

the same; legislative acts passed by the various State legislatures for the

purpose of regulating the use or pollution of underground waters are also

given.
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336 Johnson (E., jr.), Hall (M. R.), and Hoyt (John C). Report of progress

of stream measurements for the calendar year 1904 : Part V, East

ern Mississippi River Drainage.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 128, 17. S. Geol. Survey, 168 pp.

See Hall (M. R.), Johnson (E. Jr.), and Hoyt (John C).

337 Johnson (L. C). Mississippi.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, IT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 170-178, 1 flg.

Describes water-bearing strata In the Carboniferous, Cretaceous, Tertiary,

and Pleistocene formations. Gives a list of mineral springs and of publi

cations relating to underground waters of the State.

338 Johnson (R. D. O.). -The diamond drill in Missouri.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 243-245.

Describes the encountering of channels, sometimes water bearing, In

which the water fed to the bit falls to come to the surface. The methods

of getting by these openings are discussed.

339 Lead mining in southeastern Missouri.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 481-482.

Contains descriptions of the quantity of water encountered In the shafts

of this district.

340 Jones (Helen Lukens). The water system of Pasadena.

The official proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation Congress at

El Paso, Tex., November 15-18, 1904, pp. 137-138.

Discusses the water supply of Pasadena, Cal., derived entirely from

pumping wells, and states methods of economy In use of water.

341 Jones (Jessie). Corrosion of brass and bronze by mine water.

Metal Industry, vol. 3, pp. 9, 171 ; Mining Reporter, vol. 52, pp. 623-

824 ; Chemical Engineer, vol. 2, pp. 358-361.

Contains analyses of the water in the mines of the Lehigh and Wllkes-

barre Coal Company, near Audenrled, Carbon County, Pa., and descriptions

of tests made to determine the effect of these waters upon brass and bronze.

342 Jones (John T.). Unwatering the Hamilton mine. [Michigan.]

Eng. and Mln. Jour., -vol. 80, pp. 867-868.

Describes the encountering of a water cavern while drilling In one of the

shafts, the Immense head on the water, the drainage of water from higher

level of a near-by mine, the subsequent tilling of both mines by the water,

and the steps taken to exhaust the contents of the cavity, after which the

flow of water was normal.

343 Journal of Geography. The Monarch Geyser. [New Zealand.]

Jour. Geog., vol. 4, p. 143.

Brief description of the geyser Walmangu, near Koturna, New Zealand.

This geyser made Its appearance two years ago and Is about half an acre

in extent

344 Kansas, State Board of Health of.

Second Biennial Keport or the Nineteenth and Twentieth Annual reports,

from January 1, 1903, to December 31, 1904, 182 pp.

Discusses the contamination of well water at Holton by sewage (pp.

70-71).

345 Kearney (Thomas II.). Agriculture without irrigation in the Sahara

Desert.

Bull. Bureau of Plant Industry, P. S. Dept. Agr., no. 80. 27 pp., 5 pis.,

1 fig., 1 map.

Notes the occurrence of thousands of shallow wells in the Souf country.

Describes method of raising water by means of bucket and pole ; mentions

occurrence of magnesium water In some regions, and gives analysis (pp.

16-17),
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:!4ii Kearney (Thomas H.) and Means (Thomas H.). Agricultural explora

tions In Algeria.

Bull. Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. Art., no. 80, 98 pp., 4 pU.

Refers to unsuccessful attempts to find artesian water In the High I'la-

teau region (p. 16). Mentions In rue subterranean streams In t lie sands of

the Sahara region and their utilization in the creation of oases (pp. 18, 30).

Descrllies the original method of sinking wells in the Oved Kirh region of

the Sahara by means of wooden casing, and danger to diggers owing to

sudden rise of water (pp. .1(1-37). dives history of artesian boring In the

Oved Rlrh region and great value of the flowing wells (p. 37). Gives

composition of the water (pp. 37-38) and states Injury to soil by deposi

tion of soluble salts In It.

347 Keith (Arthur). Description of the Mount Mitchell quadrangle TNorth

Carollua-Tennesseel.

Geologic Atlas V. S., folio 124, I!. 8. Geol. Survey, 9 pp.. 4 maps. 1 col.

sect, sheet. ,

Mentions deposition of pegmatite from mineralized waters (p. 3), decom

position of rock by waters circulating aloug schistose planes (p. 3), and

alteration of dunlte to serpentine by infiltrating waters (p. 4). Refers to

the abundance of springs (p. 9).

348 Economic geology of the Bingham mining district, Utah. Part 1,

Areal geology.

Prof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey no. 38, pp. 27-70.

Describes alteration of limestone through action of underground waters

circulating along Assures tpp. 66—C9).

34!) Keith ( N. S. ). New methods in the metallurgical treatment of copper ores.

Jour. Franklin Institute, vol. 160. pp. 147-155.

Notes the existence of cupriferous sandstones In New Brunswick. Con

nectlcut, New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, the quartz grains of

which are cemented together by silica from thermal waters carrying silica

In solution. The silica In solution Is suggested as due to the solvent action

of the thermal waters on the sand Itself while lying on a horizontal plane.

350 Kellerman (Karl F.), Moore (George T.) and. Copper as an algicide and

disinfectant in water supplies.

Hull. Hiireau of Plant Industry. U. S. Dept. Agr., no. 76, 55 pp.

See Moore (George T.) and Kellerman (Karl F.).

351 Kemp (James Furman). The copper deposits nt San Jose, Tamaulipas.

Mexico.

Bimonthly Bull., Am. Inst. Min. Eng., no. 4, pp. 8S5-910, 3 figs.

In discussing the genesis of these deposits the writer considers the part

played in their formation by underground waters.

352 Secondary enrichment in ore dei>osits of copper.

Econ. Geol., vol. 1, pp. 11-33.

Contains a number of references to the part played by ascending niag-

matlc waters and by descending meteoric waters In the deposition or

enrichment of copper ores.

353 Kerr (Murk B.). Formation of ore bodies on intersections.

Min. and Scl. Press, vol. 90, pp. 253-1*54, 4 figs., and vol. 90, p. 241.

Describes the agency of underground waters In the formation of the

deposits.

354 Keyes (Charles Rollln). Geology and underground-water conditions of the

Joranda del Muerto, New Mexico.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 123, II. 8. (ieol. Survey, 42 pp.

Describes geologic conditions In detail and discusses the occurrence of

underground waters, which are obtained from the base of the Hed Beds,

from the Cretaceous sandstones, and from the surface gravels. Analyses

of the water are given (p. 30), the wells described (p. 371, the artesian

prospects discussed (p. 38), and the possibility of Irrigation from well

waters considered (p. 39).
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355 Kindle (Edward M. )• Salt and other resources of the Watkins Glen dis

trict. New York.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 567-572.

Gives two well records (pp. 568-560).

.'S56 Water resources of the Catatonk area, New York.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. 8. Geol. Survey, pp. 53-57.

Discusses the underground-water conditions in the drift and Devonian

shales, and describes the artesian wells at Ithaca and Slaterville and the

sulphur and other mineral springs at a considerable number of localities.

The water is supposed to come from the Genesee formation, the sulphur

probably coming from decomposing pyrite.

357 King (Charles R.). The SImplon tunnel.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, p. 856.

Contains descriptions of the underground waters encountered In the con

struction of the tunnel between Switzerland and Italy.

358 The completion of the Simplon tunnel. [Between Switzerland and

Italy.]

Scl. Am., vol. 02, p. 226, 8 figs.

This article Is devoted almost entirely to a description of the springs

encountered. Photographs of several are given.

359 The completion of the SImplon tunnel.

Scl. Am. Supp., vol. 50, pp. 24430-24432, 16 tigs ; also on pp. 24452-

24455. 0 flgs.

A very complete description of the hot. springs encountered, their tem

perature, volume, pressure, location, etc., forms the greater part of these

articles.

3(50 King (F. II.). Some results of investigations in soil management

Yearbook U. S. Dept. Agr., 1903, pp. 159-174.

Discusses porosity and capillarity of soils, effect of plowing, loss of

water by evaporation, etc.

361 Kingsville Spokesman. Artesian belt [Texas].

Irrigation Aid, vol. 3, no. 1, p. 18.

Describes the underground-water conditions of southwestern Texas.

3f52 Kinney (Bryce A.). Annual report of the State natural-gas supervisor.

Twenty-ninth Ann. Itept. Indiana Dept. Geol. and Nat. Ues., pp. 757-770.

(Jives several brief records of gas wells (pp. 764-766).

303 Knapp (George N.). New Jersey.

Water-Sup. and Irr Paper no. 114, D. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 03-103, 1 pi.

Describes underground-water conditions In the Appalachian province, crys

talline highlands province. Piedmont province, and Coastal Plain province.

Gives geologic sections of water-bearing strata (pi. VI). Summarizes well

statistics in the Coastal Plain (pp. 08—101) ; summarizes water resources,

distribution of wells, and enumerates mineral springs (p. 102), and lists

the principal publications (p. 103).

304 Knapp (I. N.). Drilling wells in soft and unconsolidated formations.

Stevens Institute Indicator, January, 1005, 20 pp., 11 flgs.

Notes the existence in southern California of vast porous reservoirs of

sand, gravel, etc., holding Immense quantities of underground water. In

the development of these Immense supplies the " stovepipe " method

described in this paper was developed.

305 Knight (Nicholas). Notes on the softening of Iowa well waters.

Chemical Engineer, vol. 2, pp. 80-05, 1 fig.

Describes Investigations of the softening of hard water from a well In

the Niagara magnesiau limestone at Mount Vernon, Iowa. Several analyses

are given.
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366 Kraus (Edward H.). On tbe origin of the caves of the island of Put-in-

Bay, Lake Krie.

Am. Geologist, vol. 35, pp. 187-171.

Notes part played by solution of gypsum In the formation of tbe caves

(pp. 170-171).

367 Occurrence and distribution of celestite-bearlng rocks.

Am. Jour. Scl., 4th ser., vol. 19, pp. 286-293, 5 figs.

Gives a description of the " Crystal " or " Strontium " cave on the

island of l'ut-in-Bny, Lake Erie. Notes the porous nature of the celestite-

bearing rocks of New York and Michigan, and discusses the agency

of percolating saline waters In the solution of the celestlte. Large,

well-developed crystals of celestlte occur in cracks and cavities due to

deposition from celestlte-bearlng solutions.

368 Kiimmel (Henry B. ). A report u]>on some molding sands of New Jersey.

Ann. Kept. New Jersey Geol. Survey for 1904, pp. 187-246, 1 fig.

Discusses factors determining porosity and permeability of sands ipp.

199-204).

369 Additional well records.

Ann. Kept. New Jersey Geol. Survey for 1904, pp. 263-271.

Gives descriptions, records, class, and yield of about 30 wells.

L.

370 Ladd (E. P.). Water for domestic purposes in North Dakota.

Bull. North Dakota Govt. Agr. Exp. Sta. no. 66, pp. 557-571.

Mentions requirements of safe well water as regards composition, and

gives many analyses from various kinds of wells.

371 La Forge (Laurence). Water resources of central and southwestern high

lands of New Jersey.

Water-Sup. and Irr. I'aper no 110, V. 8. Geol. Survey, pp. 141-155.

Describes the Schooley Mountain mineral spring and gives analysis (p.

14H). Enumerates towns having springs and wells nB public supply and

mentions good quality of the water (p. 151).

372 Laird (George A.). The gold mines of the San Pedro district, Cerro de San

Pedro, State of San Luis Potosi. Mexico.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Mln. Eng., no. 1, January, 1905, pp. 69-89, 5

tables. 1 map.

Concludes that the deposits were originally formed and the upper por

tions subsequently enriched by the action of underground water.

373 Lakes (Arthur). Organic remains in ore deposits.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 1220-1227.

Discusses tbe agency of mineral-bearing solutions In the preservation of

organic remains and the influence of organic remains in the precipitation

of minerals from solutions.

374 Igneous rocks In ore deposition.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 80, p. 196.

Contains a discussion of tbe agency of Igneous rocks in the formation of

openings along which ore-bearing solutions could pass.

375 Oil-impregnated volcanic dikes In Colorado.

Mines and Minerals, vol. 25, p. 394, 3 figs.

Notes the occurrence of springs of water issuing at the sides of the dikes.

376 ■ Sketch of the economic resources of the foothills of the Front.Range of

Colorado.

Mln. Reporter, vol. 51, pp. 522-524, 1 fig.

Contains a brief statement of the artesian-water resources of the area.
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377 Lakes (Arthur). The hot and mineral springs of Routt County and Middle

Park, Colorado.

Mln. Reporter, vol. 52, pp. 438-439, 2 figs.

The springs Issue from between the Dakota sandstone and Colorado

shales. Descriptions are given for several groups of springs.

378 Lamb (Richard). Discussion of paper entitled "The reclamation of river

deltas and salt marshes."

Proc. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 31, pp. 204-207.

Quotes I.yell as to existence of vast springs In the Dismal Swamp, and

describes the drainage of the swamp by digging wells through clays form

ing the bed of the swamp Into the quicksands beneath.

379 Landes (Henry). Preliminary report on the underground waters of Wash

ington.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. Ill, U. S. Geol. Survey, 85 pp. 1 map.

Describes the wells, springs, and geologic occurrence of the waters by

counties, the use of spring and well water for municipal and private sup

ply, health resorts, and Irrigation. Gives a number of analyses, and dls

cusses the compositions. Gives 16 pages of tables relative to representative

wells, springs, and municipal supplies.

380 Lane (Alfred C). Transmission of heat into the earth.

Ann. Kept. Michigan Geol. Survey for 1903, pp. 195-237, 6 figs.

Mentions method of deriving depth of well from temperature of Its

water (p. 195).

381 Deep borings for oil and gas.

Ann. Kept. Michigan Geol. Survey for 1003, pp. 273-294, 1 fig.

Gives a number of records, discusses the divining-rod delusion as applied

to water (pp. 276-279), and mentions occurrences of salt water.

382 Sixth annual report of the State geologist to the board of the Geologi

cal Survey for the year 1904.

Ann. Kept. Michigan Geol. Survey for 1904, pp. 113-168, 1 pi.

Describes the occurrence of salt water In an oil well near Allegan, Mich,

(pp. 164-165).

383 Lapham (Macy H.). Soil survey of the San Jose area, California.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1903, L". S. Dept. Agr., pp.

1183-1217. 1 fig.. 1 map.

Defines artesian water, water table, etc. ; describes Irrigation by flowing

and nonfiowlng artesian wells ; mentions artesian strata ; describes pump

ing plants, relation of capillarity to rock texture, and relation of seepage

to height of water table and occurrence of alkali (pp. 1204-1211).

384 and Jensen (Charles A.). Soil survey of the Bakersfield area, Cali

fornia.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1080-

1114, 3 maps, 1 fig.

Describes occurrences of underground and seepage waters, and relation

to alkali In the soil (pp. 1107-1108). Discusses briefly the distribution of

artesian wells, pumping plants, and use of the water for domestic purposes

(pp. 1106-1107).

385 and Neill (N. P.). Soil survey of the Solomonsville are;i, Arizona.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1003, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1045-

1070, 1 fig., 1 map.

Mentions average depth of wells and of water table : describes Injurious

effects of alkali In waters. Inferiority of deep-well water, gives analysis,

and Injurious effect of seepage (pp. 1062-1004),
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386 Lapham (Macy H.), Boot (Aldert S.), and Mackie (W. W.). Soil surrey

of the Sacramento area, California.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1804, D. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1049-

1087, 1 map, 1 fig.

Describes Irrigation from pumped wells In portions of the area (p. 1081).

387 Lee (Willis Thomas). Underground waters of Salt River Valley, Arizona.

Water-Sup. and Irr. I'aper no. 136, V. S. Geo!. Survey, 196 pp.

This paper starts with descriptions of deep and seepage wells. Includ

ing volume, cost, Interference, materials penetrated, pumping tests, use for

Irrigation, aud analyses of the waters, and gives tables showing location,

character, depth, diameter, head, volume, permanency, etc., of wells.

These are followed by chapters on geology and physiography, after which

the economics of the supplies are considered. The character of the water

table Is shown by a contour map. The fluctuations of the latter and the

underflow of Salt Itlver and the valley In general are discussed in detail.

Much of the water is In bowlder beds representing buried stream channels.

Other features discussed are the chemistry of the waters, the occurrence,

origin, and effect of salt on vegetation, the measurement of underflow by

the Sllchter underflow meter, the available water, and the cost of pumping.

The discussion of the origin of caliche, a calcareous crust formed In the

sediments some distance below the surface. Is of much interest.

388 Leffmann (Henry). The microscopic structure of building stones.

l'roc. Kng. flub of Philadelphia, vol. 2'-'. pp. 327-1(46, 12 figs.

Describes the cementation of sediments by infiltrating solutions (p. 337).

389 Leighton (Marshal Ora). Sanitary regulations governing construction

camps.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no 146, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 90-93.

Points out precautions to be taken in use of wells (p. 93).

390 Field assay of water.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no, 151, U. S. Geol. Survey, 77 pp.

Describes a field outfit for the rapid analysis of surface and underground

waters in the field.

391 Leith (Charles Kenneth). A summary of Lake Superior geology with

special reference to recent studies of the iron-hearing series.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst Mln. Eng., no. :i, 1905, pp. 453-507, 1 map, 2

tables, 4 figs.

Contnlns a discussion of the agency of underground waters In the forma

tion of iron-ore deposits.

392 Genesis of Lake Superior iron ores.

Econ. Geol., vol. 1, pp. 47-06.

This paper presents an Important summary of the occurrence of water In

fractured and brecciated rocks. The topics discussed include the con

vergence of waters through joints, fractures, brecciated zones, bedding

planes, and structural troughs (pp. 55, 61). The irregular nature of the

trunk channels of the underground waters (p. 56). the relation of circula

tion to impervious beds, and the resulting ponding and flow (p. 57). the

lower limit of waters affecting ore deposition (p. 59), the relation of ore

concentration to circulation of waters (p. 59), and the nature of mine

waters (p. 62) are also considered.

393 Leopold (F. I!.). Filtration of water in its relation to the health and

prosperity of a municipality.

Proc. Am. Waterworks Assoc., pp. 276—296, 4 figs.

Describes epidemic caused by use of polluted well waters at Ithaca and

Elmira, N. Y. A short description of the well-supply system of Columbus.

Ohio, Is quoted from the Engineering News of February 11. 1904. Notes

epidemic at Mount Savage. Va., caused by polluted spring waters. An In

stance of the pollution of well waters In cities Is also given.
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394 Leverett (Frank). Illinois.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 248-257,

2 pis., 1 tig.

Describes the various water-bearing formations and their relntlons to

artesian and other wells, and discusses their quality and use. Lists the

Important mineral springs and principal publications regarding under

ground waters of the State.

395 Indiana.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 114, D. 8. Geol. Survey, pp. 258-264, 2 pis.

Describes the principal water-bearing formations and discusses favorable

localities for wells, giving map. Describes general distribution of spring

water and gives list of principal commercial springs. Lists the principal

publications pertaining to underground waters of the State.

396 Ohio.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 114, D. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 205-270.

Describes the various water-bearing formations and discusses localities

favorable for artesian wells. Lists the principal mineral springs and the

publications relating to underground waters of the State.

396a Levy (E. C), Whipple (George C.) and. The Kennebec Valley typhoid-

fever epidemic of 1902-1903. [Maine. 1

Jour. New England Waterworks Assoc., vol. 10, pp. 103-214, 7 figs.

See Whipple (George C.) and Levy (E. C.).

397 Lewis (Joseph Volney), Pratt (Joseph Hyde) and. Corundum and the

peridotites of western North Carolina.

North Carolina Geol. Survey, vol. 1, 404 pp., 45 pis., .15 figs.

See Tratt (Joseph Hyde) and Lewis (Joseph Volney).

398 Lewis (L. L.) and Nicholson (J. F.). A study of a few representative

sources of drinking water.

• Bull. Oklahoma Agr. Exp. Sta. no. 66, pp. 12-19.

A brief bacteriological study of water from 14 wells at Stillwater, Okla.,

giving source of water and number of bacteria. Mentions dangers of con

tamination.

399 Lindgren ( Waldemar). The occurrence of stibnite at Steamboat Springs,

Nevada.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Mln. Eng. no. 2, 1905, pp. 275-278.

Describes these hot springs ; gives analyses of the water and sinter

deposited from one of the sprlugs ; descrilies the sinking of a shaft on the

Binter flats a few hundred feet away and the encountering of hot water In

a gravel bed and the discovery of stibnite crystals in the gravel.

400 Ore deposition and deep mining.

Econ. Geol., vol. 1. pp. .14-40.

Discusses the part played by water In ore deposition (p. 43), the enrich

ment of ores by descending waters (pp. 35, 37), and considers the condi

tions of precipitation (pp. 40, 44).

401 Chemistry of copper deposits.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, p. 189.

This article Is a letter to the editor in reply to a criticism by a corre

spondent of Mr. Llndgren's views on the chemistry of copper and sulphur

as expressed In an article on the Clifton deposits In Arizona, which had

previously appeared In the journal. The agency of underground waters

In the formation of the copper deposits at Clifton Is discussed.

402 Characteristics of gold-quartz veins in Victoria [Australia].

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 458-40&, 1 flg.

Discusses the agency of mineralized waters In the formation of these

veins.

IKK 163—06 1
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403 Lindgren (Waldemar). Description of the Clifton quadrangle [Arizona].

Geologic Atlas U. S., folio 129, V. 8. <ieol. Survey, 13 pp., 4 maps, 3 ngs.,

1 col. sect.

Refers to the great volume of water mingled with Tertiary volcanic

eruptions (p. S). Mentions alteration of ore deposits in limestone hy oxi

dizing waters (pp. 12. 13). Describes formation of quartz veins by aqueous

solutions, and reviews theories (p. 13). Notes scarcity and great depth of

ground water (p. 12). Describes the distribution of springs, Including

thermal and mineral springs, and gives analysis (p. 13).

404 and Ransome (F. L.). The geological resurvey of the Cripple Creek

district, Colorado.

Bull. V. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 85-98.

Describes occurrence of water In fractured area surrounded by imper

vious rocks, the fractures holding the water as in a reservoir (pp. 96-97).

Also notes the depth of oxidization (p. 94) and the occurrence of carbon

dioxide, nitrogen, and oxygen, which are considered as exhalations from an

igneous mass below.

405 ■ The copper deposits of the Clifton-Morenci district, Arizona.

I'rof. Paper U. S. fieol. Survey no. 43, 375 pp., 25 pis.. 19 figs.

Describes the ground-water conditions in mines, noting the general ab

sence of water (pp. 22, 212, 226, 232, 318, 333) and the occurrence of

springs (p. 317). The part of water In ore deposition and metasomatlc

processes. Including both common hydrometamorphism by circulating mete

oric waters, hydrothernial metamorphlsm. and oxidation, are considered in

great detail, and the chemical reactions discussed (pp. 123-194, 331 et

seq.). The work of magmatlc waters (p. 219) and the alteration by oxidiz

ing waters are also treated at length (pp. 20-24, 197, 213, 333).

406 Mining the Australian deep leads.

Mln. Magazine, vol. 11, pp. 139-143, 4 figs.

Describes the occurrence of water In the buried gravels; notes that long-

continued pumping causes a funnel-shaped depression in the ground-water

table.

407 Lines (Edwin F.). Well records.

Bull. U. S. Oeol. Survey no. 264, pp. 41-106.

Gives summary records of over 350 oil, gas, and water wells, and de

tailed logs for a considerable number.

408 Lippincott (J. B.). Water problems of Santa Barbara, Cal.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 116, lT. S. Geol. Survey, 99 pp.

Notes discharge, etc., of deep city wells (pp. 11, 33) and describes col

lecting tunnel over 5,000 feet long, in which flow is regulated by bulkheads

(p. 33). Figures of discharge (p. 33) and an analysis of the tunnel water

(p. 37) are given. To secure further supply it is intended to contlaue

tunnel through the mountain to a stream on the other side.

409 Little (Etta). Sanitary analysis of the water of Fulbright Spring.

Bull. Bradley Geol. Field Sta. of Drury College, vol. 1. pt. 2. pp. 50-52.

Gives a new analysis of the water of one of the springs furnishing the

public supply at Springfield, Mo., and a number of older ones of the supplies

of other Missouri cities.

410 Livingston (Burton Edward). The relation of soils to natural vegetation

in Roscommon and Crawford counties, Mich.

Ann. Kept. Michigan Geol. Survey for 1903, pp. 9-32, 1 pi.

Discusses relation of ground-water level to type of vegetation (pp. 23-24).

411 Logan (W. N.) and Perkins (W. 15.). The underground waters of Mis

sissippi.

Bull. Mississippi Agr. Exp. Sta. no. 89, 112 pp., 23 figs.

Designates various water-bearing horizons (p. 10), classifies underground

waters by locality and composition (pp. 10-12), enumerates factors affect
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lng purity (pp. 12—13), describes artesian water in general (p. G), and

discusses Mississippi artesian- and deep-well waters In detail by counties

and towns (pp. 14-112*. giving geological relations, well sections, and

analyses ; states whether flowing or nonflowlng, potability > etc.

412 Loveland (G. A.). Increased flow of spring water in the autumn.

Monthly Weather Review, vol. 32, pp. 17G-177.

Attributes increased flow In Nebraska In October and Noveml>er to the

slow percolation of the water from the heavy rainfall of May, June, and

July, combined with the decreased evaporation due to lower temperature

and the smaller demands of vegetation.

413 Lyman (Kate). Chemical analysis of the water of Fulbright Spring.

Bull. Bradley Geo!. Field Sta. of Drury Coll., vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 49-50.

An analysis of one of the springs furnishing the public supply at Spring

field, Mo.

414 Park (Emma J.) and. The Springfield water supply: Description

of springs and the geology of the district.

Bull. Bradley Geol. Field Stn. of Drury Coll., vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 45-49.

See l'ark (Kmma J.) and Lyman (Kate).

415 Park (Emma J.) and. The Hannibal formation In Greene County

[Missouri].

Bull. Bradley Geol. Field Sta. of Drury Coll., vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 79-90.

See l'ark (Emma J.) and Lyman (Kate).

416 Lyman (VV. S. ), Caine (Thomas A.) and. Soil survey of the San Antonio

area, Texas.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. 8. Dept. Agr., pp. 447-

473. 1 map. 1 flg.

See Calne (Thomas A.) and Lyman (W. S.).

417 Macbride (Thomas II.). Geology of Emmet, Palo Alto, and Pocahontas

counties [Iowa}.

Ann. Rept. Iowa Geol. Survey, 1904, vol. 15, pp. 229-259, 1 pi. 3 figs., 3

maps.

Gives well records (pp. 252, 254) and mentions shallow and deep wells

and springs as sources of country and city supply (p. 259).

417a McCalley (Henry). Smith (Eugene Allen) and. Index to the mineral

resources of Alabama.

Alabama Geol. Survey, 1904. 79 pp., map and C> pis.

See Smith (Eugene Allen) and McCalley (Henry).

418 Mackie (W. W.), Jensen (Charles A.), and. Soil survey of the Raker

City area, Oregon.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1903. D. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1151-

1170, 1 fig., 4 maps.

See Jensen (Charles A.) and Mackie (W. W.).

410 Boot (Aldert S. ), Lapham (Maey II.) and. Soil surrey of the

Sacramento area, California.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, TI. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1019-

1087, 1 map, 1 flg.

See Lapham (Macy H.), Root (Aldert S.), and Mackie (W. W.).

420 Maguire (Don). Oil and asphaltum on the shores of Great Salt Lake,

" Utah.

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 90, p. 302, 2 figs.

Describes the saline and oil springs and notes the encountering of t.alt

water carrying much sulphuric acid in a 2,700 foot boring.
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421 Mangum (A. W.) and Drake (J. A.). Soil survey of the Russell area,

Kansas.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1903, U. S, Dept. Agr.. pp. 911-

926, 1 flg., 1 map.

Mentions the occurrence of springs along the outcrop of the base of the

Dakota sandstone (p. 914).

422 Mark (Edward L.). The Bermuda Islands and the Bermuda Biological

Station for Research.

Pop. Scl. Monthly, vol. 66, pp. 393-411, 12 figs.

Describes the caves, sinks, and subterranean passages In the limestone

of the Island.

423 Marriott (Hugh F.). Electrical devices for deep borehole surveying.

Eng. News, vol. 54, pp. 91-94.

Describes In detail the Instruments and methods of use with numerous

diagrams. Editorial review on p. 97.

424 Martin (George C). The petroleum fields of the Pacific coast of Alaska,

with an account of the Bering River coal deposits.

Bull. U. S. (ieol. Survey no. 250, 64 pp. 7 pis., 3 figs.

Notes the occurrence of oil and gas springs and seeps (pp. 22, 27, 47, 55,

58), gives well records (pp. 23, 40, 55), mentions the occurrence of water

In oil wells (pp. 24, 40, 55), describes blows of water and gas (p. 49), and

the association of water with faulting (p. 55).

425 ■ Notes on the petroleum fields of Alaska.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 250, pp. 128-130.

(ilves a number of well records (pp. 131, 133), notes difficulties due to

water In oil wells (pp. 132, 133, 130). and describes water and oil seepages

(pp. 132, 135, 138, 130), and gas and water blows (p. 134).

426 Water resources of the Accident and Grantsvllle quadrangles, Mary

land.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 110, T'. S. Geol. Survey, pp. Iti8-170.

Refers to the abundance of good springs, especially in the Greenbrier

limestone, and notes the Deer Park spring as an example. States the

probabilities of obtaining good artesian water In the region.

427 ■ Water resources of the Frostburg and Flintstone quadrangles, Mary

land and West Virginia.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 171—173.

Notes the abundance of good springs In the Greenbrier and Helderburg

limestones and their use for town supplies. Notes one artesian well ob

taining water In Carboniferous sandstones, and states the probability of

getting water In the Oriskany and Tuscarora sandstones.

428 Stose (George W. ) and. Water resources of the Pawpaw and Han

cock quadrangles. West Virginia. Maryland, and Pennsylvania.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, D. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 58-63.

See Stose (George W.) and Martin (George C).

429 Martin (J. O.) and Sweet (A. T.). Soil survey of the Kearney area,

Nebraska.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, 11. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 859-1

874, 1 pi., 1 map, 1 flg.

Describes briefly the occurrence of underground and seepage waters, and

their relation to Irrigation (p. 870).

430 Mason (Russell T.). Peru.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 70, pp. 1091-1003, 1 fig.

Mentions the existence of hot springs depositing sinter at lluancavellca,

Peru.
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431 Mason (William P.). Sundry notes on deep-seated waters.

Proc. Am. Waterworks Assoc., 1905, pp. 2117-301, 8 flgs.

This article is an abstract of a paper read before the association by

W. P. Mason. The terms ground water and deep-seated water are denned ;

two diagrams given show the conditions governing a flowing and a dry

artesian well ; the depletion of the deep water in the vicinity of London,

England, due to excessive use is noted ; the pressure, depth, etc., of the

Woonsocket, S. Dak., artesian well, Is given ; relation between the Jack

sonville artesian well and a sea spring off the east coast of Florida Is

noted ; the spring-water supply of Orleans, France, and the deep-well sup

ply of Copenhagen are mentioned ; contamination of deep water Is touched

upon and examples noted ; the term " contributing watershed " Is defined

and an Ideal section given ; a short discussion of the Sea Mills of Cepha-

lonla concludes the 'article.

432 The water supply of Amsterdam, Holland.

Eng. News, vol. 53, pp. 437-438, 4 figs.

Describes the supplies obtained from the " sand dunes."

433 The Sea Mills of Cephalonia.

Eng. News, vol. 54, p. 352, 1 Illustration.

Describes the mills at Cephalonia, the largest of the Ionian Islands ;

notes tests made to determine the course of the water. Suggests that the

water " which sinks into the rocks at Cephalonia comes to the surface

again In the form of steam at Stromboll, Vesuvius," etc. W. O. Crosby'B

explanation of the phenomenon Is given. A view of the mill Is given.

434 Relation of intensity of typhoid fever to character of water carriage.

Jour. New England Waterworks Assoc., vol. 10, pp. 412-421.

Describes typhoid epidemics caused by using polluted well water at

Watervllle, Me., and I'hiladelphla, Pa. In the discussion accompanying

the article Dr. (!. A. Soper described the epidemic due to the use of a

polluted well water at Ithaca, N. Y. : Messrs. M. N. Baker and G. W.

Wright described epidemics due to the use of polluted well waters.

435 Interpretation of a water examination.

Science, new ser., vol. 21, pp. 648-033.

States Instances of serious pollution In wells and springs, and the diffi

culties of determining such pollution by analyses (pp. 050-652).

430 Maury (Dabney II.). The new well and hydraulic pumping plant at

Peoria. III.

Eng. Rec, vol. 51, pp. 139-140, 3 figs.

Complete description of the location, sinking of the well, and the equip

ment of the plant is given.

437 New well and hydraulic pumping plant at Peoria, 111.

Twentieth Ann. Rcpt. Illinois Soc. Eng. and Surv., pp. 110-118, 4 flgs.

(Jives references to descriptions of the old wells. Notes exploration of

all available water-bearing gravelB in the vicinity by test wells ; gives the

location, elevation at, method of sinking, and capacity of the new well ;

discusses tests made to show absence of river infiltration ; notes flow of

water from gravel beds to river. Influence of stage of water In river on sup

ply in gravel, and describes the influence of pumping on the underground

supply.

438 Burdick (C. B.)( and Henderson (C. R.). Report of the committee

on waterworks.

Twentieth Ann. Kept. Illinois Soc. Eng. and Surv., pp. 132-139.

Notes the existence of 153 waterwork plants in Illinois deriving their

supplies from underground sources (p. 133) ; mentions the installation of :

plant at Freeport for the purpose of removing dissolved Iron from deep

well water (p. 135). In the discussion of this paper C. A. Prout state

that Elgin derives Its water from 4 wells, one of which is 2,000 and the

others 1,300 feet deep (p. 139).
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43!) McCallie (S. W. ). A preliminary report on the coal deposits of Georgia.

Bull. Georgia (ieol. Survey no. 12, 121 pp., 14 pis., 60 tigs.

Refers to chalybeate springs (pp. 48, 58), and mentions springs from

subterranean caverns near Lookout Mountain (p. 18) ; mentions flooded

mines (pp. 56, OH, 75, 81), and describes the interference of undulations Id

coal seams with the draining of mines (pp. 30, 36) ; mentions l>ore holes

(p. 41), gives records (pp. 82, figs. 48-53b), discusses them (pp. 102: 104),

and discusses briefly the value of records (pp. 102).

440 Experiment relating to problems of well contiiiniuation at Quitman, (Ja.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 110, 1'. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 45-54, 1 fig.

Describes an attempt to dispose of a city's sewage by forcing it down a

deep well Into a cavernous limestone. To test the question of pollution a

Quantity of salt was put into a well and samples of all other wells and

springs In the vicinity were taken and analyzed. The results showed that

the salt reached the other wells.

441 ■ Georgia.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 114, U. S. (ieol. Survey, pp. 153-158, 1 fig.

Describes the underground water conditions In the Appalachian Mountain

area, the Tledtnont Tlateau area, and the Coastal Tlain area. Lists the

principal mineral springs and the important publications regarding under

ground waters of the State.

442 McCarthy (Gerald). Report of Biologist.

Tenth Rept. North Carolina Board of Health, pp. 31-34.

States that 5 water companies in the State obtain their supply from deep

wells, and urges the general abandonment of shallow wells for deep wells.

443 Meachem (-BVG.). Underground temperatures.'
Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 70. p. 308. '•'

Notes' the Influence of hot and cold springs and the heat produced by the

alteration-' of rocks by percolating water on underground temperatures.

Abstract' of h1' paper read before South Staffordshire and East Worcester

shire Institution of Mining Engineers.
iio ; •.. . r ';••;. v j *• .'

444 Mead (Blwood). Irrigation; in northern Italy, Tart V°\

Bull. Office' Exp. 'sta.,' U. liepi. Agr,, ,nol '1.44', 100 pp., 17 pis., 14 flgs.

Describes use and superiority of springs for marclte Irrigation In Lom

bard}* (pp. 0, 00. 04-00) ; and describes, cause and effect of seepage from

"' canals (pp. '48-53, 70).

445 Water rights on interstate streams : The Platte River and tributaries.

Water rights within the States.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta., U. S. Dept. Agr., no. 157, pp. 96-116.

Discusses return seepage as an obstacle In justly dividing a stream be

tween approprlatora in Colorado and Nebraska (pp. 107-108).

446 The irrigation investigations in California of the Office of Experiment

Stations.

Forestry and Irrigation, vol. 11. pp. 367—369.

Describes the use of underground water In irrigation in this section, tie

underground -water conditions, the lowering of the water table due partly

to a succession of dry seasons, etc.

447 Means (Thomas II.). Alkali soils. «

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 146, IT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 108-113.

Describes the movements of alkali In ground water through soil (PP-

111-112).

448 Kearney (Thomas II.) ami. Agricultural explorations in Algeria.

Bull. Bureau of Tlant Industry. IT. S. Dept. Agr., no. 80, 98 pp., 4 pis.

See Kearney (Thomas II.) and Means (Thomas H.).
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44!) Meeker (P. N.), Smith (William (J.) and. Soil survey of Sumter County,

Alabama.

Field Operations of the Itureau of Soils, 1(104, 17. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 317-

342, 1 map, 1 fig.

See Smith (William G.) and Meeker (F. N.).

450 Melluish (J. ({.). Drainage in western Iowa.

Twentieth Ann. liept. Illinois Soc. Kng. and Surv., pp. 57-65, 2 111.

De8cril>es the reclaiming of wet lands by means of underground drainage

obtained by sinking holes through the swamp bottom Into a pervious bed

(p. 01). Gives effective diameter of soil grains and rate of flow through

soli in several counties (pp. 04-05).

451 Mendenhall (Walter C). Studies of California ground waters.

Forestry and Irrigation, vol. 11, pp. 382-384.

A discussion of the underground-water conditions and resources of south

ern California. An artesian area in the Colorado Desert is described.

452 Development of underground waters In the eastern Coastal Plain re-

giou of southern California.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 137, lT. 8. Geol. Survey, 140 pp.

Describes the general ground-water conditions, the source and sufficiency

of supply, and the interference and cost of wells. Tables are given show

ing the owner, location, date of drilling, type, elevation of surface and

water, depth, solids In solution, temperature, methods of lift, cost, and use

of wells. The maps show distribution of wells, original and present areas

of flows, depth to water, and location of pumping plants.

45.1 Development of underground waters in the central Coastal Plain re

gion of southern California.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 138, T". S. Geol. Survey, 102 pp.

Treats same topics as no. 452.

454 Development of underground waters in the western Coastal Plain re

gion of southern California.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 13!), C. S. Geol. Survey, 105 pp.

Treats same topics as no. 452.

455 The hydrology of San Bernardino Valley, California.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 142, U. S. Geol. Survey, 124 pp.

Discusses the development of Iriigutlon, rainfall, effect of forests on

water supplies, nature of the return waters, conditions governing the ab

sorption of streams, and the composition (with analyses), flow, tempera

ture, and decline of underground waters. The basin, which is about 8.000

feet deep, is filled with alluvial deposits in which there are many water

horizons. Some stratlgraphlc records and tables, giving the owner, location,

depth, composition, temperature, cost, use, etc., of wells, are Included.

Maps showing wells, artesian areas, etc., are also given.

450 Underground waters of southern California.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 140, IT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 113-121.

I)escril>es the development of artesian wells for use In irrigation (pp.

114-110). origin of the ground water and its mode of occurrence (pp. 110-

147). distribution and character of the supply (pp. 117-118). and the re

duction and fluctuation of supply and their causes (pp. 120-121). Desir

able precautions in use of water are also pointed out (p. 120).

457 The underground waters of southern California.

The official proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation Congress at

El Paso. Tex.. November 15-18, 1904, pp. 150-158.

Describes the artesian ureas, their geologic relations, great value, shrink

age In area, problems, etc.
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458 Mesmer (Louis). Soil survey of the Los Angeles area, California.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1903, D. S. Dept. Agr.. pp. 1263-

1306, 1 fit;.. 2 maps.

Describes Irrigation from flowing and pumping artesian wells (p. 1293).

459 Merrill (Frederick J. H.). Bromine.

Mineral Resources U. 8. for 1904, U. S. Oeol. Survey, pp. 1029-1030.

Notes the occurrence of bromine In the brines of Michigan, Ohio, Pennsyl

vania, and New York.

460 Miller (Thomas D.). Texas oil fields.

Progressive Age, vol. 23, pp. 398—403, 1 flg.

Quotes R. T. Hill on agency of hot saline waters In the formation of the

oil and gas pools of Texas and Louisiana ; describes the encountering of oil

In sinking an artesian well now flowing warm water at Corsieana, Tex.

401 Mills (W. M.). A physiographic and ecological study of the Winona Lake

region.

Twenty-eighth Ann. Rept. Indiana Dept. (ieol. and Nat. Res., pp. 377-

396, Pis. VII-VIII, figs. 1-4.

Rich vegetation favored by springs (p. 384). Mentions post-Glacial con

glomerate possibly cemented by spring water (p. 395).

4(12 Mines and Minerals. A 300-foot air-lift well plant at the Seranton Cold

Storage House [Penn.J.

Mines and Minerals, vol. 23, p. 494.

Describes an 83S-foot well at this place.

463 Mining and Scientific Press. The Bassick mine, Querida, Colo.

Mln. and Bel. Press, vol. 90, pp. 4—5, 1 flg.

Assigns the mineralization of the ore shoots to the action of thermal

mineral springs along a line of fracture.

404 Unwatering the Comstock.

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 90, pp. 65, 73-74, 1 flg.

Describes the tilling of the lower levels by rising hot water and the work

now Itelng done to unwater the mines.

405 The Simplon tunnel.

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 90, p. 119.

Mentions the encountering of large volumes of hot water In the con

struction of the tunnel.

400 Coolgardie, Australia, pumping system.

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 90, pp. 120-122, 11 flgg.

Contains a description of the use of well and saline mine waters for

water supply dining the early days of this gold Held.

407 Artesian water.

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 90. p. 168, 6 figs.

Discusses geological conditions essential to the securing of artesian water,

and quotes I. C. Russell on the subject of legal restrictions on the waste of

subsurface waters.

408 Water supply by compressed air.

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 90. pp. 168-169.

Contains a description of the location, depth, etc., of the wells furnlsbins

the additional water supply of Los Angeles, Cal.

469 The Simplon tunnel [between Switzerland and Italy].

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 90, pp. 185-186, 7 figs.

Contains a description of the hot and cold springs encountered In drilling

the tunnel.
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470 Mining and Scientific Press. [Springs.]

Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 90, p. 231.

Discussion of the origin of springs.

471 [Ground-water level at Goldfleld, Nev.].

Min. and Sci. I'ress, vol. 90, p. 318.

Notes the lack of water at Goldfleld and the dependence on ground

water, the level of which Is found at 63—205 feet Ix?low the surface.

472 Value of geological knowledge.

Min. and Sci. I'ress, vol. 90, pp. 370-371, 1 fig.

Notes the varying amounts of underground water encountered in the

different formations in sinking a shaft at the Illinois mine, Wisconsin.

473 Pros|>ectiiig for desert mines.

Min. and Sci. I'ress, vol 00, p. 371, 1 fig.

Describes several springs in San Bernardino County, Cal.

474 Discovery and development of the Homestake mines of South Dakota.

Min. and Sci. I'ress. vol. 90, p. 404, 2 figs.

Describes the use In the Homestake mines of a stream of water Issuing

from a tunnel about 4 miles north oi" the works.

475 [Active mud volcano.]

Min. and Sci. Tress, vol. 91, p. 119.

Notice of the breaking out of an active mud volcano early in August in

the Black Rock Desert, Humboldt County, Nev.

476 At what depth do gold mines quit?

Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 91, p. 255.

Discusses the agency of descending mineral-bearing solutions In the sec

ondary enrichment of gold veins.

477 [Theories of ore deposition.]

Min. and Sci. I'ress, vol. 91, p. 270.

Brief comparison of the lateral secretion and ascension theories.

478 The drainage of Cripple Creek mines.

Min. and Sci. I'ress, vol 91, p. 291, 1 flg.

Describes heavy inflow of water into the shafts and the present and

proposed drainage tunnels. A figure is given showing the relation of the

various shafts and tunnels to the present water level.

479 [Springs in the desert region of southwestern United States.]

Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 91. p. 293.

Describes several springs in California.

480 Divining rod as a water finder.

Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 91, p. 314.

Reprint from the Engineering News relating to the successful use of a

divining rod at the Imperial Navy-Yard, Kiel, Germany.

481 What is a fissure vein?

Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 91, p. 392.

Discusses the alteration of rocks In veins by percolating mineral waters,

the temperatures of mine waters, and the direction of flow of underground

waters.

482 The Simplon tunnel.

Min. and Sci. Press, vol. 91, p. 399, 1 flg.

Describes the thermal springs encountered In the construction of the

tunnel between Switzerland and Italy.
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483 Mining and Scientific Press. [Mine water at Leadvllle, Colo.]

Min. and Sol. Press, vol. 91, p. 417.

Describes the trouble with mine water at Leadvllle, Colo.

484 Mining Magazine. Some questions regarding ore genesis.

Mln. Magaalne, vol. 12, pp. 399-400.

Discussion of the agency of water, volcanic and meteoric, In the forma

tion of ore deposits.

485 Mining Reporter. The drainage of the Cripple Creek district [Colo.].

Min. Reporter, vol. 51, p. 280.

States that the lower depths of the Cripple Creek basin hold more water

than the upper portions and gives the evidence on which this statement

Is based.

486 [Blowing wells.]

Mln. Reporter, vol. 52, p. 285.

Brief description of blowing wells and explanation of tbelr cause.

487 Drainage of the Cripple Creek district.

Mln. Reporter, vol. 52, pp. 392-393, 2 flgs.

Discusses the underground-water conditions In this district. Gives t

map showing the relation of the present water level to the different mines.

488 The divining rod superseded.

Min. Reporter, vol. 52, p. 514.

Mentions the use of an electric or magnetic device in the location of ore

bodies.

489 The Simploh tunnel.

Mln. Reporter, vol. 52, pp. 595-596.

Notes the encountering of hot springs at 45° Centigrade In the construc

tion of the tunnel between Switzerland and Italy.

490 Minor (.1. C). The so-called constipating effect of the hot water of Hot

Springs, Ark.

Med. Mirror. St. Louis, vol. 10, no. 1, pp. 3-5.

Endeavors to disprove erroneous Ideas concerning proportion of sulphur

and Injurious en"e**s of this water.

491 Minor (John C, jr.). The production and modern uses of carbonic acid.

Chemical Kuglneer, vol. 1, pp. 212-218.

A paper read before the New York Section of the American Chemical

Society, December 2!), 1904. Contains a description of the wells at Sara

toga Springs, N. Y., that are used for the production of this gas and de

scribes the method used In separating the gas from the water.

492 Mitchell ((ieorgo A.). Irrigation in the East.

The official proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation Congress at

El Paso, Tex., November 15-18, 1904, pp. 346-348.

Mentions irrigation from flowing artesian wells near Atlantic City, N. J.,

and water supply from pumping 14 driven wells at Vineland, N. J.

49.3 Monaghan (J. F.). Windmills for South Africa.

Dally Consular Repts. no. 2210, Dept. Com. and Labor, p. 4.

Mentions necessity for sinking wells, owing to continued dry seasons.

494 Moncrieff (C. Scott). Irrigation.

Science, new ser., vol. 22, pp. 577-590.

Refers to Irrigation by artesian wells In California, Algeria, and Queens-

land(p, 579), and by ordinary wells In India and elsewhere (p. 580).
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495 Monete (Leon). The construction of the Simplon tunnel [between Switzer

land and ItalyJ.

Eng. Magazine, vol. 29, pp. 169-184, 29 figs.

Description of the springs of hot and cold water encountered in the

construction of the tunnel Is given. Photographs are given of two of

these springs.

496 Mooney (Charles N.) and Ayrs (O. L.). Soil survey of the Greeneville

area, Tennessee-North Carolina.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. 8. Dept. Agr., pp. 493-

525, 1 map, 1 fig.

Refers to occurrence of sink holes and effect on drainage (p. 498).

497 Moore (George T.). The use of copper sulphate as an alglclde.

Jour. New England Waterworks Assoc., vol 19, pp. 474-481.

Notes the use of a thermal spring In Virginia, temperature given as 70°

the year round, in the growing of water cress (pp. 475—476).

498 and Kellerman (Karl P.). Copper as an algicide and disinfectant

in water supplies.

Bull. Bureau of Plant Industry, TJ. S. Dept. Agr., no. 76, 55 pp.

Describes Injury of ground water stored In an open reservoir at Newtown,

Pa., through growth of algas and disinfection of the water by use of cop

per sulphate (pp. 26-27).

498a Moore (Richard B.), Schlundt (Herman) and. Radio-activity of some

deep-well and mineral waters.

Jour. Physical Chemistry, vol. 9, pp. 320-332.

See Schlundt (Herman) and Moore (Richard B. ).

499 Morgan (Percy). The Haurakl gold fields, New Zealand.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 861-862.

Contains discussion of the agency of underground water in the origin of

the deposits.

500 Morrison (Charles E.). The importance of potable water supplies to min

ing communities.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 1057-1058.

Includes a discussion of the availability of springs and wells In min

ing districts. Cites a case in Mexico in which a spring supply caused an

epidemic due to the impregnation of the spring water by arsenic from the

mining of a silver-lead ore carrying considerable arsenic.

501 Moulthrop (George B.). Annual address [of the president of the Montana

Society of Engineers].

Jour. Assoc. Eng. Soc, vol. 3!5, pp. 141-163.

Notes the decision of March 3, 1903, of the Secretary of the Interior

relating to the use of the reclamation fund In sinking artesian wells.

502 Municipal Engineering. Investigations of water supplies.

Municipal Engineering, vol. 28, pp. 23-24.

Contains a description of the subterranean gallery, deep- and drlven-well

system furnishing the water supply for the city of Indianapolis.

503 Removal of iron from ground water.

Municipal Engineering, vol. 28, pp. 472-477, 8 figs.

The water supply of Richmond, Mo., Is taken from a group of 4 or 5

wells sunk to bed rock In the Missouri River bottom lands. The water

contains 12 or more parts per million of Iron. This article Is devoted to a

description of the method of aeration and filtration of this well water.

504 Murphy (E. C). Drought in Ohio River drainage basin.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 147, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 173-182.

Describes failure of springs and wells In Pennsylvania, West Virginia,

and Kentucky, and the shortage of public supplies.
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K.

BOB Neill (N. P.), Holmes (J. Gamett) nnd. Soil survey of the Greeley area,

Colorado.

Field OperntlonH of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, I\ S. Dept. Agr., pp. 051-

993, 1 map, 1 fig.

See Holmes (J. Garnett) and Nelll (N. P.).

505a Lapham (Macy H.) and. Soil survey of the Soloinonsville area,

Arizona.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1903, V. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1045-

1070, 1 fig., 1 map.

See Lapham (Macy II.) and Nelll (X. I*,).

50(5 Newell (Frederick Haynes). Proceedings of the second conference of

engineers of the Reclamation Service ; Organization ; Rei>ort of

Conference.

, Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 146. II. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 7-19.

Gives personnel of division of hydrology (pp. 7, 111 and notes papers

on underground waters by W. C. Mendenhall and C. S. Sllehter (p. 13).

507 Nichols (Francis II.). Notes from diary in China.

Bull. Am. fieog. Soc., vol. 37, pp. 339-356, 1 fig.

Describes the salt and gas wells of Tie Liu (pp. 349-350).

508 Nicholson (J. F.), Lewis (L. L.) and. A study of a few representative

sources of drinking water.

Bull. Oklahoma Agr. Exp. Sta. no. 66, pp. 12-19.

Sec Lewis (L. L.I and .Nicholson (J. F.).

509 Noble (T. A.), Boss (1). W.), Whistler (J. T.) and. Report of progress

of stream measurements for the calendar year 1004: Part XII,

Columbia River and Puget Sound Drainage.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 135, T\ S. Geol. Survey, 3O0 pp.

See Boss (D. W.), Whistler (.1. T.). and Noble (T. A.).

510 North Carolina, Board of Health of. Tenth report, 1003-1004.

State laws of North Carolina relative to pollution of wells and springs

(p. 70).

511 Norton (William Harmon). Iowa.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, TJ. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 220-225,

2 8gs.

Descril>es the shallow and artesian water supplies of the various dis

tricts of the State, Including the Cambrian. Ordovlclan, Silurian, Devonian,

Cnrlnmlferous, and Cretaceous rocks. Lists the mineral springs of the

State and notes the principal publications on underground waters.

512 Water supplies at Waterloo, Iowa.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, I*. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 148-155.

The Investigation was undertaken to discover underground supplies, tb*

surface waters having caused a typhoid epidemic. The geology and water

horizons. Including the St. Peter sandstone. Oneota limestone, Jordan sand

stone, etc.. are described and predictions made as to the depth, quantity,

quality, head, etc., to be expected In a deep well. (The prediction has since

been verified In every particular by the well sunk as a result of Professor

Norton's recommendations. M. L. F. )

0.

513 O'Harra (C. C). Darton (N. II.) and. Description of the Aladdin quad

rangle | Wyoming-South Dakota-Montana].

Geologic Atlas U. S., folio 128, U. S. Geol. Survey. 8 pp., 4 maps, 1 col.

sect., 1 fig.

See Darton (N. H.) and O'Harra (C. C).
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514 Oliphant (F. H.). Petroleum.

Mineral Resources U. S. for 1004, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 675-750.

Describes the occurrence of salt water In the oil wells of Louisiana

(p. 708), Texas (pp. 712. 713, 714), Russia (p. 733), Germany (p. 742),

and China (p. 757).

515 Natural gas.

Mineral Resources t'. S. for 1004, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 761-788.

Describes the occurrence of water In the gas wells of Indiana (p. 772)

and Texas (p. 785). Notes that many of the artesian wells along the Gulf

coast give off considerable natural gas with the artesian water (p. 785).

P.

516 Pagliaecl (Frank D.). The quicksilver deposits of Huitzuco [Mexico].

Kng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 417-418, 2 figs.

The workings follow an old hot-spring conduit or geyser pipe. The rela

tion of the quicksilver deposits to this conduit are discussed.

516a Palache (Charles), Jaggar (Thomas A., jr.) and. Description of the

Bradshaw Mountains quadrangle [Arizona].

Geologic Atlas U. S., folio 120, 1". S. Geol. Survey, 11 pp., 4 maps, 1

lllus. sheet.

See Jaggar (Thomas A., jr.) and l'alache (Charles).

517 Palmer (Charles S.). The replacement of quartz hy pyrite.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, p. 169.

Discusses the agency of hot alkaline waters In the replacement of quartz

by pyrite.

518 Pammel (L. H.) and Fogel (Estelle D.). Some railroad water supplies.

Proc. Iowa Acad. Scl. for 1904, vol. 12, pp. 151-155.

Gives the location and depth of wells and temperatures and sanitary

analyses of the waters of wells in the drift and St. Peter sandstone of

Iowa.

519 Park (Emma J.) and Lyman (Kate). The Springfield water supply:

Description of springs and the geology of the district.

Bull. Bradley Geol. Field Sta. of Drury Coll., vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 45-49.

Describes in some detail the springs used for public supply at Springfield,

Mo. The water Issues from the contact of the Upper and Lower Burlington

limestones, but part may come from the St. Peters sandstone along a

near-by fault. The sinks and caverns of the region are mentioned and the

question of pollution of the limestone waters considered.

520 The Hannibal formation In Greene County [Missouri].

Bull. Bradley Geol. Field Sta. of Drury Coll., vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 79-90.

Describes springs from contact of Lower Burlington and Chouteau lime

stones, the water coming from large solution passages or caves (p. 81).

The composition of the well and spring waters from the Hannibal formation

are considered and analyses of the water given (p. 87-88).

521 Park (James). Ore deposits in relation to thermal activity.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 70, pp. 606-607 ; continued on pp. 700-701.

These articles are abstracts from " Mining geology," by Prof. James

Park, In the Australian Mining Standard. January 26, 1905. Describes in

considerable detail the relations of hot springs and fumaroles to ore

deposits.

522 Metasornatic replacement.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, p. 799.

This article Is an abstract from " Mining geology," by Prof. James Park,

In the Australian Mining Standard. January 26, 1005. Discussion of min

eral solutions In metasornatic replacement given in considerable detail.
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52:; Park (James). Contact metamorphle deposits.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 70, pp. 896.

Contains discussions of the agency of underground water In contact meta-

morphism. This article Is an abstract from " Alining geology." by Prof.

James Park, In the Australian Mining Standard, February 16, 1905.

524 ■ The formation of veins.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 941-942.

This article Is an abstract from " Mining geology," by Prof. James Park.

In the Australian Mining Standard, February 23, 1905. The agency of

underground waters In the formation of veins is discussed.

525 Theories of vein formation.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 993-994.

Discusses the eruptive after-action, lateral-secretion, and ascension theo

rles. This article Is an abstract from " Mining geology." by Prof. James

Park, In the Australian Mining Standard, February 16, 1905.

520 Ahsorption of metals by silica and clays in relation to ore deiwsition.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, p. 1242.

Discusses the power of clays, etc., of extracting metals from mineralized

underground waters.

527 [Feale, A. C] Mineral waters.

Mineral Resources I'. S. for 1904, U. S. Gcol. Survey, pp. 1185-120R.

Both production and value show a large gain over 1903. The production

Is given as 67,718,500 gallons and the value as $10,398,450. A list of the

commercial springs is given. A list of the mineral waters on exhibition at

the Louisiana Purchase Exposition Is given. Tables showing the Imports

of mineral waters from 1867 to 1904 and exports from 1875 to 1883 are

also given.

528 Peary (Kol>ert E.). Address delivered at the annual meeting of the Amer

ican Geographical Society. January 24. 1005.

Bull. Am. Geog. Soc, vol. 37, pp. 129-143.

Notes the sinking of artesian wells In the Algerian Sahara, and briefly

discusses the underground-water conditions and the use of the water In

irrigation (p. 137).

530 Pendell (George). Pumping plants and irrigation at El Paso, Tex.

Irrigation Aid, vol. 1, no. 6, p. 8.

Mentions several wells from which water Is used for Irrigation.

531 Perkins (F. C). Latest electrical equipment of the Karawankeu tunnel

[ Austria-Hungary].

Mln. and Scl. PresB, vol. 91, p. 275.

Notes the encountering of a considerable amount of water In the eicaTa

tlon of the tunnel.

532 Perkins (George H.). Vermont.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 60-67, 1 it-

Discusses public supplies from springs and gives table (pp. 6CMI2) ;

discusses common and mineral springs and gives analyses and list of com

mercial springs (pp. 62-64). Describes distribution of ordinary, deep. and

artesian wells and gives map (pp. 64-65). Emphasizes the abundance o(

water (pp. 66—67). Gives list of publications (p. 67).

533 Perkins ( W. R. ) , Logan ( W. N. ) , and. The underground waters of Mis

sissippi.

Bull. Mississippi Agr. Exp. Sta. no. 89, 112 pp.. 23 figs.

See Logan (W. N.) and Perkins (W. It.).
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534 Philips (William Battle). The quicksilver deposits of Brewster County,

Tex.

Econ. Geol.. vol. 1 pp. 155-162.

Describes caverns In the tipper Cretaceous and their contained cinnabar

deposits (p. 158).

535 Pittman (E. F.) and David (T. W. E.). Irrigation geologically consid

ered with special reference to the artesian area of New South

Wales.

Jour, and Proc. Roy. Soc, N. S. Wales, eng. sect., vol. 37, pp. clli-cllll,

2 pis. Abstract : Exp. Sta. Record, vol. 17, no. 2, p. 193.

Summarizes present state of knowledge and gives list of papers bearing

on the subject.

536 Porter (Rufus K.). Timber tunneling in quicksand.

Jour. Assoc. Eng. Soc, vol. 35. pp. 01-76. 11 figs.

Describes the methods used in driving a timber tunnel In quicksand at

Newton, Mass., 10 feet below the ground-water level. Contains descrip

tions of the water encountered and how It was disposed of.

537 Driving a tunnel In quicksand.

Mines and Minerals, vol. 26, pp. 219-221, 10 flga.

Describes the method used In driving a tunnel In quicksand at Newton,

Mass., where the level of ground water was 10 feet above grade.

538 Potter (Alexander). Breakage in sewer conduits; its cause, effect, and

prevention.

Jour. Assoc. Eng. Soc, vol. 35, pp. 190-213.

Discusses the admission of ground water Into sewers through defective

pipes. Notes that In one case such inflow caused a lowering of the ground

water table.

539 Pratt (Joseph Hyde) and Lewis (Joseph Volney). Corundum and ths

peridotites of western North Carolina.

North Carolina Geol. Survey, vol. 1, 464 pp., 45 pis., 35 figs.

Mentions relation of peridottte weathering to percolation of water (p.

65) ; describes leaching effect of Infiltrating waters (p. 113). relations of

Berpentlnization to zone of hydration (pp. 118-121), of chlerjtlzatlon to

Infiltrating solutions (p. 123) : mentions hypothesis for formation and alter

ation of corundum through agency of percolating and permeating waters

(pp. 270, 340, 341, 347).

540 Pressey (Henry A.). Water powers of the southern Appalachian region.

Forestry and Irrigation, vol. 11, pp. 498-512, 5 tigs.

Mentions the existence of many springs on the mountains and discusses

the relation of forests to springs and stream flow.

541 Pumpelly (Raphael W.). "Physiographic observations between the Syr

Darya and Lake Kara Kul, on the Pamir, in 1903."

Explorations In Turkestan with an account of the basin of eastern Persia

and Sistan—Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1905. pp. 123-155, 38

figs, 2 maps.

Notes absorption of water of mountain streams in the sands of the Kara

Kul desert (p. 132).

542 Purdue (A. H.). Northern Arkansas.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, IT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 188-107, 1 pi.,

2 figs.

Describes the underground-water conditions In the Roone cliert area. In

the Roston Mountains area, in the Paleozoic area, and In the Tertiary

region, discussing conditions for wells. Enumerates the mineral springs

and the principal publications bearing on underground waters In that part

of the State.
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543 Purdue (A. H.). Water resources of the Winslow quadrangle, Arkansas.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 145, U. S. Oeol. Survey, pp. 84—87.

Describes the underground-water conditions and discusses the quantity

and quality of the supplies of wells and springs In the Boone and I'itkln

limestones. Hall sandstone, and Winslow sandstones and shales. One sul

phur spring is described.

544 Water resources of the contact region between the Paleozoic and Mis

sissippi embaynient deimsits in northern Arkansas.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 88-119.

Discusses the topography and geology of the region, and considers th*1

underground-water supplies from the Ordovtcian l>eds, Boone formation,

Batesvllle sandstone, Titkln llniestone, and Morrow formation of the nigh

lands, and of the Tertiary and later horizons of the lowlands. The deri

vation of water from rainfall, tin; conditions of absorption from rivers, and

the source from underlying Paleozoic rocks are considered. The water

horizons are not continuous and flows are not to bo expected. The com

position of the water, methods of sinking wells, capacity, and sanitary lo

cation of wells are also discussed.

545 Pynchon (W. II. ('.). Drilled wells of the Triassic area of the Connecticut

Valley.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 110. V. S. Oeol. Survey, pp. 05-94, 2 figs

Describes a considerable numlKM- of wells, and the relation of the occur

rence of water to the geology. Emphasizes the uniform water-bearing

character of the sandstones, the high percentage of mineral matter, and the

general absence of flowing wells. Gives analysis and many brief records.

B.

54(3 Rafter ((Jeorgo W.). Hydrology of the State of New York.

Bull. New York State Mus. no. 85, 902 pp., 45 pis., 74 tigs.. 5 maps.

Discusses relation of rainfall to run-off. Including effect on level and

fluctuation "of water table (pp. 114-203). and relation of geologic structure

to run-off (pp. 162-172). Mentions use of wells in New York City (pp.

070-070). Describes relalions of open and driven wells on Long Island

for the Borough of Brooklyn (pp. 081-69:1). and discusses the unfavor

able conditions for such supplies elsewhere In the State (pp. 713-7171

Describes supplies obtained from wells and springs in western New York

(pp. 844-803).

547 Ranaome (Frederick Leslie). The present standing of applied geology.

Econ. Geol., vol. 1, pp. 1-10.

Considers briefly the relative importance of meteoric and magtnatlc

waters, and quotes Becker on artesian origin of the hot waters of the Com

stock lode (p. 8).

548 LindgTen (Waldemar) and. The geologic resurvey of the Cripple

Creek district, Colorado.

Bull. V. S. Geol. Survey no. 200. pp. 85-98.

See Lindgren (Waldemar) and Ranaome (Frederick Leslie).

540 Read (Thomas Thornton). The phase rule and conceptions of igneous

magmas. Their hearing on ore deposition.

Econ. Geol., vol. 1, pp. 101-118

Considers the relative Importance of meteoric and magmatic waters (pp.

101-102) and the origin of the latter (pp. 101, 117).

550 Platinum and palladium In certain copper ores.

Eng. and Min. .Tour., vol 79. pp. 985-986, 3 figs.

Contains a discussion of the agency of mineralized underground waters

In the formation of chalcopyrlte, covellite, and chalcoclte.
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551 Reagan (Albert B.). Some geological observations on the central part of

the Rosebud Indian Reservation, South Dakota.

Am. GeologlBt, vol. 36, pp. 229-243.

Notes the occurrence of sinks and springs, and considers the composition

of spring and well waters. A map of some of the sinks is given. The

waters are from Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits (pp. 240-241).

552 Beid (John A.). Some underground waters and their work.

California Jour. Technology, vol. 5, pp. 117-121, 7 UgB.

Discusses the agency of the thermal waters of the Comstock Lode,

Nevada, In the decomposition of the country rock and the deposition of

the ores. Several analyses of mine waters are given.

553 Structure and genesis of the Comstock Lode.

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 91, p. 244.

An extended discussion of the agency of mineral solutions in the forma

tion of the ore deposits of the Comstock Lode.

554 Some underground waters and their work.

Mln. Reporter, vol. 51, pp. 642-644, 7 flgs.

Gives analysis of several Nevada mine waters and discusses the altera

tion of rocks by heated mineral waters.

555 The structure and genesis of the Comstock Lode. [Nevada.]

Bull. Dept. Geol., Univ. Cal., vol. 4, no. 10, pp. 177-199.

Discusses the agency of underground waters In ore deposition ; gives

analyses and assays of the deep and vadose waters of the mines.

556 Kice (Thomas D.) and Geib (W. J.). Soil survey of the Gainesville area,

Florida.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, D. S. Dept. Agr., pp.

269-289, 1 map. 1 flg.

Describes sink holes and limestone caverns (p. 274).

557 and Geib (W. J.). Soil survey of Warren County, Kentucky.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, TJ. S. Dept. Agr., pp.

527-541, 1 map, 1 fig.

Describes the occurrence of sink holes and their connection with lime

stone caverns (p. 530).

558 and Griswold (Lewis). Soil survey of Acadia Parish, Louisiana.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1903, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp.

461-485, 1 fig., 1 map.

Describes irrigation from wells sunk to the Lafayette formation, and

states that a few of the wells are flowing. Describes the geological occur

rence of the water and the change from fresh water to salt water by

continued pumping In time of drought (pp. 477-478).

558a Richards (Ellen H.) and Woodman (Alphens G.). Air, water, and food

from a sanitary standpoint.

New York and London, 1004, 262 pp., 13 tigs., 1 map.

Gives analytical procedure for the sanitary examination of waters, and

discusses particularly the interpretation of the analytical data obtained by

the examination of well water.

559 Richardson (George P>.). Salt, gypsum, and petroleum in trans-Peeos,

Texas.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 573-585.

Notes the relation of the ground-water level to salt deposits (p. 580),

considers the occurrence of artesian water and wells (p. 581), gives well

record (p. 583), and describes caves and channels In gypsum (p. 585).

irk 163—06 5
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560 Richardson (George B.). Native sulphur in El Paso County. Texas.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 589-592.

Describes the shallow mineralized waters (p. 590) and notes the depo-

• sition of gypsum by the evaporation of the ground waters (p. 590).

Caves In gypsuni are also mentioned (p. 501).

561 Riemer ( W. II. V.). An exi>eriment and an experience in sewage disposal.

Municipal Engineering, vol. 29. pp. 252-253.

Discusses the difficulties encountered in the management of the sewape

plant due to the reduced amount of ground water entering the sewers.

502 Rix (Edward A.). Compressed air on the Pacific coast.

Mines and Minerals, vol. 25, pp. 485-472, 15 figs.

Notes the encountering of a large flow of water in the Brunswick mine.

Grass Valley, California (p. 468) ; describes the use of compressed air in

increasing the (low of an artesian well at Tulare (pp. 469-470) ; describes

the pumping plant of the Los Angeles well system (p. 470).

503 Roadhouse (J. E.). Irrigation conditions in Imperial Valley. California.

Bull. Office of Exp. Sta., I". S. Dept. Agr., no. 158. pp. 175-194, 1 pi.

Describes seepage and its relation to loss of water from canals (pp. 186-

189).

564 Roberts (L. II.). Watering the desert: A short history of the 300-mile

pipe system supplying water to the Coolgardie gold fields and dis

trict in Australia.

Technical World Magazine, vol. 3. pp. 85-86, 3 tigs.

Notes the encountering of salt water In mines.

r.«;r> Root (Aldert S.), Mackie (W. W. ), Lapham (Macy H.), and. Soil sur

vey of the Sacramento area, California.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils. 1904, f. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1049-

1087. 1 map, 1 fig.

See Lapham (Macy II.). Root (Aldert S.), and Mackie (W. W.).

560 Ross (Berta). Hahatonka [Missouri].

Hull. Bradley Geol. Field Sta. of Drury Coll., vol. 1, pt. 2, pp. 68-71.

Describes Hahatonka and other springs, sinks, caves, underground chan

nels, and natural bridge, together with cave deposits. The proposal to

utilize the spring for power Is noted, the result of damming on the under

ground drainage, and the possible opening of new outlets considered.

r><>7 Ross (I). W.), Whistler (J. T.). and Noble (T. A.). Report of progress of

Stream measurements for the calendar year 1904: Part XII, Colum

bia River and Puget Sound drainage.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 135, U. S. Geol. Survey. 300 pp.

Gives discharge of the following Idaho springs (pp. 271-273) and con

siders the use of several for irrigation : Bear, Rig. Blue, Caldwell, East

Bald Cabin. West Bald Cabin, Garner, Golf. Green. Grizzly, Hawley, Bock.

Sherwood, Thompson, Thurman, and Whitman.

DON Rowe (Jesse Perry). Montana gypsum deposits.

Am. Geologist, vol. 35. pp. 104-113.

Notes the presence of calcium sulphate and the deposition of gypsum by

springs in Montana.

."(i'.i Russell (Israel C. ). Preliminary report on the geology and water re

sources of central Oregon.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 252, 138 pp., 24 pis., 4 figs.

Mentions large springs in river beds (pp. 18-19) : describes induratlnc

effect of silica waters (p. 32); describes conditions relative to artesian

areas and wells (pp. 56-122) ; describes thermal and normal springs (pp

41, 55-96), drilled wells (p. 41), deep driven wells (p. 84), horizontal wells

(pp. 06, 70), and gives well records (pp. 42, 84),
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570 Russell (Israel C). A geological reconnaissance along tbe north shore

of Lakes Huron and Michigan.

Ann. Hept. Michigan Geol. Survey, 1004, pp. 33-114, 11 pis.. 1 flg., 3

maps.

Describes knob and kettle topography due to solution of gypsum beds

(p. 44) and formation of breccia by settling of overlying beds (p. 45).

571 The influence of caverns on topography.

Science, new ser., vol. 21, pp. 30-32.

Describes bills left in relief owing to subterranean drainage, and gives

examples at Luray, Va.. at Mackinac Island, Michigan, and at Gibraltar.

572 Rutherford (Rutledge). Rice Cultivation in America.

Technical World Magazine, vol. 4, pp. 234-240, 7 flgs.

Describes the use of artesian-well water in the irrigation of rice fields of

southern United States.

S.

57."5 San Antonio Gazette. Irrigation in artesian belt.

Irrigation Aid, vol. 3, no. 1, pp. U—12.

Gives a description of the wells, springs, and underground-water condi

tions In southwestern Texas.

574 Sanchez (Alfred M.). Soil survey of the Provo area, Utah.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1003, V. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 1121-

1150, 1 fig., 3 maps.

(rives a map (Map 65) showing the deptli to tbe water table and dis

cusses depths and relation to alkali and seepage (pp. 1138-1141). Men

tions Irrigation by flowing wells (p. 1134).

575 Savage (T. K.). Geology of Benton County [Iowa].

Ann. Kept. Iowa Geol. Survey. 1904, vol. 15, pp. 127-225, 14 figs.. 1 map.

Mentions shallow wells, springs, flowing artesian wells, and well water

for town and farm use (p. 224).

57t! Schardt (H.) [in Engineering Magazinel. The geology of the Simplon

tunnel [between Switzerland and Italy].

Mln. Reporter, vol. 52, p. 314.

Contains a description of tbe springs encountered In tbe construction of

the tunnel.

577 Scherer (George H.). Geology of the Ilahatonka district, Camden County

[Missouri].

Bull. Bradley Geol. Field Sta. of Drury Coll.. vol. 1. pt. 2. pp. 58-07.

Considers part of hot ground waters accompanying pegmatite intrusion

in formation of chert (p. 60), describes springs and wells of the Decatur-

ville "dome" (pp. 62—63), discusses availability of springs for water power

(p. 63), and gives well records and analyses (pp. 63-67).

578 Schlundt (Herman) and Moore (Richard B.). Radio-activity of some

deep-well and mineral waters.

Jour. Physical Chemistry, vol. 0. pp. 320-332.

Describes methods and gives results of experiments on the radio-active

properties of deep-well and spring waters In tbe limestone near Columbia,

Mo. The location, depth, and method of pumping the wells are given.

570 Schoch (Edward R.). The genesis of the Tarkwa Banket. [Gold Coast,

Africa.]

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 7n. pp. 1235-1236.

Discusses the agency of mineral-bearing solutions in the formation of

these deposits.
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580 Schrader (F. C.) and Haworth (Erasmus). Oil and gas of the Inde

pendence quadrangle, Kansas.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 446-458.

Gives summary of drllllug In 1904.

581 Schultz (Alfred It.). Wisconsin district.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, D. 8. Geol. Surrey, pp. 233-241, 2 figs.

Describes the underground-water resources of the State and the occur

rence of water In the Potsdam sandstone, Lower Magneslan limestone, St.

Peter sandstone, Galena-Trenton limestone, Niagara limestone, and drift

deposits. Describes the occurrence of springs nnd mineral waters and lists

the Important mineral springs. Notes several publications on underground

waters.

582 Schwarz (T. E.). Features of the occurrence of ore at Red Mountain,

Ouray County, Colorado.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng. no. 2, pp. 267-274, 3 figs.

Ascribes the origin of the Yankee Girl ore body to secondary enrichment

by descending acid solutions, and quotes W. H. Weed as explaining the

occurrence of enarglte in the Butte mines as a secondary product de

posited by ascending alkaline solutions.

583 Science. [Review of notes on the spring waters of Massachusetts, pub

lished in " Contributions to the Hydrology of eastern United States,

1903 "].

Science, new ser., vol. 21, pp. 279-280.

Notes economic value nnd distribution of sprtngs and cooperation of

drillers.

584 [Notes on the work of the division of hydrology of the C. S. Geological

Survey].

Science, new ser., vol. 21, pp. 319-320.

Compares this division with similar divisions In other countries, and

notes the establishment of such bureaus In Brazil and Peru.

585 [Investigation of "blowing" or "breathing" wells].

Science, new ser., vol. 22, pp. 416-416.

Refers to breathing wells in Nebraska and Louisiana, and attrlbutea

their peculiarity changes In atmospheric pressure or temperature.

586 [Ground water in crystalline rocks in Connecticut].

Science, new ser., vol. 22, p. 476.

Slates that the water Is frequently under artesian pressure, and bears s

definite relation to the drift.

5H7 Scientific American. The dangers and difficulties of tunnel boring.

Compressed Air. vol. 10. pp. 3633-3634.

Mentions the encountering of hot springs In the Slmplon tunnel between

Switzerland and Italy.

588 An explanation of ice oaves.

Sci. Am. vol. 92, p. 479.

Describes results recently obtained from experiments by Schwalbe.

,">.S!) Scientific American Supplement. Composition of gases from mineral

springs, helium, etc., and radio-activity.

Sci. Am. Supp.. vol. 59, pp. 24294-24295.

Describes the results obtnlned from a study of the radio-active gases of

several European springs.

51)0 [Removal of iron from subterranean water.]

Sci. Am. Supp., vol. 60, p. 24S75.

Describes the removal of Iron from the subterranean water supply of

lterlln, Germany. The water is taken from 25 wells on the shore of Lake

Tegel.
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591 Shamel (Charles H.). The American law relating to minerals.

School of Mines Quarterly, Columbia Univ., vol. 27, pp. 1-27.

Discusses the law relating to underground waters. Many citations are

given (pp. 17-19, 22).

592 Shepard (Edward M.). Spring system of the Decaturville Dome, Camden

County, Mo.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, C. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 113-125,

4 figs.

Describes a line of springs surrounding the Dome and the radiation of

their channels from the center of the Dome. Describes many springs,

sink holes, and artesian wells. Gives water analysis.

593 - Missouri.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, V. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 209-219,

3 figs.

Describes the underground-water resources of the Northwestern Plateau

district, North-central Plain district, the Ozark-St. Francis Dome, and the

Southeastern lowlands, describing in detail numerous springs, wells, and

water-bearing formations. Lists the Important mineral springs and publi

cations relating to underground waters of the State.

594 The New Madrid earthquake.

Jour. Geol., vol. 13, pp. 45-62.

This paper Is a discussion of the New Madrid earthquake and the rela

tion of some of its phenomena to artesian conditions. Among the sub

jects considered are the extrusion of water or mud by the quake (pp. 46,

47, 57, 58), artesian wells at Memphis Tenn., Jackson, Miss., and at

points in Kentucky, Missouri, and Arkansas (p. 53), springs and dis

charged sands (pp. 54, 56), relation of earthquake to artesian conditions

(pp. 59, 61, 62), and the effect of recent earthquakes on wells (p. 59) and

springs (p. 60).

595 Sherman (Charles W.). Waterworks statistics for the year 1904, in form

adopted by the New England Waterworks Association.

Jour. New England Waterworks Assoc., vol. 19, pp. 241-203.

Gives references to previous compilations of statistics (pp. 241-243).

Many towns are listed which derive their supply from wells and springs.

590 Shnable (E. R.). A criticism of timber specifications and a suggested

method of recording earth borings.

Eng. News, vol. 53, p. 20.

Presents two forms of recording borings and suggests the keeping of

time consumed In passing through each strata.

597 Siebenthal (C. E.). Structural features of the Joplin district [Missouri].

Econ. Geol., vol. 1 pp. 119-128.

Discusses the formation of caverns by solution and the development of

underground-drainage systems, and suggests the settling of the roofs

of the caverns as the cause of some of the faulting (pp. 127—128).

598 Skinner (S. A.). Some observations on the use of alkaline waters for

laundry purposes.

Jour. Am. Chem. Soc, vol. 27, pp. 165-167.

Describes the use of a strongly alkaline artesian water In a steam

laundry and the difficulties encountered. An analysis of the water Is

given. A large amount of free ammonia Is noted, and It Is stated that

" Wanklyn and Chapman, In their treatise on water analysis, are authority

for the statement that such a condition Is sometimes met with in deep

waters that are organically pure."
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r>91) Slichter (Charles S. ). Description of underflow meter used in measuring

the velocity and direction of movement of underground water.

Water-8up. and Irr. Paper no. 110, l\ S. Cool. Survey, pp. 17-31, 4 pis..

8 figs.

Describes a method of measurement by means of test wells and an

electrical device by which the velocity of a certain salt in the water Is

measured.

000 The California or " Stovepipe" method of well construction.

Water-Hup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, V. S. Cool. Survey, pp. 311—36. 3 figs.

Mentions a system of perforating the casings at horizons where water

is known to occur.

(iOl Approximate methods of measuring the yield of flowing wells.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, U. S. (ieol. Survey, pp. 37-42. 2 figs.

Describes and gives tables for a method of calculation hy measuring the

height or lateral projection of a jet of water.

002 Field measurements of the rate of movement of underground waters.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 140, U. S. Geol. Survey, 122 pp.

Discusses the capacity of sand to transmit water and descriltes labora

tory experiments on the How In sands and gravels. The use of the under

flow meter is considered in detail and the results of measurements of under

flows in California and New York given. Attention is paid to the specific

capacity of wells as shown by tests, to the tests of typical pumping plants

in Texas and New Mexico, and to the California or "stovepipe" method

of well construction.

60:{ Observations on the ground waters of Rio Grande Valley.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 141, U. S. Geol. Survey, S3 pp.

Describes the underflow conditions neur El I'aso, Tex., illustrates various

methods of drilling, considers the methods, results, and cost of pumping

and the resultant lowering of the water table, and gives a number of

analyses of the ground waters.

-»

1104 The underflow of the Arkansas River.

Abstract: Science, new ser., vol. 21, p. 9r>7.

Discusses variation iu rate of underflow, and connection of the movement

with the river.

005 Smith (Krastus G.). The Mississippi River as the source of water supply

for the inhabitants of the Mississippi Valley.

Jour. New England Waterworks Assoc.. vol. 19. pp. 215-231.

Notes the calcareous nature of the glacial drift in the Mississippi Valley

and the resulting hard river and surface well waters in this section (pp.

217-218).

606 Smith (Eugene Allen). Alabama.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, TT. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 164-170, 1 pi.

Describes the occurrence of underground water in the Cambrian and

Carboniferous rocks, and artesian conditions in the various Cretaceous and

Tertiary formations, Illustrating artesian areas by a map. Notes the occur

rence of brine wells. (Jives list of mineral springs and of publications

on underground waters of the State.

GOT and McCalley (Henry). Index to the mineral resources of Alabama.

Alabama (ieol. Survey. 1904, 79 pp.. map and 6 pis.

liefers to relation of water level to character of gold ores (p. 54) ; men

tions occurrence of salt water under artesian pressure iu gas wells and

"seeps." and use of the salt (pp. 71-72), and enumerates commercial min

eral springs uud artesian wells, stating the class of water (pp. 72-73).
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(508 Smith (George Otis). Water resources of the Portsmouth-York region,

New Hampshire and Maine.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper m>. 145, I'. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 120—128.

Describes the occurrence of water in ttie drift of the valleys and In the

joints of schists, slates, quurtzites, etc. The wells are generally successful

and some How. The confinement is ascribed to the constriction of the

Joints and a partial cementation near the surface. Dikes are to be avoided

in sinking wells.

009 Water supply from glacial gravels near Augusta, Me.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 14.", IT. 8. CJeol. Survey, pp. 150-160.

Gives the results of an Investigation of certain ponds and springs which

it was proposed to utilize for water supply. It was found Hint the ponds

occupied a sort of gravel basin draining underground through the springs

and no additional supply would be obtained by using both over that

obtained from the springs alone.

010 Artesian development in Washington, Atanum-Moxee Valley.

Irrigation, vol. 3, no. 5, pp. 6-7, 1 fig.

Discusses tile artesian conditions existing In the Atanum-Moxee Valley.

011 Artesian water in crystalline rocks.

Abstract : Science, new ser., vol. 21, pp. 224-225.

Discusses the confinement of water due to cementation of the rock fis

sures near the surface, and consequent flowing and nonflowlng artesian

wells near York. Me.

012 Smith (Herbert E.). Rei>ort on investigation of river pollution and water

supplies.

Twenty-seventh Ann. Kept. State Hoard of Health of Connecticut, 1!)04,

pp. 217-231.

Summarizes work of analyzing well and spring water, and gives many

sanitary analyses.

013 Smith (William G.) and Meeker (F. N.). Soil survey of Sumter County,

Alabama.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1004, I'. S. Dept. Agr., pp. 317-

342, 1 map, 1 fig.

Summarizes distribution of artesian wells in the county (p. 321).

E514 Smith (William Sidney Tangier). Lead, zinc, and fluorspar deposits of

western Kentucky: Part II, Ore deposits and mines.

Prof. Paper I'. S. Geol. Survey no. 3(1. pp. 107-218, 8 pis., 31 flgs.

Advocates origin of the deposits through agency of ore-liearlng solutions

ascending along fault planes (pp. 150-154). Mentions sink holes and ore

deposition along faults (pp. 172, 178) and unequal penetration of lime

stone by ore-bearing solutions (p. 178).

015 Water resources of the Joplin district, Missouri-Kansas.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geo!. Survey, pp. 74—83.

In addition to the discussion of general underground-water conditions,

the paper describes the numerous large springs, some of which occur on

fault lines, and the deep borings for ore or water, one of which is 2,005

feet deep. Analyses of spring and well waters are given. The waters are

often contaminated by mine waters.

010 Smyth (C. H., jr.). Replacement of quartz by pyrite and corrosion of

quartz lobbies.

Am. Jour. Sci„ 4th ser., vol. 10, pp. 277-285, 1 fig.. 1 plate.

Discusses the agency of hot alkaline mineralized solutions in the replace

ment by pyrite of t lie quartz pebbles of the Oneida conglomerate in central

New York.
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til 7 Smyth (H. L.). The origin and classification of placers

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 1045-1046.

Discusses the agency of underground waters In the decay of rocks and

the alteration of ore deposits.

618 Snow (T. W.). Water softening for boiler use.

Jour. West. Soc. Eng., vol. 10, pp. 745-759. 9 figs.

Gives two analyses of well water at Bismarck, Mo. (pp. 748-749).

619 Spencer (Arthur Coe). The tnagmatic origin of vein-forming waters in

southeastern Alaska.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Eng. no. 5, pp. 971-978.

Discusses magmatlc waters in general ; includes many references to

similar papers ; ascribes the veins of southeastern Alaska to the agency of

magmatlc waters, and quotes Llndgren on a similar origin of the Cali

fornia gold-quartz veins.

620 The Treadwell ore deposits, Douglas Island.

Bull. D. S. Geol. Survey no. 259. pp. 09-87.

Mentions the part taken by water In vein alteration (p. 84) and con

siders the source of the waters (p. 8G).

621 Spoon (W. L.). Building sand-clay roads in Southern States.

Yearbook V. S. Dept. Agr.. 1003, 209-266. 2 pis., 3 Bgs.

Discusses conditions of saturation and drainage of roads due to different

proportions of clay and sand (pp. 260-201).

622 Spurr (Josiah Edward). Genetic relations of the western Nevada ores.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Min. Eng. no. 5, pp. 939-909.

Discusses the agency of mineralized underground waters in the forma

tion of the ore deposits.

623 Enrichment in fissure veins.

Eng.-and Min. Jour., vol. 80, pp. 597-598.

Discusses the agency of ascending and descending solutions In the en

richment.

624 Tonopah mining district [Nevada].

Jour. Franklin Institute, vol. 100, no. 1, pp. 1-20, 10 figs., 1 map.

Discusses the agency of circulating mineralized underground waters In

the formation of the veins and ore deposits: describes the channels fol

lowed by the mineralized solutions and the alteration and stllclncatton of

the country rock ; notes the Irregularity of surface oxidation due to the

fact of there being no regular ground water.

625 The ores of Goldfield, Nev.

Bull. I". S. Geol. Survey no. 20(1. pp. 132-139.

Notes deposition of ores by hot spring action (pp. 134-139).

020 Developments at Tonopah, Nev.. during 1904.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 200, pp. 140-149.

Describes the use of well and shaft for collecting water for town sup

ply and considers the character of the water zone (p. 141). The part of

water In vein formation and alteration Is also noted (p. 146).

027 Geology of the Tonopah mining district. Nevada.

I*rof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey no. 42, 295 pp., 24 pis., 78 figs.

Discusses alteration of andesite by then al waters (pp. 207-252) and

formation of mineral veins along circulation channels (p. 83). Discusses

the probable nature and composition of the mineralizing waters (pp. 85,

104, 227, 235-237, 250, 253-260) and changes In composition owing to

mineral deposition (pp. 235-237). I)escrll>es water zones (p. 107) and

Irregular distribution of water encountered In mines (p. 105) In connec

tion with porosity and absorption (p. 107). Discusses the origin of hot

and cold springs (pp. 254-200), and describes solfataras and fumaroles

(pp. 200-261). Describes Investigations regarding Increase of temperature

with depth (pp. 263-266). Notes the formution of gypsum by oxidizing

waters (p. 94).
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628 Spurr (Josiah Edward) and Garry (G. H.). Preliminary report on ore

deposits in the Georgetown, Colorado, mining district.

Bull. D. S. Geol. Survey no. 200, pp. 99-120.

Refers briefly to the part of witer In ore deposition (pp. 113-115) and to

the depth of oxidation.

IS29 Stanton (Timothy W.) and Hatcher (J. R.). Geology and paleontology

of the Judith River beds.

Bull. U. 8. Geol. Survey no. 257, pp. 1-66.

Quotes Grtnnell and Dana on action of water In producing landslips in

Montana (p. 34).

630 Steiner (Charles R.). Impregnation of sand and gravel deposits with

cement.

Eng. News, vol. 53, p. 447.

Suggests the above as a means of raising the water table In Inclosed

valleys.

631 Stevens (H. L.). Municipal improvements in Sorsogon, P. I.

Eng. News. vol. 531, pp. 581.

Describes measures taken by the city to protect the spring furnishing Its

water supply.

632 Stone (Ralph W.). Mineral resources of the Elders Ridge quadrangle,

Pennsylvania.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 256, 86 pp., 12 pis., 4 figs.

Gives 22 well records (Pis. X, XI, p. 57) ; states abundance of springs

and wells (p. 79), and mentions public supply taken from wells (p. 79).

633 Description of Waynesburg quadrangle [Pennsylvania].

Geologic Atlas U. 8., folio 121, IT. S. Geol. Survey, 12 pp.

Gives deep well records (pp. 5, 11), und discusses briefly the springs,

wells, and water supplies of the quadrangle.

034 Description of Elders Ridge quadrangle [Pennsylvania].

Geologic Atlas U. S., folio 123. U. S. Geol. Survey, 10 pp.

Describes the occurrence of springs and of the underground waters of

the Mahoning and Pittsburg sandstones, and considers the sources of public

supplies.

(135 Water resources of the Elders Ridge quadrangle, Pennsylvania.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 164-1(55.

Describes village supplies obtained by wells In sand and gravel ; notes

abundance of springs, and the water-bearing nature of the Mahoning and

Pittsburg sandstones.

636 Water resources of the Waynesburg quadrangle, Pennsylvania.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 166-167.

Describes town and village supplies obtained from shallow wells In rock

and gravel, and one deep well used by a cold-storage company ; mentions

the comparative abundance of springs, and notes the water-bearing nature

of the Upper Washington limestone and the Waynesburg sandstone.

i;"7 Storms (W. H.). A noted pyrite deposit. [Deadwood, S. Dak.]

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 91, pp. 290-291.

The mine water Is strongly ncld and highly Impregnated with copper

salts.

0:t8 Stose (George W.). Water resources of the Chanibersburg and Mercers-

burg quadrangles, Pennsylvania.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 130-158.

Describes many springs from limestone and sandstone beds furnishing

water supplies for public and private use and health resorts.
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(539 Stose (George W.) find Martin (George ('. ). Water resources of the Paw

paw and Hancock quadrangles, West Virginia, Maryland, and

Pennsylvania.

Water-Sup. and I it. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geo). Survey, pp. 58-63.

Considers briefly the underground-water conditions in the area and gives

detailed description of Berkeley Springs, including their history, geologic

conditions, development, uses, composition, and temperature (p. 730>. The

water Is considered as coming from a depth of 1,000 to 1,300 feet. An

analysis of the water is given.

C40 Stout (O. V. P.). Pumping plants in Colorado, Nebraska, and Kansas.

Bull. Oflice Exp. Sta., U. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158. pp. 595-608.

Describes many wells, methods, and cost of pumping, and use of water for

irrigation.

641 Irrigation and alkali.

The official proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation Congress at

El Paso, Tex., Novemlior 15-18, 1904, pp. 311-317.

Discusses rise of water table due to Irrigation, and consequent injury to

soils In alkali regions.

G42 Strahorn (A. T.), Jensen (Charles A.) and. Soil survey of the Bear

Kiver area, Utah.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr., pp.

995-1023, 3 maps, 1 fig.

See Jensen (Charles A.) and Strahorn (A. T.).

04.1? Stretch (R. II.). Formation of iron pyrite in gravels.

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 238-239.

Ascribes the origin of the pyrite to deposition from circulating Iron-

bearing waters.

U44 Student. Ore deposits.

Eng. and Mln. Jour., vol. 79, p. 335.

Discusses the agency of underground water in the formation of ore

deposits.

1145 Sweet (A. T.), Martin (J. O. ) and. Soil survey of the Kearney area.

Nebraska.

Field Operations of the Bureau of Soils, 1904, D S. Dept. Agr., pp.

859-874, 1 pi., 1 map, 1 fig.

See Martin (J. O.) and Sweet (A. T.).

(!4ti Swendsen (G. !>.), Hinderlider (M. C), and Chandler (A. E.). Report

of progress of stream measurements for the calendar year 11X4:

Part X, Colorado Itlver and the Great Basin Drainage.

Water Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 133, U. S. Geol. Survey, 384 pp.

See Hinderlider (M. C), Swendsen (G. L.), and Chandler (A. E.).

T.

U47 TafE (Joseph A.). Description of the Tahlequah quadrangle [Indian Ter

ritory and Arkansas].

Geologic Atlas II. S., folio 122, U. S. Geol. Survey. 7 pp.

Notes occurrence of water In underground channels, joints, faults, etc.,

of Boone and Morrow formations, and describes sulpluir and saline sprlncs

and a red spring deposit (p. 7).

(>4S Taft (II. II.). Notes on southern Nevada and Inyo County, California.

Bimonthly Bull. Am. Inst. Mln. Eng. no 6, pp. 1279-1298.

Describes springs In the Amargosa Desert (pp. 1284-1285) ; deposition

of silica from springs and the silicificnt Ion of the country rock in the

Bullfrog mining district (pp. lL'87-1288) ; the agency of underground

waters In the deposition of the ores and (lie sillcitlcatlon of the country

rock in the Goldlield district (pp. 1288-12811). and the agency of under

ground waters in the formation of hummocks in Death Valley (p. 12941.
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VAi) Taft (II. II.). Notes on southern Nevada and Inyo County, California. II.

Mill, and Scl. Press, vol. 91, p. 421).

Describes stunt' thermal mineral springs in the Amargosn Desert and

discusses the agency of water In the formation of (he ore deposits of the

Bullfrog and (ioldlield mining districts.

(550 Notes on southern Nevada and Inyo County. California. III.

Miu. and Scl. Press, vol. 91, pp. 447—US.

Describes t lie agency of underground water in the so-called " self-rising

ground " in Death Valley.

051 Tait (C. E. ). Pumping plants In Texas.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta., V. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 341-346, 1 fig.

Describes various wells used for irrigation, ami methods and cost of

pumping.

652 ■—— Rice irrigation on the prairie land of Arkansas.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta., I'. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 545-505, 5 tigs.

Describes experiments on use of wells in rice irrigation, giving methods

of sinking and pumping wells, cost, etc.

653 Talbot (A. N.). Corrections necessary in accurate determinations of flow

from vertical well casings.

Abstract of notes : Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, I'. S. Geol. Sur

vey, pp. 43-44, 2 flga.

Describes certain corrections which must 1h* applied to figures in the field

tables of J. E. Todd and Charles S. SUchter when refined measurements of

flows from vertical well casings are desired.

654 Tamura (S. Tetsu). An account of recent meteorological and gen-physical

researches in Japan.

Monthly Weather Review, vol. 33, pp. 302-305.

Reviews papers by Dr. K. Honda (Proc. Tokyo Physlco-Mathemnticnl

Society, vol. 2, no. li. 1903. and no. 9, 1904. and Publications of the

Earthquake Investigation Committee, no. 18, 1904), explaining daily peri

odic changes in the level of artesian wells in Japan, and concluding that

the fluctuations are due largely to tides acting on a subterranean air res

ervoir (pp. 303-304).

055 Tarbell (Arthur). Story of the Simplon tunnel.

Technical World Magazine, vol. 3, pp. 20(1-211, 0 figs.

Describes the hot springs encountered In the construction of the tunnel

between Switzerland and Italy.

656 Tarr ( Ralph S.). Water resources of the Watkins Glen quadrangle. New

York.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, II. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 134-140.

Discusses the question of obtaining water supplies from wells sunk In

the deep gravel-tilled valleys. Describes the conditions revealed by wells

sunk for the new supply at Ithaca, and gives sanitary analyses (pp. 130-

140).

657 Taylor (Frank B. ). Water resources of the Taeonie quadrangle. New

York. Massachusetts, and Vermont.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 110, t'. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 130-133.

Describes a mineral spring, giving chemical, sanitary, and gas analyses,

and considers Its probable deep-seated origin in connection with a promi

nent fault. Mentions (be relations of the Dalton artesian wells to a fault

crack (pp. 132-133).

(158 Taylor (Thomas C). Irrigation in Texas.

Irrigation Aid, vol. 2, no. 3. p. M.

Describes the use of water from springs and artesian wells in Irrigation.
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0T>1> Taylor (Ttaomns U.). Modern rice irrigation.

The official proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation Congress at

El Paso. Tex., November 15-18. 1004, pp. 330-336.

Describes briefly n shallow-well plant used for Irrigating In Texas {pp.

334-335).

660 and Hoyt (John C. ). Report of progress of stream measurements

for the calendar year 1!)04 : Part IX, Western Gulf of Mexico and

Rio Grande drainages.

Water-8up. and Irr. Taper no. 132, U. S. Qeol. Survey, 132 pp.

Describes or gives discharge of Barton. Ktckapoo. Upan, Mormon, and

two Santa Uosa springs, Texas (pp. 43-45, 122, 127).

661 Teele (R. P.). Water rights on interstate streams: The Platte River and

tributaries. Results of investigation.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta., U. S. Dept. Agr.. no. 157, pp. 0-05. 4 pis., 3 figs.

Discusses return seepage to the river In Colorado and Nebraska after the

application of Its water to land for irrigation, and gives results of experi

ments to determine amounts (p. 47-58. 72).

662 Review* of the irrigation work of the year.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta., U. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158, 1905, pp. 19-75. 1 fig.

Discusses loss of canal water through seepage (pp. 23, 35-38) ; return

Beepage to streams from irrigated lands in Colorado, Wyoming, and

Nebraska (pp. 38-50) ; costs, depths, and methods of pumping artesian

wells used for Irrigation in Texas (pp. 55-50), Arkansas (p. 57), Kansas

(p. 57), and Colorado (pp. 58-59). Describes use of windmills for pump

ing wells (pp. 61-63). Describes experiment on use of well for irrigation

in Arkansas (p. 72).

663 Tilton (John L.). A problem in municipal waterworks for a small city.

l'roc. Iowa Acad. Sol., 1904, vol. 12, pp. 143-150.

A general discussion of the underground-water conditions In the vicinity

of Indianola, Iowa, including quantity available, quality, etc.

(Mi Tower (Walter S.). The geography of American cities.

Bull. Am. Cieol. Soc, vol. 37, pp. 577-588.

Mentions several mineral springs about which resorts have grown up.

Hot Springs, Arkansas ; Hot Springs, Virginia ; Cambridge Springs, Penn

sylvania, nnd Poland Springs, Maine, are noted.

005 Trask (F. E. ). The Irrigation system of Ontario, Cal.—Its development

nnd cost.

Proc. Am. Soc. Civil Eng., vol. 31, pp. 204-270, pis. 29-32.

Describes the tunnels, nrtesian wells, and saturated gravel lieds which

furnish the greater portion of the water supply.

606 Proposed utilization of upland flood waters to Increase available

underground waters.

Eng. News, vol. 53, p. 42.

Suggests that the flood discharges of the canyons of southern California

lie diverted from place to place over porous sands and gravels.

TJ.

007 TJdden (Jon Andreas). Geology of Clinton County.

Ann. Kept. Iowa Geol. Survey. 1904, vol. 15, pp. 371-431, 2 pis., 1 fig.

Gives numerous well records (pp. 382-415) ; mentions use of well water

for Clinton, Iowa (pp. 381-385, 429), and enumerates the Niagara lln"

stone and St. Peters sandstone as water-bearing horizons (p. 429).
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668 TJlrich (Edward Oscar). Lead, zinc, and fluorspar deposits of western

Kentucky : Part I—Geology and general relations.

Prof. Paper U. S. Geol. Survey no. 36, pp. 1-105, 7 pis.

Mentions solution of limestone by underground water (p. 19), and pas

sage of descending water and formation of sink holes along joint planes

(p. 74).

069 TJ. S. Bureau of the Census. Census of the Philippine Islands, taken

under the direction of the Philippine Commission in the year 1903,

4 vols., v. 1., geography, history, and population.

610 pp., 74 pis., 7 maps, 13 figs.

Describes geologic relations, composition, and uses of mineral springs,

and their distribution In lines parallel with axes of folding (pp. 192-104).

Describes numerous hot springs (pp. 216-244) and solfataras (pp. 202—

246).

V.

670 Veaten (Arthur C). General plan and details of work [of collecting well

samples].

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 264, pp. 28-30.

Describes tbe blanks and forms used In collecting well samples and the

metbod of shipping them by mall In franked bags.

671 Louisiana and southern Arkansas.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 114, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 170-187, 3 figs.

Describes water-bearing strata In the various Tertiary, Cretaceous, and

Quaternary formations. Mentions several mineral springs In Louisiana,

and lists the principal publications on underground waters of the area.

072 The underground waters of northern Louisiana and southern Arkansas.

Bull. Louisiana Geol. Survey no. 1, pp. 82-01.

Describes the principal water-bearing horizons and geologic occurrence

of artesian water In this region.

073 The question of origin of the natural mounds of Louisiana, Arkansas,

and Texas.

Abstract: Science, new ser., vol. 21, pp. 310-311.

Discusses the spring and gas vent theory of origin.

674 Vermeule (C. C). East Orange wells at White Oak Kidge, Millburn town

ship, Essex County.

Ann. Kept. New Jersey Geol. Survey. 1904, pp. 255-263, 2 figs.

Gives distribution, yield, analysis, records, and geological section of city

wells.

675 Vernon (J. J.). Irrigation investigations at New Mexico Experiment Sta

tion, Mesilla Park, 1904.

Hull. Office Kxp. Sta.. C. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 303-317.

Discusses cost of Irrigation with well water (pp. 311-316), and describes

experiments to compare cost of irrigation by well and by river waters (pp.

308-311). Gives table of temperatures of well waters (pp. 316-317).

676 Development of the underflow.

Irrigation Age, vol. 20, p. 86.

Describes the results obtained by a 48-foot well put down at the Mesilla

Park Agricultural Experiment Station, New Mexico.

677 Pumping for irrigation in New Mexico.

The official proceedings of the Twelfth National Irrigation Congress, at

El Paso, Tex., November 15-18. 1904, pp. 351-355.

Mentions irrigation from pumping shallow wells in British India and

deep wells In California, and states possibilities elsewhere (p. 351).
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078 Voorhees (Edward B.). Irrigation in market-garden districts in the vicin

ity of eastern cities.

Bull. Office Exp. Sta., D. S. Dept. Agr., no. 148, 17 pp.. 3 pis.

Describes Irrigation by pumping springs on Long Island, New York (p.

10), at Belmont. Mass. (p. 13), from wells at Arlington. Mass. (p. 12),

driven wells nt Watertown, Mass. (p. 13), and from driven wells at Vine

yard, N. J. (pp. 14, 16).

W.

S70 Walcott (Charles Doolittle). Twenty-fifth annual report of the Director

of the United States Geological Survey [1903-1904].

Twenty-fifth Ann. Kept. U. 8. Geol. Survey, 388 pp.

Gives tlie mineral-water production for 1903 as 51,180.746 gallons,

valued at $x.073, 090. Describes tbe organization and work of the eastern

and western sections of tbe division of hydrology, and notes work of the

division of hydro-economics on tbe composition of underground waters. A

number of underground-water investigations are also mentioned in con

nection with the account of the work of the Reclamation Service. The

general work of the division of hydrology included Investigations of the

underground waters In nearly every State in the I'nion, those in the

eastern portion being under tbe direction of M. L. Fuller, and those in the

western under N. II. Darton. About 75 geologists were engaged in under

ground-water investigations during the year, the work of each being out

lined in the report. In addition to the general studies tbe following special

investigations are mentioned : Hot springs in tbe Yellowstone National

Park, by W. II. Weed; algous growth In hot springs, by \V. A. Setchell ;

physics of geysers, by William Hallock ; relations of underground waters to

the law, by D. W. Johnson, and experimental investigation and measure

ment of underflow, by C. S. Slichter. Lists of underground-water publica

tions are also included.

1180 Twenty-sixth annual report of the Director of the United States Geo

logical Survey I l!M)4-1!)ar>l.

Twenty-sixth Ann. Kept. I". S. Geol. Survey, 322 pp.

Gives tbe mineral-water production for 1004 as 67.718.500 gallons,

valued at $10,308,450 (p. 05). Gives tbe allotments for hydrologlc Investi

gations i p. 23), notes cooperative arrangements with several States

(pp. 179-180), joint works with geologic branch (p. 181). and investiga

tions for Reclamation Service tp. 202) : describes In detail the work of

eastern and western sections of the division of hydrology tpp. 178-2101,

giving lists of underground-water publications. The general work of the

division of hydrology included Investigations in nearly every State In the

I'nion. those in the eastern portion being in charge of M. L. Fuller and

those in. the western in charge of N. II. Darton. About 75 geologists were

engaged in field or office work during the year, the work of each being

descrll>ed in the report. In addition to the general studies, tbe following

special work is described : Studies of thermal springs of Georgia and Yel

lowstone National Park, by II. II. Weed : experiments on and measure

ment of underground currents, by C. S. Slichter ; fluctuations of wells,

by A. C. Veatch : relation of underground waters to tbe law, by D. W.

Johnson ; bibliography of underground waters, collection of well records

and samples, and work of division of hydro-economics on the composition

of underground waters. In connection with the work of the Reclamation

Service, underflow investigations in Kansas (p. 200), ground waters in

Carson Valley, Nevada (p. 270), and salt spring In Oklahomn (p. 286),

are described.

081 Waller (O. L.). Equities of the senior irrigator.

Irrigation Age, vol. 20. pp. 331-334.

Describes the excessive losses from irrigation ditches by seepage through

coarse gravel subsoils In the Yakima Valley. Washington.

082 Waring (G. A.). The pegmatite veins of Pala. San Diego County [Calif.].

Am. Geologist, vol. 35, pp. 350-370.

Mentions mineral springs and gives composition (p. 365), and notes the

alteration of pegmatite by ground waters (p. 369).
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(583 Water and Forest. Vested rights in water protected.

Water and Forest, vol. 5, no. 1, p. 0.

Discussion of the case of Newport et al. r. The Temescal Water Com

pany, tried in a superior court of California. The plaintiff's contention

was that the company had no right to use the underground water of the

Perris Valley, because it worked to their (the plaintiff's) detriment. The

evidence Is reviewed. Judgment was given for the defendant company.

084 Watson (Thomas L.). A preliminary report on the bauxite deposits of

Georgia.

Bull. Georgia Geol. Survey no. 11, 169 pp., 12 pis., :i Jigs, and map.

Discusses agency of heated waters in formation of bauxite (pp. 15,

20-22, 123—125), theory of Hayes in regard to origin due to action of

waters (pp. 20-22, 123—125, 120). Mentions percentage of water In com

position of various minerals (pp. H7-54, 84-85), and gives probable chem

ical reactions (pp. 123-125, 120). Mentions water in quarries and veins

(pp. 62, 66, 83, 108).

685 Weed (Walter Harvey). Absorption in ore deposition.

Eng. ami Mln. Jour., vol. 79, p. 364.

Discusses the power possessed by clays, etc., of extracting metals from

mineral-bearing solutions seeping in from fissures.

686 Notes on the gold veins near Great Falls, Maryland.

Bull. I'. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 128-131.

Notes relations of water level to the mines.

(kST Economic value of hot-spring deposits.

Bull. U. S. Geol. Survey no. 260, pp. 508-604.

Notes the use of springs in general for bathing, heating, ns source of

carbon dioxide, borax, and other chemicals, and for medicinal purposes.

The use of artesian wells for heating in Idaho and Montana Is also men

tioned. Among the spring deposits noted are tufa geyserite, cinnabar (In

Nevada and California), copper (.lava), tin (Malay Peninsula), stlbnite, etc.

(Steamboat Springs. Nevada ) . manganese oxide, limonlte, realgar, orpi-

ment, etc. (Yellowstone National Park), and llmonite and travertine

(Montana) (pp. 600-601). Describes Anaconda Hot Springs. Montana

(p. 600), the gypsum veins and waters at Hunters Hot Springs, Montana

(p. 601), and the use of the water in baths. The fissure origin of the

springs Is shown, their yield stated, and analyses given (pp. 002-604),

Notes on certain hot springs of the southern United States.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 145, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 185-206.

Discusses the occurrence and geologic relat Ions of hot springs in the

United States and describes in detail the Warm Springs from the quartzites

at Pine Mountain. Georgia, and the Hot Springs of Arkansas. The dis

cussion of the latter is unusually complete and includes a consideration of

the geology, topography, history, composition, tufa deposits, discharge,

source of heat, permanency, etc., of the springs. Analyses of the Georgia

and Arkansas waters and of the tufa deposits of the latter locality are

given.

(ISO Weeks (Fred Bouphton), New York.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 114, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 82-02, 1 pi.

Describes underground waters in pre-Cambrian rocks, in Cambrian lime

stones and slates. In Ordovician limestones and slates, in Silurian sand

stones and shales, in Devonian limestones, shales, and sandstones. In Trl-

assic sandstone, and in Cretaceous beds and drift. Tabulates the pro

duction, character, and use of the mineral springs of the State. Gives

bibliography.

090 Weidman (S.). Iron ores of Wisconsin.

Eng. and Min. .Tour., vol. 70. pp. 610-612, 2 figs.

This article Is an abstract from a paper which appeared in the Wisconsin

Engineer, vol. 0. by Dr. 8. Weidman. Discusses the occurrence of ground

water in the crystalline and sedimentary rocks of the Baraboo district.

<»8S
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691 West (H. K.). Mining In Nicaragua.

Min. Magazine, vol. 11. pp. 509-514, 2 figs.

Notes the occurrence of hot water In the mines at Santa Francises and

San Luis, and suggests that the deposits are of solfataric origin.

692 Whipple (George C). The water supplies of the New York Metropolitan

District with special reference to their purification.

Jour. New England Waterworks Assoc., vol. 19, pp. 401—173, 12 figs.

Considerable space is devoted to the description of the underground-

water resources of this region and the methods of development. The qual

Ity of the ground water, its relation to certain filter plants, etc., Is alao

given.

693 [ Purification of well water.]

.lour. New England Waterworks Assoc., vol. 19, pp. 549—551.

Dcscrllres the use of copper sulphate In the purification of well water la

New Hampshire.

694 and Levy (E. C). The Kennebec Valley typhoid-fever epidemic of

1902-1903. [Maine.]

Jour. New England Waterworks Assoc., vol. 19, pp. 163-214, 7 figs.

Notes the use of a spring-water supply known as the Devine water In

Augusta (p. 168), and the Hallowell spring water at Togus (p. 185) ; dis

cusses the relations of springs and wells to the epidemic (pp. 178-175,

170, 181, 195, 201).

095 Whistler (J. T.), Boss (I). W.). »»d Noble (T. A.). Report of progress

of stream measurements for the calendar year 1904 : Part XII.

Columbia River and Puget Sound drainage.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 135, TJ. S. Geol. Survey, 300 pp.

See Koss (D. W.), Whistler (J. T.), and Noble (T. A.).

HiXi Whitby (J. E.). Shall we all die of thirst-/

Scl. Am. Supp., vol. 60, no. 1T>42, p. 24707.

Makes a statement that water springs and water beds are slowly dry

ing up.

697 Whitney (Francis L.). The new artesian water supply at Ithaca, N. Y.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Taper no. 110, II. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 55-64, 1 pi.,

1 fig.

Describes deep wells sunk In gravels, sands, and clays In the valley of

Cayuga Inlet above Ithaca, and discusses the source and geologic occur

rence of the supply. Gives well records and analyses.

698 Whitney (Milton). Report of the Chief of the Bureau of Soils.

Ann. Kept, for the year ending June 30, 1904, U. S. Dept. Agr.. pp.

241-261).

Mentions irrigation by pumping artesian wells In California (p. 245),

Injurious effect of sublrrlgation In Colorado (p. 240), and Irrigation by

artesian wells and springs in Texas (p. 255). Summarizes Injury of

alkali lands through rise of seepage water due to irrigation, and work of

reclamation of alkali lands by underdralnage In Utah, California, Washing

ton, Arizona, and Montanr. (pp. 257-201).

699 Wickson (E. .1.). Irrigation in fruit growing.

Irrigation Aid. vol. 2, no. 3, pp. 12-13.

Devotes one column to a discussion of the development of the underflow

of streams for use in Irrigation.

700 Wiel (Samuel C). Water rights in California. 1

Mln. and Scl. Press, vol. 90, pp. 6-8, 25-20.

Contains many references to cases dealing with legal questions regarding

undergrouud waters.
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701 Wilder (P. A.). The lignite of North Dakota and its relation to irrigation.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 117, V. S. Geol. Survey. 59 pp.

Mentions several springs giving rise to creeks (p. 31).

702 Wile (William H., jr.). The Escalante Desert [Utah].

Irrigation Age. vol. 21, pp. 17-20.

Notes the existence of vast quantities of alkali water underlying this

desert.

70:; Wiley (A. J.). Masonry dam for the Granite Springs reservoir, Cheyenne,

Wyo.

Eng. Bee., vol. 51, pp. 098-701, 7 flgs.

Contains a description of a submerged dam (i miles above the city Inter

secting the underflow of Crow Creek, and of a system of infiltration gal

leries beneath the bed of the creek above the dam. Notes seepage through

the new masonry dam erected for the storage of flood flows.

704 Wiley (H. W.). Experiments in the culture of sugar cane and its manu

facture into table sirup.

Bull. Bureau of ('hem.. I'. S. Dept. Agr.. no. 93, 78 pp., 5 pis., 0 flgs.

States production and quality of water from well at Waycross, Ga.

(p. 46).

705 Willard (Daniel E.), Hall (Charles M.) and. Description of Casselton

and Fargo Quadrangles (North Dakota and Minnesota].

Geologic Atlas IT. S., folio 117, U. S. Geol. Survey, 7 pp.

See Hall (Charles M.) and Willard (I)anlel K.I.

700 Williams (Ira A.). Geology of Jasper County.

Ann. Kept. Iowa Geol. Survey. 1904, vol. 15, pp. 279-367, 12 flgs., 2 maps.

Kstlmates proportion of rainfall absorbed by rock and soil (p. 295) : gives

well records (pp. 300-363) ; discusses distribution of springs and flowing

wells (pp. 360-363) ; gives chemical and sanitary analyses of water from

gravel (p. 362) and from St. Louis and Maquoketa beds (p. 361) ; de

scribes various mineral waters, some carlranated ; gives analysis of calclc-

sallne-chalybeate water (pp. 363-365) ; and summarizes therapeutic value

of mineral waters iu general (pp. 305-366).

707 Willis (Bailey). Geological researches in eastern Asia.

Yearbook Carnegie Institution of Washington, no. 3, 1904, pp. 275-291.

Mentions an urtesian-water Investigation made by him at Peking, and

suggests possibility of supplying the city from this source (p. 290).

708 Wilson (James). Hei>ort of the Secretary of Agriculture 1905, 132 pp.

Summarizes work of reclaiming alkali lands by underdralnage In Utah,

Montana, Washington, and California (pp. 79-80).

700 Report of the Secretary.

Yearbook V. S. Dept. Agr., 1904, pp. 9-118.

Mentions storage of water by forests (p. lvl). Describes work of re

claiming alkali lands by underdralnage. and injurious effect of Irrigation

through raising the ground-water level and water-logging wide areas

(pp. lxxil-lxxlv). Describes Irrigation by pumping and mentions kinds of

pumps (p. evil).

710 Winchell (N. II.). Deep wells as a source of water supply for Minneapolis.

Am. Geologist, vol. 35, pp. 266-291.

Discusses artesian conditions in the drift and rock basins and gives

maps of basins and wells. The St. Peter sandstone, Shakopee fissured

limestone, and New liichmmid, Jordan, and Hinckley sandstones constitute

the water horizons, all but the last two yielding good water. The rate

and cost of drilling, capacity of wells, composition of water, and supplies

of St. Paul and Winnipeg are also considered. States that term "arte

sian" Is used locally for any deep well, but recommends restricting it to

flows.

irr 1(>:?—06 6
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711 Winchell (N. H.). The Willamette meteorite.

Am. Geologist, vol. 36, pp. 250-257.

In a footnote the author mentions the occurrence of corroded limestone,

which he ascribes to the action of sublacustrlne springs, In Thunder Bay,

Lake Huron, Michigan (p. 255).

712 Winslow (C. E. A.). A winter visit to some sewage-disposal plants in

Ohio, Wisconsin, and Illinois.

.lour. Assoc. Eng. Soc, vol. 34, pp. 335-361, 10 figs.

In the discussion accompanying this article, Mr. X. H. Goodnough notes

the Increased leakage of ground water Into sewers in the early spring

(pp. 352-353).

713 Witt (Otto N.). The origin of coal and of carbonated spring waters.

Sci. Am. Supp.. vol. 60, p. 24791.

Discusses the theory that water and carbon dioxide of certain springs

is due to the Internal combustion of burled organic matter.

714 Wittmann (Ernest). The geological and topographical features of the

city of Monterey, Nuevo Leon, Mexico, and its vicinity.

Am. Geologist, vol. 35, pp. 171-179.

Notes the occurrence and movement of water in gravels, the motion

being sometimes visible in shallow wells (p. 174). Mentions a 2.100-foot

well which failed to get water. Describes rise of hot sulphur water along

fissure from an estimated depth of 3,000 feet, the rise being ascribed to

"pressure exercised by the expansion of the heated water Itself" (p. 1761.

715 Wood (B. D.), Hoyt (John C.) and. Index to the hydrographie progress

reports of tin- United States Geological Survey, 1888-1903.

Water-Sup. and Irr. Paper no. 119, U. S. Geol. Survey, 253 pp.

Sec Hoyt (John C.) and Wood (B. D.).

710 Woodbridge (Dwlght E.). The Mesabl iron-ore range. (X.) [Minnesota.]

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 79, pp. 698-700, 2 figs.

This part (the tenth) contains a discussion of the agency of under

ground waters In the formation of the deposits.

717 Woodman (Alpheus <;.). Richards (Ellen H.) and. Air, water, and food

from a sanitary standpoint.

New York and London. 1904, 262 pp., 13 figs.. 1 map.

See Richards (Ellen II.) and Woodman (Alpheus G. ).

718 Woodward (S. M.). Cost of pumping for irrigation.

Bull. Univ. of Ariz. Agrlc. Exp. Sta. no. 49, pp. 457-169.

Describes pumping plants at several dug and drilled wells, and gives

results of investigations regarding cost.

71!) Wright (A. E.) and Collins (A. B.). Irrigation near Garden, Kara., 1904.

Hull. Office Exp. Sta., 17. S. Dept. Agr., no. 158, pp. 585-594.

Describes methodB of obtaining irrigating waters by means of wells Into

the " underflow," and describes methods of pumping by windmills.

720 Wright (Fred Eugene). Report of progress in the Porcupines.

Ann. Kept. Michigan Geol. Survey, 1003, pp. 33—14.

Describes occurrence of springs In connection with faulting (pp. 39, 40) ;

mentions disappearance of streams below ground (p. 41), and their origin

In mountain springs (p. 43).

721 Yale (Charles <}.). Borax.

Mineral Resources V. S. for 1904, U. S. Geol. Survey, pp. 1017-1028.

Notes the location of an artesian well near Borax Lake. Lake County,

Cal. The artesian water so diluted the waters of the lake that the manu

facture of borax from the lake water became unprofitable (p. 1017).
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Alabama.

Artesian system, 606.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 80, 204, 206.

Brines, 606.

Circulation of underground waters,

606.

Mineral springs, list of, 606.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground

waters in formation of, 40, 49.

Alabama—Continued.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 606.

Solution features, 606.

Springs, descriptions, 49, 250, 606.

Underground waters, occurrence of :

Formations :

Eutaw, 606.

Grand Gulf, 606.

Hatcbetigbee, 606.

Knox, 606.

Lignitic, 608.

Ripley, 606.

Tuscaloosa, 606.

Systems :

Cambrian, 606.

Carboniferous, 606.

Cretaceous. 606.

Tertiary, 606.

Water table, relation to character of

ore deposits, 607.

Wells :

Descriptions :

Artesian wells, 606, 613.

Wells In general, 89, 407, 606.

Distribution, 613.

Records, 49, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Alaska.

Blows of water and gas, 424, 425.

Faults, relation of, to underground

waters, 424.

Mine waters, 44.

Seepage, 424, 425.

Springs containing gas and oil, 424.

Underground waters In oil wells, 424,

425.

Underground waters, part of, In forma

tlon and alteration of veins, 619,

020.

Well records, 424, 425.

Algae, occurrence of, In hot springs, 679.

Algeria.

Wells :

Composition, 346.

Construction, 346.

Descriptions, 346, 494, 528.
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Algeria—Con tinned.

Weils—Continued.

History of artesian boring, 340.

Use for irrigation, 404. 528.

Algonkian system. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of, pre-Cnmbrian.

Alkali.

Effect of seepage on. 2K3, 698.

Itelatlon to rise of water table, 70!).

Alkali lands, underdralnage of, 700.

Al'cali waters, occurrence of, Utah, 702.

Alluvium. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Alteration. See Underground waters, work

of.

Analyses, value of, 435, 658a.

Analyses of water of—

Collecting tunnels, California, 408.

(iravel, Iowa, 706.

Maquoketa formation, Iowa. 700.

Mine waters :

Mexico, 08.

Nevada. 552, 554, 555.

Pennsylvania, 341.

Mineral waters :

Cuba, 100.

Iowa, 700.

St. Louis formation. Iowa, 706.

Springs :

Arizona, 403.

Arkansas, 088.

Colorado. 204.

Connecticut, 612.

Cuba, 196.

Georgia, 440, 688.

Indiana. 27.

Kansas, 615.

Maine. 18.

Massachusetts, 057.

Missouri, 409, 413, 520, 592, 615.

Montana. 087.

Nevada. 399.

New Jersey, 371.

New York, 2S1.

Oklahoma, 184, 22Ka.

Pennsylvania. 58.

Vermont, 532.

Washington, 379.

West Virginia, 639.

Wyoming, 87.

General. 72.

Trlassic system, Connecticut, 195.

Wells :

Arizona, 3S5. 387.

Colorado, 87.

Connecticut, 195. 612.

Culm, 190.

Georgia. 440.

Indian Territory, 244.

Indiana, 27.

Iowa. 305. 518.

Kansas. S7. 015.

Louisiana, 250.

Massachusetts. 195. 545.

Michigan, 70. 140. 211.

Mississippi, 411.

Analyses of water of—Continued.

Weils—Continued.

Misouri, 520, 577. 615. 618.

New Jersey, 074.

New Mexico, 354.

New York, 656, 697.

North Dakota. 370.

Oklahoma, 184, 228a, 244.

South Dakota, 86.

Washington, 379.

Wyoming, 86.

Underground waters in general :

California. 455.

New York, 540.

Sahara, 345.

Texas, 003.

Analysis of underground water, method of.

390, 558a.

Aqueo-igneous fusion, work of underground

waters in, 50.

Arapahoe formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Arbuckle limestone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Argentine Republic, use of underground

water, irrigation, 76.

Arikaree formation. See Underground

waters, ocurrence of.

Arizona.

Absorption of water by rocks. 405.

Bibliography of publications relating

to underground waters. 204.

Magmatic waters, work of, 405.

Mine waters. 405.

Mineral waters, production and valii'.

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground

water In formation of. 78.401,405.

Principal publications :

Clifton folio. 403.

Copper deposits of CIlfton-Moremi

district. 405.

List of deep borings In the United

States, 89.

Underground waters of Salt RlTer

valley, 387.

Seepage Investigations. 273, 385.

Seepage waters, occurrence of, 283.

Solution features. 90.

Springs :

Mineral springs, descriptions. 4U3.

Thermal springs :

Deposits, 330.

Descriptions, 403.

Other springs :

Analyses, 403.

Descriptions, 405.

Distribution, 403.

Underdralnage of alkali lands. 698.

Underflow, measurement of, 387.

Underground strenms and channels.

288, 387.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 78. 405.

Composition. 387. 405.

Deposits, 387.
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Arizona—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Depth, 403, 405.

Movement, 405.

■ Occurrence, 283, 387.

Temperature, 405.

Work of:

Alteration of ore deposits,

403.

Cbalcocltizatlon, 405.

Leaching, 188.

Metnmorphlsm, 405.

Metasomatosis, 405.

Uses of underground waters :

Mine waters, water power, 330.

Wells :

Irrigation, 387.

Power, 288.

Vlens, part of underground water in

formation of, 403.

Volcanic water. 403.

Water table :

Depth, 385.

Description, 387.

Fluctuation. 387.

Map, 387.

Wells :

Analyses, 385, 387.

Cost of pumping, 387.

Depth, 385.

Descriptions, 288, 387.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89, 387, 407.

Arkansas.

Absorption of water of streams. 544.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 8ft, 204, 542.

Brines, 672.

Mine waters, 75.

Mineral springs, list of, 542.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground

waters in formation of, 684.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings In United

States, 80.

Radio-active properties of waters

of springs on Hot Springs Res

ervation, 29.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 542. 671.

Underground waters of northern

Louisiana and southern Ar

kansas, 672.

Water resources of the contact

region between the Paleozoic

and Mississippi emboyment de

posits In northern Arkunsas,

544.

Water resources of the Joplln

district, Missouri-Arkansas. 615.

Water resources of the Wlnslow

quadrangle, 543.

Water supplies of the Ozark

region, 2.

Arkansas—Continued.

Solution features, 2, 542.

Springs :

Mineral springs, 542, 647.

Thermal springs :

Composition, 688.

Effect on health, 490.

Geologic relations. 688.

Origin. 684.

Other springs :

Analyses, 688.

Composition, 490, 543.

Deposits. 29, 647, 688. -

Descriptions, 542, 543.

Discharge. 29. 210, 688.

Geologic relations. 2.

Origin, 684.

Radio-active properties, 29.

Temperatures, 29, 688.

Uses, 2.

Underflow, description, 604.

Underground channels, 645.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 2. 542.

Composition, 542, 544.

Movement. 604.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, S44, 645.

Formations :

Batesville. 542, 544.

Blngen, 542, 671, 672.

Boone. 542. 543. 544, 647.

Catahoula, 542, 671, 672.

Cockflcld. 072.

Grand Gulf, 672.

Hall, 543.

Morrow, 544, 647.

Nacatoch, 542, 671, 672.

Pentremltal, 542.

Pitkin, 543, 544.

Sabine. 542. 671, 672.

Wlnslow, 543.

Systems :

Cretaceous. 671.

Ordovlcian, 542, 544.

Tertiary, 542, 544, 671,

672.

Work of:

Metasomatosis, 684.

Solution, 212.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs, for resorts, 664.

Wells :

Boilers, 542.

Ice plants. 542.

Public supplies. 542.

Wells :

Capacity, 544.

Construction, 542, 652.

Cost, 652.

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Artesian wells, 594, 672.

Other wells, 542, 543.

Pumping, 652.

Records. 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.
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Arsenic, occurrence In spring water, Mex

ico, 500.

Artesian areas.

California, 451, 455, 457.

Florida, 201.

Michigan. 70.

Minnesota, 248.

New Mexico, 304.

New South Wales, 535.

New York, 607.

Oregon, 569.

Artesian boring in the Sahara, history, 346.

Artesian conditions.

California, 26.

Colorado, 87, 376.

Kansas, 87.

Michigan, 206.

Minnesota, 710.

Missouri and adjacent States, 504.

Nebraska. 87.

Nevada, 25.

New Mexico, 304.

New York, 206.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Oregon, 569.

Pennsylvania, 58.

South Dakota, 86, 87.

Turkestan, 300.

Washington, 51, 610.

West Virginia. 8.

Wyoming. 86, 87.

Oeneral, 431.

Artesian pressures, measurement of, 190,

208.

Artesian prospects. See also Well pros

pects.

China, 707.

Maryland, 426.

New Mexico, 354.

West Virginia, 427.

Artesian requisites.

Louisiana, 256.

Washington, 51.

Wisconsin, 170.

Artesian systems, Alabama, 600.

Artesian water. See also Underground

waters.

Definition, 383.

Essential conditions for, 195.

Folios relating to, 262.

General description, 411.

Maps :

California, 452. 453, 454.

Minnesota, 247. 248, 710.

Montana, 94.

North Dakota, 247.

South Dakota, 86, 94.

Wyoming, 86, 94.

Occurrence of, In crystallne rocks :

Connecticut, 586.

Maine, 611.

Occurrence of, descriptions :

California, 547.

China, 299.

Indiana. 20.

Kentucky, 7.

Louisiana, 256.

Artesian water—Continued.

Occurrence of, descriptions—Cont'd.

Maine, 18.

Massachusetts, 79, 80.

New Mexico, 309.

New York, 224.

South Carolina. 226.

Texas. 559.

Utah, 34.

Occurrence of, In unconfined strata,

189.

Artesian wells, definition, 431.

Artesian wells. See Wells, artesian.

Assay of water, method of, 390.

Australia. See also by States.

Brines, descriptions, 564.

Mine waters, 406, 564.

Underground waters, occurrence la

buried gravels, 406.

Uses of underground waters:

Mine waters, 466.

Wells, 466.

Water table, effect of pumping on, 406.

Austria-Hungary, underground water, occur

rence of, in tunnel, 531.

B.

Baluchistan, absence of water in, 301.

Basalt. See Underground water, occurrence

of.

Batesville sandstone. See Underground

water, occurrence of.

Bathing. See Uses of underground water.

Belgium, solution features, 180.

Berea grit. See Underground waters, oc

currence of.

Bermuda Islands.

Solution features :

Caves, 22, 242.

Sink holes, 22. 422.

Solution features in general, 22,

422.

Underground channels, 22.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters.

Deep borings, 89.

Publications of U. S. Geological Sur

vey, 204, 262. 679, 680.

States :

Alabama, 204, 606.

Arkansas, 204, 542.

Connecticut, 204, 230.

Delaware, 88, 204.

District of Columbia, 92, 204.

Florida, 201, 204.

Georgia, 204, 441.

Illinois, 204, 394.

Indiana. 204, 395.

Iowa, 204, 511.

Kentucky, 204, 227.

Louisiana, 204. 671.

Maryland, 91, 204.

Massachusetts. 79, 2C4.

Michigan, 202, 204.

Minnesota, 204, 248.

Mississippi, 204, 337.
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Bibliographies containing references to un

derground waters—Continued.

State*—Continued.

Missouri, 204. 503.

New Jersey, 204, 363.

New South Wales, 535.

New York, 204, 089.

North Carolina, 200, 204.

Ohio, 204, 306.

Pennsylvania, 199, 204.

Rhode Island, 79, 204.

South Carolina, 204, 220.

Tennessee, 204, 227.

Vermont, 204, 532.

Virginia, 93, 204.

West Virginia, 203, 204.

Wisconsin, 204, 581.

Work of U. S. Geological Survey on

underground waters, 205.

Bilozi sand. See Underground water,

occurrence of.

Bingen formation. See Underground wa

ter, occurrence of.

Blowing wells.

Causes, 162.

Descriptions :

Louisiana, 585.

Nebraska, 585.

Utah, 34.

General, 486.

Work of U. S. Geological Survey on,

162.

Blows of water and gas, Alaska, 424, 425.

Boone formation. See Underground water,

occurrence of.

Coring, methods of. See Wells and bor

ings, construction.

Coring, deep, for determination of tempera

ture, 241. '

Borings. See Records; also Wells and tar

ings.

Brazil.

Bureau of underground waters, 584.

Records, borings, 41.

Underground waters, work of. In for

mation of stone reefs. 41.

Breathing wells. See Blowing wells.

Brecciated rocks, occurrence of underground

water In, 392.

Brentwood limestone. See Underground

water, occurrence of.

Brine springs.

Analyses, 72.

Descriptions :

Kansas, 87.

Oklahoma, 326.

Wyoming, 87.

Enumeration of. In United States, 72.

Brines and salt waters.

Contamination by, Indiana, 37.

Occurrence of :

Alabama, 606.

Arizona, 90.

Arkansas, 672.

Australia, 564.

China, 514.

Germany, 514.

| Brines and salt waters—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 395.

Iowa, 511.

Louisiana. 250, 514, 558, (172.

Michigan, 202. 381, 382.

Mississippi, 337.

Morocco, 179.

New York, 174, 697.

Ohio, 396.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Pennsylvania, 100.

Persia, 301.

Russia, 514.

South Carolina, 226.

Tennessee, 227.

Teias, 176, 514.

Utah, 34.

Wyoming, 87.

General :

Brines as a source of bromine, 459.

Relation of salt water to tin; for

mation of oil and gas pools, 460.

British Columbia.

Mine waters, 61.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ter In formation of, 55.

Records, borings, 114.

Solution features :

Caves In limestone, 217.

Underground channels, 217.

Buchanan gravel. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Buhrstone. See Underground waters, oc

currence of.

Burlington limestone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

C.

Caliche. See Deposits by underground

waters.

California.

Absorption of water by gravels and

sands, 60, 331, 666.

Absorption of water of streams, 60.

Artesian areas, 451, 455. 457.

Artesian conditions, 376.

Artesian-water maps. 452, 453, 454.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204.

Capacity of sediments, 252.

Collecting tunnels :

Analyses. 408.

Descriptions, 408.

Economical use of water, 340.

Hummocks, part of underground wa

ters In formation of. 048.

• Interference of wells, 452, 453, 454.

'jiws relating to underground waters,

178, 683, 700.

Mine waters, 45, 562.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ter In formation of, 233, 239, 648,

649.
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alifornia—Continued.

Porosity of sediments, 252.

Principal publications :

Development of underground wa

ters in the central Coastal

Plain region of southern Cali

fornia, 453.

Development of underground wa

ters in the eastern Coastal

Plain region of southern Cali

fornia, 452.

Development of underground wa

ters In the western Coastal

Plain region of southern Cali

fornia. 454.

Hydrology of the San Bernardino

Valley, 455.

List of deep borings In United

States. 80.

Pumping underground water in

southern California. 178.

Reclamation work in southern

California, 28.

Soil survey of the San Jose area.

California, 383.

Studies of California ground wa

ters, 451.

Underflow tests In the drainage

hnsin of Los Angeles River,

252.

Underground waters of southern

California, 456.

Water problems of Santa Bar

bara, Cal., 408.

Waterworks of Portervllle, Cal.,

258.

Return seepage, 178.455.

Seepage waters :

Descriptions, 283, 284, 384. 583.

Injurious effects of, 284.

Use of, 26.

Springs :

Mineral springs, composition, (182.

Springs in general :

Deposits. 048, 087.

Descriptions, fill, 473. 4711.

648.

Distribution, 331.

Underdrnlnage of alkali lands, 698,

708.

Underflow, measurement of, 140, 252,

602.

Underground waters:

Analyses, 455.

Circulation. 230, 331.

Contamination, 258.

Decline, 101, 103, 178, 453, 456,

457.

Fluctuation, 450.

Movements. 252.

Occurrence of :

Descriptions, 26. 283, 383,

384, 451. 452, 453, 454,

455, 456, 457.

Sand and gravel, 178, 284.

364.

California—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Overdevelopment, 161. 163*

Precautions In use of, 456.

Relation to faults, 239.

Temperatures, 455.

Work of, In' alteration of pegma

tite, 682.

Work of, In " self-rising ground,"

650.

Work of, In slliciflcatlon of rock,

648.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs, private supplies, 69.

Wells :

Irrigation. 187, 284, 383, 380,

446, 452, 453, 454, 455,

456, 458, 494 , 600, 065.

676, 008.

Private supplies, 384.

Public supplies, 60, 65. 340.

468.

Veins, part of underground water In

formation of, 619.

Water problems, 53.

Water table :

Kffcct of Irrigation on, 1.

Kffect of pumping wells on, 133.

Fluctuations, 1, 26, 252, 446.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 494,

547, 562. 721.

Discharge. 562.

Distribution, 384.

Pumping. 16. 608.

Wells In general :

Construction, 252, 364. 600.

602.

Cost, 230, 452, 453, 454.

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Discharge, 408, 600.

Distribution. 452. 453, 454.

Pumping. 133, 150. 178. 383,

384. 452, 453. 454, 562.

Records, 252, 407, 455.

Statistics. 89, 258. 407. 452.

453. 454, 455, 468.

Cambrian system. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Capacity of rocks and soils, 197,252,286,

602.

Capacity of springs and wells. See Dis

charge.

Capillarity.

Rocks. California, 383.

Soils. 360.

Carbon dioxide In springs.

Descriptions, New York, 401.

Origin, 713.

Uses.

Carboniferous system. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Catahoula formation. See . Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Cave deposits. See Deposits, caves.

Caves, absorption of water by, 108,
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Caves, descriptions. See Solution features.

Caves, relation of formation to ore deposltR,

Texas, 574.

Cementation by underground waters.

Connecticut, 349.

Indiana. 461.

New Brunswick, 349.

New Jersey, 34!).

New York. 349.

Pennsylvania. 340.

General, 388.

Cephalonia, Sea Mills of, 431, 433.

Chadron formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Chalcocitization, part of underground wa

ters In, Arizona, 405.

Cherokee shale. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Chesapeake formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Chester sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

China.

Artesian water :

Descriptions, 290.

Prospects, 707.

Urines, occurrence in oil wells, 514.

Springs, descriptions. 299.

Underground waters, occurrence of, in

drift, 209.

Wells :

Construction, 5.

Description of salt wells, 507.

Need of, 5.

Pumping. 5.

Chlorine in natural waters, 320.

Chloritization, part of underground waters

In, North Carolina, 539.

Chouteau limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Circulation and movements of underground

waters.

Conditions of, 24.

Depth of penetration, 56.

Descriptions :

Alabama, 000.

Arizona, 78, 405.

Arkansas, 542, 604.

Bermuda Islands, 22.

California. 252, 331.

Colorado, 238, 328.

Connecticut, 195, 230.

Cuba, 100.

France, 684.

(ieorgia, 684. .

Illinois, 12, 437.

Indiana, 305.

Iowa, 450.

Kentucky. 068.

Louisiana. 250.

Massachusetts. 105.

Mexico. 714.

Michigan, 206,302.

Minnesota, 248, 302.

Circulation and movements of underground

waters—Continued.

Descriptions—Continued.

Missouri, 502.

Nevada. 024. 027.

New Hampshire. 198.

New Jersey, 303.

New Mexico, 152.

New York, 200.

North Carolina, 347.

Oregon, 500.

Pennsylvania. 109.

South Carolina, 220.

Tennessee, 347.

Utah, 348.

Washington. 379.

Wisconsin, 392.

General, 253, 374. 481, 599, 643.

Relation to faults, 239.

Relation to Assures :

Vermont, 35.

General, 251.

Uelatlon to formation of ore deposits,

400.

Relation lo weathering. North Caro

lina, 539.

Claiborne formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Classification of springs, 257.

Clay marl. See Underground waters, oc

currence of.

Clinton limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Cockfield formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Cohansey formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Coldwater shale. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Collecting ditches, galleries, and tunnels.

See Structures.

Colorado.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204.

Crevice encountered by oil well, 175.

Drainage of mines, 40, 478.

Mine waters, 478, 483, 487.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions, 87.

Production and value, 100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of, 117, 23s, 327,

328, 403, 582, 028.

Permeability of rocks. 40.

Principal publications :

Drainage of the Cripple Creek

district, 4G.

Geology and water resources of

the central Great Plains. *87.

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Radium, occurrence of, In spring depos

its, 204.

Return seepage. 168, 443, 001.

Seepage waters, relation to irrigation,

282.
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Colorado—Continued.

Springs :

Composition, 264.

Deposits, 204, 205.

Descriptions, 87, 204, 377.

Relation to dikes, 375.

Relation to fracture lines, 403.

Sublrrlgatlon, effects of, 698.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 238, 328.

Descriptions, 87, 175, 485, 487.

Occurrence of :

Formations :

Arapahoe, 87.

Arlkaree, 87.

Dakota, 87, 377.

Fox Hills, 87.

Laramie, 87.

Ogalalla. 87.

Systems :

CretaceoUB, 87.

Tertiary, 87.

Relation to faultB. 238.

Relation to fractures. 404, 463.

Relation to Irrigation, 282.

Uses of underground waters, wells :

Irrigation, 303, 640.

Private supplies, 303.

Water level, 478, 487.

Wells :

Artesian wells :

Cost, 662.

Descriptions, 87.

Pumping, 062.

Wells in general :

Analyses, 87, 106.

Descriptions, 89, 303, 407,

640.

Pumping, 640.

Records, 87, 407.

Statistics, 87, 80, 407.

Columbia formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Composition or quality. See also Analyses,

springs and wells.

• iases incurring in mineral springs,

589.

Mine waters. 31.

Springs :

Arkansas, 490. 088.

California. 682.

Colorado, 204.

Montaua, 568.

South Dakota, 551.

Wyoming, 72.

General, 257, 713.

Weils :

Algeria, 340.

Arizona. 385.

Georgia, 704.

Illinois, 438.

Michigan, 211.

Minnesota, 710.

Mississippi Valley, 605.

South Dakota, 551.

Composition or quality—Continued.

Underground waters in general :

Arizona, 387, 405.

Arkansas, 542, 544.

Connecticut, 195, 230, 545.

Illinois, 394.

Massachusetts, 195.

Michigan. 202.

Mississippi, 411.

Missouri, 503, 520, 592, 593.

Montana, 627.

Nevada, 627.

New Jersey, 371.

New York, 281, 656, 689, 692.

Ohio, 396.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Sahara, 345.

South Carolina, 226.

Tennessee. 227.

Utah, 333.

Vermont, 532.

Washington, 379.

Wisconsin, 581.

General papers :

Relation to uses, 598.

Requirements for well waters, 370.
Connecticut.

Artesian water, occurrence of, in crys

talline rocks, 586.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 204, 230.

Cementation by underground waters.

349.

Laws regarding pollution of springs,

23.

Mineral waters, production and value.

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground

water in formation of. 111.

Principal publications :

Drilled weils in Trlasslc area of

Connecticut Valley, 545.

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

TrlaBsic rocks of Connecticut Val

ley as a source of water supply,

195.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 230.

Quarry water, 195.

Radio-active water, 230.

Springs :

Analyses, 612.

Relation to faults, 230.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 230.

Composition, 195, 230, 545.

Contamination, 195.

Movements, 195.

Occurrence :

Formations :

Stockbrldge, 230.

Materials :

Crystalline rooks, 230,

586.
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Connecticut—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Occurrence—Continued.

Materials—Continued.

Diabase, 195.

Drift, 230.

Sandstone. 195, 230.

Shale, 105.

Quarries, 105.

Systems, Trlasslc, 230, 545.

Relation to faults, 105, 230.

Relation to Joints, 105.

Temperature, 230.

Uses of underground waters, wells :

Manufacturing supplies, 545.

Private supplies, 545.

Public supplies, 230, 545.

Wells :

Analyses, 105, C12.

Construction, 195.

Descriptions, 89. 195, 230, 407,

545.

Records, 407. 545.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Testing, 195.

Construction of wells. See Wells and bor

ings, construction.

Contact metamorpbism, part of under

ground water in :

Arizona, 405.

General, 523.

Contamination, protection of underground

water from, 183.

Contamination of underground waters by

oil-well wastes, Indiana, 37.

Contamination of underground waters.

Springs :

Maine, 604.

Mexico, 500.

Virginia, 393.

General, 435.

Underground waters In general :

Connecticut, 195.

Cuba, 196.

Georgia, 441.

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 37.

Kansas, 615.

Missouri, 519, 615.

New York, 393, 697.

South Carolina, 226.

General, 4.

Wells :

California, 258.

England, 4.

Georgia, 440.

Kansas, 344.

Maine, 434, 694.

New York, 9.

Oklahoma, 398.

Pennsylvania, 434.

General, 393, 431, 435, 558a.

Contributions to hydrology of eastern

United States, 194.

Corniferous limestone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Corrosion of limestone by springs. Michi

gan, 711.

Cost of drilling, 240, 303, 710.

Cost of irrigation with well water, 675.

Cost of pumping.

Texas, 603. 651.

General, 718.

Cost of wells.

Artesian wells, 602.

Wells In general :

Arkansas, 652.

California, 452, 453, 454.

Connecticut, 230.

Kansas, 254.

New York, 224.

South Australia, 130.

Court decisions. See Laws relating to

underground waters.

Cretaceous system. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Crystalline rocks. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Cuba.

Interference of rivers with wells, 196.

Solution features. 106.

Springs :

Mineral springs, analyses, 196.

Springs In general :

Analyses, 196.

Descriptions, 106.

Submarine springs, 196, 275.

I'nderground streams. 106.

Underground waters, occurrence of,

descriptions, 275.

Uses of underground waters, springs:

Bathing, 106.

Medicinal purposes, 196.

Public supplies, 196.

Underground streams, public sup

plies, 190.

Wells, public supplies. 106.

Wells :

Analyses, 106.

Record, 196.

Work of U. S. War Department in

well construction, 196.

D.

Dakota sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Deadwood sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Decay of rocks. See Underground waters,

work of, decomposition.

Decline of underground waters. California,

161, 163, 178, 446, 455, 456, 457.

General, 696.

Decline of wells. See also Failure of wells.

California, 161, 163, 457.

Decomposition of rocks. See Underground

waters, work of.

Deep-seated water, definition, 431.

Deforestation, effect on flow of wells, Michi

gan, 200, 211.
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Delaware.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 88, 89, 204,

Mineral waters, production and value

of, 100, 527.

Principal publications on underground

waters :

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 88.

Underground waters, occurrence of :

Formations :

Chesapeake. 88.

Matawan, 88.

1'otomac, 8S.

Redbunk. 88.

Materials :

(iranlte, 88.

Systems :

Cretaceous. SS.

Tertiary, 88.

Wells :

Descriptions. 88, 89, 407.

Prospects. SS.

Records, 407.

Statistics, SS, 89, 407.

Delthyris shale. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Denmark, use of underground waters for

public supply, 431.

Depletion of underground waters.

California. 101, 103, 457.

England, 431.

Deposits by underground waters.

Cave waters :

Michigan, 307.

Missouri, 500.

New York, 307.

Ground waters, Texas, 560.

Springs :

Arizona, 330.

Arkansas, 29, 047, (188.

California, 048, 087.

Colorado, 204. 205.

Georgia, 084.

Indian Territory, 047.

Java, 0S7.

Malay Peninsula, 0S7.

Montana, 508, GS7.

Nevada, 390, 0S7.

New York, 2S1.

Peru, 430.

Yellowstone National Park, 087.

Underground waters In general:

Arizona, 387.

Massachusetts. 80.

Deposits, springs, economic value of, 087.

Depth of wells, estimation of, from tem

perature of water. 380.

Devonian system. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Diabase. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Diamond drilling. See Wells and borings ;

construction.

Dikes, relation of springs to, Colorado, 375.

Diorite. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Discharge.

Springs :

Fluctuation of, Nebraska, 412.

Measurement of, Montana, 11.

Statistics .

Alabama, 250.

Arkansas, 29, 210, OSS.

Georgia, 249.

Idaho, 507.

Missouri, 210. 272. 592.

Nevada, 273.

New York, 281.

Texas, GG0.

Utah, 273.

Wells :

Effect of deforestation on flow of,

Michigan, 209. 211.

Effect of ditching on flow of,

Michigan. 209, 211.

Effect of drought on flow of wells,

504.

Effect of frost on flow of wells,

209, 211.

Measurements, general, 001, 653.

Statistics :

California, 16, 408, 562, 000.

Idaho, 311.

Louisiana, 250.

Michigan, 140.

Missouri. 593.

New Jersey, 074.

New Mexico, 287. 304.

New York, 546, 656. 089, 697.

Queensland, 242.

South Australia. 139.

South Carolina, 220.

District of Columbia.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 92.

Mineral springs, occurrence of, 92.

Principal publications :

LlBt of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 92.

Underground waters, occurrence of.

Formations :

Potomac, 92.

Materials :

Crystalline rocks. 92.

Quicksand, 131

Systems :

Cretacoous, 92.

Wells, descriptions. 02.

Drainage.

Mines :

Colorado, 40, 47S.

Georgia, 439.

Ponds, drainage Into wells. See Un-

derdralnage. - ...

Swamps, drainage Into wells. See Un-

derdrainage.
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Drift. Sec Underground waters, occurrence

of.

Drilling. See Wells and borings, construc

tion.

Dundee limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

E.

Earthquakes, relation to underground wa

ter conditions. 504.

Economical use of water, California, 340.

Egypt.

Springs, 144.

Wells, 121.

Ellensburg beds. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

England.

Underground water, depletion of, 431.

Wells :

Contamination. 4.

Description :

Artesian. 30.

Wells in general, 160.

Use, 30, 160.

Enid formation. See Underground waters.

occurrence of.

Enrichment. See Underground waters, part

of, in formation of ore deposits.

Eutaw formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Evaporation.

Ground water, Texas, 500.

Relation to spring flow, Nebraska, 412.

Exhibition of mineral waters, St. Louis

Kxposltlon, 42.

Experiments.

Cost of irrigation by well waters, 675.

Flow in sand and gravel. 002.

Well contamination, Georgia, 440.

V.

Failure of springs.

Kentucky, 504.

I'ennsylvnnia, 504.

West Virginia, 504.

Failure of wells. See aiso Discharge of

wells.

Kentucky, 504.

Michigan, 209, 211.

Pennsylvania, 504.

West Virginia. 504.

Faults, relation of artesian 'veils to.

Massachusetts, 657.

Faults, relation of springs to.

Connecticut, 230.

Kansas, 015.

Massachusetts, 057.

Michigan, 720.

Missouri, 519, 615.

North Carolina, 218.

Virginia, 93.

Wyoming, 72.

Faults, relation of underground waters in

general to.

Alaska, 424.

Arkansas, 542.

California, 239.

Connecticut, 195, 230.

New Jersey, 363.

Faults, relation to circulation of under

ground waters.

Arizona, 78.

California, 239.

Colorado, 238.

Field assay of water, 390.

Filtration galleries. See Infiltration gal

leries.

Fissures.

Relation of springs to :

Colorado, 463.

Mexico, 714.

General, 687.

Relation of underground waters In gen

eral to :

Colorado, 404.

Maine, 611.

Utah, 35, 348.

Washington, 51.

Florida.

Artesian area, 201.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 201, 204.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 201, 527.

Principal publications on underground

waters :

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground wnters of eastern

United States. 201.

Solution features: "' "

Caves, limestone, 112, 550.

Solution features in general, 201

Springs, descriptions, 201.

Submarine springs, 275, 431.

Underground waters, occurrence of,

201, 275.

Weils :

Descriptions, 89, 201, 407, 431.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Flow. See Discharge.

Fluctuation of discharge.

Artesian wells :

Louisiana, 250.

New Mexico, 304.

Springs, Nebraska, 412.

Fluctuation of ground-water level.

Arizona, 387.

California, 1, 20, 252, 446, 456.

Japan, 654.

Massachusetts, 151, 538.

Michigan, 209, 211.

New York, 135, 540.

Pennsylvania, 222.

General, 1, 112, 255, 641, 709.

Fluctuation of water level In wells, work

of A. C. Veatch on, 680.
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Forests.

Agency In storage of underground wa

ter, 709.

Relation to occurrence of springs, 540.

Fox Hills formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

France.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of, 084.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 684.

Use of underground waters :

Infiltration galleries, 225.

Springs, 431.

Frozen well, Vermont, 8.1.

Fumaroles, description, Nevada, 027. ,

Relation to formation of ore deposits,

521.

0,

Gage for measurement of artesian pres

sures, 190, 208.

Galena limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Gas springs. See Springs emitting gas.

Gasconade limestone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Gauley coal. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Genesee formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Genesis of ore deposits. See Ore deposits,

part of underground waters In formation

of.

Georgia.

Absorption of water by limestone, 441.

Bibliography containing references t>

underground waters. 204. 441.

Drainage of mines, 439.

Mine waters, 439, 441, 684.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Ore deposits :

Part of geysers and springs In

formation of, 684.

Tart of underground waters In

formation of, 684.

I'oroslty, 441.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in tbe United

States. 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 441.

Quarry water. 684.

Solution features :

Oaves In limestone, 440.

Sink boles, 116.

Solution features In general, 430,

440, 441.

Springs :

Mineral springs, 439. 441.

Thermal springs :

Descriptions, 688.

Work of W. II. Weed on, 680. !

Georgia—Continued.

Springs—Continued.

Springs in general :

Analyses, 440, 688.

Deposits, 684.

Descriptions, 249. 439.

Underground channels, 439, 441.'

Underground waters :

Circulation, 684.

Composition, 704.

Contamination, 441.

Occurrence of :

Descriptions, 441.

Materials :

Limestone, 441.

Quartzite, 688.

Sandstone. 441.

Wells :

Analyses, 440.

Contamination, 440.

Descriptions, 89, 407, 441. 704.

Records, 407, 439.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Germany.

Brines, occurrence in oil wells, 514.

Divining rods, use of in location of un

derground water, 132. 480.

I'nrlfication of underground water. 390.

Springs :

Descriptions, 43.

Economic value, 43.

Uses :

Public supply, 590.

Resorts, 43.

Geysers.

Descriptions. New Zealand, 343.

Part of, In formation of ore deposits :

France, 684.

Georgia, 684.

Physics of, work of William Hallock on,

079.

Gneiss. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Gold coast, part of underground waters

In formation of ore deposits, 579.

Grand Gulf formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Granite. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Gravel. See Underground waters, occur-

rence of.

Great Plains, central, underground waters

of, 87.

Greece, sea mills of Cepbalonla, 431, 433.

Greenbrier limestone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Greer formation. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Ground water. See also Underground wa

ters.

Definitions, 46, 431.

(Jround-water problems In southeastern

Michigan. 209.

Gunter sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Gyp water, 228a.
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ii.

Hannibal formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Hatchctigbee formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Hawaiian Islands.

Submarine springs, 275.

Underground waters, occurrence of,

275.

Heating. See Uses of underground waters.

Hclderbcrg limestone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Henrietta formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Hinckley sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Holland, occurrence of underground waters

in sand dunes, 432.

Hot springs. See Springs, thermal.

Hudson River formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Hummocks, part of underground water in

formation of, 648.

Hydrologic work. See Underground waters,

work on, by.

Hydrology, Division of, U. S. Geological

Survey, personnel, 506.

Hydrology of eastern United States, sum

mary of papers, 194.

Hydrometamorphism, Arizona, 405.

Hydrothermal metamorphlsm, Arizona, 405.

I.

Ice caves, 588.

Idaho.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 20 1.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings In the United

States, 80.

Seepage from canals, 81.

Springs :

Descriptions, 306.

Discharge, 567.

Types :

Fissure springs, 306.

Seepage springs, 84.

Thermal springs, 306.

Uses of underground waters .

Springs, irrigation, 306. 567.

Wells :

Heating. 687.

General, 310.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 310.

Wells In general :

Descriptions, 84, 89, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Illinois.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204, 394.

Brines, 394.

Illinois—Continued.

Mineral springs, list of, 394.

Mineral waters, production and value.

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of, 12.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in the United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 394.

Solution features, 12, 13.

Underground channels, 13.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 12,437.

Contamination, 394.

Occurrence :

Formations :

Chester, 394.

Galena, 394.

Lower Magneslan, 394.

Madison, 156.

Niagara, 394.

1'otsdam, 394.

St. Louis, 394.

St. Peter, 156, 394.

Materials :

Drift, 394, 437.

Limestone, 12.

Systems, .

Carboniferous, 394.

Devonian, 394.

Tertiary, 394.

Uses of underground waters :

Wells, public supplies, 156, 438.

General, public supplies, 438.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 394.

Wells In general :

Capacity, 437.

Composition, 394, 438.

Construction, 436, 437.

Descriptions, 89, 394, 407, 436,

437.

Pumping, 436, 437.

Records. 12, 407.

Statistics, 89,407.

Testing, 436.

Impregnation of limestone by solutions,

Mexico, 68.

India, use of underground waters, wells,

Irrigation, 494, 676.

Indian Territory.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 204.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publication :

List of deep borings in the United

States, 89.

Springs :

Mineral springs, descriptions, 647.

Springs In general, deposits. 647.

Underground channels, 645.
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Indian Territory—Continued.

Underground waters:

Occurrence of :

Descriptions, 645.

Formations :

Boone. 647.

Morrow, 647.

Relation to faults, 647.

Relation to Joints, 045.

Wells :

Analyses, 244.

Descriptions, 80, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 80, 407.

Indiana.
Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters. 80, 204. 895.

Brines. 305.

Laws regarding pollution of under

ground waters, 23.

Mineral waters :

Production and value, 100, 527.

Principal publications:

List of deep borings In 1 lie I'nlted

States. 89.
Underground waters of eastern

United States, 305.

Solution features, 305.

Springs :

Mineral springs, list of, 305.

Springs in general :

Analyses, 27.

Descriptions, 20, 305.

Distribution, 20, 395.

liffect on vegetation. 401.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 395.

Contamination, 37.

Occurrence in gas wells, 515.

Occurrence of :

Format kins :

Chester, 305.

Hudson River, 37. 305.

Knobstone, 395.

Lower Helderberg, 305.

Niagara, 37, 305.

St. Louis, 305.

St. Peter, 305.

Trenton, 37. 305.

Wnterllne, 395.

Systems :

Carboniferous, 395.

Tertiary. 395.

Work of :

Cementation. 401.

Uses of underground waters :

Infiltration galleries for public

supplies, 502.

Springs for water power. 395.

Wells for public supply. 37, 502.

Well prospects. 305.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 20,

395.

Wells in general :

Analyses, 27.

Descriptions. 89, 407. 502.

Records, 27, 28. 302, 407.

Statistics, 80. 407.

Induration by underground waters. Oregon,

560.

Infiltration. See Seepage.

Infiltration galleries. See Structures.

Infiltration of surface water into voleamtes,

270.

Infiltration of underground waters into sew

ers.

Louisiana, 263.

Minnesota, 167.

New York, 268.

Pennsylvania. 268.

Philippine Islands. 153, 302.

Instruments.

Devices for deep ls>re-hole surveying,

423.
Devinlng rod, use of. in locating water :

Germany, 132, 480.

General, 381, 488.

Interference of rivers with wells. Cuba, 196.

Interference of underground wnters with—

Oil wells, Alaska, 425.

Placer mining :

Alaska. 44.

Utah, 35.

Sewers :

Louisiana, 263.

Philippine Islands. 302.

General, 538.

Interference of wells, California, 452, 453.

454.

Iowa.

Absorption of rainfall, 706.

Absorption of water by rocks and

soils. 706.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204, 511.

Brines, 511.

Drainage of swamps Into wells, 450.

Mineral springs, list of, 511.

Mineral waters :

Analyses, 706.

Descriptions, 706.

Production and vnlue, 100, 527.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings In the United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 511.

Springs, distribution. 706.

I'nderdralnage. 450.

1'nderground waters :

Analyses, formations :

Maquoketa. 706.

St. Louis. 706.

Movement, 450.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 663.

Formations :

Buchanan. 511.

Dakota. 511.

Galena, 511.

Jordan. 511, 512.

Lower Magneslan, 51 1.

Niagara, 365, 667.

Oneota, 511, 512.

St. Peters, 511. 512, 518,

667.

Trenton, 511.
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Iowa—Continued.

Underground watera—Continued.

Occurrence—Continued.

Materials :

Dolomite, 511.

Drift. 811, 518.

Systems :

Algonkian, 511.

Cambrian, 511.

Carboniferous, 511.

Ordovician, 511.

Uses of underground waters, wells :

Private supplies, 417, 575.

Public supplies, 417, 575, 667.

Well prospects, 191, 512.

Wells :

Artesian wells :

Descriptions, 511.

Distribution. 706.

Wells In general :

Analyses 365, 518.

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records, 407. 417, 667, 706.

Statistics, 89, 407, 518.

Temperatures, 518.

Work of U. S. Geological Survey on

underground waters, 191.

Irrigation. See Uses of underground waters.

Italy.

Seepage from cnna'is, 444.

Thermal waters encountered In the

Simplon tunnel, 47, 66, 67, 120,

127, 130, 138, 357, 358, 359, 465,

469, 482, 489, 495, 576, 587, 655.

Use of underground waters, springs,

Irrigation, 444.

J.

Japan, fluctuation of water in artesian

wells, 654.

Java, deposits from springs, 687.

Joints. See also Underground waters, oc

currence of.

Relation to occurrence of underground

waters, Connecticut, 195.

Transmission of underground water

through : >

Michigan, 206.

New York. 192.

Jordan sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Jurassic system. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

K.

Kansas.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204.

Brine springs, 87.

Mine waters, 615.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions, 87.

Production and value, 100, 527.

Principal publications:

Geology and water resources of

the centml Great Plains, 87.

Kansas—Continued.

Principal publications—Continued.

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Springs :

Analyses, 615.

Descriptions, 421, 615.

Relation to faults, 615.

Underground waters :

Contamination, 615.

Occurrence :

Description, 87.

Formations :

Arikaree, 87.

Dakota, 87, 421.

Ogalalla, 87.

Systems :

Cretaceous, 87.

Tertiary, 87.

Uses of underground waters, wells :

Irrigation, 254, 640, 719.

General, 254.

Water level, effect of pumping on, 125.

Wells :

Analyses, 87, 615.

Construction, 254.

Contamination, 344.

Cost, 254.

Descriptions. 89, 407, 640.

Pumping, 254, 640, 719.

Records, 87, 407.

Statistics, 87, 89, 407.

Work of Reclamation Service on under

flow, 680.

Kentucky.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters, 89. 204, 227.

Failure of springs and wells, 504.

Mineral springs, list of, 227.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ter In formation of, 14, 614.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 227.

Water resources of the Middle-

boro-Harlan district, 7.

Solution features :

Caves, limestone, 289, 557.

Sink holes, 557, 614, 668.

Solution features In general, 289,

557, 614, 668.

Springs, descriptions, 7, 227.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 668.

Occurrence :

Formations :

Lee, 7.

Llgnltlc, 227.

Porters Creek, 227.

Ripley, 227.

Systems :

Carboniferous, 227.

IRR 163—06 7
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Kentucky—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Relation to Igneous Intrusions, 14.

Work of, In solution of limestone,

668.

Wells:

Artesian wells, descriptions. 7, 594.

Wells In general :

Descriptions, 89, 227, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, SO, 407.

Kirkwood formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Knobstone formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Knox dolomite. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Korea, spring, description, 207.

L.

Lafayette formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Lakota formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Landslips, part of underground water In—

Montana. 620.

General, 154.

Laramie formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Laws relating to underground waters :

California, 178, 083, 700.

Connecticut, 23.

Indiana, 23.

New York. 130, 143.

North Carolina, 510.

Wyoming. 104.

General 228. 335, 407, 501.

Laws relating to underground water, need

of. Michigan, 211.

Laws relating to underground waters, study

of, by I). W. Johnson, 070. 680.

Laws relating to underground waters, study

of, by U. S. Geological Survey, 205.

Leaching by underground waters. See Un- ,

derground waters, work of.

Lignitic group. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Limestone. See Underground waters, oc

currence of.

Limestone caves. See Caves, limestone.

Lisbon formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Logan sandstone. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Longmeadow sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Lost water.

Diamond drilling. Missouri, 338.

Wash drilling. Massachusetts, 80.

Louisiana.

Absorption of water by porous beds.

256.

Artesian requisites, 256.

Artesian waters, occurrence of, 256.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters. 44. 80. 671.

siana—Continued,

ltlowlng wells. 585.

Brines. 256. 460. 514, 558, 672.

Brines, agency in formation of oil and

gas pools, 460.

Mineral springs, list of, 671.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions. 256.

Production and value, 100, 527.

Natural mounds, part of spring wa

ters in formation of, 673.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 671.

Underground waters of northern

Louisiana and southern Arkan

sas, 672.

Underground waters of southern

Ixmlslana, 256.

Seepage, 256.

Underground waters :

Composit ion. 256.

Infiltration into sewers, 263.

Movements, 256.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 558.

Formations :

Blngen, 671. 672.

Catahoula, 256. 671, 672.
Cockfield, 672. •

Grand Gulf. 256. 672.

Lafayette, 558.

Natncoch, 671, 672.

Sabine, 671, 672.

Systems :

Cretaceous. 671.

Quaternary. 256.

Tertiary, 256, 671, 672.

Uses of underground waters, wells:

Irrigation, 256. 558.

Manufacturing supplies, 256.

Private supplies, 256.

Public supplies. 256.
Wrells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 256,

558, 671, 672.

Wells in general :

Analyses, 256.

Construction, 256.

Descriptions. 89, 407.

Discharge. 256.

Fluctuation. 256.

Occurrence of gas In. 515.

• Pumping, 256. 558.

Records. 71. 256. 407.

Statistics. 89. 256, 407.

Louisiana Purchase Exposition, mineral

waters at. 527.

Lower California, springs, descriptions. 96.

Lower Helderberg limestone. See Under

ground waters, occurrence of.

Lower Magnesian limestone. See Under

ground waters, occurrence of.
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M.

Madison sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Magmatic waters.

Descriptions, 270, 271, 277, 619.

Importance of, 347, 549.

Origin of, 540.

Work of :

Alteration, Arizona, 7.-».

Formation of ore deposits, 15, 278.

General, 352, 403.

Magothy formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Maine.

Artesian water, occurrence of, in crys

talline rocks, fill.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters. 204.

Mineral springs, descriptions and sta

tistics, 18.

Mineral waters, production and value.

100, 527.

Principal publications:

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 18.

Water resources of the rorts-

mouth-York region. New Hamp

shire and Maine, 608.

Water supply from glacial gravels

near Augusta, 009.

Springs :

Analyses, 18.

Contamination, G94.

Statistics. 18.

Underground waters :

Occurrence :

Crystalline rocks, 611.

Drift, 608. 609.

Relation to fissures, 611.

Relation to joints, 608.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs :

Public supplies. 609, 694.

Resorts, 664.

Wells, public supplies, 18.

Wells :

Artesian wells :

Conditions necessary for, 18.

Contamination, 434, 694.

Descriptions, 608.

Discharge, 18.

Distribution, 18.

Wells in general :

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records. 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Malay Peninsula, deposits of springs, 687.

Manafalia formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Maquoketa formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Marais des Cygnes formation. See Under

ground waters, occurrence of.

Marshall sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Maryland.

Artesian well prospects, 426.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89. 91. 204.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

1'rlncipal publications:

• List of deep borings in United

States. 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 91.

Water resources of the Accident

and Grantsvllle quadrangles,

426.

Water resources of the Frostburg

and Fllntstone quadrangles,

Maryland and West Virginia,

427.

Water resources of the I'awpaw

and Hancock quadrangles. West

Virginia. Maryland, and Penn

sylvania, 639.

Springs :

Mineral springs, list of, 91.

Springs in general :

Descriptions, 91.

Distribution. 426, 427.

Statistics, 91.

Underground waters :

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 91, 639.

Formations :

Chesapeake, 91.

Greenbriar, 426, 427.

Magothy, 91.

Pamunkey, 91.

Potomac. 91.

Severn, 91.

Materials :

Crystalline rocks, 91.

Sand. 91.

Sandstone, 91.

Shale, 91.

Systems :

Carboniferous, 91, 427.

Cretaceous, 01.

Tertiary, 91.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs, public supplies. 427.

Wells, public supplies, 91.

Water level, relation to mines, 686.

Well prospects, 91, 426, 427.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 427.

Wells in general :

Descriptions. 89, 91, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics. 89, 91, 407.

Massachusetts.

Absorption of water by gravels. 80.

Absorption of water of wash drills, 80.

Artesian water, occurrence of, de

scriptions, 79, 80.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters, 79, 204.
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Massachusetts—Continued.

Lost water, from borings, 80.

Mineral waters:

Descriptions, 657.

Production and value, 1(10, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of, 111.

Permeability of dikes, 151.

Principal publications:

Drilled wells In the Triassic area

of Connecticut Valley, 543.

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Triassic rocks of Connecticut Val

ley as a source of water supply,

195.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 79.

Water resources of the Taconlc

quadrangle, New York, Massa

chusetts, and Vermont, 057.

Water supply from the delta type

of sand plain, 80.

Springs :

Mineral springs :

Descriptions, 657.

List of, 79.

Springs In general, relation to

faults, 057.

Underground waters:

Composition, 195.

Movement, 195.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 79, 657.

Formations, Longmeadow, 195,

545.

Materials :

Conglomerate, 79.

Crystalline rocks, 79.

Diabase, 195.

Drift, 79, 80, 5:16, 537.

Limestone. 79.

Metamorphlc rocks, 79.

Quart Kite, 79.

Sandstone. 195.

Shale, 195.

Systems :

Cambrian, 79.

Triassic, 79. 545.

Work of. In formation of natural

bridges. 59.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs :

Irrigation, 078.

Resorts. 657.

Wells :

Irrigation. 678.

Manufacturing supplies, 195,

545.

Private supplies. 195, 545.

Water table :

Description, 80.

Fluctuation, 588.

Wells :

Artesian wells, relation to faults.

657.

Massachusetts—Continued.

WeLs—Continued.

Wells in general :

Analyses, 195, 543.

Descriptions, 80, 89, 407. 543.

Records, 407, 545.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Matawan formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Measurements of artesian pressure, 190. 20S.

Measurements of discharge.

Springs, Montana. 11.

Wells, 601, 653.

Measurements of seepage.

Montana, 11.

Nebraska, 182.

Wyoming, 181. 182.

Measurements of underflow.

AriKona, 387.

California, 140, 252, 602.

New York, 602.

General, 312, 599.

Work of C. S. Bllchter on. 079, 6SO.

Medicinal. See Uses of underground waters.

Medina sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Metamorphic rocks. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Metasomatosis, part of underground waters

In—

AriKona. 405.

Arkansas. 684.

General, 522.

Meteoric waters.

Importance of, 547, 349.

Work of :

Ore deposition, 15.

(ieneral, 352.

Meter for measurement of underflow, 252,

002.

Mexico.

Arsenic, occurrence In spring water,

500.

Fissures, relation to springs, 714.

Mine waters, analyses, 08.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters in formation of, 68. 269, 351,

372. 516.

Ore deposits, relation to spring con

duits, 516.

Springs, contamination of, 500.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 714.

Occurrence In gravel, 714.

Uses of underground waters :

Infiltration galleries. 177.

Subterranean streams. 177.

Wells, for water power, 177.

Wells, descriptions, 177, 714.

Mica dikes, part of underground waters In

formation of, 63.

Michigan.

Absorption of water of ponds, 285.

Absorption of water of streams, 720.

Artesian areas, 70.
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Michigan—Continued.

Artesian flow, unusual types of, 180,

206.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, 202, 204.

Brines :

Descriptions, 202, 381, 382.

Ocurrence of bromine In, 430.

Caves containing water, 342.

Corrosion of limestone by springs, 711.

Joints, transmission of underground

water through, 206.

Laws relating to underground waters,

need of, 211.

Mine waters, 342. 392.

Mineral waters :

Description, 202.

Production and value, 100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of, 391, 392.

Principal publications :

Ground-water problem In south

eastern Michigan, 209.

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 402.

Water supply of the lower penin

sula of Michigan, 70.

Solution features, 367, 570, 571.

Springs :

Mineral springs, list of, 202.

Springs In general :

Descriptions, 70, 720.

Relation to faults, 720.

Sublacustrlne springs, 711.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 392.

Composition, 126, 202.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 392.

Formations :

Berea, 202.

Clinton, 202.

Coldwater, 202.

Dundee, 202. 209.

Marshall, 146.

Monroe, 209.

Napoleon, 202.

Parma, 202.

Sallna, 202.

Sylvauia, 209.

Trenton, 202.

Upper Marshall, 202.

Materials, sand. 189.

Series :

Michigan, 202.

Traverse, 202.

Uses of underground waters, wells :

Private supplies. 70.

Public supplies. 70, 169, 211.

Water table :

Fluctuation, 209, 211.

Relation to vegetation, 410.

Wells :

Artesian wells :

Analyses, 70.

Descriptions, 70, 207.

Michigan—Continued.

Wells— Continued.

Wells in general :

Analyses, 146.

Composition, 211.

Descriptions, 89, 146, 169,

211, 267, 407.

Failure, 209, 211.

Iteeords. 70. 381, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Mine waters.

Analyses :

Mexico, 68.

Nevada, 552, 554, 555.

Pennsylvania, 341.

Composition, 31.

Descriptions :

Coal mines, 31.

Placer mines, Alaska, 44.

Mines In general :

Arizona, 405.

Arkansas. 75.

Australia, 400, 564.

British Columbia, 61.

California, 45, 562.

Colorado, 478, 483, 487.

Georgia. 439, 684.

Kansas. 615.

Michigan. 342, 392.

Minnesota, 392.

Missouri, 339, 615.

Nevada, 101, 102, 103, 104,

404, 627.

Nicaragua, 691.

South Dakota, 637.

Tasmania. 124.

Utah, 32, 35.

Wisconsin, 392.

Effect on metals, Pennsylvania, 341.

Interference with mining :

California, 45.

Michigan, 342.

General. 107.

Pumping, California. 45.

Temperature :

Nevada, 101, 102.

General, 4<S1.

Use for boilers, Arkansas, 75.

Mineral waters.

Analyses :

Cuba, 190.

Pennsylvania, 58.

Wyoming, 72.

General, 72.

Classilleation, 257.

Descriptions and lists of :

Alabama, 606.

Arkansas, 542. »

Colorado, S7.

Connecticut, 230.

Cuba, 196.

Florida, 201.

Georgia, 441.

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 395.

Iowa, 511, 700.

Kansas, 87.

Kentucky, 227.
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Mineral waters—Continued.

Descriptions and lists of—Continued.

Louisiana. 25U, 071.

Maryland, 91.

Massachusetts, 657.

Michigan, 202.

Minnesota, 248.

Mississippi, 337.

Missouri, 48, fi!>2, 093.

Montana, 027.

Nevada, 027.

New Jersey, 363, 371.

New York. 689.

North Carolina, 200.

Ohio, 390.

Pennsylvania, 58, 199.

Philippine Islands. 009.

South Carolina, 220.

Tennessee. 227.

Texas, 500.

Vermont, 532.

Virginia, 93.

West Virginia, 20.*!.

Wisconsin, 581.

Exhibition of, at St. Louis exposition,

42, 527.

imports and exports, 527.

Origin. 257.

Production, 100, 527, 070. (180.

Therapeutic value, 700,

Value, 100, 527, 079, 080.

Minnekahta limestone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Minnelusa formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Minnesota.

Artesian areas, 248.

Artesian conditions, 710.

Artesian water maps, 710.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 80. 204, 208.

Mineral springs. list of 248.

Mine waters, 393.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions, 248.

Ore deposits, part of underground

waters in formation of, 302, 71(1.

Principal pulilications :

Casselton-Fargo folio, 247.

Deep wells as a source of wa

ter supply for Minnesota,

710.

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground waters of East

ern United States, 248.

Production and value. 100, 527.

Seepage of underground waters into

sewage tunnel, 107.

Springs, descriptions, 247, 248.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 248, 302.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 302.

Formations :

Dakota. 247.

Hinckley, 710.

Minnesota—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Occurrence—Continued.

Formations—Continued.

Jordan, 248, 710.

New Richmond, 248, 710.

St. Peters, 248, 710.

Siiakopee, 710.

Materials :

Drift, 247. 248. 710.

Quicksand, 107.

Systems :

Cambrian, 248.

Cretaceous, 247. 248.

Ordoviclan, 248.

Uses of underground waters, wells, for

public and private supplies. 248, 710.

Wells :

Artesian wells, 24S.

Wells in general :

Capacity, 710.

Composition, 710.

Construction, 710.

Cost, 710.

Descriptions, 89, 248, 407.

Records. 247. 407.

Statistics, 89. 247, 407.

Mississippi.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters, 204, 337.

Brines, 337.

Mineral springs, 337.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions. 337.

Production and value. 100, 527.

Principal publications:

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States. 337.

Underground waters of Missis

sippi, 411.

Underground waters :

Classification, 411.

Composition, 411.

Occurrence :

Descriptions. 411.

Format ions :

Bllozl, 337.

Claiborne, 337.

Eutaw, 337.

Grand Gulf, 337.

Hatcbetlgbee, 337.

Lafayette, 337.

Llgnitlc. 337.

Lisl>on. 337.

Manafalia, 337.

Nnheola. 337.

Poncbartraln clay, 337.

Ripley. 337.

Sucarnochee, 337.

Tallahatta, 337.

Tuscaloosa, 337.

Materials, bulirstone. 337.

Systems :

Carboniferous, 337.

Cretaceous, 337.

Tertiary, 337.
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Mississippi—Continued.

Wells :
Artesian wells, descriptions, 77,

2CG, 337, 411, 594.

Mineral wells, 337.

Wells in general :

Analyses, 411.

Descriptions, 89, 407, 411.

Records, 407, 411.

Statistics, 89, 407. 411.

Missouri.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters, 204, 593.

Deposits In caves, 506.

Diamond drilling, difficulties of, 338.

Mine waters. 339, 615.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions, 593.

Production and value, 100. 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground

waters In formation of, 592.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Spring system of the Decaturvllle

dome, Camden County, 592.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 593.

Water resources of the .Toplin dis

trict, Missouri-Kansas, 615.

Radio - active waters, springs, and

wells, 578.

Solution feutures :

Caves, limestone, 519, 520, 566,

597.

Sink holes, 519, 506, 592.

Subterranean channels, 520, 566,

592, 593, 597.

Solution features in general, 212.

Springs :
MlnMineral springs :

Descriptions, 48, 592.

List of, 593.

Radio-active springs, 578.

Springs In general :

Analyses, 409, 413, 520, 592,

615. .

Descriptions, 272, 520, 566,

577, 592, 593, 615.

Discharge, 210. 272, 592.

Relation to faults, 519, 615.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 592.

Composition, 503. 520, 592, 593.

Contamination, 519, 615.

Occurrence :

Formations :

Burlington, 519, 593.

Cherokee, 593.

Chouteau. 520.

Delthyris, 593.

Gasconade. 592. 593.

Gunter, 593.

Hannibal, 520, 593.

Henrietta, 593.

Marais des Cygnes, 593.

Pleasanton. f>!»3.

St. Louis, 593.

Missouri—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Occurrence—Continued.

Formations—Continued.

St. Peters, 519, 593.

Third Magneslan, 592.

Trenton, 593.

Materials :

Crystalline rocks, 593.

Drift, 593.

Systems, Devonian, 592.

Purification of, 503.

Work of :

Formation of chert, 577.

Formation of limestone caves,

592, 597.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs :

Public supplies, 409, 519.

Water power, 566, 577.

Wells, general, 503,593.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 592,

593, 594.

Radio-active well waters, 578.

Wells In general :

Analyses, 520, 577, 615, 618.

Descriptions, 89. 407, 577, 578,

592, 593.

Pumping, 578.

Records, 407, 577.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Monroe sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Montana.

Artesian water maps, 94.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 204.

Deposits, springs, 568, 687.

Landslips, part of underground waters

in causation of, 629.

Mineral waters :

Occurrence, 627.

Production and value, 100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of. 105, 582, 627.

Principal publications :

Aladdin folio, 94.

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Seepage, measurement of, 11.

Springs :

Thermal springs, descriptions, 627.

Springs in general :

Analyses, 687.

Composition, 568.

Discharge, 11.

Undcrdraluage of alkali lands, 698, 708.

Underground waters :

'Composition, 627.

Occurrence :

Formations :

Dakota. 94.

Deadwood, 94.

Lakota, 94.

Mlnnelusa. 94.

Pahasapa, 94.
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Montana—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Temperature. 027.

Work of. In alteration of rock, 627.

Uses of underground waters:

Artesian wells, beating, 687.

Springs, bathing, 687.

Wells, conditions relative to, 94.

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Morocco.

Brines, occurrence in wells, 179.

Springs, scarcity of, 179.

Underground waters, quality of, 179.

Wells, descriptions, 179.

Morrow formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Mound springs, Utah, 34.

Mounds of Louisiana, part of underground

waters in formation of, 673.

Movements of alkali In ground waters, 447.

Movements of underground waters. See

Circulation and movements of under

ground waters.

Mud volcanoes, Nevada, 575.

N.

Nacatoch formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Naheola formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Napoleon sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Nebraska.

Artesian conditions, 87.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204.

Blowing wells, 585.

Evaporation, relation to flow of

springs, 412.

Mineral waters, production and value

100, 527.

Principal publications :

Geology and water resources of

the central Great I'lalns, 87.

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Return seepage :

Descriptions, 168, 061, 062.

Relation to water rights, 445.

Seepage from canals, measurements

and descriptions, 182.

Seepage waters, relation to irrigation,

429.

Springs, fluctuations of, 412.

Underground waters :

Occurrence :

Descriptions. 87. 429.

Formations :

Arlkarec, S7.

Chadron, 87.

Dakota. 87.

Ogalalla, 87.

Systems :

Cretaceous. 87.

Tertiary, 87.

Nebraska—Continued.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs, Irrigation, 308, 314.

Wells, irrigation, 640.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions. S".

Wells In general :

Descriptions. 89, 407. 640.

Pumping, 640.

Records, 87, 407.

Statistics, 87, 80, 407.

Nevada.

Absorption of streams by desert sands,

186.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters. 204.

Deposits, springs. 399, 687.

Pumaroles, 627.

Mine waters :

Analyses, 552, 554. 555.

Descriptions, 101, 102, 103, 104.

464, 627.

Pumping, 102, 464.

Temperatures, 102.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions. 627.

Production and value, 100, 527.

Mud volcanoes, 100, 475.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of. 100, 552, 553.

555, 022, 624. 625. 627. 649.

Porosity of rocks. 627.

Principal publication :

List of deep liorlngs In United

States, 89.

Solfataras, 106, 627.

Solution features, 627.

Springs :

Mineral springs, descriptions, 627.

649.

Thermal springs. 399, 627. 649.

Springs in general :

Analyses, 399.

Descriptions, 627.

Discbarge, 273.

Temperature, increase with depth, 027

Underground waters :

Absence of. 024.

Circulation, 624, 627.

Composition, 627.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 25, 626, 627.

Gravel, 399.

Temperature. 627.

Work of :

Alteration of rock. 624. 027.

Decomposition of rock, 552.

Slllclfication of rock, 624.

Uses of underground waters, wells :

Irrigation, 25.

Public supplies. 026.

Veins, part of underground waters in

formation of. 624, 620.

Water table, depth, 471.

Wells :

Descriptions. 89. 407.

Records. 407.

Statistics. 89. 407.
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New Brunswick, cementation of rocks, 349.

New Hampshire.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 204.

Mineral springs, list of, 198.

Mineral waters, production and vulue,

100, 527.

1'rlncipal publications :

List of deep borings in United

States, 80.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 198.

Water resources of the Ports

mouth-York region. New Hamp

shire and Maine, 608.

Underground waters :

Descriptions, 198.

Occurrence :

l>rlft, 008.

Joints, G08.

Purification, 693.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs, private supplies, 198.

Wells :

Manufacturing, 198.

Resorts, 198.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 608.

Wells in general :

Descriptions, 80, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

New Jersey.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204, 363.

Cementation of rocks by underground

waters, 349.

Faults, relation to occurrence of un

derground waters, 363.

Mineral springs, list of, 363.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions, 371.

Production and value, 100, 527.

Porosity of sands, 308.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 363.

Water resources of central and

southwestern Highlands of New

Jersey, 371.

Seepage, 371.

Springs :

Analyses, 371.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 303.

Composition, 371.

Occurrence :

Formations :

Chesapeake, 303.

Clay-marl, 363.

Cohansey, 363.

Klrkwood. 363.

Lower marl. 363.

Matawan. 303.

Middle marl, 303. .

New Jersey—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Occurrence—Continued.

Formations—Continued.

Rarltan, 363.

Redbank. 303.

Stockton beds, 303.

Materials :

Crystalline rocks, 363.

Gravel, 171.

Systems :

Cretaceous, 363.

Triasslc, 363.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs, public supplies, 371.

Wells :

Factory supplies, 149, 171.

Irrigation, 492, 678.

Public supplies, 142, 303, 371,

492. 674.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 303,

492.

Wells In general :

Analyses, 074.

Descriptions, 89, 171, 369,

407, 674.

Discharge, 074.

Pumping. 149.

Records, 309. 407, 674.

Statistics, 89, 303, 369, 407.

New Mexico.

Artesian basin, 304.

Artesian conditions, 304.

Artesian prospects, 354.

Artesian waters, 309.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, SO, 204.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publication .

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Springs, agency In supply of lake, 85.

Subsurface dams, 245.

Underflow, 245, 246.

Underground waters :

Movements, 152.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 304.

Formations, Red Beds, 85, 354.

Materials :

Gravel, 354.

Sandstone, 354.

Systems :

Cretaceous, 354.

Wells :

Descriptions, 89, 354, 407, 675.

Pumping, 602.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89. 304. 407.

Temperatures, 675.

New Richmond sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

New South Wales.

Artesian areas, 535.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 535.
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New South Wales—Continued.

Caves, limestone, 172.

Underground streams, 172.

Use of artesian wells for water power,

73.

New York.

Artesian basins :

Freevllle, 697.

Ithaca, 697.

Artesian flows, unusual types of, 189,

200.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204, 089.

Brines :

Descriptions, 174, 097.

Occurrence of bromine, 459.

Cementation of rocks by underground

waters, 249.

Deposits, springs, 281.

Laws relating to underground waters,

130, 143.

Mineral waters, production and vulue,

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters in formation of, 111.

Principal publications :

HydrolQgy of the State of New

York, 546.

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

New artesian well supply at Ith

aca, 697.

Underground waters of Eastern

United States, 689.

Water resources of the Fort Tl-

conderoga quadrangle, Vermont

and New York, 83.

Water resources of the Taconlc

quadrangle, New York, Massa

chusetts, and Vermont. 057.

Water resources of the Watklns

Glen quadrangle, 050.

Seepage from canal. 540.

Seepage from reservoir, 143.

Seepage of underground waters Into

sewers, 268.

Solution features, 307.

Springs :

Carbon dioxide springs, descrip

tions, 401.

Mineral springs :

Descriptions, 350.

List of, 689.

Statistics, 689.

Thermal springs, 689.

Springs In general :

Analyses, 281.

Descriptions, 83.

Discharge, 281.

Underflow, measurement of, 602.

Underdrainage of buildings, 134.

Underground waters :

Composition, 31, 281, 050. 089, 092.

Contamination, 393, 697.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 546, 657, 692.

New York—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Occurrence—Continued.

Formations :

Genesee, 356.

Potsdam, 689.

Trenton, 689.

Joints, 192.

Materials :

Crystalline rocks, 192,

689.

Diabase, 689.

Drift, 148, 157, 189, 356,

656, 689, 697.

Shale, 356, 689.

Systems :

Cambrian, 689.

Cretaceous, 689. -

Devonian, 356, 689.

Ordovlclan, 689. t

Pre-Cambrian, 689.

Silurian. 689.

Trlassic, 689.

Work of, in replacement, 616.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs :

Irrigation, 676.

Medicinal. 689.

Private supplies, 689.

Public supplies, 159, 546,

689.

Water power, 689.

Wells :

Creameries. 689.

Private supplies. 689.

Public supplies. 157, 159,

224, 546, 656. 697.

Pumping oil wells, 689.

Sanitariums, 689.

Water table :

Depth, 17.

Effect of sewage disposal on. 17.

Fluctuation. 135, 546.

Noneffect of filtration plant on

level of, 1 29.

Nonfluctuatlon of. 17.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 356.

056, 689.

Wells In general :

Analyses, 546, 056, 697.

Capacity, 097.

Construction, 224.

Contamination. 9.

Cost, 224.

Descriptions. 9. 82, 89, 407.

540. 089. 697.

Discharge. 656. 089, 097.

Records, 192, 279, 280, 355,

407, 697.

Statistics, 89, 280. 407.

Temperatures. 697.

Wells. Interpretation of geology from,

82.
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New Zealand.

Geysers, 343.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of, 499.

Newark system. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Niagara limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Nicaragua.

Mine waters, hot, 691.

Solfataras, 691.

North Carolina.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters, 89, 200, 204.

Law regarding pollution of under

ground waters, 510.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ter In formation of, 539.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 200.

Water resources of the Cowee and

Pisgah quadrangles, 218.

Sink holes, 496.

Springs :

Mineral springs :

Descriptions, 218.

List of, 200.

Springs in general :

Descriptions, 218, 347.

Relation to faults, 218.

Underground waters : «

Circulation, 347, 539.

Occurrence in Potomac formation,

200.

Work of :

Alteration of rock, 347, 539.

Chloritlzation, 539.

Decomposition, 347.

Leaching. 539.

Serpentlnlzatlon, 539.

Uses of underground waters,, wells,

public supplies, 442.

Wells:

Artesian wells, 200.

Wells In general :

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

North Dakota.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publications :

Castlcton-Fargo folio, 247.

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Springs, descriptions, 247, 701.

Underground waters :

Occurrence :

Dakota sandstone, 247.

Drift, 247.

North Dakota—Continued.

Wells :

Analyses, 370.

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records, 247, 407.

Statistics, 89, 247, 407.

0.

Oases, part of underground waters in for

mation of, Sahara, 346.

Ogalalla formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Ohio.

Bibliographies conta'ning reference* to

underground waters, 89, 204, 396.

Brine or salt springs, descriptions, 39.

Brines :

Descriptions, 396.

Occurrence of bromine In, 459.

Caves, gypsum, 366, 367.

Filtering gallery, description, 231.

Mineral springs, list of, 396.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 396.

Springs, descriptions, 396.

Underground waters :

Composition, 396.

Occurrence :

Formations :

Berea, 396.

Clinton, 396.

Corniferous, 396.

Logan, 396.

Niagara, 396.

Onondaga, 396.

Trenton, 396.

Material, drift, 396.

System, Carboniferous, 396.

Uses of underground waters, wells,

public supplies, 231, 393.

Well prospects, 396.

Wells :

Artesian wells, 396.

Wells In general :

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records, 39, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Oil pools, relation to brines, Texas and

Louisiana, 460.

Oil wells, occurrence of underground wa

ters in, Colorado, 175.

Oklahoma.

Absorption of water by sands, 228a.

Absorption of water of streams, 228a.

Artesian conditions, 228a.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 204.

Brine springs, 320.

Brines, 228a.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.
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Oklahoma—Continued.

Principal publications :

Geology and water resources of

Oklahoma, 228a.

List of deep borings In t'nlted

States, 89.

Solution features:

Caves, gypsum, 228a.

Sink holes, 228a.

Springs :

Mineral springs, 228a.

Springs In general :

Analyses, 184. 228a.

Classification, 228a.

Descriptions, 228a.

Underflow, 228a.

Underground waters :

Composition, 228a.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 228a.

Formations :

Arbuokle, 228a.

Enid, 228a.

Greer, 228a.

Quartermaster, 228a.

Red Beds, 228a.

Whltehorn, 228a.

Materials :

Alluvium, 228a.

Conglomerate, 228a.

Granite, 228a.

Porphyry, 22Sn.

Systems :

Carlwnlferous. 228a.

Cretaceous, 228a.

Tertiary. 228a.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs :

Irrigation, 228a.

Public supplies, 228a.

Wells, Irrigation, 228a.

Wells :

Analysis, 184, 228a, 244.

Contamination, 398.

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records, 228a, 407.

Statistics, 89, 228a, 407.

Onandaga limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Oneota limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Ontario, ore deposits, part of underground

waters in formation of, 02, 276, 278.

Ordovician system. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Ore deposits :

Occurrence in caverns, Texas, 534,

Part of geysers In formation of,

France, 084.

I'art of solfatarlc waters in formation

of, Nevada, 100.

I'art of springs in formation of—

Georgia, 684.

Mexico. 510.

General, 084.

Part of underground waters in

alteration of, 017.

Ore deposits—Continued.

Tart of underground waters in forma

tion of—

Alabama, 40, 49.

Arizona, 78, 401, 405.

Arkansas, 084.

British Columbia, 55.

California, 233, 239, 648.

Colorado, 117, 238, 327, 328, 463,

582, 628.

Connecticut, 111.

France, 084.

Georgia, 684.

Gold Coast, 579.

Illinois, 12, 13, 14.

Kentucky. 14, 614.

Massachusetts, 111.

Mexico. 08, 209, 351. 372.

Michigan. 391, 392.

Minnesota, 391, 392. 716.

Missouri. 592.

Montana, 105, 582, 027.

Nevada, 106, 552, 553, 555, 622,

624, 625, 627, 649.

New York. 111.

New Zealand. 499.

North Carolina, 539.

Ontario. 02. 27G, 278.

Rhodesia, 122.

Spain, 232.

Texas, 74.

Transvaal, 259.

Utah, 32, 33, 35.

Wisconsin. 113, 391, 392.

General, 15, 56, 109, 119. 123, 271.

352, 353, 374, 400, 477, 484,

517, 521, 526, 550, 623. 644. 085.

Oregon.

Artesian areas, 509.

Artesian conditions, 509.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters. 204.

Mineral waters, production and value.

100, 527.

Principal publications :

Geology and water resources of

central Oregon, 509.

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Springs :

Thermal springs, 509.

Springs in general, 509.

Underground waters :

Circulation. 509.

Work of, in Induration. 509.

Uses of underground waters, wells :

Irrigation, 569.

Private supplies. 509.

Wells :

Artesian wells, 509.

Horizontal wells, 509.

Welts In general :

Descriptions, 89. 407. 509.

Records, 407, 509.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Organic remains, preservation of, by under

ground waters, 373.
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Oriskany sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Overdevelopment of underground waters,

California, 161, 163.

Oxidation. See Alteration ; also Under

ground waters, work of.

P.

Pahasapa limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Pamunkey formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Parma sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Pegmatite, part of underground waters In

formation of North Carolina and Tennes

see, 347.

Pennsylvania.

Artesian conditions. 58.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, I'M), 204.

Brines :

Descriptions. 198.

Occurrence of bromine In, 450.

Cementation by underground waters,

349.

Failure of springs and wells, 504.

Mine waters, analyses, 341.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 199.

Water resources of the Chanibers-

burg and Mercersburg quadran

gles, (138.

Water resources of the Curwens-

vllle, Patton, Ebensburg, and

Barnesboro quadrangles, 58.

Water resources of the Elders

Kidge quadrangle, 635.

Water resources of the Pawpaw

and Hancock quadrangles. West

Virginia, Maryland, and Penn

sylvania, 030.

Water resources of the Waynes-

burg quadrangle, 636.

Seepage of underground waters into

sewers, 268.

Springs :

Mineral springs :

Analyses. 58.

Descriptions, 58.

List of. 100.

Springs in general :

Descriptions, 033, 634, 635,

630, 638.

Underground waters :

Artificial storage of, 498.

Circulation, 199.

Composition, 109.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 268, 039.

Pennsylvania—( 'ontinued.

Underground waters—-Continued.

Occurrence—Continued.

Formations and members :

Lower Helderberg, 199.

Mahoning sandstone, 034.

035.

Medina, 109.

Oriskany, 199.

Pittsburg sandstone, 034,

635.

Trenton, 190.

Upper Washington lime

stone, 636.

Materials :

Crystalline rocks, 199.

Drift, 199, 035, 030.

Limestone, 190, 038.

Sandstone, 638,

Uses of underground waters :

Springs :

Private supplies. 038.

Public supplies. 58, 038.

Itesorts, 638, 664.

Wells, public supplies, 58, 032, 035,

030.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 58.

Wells In general :

Contamination, 434.

Descriptions, 89, 407, 402,

033, 036.

Distribution, 199.

Fluctuation of water, 222.

. Records, 407, 632. 633.

Statistics, 80, 407.

Pentremital limestone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Percolation. See Seepage.

Permeability.

Artificial dikes, Massachusetts, 151.

Rocks :

Colorado, 46.

General, 107.

Sands, New Jersey, 308.

Persia.

Absorption of water by gravels, 301.

Absorption of water of streams, 301.

Brines, 301.

Uses of underground waters :

Drainage tunnels, irrigation, 301.

Springs, irrigation, 301.

Wells, descriptions, 298.

Peru.

Bureau of underground waters, 584.

Deposits, springs, 430.

Thermal springs, 430.

Philippine Islands.

Infiltration of underground waters Into

sewers, 153, 302.

Mineral waters, general, 000.

Solfataras, 009.

Springs :

Mineral springs, 009.

Thermal springs, 009.
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Philippine Islands—Continued.

Springs—Continued.

Springs in general :

Relation to geologic struc

ture, 660.

Temperature, 600.

Underground waters, work of, 660.

Uses of underground waters, springs :

Medicinal, 660.

Public supplies, 631.

Volcanic water, 660.

Pitch springs, Utah, 34.

Pitkin limestone. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Pittsburg sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Platteville limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Plcasanton formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Pleistocene. See Underground waters, oc

currence of, materials, drift ; and Sys

tems, Quaternary.

Pollution of underground waters. See

Contamination.

Pontchartrain clay. Sec Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Porosity.

Rocks, Nevada, 627:

Sands, New Jersey. 308.

Soils, 360.

Stream deposits, California, 252.

General, 441.

Porphyry. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Porters Creek clay. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Potomac formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Potsdam sandstone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Power. See Uses of underground waters.

Pressure, atmospheric, effect on water level

In wells, 585.

Production of mineral waters. See Mineral

waters, production.

Public supplies. See Uses of underground

waters.

Publications relating to underground waters.

See Bibliographies.

Pumping and other methods of lifting wa

ter.

Mine waters :

California, 45.

Nevada, 101, 102, 103, 104, 464.

Wells :

Cost :

Arizona, 387.

Texas, 603, 718.

Descriptions :

Arizona, 3K7.

Arkansas, 652.

California, 133, 150, 383, 384,

452, 453, 454, 562, 008.

China, 5.

Colorado, 040, 002.

Illinois, 430, 437.

Pumping and other methods of lifting wa

ter—Continued.

Wells—Continued.

Descriptions—Continued.

Kansas, 040, 602, 710.

Louisiana, 558.

Missouri. 578.

Nebraska, 640.

New Jersey, 140.

New Mexico, 602, 676.

Sahara, 345.

Tennessee, 145.

Texas, 30, 315, 325, 602. 003.

651, 002.

General, 173, 317, 662, 71*.

Methods :

Compressed air, California.

16, 65.

Windmills. Texas. 81.

General :

California. 178.

Kansas, 254.

Louisana. 256.

General. 700.

Underground waters In general :

Effect on level of water table :

Australia. 400.

California, 178.

Kansas, 125.

Michigan, 146.

Purification of spring water by copper sul

phate. 4.

Purification of underground waters, wells:

Germany, 500.

Missouri, 503.

New Hampshire, 603.

Pyrite deposits, relation to composition of

underground waters, North Carolina, 21*.

Q.

Quality of underground w*aters. See Com

position or quality.

Quarry waters.

Connecticut. 105, 545.

Georgia, 084.

Quarrying, effect on flow of wells, Michi

gan, 200.

Quartermaster formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Quartz veins, part of underground waters

In formation of, 476.

Quartzite. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Quaternary system. See Underground »a

ters, occurrence of.

Quebec. Use of underground waters.

springs, public supplies, 332.

Queensland.

Uses of underground waters, artesian

wells :

Irrigation, 404.

Water power, 73.

Wells :

Discharge, 242.

Statistics, 242.

Quicksand. See Underground waters, occur

rence of, materials, drift, and sand,
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Radio-active gases In mineral springs, 589.

Radio-active waters.

Connecticut, 230.

Missouri, 578.

Radium In spring deposits, Colorado, 246.

Rainfall.

Effect on flow of wells, Michigan, 209,

211.

Effect on level of water table, Massa

chusetts, 151.

Relation of underground waters to, 197.

Raising water. See pumping.

Raritan formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Reclamation fund, use for construction of

artesian wells, 501.

Reclamation Service, work on underground

waters, 680.

Records.

Wells and borings :

Collection of, by U. S. Geological

Survey, 193. 680.

Importance and value of, 193, 195,

439.

Methods of keeping, 596.

References to, 89.

Localities :

Alabama, 49, 407.

Alaska, 424, 425.

Arizona, 407.

Arkansas, 407.

Brazil, 41.

British Columbia, 114.

California, 252, 407, 455.

Colorado, 87, 407.

Connecticut, 407, 545.

Cuba, 196.

Delaware, 407.

District of Columbia, 407.

Florida, 407.

Georgia, 407, 439.

Idaho, 407.

Illinois, 12, 407.

Indian Territory, 407.

Indiana, 27, 28, 37, 362, 407.

Iowa, 407, 417, 667, 706.

Kansas, 87, 407.

Kentucky, 407.

Louisiana, 71, 256, 407.

Maine, 407.

Maryland, 407.

Massachusetts. 407, 545.

Michigan. 70. 381, 407.

Minnesota, 247, 407.

Mississippi, 77. 407, 411.

Missouri. 407, 577.

Montana, 407.

Nebraska. 87, 407.

Nevada. 407.

New Hampshire, 407.

New Jersey, 369, 407, 674.

New .Mexico, 407.

New York, 192, 279, 280, 355.

407, 697.

North Carolina, 407.

Records—Continued.

Wells and borings—Continued.

Localities—Continued.

North Dakota. 247, 407.

Ohio, 39, 407.

Oklahoma, 228a, 407.

Oregon, 407, 569.

Pennsylvania. 407, 632, 633.

Rhode Island, 407.

South Carolina. 407.

South Dakota, 87, 407.

Tennessee, 407.

Texas, 36, 407, 559.

Utah, 34, 407.

Vermont, 407.

Virginia, 40T.

Washington, 6, 407.

West Virginia, 407.

Wisconsin, 407.

Wyoming, 87, 407.

Redbank formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Relation of underground waters to flow of

streams, 38.

Replacement, part of underground waters

In, 517, 616.

Resorts. See Uses of underground waters.

Return seepage.

Descriptions :

California, 178, 455.

Colorado, 661, 662.

Nebraska, 168, 661. 662.

Wyoming, 662.

Relation to water rights, Colorado and

Nebraska, 445.

Rhode Island.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 79, 204.

Mineral springs, list of, 79.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publications:

List of deep tarings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 79.

Underground waters, occurrence of :

Conglomerate, 79.

Drift, 79.

Wells :

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Rhodesia, ore deposits, part of underground

waters in formation of, 122.

Ripley formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Russia, brines, occurrence In oil wells, 514.

S.

Sabine formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Sahara.

Artesian boring, history. 346.

Underground streams, 346.

Underground waters, analyses, 345.
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Sahara—Continued.

Uses of underground waters :

Underground streams, In forma

tion of oases, 346.

Wells. Irrigation. 528.

Wells :

Construction, 340.

Descriptions, .345, 346, 528.

Raising water, 345.

St. Louis formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

St. Peters sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Salina formation. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Salt springs. See Brine springs.

Salt waters. See Brines.

Samples from wells, collection of, by U. S.

Geological Survey, 1!>3, 670, 080.

Sand. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Sand-dunes, occurrence of underground wa

ters in, Holland, 431.

Sandstone. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Schistose plains, relation to circulation of

underground waters. North Carolina and

Tennessee. 347.

Screens, use of. In wells, Louisiana, 256.

Sea mills of Cephalonia, 431, 433.

Seepage.

Effect on streum flow, 243.

Injurious effects :

Arizona. 385.

California, 284, 383.

General, 698.

Measurements of:

Montana, 1 1.

Nebraska, 182.

Wyoming, 181, 182.

Relation to Irrigation :

Colorado, 282.

Nebraska, 429.

Relation to mining operations, 107.

Relation to water table, California,

383.

General discussions :

Alaska. 425.

Arizona. 283.

California, 26, 283. 384.

Louisiana, 256.

Nebraska, 429.

New Jersey, 371.

Turkestan, 97.

Utah, 574.

Washington, 379.

Generul, 3, 197, 388.

Seepage from canals and Irrigation ditches.

California, 563.

Idaho, 84.

Italy, 444.

Nebraska, 182.

New York, 546.

Washington, 681.

Wyoming, 181, 182.

General, 662.

Seepage from canals, law relating to, Wyo

ming, 164.

Seepage from reservoir.

New York, 143.

Wyoming, 703.

Seepage Investigations, Arizona. 273.

Seepage of underground waters into sewers.

See Infiltration of underground waters

Into sewers.

Seepage, return. See Return seepage.

Serpentinization, part of underground wa

ters In. North Carolina. 539.

Severn formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Shakopee Assured limestone. See Under

ground waters, occurrence of.

Shale. See Underground waters, occur

rence of.

Silicification of rock, part of underground

waters In—

California, 648.

Nevada, 624.

Silurian systems. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Sink holes. See Solution features.

Sinter. See Deposits, springs.

Softening of well waters, Iowa, 365.

Solfataras.

Nevada, 627.

Nicaragua, 691.

Philippine Islands. 669.

Solfataric waters, work of, In formation of

ore deposits. Nevada, 106.

Solution features.

Caves :

Gypsum caves :

Ohio, 366. 367.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Texas, 559. 560.

Ice caves, 588.

Limestone caves :

Belgium, 180.

Bermuda Islands, 22, 422.

British Columbia, 217.

Cuba, 196.

Florida, 112,556.

Georgia, 440.

Kentucky, 289, 557.

Missouri, 519, 520, 566, 597.

New South Wales. 172.

Texas, 559, 560.

Sink holes :

Bermuda Islands, 22. 422.

Florida, 55fi.

Georgia, 110.

Kentucky. T57, 614, 668.

Missouri, 51 9. 566. 592.

North Carolina, 496.

Oklahoma. 228n.

South Dak« tn. 551.

Tennessee, 496.

Solution features In general :

Alabama, 606.

Arkansas, 542.

Florida, 20 I.

Georgia, 439, 441.
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Solution features—Continued.

Solution features in general—Cont'd.

Illinois, 12, 13.

Indiana, 385.

Kentucky, 557.

Michigan, 367, 570, 571.

Missouri, 593.

Nevada, 027.

New York. 367.

Ohio, 366, 367.

South Dakota, 551.

Spain, 571.

Virginia, 571.

Solution features, deposition of ores In,

Illinois, 12.

Solution of salt beds, Arizona, 00.

Sour waters, Texas, 176.

South Africa, need of wells, 403.

South Australia, wells, descriptions, 130.

South Carolina.

Artesian waters, 226.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 80, 204, 220.

Brines, 226.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publications:

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 226.

Springs, descriptions, 220.

Underground waters :

Contamination, 220.

Composition, 226.

Circulation, 220.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 21.

Formations :

Columbia, 220.

Lafayette, 226.

Potomac, 226.

Materials :

Bunrstone, 220.

Crystalline rocks. 226.

Dlorlte, 226.

Granite, 220.

Sandstone, 220.

Systems :

Cretaceous. 220.

Newark, 226.

Tertiary, 226.

Temperature, 226.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs, private supplies, 220.

Wells, public supplies, 220.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 21.

Wells In general :

Descriptions, 80, 226, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 80, 220, 407.

South Dakota.

Artesian conditions, 86, 87.

Artesian water map, 04.

South Dakota—Continued.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204.

Mine waters, 637.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publications :

Aladdin folio, 94.

Geology and water resources of

the central Great Plains, 87.

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Sundance folio, 80.

Sink holes, 551.

Springs :

Composition, 551.

Descriptions, 80.

Underground waters :

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 87.

Formations :

Chadron, 87.

Dakota, 80, 87, 94.

Deadwood, 80, 94.

Lakota, 80, 94.

MInnekahta, 80.

Mlnnelusa, 80, 87, 94.

Pahasapa, 80, 87, 94,

551.

Systems :

Carboniferous, 87.

Cretaceous, 87.

Tertiary, 87, 551.

Uses of underground waters :

Tunnels, mill supply, 474.

Wells, Irrigation, 311.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 87,

431.

Wells In general :

Composition, 551.

Conditions relative to, 94.

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records, 87, 407.

Statistics, 87, 80. 407.

Spain.

Ore deposits, part of underground

waters in formation of, 232.

Solution features, 571.

Spring and gas-vent theory regarding orl

gin of natural mounds. Louisiana, 073.

Spring conduits, deposition of ores In, Mex

ico, 510.

Spring waters, thermal, magmatlc origin of,

270.

Springs, analyses. See Analyses, springs

Springs, artificial stoppage of, Egypt, 144.

Springs.

Classification :

Oklahoma, 228a.

General, 257.

Construction :

Fountain or geyser springs, 207,

213.

Intermittent springs, 207.

IRR 163—06 8
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Springs—Continued.

Composition. Sec Composition, springs.

Contamination. See Contamination,

springs.

Deposits. See Deposits, springs.

Descriptions and statistics :

Cavern springs, Georgia. 430, 684.

Fissure springs, Idaho, 306.

Gas springs :

Alaska. 424.

Texas, 176.

Washington, 379.

Mineral springs, types :

Brine or salt springs :

Arizona. 00.

Arkansas. 647.

Indian Territory, 647.

Kansas, 87.

Ohio, 39.

Oklahoma, 226, 228a.

Philippine Islands, 600.

Utah, 420.

Wyoming. 87.

Carbonate springs :

New York, 491.

North Carolina. 218.

Chalybeate springs :

(Joorgla, 430.

North Carolina, 218.

Oil springs :

Alaska. 424.

Utah, 420.

Pitch springs, Utah, 34.

Siliceous springs, Philippine

Islands, 660.

Sulphur springs :

Arkansas, 543, (547.

Florida, 201.

Indian Territory, 647.

New York, 356, 689.

Nortli Carolina, 218.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Philippine Islands, 060.

Tar springs, Texas, 176.

Mineral springs In general :

Alabama, 606.

Arizona, 402.

Arkansas, 542.

California, 682.

Connecticut, 230.

Cuba, 106.

District of Columbia, 02.

Florida, 201.

Georgia. 420, 441.

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 305.

Iowa, 511.

Kentucky, 227.

Louisiana, 671.

Maine. 18.

Maryland, 91.

Massachusetts, 79, 657.

Michigan, 202.

Minnesota, 248.

Mississippi, 337.

Missouri. 503.

Nevada, 027, 649.

New Hampshire. 108.

Springs—Continued.

Descriptions and statistics—Cont'd.

Mineral springs, types—Cont'd.

Mineral springs In general-—

Continued.

New Jersey, 363. 371.

New York. 356, 491. 689.

North Carolina, 200.

Ohio. 396.

Pennsylvania, 190.

Philippine Islands, 000.

Rhode Island. 70.

South Carolina. 226.

Tennessee, 227.

Vermont. 532.

West Virginia. 203.

Wisconsin, 581.

Mound springs, Utah. 34.

Submarine springs. See Subma

rine springs.

Thermal springs :

Arizona. 330. 403.

Arkansas, 688.

Georgia, 688.

Idaho, 306.

Montana, 627.

Nevada, 309, 627, 649.

New York. 689.

Oregon, 560.

Peru, 430.

Philippine Islands. 669.

Southern United States, 688.

Utah, 52.

Virginia. 03, 407.

Washington, 51.

West Virginia. 203.

Windward Islands. 271.

Springs in general :

Alabama, 40, 250.

Arizona, 405.

Arkansas. 2, 210, 542, 543.

California, 09. 90, 473. 648.

China, 290.

Colorado, 87,264,377.

Cuba, 196.

Egypt, 144.

Georgia. 249.

Germany. 43.

Idaho, 84, 306.

Indiana, 20.

Kansas, 421. 615.

Kentucky, 7.

Korea, 207.

Maine, IS.

Maryland, 91.

Michigan. 720.

Minnesota. 247.

Mississippi. 337.

Missouri, 210, 272, 520. 566,

577, 502, 503. 615.

Nevada, 627.

New Mexico. 85.

New York. 83.

North Carolina, 218. 347.

North Dakota, 247, 701.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Oregon, 560.

Pennsylvania, 58. 638.
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Springs—Continued.

Descriptions and statistics—Cont'd.

Springs in general—Continued.

South Dakota, 88.

Southern Appalachians, 540.

Tennessee, 227, 347.

Texas, 36, 81. 137, 573, 600.

Turkestan, 300.

Utah, 32, 52, 08.

Vermont, 83.

Virginia, 93. 378.

Washington, 370.

West Virginia, 8, 639.

Wisconsin. 220.

Wyoming, 86.

Discharge. See Discharge, springs.

Discharge of sand and gravel from,

594.

Distribution :

Arizona. 403.

California, 331.

Indiana, 395.

Iowa, 706.

Maryland, 420, 427.

West Virginia, 427.

Origin :

Arkansas, 084.

California, 331.

Idaho, 84.

General. 470.

Purification, 4.

Radio-active properties:

Arkansas, 29.

Missouri, 578.

General, 589.

Relation to dikes, Colorado, 375.

Relation to faults :

Colorado, 463.

Connecticut, 230.

Kansas, 615.

Massachusetts, 657.

Michigan, 720.

Missouri, 615.

North Carolina, 218.

Wyoming, 72.

Relation of fissures :

Mexico, 714.

General, 087.

Temperature :

Arkansas, 20.

. Virginia, 497.

Uses. See Uses of underground waters.

springs.

Work of :

Cementation of conglomerate, In

dianu, 401.

Formation of ore deposits :

France, 684.

Georgia, 684.

General. 521.

General papers :

Algous growth In, work of W. A.

Setcbell on, 670.

Economic value of, Germany, 43.

Effect on vegetation. Indiana, 401.

Effect of artesian wells, Texas. 50.

Effect on health, Arkansas, 490.

Springs—Continued.

General papers—Continued.

Failure of, general, 000.

Folios relating to, 202.

Geology of :

Arkansas, G88.

Philippine Islands, 009.

General, 24, 213.

Influence on underground temper

ature, 443.

Laws regarding pollution of :

North Carolina, 510.

General, 23. 228.

Relation to forests, Southern Ap

palachians, 540.

General discussion of, 107, 257.

Springs In mining districts, 500.

Statistics.

Discharge. See Discharge.

Mineral water production and value.

See Mineral waters, production and

value.

Springs. See Springs.

Wells. See Wells.

Stockbridge dolomite. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Stockton beds. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Storage of underground waters by forests,

709.

Stovepipe method of well construction, 304,

000, 602.

Streams, underground. See Underground

streams and channels.

Structures.

Infiltration or collecting galleries :

France, 225.

Mexico, 177.

Ohio, 231.

Wyoming, 703.

General, 223.

Collecting tunnels, California, 408.

Subsurface dams :

California, 60.

New .Mexico. 245.

Wyoming, 703.

Subirrigation, injurious effect of, Colorado,

608.

j Sublacustrine springs, Michigan, 711.

' Submarine springs :

Cuba, 196, 275.

Florida, 275, 431.

Hawaiian Islands, 275.

Subterranean streams. See Underground

streams.

Sucarnochee formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Sundance formation. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Switzerland.

Thermal waters In the Slmplon tunnel.

47, 66, 67, 120, 127, 130, 138, 357.

358, 359, 465, 469, 482, 489, 405,

576. 587, 665.

Sylvania sandstone. See Underground wa

1 ters, occurrence of.
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T.

Tallahatta buhrstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Tar springs. See Spring, tar.

Tasmania, mine waters, descriptions, 124.

Temperature of underground waters.

Mine waters :

Nevada, 101, 102.

General, 481.

Springs :

Arkansas, 29, 688.

Oregon. 560.

Philippine Islands, <i0!>.

Virginia, 497.

West Virginia, 639.

Wells :

Cuba, 196.

Iowa, 518.

New Mexico, 675.

New York, 697.

Queensland, 244.

South Australia, 139.

Vermont, 83.

Underground waters In general :

Arizona, 405.

California, 455.

Connecticut, 230.

England, 30.

Italy,120, 359, 480.

Montana, 627.

Nevada. 027.

South Carolina, 220.

Switzerland, 120, 359, 489.

General, 197.

General papers :

Atmospheric temperature, effect

on wells, 585.

Increase with depth. Nevada, 627.

Influence of alteration of rocks

on, 443.

Subterranean temperatures, plan

for determination of, 241.

Underground temperatures, gen

eral, 443.

Use in estimating depth of wells,

380.

Tennessee.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters, 89, 204, 227.

Brines, 227.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100. 527.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in United

States. 8!).

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 227.

Sink holes, 496.

Springs :

Mineral springs, 227.

Springs In general :

Descriptions. 227.

Occurrence, 347.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 347.

Composition, 227.

Tennessee—Continued.

Underground waters—Continued.

Occurrence :

Formations :

Knox, 227.

Lafayette. 227.

Llgnitic, 227.

Porters Creek. 227.

Ripley, 227.

Systems :

Carboniferous, 227.

Cretaceous. 227.

Devonian, 227.

Silurian, 227

Tertiary, 227.

Work of :

Alteration of rock, 437.

Decomposition of rock. 437.

Formation of natural bridges.

59.

Uses of underground waters, springs :

Medicinal, 227.

Resorts, 227.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 227,

594.

Wells in general :

Descriptions. 89, 227, 407.

Pumping. 145.

Records. 407.

Statistics, 89, 407.

Tertiary system. See Underground waters.

occurrence of.

Test wells, use In measurement of under

flow, 599.

Testing underflow. See Underflow, meas

urement of.

Testing wells. See Wells, testing.

Texas.

Artesian water, occurrence of, descrip

tions, 559.

Bibliographies, containing references to

underground waters. 89. 204.

Brines, agency in formation of oil and

gas pools, 460.

Brines, occurrence in oil wells, 176,

514.

Caves, gypsum, 559, 560.

Deposits by evaporation of ground wa

ter, 560.

Mineral waters :

Descriptions. 560.

Production and value. 100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground wa

ters In formation of, 74.

Principal publications :

Irrigation In southern Texas, 30.

Irrigation investigations In west

ern Texas, 81.

List of deep borings in United

States. 89.

Observations on the ground waters

of the Rio Grande Valley, 603.

Springs :

Descriptions. 36, 81, 573, 060.

Discharge. 660.

Underflow, 246, 603.
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Texas—Continued.

Underground channels in gypsum, 559.

Underground waters :

Analyses, 003.

Conditions, 361.

Evaporation, 500.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 30, 323, 361,

515, 560, 573.

Materials :

Limestone, 36.

Sand, 30.

Sandstone, 36.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs :

Irrigation. 30, 50, 81, 137,

141, 658, 608.

Public supplies, 36, 50.

Wells :

Irrigation, 1!), 30, 50, 81, HI,

185, 287, 315, 318, 319,

320, 322, 323, 325, 530,

651, 659, 098.

Public supplies, 50.

Water table :

Fluctuation, 003.

Relation to salt deposits, 559.

Well Irrigation, cost of, 36.

Wells :

Artesian wells :

Cost, 662.

Descriptions, 36, 310, 322, 323,

515.

Wells In general :

Construction, 30, 003.

Cost of pumping, 603, 051.

Descriptions, 89, 318, 319,

321, 407, 573, 059.

Effect on How of springs, 50.

Pumping, 30, 81, 315, 603,

651, 002.

Records, 36, 407, 559.

Statistics. 36, 89, 407.

Testing. 325, 602.

Therapeutic value of mineral waters. 706.

Therapeutics. See Uses of underground wa

ters.

Thermal springs. See Springs, thermal.

Thermal waters, ascent along fault, Arizona,

78.

Thermal wells. See Wells, thermal wells.

Third Magnesian limestone. See Under

ground waters, occurrence of.

Tides, effect on fluctuation of wells, Japan,

. 054.

Transvaal, ore deposits, part of underground

waters in formation of, 259.

Trap. See Underground waters, occurrence

of. diabase.

Traverse series. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Travertine. See Deposits, springs.

Trenton limestone. See Underground wa

ters, occurrence of.

Triassic system. See Underground waters,

occurrence of.

Tula. See Deposits, springs.

Tuff. See Underground waters, occurrence

of.

Turkestan.

Absorption of streams by desert sands,

541.

Artesian conditions, 300.

Seepage waters, 97.

Springs, descriptions, 300.

Underground waters, occurrence of,

gravel, 300.

Uses of underground waters, springs:

Irrigation, <J7.

Public supplies. 97.

Wells, descriptions, 97

Tuscaloosa formation. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Underdrainage of alkali lauds.

Arizona, 698.

California, 698, 708.

Montana, 098, 708.

Utah, 698, 708.

Washington, 098, 708.

General, 709.

Underdrainage of buildings, New York, 134.

Underdrainage of deserts by sandstone, 99.

Underdrainage of pouds by wells, 285.

Underdrainage of soils, 3, 332a.

Underdrainage of swamps by wells.

Iowa, 450.

Virginia, 378.

Underflow, availability of, for Irrigation,

Nevada, 25.

Underflow.

Descriptions :

Arizona, 387.

Arkansas. 001.

New Mexico, 245, 246.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Texas, 246, 603.

Measurements and tests:

California, 140, 252, 002.

New York, 002.

General, 312, ."iiiO. 079.

Underflow, work on, by Reclamation Service,

Kansas, 080.

Underflow meter, 252, 002.

Underground streams and channels.

Algeria, 346.

Arizona, 288, 387.

Arkansas. 2. 045.

Belgium, 180.

Bermuda Islands, 22.

British Columbia. 217.

Cuba, 196.

Georgia, 439, 441.

Greece, 431, 433.

Illinois, 13.

Indian Territory, 045.

Missouri, 520, 566, 592, 593, 597.

New South Wales, 172.

Sahara, 346.

Texas. 559.

Utah, 82.
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Underground water.

Absence of, Nevada, 624.

Derivation from rainfall, Arkansas,

544.

Interference with placer workings,

Utah, 35.

Interference with sewers, 538, 712.

Laws relating to, 178, 335, 467, 591.

083, 700.

Occurrence of :

General, 197.

Formations :

Arapahoe sandstone, Colora

do, 87.

Arhuckle limestone, Oklaho

ma, 228a.

Ai ikaree :

Colorado, 87.

Kansas, 87.

Nebraska, 87.

Batesvllle sandstone. Arkan

sas, 542, 544.

Berea grit :

Michigan, 202.

Ohio. 396.

Blloxl sand, Mississippi, 337.

Blngen :

Arkansas, 542, 671, 672.

Louisiana. 671, 672.

Boone :

Arkansas. 2, 542, 543,

544, 647.

Indian Territory, 647.

Brentwood limestone, Arkan

sas, 2.

Buchanan gravel, Iowa, 571.

Burlington limestone. Mis

souri. 519, 593.

Catahoula :

Arkansas, 542, 671. 672.

Louisiana, 250, 671, 672.

Chadron :

Nebraska. 87.

South Dakota, 87.

Wyoming, 87.

Cherokee shale, Missouri, 593.

Chesapeake :

Delaware, 88.

Maryland. 91.

New Jersey, 363.

Virginia, 93.

Chester sandstone :

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 395.

Chouteau limestone, Missouri,

520.

Claiborne. Mississippi, 337.

Clay marl. New Jersey, 363.

Clinton limestone :

Michigan, 202.

Ohio, 396.

Cockfleld. Arkansas, 672.

Cohansey, New Jersey. 363.

Coldwater shale, Michigan.

202.

Columbia, South Carolina.

226,

Underground water—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Formations—Continued.

Corniferous limestone. Ohio.

390.

Dakota sandstone :

Colorado. 87. 377.

Iowa, 511.

Kansas, 87, 421.

Minnesota. 247.

Montana, 94.

Nebraska, 87.

North Dakota, 247.

South Dakota, 86, S7, 94.

Wyoming, 86. 87, 94.

Deadwood sandstone :

Montana. 94.

South Dakota, 86.

Wyoming. 86, 94.

Delthyris shale. Missouri. 593.

Dundee limestone, Michigan.

202.

F.llensbnrg lieds, Washington.

51.

Enid, Oklahoma, 228a.

Eutaw :

Alabama, 606.

Mississippi, 337.

Fox Hills sandstone. Colo

rado, 87.

Galena limestone :

Illinois. 394.

Iowa. 511.

Wisconsin, 220, 581.

Gasconade limestone, Mis

souri, 592, 593.

Gauley coal. West Virginia. 8.

Genesee, New York, 356.

Grand Gulf :

Alabama. 606.

Arkansas. 672.

Louisiana, 256, 672.

Mississippi, 337.

Greenbrier limestone:

Maryland, 426, 427.

West Virginia. 427.

Greer, Oklahoma, 228a.

Gunter sandstone, Missouri.

593.

Hall sandstone, Arkansas.

543.

Hannibal, Missouri, 520. 593.

Hatchetlgbee :

Alabama. 606.

Mississippi. 337.

Helderberg limestone, West

Virginia, 427.

Henrietta, Missouri, 593.

Hinckley sandstone. Minne

sota, 710.

Hudson River, Indiana, 37.

395.

Jordan sandstone :

-! . A Iowa, 511, 512.

Minnesota. 248, 710.

Klrkwood, New Jersey, 363.
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Underground water—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Formations—Continued.

Knobstone group, Indiana,

395.

Knox dolomite :

Alabama, 606.

Tennessee, 227.

Lafayette :

Louisiana, 558.

Mississippi, 337.

South Carolina, 220.

Tennessee, 227.

Lakota sandstone :

Montana, 94.

South Dakota, 86, 94.

Wyoming, 86, 94.

Laramie :

Colorado, 87.

Wyoming, 87.

Lee conglomerate, Kentucky,

7.

Lignltlc group :

Alabama, 606.

Kentucky, 227.

Mississippi, 337.

Tennessee, 227.

Lisbon, Mississippi, 337.

Logan sandstone, Ohio, 396.

Longmeadow sandstone, Mas

sachusetts, 195, 545.

Lower Helderberg limestone :

Indiana, 395.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Lower Magneslan limestone :

Illinois, 394.

Iowa, 511.

Wisconsin, 581.

Lower marl, New Jersey, 363.

Madison sandstone, Illinois,

156.

Magothy, Maryland, 91.

Mahoning sandstone, Pennsyl

vania, 634, 635.

Manafalla, Mississippi, 337.

Marias des Cygnes, Missouri.

593.

Marshall sandstone, Mlchi

gan, 146.

Matawan, New Jersey, 363.

Medina sandstone, Pennsyl

vania, 199.

Michigan series, Michigan.

202.

Middle marl, New York, 363.

Mlnnekahta limestone :

South Dakota, 80.

Wyoming, 80.

Minnelusa :

Montana, 94.

South Dakota, 80, 87, 94.

Wyoming, 86, 94.

Monroe sandstone, Michigan

202.

Morrow :

Arkansas, 544. 647.

Indian Territory, 647.

Underground water—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Formations—Continued.

Nacatoch :

Arkansas, 542, 671.

Louisiana, 671, 672.

Nabeola, Mississippi, 337.

Napoleon Bandstone, Michi

gan. 202.

New Richmond sandstone,

Minnesota, 248, 710.

Niagara limestone :

Illinois. 394.

Indiana. 37, 395.

Iowa, 365, 667.

Michigan, 202.

Ohio, 396.

Wisconsin, 581.

Ogalalla :

Colorado. 87.

Kansas, 87.

Nebraska. 87.

Oneota limestone. Iowa, 511,

512.

Onondaga limestone, Ohio,

390.

Oriskany sandstone, Peunsyi

vanla, 199.

Pahnsapa limestone :

Montana, 94.

South Dakota, 86. 87, 94.

Wyoming, 80, 94.

Pamunkcy :

Maryland. 91.

Virginia, 93.

Parma sandstone, Michigan.

202.

Pentremltal limestone, Ar

kansas, 542.

Pitkin limestone, Arkausas.

2, 543, 544.

Pittsburg sundstone, Penn

sylvania, 034. 635.

Platteville limestone, Wiscon

sin, 229.

Pleasanton. Missouri, 593.

Ponchartraln clay, Missis

slppl, 337.

Porters Creek clay :

Kentucky, 227.

Tennessee, 227.

I'otomac :

Delaware, 88.

District of Columbia, 92.

Maryland. 91.

North Carolina, 200.

South Carolina, 226.

Virginia. 93.

Potsdam sandstone :

Illinois, 394.

New York. 689.

Wisconsin, 229, 581.

Quartermaster, Oklahoma,

228a. - - *

Karitan, New Jersey, 363.
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Underground water—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Formations—Continued.

Red Beds :

New Mexico, 85, 354.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Itedbank :

Delaware, 88.

New Jersey, 363.

Ripley :

Alabama. OOO.

Kentucky. 227.

Mississippi. 337.

Tennessee, 227.

Sabine :

Arkansas, 542, 671, 072.

Louisiana, 071, 072.

St. Louis limestone :

Illinois. 304.

Indiana, 395.

Missouri, 593.

St. Feters sandstone :

Illinois. 156, 394.

Indiana, 395.

Iowa, nil, 512. 518, 667.

Minnesota, 248. 710.

Missouri, 519, 593.

Wisconsin. 229, 581.

Sallna beds, Michigan, 202.

Severn, Maryland. 91.

Sbakopee fissured limestone.

Minnesota, 710.

Stockbrldge dolomite, Con

necticut, 230.

Stockton beds, New Jersey,

363.

Sucarnocliee. Mississippi, 337.

Sundance, Wyoming. H7.

Sylvania sandstone. Michi

gan, 209.

Tallahatta buhrstone, Missis

sippi, 337.

Third Magneslan limestone,

Missouri, 502.

Traverse series, Michigan, 202.

Trenton limestone:

Indiana, 37, 395.

Iowa, 511.

Michigan. 202.

Missouri. 593.

New York. 689.

Ohio, 396.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Wisconsin, 581.

Tuscaloosa :

Alabama, 000.

Mississippi. 337.

Upper Marshall sandstone,

Michigan. 202.

Upper Washington limestone,

Fennsylvanla, 030.

Water lime, Indiana, 395.

Waynesburg sandstone. Penn-

B.vlvanla. 636.

Whiteborn sandstone, Okla

homa, 228a,

Underground water—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Formations—Continued.

Winslow sandstone, Arkan

sas, 543.

Yellvllle dolomite, Arkansas,
o

Materials. See also Formations.

Alluvium :

Oklahoma, 228a.

Washington. 51.

Basalt, Washington. 51, 379.

Breccia, general, 392.

Buhrstone :

Mississippi, 337.

South Carolina, 226.

Coal, West Virginia, 8.

Conglomerate :

Massachusetts. 79.

Oklahoma. 22Sa.

Rhode Island, 79.

Crystalline rocks :

Connecticut, 230, 586.

District of Columbia, 92.

Maine, 611.

Maryland. 91.

Missouri. 593.

New Jersey. 303.

New York. 689.

Fennsylvanla. 199.

South Carolina. 226.

Wisconsin, 690.

Diabase :

Connecticut, 195.

Massachusetts, 195.

New York, 689.

Dlorite. South Carolina, 226.

Dolomite :

Arkansas, 2.

Iowa, 511.

Drift. See also Sand and

gravel.

China, 299.

Connecticut. 230.

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 20.

Iowa, 51 1, 518.

Maine, 608.

Minnesota. 247, 248,710.

Missouri, 593.

New Hampshire, 608.

New York. 356, 656. 6S9.

North Dakota. 247.

Ohio. 396.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Rhode Island. 79.

Wisconsin, 581.

Gneiss. North Carolina, 218.

Granite :

Delaware, 88.

Oklahoma, 22Sa.

South Carolina, 226.

Virginia, 93.

Gravel :
• Australia, 400.

California, 60, 178, 284,

864, 665.
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Underground water—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Materials—Continued.

Gravel—Continued.

Illinois, 437.

Maine, 609.

Mexico, 714.

Nevada, 399.

New Jersey, 171.

New Mexico. 354.

New York, 1 57, 697.

Pennsylvania, 635, 636.

Turkestan, 300.

Washington, 379.

Limestone :

Arkansas, 2.

Georgia, 441.

Massachusetts. 79.

Pennsylvania, 199, 638.

Texas, 36.

Virginia, 93.

Porphyry, Oklahoma, 228a.

Quartzlte :

Georgia, 688.

Virginia, 93.

Sand :

California, 364.

District of Columbia, 131,

147.

Florida, 201.

Holland, 432.

Maryland, 91.

Massachusetts, 536, 537.

Michigan, 189.

Minnesota, 167.

New York, 148, 189, 697.

Pennsylvania, 635, 636.

Texas, 36.

Washington, 379.

Sandstone :

Arkansas, 2.

Connecticut, 195, 230.

Georgia, 441.

Maryland, 91.

Massachusetts, 195.

New Mexico, 354.

Pennsylvania, 638.

South Carolina, 226.

Texas, 36.

Shale :

Connecticut, 195.

Maryland, 91.

Massachusetts, 195.

New York, 356, 689.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Tuff, Washington, 51.

Structures :

Faults :

Arkansas, 542, 647.

Connecticut, 195.

Indian Territory, 647.

Fissures, Washington, 51.

Fractured rocks In general,

392.

Joints :

Arkansas, 645.

Connecticut, 19S.

Underground water—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Structures—Continued.

Faults—Continued.

Indian Territory, 645.

Maine, 608.

New Hampshire, 608.

Systems. See also Formations.

Cambrian :

Alabama, 606.

Iowa, 511.

Minnesota, 248.

New York, 689.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Carboniferous :

Alabama, 606.

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 395.

Iowa, 511.

Kentucky, 227.

Maryland, 91, 427.

Mississippi, 337.

Ohio, 396.

Oklahoma, 228a.

South Dakota, 87.

Tennessee, 227.

West Virginia, 203, 427.

Cretaceous :

Alabama, 606.

Arkansas, 671.

Colorado, 87.

Delaware, 88.

Kansas, 87.

Louisiana, 671.

Maryland, 91.

Minnesota, 247, 248.

Mississippi, 337.

Nebraska, 87.

New Jersey, 363.

New Mexico, 354.

New York, 689.

North Carolina, 200.

North Dakota, 247.

Oklahoma, 228a.

South Carolina, 226.

South Dakota, 87, 551.

Tennessee, 227.

Virginia, 93.

Wyoming, 87.

Devonian :

Illinois, 394.

Maryland, 91.

Missouri, 592.

New York, 350, 689.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Tennessee, 227.

Jurassic, Wyoming, 87.

Newark :

South Carolina, 226.

Virginia, 93.

Ordovlclan :

Arkansas, 542, 544.

Iowa, 511.

Minnesota, 248.

New York. 689.
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Underground water—Continued.

Occurrence of—Continued.

Systems—Continued.

Pre-Cambrian :

Iowa, 511.

New York, 689.

Silurian :

New York, 089.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Tennessee, 227.

Tertiary :

Alabama, 006.

Arkansas, 542, 544, 671,

672.

Colorado, 87.

Delaware, 88.

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 395.

Kansas, 87.

Louisiana, 256, 671, 672.

Maryland, 91 .

Mississippi, 337.

Nebraska, 87.

Oklahoma, 228a.

South Carolina, 226.

South Dakota, 87, 551.

Tennessee, 227.

Virginia, 93.

Wyoming, 87.

Trlasslc :

Connecticut, 195, 230,

545.

Massachusetts. 195, 545.

New Jersey, 363.

New York, 689.

Pennsylvania, 199.

Virginia, 93.

Underground water, unusual depth of, Ari

zona, 503.

Underground waters.

Circulation of. See Circulation.

Classification of, Mississippi, 411.

Composition and quality of. See Com

position.

Contamination of. See Contamination.

Decline of. See Decline.

Deposits by. See Deposits.

Descriptions. See under States.

Field analysis of, 390.

Fluctuations of. See Fluctuation.

Movements of. See Circulation and

movements.

Part of, In formation of ore deposits.

See Ore deposits.

Predictions of occurrence, Iowa, 191.

Relation to flow of streams, 38.

Relation to igneous intrusions, Ken

tucky and Illinois, 14.

Relation to irrigation, Colorado, 282.

Relation to structure of rocks, 392.

Relations to volcanoes and eart.li-

quakes, 277.

Source of public supplies. See I'ses of

underground waters.

Underground waters—Continued.

I'ses. See Uses of underground waters.

Work of :

Alteration of rocks :

Alaska, 620.

Arizona, 403.

California. 682.

Indiana, 27.

Missouri, 577.

Montana. 627.

Nevada, 624, 627.

North Carolina, 347. 539.

Tennessee. 347.

Utah. 348.

General, 56, 63. 481. 554. 617.

Aqueo-igneous fusion, 56.

Cementation :

Connecticut, 349.

New Brunswick. 349.

New Jersey, 349.

New York, 349.

Pennsylvania. 349.

General, 251.

Chloritization, North Carolina,

539.

Deposits. Sec Deposits.

Nevada, 552.

North Carolina. 347.

Tennessee, 347.

General, 251, 617.

Formation of hummocks. Califor

nia, 648.

Formation of stone reefs, Brazil.

41.

Induration, Oregon, 569.

Land slips, Montana, 629.

Leaching :

Arizona, 188.

North Carolina, 539.

Metamorphism, 523.

Replacement, 517, 522, 616.

Serpentinlzatlon, North Carolina,

539.

Slllclficatlon :

California, 648.

Nevada, 624.

Solution :

Cuba, 196.

Kentucky, 668.

Massachusetts. 59.

Missouri. 592, 597.

Ohio, 366. 367.

Tennessee, 59.

Virginia, 59.

Y'ellowstone National Park, 59.

Undermining :

Arkansas, 212.

Missouri, 212.

Work of underground water's in

general :

Arizona, 405.

Arkansas, 213*

Illinois, 12, 13.

Missouri, 212.

Montana, 105.
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Underground waters—Continued.

Work of—Continued.

Work of underground waters In

general—Continued.

Oregon, 569.

Philippine Islands, 669.

General, 15, 554.

Work on, by :

Individuals :

Abbe, Cleveland, jr., 205, 679.

Adams, G. I., 205, 679.

Anderson, J. A., 679.

Ashley, G. II., 679, 680.

Bain, II. F., 205, 680.

Bayley, W. S., 205, 679, 680.

Boutwell, J. H., 205, 679, 680.

Bowman, Isaiah, 679, 680.

Calkins, F. C, 679.

Champlln, F. A., 679.

Clapp, F. G.. 679.

Clark, W. B., 205.

Condra, G. K., 679, 680.

Cooper, W. F., 679.

Crane, G. W., 679.

Crider, A. F„ 205, 680.

Crosby, W. O., 205, 679, 680.

Dale, T. N., 679.

Darton, N. H., 679, 680.

Davis, C. A., 205, 680.

Eckel, E. C, 205, 679, 680.

Ellis, E. E., 080.

Fisher, C. A., 679, 680.

Fuller, M. L., 205, 679, 680.

Gale, H. S., 079.

Glenn, L. C, 205, 679, 680.

Gould, C. N., 679, 680.

Grant, D. S., 205, 680.

Gregory, H. B., 679, 680.

Gregory, W. M., 205, 679, 680.

Hall, C. M., 679.

Hall, C. W„ 205, 679, 680.

Hallock, William, 679.

Harris, G. D., 679.

Hawkins, R., 679.

Henry, F. A., 679.

Hodges, R. S., 679.

Holllster, G. B., 205, 080.

Horton, R. E., 205, 680.

Johnson, B. L., 205, 680.

Johnson, D. W., 205, 679, 680.

Johnson, E., 205, 680.

Johnson, L. C, 679.

Keyes, C. R., 679.

Kindle, E. M., 205, 680.

Knapp, G. N., 205, 679, 680.

La Forge, Laurence, 679.

Landes, Henry. 079.

Lane, A. C, 205.

Lee, W. T., 679, 680.

Leverett, Frank, 205, 679, 680.

Lines, E. P., 205, 680.

Lord, L. G., 679.

Loughlin, G. F., 679.

Lovelace, B. P., 079.

McCallie, S, W„ 205, 679, 680.

Underground waters—Continued.

Work on, by—Continued.

Individuals—Continued.

Martin, G. C, 679, 680.

Mendenhall, W. C, 679, 680.

Norton, W. H., 205, 679, 680.

Norwood, C. J., 205.

O Harra. C. C, 680.

Perkins, G. H., 679, 680.

Purdue, A. H., 205, 679.

Pynchon, W. II. C, 679.

Rathbun, F. D„ 679.

Richardson, G. B., 679, 680.

Russell, I. C, 679.

Setehell, W. A., 679.

Shepard, E. M„ 205, 679, 680.

Shultz, A. R., 205, 679, 680.

Slebenthal, C. E., 679, 680.

Simpson, H. E., 680.

Slichter, C. S., 679,680.

Smith, E. A., 205, 679, 680.

Smith, G. O., 205,679,680.

Smith, W. S. T., 205, 679, 680.

Stephenson, L. W., 680.

Stose, G. W., 205, 080.

Tarr, R. S., 679.

Taylor, F. B., 679.

Todd, J. E., 679, 680.

Udden, J. A., 205,679,680.

Veatch, A. C, 205, 679, 680.

Washburn, W. C, 679.

Watson, T. L., 205.

Weed, W. II., 679, 680.

Weeks, F. B., 205,679,680.

White, C. II., 679.

White, 1. C, 205.

Whitney, F. I,. 679.

Wilder, F. A., 679.

Wlllard, D. E., 679, 680.

Brazilian Government, 584.

Peruvian Government, 584.

United States Geological Survey,

191, 193, 204, 205, 584, 679, 680.

United States Reclamation Service,

680.

United States.

Principal publications relating to un

derground waters :

Bibliographic review and Index of

papers relating to underground

waters published by United

States Geological Survey, 1879-

1904, 204.

Preliminary list of deep borings

In the United States, 89.

Unwatering. See Pumping.

Upper Marshall sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Upper Washington limestone. See Under

ground waters, occurrence of.

Use of underflow for Irrigation, general, 699.

Use of well records, 193.

Use of wells, precautions in, 389.
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of underground waters.

Drainage tunnels. Irrigation. Persia,

301.

Infiltration galleries, public supplies:

France, 225.

Indiana, 502.

Wyoming, 703.

Mine waters :

Boilers, Arkansas, 75.

Tower, Arizona, 330.

Public supply, Australia, 406.

Springs :

Bathing :

Cuba, 190.

Montana, 087.

Washington, 379.

General, 087.

Boilers :

Indian Territory. 244.

Washington, 379.

Heating, general, 087.

Irrigation :

Idaho. 300, 567.

Italy, 444.

Massachusetts, 078.

Nebraska, 308. 314.

New York, 076.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Persia, 301.

Texas, 30, 50, 81, 137, 141. 658,

698.

Turkestan, 97.

Virginia, 497.

Medicinal (therapeutic) :

Cuba, 196.

New Hampshire, 198.

New York, 689.

Philippine Islands, 669.

Tennessee, 227.

General, 687.

Power :

Arizona, 330.

Indiana, 395.

Missouri. 500, 577.

New York. 089.

Wisconsin. 591.

Private supplies (domestic) :

California, 69.

New Hampshire, 198.

New York, 689.

Pennsylvania. 638.

South Carolina, 226.

General discussion, 223.

Public supplies :

Connecticut, 230.

Cuba, 196.

England. 30.

France, 431.

Illinois, 43S.

Louisiana, 256.

Maine, 609, 094.

Maryland, 427.

Missouri, 409. 519.

New Jersey. 371.

New York, 159. 540, 089.

Oklahoma, 228a.

Pennsylvania, 58, 635, 636,

638.

Uses of underground waters—Continued.

Springs—Continued.

Public supplies—Continued.

Philippine Islands. 631.

Quebec, 332.

South Carolina, 226.

Texas, 50.

Turkestan, 97.

Utah, 118.

Vermont. 532.

Washington, 379.

West Virginia, 427.

General, 223, 595.

Resorts :

Arkansas, 664.

Germany. 43.

Maine, 664.

Massachusetts, 657.

Pennsylvania. 038.

Tennessee, 227.

Virginia, 064.

Washington, 379.

Source of chemicals, 687.

Underground streams :

Public supplies :

Cuba, 196.

Mexico, 177.

Formation of oases, Sahara, 346.

Wells :

Boilers :

Arkansas, 542.

Indian Territory, 244.

Oklahoma, 244.

Washington, 379.

Creameries, New York, 689.

Drainage of ponds, Michigan, 285.

Drainage of swamps, Virginia, 37S.

Heating :

Idaho, 687.

Montana. 687.

Ice plants, Arkansas, 542.

Irrigation :

Algeria, 494, 528.

Arizona, 387.

Arkansas, 652, 662.

California, 26. 187. 284, 383,

386, 446, 452, 453, 454,

455, 456, 458. 494. 600,

665. 676, 698.

Colorado, 305. 640.

Idaho, 310.

India, 494, 676.

Kansas, 254, 640, 719.

Louisiana, 250. 558.

Massachusetts. 078.

Nebraska, 640.

Nevada, 25.

New Jersey, 492, 678.

New Mexico, 287, 354. 676.

New York. 546.

Oklahoma. 228a.

Oregon, 569.

• Queensland, 494.

Sahara, 528.

South Dakota. 311.

Southern United States, 572.
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of underground waters—Continued.

WellH—Continued.

Irrigation—Continued.

Texas, 10, 36, 60, 81, 141,

185, 287, 315, 318, 319,

320, 322, 323, 325, 530,

851, 658, 659, 698.

Utah, 574.

Washington. 379.

Wyoming, 307.

General, 274, 699.

Laundry purposes, general, 598.

Manufacturing purposes :

Connecticut, 545.

Louisiana, 256.

Massachusetts, 195, 545.

New Hampshire, 198.

New Jersey, 149, 171.

New York, 689.

Pcwer :

Arizona, 288.

Mexico, 177.

New South Wales, 73.

New York, 689.

Queensland, 73.

Private supplies (domestic) :

California, 384.

Colorado, 302.

Connecticut, 195, 545.

Iowa, 417, 575.

Louisiana, 256.

Massachusets, 195, 545.

Minnesota. 248.

New York, 689.

North Dakota. 370.

Oregon, 569.

Washington, 379.

Washington, 379.

Wisconsin, 581.

Wyoming, 307.

General, 223.

Public supplies :

Arkansas, 542.

Australia, 466.

California, 60, 65, 258, 340.

468.

Connecticut, 545.

Cuba, 196.

Denmark, 431.

England. 30, 160.

Germany, 590.

Illinois. 156, 438.

Indiana. 37, 502.

Iowa. 417, 575. 667.

Maine, 18.

Maryland, 91.

Michigan, 169, 211.

Minnesota, 710.

Missouri, 503.

Nevada, 626.

New Jersey. 142, 363, 371,

492, 674.

New York, 157, 159, 224, 056.

697.

North Carolina, 442.

Ohio, 231, 393.

Usts of underground waters—Continued.

Wells—Continued.

Public supplies—Continued.

Pennsylvania. 58, 632,

South Carolina, 226.

Texas, 50.

Washington, 379.

General, 595.

Resorts :

New Hampshire, 198.

New York, 689.

Pennsylvania, 664.

Underground waters in general :

Boilers, 31.

Irrigation :

Argentine Republic, 76.

England, 30.

Medicinal, 257.

Utah.

Alkali waters, 702.

Artesian waters, 34.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters, 204.

Blowing wells, 34.

Brines, 34.

Fissures, relation to circulation of

underground waters, 35, 348.

Mine waters, 32, 35.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Ore deposits, part of underground

waters In formation of, 32, 33, 35.

Seepage. 574.

Springs :

Descriptions, 32, 52, 98.

Discharge, 273.

Supply of lake by, 52.

Types :

Mound springs. 34.

Oil springs, 420.

Pitch springs, 34.

Saline springs, 420.

Underdrainage of alkali lands, 698,

708..

Underground streams, 32.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 35, 348.

Composition, 333.

Interference with placer work

ings, 35.

Occurrence, descriptions, 32, 333.

Part In alteration of limestone,

348.

Uses of underground wuters :

Artesian wells. Irrigation, 574.

Springs, public supplies, lis.

Water level, relation to depth of su

perficial alteration, 35.

Water table :

Depths, 333.

Map of depths, 574.

Relation to alkali, 333, 574.

WellB :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 98,

333.

Thermal wells, 34.
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Uuh—Continued.

Wells—Continued.

Wells In general :

Descriptions, 89. 407, 420.

Records, 34, 407.

Statistics, 80, 407.

V.

Vegetation, relation to water table.

Michigan, 410.

General, 3.

Veins, part of underground waters In alter

atlon of.

Alaska. 620.

Nevada, 626.

Veins, part of underground waters In forma

tion of.

Alaska, 619.

Arizona, 403. 1

California, 619.

Nevada, 624, 626.

Victoria, 402.

General, 290, 476, 524, 525.

Vermont.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters, 204, 532.

Frozen well, 83.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

I'rlnclpal publications :

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 532.

Water resources of the Fort Tl-

conderoga quadrangle, Vermont

and New York, 83.

Water resources of the Taconlc

quadrangle, New York, Massa

chusetts, and Vermont, 657.

8prlngs :

Mineral springs, list of, 532.

Springs In general :

Analyses, 532.

Descriptions, 83, 532.

Underground waters :

Composition, 532.

Occurrence, descriptions, 657.

Uses of underground waters, springs,

public supplies, 532.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 532.

Wells In general :

Descriptions, 83, 89, 407, 532.

Distribution. 532.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89. 407.

Temperatures. 83.

Victoria, part of underground waters In

formation of gold quartz veins, 402.

Virginia.

Bibliographies containing references

to underground waters, 89. 93, 204.

Drainage of swamps into wells. 378.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Virginia—Continued.

Principal publications:

List of deep borings In United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States, 93.

Solution features. 571.

Springs :

Mineral springs, list of. 93.

Thermal springs, descriptions, 93.

497.

Springs In general :

Contamination, 393.

Descriptions. 93. 378.

Relation to faults, 93.

Temperatures, 497.

Underground waters :

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 93.

Formations :

Chesapeake, 93.

Pamunkey, 93.

Potomac, 93.

Materials :

Granite, 93.

Limestone, 93.

Quartzlte, 93.

Systems :

Cretaceous. 93.

Newark, 93.

Tertiary, 93.

Trlasslc, 93.

Work of. In formation of natural

bridges. 59.

Uses of underground waters, springs :

Irrigation, 497.

Resorts, 664.

Water table, relation to Bewage sys

tem, 166.

Well waters, purification of. 497.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 93.

Wells In general :

Descriptions, 89, 407.

Records. 407.

Statistics, 89, 93, 407.

Volcanic waters.

Descriptions :

Arizona, 403.

Philippine Islands, 669.

Windward Islands. £70.

General. 271.

Origin, 270, 271, 277.

Volcanic waters, part of, in formation of

ore deposits, 484.

Volume. See Discharge.

W.

Washington.

Artesian conditions, 51, 610.

Artesian requisites. 51.

Bibliography containing references to

underground waters. 204.

Mineral waters, production and value.

100, 527.
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Washington—Continued.

Principal publications :

Geology and water resources of

east-central Washington, 51.

List of deep borings in United

States. 80.

Preliminary report on the under

ground waters of Washington,

370.

Seepage, 370, 681.

Springs :

Analyses, 379.

Descriptions :

(las springs, 370.

Thermal springs, 51.

Springs in general. 51, 370.

t'nderdralnage of alkali lands, G98, 708.

Underground waters :

Circulation, 370.

Composition, 379.

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 370.

Fissures, 51.

Formation, Ellenburg beds, 51.

Materials :

Alluvium, 51.

Basalt, 51, 370.

Sand and gravel, 379.

Tuff, 51.

Uses of underground waters :

Springs :

Bathing, 379.

Boilers, 379.

Public supplies, 379.

Resorts. 379.

Wells :

Boilers, 379.

Irrigation, 379.

Private supplies, 379.

Public supplies, 379.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 51,

379.

Wells in general :

Construction, 51.

Descriptions. 89, 379, 407.

Records, 407.

Statistics, 89. 407.

Testing. 51.

Water, proportion In freshly quarried rocks,

110.

Water-bearing strata, types of, 197.

Water caverns, Michigan. 342.

Water level.

Relation to depth of superficial altera

tion, Utah, 35.

Relation to mining:

Colorado, 478, 487.

Maryland, 686.

Water power. See Uses of underground

waters.

Waterless conditions In Baluchistan, 301.

Water supply. See Uses of underground

waters.

Water table.

Decllne> See Decline of underground

waters.

Definition, 383.

Depths :

Arizona. 385.

Nevada, 471.

New York. 17.

Utah, 333.

Descriptions :

Arizona, 387.

California, 252.

Massachusetts, 80.

Effect of freezing and thawing on, 3.

Effect of irrigation on :

California, 1, 26.

General, 112, 641.

Effect of pumping on :

Australia, 406.

California, 133.

Michigan, 146.

Effect of sewage disposal on, New

York, 17.

Fluctuations of :

California, 1, 26, 252, 446.

Massachusetts, 151, 538.

New York, 135, 546.

Texas, 603.

General, 112, 641.

Maps of :

Arizona, 387.

Utah, 333, 574.

Noneffect of filter plant on, New York,

129.

Nonfluctuatlon of, New York, 17.

Raising of, artificially, 630.

Relation to occurrence of alkali :

Utah, 333. 574.

General. 641, 709.

Relation to ore deposits :

Alabama, 607.

Texas, 550.

Wisconsin. 113.

Relation to sewage system, Virginia,

166.

Relation to vegetation :

Michigan, 410.

General, 3.

Waterworks statistics, 505.

Waterlime. See Underground waters, oc

currence of.

Waynesburg sandstone. See Underground

waters, occurrence of.

Well batteries, arrangement of, 223.

Well construction. See Wells, construction.

Well points, 252.

Well prospects.

Delaware, 88.

Indiana. 395.

Iowa, 512.

Maryland, 426. 427.

Ohio. 396.

West Virginia. 427.

Wells and borings.

Analyses. See Analyses, wells.
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Wells and borings—Continued.

Construction :

Difficulties of, 142.

Methods :

Diamond drill holes, 253, 338.

Stovepipe method, 600, 602.

Localities :

Algeria, 346.

Arkansas, 542, 544, 652.

California, 252, 258, 364, 600.

602.

Illinois, 436,437.

Louisiana, 256.

New Jersey, 142.

New York. 224.

Sahara, 346.

Texas, 36. 603.

General, 183.

Contamination. See Contamination,

wells.

Cost. See Cost of wells.

Description :

Artesian wells :

Alabama. 606.

Algeria, 346, 494, 528.

Arkansas. 594, 672.

California. 494, 562, 665, 721.

Colorado, 87.

Cuba, 196.

Delaware, 88.

Egypt, 121.

England, 30.

Florida, 201, 431.

Idaho, 310, 311.

Illinois, 394.

Indiana, 20, 37, 395.

Iowa, 511.

Kansas, 87.

Kentucky, 7, 594:

Louisiana. 256, 515, 558, 671.

Maine. 18, 608.

Maryland. 427.

Massachusetts, 80.

Michigan. 202, 267.

Minnesota, 247, 248.

Mississippi, 266, 337, 411, 594.

Missouri. 592, 593, 594.

Nebraska, 87.

Now Hampshire, 60S.

New Jersey, 363, 492.

New Mexico, 287.

New York, 356. 650, 689.

North Carolina, 200.

Ohio, 396.

Oregon, 509.

Pennsylvania, 58.

Queensland, 494.

Sahara, 346. 528.

South Carolina, 21.

South Dakota, 87, 247, 431.

Tennessee. 227. 594.

Texas, 36, 185, 316, 322, 323,

515.

Utah, 98.

Vermont, 532.

Virginia. 93.

Washington, 51, 379.

Wells and borings—Continued.

Description—Continued.

Artesian wells—Continued.

West Virginia, 203, 427.

Wisconsin, 170, 581.

Wyoming, 87, 307.

Blowing wells :

Utah, 34.

General, 486.

Horizontal wells, Oregon, 569.

Thermal wells. Utah, 34.

Wells In general :

Alabama. 89, 407, 606.

Arizona, 89, 288, 385, 387, 407.

Arkansas, 89, 407, 542, 543.

California, 65, 89, 258, 407,

408, 468.

China, 507.

Colorado, 89, 303, 407, 640.

Connecticut, 89. 195, 230, 407,

545.

Cuba, 196.

Delaware, 89, 407.

District of Columbia, 89, 92,

407.

England, 160.

Florida. 89, 201, 407.

Georgia, 89, 407, 441, 704.

Idaho. 84, 89, 407.

Illinois, 89, 394, 407, 436,

437.

Indian Territory, 89, 407.

Indiana, 89, 407, 502.

Iowa, 89, 407.

Kansas, 87, 89. 407. 615, 640.

Kentucky. 89, 227, 407.

Louisiana, 89, 407.

Maine, 89, 407.

Maryland, 89, 91. 407.

Massachusetts. 89, 195, 407,

545.

Mexico, 177, 714.

Michigan, 89, 169, 211, 267,

407.

Minnesota, 89. 247. 248, 407.

Mississippi, 89, 337, 407,411.

Missouri, 89, 407, 577, 578,

592, 593, 615.

Montana, 89, 407.

Morocco, 179.

Nebraska. 89. 407. 640.

Nevada, 89, 407.

New Hampshire. 89, 407.

New Jersey, 89, 171.369.407,

674.

New Mexico, 89, 354, 407,

675.

New York, 82, 89, 407, 546,

689, 697.

North Carolina, 89. 407.

North Dakota, 89, 247, 407.

Ohio, 89, 407.

Oklahoma, 89. 407.

Oregon, 89, 407, 569.

Pennsylvania, 89, 407, 462,

636.

Tersia, 298.
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Wells and borings—Continued.

Description—Continued.

Wells In general—Continued.

Queensland, 242.

Rhode Island, 89, 407.

Saraba, 345.

South Australia. 139.

South Carolina. 89, 226, 407.

South Dakota, 89, 407.

Tennessee, 89, 227, 407.

Texas. 81, 89, 185, 318, 319,

321, 407, 573, 059.

Turkestan. 97.

Utah, 8!). 407, 420.

Vermont. 83, 89, 407. 532.

Virginia, 89, 407.

Washington, 6, 89. 379. 407.

West Virginia. 8, 80, 407.

Wisconsin. 89, 407.

Wyoming. 89, 407.

Distribution :

Artesian wells :

Alabama, 013.

California, 384, 452, 453, 454.

Iowa. 706.

Utah, 333.

Wells in general :

Pennsylvania, 199.

Vermont. 532.

Pumping. See l'limping.

Records. See Records.

Statistics. See Records and wells un

der States :

Connecticut, 195.

Illinois, 437.

New Mexico, 602.

Texas, 602.

Washington, 51.

Yield. See Discharge.

General papers :

Advantages of deep wells over

shallow wells, 442.

Availability of wells in mining

districts. 500.

Conditions relative to:

Montana, 94.

South Dakota, 94.

Effect of deforestation on. Michi

gan, 209, 211.

Effect of ditching on, Michigan,

209, 211.

Effect of frost on, Michigan, 209,

211.

Effect of quarrying ou, Michigan,

209.

Effect of rainfall on, Michigan.

209, 211.

Effect on flow of springs, Texas,

50.

Failure of :

Michigan, 209, 211.

West Virginia, 504.

Fluctuation of water in, Japan,

654.

Interpretation of geology from.

New York, 82.

IRR 163—00 9

Wells and borings—Continued.

General papers—Continued.

Location of, by divining rod, Ger

many, 132, 480.

NecesBary conditions for, 18.

Need of. South Africa, 493.

Perforation of casing. 25s.

Precautions In use of. 389, 456.

Protection from contamination,

183.

Radio-active waters, Missouri,

578.

Recovery of underground waters

by, 197.

Relation to faults. See Faults.

Sanitary locations of, 184, 544.

Screens, use of in wells, Louis

iana, 256.

Use of reclamation fund for con

struction of. 501.

I'ses. See Uses of underground

waters, wells.

General descriptions, 324.

West Virginia.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, 20';, 204.

Failure of springs and wells, 504.

Mineral waters, production and value,

100, 527.

Principal publications :

List of deep borings in United

States, 89.

Underground waters of eastern

United States. 203.

Water resources of the Frostburg

and Fllntstone quadrangle, Ma

ryland and West Virginia. 427.

Water resources of the Nicholas

quadrangle, 8.

Water resources of the Pawpaw

and Hancock quadrangles. West

Virginia, Maryland, and Penn

sylvania, 039.

Springs :

Mineral springs, list of, 203.

Springs In general :

Analyses, 639.

Descriptions, 8. 203, 039.

" Distribution, 427.

Tempera t u re. 039.

Underground waters:

Occurrence :

Descriptions, 8, 639.

Formations :

Greenbrier, 427.

Helderberg, 427.

Systems. Carboniferous, 427.

Uses of underground waters, springs,

public supplies. 427.

Well prospects, 427.

Wells :

Artesian wells, descriptions, 8, 203,

427.

Wells in general, descriptions, 8.

isconsin.

Bibliographies containing references to

underground waters, 89, 204, 581.
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UNDERGROUND WATERS OF TENNESSEE AND KENTUCKY

WEST OF TENNESSEE RIVER AND OF AN

ADJACENT AREA IN ILLINOIS.

By L. C. Glenn.

INTRODUCTION.

In this report is described an area in western Tennessee and Ken

tucky and southern Illinois in which the surface formations are for

the most part unconsolidated deposits that were laid down in an

embayment of the great sea that once existed in the Mississippi Val

ley. In Tennessee this embayment area includes the portion of the

State between Mississippi and Tennessee rivers with the exception of

a narrow strip along the west bank of Tennessee River. In Kentucky

it includes all of the State west of Tennessee River with the exception

of a narrow strip that extends along the west bank almost to Paducah.

In Illinois it includes a large part of Massac, Pulaski, and Alexander

counties.

A part of the summer of 1903 was spent in field work, and since

that time several trips have been made across various portions of the

area. Much information has been obtained by correspondence with

owners of wells and springs and with well drillers. The Illinois por

tion of the area did not receive as much study as the others, but the

data obtained are of sufficient value to warrant their inclusion.

SOURCE OF UNDERGROUND WATER.

With the exception of deep underground supplies from porous beds

that have received their water where they rise to the surface, perhaps

many miles distant, the water supply of any region is abundant or

deficient, constant or variable, in accordance with the character of the

rainfall. Only a part of the rainfall contributes to the underground

water supply. The total precipitation may be divided most conven

iently into three portions. One portion runs down the surface slopes

and flows into the streams and to the sea. A second portion is

absorbed by the soil and fills the pores and cracks in the solid rocks

and the interstices in the loose sands and clays, and thus saturates all

the strata that are at no great depth beneath the surface. The upper

limit of this saturation, or the water table, is not a plane, but a modi

fied reproduction of the actual surface. It rises beneath hills, though

7
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not so steeplj' as the hills, and sinks beneath valleys, though often so

much less abruptly that it intersects the valley slope. Where the

water table does not lie too far beneath the surface it may be reached

by digging wells. Where it intersects the surface it produces springs

or marshes. From these springs a part of the absorbed portion of the

rainfall flows to the streams in the same manner as the portion that

runs oft' directly during and for a short time after rains, and except

this amount furnished by direct run-off, the supply from springs is

the sole dependence of the surface streams. A third portion of the

rainfall is temporarily absorbed by the earth or held by the covering

of leaves and vegetation to be evaporated again by the sun either

directly or by transpiration through plant growth.

The water resources of the region discussed in this paper are very

largely dependent on its rainfall. The springs and shallow wells

derive their supplies exclusively from the rain falling in their immedi

ate vicinity, while the strata from which the deep wells obtain water,

though in many cases not reached by the immediately local rainfall,

are supplied by rain that falls within the limits of the region or in

the region just west of Mississippi River in which Gulf embayment

deposits also occur. In only a very few cases do deep wells pierce

the hard rocks that lie beneath the soft sands and clays of the embay

ment deposits and derive their water from rain which has fallen

where these hard rocks outcrop, beyond the Gulf embayment area.

ARTESIAN CONDITIONS.

GENERAL STATEMENT.

The requisite conditions for the occurrence of artesian wells in any

region are few, simple, and easily understood. It is often difficult,

however, to ascertain whether a given region meets all the necessary

conditions. In applying the principles of artesian-well occurrence to

particular localities numerous subsidiary problems may arise that may

greatly modify results and much uncertainty may exist as to the exact

geologic conditions present. The requisite conditions have been for

mulated by T. C. Chamberlin " as follows:

1. A pervious stratum to permit the entrance and the passage of the water.

2. A water-tight bed below to prevent the escape of the water downward.

3. A like impervious bed above to prevent escape upward, for the water, beinc; under

pressure from the fountain head, would otherwise find relief in that direction.

4. An inclination of these beds, so that the edge at which the waters enter will be higher

than the surface at the well.

5. A suitable exposure of the edge of the porous stratum, so that it may take in a suffi

cient supply of water.

(i. An adequate rainfall to furnish this supply.

7. An absence of any escape for the water at a lower level than the surface at the well.

" Fifth Ann. Kept. U. S. Cleol. Survey, 1885, pp. 134-135.



ARTESIAN CONDITIONS. 9

WATER-BEARING BEDS.

In close-grained strata like limestones water is found in cracks,

fissures, and irregular cavities; in open-grained rocks like sandstones,

sands, and gravels it occurs in the pores and interstices between the

rock particles. In the region under consideration all the rocks

through which waters freely pass are open-grained sands and gravels.

The size of the rock particles varies greatly, however, ranging from

J» A _ C D E F

Fig. 1.—Section showing principal requisites of artesian wells. A, a porous stratum; B. C, imper

vious beds below and above A, acting as confining strata; F, height of water level in porous

bed 1 A , or. in other words, height in reservoir or fountain head; D, K, (lowing wells springing

from the porous water-filled bed A.

fine silty sands, through which water flows slowly and with difficulty,

to very coarse sands, fine gravels, or even cobbles in exceptional

cases, which yield their water supplies freely. The loose, porous

water-bearing beds of the region are the Lagrange sands, the Ripley

sands, and the Eutaw sands, each of which is described in detail.

The areal occurrence of each is shown by the geologic map (PI. I).

As the dips are westward each formation occurs as an underground

bed in all of the area west of its outcrop.

Immediately underlying the entire area is a floor of hard, close-

grained rocks which in some places are sufficiently seamed and

fissured to furnish a supply of artesian water. The drill has pierced

these hard beds underlying the loose embayment deposits in only a

B A C D F 

Fio. 3.—Section showing transition from porous to impervious bed. As the ImhI A is inclosed

between impervious beds B and Can artesian well is obtained at D. At A', however. A is imper

vious and water can rot l>e obtained.

few places around the edges of the area, where the old rock floor is

not deeply covered by the later deposits, as at Corinth, Miss.; Lex

ington, Tenn.; Paducah and WicklifFe, Ky. ; Cairo, 111.; and More

house, Mo. At some of these places the underlying hard beds arc

fissured and yield water; at others they are without notable fissures
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and yield little or none.
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CONFINING BEDS.

Both above and below the water-bearing bed there must be beds of

impervious material that prevent the escape of the water by natural

means. The imprisoned water thus accumulates under pressure until

the impervious cover is pierced by the drill.

The presence of an impervious bed directly beneath the porous

water-bearing stratum is not so important as that of one over it,

since, if the underlying bed does permit the passage of water through

it, the escape is downward and lower impervious beds are almost sure

to be reached in a short distance, so that usually the ultimate escape

of the water is prevented.

In the region under discussion the lowest water-bearing bed of

the embayment deposits over a considerable though as yet not accu

rately delimited portion of the area is the Eutaw sand. Beneath it

are cherts, limestones, shales, or sandstones of Paleozoic age that at

some places are impervious. At other places they are seamed or

fissured, but the water received from overlying beds does not escape

either along the seams or downward, as is shown by the great rise

of the water in wells that enter these fissured beds.

The fine close-grained clays of the Selma clay form an impervious

cover above the Eutaw sand and an impervious floor for the overly

ing Ripley sands. The Porters Creek clays form both an impervious

cover for the Ripley sands beneath them and an impervious floor

for the pervious Lagrange sands above them.

DIP.

The dip of the Paleozoic floor upon which the embayment sands

and clays rest is westward in Tennessee; but to the north, toward

the head of the embayment, the dip gradually changes to south-

westward in Kentucky, and finally becomes southward in southern

Illinois, at the northern margin of the deposits. Farther west,

across southeastern Missouri and eastern Arkansas, it is southeast

ward. The rock floor in the northern part of the embayment is

consequently spoon-shaped, with the tip of the spoon extending

northward into southern Illinois and its eastern half underlying

western Tennessee and Kentucky.

While not much is known of the structure of this Paleozoic floor,

because few' borings have penetrated it, a study of the borings and

of the beveled surface in visible contact with the embayment deposits

around their margin indicates that the shape of the floor is not the

result of downward folding of one stratum or series of strata, but

is due, at least mainly, to erosion which occurred while the Paleozoic

rocks formed the actual surface of the region, before the embayment
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deposits had been laid down. The sands and clays of the northern

half of the embayment were deposited in successive strata upon this

rock floor. They accordingly dip westward in Tennessee, westward

and southwestward in Kentucky, and southward in Illinois, in con

formity with the dips of the underlying Paleozoic surface.

The rocks dip somewhat more steeply near their outcropping

edges than they do farther out in the embayment area. The dip of

the Selma clay from its eastern edge near Tennessee River westward

to Selmer, Tenn., is about 25 feet per mile. The westward dip of

the Lagrange beds from their eastern edge east of Saulsbury, on the

Southern Railway, to Memphis is about 22 feet per mile. The south

western dip of the Paleozoic floor from Paducah to Hickman, Ky., is

about 27 feet per mile, and its southern dip from a point near Ullin

to Cairo, 111., is about 27 feet per mile.

EXPOSURE OF POROUS STRATA.

The porous strata that may furnish artesian water are the Eutaw

sand, the Ripley sand, and the Lagrange sand. The Eutaw sand

lies immediately on the Paleozoic floor and outcrops along the east

ern edge of the area discussed in a belt that varies from less than a

mile to about 8 miles in width and extends northward from the

Mississippi line about halfway across the State of Tennessee.

The Ripley sands outcrop in a belt that varies from 5 to 15 miles

in width. This belt is situated some distance west of and parallel to

the outcrop of the Eutaw sand as far north as the Eutaw and the

intervening Selma clay extend as surface formations. About half

way across the State of Tennessee the two older formations disap

pear, and thence northward across western Kentucky and into south

ern Illinois the Ripley sands rest on the underlying Paleozoic rocks,

and consequently outcrop in a belt immediately west of them. In

Kentucky this belt averages about 6 miles in width, but it narrows

considerably near Paducah before passing into Illinois. In Illinois

exposures are poor and rare, so that the width of the Ripley outcrop

is difficult to determine, but it would seem to be as great as the aver

age in Kentucky.

Though the Eutaw and Ripley formations outcrop in narrow belts,

these belts are wide enough to absorb many times as much water

as will be required to supply any prospective demand.

The Lagrange sand forms the surface of more than half the entire

area under consideration, so that there can be no question as to the

sufficiency of the supply of water absorbed by it. This formation,

however, does not conform strictly to the conditions of a porous

artesian stratum, as do the two lower formations, the Ripley and
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Eutaw, since, except locally in the western part of the area, as at

Memphis, it is not overlain by an impervious bed to prevent the

upward escape of the water, but forms the surface of the country in

the area of its occurrence save for the thin and, as confining beds,

unimportant deposits of Lafayette gravel and Columbia loess and

loam.

RAINFALL.

As the supply of underground water is dependent on the rainfall,

the amount and distribution of the latter is very important. The

following table has been prepared from the records of the United

 

Fig. 4.—Diagram showing graphically the monthly average rainfall In the area discussed.

States Weather Bureau to show the average monthly rainfall at a

number of places in and near the area here discussed. The monthly

averages are shown graphically in fig. 4.

Monthly rainfall, in inches, at Weather Bureau stations in the embayment area.

Station.
Length 1
of record Jan.
(years).

Illinois:
Cairo

Kentucky:

Blandville
Mayfleld

Paducah
Missouri:
Ca ruthersville

Tennessee:
A rlington
Bolivar
Brownsville. .
Covington ....
Dyerslmrg
Jackson
Kenton

McKenzie
Memphis

Milan
Bavannah ....
Springville. . . .

Trenton
Wildcravtlle.

Feb. Mar. Apr. May

3.X9 3.79 I 3.82 3. 7S

11

ii

5-0

14-23
18-21
21-23
17-23
8 23

13
4
16
35

18 23

19-22

4. ."id 3.12 5.44 3.49
4.17 2.09 li. 48 2.34
4.08 3.50 4. 93 , 3.92

3.99 , 4.07

5.38 , 3.78

I .98
5.08 i 4.35

3.90
4.52 3.01
4. 72 2. 53

6.65 3.20

3.05
5.09
4.33
4.34
5.24
4.91
4.03

5. 40
6.68
5. 83
4.87
4. SO

5.0(i

.1.

June.

3. 71)
2.86
3.67

4.23

3.83
3. 58
3.4(1

3. 93
3.06
3.78
2.32

July.

4.42 4.97

4.77 ' 4.19
3.83 6.93
5. 18 3.94

Aug. Sept

2.83

1.82
3.00
2.75

4.80

4.36
4.01
4.49
4. 26
4.08
4.36
2.74

3.60 1 2.67

3.90
3.74
3.52
3.37
3.60
4. 60
3. 10

3.24
2.39
2.83
3. 10
2.95
2.53
2. 15

5.46 5.20 5.86

4.85
3. mi

5. 79
6. 26

4.98 5.78
1 . 92 (i. 30
4.60 5.50

3.69 i 5.30
I

5. 47
4.51
4.44
3. 22
4.41
4.21

4.53
4.09
4. 10
2.55
3.68
4.31

4. 66
4.58

4.94
2.67
4.41
5.62

3.54
3.74
4. 17
1.66
3. 45
3.45

3.57
3.93
3.60
1.60
3.26
5.18

3.23
2.89
3.20

3.72

2.45
3.13
2.66
2.63
3.09
2.26
2.92

3.05
3.16
3. 83
4.08
3.09

Oct. Nov. Dec.

2.70 4.10 3.32

2.52
.84

2.32

3.22 4.12

.57 I 4.19
3.75 i 3.6S

1.53 Trace' 4.52

2.02 I
2.24
2.21
1.87
2.28
2.15
.94

2.72
2.21
2.22

3. 76
4.39
4. 13
4.55
3.93
.70

4.06
4.58

2.70
2.68

3.77
1.33
4.51
3.75

Average ' 4.76 3.48 5.48 4.15 3. 67 ! 4. 34 3. 86 2.97 I 3.05 2. 12 3. 24

I I I

MontUJy average, 3.82 inches; yearly average, 45.89 inches.

4.31

4.91
3.89
5.12
7.43

4.35

4.93
7.19
4.34
5.22

4.77
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The average annual rainfall varies from a minimum of about 43

inches yearly, as at Center Point, Tenn., and Cairo, 111., to a maxi

mum of about 52 or 53 inches, as at Savannah and Memphis, Tenn.

The general average for the entire region is between 47 and 48 inches.

The monthly distribution is not uniform throughout the year.

While the monthly average for the year is 3.92 inches, from July to

October it is only 2.17 inches, and from November to March it is 5.90

inches. The driest part of the year is the late summer and fall ; the

wettest is the winter, especially the latter part of it. Streams and

ponds are in consequence lowest in the late fall and in some cases

become entirely dry. They are highest in late winter and very early

spring. In many cases shallow wells are also affected almost as

directly as the ponds and streams. During the long, dry fall the

water may get low or fail altogether, while during winter and spring

the supply is most abundant, and in some wells the water rises to the

surface.

Deep wells receiving their supply from surface sources which may

be many miles distant are not measurably affected by the seasonal

variations in rainfall, and furnish an almost unvarying supply.

Springs may, like deep wells, be unaffected by variations in the rain

fall, or the ground-water level from which they derive their supply

may be so near the surface that when it is lowered during prolonged

dry weather the flow of the springs naturally diminishes or even

entirely ceases. *

ABSENCE OF LOWER ESCAPE.

Eutaw and Ripley formations.—For water to rise and flow from a

deep well there must be no means of escape at a lower level. The

Kutaw and Ripley formations are not known to outcrop except along

their elevated edges on or near the margin of the embaymcnt deposits.

To the south, toward the Gulf of Mexico, along the deepest portion of

the erosion trough in which they are deposited, the dip carries them

farther from the surface; but it is highly probable that they either

pass into finer grained impervious beds or are overlapped and sealed

up by other fine-grained strata, so that there is no free escape south

ward of the waters that enter their exposed edges along the belt of

outcrop. The waters thus imprisoned fill the pore space in the beds

up to the level of the ground water in the area of their outcrop, and so

exert a pressure on all lower parts of the beds that forces the water in

deep wells up nearly to the outcrop level. The amount by which the

water in a well falls short of this level depends on the friction or resist

ance to the flow through the water-bearing bed, which is determined

by the distance the water flows from its point of entrance into the bed

and by the coarseness or fineness of the materials of which the bed is

composed.
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Lagrange formation.—The Lagrange either outcrops over much of

the region or is covered by only a few feet of Lafayatte or Columbia

deposits. Its contained waters consequently escape wherever the

ordinary ground-water level intersects the surface, and they rise in

deep bore holes to about the level of the ground water. The forma

tion contains beds of close-grained sands and impermeable clays that

may extend over considerable areas and confine the waters beneath

under such pressure that they may rise, when these beds are pierced

by the drill, to a level somewhat lower or higher than that of the local

ground water, owing to the local lack of free vertical communication

and circulation and to the more intimate connection of the lower

coarser beds with some distant part of the formation whose elevation

determines the pressure at the boring. Hence a partial escape only is

found for the contained waters of the Lagrange. Under certain con

ditions wells sunk to porous strata in this formation may flow with

slight heads. No great surface pressure is obtainable anywhere in it,

or indeed in any of the other water-bearing formations in the area

under consideration, since the difference in level between the distant

source and the surface exit at the well mouth can not anywhere be

great, because there are no great differences in surface elevation in the

general region. The relation of these various beds to artesian condi

tions is shown in fig. 7.

PHYSICAL FEATURES OF REGION.

EMBAYMENT AREA IN TENNESSEE AND KENTUCKY.

TOPOGRAPHIC TYPES.

General character.—The surface of the part of Tennessee and Ken

tucky under discussion varies from a very flat flood plain along the

main rivers and their principal tributaries to a gently rolling or hilly

surface along the sides of the valleys and in the interstream areas.

Occasionally the interstream areas are level and plateau-like and are

fringed with hills that have been carved by the tributaries of the adja

cent streams. Generally the surface is rolling or moderately hilly

and is cut into bolder hills near the valleys of the larger streams.

These valleys vary from a fraction of a mile to several miles in width,

and a large part of each is the present-day flood plain. In most of the

valleys there are also considerable portions of an older, higher flood

plain which is from 2 to 20 feet or more above the present flood plain,

and which, especially along the larger tributaries of Mississippi River

in Tennessee, is several miles in width. This old flood plain is com

monly known as the "second bottoms," and is generally separated

from the present flood plain by a steep, well-marked scarp.

The types of surface described below have in their respective areas
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an influence on the local problems relating to water resources, the

nature of which is set forth in some detail on later pages of this report.

Ililh of erosion.—An unusually hilly belt in the east ern part of the

Lagrange area extends across Tennessee and Kentucky, though it is

most prominently developed in Hardeman and Henry counties, Tenn.

The materials are soft sands with lenses of clay that are easily eroded.

Gullies and ravines form rapidly in abandoned fields. These ravines

average not over 20 or 30 feet in depth, but under especially favora

ble conditions they may become 100 feet deep or over.

Residual ridge.—A ridge half a mile wide and between 100 and 150

feet high extends northward from Mississippi into the southwestern

part of McNairy County, Tenn., but gradually dies out to the north in

this county. It is composed of Ripley sands and clays and owes its

existence to the large amount of concretionary ironstone into which

its sands have been cemented in many places and which has protected

it from erosion while the areas on either side have worn away. This

ridge is crossed by the Southern Railway in what is known as the ' ' big

cut" just west of Cypress station.

East of the ridge the Rutaw sands and clays that outcrop along the

eastern edge of the embayment in the southern half of Tennessee, are

in many places cut into steep hills, both because of the nature of their

materials and because of their situation on the short, steep drainage

slope of Tennessee River.

Flatwoods.—The surface of parts of the belt underlain by the

Porters Creek clays, in both Tennessee and Kentucky near the line

between the two States, is of more than average flatness. In Missis-,

sippi this formation has so marked a tendency to produce flat topog

raphy that it is there known as the Flatwoods clay and the surface

underlain by it as the flatwoods. Aside from the area mentioned

above, its surface in Tennessee and Kentucky is not notably flat. In

Illinois it is not known to form any portion of the actual surface, being

there overlain and concealed, except along the Ohio River bluff at

Caledonia, by Lafayette gravels and the loess.

Tennessee- Mississippi divide.—The most elevated part of western

Tennessee is found in eastern McNairy County in a narrow belt

extending north and south and forming the divide between the Mis

sissippi and the Tennessee drainage. This divide has been called by

Safford the Tennessee Ridge. It averages from 450 to 500 feet in

height, though in places it reaches an altitude of about 600 feet above

sea level. It extends northward parallel to Tennessee River and

from 10 to 25 miles west of it. As this ridge is near Tennessee River

it divides western Tennessee and western Kentucky into two drain

age slopes of very unequal size. The one to the east, tributary to

Tennessee River, is steep and narrow, and streams that flow directly

into the Tennessee are short. In the northern half of the belt, how
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ever, the main tributaries, such as the Big Sandy in Tennessee and

Blood and Clarks rivers in Kentucky, instead of entering the Tennes

see direct, flow parallel to it, and hence are much longer than would be

expected from the width of the slope. West' of Tennessee Ridge the

general surface slope to the Mississippi is much longer and gentler.

The main streams, such as Wolf, Loosahatchie, Hatchee, and Obion

rivers in Tennessee and Bayou de Chien, Obion Creek, and Mayfield

Creek in Kentucky, flow more directly into the Mississippi, though

Mayfield Creek makes a notable bend so that its upper part parallels

the Mississippi, but flows in the opposite direction. The fall per mile

in all these streams tributary to the Mississippi is small, and they do

not as a rule furnish opportunities for developing water power. In

places, indeed, their flood plains are undrained cypress swamps.

From Tennessee Ridge eastward the surface slopes gently, but

along the edge of the Tennessee Valley there is a rather abrupt drop

of 150 to 250 feet to the river flood plain. Westward from the divide

the general surface slope is toward the Mississippi; but this statement

is true in only a very broad sense. Everywhere the appreciable slope

is toward the main drainage ways. As stated in the preceding para

graph, a high narrow ridge extends northward from Mississippi some

distance into Tennessee along the outcrop of the Ripley sands and

interrupts locally the general westward slope. Another higher belt

that extends northward from the region of Grand Junction, past

Jackson toward Milan, reaches elevations of over 500 feet on the

divides between the streams that flow westward across it. This

interruption in the general westward slope is not a single ridge, but

rather a belt a number of miles in width. It coincides with the east

ern part of the outcrop of the soft Lagrange sands with their inter-

bedded clay lenses that give in detail the hilly topography already

described.

Alluxnal region.—West of the line of bluffs which terminates the

uplands of western Tennessee and Kentucky, along Mississippi and

Ohio rivers, there is a variable width of alluvial bottom lands, which

belong to the Hood plains of these streams, though under present con

ditions portions of them rise as low ridges or swells high enough not

to be submerged during floods. The surface of these bottoms is

either flat, broken by low ridges a few feet high, or intersected by narrow

sloughs and partly filled channels in which water is found. It is some

what higher near the river bank and this part is largely cleared and

cultivated. Back from the river, near the bluffs, the surface is lower

and much of it is swampy and uncleared. The slope of the surface is

about the same as that of the high-water level of the Mississippi.

This has an elevation at Cairo of about 320 feet and at the Mississippi

State line of about 215 feet. Above Cairo the Ohio flood plain is

well developed and wider on the Kentucky side of the river and has
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much the same characteristics as the Mississippi flood plain just

described. Its elevation at Paducah is about 340 feet and at Cairo

about 320 feet.

ORIGIN OF THE TOPOGRAPHY.

Except in the area adjacent to Reelfoot Lake, in the northwes?

corner of Tennessee, where there were surface disturbances during

the New Madrid earthquake of 1812, all surface inequalities found

in the region are due to erosion. The surface was originally a plain

of marine deposition formed beneath the waters of the Gulf when it

extended into southern Illinois. If several minor episodes of uplift

and depression—probably with tilting or warping—are disregarded

it may be said that this Gulf bottom was subsequently uplifted and

has since been thoroughly but not deeply dissected by the streams

that have established themselves on every part of it.

Stream activities.—Because the elevation was not great, erosion

has not been profound. The streams soon cut as deeply ir.to the

surface as they could and then began widening their valleys. S nee

the materials are mostly soft sands and clays, valley widening and

flood-plain formation have been relatively rapid. Flood plains on

streams like the Wolf, the Forked Deer, and the Obion had grown

in places from 3 to 5 miles or more wide when a further slight uplift

caused the streams to incise themselves from a few feet to 20 feet

beneath this level and begin the cutting away of the old flood plain,

now called the second botoms, and the building of a new one which

has attained a width of from a few hundred yards to a mile or more.

Between the formation of the broad ancient flood plain and the uplift,

which permitted the cutting of the present flood plain, there was a

brief and slight depression during which the old plain was sheeted

with a deposit of loess.

As a rule the hills carved from the old surface by stream erosion

are higher, but of gentler slope near'the main drainage ways, because

they have been weathering away there longest; they are lower but

of steeper slope along the upper waters of the tributaries, because

there they have been most recently cut.

Nature of erosion in sandy and clayey strata.—While strata of soft

sands are easily eroded into steep-sided hills separated by narrow

gullies or ravines, the tops of these hills do not waste away with equal

ease but remain at almost their original altitude. In a climate such

as that of the region under discussion, two parallel outcrops of sands

and clays, at the same original elevation, will erode very differently.

The clays are apt to retain a reasonably flat surface which is slowly

lowered by erosion, as, for instance, in the belt of Porter's Creek or

"Flatwoods" clays immediately east of the Lagrange sands. Nearly

all of the rain falling on the clay area must run off in surface streams.

ikk 164—06 2
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Down any steep slopes that tend to develop by stream cutting the

rain wash would be great and such quantities of material would

be furnished to the streams as would not only prevent their cutting

deep channels but tend to make them build flat flood plains. Time

would witness only a gradual lowering of the general surface, whose

gentle slopes would maintain the equilibrium between rain wash and

stream transportation .

The sand area will be cut into hills, but the general level of the hill

tops will remain almost unchanged. All of the rain falling on the

surface would be directly absorbed as if by a blotter and streams

would not be formed until the ground-water level rose to the surface

in some low place. The stream thus originating would at once begin

eroding the soft sands along its way. Since even during rains such

a stream would be fed by percolation through the sands rather than

by run-off from the surface, it would be left free to deepen its channel

and carve the surface into hills, whose tops and sides would be almost

free from surface rivulets during rains, and hence would not be subject

to rapid wasting and lo.wering. Soft sands dredged from the proposed

Nicaragua Canal and left in steep piles with surfaces in many cases

at the angle of rest have remained for several years almost untouched

by surface erosion, although the annual rainfall is over 250 inches,

simply because the rain does not run off on the surface but soaks in.

Relation of geology to surface topography.—In some areas the char

acter of the topography is determined largely by the geologic forma

tion outcropping. Along the Mississippi bluffs, for instance, the

surface rises abruptly from 100 to 180 feet above the alluvial flood

plain. These bluffs are cut by narrow ravines, or "gulfs," as they

are locally called, into steep-sided hills whose upper portions are

largely prevented from weathering back into gentler slopes by a

capping of 20 to SO feet of loess, which may stand under favorable

circumstances, as in the bluffs overlooking the river, in vertical

cliffs.

Surface, warping.—West of the outcrop of the Lagrange sands the

general surface slopes gently toward Mississippi River, having an

average elevation of about 400 feet along a north-south belt midway

between Tennessee and Mississippi rivers in Tennessee and Ken

tucky. West of this belt, but some distance east of the Mississippi

bluffs, in an area about halfway between the northern and southern

boundaries of Tennessee, the average elevation is only about 350

feet. From this area northward the surface rises until along the

Kentucky line and for some distance northward into Kentucky it

has an average elevation of from 400 to 450 feet. South of the same

area the general surface elevation declines until near Memphis it is

about 300 feet. The uniformity of the general westward slope of

the embayment deposits in Tennessee and Kentucky is thus inter
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rupted toward Mississippi River by a warping that has depressed

the southern part of the belt and raised the northern part.

Seismic disturbance.—The fact that this more elevated portion is

near the area of maximum disturbance in the New Madrid earth

quake of 1811 and 1812 suggests a causal relation between the two,

especially since it is known that changes of level in the alluvial flood

plain of the Mississippi at that time raised a considerable area of it

into a broad, low dome. If 350 feet be somewhat arbitrarily assumed

as the normal elevation in this higher area the objection might rea

sonably be made that from all of the facts known in regard to the

detailed topography of the valleys and flood plains of the streams of

this region tributary to the Mississippi, it is improbable that scarcely

a hundred years ago the region underwent an elevation of 50 or 100

feet, else terracing and ponding would reveal it. It seems more

probable to the writer that the region may have been elevated some

few feet during the New Madrid earthquake and that during perhaps

many previous earthquakes similar changes of level occurred whose

aggregate effect has been to raise the general surface to the present

level. As stated in detail on page 31, there is evidence that this

Gulf embayment region was subject to earthquakes perhaps as early

as late Eocene time and probably they have continued at intervals

down to the present day. In the same way, although there are no

records of sudden depressions or other changes of level since the

advent of the white man, the general low level of the region near

Memphis may be due to depressions during the same series of earth

quake disturbances.

The differences in the elevation of the Tertiary and more recent

strata as exposed in the Mississippi bluffs at Memphis and at points

farther north to beyond Hickman, Ky., indicate that the region near

Mississippi River has undergone differential elevation—in other

words, has been warped—and if earthquake movements be thought

inadequate to produce the effects seen, more quiet and slowly acting

but more general and powerful crustal movement must be assumed

as the cause, for the difference in elevation of the strata of these bluffs

does not seem due to differences in surface erosion.

Elevation along the bluffs.—In the middle and northern part of

Tennessee and into Kentucky the general surface rises somewhat as

the bluffs of the Mississippi arc approached. At Hickman, Ky.,

for instance, at the top of the bluff the elevation is 4G1 feet ; while

to the east it is from 50 to 100 feet less.

This does not seem to be the case at either Memphis on the south

or Wickliffe on the north. The general surface at both these places

seems either to be flat toward the east or to rise gently in that

direction. The westward rise of the surface in northwestern Ten

nessee as the Mississippi bluffs arc approached may possibly be due
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to doming caused by the earthquake activity in this region, as

already alluded to or to some more general crustal movements.

EMBAYMENT AREA IN ILLINOIS.

In Illinois the Gulf embayment area includes the southeastern part

of Alexander County, all of Pulaski County south of the swamps of

Cache River above Ullin, all of Massac County south of the chain

of swamps in its northern portion, and a very narrow strip in Pope

County along its southern boundary.

This area in Illinois may be divided into two portions that differ

from each other in their surface topography and elevation. One

portion comprises the low, flat alluvial plains of Mississippi and Ohio

rivers. The other portion is a rolling to hilly upland.

Flood plain.—The alluvial plains extend as a broad belt from

Santa Fe down the Mississippi to Cairo and thence as a narrow belt up

the Ohio to a point a few miles above Mound City, where the upland

bluffs on the Illinois side close in on the river and continue with but

slight interruption to a point a short distance north of Metropolis.

There the flood plain again begins and widens as it extends up the

river until it attains a width of several miles in the bend above

Paducah. This flood plain extends up the Ohio beyond the limits

of the Gulf embayment region.

The elevation of this low plain is about 320 feet at Cairo and about

340 or 350 feet along the edge bordering the upland. In places the

alluvial plain and the upland meet along a sharply defined line, the

upland surface rising abruptly as a steep-sided bluff. In other places

the two types of surface meet and merge with gentler slopes.

Cache River Valley.—The flood plain of Cache River below Ullin

is a part of this alluvial plain and is covered by backwater during

floods. Above Ullin the valley of the Cache is a continuation of the

same plain, though it is bordered on the south by a rolling upland

that rises a hundred feet or more above it.

The Cache River valley is an abandoned valley of Ohio River and to

this fact it owes its width, flat surface, and low grade. The Ohio

formerly turned westward 3 or 4 miles below Golconda and followed

the valley of Big Bay Creek for some distance, then continued west

ward to the present Cache River through the depression now occu

pied by the chain of swamps in northern Massac County. The Cum

berland and Tennessee rivers then united at Paducah and followed

the present course of the Ohio from there to Cairo.

Uplands.—The upland region includes all of Pulaski County lying

southeast of the Cache River valley and north of the Mississippi and

Ohio flood plain, which extends, as has been stated, a short distance

north of Mound City. It also includes all of Massac County south

of the chain of swamps which crosses its northern part, except the
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strip of Ohio flood plain in its southwestern part, and a small area of

Pope County adjacent to the Massac County line. The upland has

a rolling to hilly surface whose average elevation is 375 to 450 feet

above sea level. . • , , .,

GEOLOGY. :, :,: 'v.il

'•' GENERAL STATEMENT. ,(/

The rocks of the region under consideration consist of sands, clays,

and gravels that range in age from Cretaceous to Recent, though the

record is not one of continuous sedimentation. These deposits

are for the most part unconsolidated. Here and there the sands

may be locally cemented in part into an ironstone or ferruginous

sandstone and in drilling a well one or more layers of such indu

rated sandstone are usually found somewhere in the section. These

layers are as a rule from a few inches to a foot thick, rarely as much

as 2 feet, and are usually found at the bottom of a stratum of sand

resting immediately on a bed of clay. Their origin is simple. They

are merely the lower portion of the bed of sand, once loose, but now

cemented into a firm rock by iron oxide carried there in solution in

water and prevented from descending farther by the underlying

impervious clay. These thin layers are not thick enough or hard

enough to offer any serious obstacle to the driller using tools primarily

fitted for work in soft sand and clay. Usually a few blows from a

heavy iron rod breaks them to pieces or a chisel point soon cuts

through them.

In numerous places, especially on the eastern side of the region,

gravels lying on or near the surface have been cemented by iron into

a firm ironstone conglomerate. Ledges of this may be several feet

thick, but as it lies at or near the surface in the higher parts of the

region much of it has been undermined by erosion and either broken

into loose blocks or removed entirely, so that it does not form a

continuous stratum and rarely offers serious interference to well

drilling.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE ROCKS.

The geologic formations represented in the embayment deposits of

this region, given in order from the oldest to the youngest, are the

Eutaw sand, the Selma clay, and the Lagrange formation, of the Cre

taceous; the Porters Creek clay and the Lafayette formation, of the

Eocene; the Lafayette formation of the Pliocene; the Columbia sand,

loess, and loam, of the Pleistocene, and the river alluvium, of Recent

age. These rest on a floor of Paleozoic rocks.

PALEOZOIC FLOOR.

The rocks that undeilie the unconsolidated deposits along their

eastern edge near the southern line of Tennessee belong to the Miss
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issippian series of the Carboniferous; in the deep well at Corinth,

Miss., chert that apparently belonged to this series was struck at a

depth of 450 feet. Northward in Tennesssee the Mississippian series

soon disappears and Silurian limestones become the floor of the

embayment. These were entered in the well at Lexington at a depth

of 500 feet. No other deep wells in Tennessee, however, reach the

limestones beneath the embayment sands and clays and their exact

depth at other points in Tennessee is not known. To the north, in

Benton County, the floor belongs to the Mississippian series, while

still farther north, in Henry County, it is again Silurian, but the

Mississippian rocks reappear near the Kentucky line and underlie

the edge of the embayment through its entire extent in Kentucky

and through southern Illinois at least as far west as Ullin. From

Ullin westward to Mississippi River part of the marginal floor is Miss

issippian, part probably Devonian, and part Silurian.

In Kentucky three deep wells have passed through the embay

ment deposits and entered the Paleozoic rocks beneath. The deep

well at Paducah reached the Mississippian at a depth of 324 feet.

The one at Wickliffe is reported to have entered the same series at

a depth of 1,000 feet. At La Center Mississippian chert was encoun

tered at a depth of 3S7 feet. In southern Illinois deep wells at Cairo

entered the underlying Mississippian chert, or Elco gravel, as it is

locally known, at a depth of 525 feet. At Mound City the depth to

the chert is reported to be 605 feet. The depth to the Paleozoic

floor over the rest of the area under consideration is of much interest

in connection with water-supply problems. No direct measure

ments can be had at present because no other deep wells have gone

through the embayment deposits. The well that has penetrated

these deposits farthest is the deep well at Memphis, a record of which

is given on page 114. The bottom of the well, at a depth of 1,147

feet, is down 121 feet in the Porters Creek clay. If it is assumed

that this formation has there its maximum thickness of 175 feet, as

observed elsewhere, and that the Ripley formation, Selma clay, and

Eutaw sand have their maximum observed thickness, the Paleozoic

floor would be reached at Memphis at a depth of about 1,160 feet

below the bottom of the deep well, or about 2,300 feet from the sur

face. At no one place, however, have these formations been found to

have each its maximum thickness, but where one is thicker than the

average another may be thinner or even entirely absent, so that if

there is not an aggregate thickening of t hese beds as compared with

their development in other places, the depth to the Paleozoic floor at

Memphis will be considerably less than 2,300 feet—perhaps several

hundred feet less.

It should, however, be as clearly borne in mind that one or more of

these lower beds may thicken materially or that other formations not
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appearing as surface outcrops in this area may be present in the sec

tion and make the distance to the hard-rock floor greater than that

given above. While deep drilling in loose sands and clays is attended

with difficulties, yet if it were thought desirable to explore to further

depth the water-bearing deposits underlying Memphis, the boring

might easily be carried to a depth of 2,500 feet or more. At Galves

ton, Tex., a few years ago, a well was successfully sunk through loose

sands and clays to a depth of 3,070 feet.

CRETACEOUS SYSTEM.

EUTAW SAND."

Extent.—The Eutaw sand is the oldest of the embayment forma

tions and rests upon the hard rocks of the Paleozoic floor. It out

crops along the eastern edge of the embayment deposits in Hardin

and Decatur counties and the extreme southern part of Benton

County, Tenn., in a belt whose width varies from 2 to 8 miles and

averages somewhat less than 4 miles. In the deeper part of the

embayment it very probably extends somewhat farther north than

its extreme northern outcrop, but that it does not underlie the entire

embayment is shown by its absence in deep borings in the northern

part of the area, at Paducah, La Center, Hickman, and Cairo. It

is impossible to determine its northern limits beneath the later

deposits in the absence of wells deep enough to reach the Paleozoic

floor, but it may be fairly assumed that it probably underlies all of

the embayment area in Tennessee west of its outcrop. Under most

of this area, however, it is at such a depth that there is not much

likelihood of wells reaching it, because water will probably be obtained

at less depths from overlying beds.

Lithologic character.—The Eutaw beds are composed predominantly

of sand, which is, however, interbedded with a subordinate amount

of clay. The deposit was formed in shallow water characterized

by weak but constantly and rapidly changing currents so that the

sand and clay are ever varying in their interbedding. The conditions

were not marine, but probably those of brackish water. In a contin

uous exposure of several hundred yards beds of sand or clay may be

seen to grade wholly or partly from one to the other several times, or

in a bed of one material a lens of the other may appear and rapidly

thicken or may remain a thin layer and disappear in a short distance.

In places the sand and clay are interlaminated in very thin layers

and in many such cases the lamina? are cross-bedded. The cross-

"This formation is here identical with the Coffee sand of SaffonI, and, while direct tracing to Eutaw

localities In Alabama has not been done.it is most probably the close equivalent of the Eutaw of that

State. In the Tennessee area it is not thought to include any beds equivalent either to the Tonibigliee

sand above or the Tuscaloosa below. If the Tombigbec has an equivalent in this area it is most prob

ably included in the basal part of the Solum clay. The Tuscaloosa is not believed to I* represented here.
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bedding is weak, being usually at a gentle angle only and dying out

in a few feet. At no place seen by the writer does it involve a large

mass of material in any one spot.

As a result of this abrupt variation in lithologic character no two

sections of the Eutaw sand taken a few rods apart will agree in

detailed thickness of beds. Just east of Parsons, Tenn., in the rail

road cut, there are at the base about 4 feet of conglomerate with

angular and rounded chert cobbles up to 8 or 10 inches in diameter,

overlain by very dark blue lignitic sandy shales in thin papery layers.

These shales are locally interbedded with several layers 4 to 8 inches

thick of coarse material, which contains rounded chert masses 4 to 6

inches in diameter and numerous similar-sized angular pieces of

Devonian black shale that must have been derived from some Devo

nian exposure very near by, along the shore at that time. Some rods

to the west the lignitic shale passes beneath cross-bedded sands that

contain a sprinkling of rounded gravel up to an inch in diameter.

These sands are variable in texture and contain occasional thin layers

of leaden-gray clay that are persistent for only short distances. Far

ther west this layer of sand and gravel seems almost to wedge out as

it passes beneath track level, and over it lies a fine leaden-gray to

dark-blue or purplish clay about 20 feet thick, overlain by about 10

feet of lighter colored sandy clay. Owing to variations in their

thickness and the lowness of the banks of the cut, the average thick

ness of several of the lower beds described above can not be deter

mined, but is perhaps 10 to 20 feet each.

Section.—The best exposure of the Eutaw sand is found at Coffee

Bluff, on the west bank of Tennessee River in Hardin Country, Tenn.

The river washes the foot of the bluff for nearly 2 miles, but at no

point is the base of the formation shown, so the exact thickness there

can not be ascertained. At the point where the highway reaches

the top of the bluff the following section was obtained:

Section at Coffee Bluff, Tennessee.

Feet.

1. Back half a mile west of the edge of the bluff, red and yellow chert gravels of

Lafayette age with overlying reddish sandy clay 15

2. Along descending slope of road from above point to the edge of the bluff are

poorly exposed light-colored sands and leaden-colored clays interbedded in

tli in layers which are usually minutely laminated 120

3. At top of blulT, light-colored sands similar in color, texture, and structure to those

below 12

•t. Dark slate-colored clay in thin lamincc, usually a very pure and fine-grained clay,

but in places with thin, sandy layers. It contains small fragments of indistinct

plants and shows at its base locai unconformity with the underlying beds. 25

5. Fine gray sand interbedded with slaty or leaden-colored clay in fissile papery

laminse. The sand and clay are often interlaniinated and more or less cross-

bedded; in places a relatively pure bed of sand or clay several feet thick

grades over along the bedding plane into the other within a few yards.

On the surface of the thin fissile shales are indistinct leaf impressions.
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Feet.

The sand and clay alike carry more or less lignitized wood, which is in small

pieces except in the lower part of this division, where logs of it are found.

Decomposing pyrite is associated with the lignite. Two logs of petrified

wood projected from this sand and clay when Safford made the measure

ments recorded on page 412 of his Geology of Tennessee. These have since

disappeared by the recession of the bluffs from undercutting by the river.

Some of the sand is flecked with fine mica particles. In places a tendency to

induration is noticeable in the sands, though generally they are rather soft.

The cross-bedding is always on a small scale and frequent reversals of direc

tion are to be seen 40

6. Sand varying in color from light gray to canary yellow, micaceous 3

7. Sand, gray and lignitic, with much decomposing pyrite, to water's edge 15

The more lignitic sand and clay showed in many places white and

yellowish-brown incrustations, due to efflorescence by the sulphates

nnd other salts resulting from the decomposition of the pyrite. The

water trickling from these beds along the face of the bluff was

charged with iron salts and was precipitating hydrated iron oxide,

which covered the ground as a red or yellow slimy scum.

At Crump and Pittsburg Landing, 4 and 8] miles, respectively,

south of Coffee Bluff, are imperfectly exposed sections of the Eutaw

sand. These sections show interbedded sands and clays very similar

in appearance to those in the lower part of Coffee Bluff. Some of

the sand at Pittsburg Landing is locally cemented into a loose ferru

ginous sandstone.

Dip and thickness.—The Eutaw sand dips westward at a low angle

and passes beneath the Selma clay. No exact measurement of its

thickness has been made. The best partial section is that at Coffee

Bluff given above. Over 215 feet are exposed there, but the exact

thickness is not known, as the strata dip slightly westward in the

half mile that the upper part of the section stretches back from the

bluff. The base is not exposed at low water, but the underlying

Paleozoic limestones outcrop some distance downstream and also

above, at Savannah, on the opposite bank, almost in line with Coffee

Bluff. It is probable that at the bluff not more than 25 to 50 feet of

the sand are beneath low-water level, and if a slight allowance be

made for the low westward dip in the upper part of the section the

formation is not far from 250 to 275 feet thick. The deep well at

Lexington passes entirely through it, but unfortunately the position

of its top could not be determined from the record given—from

memory, as usual—by the driller. A well at Corinth, Miss., seems

to have entered it at 90 feet according to one record and at 1 50 feet

according to another record. This would make the Eutaw sand

either 360 feet or 300 feet thick, as the underlying rock was reached

at 450 feet. Other records at Corinth make it more likely that the

formation was entered at a depth of 90 feet and that it is conse

quently 360 feet thick there.
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SEI.MA CLAY.

Extent.—The Selma clay rests upon the Eutaw sand and outcrops

in a belt 6 or 8 miles wide that enters Tennessee from Mississippi

and extends northward about halfway across the State. (See PI. I.)

Like the Eutaw sand, it then disappears, and while it may extend

some distance farther north beneath the later Gulf embaymcnt

deposits there are no means of proving such to be the case. The

problem of its northward extension corresponds to the similar prob

lem discussed under the Eutaw sand (p. 23). The wells at Paducah,

La Center, Hickman, and Cairo show the absence of both the Eutaw

and the Selma.

Lithologic character.—The term Selma chalk, applied aptly enough

in Mississippi and Alabama, is scarcely appropriate in Tennessee,

where the formation is a clay that is light leaden gray or greenish

when dry and somewhat darker colored when wet. Certain parts

are a darker green from the presence of grains of glauconite. Fossil

shells are common and in some places are so large and abundant

that they have often been gathered and burned for lime. Through

out the formation, which is very uniform in character, the clay con

tains a considerable amount of lime, derived from the decay of the

fossil shells, and very near or just at the base are usually found one

or more thin layers of clay or greensand, indurated by the presence

of the lime. Some layers are nearly free from the glauconite or

greensand; in others it is fairly abundant. The formation was

deposited under marine conditions.

When this clay is wet and unaffected by surface weathering it is

often blue and is described by the well drillers as "blue dirt." Near

the surface in natural exposures it weathers to a yellowish-green

clay, that is exceedingly sticky when wet and that on drying shrinks

and cracks open, so that it is known as "joint clay."

The clay is somewhat sandy, but no beds even approaching a pure

sand were found in it. Water percolates through it slowly. Very

much of the rainfall runs off on the surface and this is believed to

explain the absence in so much of its outcrop area of beds of sur-

ficial gravel and sand, such as rest on the adjacent formations both

to the east and to the west. The removal of these surficial gravel

deposits is discussed more fully under the heading "Origin of the

topography" (p. 17).

Thickness.—Near the Mississippi line the formation is between 350

and 375 feet thick. At Selmer, Tenn., it is 375 feet thick. To the

north it thins to 100 feet or less before it disappears. In the deep

well at Lexington, Tenn., the Selma clay and the underlying Eutaw

sand are together 300 feet thick. The driller did not note any change

in passing from one to the other, but this is not greatly to be won

dered at, since east of Lexington along the railroad to Parsons the

Eutaw sand contains much dark-gray clay.
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RIPLEY FORMATION.

Extent.—The Ripley formation extends across both Tennessee

and Kentucky into southern Illinois and there curves westward. Its

exact western extent in Illinois was not determined, partly from

lack of time, but mainly because of the scarcity of outcrops due to

the thickness of the overlying Lafayette and loess deposits on the

uplands and of the alluvium on the Mississippi River flood plain. It

is probable that the Ripley formation extends across to the Missis

sippi at Thebes, 111., and is the sand described as overlying the

Silurian limestone just above that place, though this sand may be a

part of the Lagrange formation.

The belt occupied by the Ripley outcrop is about 12 miles wide at

the southern boundary of Tennessee. To the north it narrows to

about 8 or 9 miles in the center of the State and to 6 miles along the

northern boundary. This width is maintained in Kentucky and is

exceeded in southern Illinois.

Lithologic character.—Lithologically this formation bears consid

erable resemblance to the Eutaw sand. It is, however, composed

more largely of sand and, at least in surface exposures, is predomi

nantly lighter in color. The stratified sands of the Ripley show in

some sections a considerable variety of colors, usually red, pink,

light yellowish brown, and gray. With the sands are found beds of

gray, leaden, or slate-colored clay 10 to 20 feet or more thick. In

places the sand and clay are interbedded in thin layers. The sands

are usually medium to fine-grained, and soft and incoherent. Indu

ration by iron is, however, a prominent feature in certain places.

Many of the clay beds contain lignite, either in separate pieces or

in thin beds of local development. Partly rotted and unidentifiable

leaf remains are common. In a few places well-preserved leaf im

pressions were found, rs, for instance, on the "sandhill" road east

of Benton, Ky., about halfway up the ascent from the bottoms of

East Fork of Clarks River to the uplands.

The sands contain a larger proportion of iron than any other for

mation in the region except the Lafayette. Part of this iron near

the surface is peroxidized and colors the sands a deep red, which is

very much like the color so often found in the sands of the Lafayette

formation (see p. 42). This makes it difficult to determine the con

tact between the Ripley and the Lafayette, which generally overlies

all the older formations. For instance, the contact is very obscure

in the "big cut" (PI. II, A) on the Southern Railway and has been

a source of uncertainty and error in the interpretation of the section

found there.0

The larger part of the iron occurs as a cement for the sands at cer-

oSee nilgard, E. W., Geology and Agriculture of Mississippi, lS<iO, p. IB; Sufford, J. M., Geology of

Tennessee, 1869, p. 418.
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tain horizons and has converted them into sand ironstone that

assumes a variety of shapes, some of which are unusual. A common

form is the firm sandstone made hy the cementing of several feet of

sand by iron. Thin platy1 layers of ironstone also occur. Some of

these are flat; others are curved into odd and fantastic shapes. At

certain horizons concretionary ironstone tubes or pipes are found.

These may be long, straight, separate pipes of uniform size and

thickness or somewhat irregular and more or less flattened and

united into a honeycombed mass, in which the tubes are parallel.

Several horizons of such honeycombed ironstone concretions are

to be seen in the " big cut, " of which a section is given (see PI. II, B.)

Here these concretions form ledges that hold up the sides of the cut

from caving.

In general, the sandstone layers or the plates or tubular masses

become exposed by erosion and then act as a protection against

further erosion. It is partly for this reason that the outcrop of

the Ripley sand forms an elevated ridge that is very conspicuous in

northern Mississippi and extends for a number of miles into Tennessee

before it dies down into an elevated belt that usually forms the divide

between the Tennessee and Mississippi River drainages. Another

reason for the greater elevation of this and other sand}' belts as com

pared with adjacent clay areas is the fact that a much larger propor

tion of the rainfall soaks into the sand than into the clay and so does

not erode the surface. (See p. 17.)

In deep wells the sands are not usually so oxidized as in surface

outcrops and so show grays or dark colors instead of the light ones

mentioned above.

In some places, especially in Kentucky and in Massac County, 111.,

the Ripley contains beds of clay suitable for pottery purposes.

Fossils.—No fossils other than plant remains are found in this

formation in the area under consideration.

From this fact and from its lithologic character it is believed to be

of nonmarine origin. It was deposited in fresh or brackish water

here, but farther south in Mississippi marine conditions prevailed.

The beds of impure limestone just east of Middleton, Tenn., contain

ing remains of marine fossils and tentatively assigned by SafTord to

the to]> of the Ripley, are now known to belong to the Eocene. The

plant remains found in the Ripley are usually fragmentary and

unrecognizable. Its stratigraphic relations, however, and its con

tinuity with strata in Mississippi that contain marine fossils make

its Cretaceous age evident. It is the youngest Cretaceous formation

of the region.

Section.—The best section of the Ripley formation is to be seen in

the deep cut through the "big hill," 1£ miles west of Cypress station,
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Term., on the Southern Railway. This section from the top down

ward is as follows:

Section of Ripleyformation near Cypress, Tenn.

Feet.

1. Red case-hardened Lafayette sand and clay, with a few broken pieces of ferT

ruginous sandstone and scattering quartz pebbles marking tin- contact with

the underlying Ripley r 8

2. Fine red sand and clay, with rolled clay pellets and thin streaks of white clay. . 20-25

3. Concretionary tubular sand ironstone in single 'pipes or in masses of parallel ones,

with soft sand cores ^ ' 2-8

4. Fine variegated sand, having, as a whole, a light grayish color, but showing in

detail red, white, brown, yellow, and purple streaks or mottling. Case-I,.,

hardened, so that it breaks off in large masses 20

5. Ferruginous sandstone pipes and fluted masses as above.... 0-5

6. Fine sand and clay interbedded in thin lamina?: yellow, brown, cream, or gray:

sands micaceous; leaf and other plant markings common but 'indistinct and

unidentifiable, exposed down to 15 feet below track level 35

Dip and thickness.—The dip of the Ripley in Tennessee and southern

Kentucky is, like that of the older formations, at a low angle to the

west. In northern Kentucky it is southwest and in Illinois it is

south. Its exact thickness in southern Tennessee is not known, but

it is probably 500 feet. At Paducah, Ky., 204 feet of it were found

in the deep well, and to get its entire thickness there probably 100

feet should be added to this for its eroded upper part. At Cairo, 111.,

it is only 25 to 54 feet thick. At Wickliffe, Ky., it is repotted to be

400 feet thick.

TERTIARY SYSTEM.

' EOCENE SEKIES.

PORTERS CREEK FORMATION.

Extent.—The Porters Creek formation, the oldest of the Eocene

rocks of the region, rests unconformably on the Ripley sands of the

Cretaceous and outcrops immediately west of the Ripley in a belt that

is about 8 miles wide, in southern Tennessee, but averages only about

4 miles in width across the State. In Kentucky it widtms out again,

reaching 10 or 12 miles in northern Calloway Gountyi . The outcrop

narrows much as it curves westward beyond PaJduoah and is con

cealed by the alluvial deposits of Ohio River before\ , crossing into

Illinois. In Illinois it is known to outcrop only along the hank of the

Ohio, at Caledonia Landing, and for some distance to the north

toward the Grand Chain. The exposures are for the most part poor,

however, and its identification is made partly by a few indistinct

fossil casts but mainly by the presence of grcensand, which is absent

from the Ripley below and the Lagrange above, but which is found in

the lower part of the Porters Creek. Farther west across southern

Illinois its outcrop is obscured by either the Lafayette gravels and the
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loess or by the alluvial deposits of the Cache and Mississippi River

bottoms.

Lithologic character.—The formation is composed mainly of a fine

grained clay that is very dark gray or in places almost black when

wet, but which becomes a light gray on drying. It is familiarly

known in the region as soapstone. Interbedded with this clay are

sometimes found, especially in the lower part of the formation,

beds of fine, micaceous, silty sands, which are usually indurated into

soft sandstones. The lower part of the formation also contains,

interbedded with the gray clay and micaceous sand, beds of greensand

that may contain enough calcareous matter to cement certain layers

into impure limestone. The calcareous matter has doubtless been

derived from marine shells, the hollow impressions of which are abun

dant in some of the more calcareous beds. Such beds have been

found near the base of the Porters Creek formation at intervals from

a point just east of Middleton, Tenn., nearly to Paducah, Ky.

At several places the leaden-gray clays and the greensands of the

Porters Creek formation are intersected with sandstone dikes.

These dikes vary in width from a fraction of an inch to as much as 2

feet, though the average width is only a few inches. In places they

seem to occur singly and the few thus seen were wider than the

average and ran in straight lines. More commonly a large number of

small dikes occur together. These may run in any direction and

are apparent ly without any system in their orientation. Some mem

bers of a group are persistent in direction and fairly constant in

width, while others vary in direction and width and throw off branches

that may end blindly or may curve and unite again with the main

dike. The various dikes of a group intersect at almost any angle.

Some of the dikes show slickensided surfaces with vertical stria

tums, and a few of the slickensided dikes show cracks produced by

shearing that resulted from the differential movement of the rocks

on either side of the dike. The faulting thus indicated is believed to

have been of very small amount. In only two cases was it possible

to ascertain by any discontinuity of beds that faulting had occurred.

In these the amount of movement was between 1 foot and 2 feet only.

The sandstone tilling these dikes is a soft, fine-grained, micaceous,

silty rock similar to that interbedded with the clays of the formation.

The dikes contain casts of marine invertebrate fossils similar to those

found in the sandstone beds. In both cases all trace of shell sub

stance has disappeared, but distinct impressions are left.

From the lithologic similarity and from the identity of the fossil

casts it is believed that the material of the dikes was derived from

the micaceous sandy beds of the formation, and that it was injected

into the openings where it is now found while still an unconsolidated

sand, whose mica particles would in the presence of water convert
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it into a very mobile quicksand and enable it to flow into the fissures

without crushing to pieces the delicate shells it contained. This

injection very probably occurred shortly after these beds were

deposited, as it was evidently before the sand had become consoli

dated into a sandstone and before the calcareous matter of the shells

contained in it had been removed by leaching.

The size, number, and relations of the fissures to each other lead

to the belief that they are not the result of shrinkage of the sediments

during consolidation, but that they were produced by earthquake

disturbances in Eocene time not long after these beds were deposited,

and that the micaceous sand was forced upward along with water

into these cracks during the disturbances, just as in this same region

the embayment deposits were much fissured during the New Madrid

earthquake of 1811 and 1812 and sand and water, often in large

quantities, were forced up through these fissures to the surface.

■ The sands in the Porters Creek tore off pieces of the clay from the

walls of the fissures as they were forced up, and these pieces of clay,

some rounded slightly but most of them still sharply angular, are

found to-day as inclusions in the sandstone dikes. The sand thus

injected became indurated, and it is probable that the slight faulting

that produced the slickensiding and the shearing seen in some of

the dikes was the result of another and later period of earthquake

disturbance.

In Mississippi McGee " has recognized and described similar dikes.

In Kentucky Loughridge6 saw in a number of places dikes of sand

stone in the Porters Creek, though he failed to recognize their true

nature. Saffordc apparently did not recognize them, nor did

Harris,d though both evidently saw them—Safford near Wade

Creek, where the writer first saw them, on the road from Bolivar to

Purdy , and Harris at Crainesville, a few miles away. Harris describes

them as sandstone concretions.

TTiickness and dip.—The thickness of the Porters Creek, according

to the best measurement available—that in the well at Jackson,

Tenn.—is about 175 feet. At Wickliffe, Ky., it is 158 feet thick, and

farther north, near the northern edge of the area, where it has prob

ably suffered from erosion, its thickness is 124 feet at Cairo and 100

feet at Mound City, 111. At Huntington, Tenn., the wells show 65

to 70 feet of it, but this may not be the full thickness there, as the

wells probably start below the top. Just south of Paducah, Ky., a

well has gone 140 feet into it without getting through it, and the deep

well at Memphis, after penetrating 121 feet of it, stopped without

getting through. It is very probable that the underlying Ripley

o McGce, W J, Bull. Ueol. Soc. America, vol. 1, 1890, p. 440.

6 Loughridge, H. II., Jackson Purchase Ucgion, 18X8. pp. 44, 252, 2X7.

c Suflord, J. M., Geology of Tennessee, 1809, p. 423.

d Harris, Q. D., The Midway stage: Dull. Am. Paleontology, vol. 1, 1890, p. Is.
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sands would be reached in this well in less than 100 feet more. The

dip is at a low angle to the west in Tennessee and averages for the

section east of Memphis 22 feet per mile. It changes in Kentucky

and southern Illinois to the southwest and the south, respectively,

and increases in amount a'few feet per mile.

Age and nomenclature.—Marine invertebrate fossils from the band

of impure limestone and the calcareous greensand near the base

show the fauna to be of lower Eocene age. A few casts from the

Huddleston farm, near the mouth of Wade Creek, 8J miles east of

Bolivar and 2 J miles west of Crainesville, Tenn., were sent to Dr.

W. II. Dall for identification. He reported Crassatellitex productus

Con., Protocardin lenis Con., Venericardia alticostota var. Con., and

Cuculhea macrodonta Con. as recognizable and referred it to the upper

portion of the formation, called by Harris and older authors the

Lignitic, probably about E. A. Smith's Bashi series.

From the locality just mentioned Harris made a larger collec

tion than the writer and has also collected extensively from the same

beds at several other localities in the immediate neighborhood. The

description of these localities and lists of the forms found are given in

his monograph on the Midway stage."

In 1860 Safford sent Gabb collections from these same beds made at

three points in the vicinity of Middleton, Tenn. They were described

by Gabb,6 the impression then being that they were of Cretaceous age.

Occasional plant remains have been reported from the clays of this

formation. In a cut on the Southern Railway at milepost 480.5, about

a mile east of Middleton, Tenn., the writer found, in a bluish sandy

clay containing some greensand, both casts of marine invertebrates

and scattering loaf impressions, the latter somewhat fragmentary,

but well enough preserved for identification. From want of time

and from the fact that the geologic horizon was definitely known

from the invertebrate remains, no collection of these leaves was made,

though the locality would be a favorable one for correlating this

Eocene fauna and flora, which were evidently contemporaneous.

Safford later recognized the Eocene age of the thin limestone east of

Middleton at or near the base of this formation and proposed for it the

name Middleton formation.0 No definite upper limit, however, was

set for the formation, though it apparently was meant to include only

the calcareous beds. Since these calcareous beds are not sharply sep

arable from the more purely argillaceous beds above, and since both

together form a unit so far as all water-supply problems are con

cerned, it is thought best to regard as one formation the impure lime

stones, greensands, silty sandstones, and light leaden-colored clays

o Harris, O. D.. The Midway stage: Bull. Am. Paleontology, vol. 1, 1896, pp. 18-22.

b Jour. Aead. Nat. Sci. Phila., new ser.. vol. 4. pp. 375-40*i.

c Siiflord, J. M., Notes on the Middleton formation of Tennessee, Mississippi, and Alabama: Bull.

Geol. Soc. America, vol. 3, 1892, pp. 121-123.
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that extend from the Ripley sands below to the Lagrange sands

above and for these rocks to retain the geographic name Porters Creek,

early proposed and used by Safford. It is the equivalent of the

Flatwoods of the Mississippi geologists.

LAGRANGE FORMATION.

Of all the deposits in the area discussed the Lagrange is the thickest,

covers the largest area, shows proportionally the least actual surface

exposure, and is the most variable in composition and the most doubt

ful as to its exact age. It has in the past been the most puzzling to

geologists and has led to the most errors on their part. Aside from the

interest these facts give it, it is and always will be the most important

of these formations as a source of water supplies because of the wide

area underlain by it, the unusually good quality and quantity of the

water it contains, and the moderate depth at which the water may

usually be obtained.

Extent.—The eastern edge of the Lagrange formation extends from

the southwestern part of Hardeman County, Tenn., north-northeast

ward through Chester, Madison, Henderson, Carroll, and Henry coun

ties, Tenn., and southwestern Calloway, northeastern Graves, middle

McCracken, and northern Ballard counties, Ky. It then passes west

ward into Pulaski County, 111., not far south of Caledonia Landing.

It is not possible to follow it westward across Pulaski and Alexander

counties, because it is concealed beneath later deposits.

All of the area under consideration in this paper lying west and south

of the line thus traced is underlain at no great depth by the Lagrange

formation. The territory thus embraced is somewhat over two-thirds

of the total area discussed. Although underlying so large a territory

it forms the actual surface of but a small part, since on the uplands it

is concealed by the Lafayette and the loess and loam, and in the

Mississippi bottoms its upper part has been cut away to some extent

by the river and then covered with alluvial deposits. At many places

on the uplands the thin overlying deposits are cut through by

streams and railways, so that abundant opportunities are presented

for studying it and determining its extent.

Lithologic character.—The formation consists of interbedded sands,

clays, and lignitic material. Much the larger part is sand, which is

mostly fine grained, though here and there throughout the forma

tion beds of medium or coarse sand or even gravel may b^ found.

Such coarser beds do not seem to be continuous over any large area.

While it is probable that if a coarse bed is struck in one well at any

given depth it will also be found in other wells in the immediate vicin

ity, yet at Memphis beds reached by one well have not been found in

other wells only a block or two distant.

ibr 164—06 3
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The sands exposed to view are usually strongly cross-bedded and

were deposited under brackish-water conditions in a sea characterized

by strong and ever varying currents, so it is not strange that coarse

sand or gravel found in one spot should be wanting a short distance

away. The sand is usually sharp grained and much of it is so fine that it

can not be kept out of deep wells even with the finest strainers. The

color of the sand is usually a cream or light orange, though in many

places streaks of it show rusty browns, light pinks, or light purples.

In exposed sections these colors may wash out during rains and color

all of the surface beneath them so as to give erroneous impressions as

to the real color of much of the section unless it is examined by digging

into it. In places the sand is darkened by lignitic material and may

appear gray or grayish black.

The clays of the Lagrange vary from pure, fine-grained plastic

material to sandy, silty clays that are often dark from organic matter

or black from lignite. The clays of the lower part of the formation

are characteristically fine grained, pure, plastic, and either very light

colored or white. Chemically they are highly siliceous. Without

doubt they have resulted from the thorough disintegration of the

cherts of the surrounding Paleozoic land surface, which furnished the

waste to the sea of that day.

The plastic, siliceous clays occur as lenses embedded in the sands and

are found outcropping in a belt along the eastern part of the Lagrange

area in both Tennessee and Kentucky. At numerous places they are

mined and either used in local potteries or shipped in the raw condi

tion to other States. Many of the beds contain great numbers of

beautifulljT preserved leaf impressions and numerous collections have

been made of these remains. The writer made collections at Grand

Junction, Tenn., and at Hickman and Wickliffe, Ky. These were sub

mitted to F. H. Knowlton for identification, and his detailed report

is given on page 38, in the discussion of the age of the beds here

included in the Lagrange. The clays mined in Pulaski and Massac

counties, 111., appear to belong not to this but to the Ripley forma

tion, since they are found north of the outcrop of the Porters Creek

formation along the Caledonia bluff.

The Lagrange is here made to include all of the beds between the

Porters Creek clay beneath and the Lafayette gravel above. In con

trast to the white plastic clays which characterize the lower part of it

and outcrop near its eastern margin, dark-colored lignitic clays are

often very prominent in its upper part and are exposed along the

Mississippi bluffs or are penetrated in wells in the western portion of

the area. At Memphis, for instance, there is a bed of blue clay about

150 to 200 feet thick at the top of the formation. At Randolph,

Tenn., the lower part of the bluff is composed of dark lignitic clays

with beds of lignite. At Hickman, Ky., the upper part of the for
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mation is composed of fine-grained leaden-gray siliceous clays under

lain by darker lignitic sandy clays. Wells at several other places

near the Mississippi bluffs report dark clays or silts in the upper part

of their sections. The dark-colored clays found at these various places

are not, however, lithologically similar, and wells here and there in

the area just east of the Mississippi bluffs fail to report it, but give

sands instead in the upper part of the section. This indicates that

there is not a uniform bed of clay overlying the light-colored cross-

bedded sands familiar in Lagrange outcrops farther east, but that

there are several clay or sandy-clay lenses, the one at Memphis being

unusually thick and uniform in character, overlying the more purely

sandy part of the formation and making up its upper portion.

The writer attempted to separate this upper clay portion from the

lower part of the Lagrange and treat it as a distinct formation. It

could not be traced by means of well records, and as the Lafayette

gravel almost everywhere conceals all underlying beds in a belt 10 to

30 miles wide east of the Mississippi bluffs, it was impossible to trace

it by surface exposures, except perhaps by such an amount of

detailed work as was clearly out of the question in the time available.

The effort to establish the clay as a separate formation, therefore, had

to be abandoned. It is entirely possible or even probable that the

upper part should be separated from the middle and lower parts and

after very detailed work criteria may be forthcoming for this discrimi

nation. At present it is impracticable and all the beds are lumped

together, though certain facts brought out under the discussion of the

age of the Lafayette (p. 40) render it probable that the upper clay is

considerably younger than the plant-bearing clays in the lower part of

the formation at Grand Junction, Tenn., and elsewhere.

Lignitic material is found throughout the formation, but is more

abundant in the upper part, in the dark clays just described. In the

clay pits in the lower port of the formation macerated and unidentifia

ble leaf remains occur in certain layers in such quantities as to make

them look like rotten strawboard, as, for instance, in the pits just east

of Grand Junction, Tenn. In places thin beds of lignite are reported

in the lower part of the formation. Beds of lignite several feet

thick near the top of the formation have been reached in numerous -

deep wells in the western parts of Haywood and Weakley counties,

Tenn., and a number of natural exposures are known along the Missis

sippi bluffs. Years ago attempts were made at several places to mine

the lignite, but were unsuccessful.

Section.—Admirable exposures of this formation are to be found at

and near the town of Lagrange, Tenn., from which it takes its name.

Lagrange is situated on a high divide running east and west, with a

steep southward slope that forms the northern valley wall of Wolf

River and overlooks both the river, flowing a mile away and 200 feet
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below it, and the gently rising surface on the south side of the river

which stretches back for miles befor attaining the elevation of the

north side.

Erosion is rapidly attacking this steep southern slope and ravines

100 to 150 feet deep are eating northward into the divide and under

mining houses in the town of Lagrange. These ravines branch and

rebranch a number of times, and in their ramifications present admira

ble opportunities for study not only of the Lagrange but also of the

overlying Lafayette and Columbia formations. A view taken here is

shown in PI. Ill, A. The section exposed in these ravines in the

southern edge of the town, on either side of the road leading south of

Wolf River, is as follows:

Section at iMijrange, Tenn.

Columbia: Fret

1. Soft, loose, light-yellow to light-gray sands, cross-bedded 15-18

2. Soil layer, dark with organic matter I

Lafayette:

3. Massive bed of brick-red sand, case-hardened, showing very even top but very

irregular lower surface and resting unconformably on the underlying sand. 4-15

Lagrange:

4. Soft cross-bedded sands, mostly fine but in places coarse, of various light

colors such as nearly white, light yellow, faint pink, and faint purplish with

a few thin crusts and small rounded or short tubular concretions of sand

ironstone in places. Near the top there is a clay lens of irregular shape

ranging up to S or 10 feet thick 100

The lower part of the section is included by McGee" in the Lafa

yette, which throughout northern Mississippi and western Tennessee

he considers as usually tripartite, the upper division being massive,

case-hardened, loamy, brick-red sand, and the middle and lower divi

sions being softer, brighter-colored sand, often with clay lenses or beds

containing leaf impressions. He would place the lower 100 feet of the

above section in the middle and lower divisions of the Lafayette and

regard the entire Lafayette at Lagrange as 200 feet or more in thick

ness. Elsewhere in the same paper, however, he expresses some

doubt as to the correctness of this conclusion.

In the writer's studies of the Lafayette from Maryland southward

across the intervening States into Georgia, thence westward at inter

vals into Tennessee, and thence northward in more detail into Illi

nois, he has never found it to contain clay lenses with plant impres

sions, nor indeed any fossils, except those of other ages mechanically

introduced into it. The Lafayette proper should doubtless be lim

ited, as Hilgard and others limit it in northern Mississippi, to the

uppermost of McGee's three divisions, and his lower divisions recog

nized as belonging to some older formation, which in the section

given above is the Lagrange. Further remarks concerning the lim-

o McGee, W J, The Latayette formation: Twelfth Ami. Rept. U.S. Geol. Survey, pt. 1, 1891, p. 462.
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itations of the Lafayette are given under the head of that formation

(p. 42), and under the Columbia (p. 46) reference is made to the soil

layer and overlying sands seen in the Lagrange section.

Good exposures of these Lagrange sands and clays may be seen at

many other points. The clay pits and ravines near Grand Junction,

Pinson, and Paris, Tenn., and Boaz and Mayfield, Ky., afford good

opportunities for examining them. Exposures of a few feet are found

at numerous places near Wickliffe, Ky., and an excellent section of

80 to 90 feet is presented in the bluff at Columbus, Ky., showing all

of the characters of the typical Lagrange.

At Hickman, Ky., the bluff is composed almost entirely of fine

grained, jointed, blue to leaden-gray siliceous clay that extends from

30 feet above ordinary water level in the Mississippi upward 75 feet

and is overlain In- 10 feet of Lafayette gravel, and that by 65 feet of

loess. This leaden-gray clay contains numerous small calcareous

concretions, but no fossils of any kind were found in it. Beneath it

and extending down to and below water level are 30 feet of soft

sandy clay, containing much disseminated vegetable matter and

identifiable leaf impressions. A collection of these leaves was made

and sent to F. II. Knowlton, whose determinations are given on

page 38.

The 75 feet of leaden-gray clay in the Hickman bluff differ litho-

logically very markedly from the usual type of Lagrange sediments.

The underlying 30 feet are more nearly like the material commonly

seen in the Lagrange in this vicinity, as, for instance, in the lower

part of the Illinois Central Railroad cut at Curve, Tenn., a section of

which is given under the Columbia (pp. 44, 93), and in the lower part

of the section at Randolph, Tenn.

Age.—Nowhere in the region under discussion have marine fossils

been found in the Lagrange. At various places, however, the abun

dant plant remains found often so beautifully preserved in the clays

of the formation have been collected and studied by paleobotanists,

and paleontologic evidence as to the age of the formation is limited

to the results obtained from such study. The writer made collec

tions from four localities while in the field. One of these was from

a clay lens in the lower part of the blufT at Columbus, Ky. The sec

ond was from the 30 feet of sandy clay just above water level in the

bluff at Hickman, Ky. The third was from a light-colored indurated

clay found in the south bank of the small stream in the southern

edge of Wickliffe, Ky. This spot is the one from which a collection

was made for the Kentucky Geological Survey and pronounced by

Ijesquereux to belong to the Lignitic. ° The fourth locality is a

southward sloping hillside on the road about halfway between La

grange and Grand Junction, Tenn., where leaf-bearing clays arc well

" I.oughridgo, R. FI., Juckson I'urchaso Ui'gion, 18X8, p. 198.
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exposed in numerous recently cut gullies. These collections were

sent to F. H. Knowlton, whose report on them is as follows:

The present collection consists of a large number of leaves very beautifully preserved,

for the most part in fine-grained plastic clay, occasionally in a more sandy clay. The col

lection has been very carefully made, and the collector is to be congratulated on the highly

satisfactory manner in which it comes to hand for study.

Fossil plants from this general region have long been known, the first collection to which

scientific attention was directed being apparently that described by Lesquereux from near

Somerville, Fayette County, Tenn., obtained by J. M. Saflord, and from the banks of

Mississippi River near Columbus, Ky., collected by Owen and Lesquereux." The species,

of which several were dcserilied as new, were not figured in Lesquereux's paper, but ton

years later (18691 were incorporated by Safford into his Geology of Tennessee b and a sin

gle plate devoted to them. Not all the new species were figured even a! this time, but in

working up a collection of plants from the. Tertiary of Mississippi Lesquereux took occasion

to describe and figure several species from Lagrange, Tenn., which were regarded as of the

same age as those from Mississippi. « Nearly twenty years later two small collections made

in the interest of the Kentucky Geological Survey were described by Lesquereux.^ One

of these was from Roaz station, Graves County, Ky., and the other from Wickliffe, Bal

lard County, Ky. Remarks on the age of the beds a* these localities will be made later.

The present collection embraces fossils from four localities, as follows:

1. Columbus, Ky. This material, a white sandy clay, contains two species of Querent

and apparently a single species of Salix, none of them, so far as I can make out, lx-ing

identical with the forms mentioned by Lesquereux from this locality. Probably a more

extended search among living species would show affinities with these, but this I have not

been able to give at this time.

2. Hickman, Ky. This is also a sandy clay, and embraces three forms—a single leaf

each of a Salu f and Menispermum canademe L. and the balance a compound leaf of what

appears to be Tecoma radicam L., or something near it.

3. Wickliffe, Ky. The largest and best lot, affording the following forms:

Salix angusta Al. Br. Quercus n. sp.!

Salix sp. Myrica copeana Lesq.

Quercus saflordi Lesq. Eucalyptus n. sp.

Quercus neriifolia Al. Br. Sapindus angustifolius Lesq.

Quercus moorii Lesq. Sapindus dubius ? linger.

4. Near Grand Junction, Tenn. The same kind of material as the last, containing the

following:

Monocotyledonous plant (fragments). Sapindus sp.

Salix angusta Al. Br. Cinnamomum? sp.?

Quercus (2 species). Ccanothus meigsii Lesq.

Juglans saffordiana? Lesq. Acacia sp. (nov.?).

Sapindus angustifolius? lx>s<|.

In Lesquereux's original publication the beds at Somerville and Columbus were referred

to the Pliocene, as was that at Boaz station, but later he regarded the deposits at Somer

ville as "most intimately related to the Miocene of Europe." Safl'ord in his Geology of

Tennessee inclined to the opinion that the Orange sand, which included the Somerville bed,

should probably be regarded as Eocene, and apparently Lesquereux accepted this deter

mination, for in his report on the Mississippi plants he referred them to the so-called

Eo-Lignitic. The Wickliffe deposit was referred by Lesquereux directly to the lower Eocene.

Coming to the present collections, I see no reason to question the correctness of referring

the Columbus fossils to the Pliocene, although I have not been able to identify any of the

a Am. Jour. Sci., 2d ser., vol. 27, 1859, pp. 383-366.

t>Op. cit., pp. 425-428, PI. K.

cTrans. Am. Philoa. Soc., vol. 18. 1869, pp. 411-530. Pis. X1V-XXII.

■iProc. U. S. Nat. Mus., vol. 11, 1888, pp. 11-13, PI. IV.
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forms present with those mentioned by Lesquereux. The apparent preponderance of

living species would make it unlikely that the age should be older than Pliocene. The

plants from Hickman, Ky., although not identical with those from Columbus, are so

modern in appearance that I regard them as Pliocene in age.

The plants from Wicklifle and near Grand Junction are similar in appearance and I

regard them as of the same age, but their exact position is at present a little uncertain

in my mind. That they are of the same age as those from Mississippi is hardly to be

questioned, and I suppose they are to be regarded as "Eo-Lignitic" or Eocene, but they

are. so well preserved and in general so modern in appearance that I can not rid myself

of the notion that they should be placed in the Miocene. However, I have not seen any

of the field relations and so can not well define this impression. They are the same forms

as those from Mississippi and l>elong to what has been called Orange sand or Eo-Lignitic,

but they seem quite unlike other Eocene floras with which I am familiar.

There would seem to be no question that the bed near Grand

Junction, the more eastern locality from which collections were

made in Tennessee, and that at Wickliffe, the more northern one in

Kentucky, each representing deposits that are typical of the Lagrange,

are of the same age as those carrying the fossils described from

Mississippi. These are generally regarded as belonging to the

"Lignitic" and are consequently of Eocene age.

The beds at Columbus and Hickman are undoubtedly in the

upper part of the Lagrange formation as defined here. Whether

they are both of the same age, and also whether they may be cor

related with the clays just beneath the Lafayette at Memphis or

are older or younger, can not be determined from the data at hand.

Lithologically the Columbus beds are not distinguishable from

other exposures of typical Lagrange deposits, but they differ in

appearance from the beds at Hickman, and if the two are of different

age the Columbus beds are probably slightly older.

Loughridge" thought the Hickman beds to be the oldest Eocene

deposits in Kentucky and placed them provisionally as a distinct

group—the Hickman—beneath the Porters Creek, though he recog

nized and stated that their exact position with reference to the

other divisions of the Eocene had not been positively ascertained.

From a study of their field relations and of well sections made since

Loughridge's work was done there can be no doubt that the Hickman

beds are younger than the main body of the Lagrange, and are among

the youngest of the pre-Lafayette deposits of the region.

The question then arises whether they are of the same age as

the rest of the Lagrange beneath, or whether there is an unconformity

in the Lagrange as here defined and the upper part should be sepa

rated and regarded as of distinctly later age. There is not at present

sufficient stratigraphic evidence for such a separation, but the

character of the plants would seem to favor it and it may be estab

lished by more detailed stratigraphic work and additional con

firmatory paleobotanical evidence, so that the Hickman deposits

o Loughriilge, R. II., Jackson Purchase Region, 18X8, p. 37.
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and other beds similarly situated along the Mississippi bluff, including

perhaps the 200 feet of clay at Memphis, would be assigned to the

Miocene or Pliocene.

Following the example of Safford in recording his belief as to the

age of the leaf beds near Lagrange," and that of Knowlton in the

report given on pages 38-39, in speaking of the age of the Wickliffe

and Grand Junction beds, the writer can not refrain from also

recording his impression that these upper Lagrange beds are not of

Pliocene age but belong to the Lignitic, and so are Eocene, though

he recognizes that this is but an impression gained during field studies

and that the evidence of the plants would seem to be against it.

Until conclusive evidence is obtained for one view or the other it

seems best to include the deposits in question in the Lagrange.

Nomenclature.—The terms Orange sand and Lagrange have both

been applied by Safford to these deposits. So much confusion has

arisen from the different usages of the term Orange sand by different

geologists that by common consent it has been discarded.6

Thickness.—In the deep well at Memphis the Lagrange is 963

feet thick. The well at Dyersburg penetrated 678 feet of it and one

at Hickman 750 feet without in either case reaching its base. In

the Jackson well, near the eastern edge of the formation, its base was

reached at a depth of 160 feet. At Wickliffe it is 430 feet thick and

at Cairo 325 feet. The base of the formation dips from the margin

of the deposit toward the center of the basin at from 22 to 27 feet

per mile.

PLIOCENE SERIES.

LAFAYETTE TOBMATION.

Extent.—Over all the above-described formations of the embay-

ment region, and extending for miles farther eastward over the

adjoining Paleozoic rocks, there is a thin blanket of sand and gravel

that averages not over 20 feet in thickness, but may in places

thicken to 40 feet or more.

This blanket is unbroken over much of the area, especially in the

more level region away from the streams. The main streams have

generally cut through and removed it, but in ascending the sides

of their valleys one usually crosses the outcrop of the Lafayette

before reaching the general upland surface.

In certain areas, however, it has been largely removed by erosion.

Such areas are generally those containing the outcrop of one of the

relatively impervious clay formations already described, such as

the Selma clay or the Porters Creek, while the more pervious sandy

formations on either side retain their Lafayette capping, only

<> Safford, J. M., Geology of Tennessee, Mifl, p. 420.

& Sec llilgard, K. W., anil Safford, J . M., U range sand, Lagrange, and Appomattox: Am. Geologist,

vol.8, 1891, pp. 129-131.
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slightly affected by erosion. An explanation of this selective removal

has already been given (p. 17).

In Illinois the Lafayette is revealed beneath the loess in the

deeper ravines and road and railway cuts and in the upland portions

of Massac and Pulaski counties. Round Knob, 5£ miles north of

Metropolis, in sees. 1 1 and 12, T. 15 S., R. 4 E., is capped by Lafayette

ironstone conglomerate, 4 or 5 feet being visible. The deeper cuts

on the Big Four Railroad near New Grand Chain station show

Lafayette gravel under the loess, and the highways at intervals cut

into it. The cut on the Illinois Central Railroad in the southern

edge of Villa Ridge shows, beneath 15 to 20 feet of loess, 15 feet of

Lafayette gravel resting on sands that may be of Cretaceous age.

No effort was made to trace the Lafayette to the north beyond the

edge of the embayment deposit, so that its northward extent in

Illinois, just as its eastward extent in Tennessee, was not determined.

It has not been possible in the time devoted to this work to attempt

to discriminate in detail the areas in which the formation is mainly

absent from those in which it is present. Even in areas where it is

predominantly absent small scattered remnants of it are often found.

On the geologic map (PI. I, p. 26) it is represented as a surficial

deposit covering the entire area.

Character.—The sand which makes the larger part of the forma

tion is usually orange or brick red in color and is often case-hardened

and massive. Locally it is cemented by ferruginous matter into a

firm red or rusty-brown sandstone and, instead of being massive and

structureless, is distinctly stratified or cross-bedded.

The sands are often accompanied by gravels, which usually form

the basal part of the formation, though locally they may occur in

any part of the sand as narrow bands or be scattered irregularly

through it. These gravels are especially prominent near Tennessee,

Ohio, and Mississippi rivers. At many places along or near these

streams the formation consists solely of a thick gravel bed. Away

from these streams, as a rule, the amount of gravel is much less and

the average size is smaller, showing very plainly that the streams

have had an important influence in determining the distribution

of the gravel.

The gravel phase is somewhat prominent in the region just west

of Tennessee River, though there is apparently a decrease in the

average size of the gravel as one goes downstream. The gravel

in the Lafayette of Hardin County, Tenn., for instance, is coarser

than that in Calloway County, Ky. The gravel pit on the Shiloh

National Park road just south of Snake Creek shows 15 feet of well-

rounded gravel that averages from 1 inch to 2 inches in diameter,

though much of it is .3 inches and an occasional piece reaches 12

inches. Most of this deposit is chert stained yellow by iron, but
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there are some pieces of sandstone, quartzite, and vein quartz, and

a piece of dark-purplish porphyry containing red jasper was seen.

At Memphis the gravel is well rounded and almost entirely of

chert. The thickness of the bed varies from a feather edge up to

45 or 50 feet. At Columbus, Ky., the Lafayette is 45 feet thick,

the lower 20 feet consisting of yellow chert gravel with average

maximum diameters of 1 inch to 1 k inches, but with a 4-inch layer

of 3 to 4 inch pebbles. The upper 15 feet consist of a clayey sand

at the base, grading into a gravel bed in the upper part. A few of

the smaller and best rounded pebbles are of vein quartz, but a very

careful search here and at other places along the Mississippi failed

to reveal any pebbles of granitic or other crystalline rocks that

might have had a northern origin.

Where the Lafayette contains an abundance of gravel the line

of unconformity at its base is easily recognized, but where gravel

is absent and the formation consists of materials very similar to

those of the underlying beds and probably formed from them by a

slight reworking it becomes a matter often of much difficulty to

determine the contact.

While variations of material occur in the Lafayette, not only in

different sections but even in the same section, the formation can

not be divided, at least in the area under consideration, into two or

more members, but must be regarded as a unit one of whose prom

inent characteristics is its variability. Its composition at any one

place is at once a result and an index of the underlying materials

from which it has principally been derived, the greatest exception

to this rule being in those areas where the larger streams have added

to it their tribute of foreign gravel.

Thickness.—It has already been stated in the discussion of the

Lagrange section (p. 36) that of McGee's three divisions of the

Lafayette only the uppermost is really Lafayette, while the lower

two are Lagrange. Nowhere in the region is there evidence that

the Lafayette reaches any notable thickness. If it is anywhere 50

feet thick it is exceptional, while half this amount, or even less,

would l)e nearer the average.

The Lafayette usually contains an abundance of ferruginous matter,

which gives it the deep-red color so characteristic of the formation

and which in many places has cemented the gravels into an ironstone

conglomerate that, where erosion has been especially vigorous, may

be seen in remnants capping the hills, while blocks from the under

mined portions strew their sides. In some places the sands are simi

larly cemented into a red sandstone. Where the gravel is loose, as

is more commonly the case, the ferruginous matter is usually present

in large quantities and makes the Lafayette gravel a most excellent

road-building material by binding it together, so that it soon packs

into a firm, hard road. Often a thin shell or plate of ironstone makes
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the very base of the Lafayette, and in some cases is thick enough to

prevent the downward passage of percolating waters and thus form

a local impervious stratum above which the sands may be saturated

with water, while the underlying sands may be practically dry.

Ironstone conglomerate.—From inequalities of elevation of the basal

impervious layer the water above it may be in small basins separated

by areas where wells would fail to find water and two neighboring

basins might not have water at the same level. If the impervious

bottom of one of these be dug through, the water in it at once drains

downward into the dry sand below. These relationships are shown

graphically in fig. 5.

Section at Ripley, Tenn.—In the center of the deep railway cut at

Ripley, Tenn. (PI. Ill, B), Lagrange sands and clays extend up 25

feet, but disappear beneath track level toward each end of the cut.

On the crest of the hill of

Lagrange material thus

revealed there are 4 or 5

feet of red case-hardened

Lafayette sand that

thickens on the flanks of

the hill to 8 or 10 feet

near the end of the cut.

Over this sand in the cen

ter of the cut are 4 feet of

gravel in soft, loose, light-

colored sand which grades

up into a dark-colored,

damp, clayey loess 10 feet

thick, overlain by a light-

colored, dryer, more pul

verulent loess 18 feet

thick. At many points in

the cut it is impossible to be sure of the existence of a line of uncon

formity between the Lafayette and the underlying Lagrange sands.

The soft light-colored sand and gravel between the Lafayette and the

loess belong to the Columbia (as does the loess) and are referred to

again in the discussion of that formation (pp. 44, 46).

QUATERNARY SYSTEM.

PLEISTOCENE SERIES.

COLUMBIA FORMATION.

Three kinds of deposits in this region will be grouped together

under the Columbia formation. The first and oldest is a loose sand

which overlies the Lafayette and underlies the loess, which is the

second of the deposits here included. The third is a loam that over

lies the loess in the area where the latter is found and extends east of

that area for miles as a thin mantle spread over the Lafayette.

Flo. 5.—Diagram showing local water-bearing basins at

various levels above dry sand. Well a obtains water

from a local water-l>earing basin at /. Well d struck a

similar but slightly deeper local basin, but pierced the

underlying Impervious layer and allowed the basin to

l>e drained downward. The well was abandoned l>efore

permanent water was reached. Wells b and c failed to

find water at either the / or the g level; 6 was aban

doned as a dry hole; c was continued slightly farther

to permanent water level. Basins like g are sometimes

drained by fissures caused by earthquakes in this region.
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Sands.—At some places along the Mississippi bluffs and in a belt 10

to 20 miles wide east of the bluffs the loess seems to rest unconform-

ably directly on the Lafayette sands or gravels. At other places,

however, there is a distinctly differentiated bed of soft, loose, light-

colored sand between the two. This sand often contains rounded

pebbles similar to those of the Lafayette beneath, from which they

have evidently been derived. Like the sand, which may also have

originated from the Lafayette, the pebbles are usually bleached to a

light gray. This difference in color and the softness of the sand

serve to differentiate the deposit at once from the red, case-hardened

Lafayette beneath. This sand may range in thickness \ip usually to

4 or 5 and exceptionally to 10 or 12 feet , and may attain its maximum

and disappear again' in 100 or 200 yards.

It commonly though not everywhere shows distinct unconformity

on the Lafayette beneath and as a rule seems to grade upward into

the lower, darker part of the loess without any perceptible break.

Where the sand seems to be absent, the lowest part of the loess is

usually somewhat sandy and may contain a small pebble here and

there for several feet upward from its base. It is likely that in such

cases the sandy basal part of the loess is the representative of the

sand found elsewhere.

In the railway cut at Ripley, Tenn., a section of which is given on

page 43, the soft sand and gravel over the Lafayette is usually sharply

limited below, but in a few places seems to grade into the Lafayette.

Near the ends of the cut the gravel in it practically disappears.

Another excellent exposure of this sand is found some miles north of

Ripley in the deep railway cut at Curve, Tenn., where the Lafayette

is overlain by a soft, light-colored, loose sand with gravel that varies

from a knife-edge to 3 feet in thickness and grades up into a dark

silty loess. A view of this cut is given in PI. IV, A.

It seems very probable that this bed of soft sand and gravel is not

confined to the narrow belt in which the loess occurs, but extends

eastward over much of the region in which later deposits overlie the

Lafayette, as the section at Mayfield (p. 135) shows the presence of

such a layer between the Lafayette gravel and the surface loam, and

similar conditions were seen at other places. In many exposures,

however, such differentiation of the material over the Lafayette in

the middle and eastern parts of the area can not be satisfactorily

made. Either this basal sand and gravel phase of the Columbia

disappears in places, or, as is thought more probable, it merges by

change of material into the loamy phase, so that where the two are

found together because of the absence of the loess which separates

them along the Mississippi bluffs they are blended into a unit.

Loess.—This member extends eastward 20 to 30 miles from the

edge of the bluffs overlooking the Mississippi bottoms. In the bluffs
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it is usually between 50 and 75 feet thick, but locally exceeds or falls

short of those figures. It is reported to reach a thickness of 200 feet

in places in western Tennessee, but the writer has never seen it quite

as much as 100 feet thick. From its maximum thickness along the

Mississippi bluffs, as given above, the loess thins eastward to a

feather-edge before it disappears. This thinning renders it difficult

to fix any but a somewhat arbitrary line to mark its eastern edge,

and the difficult}' is enhanced by the fact that in some sections,

instead of thinning out, it appears to grade over into the loamy phase

of the Columbia.

As seen in a number of excellent sections, the loess is composed of

a lower dark part and an upper lighter one. The lower part seems

to be denser or less porous than the upper. It contains more clay

and will remain damp longer. The clay is so abundant in many sec

tions that the material is easily plastic when damp, and on drying it

shows in places a tendency to shrink and crack open. More usually,

however, this lower part presents when dry the same genera' appear

ance as the upper part, except that it preserves the darker color.

In weathering the lower part disintegrates and wears back less

rapidly than the upper part, so that in places a shoulder or change

of slope is developed where the two divisions meet. This was well

shown in the deep railway cut at Ripley, Tenn., before the recent

widening was done in double tracking the line. The darker, more

silty portion of the loess, which seems to grade down into the sand

and clay member, as already mentioned, is quite distinct from the

upper part. The same distinction is to be seen in the cut at Curve,

Tenn. At Memphis (PI. IV, B), Randolph, and elsewhere the same

bipartite character is shown by the loess. The upper part is the

typical porous, open-textured, light, ashen-colored loess. In it and

the lower, darker portion alike are found the usual calcareous con

cretions, small, irregular in their distribution, and many of them

curiously shaped.

In each case observed the lower portion is thinner than the upper

and the line between the two is horizontal and distinct. It maybe

questioned, however, whether this line represents a rapid transition

without interruption in the deposition of the loess or, as is claimed

by some, is indicative of an actual break in the process and represents

a time interval between two periods of loess formation. Without

wishing to express a decided opinion on the subject until he has had

opportunity for further and more detailed study, the writer is inclined

to the former view and would provisionally regard the loess in the

area here considered as the product of one period of deposition rather

than two.

Over much of the first tier of counties east of Mississippi River in

Tennessee and Kentucky the loess averages 30 feet in thickness. It
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accordingly conceals the Lafayette except in an occasional stream

cutting. In southern Illinois practically all of the upland area in

which embayment deposits occur is overspread with a sheet of loess,

usually a score or more feet in thickness.

The exact mode of formation of loess deposits has_ been a matter

of much discussion and difference of opinion, but all are agreed that

the material of the loess is the finely ground rock flour resulting from

glacial erosion. The loess of the Mississippi Valley owes its origin to

the great ice sheet that covered all of the northern part of the valley

and extended in southern Illinois to within 20 miles of the head of

the embayment deposits. There are differences of opinion, however,

in regard to the manner of deposition of the material. Some insist

that it has been transported and deposited by the wind. Others

believe it has been transported by streams and deposited in water

either on a flood plain or in the bottom of a lake—that it is fluviatile

or lacustrine instead of eolian.

Without entering into a detailed discussion of the evidence for the

conclusion here stated, the writer may state his belief that the loess

of the region under consideration is of fluviatile and not of eolian

origin. The grading upward of the sands and gravels into the loess,

the local occurrence in the loess of sandy streaks that must have been

water-laid, the bipartite division of the loess seen widely over the

region, the regularity or evenness of the contact plane between the

two parts, and the absence of wind-deposit structure all give basis for

the opinion here expressed as to the mode of deposition.

Loam.—The third phase of the Columbia formation in this region

is a yellowish or brownish loam in most of the area of its occurrence,

though in some places it becomes a soft sand with very little argil

laceous material. This phase is found mainly to the east of the area

of the loess and is to be regarded as largely the equivalent of that

member, though in some places in the loess area a few feet of loam

overlie the loess.

The loose sand at the base of the Columbia blends with the overly

ing loam east of the loess area just as it grades up into the loess

where the latter overlies it. In some places the blended sand and

loam may be rather sandy, while in others they may grade into a

clay. The best example of the sandy phase is found at Lagrange,

Tenn., where the Lafayette is overlain by a layer of black soil a foot

thick, and that by 15 feet or more of soft, light-colored, cross-bedded

sand. This was the only locality in the entire region where a soil

layer was found between the Lafayette and the Columbia. A simi

lar soil layer was found by McGee at Holly Springs, Miss." The

appearance of the soil layer and the overlying sand at Lagrange,

considered in connection with its peculiar topographic relationships,

o McGee, W J, The Lafayette formation: Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. 8. Oeol. Survey, pt. 1, 1891, p. 460.
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suggests very strongly that the cross-bedded sand over the soil may

be a local wind-made deposit of recent origin rather than a part of

the Columbia. It caps the southward-facing scarp that overlooks

Wolf River. The steep slope down to the river is cut by many deep

ravines whose bare sides are of soft, loose Lagrange sand. It is con

ceivable that the strong winds from the south blowing up the ravines

might catch up the loose sand and carry it to the top of the scarp in

such quantities as to account for the cross-bedded sands found there

over the soil layer. The ascending sand-bearing air current would,

on reaching the top of the scarp, produce an eddy in which the sand

would be dropped, as is illustrated in fig. 6.

Although the writer has not seen the Holly Springs occurrence

referred to above, yet Mr-Gee's statement that the topographic rela

tionships are exactly similar to those at Lagrange is highly suggestive

of a similar eolian origin for the sand there found over the soil layer.

The Columbia loam, east of the loess, is a thin veneer derived from

the Lafayette and resting upon and partly concealing it. It is rarely

over 10 or 12 feet thick and is often not more than half that thick

ness. It thins out to the east,

and in Tennessee and Ken

tucky disappears before the

eastern edge of the embay-

ment deposits have been

reached. In Illinois the loess

makes the surface of the up

lands of the embayment re

gion, and the loam seems to

be absent. It has not been

found practicable to represent on the geologic map the area covered

by the Columbia loam. In a general way its eastern edge crosses

eastern Hardeman, eastern Madison, western Carroll, and western

Henry counties in Tennessee, and western Calloway and western #

Marshall counties in Kentucky.

RECENT DEPOSITS.

Alluvium.—Between Mississippi River and the bluffs that bound

its valley on the east there is a varying width of Hood plain composed

of alluvial deposits. At a few points in Tennessee and Kentucky

the river swings against the bluffs on its eastern side, but usually

the alluvial plain is from 2 or 3 to 8 or 10 miles wide. In Illinois the

Mississippi alluvial plain is a number of miles wide and the flood

plain of the Ohio is of similar character, though it is mostly confined

to the Kentucky side of the river. The main tributaries of the

Mississippi, such as the Hatchie, the Forked Deer, and the Obion,

have similar valleys composed of alluvial deposits and varying from

1 mile to several miles in width.
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The materials composing these plains are sands and silts brought

down by the rivers and deposited in time of flood, thus building up

flood plains in the valleys which the rivers had previously carved

out of the -older formations of the region.

No extensive study of the alluvium was made, for want of time,

but where examined in a number of places the silts seemed all to be

of modern origin and the writer would assign the deposits seen at

Memphis, those along the banks of the river from Memphis to Fulton,

Tenn., those at Hickman, at Columbus, at WicklifFe, at Cairo, and

at Paducah to the recent period. When it is considered how con

stantly and, as a rule, how rapidly Mississippi River is shifting the

position of its channel because of meandering, and when it is further

considered not only how each meander grows until the meander belt

is a number of miles wide, but also how each meander is slowly

working downstream, cutting away the materials before it wliile

other materials are being deposited behind it, it may be concluded

that nowhere near the river can any deposit in the flood plain remain

long unmoved if it rises above the level to which the river can cut—

a level which may be taken as about 100 feet beneath the flood-plain

surface. Instances are innumerable of the cutting away of flood-

plain deposits on one side and rebuilding on the other by the lateral

swing of the river. It is, in fact , going on all the time, as the surveys

of the Mississippi River Commission show. The entire channel may

move a mile or more by such cutting in a few years, and the changes

that have occurred within the memory of men yet living are so great

that it is not improbable that the river may have swung entirely

across its valley from Crowleys Ridge in Missouri and Arkansas to

the Chickasaw and Columbus bluffs in Tennessee and Kentucky in

2,000 to 4,000 years.

That these alluvial deposits are geologically young is apparent

from another line of reasoning. They have been deposited in a valley

that is 30 miles wide at Memphis and 45 miles wide farther north.

This valley has been cut at least 200 to 300 feet beneath the plain

in which it is carved. The dissevered portions of this plain are seen

to-day in the flat upland surface of the bluffs on the east and of

Crowleys Ridge on the west. This surface, however, is capped

with the loess and the excavation of the broad valley has mainly

taken place since the loess was deposited. There was some cutting

away of the Lafayette along the main Mississippi River before the

loess was deposited, corresponding to the cutting on the tributaries of

the Mississippi to form the second bottoms, where the Lafayette has

been removed but the loess is present ; but this cutting was not suf

ficient to account for the excavation of the valley as we now find it.

Since the excavation was finished some alluvial filling has occurred,

leaving the level of the flood plain as at present.

From borings made by the Mississippi River Commission it is
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concluded that in the portion of its valley from Cairo to Memphis

the river has not cut into the embayment deposits more than Detween

100 and 150 feet beneath its present flood-plain surface, or in other

words, has never cut very much deeper than its channel may now

reach under favorable conditions for deep scouring.

These alluvial deposits are accordingly believed to be between 100

and 200 feet thick and of later age than the loess; parts of them, of

course, are still forming. Near the river the deposits are sands and

silts; farther away from the river they become gradually finer and

pass into clays which are usually blue or dark colored from the

organic matter present.

The same uplift which permitted the Mississippi to cut out so broad

a valley in the loess-sheeted plain likewise permitted its tributaries

to incise their courses beneath the uplands and to broaden their

valleys until they were locally 5 to 10 miles wide. The alluvial

deposits in the valleys of these tributaries are like those of the

Mississippi and consist of silts and sands that usually contain much

decaying vegetable matter. It is generally the rule that since the

formation of these alluvial deposits by the tributaries of the Missis

sippi they have been cut into and another flood plain has been formed

10 to 15 or occasionally as much as 30 feet lower than the older allu

vial surface. This older surface is known as the "second bottoms,"

while the lower plain is the present-day flood plain, large portions of

which are swampy. It is surprising to note how characteristic a

feature of the region these first and second bottoms are. They are

found even along the smaller headwater streams in many places.

The present flood plain, or first bottom, is usually much narrower

than the second bottom.

The writer has been thus explicit in giving his conception of the

very recent age of the alluvial deposits of the Mississippi in this

region because various authors" have correlated parts, at least, of

these deposits, from Memphis up as far, in one case, as Paducah, Ky.,

with the Port Hudson deposits of Mississippi. The stratigraphic

position of the Port Hudson clay is between the Lafayette gravels

beneath and the loess above. Since the valley in the region here

considered was not excavated until after the loess had been deposited

the clays found in this valley, at least from Memphis up, can not be

older than the loess and so can not be of Port Hudson age.

The lithologic similarity of the Port Hudson clay and certain blue

clays found in this region, notably about New Madrid, Mo., is only

what might be expected. Both were formed by the same agency.

Similar materials under these circumstances should form similar

deposits whether they be of Port Hudson or of younger age.

"See McGoe, W J, The Lalayette formation: Twelfth Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey, pt. I, 1891, p.

400; Loughridgo, R. II., Jackson Purchase Region, 1888, p. 74; Shepard, E. M., The New Madrid earth

quake: Jour. Geol., 1905, p. 48.

IRB 164—06 1
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# GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE.

In discussing artesian conditions in the region and in describing

the area of outcrop and dip of the various formations, much has

already been said concerning the structure of the embayment depos

its. Only a brief recapitulation is necessary here. It has already

been stated that these deposits lie in the eastern half of a broad basin

projecting northward from the Gulf region and ending in southern

Illinois. On the floor of this basin the formations described in pre

vious pages were laid down in succession in broad sheets one above

another. The eastern edge of each formation in Tennessee and Ken

tucky usually does not overlap the edge of the formation beneath,

but permits its exposure in an outcrop of varying width which extends

northward across these two States. At the north end of the trough

in southern Illinois the formations rise to the surface like the tip of a

spoon. The western half of the basin lies in southwestern Missouri

and eastern Arkansas.

It does not seem probable that the floor of this basin slopes at all

uniformly from its outcropping edges to a deepest central line, but

rather that the slope is relatively rapid near the sides of the trough

and decreases farther out in it, or that a cross section of the trough

is broadly U-shaped rather than broadly V-shaped. If so, as each

of the, formations that fill the trough is probably nearly uniform in

its thickness, the dips are steeper near the margins of the trough than

well out within it. Ascertained dips for short distances near the

margins are about 30 feet per mile, while some of the data reported

for southern Illinois would, if correct, indicate southward dips there

of about 50 feet per mile. Well within the basin westward dips of

22 feet per mile are found.

There are no indications of any folding of the rocks of the embay

ment, but in the Porters Creek formation there has been in many

places a slight faulting accompanying the earthquake disturbances

that have caused the formation of the sandstone dikes described on

page 30. In the Reelfoot Lake region the Lagrange sands were

fissured and in places slightly faulted by the New Madrid earthquake

of 1811-12. The vertical displacement seems, however, in no case

to have exceeded a few feet. This faulting in the Porters Creek and

the Lagrange has not materially affected the water-supply problems

of the region here discussed. There seems to be no evidence, in this

region, at least, that the artesian pressure has been decreased because

the earthquake fissures provided channels for the water to escape.

The approximate elevation to which artesian waters rise in various

parts of the region is given for a number of places on page 160 and

graphically represented in fig. 13. From this it is readily seen that
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Dyersburg and Union City, Tenn., and Hickman, Ky., the nearest

localities given to the earthquake center, do not show any abnormal

depression of hydrostatic level when

compared with other places near by. ^

UNDERGROUND-WATER

RESOURCES.

RESOURCES OF TENNESSEE, BY

COUNTIES.

BENTON' COUNTY.

Topography.—Benton is a long,

narrow, county, lying just west of

Tennessee River and extending north

and south along the river for a dis

tance of 40 miles. Its north end,

which almost reaches the Kentucky

line, is formed by the junction of Big

Sandy and Tennessee rivers. The

Big Sandy, which flows northward

almost parallel to the Tennessee,

forms its northern and about half of

its western boundary. The area of

the county, as given by the Twelfth

Census (1900), is 430 square miles.

The surface is best described as being

rolling to hilly. Very little of it is

level, owing to the proximity of Ten

nessee and Big Sandy rivers, whose

numerous small tributaries have cut

the'originally level surface into hills

near the rivers and made it rolling

farther away from them. The

streams are usually bordered by a

flood plain and a second bottom

which varies from a few hundred

yards to half a mile in width.

The maximum elevation in the

county is found along the ridge sep

arating the Big Sandy and Tennes

see river watersheds. This ridge

attains heights .of 500 to 600 feet

above tide. The lowest point in t he

county is at the Big Sandy, where

the elevation at low water is about

310 feet. Low water at Johnsonvil
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summit just west of Camden, on the Nashville, Chattanooga and

St. Louis Railway, 486 feet. The average elevation of the county

is between 400 and 450 feet. As it is on the eastern border of the

embayment region, where the outcrop of the porous Ripley strata

receives its water, very little artesian pressure could be expected

anywbere in the county. Some wells on the flood plain of the Big

Sandy, however, flow with a slight head.

(leology.—The contact between the Paleozoic limestones, shales,

and cherts and the embayment deposits runs north and south through

about the middle of the county. The eastern half of the county lies

accordingly in the Paleozoic area, and will not be discussed here.

The rocks of the western half are of Cretaceous and Pliocene age.

The Eutaw sand extends for a few miles northward into the south

end of the county, but its area is small and its thickness can not be

very great , owing to its relation to the Tennessee River drainage and

to the fact that it feathers out here and disappears, not being found

farther north. Water issues from the base of the Eutaw in springs

along the hillsides in numerous places and is reached at from 20 to 40

feet in wells. It is chalybeate in places where there is much lignitic

material in the formation.

It is probable that just west of the Eutaw area, in the extreme

southwestern part of the county, there is along Birdsong Creek a

small area of the Selma clay, though, owing to the topography,

exposures are poor and the delimitation of the north end of the

Selma outcrop has not been definitely made. The water in this

formation is small in amount and of very poor quality. The Selma

area in this county is so small as to be practically negligible.

The Ripley sand covers the western part of the county. Its eastern

edge extends from the southwest corner of the county northward

past Camden, and the formation embraces part of the divide between

the Big Sandy and the Tennessee, extending probably as far north

as the Louisville and Nashville Railroad before thinning out and

disappearing. For some distance in its lower course the Big Sandy

has cut through the Ripley sand into the underlying Paleozoic rocks.

The Ripley furnishes abundant supplies of good water, but owing

to its open, porous texture the depth of wells in this formation is

greater than elsewhere, ranging from 60 to 100 feet or more. Springs

are not so abundant in it as in other formations.

Overlying these Cretaceous formations and the Paleozoic rocks is

a blanket of Lafayette sand, loam, and gravel that is tattered by

erosion along the larger streams, but mantles the inter-stream areas

in an unbroken sheet from 10 to 30 feet or more thick. In many

places the formation contains limonitic iron ore in considerable

quantities. In places springs issue from the base of the Lafayette,
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though they are usually weak and their flow may decrease or fail

during long droughts.

Water resources.—Benton County is naturally well watered by

streams that flow the year round and furnish abundant water for

stock. Along the base of the hills numerous springs are found. In

the embayment area these come mostly from the Lafayette or the

Ripley, the latter furnishing the larger number and the stronger

flows. Springs and wells usually yield soft, freestone water, but in

a few cases it contains sulphur and iron. Domestic supplies are

derived from springs and open wells, the latter being somewhat the

more important source. These wells may be as shallow as 10 feet in

low ground along streams or as deep as 100 feet on high ground in

the Ripley sands. Very few cisterns are in use.

At Big Sandy station, elevation 372 feet, the principal water

supply is derived from wells which range from 6 to 50 feet in depth

and yield an abundance of soft water from gravel which underlies a

clay bed 4 to 6 feet thick. Springs also are much used, and there are

a few cisterns.

At Bristow open wells of moderate depth are exclusively used.

At Faxon springs and open wells 25 to 30 feet deep furnish the

supply.

Gismonda is very near the edge of the Paleozoic area, and a number

of sulphur and chalybeate springs flow from sands.

At Nobles the supply is derived from the Ripley sands by small

bored wells that range from 60 to 125 feet in depth.

At Wyly there is a flowing well located 6 feet above high water on

the Big Sandy. It is 1 A inches in diameter, 50 feet deep, and yields

5,000 gallons a day. The flow varies somewhat at times. Other

wells are mostly open, are on higher ground, and furnish soft water

at a depth of 25 to 30 feet.

At Zach the country is flat, and wells are from 10 to 20 feet deep.

There are a few springs, but in summer their water is not cold.

CARROLL COUNTY.

Topography.—Carroll County is situated in the northeastern part

of western Tennessee. For 2 miles on the northwest South Fork of

Obion River separates it from Weakley County. Its area is 624

square miles.

The watershed between Mississippi and Tennessee rivers crosses

the county in a direction somewhat east of north and separates it

into an eastern slope which embraces about a third of the county and

drains into Big Sandy and Tennessee rivers, and a western slope

which embraces the rest of the county and drains into the Mississippi.

The highest part of the county is along this divide, which has an
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elevation of from 450 to nearly or quite 500 feet. The lowest eleva

tion is ( bout 350 feet, at the points where the Big Sandy and South

Fork of the Obion leave the county. The average elevation of the

county is not far from 425 feet. The surface along the Tennessee-

Mississippi divide is hilly and broken, for headwater erosion is active.

The northern and western parts of the county are more level and the

main streams here, as a rule, have broad, level flood plains and second

bottoms.

(reology.—The Selma clay occurs in the extreme southeast corner

of the county, but covers a very small area. West of it there is a

belt of Ripley sand 6 to 8 miles in width that occupies the eastern

part of the county, its western edge running about parallel with and

2 miles west of Big Sandy River. Along the broad valley of the Big

Sandy water is found in the Ripley sand at slight depths, but on the

uplands wells average from 50 to 125 feet in depth and furnish soft

water.

West of the Ripley sands there is a belt of Porters Creek clay

about 2 miles wide, its western edge passing through Huntington.

This clay is popularly known as soapstone. It is variable in thick

ness, being in some wells only 10 feet thick, while in others it is 80

feet or more. In many places it is almost black and imparts a

disagreeable odor to the water. Physicians report that people

habitually using such water become pale, anaemic, and sickly. If

the Porters Creek is everywhere less than 100 feet thick in this county,

as it seems to be wherever records of its thickness have been obtained,

it should always be possible to go through it and get good water from

the underlying Ripley sands. To the west the Porters Creek dips

under the Lagrange sand at a low angle and may be reached, in low

places especially, in wells dug within half a mile or a mile west of its

surface outcrop. Such wells should either be dug on through it to

the Ripley7 sand or be stopped just above it, so as to draw water

from the basal sands of the overlying Lagrange.

West of the Porters Creek clay belt the county is underlain by

Lagrange sands and clays. The sands are soft and variable in texture

so that coarse beds are not widely continuous, but occur at various

horizons and extend each usually over a small area only. With the

sands are thin beds of plastic clayTs, and locally these beds serve to

confine the waters in the underlying sand. When such clay strata

are dug or bored through the water often rises at once a number of

feet, dependent on the local elevation. In low places, as along the

bottoms of the streams in the western part of the county, artesian

flows may be obtained. There are a number of such artesian wells

less than 100 feet deep in the bottoms just west of Huntington. On

the rolling uplands of the western part of the county* the Lagrange
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yields water at depths of 35 to 100 feet. The water is always soft,

but may in places contain iron and sulphur. Bold springs may rise

from the Lagrange sands in the bottom lands along the streams,

while out on the edges of the valleys, along the foot or on the slopes

of the bordering hills, weaker springs issue from the base of the

Lafayette.

Over the formations already named there is a covering of 10 to 20

feet of Lafayette sand and sandy clay. Occasionally there is a little

gravel in the lower part, but as a rule gravel is inconspicuous or

absent. In the western part of the county a few feet of Columbia

loam overlie the Lafayette.

Water resources.—The streams of Carroll County are numerous

enough to furnish a supply of running water for stock almost every

where. These streams flow the year round. For household supplies

open dug wells are much in use where water may be obtained at such

moderate depths as 25 to 50 feet. Even for these depths, however,

bored wells have been in recent years largely used instead of the

olden-time dug wells, because they are easier to make and cheaper.

Bored wells are also in use where it is necessary to go 50 to 100 feet

or more, though for depths of 100 to 150 feet small pipe wells sunk

by a hydraulic jet are common. The bored wells run from 4 to 12

inches in diameter and are curbed with wood. Water is usually

drawrn by a cylindrical bucket with a valve in the bottom. Some

bored wells are curbed with terra-cotta pipe, and some of these, in

in low places, where the ground-water level is nearly at the surface,

overflow' in spite of the loose joints of the terra-cotta—that is, they

are artesian. The small-pipe wells are usually fitted with a force

pump run by hand, wind, or steam power, the latter being used

only where the well furnishes the boiler supply for a cotton gin,

sawmill, or other manufacturing establishment. In the belt under

lain by the Porters Creek clay, where well water is almost unfit to

use, and in the more elevated parts of the Ripley and Lagrange

areas, where the depth to water is often 100 feet or more, many

cisterns are in use. Deep waters may be obtained in the central

and western parts of the county from either the Lagrange or the

Ripley sands. In the Lagrange it will probably nowhere be necessary

to go deeper than 200 feet, and the water will rise to about 375 to ✓

400 feet above the sea, the height decreasing westward. The water

in the Ripley may be reached at depths of 250 to 300 feet from

Huntington eastward; west of Huntington the Ripley sands lie

deeper, and soon the Lagrange sands above become thick enough

to furnish a deep-water supply. The few mineral springs in the

county are sulphur or chalybeate and are of local note only.

At Atwood, elevation 439 feet, good pure water is found in
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abundance in the Lagrange sands at depths of 65 to 90 feet on the

higher ground. One record showed surface sands and clay 20 feet,

sand 18 or 20 feet, potter's clay 8 feet, yellow sand 76 feet (with

water at 90 feet), gravel 6 feet.

At Carnsville, near the eastern edge of the Porters Creek clay,

there are some wells in this formation that yield water unfit for use

on account of its astringent taste and bad odor. Others, 30 to 75

feet deep in the Ripley sands, furnish an abundance of good water.

At Cedar Grove, where the Lagrange sands outcrop, the water

supply is derived from shallow wells and numerous springs. Three

miles to the south there is a sulphur and iron spring of some local

note. There are deep wells.

At Clarksburg good water is obtained from the Ripley sand at

depths ranging from 20 feet on low ground to 135 feet on higher

ground. At the shallower depths wells were formerly dug, but now

nearly all are bored, the usual size being 12 inches. There are few

pipe wells and very few springs.

At Dollar, also, water, is obtained from the Ripley sand by means

of bored wells, the average depth being from 50 to 135 feet, though

some are only 20 feet. A few springs are in use.

At Garrettsburg, where the Ripley sand outcrops, shallow open

wells and springs are used, the wells for domestic supply and the

springs for stock.

At Hico, elevation 389 feet, an abundant of good soft water is

obtained from the Lagrange sand at depths of 30 to 50 feet.

At Hollow Rock, elevation 425 feet, water is struck in open wells

in the low, flat part of town at depths of 15 to 25 feet, and on higher

ground at depths of 40 to 80 feet. A mile or two west of town, on

the Mississippi-Tennessee divide, wells average 100 feet deep. All

are in Ripley sand. There are numerous springs in low places along

the streams, but the water is not considered healthful. In Hollow

Rock a well, formerly 60 feet deep, but now filled up, is reported to

have had an abundance of good water in the summer, but to have gone

dry in the winter.

At Hollow Rock Junction, elevation 416 feet, the Nashville, Chat

tanooga and St. Louis Railway uses a small stream for supplying its

engines.

Huntington, elevation 414 feet, is situated on the western edge of

the Porters Creek clay. In some places the dark unctuous clay, or

so-called "soapstone," is at or within a few feet of the surface and

varies from 10 to 75 or 80 feet thick. At other places there are from

20 to 50 feet of Lagrange and Lafayette sands over the Porters Creek

clay. Some shallow wells are in the Lagrange sand and have good

water; others are in the "soapstone" and have poor water; while

still others go through the "soapstone" and get good water from the
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Ripley sand beneath. These open wells vary in depth from 10 feet

in the bottoms just west of town to 90 feet on the town level. Wells

sunk 50 to 70 feet in the bottoms usually flow at the surface with a

head of 2 or 3 feet. Their water is soft, but usually contains some

iron and sulphur; it is derived from the base of the Lagrange sand.

There are two deep wells within 5 feet of each other at the Hunting

ton corporation light and water works. They are 6-inch wells,

drilled in 1898, one being 213 and the other 265 feet deep. The

water rises a few inches above the surface. A log given from memory

is as follows:

These two wells are said to be capable of yielding 800,000 gallons

per day. An average amount of about 25,000 gallons per day is

pumped into the mains under a direct pressure of 60 pounds for ordi

nary service, which is increased to 120 pounds for fire service. A

chemical analysis shows the water to contain small quantities of iron

and calcium carbonates; sulphates of potash, lime, soda, magnesia,

and alumina; sodium and potassium chlorides, and sulphureted

hydrogen. It is somewhat hard for washing, and the iron makes

clothes and vessels yellow. It deposits in boilers only a rusty sedi

ment that is easily blown off. The cold water eats out the valves

and joints of pipes, but the hot water does not injure either fittings

or boilers. This water is considered very healthy. It is reported

that in five years no case of typhoid fever has developed in town

where the deep-well water is used.

At Lankford there is a flowing well 6 inches in diameter and 100

feet deep. The water is used for household purposes, and is said to

have medicinal qualities.

At Lavinia water is obtained at 160 feet depth, the entire section

being sand.

At Leach water is obtained from springs and ordinary shallow open

wells in the Lagrange sand.

At McKenzie, elevation 481 feet, some cisterns are used, and there

are numerous wells ranging from 23 to 95 feet deep, the shallower

ones being dug, the deeper ones bored. The shallow wells show some

tendency to fail during dry seasons. There are also a number of

deeper driven wells in the town and immediate vicinity that range

from 175 to 335 feet deep. Water is abundant and soft in all of them.

In some it contains iron, but not in objectionable quantity. These

wells are generally used for boiler supply and stock watering on large

farms. The Louisville and Nashville Railroad has a 6-inch well,

reported by one person to be 335 and by another to be 362 feet deep.

Log of well at Huntington, Tenn.

Sand and clay (Lafayette and Lagrange)

" Soapstone " (Porters Creek clay)

Gray sand, partly somewhat indurated (Ripley)

Feet.

40

65-70

155-160
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The material encountered was chiefly sand. Water rises to within 90

feet of the surface.

At McLemoresville there are some springs, but water is obtained

from dug and bored wells 40 to 50 feet deep that pet water in the

Lagrange sand. The water is reported hard in one, soft in othe.-s.

At Mixie there are small bored wells and good, strong springs.

At Muse a supply of fair to good water is obtained from the Ripley

sand. Wells are about 50 feet deep; the flow is rather weak.

At Post there is a bored well 24 feet deep that flows. The water

is Irom the Porters Creek clay, and contains iron and sulphur.

At Townes a supply of good water is obtained from springs and

shallow, open wells in the Ripley sand.

At Yuma, elevation 4S0 feet, a water supply is derived from the

Ripley sand by ordinary open wells that range in depth irom 20 feet

in low places to 100 feet on higher ground.

CHESTER COUNTY.

Topography.—Chester County is situated in the southeastern part

of the area discussed in this paper. It is of irregular shape. The

area of the county is 300 square miles, nine-tenths of which belongs

to the Mississippi drainage basin, the remainder draining into Ten

nessee River. The Mississippi-Tennessee divide crosses the eastern

part of the county. Along the water parting the surface is high and

the country much broken and in places hilly and rough. The eleva

tion along this summit ridge reaches nearly or quite 600 feet above

tide. The eastward slope is steep and much cut up by the head

waters of the tributaries of the Tennessee. The slope to the west is

at first steep and rough also, the surface being much dissected by

the headwaters of Forked Deer River, but the middle and western

parts of the county are more nearly level. Between the streams

the general surface is flat, being broken only in a narrow fringe along

either side of the main stream valleys, which lie 20 to 40 feet lower

than the general country level. The average elevation is between

450 and 500 feet, the highest point being about 600 feet on the dividing

ridge, as already stated, and the lowest about 370 feet on the level

of Forked Deer River at the point where it leaves the countyr. The

streams east of the divide are all small and are the headwater tribu

taries of White Oak River and of Piney Creek or Beech Creek. West

of the divide Forked Deer River attains considerable size before it

leaves the county. A small area in the southwestern part of the

county is drained by the headwaters of Piney Creek, a tributary of

Hatchee River.

Geology.—The rocks of Chester County consist of the Selina clay

and Ripley formation of the Cretaceous, the Porters Creek and

Lagrange of the Eocene, and the Lafayette of the Pliocene.
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The upper half of the Selma clay underlies about 20 square miles

of the east end of the county. It lies entirely in the drainage basin

of White Oak River and its western boundary extends almost north

and south. The fine clays of this formation are exposed in gullies

and along the ravines draining into the headwaters of White Oak

River. They arc overlain by Lafayette gravels and clays in places

on the uplands where erosion has not been especially vigorous. The

formation dips westward under the Ripley sands, which cross the

county in a belt about 10 miles wide, their eastern part forming the

dividing ridge between the Tennessee and Mississippi drainages and

their western edge extending through Henderson. The Lafayette

covering conceals a larger proport ion of the Ripley than of the Selma.

The Porters Creek formation crosses the county in a belt 4 or 5

miles wide, which extends from the southern projection of the county

on the Hardeman-McNairy county line in a direction somewhat east

of north to the extreme northern part of the county on the Madison-

Henderson count}' line. Much of the Lafayette has been removed

from the Porters Creek area, so that its leaden-gray clays are exposed

in numerous places. The Lagrange sands are found in the western

part of the county, covering an area 3 or 4 miles wide.

The Lafayette is 10 to 20 feet thick and overlies all the older forma

tions. Near the eastern edge of the county it contains a considerable

amount of rounded gravel. To the west the gravel becomes less

abundant.

Water resources.—The streams of the county are numerous and

furnish in most cases a sufficient supply of water for stock. In a few

cases ponds are used. In the rough and broken country in the

eastern part of the county good springs flowing from the base of the

Lafayette or from the Ripley sands are numerous and much used.

The surface of the county is gently rolling or almost level to the west,

and the springs are less abundant and valuable, though even in the

more level portions springs may be found in the depressions along the

streams. The main dependence for water in this part of the county,

however, is on wells. The water level in the Ripley sands is gen

erally deep. Good, unfailing wells run from 75 to 150 feet in depth.

The worst water in the county is found in the Porters Creek area.

As found in some wells, certain parts of this clay are reported to

be as black as tar and to emit a strong, ofTensive odor. Water from

these clays is usually small in quantity, hard, and of a disagreeable

odor, which renders it unfit for use. In the lower half of the Porters

Creek occur some fine-grained, silty sandstones, and water obtained

from these beds, though still hard, is in larger quantity and usually

without bad odor. In the Porters Creek area wells should either be

stopped in the lower part of the overlying Lafayette, if tins is locally

thick enough to furnish a supply, or should be carried down entirely
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through the Porters Creek to the underlying Ripley sands, in which

water of good quality, rising to a level somewhere near the surface,

should he obtained.

At Brinley, where the Ripley sand is the surface formation, there

are some wells 30 to 50 feet deep and others 5)0 to 130 feet deep. The

deeper wells are bored, 10 to 12 inches in diameter; they furnish

soft water. Some springs are in use.

At Cabo, also in the Ripley area, there are numerous springs and

some weak, shallow wells. The best wells are bored, 100 to 125 feet

deep; they strike good, soft water at 90 to 100 feet, usually though

not always in large quantity, the variation depending on the texture

of the sand.

At Deanburg, which is situated on a flat ridge between two creeks,

an abundant water supply is. obtained from the Lagrange sands at a

depth of 50 feet. Along the creeks are numerous never-failing

springs, fed from the Lafayette and Lagrange sands. All the water

here is soft.

At Enville the supply is derived from wells 15 to 30 feet deep and

rather weak in flow. Better and larger supplies could be obtained

by drilling 200 to 300 feet through the Selma clay into the Eutaw

sand.

At Henderson, elevation 421 feet, a supply of soft water is obtained

from the upper part of the Ripley sand at a depth of 50 to 60 feet.

Bored wells 5 to 10 inches in diameter are in common use. A " blow

ing well" is reported, from which air is said to escape, especially in

damp weather and in winter. This is of the usual type of blowing

wells, in which air is absorbed by the porous sands during high-

barometer conditions, to be given out with more or less noise when

the pressure is decreased, with a falling barometer.

At Jasper some springs are used. Wells are generally very shallow

because the "soapstone" (Porters Creek clay) is soon struck and

yields water unfit for use. A few bored wells obtain a potable but

hard water from a firm sand or sandstone in the Porters Creek at 70 or

80 feet.

At Mifflin water of fair quality is obtained from the Porters Creek

clay at depths ranging from 30 to 60 or 70 feet.

Montezuma lies just about at the eastern edge of the Porters Creek

area, and outside of this area good water is obtained at depths of 20 to

70 feet. In the "soapstone" belt wells may go 100 to 150 feet and

then be abandoned from failure to get water or from its foul odor.

The water so obtained often contains iron and sulphur and is astrin

gent and hard. There arc numerous springs along the streams, and

some of them contain iron or other mineral matter.

At Sweetlips, where the Ripley sand is the surface formation, good,

soft water is obtained from wells 70 to 100, or, in some cases, 200 feet
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deep. Along the foot of the hills good springs are found. In some

cases water is raised from the deeper wells by windmills.

CROCKETT COUNTY.

Topography.—Crockett County is elongated in a northwest-south

east direction and lies between Middle Fork of Forked Deer River on

the northeast and South Fork of the same river on the southwest. It

has an area of 267 square miles. The surface of the county is divided

along a northwest-southeast line through its center into two slopes,

one draining to the northeast into Middle Fork and the other to the

southwest into South Fork of Forked Deer River. The central por

tion is a level and gently rolling upland, with an average general ele

vation of about 400 to 425 feet above sea level. Near the main rivers

on either side, especially in the western, northwestern, and eastern

portions, the surface is hilly, being cut up by the tributary streams.

The highest portion is along the central dividing ridge near the south

east end of the county, with an elevation of about 425 feet. The

lowest portion is along the two forks of Forked Deer River where they

leave the northwest end of the county, and has an elevation of about

300 feet,

Geology.—The Lagrange formation underlies the entire county

beneath a thin blanket of Lafayette sand and gravel, which forms the

surface of much of the county, but is itself covered, especially in the

northwest end, by a few feet of loess and loam. The Lagrange, while

predominantly of light-colored sand, contains in the southeastern part

of the county beds of light-colored clays and in the northwestern part

clays dark with lignitic material that is pure enough in places to burn

- when dried. The sands which make the bulk of the Lagrange deposits

arc mostly fine grained, but local beds of coarser sand occur at irregu

lar intervals and furnish the most abundant supply of water as well as

the most favorable location for setting strainers.

Water resources.—The surface is one of gentle relief, and as water

sinks rapidly through the loose, porous sand of the Lagrange there is

in many cases no opportunity for springs to form, so that they are not

abundant and the few which occur as a rule have a weak flow. Aside

from the rivers that border the county on two sides there are no

streams of great importance. Pond Creek, the largest stream in the

county, flows northwestward from Alamo, and Cypress Creek flows

northwestward through the eastern part of the county- The other

streams are very small and usually go dry during the summer, so that

for watering stock the inhabitants depend largely on artificial ponds.

For domestic supply wells and cisterns are in use. The wells include

almost all classes. The old wells are largely dug and 20 to 30 feet

deep. More recently, bored wells 6 to 12 inches in diameter and pipe

wells about 2 inches in diameter have come into use, The water table
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in the Lagrange sand is often at some distance below the surface, so

that if water is not obtained at 20 or 30 feet in the base of the Lafa

yette, it is necessary to go from 100 to 200 feet to get an adequate sup

ply in sand coarse enough to be checked by a strainer. None of the

wells in the county flow and the water in some stands so low that it is

raised by windmill, gasoline, or steam power. The water is generally

soft. In places, that derived from the Lagrange contains iron.

Alamo is situated near the center of the county on a plain with a

surface of Lafayette sand. Some cisterns are used. Shallow, open, or

dug wells get water from the base of the Lafayette. Of recent years

small bored wells from 80 to 200 feet deep have come into use and fur

nish a good and abundant supply. Windmills are used to pump some

of the deeper wells.

At Bells, elevation 331 feet, a good supply of water is obtained by

driven or tubular wells from the Lagrange sand at a depth of 85 to 100

feet, though some wells are 140 feet deep. The water rises within 30

or 40 feet of the surface.

At Cairo soft water is obtained from shallow wells about 30 feet

deep and water which is reported as hard, but which more probably is

chalybeate, from driven wells 150 feet deep. Water in the deep wells

is struck at 1 40 feet and rises 90 feet in the pipe.

At Chestnut Bluff, on Forked Deer River, there are numerous

springs at the foot of the hills. The wells, open and bored, range

from 30 to 80 feet in depth. Blue clay is reached at about 30 feet,

and in places, especially toward the west, it contains lignite. Wells

stopped at this depth get good water from the overlying Lafayette

sand, but in dry seasons they are apt to fail entirely. The deeper

wells get a supply of hard water from beneath the clay. Wells for

boiler supply are driven to 100 feet or more.

At Crockett Mills there is an abundance of water in quicksand at 30

to 50 feet, but this is so fine that strainers can not keep it out of the

wells and they are sunk until coarser sand is reached or the depth

becomes so great that the attempt is abandoned. The abrupt varia

tion in the texture of the sand and the very small extent of any one

coarse bed are shown by three driven wells here that are 132, 240, and

420 feet deep, respectively. They furnish large quantities of soft

water that contains some iron. No record of the 420-foot well was

obtainable, but the section is described as being alternating sand and

clay, the sand being the more abundant. Water is pumped by steam

or by windmill.

At Foster there are very few springs. Open, shallow wells are in

general use.

At Friendship springs are but little used. ' Bored wells of 18-inch

diameter range from 32 to 75 feet in depth, according to elevation

ehielly. Driven wells 2 or 3 inches in diameter range from 85 to 100
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feet in depth. The supply is abundant and is used for all purposes.

Some wells contain iron.

At Maury City wells varying from 53 to 135 feet in depth furnish a

good supply of water. The}- are pumped by hand or by gasoline

engines.

DECATUR COUNTY.

Topography.—Decatur County lies just west of Tennessee River.

The surface slopes eastward and the drainage is into the Tennessee.

The western portion of the county has the greatest elevation. It is

almost flat in places remote from the small streams that drain it, but '

along the streams the surface has been cut by erosion into lulls. The

elevation in this western part of the county ranges from 380 feet along

the streams to about 550 or 600 feet on the highest ridges.

Geology.—Only the western two-fifths of the county is within the

embayment, the remainder lying within the area of Paleozoic lime

stones. The line between these t wo geologic divisions runs with some

sinuosities in a general north-south direction, passing through Deca-

turville and Parsons. It is not difficult for even the layman to recog

nize this line, for west of it the rocks are all soft sands and clays, while

east of it they are hard limestones and cherts. The eastern part of

the county, within the Paleozoic area, is not discussed in this report.

The oldest surface formation in the western part of the county is the

Eutaw sand, which lies immediately on the hard Paleozoic rocks.

One of the best sections, at Parsons, is described at some length on

page 24. The exposure there and in railway cuts just to the west may

be regarded as typical of the formation. The Eutaw sand extends

westward into the adjoining county. In the extreme northwest cor

ner of Decatur County it is overlain by the clays and marl of the Selma

clay in a very small area covering not over 2 or 3 square miles.

Spread thinly over the Eutaw sand and extending eastward over

the Paleozoic rocks as well is the Lafayette. In many places it has

been cut through by erosion. Its proximity to Tennessee River is

reflected in the large amount of rounded chert gravel it contains. This

gravel is exactly similar to that now being carried down by the river.

In many places the Lafayette gravel is cemented by limonite into a

conglomerate, while here and there the iron is rich enough to be mined

as an ore.

Water resources.—No attempts have been made within the embay

ment area of Decatur County to sink wells deeper than about 80 or 100

feet. The underlying formation is the Eutaw, which yields water of

good quality in the sandy layers at depths varying according to the

topography from 30 to 80 feet. The supply is usually abundant.

There are also in this formation numerous beds of clay that contain ,

lignitic material and decomposing iron pyrite. Water from wells or
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springs supplied by these strata sometimes contains sulphur and is usu

ally more or less astringent from the iron sulphate present. In some

cases the water on standing deposits a yellowish scum of hydrated iron

oxide formed by the decomposition of iron carbonate.

At Beacon the supply is derived chiefly from wells of ordinary

depth, those stopping in sand giving water free from mineral matter,

while those in clay contain iron salts.

Parsons, elevation 488 feet, is situated on the eastern edge of the

embayment deposits. Springs from the base of the Eutaw forma

tion oftcu contain iron and sulphur. Wells are generally used, and

average 25 to 35 feet deep. Those dug to the sand and gravel at the

base of the Eutaw obtain a good supply of pure, soft water; those

stopping in an overlying clayey stratum obtain a less abundant

supply of hard water, which may fail entirely in a dry season. Wells

are either open, bored, or driven. There is no waterworks system in

the town.

At Point Pleasant a supply is obtained from ordinary open or

driven wells and from numerous springs along the bottom or lower

slopes of the hills.

At Sugar Tree there are only shallow wells; the water in some

of them is said to contain alum, while in others it is free from min

eral ingredients. There are a few springs.

At Thurman the chief supply is from open wells that range from

30 to 80 feet in depth. Some springs are used.

DYER COUNTY.

Topography.—Dyer County is in the northwestern part of the

embayment area of western Tennessee. It is bounded on the west

by Mississippi River and on the south by Forked Deer River and its

South Fork. The area is 500 square miles. The drainage is to the

Mississippi directly or through Ohio River, Forked Deer River, or

Reelfoot Lake.

The county may be divided into two parts that are topographically

quite distinct. One is the rolling or hilly upland region, lying chiefly

in the eastern half of the county. The other is the flat, alluvial

bottom land of the Mississippi, the Obion, and other main streams.

The upland is gently rolling except along the streams, where it

becomes hilly, and along the line of blufl's separating it from the

Mississippi bottom, where erosion has cut it into bold, steep hills that

form the bluffs and overlook the broad expanse of bottom lands.

The average elevation of the upland surface is about 375 feet, while

that of the bottoms is from 100 to 150 feet less.

Geology.—The formations of importance for water-supply purposes

in Dyer County are the Lagrange, the Lafayette, the loess, and the

alluvium.
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The Lagrange underlies the entire county. Although it is occa

sionally laid bare in ravines by the erosion of the overlying forma

tions, it is generally concealed by one or more of these formations

and is reached in wells at depths of 50 to 100 feet. It is the important

water bearer of the area.

The Lafayette underlies the upland area of the county, resting on

the Lagrange. It averages not over a score of feet in thickness.

The Lafayette is not found beneath the bottom areas, because since

its deposition it has been removed by the erosion which formed the

stream valleys. It does not appear as a surface formation, except

where the loess has been removed by erosion. It lies just beneath

the loess and is reached in many wells.

The loess, like the Lafayette, occurs only in the upland part of the

county and the second bottoms, and for the same reason it has else

where been removed by subsequent erosion. It rests on the Lafa

yette and often contains a stratum of gravel and sand at its base.

It has a maximum thickness of 40 to 80 feet along the bluffs of the

Mississippi, but thins out and gradually disappears to the east, so

that a definite eastern limit for it can not be fixed. However the

eastern edge of the county may be roughly taken as that limit.

The alluvium is found in the bottoms of the Mississippi and other

streams. It rests directly on the Lagrange and varies in thickness

up to 100 feet or more along the Mississippi. Along Obion and

Forked Deer rivers the valley is divided topographically into a first

and a second bottom. The first bottom is low and usually swampy

and composed of alluvium. The second bottom is 10 to 20 feet

higher as a rule and covered with loess.

Water resources.—In the more broken parts of the county, near the

streams, springs issue from the Lafayette along the lower slopes of

the hills. In the more level parts the open shallow wells in the

loess usually yield hard water and early led to the use of cisterns.

These are very easily and cheaply constructed in the loess and are

extensively used. Of recent years driven wells 2 or 3 inches in

diameter have come into use. These obtain a supply of fair to good

water in the Lagrange at a depth of 150 to 250 feet, as a rule. The

water is usually soft enough to use in washing, but may leave a

soft or gummy scale in boilers. Water may be obtained from the

Lagrange in all parts of the count}', at reasonable depths, and should

generally be of acceptable quality. The Lagrange here contains

beds of clay, and much of the sand is line, so that careful watch

should be kept for any pocket of sand coarse enough to permit the

use of a strainer. In the alluvial region the water obtained in shallow

open or driven wells is generally unsatisfactory. Since the surface

is everywhere either below or only slightly above high-water level

in the rivers, wells in tliis region are shallow and draw their supplies

irk 164—06 5
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of water practically from the surface. The water in the wells on

the elevated strip of flood plain near the banks of the Mississippi

rises and falls in harmony with the varying stages of the river surface.

The water from the alluvium is usually hard and flat or "sweet" in

taste and must contain considerable organic matter, resulting from

the decomposition of the abundant plant remains that are embedded

everywhere in the flood-plain deposits. Better water may be

obtained on any of the flood plains by sinking deep wells into the

underlying Lagrange formation.

At Bandmill, in the Mississippi bottom, poor water is obtained

from the alluvium by shallow driven wells.

At Bogota, on a tributary of the Obion, there are no springs or

open wells, but water is obtained from driven wells 18 to 20 feet

deep. The quality is said to be good.

At Dyersburg, elevation 295 feet, on Forked Deer River, shallow

open and driven wells and cisterns are used. The shallow wells run

from .SO to 60 feet in depth. The 30-foot wells in the loess get poor

surface water. The 60-foot wells go through the loess and get a

better water from the Lafayette sand or the top of the Lagrange.

The supply from this sand is large. Five wells in it yield about

250,000 gallons a day, but the water is hard and that from some of

them scales badly in boilers. The old water company had an artesian

well 0 inches in diameter and 650 feet deep, with a natural flow of

about 150,000 gallons a day rising about 10 feet above the well

mouth. When pumped the well was capable of yielding 1,000,000

gallons a day with proper air lift. The log, given from memory, is

as follows:

Log of well at Dyersburg, Tenn.

™On.e«. Depth.

Feet. Feet.
Red clav 10 10

50Blue clay J
Sand, very fine on top. grading into a layer of pebbles 1 Inch in diameter at bot-

Soft light-colored clay ■.
m

; .'/.Has25
30 145

230(?) 420 go

The water has not been analyzed, but it is not good for boiler or

general industrial use, so that the municipal corporation which has

bought out the old private water company now takes the town sup

ply from Forked Deer River and forces it by two 1,000,000-gallon

Worthington pumps into a standpipe 27 by 50 feet in size and 125

feet above the pumps. The supply is filtered by Jackson mechanical

filters.

The Phoenix Cotton Oil Company has a well, drilled in 1899, at
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about the same elevation as the town well, and 591 feet deep. For

the upper 200 feet the diameter is 8 inches; below that, 6 inches,

with a 30-foot strainer. The log, given from memory by one of

the proprietors of the mill, is as follows:

Log of well of Phanix Cotton Oil Company, Dyershirg, Tenn.

Clay and sand
"Soapstone" or hard pipe clay
White sand, mostly coarse

 

Depth.

Feet.
200

+550
591

At 200 feet a weak flow of water containing considerable mineral

matter was encountered. The natural flow is at first 100 gallons a

minute under a head of 11 feet. This flow decreases slowly until the

strainer is washed out by back pressure and then resumes its original

volume. The water contains 138 parts per million of mineral matter,

114 parts of which are iron salts. The water flows naturally into a

pool, which was at first shallow and aerated it sufficiently to cause

most of the iron to be precipitated. The pool has lately been deep

ened and now aeration and precipitation are imperfect and a yellow

ish rust-colored soft scale is deposited in the boilers.

Another log of these two wells was given—also from memory—

by Johnson and Fleming, of Memphis, who drilled both wells. It is

as follows :

Log of well of Phoenix Cotton Oil Company, Dyersburg, Tenn.

Feet.

Loess 5

Fine sand and gravel ; gray-black in color 40 or 50

Silt, gray to black, full of loaves and lignite to 220 feet from surface 165 or 175

Blue clay, with leaves and logs 360

White pipeclay 20

White sand with fine particles of lignite and iron pyrite 28

They report the town well as 584 feet deep and the oil company's

as 628. The oil company's purchase of pipe and strainer shows only

591 feet.

West of Dyersburg in the bottoms driven wells 2 inches in diam

eter and 10 to 40 feet deep are used. The water is poor and flat or

"sweet." East of town, on the upland, wells average about 40 feet

deep.

At Finley cisterns are used very largely.

At Lane there are a few springs, several open wells, some cisterns,

and a number of driven wells 75 to 125 feet in depth. An approxi

mate log of one of these is as follows :
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Log of well at Lane, Tenn.

- Thickness. Depth.

Feet. Feet.
Red clay, becoming lighter downward . . .

Blue clay
Sand, fine-grained, water-bearing

Blue clay
Sand, coarser, water-bearing
Blue clay, somewhat chalky
Sand, course, with gravel, water-bearing.

■V
...

I.-,
Ml
•«■'

If.
1 -11

The supply is abundant but the water is hard.

At Laplata water is obtained from shallow wells that average 30

feet in depth.

At Newbern, elevation 380 feet, cisterns were formerly much used.

There is a town system of waterworks deriving an abundant supply

from two wells, each 165 feet deep; one of 5-inch diameter, put down

in 1892, the other of 8-inch diameter, put down in 1897. The water

rises within about 70 feet of the surface. The supply is ample for the

two pumps, which have a combined capacity of 8,000 gallons per

hour. The water is soft and very good for washing. It forms a little

soft scale in boilers which is easily removed by a boiler compound.

It does not injure the iron, but corrodes brass connections rapidly.

The health of the town is said to have been materially improved by

the use of this water. Typhoid and malarial fevers especially have

decreased in frequency. There are other wells of about the same

depth at the Illinois Central Railroad water tank, the ice plant, a

planing mill, and a flouring mill.

A generalized section given by Mr. J. L. Holt, a Newbern well

driller, is as follows :

Generalized section at Xewbern, Tenn.

Feet.

Yellow clay (loess) 30±

Sand, line, only a little water in it (Lafayette) 4±

Joint clay, or soapstone, bluish gray 30-fiO

Quicksand, fine, silly, down to a total depth of 130-1.50 feet 35-85

Coarse yellow sand, penetrated 10-15

At the planing mill, on about the same level as the town well, no

joint clay was encountered. Thirty feet of loess were followed by

a quicksand that became coarser downward until the strainer was

set at 110 feet depth.

Two miles west of Newbern the following record was obtained in

a well made for Mr. Kit Haskins:

Log i>f Ilaskins well near Newbern, Tenn.

Clay, yellowish on top
Clay, reddish
Clay, blue
Clay, white
Sandstones
Sand, coarse, yellow, penetrated .

Thickness.

Feet.

Depth.

. Feet.
SO50

.TO 100
50 150
4.1 195

2 137

1.1 210
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Eight miles west of Newbern water was obtained on the upland

for Mr. Guy Fairbanks at a depth of 156 feet. The section was as

follows:

Ijog of Fairbanks well near Newbern, Tenn.

Clay, vellow (loess)
Clav, blue (loess ?)
Sand and gravel with 2-foot indurated layer at liase (Lafayette ?l
Quicksand with some gravel, penetrated (Lagrange)

Thickness.

Feel.

Depth.

Feel.

AO
!K)
112
ll.ii

Five miles south of Newbern, on the uplands north of Forked

Deer River, a hard water not fit for boiler use is obtained at a depth

of about 325 feet. The water rises to within 75 feet of the surface.

The strata passed through were as follows:

Log ofmil on Forked Deer River near Newbern, Tenn. a

Clay, yellow (loess)
Saiid. very fine, doughy
Clay, blue", tough
Sand, fine, blue, penetrated.

 

" Figures are approximate.

Along Obion River wells on the first bottom average 50 feet in

depth. They usually pass through blue mud from 20 to 50 feet

thick and enter a bluish muddy sand, in which the well is made.

Occasionally a pocket of gravel is encountered beneath the blue mud.

On the second bottoms, which rise 15 to 25 feet above the first bot

toms, and are from 4 to 12 miles wide, the average depth of wells is

about 110 feet, and the average record is, from the top down, yellow

to gray clay (loess), 20 to 40 feet thick; blue mud, often very soft,

20 to 30 feet thick; muddy quicksand as in first bottoms. There is

no Lafayette gravel between the yellow clay, or loess, and the under

lying blue mud of the Lagrange. In the cutting of the broad valley

represented by the second bottom the Lafayette was removed; the

loess was then laid down alike over upland and valley floor; then

uplift came and the loess was removed from the area now occupied

by the streams and the first or present bottom.

On the uplands east of Newbern, toward Trenton, water is usually

soft and is reached at about 50 to 55 feet. In some spots, which are

not necessarily high places, one must go 90 or 100 feet to obtain an

unfailing supply. In this region the loess soon thins out and disap

pears, and hence the water is apt to be soft.

At Templeton driven wells range in depth from 30 to 150 feet.

The deeper ones yield an unfailing supply of water that is usually

soft, but in some cases contains iron and other minerals. The water
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here, as elsewhere in the county at any notable depth, is obtained

from sands of the Lagrange formation.

At Tennemo, on the Mississippi, poor water is obtained from shal

low driven wells; river water is also used.

At Tigertail small driven wells average about 30 feet in depth.

At Trimble there are a few cisterns, but water is obtained mainly

from driven wells that range from 40 to MO feet in depth and fur

nish a good supply. The water in the shallow wells is hard ; in the

deeper ones it is somewhat soft and is used for boilers without much

difficulty. The loess is about 30 or 40 feet thick and is underlain

by a blue clay, often so soft as to run, 4 to 10 feet thick, followed

by a fine quicksand, which usually becomes coarse enough at a depth

of 80 to 110 feet to make the well there.

FAYETTE COUNTY.

Fayette County is in the southwestern part of the area discussed,

and is bordered on the south by the State of Mississippi. Its area

is 618 square miles. The entire county drains into .Wolf, Loosa

hatchie, and Hatchee rivers, which are all tributary to the Missis

sippi. The larger part of the area is elevated and rolling. In the

southeasten part of the county there are hills adjacent to the Wolf

River valley. In the northwestern part the county on either side

of the Loosahatchie is broken and hilly. The southeastern part

of the county is the highest. Lagrange has an elevation of 531 feet ,

and elsewhere in the vicinity elevations of 550 to 575 feet are found.

The general slope is westward, and the lowest elevation, about 260

feet, is on the western edge of the county, where Loosahatchie River

leaves it.

Geology.—The underlying formation is everywhere the Lagrange.

It is exposed in many places in the ravines and deep gullies, and con

tains clay beds that are mined in a number of places. The section

at Lagrange, from which place the formation takes its name, is

given on page 36. It is overlain by 10 to 20 feet of orange-colored

sand belonging to the Lafayette, and this in turn by a few feet of

Columbia sand or loam, or, in the northwestern part of the county,

by the thin eastern edge of the loess.

Water resources.—As a rule, springs are not numerous in this

county. The Lagrange consists here very largely of sands which

absorb water freely, and contains comparatively few beds of clay

extensive enough to intercept the water in its downward passage

and guide it to the surface along their outcrops to form springs.

The water table or ground-water level lies here farther from the sur

face than is the case either to the east or the west of this outcrop

belt of the Lagrange. Springs are generally freestone. The depth

to water, which is in many places 75 to 150 feet, makes open wells
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expensive and inconvenient, and so cisterns are largely used. Driven

wells 2 or 3 inches in diameter have in recent years come into use in

many sections. The deeper ones are usually pumped by windmills

or by gasoline or steam engines. The quality of the water from the

Lagrange sand is generally good. Occasionally a well strikes a

bed of lignitic material and the water then contains iron and sul

phur. In places weak flows may be obtained at the base of the

Lafayette. As a rule, such water can not be depended on during

dry seasons. It seems to gather in little local depressions on the

upper surface of the Lagrange, being held up by an impervious

crust of ironstone, which in places is found at the contact between

these two formations, but which may be wanting within a hundred

yards, [f this impervious layer is penetrated, the Lagrange sand

beneath is generally found dry, and one may dig 50 or 100 feet deeper,

or more, before getting water in this formation. Water should be

obtainable anywhere in the Lagrange at depths of not more than

200 or 250 feet, and in many places it is found at a depth considerably

less. The streams of the county are numerous and except in dry

seasons have an abundant flow. Some of them have considerable

fall and furnish sites for small mills.

At Canadaville there are no springs, but most of the inhabitants

use cisterns. Some small bored wells, ranging from 90 to 140 feet

in depth, yield an abundant supply of good soft water, but in the

deeper wells it rises only within 125 feet of the surface.

At Claxton only ordinary and driven wells are used. The latter

may go 75 to 100 feet deep, and the water rises within about 40 feet

of the surface. The water is soft and the quantity ample.

At Elba there are a few springs. The main water supply comes

from bored wells of shallow depth.

At Gallaway, elevation 277 feet, a few cisterns are in use, but

most of the people have shallow wells that derive their supply from

the Lafayette sand beneath a loess covering. The water is conse

quently hard.

Ina is on an elevated plateau 500 feet above sea level. There

are a few springs, but they are usually weak. The principal water

supply is from ordinary pipe wells of small diameter that average

75 to 1 25 feet deep and furnish good soft water.

Lagrange is on an elevated ridge 532 feet above the sea. A

detailed discussion of the geology is given on page 36. Wells are

the main dependence for water. They vary greatly in depth. Some

find water at 18 to 20 feet depth at the base of the Lafayette; others

a few hundred yards away go 175 to 213 feet before getting a supply

in the Lagrange sand. The water is soft and pure, but does not rise

in the wells. Windmills are used for pumping.
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At Lambert there are some springs along the streams; on the

upland surface water is obtained from ordinary open wells.

At Macon most of the water is obtained from bored wells at depths

of from 35 to 100 feet. There are a few springs, but they are along

the streams and not convenient for use.

At Moorman small driven wells are largely used. One 103 feet

deep struck water of good quality at 53 feet. It is pumped by a

windmill. Others go as deep as 200 feet.

At Moscow, elevation 354 feet, the wells average 30 to 40 feet in

depth. At that depth the flow is weak, but below the blue mud

struck there water is found in abundance at depths of 60 to 80 feet.

In the hills east of town water is reached at 00 to 100 feet.

At New Kent there are some wet-weather springs, but water is

generally obtained from bored and dug wells. The supply from

these is not always satisfactory, and many are reported to have gone

dry after a few years.

At Oakland, elevation 388 feet, the wells are from 60 to 125 feet

in depth. They are pumped by hand, or by steam where used for

industrial purposes.

At Rossville, elevation 311 feet, water is obtained from white sand

beneath a layer of pipe clay at 28 to 35 feet. It is soft, but contains

some iron.

At Somcrville, elevation 356 feet, the«supply is furnished by open

wells and driven wells from 100 to 150 feet deep. The water rises

in some of these within 50 feet of the surface. It is in several cases

reported hard. The supply is abundant.

At Taylors Chapel water is obtained from some good strong

springs and. wells that range from 25 to 125 feet in depth. In many

places at depths of 30 to 40 feet a stratum of black mud is struck,

averaging about 40 feet thick and furnishing foul-smelling water.

It is underlain by a thin ironstone layer and when this is pierced

good water, that rises 30 or 40 feet, is found in abundance. It is

usually pure, but occasionally contains some iron or sulphur.

Yumyum has very few springs. Bored wells ranging from 30 to

40 feet in depth furnish a scant supply, but an abundance is reached

by driven wells at depths of 125 to 200 feet.

GIBSON COUNTY.

Topography.—Gibson County is situated almost in the center of

the embayment area of western Tennessee. Its shape is roughly

a rectangle from which the northeast and southwest corners have

been removed. It is bounded on the northeast by South Fork of

Obion River and on the southwest chiefly by Middle Fork of Forked

Deer River. The area is 625 square miles.

The entire county is in the Mississippi drainage area. The surface
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slopes gently to the northwest, and is mostly level or slightly roll

ing, for, as a rule, the streams have not cut deeply below the general

level; only in the southern and eastern parts of the county is the

surface broken or hilly. The stream valleys or flood plains are

usually wide and the valley sides have moderate slopes. The streams

do not have much fall, but flow gently, and are rather building up

their flood plains than cutting them out. The greatest elevation

is in the southeast corner, where it reaches slightly above 500 feet.

The least elevation is about 280 feet, at the point where Forked

Deer River leaves the western edge of the county. The average

elevation of the upland is about 400 to 425 feet.

Geology.—The rocks that outcrop in Gibson County are the La

grange, the Lafayette, and the Columbia loam and loess.

The Lagrange underlies the entire county and is the source of all

deep waters. Because of the gentle character of the stream cutting

it is not usually exposed. It consists here as elsewhere of sands and

clays, the sands predominating.

The Lafayette rests upon the Lagrange on the uplands and the

upper part of the valley slopes. It is here chiefly a red loamy or

case-hardened sand and contains very little gravel. It averages

perhaps 20 or 30 feet in thickness.

A few feet of light-colored Columbia loam usually overlie the

Lafayette, and it is often hard to distinguish one formation from the

other. In the northwestern part of the county this loam appar

ently passes into the loess.

Water resources.—The various tributaries of Obion and Forked Deer

rivers provide most of the county with water for stock. Some por

tions of the county, however, are remote from streams and there ponds

are dug in low places to catch water. For domestic use wells are the

most common source of supply. To a limited extent cisterns are

used, especially in the middle and western parts of the county, on

the more elevated uplands, where wells would be in some places

inconveniently deep. Along the sides of the valleys springs occur,

but most of them come from the base of the Lafayette and have a

weak flow. The wells range in depth from 25 to 35 feet in the low

grounds near the streams and from 100 to 125 feet on the uplands.

Exceptionally they may reach 200 feet, as in some places in the ele

vated southeastern part of the county. The water is generally soft

where it does not come from the loess, which occurs in the north

western part of the county. It is generally free from mineral matter,

though in places where lignitic beds are present in the Lagrange it

may contain iron and sulphur. Water in the deeper wells may rise

on the uplands a good part of the way to the surface, while on the

second bottoms and along the streams it rises just to or slightly above

the surface. Many wells in low places that flow gently when first
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drilled stop flowing after a time, because of the partial choking up

of the pores in the sand around the strainer by fine particles carried

there by the flow of water to the well. In such cases back pressure

by a pump washes the sand clean and restores the original flow for a

time.

At Bradford, elevation 366 feet, water is obtained from dug and

bored wells that vary in depth from 1 0 feet in low places to 1 60 feet

on high ground. Usually an abundance of water may be had at 40

feet or less. Springs are few, small, and weak.

At Cades, elevation 374 feet, a black lignitic clay 90 feet thick is

struck at a depth of about 30 feet. Beneath this is a water-bearing

sand. In a well 140 feet deep the water stands 30 feet below7 the

surface.

About 2 miles north" of Cades the lignitic clay is absent. A well

on the Fletcher Neal farm went 175 feet through sand only and

obtained good water at 160 feet, but the water did not rise above that

level.

At Clareville water is obtained chiefly from open and bored wells

of 50 feet depth or less. There is a sulphur spring of local note only.

At Dyer, elevation 358 feet, both wells and cisterns are used. The

wells average from 20 to 60 feet in depth. Some of the water is hard

and the supply is usually not large. One well is reported 200 feet

deep, but no further data concerning it could be had. A mile west

of town there is a strong spring of pure soft water that has deter

mined the location near it of a Methodist camp-meeting ground.

At Eaton there are few springs except along the edge of the Forked

Deer bottom. Wells range from 20 to 40 feet in depth.

At Edmonds a plentiful supply of good water is obtained, mostly

from small bored wells. There are a few open or dug wrells. The •

depths of all are moderate.

At Gibson, elevation 389 feet, the bored wells range from 20 to

100 feet in depth, though the average is about 60 feet. In the deeper

wells water rises 20 or 30 feet.

At Ilooten there are a few springs. Most people have bored or

dug wells that reach an abundant supply of water at from 20 to 40

feet.

At Laneview open and small bored wells range in depth from 50

to 130 feet. In a 128-foot well, the water stands 110 feet from the

surface.

At Lonoke ordinary wells range from 15 to 100 feet in depth,

according to location, and small pipe wells from 100 to 300 feet.

The water is soft, but in some of the deeper wrells contains iron or

sulphur.

At Medina, elevation 502 feet, it is necessary to go to a depth of

from 100 to 200 feet for water, and sometimes even at the latter depth
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the Lagrange sands fail to furnish a supply. The water is soft and

pure where obtained.

Milan, elevation 421 feet, is underlain by about 20 or 22 feet of red

Lafayette sand, below which in a part of the town is found a pipe

clay 43 feet thick, while elsewhere, especially in the eastern part of

town, instead of pipe clay a very dark or black lignitic clay is struck.

This black clay occurs 3 or 4 miles north of town and for the same

distance south. It reaches a thickness in places of 70 to 90 feet.

Under it are 2 to 7 feet of yellow clay , then a 3 or 4 inch ironstone

crust, easily broken by an iron bar. Below either the pipe clay or

the ironstone is found a soft sand which varies in texture but often

contains in its upper part some fine gravel. This sand is water

bearing and has been explored to a depth of 200 feet from the surface.

The town corporation has two 6-inch wells, each 113 feet deep, with

20-foot No. 6 Cook strainers. The water rises within 20 feet of the

surface. It is pumped into a large cistern or reservoir and is forced

thence into the mains under a service pressure of 40 to 45 pounds

and a fire pressure of 100 to 125 pounds. The water is very clear

and is said to be good for all purposes. It forms in boilers a very

small amount of soft scale. The pumps have a capacity of 500,000

gallons per day. The actual daily consumption averages 60,000

gallons. Open wells get surface water at the base of the Lafayette

at depths of 20 to 25 feet. This water is usually unsatisfactory and the

best open or pipe wells are from 65 to 90 feet deep. They tend to

fill up, however, with the fine soft sand in which they stop. On the

higher hills in the vicinity the wells go 100 or 125 feet deep, and in

such localities an occasional cistern is found. Elsewhere in this

vicinity cisterns are not used.

At Neboville there are along the water courses some small springs

that are used for stock. Wells average from 40 to 80 feet in depth.

The water is generally soft.

At Rutherford water is obtained from dug wells 50 to 70 feet deep;

it is reported hard in some cases. Driven or pipe wells averaging

about 160 feet in depth are also used.

At Skullbone there are no springs; water is obtained from open

or bored wells, some of which are 90 feet deep, with the water stand

ing 70 feet from the surface.

At Trenton, elevation 315 feet, a town supply is obtained from four

4-inch wells 119, 147, 152, and 165 feet deep, and two 6-inch wells

130 and 165 feet deep. In the 130-foot well the strainer is 24 feet

long; in the others 16 feet. Five are in a row only 22 feet apart; the

sixth is 40 feet distant from this row. As a consequence they inter

fere with each other. They have a combined natural How under a

head of about 2 feet of 90 gallons per minute. Except in case of

fire and during July, August, and September, when daily consump
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tion is at a maximum, the natural flow is adequate for all purposes.

The two pumps have each a capacity of 250,000 gallons per day and

force the water into the mains under a service pressure of 4.5 pounds

per square inch. The water is very clear and pure and since 1897,

when the system was installed, the health of the town has notably

improved, fevers especially showing a marked decrease. In sinking

the wells 15 feet of a second-bottom deposit of sandy clay was first

passed through and then a water-filled sand which extends down 1 5.5

feet and is followed by 1 foot of sand ironstone and that by a light-

colored pipe clay which was not explored further. The sand in

which the strainers were set is very fine and some gets through even

a No. 6 Cook strainer, so that as little pumping as possible is done.

Common open wells in town run from 20 to 40 feet deep, and some cis

terns are still in use. These are now generally filled from the city

mains and during the hot months keep the water cooler than it is in

the mains. A stave mill, a fourth of a mile north of the town wells

has a 4-inch well 147 feet deep, with a record similar to the town

wells. In the surrounding country the open wells vary from 20 or 25

feet in depth in the stream valleys to 1 00 feet on the uplands. Some

cisterns are in use.

At Yorkville there is a mineral spring of some local repute.

HARDEMAN COUNTY.

Topography.—Hardeman County adjoins the State line on the

south and is almost halfway between Tennessee and Mississippi

rivers. It is quadrangular in shape, with a small irregularity in the

northeast corner. Its area is 655 square miles. The central and

western parts of the county are gently rolling and the northern, east

ern, and southern parts are broken and hilly. The county is drained

almost entirely by Hatchee River and its tributaries. The course of

the Hatchee is from southeast to northwest through the center of the

county, and its tributaries on either side have their general courses

almost at right angles to the main stream. The most elevated part

of the county is the southwestern, where the higher ridges or remnants

of the former plateau surface reach altitudes of slightly over 600 feet,

and the general elevation is between 500 and 600 feet. The rest of

the county averages between 400 and 500 feet. The lowest point is

about 300 feet, where the Hatchee leaves the county. The general

surface slope is northward or northwestward.

Geology.—The geologic formations of Hardeman County are the

Ripley, Porters Creek, Lagrange, Lafayette, and Columbia.

The Ripley is found only in a narrow belt along the extreme eastern

edge of the county, east of Muddy Creek near Middleton and east

of Crainesville. It has its usual character, consisting of soft light-

colored or variegated sands with occasional thin clay lenses.
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The Porters Creek overlies the Ripley and succeeds it to the west

as a surface formation. It runs through the eastern part of the

county in a direction slightly east of north in a helt that averages

from 6 to 9 miles wide. Its eastern edge along the Southern Rail

way is just east of Muddy Creek near Middleton and passes through

Crainesville. Its western edge may he seen on the road from Bolivar

to Crainesville just east of the hridge over the Hatchie. Much of it

is a fine clay, ashen gray when dry but darker when wet , and is pop

ularly known as soapstone. A more sandy phase is sometimes

known as alum earth.

The Lagrange lies west of the Porters Creek belt and underlies all

of the central and western parts of the county. While predomi

nantly of sand, it contains lenses of plastic clay and occasional beds

of lignitic material.

The Lafayette has its usual character, being a surface veneer of

orange-red sand found on the higher levels, 10 to perhaps 40 feet

thick. Over it in places may be discriminated 5 to 10 feet of lighter-

colored, softer sand representing the Columbia.

]\'ater resources.—The county is naturally well watered. Streams

are found everywhere within short distances and furnish ample sup

plies for stock. Their flow is fairly constant, since most of the water

comes from sandy formations that furnish an almost unfailing sup

ply. Many bold springs of good freestone water flow from the sands

of the Lafayette, the Lagrange, or the Ripley. The springs from the

Porters Creek ''soapstone" clay are weak and the water is usually

astringent from alum and iron. Wells in the sands obtain good

water. Where the Lafayette is locally thick wells often reach water

in its lower part above an iron crust or hardpan separating it from

the underlying formation. The quantity of this Lafayette water is

limited and during dry seasons it may fail altogether. Further

more, it is surface water and so is liable to contamination. The

Lagrange furnishes good pure water except where lignitic beds

locally occur. There it contains iron, sulphur, or alum to some

extent. The depth at which water may be obtained in it varies

largely with the topography. On the uplands it is generally neces

sary to go from 75 to 150 feet. In a belt of very porous dry sands in

this formation that extends 2 or 3 miles on either side of Grand

Junction and runs northeastward to Hickory Valley and beyond it

is often necessary to go 200-feet or more. In such places and also in

the area underlain by the Porters Creek clay cisterns are often used.

The Porters Creek furnishes unsatisfactory water. It is hard and

contains iron and alum. The odor in some cases is so disagreeable

that even stock will not touch it, and the supply, even where the

water is of tolerable quality, is usually small. In many cases open

wells, which are usually dug less than 100 feet, fail to obtain water.
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Open wells should be stopped in. the base of the Lafayette just above

the clay if that formation will yield any water. If not, the small

tubular or driven well should be used and should be put down through

the Porters Creek clay to the upper layers of the Ripley sand, where

a supply of good water should be struck that will rise a considerable

distance toward the surface. Difficulty should not be experienced

in sinking through the Porters Creek clay if struck anywhere near

the surface, as it is nowhere known to be as much as 200 feet thick

and is probably not greatly over 100 to 125 feet in this county.

At Bolivar, elevation 449 feet, water is obtained from wells that

average 70 to 80 feet in depth. The upper 20 to 30 feet are in

Lafayette sand and the rest of the section is in Lagrange sand.

An unsuccessful attempt to sink a deep well was made some years

ago, but the cause of the failure could not be learned. There should

be no difficulty in obtaining water from the lower layers of the

Lagrange, which is probably 200 feet or less in thickness here. After

this is passed no water could bo hoped for until the Porters Creek

clay—perhaps 150 or 175 feet thick—had been gone through; then

wa ter should be struck in the upper part of the Ripley under sufficient

pressure to rise within about 100 feet of the surface.

Crainesville is situated on the eastern edge of the Porters Creek

clay. Wells average 40 to 50 feet in depth. Those in the clay fur

nish poor water, while those in the Ripley sand furnish good water.

If the clay is struck, digging should be continued until it is passed

through, for it can nowhere in the village be over a few score feet

thick. Wells in the Ripley sand to the east are from 30 to 50 feet

deep and furnish good water. Those in the alluvium of the Wade

Creek bottom west of town furnish poor water at depths of 14 to

25 feet. Farther west in the "soapstone" belt good water is some

times obtained in the basal part of the Lafayette sand just above

the leaden-colored clay. If the latter is entered the water is generally

poor.

At Essary Springs Hatchie River is used for stock, and springs

and wells furnish the domestic supply. The wells vary from 20 to

00 feet in depth. The water in some is free from all mineral matter;

in others it contains iron. The spring water commonly contains

iron and is largely used.

At Grand Junction, elevation 573 feet, shallow wells in the basal

part of the Lafayette at depths of 15 to 25 feet furnish a scant sup

ply of surface water and go dry during late summer and autumn.

Cisterns are largely used for domestic supply. Two driven wells of

2-inch diameter, one 145 and the other 195 feet deep, find water in

the Lagrange sand. The deeper one passes through the following

strata :
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Log of well at Grand Junction, Tenn.

Feet.

Clay, sandy, red (Lafayette)

Clay, fine, white, plastic

Sand, white, clean, sharp

Clay, white, as above

Sand, light red, coarse at top and bottom (penetrated)

12

22

20

2

139

Water was struck at 152 feet, but did not rise. At 195 feet the

sand was coarse enough to set the strainer. This well is pumped by

steam. The 145-foot well belonging to the town is pumped with

difficulty by hand and is not much used.

At Hickory Valley, elevation 566 feet, shallow wells have an aver

age depth of about 60 feet. They are not always reliable and may

go dry; many of them have been abandoned for cisterns or for deep

tubular wells that range from 150 to 210 feet in depth according to

the topography. In some the water is very good and pure; in

others it contains some iron. Similar conditions as to depth and

quality prevail for 3 miles east and 3 miles west of town. Five

miles to the east springs are numerous and wells average only 30 or

35 feet deep.

At Middleburg, elevation 537 feet, wells range in depth from 25

feet in the base of the Lafa}Tette to 180 feet in the underlying

Lagrange. Water is abundant and soft.

At Middleton, elevation 407 feet, water is rarely found above the

dark Porters Creek clay, which is reached at a depth of 15 or 20 feet.

Wells average 20 or 25 feet in depth and furnish poor to fair water.

One well 102 feet deep was abandoned in the Porters Creek clay

without finding water, when perhaps 50 feet more would have

carried it into the underlying Ripley sand, where a good supply of

soft water that would rise much of the way to the surface could have

been expected. Cisterns are used to some extent, though in the

main the people endure the poor water from the Porters Creek clay.

It is surprising that no one has drilled through this into the Ripley,

which at the farthest should be found at less than 200 feet from the

surface.

At Newcastle the wells average 100 feet in depth.

At Pocahontas, elevation 394 feet, a water supply is obtained

from wells that average 25 or 30 feet in depth. In the hills near by

wells reach 100 feet or more in depth. The water is soft and comes

from the Ripley sand.

At Rogers Springs the "soapstone" occurs near the surface. A

little water of poor quality is obtained in its upper part about 35 to

40 feet from the surface. An exploratory hole 80 feet deep failed

to find other water.

Saulsbury, elevation 534 feet, is situated on the thin eastern part

of the Lagrange, which is capped on the higher levels by about 20
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feet of Lafayette sand. Water is usually obtained in Lagrange

sand at depths of 85 to 90 feet. Two miles south of town the Porters

Creek clay is struck at 110 feet, and a mile west of town at 130 feet.

Water was obtained in moderate quantities just above the clay.

At Toone, elevation 392 feet, water is obtained from wells and

springs. Wells range from 20 to 100 feet in depth.

At Whiteville, elevation 500 feet, bored wells range in depth from

50 to 140 feet, most of them from 100 to 125 feet. The quality and

quantity of the water are both good.

HARDIN COUNTY.

Topography.—Hardin County lies at the southeast comer of the

area discussed in this paper, and is bounded on the south by Missis

sippi and Alabama. Its area is 587 square miles. Only a part of

the county is within the embayment area, about two-thirds being

east of Tennessee River. West of the Tennessee there are small

areas of Paleozoic rocks where the river enters and leaves the county.

The western part of the county slopes eastward and is drained by

numerous small streams into the Tennessee. Along these streams

the surface has been cut by erosion into hills. Away from the

streams much of the surface is gently rolling. The highest portions

are along the western boundary and average about 500 or 525 feet

in elevation. The lowest point, about 350 feet, is at low water on

the Tennessee where it leaves the county.

Geology.—The formations outcropping in this county are the

Eutaw sand, Selma clay, and Lafayette.

The Eutaw sand lies immediately west of Tennessee River in the

middle part of its course across the county and is well exposed at

Coffee, Crump, and Pittsburg Landing. A section at Coffee Bluff is

given on page 24. The Eutaw is found just beneath the Lafayette

over all of the area except a narrow strip in the western and north

western parts, which is underlain by the leaden-colored clays and

shell marl of the Selma. Over both of these formations is spread a

thin veneer of Lafayette, which is still intact on much of the upland

surface, but has been removed on the stream slopes. It contains

much chert gravel and is usually highly ferruginous.

Water resources.—Springs are numerous along the lower slopes of

the hills. Those from the Selma clay are more or less impregnated

with lime, while those from the Eutaw sand mayr be free from min

eral matter or may contain iron and sulphur. Springs in the slight

depressions occurring in the more elevated rolling portions of the

county are from the base of the Lafay/ette and are apt to be weak.

Streams are numerous but as a rule small. In the Eutaw area wells

are usually* open or bored, and vary from 30 to 70 feet in depth, the

deeper ones being on the bluffs near the river. In the Selma area it
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is necessary either to bore through the clay 200 feet or more in order

to reach good water in the underlying Eutaw sand or to stop in the

Lafayette before the Sehna is reached, provided the Lafayette is

thick enough to reach below permanent ground-water level and fur

nish a supply. Cisterns are but little used.

At Crump water is obtained from some good strong springs and

from numerous wells, averaging 50 to 70 feet in depth. The water

at this depth conies from the upper part of the Eutaw formation and

is abundant and good.

At Hamburg, in the Tennessee River Valley, water is obtained

from shallow wells sunk in the alluvial deposits. The quality is fair

to good.

At Hurley there are several springs that furnish chalybeate water

and open wells 60 to 70 feet deep that furnish good water from the

Eutaw sand.

At Morris Chapel soft water is obtained from the Eutaw formation

by wells from 15 to 50 feet deep. The average depth is 40 to 45 feet.

At Pittsburg Landing, in the Shiloh National Park, wells pass

through 10 feet of Lafayette surface clay, 15 to 20 feet of Lafayette

gravel, partly cemented by iron, and into the Eutaw sand to a total

depth of from 40 to 70 feet, where good pure water is obtained.

From Pittsburg Landing westward for some miles open wells averag

ing 40 to 50 feet in depth and drawing from the Eutaw sand are the

chief water supply.

HAYWOOD COUNTY.

Topography.—Haywood County is situated somewhat southwest

of the center of the embayment area of western Tennessee. It is

roughly quadrangular in shape, its northern boundary, however,

being quite sinuous, partly because a portion of it is formed by South

Fork of Forked Deer River. Its area is 520 square miles. The

surface is a gently undulating plain with an average elevation of

about 325 feet. Although the county is drained into the Mississippi

by two northwestward-flowing streams—South Fork of Forked Deer

River on the northern border and the Ilatchee across the southern

half—the general surface does not slope to the northwest, but instead

falls gently north or south toward one or the other of these two

streams. The divide between them is low and undulating and runs

east and west, passing through Brownsville. Stream cutting is

nowhere deep, for the stream slopes, and consequently stream veloc

ities, are uniformly slight. Another consequence of the absence of

abrupt ravines is that springs are rare and usually weak and worthless.

Geology.—The entire county is underlain by the Lagrange forma

tion, which is reached in wells at depths rarely greater than 25 to 50

feet, but which seldom are exposed in natural cuttings, the stream

1KB 164—0t> (j
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valleys being so shallow. Over the Lagrange are 10 to 20 feet of

Lafayette red sand or sandy clay, covered by 5 to 12 feet of light-

colored loam that westward from Brownsville rapidly assumes a

loess-like character, so that in a few miles it might very properly he

•■ailed loess.

Water resources.—Springs are few and weak, and as v source of

water supply are practically negligible. During dry weather they

fail entirely. The numerous small streams that (low freely during

the winter also go dry during the summer and autumn. Artificial

ponds or deep wells are used for watering stock. The domestic sup

ply is obtained from cisterns, ordinary wells, and deep wells, and the

latter are rapidly coming into use also for industrial purposes. Most

of the deep wells are of about 2-inch diameter, but vary considerably

in depth. Perhaps a majority arc between 80 and 150 feet deep, but

some go 225 or 250 feet. The difference in depth is partly attributa

ble to differences in surface elevation, those on hills going deeper

than those on lower ground, and partly to differences in texture of

the sands, which may make it necessary to go to considerable depths

after water is reached before sand coarse enough to be checked by a

strainer is found. All the wells' are in Lagrange sand and, except

where lignitic beds are encountered, furnish, as a rule, good, soft

water.

At Belle Eagle water is obtained from springs and ordinary open

wells, some of which reach 70 feet in depth.

Brownsville, on the divide between the two main drainage systems

of the county, has an elevation of 344 feet. Previous to the intro

duction of a system of waterworks private wells and cisterns furnished

the water supply. In the western part of town wells averaging 30 or

40 feet in depth gave good water and. were exclusively used. In the

eastern part of town wells are 80 feet deep, though water is not

always obtained at that depth even, and the water is of only fair

quality owing to mineral matter contained in it. In this part of

town cisterns are largely used. Since the introduction of waterworks

many have abandoned their wells and cisterns and use the town

water. This is obtained from two wells 6 and 8 inches in diameter,

respectively, each 230 feet deep. They were originally only 116 feet

deep, but the sand at that depth was so fine that it entered through

even the finest strainer slots and rapidly cut out the pump valves. By

deepening to 230 feet coarser sand was found. The water is raised

by air lift into a reservoir, whence it is forced either into a tank that

gives a service pressure of 45 pounds, or directly into the mains under

about three times this pressure for fire purposes. By the air lift

500,000 gallons per day can be pumped. The average daily con

sumption is 150,000 gallons. There are two pumps for forcing into

the tank or mains of 500,000-gallon capacity each. The water is
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very good for general purposes and for boiler use, though it forms a

small amount of hard scale. No log or analysis could be obtained.

According to one statement it rises to within 30 feet of the surface;

to another, 47? feet. The latter is probably the more accurate.

The electric light and ice company has a well 130 feet deep, but the

water foams in boilers and is used only for the ammonia condensers.

Town water is used for the boilers.

Blackwell's lumber mill has a 2-inch well 138 feet deep that is used

for supplying the boilers. The water rises to within 45 or 50 feet of

the surface. The log, from memory, is as follows:

Loj of well at Blackwell's lumber mill, Brownsville, Tenn.

Thickness. Dopth.

Feet. Feet.
Surface sand and clav (Lafayette and Columbia) 50

4
50
54
130
138

Sand

76
8

Chester's Hardwood Lumber Company has a 3-inch well 109 feet

deep, with the surface of the water at the sahie level as in the Black-

well well. Its log is as follows:

Log of well of Chester's Hardwood Lumber Company, Brownsville, Tenn.

Thickness. Depth.

Feet. Feet.
Soil •

15
70
15
9

15
85
100
109

Clav. nine

The ground-water level is about 45 feet below the surface in these

wells, and the largest element of uncertainty and the one on which

the depth of the well in any given case here or elsewhere in town

chiefly depends is the depth to sand coarse enough to be kept out of

the strainers.

At Dancyville there are no springs of consequence. Wells are

from 40 to 100 feet deep. Blue mud is often struck, and the water

from it is poor, but when it can be obtained in the sand above the

blue mud it is of better quality. Cisterns are largely used. Two

miles west of town a 2-inch well was sunk through sand and clay 60

feet into a water-bearing sand that grew coarser to the bottom at

130 feet. The water is soft and is raised by a windmill.

At Eurekaton there are no springs or shallow wells except along

the creek or river bottoms. Upland wells range from 75 to 125 feet

in depth.
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At Forked Deer there are only a few springs, and wells. 40 or 50

feet deep yield very hard water. Good, soft water is obtained at

depths of 100 or 150 feet in sand beneath blue clay. The log of Mr.

J. W. Pearson's well is a.s follows:

Log of Pearson well, Forked Deer, Tenn.

Surface sand and clay (loess?)
Sand, water bearing (Lafayette)

Clay, blue
Sand, coarse, water bearing, entered

 

At Ged open wells are chiefly used and run 25 to 40 feet deep,

getting water from about the base of the Lafayette, or close beneath

it. The water is generally soft, though in some wells it is hard owing

to the loess-like surface loam. A number of 2-inch wells have been

sunk to 80 feet in sand that becomes coarser until at that depth a

strainer can keep it out. Half a mile away Mr. Columbus Hinkle

has on high ground a 2-inch well 247 feet deep. The water is soft,

rises to within 60 feet of the surface, and is used for boiler purposes.

The blue clay shown by the log is found over much of the county, and

has in many places just above it a bed of lignite several feet thick.

The log is as follows:

Log of Hinkle well, Ged, Tenn.

Depth.

Clay and sand, variegated, mixed
Sand, fine, with water ,
Lignite
Clay, blue (to 24ft feet from surface)
Sand, coarse, gray, water Itearing (penetrated)

 

Two miles east of Ged a well being driven for Mr. Jim Livingston

had the following log:

Log of Linngston well near Ged, Tenn.

Thickness. Depth.

Feet. Fret.
20
30
20
4

186

20
50
70
74

260

At Hanley there are no springs. Water is obtained from ordinary

open and small pipe wells. It is generally good.
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At Harvey there are a few small springs of no consequence. The

water supply is from ordinary wells averaging 65 to 70 feet and deep

or bored wells 100 to 125 feet deep. Water is good and soft.

At Jones, elevation 325 feet, an abundance of water rises nearly to

the surface from a depth of about 75 feet.

At Keeling there are no springs. Wells, either open or small pipe,

furnish soft water and range from 30 to 60 feet in depth. In one

well 96 feet deep the water rises within 46 feet of the surface.

At Koho there are numerous springs and wells averaging in low

places 20 feet deep.

At Rein, elevation 364 feet, water is obtained from dug or bored

wells that range from 25 to 100 feet in depth.

Near Rudolph, in the edge of the Forked Deer bottom, a 2-inch

well for the Hatchie Lumber Company passes through tough alluvial

clay 32 feet, fine sand 5 feet, lignite 4 feet, blue clay 24 feet, coarse

sand with soft water 5 feet.

At Stanton Depot, elevation 290 feet, water is obtained from small

pipe wells that average about 140 feet in depth. The town well

has the following log:

Log of town well at Stanion Depot, Term.

Thickness. Depth.

Feet. Feet.

Sand
40
4

40
44

Clay, blue 96 140

140J1

When the 8-inch indurated layer had been penetrated the water

rose within 40 feet of the surface. No lignite was obtained in this

well, but in the others less than a mile away it was found. A well

less than 100 yards from the town well found no blue clay, but only

sand with a small amount of clay. A dozen or more of these small

deep wells have been made in the immediate neighborhood and they

all present about the same features.

At Tibbs there are no springs. Wells average 35 feet in depth and

perhaps a third of them furnish a scant supply of water.

At Wellwood there arc both dug and bored wells that vary jn depth

from 12 to 96 feet. The water from the shallow wells is inclined to

be hard, that from the deeper ones soft.

HENDERSON COUNTY.

Topography.—Henderson County is situated near the eastern mar

gin of the area discussed and its northern boundary is about midway

between Kentucky and Mississippi. The area is 515 square miles.

The divide between Tennessee and Mississippi rivers crosses the
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county from north to south. The drainage of the western third goes

to the Mississippi and that of the rest to Tennessee. The surface

along this divide reaches an elevation of about 600 feet in a number

of places, but along the streams it is considerably lower. The aver

age elevation is about 500 feet. The lowest point in the county is

probably where Beech River crosses the eastern boundary at an

elevation close to 360 feet. South Fork of Forked Deer River, how

ever, crosses the western boundary at only a few feet higher, and the

Big Sandy crosses the northern boundary at slightly less than 400

feet. Big Sandy and Beech rivers and important branches of Forked

Deer and Obion rivers all rise in the county and flow out radially.

With their tributaries they have cut much of the surface into hills.

Along the main divide and in much of the eastern slope the surface

is very hilly. The streams have considerable fall and so have rapid

currents and are actively eroding the surface.

Geology.—The formations found in this county include the Eutaw,

Selma, Ripley, Porters Creek, Lagrange, and Lafayette.

The western edge of the Eutaw formation extends just slightly

into the eastern part of the county. It dips to the west and passes

beneath the other formations so that it underlies the entire county.

The Selma clay forms a belt 4 to 9 miles wide, extending north and

south immediately west of the Eutaw outcrop. Its western edge is

a few miles east of Lexington. The leaden and darker colored clays

and marls characteristic of this formation are exposed in numerous

railway cuts between Warrens Bluff and Darden.

The Ripley sands cross the center of the county from north to

south in a belt 6 to 10 miles wide. They are distinguishable from

the overlying Lafayette sands chiefly by their lighter color and their

softer nature. Exposures occur in the deeper stream and railway

cuttings.

A belt of typical leaden-gray Porters Creek clay, 3 to 5 miles wide,

lies next west of the Ripley, and is succeeded in turn by the Lagrange,

while over all the Lafayette is spread, as usual, in a thin veneer.

The exact thickness of no one of these, formations in this county is

known exactly. From the log of the Lexington well (p. 88) the

Eutaw, the Selma clay, ami perhaps half of the Ripley have an

aggregate thickness of 500 feet, of which the upper 200 feet are prob

ably Ripley. The Porters Creek must be not far from 100 feet thick.

The Lafayette probably never reaches more than 20 or 30 feet.

Water resources.—There are many good springs among the lulls

that flow with undiminished volume the year round and feed the

numerous streams, so that during summer they do not fail. Water

for stock is obtainable almost everywhere, and some of the streams

have fall and volume enough to furnish power for small mills. Where

springs are not convenient for domestic purposes, water may be
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obtained at depths of 50 feet or less in many places, and only in rare

cases is it necessary to go deeper than 100 or 125 feet. Water

obtained from the Eutaw, Ripley, or Lagrange sands is, as a rule, good

and soft, though it may have, especially if from the Eutaw, some iron

or iron and sulphur. Water from either the Selma or the Porters

Creek is almost certain to be hard and of deficient quantity. It

may in addition be flat and insipid, and in some cases is foul smelling

and entirely unfit for use. Neither of these formations is very thick

in this county, and if one is struck before a supply of water is obtained

it should be bored through—probably less than 100 feet additional—

and the underlying sand tested. Water will almost certainly be

obtained and will probably be of good quality and quantity. Cis

terns are used to some extent in the area of the Selma clay and the

Porters Creek clay and in other areas, where, because of the local

elevation the depth to underground water is inconveniently great,

say 75 or 100 feet or more.

At Atkins water is obtained from ordinary wells and an occasional

spring.

At Crucifer, in the Lagrange area, there are only ordinary wells

that range from 20 to 85 feet deep according to elevation. There are

a few springs.

At Darden, elevation .392 feet, near the western edge of the Eutaw

sand, some bold springs in low places flow from the Eutaw, but the

chief supply of water is obtained from wells that range from 15 to 75

feet in depth. The water in the deeper wells is good and soft and

rises somewhat in the well.

At Dolen weak flows are obtained from pipe wells in the Selma

clay—there called simply ''black dirt"—at ordinary depths. The

water is hard and in some wells it also contains alkali or alum.

Small pipe wells or even 6 to 12 inch bored wells should be sunk

easily through the Selma clay and get good water from the underlying

Eutaw sand.

At Farmville there are a few springs and numerous ordinary dug

and bored wells, some of which are 80 feet deep. The water is soft,

but the quantity is not always large.

At Hinson Springs, elevation 440 feet, there are several chalybeate

springs flowing from the Ripley sands, that are discussed on page —.

At Huron, elevation 416 feet, there are a few springs and cisterns

and wells from 30 to 60 feet deep that furnish soft water.

At Law, in the Lagrange sand area, wells furnish soft water from

sand under pipe clay at an average depth of 50 or 60 feet, the range

being from 20 to 85 feet.

Lexington, in the Ripley sand area, elevation 484 feet, has no

system of waterworks, but depends on individual wells for its water

supply. These wells average 50 or 60 feet in depth. Some on high
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ground are 80 feet deep. The quality of the water is good. No

cisterns are used.

The Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway finished in

February, 1903, a well 700 feet deep that has not been a success.

The driller gave the following log from memory:

Log of well of Sa»hville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway, Lexington, Tenn.

Thirkni'M. Depth.

I Feet. ■ Feet.

Sand, with shells of soft sane! ironstonefi or 8 inches thick scattered through it,
and a littleclay, water in all l)elow first 50or(10feet (Lafayette and Ripley).. 200

Clay, blue, with'u little wut/T-lH-uring sand and gravel at the bottom (Selma

and Eutaw) ' 300
Limestone pure, in chert (penetrated) [ 200

At 700 feet the well was abandoned. At 675 feet water was struck

that rose within about 80 feet of the surface, but the quantity was

considered insufficient. The writer believes that with proper man

agement this well would have been a success and yielded all the water

needed by the railway. Either of two parts of the section gone

through would have yielded a supply of water that would have risen

within 75 or 100 feet of the surface. The elevation of Lexington and

the nearness and elevation of outcrops of these two water-bearing

beds to the east are such that there was no chance to get a flowing

well. The driller was not familiar with drilling in soft strata, did

not know how coarse sand had to be in order to be kept out by a

strainer, and so passed through the Ripley sand without testing it.

When the basal sand and conglomerate bed of the Eutaw beneath

the blue clay was reached, it was found to be quicksand, and although

the water rose probably within about 100 feet of the surface, sand

also ran in rapidly, and the water was not tested, but the casing was

driven down to the limestone below in order to shut it off. When

this had been done practically all hope of getting a successful well

had vanished. Had the conditions of drilling in sand and clay been

more perfectly understood the well very probably would have been

finished successfully, either in the Ripley sand, at a depth of 200 feet

or less, or, at the farthest, in the coarse water-bearing sand and cobbles

at the base of the Eutaw at 500 feet. The Ripley water would have

certainly been a good boiler water, and very probably the Eutaw

water would have been good also.

At Life, elevation 520 feet, there are some springs near the streams.

Wells average 75 feet in depth, but some go to 100 or 120 feet.

At Long there are a number of ordinary wells 60 to 70 feet deep

that yield a soft water of i-mall quantity.

At Mctlaney water is obtained from springs and ordinary wells,

all being freestone.
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Middlefork is on the ridge dividing the Mississippi and the Tennes

see drainages. It is in the Ripley sand area, in which good soft water

is obtained, but the wells arc mostly bored and have an average

depth of 120 to 140 feet. In low places a few shallow dug wells are

in use and good springs occur along the streams.

At Pipkin there are several wells from 10 to 40 feet in depth and

a great many springs.

At Reagan poor water is obtained from the Selma clay by shallow

open or deeper bored wells. Cisterns are largely used.

At Safford water is obtained from shallow wells.

At Spellings there are numerous springs and shallow wells.

At Whitefern there are numerous springs, some of which are

chalybeate. Wells are generally used, however, for domestic supply.

Water of good quality is abundant at depths of 18 to 30 feet.

At Wildersville, elevation 476 feet, in the Ripley sand area, free

stone water is obtained from wells that average about 50 feet deep.

HENRY COUNTY.

Topography.—Henry County lies on the eastern edge of the area

discussed. It is bounded by Kentucky on the north and by Big

Sandy and Tennessee rivers on the east. The area is 625 square

miles. The Tennessee-Mississippi divide crosses the middle of the

county in a direction somewhat east of north. The surface along

this divide is rough and broken. On the east it has a relatively

steep slope toward Tennessee and Big Sandy rivers, but becomes

somewhat less hilly, though stream activity on the Tennessee side

is more marked than on the other side. West of the divide the

general surface at first has a considerable slope, but soon flattens

out into a nearly level plain that stretches westward to the Mississippi

bluffs. The greatest elevation is slightly more than 600 feet, along

the divide in the northwestern part of the county. The least eleva

tion is about 300 or 305 feet, at the point where Tennessee River

leaves the State. The average elevation of the county is about 500

feet, though some portions depart materially from this average. The

drainage of the eastern slope is largely to the Big Sandy; that of

the western into the headwaters of the various branches of the Obion.

Geology.—A strip a few miles wide along Big Sandy and Tennessee

rivers on the eastern edge of the county belongs to the Paleozoic

area, and is not considered here. West of this strip the county is

underlain by the Ripley, Porters Creek, Lagrange, and Lafayette

formations.

The Ripley sands overlie the Paleozoic limestones in a belt aver

aging 5 miles in width, which crosses the eastern part of the county

from north to south and dips westward beneath the Porters Creek

clay. The latter formation lies next west of the Ripley in a belt
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about 3 or 4 miles wide, also running north and south. Its western

edge is at Paris, where it may he seen dipping westward and passing

under the Lagrange, which underlies the remaining half of the county

and has its usual character. Over all there is a deposit of 10 to 20

feet of Lafayet te, chiefly a red sand, hut with some small gravel at its

base in places. There are also here and there above the typical Laf

ayette sand a few feet of light-colored, softer, sandy loam that may

represent the Columbia.

Water resources.—In the Ripley area springs are numerous and

strong, and furnish pure water. In the Lagrange area they are

of the same character, but somewhat less numerous, because surface

erosion has not produced as great diversity of relief there as in the

Ripley area. In the Porters Creek clay belt they are scarce, weak,

and poor as a rule. The streams are numerous and usually have a

permanent flow. Many of them have sufficient volume and fall to

furnish power for mills. Underground water of good quality is

available at moderate depths anywhere within the embayment part

of the county. In the western half it may be obtained from the

Lagrange sands at depths rarely exceeding 100 to 150 feet. In. the

Porters Creek clay belt or just west of it, on the thin eastern edge

of the Lagrange, good water may be had from the underlying Ripley

by going through the Porters Creek, as has been done in the town

wells at Paris. In such wells the water will rise part way to the'

surface. In the Porters Creek area, where the surface water is poor,

and in elevated parts of the Lagrange and Ripley areas, where the

distance to underground water is several score feet, cisterns are much

used.

At Buchanan soft water is obtained from the Ripley at depths of

75 to 80 feet.

At Como, in the Lagrange area, there are no springs. Dug and

small bored wells are used.

At Cottage Grove, in the Lagrange area, soft water is struck at

depths of 75 to 100 feet. About half the people use cisterns.

At Eastwood, near the contact between the Porters Creek clay

and the Lagrange sands, there are some springs of good water, but

wells drilled 80 or 90 feet deep get hard iron and sulphur water from

the Porters Creek clay, or "soapstone." They should be drilled

somewhat deeper, to the Ripley sand.

At Freeland the Ripley sand is the surface formation. Soft water

is obtained from springs and from open and bored wells of an average

depth of about 40 feet.

At Hastings, in the Lagrange area, there are springs and ordinary

and bored wells 30 or 40 feet in depth. The water is soft.

At Mansfield, elevation 448 feet, in the Ripley area, soft water is

obtained from shallow open and bored wells.
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At Mountvista, in the Ripley area, soft water is struck at depths

of 60 to 80 feet. Wells are open or bored.

At Nobles wells are from 40 to 70 feet deep. The water in the

shallower wells seems to be hard and in the deeper ones soft. No

records of strata encountered were obtained, but possibly the shallower

are in the Porters Creek clay and the deeper in the Ripley sand.

At Osage soft water is obtained from the Lagrange sand at depths

of 100 to 150 feet. Cisterns are used generally.

At Owens Hill, in the Ripley area, soft water is obtained at a depth

of 16 feet in low places and of 75 or 80 feet on the upland level.

Paris, elevation at Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis depot 512

feet, at Louisville and Nashville depot 474 feet, is on the eastern

edge of the Lagrange. The Porters Creek clay is exposed in the

deeper cuttings. There are a few cisterns in use, and ordinary wells

get water from near the base of the Lagrange at an average depth of

30 to 60 feet. A large spring near town is reported to flow 300,000

gallons per day. The city waterworks has Wo wells, one 8 and the

other 6 inches in diameter, each 376 feet deep. The elevation of

the well heads is 470 feet and water stands 70 feet below the top.

Water is raised by air lift into a surface cistern, from which it is

forced into a steel tank of 70,000 gallons capacity, that gives a service

pressure of 35 pounds. For fire purposes a direct pressure of 100

pounds, or more if necessary, is used. The capacity of the pumps is

500,000 gallons per day; the average daily consumption, 150,000

gallons. The water is perfectly clear, and is good for all purposes.

After standing, a slight red ferruginous deposit forms and discolors

vessels. The following analysis was reported by the St. Louis

Sampling and Testing Works May 14, 1902:

Analysis of waterfrom well at city waterworks, Paris, Term.

Parts per
million.

Silica (SiCX,) 3.6

Oxides of aluminum and iron (AljOj+Fe^j) B- 2

Calcium (Ca) 5 7

Magnesium (Mg) «"

Sodium (Na) 15

Carlxraate radicle (CO,) <J- <*

Sulphate radicle (SO,) 8 9

Chlorine (CI) 4 4

Hi. 3

Volatile solids 14. 4

Fixed solids 44.0

Total solids ^8. 4

At Peryear, elevation 612 feet, in the Lagrange sand area, soft

water is obtained at depths of 100 or 115 feet.
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Routon, elevation 575 feet, is in the Lagrange area. Small bored

wells are commonly used, ranging from 60 to 90 feet in depth, and

furnishing a moderate amount of soft water of fine quality.

At Vandyck. elevation 416 feet, on the eastern edge of the Porters

Creek clay, wells average about 40 feet in depth. One, 87 feet deep,

is a blowing well whenever the weather is changing. The springs are

described as being weak and impregnated with sulphur, iron, and

alum. They very probably flow from the Porters Creek formation.

LAKE COUNTY.

Topography.—Lake County is situated in the northwest corner of

Tennessee. It lies between Reelfoot Lake on the east and Mississippi

River on the west. Its length, north and south, is about 35 miles.

Its width, east and west, varies from 3 to 12 miles. It is one of the

smallest counties in the State, the area being 128 square miles. The

entire county is situated in the alluvial region of the Mississippi and

the surface is very level, with neither hills nor ravines. The county

is so low that about two-fifths of the surface is overflowed at high

water. The average elevation is about 300 feet. The general surface

slope is southward, in conformity with the river slope, the elevation

being about 315 feet on the northern line and 290 on the southern.

Geology.—The surface formation is everywhere the alluvium of the

Mississippi flood plain. The geologic relation and age of this alluvium

have been discussed somewhat fully on page 48, and need not be

treated here. From the records of the few borings that have pene

trated the alluvium, it would seem to be from 100 to 150 feet deep.

Beneath it lies the Lagrange, but so far as known it has not been

explored by deep borings in this county.

Water resources.—There are no streams in the county except the

sloughs from the river or Reelfoot Lake. Ponds are easily made for

watering stock, and cisterns and shallow wells are used for domestic

supply. The well water is of the usual unsatisfactory alluvial-region

type, and is obtained at depths of 20 to 35 feet.

At Hathaway water is obtained from Mississippi River and from

wells that average 35 feet in depth. The water in the wells rises

and falls with the river.

At Keefe shallow pumped wells are used.

At Madie hard water is obtained from open and pumped wells that

average 25 or 30 feet in depth.

At Ridgelcy water is obtained by pumping from driven wells about

25 feet in depth. The water is hard, and contains iron sulphate or

copperas.

LAUDERDALE COUNTY.

Topography.—Lauderdale County is bounded by Mississippi River

on the west and lies midway between the northern and southern
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boundaries of Tennessee. Its area is 460 square miles. The western

half of the county and a narrow area along Ilatchee River on the

southern boundary belong to the alluvial plain of the Mississippi and

its tributaries, and so are low and level, in part swampy. The

remainder of the county rises from the flood-plain level, usually by

abrupt bluffs, to a general elevation of about 350 feet. The edges of

the upland or plateau surface adjacent to the alluvial region are

deeply cut by streams, and the resulting hills are steep and bold.

Elsewhere the plateau surface is level or gently rolling. Along the

principal streams a second bottom or terrace is usually developed,

rising 10 to 20 feet above the present flood plain, and reaching in

places a width of several miles. The drainage all passes through the

Forked Deer and the Hatchee to the Mississippi.

Geology.—The formations represented in the county are the La

grange, Lafayette, loess, and alluvium.

The Lagrange is rarely exposed except along the lower parts of the

steep bluffs and in occasional deep railway cuts, as at Ripley (see

p. 43) and Curve. The section in the long, deep cut just south of the

station at Curve shows at the base 1 5 to 18 feet of a dark-blue lignitic

clay bedded in very thin layers and somewhat sandy. Over it lie

6 to 9 feet of a yellow to rusty-yellow purer clay, also lignitic, covered

by 25 feet of Lafayette sand and gravel. The gravel is well rounded

chert and vein quartz, averaging 1 inch or less in diameter, but with

occasional pebbles reaching 2 or 3 inches. The gravel is in irregular

streaks throughout the formation and composes about 20 per cent of

it. The sand is coarse and red and is case-hardened, so that it stands

with vertical faces. Over it is a variable layer of soft, light-colored

sand and gravel up to 3 feet thick. This grades up into 25 feet of

loess, which seems hardly separable into a lower and an upper

division, though the lower 5 or 6 feet are darker than the remainder.

Beneath the dark Lagrange clay in the bottom of the cut is a quick

sand, on which the track rests, and which is a perpetual source of

trouble and expense to the railway. A view of the section in the

cut is given in PI. IV, A, p. 44.

The Lafayette in Lauderdale County is a coarse sand, with a con

siderable proportion of pebbles as a result of the nearness of Missis

sippi River. It overlies the Lagrange everywhere except in the allu

vial region, where it has been removed by stream erosion. It is

exposed in only a few places, being, as a rule, overlain and concealed

by the loess, which varies from 1 foot to several score feet in thickness.

The loess mantles the uplands and seems to extend down over the

second bottoms along the main streams, though the observations of

the writer were not full enough to settle this last point definitely.

Water resources.—There are many streams in the county, so that

it is generally well watered. For domestic purposes cisterns have
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long been widely used, because of the hardness of the water from

shallow wells, which almost invariably stop in the lower part of the

loess. Such wells are, however, used in many places despite the

hardness of the water. Water that is generally, though not invari

ably, soft and good may be had usually at depths of 100 to 300 feet,

the depth varying chiefly with the texture of the sand, though in

some cases it is determined by the occurrence of sandy clay beds,

which in this region are generally lignitic and furnish a poor quality

and small quantity of water. The wells may go down several hun

dred feet in exceptional instances, as at Ripley, for example. At

the foot of the steeper bluffs springs occur, but the water is usually

hard and has an unpalatable taste, commonly described as " sweet."

The shallow water in the alluvial region is always poor, and brick

cisterns are difficult to keep from cracking because of the soft, yield

ing nature of the alluvial deposits. It would seem that in this region

cisterns should be built of cypress, but so far as known this wood has

never been used for that purpose.

At Arp water is obtained from springs at the foot of the hills and

from dug and bored wells 20 to 30 feet deep. The hills rise perhaps

75 feet high and on the top of one a well was bored 208 feet and aban

doned without getting water. Some water was found in the base

of the Lafayette, but the quantity was thought insufficient. The

following is the log:

Log of veil at Arp, Tenn.

Thickness. Depth.

Yellow clay (loess)
Sand and gravel (Lafayette)
Blue sandy loam and streaks of lignite
Blue sandy clay (penetrated)

At Ashport, on the Mississippi, a number of small tubular wells

about 50 feet deep yield hard water. They go through about 8

feet of surface loam into sand mixed with some gravel, which soon

becomes water bearing. At 30 feet from the surface this gives place

to a coarse blue sand that runs to 52 feet and is underlain by gravel,

which was not explored.

At Bexar a well drilled 135 feet deep got a good supply of water

that rose about 15 feet in the pipe. The log was as follows:

Feet Feet.
50 SO
34 M
66 1 160

58 I 20$
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Log of well at Bexar, Tenn.

Yellow clay (loess")
Sand and gravel (Lafayette)
Sand, white, coarse, with a little gravel
(•ravel

Sand, white, with a number of :i or 4 foot layers of gravel in it.
Sand, water bearing, but without pressure
Gravel
Clay, bine
Sand, white, with water, which rises about 15 feet
Clay
Gravel (not explored).

Thickness. 1 Depth.

Fut Feet.
35 35
4 39
12 51
8
42

59
101

19 120
ID 130

1 1301
4 134]

Streak.

At Double Bridges both wells and cisterns are used. Wells vary

from 20 to 100 feet deep and many of them are bored. Quicksand

occasionally interferes with borings. , The quality of the water is

usually fair to good.

At Dry Hill cisterns are generally used. Wells on the hills obtain

soft water at depths of 100 feet or more.

At Edith, on the edge of the bluff overlooking the Mississippi flood

plain, cisterns are used almost exclusively. Water from shallow

wells is hard and sweet. It is also found at about 150 feet, and

there are three deep wells 2 or 3 inches in diameter and 165 feet

deep. Two are at mills, and are pumped by steam. The other is

pumped by hand. They furnish an abundant supply of water, said

to be alkaline and to have a diuretic effect. The log is as follows:

Log of deep wells at Edith, Tenn.

Yellow clay (loess)
Sand and gravel, red, in alternate layers each 3 to 4 feet thick (Lafayette)..

Sand in yellow and white streaks, dry
Sand, same, water louring

Thickness. Depth.

feet. feet.
80 80
20 100
50 150
15 165

At Fulton cisterns are used almost entirely. There are one or two

wells about 75 feet deep, but the water is hard.

At Gates, elevation 321 feet, water is obtained from both cisterns

and shallow wells that average 30 to 45 feet in depth and furnish

hard water. A well drilled 114 feet gave the following log:

Log of dtep well at Oates, Tenn.

Soil
lllue mud
Clay blue, still
Sand and gravel
Blue mud
Sand, with water rising within ,10 feet of the surface

Thickness. Depth

feet. Feet.

8
If. 23
15 38
10 48
:a 100
14 114
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At Glimp water is obtained from cisterns and common wells 25

to 50 feet deep.

At Halespoint, on the Mississippi flood plain, there are only shallow

wells that yield the usual poor flood-plain water.

At Halls, elevation 312 feet, water is obtained from cisterns and

from a few wells drilled to about 160 feet, where a water-bearing

sand is found. There is pressure enough to raise the water within

30 feet of the surface.

At Henning, elevation 292 feet, hard water is obtained from dug

wells that average about 40 feet deep.

At Mack water is struck at depths of about 20 feet and 80 or 90

feet. Water from the latter depth rises about 25 feet. All of the

water is hard, and that from the deeper wells contains some iron.

At Ripley, elevation 390 feet, there were formerly many wells that

averaged about 85 feet deep, some of which gave soft water, while

others gave hard. Cisterns have since been almost entirely substi

tuted for them. Around the foot of the bluffs near town are numer

ous springs, most of which yield hard water. The town system of

waterworks is supplied by three wells about 10 feet apart, two being

6-inch, the other 4-inch, and each being 100 feet deep. The water

is hard and produces a hard scale when used in boilers. It stands

at 65 feet from the surface, and the wells yield 150,000 gallons a day.

At Tarns Landing, on Mississippi River, a mile below Halespoint,

there are alternating beds of sand anil gravel that have been explored

to a depth of 84 feet. Hard water is struck at 21 feet.

MADISON COUNTY.

Topography.—Madison County lies just south of the center of the

embayment area of Tennessee and has an area of 545 square miles.

The county belongs to the Mississippi drainage basin and so slopes

slightly to the west or northwest. The surface in the eastern, south

eastern, and southern parts of the county is considerably broken.

The central part of the county is rolling, and the western, northwest

ern, and northern parts are more nearly level. On the ridges between

the main streams the surface rises to an elevation of about 500 feet

and, while there is considerable difference in relief between various

parts of the county, the average elevation is about 450 feet. The

highest points are in the southeastern part of the county and are

between 500 and 550 feet. The lowest point is about 315 feet, where

South Fork of Forked Deer River leaves the county.

Geology.—The formations of the county are the Porters Creek, the

Lagrange, and the Lafayette.

The Porters Creek clay occurs along the southeastern edge of the

county, south of the point where the Nashville, Chattanooga and St.

Louis Railway enters it. This clay outcrops in a belt from 4 to 6
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miles wide, of which only the western half lies within the county.

The Lagrange succeeds it to the west and underlies all the rest of the

county, but is largely concealed by the red or orange sands of the

Lafayette, which averages about 20 feet in thickness and forms the

surface except where removed by stream erosion.

Water resources.—The streams of the county are numerous and the

longer ones flow perennially. Many of the smaller streams become

very low and sluggish or go dry altogether during late summer and

fall. In localities where streams fail ponds are provided for watering

stock. Springs occur along the foot of the hills and are used to some

extent, but the principal water supply comes from wells in the base of

the Lafayette or the top of the Lagrange sands. This water is free

stone, but in the small Porters Creek area in the southeastern part of

the county the water is poor and hard when the well is made in the

dark clay of this formation. Water of good quality and quantity

should be obtained in deep wells anywhere in the county. In the

western part it would come from the Lagrange sands. In the eastern

part , within the Lagrange area, it might still in many places be obt ained

from the base of the Lagrange at depths of 100 to 150 feet , or from the

Ripley sands beneath the Porters Creek clay at depths of 150 to 200

feet additional. It seems most probable that the deep well at Jack

son (see p. 98; also PI. V) ends in the Ripley sand. Such an inter

pretation would make the Ripley include in the Jackson section a

clay bed containing shark's teeth, but this formation is nowhere in

surface exposure in Tennessee known to contain such a bed. Marine

fossils occur in it in Mississippi, however, only a short distance south

of the Tennessee line. One alternative supposition, that the 72 feet of

fossiliferous dark lead-colored clay is Porters Creek, gives that forma

tion an abnormal thickness of 288 feet. The other alternative suppo

sition, that this bed represents the Selma clay, makes that formation

only 72 feet thick and the Ripley sand above it only 41 feet thick—

both of which would be abnormally thin, the Ripley especially so."

At Andrews Chapel water is obtained from wells that run usually

from 50 to 60 feet deep, but are exceptionally 100 feet deep.

At Beechbluff, elevation 396 feet, water is obtained from springs

and from wells of 20 or 30 feet depth. Much of the water contains

iron and sulphur.

At Carroll, elevation 369 feet, wells average 18 to 40 feet deep; in

"Since the above was put in type the writer has had an opportunity to examine a partial set ol

borings from the Jackson deep well and also some notes made while drilling was in progress. From

these it seems that the base of the Lagrange is at 157 feet depth; the Porters Creek extends from 167

to 335 fret; the Ripley sand from 335, probably to 405, feet; the Selma clay probably from 405 to 499)

feet, and the Eutaw from there down. There is some uncertainty as to the upper and lower limits

of the Selma clay, but the section from 405 to 438 feet seems without doubt to belong to it. This will

modify and explain somewhat the section of this well given on page 98. The well shows an electric

current of about half a volt.

IBH 104—06 7
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the surrounding country they are from 40 to 150 feet deep. The

water is soft. In some cases the quantity is reported as insufficient.

At Catalpa there are some springs and good water is obtained from

wells that range from 20 to 60 feet in depth.

At Claybrook soft water is procured from wells that average 60

feet in depth.

At Ilatchic, elevation 328 feet, soft water is obtained from pumps

and open wells ranging from 15 to 40 feet in depth.

At Jackson the elevation of the ground at the crossing of the Illinois

Central and the Mobile and Ohio railroads is reported to be 425 feet,

of the mark at the Federal building 394 feet, and of the Nashville,

Chattanooga and St. Louis depot 340 feet, though this last figure

would seem to be too low. Water is obtained in shallow wells at a

depth of 30 to 50 feet, depending on the surface elevation. A battery

of 22 wells of the city water company drew 1,000,000 gallons daily at

a depth of 40 feet, while another group of 18 of these wells now yields

about 2,500,000 gallons daily from a second water-bearing sand at a

depth of about 100 feet. The pores of the sand become clogged after

a time anil are flushed out by forcing a current backward into it.

The shallower wells yield water that forms a coating of oxide of iron

in the pipes. The water from the deep well already mentioned dis

solves and loosens up this deposit so that it comes out in small parti

cles and makes the water for the moment a blood-red color. The

deep-well water on standing some hours gives off CO, and becomes

opalescent while a flocculent precipitate of iron is forming. This

iron soon settles and leaves the water once more clear. The wells in

the water-bearing stratum at 90 to 100 feet below the surface have a

galvanic current of one-fourth to one-half volt, due probably to the

corrosion of the copper in the strainer by the sulphuric acid resulting

from the decomposition of the iron pyrite. Lead pipes, if grounded

by a copper wire, are eaten up by electrolysis in about eighteen

months. The log of the deep well is as follows:

Log of deep well at Jackson, Tenn. a.

Thickness. I Depth.

 

Clay, sandy, red (Lafayette)
Clay, tough, blue

Sand, coarse white
( lav, snow white, very tough '.
Sand, nearly pure white, some small gravel and thin Ironstone crusts, water
bearing at base

Clay, at top light colored, lower part variegated red, yellow, etc
Sandstone, dark brick-red. soft (base of Lagrange)
Clay. fine, leaden-colored (Porters Creek)
Rock, dark, hard (limestone?) (base of Porters Creek)
Sand, white, with water
Quicksand, white, very micaceous !

Shales, dark leaden-colored, with hard streaks of micaceous sandy material,
lignite fragments, and iron pyrite. At about 418 feet shark's teeth

Sand, white, water bearing
Uard material (not entered).

a See. however, footnote on page 97.

Feel.
12 12
16 28
12 40
6 46

60 106

43 149

11 160

170 330

S 335

13 3*
28 376

72 448
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At Leighton water is obtained from ordinary wells and from a

2-inch driven well that penetrated coarse sand to a depth of 75 feet,

where the underground-water level was reached. The sand grew

coarser to 120 feet, at which depth the well was finished.

At Malesus, elevation 453 feet, water is obtained from wells that

average about 60 feet in depth, but range from 40 to 100 feet.

At Mercer, elevation 344 feet, water is obtained from a creek, from

springs, and from wells ranging from 25 to 100 feet in depth, with an

average of 40 feet.

At Neelys, elevation 504 feet, water is obtained at depths that

range from 60 to 150 feet, the deeper wells being much more reliable.

Pools are used for stock water.

At Norwood, elevation 448 feet, water is obtained at depths of

about 80 to 100 feet. Pools are used for watering stock.

At Rollins bored wells about 100 feet deep are generally used.

At Springcreek there are small tubular and bored wells that range

from 70 to 100 feet in depth.

m'nairy county.

Topography.—McXairy County is situated in the southeastern part

of the embayment area in Tennessee. Its eastern edge almost

reaches the Paleozoic rocks. Its southern boundary forms part of

the Tennessee-Mississippi line. The area is 570 square miles. The

eastern half of the county is crossed from north to south by the

divide between Tennessee and Mississippi rivers, so that two-thirds

of the county slopes westward and one-third eastward. The lowest

point in this dividing ridge is at the head of Lick Creek, on the

southern edge of the county, where the elevation is 520 feet. Just

northeast of Purdy the ridge is about 600 feet high. The lowest

point in the county is at about 345 or 350 feet elevation, where Rose

Creek crosses its western boundary. The plateau surface of the

county averages between 450 and 500 feet in height. The main

divide north of Purdy is hilly. The eastern and southeastern parts

are more nearly level. The southwestern and western parts, near

the Hatchee and its tributaries, are broken and hilly.

Geology.—The formations of the county are the Eutaw, the Selma,

the Ripley, the Porters Creek, and the Lafayette.

The Eutaw sand is found at the surface only in a small area in the

southeast corner of the county, but as it dips westward it underlies

all the other formations.

The Selma clay has a greater development, both in area and in

thickness, in this county than elsewhere in Tennessee. The thick

ness varies from 350 feet in the southern part of the county to about

300 feet in the northern part. The width of the belt decreases from

about 10 miles in the southern part to 5 miles in the northern part.

Over much of this belt the Lafayette, which once covered it entirely,
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has been removed by erosion, leaving the bare leaden-colored clay,

greensand, and fossil shells exposed at the surface in areas many of

which are of considerable extent.

The next formation to the west is the Ripley. It occupies all of

the county west of the Selma clay belt except a few square miles of

Porters Creek clay in the extreme northwest corner. The Ripley

forms a prominent ridge that enters the State from Mississippi and

extends a number of miles northward before it dies down and merges

with the general plateau surface. A discussion of the origin of this

ridge, as well as the section at the point where it is cut through by the

Southern Railway in the "big cut" just west of Cypress, are given

on page 29.

Water resources.—Numerous springs from the sands of the Eutaw

and the Ripley flow the year round and feed streams that water

every part of the county. From the high divide northeast of Purdy

streams flow radially in almost all directions. Water from the

Eutaw and Ripley, whether obtained by springs or hy wells, is soft

and generally free or almost free from iron and sulphur. Water

from the dark clays of the Selma and Porters Creek is generally poor.

For years it has been the custom in the Selma area to bore 6 or 8

inch wells 200 to 300 feet through the clay into the underlying

Eutaw sand, the water in which rises in many cases nearly to the

surface. In some places in these areas of poor water cisterns have

been used, though not to so great an extent as in the tier of loess

counties adjoining the Mississippi. Occasionally a pond for stock

watering is found. Wells range from 20 to 70 feet in depth except in

the Selma clay, where they may be from 200 to 300 feet deep.

Adamsville is on a plain or table-land between two creek valleys.

The joint clay of the Selma reaches practically to the surface in

some places; in others it is covered by 20 to 25 feet of Lafayette.

Wells average 16 to 20 feet in depth and give soft or hard water

according as they are in the Lafayette or the Selma.

At Acton water is obtained from ordinary open wells 30 or 40 feet

deep. A number of springs yield iron and sulphur water that is

used locally for medicinal purposes.

At Bethel Springs, elevation 459 feet, there are springs and numer

ous wells that average 30 feet deep but range from 20 to 40 feet.

The water is impregnated with iron and sulphur.

At Caffey there are no springs; water is obtained from ordinary

wells that have an average depth of only about 15 feet.

At Gravehill water is obtained chiefly from bored wells that go

through the Selma clay and are between 200 and 300 feet deep.

At Leapwood, near the junction of the Ripley and the Selma,

there are several large springs, some shallow wells, and a small well

360 feet deep.
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At McNairy, elevation 449 feet, there are some springs and numer

ous wells that average about 35 feet deep. The water is soft and in

many wells contains sulphur.

At Michie there are shallow open wells and good springs.

At Purdy, on the Mississippi-Tennessee divide, which is here a

narrow plateau, many springs flow from the base of hills on either

side. In the town, wells in the base of the Lafayette average about

30 feet deep, while those that enter the Selma clay go 200 feet or

more before reaching the Eutaw sand.

At Selmer, elevation 460 feet, the supply is obtained chiefly from

wells 20 to .SO feet deep. There are a few cisterns, and one well. 416

feet deep, gets water from the Eutaw sand. The casing goes down

only about 50 or 60 feet. The water rises to within 30 teet of the

surface and is slightly hard. The log is as follows:

ljog of well at Selmer, Tenn.

Thickness. Depth.

Feet. \ Feet.
25 25
375 . 400
Hi 416

At Stantonville the Lafayette is 35 to 40 feet thick, and has at the

base several feet of rounded chert gravel in which water is abundant.

Beneath it is the Eutaw sand, but this is somewhat quick and tends

to fill up a well. A mile or less to the west the Selma clay is struck,

and wells are bored 80 to 250 feet through it into the Eutaw sand

below. The water rises in some places nearly to the top.

OBION COUNTY.

Topography.—Obion County is in the northwestern part of Ten

nessee. Its northern boundary is the State line, and its western

boundary is the western shore of Reelfoot Lake. A jmrt of the

eastern boundary is formed by branches of Obion River. The area

is 505 square miles. A narrow belt along the eastern shore of Reel-

foot Lake and a belt for the most part several miles wide along Obion

River are low and level and subject to overflow. On either side of

this swamp belt of the Obion there is a level bench or second bottom

15 to 25 feet higher than the first bottom and, as a rule, several miles

wide. The remainder of the county is more elevated and forms a

part of the general upland or so-called plateau slope of western

Tennessee. Its surface varies from rolling to abruptly hilly, especially

along the western border, where the region is known as the lake hills.

The lowest part of the county is the surface of Reelfoot Lake and the

swamps bordering it. These have an elevation of about 260 or 270

feet. The highest point is probably in the northern part of the

Surface sand and clay (Lafayette)

Clay, blue (Selma)
Sand, water-bearing (Eutaw) (entered)
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county near the Mobile and Ohio Railroad, where the elevation is

slightly over 400 feet. The average elevation of the upland is about

350 or 375 feet.

Geology.—The geologic formations of the county are the Lagrange,

Lafayette, loess, and alluvium.

The Lagrange underlies the entire county, but is concealed, except

here and there along the base and lower slopes of the lake hills, by

one or more of the other formations, all of which are merely surficial.

Drill records and an examination of the near-by exposures at Hick

man, Ivy., indicate that the Lagrange contains rather more clayey

material in this region than in its type region in Fayette County.

Water-bearing sands are, however, found in it, and wells are gener

ally successful.

The Lafayette is found on the uplands only, and is 20 to 30 feet

thick. The upper part is, as a rule, orange or yellow sand, while the

lower part consists of well-rounded chert gravel. In some places

the gravel and sand are interbedded. The gravel is more abundant

near the river.

The loess mantles the Lafayette on the uplands and laps down

over the second bottoms, where it lies directly upon the Lagrange.

It has its usual character and is 120 to SO feet thick in the central

and western parts of the county, but thins out in the eastern part

and practically disappears by merging into a surface loam a few feet

thick, which is everywhere revealed in railway and other cuttings

overlying the Lafayette.

The alluvium is confined to the Obion and Reelfoot swamps.

Water resources.— Along the sides of the stream valleys and among

the hills springs are frequently found. Those in the swamps are

sweet and many others are hard or contain iron and sulphur, so that,

as a rule, they are not a valuable source of water supply. The springs

feed numerous streams that during winter furnish water for stock

in nearly all parts of the county, but during the summer all except

the main brunches of Obion River slnink away to a series of pools

or go entirely dry. Ponds must then be relied on for stock watering.

Wells generally reach water at comparatively shallow depths, usually

in the Lafayette sand and gravel, but in the loess region this water

is commonly hard. Deeper wells have been drilled in a number of

places and get water from the Lagrange. In the loess region cisterns

are largely used on the uplands, but on the second bottoms the loess

or clay is so soft that it is often hard to keep the cistern from settling

and cracking so as to let the surface water seep in, and in such places

wells are used.

At Crockett, elevation 290 feet, there are small shallow wells and

a number of springs.

At Elbridge there are only ordinary shallow wells and a few springs.

At Glass wells are usually 20 to 40 feet deep, and soft. One on
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the river bottom is 96 feet deep, striking water at 90 feet that rose

within 20 feet of the surface.

At Gratis and Guelph water is obtained from ordinary shallow

wells and springs.

At Kenton, elevation 309 feet, wells on the hills generally yield

fine water. Those on the bottoms are not so good and may fill

almost full during wet weather. Along the bottoms are springs,

most of which are impregnated with iron or iron and sulphur. The

water in some of the wells is hard because of the loess; in others

below this formation it is soft.

At Masonhall the wells range from 30 to 65 feet in depth. The

shallower wells are in loess, and the water rises and falls with the

seasons. The deeper ones are in the Lafayette sand. There are

numerous springs.

At McConnell, elevation 354 feet, good water is struck at a depth

of 30 to 40 feet.

Minnick is in the loess area, and has but few wells or springs.

Cisterns are almost universally used. A 3-inch well started in a

ravine on Lafayette sand and gravel, which it passed through at 50

feet and entered blue clay; this continued to a depth of 280 feet,

and contained, at intervals of 10 or 15 feet, hardpans or indurated

beds, slightly gritty, that averaged about a foot each in thickness.

At 280 feet the blue clay changed to a gray clay, in which the indu

rated layers occurred at about 5-foot intervals. In this material,

at a depth of 300 feet, the well was abandoned.

At Moriah water is obtained from springs and wells, some of the

latter being 40 to 50 feet deep.

At Obion, elevation 289 feet, there are some shallow surface wells.

Good water is obtained from sand at a depth of about 80 feet. It is

generally soft and abundant.

At Polk, elevation 330 feet, there are no springs, wells and cisterns

being used. The wells are generally hard and average about 30

feet deep. A few are 40 or 50 feet deep.

At Rives, elevation 295 feet , there are a few cisterns, but the black

clay loam in which they are dug is not firm enough to keep them from

cracking. Shallow wells with water of only fair quality are the chief

source of supply. These average about 32 to 35 feet in depth. In

wet weather they fill up with water. A deep well drilled for the

Illinois Central Railroad had the following log:

Log of lUinovt Central Railroad well at Rivtn, Tenn.

Thickness. | Depth.

Feet. Feet.
Soil and clay, dark, loamy
Sand, water bearing
Clay, blue ••gumbov'

 

Sand coarse white, water bearing
Silty or bastard sand, very fine grained, with sticky blue clay in places

in

20
82
18

40
60
142
160

(entered) 540 700
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No water supply having been found below 160 feet, the pipe was

pulled back and the well made at that depth. The water rises within

10 feet of the surface. The diameter of the well is 10 inches and

150,000 gallons a day are pumped for locomotive use.

In the hills west of Rives, which is on the broad second bottom or

terrace, wells average 70 to 80 feet in depth. Cisterns are largely

used.

At Samburg, at the foot of the lake bluff, water is obtained from

numerous springs that flow from the bluff. Wells are very shallow

and the water poor.

At Spout Spring there, are some springs and ordinary wells, but cis

terns are more commonly used than anything else.

At Troy wells average about 25 feet in depth and furnish hard

water.

At Union City, elevation 328 feet , water is obtained from open wells

that average about 25 feet deep. Small tube wells are from 150 to 200

feet deep. The town waterworks has two 8-inch wells, each 150 feet

deep, that pump 240,000 gallons per day. Each has 40-foot Cook

strainers. The water rises within 35 feet of the surface. It is slightly

hard, but does not form a scale. The ice company has an 8-inch well

125 feet deep, with a 30-foot Cook strainer. The water rises within

28 feet of the surface. It forms a little soft scale that is easily blown

out of the boilers. The waterworks has since finished a 535-foot well,

but no record could be obtained either of it or of the shallower wells.

The health of the town is said to be greatly improved since deep water

began to be used. Fevers, both malarial and typhoid, have decreased

50 per cent or more.

At Woodland Mills the domestic supply is obtained from dug wells

of from 20 to 45 feet depth.

SHELBY COUNTY.

Topography.—Shelby County is in the southwest corner of Tennes

see. It is bounded on the west by Mississippi River and on the south

by the State line. The area is 769 square miles. The lowest portion

of the county is the flat flood plain of the Mississippi and its tributa

ries, the largest of which are Loosahatchie and Wolf rivers. Along

these latter streams there is usually a terrace or second bottom, but

this is not so well developed nor so wide as the corresponding topog

raphic feature in Obion County. The greater part of the county

consists of the gently rolling upland that slopes slightly northwest

ward and ends abruptly on the western side in a line of bluffs that

cross the county north and south and overlook the Mississippi swamp

to the west. The average elevation of the county is about 300 feet.

The highest point is about 400 feet above the sea and is on the south

eastern edge of the county. The lowest point is where the Missis-
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sippi leaves the State, low water there being about 200 feet above

sea level.

Geology.—The Lagrange, Lafayette, loess, and alluvium are all

represented in the county. The Lagrange is the underlying forma

tion of the entire county. As shown in the deep well at Memphis

(see p. 114), it is 950 feet thick, the upper 200 feet being clay and the

remainder sand and clay interbedded in rapidly varying manner.

PI. VI shows the abrupt variation in the character of the individual

strata of such deposits as the Lagrange.

The Lafayette overlies the Lagrange. In some places it has been

entirely removed, but in others it reaches a maximum thickness of Z J

to 40 feet. It consists of coarse sand with a large but varying propor

tion of gravel. Above it is the loess, which may attain a thickness of

60 to 80 feet, but is usually somewhat less. In the eastern part of the

county it mingles with and passes into a surface loam which overlies

the Lafayette. The river flood plains have a deposit of Recent allu

vium that attains a thickness along the Mississippi of over 1 00 feet.

Water resources.—Springs and shallow wells in the loess furnish

hard water. Wells in the alluvium also give poor water, which seems

here, as elsewhere, to become more highly impregnated with iron, mag

nesia, and other mineral ingredients the deeper the well is sunk, so

that, if shallow wells are to be used, the shallower the better, so far as

the mineral contents of the water are concerned. In the loess area

many use cisterns. Deep water of good quality may generally be

obtained in the Lagrange at a depth of from 200 to 500 feet, though

locally the sands are too fine for even the finest strainers, as has been

the case in a number of borings in Memphis. A number of features

concerning the Memphis supply that are discussed in the local data

(p. 108) are more or less applicable to water-supply problems all over

the county.

At Arlington cisterns are used and numerous shallow wells in

gravel strike water at a depth of from 15 to 35 feet. Some of the

water is soft, some hard, and some contains iron and sulphur. The

Louisville and Nashville Railroad well, 228 feet deep, gets water in

sand at 195 feet which rises within 12 feet of the surface. The water

ip pure and soft and excellent for locomotive use. The log, given from

memory, is as follows:

Log of well of Louisville and Nashinlle Railroad at Arlington, Tenn.

Thickness. [ Depth.

Loess
Orange sand and gravel
Clay, brown, with some lignite
Sand, white, water-bearing (entered ) .
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The strainer is 32 feet long and the well yields all that can be

pumped by a suction pump set on the surface, of 24,000 gallons per

hour capacity.

At Bartlett there are only common wells.

At Bleak there are ordinary shallow wells, some very strong

springs, and a driven well 2J inches in diameter and 176 feet deep, in

which the water rises within 47 feet of the surface and is hard.

At Brunswick wells vary in depth from 20 feet in the lowlands to

70 feet on the hills. The lowland water is of poor quality. That in

the hills is good and soft.

At Buntyn, elevation 290 feet, on the flat upland between Wolf

River and Nonconnah Creek, water is found in the Lafayette or upper

part of the Lagrange at depths that vary from 40 to 85 feet. Most

wells are bored.

At Capleville, elevation 317 feet, cistern water is largely used.

Wells range from 40 to 125 feet in depth. The deeper wells furnish

soft water.

At Collierville, elevation 377 feet, cisterns were formerly used very

largely. Water is found at a depth of 95 to 100 feet in sand so fine

that it rapidly fills the wells and so but few are used. A town system

of waterworks has been established with two wells 6 feet apart,

driven 239 and 248 feet, with 16-foot Cook strainers. The water

stands 95 feet below the surface and is raised by pumps that have a

capacity of 7,500 gallons per hour. The water is reported to be very

pure and fevers are said by physicians to have decreased 50 per cent

since its use began. The log of the 248-foot well is as follows:

Log of well at CollierviUe, Tenn.

Cluv soil
Red sand and gravel
Whit*' sand with water at 95 feet; grows coarser downward

Pipe clay
Sand and gravel, water bearing

 

Depth.

0 t
11 20

150 170
8 178

!-■->
260

The gravel at 248 feet was better than that at 260 feet and the pipe

was pulled back to it. Good pure springs are found at the foot of the

ridge on either side of the town and wells in the lowlands of either the

Wolf or the Coldwater average about 20 feet deep. There are several

tubular wells 2 J inches in diameter and 130 to 140 feet deep in the

vicinity. Most of them are pumped by gasoline or steam engines.

At Cordova, elevation 372 feet, water-bearing strata are struck at

depths of 50, 80, and 100 feet. There are several small tubular wells

that draw from the lowest stratum at a depth of 125 or 130 feet. The

water is soft and is used for both boiler and domestic purposes.
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At Eads, elevation 348 feet, there arc very few wells or springs,

cisterns being used almost exclusively.

At Foresthill open and bored wells are used, the latter being about

100 feet deep. The water is abundant and soft.

Germantown, elevation 377 feet, is supplied partly by cisterns and

partly by wells that have a range in depth of 38 to 70 feet and an

average of 60 feet.

Granberry obtains a supply chiefly from ordinary wells. One

2-inch well 118 feet deep furnishes an abundant supply of soft water

for a gin and mill.

Irene gets its water supply from shallow wells and cisterns. One

tubular well 2$ inches in diameter and 175 feet deep furnishes a

boiler supply for a mill.

Kerrville, elevation 335 feet, gets its water supply almost entirely

from ordinary dug wells 30 to 50 feet deep.

At Madge wells are from 20 to 75 feet in depth. The water is

s( ft , but not always abundant.

At Massey, elevation 323 feet, there is one 200-foot well yielding

water reported to be hard.

At Mayville, near Nonconnah Creek, there are only shallow bored

wells.

Memphis has an elevation of 250 to 280 feet in the business part

of the city, but in the eastern part the general elevation is 300 feet

or more. Extreme low water in the Mississippi is 182 feet and

extreme high water 218 feet. Prior to 1870 the entire water supply

was obtained from cisterns and individual shallow wells. A public

supply from Wolf River was then introduced, but it was never per

fectly satisfactory, chiefly because of its turbidity. In 1886 an ice

company sunk a well 354 feet deep and obtained a flow of water

which rose several feet above the surface. Efforts to obtain a city

supply from the same sources were so successful that a temporary

pumping plant for the wells then sunk was erected in 1889 and the

Wolf River plant abandoned. In 1890 the present pumping station

was put into operation, and since then there has been a constant

extension in the wells and the distributing mains. In August, 1903,

124 wells had been put down, of which 16 failed to find a stratum

of coarse sand thick enough to justify completing them, and 4 had

not then been connected. The first 42 wells sunk were abandoned

in 1890, having had a life of about ten years each. The wells made

now are of better material and are better cared for and will prob

ably last fifteen years. For depreciation and city growth about

eight or ten new wells are required each year. The cost of each

new well is about $5,000.

The texture of the sand varies very rapidly, so that while the

entire mass is water-logged, sand coarse enough to be kept out of a
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a

Surface

. -fine.sandhoifree/?-water'/teacity

strainer with slots one one hundred and fiftieth of an inch wide may

not be found at the same level in two adjacent wells, but they may

"get water"—that is, get coarse sand—at very different depths or

one well may not get it at all (see fig. 9). If fine sand only is

encountered, the well is not finished, as this sand cuts out the

strainer slots in a year or two and also fills up the tunnels and

pump well. At best the life of the strainers is only about three and

one-half or four years. They are overhauled at the end of two years.

The yield per well varies considerably because of differences in the

coarseness of the sand in which the strainers are placed. Wells 100

feet apart may show wide variation from this cause. Well No. 94

when new had a capacity of 988,000 gallons per month, while No.

98, one block distant,

gave only 401,000 gal

lons per month. New

wells should have a

monthly capacity of

500,000 to 700,000

gallons. Within two

or three months they

usually run down to

about 400,000. Occa

sionally one holds up

for six months or a

year. Five months af

ter starting, well No.

94 had decreased to

591,000 and No. 98 to

363,000 gallons. This

decreased flow is caused

by the stopping up of

the pores in the coarse

sand around the strainer or of the slots in the strainer itself by fine

sand carried in by the draft of water entering the well. To remedy

ii water is forced back by the pumps from the well into the sand

around it. In this flushing a device is used that permits the water

to be forced out through the slots of only a small portion of the

strainer at a time, thus insuring a much more thorough cleansing

than would otherwise be possible. Wells are flushed foot by foot

about twice a year, and at times between they are flushed the entire

length of the strainer at once. After flushing, the wells often show

a larger flow than when new. Four wells that had fallen off 32 per

cent in nine months increased their flow after flushing about 13 per

cent above the original amount.

The level to which water from the Lagrange sand originally rose

Fio. 9.—Diagram showing variation in texture of sand and its

effect on depth and success of a well. Wells b and c obtain

water from the same lens of coarse sand; wells a and d fail

to strike this local lens, but go as deep again and obtain

water at the same depth, but from different lenses; well <■

fails to strike coarse sand at all and is finally abandoned.
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at Memphis was 225.1 feet above the sea. This elevation was suf

ficient to permit it to flow at the surface in the lower parts of the

city. Where the city wells have been put down the water will not

rise to the surface. Instead of placing a pump in each well, the wells

are connected by underground drifts with a reservoir, or tunnel, at

 

STANDARD WELL STANDARD SHAFT

Fid. 10.— Section of well, <1 rift . tunnel, mid sluift nt Memphis, Tenn. (After Ilider, Omtierg. and Bell.)

a level considerably lower than that to which the water would rise

in them. The wells discharge into this tunnel, which is 5 feet in

diameter and about three-fourths of a mile long. It is situated from

75 to 80 feet below the surface of the ground, in the upper part of

the thick clay bed which underlies the city and forms the impervi

ous upper member of the Lagrange formation at this point. In the
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tunnel the water flows by gravity to a suction chamber, from which

it is lifted to the surface by pumps and forced into mains for distri

bution over the city. At intervals shafts are sunk to the drifts, and

in them are placed gates which permit groups of wells to be cut off

from the remainder and each individual well to be shut off from the

tunnel, so that it may be pumped out for inspection or repairs. A

section of well, drift, tunnel, and shaft is shown in fig. 10.

When the water in the suction chamber is lowered to about the

bottom of the suction pipes of the pumps, the wells flow under their

greatest head. When less water is pumped, the level of the water

in the pump well rises, the head of flow for the wells is lowered, and

their flow automatically diminishes until it equals the amount being

pumped. The plant contains three Worthington direct-acting pump

ing engines, each of 10,000,000 gallons daily capacity. The water is

forced by these pumps directly into the mains, which connect with

a steel standpipe 20 feet in diameter and 160 feet high. This serves

chiefly as a pressure regulator, though to a very limited extent it

also acts as a reservoir.

The water is clear and sparkling when freshly drawn, but on

exposure or heating gives off free carbonic acid gas and then precipi

tates iron oxide, the iron at first existing in the water as a carbonate.

The nascent carbonic acid attacks the threads on wrought-iron pipe

and corrodes them, but does not seriously damage brass or cast iron

or the inside of wrought-iron pipes. In steam boilers a scum or soft

scale is formed, but does little or no damage if the boilers are fre

quently cleaned. For drinking and many other purposes the water

is very satisfactory, but there is enough calcium carbonate present

to interfere somewhat with its use in laundry work, for which many

use cistern water. When the artesian water is heated, however,

it precipitates the calcium carbonate and may then be used for

washing.

Analyses of Memphis artesian water.

I. 2. 3. 4. 5.

24.94 14.90 19.9R
74.8464.86 69.86

89.80 84.82 94.80 86.04 92.85
2. 165 2.095 2.494 1.796 None.

Little. Little. Little. Vresent.
None. None. None. None.

.032 .023 .023 Faint trace

.012 .000 .OfKi .014 .009

.009 .006 .006 .031 .014

.000 .000 .000 .420

Volatile solids.
Fixed solids. . .

Total solids

Chlorine
Silica
Nitrates
Nitrites
Free ammonia
Albuminoid ammonia.
Oxygen consumed

1, 2. Charles Smart, analyst, June, 1887.
3. Charles Smart, analyst, July, 1888.
4. J. W. Mallet, analyst. June, 1887.

5. E. H. S. Bailey, analyst, June, 1887.
In addition Professor Mallet reports as present soda, potassia, lime, magnesia, iron, iron carbonate,

BUlphates, traces of phosphates, free nit rogen, almost no oxygen, organic carbon 0.8ti, organic nitrogen
0.28 part per million.
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There has been a remarkable lowering of the death rate since the

introduction of the artesian water and the extension of the sewer

age system. While this has been partly due to better sanitary

conditions resulting from the development of the sewer system, it

has also been due largely to the healthfulness of the water itself.

The increase of population, extension of sewers, and increased use

of city water are graphically shown in their relationship to the

decreasing death rate in fig. 1 1 .

Most of the wells in use are located within an area of a quarter

of a square mile, and it is calculated that the ultimate limit of

economic supply from this area will be about 25,000,000 gallons per

day. The present daily consumption is over 20,000,000 gallons and

this rate shows each year an increase of about 1,000,000 gallons.

In order not to interfere with the yield of the present cluster of

 

 

Fig. 11.- Diagram showing increase of population and decrease of death rate in Memphis. Tenn.. after

the extension of sewers and water mains. (After llider, Omherg, and Bell.)

wells, new wells are now being located in South Memphis, at a dis

tance of 4 or 5 miles from the old wells, where a new group may

soon be developed, so as to give a similar yield of about 25,000,000

gallons a day from a quarter of a square mile. When the city has

grown large enough to require a daily supply of 50,000,000 gallons

additional units must be provided to meet both the normal increase

in consumption and the deterioration in condition and consequently

decreased yield of the units already fully developed. It is con

ceived by the writer that just as the sand in the small area around

each well becomes more or less clogged by the indraft of water to

the well, so the sand around any quarter square mile or other unit

area will in time become similarly clogged ■ and show a decreased

yield. Such decrease will be permanent, for it will manifestly be
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impracticable to flush out an underground area of even compara

tively small size when in order to flush a single well most efficiently

it must be taken a foot at a time. The expansion of the present

system involves an extension of mains and the erection of new

substations at considerable cost. The writer believes that the pres

ent system is not capable of indefinite expansion, and hence that it

can not be regarded as a permanent system for a rapidly growing

city like Memphis. When it has been extended to its ultimate eco

nomic limit, the city must either turn to Mississippi River for a

water supply or explore the deeper lying sands in the hope that they

may yield a more abundant supply than is found in the Lagrange.

When this limit will be reached it is impossible to say. It may be

reached in twenty-five years from now, or it may possibly be fifty

years. The present supply has numerous advantages from a sanitary

point of view" which render its retention and further enlargement

advisable as long as it can be done with economy.

The problems arising from the use of Mississippi River water do

not require extended discussion here. If the turbidity were removed

by settling or filtration, or a combination of the two, the principal

objection to the use of the river water would be removed. Other

problems would be of purely an engineering character and would be

as capable of easy solution.

The hydraulic level in the vicinity of the city pumping plant has

been successively lowered by the increase of the amount pumped

so that the actual hydraulic surface in the water-bearing sand

around the city pumping station forms an inverted cone whose

apex is a point in the pump shaft at an average elevation above

the sea of 170 feet, the water in the shaft being kept down to this

level by the pumps. The curves made by the hydraulic surface in

1898 and in 1902, when about 9,000,000 and 12,000,000 gallons,

respectively, were pumped daily, are graphically shown in fig. 12.

The probable surface resulting from the establishment of a second

pumping plant is also shown.

In view of the steady increase in the consumption of water, the

Ripley formation should be tested as a water bearer. It would not

take much additional work to deepen the 1,147-foot well sufficiently

for that purpose, since it can not be far above the top of the Ripley

as it now stands. Details as to the probable thickness of the Porters

Creek formation at Memphis are given on page 31. It is impossible

to predict accurately the condition of the Ripley beds at Memphis

or the character of the water they may contain. It is very prob

able that this formation would be found there, as elsewhere, to be

coarse enough to be a water bearer and that the water contained in

it would be of good quality. There is no special reason, indeed, for

believing that it would yield water much different from that now

ibb 164—06 8
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obtained in the Lagrange sands, for the two formations are very

similar in lithologic character. Should the deep well be sunk to the

Ripley and the water there be found insufficient in quantity or

inferior in quality the well need in no wise affect the present supply.

If it were desired to shut off the water, the well could be plugged at

any depth desired and the pipe above that depth either cut or allowed

to remain.

3 t-
*> W 160

Fia. 12.-

3^3 s-5.3 4; t ■

3

■4 000
DISTANCE FROM PUMPING STATION

5> r
 

-Diagram showing slope of artesian hydraulic surface and probable effect of a second pumping

station at Memphis, Tenn. (After Ilidcr, Ombcrg, and Bell.)

The Ripley is probably underlain by the Selma clay, and it in turn

by the Eutaw sand, which is also water bearing. The depth, how

ever, to the Eutaw at Memphis is probably so great as to prevent

its economical use for city water supply unless the yield per well

were much greater than that obtained from any of the wells now

in use.

Log of Well No. 109, Memphis, Tenn.

[Elevation, 238 feet.]

Yellow clay
Hard brown clay
Silently soft brown clay .
Gravel and sand
Soft brown clay and sand
Slightly bard brown clay.
Still blue clay
Soft blue clay
StilT blue clay and Hand. .
Soft brown day and sand
Very bard brown clay
Hard reddish clay

Hard blue clay
Soft blue clay

Still blue clay
Soft brown clay
Slightly hard brown clay.
Stitf brown clay

Thickness.

Feel.
27
10
8.4

4
14
12.5
3
4.4
2.6
1
2
1.5

15.5
15.1

1
4
1.3
1

Depth.

Feel.
27
37
45.4
49.4
63.4
75.9
78.9
83.3
85.9
86.9
88.9
90.4
105.9
121
122
126
127.3
128.3
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Log of Well No. 10i), Memphi*, Tenn.—Continued.

Hard brown clay
Very hard brown clay
Hard brown clay
Slightly hard blue clay
Hard blue clay
Sandy blue clay
Fine sand and clay
Fine sand
Fine sand and lumps <>f blue clay . .
Coarse sand and lumps of blue clay

Soft blue clay
Sandy blue clay
Fine sand and clay
Sandy blue clay
Fine sand and clay
Sandy blue clay
Fine sand
Sandy blue clay
Fine sand
Coarse sand and clay
Soft blue clay
Clay and sand
Very fine sand
Very fine sand and clay
Very fine sand
Very coarse sand with lignite
Lignite, pyrite, and clay
Very fine sand and lignite
Soft white clay
Very fine sand
Hard brown clay
Fine white sand
Hard brown clay
Fine sand
Stiff brown clay
Very hard, substantial ruck

Verv stiff blue clay
Very hard clay

Thickness. Depth

Feet. Feet.
1 129.3
.-,.7 135

111 196
IS 214
9 223

S3 276
27 303

4 338.4
41.6 380
10 390
17 407
10 417
15 432
1.1 445
7 452

22 474
26 476.6
6.6 483.2
.8 484

6 490
2.3 492.3
17.7 510
25 535
38.2 573. 2
16.8 590
8 598
2 600

195 795
17 812
53 865
31 896
30 9-26

24 950
50 1,000
25.11 1,025.6

r 1,026. 1
■27. !l 1,054
93.5 1,147.5

At Millington water is obtained at a depth of 20 to 40 feet and bet

ter water at 80 to 100 feet. Cisterns are largely used.

At Mullins, elevation 284 feet, water is obtained from springs, cis

terns, and wells that average 30 or 40 feet in depth.

At Pearley the wells are from 16 to 60 feet deep.

At Ramsey cisterns only are used.

At Sloanville water is struck in Lafayette gravel at a depth of 34

feet. Water-bearing gravel is also reached at a depth of 83 feet.

Some wells yield soft water, but in most it is hard.

At Whitehaven, elevation 303 feet, only dug or bored wells of about

50 feet average depth are in use.

TIPTON COUNTY.

Topography.—Tipton County is bounded by Mississippi River on

the west. Its area is 430 square miles. The surface may be divided

topographically into three parts, the lowest of which is the alluvial

plain of Mississippi and Hatchee rivers. This low plain forms a

narrow belt along the western and northern borders. Next, there is

along the Hatchee a terrace belt of varying but not great width.

The third part is the upland surface, which is gently rolling or level
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except near the bluffs that form its western margin, where it is cut

into steep-sided hills. The average elevation is about 325 feet, but

the elevations of only a few points in the county are known. The

highest of these is 378 feet, on top of the bluff at Randolph. The low

est (about 200 feet) is at low water in the Mississippi where it leaves

the county.

Geology.—The geology of the county is exactly similar to that of

Shelby County, just south of it. The Lagrange everywhere underlies

the alluvium in the bottoms, and the Lafayette on the uplands. The

Lafayette in turn is overlain by the loess and the latter seems to

extend down onto the terrace area.

Water resources.—The county is fairly well watered by flowing

streams, which are the main dependence for stock water. For

domestic use, wells, cisterns, and springs are used, wells being the

most common. Wells in the loess, as well as springs that flow from it,

give hard water. The use of small driven wells from 100 to several

hundred feet deep is becoming more general. Good soft water from

the Lagrange sand should be obtained almost anywhere at depths of

from 100 to 250 feet. The entire drainage is to the Mississippi.

At Almira wells average 65. or 70 feet in depth ; some are dug,

others bored. The dug wells are the more satisfactory. The water

is generally soft.

At Atoka, elevation 424 feet, water is obtained chiefly from ordi

nary wells. There are a few springs, but most of them go dry during

the summer.

At Bride there is difficulty in drilling wells because of caving. The

water is hard. Cisterns are used almost exclusively.

At Covington, elevation 316 feet, water is generally obtained from

open wells of about 40 feet average depth. The town system is sup

plied by four wells 6 inches in diameter and 100 to 110 feet deep.

Each flows 3 gallons a minute under a head of about 5 feet. The

daily consumption is 50,000 gallons. Direct pressure is used. The

water is soft and of excellent quality, and the health of the town has

been greatly improved by its use. The section, reported from mem

ory, is as follows:

Log of wells at Covington, Tenn.

Thickness. I Depth.

Fret.
Surface clay
Blue clay
White and reddish sand
Coarse white sand

4

I.'

s

1-'
-■!

1!"

At the station the Illinois Central Railroad has an 8-inch well 533

feet deep, in which the water rises within 31 feet of the surface. It
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has a temperature of 66° F., is soft, and makes a good boiler water.

Nine thousand gallons per minute may be obtained with the present

pumping plant. The record given is as follows:

Log of well at Illinois Central station, Covington, Tenn.

 

Blue clay
Kino white sand
Blue clay
Quicksand
Fine tough gruv clav
Sand
White pipeclay
Very coarse sand. water-U'aring.

At Dawsons the wells on the upland range from 40 to 80 feet in

depth. An occasional well furnishes soft water. Wells in the bot

toms are 10 to 20 feet deep, and the water rises to the top during

the winter.

At Gift cisterns are used.

At Mason water is obtained at a depth of about 35 feet. One well

is 200 feet deep.

At Phelan water is obtained from dug wells 45 to 60 feet deep. The

water in most of them is good, but is easily lowered.

At Quito cisterns are most used. Wells average 35 feet in depth,

and the water is generally hard. Two miles to the west, along the

bluffs overlooking the Mississippi alluvial region, springs are abundant.

At Tabernacle there is a 4-inch bored well sunk to a depth of 225

feet. The water is abundant and soft and rises to within 106 feet of

the surface. The section down to 184 feet, where the water rose 78

feet in the pipe, was chiefly alternating sand and clay. This was

followed by a thin sand-ironstone layer, then 21 feet of blue clay, and

beneath it another sand, which was entered to a depth of 225 feet

from the surface. The water in this sand rose within 165 feet of the

surface only, and so the casing was pulled back and the well made at

184 feet.

At Tipton, elevation 342 feet , dug wells from 30 to 50 feet in depth

furnish hard water. Some springs are also used.

At Walts, on the Mississippi, the only wells are shallow driven wells

in which the water rises and falls with the river surface. The quality

of the water is not good; the shallower the wells are the less iron the

water contains.

WEAKLEY COUNTY.

Tocography.—Weakley County is bounded by the Kentucky line

on the north and is almost midway between Tennessee and Mississippi

rivers. Its area is 565 square miles. The surface is gently rolling,
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except around Dresden and in the northeastern part of the county,

where it is hilly. The general slope is westward and the drainage is

to the Mississippi. Elevations of about 500 feet are found on some of

the hills near Dresden. South Fork of Obion River has an elevation

of about 290 feet where it leaves the county, and North Fork is but

slightly higher. The average elevation is between 400 and 450 feet.

Geology.—The formations of the county are the Lagrange, the

Lafayette, and the Columbia loam. The Lagrange underlies the

entire county, and while generally concealed by one or both of the

other formations it is exposed in the deeper railway and stream cut

tings. It consists, as usual, of soft sands interbedded with occa

sional strata of clay. The Lafayette is a red clayey sand and con

tains very little gravel. It is 10 to 20 feet thick and is exposed in

most of the natural and artificial cuttings. Over it are generally

found 5 to 10 feet of a softer, lighter-colored sandy loam that in places

is very much like loess in its physical characteristics.

Water resources.—The county is watered by numerous streams, the

larger of which flow westward. Many of the smaller streams become

dry during the late summer and autumn and recourse is then had to

ponds and wells for stock water. Springs are not numerous nor

strong. The ground-water level, as is often the case in the middle

and eastern parts of the Lagrange belt, lies at some distance below

the surface, and wells which furnish the chief water supply average

50 or more feet in depth. In some cases, where the depth to water

is greater than usual, cisterns are used.

At Dresden, elevation 416 feet, there is no system oi waterworks;

water is obtained chiefly from open wells that average 50 feet in

depth. The water is good, soft, and abundant. A few persons use

cisterns. In the surrounding country wells in low places near

streams may be only 20 feet deep, while on hills they go to 80 feet

or more.

At Gardner, elevation 337 feet, water is obtained from common

open wells only.

At Gleeson Station, elevation 397 feet, good water is struck at

depths of 50 to 100 feet.

At Greenfield, elevation 434 feet, ordinary wells are in general use.

There is one well 200 feet deep and another 400 feet deep, detailed

records of which could not be obtained., The water in the 200-foot

well rises within 116 feet of the surface, and is pumped; the yield is

60 gallons per minute. The water contains some iron and is used

for domestic and boiler purposes. The water in the 400-foot well rises

to about the same elevation, but is dark colored and does not taste

good.

At Kimery springs are weak and of little use. Wells 25 to 100

feet deep and small tubular wells 100 to 160 feet deep are used The

water is soft, and, in the deeper wells, abundant.
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At Logan water is obtained from springs along the hillsides and

from wells that average 50 feet in depth.

At Martin, elevation 419 feet, water is obtained from cisterns and

open wells. The wells range from 60 to 90 feet in depth and furnish

good soft water from the Lagrange sand. Occasionally a well strikes

water above a local hardpan, at the base of the Lafayette, at a depth

of 20 or 25 feet. If this hardpan is dug through the water immedi

ately drains down into the underlying dry Lagrange sand, and per

manent water is not reached short of 60 to 80 feet below the surface.

The town put in a system of waterworks in 1898, getting the supply

from two 8-inch wells, each 316 feet deep. The water rises within

90 feet of the surface, and is raised by air lifts, with a capacity of

12,000 gallons per hour for each well, into two surface reservoirs of

28,000 and 96,000 gallons capacity. From these it is forced into the

mains by direct pressure. The town wells are on a level with the

railway crossing. No complete log could be obtained. The water is

so clear that it looks bluish ; it is soft and excellent for domestic and

industrial purposes. The ice company has a 4-inch well 130 feet deep,

the top of which is about 2 feet lower than the town wells. The

water rises within 69 feet of the surface, and is of good quality.

From the record of this well and other sources the following may be

given as the approximate section at Martin:

Generalized section at Martin, Tenn. Feet.

Surface sand and clay 20

Sand with occasional beds of clay, each 3 or 4 feet thick 50

Sand, water bearing 10- 15

Pipe clay (to a total depth of 100 feet) 16- 20

Sand, water bearing 30±

Clay, black lignite - 60-90

Sand, fine, with clay :. . . . 80-100

Sand, coarse, water bearing 15+

The upper water-bearing sand seems to run very uniform in eleva

tion in the vicinity of Martin, ranging in depth from 25 feet in the

valleys to 150 or 160 feet beneath the hills. The layer of lignitic

clay is also reported to underlie a large part of the country around

Martin. Some parts are pure enough lignite to burn when dried.

Occasionally a log of lignite is struck in the sand over the lignitic

clay.

At Meda, elevation 424 feet, water is obtained from cisterns, from

shallow dug wells 25 to 40 feet deep, and from small bored wells 50

to 100 feet deep. The water is soft, but is not very abundant.

At Ore Spring there are some ordinary springs and shallow open

and deep bored wells, the latter ranging from 60 to 100 feet in depth.

The water is abundant and soft.

At Ralstons Station, elevation 429 feet, water is obtained from

cisterns, and shallow wells 25 to 40 feet deep. There is one tubular
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well 166 feet deep that furnishes an abundance of soft water, but no

record of it could be obtained.

At Rinda water is obtained from bored wells 30 to 150 feet deep.

At Kuthville water is obtained from cisterns and from ordinary

wells 50 to 75 feet deep.

At Sharon, elevation 416 feet, water is obtained from wells, cis

terns, and ponds. The wells range in depth from 50 to 150 feet, but

the water is especially good and abundant at 100 to 150 feet. At

the foot of the lulls on the north side of Obion River are numerous

springs. Small streams go dry in the fall and ponds are used for

stock water.

At Terrell there are wells from 30 to 60 feet deep.

At Unity water is obtained from common wells and springs.

MINERAL WATERS OF WESTERN TENNESSEE.

There are a number of mineral springs or wells in western Ten

nessee that are more or less widely known for their therapeutic prop

erties. Some few have been developed into summer resorts, but

most are undeveloped and are used only locally.

Austin Springs, at Unity, Weakley County, have something more

than a local reputation for their medicinal properties. They are 15

miles east of Fulton, Ky. The water is a sulphureted chalybeate,

in which iron is the chief ingredient, but small amounts of calcium,

magnesium, potassium, sodium, and chlorine are also reported pres

ent. It is reputed to be valuable for rheumatism and general kidney

and stomach troubles. The water is sold locally.

At Bethel Springs, McNairy County, elevation 458 feet, there is a

chalybeate spring that has long been known and used for its curative

properties. No analysis is known to have been made.

Brock Springs, in the western part of Weakley County, 10 miles

west of Dresden, is a local resort, but has no permanent improve

ments. Visitors camp out and live in tents. The quality of the

water could not be ascertained.

The Cotton artesian well, half a mile southwest of Huntington,

Carroll County, was bored in 1879 to a depth of 67 feet and cased

with terra-cot t a piping. The water flows several gallons per minute.

It is a very palatable chalybeate. A hotel has been erected near it.

Dunlap Chalybeate Springs are about 2\ miles south of Bolivar,

Hardeman County.

At Dyersburg the water for the Phoenix Cotton Oil Company's

deep well has considerable local repute for use in kidney troubles.

No analysis has been made, but it is known to contain considerable

iron and a little calcium, and probably magnesia also.

The water from Essery Springs, 3 miles south of Pocahontas, on
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the southern edge of Hardeman County, has been known for years

and used for kidney and stomach disorders.

Gibson Wells, 12 miles northwest of Humboldt, Gibson County, is

one of the best developed summer resorts of western Tennessee.

Extensive hotel accommodations have been provided. The wells

afford chalybeate and sulphur waters that are used for indigestion

and nervous and malarial disorders.

Glenn Spring, 7 miles from Atoka, Tipton County, is at the base

of the Mississippi River bluffs. The water has long been used for

liver, kidney, and digestive disorders. The following analysis was

made in 1880 by W. T. Lupton:"

Analysis of alkaline carbonate waterfrom Glenn Spring, Tennessee.

Parts per
million.

Silica (Si02) 24 I Carbonate radicle (C03) 206

Iron (Fe) 4. 5 | Sulphate radicle (SO,) 2.6

Chlorine (CI) 1.7

Parts per
million.

Calcium (Ca) 66

Magnesium (Mg) 35

Sodium (Na) 13

Potassium (K) 2. 6

355. 4

The water from Hargrove Spring, 6 miles south of Ripley, Lauder

dale County, is alkaline and useful, especially in kidney and bladder

troubles and for gout and rheumatism.

Hawkins Spring, 1 \ miles from Huntington, Carroll County, on the

edge of the bottoms, is a bold chalybeate spring.

Hinson Springs is on the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis

Railway, 2 miles west of Lexington, Henderson County. There are

two chalybeate springs, two sulphur springs, and a freestone spring,

all near each other. The place has been a summer resort for fifty or

seventy-five years. The waters have not been analyzed, but they

are recommended for stomach, kidney, and bladder troubles.

At Jackson there is an artesian well, which forms part of the city

water-supply system, and yields water that is regarded as having

medicinal properties. A description of it has already been given

(p. 97). The water is slightly chalybeate and alkaline, as the follow

ing analyses show:

"Crook, J. K., Itinera! Waters oi toe United States, p. 439.
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Analyses of waterfrom u-tU at Jackson, Team.

[Parts per million.]

Silica (SiOi)
Oxides of iron and alumina (FeiOi+AltOi) .
Calcium (Ca)
Magnesium (Mg)
Sodium (Na)
Carbonate radicle (COi)
Sulphate radicle (SOi)

Chlorine (CI)
Potassium (K)
Free ammonia
Albumin oil ammonia
Residue on evaporation

Residue on ignition
Soluble organic matter
Insoluble organic matter

Nitrate radicle

m
46
1.6
.67

12
I '.l

l.:s

4.2
.-, 1

(»)
2li

1.7
1.4

None.
Trace.

V

1;-.
.50

2. 9

2.5
3

1 2
6 4
4.:t
2.S

12
21

.v.. ;
44.7
2;i. 9
20. S

7.6

» Not determined.

1. C. N. Miller, analyst.
2. W. E. Stone, analyst. " The water is to be regarded as exceptionally pure. The solid matter is

present in quantities so small that it is difficult to make the determination; its form is mainly that of
.sulphate of soda and lime, with traces of potash and magnesia."

:i. Henry Carmiehael, analyst. " The water represented by above sample is exceptionally soft and is
well adapicd for boiler supply or bleaching purposes."

4. Pittsburg Testing Laboratory', analyst.

Mason's wells, in Madison County, 3 miles from Pinson and 1 1 miles

from Jackson, have long had a reputation for their curative proper

ties in stomach and kidney disorders. The water is chalybeate and

mildly astringent. The principal well is 70 feet deep and has 30 feet

of water in it.

Pryor Chalybeate Spring, 2 J miles east of Paris, Henry County,

has a bold flow.

At Raleigh, Shelby County, is a group of six springs that were

analyzed by Mr. Theo. Hernner and found to contain the following:"

Analysis of waterfrom springs at Raleigh, Tenn.

Parts per
million.

Silica (SiOj) 26

Iron (Fe) 31

Calcium (C'a) 23

Magnesium (Mg) 9

Sodium (Na) 6. 3

Parts per
million.

Carbonate radicle (CO,) 86

Sulphate radicle (S04) 10. 3

Chlorine (CI) .'. 6.2

197.8

Sulphur Springs water, Decatur County, has a local reputation

for dyspepsia and stomach troubles. No analysis has ever been made.

RESOURCES OF KENTUCKY, BY COUNTIES.

BALLARD COUNTY.

Topography.—Ballard County is in the extreme northwestern part

both of the Jackson purchase region and of the portion of Kentucky

° Saflord, J. M., An annotated catalogue of the mineral springs and wells of Tennessee, a contribu

tion to a report on the water supply of the State: Suppl. to Bull. State Bd. Health, Tenn. for Oct.,

1X85, pp. 15, 16.
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lying west of the Tennessee River. It is bounded on the west and

north by Mississippi and Ohio rivers and on the south by Mayfield

Creek. Its area is 237 square miles. The county is divisible topo

graphically into three parts that differ in their general surface eleva

tion as well as in other respects. The lowest of these is the flood

plain or bottoms along Mississippi and Ohio rivers. This is absent

at Wickliffe, where the Mississippi is swinging eastward against the

bluffs, but its width reaches 6 miles in the middle western part of the

county and decreases to a mile at the northeast corner of the county.

The surface of this plain is broken by a number of low sand ridges

whose general trend parallels the river. These ridges are separated by

old lakes, ponds, and sloughs—the remains of abandoned and partly

filled river channels. The average elevation of this part of the

county is between 300 and 320 feet. The higher ridges and the mar

gin along the river bank are cultivated in many places, but the greater

part is a poorly drained wooded swamp. The second topographic

division is an old terrace level with a surface about 30 or 35 feet

higher than that of the flood plain. This forms a belt 4 to 6 miles

wide that crosses the northern part of the county adjacent to the

flood-plain belt. The remaining and largest part of the county is the

general upland region, which has an elevation of between 400 and

425 feet . The surface is level or gently rolling except near the western

margin and along the streams, especially Mayfield Creek, where it is

hilly.

Geology.—The surface formations are the Lagrange, Lafayette,

loess, and alluvium. The Lagrange underlies all of the county except

the northern part, where both the Porters Creek and the Ripley are

doubtless to be found beneath the thin covering of alluvial material.

They are not exposed naturally and no wells have been sunk to them

in the alluvial region; their exact position and boundaries are there

fore largely conjectural. The Lagrange has its usual character, being

a soft, light-colored sand with occasional strata of clay. It is

exposed only in the sides of the deeper and more abrupt cuttings.

Over the Lagrange is a layer of 10 to 30 feet of Lafayette sand and

gravel. This extends over the entire upland area of the county,

except where it has been removed by stream erosion. It apparently

covers the terrace area in the northern part of the county also,

though the writer is not sure that this gravel is as old as the Lafa

yette gravel on the uplands to the south. It seems more probable

that it is an Ohio River gravel of later age. This terrace belt extends

up the Ohio to Paducah, McCracken County, which is situated on

it, and beyond, and throughout presents the same characteristics

and the same problem as to the age of its gravels.

The alluvium covers the flood plains of the two great rivers.

Water resources.—There are numerous streams that generally fur-
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nish water for stock. In some places, where the surface is flat, natu

ral ponds hold water practically all the year, and artificial ponds

may be readily made. The alluvium furnishes water everywhere at

slight depths, but the quality of such water is generally poor to fair

only. The gravel on the terrace and on the upland is often water

bearing. In the terrace gravels the water is usually hard, while on the

uplands the water from the Lafayette is in some places hard and in

others soft. In numerous places, however, there is no hardpan or

clay at the base of the Lafayette to form an impervious basin, and

then water is only reached at a considerably greater depth in the

Lagrange. An abundance of water of good quality should be found

practically everywhere at the base of the embayment deposits or in

the immediately underlying chert that forms the upper part of the

Paleozoic floor. The depth to this old floor is probably not over 400

or 500 feet, except on the southern edge of the county, where it seems

to sink rapidly to 1,000 feet. Good water may be obtained in

sufficient quantity for manufacturing or domestic purposes from the

Lagrange sand, at depths" of 150 to 300 feet, in almost any part of the

county. Over the uplands ordinary wells are 60 to 100 feet deep.

At Bandana, on the terrace plains, water is obtained by ordinary

wells at moderate depth.

At Barlow City water is struck at a depth of about 70 feet . Bored

wells and cisterns are used.

At Blandville, elevation 445 feet, cisterns are used principally,

but there are some open wells that reach 140 feet in depth.

At La Center, elevation 404 feet, there is a deep well drilled for

the Illinois Central Railroad for engine use, the log of which is as

follows :

Iax) of Illinois Central Railroad well at La Center, Ky.

Clfty (looss, loam)

Sand and elav\,T „».
C.ment gravel/ (La'iyetU°

Ma"? and^trea'ks of 8a'nd}(LaSran«<') ■

Gumbo (Porters Creek)
White sand
Brown sand and clay/lKlpley '

Limestone 1
(iuniho and "Elco" gravel. mixedKMisslssippian) .
Brown sand and clay J

 

At Lovelaceville, in a valley tributary to Mayfield Creek, the wells

are from 30 to 40 feet deep. The water is hard in some and soft in

others. In the neighboring hills wells run 50 to 100 feet in depth.

At Ogden there are few cisterns; most of the supply is obtained

from bored wells. The region is so flat that there are no springs.

At Oscar there are only shallow wells.
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At Slater there are some wells ranging from 40 to 75 feet in depth,

but the water is generally considered poor and is very little used.

Cisterns are almost exclusively used for domestic supply, while ponds

are used for stock.

At Wickliffe, elevation 322 feet, there are only a few open wells

that average 40 or 50 feet in depth. In the surrounding country

the farmers use cisterns almost exclusively, the water from shallow

wells being hard because of the loess.

The town built waterworks in 1901, getting the water from a

6-inch well 147 feet deep, from which 6,000 gallons per hour are pumped

into a standpipe for distribution. The log is as follows:

Log of waterworks well at Wickliffe, Ky.

Yellow clay
Dark clay
Sand, with a little water. . .
Blue clay, partly sandy
Coarse sand, wator bearing
Potters' clay (penetrated ) .

 

Depth.

Feet.

30
:ss

147
152

The casing was pulled back to 147 feet and the well finished with

a 19-foot strainer. The yield has shown no tendency to decrease.

The water is soft and quite satisfactory for general town purposes

and for boiler use.

Analysis of uxiter from waterworks well at Wickliffe, Ky.

Parts per
million.

Silica (Si02 ) 21

Oxides of iron and aluminum (Fe203 + A1203) 8. 6

Calcium (Ca) 9. S

Magnesium (Mg) 5. 1

Sodium (Na) 6.7

Carbonate radicle (003) 27

Sulphate radicle (SO,) 5. 8

Chlorine (CI) 6

Free CO, 85

Alkalinity 70

Incrusting solids 71

Nonincrusting solids 19

A few years ago a local company drilled for oil in the southern

edge of town and got artesian water instead. The elevation of the

well head is about 20 feet below track level and the same distance

below the level of the town well given above. The water flows

about 5 or 6 gallons a minute. The following log was given from

memory :
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lA>g of well in southern yart of WicHiffe, Ky.

Thickness. Depth.

Feet. j Feet.
Yellow clay and gravel 12 ' 12

Potter's clay lfLaeran.ro> / 130 I 1,2
Coarse sand, clear, yellowish, or reddish . f(Lagrange) J ^ 412

Blue marl or soapstone ( Porters Creek) 1 158 COO

Soft sand, water bearing lrnini»,-\ 1/ 10 6,0
Hlue marl with some kaoin, down to 1,000 feet depth.T Klple5 ' \ 390 1,000

Flinty limestone (penetrated) 20 1,020

The present flow is from the 600-foot level. The water is largely

used for drinking and has acquired the reputation of being very

valuable for kidney diseases. An analysis by C. G. Heinrichs is as

follows:

Analysis of waterfront well at Widcliffe, Ky.

[Analyst, C. (J. Heinrichs ]
Parts per

Silica (Si02) 7. 3

Iron (Fe) 1.6

Calcium (Ca) 40

Magnesium (Mg) 11

Sodium (Na) 47

Carbonate radicle (COa) 87

Bicarbonate radicle (HC03) 48

Sulphate radicle (SOJ 17

Chlorine (CI) 24

283

Free CO, 41

Lithium Strong trace.

A view of this well is given in PL VII, A.

CALLOWAY COUNTY.

Topography.—Calloway County is in the southeast corner of the

Jackson Purchase region. Its southern border adjoins Tennessee,

and its eastern boundary is Tennessee River. Its area is 402 square

miles, of which about .350 are included in the area discussed here.

The eastern portion along Blood River, adjoining the Tennessee

Valley, is broken and hilly, and there are also hills on either side of

the forks of Clarks River. Away from the neighborhood of the

streams the surface is as a rule gently rolling. South of Murray

there is a considerable area of "flatwoods" underlain and caused by

the Porters Creek clay. The highest portion of the county is alons:

the Tennessee line, where an elevation of about 600 feet is reached.

The general slope is to the north. The average elevation of the

county is from 500 to 525 feet. The lowest point is low water in

the Tennessee at the northeast corner of the county, which is about

295 or 300 feet above the sea. •
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Geology.—-The formations of the embayment portion of the county

are the Ripley, Porters Creek, Lagrange, Lafayette, and Columbia

loam. The Ripley consists of sands and clays and is exposed chiefly

along Blood River and the upper part of Jonathans Creek, where

the surficial formations are removed by stream erosion. It dips

to the west beneath the Porters Creek. The leaden-colored clays

and greensand of this formation are exposed along East and West

forks of Clarks River and their tributaries. An excellent exposure

showing numerous small interlacing sandstone dikes may be seen

at low water on East Fork of Clarks River, between the highway and

railroad bridges just south of town. West of the Porters Creek

formation the sand and clays of the Lagrange are found in the

western part of the county. All of the -older formations are gener

ally concealed, except along the streams, by the sand and gravel of

the Lafayette. This gravel is in places, especially in the central

and eastern parts of the county, 20 to 40 feet thick. An excellent

exposure may be seen in the railway gravel pit just south of Murray.

It is there a highly ferruginous, prevailingly orange-colored gravel,

which is distinctly cross-bedded and has numerous sand pockets

and some iron crusts in it. It shows 25 feet of gravel, overlain by 8

or 10 feet of sandy clay, with irregular gravel streaks through it in

places. Above the Lafayette in many places are 5 or 10 feet of

softer, leached-out or light-colored, sandy clay or loam that probably

represents the Columbia and is the equivalent of the loess found

along the Mississippi River bluffs to the west.

Water resources.—While there are numerous streams in the county,

much of it is not well watered, and in dry seasons many of the small

streams fail altogether. Ponds are widely used for stock. Under

ground water is reached in the stream valleys at depths of 20 to 30

feet, but on the uplands it is often 100 to 150 feet to permanent

water, and in such places cisterns are usually used instead of wells.

Water from the Porters Creek clay or "soapstone" is not good.

This clay does not seem to be very thick in many places along its

eastern margin, and it may there be dug or drilled through without

difficulty. Under it good water should generally be obtained from

the Ripley sand.

At Backusburg, in the valley of West Fork of Clarks River, there

are numerous springs and shallow wells.

At Coldwater several large springs and wells that are 60 to 80 feet

deep provide the water supply.

At Crossland cisterns are used almost exclusively on account of

the depth to underground water.

At Dexter, elevation 424 feet, lying in a stream valley, water is

obtained at a depth of 16 to 20 feet. On the neighboring uplands

wells are 30 to 40 feet deep; many yield chalybeate water.
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At Harris Grove water is struck usually at depths of 30 to 50 feet.

One well 110 feet deep is a blowing well; during foul weather the

wind rushes out strongly.

At I Iazel a domestic supply is obtained from wells ranging from

30 to 60 feet in depth. The water is good and pure. Streams and

ponds are used for stock.

At Lynngrove an abundant supply of soft water that contains

some iron is obtained at a depth of 115 feet. Two wells—one 2-inch,

the other 3-inch—were drilled there to a depth of 174 feet, and fur

nish excellent water from 115 feet depth. The log is as follows:

Log of well at Lynngrove, Ky.

 

Surface day
Red clay
Gravel and sand
Rod sand
Pottery clay
Yellow sand, with water at 115 feet

Feet.
15 15
25 «
40 80
10 90
12 102
72 174

At Murray, elevation 480 feet, both wells and cisterns are used in

about equal numbers. The wells used average about 30 or 40 feet

in depth and are situated on low grounds or slopes near by. On

higher ground water is deeper, a few wells being 100 feet deep, and

the one in the court-house square 140 feet deep. The latter well goes

through the surface soil, the Lafayette gravel, and the Porters Creek

clay and gets water from the Ripley sand. In many places water

may be obtained at the base of the Lafayette. If found in the Por

ters Creek it is hard and unfit to use. Wells are then usually

abandoned, though it would be easy to sink them through this for

mation, as it seems to be from 5 to 30 feet thick only, and get water

from the Ripley sand. In the uplands to the east of Murray very

few wells are used, and in the corresponding area west of town the

number is even less, cisterns being used in both areas because of the

depth to water.

The Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway dug a large

brick well near the station to a depth of 73.6 feet and then sunk a

pipe in the bottom of it to a total depth of 215 feet. The water

rises to about 50 feet below the surface and stands about 23 feet in

the large well. It is used for locomotives. The following log has

been furnished by Mr. E. F. Doudna, of Mayfield, Ky.:
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Log of well of Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Ijmis Railway at Murray, Ky.

Sand, gravel, and day
Quicksand
Clay, hard, black (Porters Creek)
Sand, slightly mixed with yellow day
Bastard sand
Fine sand
l/ourse sand and water

Shdl of sand rock
Tough blue and black clay
Soapstonc. slightly mixed with sand
Pure sand, fine
Hard shells of sand rock
Fine sand
Blue soapstone
Coarse dark sand with water
Coarse white sand with water

Ripley

 

Deplll.

Feet.
4C. 3
53,3
73.3

100. 7
134. 7
139.7
147.7
1.50.7
105.7
181.7
192.7
194.2
197.7
19S. 7
201.7
214.7

At New Concord water is struck in fine sand at a depth of 50 to

70 feet.

At Stella cisterns are used exclusively.

At Wadesboro water is obtained from springs along the foot of the

hills and from wells back on the uplands that range from 20 to 60

feet in depth and furnish good water.

At Wetzel wells average about 50 feet deep. All contain more or

less iron; cisterns are largely used.

CARLISLE COUNTY.

Topography.—Carlisle Comity is situated on the western edge of

the Jackson Purchase region, almost midway between its northern

and southern extremes. Its western boundary is formed by Missis

sippi River and its northern boundary is Mayfield Creek. Its area

is 188 square miles. Along its western border there is a fringe of

Mississippi bottom of varying width. The eastern margin of this

bottom is formed by a bluff that rises from 75 to 150 feet above it.

Eastward from the bluff the general upland, which includes all of

the remainder of the county, has a rolling surface. The upland

slopes slightly to the northwest and has an average elevation of about

400 feet. Low water in the Mississippi is about 275 feet and high

water about 315 feet.

Geology.—The formations are the Lagrange, the Lafayette, the

loess, and the alluvium. The Lagrange consists of light-colored sands

and clays, with occasional beds of lignite. It is exposed along the

bluffs and in occasional stream cuttings. On the upland surface the

Lafayette sand and gravel, 10 to 30 feet thick, rests on the Lagrange.

The bluffs overlooking the alluvial region are capped by the loess,

which rests on the Lafayette and may be 20 to 50 or 00 feet thick

near the bluffs, but gradually thins out to the east and merges into

irb 164—06 9
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a surface loam. The surface of the Mississippi bottoms is composed

of Recent alluvium.

Water resources.—There are numerous streams in the county which

flow into Mississippi River, Mayfield Creek, and Obion Creek. The

smaller of these streams may go dry in the fall. The larger ones are

permanent. For domestic purposes cisterns are largely used in the

loess region, because of the hardness of the shallow water. They

are also used in the middle and eastern parts of the county in places

where the depth to underground water is inconveniently great. The

average depth of wells on the uplands may be taken at from 60 to

100 feet. Water may be obtained at any point from the Lagrange.

For a supply sufficient for domestic or boiler use it would not usually

be necessary to go more than 150 or 200 feet, the depth in any one

case depending on the coarseness of the sand? For town supply it

might be advisable to explore the deeper beds, as there is usually no

difficulty in pulling a pipe back in case a better supply is not found

at the greater depth. Along Mayfield and Obion creeks bold springs

of pure, cold water from the Lagrange sands occur. Back on the

uplands weak springs, in which the water is not so pure nor so cold,

are found in local depressions here and there. As a rule they are

used for watering stock only, and some of them go dry in late summer.

At Arlington open wells from 30 to 50 feet deep afford a limited

supply of water. If larger quantities are wanted, for manufacturing

or other purposes, it is necessary to go considerably deeper. Sev

eral wells for boiler supply are reported to be 120 feet deep, but in

the log given below lignitic clay occurs at this level. One well is

reported to be 228 feet deep, with water rising within 12 feet of the

surface. It furnishes all the water that can be raised by a suction

pump with a capacity of 400 gallons a minute, located on the surface.

The log, given from memory, is as follows:

Log of ipeU at Arlington, K;/.

Thickness. Depth.

Loess
Orange sand and gravel with cln
Brown clay, lignit ic
White water-bearing sand

At Bardwell, elevation 357 feet, there are numerous ordinary wells.

The town waterworks gets a supply from two wells reported to be

about 250 feet deep. The Illinois Central Railroad has two wells

that furnish an abundance of water for all railroad purposes. The

following log of these two wells was given from memory:

Ftet. Feet.
50 50
12 62

133 I 195
33 228
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Log of Illinois Certtral Railroad mils at liartlwell, Kij.

Thickness. Depth.

! Feet. Feet.

Sand and blue clay in alternate strata, individual tx'ds of sand being not over
about 6 feet thick 1 523

100

623

The pipe was pulled back and a 20-foot strainer set at 120 feet

from the surface. The water rises within about 30 feet of the surface,

and is soft and excellent for all purposes. The elevation of the well

head is about 386 feet , 4 feet lower than the railroad level given above.

At Cunningham bored wells are used very largel}T.

At Laketon, elevation 314 feet, there is a well owned by the Mobile

and Ohio Railroad which furnishes from the Lagrange an excellent

water for locomotive use. Detailed data could not be procured.

At Milburn water is obtained from open and bored wells that range

in depth from 20 to 60 feet. The quality of the water is good.

There are very few springs.

FULTON COUNTY.

Topography.—Fulton County is in the extreme southwestern part

of Kentucky. It is bounded on the south by Tennessee and on the

west by Mississippi River. Its area is 178 square miles. Some

thing more than a third of the county is in the alluvial region of

Mississippi and Bayou de Chien rivers and Obion Creek. This por

tion is low and flat, its average elevation being about 290 feet. The

remainder of the county, extending from Hickman southward and

eastward, is a level to rolling upland whose western and northwestern

borders are hilly or bluff-like. The blulf at Hickman rises to an

elevation of 461 feet and may be the highest point in the county.

Low water in the Mississippi at Hickman is 257 feet and high water

303 feet. The average elevation of the upland is about 400 feet.

Geology.—The formations of this county are the Lagrange, the

Lafayette, the loess, and the alluvium. Their relationships are

exactly the same as in Carlisle County (p. 129). The Lagrange has

in this county, however, a greater amount of fine siliceous clay than

usual. The best exposures are in the bluff at Hickman, a section of

which is given on page 37. This section has been discussed so fully

on pages 37-9 that repetition is not necessary here.

Water resources.—Springs along the bluffs are usually strong and

yield either pure or chalybeate water. Elsewhere they arc weak.

Wells in the alluvium are shallow, as usual, and furnish poor water.

On the uplands water may be reached in sufficient quantities for

domestic use at depths of 40 to 100 feet. When obtained at slight

depth it is apt to be hard. The Lagrange contains comparatively
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few beds of water-bearing sand coarse enough to set a strainer in

and hence difficulty is experienced in some places in making a satis

factory deep well in it . A log of such a well is given under Hickman

(p. 133). The streams on the uplands are all small and some go dry at

times, so that in places ponds or wells must be used for stock water.

At Fulton, elevation 366 feet, water is obtained at depths ranging

from 25 to 100 feet. There is a system of waterworks supplied by

several wells, each 1 00 feet deep. The quality of the water is medium.

It is used for general domestic purposes and also by the Illinois Cen

tral Railroad in locomotives. Between 600,000 and 700,000 gallons

per day may be pumped. The log is as follows:

Log of Illinois Central Ra ilroad veil at Fu ton, Ky.

Surface clay
Shell of rock
Sand
Yellow clay
Coarse, white water-l>curing sand (entered) .

Thickness. Depth.

Feet. Feet.
25 25

! I 253

22 ± AT\±
23 TO ±

30 100 ±

At Hickman, elevation of low water, 275 feet; high water, 303 feet :

railway, 306 feet; top of bluff, 461 feet, water is obtained from

ordinary wells and from cisterns to some extent. A waterworks

plant has been built, and water is pumped to a standpipe on top of

the bluffs, from which it flows into the mains.

Capt. H. A. Tyler has a deep well on the upland near town, 1 30 feet

above high-water mark, or 433 feet above sea level. The water

rises within 110 feet of the surface. It is soft and good for washing

or boiler purposes. It contains .some iron. Two logs were given.

The first, by Captain Tyler, is as follows:

Log of Tyler vxll near Hickman, Ky.

Yellow clay (loess)
Soft sandstone (Lafayette)
Blue clay '
Very fine sand

Tough blue clay
White water-tearing sand (entered)

Thickness.

Feel.

80
in

■!<<>

6
141
ir

Depth.

Feet.
sfi

'.'>
.V-'
re.
70. i

717

A 20-foot strainer point was set at 717 feet. The well is 6 inches

in diameter, and 5,400 gallons per hour may be pumped. Another

driller had previously gone to a depth of 830 feet within 10 feet of

this well, but the pipe was telescoped. From 717 to 830 feet the

section is reported to be mostly sand, with a little clay-

The second log is by Mr. W. B. Johnson, of Johnson & Flemming,

the drillers. It is as follows:
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Log of Tyler well, nmr Hickman , Ky., given by drillers.

Thicknews. Depth.

Loess
Orange sand and gravel
White, sand and gravel, traces of clay
Blue clay
Hard rock
Blue clay
White pipe-clay
Coarse water-bearing sand

 

Feet.
80 SO

30 110
165 275
IS! 457

6 4(i3
157 020
80 700
17 717

The well was successfully finished at this depth.

It is interesting in this connection to be able to compare these logs

with that given by Mr. W. F. Crosby, of Crosby & Co., the drillers

of the well 10 feet distant, in which the pipe was telescoped at 830

feet, in order to see how three records of the same section, all given

from memory, compare. It is as follows:

Log of elrill hole at Hickman, Ky.

Thickness. Depth.

Surface clay and sand
Quicksand
Blue and brown gumbo elity. liKnitic
White chalky substance with a fine vein of w ater just under it, not tested
Blue ^irnbo clav, lignitic, as above
Sand "

200
30

2*0
in

t.-i()
urn

2on
230
510
.-,.',11

700

A comparison shows that while there is agreement in that the

larger part of each section islignitic clay, and water-bearing sand was

reached at a depth of 700 feet, there is considerable difference in

details, and this may often be true where records are given from

memory. Men who make a business of drilling wells would undoubt

edly find it to their own advantage to keep careful logs of all wells

drilled, especially when drilling in sands and clays so variable in

thickness that memory can not be depended on to preserve the

details of the various sections.

In a valley 3$ miles somewhat north of east from Hickman, at

an elevation estimated to be about 30 feet above high-water mark

(about 333 feet above tide), a well was drilled on Mr. R. A. Tyler's

: ;i;ck farm. The water is hard, and rises within 30 feet of the surface.

The log is as follows:

Log of well on li. A. Tyler farm, near Hickman, Ky.

Thickness. Depth.

. .. _

Feel. Feel.
Yellow clav with small iron nodules (1-^ess with buckshot) 57 57
Gray-black quicksand v ith lignite 53 1 110
Coarse white water-l>earing sand, parte'1 by very thin strata of wniU- pipeclay. &! 192
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Near Hickman is the Nick Combs mineral spring, which is discussed

on page 145.

At Jordan, elevation 398 feet, water is obtained from wells and

cisterns. Wells vary from 35 to 110 feet. Water is most abundant

at 100 feet, and is reported to be hard.

GRAVES COUNTY.

Topography.—Graves Count}" is quadrangular, its long dimension

extending north and south. It.is situated in the middle of the Jack

son Purchase region from east to west and extends from the Ten

nessee line more than two-thirds of the way to Ohio River. It is the

largest of the Kentucky counties here discussed, its area being 550

square miles. The surface slopes gently*to the northwest. It may

be described as level to rolling away from the main drainage lines

and hilly along them. Especially on the eastern (right-hand) side

of West Fork of Clarks River and Mayfield Creek, the two principal

streams of the county, the valley wall rises steeply to the upland

level. On the western side of each stream, however, the ascent to

the general upland level is not abrupt, but gradual. The highest

point in the county and also in the Jackson Purchase region, according

to Loughridge, is in the southern portion, about halfway between

Lynnville and Pilot Oak. Its elevation is given by Loughridge as

625 feet. The average elevation of the southern part of the county

is about 5.50 feet. The slight northwestward slope makes the eleva

tion of the northern part of the county about 425 or 450 feet. The

lowest point is about 320 feet, where West Fork of Clarks River

leaves the county.

Geology.—The geologic formations of the county are the Porters

Creek, Lagrange, Lafayette, and Columbia loam. The Porters

Creek is confined to the northeastern part of the county and is con

cealed by the Lafayette except where the latter has been removed

by erosion along West Fork of Clarks River. It has its typical

character, being a dark leaden-colored clay, usually called soapstone,

with occasional silty or sandy beds. The clays in many places are

cut by sandstone dikes, as has been described at some length on page

30. The thickness of this clay is probably not over 125 or 150 feet.

It dips westward beneath the Lagrange.

The Lagrange underlies all of the county except the Porters Creek

area just mentioned. It also is concealed by the Lafayette except

in stream or other cuttings. It consists of light-colored sands and

clays, some of which are dark with lignitic matter, while others are

white and plastic and are mined for pottery making.

The Lafayette is well developed as an orange-colored sand, grad

ing down into or underlain by a gravel bed which forms its basal

portion. This gravel is highly ferruginous as a rule.
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On the uplands the Columbia loam rests on the Lafayette. It is a

light-colored sand beneath, usually soft and containing a few peb

bles derived from the Lafayette, and grades up into a loam, the

entire thickness being 5 to 10 feet. A most excellent exposure is

seen in the town gravel pit just east of the railroad track in the

southern part of Mayfield. PI. VII, B ( p. 126) , is a view of this pit. It

shows at the base IS feet of soft variegated and cross-bedded La

grange sand. Over it, with a sharp contact line between them, are

20 to 22 feet of Lafayette gravel. It has much sand intermixed and

some thin iron crusts and stands well in vertical faces. The gravel

is principally chert, though there are some pieces of vein'quartz. It

is used for road material and is being removed in two benches, which

are well shown in the plate. Over this and separated by a sharp

but irregular line are 10 feet of material that is lighter in color and

softer, so that it does not stand up with vertical faces so readily.

The lower 3 or 4 feet of it are chert and vein-quartz pebbles, similar

in size and rounding to the Lafayette pebbles below, from which

they were undoubtedly derived. The slight reworking to which they

have been subjected has deprived them of their iron and of their

bright color and given them a leached appearance. They grade

upward into sand and the sand into surface loam, both of which have

the same light-brown or leached color, which readily serves to dif

ferentiate this deposit from the Lafayette beneath. It is the rep

resentative of the Columbia. In the plate it is the upper bench

extending to the top of the pit.

Water resource*.—Except along the stream valleys, springs are

few and generally weak. The small streams have in consequence

weak flows, and the great majority of them go dry in late summer.

West Fork of Clarks Eiver runs all the year. Everyone has ponds

for stock. Along the stream valleys water may generally be reached

in wells 20 to 30 feet deep. On the uplands in the southern, central,

and northeastern parts of the county wells are 60 to 125 feet deep,

and in some places do not then reach water. In the northwestern

part of the county the average depth to water is somewhat less.

Cisterns are largely used.

It should be possible to get good water in the "soapstone" or

Porters Creek area by going through it into the liipley sand beneath.

In the Lagrange area good water may be obtained almost anywhere

at depths of 200 to 400 feet. Because of the great average eleva

tion of the county, water will not rise to the surface, and, indeed, in

most of the county there will probably be little if any rise at fell.

Shallower water is found at the base of the Lafayette in places

where there is enough hardpan to make an impervious basin. Such

wells are weak and are apt to fail in dry seasons, and are in addition

fed by surface rain water, and so liable to contamination.
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At Bloom there are a few springs, but water is generally obtained

from cisterns.

At Cuba water is obtained from wells that are from 100 to 150

feet deep; cisterns are largely used.

There are some' good springs in the neighborhood of Dublin, but no

wells. Cisterns are used.

At Fancyfarm the supply has come from cisterns chiefiV, but

small tubular wells, some of which are 120 or 130 feet deep, are com

ing into use. They furnish good, pure water from the Lagrange

sand. In low places wells are less than 50 feet in depth.

At Farmington cisterns are used almost exclusively because of the

depth to underground water. There are a few small tubular wells

120 to 165 feet deep.

At Folsomdale there are a few wells, but cisterns are almost uni

versally used.

At Freda there is only one well. It is 90 feet deep and is not used.

There arc a few springs. Cisterns are used by all.

At Golo cisterns are used almost exclusively. The few wells and

springs are used for watering stock.

At Lowes water is obtained mostly from cisterns. There are only

a few wells and they average 100 feet or more in depth.

At Lynnville cisterns are used almost exclusively. A blue clay

is struck very near the surface and few of the attempts at boring

wells are successful. It is probable that a well sunk 100 or 150 feet

would go through this blue clay and find water-bearing sand in the

Lagrange. Such clay bods in the Lagrange are not usually over 100

or 150 feet thick.

At Mayfield, elevation 480 feet, underground water is struck at

a depth of 90 or 100 feet, and cisterns have been largely used there

and in the surrounding country, where the same conditions as to

depth to water prevail. A system of waterworks has been installed

by a private corporation, which has one 10-inch well 304 feet deep,

one 8-inch well 300 feet deep, and two 8-inch wells 160 feet deep.

The water stands in them at about 80 or 90 feet from the surface.

It is pure and clear and is raised by air lift to the surface and then

forced into a standpipe. Only one well is pumped at a time. The

average daily consumption is about 250,000 gallons. The following

log was given by the driller, Mr. W. B. Johnson, of Johnson &

Flemming:

Tamj of well at Mayfirfd, Ky.

Thickness. J Depth.

Feet. Fret.
12 12
60 72

218 290
290

SO 340

SurfiM'o clay, like Icwss
Uriin^e sand anil gravel, dry
Onmp' sand and gravel, wntrr Narine;
Tlun paruni; of I>i|*' clay at
White waliT-tM-arlng saiid
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At Pryorsburg, elevation 420 feet, water is obtained from wells 30

to 40 feet deep and from cisterns.

At Ragsdale cisterns are used principally. Wells are scarce.

At Sedalia six wells of small diameter from 120 to 170 feet deep

furnish a very pure water. Cisterns are largely used.

At Symsonia there are no wells or springs of any note. Cisterns

are used.

At Tice cisterns are used almost exclusively. There are a few

wells 30 to 75 feet deep.

At Viola, in the valley of Mayfield Creek, wells are 18 to 75 feet

deep; most of them are bored and the water has more or less iron

in it.

At Yultoncreek water is obtained from cisterns for domestic use

and from ponds for stock. The few springs go dry in summer.

There are no wells in the vicinity.

At Water Valley, elevation 386 feet, wells are used principally.

They range from 2.5 to 40 feet in depth. Cisterns are also used to a

considerable extent. A mineral well is noted on page 146.

HICKMAN COUNTV.

Tonography.—Hickman is one of the western tier of counties and

reaches on its western side Mississippi River and on its southern side

the Tennessee State line. • Its area is 224 square miles. Along the

Mississippi and the lower course of Obion Creek within the county

there is a small area of low alluvial land. The remainder of the

county is a level or rolling upland in the interstream areas, which

becomes broken and hilly along the main streams and near the

bluffs that overlook the MississipDi flood plain. The average eleva

tion of the upland is about 375 feet and of the all.ivial region about

310 feet. Low water in the Mississippi is 260 to 270 feet. The

upland slopes gently westward and is' drained by Bayou de Chien and

Obion Creek into the Mississippi.

Geology.—The geology of the county is the same as that of Carlisle

County on the north and Fulton County on the south. The under

lying formation is everywhere the Lagrange sand. It is admirably

exposed at Chalk Blull' below Columbus and at Columbus. At the

latter place about 80 feet of it may be seen forming the base of the

bluff, the upper part being a grayish, somewhat jointed clay resem

bling slightly the clay so prominent in the middle and upper parts of

the bluff at Hickman.

Over the Lagrange are 35 feet of Lafayette in the Columbus bluff,

the lower 20 feet being gravel and the upper 15 feet a sand at the

base, which grades up into a gravel at the top. Eastward from the

bluff the Lafayette is as a ride not so thick and is not so heavily

charged with gravel.
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Along the bluffs facing the Mississippi the loess overlies the Lafa

yette. The lower part is usually darker than the upper, as described

on page 45. The thickness may reach 60 or 80 feet. To the east

it thins down and merges into the surface loam.

The alluvium rests on the Lagrange in the river and creek bottoms.

It is believed to be of Recent origin.

Water resources.— Streams are numerous and the larger ones flow

perennially. Along their valley sides springs are found, but their

situation generally precludes their use for domestic supply. Along

with the streams and scattered artificial ponds they are used for

stock watering. In the alluvial region -water of medium quality is

obtained at depths of a few to a score feet. Back on the uplands

w'ells vary considerably in depth, but often go 75 or 100 feet. Cis

terns are used in many places bec ause of the hardness of the water in

the loess area or the depth to it elsewhere. Good water may be got

ten in the Lagrange at moderate depths, and sn ail driven wells

should be found practicable at any point where difficultv is encoun

tered in obtaining a satisfactory supply.

At Clinton— elevation at Illinois Central Railroad .'554 feet, at court

house UNO feet —there are numerous bored wells 100 to 150 feet deep.

The town supply is obtained from two wells that draw their water

from white sand 135 or 140 feet deep. It is reported to be hard and

to contain iron. The water stands within .'50 feet of the surface.

At Columbus water is obtained from shallow wells and cisterns.

Factories get their boiler supply from Mississippi River.

Moscow, elevation 313 feet, derives most of its water supply from

ordinary wells 40 to 60 feet deep. There are a few pipe wells 80 to

130 feet deep. Both kinds furnish good pure water.

At Oakton, elevation 315 feet, there are a number of pipe wells 75

to 125 feet deep that furnish supplies for domestic and boiler use.

At Springhill hard water is struck at an average depth of 60 feet.

Wells in the neighborhood range in depth from 25 to 200 feet. Cis

terns are used almost exclusively.

At Stubbs hard water is obtained in wells 20 to 40 feet deep and

water of better quality, though frequently containing some iron, in

wells 80 to 130 feet deep.

m'cracken county.

Topography.—McCracken is the eastern of the two northern coun

ties of the Jackson Purchase region. Its northern and northeastern

boundaries are Ohio and Tennessee rivers. Its area is 241 square

miles. Topographically, there is a threefold division of the surface,

just as in Ballard County (p. 122). Along Ohio and Tennessee rivers

there is a narrow strip of alluvial flood plain whose elevation on the

eastern edge of the county, along the Tennessee, is about 325 feet,
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and in the northwest corner, on the Ohio, about 315 feet. This flood-

plain belt is in many places very narrow. Lying just south of the

flood-plain belt is a second bottom or terrace 25 to 35 feet higher

than the first bottom. It has an average width of 3 or 4 miles and

extends up Clarks River and its east and west forks to a point beyond

the county line. It embraces an area of about 85 square miles. At

Paducah, which is built upon it, it is well developed and has an eleva

tion of 340 feet. Its surface is level except near the streams which

cross it and have trenched their channels 15 to 25 feot beneath its

surface. The remainder of the county is an upland region with a

rolling surface that is almost level in the interstream areas and con

siderably broken near the streams that drain it. The general upland

slope is slightly northward and its average elevation is not far from

400 feet.

Geology.—The Ripley, Porters Creek, Lagrange, Lafayette, Colum

bia, and Recent alluvium all occur within the county. The Ripley

underlies a strip along the eastern edge and is exposed here and there

along Clarks River and on the Tennessee at low water as far north

perhaps as Paducah, though at the latter place the writer failed to

find any exposures. In the deep well at Paducah, a log of which is

given on page 141 , it was struck at a depth of 60 feet and is a soft sand

with a number of clay lenses that are usually lignitic where seen in

the surface exposures in the vicinity.

The Porters Creek overlies the Ripley and in the southeast corner

of the county is exposed at intervals along both forks of Clarks River

and for some distance down the main stream. It is well exposed on

two hills 3 and 4 miles, respectively, south of Paducah, on the road

to Mayfield, where it consists of joint clay and silty sand, the latter

partly indurated and containing casts of Eocene fossils. Northwest

of Paducah it probably underlies most , if not all, of the second bot

tom as well as the northern edge of the upland, though it is almost

entirely concealed by later deposits. Its thickness is about 150 feet.

The Lagrange underlies the central and southwestern parts of the

county, but is not exposed except along the deeper stream cuttings.

It has its usual character, being a light-colored sand interbedded with

occasional clays that are either white or more or less lignitic.

The red Lafayette sand and gravel overlies the Lagrange and the

Porters Creek on the upland. It is somewhat uncertain whether it

should be regarded as present on the old terrace level or not, but the

writer is inclined to think that the gravel and overlying sand and clay

on this terrace are not so old as the Lafayette and should more prop

erly be classed as part of the Columbia. At Paducah this terrace has

on the surface from a few feet to 30 or 40 feet of silty sand and clay,

and beneath it a hard "cement gravel," as it is popularly known, 20

to 30 or more feet thick, with pebbles up to 4 or 5 inches in diameter.
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The terrace is cut distinctly beneath the Lafayette-capped upland,

and its pebbles are larger than those of the near-by Lafayette gravels,

so that it seems younger than the Lafayette.

A few feet of Columbia sand and surface loam overlie the Lafay

ette and form the actual surface of the upland.

The alluvium is a very narrow strip along Tennessee and Ohio

rivers, and is regarded by the writer as entirely Recent in origin.

It has been correlated with the Port Hudson, but reasons have been

given on page 49 for believing that the Port Hudson does not extend

so far north.

Water resources.—There are a number of permanent streams in the

county. Clarks River crosses the east end and Mayfield Creek the

southwestern part, while a number of small streams rise in the county

and (low northward into the Ohio or the Tennessee, Along these

streams springs are numerous, but they are utilized to only a limited

extent. Most of the water supply of the county is from wells and

cisterns. In the terrace belt the water found in the underlying gravel

is hard, and the silty material over it is not firm enough to keep cistern

walls from cracking and letting water seep into them. In this area

exploration for deeper waters should be made. In most places

within it the dark Porters Creek clay will probably be found beneath

the terrace gravel. This should be drilled through and careful watch

kept for a bed of sand in the underlying Ripley coarse enough to

be checked by a strainer. If this is not found, the bottom of the Rip

ley should be reached at a depth of 300 to 400 feet or less, and water

would probably be found there or in the broken Paleozoic chert that

underlies the embayment deposits in this region. On the uplands

wells go from 20 to 150 feet before reaching underground water, and

in many places cisterns are used instead.

At Grahamville water is obtained almost entirely from drilled wells.

It is said to be very satisfactory as to quality and quantity. There

are very few cisterns and practically no springs.

.At Massac water is struck in sand at depths of 100 to 120 feet.

At Maxonmill there are a number of fine springs. Wells average

from 20 to 40 feet deep and are either bored or dug. One dug in the

flats of Massac Creek and described by Loughridgea reached the

Porters Creek clay at 18 feet from the surface and passed through it

and into Ripley sand at a depth of 116 feet, when the water rose 60

feet, but contained so much sulphureted hydrogen that it was unlit

for use.

Paducah, elevation of low water 284 feet, high water 334 feet, aver

age town elevation about 341 feet, is underlain by from a few feet to

30 or 40 feet of silty material and that by 20 or 30 feet of rounded

gravel in which water is abundant but hard and chalybeate, besides

" Jackson Purehnsp Region, 1SSS, p. 253.
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being probably contaminated by organic matter from the surface.

Numerous cisterns have been built, but they almost invariably settle

somewhat and crack enough to let in seepage water. The city water

supply is pumped from Ohio River into a standpipe that gives a pres

sure of 40 pounds, which, in case of fire, is increased to 100 pounds by

direct pressure. The daily consumption is about 2,200,000 gallons.

A well at the old vinegar works has the following log : "

Log of well at vinegar rvorks, Paducah, Ky.

Thickness. Depth.

Loam or heavy yellowish clays.
Gravel
Blackish-blue clay

Colored sand
Blaekish-bluo clay
Fine white sand to water

Frrt.
30
1(1
s
i.
s

.VI

Fret.

4n
is

i.j

A well was bored about 1888 at Paducah for gas and abandoned at

a depth of 1,250 feet. The log, as given by Loughridge,'' is as follows:

Log of boring for gas at Paducah, Ky.

Post Lafayette:
Micaceous brownish surface loam
Rounded chert ami quart/, gravel

Ripley:

Fine micaceous sand and clay, interlaminated
Hississippian:

Debris of white and dark chert, hyaline sand, pyrites. and smoky-quartz
crystals. The lower 1H feet is cemented by a bright-red iron ocher. and
holds numerous crinoids. bryozoa, and plates and spines of the echinoid
A rchxoi idaru

White, porous, and slightly calcareous rock: also containing many cri
noids, bryozoa, and echinoids

Dark impure limestone, with some crinoids and bryozoa, fragments of
cemented calcareous material, and a small Hat mass of quart;', crystals;
the rock is cavernous

Limestone and siliceous rock. dark and light colored; some ealc spar; crin
oids, cyathophylloid corals, and pyrites in lower portion; rock is cav
ernous

Dark calcareous shale, blue marl, and sand, with small crinoids, ..pines.
and plates of Archttoeidaris, and cyathophylloid corals

White calcareous shale, with eale spar, pyrites, and a few crinoids

Blue limestone, with crinoids; a pentrerriitc brought up from upper por
tion

Blue limestone, with crinoids: this bed, with the lower portion of that
above, is permeated with cracks filled with sand, etc., to bottom of hor-
ing.

ess. Depth.

Feet.
40 40
20 (W

204 264

71 335

90 425

45 470

is 518

32 550
IS.', 735

Km 1,135

nr. 1,250

At Ragland a water supply is derived from wells which range from

35 to 65 feet in depth.

Woodville, elevation 423 feet, depends mainly on cisterns. A few

2-inch wells go about 140 feet deep and get water from sand. It

contains some iron. The log is as follows:

b Op. cit., pp. 321-320.
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Log of well at Woodvilh, Ky.

Thickness. Depth.

Clay
Cement gravel
Loos*1 gravel
White ehulk
Sand, bowlders, anil streaky of pipe clay.
Sand, red at top, then yellow, then white

 

MARSHALL COUNTY.

Topography.—The northern and eastern boundaries of Marshall

County are formed by Tennessee River. Its area is 332 square miles.

Along the Tennessee there is a very narrow flood plain. Rising 25

to 35 feet above it is an old flood plain or terrace from 1 to 2 miles in

width, which is merely a continuation of the terrace noted along Ohio

River in Ballard and McCracken counties and which has an eleva

tion in the northwestern part of the county of about 340 feet and in

the southeastern part of about 350 feet. This same old terrace level

forms the valley of East Fork of Clarks River, which flows north

westward across the middle part of the county. This valley has an

average width of a mile or more. The remainder of the county is

an upland which is almost level in the parts remote from streams,

but which, especially along the border adjacent to the Tennessee

River Valley, is hilly and much broken by the numerous small streams

flowing into the Tennessee. It is also somewhat broken along either

side of the valley of East Fork of Clarks River. The upland slopes

gently northward and nearly all of the drainage is northward. Its

average elevation is between 425 and 450 feet .

Geology.—A strip of Paleozoic limestone lying along the eastern

side of the county has a width of 4 to 6 miles west of Tennessee River.

Only the portion of the county west of this strip belongs to the em-

bayment region. Tlie formations represented in it are the Ripley.

Porters Creek, Lafayette, Columbia, and alluvium.

The Ripley extends from the valley of East Fork of Clarks River

eastward to the Paleozoic area and forms a belt about 4 miles wide

in the southern part of the county and 6 miles wide in the northern

part. It consists of fine micaceous sands and interlaminated dark-

gray clays that contain lignitic matter in places. Excellent expo

sures may be seen at Snow Hill, on the eastern side of Clarks River

Valley, along the road from Benton to Briensburg. Away from the

stream cuttings the Ripley is concealed by the overlying gravels and

sandy clay belonging to the Lafayette and Columbia, but is reached

on the upland east of (Marks River at depths of 40 to 50 feet in wells.

The thickness of the formation here is not known, but is probably

between 200 and 300 feet.
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The Porters Creek clay overlies the Ripley on the east and extends

from East Fork of Clarks River westward across the remainder of the

county. It is, as usual, a joint clay and is almost black when wet ,

but light gray when dry. With it there are some greensand and

some fine silty sand, which is usually indurated into a sandstone or

mudstone. It is exposed only along the stream valleys. The writer

had no opportunity to examine its outcrop west of West Fork of

Clarks River, but accepts its presence there as far west as Pritchard,

Graves County, on the authority of Loughridge. Along and east of

West Fork it is typically developed. The Porters Creek belt is

peculiar in this region in being much broader in surface exposure

than it is elsewhere in Kentucky or Tennessee. The width reached

is 12 or 14 miles.

The Lafayette has at its base a variable thickness of gravel, which

grows heavier, as a rule, to the east and is in many places cemented

into an ironstone conglomerate. Above the gravel there are usually

10 or 15 feet of red sand or sandy clay, which also belongs to the

Lafayette. This is usually overlain by a few feet of leached surface

clay or loam that probably represents the Columbia. In places this

loam has some reworked gravel at its base. The Lafayette and

Columbia together usually have an aggregate thickness of 30 to

40 feet, and on the uplands completely conceal the underlying

formations.

Water resources.—While the larger streams flow the year round,

many of the smaller ones go dry in the fall. Springs are numerous

along the stream valleys, but elsewhere are scarce or entirely absent.

Ponds are used in many places for watering stock. The domestic

supply is derived from wells and cisterns, the latter being perhaps

the more common. Water may generally be obtained along the

valleys at depths of 20 to 40 feet and on the upland at 35 to 40 feet

in many places at the base of the Lafayette. Wells often go dry in

the summer, and there seems to be a general impression that since

the 1886 earthquake they have been more liable to go dry than

before. This same opinion has been met with elsewhere in the region,

but nowhere was it found so strong as in this county. It is probable

that this earthquake may have produced slight cracks in the hardpan

ironstone crusts winch locally form water-containing basins at the

base of the Lafayette and that the downward seepage through these

cracks is great enough to cause the basins to be more readily drained

during dry seasons than formerly, and hence to cause the wells to go

dry more readily. Where a well failed altogether after the earth

quake, it would seem evident that the fissures produced were so large

that the local basin could no longer hold water, but was drained

down into the dry sands beneath.

In the region underlain by the Porters Creek if water is not struck
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at the base of the overlying Lafayette the well is generally aban

doned and a cistern dug. In many plates farms have both wells and

cisterns. On the uplands east of East Fork of Clarks River the depth

to water in the Ripley sand is in many places 60 to 100 feet or more,

and in much of that region cisterns are used exclusively for domestic

supply and ponds for stock.

At Benton, elevation 368 feet, water is obtained mostly from cis

terns. Wells are often dug and in some places reach water at a

depth of 35 or 40 feet above the black or dark-gray Porters Creek

clay. Such wells prove satisfactory. If this clay, usually described

as a black or blue mud, is encountered, the well is abandoned, as

water from it is hard and astringent.

In the country west of Benton wells average 35 to 40 feet deep

and get water at or just above the base of the Lafayette gravel.

Such water is in some wells found to be hard and in others soft. The

supply is usually limited, and the well may go dry in late summer.

In other places no water is obtained above the Porters Creek clay,

and resort is had to cisterns. These are perhaps scarcely as numer

ous as wells. Probably 40 or 45 per cent of the people use them,

while many have both cisterns and wells.

Brewer is well supplied with ordinary wells of 30 to 50 feet depth

and springs which bubble out along the foot of the lulls bordering

the valley of West Fork of Clarks River.

At Briensburg cisterns are used exclusively. In the country

around cisterns are the common source of supply. Wells are rare

because of the depth to the Ripley sand and the uncertainty of get

ting water in it.

At Coy water is supplied by wells 30 or 40 feet deep.

At Fairdealing there are a few springs, and some wells that average

35 to 50 feet deep, but furnish only a small amount of water. Most

people have cisterns. The springs are at the foot of bluffs along

streams, and are mostly chalybeate.

At Fristoe, elevation 352 feet, there are no wells or springs; cis

terns are used. From its location in the valley of Clarks River, it

should be an easy matter to bore or drive a well through the "soap-

stone" or Porters Creek clay. While much of the Ripley sand is too

fine to be water bearing, yet some beds are usually found in it coarse

enough to hold an abundance of water, and as a test with a driven

well is not expensive, it would be well worth making.

At Harvey water is obtained from wells 25 to 50 feet deep. In

some places the Porters Creek clay is struck before water is reached,

and then the well is abandoned and a cistern substituted. In the

country just north of Harvey cisterns are used exclusively. Wells

do not go dry, but usually have weak flows. Some yield hard water

and some soft, according to the nearness or remoteness ot the under

lying Porters Creek clay.
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At Oaklevel water is obtained entirely from shallow wells.

At Palma cisterns are used almost exclusively.

At Paid there are a few springs, but the main water supply is

obtained from wells 50 to 75 feet deep.

At Scale there are numerous springs, wells, and cisterns. Wells

in low places run about 20 feet deep; on high ground they are 50 to

60 feet. Springs are considerably used for domestic supply.

At Taturnsville cisterns are used almost exclusively for domestic

supply and ponds for watering stock.

MINERAL WATERS OF WESTERN KENTUCKY.

Britts Spring, at Stubblefield, Graves County, flows from the

bottom of a bluff near a creek and forms along its course a reddish

or yellowish deposit of iron hydrate, such as is so characteristic of

chalybeate waters. The water is reported by the owner to contain

314 parts per million of solid matter, mainly carbonates of iron and

calcium. It has some carbonate of magnesia, traces of the sulphates

and chlorides of sodium, potassium, and magnesium, and a good

deal of organic matter. It is said to be beneficial in malarial and

stomach troubles.

Nick Combs Spring is at the foot of the Mississippi River bluffs,

4 miles southwest of Hickman, Fulton County. Tliere are no hotel

accommodations, but the spring has long been known, and people

afflicted with kidney or stomach troubles go there in the summer

and camp out. The water is chalybeate. Rheumatism, especially,

is said to be benefited by its use. Dr. Robert Porter, chemist of the

Kentucky Geological Survey, reports" it to contain free carbonic

acid and 302 parts per million of salts. "These consist of iron,

manganese, lime, and magnesia carbonates, with some lime and

magnesia &ulphates."

Kilgore Spring, 2 miles south of Blandville, Ballard County, is

reported by Doctor Peter, as quoted by Loughridge, to yield a slightly

chalybeate and alkaline saline water and to contain 64 parts per

million of solids. These consist of carbonates, chlorides, and sul

phates of iron, soda, lime, and magnesia, with a trace of lithia anil

some silica.

McGee Spring, on Hurricane Creek, southeast of Blandville, Ballard

County, is reported by Doctor Peter to give a good alkaline saline

chalybeate water containing 1,645 parts per million of solids and

only a trace of organic matter. His analysis is as follows:''

« I.oughridp-, R. II., Jackson Purchase Region, isss. p. 137.

b LoughridRi*, op. cit., p. 138.

IRR 1(54—06 10
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Anali/sin of rooter from McGee Sprina, Ballard County, Ky.
Parts per
million.

Silica (SiO.) J*

Iron (Fe) /

Calcium (Ca)

Magnesium (Mg)

Sodium (Na) *™

Potassium (K) ^

Carbonate radicle (C03)

Sulphate radicle (SOJ ~

Chlorine (CI) 1W

1.645

At Sedalia, Graves County, tlicre is a mineral well 133 feet deep at

which a hotel has been erected for the accommodation of guests.

An analysis of the water by A. M. Peter shows it to contain 77.1

parts per million of solids, "nearly half of which is organic, the rest

consisting of carbonate of iron and silica, with small quantities

of carbonates, sulphates, and chlorides of calcium, magnesium,

and sodium and traces of potassium and lithium compounds."

Water Valley well, at Water Valley, Graves County, yields a sul

phate saline water containing, according to an analysis by A. M.

Peter, 3,422 parts per million of solids, composed of sulphates of

calcium, magnesium, and manganese, a little chloride of sodium, and

traces of the sulphates of strontium, potassium, and lithium, and

having a decidedly acid reaction. It is recommended especially in

diseases of the stomach, liver, kidney, and bowels.

The water from WicklifTe artesian well, at Wickliffe, Ballard

County, a description and analysis of which are given on page 125,

has earned a reputation of being very valuable in kidney disorders,

having made, as reported, remarkable cures in some serious cases.

RESOURCES OF SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.

Area included.—The Cret aceous and Eocene embayment deposits

in Illinois are confined to Alexander, Massac, Pulaski,and Pope

counties, in the extreme southern part of the State. Later surficial

deposits of gravels, loess, and loam extend beyond these counties, hut

do not present hydrographic problems that would warrant their

inclusion and discussion here. Since' observat ions were not made

in as much detail here as elsewhere, these counties will not be dis

cussed separately, but all the data obtained will be given together.

Because of the presence of the loess, Lafayette, or alluvium over

almost the entire embayment area of southern Illinois, it is difficult

to give accurately the outlines of the area so included. The bound

ary may, however, be approximately traced as follows: Beginning

on the east at Xew Liberty, on Ohio River in Pope County, the edge

of the embayment deposits as they overlap the Mississippian rocks
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runs northwestward just north of the Pope-Massac County line for

12 miles or more and then continues almost coincident with this

county line until within a mile or two of the chain of swamps in

northern Massac County. It then curves southwestward and west

ward parallel and 1 to 2 miles south of this chain of swamps and the

westward continuation of the same low valley, once occupied by

the Ohio, but now by the Cache, until it crosses the Cache at Ullin.

It continues its westward course 4 or 5 miles west of Ullin, and then

curves southwestward until near the northern end of Horseshoe Lake.

Thence it turns westward and reaches Mississippi River at Santa Fe.

The area thus included is about 480 square miles.

Topography.—The region may be divided topographically into

three parts. The first is the present low flood plain of Mississippi,

Ohio, and Cache rivers. The second is a higher, older flood plain

corresponding to the terrace level found south of the Ohio in Ken

tucky. In some places the edge of this old plain is well marked,

while in others it seems to rise irregularly from the lower bottom.

It is most prominently developed on the Ohio in Massac County

above Metropolis. The third part is the rolling to hilly upland sur

face, the average elevation of which is probably near 400 feet.

Geology.—The formations found within the area are the Ripley,

Porters Creek, Lagrange, Lafayette, loess, and alluvium. In addi

tion, the underlying Paleozoic rock that forms the floor of the

embayment region outcrops in a few places near the edge of the

area and in Ohio River at Grand Chain, where it is evidently faulted.

It is also reached in the few places where deep wells have been sunk.

The surficial covering so thoroughly conceals the embayment

formations that it is impossible to give with any great accuracy

their arcal extent without much detailed work, and even then exten

sive boring would very probably be necessary to accurately delimit

them. It may be said, however, that the Ripley underlies the loess

and Lafayette probably over a small area in the south end of Pope

County and over all of Massac County included within the embayment

region. Along its northern edge it is rather thin, and ordinary wells

occasionally go through it and enter the Paleozoic rock, here usually

a limestone. The Ripley consists of interbedded clays and sands.

The clays are either light colored and plastic, in which case they may

be mined for pottery use, or dark blue or brown, from disseminated

organic matter or lignite. Occasionally one of these dark-blue

clays struck in ordinary wells is fetid, probably from hydrogen sul

phide. The sands are in most cases fine grained. Here and there

a coarse bed is struck, and at the base of the formation there is

reported to be a gravel and cobble bed forming a basal conglom

erate. This formation is exposed in various places between Grand

Chain Landing and New Grand Chain and between Metropolis and
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New Columbia, and is very similar lithologically to the Lagrange

formation as typically developed in Tennessee. In the clay pits

at Grand Chain Landing the clays contain leaf impressions. The

Ripley probably forms most or all of the exposures of sand and clay

to be seen along the Cache River bluffs below Ullin.

The Porters Creek is exposed at the surface only in the bluffs near

North Caledonia, and even there the exposure contains so much

sand and sandy clay that it could not be surely identified as Porters

Creek were it not for the greensand present. As already stated

greensand indicating marine conditions is found in Tennessee and

Kentucky to be characteristic of the Porters Creek, but is entirely

absent in the Ripley below and in the Lagrange above, both of which

are of nonmarine origin. The Porters Creek is struck in the deep

well at Mound City at a depth of 180 feet and is 100 feet thick. At

Cairo it is reached at a depth of 375 feet and is 124 feet thick. In

each case only 25 feet of sand representing the Ripley, if the writer's

interpretation of the section is correct, were found under the Porters

Creek. The areal extent of the formation west of the North Cale

donia exposure is not known. It may have a narrow surface outcrop

or may be ent irely concealed by the overlap of the Lagrange.

The Lagrange also is poorly exposed in Illinois, but from exposures

and well sections in Kentucky a short distance south of Cairo it seems

practically certain that its base is reached in the Cairo wells at a

depth of 375 feet and at Mound City at a depth of 180 feet. Since

it is not much different lithologically from the Ripley, both being

nonmarine, more or less lignitic sands and clays, it is possible that

at least a portion of the sand and clay found north of Grand Chain

and Metropolis may really belong to the Lagrange, having over

lapped the Porters Creek outcrop. While field exposures might fail

to settle the question thus raised, it should be capable of easy solu

tion from the paleobotanical evidence in the shape of leaf impressions

which the clays in that border region woidd furnish. Unfortunately

no such study has yet been made of these deposits.

The Lafayette contains its customary quota of chert gravel, and

a larger proportion of it than usual is cemented by limonite into an

ironstone conglomerate. It is found on the uplands wherever stream

cuttings or railway excavations have gone below the loess and is

seen along the bluffs of the Ohio in a few places. At Metropolis

and just above, at old Fort Massac, a well-cemented ironstone con

glomerate is exposed at or near water level and extends below it.

This material possesses apparently all the characters of the Lafa

yette and may be of that age, but the ease with which gravels of

even very recent age may become cemented into a firm ironstone

that looks very much like typical Lafayette gravel was forcibly im

pressed on the writer some time since during a trip down Tennessee
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River, and so he prefers to regard the age of these conglomerates

in the Ohio, while probably Lafayette, as not clearly proved.

On the uplands the loess mantles everything in Pulaski County,

and it is also found in numerous places in the western part of Massac

County from Metropolis northward, though much thinner than in

Pulaski County.

The alluvium occurs in the low plain of Mississippi, Ohio, and

Cache rivers.

Water resources.—Springs and small streams are not very abundant

in the region, and ponds are commonly in use for stock. The domestic

supply is derived from wells and cisterns. Water from wells on the

uplands varies much in quality and in depth. It is hard pr soft,

according to the presence or absence of the loess. In some places

it is inconveniently deep and in a few instances it is reported as

foul smelling. In many cases, however, good water is obtained in

open wells and a large number of such wells are in use. Some

farmers have wells, cisterns, and ponds. In the alluvial region the

shallow water is hard, and at Cairo and Mound City deep wells

have been put down that furnish an abundance of water suitable

for most purposes.

At America, Pulaski County, wells of moderate depth and cisterns

are used. Two miles to the west, on what is probably an extension

of the terrace plain, wells run 25 to 30 feet deep and give hard water.

The section is entirely through clay, and it seems that deeper wells

fail to find Lafayette gravel, showing that probably it had been cut

out before the clay was deposited. The clay is very likely the

equivalent of the loess on the hills farther north. These hills rise

40 to 60 feet, and in them wells strike hard water at depths of 30 to

40 feet in the Lafayette gravel beneath the loess. Some wells go

through this gravel and get water at greater depth in what is probably

Ripley, though it ma}r be overlapping Lagrange. The quality of

the water would be about the same in either case.

One and three-fourths miles south of Belknap, Johnson County,

on the bayou, a driven well entered, at a depth of 12 feet, a sand

that was somewhat quick and contained lignitic streaks and gravel

layers at intervals. It was sunk to 116 feet, when the pipe proved

too weak to drive farther and the well was abandoned. Water rises

112 feet in it. This shows a considerable depth of soft material,

probably largely or entirely alluvial, in the abandoned channel of

the Ohio at this locality.

At Cairo, Alexandria County, elevation of extreme low water

267 feet, of high water 321 feet, and of union depot 313 feet, water

is struck in sand and gravel deposits underneath the surface clay at

a depth of about 50 feet. It is hard and otherwise objectionable

from a sanitary point of view. Cisterns were formerly used, but
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difficulty was experienced in preventing them from cracking and

letting in seepage water. The city water supply is ohtained from

Ohio River. It is pumped at the rate of about 2,000,000 gallons

per day into a standpipe 160 feet high. The water contains some

lime and scales somewhat. One firm heats water for boiler use to

between 186° and 206° F., and thus precipitates most of the calcium

carbonate.

In and near Cairo several deep wells have been sunk. The loca

tion and logs of several of them are as follows :

The first deep boring is at the power station of the Cairo Electric

Light and Power Company, on lot 29, city block 26, and was drilled

in 1896-97 to a depth of 1,040 feet. The diameter is 10 inches at

the top and decreases to 6J inches at the bottom. The log is as

follows :

Log of well of Cairo Ehctric Light and Power Company, Cairo, IE.

Thickness. Depth.

Feet. Feet.
Soil 4.5

50.5
80
15

4.5
55
115
130
134
374
498
518
533
700
705

1.M0

Sandv blue clav

Kaolin 4
240
124
20
5

177Chert pebMes ■
5

335Hard, reddish calcareous sandstone; no water in It

From the sand at 498-518 feet water rose to the surface and

flowed about a gallon a minute. The following sanitary analvsis

of this water was made at the University of Illinois by Prof. A. W.

Palmer:

Analysis of water obtained between 1&8 and 518 feet from wett of Cairo Electric Light and

Power Company, Cairo, III.

Parts per million.

Nitrogen as free ammonia - 0. 35

Nitrogen as albuminoid ammonia • 022

Nitrogen as nitrites 009

Nitrogen as nitrates ■ 204

Chlorine as chlorides ^3

Oxygen consumed 3. 4

Total solids by evaporation 365

Fixed residue 348

Volatile matter (loss on ignition) 171

Comments of analyst: "Too much time—ten days—had elapsed

between collection and analysis to be sure of sanitary condition,

though it is probably satisfactory. The mineral matter consists

mainly of carbonate of lime, with some sodium chloride and very
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little sulphate. Not excessively hard. Not likely to form a hard

scale in boilers."

Professor Palmer also analyzed the water from the 705-foot level,

with the following results :

Analysis of waitrfrom depth of 705 feet in well of Cairo Electric Light and Power Company,

Cairo, IU.

[Parts per million.]

1. 2.

0.36 0.36
.Olfi .02

None. None.
.06 .06

110 110
1.4 1.2

356 353
346 339
10 14
115

Nitrogen as free ammonia
Nitrogen as albuminoid ammonia
Nitrogen as nitrites
Nitrogen as nitrates
Chlorine as chlorides

Oxygen consumed
Total solids by evaporation
Fixed residue"
Volatile matter (loss on ignition) .
Hardness

Comments of analyst: "Of exceptional purity and perfectly safe

and wholesome for drinking. Hardness is quite moderate." The

two samples were taken at the same time.

The Ilalliday Hotel well, on lot 24, hotel addition to city of Cairo,

has practically the same log as the one given above. The boring

went to 824 feet, but there was no increase of water below the 700-foot

level. It was drilled in 1897; diameter at the top 8 inches, at the

bottom 4 J inches; temperature 62° F.; head 12 feet above the surface.

A well on the W. P. Halliday estate, near the mouth of Cache

River, in about the center of the NE. \ sec. 2, T. 17 S., R. 1 W., in

Alexander County, had the following log:

Log of Halliday well in the NE. \ tec. 2, T. 17 S., R. 1 W., Illinois.

Soil and blue clay (buckshot)
Band and gravel; drift with kaolin partings
Brown shale or marl .
Gray sand
Chert, fractured—"Hint rock"
Dark-brown sand
Chert, fractured —"Hint rock'
White sand
Flint rock with slight fractures
Flint pebbles
Flint rock

Thickness.

40
mi
112
54
72
10
34
42
til

7
m

. Depth.

4»
144
2Sti
310
;m
3<r_>
421.
4KS
730
737
SOT.

From the last 7 feet water with a head of 12 feet flows at an esti

mated rate of half a million gallons a day. There was no increase

in water below 735 feet . Drilled in 1 808 ; temperature 62° F.

Another well at E. W. Halliday's residence on lot 16, block 70,

between ninth and tenth and Walnut and Cedar streets, in Cairo,

had the following log:
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Lay of well at residence of E. W . Ilalliday, lot tit, hlock 70, Cairo, III.

From the 753-foot level there is a flow of 60 gallons per minute,

with a head of 12 feet above the surface. The temperature is 62° F.

Four hundred gallons per minute may be pumped.

There are other similar wells at several manufacturing establish

ments in Cairo and the records run much the same. The tempera

ture seems to be 62° F. in each case and the static head is the same.

The material described as flint is a very light colored chert -of Mis-

sissippian age that is exposed in a 150 or 200 foot face at a quarry

between Tamms and Elco, from which it is extensively shipped for

railroad ballast and road metal. In this locality it is highly frac

tured, so that it is virluallv of macadam size without crushing. As

struck in wells it is in some places massive and solid, while in others

it is seamed and broken, and is then called gravel by the drillers,

though in neither wells nor in the Elco gravel quarry is t he material

waterworn or rounded, being simply mechanically disintegrated chert

si ill in place.

Grand Chain station, Fulaski County, is on the upland. The sur

face is covered with loess to a depth of 10 to 40 feet. In a few places

it is cut through and the Lafayette gravel beneath is revealed.

Many people use cisterns. Water is struck at depths ranging from

20 feet in low places to 85 feet on higher levels. Much of it is hard.

Ponds are generally used for stock.

At Metropolis, Massac County, wells in town are from 30 to 50

feet, and end in what seems to be Lafayette gravel, as it is exposed

near old Fort Massac at water level in ledges that dip gently under

water and reappear a mile up the river. North of town wells average

50 to 60 feet in depth, and get water from the Ripley sand a short

distance beneath the Lafayette gravel, in some places wells have

been dug 150 feet without getting water. As a rule the water is

soft, especially in the deeper wells. Cisterns are easily excavated

in the soft loess that forms the surface and many are used.

Northeast and east of Metropolis water is found at depths of 60

to 125 feet in the Ripley sands, where the}' are not too close grained

to furnish an adequate supply, as is often the case. Many cisterns

are in use in this section of the county.

Thickness. Depth.

Soil and friable blue clay (loess or terrace)
White sand with thin partings of kaolin (Lagrange)
Gray shale or mart ( Porters Creek)
Fine, closely compacted white sand (Kipley)

Flint rock, but slight fractures (Paleozoici
Flint pehhles
Hard calcareous sandstone

 

.-,!>

Jli.'
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At Mound City, Pulaski County, there is an 8-inch well that flows

with a 6-foot head. No analysis of the water could be obtained.

It is fairly good for boilers and is used for ice making and general

town supply. The log is as follows:

Log of trill at Mound City, III.

Surface clay
Gravel and sand (Lufcrnmge) .
Blue shale ( Porters Creek) . . .
Dark sand (Ripley)
"Elco" gravel (Paleozoic) ..
Limestone

Thickness. Depth.

Feel. Feet.
20 1 20

1M) 180
100 280
25 305

300 j 005
45 650

Round Knob, Massac County, is just south of the swamps that

mark the old course of the Ohio westward across the northern part

of the county. Hard Paleozoic rock is struck at depths of 20 to

30 feet and so very few wells have been put down. Cisterns may be

easily constructed in the loess, sand, and gravel that cover the old

hard rocks and they are used almost exclusively. In the swamps

to the north water is everywhere near the surface and is readily

obtained by driving a few feet of pipe anil attaching a small suction

or pitcher pump, as it is usually called. Needless to say the quality

of this surface swamp water is not the best.

At Tamms, Alexander County, on a part of the old river-terrace

plain, water is obtained from driven wells of 18 to 25 feet depth in

river gravel and alluvium. Some wells give hard water, others soft.

Cisterns are largely used.

PROPERTIES OF THE WATER.

As might be expected the underground waters of the region dis

cussed in this paper vary much in quality, but the variations are

caused chiefly by differences in t he amounts of a few substances that

are ordinarily found present.

The most common type of water may be described as a pure water,

or one practically free from mineral ingredients. Many of the

springs and shallow wells and a number of the deep wells furnish

water of this character. This is especially true of springs and wells

located in the sandy formations such as the Eutaw, Ripley, Lagrange,

and, in a restricted sense because of its thinness, the Lafayette. The

purer sands of these formations contain very little that is soluble in

the water that percolates through them and hence it contains little

or no dissolved mineral matter.

When the sands are not pure but contain, as they do in certain

places, vegetable matter, usually in the form of lignite, along with

various chemical compounds that have resulted from its decompo
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sition, the water is apt to dissolve more or less of these substances

and acquires thereby a mineral character.

The above-mentioned formations, with the exception of the Lafay

ette, contain beds of clay here and there that are generally lignitic

and as a result contain more or less iron pyrite. Water derived from

these clay beds is always more or less mineralized, but in many cases

is perfectly usable for most purposes. Such mineral waters are

described along with others on page 120. These clays exist eit her as

strata of considerable areal extent or as local lenses embedded in

the sands, but though they may be silty and somewhat porous

there seems to be as a rule very little circulation of water between

them and the surrounding sand. A well ending in the silty clay

may derive a scant or moderate supply of water from it, and another

near by, ending just above or just below it, may furnish a pure

water of very different character. This is especially true of local

lenses of clay or silt that occur in the Lagrange. They probably

represent either old stream channels abandoned and silted up or

similarly filled old long-shore lagoons behind sand bars of the con

temporary estuary in which the sands were then being deposited.

Deep waters are more apt to contain mineral matter than shallow

waters in the same kind of material, because of the many chances

for deep waters, in their long underground course form their entrance

into the beds to their exit in wells, to come into contact with soluble

substances, and this tendency is further increased by the greater

solvent powers they possess by being under pressure during their

slow underground course. In view of this fact it is surprising that

so many of the deep waters are so pure.

The mineral waters of the region come either from the clays con

tained in the Eutaw, Ripley, or Lagrange formations or from the

Selma, Porters Creek, loess, or alluvium. Local clay beds may pos

sibly be struck in the Eutaw, Ripley, and Lagrange at almost any

place, so that no geographic bounds for such cases can be stated.

Wherever struck, however, good water may usually be gotten by

going somewhat deeper and entering an underlying sand.

The areas of Selma, Porters Creek, loess, and alluvium may be

seen from the geologic map (PI. I, p. 26). In the Selma clay area the

water is usually hard because of the calcium carbonate it contains,

while in the Porters Creek area it is hard usually from the same cause

and may contain in addition sulphates of iron and alumina, which

make it astringent or like alum to the taste. In some places the

Porters Creek water contains so much sulphureted hydrogen that

both man and beast refuse to touch it. In the loess area the water

is hard because of calcium carbonate dissolved from the loess. In

the alluvial region the water usually contains iron carbonate or sul

phate and very often calcium and magnesium carbonate and sul

phate in addition.
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The mineral salts usually found in the waters of the region, then,

are calcium and magnesium carbonate and sulphate, iron carbonate,

and occasionally iron sulphate. Carbonic acid gas is present in the

carbonate waters to hold the lime, magnesia, and iron oxide in solu

tion, and sulphureted hydrogen is occasionally found. These and

and other compounds appear in the chemical and sanitary analysis

given in the preceding pages. They will each be discussed briefly

here and the way they affect the quality of the water will be indicated.

The calcium and magnesium carbonate and sulphate render the

water hard. This hardness may be removed by boiling or by heating

almost to the boiling point when it is caused by the carbonates, and •

such water is known as temporarily hard. If, however, the hardness

is caused by the sulphates it can not be so readily overcome and the

water is then said to be permanently hard.

When soap is added to a hard water, chemical combination occurs

between the soap and the carbonates and sulphates and no soap is

available for making a lather to aid in washing until all of these salts

have thus entered into combination. In this way much soap is

wasted and the insoluble compounds formed make a sticky, gummy

precipitate that is disagreeable and highly objectionable. Hard

water is therefore undesirable for washing and laundry purposes.

If the hardness is temporary—that is, due to carbonates—it may

be removed by a preliminary boiling of the water, when the free

carbojiic acid which holds the carbonate in solution is driven off

and the carbonate is precipitated. If the hardness is permanent,

or due to sulphates, it can be removed only with considerable more

difficulty by processes which are described in the discussion of boiler

waters (p. 157). Most of the hard waters of the region are "tempo

rarily hard."

In cooking, hard water deposits incrustations on the inside of

vessels in which it is boiled and also deposits lime salts on the vegeta-

hles or meats and tends to darken vegetables cooked in it. For

drinking, however, it is probably not objectionable from a sanitary

point of view, though it may impart a taste to the water not entirely

pleasant, and is supposed by many to be harmful in rheumatic and

gouty disorders. In certain diseases of the bowels, kidneys, and

bladder the carbonate of calcium is probably beneficial and the car

bonate of magnesium is even more valuable.

There is comparatively little definite information as to the effect

of hard water when used for stock. In some places a good propor

tion of the diseases of horses is attributed to their drinking hard

water.

Tron carbonate when held in solution in water by an excess of

carbonic acid is precipitated when the water reaches the surface

and is allowed to stand for some hours, thus permitting the escape
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of the carbonic acid. The precipitated iron carbonate decomposes

and an iron oxide is formed, which may be seen as a red or yellow slimy

incrustation in the vessel holding the water or along its course from

a spring. Such water is at first clear and sparkling. On standing,

it becomes more or less opalescent or milky while the precipitation

is going on and when this is completed it is once more clear, but is

no longer chalybeate.

Aside from the lime, and magnesia salts already mentioned, iron

carbonate is the most widely distributed of the minerals in the

waters of the region. Nearly all the "mineral springs" of the region

are chalybeate. For cooking purposes such water is objectionable

because of the discoloration caused by the precipitated iron. It is

even more objectionable for washing white clothes, as it stains them

yellow or brown.

Iron is an essential ingredient of the red corpuscles of the blood

and is also found in various other portions of the body. Chulybeute

waters are valuable for drinking in cases of anemia and generally in

impoverished conditions of the blood arising from any cause.

Sulphate of iron is found in some of the waters, especially in those

of the Porters Creek area. Such water is astringent and tonic, but

is not so palatable nor so generally valuable as a remedial agent as

that containing carbonate of iron.

In the carbonated waters free carbonic-acid gas enables the water

to hold in solution such carbonates as may be present. This gas

imparts to the water an attractive sparkle and is an aid in cases of

indigestion and stomach disorders. Sulphureted hydrogen is present

in some springs and wells and may be instantly detected by the«dor

as of rotten eggs which characterizes it. Such water is considered

of value in certain kidney and bowel troubles and in rheumatism,

gout, and skin diseases.

In sanitary analyses judgment as to the healthfulness of any given

water must be based very largely on a knowledge of the local condi

tions or surroundings, and the analytical findings should always be

interpreted by such knowledge.

USES OF THE WATER.

The principal uses of water in this region are for household and

laundry purposes, stock watering, and steam boilers, but it is also

used to a greater or less extent for soap making, wool washing,

dyeing, brewing, and distilling. In the section on properties of the

water sufficient reference was made to the qualities necessary for

household, laundry, and stock use. The qualities of water which

affect its use for the remaining purposes mentioned above will be

briefly described here.

The most important industrial use of water in the region is for
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steam boilers. Numerous steam sawmills, corn and flouring mills,

and cotton gins are scattered over the region, while in the towns and

cities steam is used for a great variety of power purposes. The rail

ways use large quantities in their locomotives and at mam' places

have sunk their own deep wells.

Where the boiler water is soft, no difficulty arises from its use,

but where hard a deposit known as scale forms in the boiler. The

scale formed by water containing calcium or magnesium carbonate

is deposited in the bottom of the boiler, usually as a loose, soft

slush, that is easily removed by blowing off the boilers. If the

water is permanently hard, however, the scale formed by the cal

cium and magnesium sulphates is deposited on the tubes and bottom

of the boiler as a hard coating that is difficult to remove, and because

it is such a poor conductor of heat causes a much larger fuel con

sumption for the same steam production. It is calculated that

scale one-fourth inch thick requires 50 per cent increase in fuel and

scale one-half inch thick 150 per cent increase.

To obviate the difficulties arising from scale, hard water may be

softened by treatment before or after being introduced into the

boiler. If temporarily hard water is raised to the boiling point

before being used for feed water, the carbonates are deposited.

This practice is followed at a number of steam plants in the region.

There is some loss of heat by radiation in the softening tanks, but the

net cost is low, as the softened water enters the boiler at almost the

boiling point. Permanently hard water does not deposit its sul

phates at boiling temperature, but must be heated in a closed vessel

to a temperature of 150° C. or over, and even then the precipitation

is not complete. Such water may be softened more conveniently

by adding sodium carbonate, when a chemical interchange takes

place, and sodium sulphate and calcium carbonate form and are

precipitated as a soft, incoherent deposit that may be easily removed.

Man}' steam plants in the region use boiler compounds, certain

quantities of which arc introduced into the boiler at stated intervals.

Such compounds when intelligently and carefully prepared are

efficient and satisfactory, though it is probable that in most cases

the}' cost entirely too much. It may be said that 3 cents per thou

sand gallons is a fair cost for softening and that any excess above

this sum is so much money wasted. Aside from the question of

cost, however, an honestly prepared boiler compound has many

advantages for the small plant, where often the boiler is cared for

by a man without the technical knowledge necessary for applying

an intelligent treatment to the water.

Many substances are recommended for the treatment of water in

the boiler. Some act chemically, while others are mechanical and

designed to entangle the scale or mix with it and prevent its getting
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hard or adhering firmly. Some of these are good, others may do

neither harm nor good, while still others at the temperature and

pressure of a working boiler are corrosive and injurious. They

include such substances as powdered glass, tan bark, coal dust,

molasses, sawdust, chips of wood, burnt sugar, ground coffee, log

wood, soda ash, caustic soda, table salt, and many others. Any

treatment should be applied only with a full knowledge of the com

position of the water.

In soap making soft water is highly desirable, because calcium

and magnesium salts cause a loss of lye by their union with it to

form insoluble compounds that are useless for cleansing purposes.

In some cases farmers in the region wash their own wool clip, and

there arc one or two woolen factories that also wash wool. The

water for such use should be soft. Hard water makes the fiber less

pliable and in the finishing stages of the washing a deposit of lime

salts is formed that clings to the wool and interferes with dyeing.

In dyeing as pure a water as possible should be used. If it con

tains organic matter, putrefaction of the dye extracts used may

result. Lime is objectionable in mordanting and aniline dyes dis

solve poorly in water containing it. Iron is also harmful in dyeing

with certain colors and is prohibitive of bleaching.

The quality of the water used in brewing has a very important

influence on the color, taste, and other qualities of the beer pro

duced. The water so used should be a good drinking water and

free from organic matter. Ammonia, nitrates, and nitrites are

objectionable. Calcium sulphate improves the quality of the

product, and if deficient is added. Sodium chloride in small quanti

ties is not objectionable, but in larger quantities prevents the ger

mination of the malt. While a little iron may be harmless, it makes

the product darker and in larger quantities interferes with malting

and may produce an objectionable odor. Calcium and magnesium

carbonates should be present in moderate quantities, especially if

calcium sulphate is deficient. They tend to give the product a lighter

color and to improve its taste and keeping qualities. Organic matter

is harmful since it causes putrefactive fermentation in the malt.

Iron compounds retard germination. Calcium chloride checks the

development of the yeast in the fermentation of beer, while calcium

sulphate promotes it. Much the same is true of the qualities desirable

in distilling.

STATIC LEVEL OF UNDERGROUND WATER.

The elevation to which underground water rises in a number of

the more important places in the region has been ascertained with

as much accuracy as possible. In a few cases where there was an
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uncertainty involving only a few feet one way or the other, this is

indicated by the ± sign. Where data given are suspected of being

entirely wrong, the figure is followed by an interrogation mark.

As shown on the sketch map (fig. 13), these elevations are fairly

 

Fig. 13. -Sketch map showing hydrostatic levels. !, Water rises between 200 anil 300

feet above sea level; ?, between 300 and 400 feet; 3, between 400 and ."00 feet.

well distributed over the area and vary in a rational way, in view of

the facts that the outcrop of the porous beds in the embayment

area across Tennessee and Kentucky is to the east and that water

flowing through these beds encounters friction enough to cause it to

rise to successively less and less height as it goes westward. Water
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also enters at the outcrop across the north end of the area in Illinois

and flows southward with a similarly decreased gradient. By refer

ence to the map an approximation may be»had of the height to

which underground water would rise at almost any place in the

region. The following list gives the elevation above sea level to

which deep underground water rises at the places indicated:

Elevation to which underground waUr rises in embayment area of Tennessee, Kentucky, and

Illinois.

Feet. ■ Feet.

Bardwell, Ky 3f><> ; McKenzie, Tenn 380

Benton, Ky 350 Martin, Tonn 325

Brownsville, Tcnn 288 Mayficld, Ky 380±

Cairo, 111 324 Memphis, Tenn 225

Collierville, Tenn 289 Milan. Trim 403!

Covington, Tenn 309 Morehous.', Mo 318

Dyersburg, Tenn 307± Murray, Ky 448

Grand Junction, Tenn 128 Newborn, Tenn 315

Hickman, Ky 323 Paris, Tenn 400

Hickory Valley, Tenn 421 Rives, Tonn 300

Humboldt, Tenn 316 S4mcr,Tenn 430

Huntington, Tenn 420 Trenton, Tenn 325±

Jackson, Tonn 43.5:t Union City, Tonn 312

Lexington, Tenn 400 , Wickliffe, Ky 322±

METHODS AND COST OF WTSIiL DRIJ.LJXG.

In olden times open dug 'wells were the only kind used, and in

localities where underground waters are near the surface they are

still common. In most cases they are 3 or 4 feet in diameter.

Where the material is very firm they are either not eased or the

casing is set in only the lower part. Where the material is soft a

casing, usually of wood and square, is used for the whole depth.

Occasionally such wells are walled with brick. Where 20 to 40 feet

deep they cost on the average from 40 to 50 cents per foot to dig if in

soft sand or loess. If the material is clay and harder the cost is

somewhat more.

The bored well was next introduced in the region. The first

one was put down toward the middle of the nineteenth century and

they soon became common in the Selma clay and other areas where

it was necessary to go to considerable depths, such as 200 feet or

more. These wells were usually 10 or 12 inches in diameter and

in firm clay were left uncurbed below the first 10 or 20 feet. In

softer materials, where curbing was necessary, a square or octagonal

curbing of 2-inch plank was pushed down after the auger, which

was essentially like a wood auger. In case a consolidated layer was

struck it was broken to pieces, usually by a crowbar or other heavy

iron let drop drill fashion upon it. Long cylindrical buckets with
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valves in the bottom are used for drawing the water. In many

places such wells are put down to-day and prove very satisfactory.

They cost 15 to 30 cents per foot, according to kind of material

and depth.

Driven wells have come into use within comparatively recent

years. Where the depth to water is known to be slight a 2 or 3

inch piece of iron pipe, usually galvanized, is shod with a short

strainer, or perforated section, pointed sharp at the end, and driven

by force into the ground, and a small suction or pitcher pump

attached to the upper end. Such a well has the advantage of having

a tight joint between the earth around and the outside of the pipe, so

that surface water and contamination can not directly enter the well

by trickling down the sides of it. Such a well 20 to 40 feet deep

will cost complete considerably less than a dollar per foot. Some

times such wells are driven deeper, but a depth is soon reached be

yond which it is not practicable to drive the pipe, as it telescopes. '

Where greater depth is necessary than can readily be obtained by

driving, the pipe is "pumped down," as it is called. An outer pipe

is sunk into the ground and within it is sunk another which is shod

on its lower end with a small chisel or cutting edge to loosen up the

material and which has a current of water forced down through it

to wash to the surface the earth loosened by the bit. Such wells

are in many cases 2 inches in diameter and 100 to 200 feet or more

in depth. A well of this size usually furnishes an adequate supply

for all household purposes. At mills of any kind wells 3 to 4 inches

in diameter are often used. For a town or other large supply the

diameter is 6, 8, 10, or 12 inches and the inner pipe is kept turning;

this mode of drilling is called the hydraulic rotary process. In

work in quicksands the counter pressure of the column of water

forced down from the surface is often the only thing that prevents

the sand from rushing up inside the outer pipe and settling around

the tools so that it would be impossible either to sink farther or

pull back the pipe or the tools. Such work requires much experi

ence and care, and if quicksands are encountered the tools are kept

going day and night from the time the well is started until it is

finished, to prevent the loss of the well and tools.

If hard beds are encountered, an ordinary hard-rock deep-well drill

must be used, and the hole may have to be reamed out afterwards

in order to drive the casing lower. In some cases where hard rock,

such as the Paleozoic floor beneath the embayment deposits was

struck, a diamond drill has been used to deepen the well. At Cairo,

111., and elsewhere in that vicinity, however, such attempts were

unsuccessful because of the hard, sharp-edged chert, or " Elco'' gravel,

encountered. This chert soon tore the diamonds from their setting

or cut to pieces the soft iron cuff that held them and caused their

IRR 164—06 11
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loss. The ordinary chisel-shaped deep-well drill was substituted and

worked without trouble.

Where such wells are drilled the outfit of the driller must be exten

sive' and must include a standard-sized deep-well rig or derrick and

equipment for hard rock, sand, clay, and quicksand. It is work,

too, in which experience and good judgment are necessary in decid

ing where to place the strainer or finish the well in order to get a

good supply of water, free from milkiness or clay, and from sand

that will slip through the strainer slots to cut them out, clog up the

well, or cut out valve packing and piston chambers. Drilling soft

deposits, such as characterize this region, is an art in itself and

requires experience that can be obtained only in such a region. No

amount of drilling in hard rocks will prepare a driller for successful

work in soft materials.

The cost of drilling wells of this type varies somewhat, but for

wells 150 to 200 feet deep the cost per foot runs about as follows:

Two-inch, $1 ; 3-inch, $1.50; 4-inch, $2; 6-inch, $3.50; including casing

and a hand pump for the smaller wells. For large, deep wells, where

a more elaborate outfit is necessary, the cost is considerably more,

and for 10-inch wells 600 to 1,000 feet deep or over may run S7 to

$9 per foot. The Memphis wells cost complete with the best of

materials and double or triple casing and tunnel connections about

$5,000 each, while private wrells there ranging from 400 to 600 feet

deep can be bored for about $<S per foot. There is one record of a

well in another part of the region drilled partly 8-inch and partly

6-inch and about 600 feet deep for $1,800, but this is exceptionally

low and probably the figures given were not meant to include the

cost of the casing.
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Acton, Tenn., water resources at 100

Adamgville, Tenn., water resources at 100

Alamo, Tenn.. water resources at 02
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its in 146

Alluvial region, description of 16-17

Alluvium, age of -18-49
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description of 47-19
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water in 105,154

Almira, Tenn., water resources at 116

America, 111., water resources at 149

Andrews Chapel, Tenn., water resources at. 97

Arlington, Ky., water resources at 130

well at, record of 130

Arlington, Tenn., water resources at 105,107

rainfall at 12

well at, record of 105

Arp, Tenn., water resources at 93

well at, record of 93

Artesian conditions, description of 8-14,50-51
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Ashport, Tenn.. water resources at 93

Atkins, Tenn., water resources at 87

Atoka, Tenn., elevation at 116
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geology of 123

mineral water of 145-146

topography of 123
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well at, record of 131
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Bartlett, Tenn., water resources at 107
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Beacon, Tenn., water resources at 64

BeechblufI, Tenn., elevation at 97

water resources at 97

Beech Creek, drainage of 58

Beech River, drainage to 86

Belknap, 111., water resources near 149

Belle Kagle, Tenn., water resources at 82

Bells, Tenn., water resources at 62
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ground-water level at 160
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Benton County, Tenn., description of 51
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well at, record of 94
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Big cut, section at 28-29

views in 28, 36

Big Sandy River, drainage of 61,53-54,86,89

Big Sandy station, Tenn., elevation at 51,53

water resources at 63

Blandville, Ky., elevation at 124

mineral water near 145
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water resources at 124

Bleak, Tenn., water resources at 107

Bloom, Ky., water resources at 136

Boaz, Ky., rocks at 37

Bogota, Tenn., water resources at 66
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Bolivar, Tenn., fossils from near 32

mineral springs near 120
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Bored wells, description of 160-161
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of 16-17,49

See also Second bottoms.

Bradford, Tenn., water resources at 74
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rainfall at 12
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wells at, record of 83
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topography of 126
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topography of 129
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topography of 53-54
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geology- of 58-59

topography of 58

water resources of 59-61
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Clarevillc, Tenn., water resources at 74

Clarksburg, Tenn.. water resources at 56

Claxton, Tenn., water resources at 71
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Claybrook, Tenn.. water resources at 98

Clinton, Ky., elevation at 138

water resources at 138

Coffee Bluff. Tenn., section at 24-25

Pi?e.
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Collierville, Tenn., elevation at 107

ground-water level at 160
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well at, record of 107

Columbia formation, components of 43

description of 44-47

distribution of 44—17.
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view of 126

Columbus, Ky., fossils from near 37,38
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Cordova, Tenn., elevation at 107

water resources at 107
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Cottage Grove, Tenn.. water resources at 90
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Covington, Tenn., elevation at 116

ground-water level at 160
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Cretaceous rocks, descriptions of 23-29
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wa ter resources at 102
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geology of 61

topography of 61
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view of 44
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D.
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Decatur County, Tenn., geology of 63
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topography of 63
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Devonian rocks, occurrence of 22.24

Dexter. Ky.. elevation at 127

water resources at 127
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Dikes, occurrence of 30-31

Dip, direction of 10-U

Dolen, Tenn., water resources nt 87

Dollar, Tenn.. water resources at 66

Double Bridges, Tenn., water resources at . 96

Dreston. Tenn., elevation at 118

water resources at UK
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methods of 100-162

Driven wells, description of 161

Dry Hill, Tenn., water resources at 95

Dublin, Ky., water resources at 136

Dug wells, description of 160

Dunlap Chalybeate Springs, Term., loca

tion of 120

Dyeing, water for 158

Dyer, Tenn.. elevation at 71

water resources at 74

Dyer County, Tenn., geology of 61-65

mineral waters of 120

topography of 61

water resources of 66-70

Dycrshurg. Tenn., elevation at 66

ground-water level at 160

mineral water at 120

rainfall at 12

water resources at 66-<i7

water supply of 66

wells at, records of 66,67

rocks in 40

E.

Eads, Tenn.. elevation at 108

water resources at 108

• Earthquakes, effect of 19,50

Eastwood, Tenn., water resources at 90

Katon, Tenn.. water resources at 74

Edith. Tenn., water resources at 95

wells at, record of 95

Edmond, Tenn.. water resources at 74

Elba, Tenn.. water resources at 71

Elbridge, Tenn., water resources at 102

Embnyment area, description of 14-21, 50

structure of 50

tomographic types of 14-17,20-21

topography of, origin of 17-20

Enville. Tenn., water resources at 60

Eocene rocks, descriptions of 29-40

Erosion, effect* of 15, 17-18, 36

Essary Springs, Tenn., water resources at.. 7s,

120-121

Eucalyptus sp., occurrence of 38

Eurekaton, Tenn.. water resources at «3

Eulaw sand, character of 23-24

dip of 25

distribution of 23,63,80,99

occurrence of 15

outcrop of 11,13,23,62

section of ,< 24-25

thickness of 25

water in . . . 9, 13. 52, 63-64, 80-81, 87, 100, 153-154

F.

Fairdealing, Ky., water resources at 144

Fancyfarm, Ky., water resources at 136

"ilk-.'

Farmington, Ky., water resources at 136

Farmville, Tenn., water resources at 87

Faxon. Tenn., water resources at 63

Fayette County, Tenn., geology of 70

topography of 70

water resources at 70-72

F'inley, Tenn., watersupply at 67

Flatwoods, description of 16

rocks of 16, 33

Flood plains, location and description of.. 14,

16-17, 20, 147

Folsomdalc, Ky., water resources at 136

Foresthlll, Tenn., water resources at 108

Forked Deer, Tenn., water resources at 84

well at, record of 84

Forked Deer River, drainage to 58.

61,64,73,81,86,93

well on, record of 69

Foster, Tenn., water resources at 62

Freda, Ky., water resources at 136

Freeland, Tenn., water resources at 90

Friendship, Tenn., water resources at 62-63

Fristoe, Ky., elevation at 144

water resources at 144

Fulton, Tenn.. water resources at 95,132

well at, record of 132

Fulton County, Ky., description of — 131

geology of 131

mineral water of 145

topography of 131

water resources of 181-134

G.

Qabb, W. M., fossils determined by 32

Gallaway, Tenn., elevation of 71

water resources at 71

Galveston, Tex., well at 23

Gardner, Tenn.. elevation at 118

water resources at 118

Qarretteburg, Tenn., water resources at 56

Gates, Tenn., elevation at 95

water resources at 96

well at, record of 95

Ged, Tenn., water resources at 84

wells at, record of 84

Geologic map of area 26

Geologic structure, description of 50-51

Geology, description of 21-.il

See alto }>articuhir counties.

Uermantown. Tenn., elevation at 108

water resources at 108

Gibson, Tenn., elevation at 74

water resources at 74

Gibson County, Tenn., description of 72

geology of 73

mineral waters of 122

topography of 72-73

water resources of 73-76

Gibson Wells, Tenn., water at 121

Gift, Tenn., water resources at 117

Gismonda, Tenn., water resources at 53

(ilass, Tenn., water resources at 102-103

Gleeson Station, Tenn., elevation at lis

water resources at 118

Glenn Spring. Tenn., water at 121

water of, analysis of 121
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Glimp, Tenn., water resources at 96

Golo, Ky., water resources at 136

Grahamville, Ky., water resources at HO

Granberry, Tenn., water resources at 108

Grand chain Station, 111., water reeourceaat. 152

Grand J unction, Tenn., fossils fromnear. 34.37-39

ground-water level at 160

rocks at 87
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well at, record of "9

Gratis, Tenn., water resources at 103

Qravehlll, Tenn., water resources at 100

Graves County, Ky., description of 134

geology of 1S5-1&5

mineral water of 145, 146

topography of 134

water resources of 135-137

Greenfield, Tenn., elevation at 118

water resources at 118

Guelph, Tenn., water resources at 103

II

Halespoint, Tenn., water resources at 96

Halls, Tenn., elevation at 96

water resources at %

Hamburg, Tenn., water resources at 81

Hanley. Tenn.. water resources at 84

Hardeman County, Tenn., description of . . 76

geology of 76-77

hills of 15

mineral waters of 120-121

topography of 76

water resources of 77-80

Hardin County, Tenn., description of 80

geology of 23,80

topography of 80

water resources of 80-81

Hardness in water, character of 156

Hargrove Spring, Tenn., water at 121

Harris, G. 1)., fossils determined by 82

Harris Grove, Ky., water resources at 128

Harvey, Ky., water resources at 144

Harvey, Tenn., water resources at 85

Hastings, Tenn.. water resources nt 90

Hatchee Kiver, drainage to 70,76,81,93

Halchie, Tenn., water resources at 98

Hathaway, Tenn., water resources at 92

Hawkins Spring, Tenn., water at 121

Haywood County, Tenn., description of ... 81

geology of 81-82

lignite in 35

topography of 8]

water resources of 82-8/)

Hazel, Ky., water resources at 128

Henderson. Tenn., elevation at <HJ

water resources at 60

Henderson County, Tenn., description of.. 85

geology of 86

mineral waters of 120

topography of 85-86

water resources of 86-89

Hcnning, Tenn., elevation at 96

water resources at 96

Henry County. Tenn., description of 89

geology of 89-90

hills of 15
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Henry County. Tenn., mineral waters of... 122

topography of 89

water resources ot 90-92

Hickman, Ky., elevations at 19, 131. 132

fossils from 34.37,38

ground-water level at 160

mineral w ater near 145

rocks at 34-35,37

water resources at 132-133

wells at. record of 132,133

rocks in 40

Hickman County, Ky., description of 137

geology of 137-138

topography of 137

water resources of 138

Hickory Valley, Tenn.. ground-water level
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water resources at 79

Hico, Tenn., elevation at 56

water resources at 56

Hills of erosion, description of 15

Ilinson Springs, Tenn., elevation at 87
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! Hollow Mock, Tenn., elevation at 56

water resources at 56

Hollow Rock Junction, Tenn., elevation at. 56

water resources at 56

Holly Springs, Miss., soil at 46

Hooten, Tenn., water resources at 74

Humboldt, Tenn., ground-water level at .. 160

w ater near 121

Huntington. Tenn., elevation at 56

ground-water level at 160

mineral water near 120. 121

wells at. record of 57

rocks in 31

Hurley, Tenn.. water resources at 81

Huron, Tenn., water resources at S7

I.

Illinois, embayment area in. description

of 20-21,50,146-147

embayment area in, geology of 146-149

w ater resources of 149-153
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10

10

9

71

108

rainfall in

Impervious beds, necessity for

occurrence of

variations in, figure showing

Ina, Tenn., water resources at

Irene, Tenn., water resources at

Iron, cementation by 21,27-28,41-43

Iron carbonate, occurrence of 155-156

Ironstone conglomerate, occurrence of 21.43

view of 28

J.

Jackson, Tenn., artesian well at, view of .. 96

elevation at 98

ground-water level at 160

rainfall at 12

water resources at 9S, 121

well at, record of 98

rocks in 31.40.9T

water of, analysis of 122

Jasper, Tenn., water resources at 60
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Jolmsonville. Tenn., elevation at 51

Jones, Tenn., water resources at 85

Jordan, Ky., water resources at 134

Julian* safTordiana, occurrence of 38

K.

Kecfe, Tenn., water resources nt—

Keeling, Tenn., water resource* at .

Kenton, Tenn., elevation at

rainfall at-

water resources at

92

85

103

12

.. 103

Kentucky, embaynient area of Tennessee

and, description of 14-20

embayment area of, geology of 21-50,
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mineral waters of 145-146

potter's clay in 28

topography of 14-20, passim 122-142

water resources of, by counties 122-146

rainfall in 12

Kerrvllle, Tenn., elevation at 108

water resources at 108

Kilgore Spring, Ky., water of 145

Kimery, Tenn., water resources at 118

Knowlton. F. H., fossils determined by S4,

37,38-39

on Lagrange fossils 38-39

Koho, Tenn., water resources at 85

Ln Center, Ky., elevation at 124

water resources at 124

well at, record of 1-4
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Lafayette formation, character of 41,42

distribution of 40-11, passim 52-137

fossils of 36

gravels of 41-42

iron in 41-13, 52-53

section of 43

thickness of 42-43

views of 86, 126
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73. 77-78, XO-81, 97, 102, 124, 135, 143, 153-154
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view of 36

soil at 46
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character of 33-35

dip of 11

erosion in, view of 36

distribution of 33. 37, passim 54-14S
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fossils of 34.36,37-40

nomenclature of 40

outcrop of 11-12, 14

section of 35-37
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geology of 92
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Lake County, Tenn., topography of 92

water resources of 92
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water resources at 131

Lambert, Tenn., water resources at 72
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well at, record of 68

Laneview, Tenn., water resources at 74

Lankford, Tenn., water resources at 57

Laplata, Tenn., water resources at 68

Lauderdale County, Tenn., description of . . 92

geology of 93
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description of 44-47
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well at, record of 128
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McConnell, Tenn., water resources at 103
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water resources at 101
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water resources at 99
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ground-water level at 160
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Mason, Tenn.. water resources at 117
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Ncboville, Tenn., water resources at 75

Neelys, Tenn., elevation at 99

wat er resources at 99

Newborn, Tenn., elevation at 67

ground-water level at 160

section at 67

water resources at 67

wells at and near, records of 67.68

Newcastle, Tenn., wells at 79

New Concord, Ky.. water resources at 129

New Grand Chain, 111., rocks near 41
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New Kent. Terin., water resources at 72

New Madrid earthquake, effect of 19,50

Nick Combs Spring, Kentucky, water of ... 145

Nobles {Benton County), Term., water re

sources at 53

Nobles (Henry County). Tenn., water re

sources at 91 i

Norwood, Tenn., elevation at 99 |

water resources at 99

O.

Oakland, Tenn.. elevation at 72

water resources at 72 1

Oak level. Ky., water resources at 145 ,

Oakum, Ky., elevation at 138

water resources at 138 I

Obion, Tenn., elevation at 103

water resources at 103

Obion County, Tenn., description of 101

geology of 102

topography of 101-102

water resources of 102-104

Obion River, drainage to 53, 73, 86, 89, 137

wells on, record of 69

Ogden, Ky., water resources at 124

Ohio River, drainage to 64

former course of 20

Orange sand, correlation of 38,40

Ore Spring, Tenn., water resources at 119

Osage, Tenn., water resources at 91

Oscar, Ky., water resources at 124 I

Owens Hill, Tenn.. water resources at 91 |

Padueah, Ky., deep well at 9

elevation at 17,140

rainfall at 12

rocks at 139

water resources at 140-141

wells at, record of 141

rocks in 22,29,31

Paleozoic floor, description of 21-23

dip of 10-11

outcrop of 25

Pulma. Ky., water resources at 145

Paris, Tenn., elevation at 91

ground-water level at 160

roeks at 37

water resources at 91

well at, water of, analysis of . . . 91

Parsons, Tenn., elevation at 64

section at 24

water resources at 64

Paul, Ky., water resources at 145

Pcarley, Tenn., water resources at 115

Pcryear, Tenn., water resources at 1*1

Plielan, Tenn.. water resources lit 117

Phoenix Cotton Oil Co.. well of, log of 66-67

Pincy Creek, drainage of 58

Pin son, Tenn., mineral water near 122

rocks at 37

Pipkin, Tenn., water resources at 89

Pittsburg Landing. Term., section at 25

water resources at M

Pleistocene rock*, description of 13-17

Pliocene rocks, descriptions of lo 43

Page.

Pocahontas, Tenn., elevation at 79

water resources at 79

Point Pleasant. Tenn., water resources at. . 64

Polk, Tenn.. elevation 103

water resources at 103

Pond Creek, course of 61

Pope County, 111.. embay/ment deposits in.. 146

Port Hudson clay, correlation and resem

blances of 49

Porters Creek formation, age of 32

character of 30-31

dip of 31

distribution of 29-30, passim 54-148

erosion in 17-18

faulting in 50

fossils In 30-31

nomenclature of 32-33

occurrence of 15

outcrop of 29

position of 10

thickness of 31

topography of 15

water of 54,

59-60, 77-78, 90, 97, 100, 127, 154, 156

Post, Tenn., water resources at 58

Protocardia Ienis, occurrence of 32

Pryor Chalybeate Spring, Tenn.. water of. . 122

Pryorsburg. Ky., elevation 137

water resources at 137

Pulaski County, III., embayment deposits

in 116

potter's clay in 31

Pnrdy, Tenn., water resources at 101

O..

Quaternary rocks, descriptions of 43—19

Quercus moorii. occurrence of 38

neri folia, occurrence of 38

satTonli. occurrence of 38

sp., occurrence of 38

Quito. Tenn., water resources at 117

l:.

Ragland. Ky., water resources at 141

Kagsdale, Ky., water resources at 137

Rainfall, disposition of 7-8

distribution of 12-13

quantity of 12-13

figure showing 12

Raleigh, Tenn.. springs at, water of, analy

sis of 122

Ralstons Station, Tenn., elevation at 119

water resources at 119-120

Ramsey, Tenn.. water resources at Ho

Randolph, Term., rocks at 34

Rcngiin, Tenn., wnter resources at S9

Recent deposits, description of 47-19

Reelfoot Lake, drainage to 64.92

faulting near 50

Rein. Tenn.. water resources at 85

Residual ridge, description of 15

Ridgcley, Term., water resources at 92

Kinda. Term., water resources at 120

Ripley. Tenn., elevation at 96

- railway cut at, section in 13,44,45

view in 36

water resources at and near 96, 121
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Page

Ripley formation, character of 27-28

dip of 29

distribution of 27,52,58,

59. 76, 86, 89-90, 100. 127, HO, 142, 147-148

fossils of 27,28

occurrence of 15

outcrop of 11,13

section of 28-29

thickness of 29

views of 28

water in 9, 13,52,54.59,

77-78, 87, 90, 100, 127, 135, 140, 144, 153-154

Rives, Tenn., elevation at 103

ground-water level at 160

water resources at 103-104

well at, record of 103

Rocks, description! of 21-49

Rogers Springs, Tenn., water resources at.. 79

Rollins, water resources at 99

Rossville, Tenn.. elevation at 72

water resources at 72

Round Knob, 111., rocks of 41

water resources at 153

Routon, Tenn.. water resources at 92

Rudolph, Tenn., water resources Ht 85

Rutherford. Tenn., water resources at 76

Ruthvillc, Tenn.. water resources at 120

s.

Safford, J. M., fossils described by. . .

on Porters Creek formation

Safford, Tenn., water resources at . .

Salix angusta, occurrence of

sp., occurrence of

82

89

38

38

Samburg, Tenn., water resources at 104

Sands, cementation of 21,27-28

description and distribution of 44

erosion of 17, 18

Sandstone dikes, occurrence of 30-31

Sapindug angustlfolius, occurrence of 38

dubius, occurrence of 39

sp., occurrence of 39

Saulsbury, Tenn., elevation at 79

water resources at 79-80

Savannah, Tenn., rainfall at 12,13

Scale, Ky., water resources at 145

Second bottoms, description of 14,49

Scdalia, Ky., mineral water at 146

wnter resources at 137

Selma clay, character of '-6

dipoi 11

distribution of 26,52,54,58-69,80,86,99

thickness of 26

water in 52, 80-81, 100, 154

Selmer, Tenn.. elevation at 101

ground-water level at ItiO

water resources at 101

wells at. record of 101

rocks in 26

Sharon, Tenn.. elevation at 120

water rest turees at 120

Shelby County, Tenn., description of 104

geology of 105

mineral waters of 122

topography of 104-105

water resources of 105-115

Page.

Silurian limestones, occurrence of 22

Skullbone, Tenn., water resources at 75

Sinter, Ky., water resources at IX

Sloanville, Tenn., water resources at . - 115

Soap making, water for 158

Soapslone, occurrence of 30

Somerville. Tenn.. elevation at 72

water resources at 72

Spellings. Tenn.. water resources at 89

Spout Spring, Tenn., water resources at 104

Springcreek, Tenn., water resources at 99

Spriughill, Ky., water resources at 138

Springs, cause of 8,13

Springville, Tenn.. rainfall at 12

Stanton Depot, Tenn., water resources at. . . 88

well at, record of 85

Stantonville, Tenn., water resources at 101

Stella, Ky , water resources at 129

Stream cutting, history of 17

Structure, geologic, description of 50,51

Stubblefield, Ky., mineral water near 145

stubbs, Ky., water resources at 138

Sugar Tree, Tenn., water resources at 64

Sulphur Springs, Tenn., water from 122

Sweetlips, Tenn., water resources at 60-61

Symsonia, Ky., water resources at 137

T.

Tabernacle, Tenn., water resources at 117

Tamms, 111., water resources at 153

Tarns Landing, Tenn., water resources at.. 96

Tatumsville, Ky., water resources at 145

Taylor's Chapel, Tenn., water resources at. 72

Tccoma rndicans, occurrence of 38

Templeton, Tenn., water resources at 69-70

Tennemo, Tenn., water resources at 70

> Tennessee, embayment area of Kentucky

and, description of 14-20

embayment area of, geology of 21-50,

passim 51-118

mineral waters of 120-122

topographyof 14-20, passfm 51-118

water resources of, by counties 51-122

rainfall in 12

Tennessee Ridge, location and description

of 15-16

streams of 15-16

Tennessee River, drainage of 51,53-&4,80

section to Memphis from, figure showing 51

Terrell, Tenn., water resources at 120

Tertiary rocks, descriptions of 29-43

Thebes, 111., rocks at 27

Thurman, Tenn., water resources at 64

Tibbs. Tenn., water resources at 85

Tice, Ky., water resources at 187

Tigertail, Tenn., water resources at 70

Tipton, Tenn., elevation at 117

water resources at 117

Tipton County, Tenn.. description of A . 115

geology of 116

mineral waters of 121

topographyof 115-116

water resources of 116-117

Tombigbee sand, correlation of 23

Toone, Tenn., water resources at 80

Topography, description of 14-21
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Page

Topography, relations of water table to 7-8

See also particular counties.

Tonnes, Tenn., water resources at 58

Trenton, Tenn.. elevation at 75

ground-water level at 160

rainfall at 12

water resources at 75-76

Trimble, Tenn., water resources at 70

Troy, Tenn., water resources at 10-1

U.

Underground water, character of 153-150

conditions of, figures showing 9

dependency of, on rainfall 8

escape of, absence of 13-14

level of 158-160

figure showing 159

resources of 51-60

sources of 7-8

uses of 166-158

Union City, Tenn., elevation at 101

ground-water level at 160

water resources at 104

Unity, Tenn., mineral springs at 120

water resources at 1-0

Uplands, description of 20-21

V.

Valleys, description of 14, 47-49

Vandyek, Tenn.. elevation at 92

water resources at 92

Venerieardia alticostata, occurrence of 32

Villa Ridge, 111., rocks of 41

Viola, Ky., water resources at 137

Vultoncreek, Ky., water resourcesat 137

w.

Wadesboro, Ky., water resources at 129

Walts, Tenn., water resources at 117

Warping, location of 18-19

Water, mineral, character of 153-166

occurrences of 120-122, 145-140

Water, underground. See Underground

water.

Water-bearing basins, figure showing 43

Water-bearing beds, occurrence and char

acter of 9

outcrop of 11-12

thinning out of, figure showing 9

variation in, figure showing 9

Water table, character of 7-8,43

character of, figure showing 43

i'age.

Water Valley, Ky., elevation at 137

mineral water at 146

water resources at 137

Weakley County, Tenn., description of 117

geology of 118

lignite in 35

mineral waters of 120

topography of 117-118

water resources of 118-120

Well drilling, cost of 162

methods of 100-162

Wells, source of water in 8,13

water-bearing basins in, figure showing. 48

Scf akin particular counties, places, etc.

Wellwood, Tenn.. water resources at 85

Wetzel. Ky., water resources at 129

Whitefern, Tenn.. water resource* at 89

Whitehaven, Tenn., elevation at 115

water resources at 115

White Oak River, drainage of 58

Whiteville. Tenn., wat< r resources at 80

Wickliffe, Ky., artesian well at, view of 120

elevation at 125

fossils from 31. 37, 38-39

ground-water level at 100

mineral water at 125,140

water resources at 125

well at, view of 9

wells at 9

records of 125, 126

rocks in '. 22,29,81,40

water of. analyses of 125

Wildersville, Tenn., elevation at 89

rainfall at -12

water resources at 89

Wind, disposition of soil by 46-17

figure showing 47

Wolf River, drainage to 70

Woodland Mills, Tenn., water resources at. 104

Woodviile, Ky., water resources at 141-142

well at, record of 142

Wool washing, water for 158

Wyly, Tenn., water resources at 53

Y.

Yorkville, Tenn., water resources at 76

Yuma, Tenn.. elevation at 58

water resources at 58

Yumyum, Tenn., water resources at 72

Z.

Zaeh, Tenn., water resources at 53
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